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DICTIONARY
OF THB

ENGLISH LANGUAGE.

Aam (iwm), n. A measure of liquid*.
A-baek', ad. Backward. (table.
AVfr-cAs, n. A bench ; a counting
A-baft', adv. Towards the stern.
Ab-al'len-ate, v. To alienate.
A-ban'don, v. L To give up entirely.
A-ban'doned (a~ban'dund),j>. a. For-
saken. [dons.

A-ban'don-er, n. One who aban-
A-ban'don-Ink, n. Act of forsakiug.
A-ban'don'ment, n. Act of aban-
doning.

A-ba»e% v. L To humble.
A-Mue'ment, n. Act of abasing.
A-ba»h', v. L To confuse.
A-bash'ment, n. Confusion.
A-bat'a-ble, a. That may be abated.
A-bate', v. L To lessen.—v. i. To de-

crease.
A-bate'ment.n. The act of abating.
A-bat'er, n. That which abates.
Ab'a-tlH, n. [Fr.] An intrenchment.A-Da'tor, n. One who abates.
A-bat-toftr, (a-bat-wor/), n. [Fr.] A
public slaughter-house.

Abb, n. Yam for the warp. [father.
Ab'ba, n. A 8yriac word, signifying
Ab'ba-ey, n. Rights of an abbot.
Ab-ba'Ual (-ba'shal), a. Relating
to an abbey.

Alt'be, n. [FrJ An abbot.
Ab'beis, n. The governess of a nun-
» nery.
AVbey, n. A convent : —a church at-
tached to a convent.

AVbtt, n. The chief of an abbey.
Ab^bot-shlp, n. The state of an ab-

bot.
Ab-brfTl-iUe, v. U To abridge.
Ab-bre-vl-a'tlon, n. Contraction.
Ab-bre'vl-a-tor, n. Abridger.
Ab-bre'vl-a-to-ry, a. Shortening.
Ab-bre'vl-a-tare. n. Abbreviation.
Ab'dl-cant, a. Abdicating ; renoun-

cing.
Ab'dl-cato, v. t. To abandon or re-
linquish. v. i. To resign an office.

n. Act of abdica-
linquish. v. i. .

Ab^l^a'Uon,
ting.

Ab^dl-eft-tlTe, o. Abdicating, [in.
Ab'di-to-ry , n- Aplace to hide goods
Ab-d4Vmen,n. The belly.
Ab-dftm'i-nal, a. Belating to the
abdomen. larate.

Ab-dnce', v. t To draw from ; to sejv

9

Ab-dttetf, v. I To take away unlaw*
lullv.

Ab-dae'tlon, n. Act of taking away
a person by force.

Ab-dtic'tor, n. A muscle ; one guil-
ty of abduction. 7 for.

A-bear'ance (a-bar'ans), n. Behav-
A-be-ce-da'rl-an, n. A teacher or
a learner of the alphabet.

A-bgd'. ad. In or on bed.
A-bele\ n. The white poplar.
Ab-er/rance, n. A deviation from

Ab^or-ra'tlon, n. The act of devia^A-bet', t». t To encourage.
A-b€t'ter, n. One who abets ; abettor.
A-bet'tor, n. One who abets ; an ac-
complice.

A-bey'ance (a-ba'ans), n. A state
of suspense.

Ab-hor', v. t. To detest ; to abominate.
Ab-hor'rence, n. Act of abhorring
hatred. [to*

Ab-hor'rent, a. Odious; contrary
Ab-hor'rent-Iy, ad. In an abhor
rent manner.

Ab-hor7rer, it. One who abhors.
A'blb, n. The first month of the Jew

ish year.
A-bide', v. i. To dwell : to reside.
A-bid'er, n. One who abidesor dwells.
A-bII'1-ty, n. Power to do any thing

;

capacity.
Abject, a. Mean : low ; base.
Ab^Jec'tton, n. Want of spirit.
Abject-ly, ad. In an abjeot manner.
Abjecft-neso, n. Abjection ; mean-

Ab-iu-dl-ca'tlon, n. Rejection.:
Ab-ju-ra'tlon, n. Act of abjuring;
renunciation. [ration..

Ab-lu'ra-to-ry, a. Relating to abju-
Ab-lure', v. t To deny upon oath.
Ab-lae-ta'tlon, n. Act of weaning

;

—a method of grafting by approach.
Ab-la-que-a'tion (ab-la-kwe-a'shun),

n. Act of opening the ground about
the roots of trees.

Ab'la-tiro,a. That takes away.
A'ble (arb9i «• Having power or skill
A'ble-bSd/ied (-bOd'Idj.a. Strong of
body. [ne«&

Aflep-sjr, n. Want of sight ; blind
Afe-ln/tlon (ab-lu'shun), s. Aet oj
cleansing with water.
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10 ABLY
A'bly, ad. In an able manner.
Ab-ne-ffa'tlon, n. Denial; renun-
ciation, (regular.

Ab-nor'mal, a. Contrary to rule ; ir-

A-board' (a-b6rd')
f ad. On board.

A-bode',n. Habitation ; dwelling.
A-bftl'lan, v. I. To annul ; to repeal.
A*b61'isb>a-ble, a. That may be
abolished.

A-bai'lwb-er, n. One who abolishes.
Ab*o-lI' tlon (ab-o-lish'un), n. Act
of abolishing ; destruction.

Ab-o-11' llon-fam, n. The principles
of the abolitionists.

Ab-o-H' tlon-lNi (ab-o-llsh'un-lst), n.
One who favors abolition.

A-bftm'l-na-ble, a. Hateful; de-
testable, [testably.

A-bftm'l-na-bly, ad. Hatefully ; dc-
A-b6m'l-nate, v. I To hate utterly

;

to abhor. [tation.
A-b6m*l-na'tlon, n. Hatred ; detes-
Ab-o-rljr'l-nal. a. Original; primi-
tive.—**. An original inhabitant.

Ab-o-rljr/l-iieN (ab-o-rlj'e-nez), n. pi.

[L.] The earliest inhabitants of a
country.

A-bor'tlon, n. Miscarriage. [ture.
A-bor'tlve. a. Unsuccessful); imma-
A-bor'tlve-ly. ad. Untimely.
A-bor'tlve-neaa, n. State of being
abortive.

A-bound', v. i. To be in great plenty.
A*bont', prep. Round; encircling;
near; concerning; relating to.—ad.
Circularly; nearly.

A*bove' (a-bflvO, prrp. In a higher
place; more than.—ad. Overhead; in a
higher place.

A-bove'-h-board (a-bnv'bfirdj.ad. Upon
deck or board ; in open sight

Ab-ra-ca-dab'ra, n. A Syrian deity.
A-brade\ v. t. To rub off.

A-bra'tilon (a-bra'zhun), n. Act of
rubbing off.

A-br^ant' (abrestO. ad. Side by side.
A-bridge', v. L To make shorter in
words ; to contract;—to deprive of.

A-bmdff'er, n. One who abridges.
A-bridjr'inent. n. Contraction of a
work into a smallercompass ; epitome.

A-broach', v. t. To set abroach.—ad.
In a posture for flowing out.

A-broad' (a-brawd'), ad. Without con-
finement ; at large ; from home.

Ab'ro-gate, v. I. To repeal ; to abolish.
Ab-ro-ga'tlon, n. Act of abrogating.
Ab-rApt' a. Broken ; unconnected.
Ab-rAp'tion, n. Violent separation.
Ab-rfipt'Iy, ad. Hastily; suddenly.
Ab-rApt'iieas, n. State of being ab-

rupt, [with pus.
Ab'9c6m (ab'ses), n. A tumor filled

Ab-aclnd' (ab-slnd), v. t. To cut off.

Ab-«eIs'aloii (ab-slsh'un), n. Act of
cutting off.

Ab*aeond'. v. t. To hide one's self.

Ab-ac6na'er, n. One who absconds.
e, n. State of being absent.

ABSURD

Ab'aent, a. Not present:—«. r. To
keep away.

Ab»ftea-t££', n. One absent from his
station.

Ab-aen-toflsm, n. State of being
absent.

Ab'fllnth, n. Wormwood.
Ab-sln'tbl-an, a. Of the nature ot
wormwood. [wormwood.

Ab-sln'thl-at-ed, p. n. Containing
Ab'ao-lute,a. Unconditional; despotic
Ab'ao-lute-Iy, ad. Unconditionally.
Ab'ao-Iute-neati, n. Completeuoss

;

despotism.
Ab-ao-Iu'tlon, n. Act of absolving.
Ab'ao-la-tlam, ». Absolute govern-
ment.

Ab-aol'n-to-ry, a. That absolves.
Ab-«ttl'va-to-ry, a. Relating to par-
don.

Ab-aolve' (ab-zolvO, v. t. To tree from.
Ab-aolv'er, n. One who absolves.
Ab-sorb', v. t. To swallow up.
Ab-worb'a-ble, a. That may be ab-
sorbed.

Ab-sorb'ent. n. Med icine that dries
up.—a. Tending to absorb

.

Ab-sorpt',p. Swallowed up; absorbed.
Ab-aorp'tlon, n. Act of absorbing;
engrossment. [sorb.

Ab-aorp'tive, a. Having power to ab»
Ab-atafn'. v. i. To keep from.
Ab-fttc'ml-ofls, a. Abstinent ; tem-
perate.

AD-Hte'ml-oAs-ly, ad. Temperately.
Ab-ftt£'ml-ofis-n6Nfi, n. Abstinence.
Ab*Mterge% t». t. To cleanse by wiping;
tojwipe.

Ab-Mter'ffent, a. Having a cleansing
quality.

Ab-ater'trioii, n. Act of cleansing.
Ab-atfr'Blve, a. Having the quality
of cleansing.

Ab'stl-n£nce, n. Forbearance of
necessarylfood.

Ab'atl-nent, a. Using abstinence.
Ab'stl-ntnt-ly, ad. In an abstinent
manner. [rate.

Ab-Mtract',v.r. To take from; to sepa-
Ab'«tract, a. Separate; disjoined;
refined.—n. A concise abridgment.

Ab-Htraet'ed, p. a. Separated ; dis-
joined.

Ab-atract'er, n. One who abstracts.

Ab-strac'tlon, n. Act of abstracting,
state of being abstracted ; separation.

Ab-strae'tlve, a. Having tne power
of abstracting. [ner

Ab'tttract-ly, ad. In an abstract man-
Ab'stract-neas, n. State of being
abstract.

Ab-fttrnae', a. Difficult to be un-
derstood,'; obscure ; not plain.

Ab-Mtrnae'ly, ad. Obscurely; not
plainly.

Ab-tttruac'neas, n. Difficulty ; ob-
scurity.

Ab-a<trd', a. Contrary to manifest
truth ; unreasonable ; inconsistent
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ABMTJRDITY.

Ab-otlrd'i-ty, n. The quality of being
absurd.

Ab-anrd'ly,a<i. In an absurd manner.
Ab-attrd'new, n. The quality of be-
ing absurd.

A-bnn'danee, n. Great plenty ; exu-
berance.

A-bon'dant, a. Plentiful ; ample.
A-ban'dant-ly, ad. Plentifulfy ; co-
piously.

A-bose7 (a-bQzO, r. t. To make an ill

use of :—to violate ; to defile.

A-biise' (a-bus7), n. Ill use ;—unjust
censure ; rude reproach.

A*bu'»lvc, a. Containing abuse ; in-
solent; rude. [ner

A-bu'alve-ly, ad. In an abusive man-
A-bu'alve-neaa, n. The quality of
being abusive.

A-bnt', v. i. To end at ; to border upon.
A-bnt'mcnt, n. That which borders
upon :—a mass of masonry at the end
of a bridge.

a-bat'tal, n. The butting or boun-
dary of land.

A-byam' (a-blzmO, n. Same as abyss.
A-byas', n. A depth without bottom ;

a rail
A-ca'd-a fa-ka'she-a), n. [L.] A shmb.
Ae-a-dem'lc, a. Relating to an acad-
emy.—n. A member of an academy.

Ac«a-d«m'l-cal, a. Relating to an
academy.

Ae-a-de-ml'tlaa (ak-a-dc-mlsh'an),
n. A member of an academy.

A-cad'e-my, n. A seminary of learn-
ing.

Ae-a-na'ceous (-shus), a. Having
prickles.

A-can'thua, n. [L.] A spiny plant.
A-cat-a-lcc'tlc, n. A verse which
has the complete number of syllables,
without excess.

A-cat-a*l£p'tlc,a. Incomprehensible.
A-can'llne, ) a. Having no stem or
A-can'loua, / stalk ; stemless.
Ac-cede7 (ak-sedO, v. i. To comply
with ; to assent. [quicken.

Ac-c*l'er-atc, v. L To hasten ; to
Ae-e41-er-a'tlon,n. Act of hastening.
Ac-c«l'er-a-tlve, a. Increasing ve-

locity, fflamed.
Ac-ccn'dl-ble, a. That may be in-
Ac'eent, n. Modulation of the voice
in speaking ; a mark to direct the
modulation of the voice.

Ac-ctnt', v. L To note the accent.
Ae-etat'a*al(ak-sent'yu-al),a. Rhyth-
mical ; relating to accent.

Ac-cent'a-ate, v. t. To place the
accent on. (the accent.

Ac-c^nt-u-a'tfon, n. Act of placing
Ae»cept', v. L To take as ofTered ; to
receive.

Ac-c£pt*a-bll'l-ty,n. Acceptableness
Ac-c£pt'a-ble, o. Likely to be accep-
ted : welcome.

ac-e^pt'a-ble-ness, n. The quality
of belmj acceptable.

ACCOMPLISHMENT. \\

Ac-c£pt'a-bly, ad. In an acceptable
manner.

Ae-eept'ance, n. Reception ; accep-
tation.—The subscribing of a bill or
draft.

Ac-cep-ta'tion, n. Reception; —the
received meaning of a word.

Ac-c6pt'cr, n. One that accepts.
Ac-ceaa' or Ac'ceaa, n. Approach ;

admission .—addition ; increase.
Ac'cea-aa-ry, a. Contributing to a
crime.—n. An accomplice.

Ac-cea-al-bll'1-ty , n. State of being
accessible. [preached.

Ac-cea'al-blc, a. That may be ap-
Ac-cew'alon (ak-sesh'un), n. Act of
coming to ; approach ;—enlargement

;

augmentation.
Ac-ceVtilon-al, a. Additional ; added.
Ac-ce»-M6'rl*al, a. Relating to an
accessory.

Ac'ce*-ao-ry, n. Same as accessary.
Ac'cl-d£nee, n. A book containing
the first rudiments of grammar.

Ac'el-d€nt, n. A property of a being
not essential to it :—casualty.

Ac-cl-den'tnl, a. Having the quality
of an accident :—casual.

Ac-«:l-d£n'tal-ly, ad. Casually ; by
chance.

Ac-claim', v.t. To give applause ; to
applaud.—n. Applause : acclamation.

Ac-cla-ma' t ion, n. Shout of applaud
Ac-clam'a-to-ry, a. Pertaining to
acclamation.

Ac-cli'mate, v. t. To inure to a cli-

mate ; to acclimatize.
Ac-cll-ma' tion, n. Act of acclimating
Ae-cli'ma-tlzc, t>. t. To acclimate.
Ae-cIIv'l-ty, n. Steepness reckoned
upwards.

Ae-cli'voua, a. Rising with a slope.

Ac-cttm'mo-date, v. t. To supply
with :—to adjust ; to make suitable.

Ac-cttm'mo-dat-ina;, p. a. Disposed
to oblige.

Ac-cttm-mo-da'tlon, n. Provision
of conveniences :—fitness ; reconcilia-
tion.

Ac-cdm-mo-da'tlon-BIU. n. A bill

of exchange given as an accommoda-
tion, instead of money.

Ac-com'pa-nl*er, n. One who ac-

companies.
Ac-com'pa-nl-ment (ak-knm'pa-ne-
ment), n. That which attends a thing
or person.

Ac-com'pa-nlMt, n. One who Jper-

forms an accompanying part.

Ac-com'pa-ny (ak-kOm'na-ne). v. L
To attend ; to associate with.

Ac-corn'pi Ice, n. An associate or one
concerned in a crime.

Ac*cftm'pllah, v. t. To complete ; to

execute :—to adorn or furnish.
Ac-cftm'pllshed(akkom'plisht). p.o.

Finished ; elegant ; polite , refined.

Ac-cttni'pIiMh-ment, n. Comply
tion :—ornament of mind or body.
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12 ACCOED

Ac-cord', fe. L To make agree : to
compose.-*-*, i To harmonize.—n. A
compact ; agreement [formity.

Ac-cord'ance, n. Agreement, eon-
Ac-cord'ant, a. Consonant ; corres-
ponding, [formably.

Ac-cord'lnjr-ljr, ad. Agreeably : con •

Ac-co^dl-on, n. A small musical
wind instrument, with keys.

Ac-cost', v. t. To speak to ; to salute.
Ac-coot'a-ble, a. Easy of access ; fa-

miliar.
Ac-couche'nient (ak-kosh'm&ng), n.

(Fr.] The delivery in childbed.
Ac-count', n. A computation :—a nar-
rative :—reason.—v. L To reckon.

Ac-count-a-bll'1-ty, n. Accounta-
bleness. [swerable.

Ac-connt'a-ble, a. Responsible; an-
Ac-count'a-ble-neas, n. iResponsi-

bility.

Ac-count'ant, n. One skilled in
accounts.

Ac-conp'le (ak-kup'pl), v. L To link
together : to couple.

Ac-cou'tre (ak-k6'tur), «. I To sup-
ply with equipage ; to equip.

Ac-con'trc-m$nt (ak-ko'tur-ment),
n. Dress ; equipage ; ornaments.

Ac-cr€d'lt, v. t. To give credit or cre-
dentials to ; to countenance. [ing.

Ac-crea'cent, a. Increasing : grow-
Ac-crftlon, n. Act of growing to
another.

Ac-croach', r. t. To draw to one.
Ac-cruc', v. i. To accede to ; to be
added to":—to rise, as profits.

Ae-cu-ba'tlon, n. A reclining at
meals. fcumbent

Ac-cnm'ben-cy , n. State of being ac-
Ac-cum'bent, a. Leaning; reclining.
Ac-cu'mu-latc, v. t. To neap up ; to
pile up.—r. i. To increase greatly.

Ac-en-mn-la'tlon, n. Act of accu-
mulating, [lates.

Ac-cn'mu-la-tlws a. That accumu-
Ac'cu-ra-cy, n. Exactness; correct-

ness.
Ac'cu-ratc, o. Exact ; correct
Ac'cu-rate-ly, ad. Exactly; with-
out error. [curse.

Ac-curse', r. /. To doom to misery; to
Ac-curs'ed, p. o. Cursed ; hateful.
Ac-cn'sa-ble, a. Blamable ; culpable.
Ac-eu-sa'tlon, n. Actof accusing :—
charge. [grammar.

Ac-cursa-tire, a. Applied to a case in
Ar-cn'sa-t 1ve-ly, ad. In an accusa-

tive manner. [accusation.
Ae-cn'sa-to-rr, a. Containing an
Ae-cuse', v. L To charge with a crime;
to blame ; to censure.

Ac-cus'er, n. One who accuses.
Ae-cna'tom, v. I To habituate ; to

inure. [to custom.
Ac-cn*'tom-a-ry,a. Usual; according
Ac-cns'tomcd (-tumd), a. Frequent;
usual.

Ace,*. A unitoncardsordice:—anatom

AOORIT

A-eU'da-ma, n. fHeb-1 A field «l
blood.

A-ctph'a-lan, n. An animal with-
out a head, as an oyster.

A-ccph'a-lons, a. Without a bead.
Ace'point, n. The side of a die which
has but one spot

A-cerb', a. Acid and bitter, or rough.
A-cer'bl-ty, n. Sour taste :—seventy
of temper. [maple.

A-ceVic, a. Noting an acid from the
A-ces'cent, a. Tending to acidity.
Ae'e-tate,n. A salt formed by the
union of acetic acid with a salifiable
base. [vinegar.

A-c*t'lc, a. Having the properties of
A-ceft-1-fli-ca'tlon, n. Act of acetify-

ing.
A-cet'i-iy, v. t. To make sour.
Ae-e-tlm'e-ter. n. An apparatus for
determining the strength or acids.

Ae-e-tlm'e-try, n. The art of meas-
uring the strength of acids.

A-ce"ous, a. Having the quality
of v egar.

Ache ak), n. A continued pain.—v. i.

To be in continued pain.
A-chl€v'a-bIe, a. Possible to be
achieved. [to obtain.

A-chleve', v. t To perform : to gain

;

A-chelve'ment, n. A performance ;

a feat — An escutcheon, or ensign
armorial.

A-chler'er, n. One who achieves.
Ach'lnir (ftk'ing), n. Pain ; uneasiness.
A'chor (aTkor), n. [L.l A species of
herpes or tetter ; scald-head.

Aeh-ro-mat'lc, a. Without color.

Ach-ro-ma-tic/l-ly, n. Achroma-
tism.

A-chrd'ma-tism, n. Want of color.
A-cIc'n-lar, ) o. Sharp-pointed ; nee-
A-cIc'n-late, J die-shaped.
Ac'ld (&sfld), a. Sour : sharp like vine-
gar :—n. An acid substance.

A-cId'l-fli-a-ble, a. That may be
acidified. j&ng-

A-cId-1-fl-ca'tlon, n. Act of acidi-
A-cv

1'1-iy, v. I To convert into acid.

Ac-l-dlm'e-ter, n. An instrument for

determining the strength of acids.
A-cId'1-ty, n. An acid taste.

Ac'Id-ncMM (aVld-nes). n. Acidity.
A-cId'u-late, v. t. To tinge with acids.
A-cld'u'lons, a. Somewhat acid;
sourish.

A-eIn'1-form, a. Having the form of
grapes.

Ac-knowl'edire (ak-nfll'ej), v. L To
own^the knowledge of ; to avow.

Ac-knowl'edff-ment (ak-nol'ej-

ment), 'n. Act of acknowledging :—
gratitude. [mit

Ac'me, n. The highest point ; the sum-
A-c61'o-tnIat« n. A servitor in an
ancient church.

Ac'o-Ijtc, n. The same as Acolothist
Ac'o-nite, n. The herb wolfs-bane.
A'eom, n. Seed or fruit of the oak.
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AOOENEB

A'eornod (aTkornd), a. Fed with
acorns. —Having acorns, as an oak
tree.

A-coft-y-lfdon, n. A plant
A-coas'tlc, a. Relating to hearing.
A-coos'tics, n. pi. The science which

treats of sound. [inform.
Ac-qnaint', v. t To make familiar; to
Ac-qualnfance, n. Familiarity

;

knowledge of :—a person or persons
with whom one is acquainted.

Ac-qnalnt'ed, a. Familiar with.
Ac-qut»£a«e' (ak-we-€e), v. n. To rest
in, or remain satisfied with ; to agree.

Ac-qnl-£s'ceiice, n. Compliance

;

content.
Ac-qul-Jto'cent, a. Easy; submitting.
Ae-qnir'a-ble, a. That may be ac-
quired.

Ac-qnlre/,v.t To gain; to get; to earn.
Ac-qnire'meiit, n. That which is

acquired.
Ae-qal-al' tlon (ak-we-zlsh'un), n.
Act of acquiring ; that which is ac-
quired.

Ae-quls'1-tlve, a. That is acquired.
Ac-quls'1-tlve-neaa, n. (Phren.)
The love of acquiring property.

Ac-quit', v. L To set free ; to clear
from a charge or accusation ; to dis-
charge, [acquittal.

Ac-qult'meiit, n. Act of acquitting

;

Ae-qult'tal, n. Act of acquitting; dis-

charge. Tdebt.
Ae-qnlt'tance, n. Discharge from a
A'crc (aTkur), n. A quantity of land,
comprising 160 square rods, or 43,560
square feet.

Ae>rld, a. Of a hot, bitingtaste; bitter.

Ac-rl-mo'nl-oua, a. Full of acri-
mony; severe. [rimony.

Ae-rt-md'nt-otta-ly, ad. With ac-
Ac'ri*mo-ny (ak're-mo-ne), n. Sharp-
ness .-—severity of temper ; bitterness.

Ac-rl-tade, n. Acrid taste or quality.
Ac*ro-a-mat'lc, ) a. Abstruse

;

Ae-ro-a-mat'1-cal, j pertaining to
deep learning. [atics.

Ae-ro-a-mat'lca, n.pl. Same as Acro-
Ae-ro-at'lc, a. Abstruse ; acroamatic.
Ac-ro-at'lca, n. pi. Aristotle's lect-
ures on the more subtile parts of phil-
osophy.

Ac'ro-bat, n. A vaulter ; rope-dancer.
A-cron'y-cal, a. Opposite to the sun
or rising when the sun sets, and setting
when the sun rises, as a star.

A-cron'jr-cal-ly, erf. At the acrony-
cal time :—opposed to cosmical

Ac'ro-npire, n. A shoot at the end
of seeds.

A-eroaa', ad. Athwart ; crosswise.
A-cros'tlc, n. A poem in which the

first letters of the lines make up the
name of a person.

A*cr6s'tl-cal,a. Relating to acrostics.
Act (akt), v. i. To be in action.— v. t.

To perform.—*. A deed, exploit :—

a

part of a play.

ADDICTEDNMSS 13

Ae'ttn-Irai, n. The chemical force
of the sun's rays.

Ac-ti-nom'e-ter, n. An instrument
for measuring the force of solar radia-
tion.

Ac'tlon (ak'shun), n. State of acting

;

operation :—a battle -.—suit at law.
Ac'tlon-a-ble, a. That admits an

action.
Ac'Moa-a-My, ad. ByaprocesBoflaw
Ae'tive, a. That acts; transitive:—
busy; nimble.

Ae'tive-ly, ad. In an active manner.
Ac-tlv'l-ty, n. The state or quality
of being active ; quickness.

Ac'tor, ». Onewho acts; a stage player.
Ac'treaa, n. A woman who plays on
the stage. [certain.

Act'a-al (akt'yu-al), a. Really in act

;

Act'u*al-ly, ad. In act ; positively.

Act'u»al-n«fts, n. The quality of be-

ing actual.
Act?u-a-ry, n. The managing ofllcer

of an insurance company ; a clerk.

Act'n-fUe (akt'yu-at), v. I To put into
action ; to influence.

A*cu'le-ate, a. Having a point;
prickly.

A-cu'men, n. A sharp point]:—dis-
cernment.-

A-ca'mi-nate, a. Pointed.
A-cu'mi-nat-ed, p. a. Sham-pointed.
A-cu'ml-na-tion, n. The act of
sharpening.

A-cu-panct'ure, n. A method ol

bleeding by small punctures.
A-cute', a. Sharp ; keen :—not grave:
—penetrating.

A-cute'ly, ad. Sharply); ingeniously.
A-cnte'neas, n. State of being acute;
acumen ; penetration.

Ad'age (ad'aj), n. A maxim handed
down from antiquity ; a proverb.

A-da'fft-d, n. [It.] {Mm.) Mark of
slow Time.

Ad'a-mant, n. Avery hard stone.
Ad-a-man-te'aii,a. Hard; adaman-

tine, [hard.
Ad-a-man'tlne,a. Made ofadamant;
Ad'am'a-Ap'ple (ad'amz-ap'pl), n.

The prominent part of the throat.
A-dapt', >v. t. ,, To fit one thing to an-
other ; to suit.

A-dapt-a-bll'l-ty, n. Capability of
adaptation.

A-dapt'a-ble,a. Thatmay be adapted
Ad-ap-ta'tlon, n. Fitness.

Add, v. t. To join together ; to increase.
Ad-d6n'duiii, n.

;
pi. Ad-den'da.

[L.1 An addition.
d'deAd' ler, n. A venomous reptile.

A species of p
Possibility ot be-

Ad'der'»-frraM,n. Aspeciesof plant.

Ad-dl-blFi-ty, ~ "
"

ingtadded.
Ad'dlce. n. A tool ; an adze.
Ad-dlct', v. L To give up or apply one's

self to:—used in an ill sense.
Ad-dlct'ed-nes», n. State of being
addicted.
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14 ADDITION

Ad-dl' tlon (ad dlih'tin), n. Act or
adding ; the thing added :—increase :

—a rule of arithmetic for adding num-
bers together. [is added.

Ad-dl' tton-al (ad-dlsh'un-alKa. That
Ad-dl' tlon-al-ly, ad. In addition to.

Ad'dle, o. Barren ; unfruitful.
Ad'dle-h«ad'ed, a. Of weak intel-

lect: foolish.
Ad-dre**', v. L To speak or apply to

;

to accost.—n. Application: petition.
Ad-d nee', r. /. To bring forward : to
allege. [forward.

Ad-du'cl-ble, a. Thatmay be brought
Ad-dnc'tlon, n. The act of adducing.
Ad-duc'tlve, o. That brings forward.
Ad-dtic'tor, n. A muscle that con-

tracts, [privation.
A-dgmn'tlon, n A taking away *.

Ad-e-nol'o-yy, n. A treatise on the
glands.

A-dept', n. One versed in any art—
a. Skillful [ness.

Ad'e-qaA-cy,n. Sufficiency; adequate-
Ad'e*quate, a. Equal to. [manner.
Ad'e-qaato-ljr, ad. In an adequate
Ad-htre', v. i. To stick to.

Ad-hei^ei^c*, )n. The quality of
Ad-hgr'en-cjr, j adhering; attach-
ment; tenacity.

Ad-he»nt* a. Sticking to.—n. One
who adheres ; a follower. [manner.

Ad-he^ent-Iy, ad. In an adherent
Ad-he/alon (ad-he'zhun). n. Act or
state of sticking or adhering.

Ad-be'ttlve, a. Sticking; tenacious.
Ad-he'alve-ly, ad. In an adhesive
manner.

Ad-be/alve-ntas, n. Tenacity

;

(Phren.) A propensity to form attach-
ments.

Ad-hor'to-to-ry, a. Exhortator
A-dlen' (a-duO, ad. [Ft.] Farewel
n. A farewell.

Ad-l-poc'e-r&te, v. L To change into
adipocere.

Ad-l-po-cere/, n. An ofiy or waxy
substance.

Ad-1-poae', a. Consisting of fat.

Ad'lt,n. A passage for water under

§round. [close to.

l-Ja/cen-ry, n. The state of lying
Ad-jsVcent, a. Lying near; contig-
uous.

Ad-J#c' tlon, n. The act of adding.
Ad-jec-tl' tloua, a. Additional.
Adjec-tWe. n. A word added to a
noun, to express quality, [adjective.

Ad'Jec-tlve-ly. ad. As or like an
Ad-loin', v. t. To join to ; to unite to.
Ad-lotn'Ins, a. Close to; contiguous.
Adjourn' (ad-iurnO. v. t. & i. To put
onto another day : to postpone.

Ad-Journ'ment, n. Act of adjourn-
ing; intermission.

Ad-jodare*, v. t. To pass a sentence.
Ad-Ja'dl-eat*, v. t To adjudge ; to
sentence. [eating

Ad-Ju-di-ca'tkm, n. Act of adjudT-

ory.
arell.-

ADMIXTUME

Adjunct, n. Something Joined t*
another.—a. Added »o ; united with.

Ad-Janc'Uon, n. Act of adjoining.
Ad-jtinc'Uve,n. That whicbisJoined.
—a. Having the quality of joining.

Ad-Ja-ra'tlon,n. The act of charg-
ing another solemnly by oath:—the
form of oath.

Ad-Jnre',t;.t. To impose an oath upon
another.

Ad-JAst', v. L To regulate ; to fit

Ad-Just'a-ble, a. Tha* may be ad-
justed.

Ad-JiiNt'inent, n. Regulation ; set-

tlement
Ad 'J n-tAn-cjr, n. The office of an ad-
jutant

Ad'Ju-tAnt, n. A military officerwho
assists a superior officer ; an assistant.

Ad'Ju-v&nt, a. Helpftil; useful.
Ad-m£iui'ure-in6nt, n. Act or re-

sult of measuring ; measurement.
Ad-m$n-su-raVtlon,n. Mensuration.
Ad-mln'ls-ter, v. L To supply :—to
act as agent or • '-ninlstrator upon:—
to manage.—'v.i. -o act as adminis-
trator, [ministration.

Ad-mln-l»-t4'rl*al,a. Relating to ad-
Ad-mln'to-tra-ble, a. Capable of
administration.

Ad-mln-is-tra'tlon, n. Act of ad-
ministering ; act of conducting any af-

fair:—the executive pan of govern-
ment. [Isterg.

Ad-mln'lft-trm-tfve, a. That admin-
Ad-mln-la-tr&'tor, n. One who has
the charge of the estate of a man dy-
ing intestate, [of administrator.

Ad-mln-fta-tr&'tor-ahlp, n. Office
Ad-min-ls-trsVtrlx, n. She who
administers. [ing admirable.

Ad-ml-ra-bll'1-tjr, n. Quality of be-
Ad'ml-ra-ble, a. Worthy of being
admired ; excellent. [manner.

Ad'ml-ra-bly, ad. In an admirable
Ad'ml-ral, ». The chief officer of a

fleet [ral.

Ad'ml-ral-sblp,n. Omceofanadmi-
Ad'ml-rari-ty, n. The authority ap-
pointed for managing naval affairs.

Ad-ml-ra'tlon, n. Act of admiring

;

esteem.
Ad-mire', v. t To regard with won-
der or love.—v. i. To feel admiration

;

to wonder. [a lover.
Ad-niir'er, n. One who admires;
Ad-mir'lng-ljr, ad. In an admiring
manner. [admissible.

Ad-mls-sl-bll'1-tir, n. State of being
Ad-mls'sl-ble,a. That may beadmit-

ted. Jadmittance.
Ad-mls'slon, n. Act of admitting

;

Ad-mlt', v. L To suffer to enter :—to
grant.

Ad-mlt'tanee, n. Act of admitting.
Ad-mlx', v. L To mix. [mingling.
Ad-mlx'tlon ,ad-mlkst'yun), n. A
Ad-mlxt'ur«. n. The substance of
bodies mingled ; mixture.
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ADMONISH

Ad-mftn'lAh, v. t To give Admoni-
tion to ; to warn ; to reprimand.

Ad-mftn'tan-er, n. One who ad-
monishes.

Ad-mo-nl' Uon, n. Act of admon-
ishing; gentle reproof.

Ad-mion'i-Uve, \a. That admon-
Ad-mftn't-to-ry, £ ishes; monitory.
Ad-naa'eent, a. Growing to some-
thing else.

Ad'nate, a. Growing on something.
Ad'noon, n. An adjective.
A-d6', n. Trouble ; bustle.
A-do'be, n. [Sp.j Brick unburnt,
sun-dried.

4d-o-les'cenee, \n. The age be-
Ad-o-leVcen-ey , / tween childhood
and manhood.

Ad-o-leVcent, a. Growing ; youthful.
A-dOpt', «. t To take as one*s own.
A-d6pt'er, n. One who adopts :—

a

vessel with two necks.
A-dOt^tion, n. Act of adopting:

—

A-dop'tlve, o. That adopts or is
adopted.

A-doi^a-ble, a. Worthy of adoration.
A-dor'a-ble-neas, n. Worthy of
adoration. [ner.

A-dor/a-bly,ari. Inan adorable man-
Ad-o-ra'tlon, n. Divine worship.
A-dore\ v. U To worship with exter-
nal homage ; to reverence :—to love in-
tensely.

A-dorer, n. One who adores.
A-dorn', v. L To set off to advantage

;

to decorate. [ment.
A-dorn'in£,n. Ornament ; embellish

-

Ad-Oa-eu-Ia'tlon, n. A method of
grafting :—impregnation of plants.

A-drlft7, ad. Floating at random.
A-droIt' a. Dexterous ; skillful.
A-droIt'ly, ad. In an adroit manner.
A-droU'neas, n. Dexterity ; skill.
A-dry', a. Thirsty ; in want of drink.
Ad-»cl-tl' -tlons,a. Assumed tocom-
plete something ; additional.

Ad-u-la'tion, n. Flattery.
Ad'u-la-to-ry, a. Flattering much.
A-dnlt',a. Grown up ; of mature age.

A-^ „ A person grown up. [terates.
A-dal'ter-ant, n. That which adul-
A-dnl'ter-ate, v. t To corrupt ; to
debase,—a. Corrupted; debased.

A-dnl-ter-a'tton, n. Act of adult-
erating, [adultery.

A-dttl'ler-er, n. A man guilty of
A-anl'ter-6sa, n. A woman guilty of
adultery.

A-dnl'ter-ine, n. A child born of an
adulteress.—a. Spurious; adulterous.

A-dal'ter-oafi, a. Guilty of adultery;
corrupt. [riage bed.

A-dfil'ter-jr, n. Violation of the mar-
A-dr It'nesa, n. The state of being
adult. [dow.

Ad-ara'brant, a. Giving a slight sha-
Ad-am'brate, v. L To shadow out
fcintty.

ADVERTISEMENT 15

Ari-um-bra'tion, n. A faint sketch.
A-dan'el-ty, n. Crookedness; form
of a hook.

Ad-vance', v.t To bring forward :—
to raise to Dreferment :—to improve

:

—to pay beforehand.—o. i. To g* for-
ward ; to proceed.—a. A going for-
ward ; progression ; improvement :

—

anticipation of time.
Ad-vance'. ) a. Being in front: pro-
Ad-vanced', / moted :—as, t-dvance
or advanced guard.

Ad-vance7ment, n. Act of advanc-
ing ; progress ; preferment.

Ad-van'tage, n. Superiority ; favor-
able circumstances ; benetfc—v. t. To
benefit ; to promote.

Ad-van'tage-g-round, n. Ground
that gives superiority.

Ad-van-ta'ffeoua (af-van-ta'Jus), o.
Affording advantage ; oeneficial

; pro-
fitable.

Ad-iran-ta'geous-ly, ad. Profitably.
Ad-van-ta'geouffnesa, n. Profita-
bleness.

Ad-vene', v. L To accede or come to.
Ad'v$nt, n. A coming :—appropriate-

ly, the coming of Christ ; a season of
devotion.

Ad-ven-tl' tlons (ad-ven-tlsh'us), a.
Accidental :—not essentially inherent.

Ad'vent-tot, n. A believer in the
second pe/Bonal coming of Christ.

Ad-v6nt'are (ad-vent'yur) , n. An ac-
cident :—an enterprise in which some-
thing is at' hazard.—v. i. To try the
chance.—v. L To risk ; to hazard.

Ad-veufnj>er, n. One who advent-
ures.

Ad-v£nt'ure-eome,a. Adventurous.
Ad-T^nt'nr-oAs. a. Inclined to ad-
ventures ; bold ; daring. [ingly.

Art-v^nt'ar-oas-Iy, ad. Boldly; dar-
A d'verb, n. A word loined to a verb,
adjective, or other adverb, to modify
its sense, or the manner in which it is

useo% [verb.
Adver'bi-al, a. Pertaining to an ad-
Ad-ver'bl-al-ly, ad. As an adverb.
Ad'ver-aa-ry, n. An opponent; an
enemy.—a. Opposite to ; adverse.

Ad-ver'aa-tlve, a. Noting opposition.
Ad'verae, a. Contrary ; opposite :—
calamitous.

Ad'verse-Iy, ad. Oppositely.
OppositiAd'verse-neas, n. Opposition ; ad-

versity.
Ad-ver'al-ty , n. An unfortunate con-
dition ; affliction ; misfortune.

Ad-vert', v. i. To regard.
Ad-ver'tence, \n. Act ofadverting;
Ad-ver'ten-cy, / regard; attention

to.

Ad-ver'tent, a. Attentive ; heedful.
Ad'ver-tiae, v. t. To give public no-

tice of; to publish.
Ad-ver'tlae-ment, n. Intelligence

;

information :—public notice, as in a
newspaper.
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16 ADVEBTISEB

Ad-ver-tiii'er, n. One who advertises.
Ad-vice', n. Counsel ; instruction.
Ad-vis'a-ble, a. Prudent: expedient
Ad-vi»'a-ble-netML n. Expediency.
Ad-vise7, ».(. To give advice ; to in-
form.—v. i. To consult ; to deliberate.

Ad-vis'ed-ly, ad. Deliberately; need-
fully [tion.

Ad-viae'ment, n. Counsel ; informa

-

Ad-vis'er, n. One who advises.
Ad-vi'so-ry, a. Giving advice ; coun-

selling, [vindication.
Ad'vo-ea-ey, n. Act of pleading ;

Ad'vo-eate, v. L To plead for; to sup-
port ; to defend.

Ad'vo-eate, n. One who pleads the
cause of another :—an intercessor.

Ad-vo-ea'tlon, n. Act of pleading ;

defence.
Ad-vow-ee', n. One who hasthe right
of advowson.

Ad-vow'son, n. The patronage of
a church; a right to present to a
benifice. [also adz.

Adse, n. A cutting iron tool:—speltMfg^» (e'jis), n. [L.] A shield:—an
ulcer. [ment of music.

JE-6'li-an-liarp, n. A stringed instru-
A'e-rate, v. L To fill with, carbonic

acid.
A-e^rl-al, a. Belonging to the air.

Ae'rie ftrre or &'ere). n. A nest or
brood or hawks or eagles.

A'e-rf-fl-ea-tlon,n. Act of aerifying.
A'e-rl-fonn, a. Having the form of

air. [with air.

A'e-rl-fV, v. t To fill or combine
A-e-rOgpra-pliy, n. A description of
the air.

A'e-ro-lite, n. A meteoric stone.
A-e-rtl'o-gy,n. The science ofthe air.

A'e-ro-maii-ey, n. Divination by
thesair. [ing air.

A-e-rom'e-ter, n. Machine for weigh-
A-e-ro-met'rlc, a. Relating to aerom-

etry.
A-e-rom'e-try. n. The art of meas-
uring or weighing air.

A'e-ro-naut, n. A balloonist.
A-e-ro-naut'le, a. Relating to aero-

nautics.
A-e-ro-naut'lca, n. pi. Art of sailing

in the air by means of balloons.
A-e-ros'eo-py, n. Observation of

the air.

A-e-roa-tat'ie, ) a. Relating to
A-e-roa-tafi-eal, j aerostatics or

aerostation.
A-e-roa-tat'lest, n. pi. The science
which teaches the weight, pressure, or
equilibrium of the air. [ing air.

A-e-ro*-ta'tion,n. Science of weigh-
JEw-theY'te, a. Relating to aesthetics.

.Afe-thet'ies, n. pi. The doctrine of
the sensations, or the science which
treats of the beautiful in nature and
art.

A-far', ad. At a great distance ; re-
motelr.

AFFLUXION

Af-fa-Ml'i-ty, a. Quality of being
affable. (teous.

AfTa-ble, o. Easy of manners ; cour-
Arfa-ble-nea«,n. Courtesy; affability.

Affa-bly, a/I. In an affable maimer,
Af-fair',n. Business ; transaction
Af-feet', v. L To act upon ; to move
the passions.

Af-fee-ta'tlon, n. False pretence;
artificial show ; insincerity.

AT-feefed, a. Moved:—nill of affec-

tation,
Af-feet'ed-ly, ad. In an affected
manner.

Af-fee'tlon, n. Desire ; love ; kind-
ness ; tenderness :—state of mind.

Af-fee'tlon-ate, a. Loving: tender.
Af-fee'tion-ate7ly, ad. Kindly ; ten-
derly.

Af-fee'tive, a. That affects.

Af-fi'anee, n. A marriage contract

;

betrothment :—trust.—v. L To betroth;
to pledge.

Af-fl'ant, n. A maker of an affidavit
Af-fl-da'v It, n. A written declaration
sworn to before a magistrate. [tract.

Af-fied' (af fid'), p. a. Joinedby con-
Af-fII't-ate, v. t. To adopt as a son:—
to associate with.

Af-fn-1-a'tton, n. Adoption.
Am-nage, n. The art of refining
metals.

Af-fIn'i-ty, n. Relationship by mar-
riage :—connection :—chemical attrac-

tion.
Af-finn', v. L To ratify ; to assert :—

v. i. To declare positively.
Af-flrm'a-ble, a. Capable of being

affirmed.
Af-flrm'anee, n. Confirmation.
Af-finn'ant, n. One who affirms.

Af-flr-ma'tlon, n. Act of affirming

:

—a solemn declaration, answering to
an oath.

Af-firm'a-tlve, a. That affirms;

positive.—n. That side of a question
which affirms.

Af-firm'a-tlve-ly, ad. In an affirm-

ative manner.
Af-fIx', v. L To attach to ; to subjoin.

—a. Something added to a word.
Af-flx'lon (af-fIk'shun.) n. The act
of affixing.

Af-flxt'ure, n. That which is affixed.

Af-fla'tlon, n. The act of breathing
upon. [grieve.

Af-fllct', v. t To put to pain; to

Af-fllet'ed, p. a. Having affliction.

Af-flle'tlon, n. Cause of pain or sor-

row ; grief ; sorrow ; calamity.
Af-flleHlve, a. Causing affliction;

painful.
AFflu-ence, n. Riches ; abundance.
Afflu-ent, a. Abundant : wealthy.—

n. A river flowing into another.
Afflu-ent-ly, ad. In an affluent man-

ner, [affluence.

ATflftx, n. The act of flowing to
Af-flftx'iou, it. Afflux.
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ATTORD

Af-f&rd'. v. t To yield or produce :—
to be able to bear the expense of.

Af-fran'eblae, v. I To make free

;

to enfranchise.
Af-fray', n. A quarrel ; disturbance.
Af-freigbt' (af-fratf), v. t To hire a
ship for freight, or transporting goods.

Af-nrlfrbf (af-ftlt'), r. f. To alarm;
to terrifY.—n. Terror ; fright

Af-froni', v. t To insult ; to offend.
—n. Insult ; outrage.

Af-froat'ina;, p. <l Contumelius.
Af-front'ire, o. Causing affront.

Af-fBae', v. t. To pour upon.
Af-ffi'slon, w. Act of pouring upon.
Af-iY',«. t To betroth : to bind.
A-fi*ld', od. To the field ; in the field.

A-fire7
, a. A ad. On fire.

A-fioat' (a-fidf), ad. In a floating state.

A-fbot', ad. On foot :—in action.
A-fdre'. pry. Before : sooner in time

:

—ad. In tune past ; in front.

A-fore'said, a. Said before.
A-fore'tlme, ad. In time past
A-foal', a. & ad. Entangled ; not free.

A-fraid (a-fradO, a. Struck with fear.

A-freab', ad. Anew ; again.
A-front'.ad. In front
Aft. ad. Behind ; astern.
After, prep. Following in place or
time • in pursuit of; about; behind.—
ad. In succeeding time; afterward.—
a. Succeeding ; subsequent

ATtor-birtsi, n. The placenta.
After-olap, n. An unexpected sub-
sequent event

Arter-erop, n. The second crop.
After-boors, *. p2. Succeeding
hours.

AFter-m&tb, n. The second crop oi

AFter-noon, *. Time from noon to
evening.

After-pAla*, n. jrf. Pains after child-
birth.

After-part, n. The latterpart.
After-pltee, n. A farce after a play.
Arter-tboagbt (after-thawt), n. Re-

flection after the act
AFter-ward (after-wurd). ) ad. In
After-wards (after-wurdz), f suc-
ceeding time.

After-wit, n. Contrivance too late.

A'ffa. n. A high Turkish officer.

A-fsin', ad. A second time; once more.
A-ajalnat', prep. In opposition to ; in

"* 'wto; A
contradiction! ...

A-ffap*',ad. Staring with
Aafa-phite, n. The turquoise stone.

AGONISM 17

Aff'a-rle, n.
I and dyeing.

A drug used in physic

lowAa'ate, ». A precious stone of i

class :—a kind of type.

Aff'avty, a. Of the nature of agate.
A-^a've, n. The great American aloe.

Af#.n. Any period of time:—a gen-
eration of men :— time :—a century :—
maturity ; decline of life.

*'%«, Old j stricken in years.

2

A'Ma-ey, n. Action ; acting for an
other.

A'gent, n. One who has power to
act ; a deputy ; a representative.

A'rant-sblp,n. The office of an at .

Aipgw (adOer), n. [L.1 A fortress or
wench.' "

*

(a ball.
Aa>jrl6m'er-ate, v. I To gather in
AK-a*16m««r-aVUoii, *. A heaping
together. [aether.

Aff-jrlu'tl-nant, a. Uniting parts to-
Aa>a»In'tl-nate, v.t. Tocause to unite.
Aff-ffld-tl-na'tlon, n. Union : cohe-
sion, [unite.

Ag-jrlik'tl-iia-tlre, a. Tending to
Af/ffrau-diae, v. L To make great

;

to exalt :—to enlarge ; to increase.
Aa/ffran-diae-meiit, n. Act of ag-
grandizing^ exaltation. [dises.

Aa/gran-dia-er
?
n. Onewhoaggran-

Aa/vra-vate, v. i To make worse :—
to provoke.

AffHrra-vsVtion, n. Act of aggra-
vating :—provocation.

Aar/ar«-gate, a. Formed of parts col-
lected.—»». The sum of parts collect-
ed.—v. L To accumulate ; to collect

Aff-gre-ffa'tlon, n. Collection ; heap.
Aa/ffre-ffa-tive, a. Taken together.
Aa;-a:r*aT»loii, n. The first act of in-
jury ; attack. [tack.

Ag»ffreValve, a. Making the first at-

Afr-frreaa'or, n. One who begins hos-

Aa;-a;rieVaiice,n. Injury; grievance.
Aar-ajrl^ve7 (ag-grev'i, v. t. To give
sorrow ; to vex ; to injure.

Aar-arrOnp', v. t. To bring together.
A-ffbaat% a. Struck with horror ; as-
tonished.

Affile (ftj'il), a. Active ; quick.
Aa^lle-nefM, n. Kimbleness; agility.

A-grll'i-tr, n. Nimbleness
;
quickness.

Ajpl-o-tajre, n. Speculations; dis-

honest manoeuvres in relation to pub-
lic funds.

A-frlat'ment, n. The act of taking in
and feeding cattle :—an embankment.

AgSft-ta-ble, a. Thatmay be agitated.
A^l-tate, v. L To put in motion ; to
discuss.

Aa;-l-ta'tion, n. Act of agitating;
discussion ; violent emotion.

Aff'i-ta-tor, n. One who agitates.
Ag'let. n. A tag.
Ag'nail, n. A disease of the nails.
Aa/nate, a. Akin from the lather.
Ag-na'lion, n. Descent from the
same father.

Aff-no'men, n. [L.] A name given
to a person fromsome evendorexploit

Ag-nom-1-na'tlon, n. An allusion
ofone word to another by sound.

Asr-noa'tlc, n. One who neither af-

firms nor denies the existance of m
personal Deity.

A-ff6', ad. In time past; since. [ity.

A-arfta;Vad- In a state of eager curios-
Aaro-nlsm, n. Contention roi a prise
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18 AGONIST

Aj/o-nlat,*
Nllls'tlC
_ _• «. A contender for prises.

Ajr-o-nla'ite, ) a. Relating to prlse-
A*-o-nl»'tlcal,/ fighting.
A^o-auae, v. t To afflict with ag-
ony.—«. i. lb feel agony: to be in pain.

Ag'o-ny, n. Violent pain; anguish.
A*ffra'ii«ant a Relating to fields or
grounds.

A-arreVrl-an-lsm, a. An equal di-
vision of lands or other property.

A«rM. v. i. To be in concord; to set-
tle amicably: to concur.

A-s;r££-a-bil'l-ty, n. Agreeableness.
A-frrtft'a-ble, a. Suitable to ; con-
formable; pleasant.

A-ffr4fa-f»le-neaw,n. Stateofbeing
agreeable.

A-grefa-bly, ad. GonsistenUy with.
A-tjre^'ment.n. Actof agreeing; har-
mony:—bargain; stipulation.

A-ffrea'tlc, la. Rude: rustic; relat-

A-ffreVti-eal, > ing to the country.
Aff-rl-ctUt'n-ral, a. Relating to ag-

riculture.

Am'rt-cWt-nre, n. Art of cultivating
the ground ; tillage ; husbandry.

Aff-rl-cttlt'n-rlst, n. One skilled in
agriculture ; a farmer.

Aff'rl-mo-ny, n. Liverwort
A-ffr&n'o-mjr, n. Cultivation; agri-

culture.
Aff-roa-tM'o-ay, n. That part of bot-
any which treats of grasses. [ed.

A-ground', ad. On the ground; strand-
A'ffue (a'gu), n. An intermitting fever.

A'fu-Isli, a. Partaking of ague.
A'a-u-lsb-neea, n. State of being
aguish.

Ah, into). Sometimes noting dislike,

contempt, joy, or exultation, but most
frequently, compassion andcomplaint

A-ha, iniaj. Noting triumph and con-
tempt.

A-head (ahedO, ad Farther on; on-
ward.

Aid, v.t To help; to assist.—n. Help

;

support
Aide-de-camp' (ad-e-kawngO, n. fFr.]

A military officer employed under a
general to convey his orders. [Egret.

Al'gret (a'gret), n. The heron. See
Ai'ffu-Ifct, n. A point ofgold placed
at the end of fringes ; an aglet

All, v. i. To pain; to give pain.—v. L
Te be in pain or trouble.

Aftl'ment, n. Pain; disease; illness.

Aim (am), v. L To direct towards:—
n. Direction, design: purpose; object

Alm'leas, a. Without aim or object.

Air, a. The fluid in which we breathe,
and which surrounds the globe:—the
mien of a person:—a tune. v. L To
expose to the air.

Alr'-bnllt (artrflt), a. Built in the air.

Air'-a;An, n. A gun charged with air.

Air'hdle, n. A Dole to admit air.

Alr'1-nea*, n. Sute of being airy;
gayety. [the air.

Air' in*;,*. A short journey to enjoy

ALE

Alr'-pttmp, n. An instrument for ro»
moving the air out ofa vessel, (mine*.

Air/-*haft. n. A passage for air into
AlrSy, a. Relating to or admitting

Aiaie(lJ),*n. A walk in a church.
A-lar', ad. Half or partly opened.
A-klm'bd, a. Arched. [ture.
A-artn',o. Related to; allied to by na-
Al'a-baa-ter, n. A white stone; a va-

riety ofgypsum.
A-laelt/, trderj. Alas! noting sorrow.
A-laelt'a-dajr', intcrj. Noting sorrow
and melancholy. [ness; readiness.

A-lac'ri-tj, n. Cheerfulness: liveli-

Al-a-mdde7. ad. According to the lash-
ion.—n. a thin silk BtufT.

A-larm', n. A cry of danger; sudden
terror.—v. L To impress with fear.

A-larm'-bell, n. A bell rung noting
danger.

A-larm'-clOck, n. A clock that
sounds an alarm. [alarm.

A-larm'lat, n. One who excites an
A-larm-watch (-wOch), n. A watch
that strikes the hour.

A-laa', interj. Noting lamentation,
grief, pity, or concern.

Alb, n. [L] A Roman priest's surplice.
Al'ba-treVea, n. A large, web-footed

bird. [ing.

Al-bft'H, ad. Although; notwithstand-
Al-bea'eent, a. Growing white;
whitish.

Al-bi'nlsm, n. The state ofan albino.
Al-bi'noorAl-bl-n6,[Sp.1 A white
negro, or a person unnaturally white.

Al-bu-gin'e-ottw, a. Resembling the
white of the eye or an egg.

Al'bum, n. A book for inserting au-
tographs, &c

Al-bn'men, n.
Al-bfi'ml-noOa, a,

men.

The white of an egg.
Oontainlngalbu-

Ipartofwood.
Al-bur'anm. n. Thewniteor softerl, T*.

Al-cald',n. [Sp.[ A Spanish
ernor:—a warden; a jailer.

gov-

Al-cal'de, n. [Sp.j A municipal judge.
Al-cliem'1-cal, o. Relating to al-
chemy, (enemy.

Al'che-mfot, n. One versed in al-
Al'ehe-my, n. The science of chem-

istry as practised in former times:—oc-
cult chemistry:—the transmutation of
metals. [—ardent spirit

Al'eo-heM, n. Highly rectified spirit:

Al-eo-Ml'lc, a. Relating to alcohol.
Al-eo-hftl'me-ier, n. An instrument

for determining the quantity of alco-
hol in wines, &c [Koran.

Al'eo-raii, n. The Mahometan Bible;
Al-eo-ran'lc, a. Relating to the Al-
coran.

Al'edve, n. A recess in a library or
other room:—an arbor in a garden.

Al'der,n. A tree resembling the haxeL
Al'der-man, n. An officer in a towa
corporate, city, or corporation.

Ate,*. Fermented malt liquot
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ALECONNER

Alo'*ettn-n«r, n. An inspector of ala-
house measures. [sold.

Ale'nouse, n. A house where ale Is
A-lem'blc, Ti. A vessel used in distil-
ling.

4"!ert^ *- °n ^uard; watchful. Tness.
A-lert'aeas, n. Watchfulness; brisk-
Ale7wife, n. A small fish.

Al-ex-an'drine, n. A verse of
twelve syllables.

A*16x-t-pliar'mle. n. An antidote
against poison or infection.

A-Iex-1-fteVic, ) a. That drives poi-
A-l£x-i-t«r/i-eal,j son or infection
away.

A-lex-l-teVlea, n. pi. Preservatives
against poisons andInfection.

ATffa, n. JL.] Sea-weed.
Al-fra-m*!^ n. A species of antelope.
Al'ffe-bra, n. A kind ofarithmetic.
Al-ge-bra'tc, ) a. Relating to al-
Al-rc-bra'l-«al, / gebra; performed
by algebra.

Al-ffe-bra'1-eal-lj'c ad. By means of
algebra. [algebra.

Aj.fe-br&'ist, n. OneweU versed in
Al-ffo-rlom, > n. The art of computa-
Al-fro-rUbin, / tion by numeral flg-

LIANCE 19

ores.
Al'i

[officer ofjustice.

writ:—4m assumed naine.
ATl-bi, «. [L.] The plea of a person
accused, who alleges that he was in
another place when the crime was
committed.

Allien (al'yen), a. Foreign; estranged
from.—». A foreigner:—a foreigner not
naturalized as a citizen.

Al-ieo-a-bll'i-ty, ». Quality of be-
tas alienated, [alienated.

Al'len-a-ble, a. Capable of being
Al'ien-&te(al'yen-at), v. t. To trans-

fer to another:—to withdraw the af-
fections from:—withdrawn from.

AMen-a'tion, n. Act of alienatlng:—
transfer of property:—mental derange-
ment

Al'len-A-tor, n. One who alienates.
Al«len-€3', *• 0ne to whom property

is transferred.
A-ljffht/, v. i. To dismount; to light.AilS!10^?e,,t (a-lln'ment), n. The
position of a body of men in line.

A-likeSod. With resemblance ; equal-
. ft;—* Like ; egual.A
J i*

niSI1!t«i Nourishment ; food.
£!•}••*•;•!» <*• Nutritious.

f«t2R*,lt7?"r3r' °- Belonging to or
affording aliment. nng

AJ-J-men-ta'ttoii, n. Act of nourish-
Al-i-m«ii'tlve-ii#«**n (Phren.) The
orean of appetite for food.

Al-l-mo'iil-oiks, a. Nourishing ; all-
mental.

Al'l-m-ony, n. An allowance granted
to a wife upon separation from her
husband.

Al'i.ffei, a. Wing-footed ; swift-footed.

Al'1-aaant, a. Aliquant parts of a
number are such as will never make
up the number exactly ; as. 5 is an al-
iquant part of 12.

Art-quot, a. Aliquot parts of any
number are such as will exactly meas-
ure it, without remainder ; as. 4 is an
aliquot part of 20.

A-live', a. Not dead :—active.
Al'lca-hettt. n. A pretended univer-

sal solvent

a !£?"£*' **?*'<!: partakingof alkali

i *"H» *• A substance that neutral-
izes acids. [alkaliA!;£*,^!",*r» v- *• To change to an

Al'ka-llne, a. Having the qualities
of alkali.

A
!:!*a"l

I-,l/|*ty/ »* Quality ofan alkali.
AI'ka-IiBe, v. i. To render alkaline.
Al'ka-lold, n. A vegetable principle
having alkaline properties.

All, n. The whole ; every thing.—a.
The whole ; every one.—ad. Quite ;

completely ; wholly ; entirely.
All.fools-day ', n. The first of April.
All-hall' inter}. A term of salutation.
All-hal'lowfi, n. A 11-saints-day.A!!*!l*, ',ow",,la»» I n- T^e term near
All-hal'low-tlde. j all-saints-day,
or the first of November.

All'.heal, n. A species of iron-wort.
AU-salnts-day, n. The first of No-
vember. [November.

All-fK>ul»-day', n. The second ofA11-wise', a. Possessed of infinite wis-
dom.

Al-lay', v. L To soothe ; to assuage.
Al-lay'er, n. That which allays.
AMe-jpa'tlon. n. Act of alleging;
affirmation ; a plea.

Al-l«ge' (al-lej), v. L To affirm ; to de-
clare ; to maintain ; to plead.

Al-leSglance (al-lejjans), n. The obe-
dience which a citizen owes to a gov-
ernment ; loyalty.

Al-le-gorMe, )o. Partaking of al-A
!:Ie"**r/|*ca,» i ^g"ry

;
figurative.

Al'le-fro-rlst, n. One who teaches al-
legorically. fieally.
Al'le-go-rise, v. t. To speak allegor-
Al'le-jco-ry, n. A figurative discourse:
—a fable.

Al-le-i?r«t'td. ad. [It.] Denoting
time less quick than allegro.

Al«l#/jrrd,ad. [It.] Denoting a spright-
ly motion.

Al-le-lu'Jah (-lu'ya). intern. & n. A
word of exultation, signifying praise
God.

Al-l*-mande', n. [Fr.] A German
dance:—a slow air.

Al-le'vi-ato. v. L To make light : to
soften ; to assuage. [viates ; relief.

Al-l€-vl-a'tlon, n. That which alle-
Al-I^Tl-a-tlve. n. A palliative.
Al'Iey, n. A walk ; a narrow pi

•li'ancAl-li'ance. n. A confederacy :—affin-
ity ; relation by marriage or by kin-
dred.
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km, n. [L.] Land held by
dual in nis own right.

tappro-

Al'll-ffftt*. v. t To jii aether.
Al-ll-cft'tlon, n. ct of tying
together :—a rule .ametie.

Al'll-ff»-tor, - -„• American croc-
odile.

AI-II' slon, .. The act of striking
one thing against another.

Al-llft-er-a'tlon, n. The repetition
of the same letter, chiefly at the begin-
ning of words. [alliteration.

Al-lU'er-a-tlvfe, a. Pertaining to
U-lo-ca'tnr, n. [L.] A certificate on
taxing a bill of costs. [ing to.

Al-lo-cu'tlon, n. The act of speak-
Al-16'dl*al, a. Not feudal ; indepen-
dent.

Al-16'dl-ni
an indivldi

Al-long-e', n. A pass with a sword in
fencing; a lunge :—a long rein.

Al-lo-p&tb'lc, a. delating to allo-
pathy, [allopathy.

Al-lttp'a-tblat, n. One who practices
Al-lttp'a-tby, n. The art of curing
diseases by inducing symptoms differ-

ent from those of the primary disease.
Al-lttt', v. L To distribute as by lot

;

, to assign ; to apportion, distribute.
Al-lftrment, n. A share ; part a]

priated.
Al»low', ».(. To permit ; to grant :—
to make abatement.

Al-low'a-ble, a. That may be allowed.
Al-low'a-bljr, ad. With claim of al-

lowance.
Al-low'ance, n. Sanction; permis-
sion :—-abatement :—a grant.

Al-low'ance, v. t To put upon al-
lowance.

Al-loy', n. A baser metal mixed with
a finer one:—a debased substance.—v.L
To debase by mixing.

Al-loy'affe, n. Art of alloying, [ta.

AU'apice, n. Jamaicapepperor pimen-
Al-lude', t>. i. To refer ; to hint
Al-lu'mi-nor,n. A colorer upon paper
AM&r«', t». t To entice ; to attract.

Al-lfire'ment.n. Enticement; temp-
tation.

Al-lur'lng, a. Tempting ; enticing.
Al-lii'iiloii, n. Act of alluding ; ahint
Al-lu'sive, a. Making allusion : hint-

ing, [allusive.
Al-ln'sive-n&M, n. State of being
A1-1u'tI-*1, a. Pertaining to alluvion

;

carried by water.
Al-lu-vl-on,n. Alluvial land; alluvium
Al-lii'Tl-am, n. [L.] An accumula-
tion of earth, sand, gravel, &c. t by ac-
tion of water.

Al-ly'. v. t. To unite by kindred or
friendship.—n. One allied ; one unit-
ed by kindred, friendship, or confed-
eracy.

Al-ma-ar&at, n. [L.I An ancient as-
tronomical work of Ptolemy.

Al'ms Nft'kr, [L.] A term applied
to the university or college where one
was educated.

ALTERNATIVE

Al'mn*nfte, n. An annual calendar
of monthsLweeks, and days; calendar.

Al'nman-dine, n. A kind of inferior
ruby.

Al-miffht'jr (al-ml'te), a. Having un-
limited power; omnipotent,—a. The
Omnipotent ; God. [tree.

Al'monil(a'mund),n.Nut ofthe almond
Al'monda (a'mundz), n. pi. Two
glands on the side of the tongue ; the
tonsils.

Al'mo*ner, n. One employed in the
distribution of alms.

Al'mon-ry, n. The place where afans
are distributed.

Al'mdnt, ad. Nearly ; well-nigh.
Alma (ams), n. sing. &pL A charitable
donation. [charity.

Alms'deM (ftmz'ded). n. An act of
Almn'htfaae (amz'hSus), n. A house

for the use of the poor.
Al'©€ , n. A tree :—a resinous drug.
Al-o-et'ie, a. Relating to aloes.
A-HHt', ad. On high ; above.
A-ldne\ a. Single ; solitary.
A-lttna:'. ad. Throughout : onward.—
prep. Near ; by the side of

A-loof. ad. At a distance ; far apart
A-loads <*& Loudly. [sheep.
Al-pAc'n, n. A species of Peruvian
Al'pha, n. The first letter in the Greek
.alphabet

Al'phn-b#t, n. The letters of a Ian-
guage.

Al-pha-Mf/le, la. Relating to,

Al-pha-b£t'l-cal, j or in the order
of; the alphabet

Al-pha-bet'i-enl-ly, ad. In an al-

?habetlcal manner.
'pine, a. Relating to, or resembling!

the Alps ; mountainous.
Al-rfeaa'y.od Now ; at this time.
Al'ad, ad. In the same manner.
Alt, o. dn. High:—high part
Al'tar, n. The place on which sacri-

fices are offered :—the table in churches
where thecommunion isadministered.

Al'ter, v. t To make otherwise.
Al'ter-a-ble, a. That may be altered.
Al'ter-A-ble-nesa, ) ». State of being
Al-ter-A-bll'i-ty, j" alterable.
Al'ter-n-bly, oa. In a changeable
manner.

Al'ter-ant, n. An alterative medicine.
Al-ter-a'tlon, n. Act of altering.

Al'ter-a-tlve, a. Causing change.—
n. A medicine that operates by slow
and imperceptible degrees. [tend.

Al'ter»c»te, v. t. To wrangle ; to con-
A1-ter-c* tlon. n. An angry debate

;

controversy ; dispute.
Al-ter'naie, a. One after another.—

n. What happens alternately.—v. L To
perform alternately.

Al-ter'nate-ly, ad. In reciprocal
succession. [cession.

Al-ter-na'tlon, n. Reciprocal suo»
Al>ter'na-tlvct n. A choice of two
things.—a, Reciprocally changing.
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Airier'na-ttva-My, otf. Bywiiiia.
AWtM'a, n. A flowering shrub.
Altkonsxli' (tboO, cwtf. Grant that;
though.

Al-tiPo-qa«nce, n. Pompous lan-

Al-tfiii'e-teiN n. An instrument for

taking altitudes.

Al tltn'e-try, n. Art of measuring
heights.

Al-tla'o-nant, a. Pompous or lofty

in sound.
Al'tl-UMto, n. Height ; elevation.
Al'to. ». [It] The lowest part for

female voices.
Al*to-ffetli'er, ad. Completely; en-
tirely ; in company.

Al'n-dtl, «. A subliming pot
Al'ain, n. A mineral salt.

A-la'mi-na, n. Aluminous or argUla-
oeous earth ; potter's clay.

Al'a-mlne, n. A kind of earth.
A lu'sni-naaa, a. Consisting of alum.
A-ln'tnl-nttm, n. The metallic base
of alumina.

Aram-lab, a. Partaking of alum.
A-lfim'aus, n. [L.) A pupil .—a grad-
uate, [surgery.
Al'nmHrtdae, n. A stone used in
AI've-a-ry, n. A beehive.
Al-ve^a-la*, a. Pull of sockets or pits.

Al-v&'o-la-ry, o. Same as alveolar.
Al-T&o-lAte, a. Formed like a honey-
comb.

Al-vfa-lit*, n. A fossil zoophyte.
Al'vine, o. Relating to the belly or
intestines.

Al'waga, ad. Perpetually : constantly.
An, The first person of the verb to be.

A-malst/, ad. with vehemence ; with
vigor.

A-mal'fram, n. A combination of
mercury with other metals:—any mix-
ture.

A-mal'gra-mate
t

v. t. To combine
mercury with other metals:—to mix.

A-mal-tFa-ma'tlon, n. Act of amal-
gamating.

A*maa>u-#ii'S)is, n. A person who
writes what another dictates.

Ana'a-ranth, n. A plant, the flower
of which long retains its color :—

a

purplish color. [amaranth.
Am-a-ran'thiae, a. Partaking of
Am-a-ryl'lia, n. A bulbous plant
A-maaa7, v. L To collect together.
A'lnats'ment, n. A heap; an accu-
mulation.

Am-a-toAr', n. [Pr.] A lover of any
art or science, though not a professor
ofit ^^

Am'a*tlva-ata«, «. (Pfciw.) The
amatory principle, or the propensity
to love.

Am-a-td'rial,)a. Relating to love;

AMEBkBLB 21

Aa'a-te-ry,
love.

Am-avra'aia, a.

ox loss of sight

amorous; *v»vri"g

[Or.] Diminution

A-iaaaV, ¥. t To astonish ; to perplex.
A maz'ed-ly, ad. With amazement.
A-maae>'ment, n. Confusion ; aston-
ishment

A-maz'injr-ly, ad. Wonderfully.
Am'a-son, ». A warlike woman.
Am-s-so'nl-sn, a. Relating to Ama-
zons.

Am-bafi'aa-dor, n. A foreign minis-
ter of the highest rank,; a plenipoten-
tiary. Tan ambassador.

Am-bas'aa-dr£a«, n The lady of
Am'baa-ay, n. See Embassy.
Am'bfr,n. A carbonaceous mineral,
generally transparent.—a. Consisting
of amber.

Am-ber-ffrls/n. A substance, used as
a perfume an<£flavor.

Am-bl-d«x'ter, n. • [L.] One that
can use both hands alike.

Am-bl-dex-t«r/i-tjr, n. State of be-
ing ambidextrous.

Am-bf-d&B/traua, a. Using both
hands alike.

Am-bl-gu'i-tj, n. State of beingam-
biguous : equivocalness.

Am-bla/a-oaa, a. Havingtwomean-
ings ; doubtful.

Am-blg'u-oasj-ly, ad. Doubtfully.
Am-blsr'u-oaa-neM, n. Ambiguity.
Am'blt,n. The compass or circuit
Am-bl' tion (am -blah' an), n. Eager

desire of superiority, power, honor, or
fame.

Ana-bl' tioufl (am-blsh'us), a. Pos-
sessed ofambition ; aspiring.

Am'ble, v. t To move upon an amble

;

to move easily.—n. A^pace.
Am'bler, n. A horse that ambles ; a
pacer.

Am-bro'sft-a (am-bro'zhe-a), n. [L.]
The imaginary food of the gods:—

a

plant
Am-brd'si-al, \ a. Of the nature of
Am-br&'ai-an, j* ambrosia ; delicious.
Am'bro-type, n. A photographic pic*
ture taken on a plate of glass.

Ambs'-aee (ams'fis), n. A double ace.
Am'bit lance, n. A carriage for con-
veying sick or disabled persons.

Am'ba-lant, a. Moving from place
to place. [enade.

Am-bo-la'tion, n. A walking ; prom-
Am'ba-la-to-ry, a. Walking about
—n. A place for walking.

Am'ba-ry , n. A bloody wartona horse.
Am-ba>eade'.n. A secret stationin
which men lie to surprise others ; an
ambush.—v. t. To lie in wait for.

Am'lKlih, n. A place where troops lie

in wait
A-meJ'Ho rate (a-meTyo-rat), v.L To
improve ; to make better.

A-meJ-ao-ra'tion, n. Act of making
better ;improvement

A'snao*, ad. So be it ; verily :—a term
of assent used in devotions.

A-mfna-ble- a. Responsible; liable
to account
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22 AMEND

A-m#nd', v. t. To correct ; to rectify.—
v. i. Togrow better ; to reform.

A-m€n<Pa<>ble, a. Reparable.
Amende (a-mand'), n. [Fr.] A fine.—
Amende honorable, an infamous pun-
ishment.—An apology for an injury.

A-mend'ment, n. Act of amending

;

improvement [tion.

A-menda', n. Recompense ; compensa-
A-men'i-ty, n. Pleasantness ; civility.

A-merce', v. t. To punish by fine or
penalty. [ment.

A-merce'a-ble, a. Liable to amerce-
A-merce'ment, n. A pecuniary fine

or penalty.
A-mer-i-can-Ism, n. A word, phrase,
or idiom peculiar to America.

Am'e-tbyat- n. A precious stone.
A-ml-a-bIl'1-ty, \ n. Quality ofbeing
A'mi-a-ble-neaa, j amiable ; loveli-

ness.

A'ml-a-ble, a. Lovely ; pleasing.
A'ml-a-bly, ad In an amiable man-
ner.

Am'i-anth,n. Earth-flax.
Am-1-An'tbns, n. [L.] Earth-flax;
variety of asbestos.

Am'1-ea-ble, a. Friendly ; kind.
Am'i-ca-ble-n&ia, n. Friendliness.
Am'f-ca-bly, ad. In an amicable
manner.
Am'Ice (am'is), n. The undermost part
of a Catholic priest's shoulder-clow or
alb.

A-mid', \prep. In the midst of;
A-mldat', f mingled with ; sur-
rounded by. [a ship.

A-mld'ahlpa, ad. In the middle of
A-mlsa', aa. Faultily ; improperly.
Am'i-ty, n. Friendship

;
good-will.

Am-mo'ni-a, n. A volatile alkali.
Am»md'ni-ac, n. &a. A gum resin

:

—the name of two drugs. (monia.
Am mo-ni'a-cal, a. Containing am-
Am-mu-nl' tion, n. Military stores,
as powder, balls, <tc. [don.

Am'n«f»-ty, n. An act of general par-
A-mona;', \ prqp. Mingled with ; con-
A-mongat',/ joined with ; amidst.
Am*o*ro'ao, n. [ItA A roan enamoured.
Am'o-rofis, a. Relating to love;
enamoured ; lull oflove.

Am'o-rofia-ly, ad. In an amorous
manner. [ness.

Am'o-roaa-n$sa,n.Lovingnes8 ;fond-
A-mor'phons, a. Shapeless ; without
form.

A-mor'tlae, v. t. To transfer to mort-
main ; to alien.

A-mor*ti»za'tlon, )n. The right of
A»mor*tIse*m£nt, J , transferring
lands.

A-mounf, v. i. To rise to ; to compose.
—n. The aggregate ; sum total.

A-monr', nrtFr.] An affair of love.
Am-phlb'i-an, n. An amphibious
animal.

Am*phIb»l-ofia, a. Having the facul-

ty of living in two elements.

ANACOSNOSm

Am-phlb'i-oan-neM, n. Capability
of living in two different elements.

Am»phib-o-ldff/i-eal,a. Ambiguous.
Am-phi-bol'o-grjs n. Ambiguous
discourse.

Am'pbi-br&cb, n. A foot, consisting
of three syllables.

Am-phlc-ty-ou'ic, n. Relating to
the council of the Amphictyons.

Am-pblp'ro-atyle, n. A temple
having a portico in the front and rear,
but without columns at the sides.

Am-pbi' acl-I (am-flsh'e-I), n. pi. [L.1
Inhabitants of the torrid zone, whose
shadows fall a part of the year north
and part of the year south.

Am-phl-the'a-tre (am-le-the'a-ter).
n. A building of a circular or oval
form.

Am-phi-tht-at'rl-cal, a. Relating
to an amphitheatre, or to exhibitions
in an amphitheatre.
Am'pie, a. Large: extended ; spacious

;

abundant ; plentiful.
Am-plex'i-canl,a. Claspingthe stem.
Am-pll-fl-ea'tion, n. Act ofamplify-
ing ; enlargement

Am'pll-fi-er, n. One who amplifies.
Am'pli-fy, v. t. To enlarge ; to extend

;

to dilate.
Am'pll»tnde,' n. Extent ; capacity ;

copiousness:—an arc of the horizon.
Am'ply. ad. Largely ; liberally.
Am'pu-tate, v. t. To cut off.

Am'pu-ta-tion, n. Act of amputat-
ing:—the act of cutting off a limb or
part of the body.

A-mAck'« n. An East Indian term for
slaughter.

Am'u-l£t, n. Something worn to
protect from injury.

A-muae', v. t To entertain ; to divert
A-muae'ment,n. Thatwhich amuses;
diversion; recreation.

A-mua'er, n. One who amuses.
A-mns'lng, a. Affording amusement
A-mu'alve, a. Amusing ; diverting.
A-myg'da-late, a. Made of almonds.
—n. An emulsion of almonds.

A-myir.'da-IIne, a. Resembling al-

monds. I*00*-A-myv'da-lokd, n. A species of trap-
Am-y-la'ceoua (-anus), a. Like starch.
An, the same as the article a.

A'na, ad. [Gr.] A word used in the
grescriptions of physicians, importing

1 the like quantity.
An-a-bAp'tlftt, n. One who allows

of, and maintains, rebaptizing.
An-Ach'o-H't, Vn. A solitarymonk;
An-ach'o-rite, j a hermit.
An-ach'ro-nlsm, n. An error in
chronology or in computing time*

An-Acb-ro-nls'tlc, o. Containing an-
achronism.

An-a-claa'tles, n.pl Dioptrics.
An-a-cce-nd'ala, n. A figure of rhet-

oric, by which the speaker appeals to
his opponent
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A-n&e-r*-*
reon.

'dsu a. A Terr large serpent
•ta'tle, a. Relating to Anac-

Am'avdtaa, «• A wreath of flowers.

An-*-dl-pl6/ai*, n. [Or.] The repe-
tition of the last word In a verse.

An-aes-tliet'te, a. Having the power
of depriving of sensation or feeling of
pain. [sculpture.

An'av-ajlypli, n. Ornament effected by
AM-av-ajlyp/ti«, a. Relating to ana-
glyphs. [ticaL

An\-a-a^gr/i*ea\l, a. Mysterious ; mys-
Aa^-grlm, n. The change of one
word Into another by the transposition
of its letters.

An-av-flrram-m&t/le, \ a. Relating
Aa-*-ajrcun-m&t/l*eal, / to ana-
grams,

Ajs-a-l«e/tle, a. Collected together.
An'av-lfeets, n. pt [L.] Fragments col-

lected from authors ; select pieces.

Aav>a\-l«p/tte, n. A restorative medi-
cine.

Ajs-a-lftff'l-eal, a Having analogy.
A-na\l'o-ffiae, v. L To explain by
analogy.

A-ariU'o-gofta* a. Having analogy.
A-ariU'o-nr, n. Proportion or paral-
lelism between things which are in
some respects different ; resemblance.

A-ariU'jr-afta, n. The resolution ofany
thing Into its first elements or compo-
nent parts.

An'a-lyat, n. One who analyses.
An-av-ljrt'to, ) a. Pertaining to
Aa^avlyt'i-esa, J analysis ; resolv-

ing into first elements. [ing.

An-a-lyfiea, n.pL The art of analyz-
Am'a-lys«, v. t To resolve into first

principles or elements.
An'a-1ya-er, n. One who analyses.
A-na'naa, n. The pine-apple.
An'a-p^ft^ n. A metrical foot con-
taining two short syllables and one
long one. [apest.

A»»avp4a'tfte, a. Relating to the an-
A-nAPchie, \a. Relating to an-
Jk-n&r'elii*eal, f archy; disorderly.
A»'a\r-clilsm(an'ar-klzm),n. Anarchy.
An'ar-elfclat, a. A promoter of an-
archy, [disorder.

Aa'ar-ehy, n. Want of government

;

An m (inrconsA Relating toanasarca
A-n&th'e-mst, n. An ecclesiasticai
curse. [accursed ; to curse.

A*na\tb/e-ina-tiBe,t'. L Topronounce
An-avtftm'l*eal, a. Belonging to
anatomy or dissection.

An-a-tftm'l-cal-ly, ad. In an ana-
tomical manner. [omy.

A-n&t'o-mlat, n. One skilled in anat-
A-oAfo-miae, t>. f. To dissect, as the
body. [an animal body.

A-n&fo-my, n. The art of dissecting
* ' kior.n. A progenitor.

ktrsu, a. Relating to ancestors.
ktojr, a. Lineage ; series of an-

Ln'cnor-*a;e, n. Ground for anch<
ing in :—« auty paid for anchoring.
Lnrcho-r€M, n. A female recluse.

fit, ) n,

itej
BDlltB,

A recluse

;

monk.
k A maker of an-

Ajs'ehor (tag'kur), n. A heavy iron
to hold a ship or other vessel—v. i. To
cast anchor.—«. L To place at anchor.

An'ebor-awe, n. Ground for anchor-
-a duty

Anrcno»rtSaa, r

An'cho-ret,
v

An'cho-rite,
An'chor-an
chore.

An-cho'vy, n. A little sea-fish.

An'cient (in'shent), a. Old ; not mod-
ern ; of old time: antique; antiquated.

An'clent-ly, ad. In old times.
An'eient-ry, n. Ancient lineage.
An'clenta, n. pi Old men .—men who
lived in ancient times. [maid.

An'cil-la-ry, a. Belonging to a hand-
An-elp'i-tal, a. Having two opposite

Airco-nv, n. A bloom in iron-works.
And, comj. A particle implying addi-
tion, by which sentences and terms
areJoined.

An-dan'to, a. [It.] Slow ; exact
And'ir-on, n. An utensil to lay wood
on in a fireplace.

An-drttaj'y-nal, \a. Having two
An-drte'y-nons, j sexes ; herma-
phrodltlcal.

Aa'drOld.n. An automaton; androides.
Aa-drai'dto, n. An automaton like a
man. [or fact.

An'te-dateu n. A biographical incident
An-ec-dftfl-cal, a. Relative to an-
ecdotes.

An-e-mftaj'ra-pliy, n. A description
of the winds.

An-e-mftl'o-ffy, n. A treatise on the
wind.

An-e-mttm'e-ter, n. An instrument
to measure the strength or velocity of
the wind.

A-ngm'o-ne; n. A plant
A-n€m'o-»eope, n. A machine to
show the course of the wind.

An'eu-rlam (An'u-rlsm), n. A kind
of tumor.

A-new', ad. Over again ; again.
An'gel, n. A messenger :—a celestial

spirit :—a beautiful person :—a gdld
coin.—a. Resembling angels ; angel-
ical.

An'geMt, n. An English gold coin.

An-grfil'lc, la. Belonging to an-
An-a»61'i-eal, j gels; of the nature
of angels.

An-gel'l*ca, n. A genus of plants.

An'ger (ang'gur). n. Violent passion;
resentment :—pain.—v. t To make
angry. [throat.

Aavffi'nft, n. [L.] A disease in the
An*gi>dl'o-gy,n. A treatise on the
vessels of the human body.

An-ffi-ftt'e-my, n. Act of nutting
open the vessels.

An'ffle (ftng'gl), n. The space included
between two lines that meet in a point

An'ajler, n. One who angles.
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Al»ta' "• Relating to England

;

„ [phrase.

AB'ffli-«I*ni* n. An English idiom or
An'frlt-oiBe, v. t To make English.
AB'frllUff, n. The art of fishing with
a rod.

An'fflo*A-m€r'i-eaii, n. A native
of America of English parentage.

n'ffrl-ly , ad. In an angry manner.
Ab'stit (ang'gre), a. Excited by an-
ger; provoked. [eeL

An-cnll'lt-forai. a. Formed like an
AB'iralah (ang'gwish), n. Great pain
of mind ; agony jpang. [ners.

An'ga-lar. a. Having angles or cor-

An-^a-laWi-ty, In. Quality or state

AB'fftft*lar-n«M,r of being angular.
AB'sra-lat-ecl, a. Formed with angles.

An-By'drooa, a. Destitute of water.

An '11, n. A plant that yields indigo.

An'ile, a Like an old woman.
As'ile-Beoa,) n. The state of being
A-all'l-ty, i an oldwoman; dotage.
An>i*mM|T«r'Blon, n. Act of ani-
madverting; reproof: censure.

An-l-mad-veri'. v. i. To notice :—
to censure.

Aa-l-BUMl-vert'er, a. One who ani-
madverts.

An'l-mal, n. A creature having an
organized body, life, sensation, and
voluntary • motion:—a. That belongs
to animals.

An-l-naU'eu-lar, la. Relating to
AB-i-mal'ea-lIne,/ or resembling
animalcules.

An-ft-mATcale, n. A minute animal.
AB-1-mal'cB-lIst, n. One versed in
the science of animalcules oranimal-
cula. [malcule.

AB-ft-BUU'eB-lAm, n. [L.] An ani-
An'i-raal-flow'er, n. The sea nettle.

AB'1-mal-Ism* n. Animal nature ;

sensuality.
Aa-ft-mal'l-ty, n. Animal existence.
An'1-raal-ise, v.t To endue with
animal life. [ism.

An'i-mal-mAar'nct-IaiiKn. Mesmer-
Aa'1-mate, v. IT To quicken : to make
alive ; to encourage ; to exhilarate :—
& Possessing life.

AB-ft-ma'tion, n. Act of animating:
—state of being lively.

An-1-mte'i-ty, n. Passionate hatred;
malignity ; malevolence.

An'lfte, n. A speciesof apium or parsley.
Ank'er, n. A liquid measure.
Aa'lLle,a. The joint between the foot

p.Tid leg.

Aa'lace, n. A short sword.
Aa'aal-tet, n. A writer of annals.
An'nala, n. pL History digested into
years.

Aa'nata, n. pi. First fruits, or a year's
ineome of a church living.

Ab»bM', v. L To temper glassby heat
Aa-atal'la*, ». Art or tempering
pass, Ac

Aa'aet, n. The gull ; a sea-bird.

ANOTHER

Ab*b*x', v.t To unite to at the end

;

to Join; to affix; to add.
AB-nex-a'tfton, n. Conjunction ; ad-

dition, [nexation.
An*n6x/meBt, n. An annexing ; an-
An-ni'Bl-la-ble, o. That may be an-
nihilated, [nothing ; to destroy.

An-Bi'Bi'late. v. t To reduce to
An-ni-hl-la'tion, n. ActJof reduc-
ing to nothing.

AB-ni-ver'aa-ry, n. A day celebrat-
ed as it returns in the course of the
year :—a. Yearly.

AB-Bttm-i-na'tUn, n. Alliteration.
An-ao'na, n. [L.] A year's produce

:

—a genus of plants ; custard-apple.
Aarae-tato,v.i. To make annotations.
An-BO»ta'tlon, n. A note; a comment
An'ne-ta-tor, n. A commentator.
A-B*fto, n. A dry, hard paste, used
in dyeing. [claim.

An-nounee', v. t To publish ; to pro-
AB-nbuBee'ment, n. Declaration.
An-nounc'er, n. A declarer ; a pro-
claimer.

Aa-aoy', v. & To incommode ; to vex.
An-noy'anee, n. That which annoys.
Ab'bb-bI, o. Yearly ; coming yearly.
—a. A literary publication issued an-
nually :—an annual plant

Aa'nu-al-ly, ad. Yearly ; every year.
An-na'i-tant, n. One who has an an-
nuity, [ance.

An-nu'i-ty, n. A yearly rent or allow-
Ab-bAI', «.(, To abolish : to repeal.
An'na^lar, a Having the form of a

ring. [nular.
An'nu-la-ry, a. Formed as a ring; an-
AB'nn*I«t n. A little ring:—< charge
distinguishing the fifth son:—a small
square moulding.

An-uAl'ment, n. The actofannulling.
An-nu-loae', a. Having! ringB: an-
nular. Jjto unite ta

An-na'mer-ate, v. t To add to;
AB*BB-Bier*A'ue>B9 n. Addition to
a number. [to proclaim.

An-nAn'ei-ate, v.t To announce

;

An-nAn-el-a'tlon, n. Act of an-
nouncing:—the 25th of March.

An'o-dyne, n. Medicine to assuage
pain.

A-boIbC, v. t To rub over with oil

;

to consecrate by unction.
A-BolBt'er, n. One who anoints.
A-BolBi'meat, a. The act of anoint-

ing. Harity.
A-Bom'a-lIsm, n. Anomaly ; Irregu-
A-nttm-a-lls'tle, ) a. Deviating
A-B6n»-a-lIs'U-eal, / from rule;
irregular. [rule.

A-BoWa-totta, a. Irregular ; out of
A-Bom'a*ly, n. Deviation from rule.

A«bob', ad. Quickly; soon ; shortly.

A-BftB'y-moBs, o. Wanting a name.
A-BftB'y-maAa-ly, ad Without a
name.

Ao-oth'er, a. Not the
more ; any ; not one's self.
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Aa'aer-ine, a. Relating to a goose.
An'twer (an'ser), v. L To speak in re-

tain to ; to reply to.—n. That which
b said in return to a question; a reply.

An'swer-a-ble. a. Admitting a re-

ply:—liable to give an account
Ak'swer-a-bly, ad. In proportion.
An'swer-er. n. One who answers.
Ant, n. An insect ; an emmet
Ant-ac'ld, n. A medicine to remove

acidity. [test

An-ta^o-nlam, n. Opposition ; con-
An-taff'o-nlst. n. A contender.
An-taff-o-nls'tie, o. Contending
against [oppose.

An-ta^o-nlae, v. i. To contend ; to
Ant-aph-ro-dU'ic. a. Antlvenereal.
Ant-Arc7lie, a. Relating to the south

pole. [the gout.
Ant-ar-tbrlt'fte, o. Counteracting
An'te. A Latin particle signifying be-

fore, frequently used in composition.
Ant'-€*t-er, n. An animal that feeds
on ants.

An-te-cfdence, 1 n. Act ofgoing be-
An-te-cfden-cjr,/ fore; precedence.
An-te-eft'dent, a. Going before ; pre-
ceding.—«. That which goes before.

An-te-efta'aor, n. [L.J One going
before.

In'tc ctbam brr, n. The room that
leads to the chiefapartment

An'te-ebap-el, n. That part of a
chapel through which is the passage
to the choir.

An't«-date, v. t To date before the
true time.—n. A previous date.

An-te-dl-ln'vl-an, a. Existing be-
fore the deluge.—n. One who lived
before the flood.

An'te-16pe, n. An animal resembling
the deer. [early.

An-te-lii'can. a. Before daylight;
An-te-me-rld'i-an, a. Before noon.
An-te nmun'dane, a. Before the cre-
ation, fan insect ; a feeler.

An-t4n'na, n. IL.j A sort of horn of
An-te-nap/tlal, a. Before marriage.
An-te pas?cbal, a. Before Easter.
An'to-paat, a. Foretaste.
An-te-pe-nfilt', a. [L.f The last
syllable but two ofa word.

An-te-pe-nnl'tl-niate, o. Relating
to the last syllable but two.—n. Ante-
penult

An'te»pdrt, n. An outer Dort. [Ing.
An-tt'ri-ar, a. Being before ; preced-
An-t*-ri-«Vl-tj, n. Priority.
An'te-room, n. A room leading to
another. [worms.

An-tbel-mln'tftc, a. Destroying
An'tbem, n. A piece of music per-
formed in public worship; a sacred
song or hymn.

An'iber, a. The part of a flower con-
taining the pollen.

An'tber-al, a. Relating to anthers.
o*l*V>i-«tU, a. Relating toan-

AJfTIPATHETICAL. 26

An'tbftl'o^ry, a. A collection of
flowers, of poems, or of elegant ex-
tracts from authors.

An'tbo-n

j

,«-flre/ (an'to-nls-), n. The
erysipelas ; St Anthony's Are. [coal.

An'thra-cite, n. A hard, mineral
An'thrax. n. [Gr.] A gangrenous
inflammation:—coal. )ology.

An-tbro-pftl'o-ary, n. Human phyk-
An-tbrd-po-inoFpblsiii. n. The
doctrine that the Deity exists in the
human form.

An-tbrd-po-mor'nbite,n. One who
believes that the Deity exists in the
human form. [nibals.

An-tbro-p6pb'a-fi, n. pl.VL.} Can-
Au-tbro-pdpb'a-gjr, n. Cannibal*
ism.

Ant-hyp-nttt'le, a. Preventing sleep.
An'tl (an'te), [Grj A particle used &
composition witn words signifying
contrary to, opposed to.

An-M-ac'ld, a. Counteracting acidity.
—n. An alkaline absorbent

An'tic, a. Odd ; droll.—n. One whoplays
antics ; a buffoon. [Christianity.

An'tl-ebriat. n. The great enemy of
An-tl-chrlat'lan, a. Opposite to

Christianity.
An-tta'1-nate, v. L To take, enjoy, or

suffer beforehand ; to foretaste.

An-tl-d-pa'tion, n. Act of anticipat-
ing:—foretaste, [pates.

An-tic'1-pa-tor. n. One who antici-
An-tl-eli-max, n. A sentence in
which the last part expresses some-
thing lower than the first

An'tfc-ly, ad. In an antic manner.
An-tl-con-ta'gioua, a. Destroying
contagion. [beauty.

An-tl-coa-urtt'ic, a. Destructive of
An-ti-ddte, n. A remedy for poison

;

a preservative against injury.
An-tl-e-met'ic, n. A remedy for
vomiting. [episcopacy.

An-ti-e-pls'co-pal, o. Adverse to
An-ti-feb'rlle, a. Good against fevers.
An-ti-ma'son, n. One hostile to ma-
sonry.

An-tl-mo-narch'ft-eal, a. Hostile
to monarchy.

An-tl-m6n'arch-Ist, n. An enemy
to monarchy.

An-tft-mo'ni al, a. Relating to anti-
mony.—n. A preparation of antimony.

An'tl-mo-ny, n. A brittle, whitish
metal

An-ti-noVml-an, n. One ofa sect who
denied the obligation of the moral law.

An»tl»n6'ml-an-Isni, n. Antino-
mian tenets.

An'tl-no-mj% n. A contradiction be-
tween two laws.

An-tl-pft'pal. a. Opposmi Mpacy.
An-tt*par*a-lyt'lc, a. Curing the

tnVri-pa-tb«t'ta, \a. Havingan-
n-tl-pa-tbat'1-eal, / tipafhy :
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An-tlp'a-thy, a. Natural aversion;
repugnance.

An-ti-pea-tl-len'tlal, a. Efficacious
against pestilence.

An-ti-pnlo-srla'tlc, n. A medicine
which allays inflammation.

An'tl-phttn, )n. A kind ofanthem;
An-tlpb'o-ny, / a response.
An-tlph'o-nal. a. Relating to the
antiphon.—n. A book of anthems.

An-tfph'ra-ala. n. The use of words
in a sense opposite to their meaning.

An-ti-phrae'tl-eal, a. Having anti-
phrasis. [antipodes.

An-tlp'o-dal, a. Relating to the
An'tl-pode. n. One of the antipodes.
An-tlp'o-dea, n. pL [L.] Thosepeo-
ple who live on the other side or the
globe :—those opposite to each other.

An'ti-pope, n. One who usurps pa-
pal power. {prelacy.

An-tl-pre-lat'l-cal, a. Adverse to
An-tl-qaa-ri-an, a. Relating to anti-
quity.—n. An antiquary.

An-ti-qna'ri-an-Ism, n. Love of
antiquities.

An'ti-qna-nr, n. One versed in the
knowledge of antiquity.

An'ti-qaato, v. t. To make old.
An'tl-quat-ed, p. a. Grown old ; out
of use.

An-tiqn*' (an-tekO,a. Relating to an-
tiquity; very old.—n. A piece of an-
cient art.

An-tique'aesa (an-t€k'nes), n. Qual-
ity oibeing ancient.

An-tlq'ai-ty (an-ttk'we-te), n. Old
times :—people of old times :—remains
of old times.

an-ti-aep'tic, a. Counteracting pu-
trefaction.—n. Medicine resisting pu-
trefaction.

an-ti-elav'er-y, a. Hostile to slavery.
An-ti-ed'eial (-so'shal), a. Averse to
society. {spasms.

An-tl-apas-mttd'lc, a. Good against
An-ti-epAa'tic, n. Causing a revul-
sion of humors.

An-ti-aplen'e-tle, a. Efficacious in
diseases of the spleen.

An-tlth'e-sls. n. A figure by which
thoughts, words, or sentences are set
in opposition to each other.

An-tl-tftieVic, la. Relating to,

An-ti-thek/l-cal, / or containing,
antitheses.

An-tl-trln-l-ta'rl-an, n. One who
denies the doctrine of the Trinity.

An'tl-type, n. The original, or that
of which the type is the representa-
tion, [antitype.

Aa-U-typ'l-cal, a. Relating to an
Ant'ler, n. The branch of a stag's horn
Ant'lered, a. Having antlers.

An'vll, n. The iron block used by
smiths.

Aiia-i'e-tjr (ang-rf'e-te), a. Trouble
of mind about soma taXm event;

AP0CBU877D

Anx'lons (angk'shus), a. Full o!
anxiety ; uneasy ; concerned.

Anx'toue-ly (angk'shus-le), ad. With
anxiety. [whatsoever.

An'y (eh'e), n. Every: whoever;
A-6'ai-aii, a. Relating to Aonia in
Parnassus, or to the Muses.

A-o-rla'tie, a. Relating to the aorist
A-ot^ta, n. [L.] The great artery
which rises immediately out of the
left ventricle of the heart.

A-pace', ad. Quickly ; hastily ; with
speed. [tion.

A kind of demonstra-
,a. Showing the ab-

denying what is affirmed.
A-pari', ad. Separately ; at a distance.
A-part'ment* n. A room in a house
or other building.

Ap-a-tb«t'ie, a. Void of feeling.

speea.
Ap'a-gd-ffe, n. A
Ap-a-frogpi-eal, i

surdity of denying

a-thlst, n. A person without feel-

g. [bility.

Ap'a-tlijr, n. W.ant of feeling ; insensl-

Ap'a-t
ing.

Ap^a-t
Abe, n. A kind of monkey :—an imi-
tator.—t'. L To imitate ; to mimic

A-p6ak', ad. In a posture to pierce;
on the point [ative.

A-pfri-gn^a. Gently purgative ; lax-
A-pSr'i-tlve, a. Tending to open.
Ap'er-ture, n. An opening ; a pas-
sage, [imitation. ,

Ap'e-ry, n. Act of aping; affected
A-ptt'a-lofta, o. Without petals.
A'ptx, n. [L.] The tip or angular
point ; the top.

A-phser'e-als (a-feVe-sls), n. [L.] The
taking of a letter or a syllable from
the beginning of a word.

A-ptiel'ft-on,n. The point of a planet's
orbit farthest from the sun ; opposite
to the perihelion.

A'phia, n. [Gr.j Plant-louse.
Aphony, n. A loss of voice.
Apb'o-rlaiii, n. A short, pithy sen-
tence ; a maxim ; a laconic precept.

Aph'o-rlst. n. A writer of aphorisms.
Aph-o-rls'ilc, )o. Having the
Aph-o-rle'tl-cal, J form of apho-
rism.

Aph'thttag;, n. A letter or combina-
tion of letters having no sound.

A-phyl'lous or Apb'yl-loaa, a.

Destitute of leaves. [kept
A'pl-a-ry, n. A place where bees are
A-pie«e\ ad. To the share of each:—

for one.
Ap/lah, a. Like an ape ; foppish.
Ap'lih'D^si, n. Mimicry ; fop]

A-pAc'a-lypee, n. The book of
elation.

A-pftc-a-lyp'tle, la Relating to
A-pfte»a-ljrp'ti*eal, / the Apoca-

lypse.
A-p6e'o-pate, v.t To out off the last

letter or syllable of a word.
A-p4to'o-p£, n. [Gr.] The cutting off
of the last letter or syllable of a word.

Ap-o-crtia'tid; a. Repelling;
gent

17.

ev-
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A-pfte'rypfe*, a. pL Books ofwhich
the authors are unknown, appended
to the Old Testament

A-pfte'ry-phal, a. Not canonical.
Ap'dde, a. An animal without feet
Ap-e-dle'tl-eal, a. Demonstrative.
Ap'O'gie, n. The point in the appar-
ent orbit of the sun and moon, in
which they are at the greatest distance
from the earth ; opposed to perigee.

Ap'o-ffrftpli, a. A copy ; not an au-
tograph.

A-pdl-o-gftt'le, 1 a. Implying
A*pdl*o-ff€t'l-cal» J apology; con-
taining excuse. [fence.

A-pdl-o*ff6t'l«a, n. pL Systematic de-
A-p41'o-gIst, a. One who makes an
apology.

A-pftro-ffiae, v. L To make an apol-
ogy, [story; a fable.

Ap'o-lftffiie (ap'o-lOg). n. A fabulous
A-pdl'o-flry, n. A pleaded defence;
excuse,

Ap-e-me-ctfm'e-try, n. The art of
measuring things distant.

A-popli'a-sIs, n . [Gr.l A figure by
which the orator seems to waive what
he would insinuate.

Ap-o-phleg-mat'le, a. Drawing
away phlegm. Tim; aphorism.
Ap/opb-4h*ym (ap/o-thOmUt.Amax-
Ap-o-pleVtfc, \ a. Relating to or
Ap-o-pMte'ti-eal, / affected by ap-
oplexy.

Ajpo-plfcxy, a. A disorder which
suddenly takes away all sense and
motion.

A-pfta'ta-sy, n. A departure from the
principles which one has professed.

A-p4to'tate, n. One who renounces
his principles.—a. False ; traitorous.

A*p4M'ta-ti «e, v. i. To renounce one's
principles or party. [aposteme.

A-p*ft'te-mat«, v. i. To become an
Ap-oa-t6m'a-totta,a. Relating to an
aposteme.

Ap'o-at4nie, n. An abscess.
A-p6a'tle (a-pos'sl), n. A person sent

:

—one of the twelve apostles of Christ
A-pto'tie-ship, a. The office of an
apostle.

A-pda'to-late, a. Apostleship.
Ap-oa-tftl'le, \ a. Relating to, or
Ap-oa-tftl'1-eal, J taught by, the
apostles.

A-pfts'tro-phe, a. [Gr.l A digres-
sive addressofa speaker to aperson or
thing, present or absent—The mark
[ ' ] snowing that a word is contracted,

or the sign ofthe possessive case.
Ap-oa-trttpli'ie, a. Denoting an
apostrophe. [apostrophe.

A-poa'tro-phiae, v.L To address by
A-pdtb'e-ea-rj', a. One who dis-

.penses medicines,
Ap'e-megiii (ap'o-them), n. A re-

. aarkable saying : a maxim.
Ap-o-the&-mat'l-eal, a. Containing
.tpotheamn

APPLIANCE

Ap-o-ithto'nia
or collects i
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who•tlst, a. One
apothegms.

Ap-o-tlitff'ma-tiae, v. i. To utter
apothegms.

Ap-o-the'o-aiae, v. *. To deify.
Ap-pall', v. t To fright ; to terrify.

Ap'pa-nage, n. Lands, Ac., set apart
by princes for their younger children.

Ap-pa-ra'tUM, a. [ L. ] Tools, furni-
ture, or necessary instruments for any
trade or art

Ap-par'el, a. Dress ; clothing ; ves-
ture.—v.L To dress ; to clothe. [dent

Ap-par'ent, a. Plain ; seeming ; evi-
Ap-par'ent-ly, ad. Evidently ; seem-

ingly.
Ap-pa-rl' tion (ap-pa-rtsh'un), a.
Appearance :—a preternatural appear-
ance., [spiritual court

Ap-p&r'f-tor, n. A messenger in a
Ap-peal', v. L To refer to another tri-

bunal.—^. Application for justice to a
superior tribunal :—Accusation.

Ap-peal'a-ble, a. That may be ap-
pealed.

Ap-pear7
, v.L To be in sight ; to seem.

Ap-pear'anee, n. The act of com-
ing into sight

Ap-p^ar'er, a. One who appears.
Ap-peaae7

, v. L To quiet ; to pacify

;

fo calm ; to allay.
Ap-pease'ment, n. Act ofappeasing.
Ap-pea'aive, a. Having a mitigating
quality.

Ap-pel'lant, n. One who appeals.
Ap-peJ'late, a. Relating to appeals.
Ap-pel-la'tlon, a. A name ; title.

Ap-p€l'la-tlve, n. A title:—a com-
mon name or noun.—a. Noting a
common noun. [peal.

Ap-p€l'la-to-ry,a. Containingan ap-
Ap-pel-lee', n. One who is appealed
against.

Ap-pel-lor7
, n. An appellant.

Ap-p£nd', v. L To hang or join to.

Ap-p£n'dage,n. Something annexed.
Ap-pSn'dant, a. Hanging to; an-
nexed to.—n. An adventitious part.

Ap*p£n'dlx, n. [L.l Something ap-
pended :—supplement to a book.

Ap-per-cep'tlon, n. Consciousness.
Ap-per-tafn', v.L To belong ; to relate.

Ap'pe-tence, ) n. Carnal desire ; sen-
Ap'pe-t*n-cy , f sual desire ; appetite.
Ap'pe-te'nt, a, very desirous ; desiring.
Ap'pe-tltc, n. Desire of sensual pleas-
ure ; relish for food ; hunger.

Ap'pland', v. L To praise by acclama-
tion ; to laud.

Ap'plaud'er, n. One who applauds.
Ap-planne', n. Approbation loudly
expressed. Teye.

Ap'ple (ap'pl), n. A fruit:—pupil of tne
Ap'ple-tree, a. The tree producing
apples.

Ap'pli'a-ble, a. Capable of being
applied.

Ap'pli'ance, a, Act of axmlying
wmlicattoiL
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Ap-pli»ca-bll'l-tjvik Suitableness.
Ap'pll*«a-ble, a. That may be ap-
plied: suitable.

Ap'pll-cant, n. One who applies.
Ap'pll-cate, n. A right line drawn
across a curve, so as to bisect the diam-
eter.

Ap-pll-ea'tioo, n. Act of applying;
state of being applied:—address ; at-
tention ; intense study.

Ap'pll-ca-tlve, a. Relating to ap-
plication.

Ap'pli-ca-to-rj", a. Including appli-
cation.—n. That which applies.

Ap'ply', v. t To put to ; to devote ; to
address to.—v. i. To suit ; to have re-
course to.

Ap'polat', v.t TO fix upon ; toorder

;

to aired—v. £ To decree ; to resolve.
Ap-polnt'av-ble, a. That may be ap-

pointed.
Ap-polnt'ed.p. a. Settled:—equipped.
Ap-poInt-S*', n. One who is appoint-
ed.

Ap-polnt'ment, n. Act of appoint-
ing:— stipulation; direction:—equip-
ment

Ap-pdr'tion, v. L To divide in just
parts; to assign ; to appropriate.

Ap'por'tftoo-er, n. One who appor-
tions.

Ap-pdr'tlon-mftnt, n. A dividing
into portions ; distribution. [quirer.

Ap-poa'er, 7k An examiner : an in-
Ap'po-alte, o. Proper -suitable.
Ap'po-site-neaa, n. Fitness; adap-

Ap-po-al'tion (ftp-po-rlsh'un), n. Ad-
dition. The putting of two nouns of
the same meaning in the same case.

v. kTo

Ap-prals'er, n. One who appraises.

Ap-praiae',v.
Ap-prala'al,
Ap-praiae-ment

set a price upon.
In. The act orap-
( praising.

Ap»pr6'cl-a-ble (ap-pre'she-a-bl), a.

That may be estimated.
Ap-pre'ci-ate (ap-prS'she-at), v. t To
estimate duly ; to value.

Ap-pr£-«l*a'tloii (ap-prS-she-a'shun)
n. Act of appreciating; estimation.

Ap-pre-h£nd', v. L To lay hold on

:

—to conceive by the mind :—to fear.

Ap-pre-bftn'si-ble, a. That may be
apprehended.

Ap-pre-bea'sloo, n. Act of appre-
hending:—faculty of conceiving ideas

:

—fear. [fearful.
Ap-pre-Mn'slve, o. Distrustful

;

Ap-pre-h6n'sive-iiess, n. The state
of being apprehensive.

Ap-pr£n tfce, n. One bound by in-
denture to learn a trade or art.—v. t
—To put out as an apprentice.

Ap'pr6n'tice-ahip, n. State or term
of service,
kp-prine, v. t To Inform; to give
notice to.

Ap-pr
notice

Ap-pna«', v. k To set a price on.
Ap-pris'er, n. One who apprises. |

AQVBOVS

AIW*ll€l1 '' v
- <• To draw near.—* I

To draw nearto.— n. Act of drawinr
near ; access.

Ap-proacfa'a-ble, o. Accessible.
Ap'pro-ba-to-ry, a. Approbative,
Ap'pro-bato, v. L To approve ; to U-
cense to preacji.

Ap-pro-ba'CTon, n. Act of approv-
ing ; approval ; support.

Ap'pro*ba-tWe, a. Approving.
Ap-pre'pri-a-ble, o. That may be
appropriated.

Ap-pro'prl-ate, v. L To take as one's
own.—o. Peculiar ; fit ; adapted to

:

suitable.
Ap-pro'pri-ate-ly, ad. In an ap-

propriate manner.
Ap-pro'pri.ate-ii*M, n. Fitness.
Ap-pro-pri-a'tloti. n. Act of ap-
propriating ;—any thing appropriated.

Ap-prov'a-ble, o. Meritmg appro-
batlon. [probation.

Ap-prov'al, n. Act of approving; ap-
Ap-prove', v. t To express approba-
tion of ; to like ; to commend.

Ap-prov'er, n. One who approves.
Ap-prox'i-mate, a. Near to.-^;. L
To draw near ; to approach.—v. L To
come near.

Ap-prox-i-ma'tlon, n. Act of ap-
proximating ; approach.

Ap-prox'ft-ma-tive,a. Approaching
Ap-pAlae', n. Act of striking against

;

appulsion.
Ap-pAl'slon,n. Actof striking against
Ap-poi^te-nance, n. That which
appertains ; something belonging ; an
adjunct

Ap-pur/te-tiant, a. Joined to.
A'prl-cttt, n. A fruit resembling a
peach.

A'prll, n. The fourth monthof the year
A'pron (ft'purn), n. A part of a dress.
Ap-ro-pos' (Ap-ro-pdO, ad. [Fr.l To
the purpose : opportunely.

Ap'aia, n. [Gr.J One of two points
in the orbit of a planet, at the greatest
and least distance from the sun.

Apt, a. Fit ; proper ; quick ; qualified.
Ap'te-ral, a. Not having wingB or
columns.

Ap'tl-tfide, ». Fitness ; tendency.
Apt'ly, ad. Properly ; pertinently.
Apt'ness, n. Fitness ; aptitude.
A'qas, n. [L.] Water:—used in com'
position.

A'qna-for'Ha, n. [L.] Nitric acid.
A'qna-ma-rlne', n A mineral ai
lied to the emerald.

A-qna'ri-tta, n. [L.] The Water-bear-
er ; the eleventh sign in the zodiac.

A-qnat'fe, \a. Pertaining to wa-
A-qnat'i-oal, j ter; living in the
water. [graving.

A-qua-tln'ta, n. [L.] A kind of en-
Aq7ue-dttct, n. An artificial channel

for conveying water.
A'que-oaa (a7kwe-Qs). a. CantaaaMg
water

'w
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AQUIFOMM

A'qnl-ffcrm, a. Having the form of
water.

Aq'ui-llne, cl Relating to an eagle;

hooked, as an eagle's beak.

Ai^ab, n. A native of Arabia.

Ar'a-Mtene (ar'a-besk), a. Relating

to Arabic architecture and sculpture.

A-ra'bi-an, a. Relating to Arabia or
the Arabs.

Ai^fe-bie, a. Relating to Arabia ; Ara-
bian.—n. The language of Arabia.

Ai^a-ble, a. Fit for tillage.

Ai^bl-tor, n. A Judge : an arbitrator.

Ar-blt'ra-meat, n. Will ; determi-
nation, [manner.

Ai^bl-tra-rfl-ly, ad. In an arbitrary
Ar'bl-tra-ry, a. Depending on one's
own will ; despotic ; absolute.

Ai^bl-irate, r.t To decide ; to judge
ot—©. (. TO give Judgment.

Ajr-bl-tra'tton, n. The determina-
tion of f, cause by persons mutually
agreed.

Ar'bl-trik'tor. n. An umpire ; Judge.
Ar'bor, n. A place covered with
branches of trees ; a bower :—an axis
or spindle.

Ar'bo-ral, a. Relating to trees.

Ar-bd're-oils, a. Belonging to trees.

Ar-bo-rts'eeoct, n. Growth, as of

Ar-b*-re*'eent,a. Growing like a
tree. [trees.

Ar-bo-rl-eAlt'are, n. Cultivation of
Ar'bo-rlit, n. One who makes trees
his study. Tor plant.

Ar'bo-rlse, v. t To form like a tree
Ar'bo-roAs, a. Belonging to a tree.

Ai^btts-ele (arTXls-sl), n. Any little

shrub.
Ai^bate, n. [L.] The strawberry-tree.
Arf, n. A segment of a circle ; an arch.
Ar*eade' v n. A series of arches with
a walk under them.

Ar-ea'nmii, n. [L.] A secret.
Arcb, *. Part of a circle or ellipse :—
a concave, hollow structure.—tr. L To
torm with arches.—o. Waggish; mirth-
ful:—chief; first—In composition it

signifies chief, or of the first class.

Ar*etue-dl'o-ffl»t, n. One versed in
archaeology.

Ar-ebae-ftl'o-flry [ar-ke-61'o-je), n.
The science which treats of antiqui-
ties.

Ar-eha'le, a. Old ; ancient ; obsolete.
Ar'cha-lsm, n. An ancient phrase or
idiom.

Arcb-an'rel, n. A chief angel.
Areb-blsn'ap, n. The principal of
the bishops ; primate.

Areb-blsb'op-rle, n. Office, stat3,

jurisdiction, or province of an arch-
bishop.

Areb-dda'con (arch-de'kn), n. An
ecclesiastical officer next to a bishop

Ajreh-dda'eoa-sblp, n. Archdea-
conry, [archduke.

* " " "' a,ii, The wife ofan
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Areb-dtteb'y, n. Territory of an
archduke. [Austria.

Areb-dnlte', h. Title of a prince ol
Areb'ed (arch'ed or archt), p. a.
Formed like an arch. [bow.

Areb'er, n. One who shoots with a
Areb'er-jr, n. The use of the bow.
Ar^be-ty-pal, a. Original.
Ar'cbe-type, n. The original of
which any copy or resemblance is

made.
Arcb-fl6nd',n. The chief of fiends.
Ar-ctal-e-pls'co-pa-cy, n. State oi
an archbishop.

Ar-ebi-e-pla-co-pal, a. Belonging
to an archbishop, or archbishopric.

Ar-eblm-e-d6/an, a. Relating to
Archimedes.

Ar*ebl-p«l'a-gd
t
n. A sea abound-

ing in small islands. [tecture.
Ar'cbi-tgct, n. A professor of archi-
Ar*ehi-t£c'tlve, a. Used in archi-

tecture, [chitecture.
Ar-ebl-tfect'u-ral, a. Relating to ar-
Ar'chl-tdct-ure (arTce-tfikt-yur), n.

The art or science of building.
Ar'chl-trave. n. That part of the
entablature which lies immediately on
the columns.

Archives, n. pL Places where pub-
lic records or ancient writings art
kept.

Arcb'ly, ad. Jocosely ; shrewdly.
Arcb-pr&i'by-ter, n. A chief
presbyter.

Areh-priest', n. A chief priest
Arcb'way , n. A vaulted aperture in
a building; an entrance under an
arch.

Ar'eo-prftpb, n. An instrument for
describing arcs of circles without
centres.

Arc'tle, a. Northern; lying under
the Arctos or Beac.

Ar'cu-ate, a. Bent like an arch orbow.
Ar-cu-a'tlon, n. Act of bending.
Ar'den-cy, n. Ardor ; eagerness.
Aindent, a. Having ardor ; fiery.

Ar'dor, n. Heat ; zeaL
Ar'dn-oAs, a. High ; hard to climb

:

—difficult
Ai^dQ-onK-n^ss.n. Height; difficulty

Are (ar), The indicative mood, present
tense, plural number, of the verb to be.

A're-a»n. [L.] The surface or super-
ficial contents of any figure or space

;

any open surface.
Ar-e-fac'tion, n. Act of growing

[L.] 'the space for com-
batants in an amphitheatre.

dry ; a drying.
Ar'e-fy, v. L to dry.
A-re^na. n. [L.] Th«
batants in an amphitt

Ar-e-na'ceoas (-na'shus), a. Sandy.
Ar-e-na'tion, n. A sort of dry sand-
bath.

A-re'o-la, n. [L.] The colored circle

round the nipple.
A-re-ttm'e-ter, n. An instrument to

measure the specific gravity of fluid*
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30 AREOMETRY

A-re*ttm'e-try. n. The art of meas-
uring the specific gravity of fluids.

Ar-e-op'a-ffite, n. A senator orjudge
in the court of Areopagus at ancient
Athens.

Ar-e-ftp'a-fffis, n. [L.] The high-

est court of Athens.
Ar'cand, a. Applied to a large kind
of lamp, with a circular wick.

Ar'gent, a. Silvery ; shining like sil-

ver.—n. White color in coats of arms.

Ar-fren-ta'tton, n. An overlaying
with silver.

Ar'fren-tine, a. Pertaining to silver.

Ar'iril, n. Potter's clay ; argillaceous

earth. [Clayey.

Ar-ffll-la'eeons (ar-lil-la'shus), a.

Ar-gll'loua, a. Consisting of clay;
argillaceous.

Ar'ffftl, n. Tartar of wine.
Ar'ffo-naui, n. One of the compan-
ions of Jason in the ship Argo, in the
voyage to Colchis :—a shell-flsh.

Ar'go-ay, n. A large vessel for mer-
chandise.

Ar^gne (ar'gu), v.L To reason ; to

dispute.—1>. t To prove; to reason;
to debate.

Ar'ffn-in^iit, n. A reason alleged :—
the subject of any discourse :—a plea.

Ar-frn-men-ta'tfon, n. Process of
reasoning. [argument.

Ar-£n-nieiit'i»-tlve, a. Consisting of
A'rf-an,n. One of the followers of
Arius.

A'ri-an-Ism, n. The doctrine of Arius.
Ar'id. a. Dry ; parched with heat
A-rld'l-ty, n. State of being arid.
Ar'id-nfess, n. Dryness ; aridity.
A'ri-€s, n. [L.] The Ram :—the first

of the twelve signs of the zodiac,
which the sun enters at the vernal
equinox, on the 21st of March.

Ar-i-e-ta'tlon, n. Act of butting like
a ram.

A-right' (a-ritO, ad. Rightly; correctly.
A-riae', v. L To mount upward ; to
get up ;—to revive from death :—to
proceed from.

Ar-la-tttc'ra-ey, n. A government
by nobles or the principal persons of a
state :—the principal persons of a state
or town; nobility.

Ar'la-to-erat or A-rfe'to-erat, n.

Onewho favors aristocracy :—a haugh-
ty man.

Ar-f»-to-crat' I©, a. Relating to aris-
tocracy; haughty.

Ar-la-to-«6'll-an, a. Relating to Ar-
istotle.—n. A follower of Aristotle.

Ai^ita-man-ey, n. A foretelling by
numbers.

A-rlth'me-tfo, n. The science of
numbers.

Ar-ith»m£fl-eal, o. According to
arithmetic.

A-rUh-me-tl' elan (a-rfth-me-tish'
an), n. One who is versed in arithme-
tic.

A&RAIQNMENT

Ark, n. A vessel to swim upon the
water;—usually applied to that in
which Noah and his family were pre-
served :—a large rait.

Arm, n. The limb which reaches
from the hand to the shoulder:—a
bough of a tree :—an inlet of the sea.—
v. L To furnish with arms.—v. i. To
take arms. [for sea.

Ar-ma'da, n. [Sp.l An armament
Ar'ma-ment, n. A force equipped

for war.
^

Ar'ma-tnre, n. Defensive armor:—

a

piece of soft iron applied to the load-
stone.

Arm' -chair, n. A chair with arms.
Arm' ful, n. As much as the arms can
hold.

Arm'hole, n. A cavity under the
shoulder :—a bole in a garment for the
arm. [quire.

Ar'ml-arer, n. [L.] A knight or es-
Ar-mlfper-ooa, a. Bearing arms.
Ar'mll-la-ry, o. Resembling a brace-
let

Ar-mln'lan (ar-mln'-yan), n. A fol-

lower of Arminiua—a. Relating to Ar-
te in ius. [Arminius.

Ar-mln'Ian-Ism, n. The doctrine of
Ar-mlp'o-tgnt, n. Powerful in arms.
Ar'mla-tfce, n. A cessation from
arms ; a suspension of hostilities.

Arm'let, n. A little arm ; a bracelet
Ar'mor, n. Defensive arms for the
body.

Ar'mar-bear'er (ai
Jmur-bar/

er) . n.

One who carries the armor of another.
Ar'mor-er, n. One who makes or

sells arms.
Ar-mo'ri-al, a. Relating to armor.
Ar'mo-ry, n. A place in which arms
are deposited :-^armor :—ensignsarmo-
rial :—a manufactory of arms.

Arm'pit, n. The cavity under the
shoulder.

Arm§, n. pL Weapons of offence or de-
fence.

Ar'my, n. A large body of armed men
under a military commander.

Ar'nl-ca, n. A medicinal plant
A-rd'ma. n. [Gr.] The odorant prin-
ciple ofplants.

Ar-o-m&t'-ie, ) a. Containing aro-
Ar-o-mat'l-cal, j ma; spicy; fragrant.
Ar-o-mat'lcs, n. pL Fragrant spices.

Ai^o-ma-tise or A-ro'ma-tiae, v. L
To scent with spices.

A-round', ad. In a circle ; on every
side.—prep. About; near to; encircling.

A-ronse', v. t. To wake from sleep.
A-roynt/, intcrj. Begone : away.
Ar'qne-buse, n. [Ft.] A hand-gun ;

fusee.
Ar-rftck', n. A spirit procured by distil-

lation from the cocoa-tree, or from rice.
Ar*ralgrn' (ar-ranO, v. t. To bring be-

fore a tribunal ; to charge ; to indict
Ar-rarlffn'meot, n. The act of ar-
raigning.
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ARRANGE

Ar-rtajre', v.L To pat in regular
order ; to range ; to class.

Ar-ra\nM/ment,n. Act of arranging.
Arrant, a Bad in a high degree ; vile.

Ar'nus.n. Rich tapestry, first made
at Arras.

Ar-ray', n. Order of battle :—drees.
—«r. t To put in order ; to deck. [paid.

Ar-rear7
, n. That which remains un-

4r-r€ar/af«,n. Remainder of an
account

Ar-Hfft', a. Erected ; attentive.
Ar-rtst', n. A seizure under legal
process.—v. L To stop; to stay; to catch

;

to seize. [court
Ar-r*t\ n. A decree ; a decision of a
Ar*ri'val,n. The act of coming to
anyj>lace.

Ar-ri¥©\ ri To come to any place.
Ar'ro-nnee, n. Assumption of too
much importance.

Ar'ro -gaot, a. Possessed of arrogance;
haughty; assuming.

Ar7ro-gant-ly, aa. In an arrogant
manner.

A^ro-cate, v. t To claim unduly.
Ar-ro-ffa'tton, n. The act of arroga-
ting.

Ar'ro-a^-tlve, a. Claiming unjustly.
Ar'row, n. A weapon shot from a bow.
Ar'rowroot, n. A farinaceous sub-
stance, [stores.

Ar'se-nal, n. A magazine of military
A^ae-nle, n. A poisonous mineral
substance.

Ar-agn'i-eal, c Containing arsenic.
Ar'ala, n. [Gr.j The raising of the hand
In beating tune:—the raising of the
voice.

Ar'aon, n. The act of voluntarily and
maliciously burning the building of
another.

Art, The second person singular, in-

dicative mode, present tense, of the
verb to te.—n. The application of
human knowledge or skill in the form-
ation of things:—opposed to nature.

Ar-t&rl^al, a. Relating to an artery.
Ar-tfrUal-ise, v. L To impart, as to
venous blood, the qualities of arterial
blood.

Ar/to*ry, n. One of the cylindrical
tubes of the aorta, which convey the
blood from the heart to all parts of the
body.

Ar-rcalasi (ar-tg'zhan), a. Relating
to Artois.

Art'flnl, a. Cunning ; sly ; dexterous.
Art'flnl-ly, ad. With art ; cunningly.
Art'iHftl-neias, n. Quality ofbeing art-

ful.

Ar-thrlt'le, \o. Relating to ar-

Ar-thrlf1-eal, / thritis or the gout

;

gouty. [root.

Ar'tl-cMlte, n. A plant and esculent
Ai'ti-ele, *• A part of speech ; as, a,

an, the:—a, single clause ofan account

:

—-pL terms: stipulations.—v. £ To
draw up. or bind by, articles.
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Mechanic ; manufao-

Ar-tWil-lar, a. Relating to articles
or Joints.

Ar-tie'u-lato, v. L To form words;
to pronounce :—to form Joints to ; to
Joint—v. i. To speak distinctly.—a.
Distinct ; plain :—jointed.

Ar-tle-u-la'tlon, n. Act of articula-
ting :—a consonant :—a joint

Ar^il-flce, n. A crafty device ; trick

;

fraud: deceit
Ar-tiri-cer, n.

turer.
Ar-ti-fl' clal (ar-te-flsh'al), o. Made
by art ; not natural ; fictitious.

Ar-ti-ri-ei-sU'-i-tjr (ar-te-fIsh-e-al'-e-

te), n. The quality of being artificial

:

—appearance of art
Ar-tl-ri' cial-ljr, ad. By art ; not
naturally.

Ar-tiric-rlst, n. One who manages
artillery.

Ar-tirie-ry, n. Weapons of war ; can-
non:—troops that manage ordnance,
cannon, &c.

Ar'tf-aan or Ar-ti-aan', n. A me-
chanic; an artificer.

Art'lat,n. One skilled in the arts.

Ar-tla'tic, )o. Relating to the arts,

Ar-tls'ti»cal, j or to an artist.

Art'leaa, a. Unskilful ; void of art.

Art'Ieas-ly, ad. In an artless manner.
Art'le*a*neaa, n. Wani of art ; sim-

plicity.

Aa, eonj. 6c ad. In like manner ; in the
manner that ; that ; like.

Aa-a-fcet'l-da, "• See Assafcetida.
Aa*b€a'ti»fttrni, n. Formed like as-

bestos, rtos.

Aa*b€a'tliie, a. Pertaining to asbes-
Aa-b€a'toa,ln. A mineral substance,
Aa*b€a'tiia. f fibrous and incombus-

tible.

As-€$nd', v. i. To rise ; to move up-
wards.—v. t. To climb up ; to mount

Aa*e€nd'a-ble, a. That may be as-
cended.

Aa-c£nd'ant, n. Height; elevation;
superiority :—a person of influence.

—

a. Superior ; above the horizon.
Aa-c£nd'eii*ey, n. Influence; au-

thority.
Aa-c6n'alon (as-sen'shun), n. Act of
ascending ; act of rising upwards.

Aa-e6n'aioii-day, n. The day on
which the ascension of Christ is com-
memorated.

Aa-e€nt'. n. Act of rising ; eminence.
Aa-cer*tain'. v. L To make certain or
sure ; to establish ; to determine.

Aa-cer-t&in'av-ble, o. That may be
ascertained. [taining.

Aa-eer-taln'ment. n. Act of ascer-
Aa-e6t'ic, a. Relating to ascetics;
austere.—n. A devout recluse.

Aa-c6t'l-elam, n. The practice of an
ascetic. [cal.

Aa-cit'lc or Aa-elt'i-cal, a. Dropsi-
An-cri'ba-bla* a, That may be
ascribed.
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As-eribe', v.t To attribute toiit
cause :—to impute.

As-crlp'tlon, n. The act ofascribing

:

—the thing ascribed.
Ash, n. A tree ; the wood of the ash.
A-thamed' (a-shamd'), a. Feeling
shame.

Asb'e-ry,n. A manufactory ofpotash:
—« place for ashes.

A&h'es. n. pi. The dust or remains of
any thing burnt.
A-shores ad. On shore ; to the shore.
Ash-Weanes'day, n. The first day
of Lent Fashes.

Asb'y, a. Ash colored :—turned into
A-si-at'le (a-she-at'ik), a. Pertaining
to Asia.—n. A native of Asia.

A-side', ad. To one side ; apart from
the rest.

As'i-nine, a. Relating to, or like,

an ass.

Ask, vi To seek to know by words

;

to request ; to beg ; todemand.—v. i. To
petition; to mate inquiry.

As-kanee', ) ad. Sideways; obliquely;
As-kant', | aside; askew, [tempt
A-skew' (a-skQO, ad. Aside; with con-
A-slant', ad. In a slanting manner.
A-sleep', a. & ad. Sleeping ; at rest :—
dead. [ly.

A-sldpe7
, ad. With declivity ; oblique-

A-s6'iaa*totts, a. Incorporeal.
Asp, n. A poisonous serpent [plant
Aft-p&r/a-fffi», n. [L.] An esculent
As'peet, n. Look ; countenance ; air.

As'pen, n. A poplar having trembling
leaves.—a. Belonging to the aspen-tree.

As7per. n. A Turkish coin.
As-pe>'l-ty, n. Roughness; harshness.
A-sper'moiis, a. Destitute of seeds.
As-perse', v. t To vilify ; to slander

;

to defame.
As*per/slon, n. Censure ; calumny.
As-phalt'. n. Bitumen ; asphaltum.
'

"
* *" l Gummy.

,n. [L.] Mineral pitch

;

As'pho-del, n. The day-lily ; king's-
As-pfcyx'y, n. [L.l Interruption of
respiration ^suspended animation.

As'ple, n. The asp :—a piece of ord
nance. [candidate.

As-pi i*
7ant, n. One who aspires: a

As'pl-rate, v. t To pronounce with
full breath, or with the sound of the
letter h:—to mark with the aspirate.—
o. Pronounced with full breath.—
n. A mark to denote an aspirated pro-
nunciation :—a rough breathing.

As-pl-ra'tion, n. An ardent wish :—
act of pronouncing with a rough
breathing.

As-pire7
, v. i. To aim at ; to desire

eagerly.
As-qmnt', ad. Obliquely; not in a
right line.

Ass, n. An animal of burden :—a dolt.

As-sa-fcet'1-da (as-a-ffct'e-da), n. A
very fetid gum resin, used in medicine.

ASSIMILATION

As sail', v. L To attack in a hostile
manner ; to assault :—to attack.

As-sall' able, a. Thatmay be assailed.
As-sall' ant, n. One who attacks or
invades.—a. Attacking ; aggressive.

As-sas'sln, n. A secret murderer.
As-sas'sl-nate, v. t. To murder by
violence and surprise, [assassinating.
As-sas»st*na'tlon, n. The act of
As-sault', rt. Attack ; hostile violence,
—v. t To attack ; to fall upon.

As-say', n. Examination of ores and
metals, or of weights and measures.

—

v. i. To try ; to endeavor.—v. t To
try or prove, as metals.

As-say7er, n. One who assays.
As-sem'bJage, n. A collection; a
group.

As-sem'ble, v. t. To bring together

;

to collect.—v. i. To meet together.
As-sem'bly, n. A company ; collec-
tion ; convocation ; convention.

As-sent% n. Act of agreeing ; consent—v. i. To express concurrence ; to
concede ; to consent

As-sert', v. L To declare positively ;

to affirm ; to claim. Iflrmation.
As-ser'tlon, n. Act of asserting: af-
As-ser'tor, ft. One who asserts. Ling.
As'ser-to-ry, a. Asserting; support-
As-sess', v. I To value ; to tax ; to rate.
As-sess'a-ble, a. That may be as-

As-sess'ment, n. Act of assessing;
sum assessed ; tax.

As-sess'or, n. One who assesses, [sore.
As-ses-so'rl-al. a. Relating to asses
As's«ts,«.p*. EfTectotethedischarge
of debts, legacies, &c [ly.

As-se>'er-ate, v. t. To affirm solemn-
Afus4v-er-a'tlon,n. Solemn affirma-

tion, [plication.
As-sl-du'1-ty , n . Diligence ; close ap-
As-sld'n-ous, a. Very diligent; con-
stant, [stantly.

As-sld'a-ons-ly, ad. Diligently ; con-
As-sign' (as-sln7), v. t. To mark out

;

to appropriate ; to make ovc:.—n. An
assignee.

As-sicn'a-ble (as-sln'a-bl), a. That
may oe assigned.

AMlgnat (fts-in-ya' or as-ig-natf), n.
[Fr.J Paper currency once used in
France. [to meet

As-slg-na'tlon, n. An appointment
As-slftn-ee^, n. One to wnom right,
property, or assignment is made.

As-aign'er (as-sin'er), One who as-
signs.

As-siffn'ment, n. Act of assigning

;

a transfer of property. [assigns.
As-slgn-or7 (as-se-norO,ft. One who
As-slm'1-la-ble, a. That may be as-
similated.

As-slm'l*latev v. i. To grow like or
similar.—v. t. To make similar.

As-sIm-1-la'Uon, n. The act of as-
similating :—conversion of food into
nutriment
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ASSIST

l\v.L To help; to aid.
Af4lft'«nee, n. Help : aid ; support.
As-sist'aot, n. One who assists ; an
auxiliary ; a helper.

Aa-sise7, n. An English court of Judi-
cature.—v. i To fix the rate, measure,
4c.

As-sis'er, a. One who assizes; one
who inspects weights and measures.

As-ao'ei-a-ble (as-eo-she-a-bl), a. Ca-
pable of being associated ; sociable.

Aa-ad'el-ate (as-eo'she-at), v. t. To
unite with another; to join.—v. i. To
unite in company.—n. An intimate
acquaintance ; companion ; colleague.

Am aa cl-a'tlan (as-sd-she-a'shun), n

.

Confederacy; partnership.
Aa'»o-nAnce,n. Resemblanceofsound
Aa'ao-aaiit, a. Haying a similarsound
As-sorf, v.i To arrange in order ; to
cJjmw, [class.

As-sort'ment, n. Quantity assorted

;

As-soaffe' (as-swajO, v. *. To soften

;

to ease ; to compose ; to soothe.
Aa-aaAve/ment,n. Mitigation, abate-
ment

As-aoac'er, n. One who assuages.
As-sn*rsive, a. Softening; easing.
As-sifcme', v. t To take ; to claim.—

v. i. To be arrogant.
As-sftm'er, n. One who assumes.
As-aam'lns;, p. a. Arrogant; haugh-
ty; proud.

A*-annp'tie>n (as-sum'shun), n. Act
of assuming ; supposition. The minor
proposition of a syllogism.

Aa-sur'ance (a-shorans), n. Act of
assuring;—confidence;—want of mod-
esty; boldness:—security.

As-sure' (a-shur*), v.t. To make se-

cure:—to assert:—to insure. [tainly.
As-sni^ed-ly (a-ehur'ed-le), aa. Cer-
As-snr'er (a-shur/er), n. one who as-
sures.

As-surSgent, a. Rising upward or
archwise.

As'te-Ism, n. Delicate irony.
As'ter, n. A genus of plants; starwort.
As'ter-Islt, n. A mark in printing,
as (•). [terisk.

As'ter-Ism, n. A constellation:—as-
As'ter-ite, n. The star-stone.
A-stern', ad. Behind the ship.
As'te-rsld, n. A small planet.
Asth'ma fast'ma), n. A disease at-

tended with difficulty of breathing,
and a cough.

Asth-naat'le,
Asth-mat'i-eal
asthma.

As-tOB'ish, v. f. To impress with
wonder or terror, to surprise.

As-tea'tsh-Iiifr, a. Wonderful; sur-
prising.

As-ton'isli-mftiit, n. Amazement;
great surprise; terror mixed with awe.

As-tonnd', v. t To astonish; to ter-

As'tra-jral. n. A small moulding.

3
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la. Relating to asth-
al, f ma; afflicted with

As'tral, a. Starry; relating to the
stars. [place.

A-stray', ad. Out of the right way or
A-strict', v. t. TO contract; to as-
tringe.

As-trlc'tioa, n. Act of contracting.
A-stride', ad. With the legs wide
apart

As-trlnre', v. *.—To draw together.
As-trXn7gren-ey, n. State of being
astringent; power of contracting.

As-trln'ffent. a. Binding; contract-
ing.—n. Medicine which contracts.

As-lrtta/ra-phy, n. Description of
the stars.

As'tro-labe, n. An instrument for
taking the altitude of the sun or stars.

As-trol'o-ger, n. One versed in as-
trology.

As-tro-lag'le, ) a. Relating to, or
As-tro-16§'ftc-al,j partaking of, as-

trology.
Aa-trol'o-gy, n. The pretended sci-

ence or art of foretelling events by the
aspect of the stars or heavenly bodies.

As-trdn'o-mer, n. One versed in
astronomy.

As-tro-nom'lc, \a. Belonging to,

As-tro-nttm'1-cal, j or partaking ef,

astronomy.
As-trttn'©-my, n. The science which
teaches the knowledge of the heavenly
bodies.

As'tro-the-61'o-nr, n. Theology
founded on the observation of the
celestial bodies.

As-tate', a. Cunning; shrewd.
A-sttn'der, ad. Apart; in two parts.
A-sy'lum, n. [L.] A place of refuge;
a refuge; a shelter. [try.

A-sym'me-try, n. Want of symme-
As-ymp-tot'1-cal, a. Approaching,
but not meeting.

A-syn'de-ton, n. A figure which
omits the conjunction.

At, prep. Denoting nearness or pres-
ence; towards; near to; in; with.

Ate. Imperfect tense from eat.

Ath-a-na'siaa (ath-a-na'shan), a. Re-
lating to Athanasius or to his doctrine.
—n. A follower of Athanasius.

A'the-Ism, n. Disbelief in the being
of a God.

A'the-Ist. n. One who denies the ex-
istence or God ; an unbeliever.

A-the-Is'tlc. ) a. Pertaining to
A-tlie-Is'tl-eal, j atheism ; adhering
to atheism.

Ath-e-nae'uin. n. Anublic seminary;
a gymnasium ;—a public library.

A-the'nl-an, a. Relating to Athens.
A-thXrst', o. Wanting drink ; thirsty.

Ath'lete, n. A contender for victory-

;

a wrestler.
Ath-l«t'ie, a. Relating to wrestling or

v ^ * vigorous.

r Across ; transverse.
the manner of a cask

tilted.'

ain*iecic, a. neu
bodily exercise ; v

A-thwArt', prep.
A-tllf, ad. In th<
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34 ATLANTKAN

At-lan«t$'an, a. Pertaining to Atlas.

At-lan't4e, n. pi. Humun figures, in-

stead of columns, to support buildings.
At-lan't 1c, a. Pertaining to the ocean
which lies east of America.—n. The
Atlantic ocean.

At'laa, n. IL.] A collection of maps

;

a large folio ;—« kind of paper.
At'snoe-phe're (at'mos-rer), n. The

fluid or air which encompasses the
earth.

At-mo«-ph£r'lc, \a. Relating to
At-moe-pMr't-eal,/ the atmos-
phere.

At'on, n. The ultimate particle of an
element ; an extremely small particle.

A-tosn'lc, ) a. Relating to atoms,
A-tom'l-cal, J or consisting of atoms.
At'om-Isn, n. The doctrine of atoms.
At'om-Ist, n. One who holds the doc-
trine of atoms, or the atomic philoso-
phy.

At'om-iae, v. I To reduce to atoms.
A-tone', v.i. To be at one:—to stand
as an equivalent : to make expiation.—v. L To reconcile :—to expiate.

A-tdne/ment, n. Act of atoning: re-

conciliation ;
propitiation, [conciles.

A-ton'er, n. One who atones or re-

A-ton'le, a. Wanting tone ; relaxed.
At'o-ny, n. Want oi tone ; debility.
At-ra-bi-la'rft-an, \ a. Affected with
At-ra-bl-la'ri-oA*, j melancholy, or

bile. [ancnoly.
At-ra-bH'loaa, a. Full of bile ; mel-
At-ra-m«n'tal, \a. Consisting of
At-ra-men'tone, / ink ; inky ; black.
A-tro'elous (a-tro'shus), a. Very wick-
ed ; enormous ; outrageous ; flagitious.

A-tro'clons-ly, ad. In an atrocious
manner.

A-tro'cftoue-iteaa, n. Atrocity.
A-troc'1-ty, n. Great wickedness;
enormity. [wasting.

At'ro-phy, n. A consumption ; a
At-taeli', v. t. To seize by judicial
process :—to gain over ; to win.

At~tach'a-ble, a. That may be at-

tached.
Attache (at-a-sh&O, n. [Fr.l A person
dependent on, or attached to, another
person, company, or legation.

At-taeh'snent, n. Act of attaching;
affection.—The taking of a person or
goods by legal process.

At-taek', v. t To assault; to fall up-
on.—n. An assault; onset; invasion.

At-taln', t>. f. To gain; to obtain; to
get—v. i. To reach; to arrive at.

At-taln'a-ble, a. That may be at-
tained.

At-tafn'der. n. The act ofattainting;
conviction or a crime:—taint.

At-taln'ment, n. That which is ob-
tained by exertion: acquisition.

At-taint', v. t. To disgrace: to And
guilty of a high crime.—n. A stain.—
A writ. [ing attainted.

At-taint'meat. a. The state of be-

ATTRITM

At-t«m'per, v. t. To mingle; to soft-
en.

At-t#mpt'(at-tftntf), v. t. To try; to
endeavor; to make trial of; to under-
take.— v. i. To make a trial; to en*
deavor.—n. An essay; a trial; endeav-
or, [tempted.

At-t£mj»t'a-ble, u. That may be at-
At-tend', v. t To accompany; to fol-

low; to await.—v. C To listen; to give
heed.

At-ttnd'ance, ti. The act of waiting
on; attention:—tb* persons waiting.

At-tend'ant, a. Accompanying as
subordinate.—n. One who attends.

At-ten'tlon, n. Act of attending:
heed; civility.

At-ten'tlve, a. Paying attention;
heedftd; careful.

At-t«a'tlve-ly, ad Heedfully.
At-t«n'tlve-ne*«, n. State ofbeing
attentive. [luting.

At-t«n'n-ant, a. Making thin: <fl-

At-ten'a-ate, v. t To make thin

;

-a. Made thin. [thin.
At-ten-v-a'tioii, n. Act of making
At-t*«t', v. t To bear witness of.

At-tee-ta'tloii, n. Act of attesting;
testimony : witness :—a certificate.

At'tlc, a. Relating to Attica orAthens;
elegant ; pure :—elevated.—n. A native
of Attica:—a garret. [idiom.

At'tl-clam, n. The Attic style or
At'tl»eiwe, v. i. To use an Atticism.
At-tire', r. t. To dress ; to array.—n.
Clothes ; dress ; vestments :—the head-
dress.

At'tl-tfide, n. Posture : position.
A t-tl-tft'dl-nal, a. Relating to atti-

tude, [postures,
At-ti-tft'dl-nise, v. i. To assume
At-tol'lent, o. LiRing up : raising.
At-tor'ney (at-tOr'ne), n. One who
acts for another ; a lawyer.

At-tor'ney -fthfp, n. The office of
an attorney.

At-tract', v. U To draw tc ; to bring
near ; to unite ; to win.

At-tract'a-ble, a. That may be
attracted.

At-trac'tlon (at-trak'shun), n. Act
of attracting; power of attracting :—
the power or tendency in bodies to
approach each other and to resist sep-
aration.

At-trac'tlre. a. Drawing ; alluring.
—n. That which draws.

At-trae'tive-neas, n. State ofbeing
attractive.

At-traefor, n. One who attracts.

At-trlb'u-ta-ble, a. Ascribable ; im-
putable, [pute.

At-trlb'nte, v. t. To ascribe ; to im-
At'trl-bate, n. A thing attributed
or belonging to any one ; a quality.

At-trl-bn'tlftn, n. Act of attributing.
At-trlb'u-tlTe, a. Expressing an
attribute. [Bine,

At-trite7, a. Ground ; worn by rub-
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ATTRITRNESS

At-tritc/neaa, a. State of beingworn.
At-trl' tloo (at-trish'un), a. The act
of wearing by robbing ; abrasion :—
£tef for sin. [tune.

tone', v. t. To make musical ; to
Ao'born, a. Reddish brown ;of a
dark color.

Auction (awk'shun), n. A public
•aloof property to the highest bidder.

Aae-ttoa-Mr7
, a. One who sells

by auction.
An-d&'ctoaa (Aw-dATBhus), a. Daring;
fearless; adventurous; impudent.

An-dA'cloue-ly, ad. Boldly ; im-
pudently.

An-dAe'i-ty, a. Effrontery ; boldness.
An'di-bte, a. Capable of being heard.
An'di-blj-, ad. In an audible manner.
An'dl*4nee, a. The act of hearing ;—
an auditory ; an assembly of hearers.

An'dftt, a. The taking and settling of
accounts.—-v. L To take and adjust an
account. [audita.

Au'41-tor, a. A hearer :—one who
An'41-tor-alilp, a. The office of an
auditor.

An'4ft-to-ry, a. Relating to the sense
of hearing.—a. An audience; a place
for lectures.

Au'+UtrHmm, a. A female hearer.
Au'rar, n. A tool to bore holes with.
Aunt (Awt), a. Any thing ; any part.

Airgrite, a. A crystalline mineral
Aif>BMBt'( v. I To make larger ; to
increase.—*, i. To grow larger ; to in-
crease.—a. Increase.—A letter or syl-

lable prefixed to a word. [nig.

Aua>men-t&'tfton, n. Act of increas-
Ana>as6n't»-tlve,a. That augments.
Aorgnr, a. One who augurs ; a sooth-
sayer.

Au'a^ir, v. i. To guess ; to conjecture.—v. t To predict by signs.

An-ffik'rl-ml, a. Relating to augury.
Au'a^i-rjr,n. Prognostication by signs.

An'roit, a. The eighth month in
the year.—a. Great ; grand ; majestic.

An-afAe'taavo. Relating to Augustus.
An-cOe'tlae, a. One of an order of
monks.

Aa-l«t'ie, a. Belonging to pipes.
Au'lle, a. Belonging to an imperial
court. [sister.

A«at (ant), a. A father's or mother's
Au'r&t-ea, a. Relating to, or contain-
ing, gold, [insect

Aw-re'li-a, n. The chrysalis of an
A.m-fffc'o-la, n. Circle of rays ; crown
ofriory.

Au'ri-eta, a. The external ear:—one
of the venous chambers of the heart.

An-rle'ti-U^n. A species of primrose.
Av..rfo/n-l»r, a. Conveyed by hear-
ing:—told in secret

Aa*rfo'a»l»te,a. Shaped like an ear.
Aw.-rlfer-oA*, a. Containing gold.
Au'ri-ffcrm, a. Bar-shaped.
An'rtet, a. One skilled in disorders
ofthe ear.

AUTUMNAL 36
An-re'ratn. [L.] The dawning light
before sunrise; daybreak:—crow's-foot,
a flower.

Aavrft'ra bo-re-ft'lla, n. [L.] A
natural luminous meteor usually ap-
pearing in the north, and resembling
the dawn of day.

A«-ro'ral, a. Relating to the aurora.
Aua-eul-tA'tioo. a. Act of listening
to.—A method of distinguishing dis-

Au'aplee, a. An omen drawn from
birds; favorable appearance; influence.

Au-apl' eial, a. Relating to prognos-
tics.

Ao-apl' eioua (Aw-splsh'us), a. Hav-
ing omens of success; prosperous; pro-
pitious, [cious manner.

Au-apl' ele>ua-ly, ad. In -an auspi-
Ao-sMre/

f a. severe; rigid; stern;
rigorous.

Au-et*r'l-ty, a. 8everity ; great rigor.

Aua'tral, a. Southern; towards the
south. [ity; genuine; true.

Au-thta'tle, a. Resting on author-
Au-tnftii'tl-c&to, v. L To prove au-
thentic [thenticating.

Au-Uign-tl-cft'tlon, a. Act of au-
Au-then-tle'ft-ty, a. State of being
authentic.

Au'thor, a. The first beginner or
mover; the writer or composer of a
book.

Aq'thor eaa , a. A female author.
Au-thdr'i-ta-tlve, a. Having au-
thority; positive; peremptory, [thority.

Aa-ttior't-ta-tlve-ly, ad. By au-
Au-thor'i-ty, n. Right to command;
legal power. [authority.

Au-thor-i-aft'ttan, a. Act of giving
An'ther-ise, v. t To establish by
authority; to give authority to;

m
make legal; to justify.

to

Au'tbor-alilp, a. State of an author.
_„ _ i-pb

writes his own liie.

An-to-bi tier, a. One who

An-to-bl-te'ra-pby, n. The life or
biography ofa person written by him-

Au-Mto'rswey, a. Self-derived power.
An'to-erftt, a. An absolute sovereign.
An-to-erftt'ic, \a. Relating to au-
Au-to-er&t'l-eal, J tocracy, abso-

lute, [handwriting.

Au'to-ffrftph, a. A person's own
Au-to-fpr&ph'l-eal, a. Relating to

an autograph.
Aa-to-mAt'leu !<*• Belonging to
Aa-to-mAt'l-eal, j an automaton:—

self-acting.
Au-tom'a-ton, a. [Gr.] A machine
so constructed as to appear self-mov-
ing, and imitating the action of men
or animals.

Au'top-sjr. n. Ocular demonstration.
An'toan (Awtum). n. The season of
the year between summer and winter;
all. (tunm.

Au-tam'surt, a. Belonging to au-
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36 AUXILIARY

Aux-Il'ia-ry (awg-zll'ya-re), n. A
helper.—pi. Foreign troops in the ser-
vice of nations at war.—-a. Assisting:
—a term applied to a verb that helps
to conjugate other verbs.

A-valP, v. I To profit; to benefit-*, i.

To be of use or advantage.—n. Use;
advantage, benefit

A-vail-a-bll'i-ty, n. Availableness.
A-vatl'a-ble, a. That may be used
with success; profitable; useful.

A-vatl'a-bty, ad. Powerfully; validly.
Av-a-laoche', n. [Fr.] Avast body
of snow, ice, earth, &c., sliding down
a mountain.

A-vant'-gaard (a-vant'gard or a-
vang'gard), n. The van ; the first body
of an army.

Av'a-rlee, n. Inordinate desire of
gain or property ; penuriousness.

Av*a>rr eioo* (av-a-rish'us), a. Pos-
sessed of avarice ; greedy of gain

;

covetous ; parsimonious. [neas.

Av-a-rl' elouB-ness, n. Covetous-
A-vast', inter}. Hold ; stop ; stay.
A-vaunt'. interi. Hence ; begone.
A've (4've), n. [L.1 An address to the
Virgin Mary.

A-venffe', v. L To take vengeance
on; to3 punish ; to retaliate.

A-vengfer, n. One who avenges.
A?'e nae, way of, n. A passage

;

entrance :—a wide street.

A-ver', v. L To declare positively ; to
assert.

Av'er*aare, n. A medium ; a mean
proportion :—a contribution to a gene-
ral loss.—v. t. To reduce to a medium,
—p. i. To be in a medial state.—o.
Medial ; having a medium.

A-ver'meiit, n. Affirmation :—jus-
tification.

A-Yerae', a. Having aversion ; disin-
clined to; unwilling; reluctant

A-Yerse'ly, ad. unwillingly ; back-
wardly.

A-ver'*ion, n. Moderate hatred;
dislike :—cause of aversion.

A-vert/, v. t. To turn aside ; to put
away. v. i. To turn away.

A'vl-a-ry, n. A place enclosed to keep
birds in.

A-vId'i-ty, n. Eagerness ; greediness ;

voracity. [employment
Av-o-ca'tlon, n. Act ofcalling aside;
A-vold', v. L To shun; to escape
from : to eschew.

A-vold'a-ble,a. That may be avoided.
A-votd'anee, n. Act of avoiding;
deprivation.

A-vold'lesa, a. Unavoidable.
Av.oir-da.p4Hs/ (Sv-er-du-polzO, n.

& a. A weight, ofwhich a pound con-
tains 16 ounces.

A-vouch', v. t To affirm ; to declare.
A-vow'f v. t. To declare openly ; to
own ; to acknowledge: to profess.

A-vow'a-ble, a. That may be a-
vowed.

AYE
A-vow'al, n. Open declaration.

'

A-Yowed' (a-voud'), P. a. Declared.
A-vow'ed-ly, ad. In an open man-
ner, [twes.

A-vow'er, n. One who avows or jus-
A-vow'ry, n. A justification by one
who has been sued for distraining
property.

A-val'sloii.n. The act oftearing away.
A-walt', v. L To expect ; to wait for.

A-wake', v. L To rouse from sleep ; to
wake.—*, i. To break from sleep ; to
wake. a. Not sleeping ; not being
asleep.

A-wak'en-Ingr, ) n. Act of awaken-
A-wak'en-ment, j Ing or waking

;

revival.
A-ward', v. t To adjudge ; to sentence.
—v.t To decree; tojudge.—n. Judg-
ment; sentence.

A-ware'. o. Vigilant; cautious.
A-way' (a-w&O, ad. At a distance off;

not at home -,—intaj. Begone.
Awe (Aw), n. Reverential fear ; rever-
ence ; veneration.—v. L To strike
with reverence. [awe.
Awe7-strack, p. a. Impressed with
Aw'fal, a. That strikes with awe

;

dreadful. [awful.
Aw'fal-nem, n. Quality of being
A-while7

, ad. For a time; for a short
time.

Awk'ward, a. Wanting dexterity
or skill ; unhandy : clumsy ; rude.

Awk'ward-ly, ad\ In an awkward
manner.

Awk'ward-neM, n. State of being
awkward.

Awl (all), n. An instrument to bore
holes with.

Awn. n. The beard of grasses or grain.
Awn'iuir, n. A cover of canvas over
a boat, or any place for shade.

Awn'leaa, a. Having no awn or beard.
A-wdke*, imp. from awake.
A-wry' (a-ri'), ad. & a. Obliquely;
asquint

Axe(aks), n. An instrument with a
sharpe edge, for chopping and hewing.

Ax'11, n. [L.1 The armpit -The angle
formed by a leaf with a branch.

Ax'il-la-ry, a. Belonging 10 the
armpit [truth.

Ax'loin (aks'Tum), n. A self-evident
Ax-1-o-inat'le, \ a. Relating to,

Ax-1-o-mat'l-eal, j or containing,
axioms.

Axis, n. ; pi. Ax'es. [L.] The line,

real or imaginary, that passes through
anybody, on which it may revolve.—
A stem.

Ax'le(ak'sl), In. A piece of
Ax'le-tree(ak'Bl-tr6), ] timber, or
bar of iron, on which the wheels of a
carriage turn.

Ay, or Aye (ae), ad.Yes ; —expressing
assent

Aye (a), ad. Always ; for ever; to
eternity.
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Aa'1-satttfc, n. The arc of the horizon,

j
Aa'dte. n. A kind of gas, fatal to ani«

between the meridian and a vertical mal life. [ing, azote,
circle passing through a heavenly A-sot'ie, a. Relating to, or contain-
body.

As'l-satt-thal, a. Relating to the
A'aure (a'zhur or azh'ur), a. Blue,

faint blue ; sky-colored.—n. The color
of the sky :—the sky.

B.

k (bfi), n. The cry of a sheep.—v. i.

To cry like a sheep.
Ba'al, n. An idol ofthe ancientCanaan-

ites, Phoenicians, Ac, representing
the sun.

Bab'ble, v. «. To prate ; to tell, as se-

crets.—n. Idle talk ; senseless prattle.

Babe, n. An infant ; baby.
Ba-baon', n. A large kind of monkey.
Ba'by, n. A young child ; an infant

;

Ba'bjr-hood, n. Infancy.
BA'by-lah, a. Like a babe.
Bae-ea-lan're-ate, n. Degree of a
bachelor. [rles.

Bae'eat-ed, a. Having pearls or ber-
BAe'ehav-nAl, a. Drunken; noisy.
BAe'cha-nAl, \n. A drunkard;
BAc-eha-nA'li-an, j debauchee.
BAc-ehav-nAli-an, a. Relating to
revelry.

BAe'eba-nAls, n.;p£. Drunken feasts.

Bae-elFer-ottat, a. Bearing berries.

Bac^elT'o-rotta, a. Feeding on ber-
ries.

BAch'e-lor, n. An unmarried man :—
one who has taken his first [degree :—
a knight of the lowest order. [lor.

BAch'e-lor-flhlp.n. State of abache-
Back, n. The hinder part of the body
in man. and the upper part in ani-
mals :—the outer part of the hand :—
the hinder part.—ad. To the place
left ; behind.—v. t. To mount a horse

:

—to place upon the back :—to Justify

:

—to second.—a. Being behind or pass-
ed by.

BAek'bite, v. t To censure the absent.
BackHbit-er, n. A calumniator or
slanderer. [slander.

BAek'bit-ing, n. Secret detraction or
Baek'bdne, n. Bone of the back;
the spine. [ing.

BAek'door, n. A doorbehinda build-
BAek-gAnM'inoii, n. Agame at tables
played by two persons.

Back/ground, n. The part behind

:

—ground in the rear :—obscurity.
Baek'plece, n. Armor to cover the
back.

Back'room, n. A room behind or in
the rear.

Baek'side, n. Hinder part ofa thing.
BAek-alide', v. i. To fall on ; to relapse.
*"" t-alid'er, n. An apostate.

" ",* A kind of quadrant.

/stay** n. p(. Ropes to support s
ship's masts. [cakes are baked.

Baek'stone. n. A stone on which
Baek'swArd (bak'sord), n. A sword
with one sharp edge :—a rustic sword-
stick, [late.

Baek'ward, a. Unwilling ; sluggish

;

BAek'ward, ) ad. With the back for-

BAek'wards,/ wards; towards the
back or the past.

Baek'ward-nfeM, n. State of being
backward; tardiness.

BAck'woods-maii (bak'wuds-man).
n. An inhabitant of a newly-settled
country. [and smoked.— 'con (baTkn),**. Hog's flesh salted
e'u-lite, n. A many-chambered

shell.

a. Ill ; not good ; vicious,
(bad), Imperfect tense from bid.

ige, n. Mark of distinction ; token.
BAd'ger, n. A quadruped :—a dealer.—v. I To confound ; to tease ; to vex.
Ba-dlg'eon, n. A mixture, as of plas-
ter and freestone.

Bad'i-nage' (bftd'e-nazh'), n. [Fr.]
Light or playful discourse; raillery.

Bad'ly, ad. In a bad manner ; not welL
Bar fle, v. t. To elude ; to frustrate.
BAftas, n. An Indian cloth or muslin
Basr, n. A sack :—a pouch ; purse :—an
udder.—v. t. To put into a bag :—to
swell.—v. i. To swell like a full Dag.

Bag-a-telle' (bag-a-tel*), n.][Fr." Atri-
fle ; a toy :—a game played on a board.

Bag'gage, v. The luggage ofan army,
Ac. ; goods that are tooe carried away

;

luggage :—a worthless woman.
Bagn'io (ban'yd), n. [It.] A bathing-
house :—a brothel. [ment.

RAg^pipe, n. A musical wind instru-
Bag'plp-er, n. One who plays on a

Ball, n. Surety given for another's
appearance in court:—one who gives
security.—v. t. To release by or admit
to bail. [pearance in court.

Ball'-bond, n. A bond given forap-
BAIl-Af, n. A person to whom goods
are bailed or delivered.

BAl'lifT, n. A subordinate officer ap-
pointed by a sheriff:—a steward.

Batl'1-wlck, n. The jurisdiction of a
bailiff. [trust

BAIl'ment, n. A delivery of goods in
BaiTor, n. One who bails roods.
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niirplfrr n. A slip of paper or
parchment containing a recognisance
of ball.

Bairn (barn), n. A child.

Bait, v. L To put meat upon a hook:—
to give refreshment on a journey:—to
attack,—1». i. To take refreshment;—
to nutter.—a. A lure:—a refreshment.

Balae, n. A kind of coarse woollen
stun*.

Bike, v. L To dry and harden by
heat: to cook or dress food in an oven.
—v. i. TO do the work of baking; to
be heated or baked:—to become bard.

Bake'hooae, n. A place for baking
bread.

/er, n. One who bakes bread, Ac.
_L'er-y, n. A bakehouse.
J'ane*, n. One of the six simple

powers in mechanics:—a machine Tor
weighing substances; a pair of scales:

—the difference of an account:—equi-
librium:—the sign of Libra in the zo-

diac.—v. L To weigh in a balance; to
regulate:—to make equal.—v. i. To
hesitate; to fluctuate.

Bal'eo-njr, n. A frame before a win-
dow, or on the outside of a house.

Bald, a. Wanting hair; wanting cov-
ering; naked:—inelegant.

Bal'der-dash, n A rude mixture:—
jargon.

Bald'neaa, a. The state of being bald.
Bald'rlek, a. A girdle:—zodiac.
Bale, a. A package of goods.—v. t To
bundle up:—to lade out. [chief

Bale'fa1, a. Full of misery or mis-
Bal'la-ter, n. A crossbow.
Ba-ll*e/

, n. [Ft.) A sea-mark; beacon.
Balk (hawk), n. A great beam:—

a

ridge of land:—disappointment.—v. L
To disappoint:—to heap. [born.

Balk'y, a. Apt to stop suddenly; stub-
Ball, a. A round body; a bullet:—an
entertainment of dancing. [poem.

Barlad, n. A song; a small, light
Bal'laat, n. Heavy matter placed at
the bottom ofa vessel to keep it steady,
—v. t To make or keep steady.

Bal'let, n. [Fr.J A kind of mimic
dance.

Bal'lla-ter, a. An ancient warlike
engine:—a crossbow.

Bal-loon', n. A ball placed on a pil-

lar:—a large, hollow ball of silk, Ac.,
filled with gas, which makes it ascend
and sail in the air.

Bal'lot, n. A ticket used in giving
votes; a vote:—a secret mode of voting.
—v. i. To vote or choose by ballot

Bal'lot-box, n. A box used in bal-
loting, [—a plant

Balm (bam), n. A fragrant ointment:
Bal-mo-ral', n. A kind of figured

skirt.

Balm'y (b&m'e), o. Having the quali-
ties ofbalm; soothing; odoriferous.

Bal'aam, a. A resinous substance:—
a shrub.

BANKRUPTCY

/le, a. Having the quantise
of M'w^'n [not

Bal'aa-inlne, a. A plant; touch-me-
Bal'na-ter, a. A small column or

pilaster, for supporting a rail to a flight
of stairs.

BATas-trade, n. A ranffe of balusters.
Bsm-bso', n. A largeklnd of reed;
an Asiatic plant of the reed kind.

Ban, n. Public notice:—a curse.
Ba-na'na (ba-na'na), n. A species of
West Indian plantain and its fruit

Band, n. Something that binds; a
bandage; a cord:—an ornament worn
about the neck:—a company.—v. L To
unite together; to bind.—v. i. To as-
sociate; to unite. [wound.

Band'age, a. A fillet : a roller for a
Ban-dan'na, n. Noting a kind of
spotted silk handkerchief.

Band'Mx, a. A box used for bon-
nets, Ac

Ban'de-16t,|a. Aflat moulding or
Band'let, / fillet: a band; annulet.
Ban'dlt, a. An outlaw.
Ban-dltta, n. pi. (It.) A company
of outlaws or robbers.

Ban'ddg, a. A large fierce dog.
Ban-dore7, n. A musical instrument
Band'rol, n. A little flag or streamer.
Ban'djr, n. A club for striking a ball.—v. L To beat to and fro; to give
and take reciprocally ; to toss.

Bao'djr-ltffffed (-legd), o. Having
crooked legs.

Bane, a. A deadly poison:—that
which ruins ; a pest :—a disease in
sheep.

fnl, a. Poisonous ; hurtfuL
"**

* to thu
drug:-

Banjr, v. L To beat ; to thump ; to
strike.—n. A blow:- * „ . mode
of wearing the hair.
ian-lan' (ban-yanO a. A morning-
gown :—the Hindoo commercial class

:

—the Indian fig-tree.—a. Noting days
in which seamen have no meat

Ban'ftah, v. L To condemn to leave
one's own country ; to drive away.

Ban'lah-m6nt, n. Act of banishing

;

exile.
Ban'la-ter, n. A pilaster.
Bank, a. Any steep acclivity rising
from a river, sea, Ac.: a shoal; any
heap piled up :—an establishment for
keeping and issuing money.—v. t To
enclose with banks ; to embank.

Bank'-blll, or Bank'-note, n A
promissory note issued by a banking
company.

Bank'er, a. One who keeps a bank
Bank'lnff, n. The management of

banks.
Bank'rnpt, a. A trader unable to

Ciy his debts; one subjected to the
w of bankruptcy.—a. unable to pay;

insolvent
Bank'rttpt-ey, n. The state of a
bankrupt ; inability to pay all debts ;

insolvency.
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BsWaer, n. A piece of drapery at the
end ofa pole; a inilitary standard or
flag.

Bta'B«r4^ii. A knight made in the
field of battle :—a little banner.

BAn'noek, a. A barley or oaten cake.
HftTir-, ». pJ. The proclamation in a
church ofan intended marriage.

BAMLOUCHB 88

s'qaet, n. A grand entertainment
of eating or drinking.—v. i. To treat
with a banquet or feast—v. i. To feast;

to give a feast
" 'qaet-Ima;, n. The act of
lta^a*ttaT 7b*ng-kCt'), n. [Fr.]
small foot bank behind a parapet

»sa% n. A species ofsmall dung-
hill fowL
lAn'ter, if. L To play upon ; to rally.
—*. Light ridicule : raillery. [fant

jsAot'Usia;, »• A little child ; an in-
Ban-raa7

, n. Indian fig-tree.

B&p'ilam, n. A rite ofthe Christian
church.

Bto'tiat, n. One who baptises :—one
ofa denomination.

B*p'tia-t«i»-jr, n. A font for baptism.
Bavp-ti»e/ , v. L To immerse in water;
to administer baptism to.

Bap-tis/er, n. One who baptises.
Bar, a. A long piece ofwoodor metal:
—what is laid across a pastage to hin-
der entrance ; obstruction :—a rock or
bank of sand at the entrance of a har-
bor :—the place in courts oflaw where
lawyers plead, or where criminals
stand :—the body of lawyers :—an en-
closed place in a tavern.—A line or
space marked offby a line.—v. L To
listen with a bar:—to hinder; to
prohibit :—to shut out

Barb. a. Any thing like a beard :—

a

point that stands backwards in an ar-
row or fish-hook :—armor for a horse:
—a Barbary horse.—1>. L To furnish
with armor.

BtuKba-eaiL, n. A fortification before
the walls ofa town :—a fortress at the
end ofa bridge :—an opening in a wall
for guns.

Bar*-bsVrl*an, n. A rude or unciv-
lised person.—a. Uncivilized, [savage.

BaM>Mr/!c, a. Foreign ; uncivilized

;

Baraks rlam, a. Inhumanity; ig-

norance of arts:—an impropriety of
speech.

Bar-ba\r/l-ty>

, n. 8avageness; cruelty.
Bavr/bau<-iae, v. L To render barbar-
ous.—v. i. To commit a barbarism.

BsfcrOMtr-^tta, a. Rude ; uncivilised

:

—contrary to good use in language.
Barbate, a. Having hairs : bearded.
B*r/Mt-ed, p. a. Jagged with points.
Bfcs'be-caa, n. A hog or ox dressed
whole.—v. L To dress whole.

Barfed (barfed or barbd), p.a. Hav-
ing barbs.

Bfcr'bel (baVbl), a. A river fish :—

a

superfluous fleshy knot in the mouth

/•foot, ad. Without shoes.
/h«*d-ed (bartied-ed), a. With
head bare ; uncovered out of re-

, a. One whose trade it is to
shave.

BarSber-ry, a. A shrub and its acid
fruit

Barbel,* A species ofdog:—aworm.
Bard. n. A Celtic minstrel: a poet
Bbrd'ico. Relating to bards or poets.
Bard'lina;, n. An inferior bard:
Bare, a. Naked; unclothed :—una-
dorned; indigent; mere.—v. t To
strip ; to uncover. [impudent

Baresffeced (bar'ftst), a. Shameless

;

BareAffeot, ad. Without shoes.
Bare/htaT
the head
spect

Bare'ly, ad. Nakedly ; merely.
Bahrain (bir'gln), a. A contract ; a
verbal agreement—e. 1 To make a
contract

Bfcr-sraln-M', n. One who accepts a
bargain. [bargain.

Bbr%sdn-ar, a. One who males a
BarHraln-or>

, a. •ne who sells to
another, called the bargainee.

Barre, a. A boat for pleasure or for
burden. [barge.

Bfcrsre'uian, n. The manager or a
BsVri-ftin, n. The metallic base of
baryta.

Bark, n. The rind of a tree :—a three-
masted vessel :—the noise ofa dog.—
v. t To strip trees of their bark.—v. t.

To make the noise of a dog.
Bbr^ey, n. Grain used in makingbeer.
Bar7!*j"-bra\ka, n. A rural game.
Bbr'ler-eftrn (barte-kSrn), n. A
grain of barley :—the third part of an

Barm, n. A fermenting substance;
foam ofbeer ; yeast

Bbr'mjr, a. Containing barm.
B*rn,n. A storehouse for hay, grain,Ac
Bar'na-ele, n. A species of shell-

fish:—a kind ofgoose.—i*. An instru-

ment for holding a horse.
Ba>r6m'e-ter, n. An instrument to
measure the weight and pressure of
the atmosphere.

Bftr-o-met-rl-cal, a. Relating to a
barometer.

B&r'on, n. The lowest degree or rank
of nobility in England, next below a
viscount:—a husband, as opposed to
feme.
Bar/on-asjre, n. The estate ofa baron.
B&r/on-caa, n. A baron's wife or
lady.

B*r/on«4t, n. The next title below a
baron, and the lowest that is heredi-
tary in England.

B&r'o-nftt-cjr, n. Rank of a baronet
Ba-ro'nl-al, a. Relating to a baron
or barony.

Bar'o-njr, n. The lordship or fee of
a baron.

Ba-rouche7 (ba-ro&b/), n. A four-
wheeled carriage ; a coach without a
roof.
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Bar'ra-ean, n. A thick kind of cam-
. let
Bar'raeli, n. A large building to
lodge soldiers in :—a cabin.

Bar-ra-coon', n. An Alricau fort or
pen ; a place for keeping slaves.

Bar'ra-ior, it. An encourager of
lawsuits.

BAr'ra-try, n. Foul practice in law :

—an act committed by mariners, ay
which owners or insurers are de-
frauded.

Barrel, n. A round wooden vessel

:

—measure :—any thing oblong and
hollow ; a cylinder.—v. L To put into
a barrel.

Barren, a. Not prolific ; unfruitful

;

sterile :—not copious ; uninventive.

—

«. An unfertile tract of land.
BAr'ren-nefs, n. State of being bar-

ren.
Bar-rl-eAde', n. A fortification made
of trees, earth, <fcc:—an obstruction
formed to block up streets.—v. L To
fortify ; to stop up. [cade.

BAr-rl-cA'do, n. & v. Same as barri-
BAr/rl-er/ (bai/re-er), n. A boundary

:

—a defence :—an obstruction.
Bai^rls-ier, n. A counsellor at law;
an advocate; lawyer.

BAr*row, n. A small hand-carriage:—
a hillock of earth:—a castrated hog.

BAr'shdt, n. Shot or balls joined by a
bar.

Bar'ter. v. i. To traffic by exchang-
ing goods.—t?. t. To give in exchange.
—n. Traffic by exchanging commodi-
ties:—a rule ofarithmetic.

BAr'trasn, n. The pellitory, a plant.
BAr'y-tone, a. Noting a grave ac-
cent.—n. A male voice higher than
bass:—a Greek word not accented on
the last syllable. [torn.

BA'sal, a. Relating to the base or bot-
Ba'salt', n. A grayish-black mineral.
Ba-sal'tle. a. Relating to basalt.
BAs'ci-nAt, n. A basin-shaped hel-
met.

Base, n. The bottom or foundation of
anything; basis;—a rustic play. An
ingredient ofa compound, as of alka-
lies and metals, in their relation to
acids and salts.—a. Mean; dishonor-
able; shameful; low:—illegitimate:—
having little value:—deep.—v. L To
found.

Base'less, a. Without a base or foun-
dation, [ground-floor.

BAse'ment, n. The lowest story;
BaM'ncHhfi. Meanness; vileness.
Ba-shaw', n. A Turkish viceroy; a
pacha.

BAsh'ful, a. Diffident; shamefaced.
BAsh'fttl-ness, n. Modesty; rustic
shame. [Sable base.

Ba'si-fy, v. t. To convert into a sali-

BAa/il, n. The angle to which the
edge of a tool is ground.—v. L To
grind a tool to an angle.

BATTERWQRAM

Ba-sD'1-ca, n. The middle vein of
the arm:—a regal hall:—a magnificent
church.

Ba-siA'i-eta, n. An ointment.
BAs'i-lIsIt, n. A labulons serpent:—
a species of cannon.—A saurian rep-
tile.

Ba'sln (ba'sn), n. A small vessel:-*
small pond:—a hollow:—a dock.

BA'sls, n. Foundation; that on which
anything is raised:- a pedestal

Bask, v. L To warm by exposing to
the bun or heat.—v. i. To lie in the
sun or warmth.

Bas'ket. n. A vessel made of twigs,
rushes, dec.

Basque (bask), n. A lady's garment
Baas, n. A sea-fish :—a tree.—The low-
est part of harmony.—a. Low; deep;
grave; base.

BAs'set, n. [Fr.] A game at cards :—
the outcrop of strata.

, n. A musical wind instru-

ment.
Bass-re-lieT, n. [It.] Sculpture, the
figures of which do not stand far out
from the ground.

Bass'vi'ol, n. A musical stringed in-

strument; violoncello.
Bas'tard, n. A child born out ofwed-
lock.—a. Illegitimate; base.

Bas'tard-ise, v. t. To prove to be a
bastard.

Baste, v. t To beat with a stick:—to
drip butter or gravy upon meat:—to
sew slijchtly.

Bas-tlle',n. Formerly a state-prison

in Paris.
Bas-tl-na'do, n. The act of beating
with a cudgel on the soles of the feet.

—v. t. To treat with the bastinado.
Bast'lnff, n. Act of beating :-a drip-

ion (b&st'yun), n. A huge i

of earth or masonry :—a bulwark.
BAt, n. A club :— a small animal hav-
ing wings.

Batch, n. The quantity of anything
made at once.

BAte, v. t. To lessen ; to lower a price.
Bat-eau' QAt-V), n.

f
Fr.] A light boat

BAtTowl-ina;, n. Bird-catching in the

Bain. *. A place to bathe in ; act of
bathing :—a Hebrew measure, [soften.

BAthe, v.L& i. To wash in a bath ; to
BA'thos, n. A ludicrous descent from
elevated to mean thoughts.

BAt'lne;,iwrp. Excepting; except
Ba-toon'fn. [Fr.] A club ; a staff.

m
Bat-tAl'ta (bat-tal'ya), n. Order of

battle.
Rat-tAl'lon (bat-tal'yun), n. A dirte-

ion of the infantry in an army, variable
in number from 500 to 1000 men.

BAt'ter, v. L To beat down ; to wear
out—n. Mixture ofingredients; dough

BAt'ter*lnfr-rAsn, n. A military en-

gine for battering down walls.
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B*t'ter-y, n. A raised work upon
which cannons are mounted :—a com-
bination of instruments used in electri-

city and galvanism :—a violent assault

upon a man's person. ling.

BAC'Unsr, n. Cotton or wool for quilt-

Bat'tle, n. A hostile encounter between
two armies or fleets ; a combat.—v. i.

To contend in battle.

Bat'tle-ar-ray', n. Order of battle.

Bat'tle-axe, n. A weapon of war.

Bat'tle-door, n. An instrument with

a flat board, used to strike a shuttle-

cock.
Bat'tle-ment, n. A wall or parapet

with embrasures or interstices; a breast-

work.
J

. .

Baw'ble, n. A gewgaw ; a trinket
Bawd. n. A procurer or procuress.

Baw'dl*neaa, n. Obscenity or lewd-

Baw'dry, n. Practice of bawds; ot
Baw'dy, a. Filthy ; obscene.
Bawl, v. i. To hoot ; to shout ; to cry
aloud.—i'. t To proclaim as a crier.

Bay, a. Inclined to a chestnut color.—
n. An arm of the sea :—the laurel tree

:

—the state of being kept off.—p. i. To
bark, as a dog.—v. I To bark at.

Bay'ber-ry, n. A shrub that bears an
ouy berry. „ m

Bay'o-n4t, a. A dagger fixed toa mus-
ket—v. t To stab with a bayonet

Bayou (bl'6), n. [Fr.J An outlet of a
lake ; a narrow inlet or creek.

Ba-saar' (ba-zar/), n. An Eastern mar-
ket ; a market-place :—a collection of

shops. [gum.
Bdeu'lura (deTyum), n. An aromatic
Be, v. i. To have some certain state ; to

exist—Used as an auxiliary in conju-

gating other verbs, by means of which
fhe passive voice is formed.

Beacli (been), n. The sea-shore.

Bea'con (bS'kn), n. Something raised

on an eminence for giving notice to

navigators ; a lighthouse.—v. t. To af-

ford light; to light.

Bea'eon-age (beTm-aj), n. Money
paid for maintaining beacons.

Bead (bed), n. One ofmany little balls

strung upon a thread, used for neck-
laces, dec. :--a small globular ornament.

Bea'dle (b?dl), n. An inferior officer

:

a messenger. [prayed for.

1'rdll, n. A list of persons to be
da'man, n. A man employed to

pray. Jhound.
Bta'srle (M'gl). n. A small hunting
Beak, a. Billofabird :—a thing pointed
Beak'ed (bext), a. Having a beak.
Bea'ker, n. A drinking vessel.

IMsm, n. The main horizontal piece
of timber that supports a building :—
a part of a balance :—pole of a chariot

:

—a stag's horn.—v. i. To shine forth

;

to emit rays.
B6am'y, a. Radiant :—horned.
Bean, n. A vegetable ; kind of pulse.

BECAME 41

._. (bar), v. L To cany ; to transport

:

—to support ; to suffer :—to bring forth.
—-v. i. To suffer ; to endure :—to bo fruit-

ful:—to press.—n. A rough, savage
animal:—a dealer in or depressor of
stocks:—the name oftwoconstellations.

Bear7bait-in*;, „. Act of baiting
bears.

Beard (berd), n. The hair that grows
on the lips and chin:—a barb on an ar-

row or hook.—v. t To take by the
beard:—to oppose to the face.

Beard'ed (berd'ed), a. Having a
beard.

Bearer, a. A carrier; a supporter.
Bear7-gar-den, n. A place to keep
bears.

Bearing fbar'ing), n. The position of
one place from another:—behavior.

Bearish, a. Having the quality of
a bear. [bore.

Beara'foot (-rut), n. A kind of helle-

Beaat, n. An irrational animal; a
brute.

Beast''ll-neaa,
'ly,a. Li

. Brutality,
ike a beast; brutal.Wfnnt /lT <_

Beat (bet), v. t. To strike>-to tread:—
to conquer; to surpass.—v. i. Tomove
in a pulsatory manner; to dash, as a
flood:—to throb.—n. ,A stroke; a pul-
sation.

Beat'en (be^tn), p. from beat
Be-a-tlfic, )a. Affording heav-
Be~a-tin-cal,/ enly bliss; happy;

blissiul. _ Png.
Be-at-i-fl-ea'tion, n. Act of beautify

-

L To bless.

Act of striking:—correo-
Be-at'i-fy, v.

Beat'ing, n.

tion.
Be-afi-tnde, n. Blessedness ; happi-

ness.
Bean (bo), n. [Fr.] A man of dress; a
coxcomb:—a gallant.

Bean i-deVal, (bo-i-dCal). [Fr.] Con-
summate beauty created by fancy:—
ideal excellence.

Bean 7lab (bo'ish), a. Like a beau.
Bean-mftnde' (bo-m6nd), n. [Fr.]

The gay or fashionable world.
BeanMte-oua, a. Fair ; beautiftil.

Beau'ti*fi-er, n. That which beauti-

Bean'ti-tal (bu'te-ful), a. Having
beauty: handsome; pretty; graceful

Beafi-tl-fnl-ly, ad. In a beautiful

manner.
Beau'tl-fy, v. t To adorn: to embel-

lish.—v. € To grow beautiful.

Beau'ty (bute), n. That assemblage

of graces, or proportion of Darts, which
pleases the senses, especially the eye
or the ear;—a beautiful person.

Beau'ty-apftt, n. A patch; a foil.

Bea'ver (be'ver), n. An amphibious
quadruped:—the fur of the beaver:—a

Becalm' fbe-kamO, v. t To still; to

quiet:-4o keepfrommotion.
Ba«aame/t i nom become
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/,a»v. For this reason that;
on this account that; for this cause

/,«.<. To befall; to happen.
enisann', c.t To captivate.

Beels, v. 1 Tomake a sign with the
head.—r. t To call by a motion of
the head.—n. A sign with the head.

Beelt'on (bex'kn), v. i. To make a
sign.—if. t To make a sign to.—n. A
sign without words.

Be-elond', v. t. To dim; to obscure.
Become' (be-kam'), v.i. To enter into
some state; to be changed to.—v. L To
add grace to; to suit.

Be-eons/insr, a. Graceful; suitable;

comely; proper. [manner.
Be-eom'fiisx-ljr, ad. In a becoming
Be-erlp'ple, v. L To lame.
BM, n. Something to sleepon ; a couch

:

—a bank of earth:—the channel of a
river:—a vein of ore; a stratum.—v. t.

To place in bed:—to plant in earth:—
to stratify.-v. i. To lie. [kle.

Be-daWble, v. L To wet; to besprin-~ Ite'gle, v. t. To bemire; to bc-

Mh\v. L To bespatter; to dash.
Be-danb', v. t. To smear; to daub
over. [beds.

Bed'basr, n. An insect that infests

Bed-cbam
bed.

Bed'elothes, n. pi. Clothes ;—elothes
for a bed.
""

1'dlnsr, n. The materials of a bed.
_ _ -deck7, v. t. To ornament.
Be-deVU (be-dev'vl), v. a. To throw
into disorder :—to corrupt.

He-dew' (be-duO,v. t To moisten gently
B£d'hanff-lnffs, n. pi. Curtains of a
bed. [to dress.

Be-dighf (be-dltO,
r
v. t To adorn

;

He-dim', v. t. To make dim ; to dark-
en, [gaudily.

Be-di'sen (be-dl'zn), v. t. To dress
BM'lam, n. A hospital for lunatics.
BM'lam-ite, n. A madman ; a

lunatic.
BM'poat, n. The post ofa bedstead.
Be-drasj'srle, v. t. To soil in the dirt
Be-drftnen', v. t. To drench ; to soak.
B£d'rld-den, a. Confined to the bed.
BM'rooni, n. A room to sleep in.

Be-drta', v. t. To besprinkle.
Bed'stead (bed'sWd), n. Frame of a
bed.

/ber, n. A chamber for a

I'time, n. Time to go to bed.
Be-dttek', v. U To put under water.
Be-dang', v. t. Tomanure with dung.
Be-dast7, v. t To sprinkle with dust.
Be-dwarf, v. t To dwarf.
Be-djre' (be-dlO, v. t To stain ; to dye.
Pee, n. An insect that makes honey
and wax.

Be&bread, n. The pollen of flowers
used by bees in feeding.

Beech, n. A well-known forest-tree.

Beeek'ea, o. Belonging to the beech.

BEHALF

) n. The fruit or not of
Beech'nat, / the beech.
Beef, n. Flesh of an ox, bull, or cow

:

—an ox.
Beefeat-er, n. One who eats beef

:

—a yeoman ofthe guard in England.
BeersteaM, n. A slice of beef for

broiling.
Bee'glne, n. A substance used by
bees to cement their combs to the
hives ; propolis.

Bee'hive, n. A case for holding bees.
Been (bin), p. from the verb be.

Beer, n. A liquor made of malt and
hops.

Bees'wax, n. Wax made by bees.
Beet, n. A garden vegetable.
Bee'tle^n, An insect:—a heavy
wooden mallet.—v.i. To jut out; to
hang over. Toxen.

Beeves (bevz), n. pi. of beef. Cattle

;

Be-fall', v. L To betide ; to happen to.—v. i. To happen ; to occur.
Be-fft', v. L To suit ; to become.
Be-fIt/ting, p. a. Becoming*, suitable.
Be-fool'. v. L To infatuate ; to make
a fool of.

Be-fftre7 , prep. Farther onward ; in
the front of; in presence of ; prior to.

—ad. Sooner than; In time past;
hitherto :—farther onward.

Be-fftre'hand, ad. In a state of an-
ticipation ; previously ; at first

Be-foul', v. I To soil : to pollute.
Be-frlend', v. L To favor ; to assist
Be-frlngV, v. L To decorate with

fringes.
Beg, v. i. To ask or live upon alms.—

v. L To ask humbly and earnestly, as
a person in want ; to entreat for.

Be-get', v. t. To generate ; to procreate.
B^pnr, n. One who lives by begging.—v.J. To reduce to beggary ; to im-
poverish :—to exhaust

Beg'gar-ljr, a. Mean ; poor ; needy.
Beg'srar-y, n. Indigence ; poverty.
Be-fflH', p. a. Gilded or gilt
Be-gln', v. i. To take the first step ;

to commence.—v. L To enter upon;
to commence.

Be-sxln'ner, n. One who begins.
Be-srln-nlng, n. The first origin ;

first part ; commencement
Be-gird', v. t To gird ; to bind
round ; to shut in.* Teat away.

Be-gnaw' (-nawO, v.t To bite; to
Be-g6ne', tnterj. An exclamation
commanding to go away ; haste away.

Be-g6t', i. &p. from beget.

Be-got'ten (be-got'tn), p. from beget

Be-grime', v. t. To soil with dirt.

Be-£rttdffe', v. I To envy the posses-

sion of.

Be-guile (be-gilO, ».t To impose up-
on : to deceive pleasingly ; to allure

;

to amiute.

Be-flrttn', p. from begin.

Be-bair (be-haf), n. Favor : cause
favored ; interest ; account ; support
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Be-hawe7

, a. t To conduct; to carry—m, i. To act ; to conduct one's self.
Be-haw'tor (be-hav'yur), a. Manner
ofconducting one'aself.

Be-head', v.L To deprive of the head.
Be-Mld', 1 A p. from feftoU.
B^he-math, n. An animal described
in Job, perhaps the hippopotamus.

Be-heaV. a. Command
; precept

Be»hlnd', prep. At the back of ; fol-

lowing another ; inferior to.—ad. in
the rear ; backwards.

Be-hin<Fhand, ad. & a. In a back-
ward state; in arrears ; tardy.

Be-hold', o. L To see, in an emphati-
calsense; toobserve attentively.—tafcrj.
See; la

Be-hdld'en (be-hdld'dn), p. a. Bound
Ingratitude; obliged.

Be-hold'er, a. One who beholds.
Be-hoof, a. Prollt ; advantage.
Be-hoove7

, v.L To be fit for ; to be-

Be'injr, p. from be. Existing.—n. Ex-
istence; a particular state:—any liv-
ing creature.

Be-la'bor, a. L To beat soundly.
Be-la*e/f v. L To retard ; to make too

late.

Be-lay', if. t to block up ; to attack ;

—To fasten, as a rope.
Beleh, v.L To eject wind from the
stomach.—v. L To throw out from the
stomach.

Belch, a. Act of belching.
Bel'dam, a. An old woman ; a hag.
Be-lfav'uer, v. L To besiege ; to beset
Be-lem'nite, a. A fossil marine ani-
mal ; the thunderstone or arrowhead.

Bel-eaprlt (beTes-pre7), n. [Fr.] A
man ofwit
S^SS^ *• A towerwhere a bell ishung
Be-li'bel, v, L To traduce ; to libeL
Be-lie', v. L To slander ; to calumni-

ate.
Be-ll«r (be-Wf), n. Act of believing

;

creed ;—confidence. •

B£AltTe/ (te-tofy ^ TO exercise

^iKJ?1
! *o credit: to think true.—

*• * To have belief; to think.
B£-U«Y'er, n. One who believes.
Bell, a. A hollow, sounding vessel of
metal.

Bel*la-don'na, a. A poisonous plant;
a species of amaryllfc

Belle (bfil), n. [Fr.] A young lady
admired for beauty; a gay young
lady.

Bellea-lettree (bel-let'tr) a. pt [Fr.]
Polite literature, as rhetoric, pontry.
criticism, and philology.

g*U'flow-er,n. A bell-shaped flower.
Beil'fonnd-er, n. One who casts
bells.

i*W!!5dliei' a- Warlike; belligerent
BeMIg-'er-ent, a. Waging war .-*.
A party carrying on war.

nVUftnet-al (beVmettl), a. An alloy
used lor making bella.

Bellow (beTO), v. /. To make a noise
as a bull ; to cry aloud.—a. A loud
outcry; a roar.

Bel'low-Inc,n. Loud noise ; a roaring.
Bel'lowa (beVlus) n. ting. & pL a
machine for blowing the fire.

Bgll'-rbiff-er, n. One who rings bells.K •ine.o. Bestial; teastty.

bSl *' "* A 8heep carrym«
B#iay, n. That part of the body
which contains the entrails; abdomen.

m.T?;J- ^2 "well into a larger capacity.
Bel'ljr-b*nd. n. A girth for a horse.
Be-lontr', v.i. To be the property of;
to appertain ; to adhere ; to relate.

Be-lOTed (be-luvdO, p. Loved.—«.
(be-luv'ed), much loved ; dear.

Be-low', prep. Under in place, time,
or dignity; inferior in excellence.—
ad. in a lower place ; on earth.

Belt, n. That which encompasses ; a
girdle ;—a sash ; band ; rone.—f. L To
gird with a belt ; to encircle.

Be-ln'fa. n. A species of whale.
Bel've-dere, n. A pavilion, gallery,
or structure on the top of a house.

Be-mask', a. L To hide : to conceal.
Be-mase', v. L To bewilder ; to per-
plex.

Be-mlre', v. L To drag in the mire.
Be-mlaf, v.L To cover as with a mist
Be-moan', v. L To lament ; to bewaiL
Be-moan'tr, n. One who bemoans.
Be-mdan'lng, n. Lamentation.
Be-mdelL'i v.L To treat with mockery.
Be'mol, n. Another name for B flat
Be-mdnrn', v. L To weep over.
Be-mnaed' (be-musdO, a. Overcome
with musing.

Bench, n. A long seat :—a tribunal of
Justice ; the court ; the body ofjudges.

Bench'er, n. A member of a society
governing the English inns of court.

Bend, v. L To make crooked .—to in-
cline ; to bow.—v. i. To be incurvated

:

—to yield.—a. A curve ; a bent
Bend'er, a. A drunken spree ; a ca-
rousal.—n. A person orthing that bends

Be-neath', prep. Lower in place, rank,
excellence, or dignity ; unworthy of.—
ad. In a lower place ; below.

Ben'e-dlet, n, A cant term for a mar-
ried man. [Benedict.

Ben-e-dle'tine, a. Belonging to St.
Ben-e-dle'tlon, n. An invocation of
happiness ; a blessing :—institution of
an abbot

Ben-e-f&e'tlon , n. Act of conferring
a benefit ; donation ; gift [benefit

Bta-e-fae'tor, n. One who confers a
Ben'e-flee. n. An ecclesiasticle living.

Ben-e-flced (ben'e-flst), a. Having a
benefice. [a kind action ; bounty.

Be*neTl-eence, n. Active goodness

;

Be*neTf-cent, a. Bountiful; benevo-
lent ; kind ; generous.

Ben-e-tt' elal (ben-e-flsh'al).a. Con-
laming benefits ; advantageous ; useful
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Bea-e-fl' cial-ly, ad. Advantage-
ously.

Ben-e-fl' ei-a-ry (ben-e-flsh'ya-re),

a. Holding iomethingfipom another.—
n. Onewho is possessed ofa benefice:—
a person benefited :—a student assisted

by charity.
Ben'e-flt, n. An act of kindness ; fa-

vor: a kindness :—advantage :—gain

;

profit—v. L To do good ; to assist—
v.L To gain advantage.

Be-netf, v.L To insnare.

Be-nev'o-lenee, n. Disposition to do
good : good-will ; kindness ; humanity.

Be-neVo-lent, a. Disposed todogood;
kind; humane. ^ , , .

He-night' (be-nlt), t>. f. To involve in

darknesB.
Be-nisn' (be-nlnO, a. Kind ; generous;

gentle.
Be-nlir'naiit, a. Kind ; gracious.

Be-nlg'iii-tj-, n. Goodness of heart

;

beneficence; spaciousness.

Bent, i. A p. From ftcnd.—n. State of

being bent; declivity :—inclination

;

purpose.
, A _ ,tPld -

Be-nnmV (b-nttm'), v. t. To make tor-

Ben-soin', n. Aresinousjuiceofatree
in Sumatra, &c.

Ben'aole, n. A fluid commonly ob-

tained from benaoin.
Be-palnt', v. t. To cover with paint.

Be-plneh', v. L Tomark with pinches.

Be-pow'der, v. L To powder, [laud.

Be-pralse', v.L To praise greatly : to

Be-queath', «.t To leave by will to

another ; to devise.
Be-quest', n. Something left by will.

Be-rate', v. L To revile; to vilify; to

abuse.
Ber'ber-ry, n. A berry. [land.

Bere, n. A species of barley in Scot-

Be-reave', t>. L To strip; to deprive
of; to dispossess.

Be-reave'meiit, n. Act of bereaving;
state of being bereaved; deprivation.

Be-r«ft', i. * p. from bereave [fume
Ber'ga-mot, n. A sort ofpear:—ajper-
Berapmas-ter, n. The chief officer

among the Derbyshire miners :—called
barmaster. [to rhyme.

Be-rhyme', v. «. To form in rhyme

;

Ber*lhi'orll«r/lin,n. A kind ofcoach
Berm, n. A narrow level space along
the interior slope of a parapet.

Ber'nar-dlne, n. One of an order of
monks. [seeds.

BeWry, n. Any small fruit containing
Berth, n. A station of a ship:—a place
or box to sleep in:—employment.

Ber'yI (ber'il), n. A precious stone.

Be-seatfter, r. f. To throw loosely

over. [nails.

Be-serateh'. v. L To tear with the
Be-seeeh', v. L To entreat; to Im-

plore. [f<>r-

Be-eeem', v. L To become; to be fit

Be-seV, v. L To besiege; to surround;

to embarrass to fall upon.

<w' (be-shru), v. L To wish a
curse to.

Be-side', At theside of:—overIda', \prep.
Re-sides', / andabove; distinct from;
—ad. More than that; moreover; not
in this number.

Be-sleffe' (be-*eJ0, v. L To invest with
an armed force; to lay siege to.

Be-slime', v. L To soil; to daub.
Be-slnb'ber, V. L To daub; to slubber.
Be-*mear/

, v. t. To bedaub; to smear.
Be'smlreh', v. t To soil; to discolor.
Be-smoke', v. L To foul or dry with
smoke. [soot

Be-smnt', v. L To soil with smoke or
Be-snttflled', a. Smeared with snuff.

Be'som (bS'rum), n. A broom made
of twigs.

Be-sor, v. L To infatuate; to stupefy.
Be-sot'ted-ljr, ad. In a besotted
manner.

Be-aought/ (be-sfiwt),i from beseech.
Be-span'ffle, v. L To adorn with
spangles.

Be-spat'ter, v. L To soil by spattering.

Be-speak', v. L To order or speak for

beforehand:—to address:—to betoken:
to forebode.

Be-spec'kle, v. L To mark with
speckles.

Be'apew'. t>. L To daub with vomit
Be-spiee', v. L To season with spices.

Be-splt', v. L To daub with spittle.

Berspot', v. L To mark with spots.

•read' (be-spredO, «. L To spread

sprln'kle, v. L To sprinkle over.
Best, a. ; superl. of good. Most good;
that has good qualities in the highest
degree.

Best, ad. ; superl. of well. In the high-
est degree or excellence or goodness.

Be-staln', ti To mark with stains
Best'lal (best'yal), a. Belonging to a

beast; beastly.
Bes-ti-al'i-ty(best-ye-aTe-te),n. Qual-

ity of beasts:—an unnatural crime.
Bes'tlal-ly (best'yal-le). ad. Bnitally.

Be-stlek', v. L To stick over with.
Be-stYi*', v. L To put into vigorous ac-

tion.

Be-stow' (be-sto), v. L To place; to

Btow :—to give ; to grant ; to impart.

Be*tow'al, \n. Act of bestow-
Be-stow'ment,/ ing:agift
Be-strad'dle, v. L To bestride.

Be-strew' (be-struO. v. L To sprinkle

over.
Be-stride'. v. L To stride with the
legs extended over; to step over.

Be-stttd',v. t. To adorn with studs.

Bet, n. A wager.—1>. L To lay a wa-
ger.

Be-t&ke', v. L To have recourse to ; to

apply ; to move. [dian plant
B&tel (bCtl), n. Water pepper, an In-

Be-thlnk', v.L To call to mind or
memory : to remind.—v. 1 To call to

Berspfti
Be-si»r4
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Bcth'le-hein (bethae-em), n. An In-

sane hospital :—corrupted to bedlam.
Be-thAmp', v. L To beat; to thump.
Be-tide', v. t. To happen ; to befall.—

v. 1 To happen ; to become.
Bc-time', ad. Seasonably ; betimes,
Be-timc*', ad. Seasonably ; early;
Be-tcVken (be-to'kn), v. I To fore-

shadow by tokens or signs ; to denote.~ V (be-tukO, imp. from betake.

/, p. a. Much torn ; tattered.

9 v.L To disturb; to toss up.
Be-trfty', v. t To give up or disclose
treacherously :—to divulge, as a secret:

—to entrap. [ery.

Be-trs\y'al.n. Actofbetraying;treacn-
Be-trlm', v. L To deck ; to dress : to
trim.

Be-tr6th', v. L To contract to anyone
in order to marriage ; to affiance.

Be-trttth'ment, n. The act of be-
trothing; an engagement relating to
marriage.

Nt'ter, a. ; comp. of good. Superior

:

—ad. In a higher degree.—v. I. To
improve; to meliorate.—n. Superior-
ity :—a superior.

Bcrtcr-ment, n. An improvement
to an estate. [era.

B£ftor, n. One who bets or lays wag-
B#t'ty. *. An instrument to break
open doors.

Be-tween', prep. In the intermediate
pace of; betwixt. [between.

Betwixt, prep. In the middle of;
Bcr'el, n. An oblique angle not a
right angle or half a right angle:—

a

kind ofsquare movable on a centre.—
. v. t. To cut to a bevel angle.
Nt'cI-Iust, n. Act of cutting to a
bevel. [drunk.

Be>'er-a|re, n. Drink; liquor to be
Bgv'y, n. A nockofbirds :—a company.
Be-watl', v. t. To weep for ; to be-
moan.—t'.f. Toexpressgrief; to weep.

Be-wail'fc-ble, a. That may be la-

mented.
Be*wa\ll'iiisr. n - Lamentation.
Be*ware', v. i. To regard with caution.
Be-wll'der, v.t. To perplex; to en-
tangle.

Be-witch', v. t. Tocharm ; to fascinate.
Be-witch'ins;, a. Fascinating ; en-
chanting.

Be-wltch'«*ry, ) n. Fascination ;

Be-witeh-iaciit, j enchantment.
Be-wlteh'lnsjr-ly, ad. In an allur-
ing manner. [province.

Bey fba), n. Governor of a Turkish
Be-yond', prep. On the farther side
of; farther onward than ; above :—ad.
At a distance ; yonder.

Bea'el, n. That part of a ring in
which the stone is fixed. [angles.

BKta'srw-l&t-ed, a. Having two
Bi'ava, n. Weight on one side of a
bowl :—partiality ; prepossession.—v. t.

Tt) cause to incline to one side ; to in-
to prejudice.
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Bib, n. A pieceof linen puton achild's
breast.—v. i. To tipple ; to drink.

Bi-baVcioua (shus), a. Addicted to
drinking.

BU^bcr,*. A tippler: a toper.
Bi'ble (brbl), n. The book/by way of
eminence; the volume of the sacred
Scriptures.

BIb'li-eal, a. Relating to the Bible.
BIb-ll-6ff'ra-pher, n. One versed
in bibliography.

Blb-U-o-fraplVle, )n. Relating
BIl>-U-o^r*ph'i.cal, J to bibliog-
raphy.

Blb-ll-te'ra-phy, «. Theseience,
knowledge, and history ofbooks.

BltHli-oTo-fry, n. BibUcal literature ;

a treatise on books,
Blb-lt-o-inaViit-a, n. [L.] The rage

tor possessing curious books.
Blb-ll-o-ntaVnl-Ac, n. One who has
a rage for books.

Blb'll-o-pdle, n. A bookseller ; bib-
liopollst.

BIbfll-ftp'o-lI«t, n. A bookseller.
BIb'llst, n A biblical scholar.
Blb'u-lotts. a. Absorbing ; spongy.
Bi-cap'su-lasr, a. Having two cap-

sules.
Bice. n. A green or light blue color.
Bi-e#ph'a-loa», a. Having two
heads.

Bi-clp'l-tal, \a. Having two heads
Bi-cIp^-toAsv,! or two origins.

Blek-er, v. i. To skirmish : to quiver.
Blek'er-Ing, n. A quarrel.
Blek'ern, n. An iron ending in a
point. [or antlers.

Bi-cor'noiM, a. Having two horns
Bi-cor,po-t*al,a. Having two bodies.
Bi-cru'rml, a. Having two legs.

Bi-cttM'pid, a. Having two cusps.
BId,v. £ To order; to command:—to
propose :—to desire.—n. An offer to
give a certain price.

Bld'den (bld'dn), p. from bid. Com-
manded, [price.

BId'der, n. One who bids or oners a
Bld'ding, n. Command :—offer of

price.
Bide, v. t. To endure ; to suffer.—v. i.

To dwell ; to abide.
Bi-d«n'tal, a. Having two teeth.
Bi-d«t', n. A little horse :—a chamber
bathing vessel.

Bi**n'nl-al, a. Continuing two years.
Bi-en'ul-al-ly, ad. Once in two
years.

Bier, n. A carriage for the dead.
Bi-faVrl*oas, a. Twofold ; double.
BIFer-ofta, a. Bearing fruit twice a
year. [parts.

Bi'fld, a. Cleft in two; having two
BITl-dat-ed a. Divided into two.
Bl-flaVroaa, a. Having two flowers.
Bi'fftld, a. Twofold ; double.
Bi-form'1-ty, n. A double form.
Bi-front'ed (-firunt'ed), a. Having
two fronts.
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}o. Having twoprongs
or forks.

Bi-for'eato,
Bi*ftar-eat»ed
Biff, a. Bulky ; great ; huge.—n. Bigg.
Bin* «• A kind of winter barley.
Bla^a-mlMt, n. One guilty of bigamy.
Biff'ft*my, n. The crime of having
two wives, or two husbands, at once.

BIff'ffin, n. A child a cap :—a small
wooden vessel.

Birht (bit), n. A small bay or inlet of
the sea :—a coil ofrope when folded.

Bla^o*, n. One unreasonably devoted
to some party, opinion, or practice ; a
blind zealot. [diced.

BIff'ot-ed, a. Full of bigotry ; preju-
Blg^ot-ry, n. Blind seal; great prel-*1

uoioe. [trinket

BJJoaJJe^did), n. [Ft.] AJewel
[trinket
ewel; a

'ng two lips or
[plates.

I into two

le,n. A fluid separated in the liver,
nd collected in the gall-bladder.

Bi-la'bi-ate,
parcels.

Bi-lani'el-lat*, a. Divided
BU'an-der, n. A Dutch vessel.
Bi-lat'er-al, a. Having two sides.

Bll'ber-ry, n. A small shrub and its

fruit
BH'bo,n. A rapier; a sword.
Bll'bdew (bil'boz), n. pi. A sort of
stocks used for punishing offenders
at sea.

Bile,
an<

Bilge, n. The broadest part ofa ship's
bottom .-—the protuberance of a cask.
—v. i. To spring a leak ; to let in
water. [bilge.

Bilge'-wa-ter, n. Water lying in the
Blria-rjr (bll'ya-re), a. Belonging to
the bile. [guages.

Bi-lln'gual, a. Having two lan-
Bi-lln'guons, a. Having two tongues;
speaking two tongues.

BIl'iousKbll'yus), a. Partakingof bile.

Bi-llt'er-al, a. Consisting oftwo let-

ters.

Bilk, v. L To cheat ; to defraud.
Bill, n. Beak ofa fowl :—a pickaxe;
a battleaxe :—a written paper :—an ac-
countof money :—a statement ofgoods
purchased :—a declaration in writing

:

—a proposed law oract—v. i. To caress
byjoining bills.

BU'lafre, n. The breadth of the floor
of a ship when she lies aground.

BU'let, n. A note ; a letter :—a log of
wood.—v. t To place or quarter sol-

diers. [A love-letter.

BU'let-doux' (bllla-dOO, n.

BlU'-haok (-huk), n. A
hatchet

Blll'iarda (bll'yardz), n. pi. A game
played with balls and maces, or sticks,

on a table. [language.
Blllings-vate, n. Ribaldry; foul
Blil'ion (Ml'yun), n. A million of

millions.
BUl'man, n. One who uses a bill.

BIl'low (bliao), n. A wave swollen
by the wind ; a breaker. [gid.

Bll'low-jr (biTlo-e), o. Swelling ; tur-

small

BIRTH

Billy, n. A policeman's club.
Bi'mane, o. Having two hands.
Bi'ma'noii*, a. Having two hands;
bimane. [or wine, Ac.

Bin, n. A repository for corn, bread,
Bi'na-ry, a. Two : double.—n. The
constitution oftwo.

Bi'nate, a. Growing in pairs.
Bind, v. t. To confine with cords ; to

tie together :—to cover :—to oblige by
contract oath, or kindness ;—to make
costive.—!?, i To contract itsown parts
together.—n. A hop-stem bouna to a
pole :—a ligature :—argillaceous slate.

Bmd'er, n. One who binds books:
a fillet Tare bound.

Bind'er-y, n. A place where books
Bind'lng, n. A bandage:—cover of
a book.—p. a. Compelling : obligatory.

Bine, n. A slender stem ofa plant.
BIn'na-cle, n. The compass-box ofa
ship.

BIn;o-ele,n. A kind of telescope.
Bi-n4te'a-lar, a. Having or using
two eyes. [names.

Bi-nftm'i-nous, a. Having two
Bi-te'ra-pher, n. A writer of biog-
raphy.

Bi-o-grrapn'ic, \a. Relating to
Bi-o-trrabli'l-cal, / biography, or
the life o?a person

Bi-ftg'ra-phy, n. A history of a
person's life.

Bi-ftl'o-gy, n. Science of life.

Blp'a-roa
abirth.

BIp'ar-tite, a. Having two parts.
Bi-par-tl' tion, n. Act of dividing
into two.

Bi'ped, n. An animal with two feet.
BIp'e-dal, a. Two feet in length :—
having two feet.

Bi-p€n'nate, \ a. Having two
Bi-p£n'nat-ed, j wings :—doubly
pennate.

Bi-quad'rate (bl-kwod'rat), n. The
square ofasquare, or the fourth power.

Bi-qaad-rat'ie, a. Relating to the
fourth power.

Birch, n. A well-known tree of sev-
eral species.

BIrcrfen ( ), a. Made of birch.
Bird, n. A general term for the feath-
ered kind.

Blrd'-cagre, n. An enclosure for birds.
BIrd'-eall, n. Pipe to imitate the
notes of birds. [birds.

BIrd'-catch-er, ti. One who takes
Blrd'-lime, n. A glutinous substance
by which the feet of small birds are
entangled.

BirdV-eye (bYrdz'I), n. A plant ; a
primrose.—a. Noting a view of an ob-
ject as seen from above, as by a bird.

Blrd's'-neat, n. The place where
birds deposit their eggs, and hatch
their young.

Birth, n. The act of coming into lift:

—extraction; lineage.

a. Bringing forth two at
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BIrth'-day, n. The day on which any
one Is born; the anniversary of one's
birth. [born.

Birth'place, n. Place where one is

Blrtn'risrht (birth'rit), n. The right
or privilege to which a person is born.

Bto'cultTbls'klt), n. A kind of hard,
dry bread. [parts.

Bi-a#et', v. L To divide into twoequal
Bi gc'tlon, n. A division into two
equal parts.

BiH^trment, n. One of the parts of
a line divided into two equal parts.

Bi-ata'u-al, n. Having two sexes.
Blsh'op, n. One of the highest order
of clergy.—v. t To confirm :—to cheat.

Blsh'op-rle, n. The jurisdiction and
spiritual charge of a bishop ; a diocese.

Bla'mnth, n. A reddish-white metal
Bi'son', n. A kind of wild ox ; in the
United States called the buffalo.

Bla-afex'tlle, n. Leap year.
Bla'tre (bister), n. A brown pigment
Bi-aftl'eons (bl-sul'kus), a. Cloven-
footed.

Bit, n. The iron mouth-piece of a bri-
dle:—a small piece:—a small silver
coin :—a tool for boring.—p. t. To put
the bridle upon a horse. [kind.

Bitch, n. The female of the canine
Bite, v. t. To crush with the teeth ; to
wound:—to treat harshly:—to give
pain by cold :—to cheat :—n. Act of
biting :—amouthful :—the act of a fish

that takes the bait:—a cheat:—

a

sharper.
Bit'er, n. One that bites :—a deceiver.
Bit'lnsr, p. a. Sharp ; caustic ; sarcas-
tic [cle.

BIfta-ele,n. A compass-box ; binna-
Blftor, a. Having a not. acrid taste

:

sharp; painful :—reproachful.
BIt'tor-ly, ad. In a bitter manner

;

sharply.
Bit'tern, n. A bird of the heron kind:
—a liquid which drains off in making
salt :—a substance used to adulterate

Blt'tor-nSas, n. A bitter taste.
Bit'tors. n.pL A liouor containing
an infusion of bitter herbs.

BIt'ter-aw6€t, n. An apple sweet
and bitter.

Bl-ta'men, n. An inflammable min-
eral substance ; a mineral pitch; as-
phaltum.

Bl-t&'ml-nise, v. t. To combine with
bitumen.

Bi-tfi'ml-nofo, a. Containing bitu-
men.

Bi'TtlTe, a. Having two valves.—n.
A shell-fish having two valves.

Bi'vi-oOa, a. Having two ways.
BIt'ouAc (blv'wak), n. [Fr.] The
watching of an army in open air, at
night, in expectation ofan engagement

Blab, v. L To tell, as secrets.^v. i. To
tattle ; to tell tale*.-*. A telltale ; a
babbler :—tattle.

BLANCARD 47

Black, a. Of the darkest color:—
cloudy; mournful; dismal :—wicked.
—n. A black color:—a negro.—v. t
To make black ; to blacken.

Black'a-moor
n. A negro.

Black'-art, n. Magical art ; magic.
Blackball, n. A ball used in voting-
a composition for blacking shoes.—v. i.

To reject by blackballs.
Black'ber-rr. n. A plant and its

fruit; fruit of the bramble.
Black'blrd, n. A black singing bird.
Black'board, n. A board used in
schools for forming figures, diagrams.
Ac. [and cows

Black'-cAt-tle, n. -pi. Oxen, bulls.
Black'en (blak'kn), v. t. To make
black ; to darken ; to defame.—v. i. To
grow black.

Black'aruard (blag'gard), n. A vul-
gar, base fellow ; a ruffian.—v. t. lb
abuse with vile language.

Black'lsh, a. Somewhat black.
Black'-Jack, n. A leathern cup :—

a

gulphuret of zinc.
Black*lead',n. Plumbago orgraphite,
a mineral used for pencils.

Black'ley, n. A gambler : a sharper.
Blacfc'U&ter, n. The old English or
modern Gothic letter or alphabet.

Black'ly, ad. Darkly in color ; atro-
ciously.

Black'-mall, n. Extortion of money
from a person by threats of accusation
or exposure in the public prints.

Black-Mdn'day. n. Easter-Monday,
which, in 84th of Edward III., was
dark and cold.

Black'moor, n. A negro ; blackamoor
Black'neas, n. The quality of being
black.

Blaek'-pud'dlng, n. A sausage
made of blood, fat, and grain.

Black'smith, n. A smith who works
in iron.

Black'thorn, n. The sloe-tree.
Blad'der, n. The vessel which con
tains the urine:—a vesicle:—a seed*

Blade, n. The spire or stalk of grass or
grain ; leaf:—the sharp part ofa weap-
on, knife, &c:—a gayfeUow.

Blade'bdne, n. The bone of the
shoulder.

Blad'ed, a. Having blades or spires.
Blade'fiailth, n. A sword cutler.
Blain. n. A pustule ; a blotch.
Blam'a-ble, a. Deserving censure.
Blame, v. t. To censure ; to charge
with a fault.—n. Imputation of a fault;
censure.

Blame'leas, a. Free from blame;

E"
ess ; faultless ; innocent.
e'leas-ljr, ad. Without blame.
e7lean-new, n. Innocenoe.

Blame'wor*thy (blam'wur-the), o.

Culpable.
Blau'card, n. A species of linen cloth
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Blanch, v. L To whiten :—to peel off.

—t>. i. To grow white :—to evade.
Blane-mansxe (bla-monJO, n. [Fr.J

Food made of milk, sugar, aLnonds,
isinglass, sago. &c.

Bland, a. Soft : mild ; courteous.
Blan-all'o-quenee, n. Flattering

Blan*dish, v. t To smooth ; to soothe.
Blan'dlsh-ment, n. Act of blandish-
ing ; soft words ; kind treatment.

Blank, a. White ; without writing :—
confused.—n. A void space on paper

:

—a paper unwritten :—a lot by which
nothing is gained.—v. L To damp ; to

confuse.
Blank'et, n. A woollen cover fora bed.
—». t To toss in a blanket.

Blank'et-lng, n. Act of tossing in a
blanket

Blar'ney, n. Gross flattery.

Bsns-phenie', v. t To speak in terms
ofimpious irreverence ofGod : tospeak
evil of.—v. i. To speak blasphemy.

Blas'phe-mous, a. Containing blas-

phemy.
Blas'phe-ihjr, n. An indignity offered
to God or sacred things.

Blast, n. A gust of wind :—the sound
made by blowing a wind-instrument

:

—a blight; a disease.-^. I To strike
with a plague : to injure ; to blight :—
to blow up by powder.

Blast'ing,n. A blight:—an explosion.
Bla'tant, o. Bellowing, as a calf.

Blaster, v.i. Tomake a senseless noise
Blase, n. Stream of light :—a white
mark.—v. i. To flame ; to be conspicu-
ous.—v. L To publish :—to mark.

Bla'son (bla'zn), v. L To explain the
figures on ensigns armorial ; todeck :—
to celebrate ; to publish.—n. The art
ofdrawing coatsof arms :—show ; cele-
bration.

Bla'son-ry (bla'sn-re), n. Art of bla-
zoning; emblazonry.

Bleach, v. L Tomake white ; to whiten,
—v. i. To grow white. [ing.

Bleaeh'er»jr, n. A place for bleach-
Bleak, a. Exposed to the wind:—
cold.—n. A small river fish.

BlAak'ness, n. State of being bleak

;

cold.
Blear (bier), a. Dim with rheum or
water.—v. t. To make the eyes dim.

Blear7eyed (blend), a. Having dim

Bleat (Diet), v. i. To cry as a sheep.—
n. The cry of a sheep or lamb.

Bleat'lns;, n. The cry of lambs or
sheep.

Bleed, v. i. To lose blood ; to drop, as
blood.—r. U To draw blood ; to let
blood.

Bleed'ln*;, n. Discharge of blood ;

hemorrhage :—blood letting.
Bleni'ish, v. t. To mark ; to tarnish.—». A mark of deformity ; taint

;

speck ; defect ; fault.

BLOODO UILTJNE8B

Blend, v. t. To mix so that the differ-

ent ingredients cannot be distinguish-
ed; to mix.

Blen'njr, n. A fish of several varieties
Bless, v.t. TO make happy :—to wish
happiness to. [fty.

Bless'ed, p. a. Happy ; enjoying felic-
Bless'ed-ness, n. Happiness; felicity.
Bless'lnsr, n. Benediction; divine
favor.

Blest, i. & p. from bless.
Blew (bin), i. from blow. 8ee blow.
Blight (but), n. A disease incident to
plants; a blast; mildew.—v. t. To
corrupt with blast.

Bllfht'ed p. a. Withered ; blasted.
Blind, a. Destitute of sight .—dark

.

—unseen.—v. t. To make blind ; to
darken.—n. Something to hinder the
sight :—window-screen."

Bllhd'fold, v. t. To hinder from see-
ing.—o. Having the eyes covered

Blind'lj, ad. Without sight; im
nlicitiv:

Blind'-man's-bnflF, n. A play in
which one of the company is blind
folded.

Bllnd'ness, n. Want of sight :—ig
norance.

Blink, v. i. To wink ; to see obscurely
—v. t . To avoid or evade purposely.—
n. A glimpse; a glance.

Bllnk'ard, n. One who blinks or
has bad eyes.

Bliss, n. The happiness of heaven

,

the highest happiness. [degree
Bliss-nil, a. Happy in the highest
Bllss'fnl-ness, n. Exalted happi-
ness.

Blls'ter, n. A thin bladder on the
skin : a pustule :—a plaster to raise
blisters.—v. i. To raise in blisters or
vesicles.—v. t To raise a blister on.

Blithe, a. Gay ; airy ; Joyous ; mirthful.
Blithe'some, a. Gay ; cheerful.
Blls'-sard, n. A cold storm; hurricane.
Bloat, v. t. To swell :—v. i. To grow
turgid.

Bldat'ed, a. Grown turgid ; inflated
Block, n. A heavy piece of wood,
marble, or stone; an obstruction:

—

the case that contains the wheel of a
pulley.—v. t. To shut up ; to obstruct.

B16«k*ade', n. Act of blockading.—
v. t To shut up by obstruction.

Bloek'head, n. A stupid fellow ; a
dolt Jtrunks of trees

Blockhouse, n. A fortress made of
Blftnde. n. [Fr.] A lady of fair and
light complexion.

Blond laee, n. Lace made of silk.

Blood (blud), n. The red fluid that
circulates in the bodies of animals :—
offspring ; descent :—blood royal :—

. bloodshed :—a rake. [thus
Blood'flow-er, n. A plant; heeman
Blood'jrullt-l-ness (blud'g!lt-e-nes>

n. The crime of shedding blood
murder.
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Blood'hoat (bladliGt). n. Heat of
the same degree with that of the
blood.

Blood'honnd, n. A fierce species of
hound. [blood.

Blood'loss (bladles), a. Without
Blood shod, *. Murder ; slaughter.
Blood'shot (blnd'shdt), \ a,

Blood'shat-ten (blod'shot-tn), f Fill-

ed with blood.
Blood'sack-er (blad'stlk-eri, n. A
leech .—any thing that sucks blood :—
a cruel man.

Blood'thlra-ty, a. Desirous to shed
blood; murderous.

Blood'os-sol, n. A vein or artery.
Blood'y (blud'e), a. Stained with
blood. [tery.

Blood'jr-flttx (blud'e-flax), n. Dysen-
Bloona, n. The opening of flowers :—
an efflorescence :—the prime of life :—
native flush on the cheek:—the blue
color upon plums, Ac. :—a massof iron:
—v. i. To produce blossoms ; to blos-

_ som :—to be in a state of youth.
Bloom'a-ry, n. The first forge in the
iron mills. [ery.

Bloom'lngr, a. Haying blooms ; flow-
Bloom'jr, a. Full of blooms ; flowery.
Blos'som, n. The flower ofa plant-

s', i. To put forth blossoms ; to flower.
Blot, v. I To obliterate :—to spot :—to
disgrace.—n. Obliteration ; a blur.

Bloieh, n. A spot upon the skin.—
v.t To mark with blotches. [book.

BlOt'ter, n. A counting-house waste-
Blonso, n. A loose, coarse outer gar-
ment or frock.

Blow, n. A stroke : calamity :—egg of
a fly.

—

v. i. To make a current ofair

:

—to sound :—to pant :—to flower.—v. t
To drive by the wind ; to fan:—to swell

:

to sound, as wind-music :—to fly-blow.
Blow'er, n. He who or that which
blows.

Blow'pipe (bl<Vplp), n. A tube used
by artificers to produce an Intense
flame.

Bldw'sy, a. Sunburnt; high-colored.
Blfkb'toer, n. The fat of whales :—

a

bubble.—v. i. To weep so as to swell
the cheeks.

Hlftd'sroon (blodOun), n. A short
stick : an offensive weapon.

BHto,a. Ofthe color ofblue: sky col-

ored.—n. One of the original colors.

Bl&e'book (-buk), n. A book contain-
ing the namesof persons holdingoffice;

a society directory.
Blue'bOt-Ue, n. A flower :—a fly.

BlAo'ojrod (bluld), a. Having blue
eyes. [blue.

Blde'nesa, n. The quality of being
BlaeSpo-tor, n. Signal flag for sailing.

Blae/stoca>lns;, n. A literary wom-
an.

BIAS; n. A high, steep bank or shore.
—<L Blustering; surly. [bluff.

BlttJTnoso, n. The quality of being

BOB 49

Blfk'lsh, a. Blue in some degree.
BMkn'der. v. i. To mistake grossly ; to
err.—n. A gross mistake ; an error.

BlAii'dor-bliss, n. A short gun with
a large bore :—a blunderhead.

Blttnrder-head, n. A careless fellow.
BHfcn'der-Ing' a. That blunders;

careless.
Blttnt, a. Dull on the edge or point

:

rough ; impolite :—abrupt—v. C To
dull the edge :—to repress.

BlAnt'ly, ad. In a blunt manner.
BlAnt'ness,n. Wantof edge:—coarse-

Blar, n. A blot ; a stain ; a dark spot
—v. t To blot ; to obscure.

Blurt, v. L To speak inadvertently.
Blflsh, v. I To redden in the cheeks
from shame, confusion,ormodesty.—n.
The color in the cheeks raised by
shame, confusion, Ac. [ing.

BIAsh'ftil, a. Full of blushes ; blush-
BlAsh-lng, p. a. Showing blushes

:

modest—n. The exhibition of blushes.
Blttsh'loss, o. Without a blush ; im-
pudent.

Bltts'ter, v. i. To make a loud noise

;

to bully.—n. Noise ; boast ; roar.
Bltts'ter-er,n. A swaggerer; a boast-

er.

BlAs'ter-Ing, n. Tumult; noise.—
p.a. 8tormy; turbulent [dren.

Bo or BO, inter}. Used to frighten ch 11-

Bo'a,n. [L.] A huge serpent:—a fur
tippet:—an eruption. [boar.

Boar (dot), n. The male swine; wild
Board, n. A piece of sawed timber,
broad and thin:—a table :—food :—

a

number of persons who manage some
trust ; a council :—deck ofa ship.—v. t.

To enter a ship by force :—to lay with
boards:—to furnish with food.—v. i.

To receive food ; to diet
Board'er, n. One who receives diet
Bdard'lnfx-scliool, n. A school
where the scholars board with the
teacher.

Boar'lsh (boVish), a. Swinish ; brutal.
Boast (host), v. i. To brag ; to vaunt
v.L To brag of; to magnify.—n. Vaunt-
ing speech :—a boasting.

B6ast/er, n. One who boasts.
Boast'fttl, a. Addicted to boasting.
Boast'tng, n. Ostentatious display.
Boast'lng-ljr, ad. Ostentatiously.
Boat, n. A small vessel to pass the
water in.—v. t Tocarry or convey in
a boat. [hook.

Boat-hook. n. A pole with a
Bdat'lnar, n. The act of conveying
in a boat [boat

Boat/man, n. One who manages a
Boat'swain (bot'swan or bfi'sn), n.

An officer on board a ship, who has
charge of her rigging, anchors, cables,
boats, Ac

Bob, v. i. To play backward and for-

ward.—n. Something that plays loose-
ly :—a wic.
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Bob'bin, n. A pin towind thread upon.
Bob'bl-n«t, n. ATcind of nettedgauze.
Bob'che'r-ry, n. A play among child-

ren, [bird.

Bob'o-llnk, n. A singing-bird ; rice-
Bob'tail,ft. A short tail; a tail cut
short [tail.

Bob't&lled (-tftld). a. Haying a shortmwwnw MMawa i-kuu;. u.

Bob'wIf,ft. A wig.
Boek'tni, n. A coai
Bode, v. T Toporten

. coarse woollen stuff.

> portend ; to forebode.—
v. i. To be an omen ; to presage.

Bod'tee (bod'is), ». Short stays for
women.

Bod'led(bod'id),a. Having a body.
Bod'1-lesa, o. incorporeal; without
a body.

Bod't-ljr. a. Relating to the body

;

corporeal.—ad. Corporeally ; with the

Bod'lngr, n. A foreshowing ; an omen.
Bod'kin, ft. An instrument to draw
a thread through a loop :—a punch :—
an instrument used to dress the hair.

Bod'y, ft. The material substance of
an animal:—a person:—a collective
mass:—the main army:—a corpora-
tion:—the main part; the substance

:

—a system.—v. t To produce in some
form.

Bod'y-ffnard (bod-e-gftrd), ». A life-

guard.
Bte, a. A marsh ; a morass.—v. t To
whelm, as in mud or mire.

Boar'gle, or Bo'ffle. n. A bugbear.—
v. 1 To start ; to hesitate.

Bog'arler, n. One who boggles; a
doubter.

Bog'iry, a. Full of bogs ; marshy.
Bog'-ore, n. Iron ore found in boggy
ground.

Bo-rua, o. Counterfeit; spurious.
Bo-hea' (bo-hSO, n. A species of black

tea.

Bdll.tr. i. To be agitated by heat—
v. t To cook in boiling water; to seethe.
—n. A painfultumorhaving a pustule.

Boil'er, n. One who boils :—the vessel
in which water is boiled or steam gen-
erated.

Botl-tng, ». Act of boiling.
Bot»'ter-oan, a. Loud; stormy;

furious. [manner.
Bols'ter-one-ly, ad. In a boisterous
Bo'la-ry, a. Pertaining to bole orclay.
Bold, a. Daring; brave :—confident

;

impudent :—executed with spirit

;

striking tothe stont :—steepand abrupt
Bold-faced (fast), a. Impudent;
daring. [ingly.

Bdld'fj-, ad. In a bold manner; dar-
B61d'neo*,n. Courage; confidence.
Bole, ft. A friable, clayey earth :—boll.
Boll, n. A round stalk or stem:—

a

pod :—a measure of corn or salt.-^t>. t.

To form a seed-vessel, as a plant.
Bo-lon'av^saa'eace (bo-l6n'ya), n.
A sausage made of bacon, veal, and
pork suet

BONNBT

Bol'ater, «. A long pillowor cushion,
—v. L To support :—to swell out

Bolt, ft. An arrow :—the bar ofa door
—an iron or a wooden pin :—a sieve.
—v. t. To fasten :—to blurt out :—to
sift—r. i. To spring out suddenly.

Bolf-an-ger, ft. A large boaring in-

strument
Bdlt'er, n. A sieve :—& kind of net
Bolffci£ad, ti. A long glass vessel.
Bolt' -rope, n. A rope to which sails
are sewed.

Bo'lna, w. [L.] Alargepilt
Bomb (bOm), n. A hollow ball filled
with gunpowder, to be thrown out
from a mortar. [bombs.

Bom-bard', v. t. To attack with
Bom-bar-dler', n. An engineer who
manages and shoots bombs.

Bom-bard'ment, ft. An attack
with bombs.

Bom'bast, ft. Inflated style or high-
sounding language.—a. High-sound-
ing ; inflated ; pompous ; bombastic

Bom-bas'tte. a. Containing bom
bast ; of great sound with little mean
ing; inflated.

Bom-ba-s&tte', n. A thin woollen
stuff.

Bom-ba-Btne' (bum-ba-zenO, ft. A
slight twilled stuff.

B6m'ble,a. Relating tothe silk-worm.
Bomb'-k«teh (bumM. \n. A ship
Bomb'-veo-ftel (bum7

-), J*
for throw,

ing bombs.
Bomb'-sbell, n. A shell or bomb to
be filled with powder, and thrown by
a mortar. [silken.

Bom-bjre'l-non*, a. Made of silk

;

Bom'byx (bom'biks), n. [L.] Thesilk-
worm. [meat

Bftn-bon', n. [FY.] A dainty ; sweet
Bond, n. Any thing that binds ; liga-
ment :—union :—a written obligation
to fulfil a contract.—pi. Imprisonment
—a. Bound ; captive.—*, t. To give
bond for. [ment

Bond'afre, n. Captivity; imprison-
Bond'mald, ft. A female slave.
Bond'man, ft. A man slave.
Bond'ser-vant, or Bond'slave, ft.

A slave.
Bond'aer-vlee, ft. 81avery.
BondM'man, n. One who is bound as
security for another.

B6nd'wom-an, ft. A female slave.
Bone, n. The hard substance or frame
in an animal body ; piece of bone.—
v.t. To take out bones from :—to supply
with bone. [bins

Bone'laee, n. Lace woven with bob
Bone'spaT-in. ft. A disease in the
hock-joint ofa horse.

Bon'fire, n. A fire made for joy or
triumph.

Bon-mot (bon-mflO, n. [Pr.] A Jest;
a witty reply or repartee.

B6n'net,n. A woman's covering ft*
the head :-» little ravelin :-asaJL
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Bdn'njr, a. Handsome :—merry.
Bon'nr-olab-ber, n. Sour batter-
milk.

Bon'ten , n. A narrow woollen stuff.

~»n-ton (bon'tdngO, n. [Fr.] Style of
Jaahionable society ; high mode.

Bo'nns, n. A premium given for a
privilege.

Bo'njr, a. Consisting of, or full of bones.
'by, n. A dull, stupid fellow :-,

-
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bird.
>'bjr-littt, n. A kind of sleigh.
>k, n. A volume ; a work ; a subdi-

vision of a volume.—v. t To register
in a book.

Book'bind-er, n. A binder of books.
Book/ease, n. A case for books.
Book'lsh, a. Given to books.
Book'kMp-er, n. A keeper of ac-

counts.
Book'keip.lng, n. Art of keeping
accounts.

Book'mad-ness. n. Bibliomania.
Book'mate, n. A school fellow.
Book'dath, n. An oath made on the
Book.

/sell-er, n. A seller of books.
/•tore, n. A bookseller's shop.
/worm (buk'wurm), n. A worm

that eats holes in books :—a hard stu-
dent

Boom, n. A pole used to spread out or
extend a sail :—a pole set up as a mark:—a bar across a river.—r. i. To rush
with violence ; to swell.

Boon, n. A favor granted ; a gift.—a.
Gay ; merry ; bountiful.

Boor.n. A rude peasant; a clown.
Boor'lab, a. Clownish ; rude.
Boor'lsh-ness, n. Clownfshness

;

rusticity.

Boom'e-raoff, n. An Australian mis-
sile weapon.

Boo'ay, o. Partially intoxicated ; tipsy.
Boot, v. L To profit :—to put on boots.—n. Profit :-^a covering for the leg
and foot :—a receptacle in a coach ; a
covering, as of leather, in a coach.

Boot'od,a. Having boots on.
Booth, n. A temporary shelter of slight
construction. [boots.

2°°£!iolt?» n- Stockings to serve for
Boot'J&ek, n. A utensil for pullintr
off boots. [cess

S^ !^!®**' °* Useless: without sue-
Boot'tree, n. A last for stretching a
boot.

Boo'ty,n. Plunder; pillage.
Bo-poep/

, n. A play among children.
Bor'ace (bor'aj), n. An annual gar-
den plant

B^rax, n. [L.] A salt formed of bo-
racic acid and soda.

Bor'der, n. The outer part of any
thing ; exterior limit ; frontier ; mar-
gin.—p. i, To be near ; to approach.—
v. t To adorn with a border.

Bor'der-or, n. One dwelling near a
border.

>,*. L To make a hole in; to perfo-
rate :—to weary or vex.—v. L To make
a hole ; to pierce.—n. A hole :—a bor-
er :—a tide swellingabove another tide:
—one who annoyis.—imp. from bear

B6're~al, a. Northern.
Bo'ro-as, ?«. [L.] The north wind.
Border, n. That which bores ; a tool for
boring :—a wood-eating worm.

Born, p. from bear. Brought forth.
Borne, p. from hear. Carried; con-
veyed, [town.

Bor'oaffh (bor'6), n. A corporate
Bor'row (bor'ro), v. t. To take the use of

for a time :—to appropriate. [rows.
Bor'row-lng, n. Act of one who bor-
Bos'cage, n. Wood; a grove;—the
representation of woods.

Bos'ky, a. Woody ; rough ; swelled.
Bos'om fbuz'um or bo'zum), n. The
breast; the heart; any receptacle.—
Bosom, in composition, implies intima-
cy, fondness.—v. t. To enclose in the
bosom.

Boss, 11. A stud; a knob; a raised work

:

—a master or head workman.
Boa'sage, it. A stone that has a pro-
jection, [ded.

Bossed (bost), a. Having bosses ; stud-
Bot, n. A small worm.
Bo-tan'lc, \a. Relating to botany

;

Bo-tan'1-eal, j containing herbs or
plants.

Bo-tan'l-cal-ly.ad. Like botanists.
Bofa-nlst, n. One versed in botany.
Bot'a-nlzo, v. i. To study botany or
plants. •

Bot'a-njr. n. The branch of natural
history which treats of plants ; science
of plants.

Bo-tar'go, n. [Sp.] A sausage made of
the roes of the mullet-fish.

Boteh, n. A red pustule ; a pimple :—
a clumsy addition ; botchery.—v. t To
mend awkwardly ; to patch.

Botch'er, n. A mender of old clothes.
Btttch'y, a. Marked with botches.
Both, a. One and the other; the two.
—cord. As well ; on the one side.

Both'er, v. t. Toperplex ; toconfound.
Bots, n. pL Small worms in the entrails
of horses.

Bot'tle, n. A vessel with a narrow
mouth :—the measure or contents of a
bottle.-^*, t. To enclose in bottles.

Bot'tie-screw, n. A screw to pull out
a cork ; a corkscrew.

Botftoin, n. The lowest part:—the
ground underwater :—the foundation

:

—a dale ; low alluvial land :—the part
of a ship under water.—v. L To found
or build upon.

Bot'tom-less, a. Without a bottom.
Bot'tom-rjr, n. The borrowing of
money on a ship's bottom.

Bon-doir7 (bd-dw6r0, n. [Fr.] A small
private room or apartment.

Bonge fbdj). v. i. To swell out.
Bough (boO), n. A branch of a tree.
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•"•KMwQt
Bouffle (bo'sbi), n. [&.1 I

—a surgical instrument.

from buy.
„ ,.

1 A wax candle:
_ jical instrument.

Bon-ie-vard', n. [Fr.] A wide public
walk or street Troup.

Bouillon (bol'yongO, n. [Fr.l Broth

;

Bounce, v.i. To spring ; to leap :—to
boast—n. A heavy blow :—a boast

Bonn'eer, n. A bully :—a lie.

Bound, n. A limit :—a leap.—v. L To
border ; to limit ; to enclose.—v. i. To
jump : to rebound.—*, dt p. from bind.
—-a. Destined ; intended to go V*

Boun'da-rjr, n. That which limits

;

the mark ofa limit ; a bound.
Boun'den, p. from bind. Bound.

—

a.

Obliged :—beholden to.

Bound'leoa, a. Without bound ; un-
bounded; undefined.

Boun'te-oua, a. Liberal; bountiful.
Boun'te-ofco-ly, ad. Liberally ; mu-
nificently.^

Boun'to-ena-nooa, n. Munificence.
Boun'tl-tal, o. Liberal; kind.
Bonn'ti-ful-ly, ad. Liberally; gen-
erously.

Boun'ty, n. Beneficence :—generosity

:

—a premium :—money given to men
who enlist Tera

Bouquet (bo-k&O n. A bunch of now-
Boursreoia (bur-ldlsO, n. TFr.] A
type, a size next larger than brevier.

Bourn (born or bom), n. A bound ; a
limit

Bou'ajr (bd'ze), a. Drunken ; boosy.
Bout, n. A turn ?—a trial. [coal.

B6/T6jr-odal, n. A species of wool-
Bo7vine, a. Relating to oxen, cows, &c
Bow (boa), v. L To bend ; to bend the
body ; to depress.—v. i. To bend ; to
make a reverence.—n. An act of rev-
erence or respect—part of a ship.
Bow (bo), n. An instrument for shoot-
ing arrows:—a rainbow:—any thing
curved.
B4w/el,v.(. To take out the bowels.
Bftw'ela (bSu'elz), n.'pL The intes-

tines ; the entrails :—figuratively, pity,
tenderness.

Bow'ar,*. A chamber : a shady recess.

Bow'or-y, o. Shady : having bowers.
Bdw'le-knife, n. A large knife or
dagger.

Bowl (Ml),*. A vessel for liquids:—
the hollow part of any thing :—a basin.

—n. A round mass to be rolled along
the ground.—v. t. To roll as a bowl.—
v. i. To play at bowls.

Bowl'dor, n. A large, round stone.

Bowl'er or Bowl'er, n. One who
bowls or plays at bowls.

Bow'llne, n. A ship's rope fastened
near the middle of the leech.

Bowl'lnsr. n. The act of throwing
bowls. [for bowling.

n. An enclosure
n. A level piece

of ground, kept smooth for playing
with bowls.

DOWU.
Bewl'lna>*l-ley,
Bowl'lnsr-srreen,
of around, Kept sm

BRAKE

an (bowman), n. An archer.
awwvv. v. L To haul or pulL
Bow'anftt (bo'shot), n. The space
which an arrow may pass in its flight

Bow'anrlt. n. A spar projecting from
the head of a ship.

Bow'atrlnsr, n. The string of a bow:
—a Turkish instrument ofpunishment

Bow'-wln'dow, n. A projecting
window. [bows.

Bow'yer. n. An archer :—a maker of
Box, n. A case made of wood ; case

:

—a blow given by the hand :—a hard
wood :—a small evergreen shrub.—v. t
To enclose in a box ; to strike.—v. i.

To fight with the fist [coachmen.
Bta'-eoat, n. A great-coat used by
Bta'er,n. One who fights with his fist

B6x/haul, v. L To veer the ship.
Boy. n. A male child ; a youth.
Boy'hood (bolliud), n. The state
ofa boy. Fish.

Bojr'flan, o. Belonging to a boy ; child-
Bey'lam, n. Puerility ; the state of
a boy. [clamor.

Brftb'fele, v. i. To clamor.—n. A
Braee, v. t To tie up ; to strain up :—

n. Cincture; bandage:—a crooked
line [-*-*] :—a piece oftimber :—a pair.

Braee'lei, n. An ornament for the
arm :—armor for the arm. [braces.

Bra'cer, n. He who or that which
Braeh'lal (a'ke-al), a. Belonging to

the arm. [writer.

Bra-enygr'ra-pker, n. A short-hand
Bra-ehyg*/ra-p>hjr, n. Short-hand
writing.

Brsv-ehyl'o-ary, n. Laconic speech.
Brack, n. A breach; a crack, [brake.
Braek'en (brak'kn). n. A fern; a
Brack'et, n. A piece of wood for

support—pi. Hooks [thus] to enclose
a word or words.

Brack'lah, a. Somewhat salt ; saltish.

Brack'tsh-neaa, n. Saltisbness.

Bract, n. A small leafor setof leavea
Brad, n. A sort of nail without a head.
Bras;, v. i. To boast ; to vaunt—n. A
boast :—a game at cards. [boaster.

Brasjp-a^t-do'cl-d (•dO'she-d), n. A
Brayr'sxard-Iani^n. Boastfulness.
Brasr'srart, or Brasr'ffer, n. A
boaster.—a. Boastful; ostentatious.

Braid, v. t To weave together.—a.
A texture:—a sort of lace :—a knot

Braila (brate), n.pl. Small ropes.
Brain, n. The soft mass enclosed in
the cavity of the skull, regarded as the
seat of Bensation and reflection :—un-
derstanding.—-v. t To dash out the
brains.

Braln'leea, a. Silly ; foolish.
BriUn'oan, n. The skull containing
the brains.

Brait, n. A' rough diamond.
Brake, n. An instrument for dressing
flax:—a kneading-trough :-r-fern :—

a

thicket of brambles :—an apparatuste
stopping a wheat
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j n. One who manages
the brake on a railroad. [shrub.

/bio, n. A prickly or thorny
/bling, ft. A mountain chaf-

finch, [priest; brahmin.
Bra'mln, n. A Hindoo or Gentoo
Bran, n. The outer coat of grain sep-
arated from the flour.

Branch, n. The bough of a tree ; a
limb:—an oflshoot :—oflspring.-^. i.

To spread or shoot out—v. L To di-

vide into branches. [es.

Branch'er,n. One that forms branch-
Branch/let, n. A little branch.
Branehy', a. Full of branches.
Brand, n. A burnt piece of wood :—
brandiron :—mark of infamy :—mark.—v. L To mark with a brand.

Brand'poose, n. A wild fowl ; brant
Brand'ir-on (brand'ir-on), n. An
iron to brand with :—a trivet to set a
pot upon.

Bran'dlsh, v. L To flourish, as a
weapon.—n» A flourish, as of a weap-
on.

Brandling, n. A kind of worm.
Br&nd'new, a. New, as from the

forge.
Bran'djr, n. A strong distilled liquor.
BrAn'gle, v. i. To wrangle ; to squab-
ble.—a. A wrangle ; a brawl.

Brank. n. Buckwheat :—a hatter.
Bran'lin* n. A species of salmon.
Bran'njr, a. Having the appearance
of bran.

Brant, n. A species of goose.
Bra sler (bra'zner), n. A worker in
brass;—a pan.

Brass, «. An alloy of copperand zinc

:

—boldness; impudence. [pudent
Brass'jr a. Partaking of brass :—im-
Brat, n. A child :—in contempt
Bra-va'do, n. A boast: an arrogant
menace.

Brave, a. Courageous ; gallant—n. A
brave man; an Indian warrior.—4?. L
To defy ; to set at defiance.

Brave'Iy, ad. In a brave manner.
Bra've-ry, 71. Courage; heroism.
Br&'vd, n. A daring villain: a ban-
dit ; an assassin.—imterj. Well done.

Bra-vu'ra, n. [It] A kind of song
requiring great vocal ability in the
singer.

Brawl, v. i. To quarrel noisily.—v. t
To drive or beat away.—n. A noisy
quarrel. [fellow.

Brawl'er, n. A wrangler; a noisy
Brawl'lng, n. The act ofquarrelling.
Brawn, n. The hard flesh ofa boar :—
a boar:—muscular part ofthe body:—
the arm.

n'y, a. Muscular :—unfeeling.
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Bray
small.

To pound, or grind
/. To made a noise like an
The noise ofan ass. A harsh

cry. [tie.

Bray'er, », One that brays ;—a pes-
Bray'lnjr, *• Clamor; noise.

Braae, v. t To solder with brass;
to harden.

Bra7sen (brft'zn), a. Made of brass :—
impudent—v. i. To be impudent

Bra'sen-faced, a. Impudent
Bra'sen-ly, ad. In a bold manner.
Bra/Ben-new* (bra'zn-nes), n. Brassi-
ness :—impudence.

Bra'sler (bra'zner), n. A worker in
brass :—a pan for coals. [ing.

Bra-si I', n. A kind of wood for dye-
Breach, n. The act of breaking ; a
gap .'—difference :—Injury.

Breaeh'y , a. Apt to break fences.
Bread (bred), n. Food made of flour:
—food in general ; support of life.

Bread'-eorn, n. Corn ofwhich bread
is made. [side.

Breadth, n. Measure from side to
Break (brak), v. L To part ; to rend ; to
burst open by force ; to dislocate ; to
shatter:—to tame:—to make bank-
rupt:—to discard:— to infringe, as a
law.—1>. t. To part in two ; to Durst:—
to open, as the morning :—to become
bankrupt.—n. A breach ; an opening

;

a pause :—a dash :—the dawn :—a fly-

Break/age, 91. Act ofbreaking.
Break'er (brak'er), n. A person or
thing that breaks :—a surge.

Break 'fast (brtk'fest), n. The first

meal in the day.—v. t To eat break-
last (place.

Break'neck (brik'nek), n. A steep
Break'wa-ter, n. A wall or other
obstacle raised at the entrance of a
harbor.

Bream (brem), n. A small fresh-water
fish.—v. t. To clean a ship.

Breast (brost), n. Part or the human
body; the bosom :—nipple :—the heart

:

—the conscience.—v. I. To meet in
front. [thorax.

Breast' bone, n. The bone of the
Breast'knot, n. A knot worn on the
breast [breast.

Breast'pin, n. A pin or brooch for the
Breast'plate, n. Armor for the breast
Breast'work (brest'wurk), n. A
work thrown up round a fortified

place; a parapet
Breath (brtth), n. Air respired :—life

:

—an instant:—respite:—a slight breeze.
Br€ath'a-ble, a. That may be
breathed.

Breathe, v. i. To draw air into the
lungs and expel it ; to live ; to take
breath.-^, t. To exhale:— to utter
privately.

Breath'er (breWer), n. One who
breathes.

Breath/Ins*, n. Respiration -.—aspira-

tion :—vent :—an accent.
Breath'less, a. Out of breath ; dead.
Br€d, 1 & p. from breed.
Breoch, n. The lower part of the
body :—the hinder part of a gun, Ac.—
v. L To put into breeches.
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Breeeb'ee (brich'ez), n. pt A gar-
ment worn by men.

Breed, v. t To procreate; to give
birth to:—to nourish:—to educate.—
v.i. To be with young ; to produce.—
n. A race of animals ; a kind ; a
family: a hatch.

Breeding, n. Education ; manners.
Breeze, n. A gentle gale.

BrMi'y, a. Fanned with gales.

Brent, n. A species of goose; brant.
Brest, n. The moulding of a column.
Brfetn'ren, n. Plural of brother;
brothers.

Br$ve, n. A short note of time.—

A

short precept ; a writ or brief.

Bre-Y4f or Brev'et, n. [Ft.] A
commission to an officer which gives
him a title and rank above his pay.

Brev'ia-ry (brOv'ya-re), n. An abridg-
ment: epitome:—a Catholic priests
Offlce-DOOK.

Bre^vl-ate, n. A short compendium,
—v. t To abbreviate : to abridge.

Br&vl-a-ture, n. Abbreviation.
fire-vler7 (bre-vfir

7
). n. A small

printing-type, in size between bour-
geois and minion.

Brfev'l-pM, n. An animal having
short legs.

Brthr'i-ty.n. Conciseness: briefness.
Brew, v. L To make malt liquor :—
to plot.—v. i. To perform the act of
a brewer.—n. That which is brewed.

Brew'age, n. Any thing brewed.
Brew'er, n. One who brews.
Brew'er-y, n. A place for brewing.
Brew7house, n. A house for brewing.
Brew'lng, n. Act of one who brews :—quantity brewed at once.
Bri'ar, n. A prickly shrub.
Bribe, n. A reward given to influence
conduct

—

v.L To gain by bribes.

Brib'er, n. One who gives bribes.
Bri'be-ry, n. The crime of taking or
giving bribes.

Brick, n. A mass, chiefly of clay,
shaped, and burnt in a kiln :—a small
loaf.—1\ L To lay with bricks.

Brlek'bat, n. A piece of brick.
Brlek'dttai, n. Dust made by pound-
ing bricks. mricks.

Brfek'klln (-kill. n. A kiln to burn
Brlek'lay-er, n. One who lavs bricks.
Brlek'mak-er, n. One whe makes
bricks.

Bri'dal, n. A nuptial festival ; a wed-
ding.—a. Belonging to a wedding;
nuptial.

Bride, n. A woman newly married or
about to be married.

Bride'eake, n. Cake distributed at
a wedding.

Bride'ebam-ber, n. The nuptial
chamber.

Bride'groom, n. A man newly mar-
ried or about to be married.

Bride'mald.a. Shewhoattends upon
the bride.

BRINK

n. He who attends the
bride and bridegroom at the nuptial
ceremony.

Bride'well, n. A house of correction.
Bridge* n. A pathway erected over a

river, canal, dec.:—part of the nose :

—

part of a violin.—v. L To form a bridge
over.

Bri'dle, n. The instrument by which
a horse is governed :—a restraint.—v. L
To put a bridle on ; to restrain.—v. i.

To hold up the head.
Brl-doon 7

, n. A snaffle and rein of a
bridle, independent of the bit

BrleT (breT),a. Short; contracted.—n.
A writing ; extract :—a writ or precept

:

—minutes ofa case. [ciseiy.

Briefly, a<l In a few words; con*
Bri'er, n. See Briar.
Bri'er-y, a. Full of briers; prickly.

—

n. A place where briers grow.
Brig, n. A light vessel with two masts.
Bri-gade', n. A division oftroops, con-

sisting of several battalions.—4?. t. To
form into a brigade.

Brlg-a-dler7
, or Brlg-a-dl€r-g«n'

er-al, n. An officer who commands
a brigade.

Brlflnand, n. A robber ; a freebooter.
Brlg^and-age, n. [Fr.] Plunder : rob-
bery, [brig.

Brlg'an-tine, n A vessel ; a small
Bright, a. Shining ; full of light :—
clear :—witty.

Bright'en (brltn),v. L Tomake bright:
—to make witty :—to make illustrious.—v. i. Te grow bright

Brigbt'lj (britfle), ad. In a bright
manner. [acuteness.

Brigbt'neM fbrit'nes), n. Lustre :

—

Brlfl'lan-ey (Dril'yan-ae)
f
n. Dazzling

brightness ; great lustre ; radiance.
BrlU'lant (bril'yant), a. Shining;
sparkling.—n. A diamond of the finest
cut [horse.

Brllla, n. pi. Hair on the eyelids of a
Brim, n. The edge:—the bank of a
fountain, river, &c.—v. t To fill to the
top.—p. i. To be full to the brim.

Brlm'fnl,a. Full to the ton; quite full.

Brlm'mer, n. A bowl full to the top.
Brim'mlng, a. Full to the brim

;

brimful. [sulphur.
Brlm'stone, n. A yellow mineral;
Brln'ded, a. Ofa varied color ; streak-
ed, [color.

Brln'dle, n. A brindled or streaked
Brln'dled, a. Spotted ; brinded.
Brine, n. Water impregnated with salt.

Brine'pan, n. A reservoir of brine.
Brine'plt, n. A pit or reservoir of

salt water.
Bring, v. t. To fetch from another
place : to convey to ; to draw along ; to
prevail on.

Brlng'lng-fdrth, n. Production.
Brin'isb, or Bri'ny, a. Saltish ; like
brine. [precipice.

Brink, n. The edge of any place :—e
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BRISK

*t o. Lively; active; quick.
s/et,n. The breast ofan animal.

Brlsk'ly, ad. In a brisk manner.
Brls'tle (Wsl), n. The stiff hair on
a swine's back.—v. L To erect; to fix

bristles to.—v. i. Tobe erect, as bristles.

Brlsfly (brlsle), a. Thick set with

bristles. [metal.

Bri-tan'nl-a, n. A sort of mixed
Bri-tan'nle, a. Relating to Great

Britain. [tain.

Brit'toll, a. Belong to or made in Bri-

Brlt'on, n. A native of Britain.

Brlt'tle, a. Apt to break ; easily broken.
Brlt'tle-neas, n. Aptness to break.
Brltsjska (brls'ka), n. [Rus.] An open,
four-wheeled pleasure-carriage.
troaoh (broch), n. A spit—v. t. To

BRUSHES 55

spit :—to pierce a vessel ; to open ; to

give out. [spit.

Broaeh'er, n. One who broaches :—

a

Broad (brawd), a. Wide; large; ex-
tensive :—clear :—gross : indelicate.

Broad'&xe (brawd'aks), n. An axe
with a broad edge for hewing timber.

Broad'east, n. A method of sowing
seeds by casting them abroad with the
hand.—a. & ad. Sown by hand ex-
tended.

Bro*d'el6th,n. A fine woollen cloth.

Broad'on (braw'dn), v.t. To make
broad.—r. 1 To grow broad.

Broad'ljr (brawdTle), ad. In a broad
manner.

Broad'-sea4,n. The great official seaL
Broad'sfde, n. The side of a ship :—
a discharge of all the guns, at once,
from the side of a ship; one side of a
whole sheet ofpaper.

Broadsword (brawd'sord). n. A
cutting sword with a broad blade.

Broadywiso, ad. Indirection of the
breadth.

Bro-eade', n. A kind of cloth, em-
broidered withgold, silver, or silk.

Bro/ea«o,n. Brokerage.
Broe'eo-li (brok'o-le), n. A kind of
cabbage. [old.

Broek'et, n. A red deer, two years
Bro'sran, ft. A thick, coarse shoe :—

4

brogue.
Browne (brog), n. A kind ofshoe :—

a

corrupt dialect.

Broffuo'-ma-lter, n. A maker of

BroU, n. A tumult; a quarrel.—v. i.

To cook by laying on the coals.—v. i.

To be on coals, or in the heat
Broke,! from break.
Broken fbrd'kn), p. from break.
Bro'ken-he&rt'ed (broOtn-), a.

Having the spirits crushed by grief or
fear; contrite. [breath.

Bro'ken-wlnd'ed, a. Having short
Broker, n. One who makes bargains
for others :—a dealer in money.

Brfker-Ajre. n. Money or percentage

Sid to a broker for effecting a sale :—
5 business ofa broker.

Bromine, n. A substance extracted
from bittern, or sea-water.

Bron'ehl-al, o. Relating to the
windpipe. . [bronchia.

Bron-eni'tls, n. Inflammation of the
Bron'eho-eele, n. The goitre.

Bron-«h6t'o-my, n. A surgical in-

cision of the windpipe or larynx.

Bron'chus, n. [L.J The upper part

of the windpipe.
Bronae, n. A metal compounded of
copper and tin.—v. t To harden, or

make, like bronze.
Brooen (brdch), n. A jewel; an or-

nament; a pin.—v.t To adorn with

Brood, v. i. To sit on eggs ; to muse.—
n. Offspring :—number of chickens,
Ac, hatched at once :--a production.

Brook, n. A running water ; a rivu-

let—v. t To bear : to endure.
Broom, n. A small tree ;—an instru-

ment to sweep with ; a besom.—v. t
To clean a ship.

Broom/stick, n. The handle of a
broom.

Broth (brawth) n. Liquor in which
flesh has been boiled.

Broth'el, n. A house oflewdness.
Broth'er, n. A male born of the same
parents :—one of the same society :—
one closely united.

Broth'er-hood, n. The quality of
being a brother :—a fraternity.

Broth'er-ly, a. Affectionate; like a
brother.

Brought (braut) t&p. from bring.
Brow, n. The arch of hair over the
eye:—the forehead :—the edge of a

Brow'beat (brou'Wt), v.t. To de-
1>ress with severe, stern, or haughty
ooks.

Brow'beat-lnir, n. Act of depress-
ing by stern or threatening looks.

Brown, a. Inclining to black or red

;

dark :—n. The name of a dark color.

Brown'lsh, a. Tending to brown.
Brown-stud'y, n. Pensive musing

;

revery/
Browse, v. t. To eat, as branches or
shruba^v. i. To feed on browse or
shrubs.—n. Tender branchesor shrubs.

Bra/In, n. A cant term tor a bear.

Braise, v. L To erush or mangle with
blows.—n. A hurt from a blow.

Bruls'er, n. One who bruises ; a boxer.
Bruit, n. Noise ; report-^, t To re-

port
Bru'mal, a. Belonging to the winter.
Bro-n*tte' (bru-neV), n. [Pr.] A girl

or woman with a dark complexion.
Brunt, n. Shock ; violence ; stroke.

Brush, n. An instrument of bristles

:

—a painter's pencil :—tatt :—a skir-

mish :—a thicket—v. t To clean with
a brush :—to paint :—to skim lightly.—
v. i. To move with haste ;—to flyover.

•r, n. One who uses a brush.
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BrAab'wood (brush'wtld), n. 8mall
bushes. [a brush.

BrAab'x, a. Rough or shaggy like
BrAsk. a. Rude ; abrupt in manner.
BrAa'tte, v. i. To rustle ;—to vapor.
Bru'tal, a. like a brute ; savage.
Bni'tal-iae, v. i. To grow brutal.—
v,L To make brutal. [churlishly.

Bro'tal-ly, ad. In a brutal manner;
Brnte, a. Benseless ;—savage ;—bestial.
—n. An Irrational animal:—a vile or
brutish oerson. [brutish.

Bru'tl-fy, v. L To make or render
Brnt'ftsh, a. Bestial ; ferocious.

Brnt'lah-neas, n. Quality of being
brutish.

Bry'o-nx, n. A wild, climbing plant.
Bob, n. A cant term for strong malt
liquor.

BAb'ble, n. A water-bladder :—any-
thingempty as a bubble:—a cully.—v. i.

To rise in bubbles ; to run gently.—v. t
To cheat ; to impose upon.

BAb'bler, n. That which bubbles.
BAb'fely, a. Consisting of, or full Of,

bubbles.
BO'bo. n. [L.] A tumor inthe groin,
armpit, Ac—the horned owl.

BAc-es*neHr/,n. [Fr.l Pirate; one
that formerly infested the West Indies.

B&'clm, n. A South African plant
used in medicine.

BAek, n. Lye in which clothes are
soaked and washed :—male of certain
animals :—a dashing fellow.—v. L To
wash and soak in lye. [tor, Ac.

BAck'et, n. A vessel for drawing wa-
BAc'kle, n. An instrument to fasten
straps.—-v. L To fasten with a buckle.

BAck'ler,n. A kind of shield.
BQck'ram.n. A sort of stiffened linen
cloth.—a. Stiff like buckram; precise.

BAck'akln, n. Leather made of a
buck's skin.

BAek'thorn, n. A shrub that bears
cathartic berries. [grain.

Bttak'whgftt.n. A plant ; a kind of
Bn-eol'lc, or Bn-cfti'1-cal, a. Pas-

toral.

Bn-eftl'lc, n. A pastoral poem:—

a

writer of pastoral poetry
BAd, n. The first shoot of a plant

;

germ.—v. i. To put forth shoots or
buds.—v. L To inoculate, asa tree or
a plant [gan deity.

Bnd'dna (bo'da), n. An Asiatic pa-
Bud'dhlsm (bo'dlsm), n. A pagan

religion, whose followers are called
Buddhists.

BAd'dle, n. A frame used in washing
ore.—v. i To cleanse or wash, as ores.

BAdjrt, v. {. To stir; to move off.—a.
Stiff; surly ; swelling.

BAd'got, n. A bag ; a store or stock.
BAff, n. A sort of leather :—alight yel-
low :—a military coat.

BArt«-16,n. A kind of wild oz.
BArffc-lo-robo, n. The skin of the
boffala prepared with the hair on it

BULLOCK

Bttrfer, n. An elastic cushion at-
tached to a railroad car for breaking
the shock, when one car strikes an-
other.

BArfea,n. A blow with the fist; a
slap.—v. L To strike with the hand.—
?«.S ^J?1*/*/ ^xing: to box.-n.
[Fr.l A kind of cupboard.

BAl*f&, n. [It 1 A comic actor in opera.
Buf-foon'. n. A person who makes
sport by low Jests; a low jester; a
mimic.

Buf-roon'er-y, n. Practice of a
buffoon ; jests.

BAfFskln, n. The dressed skin of the
buflalo.

BAg, n. A bed-bug :—an insect.

BAarObear (bOg'bar), n. A frightful
object ; an imaginary terror.

BAjr'iry, a. Abounding with, or full

or bugs.—n. A light, four-wheeled
carriage.

Bn'gle, n. A shining bead of black
glass :—a sort of wild ox :—a bugle-
orn :—a plant

BA'ffle-born, n. A bunting-horn.
Bn'rl6M.n. A plant; the ox-tongue.
BAhl (bul). n. Ornamental furniture,
inlaid with tortoise-shell, metals. Ac.

Btthr'stdiie (biir'ston), n. A sillcious

stone.
Band (Mid), v.L To make, as an

edifice; to erect ; to raise.—r. i. To con-
struct:—to depend on.—n. Struc-
ture ; form ; make.

Bnlld'lng, n. A fabric ; an edifice.

BAlb, n. A round root, as ofa tulip.

Bal-bA'eeons (bul-ba'shus), a. Bul-
bous, [ant

BAl'bous,a. Having bulbs :protuber-
BAlffe, n. A leak :—a protuberance.—

v. t To take in water :—to bilge.

BAlk, n. Magnitude ; size :—the main
^rt :—aJutting out

lk'n«ad (bQlkOied), n. A parti-,

tion in aship.
BAlk'l-neaa, n. Greatness in bulk or

sice.

BAlk'y, a. Of great aiie :—massy.
Ball, n. The male of cattle :—the sign
Taurus of the zodiac :—a letter or edict
of the pope :—a gross blunder.

Bal'lace, n. A sort of wild, sourplum*
Bnl'la-ry, n. A collection of papal
bulls.

Ball'cAlf (bWkaf), n. A he-calf.

Boll'dog, n. A species of courageous
dog. [shot

Bnriet, n. A round ball of metal

:

Bnl'le-tfn, n. An official account of
public news or events.

Bull'-fight, n. A combat with a bulL
Bull'fineh. n. A bird of the soarrow
kind.

Bnll'flrte, *• A large species of frog.

Bnll'Mad, n. A fish :-a stuoid fel-

low.
Bnll'lon, n. Gold or silver in mass.

.

Bollock, n. An ox > a castrated buJL
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Waya (bulrT), a. A circular
opening in a window:—a thick glass
lens in the deck, dec., of a ship.

Bull'-trout, n. A large kind of trout.
Bul'ly, a. A noisy, quarrelsome fel-

low.—-v. L To overbear with menaces.—r. i To bluster ; to threaten.
Bul'rueh,n. A rush growing by or in
water. [cloth.

Bnl'tel, a. Bran ofmeal:—a bolter-
Bul'warn, n. A bastion ; a fortifica-
tion ; a security.

Bttm, a. The buttocks.—i\ i. To
make a noise. [blebee.

BAm'»le-bee, a. A large bee; hum-
Bum'boat, a. A small clumsy boat
Bttm'lLln, a. A short boom in a ship.
BArn'mer, a. A forager ; a vagrant
Bump, a. A swelling ; a protuberance.—v. u To strike ; to thump.—v. i. To
make a loud noise.

Bnmp'er, n. A cup or glasB filled
to the brim.

BAiDD'tUn, a. A clown ; a rustic.
Bunen. a. A cluster ; a collection.—

*. i. TO swell out in a bunch.
Bunen'y, a. Growing in, or fall of
bunches.

Bon'dto,a. A parcel bound together;
a rolL—v. t To tie up in a bundle.

Bon*, a. A stopper for a barrel or
cast—* t To stop, as a barrel.

B&n'sra-low, a. A thatched house in
India.

MS^O^e., * T&e whole at which
the barrel is filled.

BUBSB 57

Wn'srle, v. t To perform clumsily.

T*iJ: J™ do clumsily: to botch.—a.A botch :—a gross blunder.

^frnan *" A bad <* awkward

tAnjg'Uiitr, a, Clumsy ; awkward.
union, n. An excrescence.
Ann, n A caseofboards for abed:—a piece of timber crossing a sled.

n, a. A kind ofsweet bread.B*hWm, a. A bird:-a" thin wool-
lent

'y«"*» *• An excrescence or in-
oed swelling on the foot

7 ^^?J or
Jb5y>' * A Piece of

k or of wood, floating on the water,
to indicate shoals, anohoring-places.
Ac.-*, t To keep afloat-*A Tfc

„0oaL, [buoyant.

BSr»»' .
A rou«h' Prickiynead of a

plant; burr.
Bnr'den (burMn), a. A load ; some-
thing grievous :—a cargo :—a verse re-
peated in a song.—v. t To load

;

to encumber.

Bnr'Hidek, a. A plant ; a troublesome

Bn^nfbu-rtforbu'ri). a. [Ft.) a
cbestofMwe»;--an office, a coW i

Ilnr'nuno, a. A tenure proper to cit-

ies and towns, conferring the privileges
of a burgess. [mot

Bur'sjm-mot, a. A pear ; See Berga-
Bui'srm-ntit, a. A kind of helmet
Bur-gola^a. A citizen. See Bour-
geois.

Barren , a. A citizen:—a represen-
tatives

Burgh, a. A corporate borough.
Burfjh'er(bur'ger), a. A freeman; a

citizen.

Burfj/lar.a. One
Bursr-l&'rlona, a.
breaking.

iltyof burglary,
ilating to house-

Par.
Biirff-lsVri-oAe-ly, ad. Like a burg-
Burn'U»-ry,a. The crime of house-
breaking by night, with an intent to
commit felony.

Bura/mote, n, A borough court
Bnr7aro-maa-fer, a. A magistrate in
a Dutch city.

Bur-goo', a. Oatmeal gruel.
Bur'srun-dy, a. Wine made in Bur-
gundy.

Bur*i-al (beVe-al), a. Act of burying;
interment; funeral.

Btt'rin, a. A graving-tool ; a graver.
Burke, v. L To murder in order to ob-
tain a body for dissection.

Bur'laee, a. A sort of grape.
Bur'I&p, n. A coarse hempen cloth.
Bur-leaque7 (bur-leakO, a. A compo-
sition or piece of poetry intended to
excite ridicule.—a. Ludricrous ; spor-
tive.—v. i. To turn ; to ridicule.

Bur'll-neaa, a. State of being burly.
Busily, a. Great in size ; bulky.
Burn, v. L To consume with fire ; to
wound with fire.—v. i. To be on fire

:

to be inflamed.—n. A hurt or effect
caused by fire. [burns.

Burn'er, a. A person or thing that
Burnet, n. A perennial plant
Burn'lnsjr, a. Inflammation ; Are.—a.
Flaming; vehement

Burn'lnsr-srlaaa, a. A glass which
condenses the sun's rays.

Bur'nlah, v. t. To polish.—v. i. To
grow bright—a A gloss ; brightness.

Bturnlan-er, a. A person or thins*
that burnishes.

Burns, i. &p. from burn.
Burnt'6f-fer-In(r, a. An offering
made by burning the victim upon the
altar.

Burr, a. The lobe of the ear:—the
head of a plant [sect.

Bar'rel, n. A species of pear :—an in-
BAr'rook, a. A dam for fishing.
Bur7row* a. A hole in the ground for

rabbits, Ac.—v. i. To lodge in holes in
the ground.

Bui'aarya. A treasurer in colleges, Ao
BuiJaur-ahlp, a The office of bur-

sar, [lege.
Bur/aur-jr1 a. The treasury of a col-
Burae, n. [Ft.) An exchange where
merchants meat; bourse.
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Burst, v. 1 To break or fly open : to
rupture.—v. L To break open sudden-
ly,—n. A sudden disruption.

Burt. n. A small fish oftneturbot kind.
Burthen (burOhn), n. A load. See
Burden. [ship.

Button (bur'tn), n. A tackle In a
BA'ry, n. A delicate pear.—v. L To
cover with earth ; to inter with funer-
al rites ; to entomb :—to conceal.

Bar'y-Iiiff (beVe-Ing), n. Burial ; sep-
ulture, {burial.

BaiJy-Iiiff-pl&cs, n. A place of
Bosk,n. A thick shrub :—a bough of
a tree.

Buah'el. n. A dry measure of8 gallons.
Busk-wnAck'er, n. A backwoods-
man ; an assassin ; one who lies in am-
bush.

Bosh'y, a. Thick like a bush ; full of
bushes.

Business (bls'nes), n. That which
one does for a livelihood; employ-
ment ; engagement ; trade -.—matter
in question.

Bosk, n. A piece of steel or whale-
bone, worn to strengthen stays.

BAs'kst,n. A collection of shrubs: a
bush.

BAs'kln, n. A kind of half boot :—

a

high shoe.
BAs'klned (bus/kind),a. Dressed in
buskins.

BAs'ky,a. Woody; shaded with woods
Bass, n. A kiss :—a boat for fishing.

Bttst, n. A statue of the human figure
as far down as the breast

BAs'tard, n. A bird of the turkey kind
BAs'tle (bus'sl), v.i. To be busy or
active.—n. A tumult ; hurry ; stir.

BAs'tler, n. An active, stirring man.
Bns'jr (blz'e), a. Employed with earn-
estness ; active ; bustling ; troublesome.
—1>. L To make busy. [person.

Bns'y-bod-y (blsO, n. A meddling
BAt, con/. Except ; except that ; unless;
yet ; otherwise than that—prep. Ex-
cept—ad. Only; no more than.—n.
A boundary ; a limit ; end ofa thing.—
v. i. To touch at one end ; to abut.

BAteh'er, n. One who kills animals
for food.--w. L To kill and dress for
food ; to slaughter.

Buteh'er-ly, a. Cruel ; bloody.
Batck'er-y, n. The trade of a butch-
er ^-slaughter; massacre.

BAt'-end, n. The blunt end of any
thing.
BAfler, n. A servant intrusted with
the care of wines and liquors. Rer.

BAt'ler-shlp, n. The office of a but-
BAfment, n. A support ; abutment.
BAtt, n. A mark :—a blow :—an object
of ridicule :—a cask.—v. L To strike

with the head.
BAfter, n. An oily substance obtain-
ed by churningcream :—any substance
like witter.—v. L To spread with but-
ter.

BYZANTINE

BAt'ter-eA», n. The crow's-foot; s
flower.

BAfter-fly, n. A winged insect.
BAt-ter-Is, n. A tool to pare a horse's
hoot [cream.

BAt/ter-mllk, n. Whey of churned
BAtfter-nAt, n. A tree and its fruit
BAt'ter-prlnt, n. A stamp to mark

butter.
BAt/ter-y, a. Having the appearance
of butter.—n. A room for provisions

;

pantry.
BAt'toek, n. The rump.
BAt'ton (but'tn), n. A catch for fast-

ening clothes ; a mass of metal :—the
bud of a plant :—sea-urchin.—v. L To
fasten with buttons. [button.

BAt'ton-hdle, n. A hole to admit a
BAt'ton-wood (wad), n. The syca-
more.

BAtftress, v. t To support ; to prop.—
n. An abutment to a wall ; a shore ; a
support.

BA-ty-r&'eeons (ba-te-ra'shuB), n.

Having the qualities of butter.
BA'tyr-Ioe, n. Oleaginous matter in
butter.

BAx'om, a. Gay ; lively ; brisk ; Jolly.
BAx'ont-ly, ad. Wantonly; amorously.
BAx'om-ness, n. Gayety; amorous-

ly (bl), v. t. To acquire by paying a
price; to purchase.—v.i. To treat about
a purchase.

Bny'er, n. One whobuys ; a purchaser.
BAss, v. i. To hum like bees ; to whis-
per.—1\ L To spread by whispers.—n.
The noise of bees ; a whisper.

BAs/sard, n. A species of hawk :—

a

dunce.
BAss'er, n. A secret whisperer.
By, prep. At ; in ; near ; for.—ad. Near

;

beside ; in presence.
By, or Bye, n. Something not the di-
rect and immediate object In composi-
tion implies somethingoutofthe direct
way; irregular; as, a by-road, a by-path

By'and-by', art. In a short time; soon.
By'ard, n. A leather strap across the
breast, used by minere,

By'end, n. Private advantage; self-

interest.

By'grAne, a. Gone by ; past.
By'law, n. A private or local law or

rule.

By'path, n. A private orobscure path.
Bys'slne, a. Made of silk or fine linen.
Bys'sus, n. [L.] Cotton:—a tuft of
hairs by which some shell-fish adhere
to rocks. [tator.

By'stamd-er, n. A looker-on ; a spec-
By'ylew (bl'vu), n. Self-interested
purpose. [way.

By'w&y, n. A private and obscure
By'wipe, n. A secret stroke orsarcasm.
By'word (bi'wiird), n. A common say-

ing: passing word :—a reproach.
Bys'an-tine, a. Belonging to Bysm-
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CAb, n. A Hebrew measure :— a kind
ofchaise.

Ca-bAl', n. A body of men united to
effect some sinister purpose :—intrigue.—v. i. To form close intrigues.

CAb'a-la, n. [It.] Jewish tradition

;

secret science. [cabalists.

CAb'al-Iam, n. The science of the
CAb'al-Iat, n. One skilled in Jewish
traditions.

CAb-a-lIs'tle, \a. Relating to the
CAb-a-lIa'tl-cal, J cabala ; secret

;

occult. [intriguer.

Ca-bAl'ler, n. One who cabals ; an
CAb'al-line, a. Belonging to a horse.

Cabbage, n. A genusofedible plants.

—r. i. To form a head, as a plant.

v. t To steal in cutting clothes.

CAb'in, n. A room :—a small house:

—

an apartment in a ship. [ship.

CAb'in-boy, n. A waiting boy in a
CAb'ft-n£t, n. A closet:—a set of
drawers :—a council of state,

€*b/l-n£t-m&k/er, n. A maker of
wooden furniture.

Ca'ble, n. A large rope or chain used
for anchoring ships and other pur-
poses :—a submarine telegraph.

Ca'bled (kaTbld), o. Fastened with a
cable. [tain mode.

Ca-bftb', v. t To roast meat in a cer-

Ca-boo*e', n. Cook-room of a ship.
CAb'rl-o-let, (kab're-o-la'). n. [Fr.]

A one-horse chaise.

CAch'a-lot, n. The spermaceti whale.
Ca-cli«x'jr. n. Ill state of body.
CAeh-ln-na'tlon, n. Loud laughter.

Cac'ltle, r. i. To make a noise like a
hen, <fec—n» The noise of a hen or
goose. [tattler.

CAck'ler, n. A fowl that cackles ; a
CAe'o-ebym-y, a. Ill state of the
humors. [spelling.

Ca-cAff'ra-phjr, n. Bad writing or
Ca-«ftpb'o-ny, n. A bad sound: of
words.

CAe/o-t«eli-iiT.n. A corruption ofart.
CAc'tua, n. [L] A genus of tropical
plants.

Cad. n. A boy that attendsan omnibus.
Ca-aAv'er-otts, a. Like a dead body;
ghastly. [jackdaw.

C&d'dow (kad'd6). n. A chough or
CAd'dy, n. A small box for tea.

Cade, o. Tame ; bred by hand.—n.
A cask ; a herring-barrel.

CA'denee, n. The fall of the voice in
reading or speaking ; modulation :

—

tone or sound.
Ca-d£f, n. A younger brother:—

a

volunteer in the army :—a pupil in a
military school. (judge.

CA'di (ka'de), n. [Ar.] A Turkish
Cad-mA'an, a. Relating to Cadmus.

Ca-dO/eeiis (-ahus), n. [L.] Mer-
cury's wand. [to fall.

Ca-da'ci-ty, n. Frailty ; tendency
Csve-sn'ra (se-zu'ra), n. [L.] A pause
in verse.

Cae-f»u'ral,o. Relating to the caesura.
Cafe (kafa), n. [Fr.] Coffee :—a coffee-
house.

Cag, n. A small cask ; a keg.
Cage, n. An enclosure for birds or
beasts.—v. t To enclose in a cage.

Cal'man (ka'man), n. The alligator;
cayman.

Cairn (karn), n. A heap of stones.
Cala-aon' (ka-son'), n. [Fr.] A chest
of bombs or powder ; a wooden case or
frame.

Cal'tlfT, n. A mean villain ; a knave,
—a. Base ; knavish ; servile.

€a-j61«', v. L To flatter ; to coax.
Ca-jol'er-y, n. Flattery ; deceit.

Cake, n. A kind of delicate bread :—
a mass.—v. I To form into cake.—v. i.

To grow hard.
Cal'a-bash, n. A species of gourd.
CAl-a-booae', n. A prison ; a jail.

CAl'a-mine, n. Native carbonate of
zinc

Ca-lasn'l-totts, a. Full of calamity

;

distressing ; unfortunate.
Ca-lAni'1-toAs'nesa, n. Distress ; ca-

lamity.
Ca-lAm'1-ty, n. Misfortune ; distress;

disaster. [palms.
Cal'a-mfta, n. A reed; a genus of

Ca-las1t',n. A kind of carriage:—

a

head-dress.
CAl'car, u. [L.] A calcinating fur-

nace :—a spur or horn.
Cal-cA're-ofts, a. Partaking of lime.
Cal'ce-at-ed (kal'she-ftt-ed), a. Shod.
Cal-ci'na-ble or CAl'cl-na-ble, a.

That may be calcined or reduced to
powder.

Cal'd-nate, v. L To calcine.

CAl-cl-na'tlon, n. Act of pulveris-

ing by Are.
Cal-cin'a-to-ry, n. A vessel used in
calcination.

Cal-cine7, t». I. To reduce to powder
by heat :—to oxidize.—v. i. To become
a calx by heat. Dime.

CAl'el-Am. n. The metallic base of
CAl'cn-la-ble, a. That may be com-
puted.

Cal'eu-late, v. t. To compute ; to reck-
on.—v. i. To make a computation.

CAl-cn-la'tlon, n. Computation

;

reckoning. [oner.

Cal'cn-la-tor, n. A computer ; reck-

CAl-ca-ldae' ,or CAl'ca-lofts, a.

8tony ;
gritty.

CAl'ea.laa,
cretion :-

n. [L.l A calcareous con-
methoa of computation.
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60 CALDRON

Cal'dron, n. A pot ; large kettle.

Cal-e-do'nl-aii, a. Scotch.
GU-e*Oe/tlon, n. The act of heating.
Cal-e-tte/ tlve, a. That makes hot
Cal-e-fito'to-rjr, o. That heats.

Cal'e-ly• v. i. <fc L To grow ormake hot
Cal'en-aar, n. A yearly register ; an
almanac.—v. L To enter in a calen-

dar.
Cal'en-der, v. <. To dress by hot press-

ing.—n. A hot-press; an engine to

calender :—Eastern denrise.

Cal'en-drer, n. One who calenders.

Cal'ends, n.pl. The first day of each
month in the Roman calendar.

Cal'en-tare, n. A furious delirium
incident to sailors in hot climates.

Calf (kaf), n. The young of a cow:—
part of the leg. „ „ . »

Gal'1-ber or Cal'i-bre (kal'e-bur), n.

The bore of a gun ; the diameter of a
bullet :—capacity of mind :—sort or
kind.

Carlee (kal'ls), ». A cup. See Chalice.

Gal'l-ed, n. A printed cotton fabric.

Cal'l-d&et, n. A pipe to convey heat.

Ca'llf,». See Caliph.
Ca-Uff'l-iiotta, a. Obscure ; dim.
Cal'1-jpera, n. pL Compasses for tak-
ing the caliber of round bodies.

Ca'llpb, n. A successor or Ticar :—ti-
tle of the successors of Mahomet

Cal'lpb-ate, n. Government of a ca-
liph, [thenics.

Caf-U-Ui6ii'lc, a. Relating to calis-

Cal-la-thJm'tos, n. Exercise for

health, strength, or elegance.
Cal'1-yer, n. A hand-gun. [lyx.

(Will or Ca'llx, 7k A cup. SeeCa-
Calb: (kawk), v.L To stuff; as the seams
in a ship.

Calk'er (kawk'er), n. One who calks.
Calkin (kal'ktn or kawk'in), n. A part
of a horseshoe.

CaHc'lna>ir-oii (kawk'ing-I-urn), it

A chisel used in calking ships.
Call, v. t. To name ; to summon : to
convoke.—*, i. To cry out :—to make
a call.—n. An address ; a summons

:

—a short visit.

Cal'la, n. A genus of plants.

Call'er. n. One who calls.

Cal-U-ffrapb'le, a. Relating to cal-

Itfgr/ra-phy-. n. Beauti nil writing.
Cail'lngr, n. vocation ; profession.
Cal-loa'l-tjr, n. A swelling without
pain.

Cal'loas, a. Hard ; indurated.
Cal'low (kallo), o. Unfledged : naked.
Cal'la*, n. [L.] A hardness of the flesh.

Calm (kam), a. Quiet ; undisturbed,
tranquil ; composed.— it. Serenity

;

repose.—v. t To still ; to pacify ; to
quiet.

Calmly (k&m1e),ad. Serenely; quietly.
Calm'neaa (kam'n&s), a. Tranquil-

lity. Tcury.
Cal'o-meJ, n. A preparation or mer-

CAMPANULA

Ca-ldr'ie, n. The principle which
produces the sensation of heat ; heat

CAl-o-ririe, o. Causing heat ; heat-
ing, [to measure heat

Cal-o-rlm'e-ter, n. An instrument
Ca-lAtte', n. [Fr.] A cap or coif of

hair. [talbotype.
Cal'o-type, n. A kind ofphotography;
Cal'trap, .n. A military instru-
Cal'tbrop, ( ment :-a kindof thistle.
Cal'a-met, n. An Indian pipe ; em-
blem of peace.

Ca-lam'nl-ate,v.t. To accuse falsely;
to injure by false reports ; to slander

;

to traduce ; to defame.
Ca-lom-nl-a'tlon, n. False accusa-

tion ; slander.
Ca-lAm'nl-a-tor, n. A slanderer.
Ca-1Am'nl-a-to-ry , ) a. Containing
Ca-1Am'nl-oAs, j calumny ;slan-
derous.

Cal'um-ny, n. A false accusation
maliciously made ; defamation.

Calve (kav), v. i. To bring forth a calf.

Cal'vln-Iam, n. The doctrine of
Calvin. [vinism.

Cal'vln-Iat, n. An adherent to Cal-
Cal-vln-Is'tlc, \a. Relating to
Cal-vln-Is'tl-eal,/ Calvin or Cal-
vinism.

Calx, n. [L.1 Lime or chalk.
Cal'y-cle (kal'e-kl), n. A row of

leaflets.

Ca'lyx, n. [L.] A flower-cup.
Ca-ma'lea (ka-mft'yu), n. A cameo.
Cam'ber, n. An arch on a beam.
Cam'blst, n. A person skilled in ex*
changes.

Cam'brlc, it. A fine white fabric,
used for ruffles, 4c.

Came, i. from come. [machine.
Cam'el, n. A large quadruped:—

a

Ca-mel'o-pard orCam'el-o-pard,
n. A tall African animal ; the giraffe.

Cam'e-o, n. A kind ofonyx :—a pre-
cious stone sculptured In relief.

Cam-e-ra-llii'tle», n. pi. [Ger.] The
science of public finance.

Cam'e-ra-ob-acn'ra, n. [L.] An
optical machine, used for throwing
images of external objects upon a
surface.

Cam-l-aft'do, n. An attack In the dark.
Cam'let, n. A stuffmade of wool and

Cam'o-mile, n. An odoriferous plant

Ca'monft, a. Flat-nosed ; depressed.

Camp. n. Theground for the erection

of tents ; a place of encamping.—r. u
TO encamp. See Encamp.

Cam-palfpti' (kftm-panO, n. A large,

open countrv:—the time an army
keeps the field.—v. i. To serve In a
campaign. [soldier.

Cam-palfrn'er (-pftn'er). n. An old
Cam-paiPl-form, a. Shaped like a

bell. [ing bells.

Cam.pa-n6ro-iC7.ft Art of ring-

Cam-pan'n-la, n. The bell-flower.
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Cam-pan'u-late, a. Campaniform.
Cam-pea'tral, a. Growing in fields.

Cara-phene', n. Pure oil of turpen-
tine.

Cam'phor, n. A resin, or concrete,
juice of a tree.

Cam'plio-rate, \ a. Impregnated
Cam'pho-rat-ed, J with camphor.
Cam-pMr'lc, a. Containing cam-
phor, [foot-ball.

Camp'tna-, n. The act of playing at
Can, n. A metal vessel for liquors.—

v. 1 To be able.
Ca-nallle' (ka-nalO, n. [Pr.] The
lowest of the people ; dregs.

QfnAl', n. A watercourse made by
art ; a conduit :—a duct in the body of
an animal.

Can'al-eoal, n. A kind of coal.

Ca-nard', n. [Fr.J A hoax : a ridicu-
lous fabrication.

Ca-na'ry-bVrd, n. A singing-bird.
Can'cel, v. t. To blot out ; to efface ;

to erase ; to abolish. [network.
Can'cel-lat-ed, a. Cross-barred, like
Can-cel-la'tion, n. Act of expung-

ing.
Can'eer, n. A crab-fish :—the fourth
sign (Crab) in the zodiac, that of the
summer solstice.—A tumor termina-
ting in an ulcer.

Can7eer»ate,v.i. To becomea cancer.
Can'eer-otta, o. Haying the qualities
ofa cancer.

Can'eri-form, a. Like a cancer.
Can'crlne, a. Having the qualitiesof
a crab.

Can-de-la'brnm, n. [L.] A branched
candlestick.

Can'dent, a. Hot ; glowing with heat
Can'dld. a. Fair ; open ; frank.
Can'dl-aate,n. One proposed forsome

office or station.
Can'dld-ly, ad. Ina candid manner.
Can'dftd*iieiaa,n. Ingeniousness ; can-
dor.

Can'dle, n. Tallow or wax surround-
ing a wick.

Can'dle-light, n. The light ofa can-
dle.

Can'dle-maft, n. The feast of the pu-
rification of the Virgin Mary, Feb'y 2.

Can'dle-atlek, n. An instrument to
hold candles.

Can'dor, n. A disposition free from
prejudice ; frankness ; fairness.

Can'dy, v. L To conserve with sugar.—
v.t Togrow congealed.—n. A conserve
of sugar.

Cane,n. A reed:—sugar-cane:—a walk-
ing-staff.—r. t To beat with a cane.

Caue^-brake, n. A thicket of canes.
Ca-nlc'ti-la, n. [L.1 Sirius ; the dog-

star.

Ca-nlc'ii-lar, a. Belonging to the
dog-star.

Ca-nine7
, a. Relating to or like a dog.

~"n'la-tar. n. A box for tea, &c.:-a

CANTLE 61

C&nk'er (kang'keT), n. An eating hu-
mor:—corrosion :—a disease in trees.—
v. i. To grow corrupt ; to decay.—v. L
To corrupt ; to corrode.

CAnk'ered (kang/
-), a. Cankerous :—

morose. [canker.
Cank'er-otta, a. Corroding like a
Cank'er-worm (-wurm). n. A de-
structive worm; sortofsmall caterpillar

Can'nel-eoa1 , n. A hard bituminous
coal. [man flesh.

Can'nl-bal, n. A man who eats hu-
Can'nl-bal-Iam, «. The eating of
human flesh.

Can'non, n. A military engine for pro-
jecting balls.

Can-non-ade', v. L To attack with
great guns.—n. An attack with cannon.

CsWnon-ball, )n. A ball for a can-
Can'non-shot, j non or a great gun.
Caii-non-£er/

, n. One who manages
cannon.

Can'not, v. i. To be unable :—com-
pounded of can and not

Ca-noe' (ka-n60, n. An Indian boat
made of bark or a hollowed tree ; a
small boat.

Can'on, n. A rule or law : the received
books of Holy Scripture ; a dignitary
in a cathedral.

Can'on-ea, n. A woman havinga pre-
bend, [non.

Ca-non'1-cal, a. Included in the ca-

Ca-non'1-cal-ly, ad. In a canonical
manner.

Ca-n6n'l-caL», n. pi. Full dress ofa
clergyman. [non.

Ca-non'l-c&te, n. The office of a ca-
Can-on-Ic'1-ty, n. State of being ca-
nonical [law.

Can'on-fat. n. Aman versed in canon
C&n-on-Ia'ilc, o. Belonging to a can-

onist, [a saint
Can-on-1-sa'tloii, n. Actofmaking
Can'on-ise, v. t To declare one a

saint.

Can'o-pjr, n. A covering overthe head:
—a projecting moulding.—v. t To cov-
er with a canopy.

Ca-nd'rona, a. Musical ; tuneful.

Cant, n. A corrupt dialect: an affected

manner of speech :—jargon :—a toss:—
v. i. To speak affectedly :-*>. L To sell

by auction :—to toss.

Can'ta-lonpe, n. A small muskmelon.
Can-ta'ta or Can-ta'ta, n. [It J A
poem set to music. [liquors.

Can-Men', n. A vessel for carrying
Can'ter, n. One who cants :—an easy
gallop.-^, £ To gallop easily or
gently. [story.

Can'ter-bu-ry-tale, n. A fabulous
Can'ti-cle, n. A song;—Song of Solo-

mon.
Can'tl-le-yer, n. A projection which
supports a cornice, moulding, Ac. [ner.

Cant'lna;-ly, mi. In a canting man-
Can'Ue, n. A fragment; a piece:—
part of a saddle.
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Cant'let, n. A piece ; a fragment
'to, n. lit.] A part of a poem :—a

treble partIn music.
Cfin'ton, n. A division of a country.
—-v. L To divide into little parte :—to
allot quarters to. [tricts.

Can'ton-ise, v. t To divide into dis-

Can'ton*ment, »». Quarters for sol-

diers.
Can-toon', n. A kind of fustian.

Can'vas, n. A coarse cloth for sails,

tents, <t-c. :—the sails of a ship.

Can'vaati, v. t. To sift; to examine;
to debate :—to solicit.—v. i. To solicit

votes.—n. An examination :—solicita-
tion.

Can'vasa-er. n. One who canvasses.
Ca'ny, a. Full of canes ; consisting of
canes.

Caoutohone (ko'chuk), n. Gum-elas-
tic or India-rubber.

Cap, n. A covering for the head :—the
top.—v. t. To cover the top ; to furnish
with a cap :—to complete :—to excel.

Ca-pa-bll'1-ty, n. Capableness ; ca-
pacity.

Ca'pa-ble, a. Having capacity ; intel-
ligent ; adapted to ; able. [capable.

Ca'pa-ble-ntMs, n. State of being
Ca-pa'eloua (ka-pa'shus), a. Holding
much; comprehensive; extensive; large

Ca-pa'elons-ly, ad. In a capacious
manner.

Ca-pae/l-tate, v. L To make capable.
Ca-pae'l-ty, n. State of being capa-
cious or capable ; room :—power.

Cap-a-plevid. [Fr.l From head to foot.

Ca-parl-aon, n. A superb dress for a
horse.—-r. t To dress pompously.

Cape, n. A headland -.—part of a cloak.
Cap'el«l£t, n. A swelling on a horse's
hock.

Ca'per, n. A leap :—a bud.—<?. i. To
dance ; to leap.

Ca'plas, n. [L.1 A sort of writ.
C&p-ll-la'ceon* (kap-il-la'shus). a.

Hairy. [hair, or fibre.

Ca-pll'la-mgnft, n. A fine thread,
CaiPll-la-ry, a. Long and slender,
like a hair; small ; minute :—capillary
attraction, that which causes the rising
of fluids above the level in minute
vessels, and of sap in vegetables.—n.
A small blood-vessel.

Ca-pll'll-fttnn, a. Formed like hair.
Cap'1-tal, a. Relating to the head

;

affecting the head or life:—chief;—
large.—n. The upper part ofa column

:

—the chief town or city :—principal
sum :—a large letter. [tal.

Cap'l-tal-Iat, n. One who has a capi-
Cap'l-tal-Iv, ad. In a capital manner.
Cap-l-ta'tlon, n. Numeration by
heads :—taxation on each individual

;

poll-tax.
Cap'l-tol, n. A temple; a public edifice.

Ca-plt'u*lar, >n. A statute; a
Ca-plt'a-la-rr, f body of statutes:—
member of a chapter.

CAR

Ca-plt'u-la-nr (ka-plfyu-la-re). a. ft*
latlng to the chapter of a cathedral.

Ca-plt'n-late, v. i. To yieldon certain
stipulations : to surrender by treaty.

Ca-plt-u-la'tlon, «. Act of capitula-
ting; surrender:—reduction intoheads.

Ca-plt'a-lft-tor, n. One who capitu-
lates.

Ca'pon (ka'pn), n. A castrated cock.
Ca-pdte' n. [Fr.] A long cloak with a
hood. [hood.

Ca-poaeh' orCa-poch', ». A monk's
Cap'pa-per, n. Coarse paperfor covers.
Ca-prfo-late or Cap're*o-late, a.
Having tendrils ; cirrous.

Ca-prtce', n. A sudden start of the
mind ; freak ; whim.

Ca-prl'eloas (ka-prish'us). a. Apt to
change ; fickle ; whimsical.

Ca-pri'clou»*l>, ad. Whimsically.
Cap'rl-eorn, «. [L.1 The tenth sign
of the zodiac, which the sun enters
about December 21st ; the winter sol-
stice, [figs.

Cap-ri-fi-cft'tlon, n. A ripening o(
Cap'ri-ole. n. [Fr.] A leap made by
a norse without advancing :—dance.

Cap'sheaf, n. The top sheaf of a
stack.

Cap/sl*elne,n. An acrid soft resin.
Cap'sl-cnm, n. A guinea pepper, or

its berry.
Cap-aiB«', v. t. To overturn ; to upset
Cap'stan, n. A machine employed to
weigh anchors, and to draw up an>
great weight :—called also capstern.

Cap'sa-lar, )<t. Relating to a cap-
Cap'su-la-ry,j sule: hollow as a
chest

Cap'snle, n. The seed vessel ofa plant:
—a membranous sac.

Cap'taln (kflp'tin), n. The command-
er ofa ship, a troop, or a company ol
foot

Cap'taln-cy, \n. The post or of-
Cap'taln-anlp. j ficc ofa captain.
Cap'taln*ry, «. Chieftainship; cap-
taincy.

Cap'tion, n. Act of taking a person
by Judicial process; an arrest

Cap'tlous (kap'shus), a. Apt to cavil;

insidious.. [fault

Cap'tftons-n&n, n. Inclination to find

Cap'tl-vate, v. t To take prisoner :—
to fliscinate. [yating.

Cap-tl-va'tlon, n. The act of captl-

Cap'tlve, n. One taken a prisoner.—
a. Made prisoner ; taken by force.

Cap-tlv'i-ty, n. State of a captive ;

bondage. [Ac.

Cap'tor, n. One who takes prisoners,

Capt'nro (kapt'yur). n. Act of taking:

—a prize.—v. L To take as a prise.

Cap-u-ohftn' (kap-u-shenO, n. A Fran-
ciscan friar:—a female garment:—a
pigeon.

Car, n. A cart ; a vehicle or carriage
used on a railroad :—a chariot of war-—a constellation.
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Car'a-blne, n. A nre-arm; carbine.
Car-a-bln-eer', n. One armed with a
carabine.

Car'a-edle, n. An oblique tread of a
horse.—v. i. To move in caracoles.

Car-a-gn6en', a. Noting a kind of
znoaB called Irish moss,a species ofalgae.

Cai^a*, n. A weight or four grains,
with which diamonds are weighed.

Car-a-van', n. A body of travelling
Eastern merchants or pilgrims:—

a

large carriage.
Car-a-van'aa-ry, n. A kind of inn.
Car'a-vel, n. A light ship or vessel.

Car'a-wajr, n. A plant and its spicy
seed. [tire-arm.

Carbine or Carabine', n. A small
Ca^bta, n. The pure base of char-

coal, [bon.
Car»bo-na'eeoaa, a. Containing car-
Cai^bo-nate, n. A substance formed
by the union of carbonic acid with a
base. [taining, carbon.

Car-b6n'le, a. Relating to, or con-
Car-bon-ITer-on«, a. Containing
carbon. [carbon.

Car7bon-iae, v. t. To convert into
CJLr'boy, n. A large glass bottle.

CJLr'bAn-ele, n. A gem or precious
stone :—a hard, inflammatory tumor.

Car/bttn-«led(kar'bttn-kld), o. Spot-
ted.

Car'bn-r*!, n. A compound of car-
bon and some metallic substance.

Carsbn-rftt-ted, a. Combined with
carbon. [jewels.

Car'ea-nftt, n. A chain or collar of
Car'eaHH. n. A dead body of any ani-
mal :—a bomb.

Car'eer-al, a. Belonging to a prison.
Card, n. A small square piece or paste-
board used for purposes of business,
civility, or playing at games :—a note

;

a billet :—an instrument for combing
wool.—v. L To comb ; to opeu.—v. t.

To play at cards ; to game. [smock.
Car'da-mine, n. The plant lady's-
Ca^da-mam, n. A medicinal, aro-
matic seed. [cards.

Card'er, n. One who cards or plays at
Car'dl-ac, \a. Relating to the
Car-di'a-eal,

j

heart :—cordial

;

strengthening.
Car'di-al-gy, n. The heart-burn.
GaiJdl-iial, n. A dignitary in the Cath-

olic church, next in rank to the pope :

—a cloak.—o. Chief; principal.
Car'di-nal-ate, \n. The office or
Car'dl-nal-ehlp, f rank of a cardi-

nal, [inal.

CarSdl-nal-iBe, v. t. To make a card-
Car'di-old, n. An algebraic curve.
Card'-ma-fcer, n. A maker of cards.

Car-d6An', n. A species of wild arti-

choke.
Care, n. Solictude ; anxiety :—charge.
—v. i. To be anxious ; to be inclined.

Ca-r4en', v. L To lay a vessel on one
tide for repairi.

CAROTID 63
Ca-reer', n. A course ; a procedure.
—v. i. To run with swift motion.

Care'ful, a. Full of care ; cautious.
Care'ful-ly, ad. Heedfully ; provi-
dently.

Care'fal-n&M, n. Vigilance ; care.
Care' lest*, a. Having no care ; inat-
tentive ; remiss ; cursory.

Care'les»-ly,ad. In a carelessmanner.
Care'leaa-nesa, n. State of being

careless.
Ca-rea»', v. t. To treat with fondness;

to fondle.—n. An act of endearment.
Ca'ret, n. [L.] This mark [a], which
shows where something interlined
should be read.

CarSgo, n. The lading of a ship or
merchant-vessel ; freight.

Car'i-boti, n. An animal of the
deer kind.

Cai^l-cn-tore, n. An overcharged
and ludicrous likeness.—v. L To bur-
lesque, [tures.

Car-l-ea-tn'rlat, n. One who carica-
Ca'rl-ea, n. Rottenness of a bone.
Car'l-nftt-ed, a. Shaped like a keel.
Car'l-dle. n. A light carriage.
Ca-rl-tta'1-ty, n. Ulceration of a bone.
Cai^rl-ona. a. Rotten ; ulcerated.
Carle, n. A churl :—a kind of hemp.
Car/man2 n. A man who drives a car.
Car'mel-ite, n. A mendicant friar.

Car-mln'a-tlve, n. Medicine to
dispel wind.—a. Expelling wind.

Car'mine or Car-mine', n. A bright
red or crimson color, or pigment.

Car'nage, n. Slaughter ; massacre

;

butchery.
Carnal, a. Fleshly; not spiritual.
Car'nal-fot, n. One given to carnality.
Car-nal'1-ty, n. Fleshly lust; sen-

suality, [ity.

Car'nal-iae, v. t. To debase to carnal-
Car'nal-mind'ed, a. Worldly
minded. [fine flower.

Car-na'tlon, n. A flesh color:—

a

Car-nel'lan (kar-nfil'yan). n. A pre-
cious stone ; a species of chalcedony.

Car'ne-ofta, a. Fleshly ; carnal.
Car'ney (kar'ne), n. A disease in
horses.

Car-nl-fl-ea'tton, n. The making
of flesh.

Cttr'nI-fy, v. i. To breed or form flesh.

Car'nl-val, n. A Catholic feast or
season of festivity, continuing 12 days
before Lent.

Car-nlv'o-rofta, a. Feeding on flesh.

Car-nftn'1-ty, n. A fleshy excres-
cence.

Car'ol, n. A song of exultation

;

hymn.—v. i. To sing; to warble.—
v. t. To celebrate in song.

Carso-mel. n. Sugar melted till it

acquires a brown color.
Ca-r&t'ld, a. A term applied to two
arteries.—n. One of the two arteries
ofthe neck, which convev the blood
to the head.
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Ca-ron'aal, n. A bacchanalian fest-

ival ; a revelling ; a carouse.
Ca-rouM', v. i. To drink hard;
to revel.—n. A noisy drinking-match.

Ca-rans'er, n, A noisy, hard drinker.
Carp, n. A pond of fresh-water fish.—v. i. To find fault ; to cavil.
Car'pel, n. [L.1 One of the parts of
a compound pistil.

Car'pen-ter, n. A builder of houses.
Ca^pen-try , n. Trade or art of a
carpenter.

CarSpet, n. A cloth covering for the
floor.—v. L To spread with carpets.

Ca^pet-Iug, n. Materials for carpets.
Carp'lnar, p. a. Captious ; censorious.—«. Act of cavilling ; censure.
Cltr'po-lite, n. A petrified fruit or

Car-p61'o-gy, n. That branch of
botany which treats of the structure of
fruits.

Carriage (kftrTlj), n. Act of carry-
ing :—a vehicle with wheels:- -behav-
ior; deportment.

Car'rl-er, n. One who carries.
Cftr'ri-on, n. Putrefying flesh.—a.
Relating to or feeding on carcasses.

Car-ron-ade7
, n. A short piece of

ordnance.
Carrot, n. A garden vegetable.
Car'ry, r. t To convey ; to transport

:

—to effect :—to gain :—to behave.--w. i.

To convey ; to transport.
Ca^ry-all, n. A light four-wheeled
carriage.

Cart, n. A carriage for burden.—v. t.

To carry in a cart.—v. i. To use carts
for carriage. [for it.

Carfare, n. Act of carting, or charge
Carte-de-vlslte (kart'de-ve-zet), n.

[Fr.l Visiting card:—a card photo-
graph.
r-tel\ n. An agreement between

states at war, relative to the exchange
of prisoners :—a ship for exchanging
prisoners :—a challenge.

Car.tevstan(kar-tS'zhan)
l
<x. Relating

to Descartes, or to his philosophy.
Cart'-liorse, n. Ahorse that drawB
a cart [gristle.

CHi^tl-laae, n. An elastic substance

;

Car-tl-laffa-noAft, a. Consisting of
cartilage. l$on of map8*

Car-tOff'ra-pliy, n. The construe-
Car-toon', n. A sketch or pattern for
tapestry; a painting or drawing on
large paper.

Car-touch' (kar-tochO, n. A case to
bold musket-balls and powder:—

a

wooden bomb filled with shot ;—a dis-
cbarge given a soldier:—a modillion

:

—a carved ornament.
Car'tridce, n. A paper filled with
gunpowder :—a charge of powder in a
case. [triages.

C&r'trldjre-box, n, A box for car-
Cart'-rope, n. A strong rope for
draught.

dr-t

CASSWEED

Carf-wright (kart'rlt), n. A maker
of carts.

C&r'un-ele, n. A protuberance of
flesh.

Ca-rftn'eu-lar, a. Relating to a car-
uncle.

Carve, v. t. To cut matter into elegant
forms; to sculpture:—to cut meat at the
table.—v. i. "To cut stone or meat.

Carv'er, n. One who carves ; a sculp-
tor, [ture.

Carv'lnfr, n. Act of a carver: sculp-
Car-jr-ayl-des, n. Figures of women
used instead of columns, to support en-
tablatures.

Cas'ea-bel, n. The knob of a cannon.
Cas-cade7

, n. A small cataract; a
waterfall.

Cas-ea-rll'la, n. A medicinal bark.
Case, n. A box ; a cover : condition

;

state:—a cause in court:—the frame
containing a printer's types :—an in-
flection ofnouns.—v. L To put in a
case ; to encase.

CaaeMiar-den, v. L To harden on
the outside.

CaseMtnife, n. A table-knife.
Case'mate, n. A vault :—a casement.
Case'ment, n. A part of a window
opening upon hinges :—a moulding.

€«'te-oAf,a. Resembling cheese.
Ca'sern.n. A lodging for soldiers.

Case'shot, n. Iron or bullets enclosed
in a case.

Case'worm (-wurm), n. A grub or
worm that makes itself a case.

Cash. n. Money: ready money:—ap-
plied also to bank-notes.—v. t. To pay
money for.

Cash'book (buk),n. A book in which
accounts are kept.

Ca-shew'-tre«, n. A West-Indian
tree which bears the cashewnut.

Ca-shler' (ka-sherO, n. One who has
charge of the money in a bank, Ac

—

v. L To discard :—to dismiss from a
post or office ; to break.

Cash'mere, n. A shawl made of the
fine wool of the Cashmere goat

Cash'6o,n. Thegum of an Indian tree.
Cas'lng-, n. Act of covering :—a cov-
ering.

Cask, n. A hollow wooden vessel.
Cas'ket, n. A small box for tewels:

—

a small rope for fastening a sail.

Casque (kAsk), n. A helmet; armor
for the head.

Cas-sa'tlon,n. A high court in France.
Cas'sa-va, n. A plant from which
tapioca is formed.

Cas'sl-a (kash'e-a), n. A sweet spice:

Caa'sl-do-ny, n. A plant :—a mineral.
Cas'st-mer*, *- A thin woollen cloth.
Cas'soek, n. A long under-garment
of a priest.

Cas'so-wa-ry« n. A large bird.

Cass'weed, •• A weed; shepherd's
pouch*
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Cast, v. L To throw ; to fling ; to scat
ter :—to condemn :—to compute :—to
shed :—to found :—to bring forth
abortively.—v. i. To grow into a form
to warp.—n. A throw : - u mould ; a
shape :—a shade of color :—a stroke or
touch :—a glance of the eye.

Gte'ta.net, n. A small shell whieh
stage-dancers rattle.

C&at'a-way, n. A person abandoned.
Ca«te, n. A fixed class in society.
Cas'tel-lta, n. The governor of a
castle.

Cas'tel-lat-ed, a. Formed like a castle
Cau'er, n. One who casts :—a viol

:

—a snvtfl box :—a small wheel.
Oas'ter 4, n. pi. A name for holding
bottles. frect.

Oaa'ttfate, v. L To chastise ; to cor-
Ofts-tt-cft'tion, n. Punishment; a
whipping. [rective.

Cas'tKffa-ta-rj-, a. Punitive ; cor-
Cavflng-, n. The act of throwing a
vessel or thing cast

OMt'lo9-n6t, n. A net to be thrown.
Oast'lnff-vote, n. The vote which
decides the question, when other votes
are equally divided.

GaVUe (kas'si), n. A fortified house or
mansion; a fortress.

—

v. t To cover
the king with a castle, by a move in
chess. [castles.

Cas'tle4 (kas'sldV. a. Furnished with
Caft'tle-rr, n. The government of a

castle. ftive.

Caat'llnff, «. An abortion.—a. Abor-
Caft'tor, fk [L.] A beaver :—one of
theTwins, or Gemini (Castor & Pollux) :

Ca«'tor-oil, n. Oil from the Palma
OhristL ring camps.

Cas-tra-me-ta'tlon, n. Act of form-
Gas'trate, v. £ To emasculate ; to geld.
Ca«-ti-a'tlon, n. Act of castrating.
CaVtrel, n. A kind of hawk.
C&Vu-al (kazh'u-al), a. Happening
by chance ; fortultious ; incidental.

CaVa^-ly (kazh'u-alle),ad. Accident-
ally.

C&Vn-al-ty (kazh'u-al-te), n. An un-
foreseen accident, or misfortune

;

chance.
Cto'tt-Ut (kazh'u-lst), n. One versed
in casuistry ; one who settles cases of
conscience.

C&v-u-Is'ti-eaL, a. Relating to casu-
istry or cases of conscience.

CaVu-Ia-try (k&ft'u-ls-tre). n. The
science which settles cases of con-
science; morality.

Cat, ». An animal :—a kind of ship :—
a double tripod.

Cat-a-chre7*!*, n. TGr.] A harsh
metaphor; abuse of a trope. [bath.

Cafa-elysin,n. A deluge :—ashower-
Cat's-eomb (-kdm), n. A subterrane-

ous place for burying the dead.
Cat-a-coua'tlcn, n. The science of

reflected sounds or echoes.
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Cat-a-falqne' (-ffilk), n. A stately
structure used at funerals.

CaUa-Mte'tlc, ». A verse wanting
one syllable.

Cat'a-l$p-ay, n. A disease in which
the action of the senses is suddenly
suspended.

Cafa-logrue (kftt'a-ldg), n. A list of
names ofpersons, or the titles of books,
Ac.—v. t. To make a list of.

Cft-tal'pa, n. A large flowering tree.
Cat-a-ma-ran', n. A sort of raft.

C&t-a-me^ni-a, n. Menstrual dis-
charges.

Cat'a-moont. \n. A ferocious
Cat-a-motra'taln, / wild animal

;

a wild-cat
Cat'a-paain,n. A mixture of powder.
Cat'a-phract, n. A horseman in

full armor. [plaster.
Cat'a-plaam, n. A poultice; a soft
Cat'a-pttlt, n. [L.] An ancient mil-
itary engine for throwing stones.

Cat'a-ract, n. A waterfall ; a disease
of the eye.

Ca-tarrh' (ka-tarO n. A discharge of
fluid from the nose ; a cold ; influenza.

Ca-tarrh'al, ) a. Relating to a ca-
€a-tarrli'oiis, j tarrh or cold.
Ca-tas'tro-phe, n. A falling out of
events ; a final event ; calamity.

Ca-taw'ba, n. A kind ofwine or grape.
Cat'call, n. A small squeaking instru-
ment

Catch, v. t. To lay hold on with the
hand ; to stop ; to insnare ; to receive.
—-v. i. To be contagious :—to lav hold.
—n. Seizure ; a snatch :—a hold :—any
thing that catches. [catches.

Catch'er, n. The person or thing that
Catch/lug, p. a. Apt to catch ; conta-
gious.

Cateb/pdn-njr, n. A worthless publi-
cation.—a. Made for money, [bailiff.

Catch'poll, n. A sergeant ; a bum-
Catch'op, n. A sauce or condiment.
Catch/word, n. A word under the last

line of a page, repeated at the top of
the next

Cat-e-eh$t'le, \ a. Consisting ot
Cat-e*€Mt'l-cal, ) questions andan-
swers. [and answer.

Cat-e-chit'l-cal-ly , ad. By question
Cafe-chiae, v. t. To instruct by ask-
ing questions and receiving answers;
to question. *

CAt'e-chlsm, n. A form of instruction
by questions and answers:—an ele-

mentary book. [catechism.
Cafe-cnlat, n. One who teaches the
Cat'e-chfi, n. A vegetable substance
used in medicine, and as a dyestuff.

Cat-e-chu'men, n. One learning tho
rudiments of Christianity; a pupil
little advanced.

Cftt-e-jrftr'l-cal. a. Absolute; positive,

as opposed to hypothetical -.—direct

;

express. [tively.

CaW©-§-flr'i-cal-ly, ad. Directly; post
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Cafe-go-rj , n. A class containing a
great number ofgenera or species :—an
order of ideas.

Cat-e-na'rft-an,a. Relating to a chain.
Cal'e-na-ry, n. Relating to, or like,

a chain. [chain.
Cat'e-nate, r. *. To link together; to
Cat-e-na'tlon, n. A regular connec-

tion, [food.

Ca'ter, v. i. To procure or provide
Ca'ter-er, n. A provider ; a purveyor.
Ca'ter-ess, n. A woman employed to

cater.
Cafer-pll-lar, n. An insect :—larva
ofan insect :--a plant. [cats.

Cat'er-wanl, v. i. To make a noise as
Cates, n. pi. Dainties ; viands ; food.
Cat/fish, n. An American sea-fish.

Cat'g-ttt, n. A string for musical instru-
ments .*—a species of linen or canvas.

Cat'har-plna*, n. pL Small ropes
used to brace and tighten the shrouds.

Ca-thar'tle, n. A purging medicine.
Ca-thar'tle, lo. Tending to purge
Ca*thar/tl-eal, J or purify; purga-
tive ; cleansing.

Cat'bead, n. A piece of timber :—an
apple.

Ca-ihfdra. n. A professor's chair ; a
place of authority.

Ca-thfdral, n. The head church of
a diocese.—a. Relating to a cathedral.

Cath'e-ter, n. A tube to draw off urine.
Cat'holes, n. pL Two holes astern in
a ship.

Catb'o-llc, a. Universal :—liberal.—
n. A Roman Catholic ; a Papist

CavthsM'I-cIsm, n. The doctrine of,

or adherence to, the Catholic church.
Catn-o-llc'l-ty, n. The doctrine of,

or adherence to, the Catholic church

;

Catholicism.
Ca-tnftl'l-eise, v. i. To become a
Catholic.

Ca-th*l'i-e6n, n. A universal reme-
dy ; panacea.

Cat'kln, n. A kind of inflorescence.
Catfllns;, n. A kitten :—dismembering

knife.
Cai'mlnt,)*. A strong-scented, per-
Cat'nlp, f ennial plant or herb.
Cat-o'-nins'talls, n. A whip with
nine lashes. [vision.

Cavtop'sls. n. A morbid quickness of
Ca-top'trles, n . pi. That partof optics
which treats of reflected light, or re-
flected vision.

Ca-top'tron, n. A kind of optic glass.
Cat'pipe, n. A squeaking pipe, feral.
Cftt's'eye(katsT), n. A silicious min-
Cat's'foot (-futYji. The ground ivy.
Cat's'paw, n. The dupe of an artful
person.

Cat'sap, n. A sauce.
Cat'tle. a. pi. Beasts ofpasture, asoxen,
cows. Ac. [cattle.

Ca*'tle-sfa*w,n. An exhibition of
Gan-ea'sran, o. Relating to Mount
Caucasus.--n. One of the white race.

CAVALCADE

Cau'ens, n. A cant word used to de-
note a meeting preparatory to an elec-
tion, [animal.

Can'4aL,a. Relating to the tail of an
Can'dle, n. A mixture of wine, gruel,
Ac.—«\ t. To make into caudle.

Canf, n. A chest with holes to keep
fish in.

Caufht (kAwt) i. A p. from cafca.
Caak, n. A sulphate of barytes ; a sort
of spar.

Cank'er,)n. A prominence in the
Can'kln. j heel of a horseshoe; cal-
kin ; cork.

Caul, n. Part of a woman's cap :—

a

membrane covering the intestines.
Can-les'eent, A. Having a perfect
stem.

Cau-HFer-ooa, a. Having a caulis.
Cau'll-fltfw-er. n. A species of cab-
bage, differing little from broccoli.

Canals, n. [L.] A stalk or stem.
Can'sa-ble, a. That may be caused.
Can'sal, a. Relatingto a cause.
Can'sal'1-ty, n. The agency of a
cause.—(Phren.) The faculty of trac-
ing cause and effect.

Can'sal-ty. n. The light parts of
ores carried away by washing.

Can-sa'tlon, n. The act ofcausing.
Can'sa-tlve, a. That expresses a
cause.

Cau-aa'tor, n. One who causes.
Cause, n. That which produces an

effect :—reason : object :—side:—a suit
at law.—p. I To effect as an agent

;

to produce. [groundless.
Causs'leas, a. Having no cause;
Caat'er, n. One who causes ; the
agent.

Causeway, n. A way formed of
stones andother substances, and raised
above the adjacent ground.

Cans'tie, n. A corroding and burn-
ing substance.

Cans'tie, \a. Searing; burning;
Cans'tl-cal, j pungent ; severe.
Cans-tie'l-ty, n. The quality of be-
ing caustic.

Cans'tlc-ness, n. Causticity.
Can'ter, n. A searing-hot iron.
Can'ter-Ism, n. The application of
cautery. (cauterising.

Can-ter-l-sa'tlon, n. The act of
Cau'ter-ise, v. t To burn with a
cautery. [for cauterising.

Can'te-ry, n. An instrument or drug
Can'tion. n. Provident care; pru-
dence :—foresight ; awarning.—v. L To
give notice of danger : to warn.

Cau'tlon-a-ry* a. Given as a pledge,
warning.

Can'tlons (kaw'shus), p. Using cau-
tion ; prudent ; wary ; watchful.

Can'tlons-ly, ad. In a cautious
manner. [cars.

Can'tloas-ness, ». Watchfulness;
Cav*al-eade/

, n. A proposrion on
horseback.
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Cav-a-ller' (kav-a-ler'), n. An armed
horseman; a knight—<l Gay : haughty.

Cav-a-lier'ly, ad. Haughtily; dis-
dainfully.

Cav'al-ry, n. A body of troops that
serve on horseback.

Care, a. A cavern ; a grotto ; a den.
—r. L To make hollow.—v. i. To
fidlin.

CWve-at, n. fL.] A kind of process
to stop proceeding :—a caution.

Cay'era, n. A hollow in the ground.
Cav'erned (kav'ernd), a. Full of
caverns.

CAr'ern-oOs, a. Pull of caverns.
€a-Tiara7 (ka-veV or kav-yarO n. [Fr.]
Food or sauce prepared from the roes
of sturgeon, dec.

Cav'll, v. i. To raise captious objec-
tions.—v. t. To treat with objections.
—a. A captious objection ; sophism.

OaT-tl-la'iion, n. The practice of
objecting.

Cav'tl-ler, n. A captious disputant.
Oav'il-laaa, a. Full of cavils;
captious.

CftT'ln, n. A hollow, fit to cover troops.
Gav'i-tjr, a. Hollownoss; a hollow
place.

Caw, v. 1 To cry as the rook, or crow.—n. The cry of a rook, raven, or crow.
Cay -£ 11 ne' (ka-enO, n. A pungent
red pepper.

Ciiy'man. n. The American alligator.
Ca-atqtie' fka-zek'), n. Formerly a

title of the chief ofsome tribes of In-
dians.

reane',!'. i. To leave off; to fail; to stop.
C eane' lees, a. Without stop : inces-
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A large evergreen tree,

t- Belonging to the cedar

;

i *• in* ", n.

t^'darn,
cedrine.

Cede, v. L To yield ; to resign.
Ce-dU'la, n. [Fr.l A mark placed
under the letter c [thus c], to make it

sound soft, like «;—also to note the
soft sound ofgt a, and x. [tree.

te'drlne, a. Belonging to the cedar-
Cell (s-*l). p. t To overlay the inner roof.
Cell' ins:, n. The covering of the inner
roof.

<Wan-dino. n. A plant ; swallow-
wort:—a poisonous Irritant principle.

Cel'ft-ture, n. Art of engraving.
Cel'e-brate* r. t. To distinguish by
rites : to commemorate :—to extol.

Cel'e-brat-ed. p. a. Having celeb-
rity ; renowned ; famous ; illustrious.

Cel-e-bra'tflon. ». Act of celebra-
ting.

Ce-leb'rt-ty, n. Fame; distinction.
Ce-ler'1-tjr, n. The velocity of a body

in motion ; rapidity ; quickness.
CeJ'e-ry, n. A plant used for salad.
Ce-UWt'lal (se-lest'yal), a. Heavenly

;

ethereal.—n. An iniiabitant of heaven.
Ce-Ifet'ial-Iy, ad. In a heavenly

Cel'ee-tlne, n. A monk of a religious
order :—the blue sulphate of strontia.

Ce^li-ac, o. Relating to the belly.
Ce-lib'a-cy, n. State of a person un-
married: single life.

C*ri-bAte, n. Celibacy:—a bachelor.
Cell, n. A small, close room ; a cave.
Cel'lar, n. A room in the ground un-
der a house.

Cel'lar-age, a. Room of a cellar :—

a

charge for storage in a cellar. [ler.
GeFlar-er or Cel'lar-lat, n. A but-
Cel'lu-lar, a. Consisting of cells or

cavities.
Cel'nl-tikde, n. Height ; elevation.
Cel'tle, a. Relating to the Celts or
Gauls.—n. The language oi the Celts.

Cel'tl-clsm, n. An idiom or custom
of the Celts. [Gaul, Ac.

Celte, n. pi. Ancient inhabitants of
Cem'eiit,n. A substance which unites:
—a bond of union.

€e-aaent', v. I To unite by the use ot
cement—v. i. To cohere; to unite.

Ce-ment'er, n. One that cements.
Cem-en-ta'tlon, n. The act of ce-
menting.

Cem'e-ter-y, n. A place, area, or ed-
ifice where the dead are buried.

Cen'a-to-ry, a. Relating to supper.
Cen'o*bite, n. A monk in a convent.
Cen-o-bli'l-eal, a. Living in com-
munity.

Cen'o-tapb, n. A monument for one
whose body is buried elsewhere.

Cense, v. t. To perfume with odors.
Cen'eer, n. A pan in which incense

is burnt.
Cen'aor,n. [L.] An officer of ancient
Rome:—an inspector of morals:—

a

censurer. [censorious.
Cen-ad'rl-al, a. Full of censure:
Cen-eo'rl-an, a. Relating to a censor.
Cen-ed'rl-ona,a. Addicted to censure.
Cen-ed'rl-oaatj-, ad. In a censorious
manner. [sor.

Cen'aor-ahlp, n. The office of a cen-
Cen'sa-ra-ble (sen'shu-ra-bl), a. De-
serving censure ; blamable ; faulty.

Cen'au-ra-bly (sen'shu-ra-ble), ad.
Culpably.

Ceu'aure (seti'shur), n. Imputation of
wrong; reproach :—Judicial sentence.
—v. L To blame ; to condemn :—to re-

prove ; to accuse.—v. i. To Judge.
Cen'anr-er (sen'shur-er), n. One who
blames.

Cen'aiuun. TL.] An official enumeration
of the inhabitants of a country.

C6nt, n. [L.] A hundred ; as, six per
cent :—an American copper coin.

Cent'aft-e, n. Rate by the cent or hun-
dred.

Cen'taur. n. A fabulous being, half
man and half horse:—the Archer in
the zodiac. [species.

C6n'tau-ry, n. A plant of several
Cen-te-na'rl-an, n. A person 100
years old.
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Cen'to-aa-ry, n. The number of a
hundred [hundred years.

Cen-ten'nl-al, a. Consisting of a
Cen-tfe'l-mal, a. Hundredth.
Cen-tto-l-ma'tloii, n. Selection for

Suniahment of one person in a nun-
red.

€*n-tt-fo'lt-oft*, a. Having a hun-
dred leaves. Tdegrees.

Cta'tHrrade, a. Having a hundred
Cen'tl-p£d, n. A poisonous insect.

C*n'td, n. A collection of scraps from
various authors.

Cen'tral, a. Relating to, or placed in,

the centre. [trel.

Cen-tral'l-tjr, n. State of being cen-
Cta-tral-l-awtlon, n. Act of cen-

tralizing.
Cen'tral-ise, v.L To make central
Cta'tral-ly• ad. In a central manner.
Cen'tre (sen'ter), n. The central point
of a circle or any other thing; exact
middle.—f. t. To place in a centre.
—v. i. To be in the midst.

Cen'trt-blt, n. A tool for drilling
holes.

Ceta'trlc, \ a. Placed in the cen-
C6n'trl«cal, j tre; central ; middle.
C6n'trl-«al-ljr, ad. In a central sit-

uation, [centric.

Cen-trlc'I-ty. n. The state of being
Cen-triru-gral, a. Flying from the
centre.

Cen-trlp'e-tal, a. Tending or draw-
ing towards the centre.

Cen'try, n. A sentinel.
C6n'tu-ple> a. A hundred-fold.—

v. L To multiply a hundred-fold.
On-tn'pll-cate, 1». t. To make a
hundred-fold.

Cen-tft'ri-al, a. Relating toa century.
Cen-ttt'ri-on, n. A Roman military

officer, who commanded a hundred
men. [a hundred.

Cent'u-ry, n. A period of 100 years

;

Ce-phal'lc, a. Relating to the head.
Ce-ra'ceou« (-shus), a. Like wax.
Cerate, n. An unguent ofwax, oil, Ac.
Ce'rat-ed, a. Covered with wax.
Cere, v. t To cover with wax ; to wax.
—n. The naked skin on a hawk's
bill.

C*'re-al, a. Relatingto grain orcorn.
Ce>'*-b«l. n. [L.1 The posterior part
of the brain; the little brain.

C^iMSb^rinm. n [L.] The posterior
part of the brain ; cerebel.

CeVe-bral, a. Relating to the brain.
C#r'e-brflm, n. [L.1 The upper por-
tion of the brain ; the brain.

Cere'-eloth, n. Cloth dipped in
melted wax, Ac.

Cere'ment, n. Cere-cloth, anciently
used in embalming.

0er-e«m6'iil-al, a. Relatingto cere-
mony.—n. Outward form; external
rite.

CAr-e-mft'nl-ons, a. Pull of cere-
mony ; scrupulous ; exact ; formal.

* CHAFF

Ce'r-e-mft'iit-oiia-iieas, n. Great
formality.

CeVe-mo-ny , n. An outward rite ;—
external form in religion, in state, or
in manners.

C&re-oftft, a. Waxen ; like wax.
Cer-o-graph'Ic, \ a. Relating to
Oftr-o-gpraph'l-eal, j cerography.
Ce-rtypra-phy, n.' Art of engraving
on wax.

Certain (sertin), a. Sure ; unfailing;
regular :—rome or one.

Cer^taln-ly, ad. Indubitably ; with-
out fall.

Ce^taln-ty (seVtin-te), n. Quality
of being certain ; real state ; fact :—
regularity.

Oer-tiri-eate. n. A testimony in
writing properly authenticated ; a cre-
dential, [to.

Cer-tiri*eate, v. t. To give a certificate

Cer-tl-fl-ea'tlon, n. The act of
certifying.

CeVti-fi-er, n. One who certifies.

Cer'tl-fy, v. t. To give assurance ; to
attest.

Certiorari (sdr-she-o-ra'ri), n. [L.]

A writ from a superior court to an in-

ferior one.
Cer'tl-tiide, n. Certainty.
CeVule, a. Blue; cerulean.
C*-ro'le-an, a. Sky-colored ; blue.
C&raae, n. white-lead ; carbonate of
lead.

Ct'rnsed (sCrust), a. Washed with
white-lead.

Cer7vl-eal, a. Belonging to the neck.
€e-fta'r«*an, a. The Cesarean opera-
tion is the act of cutting a child out of
the womb.

Ceaa, v. t. To rate ; to assess.—n. A tax.
Cea-aa'tlon, n. Act of ceasing ; a stop;
intermission ; a pause of hostility.

Ces'si-ble, a. Yielding ; easy to give
way. [yielding.

Ces'alon (sesh'un), n. Retreat; a
Cewi'pool, n. A reservoir ; sesspooL
Ce'anre (s£'zhur), n. See Caesura.

Ce>ta'ee-a, n. pi. Whales, an order of
mammals living in water, but not
fishes,

Ce-ta'eean (se-tft'shan), n. The whale.
Ce-ta'ceoua (-shus), a. Of the whale
kind.

Celtic, a. Relating to the cetaceans.

Ce-tftl'o«m% *• Na^ral history of

the whale. . ___
Cha-e**n'. or Cha-edne', n. [Sp]

A tune and a dance, like a saraband. .

Chafe, v. t To fret by rubbing :-4o

make angry.-f. I. To rage ; to be
fretted.—n. A fret :—passion ; a rage.

Chafer, n. One who chafes :—an In-

sect
Chafery, n. A forge in an iron-milL

Chafe'-wax. n. An officer of the

English lord-chancellor, who fits wax
for sealfngwrits.

Chaff, n. Husk of grain ; reraat.
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CMTfer, v.i. To treat about a bar-
gain : to bargain.—-v. L To buy ; to ex-
change.

ChaFfcr-er, n. One who chaffers.
Chaffinch, n. A small bird.
Chaffy, a. Full of chaff; light.
CliaTing-dlsh, n. A grate for coals.
Cha-green', n. A rough-grained

Cha-grin', n. [Fr.]* Mortification:
ill-humor.—*. L To vex ; to mortify.

Chain, n. A series of links or other
things connected :—bondage :—a fetter:
—manacle.—v. L To fasten with a
chain.

Chaln-sh6t,n. ShotJoined by a chain.
Chair, n. A movable seat :—a seat of
authority, or of a presiding officer.—
v. t To place or to carry in a chair.

Chair'nian, n. The presiding officer
of a meeting or assembly :—one who
carries a sedan.

Chaise (shaz), n. A kind of light
pleasure-carriage.

Chal-eM'o-ny, n. A sillcious stone.*
Chal-cog'ra-pher, n. An engraver
in brass.

Chal-eog'ra-phjr, n. Art of engrav-
ing in brass. [mlneral.

Chal'eo-lite, n. A green crystalline
Chal-da'ie, a. Relating to Chaldae.
Chal'dron, n. A measure of 86 bush-

els, [cup.
Chal'lee, n. A cup; communion-
Chal'leed (chal'ist), a. Having a cell

or cup.
Chalh (chawk), n. A white fossil

much used in the arts.—v. L To mark
with chalk. [is obtained.

Chalh'pit, n. A pit from wh ich chalk
Chalh'*atone, n. A concretion in the
hands and feet of persons affected by
the gout

Chalk'y (chawk'e), o. Consisting of
chalk; white.

Chal'lenge, v. t To call to answer
for an offence :—to accuse:—to claim,
as due :—to object to.—n. A summons
to duel; a call:—a demand:—an ex-
ception against.

Chal'lenge-a-ble, a. That may be
challenged.

Chal'leng-er, n. One who challenges.
£ha-lyb'e-ate, a. Impregnated with

iron.
CalmlMr, n. An apartment of a
bouse; abed-room:—a cavity:—a leg-
islativebody :—a court.—if. i. To lodge.

Cham'ber-conn'sel. n. A counsel-
lor who gives his opinion in private.

Cham'ber-Ing, n. Intrigue; wan-
tonness.

Cham'bertlaln, n. An officer of
state :—a servant.

Cham'ber-lfiin-shlp, n. Office of a
chamberlain.

Cbam'ber-mald, n. A maid who
has charjge of bedrooms, or waits on a
lady.

CHAPE 69

Cham'brel,n. A joint In a horse's leg.
Cha-me'le-on, n. An animal of the
lizard kind.

Cham'ftor, v. L To make furrows of a
column; to channel. [row : a gutter.

Cham'fer, or C'ham'fret, n. A fur-
Chamoi»(sham'e), n. [Fr.] A kind of
antelope or wild goat ; a soft leather.

Champ, v. L To bite ; to devour.—v. i.

To bite with much action.
Cham-pagne' (sham-panO, n. A kind
of sparkling wine.

Cham'paign' (sham-panO, a. Open

;

flat.—n. Open country. -

Cham'pl-on, n. A single combatant

;

a hero :—a judicial combatant.
Chance, n. An event without an ap-
parent cause; accident; fortune.—<l
Fortuitous.—*. i. To happen; to oc-
cur.

Chan'cel, n. The part of a church in
which the altar is placed.

Chan'eel-lor, n. A high officer of
state or of a university :—ajudge.

Chaa'cel-lor-thlp, n. The office of
chancellor.

Chanee-mM'ley, n. The casual kill-

ing ofa person, when the slayer is doing
a lawful act.

€han'eer-y , n. A high court of equity.
Chan'ces, n. rd. A branch of analysis,
which treatsofthe probability ofevents.
Chan-de-ller', n. A branch for can-
dles or lamps.

Chand'ler, n. A dealer, [chandler.
Chand'ler-y, n. Articles sold by a
Change, v. t To put one thing in the
place of another, to alter; to exchange.
—v. i. To undergo change.—n. Varia-
tion :— small money.

Change7a-ble, o. Subject to change

;

inconstant; mutable; capricious.
Change-a-bll'i-ty, \n. Instability;
Change7a-ble-neMa, j inconstancy.
Change'a-bly, ad. inconstantly ; va-

riably.
Change'tal, a. Full of change.
Change/lesa,a. Invariable; constant
Change'ling. n. A child left or taken
in the place of another:—idiot.

Chan'nel, n. The hollow bed of run-
ning water ; a groove :—a strait.—v. t.

To cut in channels.
Chant, v. t. & i. To recite musically, as

in the church service ; to sing.—n. a
song.

Chant'er, n. One who chants; a singer.

Ch&n'tl-eleer, n. A cock; a loud
crower.

Chan'tress, n. A woman who chants.
Chan'ftry, n. A kind of chapel.
Cha'oa, n. A confused mass of matter.
Cha-ot'Ic, o. Confused ; indigested.

Chap (chap), v. r. <fr t. To cleave ; to

split—n. A cleft ; an aperture :—part
of a beast's mouth :—a boy.

Chap-ar-ral', n. [8p.] A thicket.

Chape, n. Part ofa scabbard:—a case*
ofa buckle.
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Chapeau (ahftp'6), n. TFr.l A hat
Chap'el. n. A place of public worship

:

—a building subordinate to a church.
Cbftpe'let, \n. A pair of stirrups with
Chap'let, f stirrup-leathers attach-

ed, (chapel.

Chap'el-ry, n The jurisdiction of a
Chap'er-on (sh&p'er-on), n. [Ft.] a
kind ofcap.—v. t. To attend on a lady
in public.

€ hap'fall-en (chdp'fal-ln), a. Having
the chap depressed :—dispirited, [uinn.

Cbftp't-ter, it. The capital of a col-

Chap'lalift, n. One who performs di-

vine service In a public body.
Chap'laln-ey, ) n. The office of a
Chap'laln-shlp,/ chaplain.

Chap'let, n. A garland for the head

:

- a string of beads.
Chap'man, n. A dealer ; a cheapener.
Chaps (chops), n. pL The mouth of a
beast

Cnap'ter, n. A division of a book :—
an assembly of the clergy :—a decretal
epistle.

Char, n. A delicate kind of fish.-*. I
To burn wood to a cinder.

€bar, or Chare, n. Work done by the
day ; a small Job ; a chore.—v. i. To
work by the day.—p. U To perform a
business.

ChAr'ae-ter, n. A distinctive quality
by which any person or thing is dis-

tinguished from others; personal quali-
ties :—a mark :—a personage :—reputa-
tion.

Char-ae-ter-Is'tie, n. That which
characterizes.

Char-ae-ter-Is'tle, \ a. Constl-
Ch&r-ae*ter-ls'tl-eal, ) tuting or
agreeing with the character.

Cnar'ae-ter-ise, v. L To give a char-
acter of:—to engrave or imprint.

Cha-rade'i n. [Fr.] A species of riddle.
Char'cdal, n. Coal made by burning
wood.

Charge, v. L To Intrust :—to Impute as
a debt :—to accuse :—to command :—to
load.—v.i. Tomake an onset—n. Care;
precept ; mandate. [putable.

Cnarafe'a-ble, a. Expensive; im-
Cliarge-d'afllalres (shar-zhft'daf-far/

)

n. [Fr.1 A foreign minister of the
third or lowest class.

Ch*ra;'er, n. One who charges:—

a

large dish :—a war-horse.
Cbar'i-ly, ad. Warily ; frugally.
Char^-tiess, n. Caution ; nicety.
ChAr'1-ot, n. A carriage of state.

Cliar-l-ot-eer', n. One who drives
a chariot.

Chara-ta-ble, a. Full of charity

;

benevolent; bountiful; liberal.
Cbar'I.ta-bljr, ad. Kindly benevo-

lently.

Char'l-ty, n. Good affection ; tender-
ness: love; benevolence: alms.

Char'la-iaD, n. A quack ; a mounte-
bank.

- CHEAT

Ch*r'ta-tan-ry, n. Quackery.
Charles's-waln', n. The Great Bear,
a constellation.

Chftraoek, n. A weed.
Charm, n. A philter ; enchantment
—v. L To enchant ; to fascinate ; to
delight—v. i. To act as a charm.

Charni'er, n. One who charms or
enchants.

Chfcrm'lns;, p. a. Highly pleasing.
Charm'Ing.Ijr, ad. Delightfully.
Chfcr'nel, a. Containing dead bodies.
Char'nel-httftse, n. A place where
bones of the dead are deposited.

Char'ry, a. Burnt, as charcoal.
Chart, n. A delineation of coasts, is-

lands, &c. ; a map.
Char-ta'ceous (-shus), a. Resem

bllng paper.
Char'ter, v. L To let or hire :—to in
corporate.—n. A writing bestowinf
privileges or rights :—privilege.

Char/ter-p*r/ty, n. An agreement
, betweenmerchants and seafaring men.
Char'y, a. Careful ; cautious; wary.
Chase, v. L To hunt ; to pursue.—a
Hunting :—ground stored with gome
—a frame for types :—bore of a gun.

Chas'er, n. One who chases ; a put
suer.

Chasm, n. A cleft; an opening.
Chas-sear7

, n. [Fr.] A horseman.
Chaste, a. Observing chastity ; with
out taint ; pure.

Chaste'ly, ad. In a chaste manner.
Chast'en (chas'sn), v. L To chastise.
to correct

Chast'en-er, n. One who chastens.
Chas-tis'a-ble, a. That may b#
chastised.

Chas-tise',t>. L To punish ; to chasten.
Chas'tlse-ment, n. Act of chastis-

ing; punishment.
Chas-iis'er, n. One who chastises.

Chas'tl-ty, n. State of being chaste

;

purity.
Chat, v. i. To prate ; to converse at
ease.—n. Idle talk ; prate.

Chateau (shAt-dO, n. [Fr.] A French
castle, or a country seat. [lustre.

Cha-toy'ant, a. [Fr.] Of changeable
Chat'tel, n. Any movable property

,

Chatter, v.i. To make a noise like
birds, or with the teeth :—to talk care-
lessly.—n. Noise oi birds ; chat.

Chat'ter-b6x,n. An incessanttalker.
Chat'ter-er, n. One who chatters.
Chat'ter-Ing. n. Idle talk ; chatter.
Chat'ty, o. Chattering [furnace.
Chau'fer, n. [Fr.l A small table-

ChAT'en-der. n. The chub, a flsh.

Cheap, a. Bearing a low price.

Cheapen (che^pn), v. t. To attempt
to buy ; to chaffer :—to make cheap.

Cheap'en-er. n. One who cheapens
Cheapness, n. Lowness of price.

Cheat, v. t To defraud; to impose
upon.—n. -A fraud; trick :—deceiver.
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CMCk, v. 1 To repress ; to curb.—v. 1
To stop ; to Interfere.—a. A stop : re-

straint :—an order for money :—a kind
ofcloth, woven in squares.

Cheek'er, v. L To vary ; to diversify
—a. One who checks ; a rebuker.

CMek'er-beard, a. A board to play
chockeri on [er-board.

ChJteh'era, n.pL A game on a check-
.CMefc'snstte, a. A movement on a

chess-board,—«. L To defeat or con-
trol by a movement : to finish.

CMth. a. A part or the face.
ChMk'btae, n. The bone of the
cheek.

Che^fc/tooth, n. The hinder tooth/
ChMr, a. Entertainment :—whout.—
v.L To incite; to applaud; to enliv-
en.—«. i. To grow cheerfuL

dMr'er. a. One who cheers.
CfeMr'fw, a. Animated : lively ; gay.
ChMrSfhl-ly, ad. In a cheerful man-
ner.

CM*r'fhl*sU»aa,a. Animation; mirth.
CMtr't-ly, ad. Cheerfully: briskly.
CMtrsieaa, a. Without gladness.
CMto'lj', a. Brisk ; cheerful.
Chleyap, v. t To animate.
dMr'j, a. Gay ; sprightly.

Food made of the curd of
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milk. [sugar, Ac.
ChMse/eftlta, a. A cake of curds,
ChMsjeAmon-ffer, a. A dealer in
cheese* [pressing curds.

ChMseZ-prtaa, a. An engine for
Chef-d'oeuvre (sha-dovrO, a. [Pr.] A
capital performance ; a masterpiece.

Owly. a. The claw of a shell-fish.
AtsM't-eal a. Pertaining to chem-

istry, [manner.
" Vi-estf-lw, ad In a chemical
-mls^rshe-mesOji. [Pr.] A shift
m-i-a«ite',n. [Pr.] A waistcoat

Chftm'iet, a. A person versed in
chemistry.

CMsn'ta-try, A science which
investigates the composition, nature,
and properties of material substances
and their combinations. [age.

CMr'iab, v. t To support ; to encour-
Chc raat, a. . A sort of cigar for smok-

Cherry, a. A small stone fruit.—a.
Bed: like a cherry.

CMr'rj'-pIt, n. A play with cherry-
stones, {cherries.

Ch^r'ry-tr**, a. A tree that bears
Cher'ao-neae (keVso-nes), a. A pen-
insula.

Chert, a. A kind of flint [gel.
CMr'tib, a. A celestial spirit ; an an-
Che~s*ti'ble, ) a. Relating to cher-
Cbe-rn'bl-cal, f nbs or cherubim;
angelic. [of cherub.

CheVu-blsn, a. The Hebrew plural
Cb#r/a-bln,». Cherubic; angelical.
CMr'nt*, v. i. To chirp:—to use a
cheerful voice.—e. t To quicken ; to
chirrup.

,a. A game, in which two sets

ofmen aremoved in opposition to each
other. [chess.

Cheaa'bftard, a. A board for playing
Chee'ael, a. A vat In which cheese is

formed.
Cheae'mAn, a. A piece for chess.
Cheat, n. A large box :—the thorax of
the human body ; breast

Cheet'nat (ches'nut), a. A fruit; a
nut—a. Colored asa chestnut ; brown.

Ch6v-a-lle>' (shev-a-lerO, a. [Pr.] A
knight; a cavalier.

CMv'ron (sheVron), a. [Pr.] A sig-

zag ornament :—a badge on the sleeve.
Chew (chu), v. t To grind with the
teeth ; tomasticate.—v.u To ruminate;
to muse.

Chew'lna* (chu'ina), a. Mastication.
Chl-etae% a. A mean trick; chi-
canery.—v. i. To prolong a contest by
tricks.

Chi-ea'ner-y, a. Mean arts of wrang-
ling ; sophistry ; trickery.

Chlc'eo-ry, a. A perennial plant
Chick, a. The young of a bird ; a
chicken. [titmouse.

Chlek'a-dM, a. The clack-cap
Chfok'en, a. The young ofa bird :—
a term for a young person.

Chfok'en-hearred, a. Cowardly

;

timorous.
Chlek'en-pta, a. An eruptive disease
Chlek'llnff, a. A small chicken.
Chtok'pta (chlk'pfi), a. A kind of

Chlelt'w£4d, a. A weed or plant
Chide, v. L TO reprove; to scold.—
ri To clamor ; to scold.

Chid'lna;, a. Rebuke :—noise.
Chttf, a. Principal : most eminent—
n. A commander ; leader.

ChleTly, ad. Principally ; eminently.
Chl^rtatn, a. A leader; a com-
mander.

Chltftaln-rw, \n. State or rank
Chl^rtaln-snlp. j of a chieftain.
Chlsj're (chlg'gur), n. [8p.] A small
insect that lodges under the skin.

Chll'bMMn, n. A sore or.lnflamma-
tlon in the feet, hands, &c.

Child, a. An infant; a very young
person. [children.

Cnild'bear-Ina;, n. Act of bearing
Child'Md, a. 8tate of a woman In
labor. [forth.

Child'blrth, a. The act of bringing
Chil'der-maa-dfty', n. The day on
which the feast of the holy Innocents
Is solemnized, Dec. 28.

Childhood, n. The state of chil-

dren; infancy.
Child'iah, a. Like a child ; trifling.

Child'leaa, a. Having no child.
Child'-like. a. Like a child.
Chll'1-Ad Qril'e-ftd), n. A thousand.
Ch11-t-a>he/droii, a. A figure of
1000 sides. [thousand.

ChU'i-surch, a. A commander of a
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Chll'l-a*m, «. The millennium.
Chll'1-aat, ». One ofa Beet of millen-

arians.
Chill, a. Cold ; depressed.—ft. Chill-

iness; a shivering.—v. t. To make
cold : to depress. L^K-

Chill'i-n«Mf n. A sensation of shiv-

Chlll'nesa, «• Coolness ; chilliness.

Chll'ly, o. Somewhat cold.—cut

Chimb (chlrn), n. The end of the

staves ofa barrel, Ac.
. m

Cliime, n. A sound of bells.—v. i. To
sound in harmony.—v. t. To sound, or
cause to sound in harmony.

Cliiiii'er, n. One who chimes bells.

Chi-me'ra. n. [L.] A feigned mon-
ster :—anodd fancy.

Chl-mereV** A robe. [real.

Chl-mer'l-cal, a. Imaginary : un-
Chlm'ney, n. A passage for smoke

;

a flue.

Chlm'ney-cor'ner, n. The fireside.

Chlm'ney-pleee, ft. The ornamen-
tal work round a fireplace.

Chlm'ney-sweep'er, n. A cleaner
of chimneys. [man face.

Chin, n. The lowest part of the hu-
Chi'na, n. Porcelain.
Chln-ehll'la, n. A small animal.
(Thine, n. The backbone :—the ends
ofa barrel.—v. t To cut into pieces.

Chined (chlnd), a. Having a chine.
Chi-neae', n. The language or peo-
ple of China, [fromairt.

Cnln'ffle (shlng'gl), n. Gravel free
Chink, n. A narrow aperture.—v. t.

To make a sound.—v. i. To sound by
striking each other.

Chlnk'y, a. Having chinks or nar-
row clefts. [colors.

Chinis, n. Cotton cloth printed with
Chin, v. t To cut Into small pieces.—

v. t. To break ; to chap.—n. A small
piece cut or broken off.

Cnlp-Axe, 7*. A one-handed plane-axe.
Chln'plng, n. Act of cutting off; a
chip. [in the hand.

Chi-rag'rl-eal, a. Having the gout
Chi'ro-ffrftph, n. A deed or public
instrument in writing properly at-

tested.
Chi-roff'ra-pher, n. A writer.
Chi-ro-ffraph'lc, \a. Relating to
Chi-ro-ffraph'1-cal, / chirography;
written. [pher.

Chl-rog-'ra-phlst, n. A chirogra-
Chi-roft-'ra-phy, n. Art of writing

;

handwriting.
Chi-rol'o-g-y, v. Art of conversing by
the hands and fingers ; dactylology.

Chi'ro-man-ey, n. Divination by in-
specting the hand.

Chi-ron'o-my, n. The science of ges-
ticulation and pantomime.

Chi-r6p'o-dI*t, n. A surgeon for the
hands and feet

Chirp, v. i. To make a cheerful noise.
—n. The voice of birds or Insects.

CHOPBTICK

Chlrp'tna;, n. The gentle noise ot

Chirrup, v. L To quicken; to cheerup.
Chla'el, n. A tool for paring.—4. & To
cut with a chlseL

(lilt, n. A child ; a baby.
Chlt'chat,ft. Prattle ; idle talk ; chat.
Chi-val'ric, a. Relating to chivalry

;

chivalrous.
ChIv'al-rott*,a. Relating to chivalry.
Chly'al-ry, n. The system of knight-
hood in the middle ages ; knighthood

:

—the body of knights. [flowers.
Chives, ft. pL Threads or filaments in
Chlorate, ft. A salt composed of chlo-

ric acid and a base.
Chloride, n. A substance compound-
ed of chlorine and some other sub-
stance, [from common salt

Chld'rlne, n. A gaseous fluidobtained
Chlo'ro-form, n. A liquid obtained
by distilling a mixture of chloride of
lime with diluted alcohoU

Chlo-rd'als, ft. The green-Bicknesa
Chlo-rotfic. a. Affected by chlorosis.
Choek, n. A sort of wedge to confine
a cask.

Choeh'-fhll, a. Quite full.

Ch6e'o*late, n. A preparation ofthe co-
coanut; liquor made by a solution of it

Choice, ft. The power of choosing;*
election :—best part :—thing chosen.

—

a. Select ; precious.
Cholee^ness, n. Excellence: niceness.
Choir (kwlr), n. An assembly of sing-
ers ;—the part of a church where the
singers are placed :—the chancel.

Choke, v. t. To suffocate.—v. i. To be
choked or obstructed.—». The capil-
lary part of an artichoke.

Choke'-damp, ft Carbonic acid; a
noxious vapor in coal mines.

Choke'-pear.n. An unpalatable near.
Chdk'er, «. He who or that which
chokes. [eating-

Chok'y, a. Tending to choke ; sufio*

Chol'er, ». The bile ; rage.
Ch61'e-ra, n. [L.] A malignant dis-

ease ; cholera-morons.
Chol'e-ra-mor'bu«,n. [L.] A painful
disease attended with purging and
vomiting.

Chol'er-Ie, a. Full of cholor: angry.
Choose, v. t. To prefer ; to select : to
elect.—v. i. To have power of choice

;

to prefer.
Choos'er, n. One who chooses.
Chop, v.t To cut with a quick blow.
—t>. i. To do or act with a Quick mo-
tion.—n. A small piece or meat:

—

permit ; quality. [ment.
Chop'honft*. n. A house of entertain*
Chopin (ch6p'in), n. [Fr.] A French
liquid measure. [er.

Chop'per, n. Onewho chops ; a clear-
Chop'plng, p. a. Stout ; large.
Ch6pa, ft. pL The mouth of a beast
Chop/stick, ». An instrument
in China, Ac, to eat w***
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CHORAL

Cfct/rstf, a. Belonging to a choir.

Chtfrd, n. The string of a musical In-

strument:—a certain combination of
notes:—a right line which Joins the
two ends of an arc of a circle.—v. t To
furnish with strings.

Chore, n. A small job.

CM-ri-am'blc, n. The foot ofa verse,

consisting of four syllables.

CM'rl-on, n. The exterior membrane
that inwraps the foetus. [chorister.

Cbo'rlst.n. A singer in a choir; a
Chftr'is-ier, n. A singer:—a leader
of a choir.

Cho'rft-ffrsph, n. An instrument
used lor constructing triangles

Cho-rftfr'ra-pher, n. A writer of
chorography.

CMr-o-ffrftph'tc, )o. Relating
Ckftr-*-a;r*ph'l-eal,j to chorogra-

€*©-*«/ra-phy, n. The description
ofa place.

Chd'ros, n. A band of singers :—

a

song between the acts of a tragedy :—
verses of song in which the company
Join.

€Mse,i. from choose.
Choose, v.L To cheat ; to trick.—n.
A bubble ; a trick or sham.

Chow'4«r. n. Food made of fresh fish

boiled with biscuit, pork, Ac.—v. L To
make into chowder. [ceremonies.

Chrism, n. Unction used in sacred
Chrls'msl (krls'mal), a. Relating to
chrism.

Chrls-maVtlon, n. Act of applying
chrism.

Chrls'may-fo-ry, n. A little oil-vessel.

Chris'ten (krtrsn), v. t To baptize

;

to name.
Chrls'ten-dom (krls'sn-dum), n. The
whole body of Christians. [tlsm.

Chrls'ten-Ina; (krls'sn-Ing), n. Bap-
Chrls'tlan, n. A disciple of Christ

;

a believer in Christianity.—a. Per-
taining to Christ or Christianity; ec-
clesiastical.

Christian-lam, n. The Christian
religion.

Chrls-tl-An'l-ty (krlst-ye-an'e-te). n.
The religion taught by Christ Man.

Chris'ttan-ia«, v. t. To render Chris-
Chrls'tlan-ly, a. Becoming a Chris-
tian.—ad. Like a Christian.

Chris'Man-name, n. A name given
in baptism.

Christmas (krfs'mas), n. The festi-

val of Christ's nativity, Dec. 25 ; Christ-
mas-day.

Christ'mss-bta, n. A box for col-
lecting Christmas presents :—a present

Chro'mav, n. [Or.] A soft kind of
music. [to music.

Chro-mst'le, o. Relating to color, or
Chro-msU'les, n. The science of light
and colors.

Chrftm-a>t*a:'ra-phy, a. A dis-

i on colors.
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Chrome, *. A sort of metal.
Chro'mi-am, n. A whitish metal.
Chrd'mo, n. A picture printed in oil
colors.

Chron'le, ) a. Of long duration, as
Chron'l-eal,/ a disease.
Chron'i-cle, n. An historical regis-

ter of events ; annals ; a record.—v. L
To record ; to register.

Chron'i-cler, n. A recorder of events.
Chron'o-a;r»m, n. An inscription iu
which the date is expressed by numer-
al letters.

Chron-o-ffram-mat'lc, \a. Be-
Chron-o-ajram-m&t'l-eal, j long-
Ing to a chronogram.

Chron-o-ffr&m'ma-tlst, n. A wri-
ter of chronograms.

Chro-noa;'ra-phy, n. Description
of past time.

Chro-n61'o-ffer, In. One who is

Cbro-nol'o-flst,/ versed in chro-
nology

Chron-o-l&ff'te, ) a. Relating to
Chron-o-loa/l-CAl,J chronology
Chrttu-o-loa;'l-«*l-ly, ad. By chro-
nology.

Chro-nol'o-ary, a. The computing
of dates and events:—a tabular view
of events and dates. [keeper.

Chro-nom'e-ter. n. A correct time-
Chrya'a-lld, a. Relating to chrysalis.
Chrys'a-lls, n. The pupa of an in-

sect; aurelia.
Chrya-An'the-mAm, n. [L.1 A ee-
nusof plants. [in gold.

Chry-aoa?'ra-phy, n. Art or writing
Chrys'o*lite, n. A precious stone.
Chry-sol'o-fry. n. The branch of po-

litical economy which treats of the
production of wealth.

Chrys'o-praae, n. [L.] A pale-green
t>recious stone.

ChAb, n. A river fish.

ChAb'bed, a. Big-headed ; chubby.
ChAb'by, a. Plump ; short and thick.
ChAck, ri To make a noise like a
hen—v. L To call as a hen :—to strike
gently :—to pitch.—n. The voice of a
nen :—a pat or blow :—a part of a turn-
ing machine.

ChAclt'-f&r-thlna;. n. A play.
ChAc'kle. v. i. To laugh convulsive-
ly ; to laugh inwardly.—v. L To call
as a hen :—to fondle.

CbAflT, n. A coarse, fat-headed CiOwn.
ChAJFy. a. Blunt : fat :—surly.
ChAm, n. A chamber-fellow in a col-
lege, Ac.

Champ, n. A heavy piece of wood.
Cba'nam. n. Stucco made of cal-
cined shells.

Chftnlc, n. A thick piece of wood.
Chnrch, n. The collective body ol
Christians :-a particular body of Chris-
tians :—a place of divine worship :—
the clerical body. In distinction from
the laity -—ecclesiastical authority.—
9.L To assist to return thanks inahurca
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74 CHURCRALE

Chureh'-&le, n. A feast in commenv
oratlon ofthe consecration ofa church.

Chorch'dom, n. Church govern-
ment, [church.

Church'-gd-er, w. One who attends
Church'tag, n. Act of returning
thanks in church.

Churchman, n. An ecclesiastic :—
an episcopalian.

• Church'man-shlp, n. State of a
churchman.

Church'-w&r'deii, n. An officer of
the church.

Chureh'yifcrd, n. The yard adjoin-
ingor belonging to a church.

Churl, n. A surly, ill-bred man :—
a miser.

Cfcnrl'tah, a. Rude :—avaricious.
Churl'lsh-ne**, n. Rudeness.
Churn, n. A vessel in which cream is
churned.—v. L To agitate ; to make
butter. [butter.

Churning, n. The act of making
Chyle, n. A milky fluid formed in the
stomach, and separated from the
chyme."

Cbyl-l-f&c'tlon, n. The act or the
process of making chyle.

Chyl-1-fl-ea'tloa, n. The act of
making chyle. [chyle,

Chy'lons (kilus), a. Consisting of
Chyme, n. A pap produced in the
stomach by the digestion of food.

Cle'a-trlce, n. [L.] A scar left by a
wound.

dc-a-tri'*ant, n. An application
which induces a cicatrice. Tcicatrice.

dc-a-tri'alve, a. That induces a
de-swtrl-sA'tton, n. Act of healing
a wound.

Cfc'a-trise, v. t To heal.
dc-e-rd'nI-an,o. Resembling Cicero.
©i'der, n. The juice of apples, [ing.
Cl-g&r', n. A roll of tobacco forsmok-
CImmM*U«', n. A little cigar.
d-11'clofta (se-llsh'us), a. Made of

hair.
dm'e-t*r, n. A Turkish sword.
Clm-m^rl-an, a. Extremely dark.
dm'o*lite, n. A grayish-white clay.
dn-chd'm», n. Peruvian or Jesuit's
bark. [belt ; girdle.

dnct'ure (slnkt'vur), n. A band

;

dn'der, n. Relics of burnt coal or
wood :—ashes. [ashes.

dii-e-rl'tloua (sln-e-rish'u8),a. Like
dn'navbar , n. A red sulphuretof
mercury. [of Ceylon.

dn'os-mon, n. The bark of a tree
dnqne'foll (slngk'-), n. Five-leaved

clover.
d'on, n. A shoot to be engrafted.
Ci'pher, n. The arithmetical charac-

ter (0) :—a figure :—a secret manner of
writing, or a key to it-*>. 1 To prac-
tice arithmetic ; to compute by figures.
—4». t To write in occult characters.

CT'phei-tiiff, n. The practise of arith-
metic

&BCUMSCRIMM

Circle, n. A curved line continued
till it ends where it began, having
all its parts equidistant from a com-
mon centre :—the space included in a
circular line :—a round body ; a sphere:
—a compass :—a class of people ; a
company :—a district.—v. L To move
round.—v. i. To move circularly.

dr'elet (slrOclet), n. A little circle.
dr'cult (slrTdt), n. Act of moving
round :—thespace enclosed :—a course:
—visitation orjudges :—a district vis-
ited by the judges ofa court—v. t To
move round.

dr-cult-€$r/
, n. One who travels a

circuit
dr-cu'l-toAs, a. Round about
Ctr-cu'i-ty, n. A motion in or round
a circle.

di^cii-lar, o. Round, like a circle

;

spherical.—h. A circular letter.
dr'cu-lAr'i-ty, n. State of being cir-

cular.
dr'cu-lar-ly, ad. In form of a circle.
di^ca-lftte, v. i. To move round.—

v. L To spread ; to diffuse.
CYr'cn-lai-lnff-nifcll-aai, n. The
currency in use.

dr-ca-l&'tfoil, n. Act of circulating:
—extent of diffusion.

dr'eu-la-to-ry, n. A chemical ves-
sel.—a. Circular ; going round.

dr-cum-am'bl-en-cy, n. Act of
encompassing. [ing.

dr-cum-am'bl-£iit, a. Surround-
dr-cmn-am'bii-late, v. L To walk
round. [foreskin.

dr'cnm-cia«, v. t. To cut off the
dr-cum-cl'sloii (sJr-kum-slzh'un)^

n. Act of circumcising ; a Jewish rite.
dr-cftm'fer-eiiee, n. A line that
bounds the space of a circle ; circle.

dr-cuin-fe-Hta'tor, n. An instru-
ment used in surveying.

CKr/cum.fl«ct,)» t To fix the cir-
di^enm-figx, / cumflex.
di^cum-flex, n. An accent deno-
ting a long syllable. [round.

dr-cAm'fln-ence, n A flowing
Cir-cAm'fla-ent, a. Flowing round.
dr-cam-ffMe', ».t To pour round.
dr-eum-fii'sloii, n. A pouring
round. [surrounding.

dr-emn-l&'eent, a. Lying round;
dr-cmn-lo-cu'tlon, n. A circuit
or compass of words ; indirect expres-
sions, [tical.

dr-cnm-16c'n-to-ry, a. Periphras-
dr-cmn-naT'l-ira-ble, a. That may
be circumnavigated or sailed round.

dr-eum-nav-1-gate', v. t To sail
round.

dr-cmn-nav-l-ga'tlon, n. Act of
sailing round.

CIr*eniii*pd/lar, a. Round or near
the pole. {round.

dr-eum-rd'ta-to-ry, a. Whirling
dr'-cum-aeribe, v. t. To write
around ; to bound ; to limit
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Ip'tlM,*. Act of cir-

cumscribing boundary ; bound
CXr-eanMerlp'live, a. Enclosing the

Cti^cmm pfrtyO. Cautious ; discreet
^amMe'tlf«

1
dr-cnns apic'tive, a. Attentive;
cautious.

€Ir/«am-sp«et*ly, ad. Cautiously.
d^cnm-stanee, n. An adjunct or a
feet ; something adventitious ; event.
—jrf. One's state or condition; state
oiaflairs.—v. L To place relatively or
in some situation.

dr-eaun-atan'tial, a. Accidental;
not essential :—particular.

dr-eam-stanltl-aUs v. t To place
in a particular condition.

dr-eum-v&l'late, v. L To fortify
around.

Clr-emn-val-la'tlon, ft. A trench;
an enclosing fortification.

dr-enm-veVtloit, n. Act of carry-
ing round.

dr-eum-vent, v. t To deceive.
dr-eum-veji'iloii, n. Fraud ; de-
ceit [clothe.

dr-enm-vtat', t>. t To cover; to
dr-euaa-vo-la'tloii, n. Act of fly-

ing round. [ing round.
dr-eom-wo-1fi'tlon, n. Act of roll-

dr-enm-Tftlve', v. L To roll round.
dr'eiia, n. An area for sports.
di^rl-form^o. Formed like a tendril.
CIr'ao-cele, n. A morbid enlargement
of veins.

da-al'pine, a. Lying on this side of
the Alps. [Atlantic.

da-at-fan'tlc. a. On this side of the
Cla'adld,ft A kind of curve.
Cftst, «. A case : tumor.
Cla-ter'elan, ft.- A Benedictine monk.
Cls/teru, n. A reservoir for water ; a
fountain.

da* n. A citizen :—used in contempt
drs-dCl, n. A fortress.

Ci'tal, n. Reproof; citation.
d*ta'ilon, n. Quotation :—summons
to appear before aJudge.

Ci'ta-to-rjr, a. Calling ; containing
citation.

Cite, v. L To summon to answer in
court:—to give the words of another;
to quote.

dtb'eni, n. A kind of harp.
Clfl-sen, n. Inhabitant ofa city.

dt'1-aen-alilp, n. State or rank of
a citizen.

CIVrate, n. A salt formed of citric

add and a base.
dt'rie, a. Relating to citron.
dtfrlne, a. Like a citron ; of dark
yellow.—n. A speciesofyellow quartz.

dfron,ft. A fruit resemblinga lemon.
dtfy-w. A large town incorporated.—
a. Relating to a city.

dwea. a. pL A species ofleek.
dv'et, n. A small quadruped ; a per-
fume from the civet.

Ohr'le, o. Relating to civil aflairt

dv'll, o. Relating to the community:
municipal:—intestine:—political ; well-
bred; polite.

d-vU'tan, n. One versed in civil
law :—one in a civil capacity.

€1-vU'l.ty, a. Quality of being civil

;

urbanity
; politeness ; attention.

CIv-tl-l-B&'tloii.n. Act of civilizing.
dw'ftl-iae, ti.t To reclaim from sav-
ageness ; to educate ; to enlighten.

Clv'U-laed (slv'il-lzd),p. a. Instructed
in the arts ; polished.

dv'il-iswer. n. One who civilizes.
dv'U-ly, ad. In a civil manner

;

politely.
Clack, n. An importunate noise :—an
instrument that strikes :—prate.—v. i.

To make a sudden, sharp noise.
Claek'er, n. The clack of a mill.
Clad, p. from clothe. Clothed.
Claim, v. t. To demand as due.—to
request ; to require.—n. A demand as
of right; thing claimed ; pretension.

Clalm'ant, n. One who claims.
dalr-woy'ance, n.[Fr.l Clear-seeing;
sight communicated by Mesmerism.

Clair-voy'aiit, a. Relating to
clairvoyance.-ft. A Mesmerized seer.

Clam, a. A small bivalve shell-fish.—
v. t. To clog with any glutinous mat-
ter.—*, i. To be moist.

Clam'ber,v. i. To climb with difficulty
Clam'ml-neaa,n. Viscosity; viscidity.
Clam'my, a. Viscous; glutinous.
Clam'or, n. A loud noise ; vocifer-
ation ; an uproar.—v. i. To make
outcries ; to vociferate.

Clam'or-otta, a. Vociferous; noisy.
Clamp, a. An instrument to hold
pieces together.—v. t. To strengthen
by a clamp :—to stamp.

dan, n. A family ; a tribe.

dan-dea'tlne, a. Secret; hidden;
private.

Claaa;, n. A sharp, shrill noise ; clank.
—v. Z To make a shrill noise.—v. f.

To strike together with a noise.

Clsn'gor, ft. A loud, shrill sound

;

clang.
dank, ft. A shrill noise, as of a chain;
clang.—*, i. To make a shrill noise.

daavniah, a. Disposed to unite in
clans. [sons.

Clan'ahlp, ft. An association of per-
Clap v. t. To strike together so as to

make a noise:—to add one thing to

another:—to poison.-^, i. To strike

the hands together in applause.—ft. A
loud explosion of thunder :—an act of
applause :—a venereal infection.

d&p'bdard (klab'bord). n. A thin,

board.—v. i. To cover with clapboards.
Oap'per, n. One who claps ; tongue
ofabelL

damper-claw, v. t. To scold.

CTap'trap, ft. An artifice to insnare.
Clar'st ft. A French wine.
Clar'i-cliord, ft. A musical instru-

ment
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76 CLARIFICATION

Clar-1-fl-ea'tlen, n. The act of clari-

fying, [clarifies.

Clart-fi-er,* n. He or that which
Clar'1-ty, v. <. To make clear; to purify:
—to brighten.—v. i. To clear up ; to
grow bright. [a kind of hautboy.

Cfar-1-net', n. A musical instrument;
ClaWl-on, n. A kind of trumpet.
Clash, v,i. To interfere.—t\ L To strike
against—n. A collision of bodies.

Clashing-, n. Opposition : collision.

Clasp, n. A hook :—an embrace.—r. L
To embrace. [clasps.

Olasp'er, n. He who, or that which
Clasp'knife, n. A jackknife.
Class, n. A number of persons equal
In rank : an order ; a division.—r. L
Toclassfy.

Clas'sle, )o. Relating to authors of
Clas'sl-eal,/ acknowledged excel-
lence: Greek or Latin.

Clas'sle, n. An authorof the first rank

:

—work ofa classic author. [ner.
Cl&s'sl-cal-ly, ad. In a classical man-
Clas-sl-fl-ea'tion,n. Act ofarranging
Into classes ; arrangement.

Clas'sl-fr. v. L To class.

Class'mate. n. One of the same class.
Clatter, v. I To make a confused
noise.—v. t To cause to rattle.—n. A
noise ; a rattle.

Clat'ter-Insr, n. Rattle ; a clatter.
Clause, n. Part of a sentence :—mem-
ber :—a stipulation.

Clav'at-ea, a. Club-shaped, [chord.
Clav'l-ehord, n. The same as clari-
Clav'1-ele, n. The collar-bone.
Cla'vl-er, n. An assemblage of the
keys ofan organ or piano-forte.

ClAv'l-ger, n. [L.] A keeper of keys.
Claw, n. The nail of a beast or bird.—

v. t. To tear ; to scratch. [claws.
Clawed (klawd), a. Furnished with
Clay, a. An argillaceous earth.—v. t.

To cover with clay.
Clay'ey (kla'e), a. Consisting of clay.
Clay'-marl, n. A chalky clay.
Clay'more, n. A large two-handed
sword.

Clay'-plt, n. A pit where clay is dug.
Clajr'-stone, n. Argillaceous lime-
stone.

Clean, a. Free'from impurity; not foul

:

—neat:—entire:—innocent—ad. Quite:
completely.—r. I To cleanse.

Cleaning, n. A cleansing:—the after-
birth of a cow. [ness.

Clean'U-ness (klenle-ness), n. Neat-
Clean'ly (klen'le), a. Clean ; pure :—
ad. In a clean manner.

Clean'ness, n. Neatness ; purity, [ed.
Cleaas'a-ble, a. That may be cleans-
Cleanse (klens), v. t. To purify ; to clean.
Cleans'er, n. That which cleanses.
Cleans'lng (kienz'ing), n. Purification.
Clear, a. Bright :—indisputable :—ex-
empt—ad. Plainly; clean.—n. Full
extent.—v. L To make clear; to acquit
—©. L To grow bright or disengaged.

CLIMATE

dear'age, n. The removing of aay
thing.

Clear'ance, n. Act of clearing :—car
tlfiaate given by the collector of a port

Clearer, n. One who clears.

Clear'lns;, n. Justification : defence.
Clear'lnc-lioase, n. The place where
daily balances between banks are set-

tled.

Clearly, ad. Brightly ; evidently.
Clear7ness, n. Transparency.
Clear'siirht-ed, a. Seeing welL
Clears-starefe, v. L To starch inorder
to clear ; to stiffen with starch.

Cleat, n. A piece of wood for strength-
ening :—a thin metallic plate.

Cleav'a-ble, a. That may be divided
or cleft. Itmg-

Cleav'age, n. Act or manner ofsplit-
Cleave, n. To split ; to separate.—v. i.

To pari asunder.
Cleav'er, n. A butcher's instrument
Cl*r n. A character for the key.
Cleft, n. A crack ; a crevice.
Clem'en-ey, n. Lenity ; mercy.
Clem'ent, a. MUd ; merciful : kind.
Clem'ent-ly, ad. In a merciful man-

ner.
Clench, See Clinch.
Clepe, v.t To call.—v. i. TocaU.
Cler'a^r, n. The ministers of the Gos-
pel : priesthood.

Cler'ay-man, n. One of the clergy.
CleVle, )a. Relating to the clergy,

CleV1-eal, / to a clerk, or a writer,
Clerk, n. A secretary or book-keeper;
a writer.

Clerlc'lilce, a. Like a clerk.
Clerk'snlp, n. The office ofa clerk.
Cle>'er, a. Dexterous ; ingenious.—
kind.

CMv'er-ly, ad. In a clever manner.
Cler'er-ness, n. Quality of being
clever.

C16v'ls, ) n. A bent iron on the end of
CMt'jt, /the tongue ofa cart, wagon,
Ac.

Clew. n. A ball of thread:—guide.—v. i To direct :—to raise the sails.

Cllek, v. i. To make a sharp noise.—
v. L To snatch hastily.—n. Latch of
a door :—a sharp sound.

Cllek'er, n. One who invites in cus-
tomers.

Cli'ent, n. One who employs a lawyer.
Cli'ent-shlp, n. State of a client
Cliff; n. A steep rock ; a precipice.
ditty, a. Broken ; craggy.
Cll-mae'ter, n. Same as climacteric.
Cll-mae'ter-Ie, n. A critical period

in human life. The 63d year is called
the grand climacteric.

Cllm-ae-teVle, \cl Relating to
Cllm-ae-ter'1-eal,/ critical periods
of life.

Cli'mate, n. A belt of the globe paral-
lel to the equator :—a region, or tract
of land :—constitution or state o/ the
atmosphere.
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CLIMATIC

Cli-nmsU'ic, a. Relating to a climate.
Cli'mn-tise, v.L To acclimate.
Cli-mn-tOl'o-yy, n. A treatise on
climate.

Cli'naAx, n. Gradation : ascent
Climb (kllm), v. i. To ascend with
labor ; to mount up!—v. L To ascend

;

to mount. [dlmbs.
Climb'er (kllm'er), n. One who
Clime, n. Climate ; region.
Cllneb, «. L To grasp ; to rivet—1>. i.

To hold fast—n. A clincher ; a witty
saying :—part ot a cable. [cramp.

CUneh'er, n. One that clinches: a
Cling, v. i. To hang upon by twining
round; to adhere.

Cuas/stdne, n. A kind of peach.
CUnfr/y, n. Apt to cling ; adhesive.
Clln'le, n. One confined by sickness.
Clln'ie, )a. Pertaining to a bed;
Clln'i-eftl, / confined to the bed.
Clink, v.L To ring ; to clank.—v. i.

To emit a sharp noise.—n. A sharp
noise ; clank.

Clip. v. t To curtail.

Cllp'per, n. One who clips :—a bar-
ber :—a vessel. [cut off.

Clip'pine, ft Act of cutting : a part
Clique (klek], n. [Fr.] A party; a
coterie.

Clonk (kl6k), n. An outer garment : a
cover.—v. L To cover with a cloak

;

to hide.
Cldmk'-b&g, n. A portmanteau.
Clock, n. An instrument to show
time :—a beetle.—v. i. To call.

Cloek'-work, n. The work of a
clock ; well-adjusted work.

C1M, n. A lump of earth :—a dolt—
v. i. To clot.—v. t To pelt with clods.
C1M'dy, a. Consisting of clods.
CIOd7hop-p«r. n. A clown : a rustic.

ClOflT, n. An allowance of weight.
ClOa;, v. L To encumber.—v. t. To be
encumbered.—n. An encumbrance :—
a wooden shoe. [clogged.

ClOaj'fff-nOM, ». The state of being
Clog^ajina;, n. An obstruction.

£» /

JPr' <L fogging up.
Clols'ter, n. A monastery:—an arcade.
•^o. L To shut up in a cloister.

Cldls'ter-al,a. Solitary ; recluse.
Cloke, n. An outergarment
Clomp, v. i. To walk heavily.
Close, v. L To shut :—to terminate :—
to enclose:—to Join.—1\ i. To coal-
esce ; to end.—n. Conclusion ; pause.

Close, n. An enclosed place :—a pass-
age.—a. Shut fast :—compact; retired:
—near to:—penurious.—<uL Densely;
closely. [body.

Close'-bod-led, n. Made to fit the
Close7!?, ad. In a close manner; se-

cretly.
Close'neas, n. State of being close.

Clos'er, n. A finisher ; a concluder.
Clos'et,n. A small room ; a cupboard.
—*. L To shutup in a closet.

Cles'ina;, n. Period ; conclusion.

COACH 77

Clos'nre (klo'shur), n. Aet of shut-
ting up.

Clot, n. Anything clotted ; coagula-
tion.—v. L To form clots ; to coagu-
late.

Clotk, n. Anything woven : a woven
fabric :—a covering for a table.

Clothe (kldth), v. L To coverwith gar-
ments ; to invest

Clothes (klOthz or kids), n. pL Gar-
ments; dress; apparel.

Clotk'ler (klottfyer), n. A maker or
seller of clothes.

Clotk'tna;, n. Dress ; clothes.
ClOtfter, v. i To concrete.
C16t'tjr,a. Full of clots.

CloOd, n. A collection of vapors ; ob-
scurity:—a crowd.—v. t To darken
with clouds ; to obscure.—v. i. Togrow
obscure.

ClOad'-eftpt, a. Topped with clouds.
Cload'lly.ad. With clouds.
Cload'1-ness, n. State ofbeing cloudy.
Cload'less, a. Without clouds, "[dark.

Clond'y, a. Covered with clouds;
Clougb ( kluf or klof), n. A cliff; a

cleft ; doff.
ClttOt,n. A patch.—«. L To patch;

to cover with a cloth.
Clove, i. from cleave.—n. A spice :—

a

weight :—a cleft.

CloVven (kiyvn), o. from cleave. Cleft.

C16/Ten*fbot-ea, a. Having the foot
divided.

Cld'ver, n. * kind ofgrass.
Clown, n. A rustic ; an ill-bred man.
Cldwn'er*y,n. Ill-breeding; rudeness.
Clown'lsh, a. Coarse ; ill-bred.

Cldy, v. L To satiate.

Clnb,n. A heavy stick :—a small soci-

ety :—a share :— suit ofcards.—v. i. To
join in a common expense.—v. t. To
pay a common reckoning.

Clttb'-flst»ed, a. Having a large fist.

Cl fib'-foot, n. A distorted foot.

ClAb'-law, n. The law of rude force.
Clttb'-rOOm, n. Room in which a
club meets.

Clttek, v.i. To call as a hen.—v. L To
call, as a hen calls chickens.

Clamp, n. A shapeless mass :—cluster
of trees.

Clftm'sl-ness. n. Awkwardness.
Clam'sy, a. Awkward ; unhandy.
Clttnch, n. The hard bed of the lower
chalk ; an indurated clay.

Clftnjr, i. &p. from cling.
Clttii'ier, n. A bunch :—collection.—

v.i. To grow in clusters.—v. t. To col-
lect: to gather.

Clas'teroy, a. Growing in clusters.

Ciatcb, v. t. To gripe ; to grasp.-4t
Grasp.—jt. The paws; the talons.

Ciat'ier, n. A bustle; clatter.—v. i
To make a noise.

Clys'ter, n. An injection.
Coach (koch). n. A four-wheeled car-
riage : a carriage for travelling.—v. {
<fc t To ride or carry in a coacn.
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Coaeh'-box, *. Seat of the coachman.
Cdacb'-doa;, n. A dog kept to attend
a carriage.

Cdaeb'maii, ». The driver of a coach.
Co-Ac'tton, n. Force; compulsion.
Co-ac'tlve, a. Compulsory.
Co-ad'lu-tant, a. Helping : assisting.
Co-ad-Jik'tor, n. A fellow-nelper ; an

assistant
Co-a'srent, n. An associate.
Co-afpn-late, v. <. To force into con-
cretions.—t». i. To run into concretions.

Co-aa>u-lsVtIon, n. Act of coagula-
ting; congelation. [illation.

Co-Aa^-a-la-tlve, a. Producing ooag-
Co-acr'n-la-tor, n. One that coagu-

Coal, n. A solid Inflammable substance
used for fuel :—cinder :—charcoal.—
v. t To burn wood to charcoal.

Coal'-blaek, a. Black as coal ; very
black.

Coal'er-r, n. A coal-mine ; a colliery.
C6-a-lesce' (ko-a-lesO, v. i. To unite
in a body; to grow together. [tlon.

Co-a-l&rcence, n. Union; concre-
Cd-a-lea'cent. a. Growing together.
C6-a-11'tIon (ko-a-llsh'un), n. Union
into one mass or party ; alliance.

Coal'-mine. n. A mine in which
coals are dug. {dug.

Coal'-plt, n. A pit wherein coals are
Coal'-scftt-tle, n. A vessel for coals.
Coal'y (ko'le), a. Containing coal.

Co-ap-ta'tloii, n. Adjustment of parts
to each other.

Coarse (kors), a. Not fine :—not soft

:

—crude :—uncivil :— gross ; vulgar:—
mean.

Coarsely, ad. In a course manner.
Coarae'iiess, n. Rudeness; gross-

ness.
Cd-as-snme,v. t To assume together.
Coast (kost),n. The border of a coun-
try bounded by the sea ; shore.—v. i.

To sail close by the coast.—v. t. To
sail near.

Coast'er, n. That which sails near
the shore ; a small trading-vessel.

Coast'lna;, p. a. Keeping near the
coast—n. Act of sailing near the
coast.

Coat (kot), n. An upper garment :—
petticoat :—the hair of a beast.—v. L
To Cover ; to invest.

Coat'-card, n. A card:
Coat-ee', n. A short coat
Coatflna;, n. Act of covering ; a cov-
ering, [tice.

Coax (koks), v. t. To wheedle or en-
Coax'er, n. A wheedler.
Cob. n. A pony :—a coin :—a spike of
maize.

Co^balt, n. A gray mineral.
Co-bal'tlc, a. Relating to cobalt.
Cob'ble, v. t. To mend coarsely.^n.
A fishing-boat :—a round stone:—

a

lump of coal :—a bird.
Cob'bler, n. A mender of ihoea

CODIFY

Cob/Aft*, s, A boy s game :—a large
nut

Cob'wtb, «. The web or net of*
spider.—a. Fine, slight, or flimsy.

Coc-eirer-oas, a. Bearing berries.
Coeb'l-neal, n. A substance consist
ing of dried insects, used in dyeing.

Coen'le-a-rjr, a. Having the form of
a screw.

Cocb'le-at-ed, a. Of a screwed form.
Cock, n The male of birds :—a spout

;

—part of a gunlock :—a heap of nay

.

—form of a nat—v. t To fix the cock.
C6ck*ade', n. A badge on the hat
Cock'a-bo*j»', ad. In high mirth.
Cock-a-toos n. A bird of the parrot

kind.
Coek'a-trice, n. A kind of serpent
fabled to rise from a cock's egg:—
basilisk.

^^
Cock'boat, n. A small boat ofa shin.
C6ek'ebaf-er, n. An insect; dorr-
beetle, [crow.

Cock'crdw-Ina;,n. Time when cocks
Cock'er, n. A cockflghter.
C6ek'cr-el, n. A young cock.
Cock'et, n. A ticket from the custom-
house.

Cock'ffgbt, \n. A battleor fight
Cock'fiajbi-lna;, f between game-
cocks, [cock-fignting.

Coek'ffffbt-er. n. One who practises
Cockle (kOk^kl), n. A small testa-

ceous flsh.—p. /. To contract into wrink-
les.—*, i. To grow wrinkled.

Cock 'lor, n. One who takes or sells

cockles
Cock'16ft, n. The top loft or room.
Cock'matcli, n. A cockfight for a

prize. [in contempt.
Cock'ncy, n. A citizen of London,
Cock'ney-lam, n. An idiom of cock-
neys.

Coek'plt.n. The area where cocks
fight :-j)art of a ship.

Cock'roaeb. n. An insect.

CockV-eemb, n. A plant
Cock'spur, n Virginian hawthorn.
Coek'sure, a. Confidently certain.
Cockswain, n. A petty naval officer.

Co'coa, n. The chocolate-nut tree
and its seeds or fruit.

Co'eoa-nnt, n. The nut of the Odco*
nucU&a.

Co-coon', n. The ball made by the
silk-worm:—the case of the chrysalis.

Co-coon'e-ry, n. A place for silk-

worms.
Coe'tlle, a. Made by baking, asbrick.
Coc'tlon. n. The act of boiling.
Cod, n. Case or husk containing seeds.
Cod, or Cod'flsb, n. A common sea-

fish.

Cod'dle, v. t. To parboil ; to candle.
Code, tt. A collection or digest oflawa
Cod'srer. n. A rustic ; a clown.
Cod'l-dl, n. An appendage to a wUL
Cod-l-fl-ea'tlon. n. Act of codifying
Cod'l-ty, v. t. To form into a code.
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CODLING

a. A kind of apple .<—

a

Co-eTII-ea-cy, n. Joint efficacy.
Co-ef-fl'eiea-ey (ko-ef-fWen-se),
a. Joint efficiency ; cooperation.

Ca-efrfl'eient, n. That which coope-
rates.—a. Cooperating.

Cd-ol'der, n. An elder of the same
rank.

Co-eSqaal, a. Equal ; of the same rank.
CaWqaaTI-ty, n. State of being
coequal.

Co-eree7
, ».t To restrain ; to force.

Co-er'eloii, n. Restraint; check.
Ce-er'eive, a. Restraining ; checking.
Co ca eca'tlal, a. Ofthe same essence.
C6-ea-tate', n. Union of interests.
Co-e-ter'nal, a. Equally eternal.
Co-e-ter/al-tjr,n. Equal or Joint eter-
nity.

Co-e'wal, a. Of the same age with
another.—n. One of the same age.

C6-es-I»tf, v. i. To exist together.
Co-es-Ist'enee, n. Existence at the
same time. [time.

Co-es-Ist'eat, a. Existing at the same
Co-es-tend', r. L To extend to the
same space.

Co-es-tea'alon, n. Equal extension.
Co-ex-ten'elve, a. Having the same
extent.

C«rfee, n. A berry of the coffee-tree,
and the liquid made from it

Coffee-hodse, n. A house of enter-
tainment

Coffee-mill, n. A mill for grinding
coffee.

Coffee-pot, n. A pot forholding coffee.

Coffer, n. A chest:—a treasure:—

a

sunk panel in vaults.—v. L To treas-
ure up. [constructing piers.

Coffer-dam, n. An enclosure used in
Coffin, n. A box for a dead body :—
part ofa horse's foot—v. L To enclose
in a coffin.

Cog;, v. t To flatter ; to falsify :—to fix

cogs in a wheel.—n. The tooth of a
wheel :—a little boat.

Co'gen-ey, n. Force ; power.
C6/aent,a. Forcible ; convincing, [on.
C*e?l-ta-ble, a. That may be thought
Cta/l-tate, v. i. To think : to meditate.
Coff-l-ta'tlon,n. Meditation; thought.
Coff-l-t&'tlve, a. Thinking ; given to
thought [brandy.
Comae (k6n-yak0, n. [Fr.l A French
Coff'iiat*, a. Allied by blood; kindred.
Cog-na'tlon, n. Relationship ; kin-
dred, [edge.

Cog-nl'tion (kog-nlsh'un), n. Knowl-
Cosr'jil-aa-ble, a. Liable to be exam-
ined.

Coar-al-aanee,fi. Observation ; knowl-
edge :—Judicial notice ; right to try.

Cte/al-eanttO. Having cognizance of.

Ce§-nl-aee/, n. One to whom a fine

in lands, Ac., is acknowledged.
C*e>al-aer/

. n. One who acknowl-
edges a fine.

COLLAM 79

Coa>nd'men, n. [L.1 The last of the
three names by which Romans ofgood
family were designated :—a surname

;

a family name. [surname.
Coff-nom'1-nal, a. Belonging to the
Coff-nom-l-na'tlon, n. Act ofgiving
a surname.

Coa>noa'eenee, n. Knowledge.
Coa>a6s'el-ble, a. That may be
known.

Cte'-wheel, n. A wheel with cogs.
Co-hab'lt, v. i. To dwell together.
Cd-hab't-taiit, *. A Joint inhabitant
Co-bab-l-ta'tlon, n. The act of co-
habiting.

Co-heir? (ko-arO, »• A Joint heir.
C6-helr/eas, n. A Joint heiress..
Co-here7

, v. i. To stick together.
Co-he'renee, ) Act of cohering*
Co-he/ren-ejr,/ cohesion.
Co-hfr^nt, o. Sticking together.
Co-he'sloa (ko-be'zhun), n. Act of
cohering. [sticking.

Co-he'alVe, a. Having the power of
Co-he7*!ve-neee, n. Quality of being
cohesive.

Cotio-bate, v. t To distil again,
Cd'bort^w. A body of soldiers.
Coif, n. A head-dress ; a cap.
Coifed (kolft), a. Wearing a coif.

Coiffure, n. A head-dress ; a coif.
Colrae (k61n), n. A corner ;—a wedge.
Coll, v. t To gather into a small com-
pass.—-n. A rope wound into a ring.

Coin, n. Money bearing a legal stamp

;

metallic money, as gold, 4tc—v. t To
stamp money :—to invent. [forgery.

Coln'aae, n. Act or art of coming :—
Co-ln-eide', v. i To agree with ; to
concur. [agreement.

Co-In'cl-denee,n. Act of coinciding;
Co-In'ei-dent, a. Agreeing with.
Co-In'dl-ea'tlon, n. Concurrent sign.
Coln'er, n. A maker of money :—ln-
ventoi.

Co-I'tlon fk6-lsh'un). n. Copulation.
Coke, n. Mineral coal charred.
Col'an-der, n. A sieve ; a cullender.
Co-la'tlon,n. Act of straining; nitra-

tion.
C61'eo-thar. n. A red oxide of iron.

Cold, a. Not hot : chill ; indifferent :—
reserved.—n. Privation of heat:—

a

catarrh.
Cdld'-he&rt-ed, a. Wanting feeling.

Cold'ly, ad. Without heat.

Cold'neaa,Ti. Want of heat; frigidity.

Cole, n. A name for cabbage.
C5-le-op/te-ra. n. pi. Insects of the
beetle tribe. f^ape.

Cdle'wort (koTwtirt), n. A sort oi onb-
Cdl'le, n. A disorder of the bowels.
CollApse, 71. A shrinking of the body:
actofTalling together.—-r. i. To fall

together ; to shrink up. [closed.

Col-lapsed' (kol-lflpetO, a. Withered ;

Col'lar, n. A neck oand :—a badpe :—

Srt of a harness.—v. L To seize b?
e collar.
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Col'lar-bone, n. The clavicle.

*tol-late', v t. Tooompare things sim-
ilar ; to confer.

Col-lat'er-al, a. Being sidewise ; not
direct ; not immediate. [indirectly.

Col-lat'er-al-ly, ad. Side by side :—
Col-la'tion, n. Act of collating :—

a

ColHeagrue (kdlleg), n. A partner.

Col-leef, v. L To gather together ; to
gain. Lposed.

Col-lect'ed, p. a. Gathered :—com-
Col-lect'1-ble, a. That may be gath-
ered.

Col-lee'tlon, n. Act of collecting :—
contribution :—assemblage :— a corol-

lary.
Col-lec'tlve, a. Tending to collect.

Col-lee'tive-ly, ad. In a general
mass. [gathers.

Col-lee'tor, n. One who collects or
Col-lee7tor-ate, n. District of a col-

lector, [collector.

Col-lee'tor-enlp, n. The office of a
Col'ltee, n. A community:—a semi-
nary of learning:—a house in which
collegians reside. [lege.

Col-lcrfl-an, n. A member of a col-

Col-le'ffl-ate, n. Pertaining to a col-
lege.—n. A member of a college.

Odl'let, n. Part of a ring ; the setting
of a precious stone. [other.

Col-lide',t?. i. To strike against each
Coll'ler (kol'yer). n. A digger of coals:

—a dealer in coals :—a coalship.
C611'ier-y (kol'yer-e), n. A coal-mine :

—coal-trade. [language.
Col-iln'fnal, a. Having the same
C61-li-qua'tloii,n. The act ofmelting.
Col-llq-ue-fae'tlon, n. A melting
together.

Col-11'slon (kol-llzh'un), n. Act of
colliding ; opposition ; interference.

Col'lo-eate, v. L To place ; to arrange.
Cel-lo-ea'tlon, n. Act of placiug;
arrangement. [to plot.

Col-ldfue' (-log), v. t. To wheedle \—
Col'lop, n. A small slice of meat.
Col-ld/qul-al, a. Relating to com-
mon conversation ; ff

Col-ld'qnl-al-Iam, n. A* word or
phrase used in conversation.

Cel'-lo-qulat, n. A speaker in a dia-
logue.

Col'lo-quy, n. A discourse between
two or more persons : a dialogue.

Col-lade', v. £ To conspire.
Cel-lud'er, n. One who conspires in
a fraud.

Col-lA'sIon, n. Deceitful agreement.
Col-lu'ftlve-iieaft, n. A fraudulent

concert.
Col-lii'ao-ry, a. Containing collusion.
Col'ly', or Col'low, n. Smut of coal.
Col'lyfr. t To grime with coal.
Cologne (ko-ldn'), a. Applied to a
perfumed liquid, firstmade at Cologne.

Co'lon, n. The point, thus [ :], used to
mark a nause :—intestine.

COMATOSE

Colonel (kur'nel), n. Commander of
a regiment.

Coloneley fkur'nel-se), n. Office of
a colonel.

Co-Wnl-al, a. Relating to a colony.
Col'o-nlst, n. An inhabitant ot a
colony. [lzing.

C61-o-nl-Ba'tloii,n. Theactofcolon-
Col-o-nl-a*'tlon-Ist,n. An advocate
of colonization. [in.

Col'o-niae, v. L To establish a colony
Col-on-nade7

, n. A range ofcolumns.
C61'o-ny, n. A body of people who

settle In a distant region :—thecountry
colonised.

Co-lopb/o-ny, n. A black resin.
Col'or fkul'ur), n. The appearance ot
bodies to the eye :—paint ; semblance;—pi. A flag.—r. L To paint :—to pal-
liate.—v. i. To blush : to show color.

Col'or-a-ble,a. Specious ; plausible.
Col-or-a'tloti, n. The act of color-

ing.

Col'or-Ing, n. An art in painting :—
appearance.

Col'or-Ist, n. A painter who excels.
Col'or-lesa, a. Without color.
Co-los'sal, la. Like a colossus;
Col-oa-ee'aiiJ g' '

size.

gigantic; huge.
rv " * spaci

of great
Col-os-ee'iinv n." ~[L.l A spacious
amphitheatre :—a building

Co-loa'alan* (ko-losh'anz), n. pi. The
inhabitants or the ancient city of
Colosse.

Co-loa'ana, n. [L.] A statue of enor-
mous size. [coiporter.

Col-port'affe, n. The business of a
Col-pdrt'er,1n. [Ft.] A pedler ot
Col-nort'or, j religious books; a
book-pedler.

Cdl'staflT, n. A staff, on which a bur-
den is carried.

Colt, n. A young hone.
Col'ter, n. The sharp iron of a plough.
Colt'isn, a. Like a colt
Colt's'-foot (-fdt), n. A medicinal
plant.

Col'u-brine.a. Relating to a serpent.
Col'um-ba-ry, n. A dove-cot; a
pigeon-house. [calibre.

Col-um'bl-ad, n. A cannon of large
Col'n-mei, n. [L.] The axis to which
the carpels of a compound pistil are
attached.

Col'nmn (kGl'um), n. A cylindrical
pillar :—a file of troops ;—a perpendic-
ular section of a page :—a perpendicu-
lar line of figures.

Co-lam'ner, a. Formed in columns.
Co-lares', n. p/. Two imaginary
circles supposed to intersect each other
in the poles.

Col'aa, n. A species of cabbage.
Co7ma, n. A morbid disposition to

sleep.
Co-mate', n. A companion.
Com'ate, a. Hairy ; like hair.
Com-a-tose', a Lethargic; drowsy.
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Comb (kern), n. An instrument to

adjust the nair :—crest of a cock :—
cells in which bees lodge their honey:
—« measure.—v. t. To adjust the hair;

to dress any thing smooth.
Com'bat, v. i. To contend ; to act in
opposition.—v. t To oppose.—n. A
contest ; fight ; dueL

Com'bst-t&iit, ». One who combats.
—a. Disposed to quarrel.

Com'bo-ilve, a. Inclined to com-
bat; pugnacious.

Com'bo-tlTe-DOss, n. (Phen.) A
disposition to fight.

ComVer, n. One who combs.
Cftm-bt-ni'tion, n. Act of combin-
ing ; coalition ; conspiracy.

Com-bine'. r.t To join together.—
v. i. To unite ; to coalesce.

Corn-binder, n. He who or that
which combines.

Com-bte'tl-bil't-ty, \n. Quality of
Com-btta/tft-ble-neaa, / beingcom-
bustible.

Com-btta'tl-ble, a. That may be
burnt.—n. A combustible material.

Com-btts'tlon, n. Act of burning.
Come, v. i. To draw near ; to arrive

:

—to happen.
Co-me^dl-an, n. An actor or writer
of comedy. [tion.

Com'e-dy, n. A dramatic representa-
Come'li-D&w, n. Grace ; dignity.
Come'ly, o. Graceful ; becoming.
Com'et. n. A heavenly body with a
train of light.

Com'et-o-rjr, ) a. Relating to a comet
Co-met'ic, j or to a cometarium.
Com-et*6ff'ra*phy, n. A descrip-
tion ofcomets.

Com'At, n. A sweetmeat
Com'fort,. v. /. To enliven ; to cheer.
—n. Support under calamity ; conso-
lation ; pleasure.

Com'fort-a-ble, a. Possessing com-
fort: cheerful.

Com/fort-a-bly, ad. With comfort
Com'fort-er, n. One who affords
comfort:—the Holy Spirit :—a stuffed
coverlet

Com'fort-l€M, a. Wanting comfort.
Com'frey, n. A medicinal plant.
Com'le, a. Relating to comedy; rais-

ing mirth.
Com'i-eal, a. Diverting ; droll.

Com'tng. n. Act of coming ; arrival.

—p. a. Future ; being about to come.
Com'l-ty, n. Courtesy

;
good-breeding.

Com'ma, n. A point marked thus [,]•

Com«mand', v. t. To govern ; to or-

der.—v. i. Tohave authority.—n. Act
of commanding ; power ; order ; in-
junction.

Com-mand'er, n. One who com-
mands ; a naval officer. [knights.

Com-maad'er-y, n. A body of
Com-mand'ing a. Ordering ; con-

trolling." tnd'ment, n. A command.

6
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Com-m6aa/u-ra-ble (kom-niezh'), a.

Reducible to the same measure.
Com-m€m'o-ra-ble, a. Worthy of
remembrance ; memorable.

Com-m€m'o-rate. v. t. To preserve
in memory ; to celebrate.

Com-mem-o-ra'tlon, n. A public
celebration.

Com-m6m'o-ra-tive, \a. Preserv-
Conwnem'o-ra-to-ry , j ing in
memory. [upon.

Com-mgnee', v. t To begin ; to enter
Com-m$nee'ment, n. A beginning:
—the time when students receive
their degrees. [praise.

Corn-mend', v. t. To recommend ; to
Com-mtad'a-ble, a. That may be
commended ; laudable.

Com*m£nd'a-bly, ad. Laudably.
Cdm-mon-da'tlon, n. Approval;

praise. [commend.
Com-mtn'da-to-ry? a. Serving to
Com-m«n»-ii-ra»bil'l-ty, \n. Ca-
Com-m«ns'n-ra»ble-nea«, j pacity
or state of having a common measure,

Com-mens'u-ra-ble, a. Having a
common measure.

Com-mens'n-rftte, v. t To reduce
to some common measure.—a. Equal;
coextensive.

Com-mens-a-ra'tlon, n. Reduc-
tion tb some common measure.

Com'meat, v. L To expound ; to write
notes upon a work.—n. A note ; ser-

vation; exposition.
Com'mea-ta-ry, n. A book of com-
ments ; exposition.

C6m'men-ta-tor, n. An expositor.
Cdm'ment-er, n. One who com-
ments.

Cdm'poorce, n. The exchange of
commodities; trade:—intercourse.

Com-mer'clal (kom-meVshal), a. Re-
lating to ^commerce. [nunciation.

C6m-mi-na'tlon, n. A threat ; a de-
Com-mln'a-to-ry, a. Denunciatory.
Com-mln'ffle, v. t. To mix together,
—v. i. To unite ; to blend.

Com'mt-ndte, v. t. To pulverize.
Com-ml-DO'tlon, n. A grinding;
pulverization.

Com-mls'er-ate, v. L To feel pity
for ; to compassionate.

Com*mXs-er»a'tloa, n. Compassion.
Com-mls'er-a-tlve, a. Compassion-

C6m-mifl-sa'ri-at, n. A body of of-

ficers who have charge of supplies for

an army.
C6m'mls-ftA-ry , n. A delegate ;—an

officer who inspects muster-rolls, reg-

ulates provisions, <fec.

C6m-mis-»a-ry-gr*n'er-al, n. An
officer who has charge of supplies.

Com-mls'alon (kom-mlsh'un), n. Act
ofcommitting : charge :—an allowance:
—a document investing one with au-
thority :—perpetration.—v. t To em-
power ; to appoint
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Com-mla'aioa-er, n. One empow-
ered to act [joint ; a earn.

€om-mI»'sure (kom-mish'yur), n. A
Com-mlf, v. t To intrust :—to im-
prison :—to deposit :—to do.

Com-mlt'meiit, n. The act of com-
mitting.

Com-mit'tal, n. Commitment,
Com-mlftee, n. A number of per-

sons who manage any matter.

Com-mlt'ter, n. One who commits.
Com-mlftt-ble, n. Liable to be com-
mitted.

To mingle; to mix.
; to be mixed,
(-mlkst'yur), n. A

[sideboard.
heaa-dress :—a
Adapted to its

Com-mlx', v. t.

—v. i. To unite
Com-mlxfare
compound.

Corn-mode', n.

Com-mo'dl-otis, a.

purpose ; convenient
Com-mo'dl-ofte-ly, ad. Conven-

iently, [merchandise.
Corn-mod'1-tjr, n. Interest :—wares

;

Com'mo-dore, n. An officer who
commands a squadron.

Cftm'moii, a. Belonging equally to
the public :—mean :—not scarce :—gen-
eral ; usual.—n. A public ground.—
v. i. To possess with others.

Corn'mon-age, n. The right of feed-
ing on a common. [people.

Cdm'mon-al-ty, n. The common
Cont'mon-coiiii'cf1, n. The council
of a city.

Com'mon-er, n. A man not noble.
Coni'mon-law, n. Unwritten law,
which receives its binding from im-
memorial usage. [ally.

Com'mon-ly, ad. Frequently; usu-
Com'mon-place, a. Ordinary.—n.
A memorandum.

Com'mons, n. pi. The common peo-
ple :—the lower house of parliament

:

—fare.
Com'mon-«£iise,n. -The natural un-
derstanding ofmankind in general

Com-mon-weal' , n. The public good.
Com'mon-wealth, n. A state ; re-
public :—the community.

Com-mo'tion, n. Tumult; disturb-
ance, [agitate.

Com-mATC/, v. t To disturb; to
Com-mnne', v. i. To converse to-
gether, [trict.

Com'mnne.n. [Ft.] A territorial dis-
Com-mii'Dl-ca-ble, a. That may
be imparted.

Com-mu'nl-cant, n. A partaker of
the Lord's supper.

Com-mn'nl-eate, v. t To impart

;

to reveal.—-v. i. To partake of the
Lord's supper :—to have something in
common.

Com-mu-nf-ca'tlon, a. Act of
communicating; conference.

Com-mn'nt-ea-tlve, a. Ready to
impart

Com-mu'nl-ea-ttve-neos, n. State
of being communicative.

COMPEER

(kom-mun'yun), a
Intercourse:—celebration of the Lord's
supper :—a religious denomination.

€6m'mii*nltm, n. Community of
property. [communism.

Com'mu-nlsL, n. An advocate for
Com-mn'ni-ly, n. The common-
wealth:— an association :—society :—
common possession.

Com-ma-ta-bll'i-ty, n. Capacity
of exchange. [commuted.

Com-mn'ta-ble, a. That may U
Com-mu-ta'tlon, n. Interchange.
Com-mu'Is-Uve, a. Belatmgto ex-
change.

Com-Hfitite, v. t. To buy off.—v. i. To
bargain for exemption. [rocaL

Com-miit'a-al, a. Mutual; recip-
Com'pact, n. A contract
Corn-pact', v.L To Join together;

to unite closely.—a. Firm ; solid.
Com-p&et'ly, ad. Closely; densely.
Com-paet'iicsa, w. Firmness.
Com-pan'fton (kom-pan'yun), n. A
partner ; a comrade.

Corn-pan 'lon-a-ble, a. Fond of
society; agreeable.

Corn-pan'lon-sblp, n. Company;
fellowship.

Com'pa-ny, t». Persons assembled

:

—a society :—a body corporate.
Cdm'pa-ra-bl>« o. That may be
compared ; similar.

Com-pai^a-tlve, a. Estimated by
comparison. [narative state.

Com-par'a-tlTO-ly, ad. In a eom-
Com-pare', v. t To measure one
thing by another.—n. Comparison;
similitude.

Com-par'er, n. One whocomparea
Com-jpar'l-aon, a. Act of comparing;
similitude.

Corn-part', v. L To divide; tomark out
Com-par-tl'tlon, w. Act of divid-

ing, [arate part
Com-part'm«nt, n. Division ; sep-
Com'pami, v. t. To encircle :—at at-
tain.—n. A circle : space ; circumfer-
ence :—power of the voice :—a mag-
netic apparatus for steeringships, Ac

Com'pasa-eti, n. pL An instrument to
describe a circle.

Com'pas'nlon {kcm-pash'un), n.
Grief for the suffering ofothers ; com-
miseration.

Com-pas'sfon-ate, a. Inclined to
pity.—v. t To pity ; to commiserate.

Com-paa-filon-ate-ly, ad. Merci-
fully ; tenderly.

Com-pat-lbU'l-ty, \n. Consist-
Com-pat'l-ble-neas, j ency; sui-

tableness; fitness.

Com-pat'l-ble, a. Suitable to, fit for.

Com-pat'l-bly, ad. Fitly ; suitably.

Ccm-pa'tri-ot, n. One of the same
country ; a fellow-countryman.—a.
Being of the same country.

Com-pe#r/
, n. A companion.—•. t

To be equal with; toi
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COMPEL

^~*-p*l'» »• L To force ; to constrain.
Gom-p«l'ia*ble, a. That may be
compelled.

Com-pel-IsVUon, n. Style ofaddress.
Com'jpend, n. An abridgment ; com-
pendium, [abridged.

Cam-pta'di-oAs^a. Short; summary;
Gom-pta'di-oAa-ly, ad. 8hortly;
in epitome.

Oom-p^o'dl-flm, n. An abridgment;
summary : epitome ; an abstract.

Cotn'pta-sato. v.L To recompense.
Com-pen-ssVtion, n. Something
paid for service; recompense.

Com-pta'sa-tlTO, a. That com-
pensates, [mends.

Com-pta'aa-to-nr, a. Making a-
Com.p^te', t>. £ To carry on compe-
tition.

Com'pe-teiiee, \n. 8tate of being
Com'pe-t£n-cy, / competent; ca-
pacity ; sufficiency.

C&m'pe-tent, a. Suitable ; capable.
Cftm-pe-trUon, n. A contest for
the same object ; rivalry. [nent

Com-ptt'l-tcr, n. A rival ; an oppo-
Com-pl-la'tlon, n. Act of compil-
ing :-a collection from various authors.

Coin-pile', v. L To collect from vari-
ous authors.

Com-pil'er, n. One who compiles.
Com-plsVeenee, )n. Gratification;
Com-plsVeen-ejr,/ satisfaction;
pleasure : civility.

Com-plsVeent, a. Civil ; mild.
Cam-plsVeent-ljr, tui. in a mild
manner. [find fault.

Corn-plain', v. i. To murmur; to
Com-plaln /ant,n. A plaintiff, [row.
Com-plaln'lnsr, n. Expression of sor-
Gom-plalnt', n. Accusation :—

a

lamentation :—a disease. [esy.
Com-plal-sance', n. Civility ; oourt-
Com-plal-aant', a. Civil ; courteous;

ad.
[poUtely.
Civilly;

t'al, a.

A full quantity.
Filling up;

polite.

Com-plal-»ant'ly,
Cora'ple-mftnt.
Com-ple-tnfcnt'i
completing.

Com-pleto', a. Having no deficiency

;

entire ; accomplished ; finished.—v. t.

To perfect ; to finish.

Com-plete'ljr, ad. PuUy: entirely.
Com-pltte/neat, n. Perfection

;

completion.
Com-plg'tlon, n. Act ofcompleting
perfect state ; end. [complete.

Com-pWtlve, o. Filling; making
C6in'pl#x, a. Intricate : entangled

;

ofmany parts.—n. Complication ; col-
lection.

Com-pl*x'ed-n&M,n. Complication.
Com.piex'ion (kom-piek'shun), n.
lye color of the skin or external parts

COMPREHENSION 88

State of being an

ofany body.
C*ia-pl«x'lon-al. )

Com-plex'ion
ion.

Com-piex'f-ty,

a. Relating
to complex-
complex.

State of being

Ctat/plta-ly, ad. In a complex
manner. [complex.

Cftna'plex-nesa, n. State of being
Com-pU'a-ble, o. Disposed to com-
ply.

Com-pli'ance, n. Act of complying.
Com-pU'snt, o. Yielding ; civil.Um'pli^t^y, n. State of being
complicated.

Com/pll-caie, v. t To entangle one
with another ; to Join.—<l Complex

;

complicated.
Camfplt-cat-od, p. a. Entangled.

5Sm P!*-«?>^n*Mh n. Intricacy.
Cftm-pli-ca'Uon, n. Complexity;
intricacy.

Com-plfc'l-ty, n.
accomplice.

Com-pli'er, n. One who complies.
Com'pll-ment, n. An expression of
respect ; delicate flattery ; praise.—v. L
To flatter.—1>. i. To use flattery.

Cttm-pll-uritat'a-rjr, a. Bestowing
compliments ; civil ; flattering.
C6m /pline,n. A prayer in the Roman
Catholic church.

Cftm'plftt, n. A confederacy in a plot;
a joint plot [conspire.

Com-plot', v. i. To form a plot; to
Com-pl6t'ter, n. A conspirator.
Com-ply', v. i. To yield ; to consent.
Com-pd'nent, a. Forming a com-
pound.—n. A constituent part.

Corn-port', v. i. To agree; to bear.—
v. t. To bear :—to behave. [ble.

Com-pdrt'a-ble,a. Consistent; suita-
Com-pdse', v. L To form, as a com-
pound ; to put together :—to write ; to
adjust ; to constitute :—to arrange, as
types. [quiet

Com-pd«*d' (kom-pozdO, P- «• c**m I

Com-pos'ed-ly, ad. Calmly ; quietly.
Com-poa'er, n. One who composes.
Com-pos/lnfr-atlck, n. An instru-
ment in which types are arranged.

Com-poVlte, a. Compounded.
Com-po-al'tlon (kdm-po-zlsh'un), n.
Act of composing ; thing composed ; a
written work. [pound.

Com-poa't-tlve, a. Tending to com-
Com-poa'1-tor.n. One who sets types.
CAm'post. n. A mixed manure.
C)6ni-pd«t% v. t. To manure with com-
post [tranquility.

Com-pos/ure (-zhur), n. Adjustment;
Com-pound', v. t To form of different
parts ; to mingle ; combine :—to adjust
—v. i. To come to terms : to agree.

Com'pound, a. Formed out ofmany
ingredients :—formed of two or more
words.—n. A mixture of many ingre-
dients, [pounds.

Com-poand'er. n. One who com-
Com-pre-h6nd', v.L To contain in
the mind ; to understand :—to include.

Cftm-pre-hen'sl-ble, a. That may
be comprehended ; conceivable.

Com-pre~hen'slon, n. Act of com-
prehending; capacity.
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CAm-pre-htn'slv*, a. ExteMslTe;
capacious ; large : wide.

Cftm-pre-nerfsiTe-ly, ad. With
comprehension. [ciousness.

C6m-pre-h6u'sive-n£««, n. Capa-
Com«pr«u', v. 1 To press together.
Com'prtos, n. A bolster of linen.

Coui-prtfe-al-bll'l-ty , ) n. The state
Ifem-prtto'al-ble-netMi, f of being
compressible. (compressed!.

Com-prts'sl-ble, a. That may be
Com-preV»ion (kom-prcsh'un), 9k

Act of compressing; compressure.
Oom-pr^sM'nre (-presh'ur), n. Act of
pressing. Ling.

Coni-pri'»al, n. The act of compife-
€om-pri»e', tr.t To contain; to include.
Cdna'pro-inine, u. An adjustment :—
a compact in which concessions are
made on each side.—v. t. Tocompound

:

—to adjusta dispute by mutual conces-
sions.—v. i. To agree.

€6m'pro-raIt, v. t. To pledge :—to
compromise :—to put to hazard.

Cemp-frol'ler (Icon-trol'er), n. An
officer who examines the accounts of
the collectors of the public money.

€oni-pnra*-tlve, a. Compelling;
forcing. [forcing.

€om-pnl'a*-to-rjr, a. Compelling;
Com-pal'slon, n. Act of compelling.
Coni-pfll'iilve, a. Compelling; forcing.
Coni-pftl'filve-ntM», n. Force ; com-
pulsion.

Coiu-pAI'no-ry, a. Compelling.
Coiu-pane'tlon, n. Act of pricking

;

remorse. Irowfufl.
fJom-pAnc'floan, a. Repentant ; sor-
€6ni'pur-fra-tor, n. One who bears

his testimony to the credibility of an-
other, [bered.

Com-pa'ta-ble, a. That may be num-
Cdm-pu-tA'tlon, «. Act of comput-
ing; estimate; account

Coin-pute7
, v. t To reckon ; to estimate;

to number;
Com-put'er, n. A reckoner ; a calcu-

lator.

Cftm'pu-tlst, n. A computer.
Cdin'rftde, n. A companion ; an as-

sociate, [ory.
Con, v. L Tostudy ; to commit tomem-
Con-c&m'er-itte, r.L To arch over.
Con-c&m-er-&'tlon, n. Anarch; a
vault.

Con-c&fe-D&te, v. L To link together.
Con-c&t*e-na'tlon,n. Act oflinking.
C6n-c»-vft'tion, n. Act of making
concave.

C6n'c&ve (kongTcav), a. Hollow;—
opposed to convex.—n. A hollow a
cavity.

C&n'c&ve-neaa, n. Hollowness
Con-c&v'l-ty,*. Inside cavity.
Con-cA'vo-con'cfcve, a. Concave
on both sides.

€on-ca'To-e«n'v«x,n. Concave on
one side and convex on the other.

Cen-c&'vons, a. Concave ; hollow.

CONCISELY

Con-eft*!, v. L To hide ; to secrete.
Coii-eftal'a-ble, a. Thai may be con*
coaled. [scurlty.

Ce)n-cftal'e«l-nt«s, n. Privacy; ob-
Con-eftal'tr, n. One who conceals.
€on-c£al'lnff, n. A hiding or keep-
ing close. [secrecy.

Con-ctml'ment, n. Act of hiding;
Con-c6de', v. I To yield ; to admit.
—o. i. To make concession.

Con*c£lt', n. Fancy; imagination;
opinion :—pride ; vanity:—an ingen-
ious thought.—v. L To conceive.

Con-ctlt/ed, p. a. Meanly prond

;

vain. [conceived.
Con*e#lv'a-bte, a. That may be
Con-c€tv'a-ble~nea*, n. The state
of being conceivable.

Con-e«iVc', v. t. To admit into the
womb :—to imagine.—v. t To think:
—to become pregnant

€on*c£lv'er, n. One who conceives.
Con-e<nt', n. Concert of voices.
Con-eta'trate, v. f. To bring togeth-
er; to condense.

Con-een-tra'tlon, n. Act of concen-
trating.

Con-een'tra*tfve»n€M,'n. (Phren.)
The faculty or power of concentration.

Con«c*n'tre (kon-sen'ter), v. i. To
tend to a common centre.—v. i. To
concentrate.

Con-efcn'trle, \a. Having one
Con-c#n'trl-cal, j common centre.
C6n-c«n-trfe'l-ty, n. State of being
concentric. I follicle.

Con-cftp'ta-cle, n. A receptacle; a
Con-cftp'tl-ble, a. Possible to be
conceived.

Con-c£p'tlon, n. Act of conceiving:
—thing conceived ; image iu the mind.

Con-cep'tlve, a. Producing concep-
tion.

C©n-e#rn% r.t To relate to ; to be-
long to; to interest; to disturb.—n.
Business; interest

C^n-^rn'log, prep. Relating to.

Con-eern'mentfti. Concern; busi-
ness.

Con-cert', v. L To settle ; to contrive.
—v. i. To consult ; to contrive.

Con'cert, n: A mutual agreement :

—

a musical entertainment
Con-cto'ulon (kon-sesh'un), n. Act
of conceding :—thing conceded.

Con'choltf, n. A mathematical curve.
Con-chol'o-fflst, n. One versed in
conchology.

Con-cb61'o-gy, n- The science of
shells, or of testaceous animals.

Con-cll'l-ate, v. L To gain by favor

;

to reconcile ; to pacify.
Con-cll-1-a'tlon, n. Act of conciliat-
ing, [atea.

Con-ell'l-Jl-tor, n. One who concili-
Con-cll'l-a-to-ry, a. Tending to re-

conciliation ; pacifying.
Con*eit»e', a. Brief; comprehensive
Con«eise/ly, ad. In a concisemaune*
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CONCISION

Con-el'aton (-sish'un), n. Act of cut-
ting off. [uals.

C&a7elavve, n. An assembly of cardi-
C«n-cliide', v. L To determine :—to
finish.—4>. i. To infer.

€*n-cliid'er, n. One who concludes.
Con-clu'slon (kon-klu'zhun), n. Act
o* concluding :—the clc«e :—inference.

Con-clu'alve, a. Decisive; ending
debate. [manner.

Con-elfi'alve-ly, ad. In a decisive

CoD-eftet'. v. L To digest • to mature.
COD'ctte'tion, n. Act of concocting.
Con-efte'tlTe, a. Of a concocting
nature.

Con-caro'l-tAnee, \n. State of sub-
Con-ettm'l-t&n-cjr,/ sistlng with
something else.

Con-ettm'l-t&iit. a. Accompanying;
attending.—it. An attendant; com-
panion, [with.

€on-e6m'l-tAnt-ljr,ad. In company
Cod'cord (kong'kdrd), n. Agreement

:

agreement of words :—harmony of
sound.

Con-cord'onee, n. Concord :—

a

dictionary to the scriptures. [ing.

CoD-eord'aDt,a. Harmonious; agree-
Coii-eOrd'ant-ly, ad. In conjunc-

tion, [cordance.
CoD-eord'iat, n. A writer of a oon-
Con-cdr'po-r&te, v. t To unite in
one body.

Con'eourae (kong/kors), n. A con-
fluence ; an assembly ox men ; a mul-
titude, [of particles.

Con-cr«s/eeiiet,n. Growth oy union
Con-er^te7, v. 1 To coalesce into one
mass.—«. £. To form by concretion.

Con'erete, a. Formed by concretion

;

compounded:—applied to or connect-
ed with a subject; not abstract—-n.
A mass formed by concretion.

Con-crete'ly, ad. In a concrete
manner.

Con-crete'DMs, n. Coagulation.
Con-er&tlon, n. Act of concreting.
Con-cre'tlve, a. Coagulative ; coal-

Con-cli'bl-iiage, n. The act of liv-

ing with a woman as a wife, though
not married. [concubinage.

Con'eu-bine, n. A woman kept in
Con-cd'pls-eenee, n. Irregular
desire.

Con-cu'pia-e€iit, a. Libidinous.
Con-car', v. i. To meet in one point.
Con-cttr'reiiee, n. Act of concur-
ring.

Con-cttr'reni, a. Acting in con-
junction.—n. A contributory cause.

Con-car7rent-ly, ad. With concur-
rence.

Con-ca«'»lon (kon-kush'un), n. The
act of shaking; the state of being
shaken.

Con-eAa'alve, a. Shaking.
Con-dtmn' (kon-demO v. t. To find

guilty ; to censure ; to blame. 1
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Blamable;Con-dlm'na-bto, a.
culpable.

Con-dem-nts'tlon, n. Act of con-
demning ; severe censure.

Con-dgm'na-to-rjr, a. Implying
censure. [densaUon:

Con-d«n'sa-ble, a. Capable of con-
€on-d$n's&te, v. L To make thicker—v. i. To grow dense.—a. Made thick-
condensed. Mug.

Con-den-aa'tlon, n. Act of condens-
1 on-dtn'sa-tlve, a. Tending to
condense.

Con-dtnao', v. L To make dense ; to
thicken.--p. t. To grow dense or thick.
—a. Thick ; dense ; compact.

Con-d€n»'er, n. He who or tbat
which condenses:—a vessel for con-
densing, [denseness.

Con-dtn'iil-tjr, n. Condensation

;

Con-de-acond'. v. i. To descend irom
superior rank ; to yield ; to stoop

C6n-de-»ctnd'lng, p. a. Stooping

;

meek.
Con-de-*cen'slon, n. Descent from
superiority ; voluntary- humiliation.

Con-diffn' (kon-din'), a. Merited

;

deserved.
Con-dlff'nl-ty, n. Merit ; desert.
Con-durn'ly (kon-dlnle), ad. De-
served^, [sauce.

Oon'dl-mfciit, n. A seasouing; a
Con-dia-«i'ple, n. A fellow-disciple.

Con-dite', v. t. To pickle.
Con-dl'tlon (kon-dlsh'un), n. Situa-

tion; quality:—stipulation; terms of
compact—t. i. To contract ; to stip-

ulate.
Con-dl'tion-al, a. Containing con-
ditions ; stipulated ; dependent.

Con-dl'tlon-al-ly, ad. With limi-

tations.
Con-dl'tloned (ton dish'und), a.

Having properties good or bad.
C6n'dl«to-ry, n. A repository.

Con-dole', v. i. To lament with and
for others.-*, t. To lament with or for.

Con-ddle'ment, n. Grief; condo-
lence, [sympathy.

Con-do'lence, n. Act of condoling

;

Con-ddl'er, n. One who condoles.
Con-dol'ing, n. Expression of con-
dolence.

Con'dor, n. A large bird ; the vul-
ture, [tribute.

Con-dace', v. i. To tend: to con-
Con-duee'mcnt, n. Tendency.
Con-dn'cive, a. Tending to conduce.
Con'dnct, n. Management; behav-
ior: deportment; direction.

Con-dact', v. t To lead ; to manage;
to regulate. [ducting.

Con-dac'tlon, n. The act of con-
Con-dflc'tlve, a. Directing ; manag-

ing.
Con-dflc'tor, n. He who or that
which conducts:—manager:—a sub-
stance that transmits the olectrio fluid.

Con'duit, n. A water-pipe ; canal.
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Con-dn'pll-eate, a. Doubled to-
gether.

Cone, n. A wild body, the bade of
which is a circle and the summit a
point

Con-fiaVu-lstto, v. 1 To talk together.
Cou-f&b-n-lsVUon, n. Talk; con-
versation, [fection.

Con-foet'. n. A sweetmeat ; a con-
Con-ffee'tlon, n. A sweetmeat; a
preserve. [sweetmeats.

Con-foo'tloii-or, m. A maker of
Con-foe'tlon-Or-y, n. Sweetmeats
in general:—-aplace for sweetmeats.

Con-fod'ei-»-«y. n. A league; con-
federation; association.

0«n-fMcr4(«, v. To join in a
league.—a. United in a league.—n.
An ally; accomplice, [confederacy.

Ckm-fod-or-sVtlon. n. A league;
Oon«ftr/

f v. 1 To discourse together

;

consult—v. t To give ; to bestow; to

Con'for-onoe, n. Formal discourse;
conversation ; a parley.

Con-fifes', ni To acknowledge, as a
crime or mult ; to own.—v. i. To make
confession. [disputably.

Con-f&M'od-ly, ad. Avowedly; in-

Con-fiis'slon (kon-fcsh'un), n. Act of
confessing ; avowal :—a formulary of
articles of faith.

Oon-fiBs'slofe-nl, n. Confession-chair.
Con-fea'slon-o-ry, o. Belonging to
confession.

C6n'feos-or, n. One who confesses:—
one who makes profession of his faith:

—one who hears confessions.

Oon-ffest', a. Avowed : — properly,
confessed.

Con-fl-dAnt', n. A confidential friend:
—one trusted with secrets. [in.

C6n-fl-dnute', n. A female confided
Con-fide', «.i To have confidence

;

to trust—v. t To trust ; to intrust.

Con'fl-denee. n. Act of confiding

;

firm belief; reliance :—boldness.
Cofe'fl-dent, a. Having full belief;

daring.
C6n-fl-d£n'tlal, a. Spoken or writ-

ten in confidence ; private :—trusty.
C6n'fl-dont-ljr, ad. Without fear.

Con-fid'or, n. One who confides.

Con-flff'n-rato, v. i. To show like

the aspects of the planets towards
each other.

Con-flgr-a-rft'tfloft, n. External form.
Con-fl£'nre, v. L To dispose into
any form. [fined.

Con-fi'na-ble, a. That may be con-
Con'fino, n. Common boundary;
border.

Con-fine', v. i. To border upon.—©. L
Td shut up by some bound or restraint;

to imprison ; to restrict. [out end.
Con-fino'loos, a. Boundless; with-
Con-fine'meni, n. Imprisonment;
restraint ,

[derer.

Con-fin's*, n. A restrainer; a bor-

confutm

COm-flrm', r. t To make firm: to
strengthen ; to corroborate ; —toadmit
to communion. [firmed.

Con-flrm'n-blo, a. That may be con-
Con-flr-mo'tlon, n. Act of confirm-
ing: convincing testimony :—an ec-
clesiastical rite. (firm.

Con-fIrm'n-Uve, a. Tending to eon-
Con-firm'a-tO-ry, a. Serving to
confirm.

Con-firm'or, n. One who confirms.
Con-fis'oa-blo, a. Liable to forfeit
ure.

Con'flo-cstto, v. L To transfer private
property to the state ; to cause to be
forfeited.—a. Forfeited to the public.

Con-fla-osVtlou, n. The act of con-
fiscating.

Con-flevgrant, a. Burning together.
Con-fla-ffra'tlon, n. A great fire.

Cou-fllct', v. i. To strive ; to contest
—o. Collision ; contest [tending.

Con-fltat'lng, p. a. Opposing; coih
Con'fln-onoe, n. The junction of
streams :—a concourse :—concurrence

:

—Junction.
Con'fln-ent, a. Flowing together;
meeting.—n. A tributary stream.

Con'flnx, n. A crowd ; a confluence.
Con-form', i».t To make like.—v. t.

To comply with.
Con-form'a-ble, a. Corresponding
with ; suitable ; consistent

Cou-form'a-bljr, ad. Agreeably

;

suitably. [form.
Con-forSmato, a. Having the same
Con-for-ma'tlon, n. Act of con-
forming ; form ; structure.

Con-forra'or. n. One who conforms.
Con-fbrtn'tai, n. One who conforms.
Con-form't-ty, a. Compliance :—si-
militude.

Con-foond', v. i. To mingle :—to per-
plex :—to astonish :—to abash : to stu-
pefy :—to destroy.

Con-foond'ed, p. a. Mixed ; abashed;
astonished .'—enormous.

Con-foond'er.n. Onewho confounds.
C6n-fra-te>'nft-ty,n. An associated

fraternity.
Con-frl-osVtlon, n. Act of rubbing
against

Con-front', v.L To set face to face

:

—to oppose openly :—to compare.
Con-fron-ta'tlon, n. Act of con-

fronting, [plex.
Con-fane', v. I To confound ; to per-
Con-fna'ed-ly, ad. Indistinctly ; not
clearly. [tinctness.

Oon-fu«'od-n#Aa, n. Want of dis-
Con-fa'nlon (kon-fu'zhun), n. State
ofbeing confused ; irregular mixture

:

—tumult:—overthrow .-—astonishment
Con-fa'ta-blc, a. That may be con-

futed.
CoA-fn'tant, n. One who confutes.
Con-fo-ta'tion, n. Act of confuting;

refutation.
Con-fate', v. L To convict of error.
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r, a Onewhoeonfutes.
Cto'fftCkftnOe), a. [Fr.] Act of rev-
erence; bow;—leave:—«. 1 To take
leave.—«. A sort of moulding.

C>m »*•!', *. t To turn,by frost, from
a fluid to a solid state: to neese.—«. i.

To gather Into a man by cold. [clot
Ce>l gial'—jeist, a. Congelation; a
C4li"ne-iytte>n, a. Actof congealing.
C*n-flr«-n4r'le, a. Being ot the same
genua. [kindred.

C+a-ejfml-nJ. a. Of the Mine nature

;

C«n-*«-iift-*l'l-ty, )a The state of
C+a^e^nft-al-neea, j being conge-
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C**-**a'lte, l \ o. Of the same birth:„_.. — v
-existing at the

time of birth.
a

r (kong'ger), a. The sea-eel.
rl-4e,a. Amassofsmall bod-

lea.

Com-apeaf.e. i To heapup: to collect
C*n-er«e/tWa, a. A collection of
matter; a morbid accumulation of
blood.

Ce^ -gea'tlve, a. Implyingcongestion.
Cea-erlft'el-ftte (kon<gla^Bhe-aQ> v. i.

To turn to ice ; to congeal.
Cta-e;l*VMtte,9.t To gather into a
ball.-o. Moulded into a firm ball.

Cftnv-glo-M'tion, a. Collection into
a ban. [to a globule.

CMl-cltVii-lAte, v. i. lo gather in-

CoaHrlftnm'er-ette, v. i To gatherin-
to a ball.—a. Gathered into a ball,

—a. A rock formed of water-worn
stones cemented together.

C—Hrl5— er-eVUett, a. Collection
into a ball. [closing up.

Ceft-clft'tl-nAnt, a. Uniting;
CoB-ejlft'ti-ii&ie, v. t To cement—

v. i. To coalesce.—a. Joined together.
CoM-e;l*-tft-naVUon,n. Act of unit-
ing bodies, [tea.

tUta'ir* (kdng'g6), a. A species of black
Cra-ffiWu-lSie. e. (. To wish joy to.

Uom-trrtkt-n-lA'tlon. n. An expres-
sion ofJoy and sympathy, [gratulates.

EoM-exr&t/u-lA-tor, n. Onewhocon-
Con-ffrfttfu-lA-to-rjr, o. Expressing
congratulation.

Vta'inre-ffftte,v.C. To collect together.
1. To assemble ; to meet—o. Col-

C6n>ftre-g*/tfen , n. A collection of
persons ; a meeting ; an assembly.

Cta-frrc>-ff*'tion-Al, a. Pertaining to— ** .* _ «
atlonalists.

C6nH|re^eVtloai-aJ-Iein, a. That
mode of church government which
Tw»itit*iTf the independence of sepa-
rate churches.

C«n-ffre-ff&'tloffc-*l-I»t,n. Onewho
adheres to Congregationalism.

C5n'ai e— (kong'gres), n. An assembly:
-the legislature of the United States.

Oata-nie'aton-al (-gresh'un-al), a.

Relfttlng to the congress of the United

Ce>tf>ejreValve, a. Coming together.

_ », la. Agreement ; cor*
Cort-e^s'eto-ey,/ respondence ; con-
sistency, [pondent

CeMfe'gni-eat, a. Agreeing; corres-
Cett-ffra'i-ty,*. SuiUbleness; consis-
tency.

CM'sre****, a. Agreeable ; suitable.
C&nle, \ o. Formed like a cone;
C*n'l-«e\l,j relating to a cone and its

sections.
Ce»Oirer-o*e, a. Bearing cones.
CeVnl-flhrm, o. Having the form ofa
cone. [guessed.

Con-lftefn-ra-ble, a. Possible to be
Con-Jeefa-ral, a. Dependingon con-
jecture.

Con-Jeefure, a. A guess.—v. L To
Judge by guess.—v, i. To form conject-

Con-Jeln', v. I To unite ; to associate.
—v. i. To league ; to unite.

CoB-JoInt', o. United ; associated.
€ea- •Int'ly, ad. In union ; together.
€ta' n-iral» a. Relating to marriage.
Cttn' u-iral-ly, ad. Matrimonially.
C6n/ a-|rate, v. C To inflect, asa verb.
C6n- n-ffft'tlon, n. Actofconjugating
Con- ft'a;l-a\l, a. [L.] Conjugal.
Cod* Anef.a. Conjoined; concurrent
Con-lone7tion. n. Act ot Joining:—

a

part of speech which Joins parts ofsen-
tences and words together.

Con-IAnc'tlve, a. Closely united.
€e>nvjHne/tlTe-l

J
r9 ad. In conjunction

Cen-1Anetware (kon-jankt'yur), n. A
combination of causes or events.

Con-Ju-r&'tion, n. Incantation ; a plot
Con-]nre/9 v. L JTo enjoin solemnly.
Conjure, v. t To influence by magic.
—e. i. To practise charms.

Ce)n'Jar*er, n. An enchanter.
Con-nate7, a. Born with another; of
the same birth :—growing together.

Ceu-nat'n-ral, a. Connected by na-
ture, [nature

Con-n&t-u-r&l'l-tjr, n. Union by
Con-ne«t', v. t To Join ; to link.—t\ I
To cohere ; to be Joined.

Con-nec'tlon, n. Union :—relation.
Con*nec/tlTe. a. Tending to connect
n. That which connects.

Con-n£c/tlve-ljr, ad. In conjunction.
Con-u*x'lon, n. Union.
Con-ni'vanee, n. A voluntary blind-
ness to an act

Con-niv*7
, v. 1 To wink ; to forbear

to see.
Con-ni'vent, a. Dormant ; not atten-

tive.
Con-niv'er, a. One who connives.
Con-nola-eeftr', n. A Judge in the fine
arts or literature ; a critic

Cta-nola-eefir'ahlp, n. Skill of a
connoisseur. [nisi.

Cefc-nu'bl-Al, a. Nuptial; matrimo-
CdVnoId.n. A figure resembling a cone.
Co-nold'l-eal, a. Approaching to a
oonlcform.
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Con'quer (kong'ker), v. L To gain by
conquest; to vanquish; to overcome.—v. £ To overcome.

Con'quer4»*ble,a. Possible to be
overcome,

Con'quer-or, n. One who conquers.
Con'queat (kdngTtwCst), *. Act of
conquering; victory: success.

Con-aan-fruln'e-oasv, a. Of the
same blood. [by blood.

Con-aan-sjuln'l-ty, n. Relationship
Con'selenc* (k6n7shens), n. The
faculty ofjudging ofone'sown conduct
with reference to some standard of
right tand wrong ; the moral sense ;

honesty.
Con-ftci-en'tlous (kon-she-en'shus),

a. Regulated by conscience ; just.

Con-«cl-$n'tloiis-ljr, ad. According
to conscience.

€on-ocl-*n'tlou»-n£as, n. Quality
of being conscientious. [sonable.

Con/aclon-a-ble (kfin'shun-), a. Rea-
Coh'acfton-a-bly, ad. Reasonably;

tta'aeftous (kon'shus),o. Knowingby
mental perception. [manner.

Con'acions-fy, ad. In a conscious
Con'neioaa-n&MS, n. The perception
of what passes in one's own mind.

Con'scrlpt, a. Written ; enrolled :—n.
One enrolled for the army.

Con-aerlp'tfton, n. An enrolling, as
oi soldiers.

Con'fte-erstte, v. L To make sacred

;

to dedicate:— a. Consecrated; de-
voted.

Con'so-crsU-od, p. a. Made sacred.
Con-se-crsVtlon, n. Act of conse-
crating; dedication to sacred use.

Con-ae-ctVtlon, n. A train of conse-
quences.

Con-fU^n-ilve, a. Following in order.
Con-aec'u-tlv/e-ly, ad. Successively.
Con-oent', n. Agreement; compliance.

I

—v. i. To be of the same mind ; to
1 agree. [accordant.
Con-seri-to/ne-on«, a. Agreeable;
Con-s£nfer, n. One who consents.
Con-sen'tlent (kon-stn'shent), a.

Agreeing.
C6n'»e-qu6nc«, n. That which fol-

lows; the effect produced by a cause.
Con'fte-quJtat, o. Following natur-
ally :—n. Consequence ; effect.

C6n-fl«-qn£n'tisd, a. Following as
the effect :—important :—conceited.

Con'sve-qu&iwy, ad. By conse-
quence, [kept.

Con-«erv'a>bIe, a. Capable of Deing
Con-oer'van-cy, n. Conservation.
Con-scr'Tant, a. That continues.
Con-str-va'slon, n. The act of pre-
serving, [change.

Con-strVa-tlsm, n. Opposition toC— frr'a-tlYc, o. Having power to
preserve,—n. One who opposes radi-
cal changes in a state.

Con'sor-Tft-tor, n. A preserver.

OONSONANCY

Con-sci^va-to-ry^n. A place for pre-
serving plants, &c.; a greenhouse.—a.
Preservative; conservative.

Con-serve',it To preserve : to can-
dy.—n. A sweetmeat; preserved fruit

Con-serv'er, n. One whoconserves.
Con-old'er, v. I To think upon : to
ponder :—v. i. To reflect: to deliberate.

COD-ald'er-fc-ble, a. Worthy of re-
gard ; deserving notice ; not small.

Con-aid'er»a-bly, ad. In aconsidera-
ble degree. [dent ; quiet

Con-old'er-ate, a. Thoughtful ; pru-
Con-ald'er-ato-ly, ad. Calmly ; pru-
dently, [eration.

Con-sjId'er-at*-n<as, n. Calmdelib-
Con-old-er-a'tlon, n. Act of con-
sidering; contemplation: — import-
ance '.—compensation.

Con-ald'er-ins;. prep. Having regard
to; if allowance be made for.

Con-aims' (kon-sinO, v. t To give in
trust ; to intrust

Con-alfn-£€', n. He to whom goods
are sent or consigned.

Con-aign'er, n. One who consigns.
Con-fllff-nt-fi-ca'tloii, n. A similar
signification.

Con-sisrn'merlt, n. Act of consign'
ing:—that which is consigned.

Con-alfrn-or' (kon-se-nor), n. One
who consigns.

Con-aft-nm'ft-tfide, n. Joint resem-
blance, [posed.

Con-slut', v. i. To subsist : to be oom-
Con-aI»t'enee, )n. State of being
Con-alst'en-ey. ) consistent ; con-
gruity:—flxr 1 state :—degree of den-
sity, [cordant

Con-alat'ent, a. Conformable; ac-
Con-aIafent*ly, ad. In agreement
Con-aisuto'rl-al, a. Relating to a
consistory. fan assembly.

Con'Mls-to-ry, n. A spiritual court

;

Con-scVsl-ate (kon-sd'she-at), n. An
associate.—v. t To associate.—v. 1 To
coalesce.

Con-ad-cl-sVtlon (kon-sd-she-a'sbun),
n. Alliance :—association.

Con-ool'a-ble, a. That may be con-
soled.

Con-so-l&'tiou, n. Comfort; solace.
Con-ool's^to-ry, a. Affording conso-
lation.

Con-sole*, v. t To comfort ; to solace.
Con'sole, n. A bracket or shoulder-
piece, [comforts.

Con-sol'er, n. One who consoles or
Con-sol'i-dant, a. Tending to con-

solidate.
Con-sol'l-d&te, v. L To make solid.

—v. i. To grow solid.

Con>a61-l-asVtlon, n. Act of consol-
idating.

Con-sol
dates.

'l-«fsY-tive, a. That consoli-

Con'so-nanee, \n. Accord of sound;
*"" *' nan-cy,jCon'i
ment

harmony: agreo-
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Cta'so-SMtni, a. Agreeable ; consist-

ent—n. A letter which cannot be per-
fectly sounded without the use of a
voweL [consonant.

ftn iff nftnfnl, a. Relating to a
Cta'sa-nant-lj', ad. Suitably ; agree-
ably.

€• —•t»tt*—, n. Consistency.
COn'so-notta, o. Agreeing in sound.
C6n'aort,n. A companion; husband
or wife.

Con-sort', v. L To associate with.—
v. i. To Join : to marry.

€*n'aort-alilp, n. Fellowship.
Coa-spIe'n-oOs, o. Easily seen by
many ; obvious to the sight :—eminent.

Con-apIe'ii-oAs-ly, ad. Eminently;
clearly.

Con-apIe/n-«iis-ii«s)ft, n. Celebrity.
Ooa-apIr'aY-ey, n. Act of conspiring

;

concerted treason. tmany.
Cta-api«rsVtis>ii, n. Agreement of
Cou-aplr'a-tor, n. A man engaged
in a plot.

Con-spires, v. i. To concert a crime.
Con-apir'er, n. One who conspires.
Con'atav-bte, a. Formerly a high of-

ficer of state :—a peace officer.

CoA-atsWn-la-ry, a. Relating to
constables. [stability,

Cta'atstn-ey, n. Firmness of mind;
Con'atant, a. Firm; perpetual; un-
changing; persevering. [firmly.

C6n'aisuit-ly, ad. Perpetually:—
Gan-attl'l&te, r.i. To decorate with

CONTEMN 89

C6a-stel-ls7ti»n, a. A cluster of
fixed stars:—an assemblage of excel-

- lences.
Ota-atar-naVHon, n. Astonishment.
Cta'stl-p&te, v. t. To make costive.
Cou-stl-paYtian, n. Condensation;
oostiveness.

Cam-atli'ii-en-cy, n. A body of con-

Can-atat'ii*«iiL, o. Elementary ; con-
stituting.—n. One who deputes.

C*n'atl-t«te, v. t .To establish; to
compose :—to depute. [tutes.

Cta'ati-tAt-er, n. One who consti-
Con-atl-tn'ttoii, n. The frame, or
natural qualities, of body or mind :—
the fundamental lawB of a state or na-
tion :—form ofgovernment

Cftn-atl-ta'tlon-srt, o. Consistent
with the constitution ; fundamental.

Cftn-stl-ta-iian-Al'ft-ty, n. Agree-
ment or accordance with the consti-
tution.

C*n-atl-ta'tlon*al-ly, ad. Agreea-
bly to, or in accordance with the con-

Ota'atft*tfi-tlve, o. That constitutes.
OMHStriUn', v. L To urge by force

;

to compel ; to press. [straint
Oaa-strs\ln'a>blo, a. Liable to con-
Can-atrsUn'or, n. One who con-
strains, [men!

CftB-atrsMnt',*. Compulsion; oonflne-

Con-strI«f, «.t To bind; to con-
tract

Con-atrle'tlan, n. Contraction.
Con-s*rIc'tor, n. He who or that
which contracts :—boa-constrictor.

Con-strinare', v. t. To compress.
Con-stringent, a. Binding; com-
pressing.

Con-Btrnet', v. t To put together the
parts ofa thing ; to form.

Con-strnet'er, n. One who makes.
Con-strtte'Uon, n. Act of construct-
ing; fabrication:— meaning:- the
grammatical form of a sentence ; syn-
tax, [the meaning.

Con-atrne'tlan-al, a. Respecting
€on-strnc'ttve, a. Tending to con-
struct; formed by construction,

Con-atrtte'tlvs-nesa, n. (Phren.)
Faculty of constructing.

Cttn'strae (kon'stru), v.LTo interpret
Cftn'stu-prato, fi To violate ; to
debauch. [filement.

Cttn-atn-pra'tion, a. Violation ; de-
Cttn-sub-st&n'tlai, a. Of the same

nature.
Cttn-aub-stan'tl-sYte (-stan'she-at),

v. t To unite in one common nature.
Con-sub-st*n'tl-sVtlon (-she-a'-
shun), n. The substantial presence of
the body of Christ with the sacramen-
tal elements.

Cttn'anl, n. A Roman magistrate :—an
officer commissioned to protect the
commerce of his country.

C6n'su-laur, a. Relating to a consul
Oon'su-late, n. State of consul
Cttn'sul-shlp, n. Office ofconsul.
Con-sAlt', v. i. To take counsel to-
gether:—v. t To ask advice of; act of
consulting. [ing.

Cftn-aul-ta'tion, n. Act of consult-
Con-suna'a-bto, a. That may be
consumed.

Con-sAme7
, v. t To waste ; to destroy.—v. i. To waste away.

Con-snm'or, n. One'who consumes.
Con-sttm'm&te, v. i. To complete ;

to accomplish. — a. Complete ; fin-

ished.
Con-sam'm&to-ljr, ad. Perfectly.
Con-sum-msytlon, n. Completion.
Con-sttmp'tlon (kon-sam'snun), n.
Act of consuming ;—a pulmonary dis-
ease.

Con-samp7ttve, a. Destructive; wast-
ing ; inclined to consumption.

Con't&ct, n. Touch ; close union.
Con-tit'srlon (kon-ta'jun), n. Propaga-
tion of disease by contact.

Con-tsVfrlous (kon-ta/jus), a. Commu-
nicated dv contact

Con-tain', v. L To hold ; restrain.—
v. i. To live in continence.

Cdn-tam'l-nstte, v. t To defile.—a.
Polluted; contaminated..

Con-tam-f-nsVtlon, o. Pollution.
Con-tfmn' (kon-tem), v. L To de»

to scorn.
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Con-teni'per, v. t To moderate.
Cou-t«ni'per-&te. e. f. To moderate.
Con-tem-per-ftVtlon, n. Actof mod-
erating.

Con-t«in'pl*to, v.£. To consider at-
tentively ; to meditate.—*, i. To moae.

Cftn-tera-plaVtfton, n. Act of con-
templating; meditation.

Con-tem'ptav-tlve, o. Thoughtful.
Con-tom'plav-tlve-ly, <u*. Thought-

fully, [templates.
Con-t«m'pla-tor, n. One who con-
Con-tom-po-raVne-one, a. Kxistlng
at the same time ; contemporary.

Con-ttm'po-ra-ry. o. Existing at
the same time.—n. One who lives at
the same time with another.

Con-tempt' (kon-tftmtf), n. Act of de-
fpising: — disgrace; disobedience to
the rules and orders of a court.

Con-tompt'l-ble, o. Worthy of con-
tempt [basely.

Con-iempt'l-blgr, ad. Despicably;
Con-tempt'u-o&e, a. Scornful ; in-
solent ; abusive. [tempt

Con-tonipt'ii-oae-ly, ad. With con-
Con>Mnd/,v.i, To strive ; to struggle.
Con-ten'o-ment, n. That which is
held with a tenement

Con-tenf, a. Satisfied ; quiet.—v. t
•To please.—n. Satisfaction; capacity.

Con-tenfed, p. o. Satisfied ; easy.
Con*t«n'tion, n. Act of contending

;

strife.

Con-ton'tloue, a. Quarrelsome.
Con-tAnt'snont, n. Acquiescence.
Con'tenta, n. pL The headsofabook:
—that which iscontained in any thing,
as a book, veasel.&c.

Con-ter'mi-noA*, a. Having the
same bounds: touching.

Con-test', v. L To debate ; litigate.—
v. i. To contend—n. A struggle for
victory; quarrel; competition.

Con-test'a-ble, o. That may be con-
tested.

Con-toafant, n. A disputant
Con'toxt, n. The series of sentences
which make up a discourse ; a chapter
from which a text is taken.

Con-toxfure, n. The composition of
parts:—system.

Con-tla;-na'tlon,n, A frameofbeams
C6n-tl-srii'l-tjr, n. Actual contact
Cota-tlar n-oOn, a. Meeting so as to
touch ; adjacent

Con-tljr/u-ons-lj', ad. In a manner
to touch.

Cfcra-tls/a-onsj-ness, n. Close con-
nection.

Cftft'tt-nenee, \n. Restraint; self-

C*n'tft-nen-ey, £ command :—for-
bearance of pleasure :—chastity :—
moderation.

Oon'tl-nent, a. Chaste :—abstemious.
—a. A great extent of land not dis-
joined by the sea from other lands.

C#n-U-n*n't»l, o. Relating to a con-

CONTRARY

Con-tln'fenee, ) n. The quality of
Con-tInfs/en-«y,j being contingent;
casualty.

Con-tln'srent, a. That may or may
not happen ; accidental—n. Chance

:

—proportion.
Con-tin'srent-ly, ad. Accidentally.
Con-tln'u-ftl, a. Incessant; uninter-
rupted, [ruptlon.

Con-tln'u-al-ljr, ad. Without inter-
Con-tln'u-s>nee, n. Duration ; perse-
verance :—abode.

Con-tln'u-ato, v. L To Join together,
—a. Unbroken; uninterrupted, fing.

Con-tln-u-sVtlon, ». Actofeonunu-
Con-ttn'ne, v. i. To remain in the
same place; to persevere.—v. L To
protract

Con-tln'u-er, n. One who continues.
Cftn-tl-nn't-ty, n. Uninterrupted
connection ; continuance. [nected.

Con-t||i'u-ons, a. Closely Joined : con-
Con-tort'. ti.t To twist : to writhe.
Con-tor'tlon.ru State ofbeingtwisted
Con-tour', n. [Fr.] Outline ofa^figure.
OOn'trav, A Latin preposition which
signifies against ;—used in composition
as a prefix.

Cttn'tra-band, o. Prohibited: un-
lawful.—n. Illegal traffic in time ofwar:
—a prohibited article of commerce.

Con-tract', v. t Todraw into lesscom-
pass : to draw together.—to bargain for:

—to betroth:—to procure :—to incur, as
adebt—v.i. Toshrinkup:—tobargain.
—n. A covenant : a compact

Con-trftct-l-bll'i-tjr, n. State ofbe-
ing contractible. [traction.

Con-tract'1-ble, a. Capable of oon-
Con-trac'tlle, o. Having power of
contraction. [tracting.

Con-trme-tll'f-ty, n. Quality of con-
Con-trao'tlon, n. A shrinking; a
shortening.

Con-trao'tor, n. One who contracts.
OOft-tra-dlet', v. t To oppose ver-
bally ; to gainsay.

Con-tra-olc'tlon, n. Act of con-
tradicting; inconsistency, [tradictory.

Con-tra-ole'llve, a. Opposite ; con-
C6n-tra-dI«'to-rjr, o. Opposite to

;

contrary. [posite qualities.

Con-tra-dls-tlnet'. a. Having op-
Con-trav-dls-tlne'tlon, n. Distinc-
tion by opposite qualities.

Con-tray-als-tlrfgnlah, v. t. To
distinguish by opposite qualities.

Con-tra~In'dl-e*te, v. L To point
out some peculiar method of cure.

Con-tral'to, n. [It.J Counter-tenor.
COn'tra-rftes, n. pC Propositions
which destroy each other.

C6n-tra-ri'e-ty> n. Opposition ; in-
consistency, ropposttely.

Cttn'tra-ri-wise, ad. Conversely;
Con'tra-rjr, a. Opposite: inconsis-
tent—n. A proposition that is con-
trary.—On the contrary, on the other
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Coa'tMSt. a. Exhibition of differ-

ences.—*. L To place In opposition ;

to show the differences of.

Cftn-ira-tea'or, n. Countertenor.

Cfta-tra-vene', v. t. To oppose;
hinder. [obstruction.

CAn-tra-veii'tlan, n. Opposition

;

C»n-tra-ver/*ton, n. A turning

against.
Can-trlb'n-tA-ry, a. Contributory.

Con-1rib'ate, v. t. To minister ; to

assist.-*, i. Tobearapart
Can-trl-bii'tion, n. Act of contri-

buting : a levy. Ji
Itribute.

Con-trlb'n-tlve, o. Tending to con-

Coli-trlb'n-tor, n. One who con-

tributes, [helping.

Con-trib'u-ta-ry, a. Contributing;

Can'trite, a. Grieved or brokenheart-
ed for sin ; repentant.

Con'trite-aeas, n. Contrition.

Con-trl'tion, n. Deep borrow for

sin ; penitence.
Can-triv'a-ble, a. Possible to oe

planned.
Can-triv'anee, n. Scheme ; device.

Can-trive', v. L To plan out ; to

form.—v. i. To lorm or design ; to

manage. [schemer.

Con-triv'er, n. An Inventor; a
Can-tral', n. A check; restraint;

command.—*. t To govern.
Con-trol'la-ble, a. That may[be con-

trolled. _
Can-tral'ler, n. One who controls

or directs ; a public officer.

06n-tro*ver'sial, a. Relating to

controversy. [tant

Caa-tra-Tfer'ftial-Int, n. A dispu-

C*n'tro-v«r-ay, n. A literary,

scientific, or theological dispute ; de-

bate, [dispute.

€6n'tr*-T*rt, v. t To debate ; to

Can-tro-vSrt'1-ble, a. Disputable.

C*n-tn-m»'cion», a. Obstinate

;

inflexible. ^ tna£i?-
Caa-to-ma'claaa-ly, ad. Obsh-
COn-tu-ma'ctoaa-ne**, n. Contu-

CWtu-ma-cy, n. Obstinacy ; per-

verseness:—wilful disobedience to a
lawful summons or judicial order.

Con'to-me-ly, n. Rudeness; re-

proach: insult.

Con-toae', v. U To beat together ; to

bruise.
Ca-n-ta'fllon, n. A beating ; a bruise.

Ca-nttn'dram, n. A sort of riddle

;

a quibble.
Can-va-MacC, v. i. To recover health.

Coo-va-leVcent, a. Recovering
health. ^ 4

hrened.

ffea-ven'a-ble, o. Thatmay be con-

€sv-vene/
, t>. i. To collect—v. t.

To call together ; to assemble.

Can-Yen'Ience, l»- Fitness; pro-

Caa>T«n'ien-cy,f priety : ease ; ac-

ODmmodaMon. _ t4
fmodious.

Gafe-Vfo'ient, a. Fit ; suitable ; com-
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Can>T«n'lent-ly, cut Commodious-
ly; fitly.

(An'vtnt, n. A body of monks or
nuns ; a monastery. [meeting.

Can-ven'ti-cle, n. An assembly or a
Con-vta'tlon, «. An assembly, ec-

clesiastical or political:—an agree-
ment, [agreed on.

Con-vfcn'tlon-al, a. Stipulated

;

Can-van'taln-al-Ism, n. A con-
ventional phrase or custom.

Can-ven'tlan-al-tot, n. One who
adheres to a convention.

Con-vgn-tlon-al'l-ty, *, State of
being conventional; a conventional
custom. (convent.

Con-vent'a-al, a. Belonging to a
Con-verge', v. i. To tend to one
point

C©n-ver/sjrene«, n. Actof converging.
Con-ver'srent, la. Tending to one
Con-versping,/ point from differ-

ent places. [verse.

Con-ver'aa-ble, a. Inclined to con-
Con'ver-aant, a. Acquainted with

;

versed in ; familiar.
Con-ver-aa'tfton, n. Familiar dis-

course ; talk. [conversation.
Con-Ter-sa'tian-al, a. Relating to

Con-ver-aa'tlon-al-Ist, n. A con-
verser. [course.

Con-vene', v. i. To associate ; to dis-

Con'verse, n. Conversation; ac-

quaintance.—a. Reciprocally opposite.

Con'verae-ly, ad. By change of or-

der or place ; reciprocally.
Con-version, n. Act of converting

;

change from an irreligious to a relig-

ious Hfe,orfromone religion to another.
Con-vert/, v. t. To change from one
thing, or from one religion, to another.

Con'vert, n. A person who Is converted.
Con-vert-l-bll'i-ty, In. State or
Con-v«rt'l-ble-ne»a, J

quality of
being convertible. [change.

Con-vert'1-ble, a. Susceptible of
Con-vert'l-bly, ad. By interchange.
Con'v«x,o. Spherical ; opposed to con-
cave.—*». A convex or spherical body.

Con-v£xed', p. a. Formed convex.
Con-v£x'ft-ty, n. Spherical form ; ro-

tundity.
Con'vex-ly, ad. In a convex form.
Con-v«x'o-con'eave, a. Convex
on one side and concave on the other.

Con-T*Xs'o-con'v£x, a. Convex on
both sides.

Con-vey', v. t To transfer ; to bear.

Can-vey'ance, n. Act of conveying

:

—a deed for transferring property.
Con-vey'an-cer, n. A lawyer who
drawsjdeeds or writings fortransferring
property.

Con-vey'ane-Ins;, n. The business
of a conveyancer.

Con-vey'er, n. One who conveys.
Can-vlct', v. f. To prove guilty; to
show byproot—n. One proved guflty;
a felon.
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Con-vle'tton, n. Act of convicting;
detection of guilt.

Con-vlnoo7
, v. t To make one sens-

ible of a thing by proof. [victlon.
Con-vln'el-ble. a. Capable of con-
Cou-vlDe'tnv, p. a. Producing con-
viction ; conclusive.

Con-vlv'l-al, o. Inclined to, or par-
taking of. festivity ; gay ; Jovial.

Con-vlv-l-ATl-ty, n. State of being
convivial ; convivial disposition.

Cftn'vo-coto, v. L To call together

:

convoke. [assembly.
€6n-vo-co/Hon, n. An ecclesiastical
Con-vdke', r.t To call together bv
authority ; to assemble. [itself*.

C6n'vo-tat~ed, p. a. Rolled upon
C6n-vo-la/tlon, n. A rolling togeth-

er.

Con-TOlve', v. t To roll together.
Coa*woy', v. L To accompany for de-
fence.

Con'v6y, n. An attendance for defence.
C'on-Tulae', v. t To shake, disturb,
agitate.

Con-v&l'alon, n. State of being con-
vulsed :—contraction of the fibres and
muscles ; a fit. [slon.

Con-v&l'slve, a. Producing convul-
Cdn'jr, n. A rabbit.
Cdn'jr-b&r'rdw, n. A rabbit's hole.
€66. v. i. To cry as a dove or pigeon.
€66'trig:, n. The note or invitation of
the dove.

Cook, n. One who dresses victuals.—
v. £ To prepare victuals.

CoOk'o-ry, n. Art of cooking.
Cooli'jr, n. A kind of sweet cake.
€661, a. Somewhat cold : not ardent—

n. A moderate degree or cold.—v. t. To
make cool ; to quiet passion.

—

v. i. To
lose heat or warmth.

COOl'er, n. He who orthat which cools.

COOl'lah, o. Somewhatcool.
C661'ly, ad. With coolness: without
heat, [affection.

(taol'ness, n. Gentle cold :—want of
Coo'ly, n. A porter or laborer. [dirt.

Ooom, n. Sootover an oven's mouth :—
Coomb, n. A corn-measure :—a dry

valley.
Coop, n. A barrel :—a pen for animals:
—v. t To shut up ; to confine ; to cage.

Coop'er,n One who makes barrels.

Cd*op'er-i»te, v. i. To labor jointly for

the same end ; to work together.
Cd~6p-er-4t'tton, n. Joint operation.
Cd-op'er-o-tlve, a. Promoting the
same end.

Cd-op'ttr-ft-tor, n. A joint operator.
Cd-or'dt-nate, a. Holding the same
rank. [hen.

Coot*n. A black water-fowl; moor-
Co-piM'baOn. A liquid resin which
Co-pl'vl, J exudes from a South
American tree. [varnish.

Co'pal, n. A Mexican resin used in
C6-p&r/ee-na-rv, n. Joint inherit-

ance ; an inheritance by coparceners.

CORBEIL

Co-port'nor, n. A Joint partner.
Co-prirt'ner-afelp, n. Joint partner
ship.

Cope, a. A priest's cloak :—a concave
arch.—-c. L To cover, as with a cop©.—
v. i. To struggle ; to strive.

Co-por'nft-oon, o. Relating to Co-
pernicus.

Cop'insr, n. Contention: top or cover
of wait Coping-stone, the top stone
of a walL

Cd^pl-oAs, a. Plentiful ; abundant
Cfpl-Ott»-ly,a<*. Plentifully ; abund-
antly, fance.

Co^pl-oos-iiosa, n. Plenty: abund-
Cop'ped, a. Rising conlcally.
C6p/per, n. A metal of a pale reddish
color :—a boiler : a coin.—v. L To cover
with copper.

Cop'per-fesu n. Sulphate of iron;
green vitriol.

Cop'per-pl&te, n. A plate on which
designs are engraved :—an impression
from the plate :—copperplate printing,
the process of taking impressions from
copperplates. [copper.

C6p/por-amItb, n. One who works in
Cdp'ptee, n. A wood of small trees ; a
copse.

C6p/pled, a. Rising in a conic form.
Copa, n. A draught-iron ; clevis.
Copae, n. A wood of small trees.

Cop'tie, n. The language of the Copts.
Cdp'u-las, n. [L.] A word which unites
the subject and predicate of a propo-
sition.

COp'u-l&te, v. L To conjoin.—r. i. To
unite as different sexes. [sexes.

C6p*u-la'tlon, n. Embrace of the
Cop'a-la-tlve, a. Tending to unite.
€6p'y,n. A manuscript:—an imitation:
—a transcript from an original:—

a

single book.
CdpV, v. I To write, print, or draw

after a pattern ; to follow ; to write
from.

COp'y-book, n. A [book in which
copies are written for learners to
imitate.

Cop'y-hold, n. A kind of tenure.
C6p'y-Iat, n. One who copies.
Cop'jr-right, n. Sole right to pub

lish a work.
Co-qafet', v. t To deceive in love.—

v. u To trifle in love.
Co-qaet'-rj-, n. Deceit in love.
Co-qaette% n. A gay. affected, deceit-

nil girl or woman ; a Jilt.

Co-qaet'tish, a. Having the manners
ofa coquette.

Corral, n. A calcareous substance,
growing in the sea :—a child's toy.

Cor'al-Une, a. Consisting of coral.—
n. A sea-plant used in medicine.

Corb. n. An ornament in building :—
a basket [alms.

Coi^bon, n. An alms basket ; a gift

;

Cor'bcll, n. A basket used in fortlfioa-

ti—
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Cert>el, n. A projecting stone or tim-

ber in the form ot a basket :—the vase
ofa Corinthian column :—aniche.

Corel, n. A rope ; a string :—a sinew

:

—a measure of wood containing 128

cubic feet.^0. t To fasten with cords;

to pile in cords. [ropes.

Cord'age, n. A quantity of cords ;

Cordate, a. Having the form of a
heart

Cor-de-ller', n. A Franciscan friar.

Cord'ftal, n. A strengthening medicine
or drink :—any thing that comforts.—
o. Reviving ; hearty ; kind.

Cord-ft-a'U-fty, n. State of being
cordial ; sincerity.

Cord'lal-ljr, ad. Sincerely: heartily.

Cordon, n. [Fr.] A row or stones :—
a line of military posts :—a band ; a
wreath.

COr'du-rojr, n. A thick, ribbed, cot-

ton stuff.

Cord'waln, n. A Spanish leather.

Cord'waftn-er, n. A shoemaker.
Core, n. The heart :—the inner part
of any thing. [governor.

Cd-re7arent, n. A joint regent or
Co-re-oV**"* n. A plant and its

flower. [bushels.

Corf, n. A coal measure of three
Co-rl-a'eeous, a. Consisting of
leather; of a substance like leather.

Co-rl-an'der, n. A plant, and its

Ce-rl'n'thl-an, a. Relating to Cor-
inth:—noting the third of the five

orders of architecture.
Cork, n. A tree and its bark :—a stop-

ple :—a steel point on a horseshoe.—
v. L To stop or furnish with corks.

Cork'lngr-pln, n. A pin of the larg-

est size. [corks.

Cork'serew, n. A screw to draw
Cerk'y, o. Consisting of, or resemb-
ling, cork. [glutton.

Corfno-rant, n. A water-raven :—

a

Corn, n. Cereal grain of different

kinds, used for bread, as wheat, rye,

maize, Ac. ; maize :—an excrescence
on the foot.-**. L To saltmoderately

;

to pickle :—to granulate.
Cern'-efte-kle, n. A purple flower-

ing plant.
Cora'-crake, n. A bird ; the land-rail.

Cor'ne-a, n. [L.] The horny coat of
the eye. (corned beef.

Corned, p. a. Moderately salted, as
Coi^nel, n. A hardy shrub, and its

fruit.

Coi^ne-on*. a. Horny : like horn.
Conner, n. An angle:—a secret

place.
Cer'nered, a. Havingeorners.
CorSBer-fttone, n. The principal
stone.

Cor'net, n. A musical instrument :—
an officer of cavalry, who bears the
tfandard. {cornet.

Cer'net-ejr, *• *&** commission of a
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Colonic*, n. The top of a column ; a
moulding. [England.

Cor'niih, a. Relating to Cornwall in
Corn'-mlll, n. A mill to grind corn.
Cor-nu-eo'pi-a, n. [L.] The horn
of plenty. [or corn.

Corn'y, a. Horny :—producing grain
Co-rdl'la.n. [L.J The inner cover-
ing of a flower which surrounds the
stamens and pistil.

Cor'el-la-ry, n. A consequent truth;

a consequence.
Cc-ro'na, n. [L.] A large, flat mem-
ber of the cornice, which crowns the
entablature :—a luminous ring or halo
around the sun or moon :—a union of
the stamens of a flower into a disk.

Co-rd'nal, n. A crown ; a garland.—
The frontal bone.—a. Relating to the
crown : coronary.

Cor-o-na/tion. n. Act of crowing.
C6r'o-ner, n. An officer who inquires
into the cause of any casual or violent
death. [nobility.

Cor'o-net, n. A crown worn by the
Cor'po-riU, n. The lowest officer of
the infantry.—a. Relating to the body:
—corporeal. [embodied.

Cor-po-ral'l-ty, n. State of being
Cor'po-ral-ly, ad. Bodily ; in the
body. • [a corporation.

Cor'po-rate. a. United in a body or
Cor-po-ra'tlon, n. An incorporated
body created bylaw, and composed
of individuals, unltea under a com-
mon name, authorized to act as a
Single person.

Cor'po-ra-tor, n. A member of a
corporation.

Cor-po're-al, a. Having a material
body: not spiritual.

Cor-po're«ai-I«t, n. A materialist.

Cor-po're-al-ljr, ad. In a bodily
manner.

Cor-po-re'l-ty, n. Materiality.
Cor'po-wAnt, n. A volatile meteor.
Corps (k6r), n. [Fr.l A body of troops.

COrpae, n. A dead human body ; re-

mains.
Cor'pn-lence, ) n. State of being
Cor'pa-len-ey, j corpulent; fatness;

fleshiness.

Cor7pa-lent, a. Fleshy ; stout ; lusty.

CoVpait-cle, n. A particle.

Cor-pan'cn-lar, \a. Relating
Cor-pn*-cn-la'rl-an, f to corpus-

cles or atoms. [of rays.

Cor-ra-dl-a'tfton, n. A conjunction
Cor-reet', v. t. To free from errors ; to

rectify :—to chastise.—a. Free from
faults ; accurate ; true.

Cor-ree'tfon. n. Act of correcting :—
reprehension :—amendment.

Cor-ree'tlve, a. Tending to correct.—
n. That which corrects. [ly.

Cor-reefly« ad. Accurately : faultleav

Cor-re-late', v. i. To have a reciprocal

relation, as father and son.—n. A cor-

relative.
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Cor*re-li»'tlon,n. Reciprocal relation.
Cor*r«l'm-tKve,a. Having a reciprocal
relation.—n. He who or that which
stands in a reciprocal relation, as a
father and son.

C6r*re-epond', v. i. To suit ; to agree :

—to interchange letters.

C6r-re*«pond'ence, n. Act of cor-
responding :—epistolary intercourse :—
interchange.

Cor-re-»pond'ent, a. Suitable; fit.—n. One who corresponds.
Cdr-re-«pond'ent-ly, ad. In a fit

manner. [suiting.
C6r>re-«pond'lnff,p.a. Agreeing to;

Cor'rl-dor, n. [Fr.J A gallery:—

a

covert way. [corrected.
CorSrl-g/i-ble, a. Capable of being
Cor-ri'vnl, n. A rival ; a competitor.
C6r-rl-vsVtlon, n. The uniting of
waters.

Cor-rob'o-rate, v. t To make more
certain ; to confirm ; to establish.

Cor*rob-o-ra'tlon, n. The act of
confirming.

Cor-rob'o-ra-tlve, a. Tending to
corroborate; strengthening. [sume.

Cor-rode', v. t To eat away ; to con-
Cor-ro'dent, a. Corrosive.—n. That
which eats away. [corroded.

Cor-ro'dl-ble, o. ^Capable of being
Cor*r6'«l-ble, o. Corrodible.
Cor-ro^lon, n. The act of corroding,
or eating away by degrees.

Cor-ro'nive, o. Consuming :—corro-
sive sublimate, bichloride ormercury,
a very acrid poison.—n. A corroding
substance. [manner.

Cor*rd'«lve-ly, ad. In a corrosive
Cor'ru-ifate, v.tTo wrinkle or purse
up.—a. Contracted.

Cor-rn-ga'tlon, n. Act of wrinkling.
Cor-rApt', v. t. To turn from a sound
to a putrescent state:—to defile:—to
destroy the integrity of.—v. t To be-
come vitiated.—a. Spoiled; putrid.

Cor-rApt'l-bll-l-ty, \n. Possibility
Cor-rApt'1-ble-neM, j to be cor-
rupted, [ruption.

Cor-rApt'l-ble, a. Susceptible of cor-
Cor-rApt'l-bly, ad. So as to be cor-
rupted, [pus :-depravity

.

Cor-ropfIon, n. Act of corrupting

;

Cor-rAp'tlve', a. Tending to corrupt
Cor-rAnt'ly, ad. With corruption;

viciously.
Corse, n. A dead body ; a corpse.
Corwe'let, n. A light armor for the
body.

Cor'set, n. [Fr.] An article of dress
worn round the body.

CorSfeve (kor'tazh),n. [Fr.] A train of
attendants ; a retinre.

Cortes, n. pf. [8p.] The legislative body
of Spain and of Portugal, composed of
nobility, clergy, and representatives.

Cor'tl-eal, a. Barky ; belonging to the
rind.

Cor-tl-cose', a. Full of bark ; barky.

OOTTOJH

Co*rAn'dara,n. A very hard mineral.
Co-rAa'cant, a. Glittering by flashes.
Co-rAs'cate, t». £ To glitter ; to shine.
Cor-us-csVtlon, n. A quick vibra-
ion of light. [raven

Cor'vine, o. Relating to the crow or
Cor'ymb, n. A species of inflores-
cence.

Co>«yt o- Snug; social; chatty.
Co'sme. n. The sine of the comple-
ment ofan angle.

Coa-met'le, n. A wash to improve
the skin.—a. Increasing beauty

;

beautifying.
Coa'ml-cal, a. Relating to the world:
—rising or setting with the sun ;—op-
posed to acronycal.

Coa'ml-eal-ljr, ad. With the sun;—
opposed to acronysally.

Cos-moff'o-nlst, n. One versed in
cosmogony.

Co»*iiiOff/o-ny, n. The science that
treats of the origin of the world.

Cos-mo-grraph'lc, ) a. Relating
Cos-mo-ffraph't-cal,/ to cosmog-
raphy.

Cos-moyra-phy, n. The descrip-
tion of the world, including astron-
omy, geography, and geology.

Coa-mol'o-fflst, n. One versed in
cosmology.

Coa-mol'o-ffy, n. The science that
treats of the structure of the world.

Cos-nto-pol'l-t*n,n. A cosmopolite.
Coa-mon'o-lite, n. A citizen of
the world.

C6*-nto-rft'ina,a. An optical machine
givinga picturesque exhibition of the
world. [system.

Cos'mos, n. The world as a beautiful
Coa'set, n. A lamb brought up by
hand.—o. t To make a pet of; to
fondle.

Coat, n. That which is paid for any
thing • expense :—loss ; detriment.—
v. t. To be bought for.

Cos'tal, a. Belonging to the ribs or side,
Cos'tlve, a. Bound in the body ; re-
stringent, [tive.

Coa'tlVe-ness, n. State ot being oos-
Cost'll-n#sa, n. State of being costly.
Costly, a. Expensive ; dear.
Cos-tome', n. [Fr.] Style or mode
of dress.

C&t, n. A small house ; a cottage :—

a

cover for the finger :—a small bed; a
hammock.

Co-te-rf*', n. [Fr.] A small associa-
tion or circle offriends ; a club.

Co-tll'lon, n. [Fr.] A brisk, lively
dance.

Cot'qutan, n. A man who busies
himself with women's affairs.

Cots/wold, n. Sheep-cots in an open
country.

Cot'tage, n. A cot ; a small dwelling.
Cot'ton, n. A plant :—the down of
the cotton-tree :—clothmade of cotton:
—made of cotton.
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Cot'ton-ffiu, n. A machine for

cleaning cotton.
Cot-y-lO'dou, n. The seminal leaf

of a plant, or the lobe that nourishes
the seed of a plant :—a lobe of the
placenta. [lobe.

C6t-jr-led'o-notis,a. Haying a seed-

Coaen, v. i. To lie down ; to stoop or
bend.—*. L To include :—to remove,
as cataracts from the eye.—n. A seat

of repose ; a bed.
Coaen'er, *. One who couches cat-
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Codoli'iDff, n. The act of bending

:

—the operation of removing a cataract.

Couch (kdfor kawf), n. A convulsion
of tie longs, with noise, to get rid of
phlegm.—v. i. To have the lungs con-
vulsed.—v. L To eject by a cough.

Could i. from eon. Was able.

Conu'eil, n. A body of councillors ;

an assembly met for deliberation or to
give advice ; a convention.

Coan'oil-lor, n. A member of a
council.

Coan'ael, n. Advice ; direction :—
secrecy :—a counsellor ; lawyer.—v. L
To advise.

€oam'aol-lor, n. One who gives ad-
vice :—* lawyer ; an advocate.

Coma'sel-lor-ahlp, n. The office

of counsellor.
Csant, v.L To number ; to tell ; to

estimate. -^v. i. To reckon:—to rely

on.—n. Number :—a charge in an in-

dictment :—a title of nobility.

Conn'to-nance, n. Form of the face

;

look; exteriorappearance:—patronage.—-v. t To support ; to favor.

Connt'er, n. A reckoner :—the table

of a shop :—counter-tenor.
Coun'ter, ad. Contrary to; in a
wrong way.

Conn*ter-aet', v. L To act contrary
to; to frustrate. [tion.

Coiln-ter-ae'tlon, n. Opposite ac-
Coftn-ter-bal'ance, v. t. To weigh
against—n. Opposite weight.

Cettn'ter-eharm, n. That which dis-

enchants ; a charm.—v. t. To destroy
enchantment.

Conn-ter-cbeek', v. t To oppose;
tocheck.—n. A stop ; rebuke.

CMn'ter-car-rent, n. An opposite
current.

Ooan-ter-draw', v. t To trace the
lines of a drawing through transparent

Coan'ter-ev'1-denee, n. Opposite
evidence.

Ctan'ter-felt, v. t. To copy with an
intent to deceive. —tr. i. To feign.—a.
Forged; spurious; deceitful.—n. An
imposter :—that which is counterfeited;
forgery. [Imposter.

Conm'ter-relt-er, n. A forger ; an
Coan'ter-fffturd, n. A small ram-
Bart. Rijfht.

Oonn'ter-liffnt, n. A counteracting

ad', v. L To revoke a
Repeal of a former

CoOn-ter-a
command.—n.

order.
€oon-tor-mareh', v. i. To march
back.—n. A marching back.

Coan-ter-mark', v. L To place a
countermark on :—to hollow a horse's
teeth.

Conn'tor-mine, n. Amine to frus-

trate the use of one made»by an enemy.
—v. t To counterwork.

Coun'ter-move'ment, n. An op-
posite movement.

Coon' tor-mure, n. A wall built be-

hind another wall. [bed.

Conn'tor-pane, n. A coverlet Tor q
Coun'ter-part, n. A corresponding
part ; a duplicate of a writing.

Conn'tor-plea, n. A replication.

€onm'ter-plot, n. A plot opposed to
another plot

Coun'ter-polnt, n. The art or sci-

ence of harmony :—an opposite point

:

—counterpane.
Coun-ter-p6I*o', v. U To counter-

balance.—n. Equivalence of weight:
—a mass of metal used to give steadi-

ness to a machine. [poison.

Coon-ter-pof'son, n. Antidote to

Ooon'ter-rev-o-lo'tlon, n. A rev-

olution succeeding another, and oppo-
site to it.

Conn-ter-iiiffn', v. L To sign an or-

der of a superior, in capacity of secre-

tary.—n. A military watchword :—an
official signature. [ing signal.

Coan'ter-alff'nal, n. A correspond-
Coan-ter-slnk', v. t. To let the head
ofa screw or nail into a board, Ac., so
that it may not project. [turned

Conn'ter-strdke, n. A stroke re
Coun'ter-sway, n. An opposite in

fluence. (of music

.

Coun-ter-ten'or, n. A middle part
Coan'ter-tide, n. A contrary tide.

Coun'ter-time, n. Resistance of a
horse.

Oftnn-ter-Tall', v. t To be equal to.

—n. Equal weight or value.
Coon'ter-vlew, n. Contrast.
Coun'ter-work, v. t. To counteract.
Ooant'en, n. The lady of an earl or

count

.

Cbnn'tlng»lioase,\n. A house or

eoun'tlnff-rooin, f room where
merchants transact business.

Coant'leas.a. Numberless; innum-
erable.

CoAn'trl-fied, a. Rustic ; rude.

Coan'try, n. A large tract of land ; a
region :—rural parts, opposed to town
or city.—«. Rustic ; rural.

Cotin'try-inan, n. One born in the
same country :—a'farmer.

Cdan'tjr, n. A shire ; a district.

Cotkp'la-ble. a. Fit to be coupled.
Coup'le, n. Two; a pah"; niftn ftr

wifo.—v. t To Join.—v. i. To Join
:

embraces.
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Coo:p'le*m6nt, n. Union; embrace.
CoAp'let, n. Two verses ; a pair.
Coup-on (kd'ponK), n. fFr.l An interest

certificate attached to transferable
bonds. {ism.

CoAr'offO, n. Bravery; valor; hero-
Con-iwfrooiia, a. Brave ; daring.
Con-rsVyeons-ly, ad. Bravely.
Con-rtat', n. [Ft.] A nimble dance

;

—any thing that spreads quick, as a
newspaper.

Con-rler, n. [Fr.] A messenger sent in
baste ; an express.

Course, n. A race ; progress :—series:—
order:—a service of dishes :—natural
bent :—track in which a ship sails :—
path;-—direction.—v. t To pursue.—
v. i. To run ; to hunt

Ooan'er, n. A race-horse ; horse-racer.
Conrs'ea, n. pi. The principle sails of
a ship; menses.

Coars-tnff, n. The sport of hunting.
Court, n. The palace of a sovereign or
a prince :—a narrow street :—a place
for administering justice: the judge or
judges :—a legislative body.—*>. t. To
woo: to seek.

Conr'te-ottn. a. Elegant in manners

;

polite; complaisant; respectful.
Coai^te-oAs-ly, ad. Politely; re-
spectfully.

Cottr-te-sAn', n. A prostitute.
Cottr/te~»y, n. Elegance of manners

;

civility.

Cottrte'ay (kurt'se), n. Act of respect
made by women and girls

—

v. t. To
make a courtesy.

Conrfler, n. One who frequents
courts ; a Person of courtly manners.

Conrt'-like, a. Elegant ; courtly.
Cdnrt'll-iieas, n. Elegance of man-

ners, [genteel.

Court'ly, a. Relating to a court

;

Conrt-msr'tfal, n. A military court
for trying military offences, [a woman.

Coarfship, n. A making of love to

Cotta'tn, n. The child of an uncle or
aunt;—any one collaterally related
more remotely than a brother orsister.

Cove, n. A small creek or bay :—a shel-
ter.—v. L To arch over ; to shelter.

CoT'e-nftnt, n. A solemn agreement

;

a written contract ; a deed.-^p. i. To
bargain.—v.t To stipulate.

CoT'e-nftnt-er, n. One who makes a
covenant :—one who signed the " Sol-
emn League and Covenant" fn Scot-
land, in 1638.

Cov'er,«. t To overspread; hide.—
n. A concealment : defence.

CoT'er-Inar, n. Dress ; vesture, [bed.
CoT'er-let*n. The upper covering of a
CoT'ert, n. A defence ; a thicket—a.
Sheltered; insidious; under protec-
tion, as a married woman.

Cov'ert-ly, ad. In a covert manner.
Cov'er-tfire, n. Shelter .-—the legal

state and condition of a married
woman.

CRAFT

Oov'et, «. t. To desire eagerly ; to long
for.—v. i. To have a strong desire.

Cov'et-otta, a. Inordinately desirous

;

avaricious. [erly.
Cov'et-oAa-ly, ad. Avariciously*; eag-
Cov'et-oaa-neM, n. State of being
covetous.

Cov'ey, n. A brood of birds.

Cov'lnf, n. A projection in a building.
Cov'ln*otka,a. Fraudulent; dishonest.
Cow, n. The female of the bovine genus
ofanimals.—v. t. To depress with fear.

€ow'ard,n. One wanting courage.—a.
Dastardly : cowardly.

COw'ara-lee, n. Fear ; habitual tim-
idity, [ardice

COw'ard-11-noao, n. Timidity ; cow-
Cow-c&toh'er, n. A frame in front of
a locomotive for clearing a railway
track. [knees.

COw'er, v. i. To sink by bending the
Cow'hide, n. The skin of a cow :—

a

whip.—v. L To whip with a cowhide.
Cowl, n. A monk's hood :—a chimney
cover.

Cow'llck, n. A reversed toft of hail
on the human forehead.

Co-work'er, n. A fellow-laborer.
Cow'pox, n. The vaccine disease.
Cow'sllp, n. A plant ; a species of
primrose.

Cox'edinb, n. A fop :—a flower.
Cox-com'l'cal, o. Foppish; con-

ceited.

COy. a. Modest ; reserved ; shy.
COy'lsth, a. Somewhat reserved ; shy.
COy'ly, ad. In a coy manner ; with
reserve. [modesty.

Coy'nesM. n. Reserve; shyness;
Coa'en, v.L To cheat ; to trick.

Coc'en-age, n. Fraud ; deceit
Co'ay, o. Snug.
Cr&b, n. A crustaceous fish :—a wild,
sour apple :—a peevish person :—an
engine for raising weights :—a sign in
the zodiac.—a. Sour and degenerate,
as fruit.

Crob'bed, a. 8our ; morose ; harsh.

Crab/bed-n««a,tt. Sourness; asperity.

Cro/ber, n. The water-rat
Critak, n. A sudden noise :—a fissure.—v. t To break into chinks.—e. t To
burst.

Crftck'-brftfned. a. Crazy.
Cr&ck'er, n. A flre work :—a boas-

ter :—a hard biscuit
Crftc'k le. v. i. To make slight cracks:
to make frequent sharp sounds.

Cr&ck'lfoff, n. A small but frequent
noise.

Crftck'nel, n. A kind of brittle cake.
Cra'dle. n. A movable bed, on which
children are rocked:—a case for a
broken bone :—a frame of timber for
launching ships :—a frame added to a
scythe for cutting grain.—v. t. To cut
with a cradle :—to rock.

Craft, n. Manual art ; trade :—art >—
% vessels.
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Craft'1-ly, ad. Cunningly ; skilfully.
€raft'l-ne*a> n. Cunning ; stratagem.
CrafWmaa, n. An Artificer; a
mechanic.

Craft'jr, a. Cunning; shrewd; sly.

Craa% n. A rough, steep rock:—the
neck.

Crftff'ffed, a. Rough; full of crags;

trajg'gi-iieas, n. The state of being
Craa/a*y, a. Bugged; full of crags;
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se, m. A bird ; the corn-crake.
ra, v. L To thrust in by force.—v. i.

To eatgreedily.
Cram'bd, n. To play in which one
gives a word to which another finds a
rhyme.

Cramp^.A spasmodic, painful contrac-
tion of the limbs; a check:—a piece
ofbent iron.—v. L To restrain; to
bind.

Cramp'-ir-ou, «. An iron for fasten-
ing together.

Cram'plt, n. A thin plate of metal
at the bottom of the scabbard of a
broadsword.

Cram-paaiis', n. pL Iron instruments
fastened to the shoes of a storming
party: iron hooks. [for sauce.

Cran'ber-rjr, n. An acid berry used
Crane, n. A bird :—a machine for

raising weights :—a crooked pipe.
Crane%'-bfll, n, A plant :—pincers.
Cra-nl-oM'o-ffT, n. The art of dis-

covering men a characters from the
skull: phrenology.

€ra*ni-om-e-t«r. n. An instrument
for measuring skulls.

CraV-nl-ttm-e-trjr, n. Art of measur-
ing the skull.

Cr&V'nt-aoi, n. [L.1 The skull.
Crank, n. The end of an iron axis
bent; a contrivance for turning:—

a

quirk:—* monomaniac; a bore.—a.
Liable to be overset, as a ship :—dis-
torted; healthy ; lusty; bold ; sprightly.
v. i. To run in and out ; to crankle.

Cran'kle, v. i. To run into angles.—
v.L To break into angles.—n. A
bend ; a crinkle.

Craa'ny, n. A chink ; a fissure.

Crape, m. A species of gauze made of
silk, often dyed black, and used in
mourning, Ac.

frap;net n. A hook or drag to draw
anything from under water.

CrapSo-fence, n. 8ickness used by
excess. [felted.

Crap'a-lent, a. Til from excess; sur-

Craah, v. i. To make a loud, sudden
noise.—v. t To break or bruise.—n.
A loud, sudden sound, as of things
falling:—a coarse linen cloth.

Craa'sl-tade, n. Greatness ; coarse-

ness, [cattle in.

Cratch, n. A frame for hay to feed

Crftte. n. A pannier for crockery-
ware, Ac

Cra'ter, n. The vent or mouth of a
volcano.

CraancU, r. t. To crush with the
teeth ; to chew with noise.

Cra-vftt\ n. Any thing worn about
the neck. [fur.

Crave, v. t. To ask earnestly ; to long
Cra'veo, n. A coward.—a. Coward-
ly ; base.

Crav'er, n. One who craves.
Crav'tnir, n. Unreasonable desire.—

a. Thatcraves ; longing for.

Craw, n. The crop or first stomach of
birds.

Craw'flah, n. A crustaceous fish
;

the river lobster.
Crawl, v. i. To move as a worm .—

n. The well in a boat :—an enclosure
of hurdles for fish.

Cray'on, n. A kind of pencil :—a de-
sign or drawing done with a pencil or
crayon.

Crase, v. L To break :—to make crazy.
Cra'ay, a. Weak ; disordered in mind.
Creak, v. i. To make a harsh noise.
Creak'lng, n. A small, harsh noise.
Cream, n. The oily part of milk.—v.i.

To gather on the surface.—v. t. To
«kim the cream from. [cream.

Cresm'y, o. Having the nature of
Crease, n. A mark made by doubling.
-^>. t. To mark anything by doubling.

Cre-ate', v. t To cause to exist; to
produce.

Cre-ft'tion, n. The act of creating :—
the universe. [create.

Cre-a'tlve, a. Having the power to
Cre-a'tor, n. One who creates ; the
Supreme Being, who bestows exist-

ence.
Creat'ure, n. A being created ; a
man ;—* brute :—a dependent.

Cre'denee, n. Belief; credit; repu-
tation.

Cre-den'tlal. o. Giving a title to
credit.—». That which gives a title to

credit ; testimonial. [credible.

Cred-l-bll'l-ty, n. State of being
Cr€d'l»ble, o. That may be believed

;

probable.
Cr*d'l-bly, ad. In a manner that
claims belief.

Crtd'lt, n. Belief in the ability of an-
other; trust:—good repute; esteem:
—faith :—influence*:—property or sum
due, correlative of debt.—v. /. To be-

lieve : to confide in. [able.

Cr&l'it-a-ble, a. Reputable: Wbnor-

Cred'lt-a-bly, ad. Reputably: hon-
orably, (owed.

Cr&Tlt-or, n. One to whom a debt is

Cre-dall-ty, n. Quality of being
credulous ; easiness of belief.

CrM'u-lotts, a. Easy of belief ; un-
suspecting, [manner.

CrM'a-loas-ly, ad. In a credulous

CreM.n. A summary of articles of

faith. [small river.

Creak, n. A small port ; a cove :—

a
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Crttk'j, o. Full of creeks; winding.
Creel, n. An osier or wicker basket.
Creep, v;i. To move slowly ; to crawl:
—to lawn. [insect.

CrMp'tr, n. A creeping plant:—an
CreopSnole, n. A retreat:—a subter-

fuge.
<^e-md'na, n. [It.] A superior kind
of violin.

Cre'nate, a. Having notches.
Cr&nstt-ed, a Notched ; indented.
Cradle, n. A person born in Spanish
America, but of European descent

Crfo-aote, n. A powerful antiseptic,
oily liquid, obtained from tar

Crep'1-tate, v. i. To make a crack-
ling noise. [noise.

Crep-1-ta'tfon, n. A small, crackling
Crept, 1 <fcp. from creep. [light.
Cre-pna'eu-lar, a. Relating to twi-
Cres-cen'do, n. Direction to the per-
former to increase the volume ofsound.

Crea'eent, a. Increasing; growing.—
n. The moon in her state of increase.

Crea'eive, o. Increasing; growing.
Creaw,n. A plant of several species.
Crea'»et,n. A great light or beacon

:

—an iron frame used by coopers.
Croat, n. A plume of feathers :—the
combofa cock :—anornament :—pride,
—v. L To furnish with a crest; to
streak.

Creat'ed, a. Adorned with a crest
Crest'f*ll-en, a. Dejected.
Creatless, a. Having no crest
Cre-t&'eeoua, a. Chalky.
Critic, n. A poetic foot of three syl-

lables, [hood.
Cre'tlam, n. A Cretan practice ; false-

Cre-v*»»e',n. [Fr.] A gap; an open-
ing in the embankment of a river.

CreVice, n. A crack ; a fissure.

Crew, n. A ship's company.
Crew'el, *. A ball of yarn.
Crib, n. A manger:—a child's bed.—
v.L To confine :—to pilfer.

Crlb'bAffe, n. A game at cards.
Crlb'ble, n. A sieve for cleaning corn.
Crick, n. A creaking :—stiffness in the
heck.

Crlek'et, n. An insect:—a stool:—
a game.

CrFer, n. One who cries :—an officer
who proclaims publicly.

Crime, n. An infraction of law; a
great mult

Crlm'1-nal, a. Of the nature of crime;
guilty.—n. A person guilty of a crime.

Crlm-l-nATl-ty, n. State of being
criminal. [ily.

Crlm'1-nal-ljr, ad. Wickedly; guilt-
Crlm'l*nate, v. t To accuse ; to cen-
sure.

CrIm-i»n&'tlon,n. Actofcriminating.
CrIm'l*naS-to-rjr, a. Accusing; cen-

sorious.
Crimp, a. Friable ; easily crumbled.—

n. An agent for coal merchants, Ac.—
v. t. To curl or crisp the hair; to plait

CROPEABKD

Crlm'ple, v. t To contract ; to corru-
gate.

Crlm'aon, n. The color of red some-
what darkened with blue.—o. Of a
deep red.—v. t. To dye with crimson.

Cringe, n. A servile bow ; mean civ-
Ivilty.—v. i. To bow ; to flatter.

Crlns'er' n. One who flatters.

Cringle, n. A hole in the bolt-rope
ofa sail :—an iron ring.

Crln'kle, v. i. To run in flexures.—v. t
To mould into inequalities. —a. A
wrinkle: a sinuosity.

Crln'o-llne, n. An expansive stiff

skirt worn by women.
Crlp'ple, n. One who is lame.—v. I To
make lame.

Cri'aia, n. The time when any affair
comes to its height ; a critical time.

Crisp, a. Curled ; short. — v. L To
twist : to indent

CrIsp'lnff»ir'on, n. A curling iron.
Crls'pite, *. A mineral: titanite.
Crlsp'neao, n. Quality of being crisp.
Crisp7**, a. Curled ; short and brittle.

Cri-ifri-on. n. A standard by which
any thing isjudged of: a test

Crlt'le, n. One skilled in criticism ; a
connoisseur; a judge.—a. Critical;
relating to criticism.

Crltfl-eal, a. Relating to criticism;
captious:—relating to a crisis: decisive.

Crli'1-eiae, v. t To examine carefully;
to censure.—v. i. To act the critic ; to
Judge.

Crlrt-clani, n. The art of judging of
the merits of a performance or awork;
a remark ; critique.

Crl-ttque',n. A critical examination;
science of criticism.

Crlx'xle, n. Roughness on glass.

Croak, v. i. To make a hoarse noise
like a frog :—to complain.—n. The cry
of a frog or raven. [murer.

Croak'er, n. One who croaks ; a mur-
Cro-cnetMkro-sha'), n. [Fr.] Akindoi
knitting made with a hook.

Crock, n. A vessel :—a seat :—black
soot—v. L To defile with smut or
soot.

Crock'er-y, n. Earthen-ware, [ment
Croek'et,n. An architectural orna-
Croe'o-dile, n. An animal of the

lizard tribe.
Cro'ena, n. [L.] A genus of early flow-
ering plants :—a metal calcined.

Crone, n. An old ewe :—an old woman.
Crd'ny, n. A bosom companion ; an

associate.
Crook, n. Anything bent ; a curve ; a
shepherd's hook.—v. L Tomake crook-
ed.—v. i. To be bent

Crook'ed, a. Bent: oblique:—perverse.
Crook'ed-lT (krak'ed-le), ad. Not in
a straight line :— untowardly : — not
compliantly.

Crop, n. The harvest :—bird's craw.—
v. C To cut off:—to reap. [cropped.

Crops-eared, a. Having the ears
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CROQUET

Cra-uuet' (kro-kaO, » [Fir.] A kind of
game.

Cre'ster, n. An archbishop's staff.

friw, n. One straight body or line

placed at right angles over another:—

a

gibbet :—the ersign of the Christian
religion -.—vexation.—a. Transverse :—
peevish.—*, t.—To lay athwart:—to
sign with the cross:—to cancel:—to
pass over:—to thwart; to perplex.—
i. i. To lie athwart another thing.

Cress/bar, n. Part of a carriage ; a
lever. [bird.

(rtailin^n. BUI of a defendant :—

a

CrW-bow, n. A weapon forshooting.
Crtas'-breMtn. The offspring of pa-
rents of different breeds ;—applied to
animals. [cross.

Cresa'bun, n. A cake marked w ith a
Crosa-ex-ani-1-na'tlon, n. Act of
cross-examining; examination of a
witness of one party by the opposite
party.

Cross ex-am^nt, v. t To examine a
witness produced by the opposite par-
ty ; to cross-question.

Crsus'-eyed, a. Having cross-eyes, or
having both eyes turned toward the
nose.

Crsas'-ffrained, o. Having the fibres

transverse :—ill-natured.
Crsus'iiia;, n. An impediment ; op-
position.

Crsas'ly, ad. Athwart :—peevishly.
Crsss'nesa, n. Transveneness :—
peevishness. [amine.

Crsas-quts'tlou, v. t. To cross-ex-
Crssa'-rdad, n. A road across the
country. [—across.

Crsss'wise, cut In form of a cross

:

€rftte*, n. A hook :—the fork of a
tree.

Croteh'ed,a. Havingacrotch ; forked.
Croteh'et, n. A note in music equal
to half a minim :—a piece of timber
for a support :—marks or hooks in
printing, [thus]:—a whim.

Crsuea, v. i. To stoop low; to
cringe.

Crsup, n. The rump of a fowl ; the
buttocks of a horse :—a disease in the
throat

Crow, n. A large black bird :—the
noise of the cock :—an iron lever.—
». i. To make the noise ofa cock:—
to boast ; to bluster. [a lever.

Crew'-bar, n. An iron bar, used as
Crswd. n. A confused multitude.—
f.L To press close together ; to en-
cumber.—*, i. TO be numerous.

Crsw'fbot, n. A military instrument

:

—a plant.
Crown, n. A royal ornament :—top
of the head:—regal power:—honor:—

a

diver coin:—a garland:—completion.—
*.L To adorn :—to reward :—to com-
plete.

Crswu'-fflass, n. A fine sort of wln-
dowglaa.
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Crowu'lss-pe'H-al, n. A bulbous
plant and its beautiful nower.

Crown'lng, n. The finishing ofany
decoration.

Crawn'-prlnee, n. The presump-
tive successor to the crown.

Crow's'-fbot, n. Wrinkles under
the eyes :—a plant [pot.

Cru'cl-ble, n. A chemist's melting-
Cru'cl-flx, n. A representation, hi
painting or sculpture, of Christ on the
cross.

Cru-el-flsi'lon, n. The act ol cruci-
fying :—the destL of Christ.

Cru'ci-form, a. Having the form of
across.

Cru'cl-fy, r. t To put to death by
nailing to the cross :—to overcome.

Crude, a. Kaw : unripe: undigested.
Crude/ly, cd. In a crude manner.
€rnde/nessf n. Bute of being crude.
Cru'dl-ty, n. Unripeness; crude-

ness.
Cru'e-1, a. Inhuman ; hard-hearted.
Cru'el-ty, n. Quality of being cruel

;

barbarity.
Cru'et, n. A vial.
Cruise, «. Voyage in search ofplun-
der.—v. i. To go In search of plunder.

Crnis'er, n. A person or vessel that
cruises.

Crumb, n. The soft part of bread :—
a small particle of bread :—a frag-
ment—v. t. To break into small
pieces.

Crum'ble,?. t&i. To break intopieces.
C'rom'pet, n. A kind of soft cake.
Crum'ple, v. t. To draw into wrink-
les.—v. i. To contract.

Cruua'plins;, n. A small, degener-
ate apple.

Crup'per, n. A leather to keep a
saddle right.

Cru'ral, o. Belonging to the leg.

Cra-sadV, n. An expedition under
the banner of the cross, to recover the
Holy Land; any hot-headed enterprise:
—a Portuguese coin. [crusade.

Cru-sad'er, n. One employed in a
Cruse, n. A small cup or vial ; a cruet.
Cru'set, n. A goldsmith's melting-
pot

Crush, v. t. To squeeze ; to subdue.—
n. A collision ; act of rushing to-
gether.

Crust, n. The hard, outer part of
bread ; an external covering or case,
—v. t. To envelop ; to cover with a
case.—v. i. To gather a crust.

Crus-ta'ee-a. n. pi. A class of ani-
mals, as the lobster, crab, Ac., having
a shelly coating.

Crus-ta'cean (-shan), n. A crusts-
ceous animal.

Crus-ta'ceous, a. Relating to the
Crustacea ; jointed.

Crust'1-ly, ad. Peevishly : snappishly.
Crust/y, a. Covered with a crust :—
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Cruteb, n. A support used by cripples.
|

—v.L To support on crutches.
Cry, v. i. To call aloud.; to clamor :—to \

lament.

—

v
%
..t. To proclaim; to make

public.

—

n. Lamentation ; weeping.
Cry'««S»- A hawk. [a grave.
Crypt, n. A subterranean cell or cave;
Cryp'ilc, orCryp'ti-cal, a.' Hidden;
secret [flcation.

Cryp-tttff'a-my, n. Concealed fructi-

Cryp-tftfp'ra-pby, n. Art of writing
in cipher. [guage.

Cryp-tftl'o-jry, n. Enigmatical lan-
Crys'tal, n. A regular solid body :—

a

kind of glass ;—the glass of a watch
case.—a. Consisting of crystal; crys-
talline.

Crystal-line, a. Consisting of or like
crystal; clear. [tollizing.

Crys-tal-11-sa'tlon, n. Act of crys-
Cryis'tal-lise, v. L To form into crys-
tals.—v. i. To change into crystals.

Crys-tal-l&ar'ra-phy, n. The doc-
trine or science ofcrystallization.

Cub. n. The young of a beast, as a bear
or rox.-^r. i. To bring forth ;—used of
beasts.

Cube, 71. A regular solid body, with
six square and equal sides, ana with
six equal angles:—the product of a
number multiplied twice into itself.

Cu'b*b, n. A small, spicy, dried berry.
Cu'ble, \a. Relating to or having
Cu'blc-al,J the form of a cube.
Cu'bi-cal-ly, ad. In a cubical method
or form.

Cu'bl-flttrm, a. Of the shape ofa cube.
Cu'bil, n. The forearm :—the bone of
the arm from the elbow to the wrist :—
a measure. The Hebrew cubit was
nearly 22 inches ; the Roman, 17)4 ;

the English is 18 inches. (cubit.

Cu'bl-tal, a. Having the length of a
Cuclt'old, n. The husband of an adul-

teress.

Cuoli'66, n. A well-known bird.
Cu'cum-ber, n. A plant and its fruit.

Cu'cur-blt, n. A gourd shaped chem-
ical vessel.

Cu«cur-bl-ta'ceous,a. Likea gourd.
Cud, n. Food reposited in the first

stomach of an animal in order to ru-
mination.

Cud'dle, v. i. To lie close or snug.
CAd'dy, n. An apartment in a ship :—

a

three-legged stand :—a clown.
Cud'gel. n. A short stick.—v. L To
beat with a stick ; to cane.

Cue, n. The tail or end of anything :—
an intimation :-a rod used in billiards.

Cuff, n. A blow with the fist ; stroke :—
the fold at the end of a sleeve.—v. i.

To fight.—v. t To strike.
Cut-rasa' (kw^-rasO, n. A breastplate.
Cul-ras-ftler' (kw£-ras-s€rO n. A sol-
dier in armor.

Culsh (kwls), n. Armor for the thighs.
Cul-slne' (kwe-zenO »• [**•] A kitch-
en:—<,.

CUPELLATION

Cu'U-na-ry, a. Relating to cookery.
Cull. v. t. To select from others.
Cull'er, n. One who culls or chooses.
CttH'lon, n. A scoundrel; a bulbous
root

Cull'lon-ly, a. Mean ; vile.

Cul'lls, n. A gutter in a roof.

Cul'ly, n. A man deceived.—v. L To
befool ; to cheat. fof grass.

Culm, n. A kind of coal :—a stem
Cul-mlFer-ous, a. Producing stalks.

Cul'ml-uate, v. i. To rise to the
highest point [top.

CftFml-nat-fiiff,?. * Rising to the
Cnl*ml-na/tlon, n. Act of culminat-
ing :—transit of a planet through the
meridian. [pable.

Cul-pa-bll'1-ty, n. State^fbeing cul-
Cul'pa-ble, a. Criminal; guilty;
blamable.

Cul'pa-bly,'ad. In a culpable manner.
Cul'prit, n. A person arraigned ; a
criminal. [ration.

CQl'tl-va-ble, a. Capable of culti-

Cul'tl-vate, v. t To improve by til-

lage or study : to labor on.
Cul'tl-vat-ed, p. a. Improved by
culture; tilled.

Cul-tf-va'tlon, n. Act of cultivating.

Cul'tl-va-tor, n. One who cultivates .

—an agricultural implement.
Culfure, n. Cultivation; tillage.—
v.L To cultivate.

Cul'ver, n. A pigeon or dove.
Cul'ver-bottse, n. A dove-cot.
Cul'ver-In , n, A speciesof ordnance
Cul'vert,n. An arched drain forth**

passage of water :—an arched bridge.
Cum'bent, a. Lying down; recum-
bent, [cumber.

Cum'ber, v. t. To embarrass ; to en-
Cttm'ber-fiome, a. Troublesome :

burdensome. [brance.
Cum'brance, n. Hinderance : encum-
Cum'brous, a. Troublesome; bur-
densome,

Com'in, n. An aromatic annual plant
Cu'mn-late, v. t. To accumulate.
Cu-mu-la'tlon, n. Accumulation.
Cu'mn-la-tlve, a. Increasing by ad-

ditions. Twedge.
Cu'ne-al, a. Relating to or like t
Cu'ne-at-ed, a. Made in form of a
wedge.

Cu-neTorm, a. Formed like a wedge.
Cuti'nlnff, a. Skilful; artful :—sly.—

n. Artifice ; slyness.
Cup, n. A drinking vessel :—a part of
a flower.—v. L To draw blood by scar-
ification.

Cup'-bear-er, n. An officer of a
king's household :—an attendant at a

Cnp'board,n. A case with shelves
for provisions, &c.—v. L To hoard up.

Cu'pel, n. A shallow vessel, crucible,
or cup used in assaying metals.

Cu-j»el-la'tlon, n. Act ofassaying or
refining the precious metals.
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CUPIDITY

Ca-pld't-ty, n. Unreasonable desire,
particularly for wealth ; avarice.

Ca'po-la, *. A dome; an arched
roof. [fler.

Cap'per, n. One who cups; a scari-
€Ob7piny, n. A method of letting
blood. [for cupping.

€Ap/pinf-fxlaas, n. A vessel used
Ctt'pre-oas, a. Coppery; consisting
of copper.

Car. n. A dog :—a snappish mean man.
Car'a-ble, a. That may be cured or
healed.

Ca-ra-eoa' (ku-ra-sOO, ». A cordial
flavored with orange peel and snices.

Co'ra-ey, *. Office or employment of
a curate.

Cu'rate, n. A clergyman hired to per-
form t_he duties ol another ; a parish
priest.

Ca'ra*e-ealp, n. Office of a curate.
Ca'ra-tlve, o. Tending to cure dis-

Ca*ra/tor, n. [L.] One who has the
care ofsomething ; a guardian.

Carl>, n. Part of a bridle :—restraint

:

—a frame round the mouth of a well.—v. L To restrain ; to check.
CarfaZ-atooe. n. A thick stone placed
at the edge of a stone pavement, or by
a well.

Car-eQ'lfl-d, n. A name applied to a
family of beetles.

Card, n. The coagulated part of milk.
—v. t. To curdle.

Candle, v. i. To concrete.—e. I To
cause to coagulate.

Cdrd'y, a. Coagulated; concreted.
Care, n. A restorative :—act of heal-
ing :—employment of a curate.—v. t.

To heal ; to restore to health :—to pre-
serve.

Care'leaa, a. Without cure or remedy.
CdrTew, ft. An evening bell.

Ca-rl-oa'1-ty, *». Quality of being cu-
rious :—something rare ; a rarity.

Ca'ri-oaa,a. Inquisitive; rare; nice!
Ca'ri-oaa-ly, a. In a curious manner.
Carl, n. A ringlet of hair ; wave.—v. t.

TO turn in ringlets ; to twist.—v. i. To
shrink into ringlets.

Curlew, n. A kind of water-fowl.
Cttrty-,0. Having curls; tending to

curl.

Cnr-mAd'feOD, n. A churlish fel-

low ; a miser.
Coi^rant. n. A shrub and its fruit.

Cor'ren-ey, n. Circulation :— the
money of a country, or the paper pass-

ingss money.
Car7rent, a. Generally received ; gen-
eral :—passable :—now passing.—-n. A
running stream ; course. [ner.

Car'reut-ly, ad. In a current man-
Cai^rl-cle, n. A chaise with two
wheels.

Cllr'ri-er, n. Onewho dresses leather.

CaVriab, a. Like a cur ; morose.
Cor^rtaa-ly, ad. In a surly manner.

CUT 101

Cor'ry, v. t To dress leather:—to
rub, as a horse :—to tickle by flattery.

—n. A highly spiced East Indian mix-
ture, [currying horses.

Cttr'ry-edmb, n. An iron comb lor
Curve, v. t To wish evil to ; to exe-
crate.—v. i. To utter imprecations.—n

.

Woe denounced against an offender

;

torment.
Cui^aed, o. Blasted by a curse;
hateful. [der a curse.

Cur'aed-otas, n. State of being un-
Cur'aive, a. Running; rapid.
Cor'ao-rl-ly, ad. In a cursory man-
ner; hastily.

Cor'ao-ry, a. Hasty ; quick ; careless.
Cart, a. Short ; curtailed ; mutilated.
Cur-tall', v. I To cut short of).

Car-tail'er, n. One who cuts offany
thing.

Cor7tain, n. A cloth hanging round
a bed, at a window, or in a theatre-
Part ofa wall between two bastions.—
v. t. To furnish with curtains.

Cur'tal, a. Brief or abridged ; cur-
tailed.

Cur'tl-lae;*, n. A court-yard near a
messuage or dwelling-house.

Ca'rale, a. Belonging to a chariot.
Cur'va-ted^a. Bent; crooked; curved.
Cur-Ta'tloa, n. Act of bending or
crooking.

Cur'va-iare, n. Crookedness; flexure.
Carre, a. Crooked : inflected.—v. L
To bend ; to inflect.—n. Any thing
bent :—part of a circle.

Cur-T*t',t>. t To leap, as ahorse; to
frisk.

Cttr'vet, n. A leap ; a bound.
Cur-Tl-lIa'e-ar, a. Consisting of a
curved line.

CaWvi-ty, n. Crookedness; curvature.
Coau'at, n. The wood-pigeon or ring-
dove.

Coau'loa, n. A pillow /or a seat.

Cftap, n. A point ; the horn of the
moon. [point.

Caa'pl-dal, a. Sharp; ending in a
Caa'pl-dat-ed, a. Ending In a point.
Coa'tard, n. Food made of eggs,
milkLAc.

Coa-to'df-aa. n. A keeper ; a curator.
Caa'to-dy,n. Imprisonment ; security.
Caa'tom, n. The frequent repeti-

tion of the same act; habitual prac-
tice :—patronage :- duties on exports
and imports. [commonly.

Caa'tom-a-rf-ly, ad. Habitually;
Coa'tom-a-ry, a. Common ; usual.
Caa'tom-er, n. An accustomed
buyer.

Cas'tom-uoaae, n. A house where
the duties upon goods, imported or
exported, are collected.

Cat, v. t To make an incision in ; to
divide; to pierce:—to avoid.—v. t
To make use of an edged tool.—n. A
wound made by an edged tool ; a

I blow :—a printed picture :—shape.
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Ca-tA'me-oOa, a. Relating to the

C&'ti-ele, n. The exterior membra-
nous covering of the body ; the scarf-
kln :—a thin skin.

Co-tlo'a-lar, a. Belonging to the skin.
Cat'lftsjs, n. A broad cutting sword

;

a hanger.
CAt'ler, n. One who makes knives, dec.

Cat'ler-y, n. A cutler's business or
ware. [steak.

Cttt'lei, n. A small piece of meat ; a
Cat'piurae, n. A pickpocket
Cttt'ler, m. One thai cuts:—a last-

sailing vessel.
CAt7throat, n. A murderer.—a.
Cruel ; inhuman.

Cat'tins;, n. A piece cut off ; a branch.
Cat'tie. n. A sort of fish.

Cat'-wsY-ter, n. The fore part of a
ship's prow :—the lower portion of a
pier:—a bird.

Cat'worm, n. A destructive insect.

Cy-st-none'e-ter, n. An instrument
for measuring the intensity of the col-

or of the sky. [graphy.
Cy-s\n'o-type, n. A species ofphoto-
Cy'ele, n. A revolution of a certain
period of time ; a period of time :—

a

circle. [curve.
Cy'eleld. n. A kind of geometrical
Cy-elold'sd, o. Relating to a cycloid.
Cy'eldne, *. A violent rotatory
storm.

Cy-elo-pse'di-su n. A circle or dic-
tionary of the arts, sciences, and liter-

ature :—an encyclopaedia.

DALLY

Cy-de-pfsuM a, Relating to the Cy-
clops ; gigantic

Cy-clop'ic, a. Vast ; cyclopean.
Cygnet (slg'net), n. A young swan.
CyT'in-der, n. A long round body ; a

roller.

Cy-lla'drlc, ) a. Formed like or
Cy-lln'dri-eal, J resembling a cyl-
inder, [strament

Cym'bal, n. An ancient musical in-

Cyme, n. An inflorescence ; cyma.
Cy'n&n-thro-py, n. A sort of canine
madness.

Cyn'ic, a. A snarling philosopher :—
a morose man. [ness.

Cyn'i-elam, n. Misanthropy ; morose-
Cy'nonsiire, n. The star nearthe north

pole, by which sailors steer :—any thing
used as a guide.

Cy'pre—, n. An evergreen tree:—used
to adorn tombs, and as an emblem of
mourning.

Cyp'rine, n. A variety of green garnet.
Cy'prua, n. A thin, transparent stuff.

Cyr-i-e-lOtr'ic, o. Relating to capital
letters.

t,n. A bag or sac containing mor-
id matter.

Cys'tfte, a. Contained in a cyst
Cys-tftt'o-my, n. The operation of

* ' lothe" ** -- *»

«E

cutting into the bladder. [trefoil.

Cyt'i-eas. n. [L.l A genus of shrubs :—
Camr. n. The title of the emperor of

Russia.
Caa-rl'na, n. The empress of Russia.
CaAr'o-wits, n. The title of the oar's
oldest son.

D.

b9 v.L To strike gently ; to touch.—
n. A small lump :—a gentle blow :—

a

soft substance :—an adept
Mb'ble, v. t. To smear ; to spatter.—

v. i. To play in water :—to tamper.
DAb'bler, n. One who dabbles.
Mb'ehlek, n. A water fowl.
IMkb'ater, n. An adept in any thing.
Dtte*'p6,[It] Again .-signifying that
the first part should be repeated.

DsVee, n. A small river-fish.
Dae'tyl. n. A poetical foot.

Me-tyl'ie, a. Relating to the dactyl.
IMto-tyl'i-o-trlypli, n. A name in-
scribed on a gem. [graving.

I>*e-tyl-l-or'r*-pbv. n. Gem-en-
Dftc'tyl-Iat, n. A writer of verse.
INfcc-tyl-ai'o-gry, »• Art of conversing
by the fingers.

IMte-tyl'o-nata-ey, n. Divination by
the fingers.

Da'dd, n. Plain part ofa column.
Dse-dsVli-an, a. Like a labyrinth.
Mf"fo-dll, n. The narcissus.
B*sr'*ei\ n. A short sword :—an obe-
lisk ; a mark of —«^ence. thus [f].

v.L To trail in the mire.—
v. i. To pass through wet or dirt [ed.

IMfcsr'ffle-tsVil, o. Bemired ; besmatter-
Dsv-sjuer'ri-an, a. Pertaining to the
daguerrotype.

Dsv-graerr'o-type (da-ger'o-tip), n. A
method of fixing images, by means of
the camera obscura, on metal plates.

Dah'll-a, n. A plant and beautiful
flower.

Dai'ly, o. Happening every day.—ad.
Every day ; very often. [ness.

Nin'tl-neflM, n. Delicacy ; fastidious-

D&in'ty. a. Delicious ; fine.—a. Some-
thing nice or del icate.

Nl'ry, n. The making of butter and
cheese :—a milk farm.

N'ia, n. [Ft.] A platform or raised
floor.

D&i'Aled.o. Full of daisies.
IMki'sy, n. A plant and flower.
IMtle. n. A space between hills ; valley
Ds\11i-anc*, n. Mutual caresses.
Dftl'll*er, n. K trifler ; a fondler.
Dal'ly, v. 1 To trifle; to fondle :—to «*-

lay.
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DAM
,n. A bank to confine water >-a

female parent, used of beasts.—i>. L To
confine water by dame.

DAsn'sure.n. Mischief; detriment; loss.

—a. t to Injure ; to impair.
DAsn'shsre-s^ble, a. susceptible of
damage.
" /aeeeae (dam'zn), a. A plum;

[red color.
k, a. Figured cloth or silk :—

I'u-kMo, v. f. To inlay iron
with gold. [Damascus.

DAm'aa-kln, a. A sabre made at
Dam'aak-rese',;!. Roseof Damascus.
Nme, ». Formerly a title of honor
for a woman :—a mistress of a family

:

—a school-mistress.
D&mii, ».t To doom to eternal pun-
ishment :—to condemn. [nicious.

D&m'nst-ble, o. Most wicked ; per-
Dftm-SBsVtton, a. Exclusion from
divine mercy; condemnation.

DAm'ns^to-ry, a. Containing con-
demnation.

D&ma>, a. Moist ; foggy :—dejected.—a.
Fog ; moisture :—dejection.—v. t To
moisten ; to depress.

*

D&snp'en, v. L To make damp.
Dfesap'er, a. He who or that which
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Mmp/lsa,a. Moist; inclining to wet.
" lp'neea, a. State of beingdamp.

a'ae>l,a. A young maiden.
t'aon (danrzn), n. A small plum.

1, a. A truck or sledge used in coal
mines.
Danee, v. i. To move with regulated
motions.—v. t. To make to dance.—a.
A regulated movement of the feet.

Dan'eer, a. One who dances.
Dasn'einff, a. Act of moving with
steps regulated to music

Dan'elna;-maa'ter, a. Ateacher of
dancing.

Mn-de-li'an, a. A plant and flower.
Dta'dl-prsU, n. A conceited fellow.
Dta'dle, v.L To fondle ; to slake.
Dta'drafl; a. Scurf on the head.
Dta'djr, n. A coxcomb ; a fop.
DsWdjr-Iaae, a. The qualities of a
dandy.

Dtae.a. A native of Denmark.
Dtae/gtld, a. Danish money.
Dta'sjer, a. Exposure to injury; perfl.
Dta'eer-otta, o. Full of danger:—
being in danger.

Dta'ger-oAa-ljr, «f. With danger.
Dta'srle, v. t To hang loose ; to follow.
Dan'srler, a. One who dangles.
Nn'fali, a. Relating to the Danes.
Da-ntVbl-an, o. Relating to the Dan-
ube.

DAplViie, a. A genus of plants.
Ddp'per, a. Little and active ; pretty.

Da^per-llna;, a. A dwarf; a dandi-
prat

MpSple. a. Ofvarious colors,—v. t. To
streak; to vary.

Dftp'ptodfO. Ofdifferent colors.

DftpSplt-ffrsVy, a Gray marked with
spots.

Dsire, v. 4. To have courage ; to ven-
ture.—v.L To challenge.

Dar'er, a. One who dares.
Dsu^Inc a. Bold ; fearless.

Dsur/tnsMj',ac(. Boldly ; courageouslv.
Dark, a. Wanting light ; gloomy ; dia-
mal.--a. Darkness ; obscurity.

Darken. v.L To make dark.—v. L To
grow dark.

Dark'en-er, a. That which darkens.
Dark'iah, a. Dusky; approaching to
dark.

Dark'lj, ad. With darkness.-~--"- #
n. Absence of light.

, o. Gloomy ; obscure.
Darling, a. Favorite; beloved.—n.
One much beloved..

Darn, v. L To mend a rent. [fields.

Dau^nel, n. A weed growing In the
Daru'lUff, a. The actof mending.
Dart, a. A weapon.—v. t. To throw ; to
shoot—v. t To fly rapidly, as a dart

Darker, n. Onewho throws a dart.
Dftali, v. L To strike against :—to be-
sprinkle : to mingle :—to confound.—
v. i. To fly ofT ; to strike.—n. A mark in
writing, thus [—] : a blow :—an osten-
tatious show.

D&ah'board, ) a. A board in the fore-
Daab'er, j part of a vehicle.
D&ah'lnar, a. Precipitate :—foppish.
Daa'tard, n. A base coward.
DsM'tsurd-iae, v. L To intimidate.
Daa'tard-li-neas, a. Cowardliness.
Daa'tard-ly, a. Cowardly; mean.
DsVta, a. pi. [L.] Truths admitted.
DsVta-ry, n. A papal officer.

Dftte, a. The time of any event :—time
at whicha letter is written :—a fruit—
v. L To note with the time.—v. i. To
have a date.

DsUe'leaa, a. Without any date.
DsUe'-trte, a. A palmthatbears dates.
DsVtlve, a. Noting a case of Greek and
Latin nouns.

Ds'tam, a. [L.] A thing given; a
truth admitted.

Daub, v. t To smear.—a. Coarse
painting.

Daub'er, a. One who daubs.
Danb'er-y, a. A daubing ; any thing
artful. [ing.

Daub'fna;, a. Plaster ; coarse paint-

D&ujrli'ter, a. A female child.

Dana;b'ter-In-law', a. A son's wife.

DAujrk'ter-ly, a. Like a daughter.
Daunt, v. t. To discourage : to intimi-

date.
D&nnt'leaa, a. Fearless : bold.
Dan'phfn, a. The title formerly giv-

en to the eldest son of the king of
France. [dauphin.

Dfta'phln-eas, n. The wife of the
DsVvft. a. A piece of timber, used in
managing an anchor:—sort of crane.

Daw. n. A bird ; the jackdaw.
Daw'dle, v. i. To waste time.
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Daw'dler, n. A triBer: a dalUer.
DAwn, v. i. To grow light.—n. The

flret appearance of light ; break of day:
—rise. [ning.

Dawn'lnjr, n. Break of day :—begin-
Day. n. The time between the rising
and setting of the sun.

Day'-book, n. A tradesman's journal.
Day'break, n. Dawn; first appear-
ance of day.

Day'dream, n. A dream conceived
when one is awake.

Day'-la-bor, n. Labor by the day.
Day'liaht, n. The light of the day.
Day'111-y, n. A plant and flower.
Day'-role, n. A release for one day.
Daya'man, n. An umpire; a judge.
Day'spring, n. Rise of the day.
Day'atar, n. Morning star :—the sun.
Day'n'-worti', u. Work of a day :—

a

ship's course for 24 hours. [light.

Day'time, n. Time in which there is

Day'-work, n. Work imposed by the
day. [dazzle.

Dace, n. A glittering stone.

—

v. t. To
Daa'sle, v. t. To overpower with light.

Dea'con, n. A church officer:—an
Episcopal clergyman of the lowest or-
der.

Dea'con-eaa, n. A female deacon.
Dea'eon-ry, n. Office of a deacon.
Mad, a. Deprived of life ; lifeless :—
, dull.—n. Stillness; depth.—pi. Dead
men. [motionless.

Dead'-drank, a. So drunk as to be
Deod'en, v. t. To deprive of life or

vigor.
Dead'fab, a. Resembling What is dead.
Dead'-llft, n. A lift with main
strength.

Deadr-lijrbt. n. a shutter placed
over the window of a cabin.

Dead'll-neas, n. State of being dead-
ly. [Mortally.

Dead'ly, a. Destructive ; mortal.—ad.
Dead'nena, n. Want of life.

Dead'-n$t-tle, n. A weed.
Dead'-reck-on-lng;, n. Estimation
of the place where a ship is, by the
log-book.

Dead'-wa-ter, n. The eddy of water
that closes in with a ship's stern.

Deaf, a. Wanting the sense of hearing.
Dearen, v. t. To make deaf.
Deafly, ad. In a deaf manner.
D«afness. n. State of being deaf.
Deal, n. Part

; quantity ;—fir or pine
timber sawed.—v. t. To distribute ; to
scatter.—v. i. To transact.

Deal'er, n. One who deab : a trader.
Deal'lnff* n. Practice ; traffic.
Dealt, i. & p. from deal.
Dean. ti. An ecclesiastical dignitary
next to a bishop :—an officer in a col-
lege or literary institution. [a dean.

Dean'er-y, n. The office or house of
Dean'abIp. n. The office of a dean

.

Dear, o. Beloved : precious :—of high
price—n. A darling.
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Dearborn, n. A light carriage.
Dear'-banffht, a. Purchased at
high price.

Dear'ly, ad. In a dearmanner ; fondly.
Dear'ness, n. Fondness :—costliness.
Dearth, n. Scarcity ; want
Dear'y, n. The diminutive ofdear ; a
darling.

Death, n. Extinction of life.

Death'-be<l, n. The bed on which a
person dies. [death.

Death'-bdd-lng, p. a. Portending
Death'leaa, a. Immortal; never-
dying.

Death'-like, o. Resembling death.
Deatha'man, n. An executioner.
Death'ward, ad. Toward death.
Death'-war-rant, n. An order for
the execution of a criminal.

Death'watch, n. Au insect:—last
watch over a condemned criminal.

De-ba'cle (de-M'kl), n. A rush of
waters, breaking down obstacles.

De-bar', f. L To exclude ; to hinder.
De-bark', v. t To land ; to disem-
bark, [ing.

D&bar-ka'tlon,n. Act ofdisembark

-

De-baae', v. t To degrade ; to hum-
ble :—to vitiate.

De-baae'ment, n. Act of debasing.
De-bat'a-ble, a. Disputable; con-

testable.
De-bate', n. A discussion ; a contest
—v. U To contend for by argument
—v. i. To deliberate.

De-bate'fhl, a. Contentious; con-
tested.

Dc-bat'er, n. One who debates; a
disputant.

De-bauch'. r. t. To corrupt ; to vitiate.—n. Drunkenness ; lewdness.
De-bauched', p. a. Corrupted by
debauchery.

D*b-an-chee', n. A rake ; drunkard.
De-banch'er-y, n. Intemperance

:

—lewdness. [ing.

De-bancb'ment, n. Act of debauch

-

De-bent'nre, n. An instrument by
which a debt is claimed :—a certin-

cate of drawback of duties or allow*
ancc.

De-bll'l-tate, v. I To enfeeble.
De-bll-l-ta'tlon.n. Act ofweakening.
De-bll'l-ty, n. Weakness; feeble-

ness.
Deb'ft, n. Money due for goods sold

on credit.—a. Noting the debtor
side of a book.—v. t. To charge with
den*- „^ .

D^b'o-nalr'. a. Elegant ; well-bred.

Dtb'o-nair'ly, ad. Elegantly ; with
civil itv.

De-bauch, v. i. To march out of a
wood into open ground. „

Debouchure (da-bo-shur7). n. [Fr.]

The mouth of a river or strait.

Debrln (da-breO n. [Fr.] Fragment!
of rocks, Ac, detached from the sides

of mountains ; ruins.
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wbt, *. What one owes.
Mbt'or, n. One who owes.
Itobnt (da-bu') n. [Fr.JAn entrance
upon any thing ; first attempt.

Mb-ii-tanl' (deh-u-tang'), n. [Ft.]

One who makes a first effort.

D«e'a-ebOrd, In. A musical in-

D*c-a-ebor'don, j strument; that

which has ten parts.

D^a-dal, a. Consistingof tens.

Dte'ade, n. The sum or number of

ten :—ten parts :—a space of ten days.

De-ea'dence, n. Decay ; decadency.
De-ea'den-ey, n. Decay ; fall.

D^a-eon, n. A figure having ten

equal sides.
D«c-a-h«'dral, o. Having ten sides.

Dte-a-lifdron, a. A figure having
ten sides. [mente.

De^a-lteiie, n. The ten command-
De-cam'e-rdn, a. A volume having
ten books. [move on.

DMT&mp', v. i. To shift a camp ; to

De-eamp'naent, n. A shifting of
the camp.

Dtc^a-nal, a. Relating to a deanery.
De-ean'drous, o. Having ten
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i'ra-lar, a. Having ten angles.
De-etar , v. t To pour offgently

.

Ne-an-ta'tlon, n. Act of pouring
off clear.

De-eao'ter, n. 'One who decants :—
a glass vessel for liquor.

D*-eap'I-tate, vJ. To behead.
De-eap-1-ta'tion, n. Act of be-
heading, [feet.

INte'a-pod, n. An animal having ten
De-ear-bon-t-aa'tloii, n. Act of
decarbonizing. * [carbon.

De-eftr'boB-ise, v.t. To deprive of
Mc'a-atleb, n. A poem of ten lines.

D«c'a-«tyle, n. An assemblage of
ten pillars. [lables.

D«c-a-ayl-lftb'ic a. Having ten syl-

Dt-cays v. i. To lose excellence ; to

decline, r. t To impair.—n. A
gradual failure.

De-ctaM', n. Departure from life.—
». i. To die. [dead.

De-etaaed', p. a. Departed from life;

De-etlt', n. Fraud; artifice, [deceit.

De-e«lt'tal, a. Fraudulent; full of
l>e-e£lt'fttl-ly, ad. Fraudulently;
with deceit. [deceitful.

De-e*lt'fttl-ne*s, n. Quality of being
De-etlve', ?.t To cause to mistake

;

to cheat.
De»c6tv'er, n. One who deceives.
De-e4m'b«r, n. The last month of
the year.

De-cem'pe-dal,a. Ten feet in length.
De-e$ui'Tlr, n. [L.J One of the ten
governors of ancient Rome.

D&een-ey. n. Propriety ; modesty.
De-cta'na-ry, n. A tithing of ten
families :—a period of ten years.

De-efen'nl-al, a. Continuingten years.
Dfeent, a. Becoming ; proper.

Dfeemt-ly, ad. In a decent, propex

De-o«pt'I-ble, a. Deceivable.
De-etp'tiota, n. Act of deceiving.
De-c^p'tive, a. Tending to deceive

.

fallacious.
De-eerp'tion, n. A taking off
De^harm'^J. To counteractacharm
De-cide', «. t. To conclude.—v. i. To
determine ; to conclude.

De-eid'ed, f>. a. Determined ; resolute.
De-eid'ed-ly, ad In a determined
manner. [away.

D€c/i-d4nee, n. Tne act of tailing
De-dd'n-oda, a. Falling off even
season. [the tenth power.

De-clll'lon, n. A number involved to

D£c'i-mal, a. Numbered or multi-
plied by ten.—n. A tenth :—a decimal
traction. [tenth.

D&s'i-mate, v. t. To tithe ; to take the
Dto-i-ma'tlon, n. A selection of

every tenth.
Dee'i-niR'tor, n. One who decimates.
D6e-l-md-a«x'td, n. [L.J A book is

in decimo-sexto when a sheet is folded
into 16 leaves.

De-ei'pber. v. t To explain what is

written in cipher :—to unfold.

De-el'sloa, n. Act of deciding : de-
termination of a difference. [tive.

De-ci'slve, a. Causing decision ; posi-

De-ei'slve-ly, ad. In a conclusive
manner. [decisive.

De-ci'slve-neas, n. State of being
De-«i'so-ry> a. Able to determine.
Melt, v. t. To dress ; to adorn.—n. The

floor of a ship :—pack of cards, [erer.

Deek'er, n. One who decks :—a cov-

McJt'tna;, n- Ornament ; embellish-
ment

, „
De-claim', v. i. To speak oratorically

or boisterously ; to inveigh.
Dc-elalm'er, n. One who declaims.
De-claim'lnc, n. An harangue.
Dto-la-ma'tfoii, n. Act of declaim-
ing ; speech.

De-elana'a-to-ry, a. Partaking of
declamation ; vehement. [clared.

D«~elar'a-ble, a. That may be de-

D4to-la-ra'tlon, n. Act of declaring

;

affirmation. [planatory.

De-elar'a-tlve, a. Proclaiming ; ex-

De-clar'a-to-ry,a. Affirmative; clear.

De-elare, v. f. To proclaim—v. i. To
make a declaration. [tipn.

De-clar'ina;. n. Publication ; declar-

De-clen'slon, n. Act of declining :—

variation of nouns. [declined.

De-clin'a-ble, a. Capable of being

INte'll-nate, a. Curved downwards.
B6e-ll-na'tloii. n. Act of declining

;

declension; deviation .-—the angular

distance of a celestial body from the

equator, north or south.
Dee-ll.na'tor. In. An instrument
De-elln'a-to-ry. / used in dialling.

Dec-lln'a-to-ry, a. Turning away.
De-«li'na-tthr*, n. Act of declining.
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De-cline',v.i. To lean.—v.L Toavoid:
—to vary or inflect, as words.—*. A
falling off:—decay; consumption.

Dee-ll-n6m'e-ter, n. An apparatus
for measuring the declination of the
magnetic needle. [sloping.

Dg-ellv'i-tofta, a. Having declivity

:

De-cllT'l-ty, n. Inclination reckoned
downwards.

pe-eli'youa, a._ Declivitous: eloping.

, v. I To prepare by boi

to digest Iter boiled.

De-eoc'tlon, n. Act of boiling ; mat-
De-eftl'late, v.L To behead ; to de-

capitate. _ ^ [lug.

D6e-ol-la'tion, n. The actof behead-
De-eol'or, v. L To deprive of color.

De~eol-or-a'tloii, n. Privation of
color. _

Dt-eom-peVa-ble, a. That may
be decomposed. [analyse.

Dft-eom-poae', v. L To resolve; to

Dft-eom-pfte'lte, o. Compounded a
second time. [composing.

D4-eftm-po-sl'tlon, n. Act of de-
M-eom-poand', v. L To compound
anew :—to decompose.—a. Compound-
ed a second time. [lish.

DeVo-rate, v. t To adorn ; toembel-
Dfce-o-ra'tion, n. Ornament: em-
bellishment [tion.

D#e'o-ra-tIve, o. Bestowing decora-
D*e'o-ra-tor, n. One who decorates.
De-ed'roost, o. Decent ; suitable to
a^haracter. [manner.

De-eo'roua-ly, ad. In a becoming
De-co'rum, n. Becoming formality

;

propriety.
De-eay', v. t To entrap.—n. Allure-
ment to mischief. [others.

De-cftY'-dAelK, n. A duck that lures
De-creaae', r. i. To grow less.—p. L
To diminish.—n. Decay.
De -crW, v. t To assign by a decree.
—n. An edict; the determination of
a suit. [crease.

Dee're-mftnt, n. Diminution; de-
De-er£p'it, a. Wasted and worn
with age.

De-erep'l-tate, v.t.&i. To roast,
or crackle in the fire.

De-erep-t-ta'tlon, n. Act of de-
crepitating, [decay.

De-er€p'l-tikde, n. Last stage of
De-ere^tal. n. A decree of the pope:
—a book of decrees.—a. Pertaining to
a decree. [disposing.

De-cr€'tlve, a. Making a decree;
D#c're«t©-ry,a. Judicial; definitive.

De-eri'al. n. Act of decrying ; loud
censure.

De-eri'er, One who decries.
De-cry', v. t To censure; to de-
preciate.

D«*cani'b«iic«, ) n. Act of lying
De-cAm'bene? , / down.
De-eAm'bent, a. Lying on the
ground; low. [ment

De BtaliKtrs, n. Time of confine-
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DeVa-ple (dek'u-pl), a. Tenfold.
De«'u-ple, n. A number ten times
repeated.

De-ear'rent, a. Running downward.
De-eur'»ton,n. Act of running down.
De-eor'aive, a. Running or tending
down. tangles.

De-ctte'eate, r. L To intersect at acute
DM'a-lona, a. Having various turn-
ings, [reproachful

De-dee'o-rooa, a. Disgraceful

;

DM-ea-ti'tion, n. The shedding
of teeth. [secrate.

DM'i-cate. v. t To devote.—a. Con-
DM-i-csVtion, n. Act of dedicating :

—an address to a patron.
DM'1-ca-to-ry, a. Relating to a
dedication.

De-dace', v. t. To draw from ; derive.
De-duee'ment, n. Deduction ; thing
deduced. [duced.

De-du'el-ble, a. That may bede-
De-dttet', v.L To subtract; to take
away.

De-dae'tloii, n. Act of deducting:
—inference. [rible.

De-dAc'tlve, a. Deducible; infer-
BeM, n. Action ; feat :—a written in-
strument for transferring real estate.

—v. t To convey by deed.
DMm, v. i. To estimate.—v. L To
judge ; to determine.

Deep, a. Reaching far below the sur-
face :— sagacious : —dark colored :—
grave in sound.—n. The ocean.

Deepen, v. L To make deep.—v. i. To
grow deeper. [roundly.

DMp'ljr, ad. To a great depth ; pro-
DMr, n. A forest animal.
De-face', v. L To'destroy :—to mar.
De-face'meiit, n. Act of defacing.
De-fal'cate, v. L To cut off.

D£f-al-ea'tfon, n. Diminution :—

a

breach of trust in public accounts.
DcT-a-ma'tlon,*. Act of defaming:—
slander. [libellous.

De-fam'a-to-ry, a. Calumnious:—
De-lame', v. t To slander ; to calum-

niate.
De-fanlf,n. Omission of the perform-
ance ofduty.—v.i. To fail in a con*
tract.

De-fanlt'er, n. One guilty of default*
—one who fails to account for public
money.

De-fea'aance,n. Act of annulling a
contract or stipulation.

De-feat, n. An overthrow.—v. I. To
vanquish ; to foil.

DeTe-cate, v. t. To purify.—a. Purged
from lees.

Dcf-e-ca'tion, n. Act of defecating.
De-feet, n. A fault ; blemish.
De-fec'tlon, n. Act of falling away.
De-fee'tlve, a. Having defects ; im-
perfect.

De-fence, n. Guard; resistance:—the
defendant's reply. [guarded.

De-ftnce/leaa, a. Unarmed; un»
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B*-ftn*.«.f. To protect; to vindicate.
DfllBd'i-Me, a. Capable of being
defended.

De-fend'avnt. n. A defender: a per-
son against whom an actioii is Drought:
—opposed to plaintiff.

De-rand'er, n. One who defends.
De-fen'ai-ble, a. That may be de-
fended.

De-fen'aive, a. Serving to defend:—
opposed to offensive.—n. A safe-

guard, [manner.
De*fen'aive-ly9 ad. In a defensive
De-fer7

, v. 1 to put off.—v. i. To de-
lay :—to pay deference.

Derer-enee, n. A yielding of opin-
ion: respect. [ence.

Def-er-en'tial, a. Implying defer-

De-fi'nnee, n. Act of defying; chal-

De^/elenee, \ n. Want; de-

De-fl'eien-ey, J feet.

De-fl'eient, a. Insufficient; de-

fective.
Dett-elt, n. [L.] Want : deficiency.
De-fi'er, n. One who defies.

De-file', v. t. To nollute ; to corrupt.
—•. i. Togo off file by file.—n. A
narrow pass.

De-ffile'melit, n. Corruption ; pollu-

tion, [defined.

De-fin'a-ble, a. Capable of being
De-fine, v. t To explain:—to circum-
scribe.

De-fln'er, n. One who defines.

Deft-nlte, o. Having fixed limits

;

precise. . „ .
[ner.

DtTt-nlte-ly, at In a definite man-
Def-l-nl'tion, n. A short explana-
tion.

De-fln'i-tlv©, a. Determinate.—n.
That which defines. [decisively.

De.fln'1-tfve-ly, ad. Positively;
De.fln'1-ttve-neee, «. Decisiveness.
De-Wgra-ble, a Combustible.
DeTlav-ffnate, v. t To burn.—v. i.

To take fire and explode.
Def.lst-srrsVtlon, n. Destruction by

fire.

DeTlav-ffrsVter, n. A galvanic in-

strument for producing intense heat.
De-t1eet', v. i. To turn aside ; to devi-
ate.

De~nee'tfton,n Deviation: abending.
De-feaV, v. L To ravish :—to take
away beauty.

De-flux'fon, n. A flowing of humors.
De-fe-lft-sVtion, n. The falling of
leaves. [owner, by force.

De-feree', v. & TO keep from the right
De-foree'ment, n. A withholding
from rightful possession by force.

De-fer'et-ani, n. One who wrong-
fhlly keeps an owner of land, «Sic., out
of possession.

De-fens' *. t To spoil the form of.

Mfer-snk'iion, n. A defacing; a-"--—
*wr.

,p.a. Ugly ; disfigured.
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De-f*rm'er, a. One who defaces.
De-ferm'i-ty, n. Want of beauty.
De-flr»nd', v. L To rob by trick.
De-flrstad'er, n. One who defrauds.
De-ffc&y'. v. f. To bear the charges of.
De-fnnet, n. One who is deceased.—

a. Dead; deceased.
De-fy', v. L To challenge ; to brave.
De-ffJfcr'nlah, v. t. To disgaruish ; to

strip* [ness
De-*«n'er-a-cy,n. Decay of good-
De-tfen'er-ate, v. i. To deteriorate.—

a. Corrupt. (ate manner.
De-gen'er-ate-ly, ad. In a degener-
De-gen-er-sViion, n. Act of degen-

erating.
Dte-lu-tFtlon,n. Act of swallowing.
Deg-ra-da'tlon, n. Act of degrading.
De-grade, v. U To place lower; to
depreciate. [manner.

p«-gn-SMl'iiiff-W, od. In a degrading
De-mree', n. Quality :-step :-a title
conferred by a college :—the 860th part
of a circle.

De-hor-tsVtlon, n. Dissuasion.
De'1-cide, n. The murder of a divine
being. [divine.

De-lFlc,or De-If'1-eal, a. Making
De-1-ll-esVtlon.n. The act of deifying!
D^i-form, a. Of a godlike form.
D&l-fy, v. t. To adore.
Deign, v. i. To condescend.—v. t. To
grant; topemiL

DevIam,n. The doctrine ofa deist.
Delist, ft. One who believes in the ex-
istence of God. but disbelieves revealed
religion ; infidel.

De-Ia'tle, \a. Partaking of or be-
De-Ia'tl-eal,j longing to deism.
De't-ty, n. The divine Being, God.
De-Jeet',v. L To cast down; to de-
press.

De-lect'ed, a. Castdown ; low-spirited.
De-jee'tlon, n. Lowness of spirits

;

depression.
De-jeet'ure, n. Excrement.
De-l*pae/

, v. t To glide or fall down.
De-lay', v.t. To defer; to hinder.—

v. i. To linger.—n. A deferring ; stop.

De-lay'er, n. One who delays.

Del'e-ble, a. That may be effaced.
De-lect'a-ble, a. Pleasing : delight-

nil, [pleasantly.

De-leet'a-bly, ad. Delightfully;

Del-ee-tft'tlon, n. Pleasure ; delight.

Del'e-friMe. v. L To send on an em-
bassy:—to intrust—n. One who is

sent or deputed by others.—a. De-

Del-e-grft't!on, n. Act of sending
away :—the persons deputed.

De-lete'. v. t To blot out; to erase.

Del-e-te'ri-ofte, a. Destructive: in-

jurious, [erasure.

De-Wtioit, n. Act of blotting out

;

Deltt. or Delf, n. Earthen-ware.
De-lIb'tr-sUe. v. i. To ponder in the
mind.—v. f. To consider.—a. Cau-
tious; considerate.
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De-llb'er-ate-ly, ad. With deliber-
ation.

De-llb'er-ate-nem, n. Deliberation.
De-llb-er-a'ttoii, n. The act of de-
liberating, (liberation.

De-Ub'er-a-tlve, a. Containing de-
Del't-ea-ey, n. Something delicate

:

—nicety: tenderness.
Del'1-eate, a. Nice ; dainty ; polite.

Del't-eate-ly, ad. In a delicate
manner. [agreeable.

De-U'etooa, a. Highly pleasing;
De-U'clona-ly, ad. In a delicious

manner. lure.

De-U'elons-ness, n. Delight : pleas-

Del-l-ra'tlon, n. Aet of binding up.
De-light', n. Pleasurable emotion;
toy.—v. L To gratify ; to charm.—v. i.

To have pleasure.
De-licht'fal, a. Highly pleasing.
De-liffht'fal-neaa, n. Delight
De-liffht'aom6, o. Delightful.
De-lln'e-a-ment, n. A delineation.
De-Un'e-ate, «. £ To design; to

sketch.
De-lln-e-a'tlon, n. The first draught.
De-lln'e-a-tor, n. One who delineates
De-lln'quen-ey, n. A fault ; a mis-
deed.

De-lln'qnent, n. One who fails in
duty.—a. Failing in duty.

De-ltr'l-otts, a. Light-headed; raving.
De-llr'i-oua-ness, n. The state ofone
raving. [intellect.

De-llir1-am, n. [L.1 A disorder ofthe
De-llr'l-nm-tre>meiis, [L.] A dis-

order of the brain peculiar to drunk-
ards.

De-llv'er, v.L To rescue :—to surren-
der :—to utter.

De-llv'er-anee, n. Release; delivery.
De-llv'er-er, n. One who delivers.
De-llv'er-y, n. Act of delivering;
rescue :—a surrender :—pronunciation:
-childbirth.

DM1, n. A shady covert ; a dale.
Del'phle, a. Relating to Delphi

;

oracular.
Del'pblne, a. Relating to the dau-
phin of France or to an edition of the
Latin classics : —relating to the dol-
phin.

Del'pfcia-ite, n. A variety of epidote.
Del'la, n. A Greek letter :—a term ap-
plied to an alluvial tract of country
between diverging mouths of a river,
and subject to Inundation.

Del'told, n. A triangular muscle.—
o. Resembling the Greek letter delta.

De-lM'a-ble, a. Liable to be deluded.
De-lade', v.L To impose upon ; to
mislead.

De-lM'er, n. One who deludes.
D«l'«e, n. A general inundation ;

a flood.—v. t. To drown : to over-
whelm, [ceit.

De-lik'slon, n. Act of deluding: de-
De-ln'ftlve. >a. Tending to delude;
De-lii'ae-ry, f deceptive; illusory.
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Delve, v. L6iu To open with a spade.
—n. A quantity of coals.

DelT'er, n. One who delves ; a digger.
D6m'a-ff6ffiie, n. A factious orator
or agitator. [adjacent land.

De-maln'. n. A manor-house and
De-mand', v.L To ask with authority.
—n. A claim ; a calling.

De-mand'ant, n. A plaintiff.
De-mand'er. n. One who demands.
De-mar-ea'tfton, n. Division ; boun-
dary.

De-mean', v. t. To behave; to conduct
De-mean'or, n. Carriage : conduct.
Dfmen-cy, n. Loss of mind or un-
derstanding.

De-men'tate, v. t. To make mad or
insane.—a. Infatuated. [mad.

De-men-ta'tlon, n. Act of making
De-ment'ed, a. Insane; infatuated.
De-mta'ti-a, n. [L.J Insanity; de-
mency. [foul air.

De-mepb'l-tiae,*. L To cleanse from
De-mer'lt, n. Desert of blame; ill

desert
De-m«r'»lon, n. Immersion.
De-men'mer-ise, v.L To free from
the influence of mesmerism.

De-mesne' (de-men'), »• See Demain.
Dem'l (dem'e). [Fr.] A prefix or in-

separable particle,used in composition.
and signifying half. [vessel.

>o. Pertaining to
, j democracy ; re-

Dem'1-John (-jon), n. A large glass
Dem'l-r€p, n. A woman of ill char-
acter.

De-mise', n. Death of a royal person.
—v. L To bequeath ; to will.

De-mto'slon, n. Degradation.
Dem'1-tlnt, n. A sort of half tint
De-mAc 'ra-ey , n. A government ad-
ministered by the people, [mocracy.

Dem'o-erat. n. One devoted to de-
Dem-e-erat'le,
Dem-o-erat'l-eal, j
publican. fdestroy.

De-mftl'lsh, v. L To throw down ; to
De-mdl'lsb-mfcnt, n. Demolition.
Dem-e-ll'tton, n. Destruction.
Dfmon, n. A spirit :—an evil spirit
De-mo'nl-ae, n. One possessed by a
demon.

De-md'nl-ae, ) a. Belonging to a
Dem-o-ni'a-eal, j demon or an evil

spirit ; devilish. [mons.
De^mon-Ism, n. The worship of de-
De-mon-6e'ra-ey, n. Ruleofdemons.
De-mon-61'o-ffy,n. A treatise on evil

spirits.

De-mdn'strate, v.L To prove with
certainty ; to show by experiment

Dem-on-titra'Uon, n. Act of dem-
onstrating, [conclusive.

De-mftn'stra-tlve, a. Invincibly
De-mftn'stra-flve-ly, ad. Clearly;
plainly. [monstrates.

Dem'on-stra-tor, n. One who de-
De-mdn'atra-to-ry, o. That de-
monstrate*, [of morals.

De-mftr-al-l-aa'tlon,*. i
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De-mftr'al-ise, v. t To destroy the
morals of.

De-m6tfle, a. A kind of hieroglyphl-
cal writing ofthe ancient Egyptians.

De-m&l'eent, a. Softening; mollify-
ing.—a. A mollifying medicine.

De-mftr7
, v. i. To delay; to hesitate.

—*. Doubt ; a pause.
De-mttre/

, a. sober; modest, [ner.

De-marely, ad. In a demure man-
De-mare/n6M, n. Affected modesty;
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gravity.
ie>mu/i'ra^e, n. Delay of a vessel

:

—an allowance for delaying ships.

De-mttr'rer, n. One who demurs :—
Issue between the plaintiff and de-
fendant

De-nay', n. A particular size of paper.
Mn, n. A cavern.—v. L To dwell as
in a den.

Nn'a-ry, a. Containing ten.—«. Ten.
l>c-D*'tfon-al-iBe, v. u To deprive
of national rights. [natural.

De-nafu-ral-iae, v. t. To make un-
Mn'drite, n. A mineral having fig-

ures of trees or shrubs.
Den«dr*l'o-fIst, n. One versed In
dendrology. [tory of trees.

Den-drttro-gry, n. The natural his-

Den«dr*m'e-ier, n. An instrument
for measuring the solid contents of
trees. [nied.

De-ni'a-ble, a. Capable of being de-
De-ni'al, n. Negation ; abjuration.
De-ni'er, n. One who denies; a re-

fuser, [franchising.

Mn-l-za'tfon, n. The act of en-
D€n't-aen, n. A foreigner enfran-
chised^-^, t. To enfranchise.

De-n6m'l-na-ble, a. That may be
named.

De-nOm'f-nate, v. L To give aname
to :—to style ; to entitle.

De-nftm-l-na'Uoii, n. Act of nam-
ing :—a sect or class, as of Christians.

De-nftm-l-na'tion-al, a. Relating
to a denomination. [name.

De-nftm-1-na-tlve. a. That gives a
De-nftm'ft-na-tor.n. Onewhonames:
—the number below the line.

De-not'a-ble, o. Capable of being
marked. [ting.

Dtn-a-ta'tloii, n. The act of deno-
De*n<>te', v. t To mark ; to betoken.
De-noonce', v. t. To condemn ; to ac-

cuse ; to censure.
Dtnae, a. Close ; compact ; solid.

D£n'sl-ty, n. Closeness ; compactness.
Mnt, v. L To mark with a dent.—n.
A mark ; an indentation.

Dta'tal, a. Belonging to the teeth.—
m. A letter pronounced principally by
the agency of the teeth, as d, «, t, z,

Den'tate, a. Pointed, tike teeth.

Den-ta'tlon, n. Formation of teeth.

Dent/ed, a. Notched ; indented.
Den'tl-ele, n. An ornament resem-
bling a tooth ; a projecting point

Den-tte'ii-late, \a. Set with or
Den-tle'ii-lat-ed, j having small
teeth. [teeth.

D4n'ti-ftorm. a. Having the form of
Mo'ti-D»Iee,n. A powder forthe teeth.
D£n'tlst, n. A surgeon for the teeth.
D«n'tiM-try, n. The business of a
dentist [teeth.

Den-tl'tfon, n. The breeding of
Dta'told, a. Resembling a tooth.
De-nn'date, v. t. To divest; to strip.

Dgn-u-da'tfon, n. Act of making
naked,

Be-node', v. L To strip ; to divest.
De-nttn'cl-ato, v. t. To denounce :—
to stigmatize.

De-nfin-cl-a'tfon, n. The act of de-
nouncing; public menace.

De-nun'd-a-to-ry, a. Containing
denunciation. [to refuse.

De-ny ', v. t To contradict ; to disown

;

De-6b'Mtru-eiit, a. Removing ob-
structions.—n. An aperient medicine.

Dfo-dand, n. A thing forfeited to God.
De-d'dor-ia-er, n. A disinfecting
substance which destroys fetid effluvia.

De-on-tol'o-ry, «• The science of
ethics.

Do-ox'l-d&te, v. t. To deoxidize.
De-ox'td-iae, v. t To deprive of ox-
ygen ; to deoxidate.

De-part, v.i. To go away ; to die.

De-part'lnf, n. A going away ; sep-

aration.
De-part'ment, n. A territorial div i

-

sion :—a division of executive govern-
ment:—separate part. [department.

De-part-mftnt'al, a. Relating to a
De-part'ure, n. A going away :—de-

De»past'ure, v. i. To pasture.

De-pond', v. i. To hang from; to adhere.
De-pend'ant, n. One who is de-
pendent

De-pend'enee, \n. State of being
De-pend'en-cy, j subordinate; re-

liance.
De-pend'ent, o. Hanging down.—n.
One subordinate ; a dependant

De-pond'er, n. One who depends.
De-phlog'inate. v. t. To clear from
phlegm :—to clear from water.

Deph-leflr-ma'tlon, n. Separation of

phlegm.
De-pfct, v. t. To paint ; to portray.

De-plct'nre, v. I To depict.

De-pll'a-to-ry, a. Taking away the
hair—n. That which takes away the
hair.

Dop'l-lofta, a. Without hair.

De-plete, v. U To exhaust
De-ple'tlon, n. An emptying; a
blood-letting.

. . , ,

De-ple'to-ry, a. Causing depletion.

De-plor'a-ble, a. That Is to be de-

De-plor'a-bly, ad. Lamentably ; mis-

erably.
A

[ipgi K*}»1
D«p-lo-r&'Uon, n. Act of deplor-
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De-pl5re', v. t. To lament ; to bewafl.
De-ploy', v. L To display ; to unfold.
Dep-lu-ma'tlon, n. Los of feathers.
De-plume', r. L To strip of feathers.
De-pd'nent, n. Onewho makes adep-
osition :—a deponent verb.—a. Noting
a kind of Latin verbs.

De-pop'u-late, v. t. To dispeople : to
lay waste. [waste.

De-pop-u-l&'tlon, n. Destruction;
De-port', v. t. To carry; to behave.
Dep-or-ta'tion, n. Transportation;
exile. [ducting one's self.

De-port'ment, n. Manner of con-
De-pos'a-ble, a. Thatmay be deposed.
De-po'sal, n. Act of depriving of sov-
ereignty.

De-pose7
, v.L To degrade.-—t>. t To

bear witness. [grades.
De-pos'er, n. One who deposes or de-
De-pds'lt. v. t. To lay up ; to place.—

n. That which is deposited:—a depos-
itory.

De-pos't-ta-ry, n. One to whom a
thing is entrusted :—one who receives
goods in trust.

Dep-e-sl'tlon, n. Act of deposing :

—

the testimony of a witness reduced to
writing and signed. [posit

De-pds'i-tor, n. Onewho makes a de-
De-p6s'l-to-ry, n. A place for depos-

iting.

De-pot' n. (da-p60, [Fr.] A place of de-
posit; a magazine :—a place for stop-
ping and starting on a railroad.

De-prave', v. t. To make bad; to
corrupt. [praved.

De-prav'1-ty, n. Stnte of being de-
Dep're-cate, v. t. To beg or pray
against :—to regret deeply. [evil.

Dep-re-ca'tlon, n. Prayer against
Dep-re-ea'tlve, la. That serves to
Dep're-ea-to-ry, j deprecate ; en-

treating.
Dep/re-ca-tor,n. One who deprecates.
De-pre'cl-ate, v. t To lower in price;
to disparage. [elating.

De-pre-ci-a'tion, n. Act of depre-
Dep're-date, v. t. To rob ; to pillage.
Dep-re-da'tlon, n. A robbing; a
spoiling.

Dep're-da-tor, n. A robber.
De-press', v. t To cast down ; to dis-
courage.

De-pres'sion, n. Act of depressing:—
a hollow :—melancholy.

De-pres'sive, a. Tending to depress.
De-press'or, n. Hewho orthatwhich
depresses. [vation.

De-priv'a-ble, a. Liable to depri-
Dep-ri-va'tlon, n. Act of depriving

;

loss. [reave.
De-prive7

, v. t. To take from ; to be-
De-priv'er, n. He who or that which
deprives.

Deptb, n. Distance below the surface

:

—middle :—abstruseness :—sagacity.
De-ptU'sion, n. A driving or thrust-
ing away.
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De-ptal'so-ry,a. Putting cwsy; avert'
ing.

D#p'u-raie, v. t. To purify.— a.

Cleansed ; freed from dregs.
Dep-u-ra'tlon, n. Act of cleansing.
Dep-u-ta'tlon, n. Act of deputing ;

delegation. [delegate.
De-pute', r. t. To empower to act ; to
Dep'n-ty, n. One appointed to act for
another:—a lieutenant. [range.

De-range', v. t. To disorder : to disar-
De-ranged', p. a. Displaced:—insane.
De-range'ment, n. Act ofderanging:
—mental disorder.

Der'e-llct, n. Any thing forsaken or
left by the owner.—a. Relinquished.

Der-e-llc'tlon, n. Act of forsaking.
De-ride', v. t. To laugh at ; to ridicule.
De-rl'slon, n. Act of deriding ; ridi-

cule, [mocking.
De-ri'sfve. a. Containing derision;
De-ri'so-ry, a. Mocking; ridiculing.
Der-l-vsVtlon, n. Act of deriving;
deduction.

De-rlv'a-tlTe, a. Derived from an-
other.—n. The thing or word derived.

De-riTe', v. t. To deduce ; to draw.
De-riT'er, n. One who derives, [skin.

DeVmal, a. Relating to the derm or
Dernier, a. [Fr.] Last.
Der'o-gate. v. t. To disparage.—v. i.

To take away.—a. Degraded;damaged.
Der-o-ara'tion, n. A defamation;
detraction.

De-rog'a-to-ry, a. Tending to de-
grade; detracting. [weights.

Der'rlck, n. A machine for raising
Des'cant, n. A song :—a dispute.
Des-eant' v. i. To sing :—to discourse.
De-seend, v. i. To move down.
De-seend'ant, n. Offspring of an
ancestor.

De-scend'ent,a. Falling; descending.
De-seen'sion , n. Act of descending.
De-scent', n. Progress downwards :—
invasion '.—extraction.

De-scrib'a-ble, a. That may be
described.

De-seribe', v. L To define by prop-
erties; to delineate.

De-serlp'tion, n. Actof describing ;

definition. [tion.

De-serlp'tlve,a. Containing descrip-
De-sery', v. L To spy out ; to discover.
Des'e-erate, v. t To profane by mis-
application :—to divert from a sacred
purpose.

Des-e-cra'tlon, n. Act of desecrating.
Des'ert, n. A wilderness.—a. Wild;
waste ; solitary.

De-sert', v. t. To forsake ; to leave,
—v. i. To run away clandestinely.—n.
Claim to reward.

De-sert'er, n. One who deserts.
De-ser'tlon, n. Act of deserting.
De-serve', v. i. To be worthy ofgood
or ill.—«. L To merit.

Deserved, p. a. Merited.
De-serr'lng,a. Worthy ; meritorious.
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erT'lnr-ljr, ad. Worthily ; mer-
itoriously.

Des-aa-bllle', n. Undress.
De-sle'eant, n. An application that
dries up.

De-*Ie'eate, r. *. To dry up.—tr. i.

To grow dry. f dry.
Des-ie-ca'tien, n. The act ofmaking
De-ele'ea-tlve, a. Having power to
dry. [sire.

De-eld'er-ate. v. L . To want : to de-
De-sld'er-a-tlve,a. Implying desire.
De-sld-er-a'tum, n. [L.J Something
not possessed, but desired or wanted.

De-sig»n', v. I To purpose; to delineate.
—n. An intention ; a sketch.

De-siffn'a-ble, a. Capable of being
designed. [mark.

Des'fe-n&te. v. t To point out ; to
Des-iff-na'tien* n. Appointment

;

direction.
De-sifn'ed-ly, ad. Purposely.
De-siyn'er, n. One who designs :—
one who forms a plan in painting, Ac

De-eis^i'injg. p. a. Insidious.—n.
The act of delineating objects.

De-slpsi-ent. a. Foolish ; trifling.

De-sir'a-ble, a. Worthy of desire

;

pleasing.
De-sir'a-bie-ness, n. State of be-
ing desirable.

De-sire', n. Wish ; eagerness to obtain.—v. L To covet [ing.

De-sii-'eus, a. Full of desire; long-
De-sir'sus-ly, ad. Eagerly ; Vrlta
desire.

De-alst', v. i. To cease from ; to stop.
Be slst'ance. n. Desisting ; cessation.
Desk. n. An inclining table for writ-
ers or readers :—a kind of rostrum ; a
pulpit.

Dea'e-late, v. t. To depopulate.—a.
Laid waste ; comfortless.

Des'e-late-ly, ad. In a desolate
manner. [loneliness.

Dee-o-la'tien, n. Act of desolating ;

Dee'e-la-to-rj', a. Causing desola-
tion, [despond.

De-spalr'. a. Hopeless state—r. i. To
De-spalr'lnff-ly, ad. In a despair-
ing manner.

De-spates', v. L To send away has-
tily :—to kill.—n. Haste; message.~

'er, n. One who despatch-
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k'do, n. A desperate man.
Dea'per-at*. o. Hopeless; furious.
Des'per-ate-ljr, ad. Hopelessly ; fu-
riously, [despair.

Des-per»a'tlon, n. Absence of hope

;

Des'pl-ea-ble, a That may be de-
spised; base. [manner.

Des'pl-ea-bljr, ml In a despicable
De-spise', «.t To scorn ; to contemn.
De-spis'ed-ness, n. State of being
despised.

De-*pi*'er, n. A contemner ; ascorner.
De-spite7, n. Malice : defiance.
De-spiteSftU. a Malicious.

tyrannical
Des'pot-

De-epite'fnl-ljr, ad. Maliciously.
De-spite/fttl-ness, n. Malice; ma-

lignity.
De-spelT, v. t. To rob ; to deprive.
De-spell'er, n. One who despoils.
De-spo-ll-a'tlen, n. The act of de-
spoiling, [spair.

De-epond', v. i. To lose hope ; to de-
De-spond'en-ey, n. Loss of hope

;

despair. [less.

De-epond'ent, a. Despairing ; hope-
De-spond'lnff-ly, ad. In a hope-

less manner. [tyrant
Des'pot, n. An absolute sovereign ; a
Des-pot'ie, \cl Relating to des-
Des-pot'l-eal, j potism; absolute;

innical. [tyranny.
pet-Ism, n. Absolute power;

are-spft'mate. v. L To foam ; to froth.
Des-pn-ma'tlon, n. Scum; rrothi-
ness. [meat.

Des-sert', n. A service of fruits after
Des-tl-na'tlon, n. Act of destining

;

purpose.
Des'tlne, v. t To doom ; to devote.
Des'tl-nlst, n. A believer in destiny.
Des'ti-ny, n. Fate ; invincible neces-

sity, [void.
Des'tl-tiite, a. Abject ; wanting ; de-
Des-tl-tii'tlon, n. State ofbeing
destitute. [mollsh.

De-stroy', v. L To lay waste ; to de-
De-stroy'er, n. One who destroys.
De-strAet-i-bll'l-ty, n. Liableness
to destruction. [struction

De-strAct'l-ble, a. Liable to de-
De-strAe'tlon, n. Act of destroying;
extinction ; ruin.

De-strAc'tive, a. Causing destruc-
tion; ruinous.

De-strAc'tlve-ly; ad. In a destruc-
tive manner.

De-strAe'tlve-ness, n. Quality of
destroying. (Phren.) A propensity to
destroy.

Des-u-da'tlon, n. A profuse sweating.
Des'nl-to-ry, o. Loose ; unconnected

slight. [off.

De-taeh' ; v. t To separate ; to send
De-taeh'ment, n. Act of detaching:
* —a body of troops.
De-tail', v. t. To relate particularly.
—n. A minute account.

De-tall'ei% n. One who relates partic-
ulars, [hold.

De-tain', v. t. To withhold; to
De-taln'der, n. A writ ; detinue.
De-taln'er, n. He who or that which
detains.

De-talti'ment, n. Act of detaining.
De-teet'. v. t. To discover ; to convict.
De-tee'tlon. n. Discovery of wrong.
De-tee'tlve, a. That detects.—n. One
who detects. [restraint

De-ten'tien, n. Act of keeping;
De-ter' , v. t. To discourage ; to hinder.
De-terare', v. L To cleanse,m a we.
De-t*r'irent, a. Tending to clea***.
—n. That which cleanses.
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De-tfrl-4-rate, v. t. To make worse.
—v. i. To grow woree.

De-te-rft*o-ra'tlen, n. Act of mak-
ing worse.

De-ter'ment, n. Act of deterring.
De-ter'mi-na-ble, a. That may be
determined.

De-ter'ml-fiate.a. Definite; decisive.
De-ter-ml-na-tlon, n. Act of de-
termining ; decision :—termination.

De-ter'mi-na-tlve, a. Directing to
an end. [mines.

De-ter'mi-iia-tor, n. One who deter-
De-t*r/nilne, v. L To settle ; to limit:
—to cause to cease.—v. i. To conclude;
to decide.

De-t*r'niliied,p. a. Decided; resolute
D£-ter-ra'tfton, n. Removal of
earth.

De-teVrent, n. That which deters.
De-ter'»ftoif , n. The act of cleansing
a sore.

De-ter'slve, a. Having power to
cleanse.—n. A cleansing application.

De«te»t', tU To hate ; to abominate.
De*test'a-ble, a. That may be de-
tested :—execrable. [nably.

De-test'a-bly,ad. Hatefully; aboml-
D£t-e»*ta'tlon, n. Hatred ; abhor-
rence, [throne.

De-thrdne', v. t To depose from a
De-throne'ment, n. The act of de-
throning.

De-thron'er, n. One who dethrones.
Det'1-nue, n. A kind of writ.

D£t'o-nate, v.i.&t. To cause to ex-
plode with noise :—to Inflame.

Det-o-na'tlon, n. An explosion with
noise. [vert.

De*tbrt', v. t. To wrest from ; to per-
De-tract', v. L To derogate ; to slan-
der, [slander.

De-trac'tion, n. Act of detracting

;

De-trae'tlve. a. Tending to detract.

De-trac'to-ry, a. Defamatory; de-
rogatory, [man.

De-trae'treti*, n. A censorious wo-
D€t'ri-ment, n. Loss ; mischief.
Det-rl-ment'al, a. Mischievous

;

hurtful. [away.
De-trl'tlon, n. The act of wearing
De-tri'tns, n. [L.] Earthy substance
worn away by the action or water.

De-trade', v. t To thrust down ; to
depress.

De-trAii'eate. v. t. To shorten.
Det-run-ca'tion, n. The act of cut-
ting off.

De-tru'sion, n. The act of thrusting
down. [dice.

Deuce, n. The two in cards or
Deti-ter-ftff'a-mlftt, n. One who
enters into a second marriage. Triage.

Deii-ter-bff'a-iiiy, n. A second mar-
Den-ter-bn'o-my, n. The second
law ; the 5th book of Moses.

Defi-ter-bp'a-thy, n. The sympa-
thetic affection of one part with an-
other.

DIACHYLON

Deu-ter-ba'co-py, n. Second mean
ing or sight. [ravage.

De*vas'tate, v. t To lay waste ; to

De>-as-ta'tion,n. Waste; desolation.
De-vbl'op, v. L To make known ; to

disclose
De*vel'op*meiit, n. Act of develop-
ing; an unfolding.

De-vest', v. t. To alienate.
De'vi-ate, v.i. To go astray.
De-vl-a'tion, n. Act of deviating.
De-viee', n. A contrivance :—a de-
sign.

Dev'll, n. The evil spirit ; Satan.
Dev'ftl-Ish, o. Diabolical ; wicked.
DeAr'ftl-sblp, n. The character of a
devil.

De>'ftl-try,n. Gross villany; mischief.
De'vl-otts, a. Out of the right way.
De-vis/a-ble, a. Thatmay be devised.
De-viae', v. t. To invent :—to grant by
will.—v. i. To consider : to contrive.—
n. A bequest by will.

Dgv-i-see', n. One to whom something
is devised. {contriver.

De-vi«'ei%n. One who devises: a
Dbv-ft-ebr', n. One who gives by will.

De-vbld', a. Empty ; void : free from.
De\r-o«ln'tion, n. Act of devolving.
De-vblve', v. t. or i. To roll down ; to

fall to.

De-vote7
, v. t. To consecrate :—to ad-

dict :—to give up.
De-vot'ed, p. a.

doned to evil.

Consecrated ;—aban-
_,„„_._. [voted.

De-vat'ed-nbaa, n. State of being de-
Dev-b-tbb', n. One entirely devoted.
De-vbt'er, n. One who devotes.
De-vb7tlon, n. State of being devoted;
—strong affection. [tion.

De-vo'tlon-al, a. Pertaining toaevo-
De-vbpr', v. L To eat up : to consume.
De-vour'in*-ly, ad. In a consuming
manner.

De-vbut', a. Pious ; religious.

De-vout'nesa, n. Quality of being
devout.

Dew, v. t To wet; to moisten.—*.
Moisture deposited in the night.

Dew'-drbp, n. A drop of dew.
Dew'lap, n. A fleshy substance hang-
ing from the throat of an ox.

Dew'-pblnt, n. The temperature at
which dew begins to be deposited.

»ex-t£r'l-ty, n. Activity of limbs or
mind ; ability.

Db*'ter-oAs, a. Expert; skilful ; clever.
Dex'ter-ofta-ly, ad. Expertly ; skil-

fully.

Dey, n. A Turkish title of dignity.
Di-a-bb'tea, n. [Gr.] An immoderate
flow of urine.

Di-a-bbl'le, \a. Relating to the
Di-a-bol'ft-cal, / devil : devilish

;

atrocious.
Di-a-bbl'i-eal-ly, ad. Very wickedly.
Di-ab'o-llftm, n. The actions of the
devil.

Di-aeh'y-lbn, a. A mollifyingplaster.
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DIACOVSTICS

Itf-a-eons'ties, n. The science of re-
fracted sounds.

Di-a-erlt'lc, \ a. Distinguishingby
Di-a-erlt'i-eal, / apoint ormark,; dis-
tinctive.

Di'a-d€in, n. A crown;mark of royalty.
Di.ter'e-slM (dl-er'-e-sls), n. [L.] The
mark [••], used to denote that two vow-
els are to be pronounced as two syl-
lables.

*>i-a*-iia'»ia, n. fGr. ] The art of dis-
tinguishing one disease from another.

lK-*ff'o-nal, a. Reaching from angle
to angle.—n. A line drawn so as to
join opposite angles. [rection.

*>i-a*/©-nal-ly, ad. In a diagonal di-
Di'a-grftm, ». A geometrical figure.
Df-a-ffraph'1-cal, a. Descriptive.
Di'al. n. An instrument for showing
the hour by the sun's shadow.

Di'a-I#ct, n. A variety in the form of

lects ; logical.

Di-a-Hto-tl'dan, n. Logician.
I>i-a-l«e'tics, n. Logic ; the art of

reasoning.
IN'al-iHi, n. A constructor of dials.
Di-al'o-fflst, n. A speakerof dialogue.
Di-al'o-ffise, v. i. To discourse in di-
alogue.

Di'a-16ffue,n. A conversation between
two or more.

lH'al-pl&te, n. The marked plate of
a dial.

IK-al'y-ala, n. A diaeresis ; asyndeton

:

—weakness of the limbs.
Di-am'e-ter. n. A linepassingthrough
a circle, dividing it into equal parts.

IK-a-m^t'ri-cal, a. Describing a di-
ameter.

Di-a-m«t'ri-eal-ly, ad. In a dia-
metrical direction.

Di'a-mond, n. The most valuable of
all precious stones :—a small printing
type :—rhombus.

Di-a-pa'son, n. An interval used to
express the octave of the Greeks ; a
scale.

Di-a-p€ii't4», n. A complete fifth.

IK'a-per, n. Linen cloth woven in
figures. [lucid.

Di-a-phan'lc, a. Transparent; pel-
Itf-aph'a-naaa, a. Transparent

:

translucent.
Di-a-phftn'le*, n. The science of

refracted sounds.
IH-a-pho-r«t'lc. \ a. Producing
IH-a-pbo-r^^i-cal^J perspiration.
IH'a-phr&ipn, n. Tne midriff, a par-

tition separating the thorax from the
abdomen.

IK'a-rlat, n. One who keeps a diary.
Di-ar-rhoe'a, n. A disease causing
unusual evacuations of the intestines.

lH'a-ry, n. A dally journal.
IH'a-stem, n. A simple interval.
IK-*a't4»*le, n. The making of a short

syllable long:—dilatation ox the heart.

8
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Di'aHrtyte, n. A mode of arranging
columns.

IK-a-t6s'aa*r*ii, n. The four Gos-
pels :—a harmony of the four Gospels.

Di-ath'e-afe, n. The state of the body.
JK-a-tttn'lc, a. Proceeding by tones.
Di'a-tribe, n. [Gr.] A tedious dis-
course.

DIb'ber,n. An agricultural instrument
Dfb'ble, n. A gardener's tool.
Diee'-'bdx, n. A box for throwing
dice. [pairs.

2>i-ch6t'o-my, n. Division of ideas by
IMck'y, n. A sham bosom:—a linen

shirt-collar.
Dfo'tate, v. L To teU what to write.—
n. A precept ; order.

Dlc-tatfton, n. Act of dictating.
IMc-ta'tor, n. [L.] A Roman magis-

trate invested with absolute power.
DIc-ta-to'ri-al. a. Relating to a dic-
tatorj overbearing; dogmatical.

Die-ta'tor-shlp, n. The office of
dictator. jmatical.

DIe'ta-to*ry, a. Overbearing; dog-
Dic-ta'trix, n. A female dictator.
Dle'tion, n. Manner of expressing
ideas by words ; expression.

Dlc'tion-a-ry, n. A book in which
words are arranged alphabetically,
and explained. [tion.

Dle'tmn. n. [LJ A word ; an asser-
Dl-dac'tfc, o. Giving instruction.
M-dae'tlcs, n. pi. The art of teach-
ing, [toes.

Di-dac'ty1, n. An animal having two
DId'ap-per, n. A bird that dives in-

to water.
Dld-as-eal'lc, a. Preceptive ; didactic.
Di-dttc'tion, n. Separation of parts.
Die,t>. i. To lose life ; to expire.—n.
Stamp used in coinage;— a small
cube to play with.

Di'e-als, n. [Gr.l An interval less
than a comma .-—elevation of a note

:

—the double dagger, thus [J],
Di'et, n. Food; victuals:—an assem-
bly.-^, t. To supply with food.—v. i.

To eat sparingly.
Di'et-ar-y, a. Pertaining to the rules
of diet—n. A system of diet

Di'et-er, n. One who prescribes diet.
Di-e-tet'ic, \a. Relating to die-
Di-e-t«t'l-cal,/ tetics.

Di-e-tet'lcs, n. pi. The regulation of
diet.

Di'et-Ist, n. One skilled in diet.
Differ, v. i. To be unlike : to vary.
Dirrer-ence, n. State of being dif-

ferent; diversity :—debate.
Dirfer-ent, a. Distinct ; dissimilar.
Dir-fer-tn'tlal, a. Infinitely small;

fluxlonal. [ner.
Dirfer-ent-ly,ad. In a different man-
DIFfl-ettlt. a. Hard ; arduous.
mrfl-cAlt-ly, ad. Hardly; Arith

difficulty.

IHrfl-eol-ty, n. Something difficult;
an impediment.
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Dirfl-dftnce, n. Want of confidence.
Dim-dent, a. Distrustful.
Dirau-ence. \n. A flowing away;
Dirflu-en-cy, / the effect or fluidity.

Dimu-ent, a. Flowing every way.
Dlffbrm, a. Not uniform ; irregular.
Dlf-Ar&e'tlon, n. Inflection of light.

Dlf-ffia*'. v. f. To pour out ; scatter.—
a. Widely spread ; not precise.

Dif-ffia'ed-ly, ad. Widely ; dispers-
edly.
-re»'e

[diffused.

Dlf-foe'ed-ne**, n. State of being
Dftf-fiiae'ly, ad. Extensively.
Dlf-r&s'er, n. One who diffuses.

Dif-f&s'l-blfc, a. Capable of being
diffused.

Dir-ffi'nlon, n. Act of diffusing:—
amplification ; dlffuseness.

Dif-ffi'sive, o. Scattered ; extended.
Dlf-ffi'alve-n&ui, n. Extension.
Dig, v. L To turn up or cultivate land;
to excavate.—v. i. To work with a
spade, Ac.

Di-fffta'trie, a. Havinga double belly.

Di'ff£st. n. A body or system of laws.
Di-ffe*t% v. t To arrange in order :—to
concoct food in the stomach.

Dl-s;e«t'l-ble, a. Capable of being
digested. [concoction.

Dl-jr^'tlon, n. Art of digesting food;
Dl-reVtlve, a. Causing digestion.
Differing', n. A place where ore isdug.
Dig-'14, n. Three fourths of an inch :—
the 12th part of the diameter of the sun
or moon :—one of the ten figures, 1,

2, 8. Ac.
Dlg^l-tal. a. Pertaining to a digit.

DIg-1-ta'lU, n. A plant ; foxglove.
DIg'1-tate, a. Having the form of

fingers.
DIg-7l-ta-tl»n,n. Division like fingers.

DIg'1-tl-frrad*, n. A quadruped
that walks on its toes.

Dlff'nl-fled, a. Invested with dignity.
Dlg'nl-fy, v.t. To advance ; to exalt;
to honor.

Dlg'nl-ta-ry, n. A person of rank.
Dlfr'nl-ty, n. Elevation of rank, char-
acter, or conduct. [in one sound.

Di'grapb, n. A union of two letters
Dl-greW, v i. To turn aside : to wan-
der, [deviation.

Dl-g-reValon, n. Act of digressing

;

Di-rrea'alve, a. Tending to digress.
Dlja'dl-eate, t>. t To judge.
Dike, n. A channel :—a bank.
Dl-lae'fcr-ato, v. <. To tear ; to rend.
Dl-lap'l-date, v.i. To go to ruin.—

v. t To pull down ; to waste.
Dl-lap-1-da'tlon, n. Waste ; ruin.
DI-lap'l-d*V>tor, n. One who dilap-

idates, [dilatable.
Dl-la-ta-bil'i-ty. n. State of being
Dl-la'ta-ble, a. Capable ofextension.
Dll-a-ta'tlon, n. Expansion; ex-
tension.

Dl-late', v.t To extend in all direc-
tions.-*. 1 To widen:—to speak
largely.

DIOCESAN

Dl-lat'er, n. One who enlarges.
Dft-la'tton, n. Extension ; enlarge
ment.

Dll'a-to-rt-neae, n. Slowness.
DU'a-to-ry, a. Tardy ; late : loiter-

ing, [native.
Dl-Mm'ma, n. JGr.] A difficult alter-
Diri-g«iice,n. Industry ; assiduity in
business.

DIl'l-genL, a. Assiduous ; attentive.
DU'1-gent-ly, ad. In a diligent man-
ner.

Dill, n. An aromatic plant.
Dll'u-ftnt, a. Making thin or more
fluid.—n. That which thins or dilutes.

Dl-luto', v. t. To weaken.—a. Thin •

attenuated. [makes thin.
Dl-lot>r, n. He who or that whicl
Dl-la'tlon. n. Act of diluting.
Dl-ln'vi-al, o. Relating to the deluge.
DI-lo'vi-Am, n. [L.] A deluge :—a de-
posit of earth, sand, dec., caused by a
deluge.

Dim, a. Not seeing clearly.—v. L To
cloud ; to obscure. [ten cents.

Dime, n. A silver coin, of the value of
IM-mftn'alon, n. Space ; extent.
Dl«mftn'aive,a. Marking boundaries.
Dlm'e-ter, o. Having two poetical
measures.—n. A verseoftwo measures.

Dft-mld'1-at*, v.t. To divide into two
parts.
Dl-mldDl-mld-l-a'tlon, n. Act of halving.
Dl-mln'Ub, v. t To make less.—v. i.

To decrease.
DIm-1-nu'tion, n. Act of diminish-
ing or growing less.

Dl-mfn'n-tlve. o. Small: contracted.
—n. A thing little ofthe kind:—a word
expressing littleness.

Di-mln'u-tlve-ly, ad. In a diminu-
tive manner.

Dlm'lft-ao-ry, o. Dismissing.
DIm'l-ty, n. A fine fustian or cloth.

Dim'ly, ad. In a dim manner; ob-
scurely, [scurity.

Dlm'neas, ». Dulness of sight : ob-
Dlm'ple, n. An indentation in the

face.—*', i. To form dimples.
nim'pled, a. Set with dimples.
Dlm'-aiffht-ed, a. Having weak eyes.
Din, n. A loud noise.—v. L To con-
found with noise.

Dln'ar-eby, n. A government by two
persons.

Dine, v.i&L To eat or give a dinner.
Ding-, v. L To dash with violence :—to
impress with force.—*. L To bounce,

DIng'd6ng. n. A sound as of bells
Dln'gi-neaM, n. The quality of being
dingy.

Dln'gle, n. Hollow between hills.

Dln'gy, o. Dark brown :—soiled.
Din'lng-HHkiii, n. A room to dine in.

DIn'ner, n. Thechief mealof the day.
Dln'ner-time. n. The time of dining.
Dint,*. A blow; dent :—violence

;

force. [ing to a diocese.
Di-Sc'e «,». A bishop-«- Pertain-
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Pi^o cfaw,*. A bishop's jurisdiction.
Di-^ri'ma, n. A revolving optical
machine. [rama.

DX-a-rasn'lc, a. Relating to a dio-
Dl'o-rlam, n. Distinction or definition.
Dl-o-rte'tfte, a. Relating to diorism.
DTor-tno'itiss n. [Gr.] The art of
straightening crooked limbs.

Di-4a'ma,n. A genus ofplants.
Dip, v. t To immerse ; to wet :—to take
out.—v. i. To linmerge ; to enter.—n.
Inclination downward :—sauce made
of fist pork. [tb roat.

Dlpb-tbe'rl-a, n. A disease of the
DlpsVtbftnsr, n. A union of two vow-
els In

° " %
"i one sound.

DIpfe-tbdn'sjral,a. Relating to a dipfi-

JH-plo'ma, n. A writing conferring
some_privilege, honor orauthority.

Dl-plo'ma-ey. n. The art of making
treaties with foreign states:—a diplo-
matic body. |macy.

Oip-lo-mat'le, a. Respecting diplo-
Dlp-lo-mat'lc*, n. The science ot de-
ciphering ancient writings, Ac.

0t-pl6'ma-tli»t, n. One Teraed In
diplomacy. [needle.

IHp'plnir-n^e'dle. n. A magnetic
Dlp'naa, n. [L.] A venomous serpent.
DIp'tote, n. A noun having two cases
only. [of light

Di-ra-dl-a'tion. n. Diffusion of rays
IKre, a. Dreadful : direful ; horrible.
Dl-r*et'. a. Straight ; express.—v. t.

To regulate ; to order ; to conduct ; to
control :—to address.

Dl-rte'tion, n. Aim :—course ; ten-
dency :— order :— superintendence :

—
superscription. [quickly.

Di-rtet'ly, ad In a straight line;
Dt-rCefneam, n. 8traightness.
Dl-rte'tor. n. One who directs ; a
superintendent ; a guide.

Dl-ree-t^ri-al, a. Directing :—rela-
ting to directors.

DI«r#e/t*-ry, ». A form of prayer :—
a guidebook :—a guide :—a board of di-

rectors.—a. Guiding; commanding.
Dl-r£et'or-ate, n. A board of direc-

tors.
DireSflnl, a. Dire ; dreadful ; dismal.
Dirge, n. A mournful ditty ; a funeral
song.

Dirk, a. A kind of dagger.—v. L To
stab with a dirk. [soli ; to dirty.

Dirt, n. Mud ; mire ; earth.—v. t To
DVrt/jr, a. Foul ; nasty ; sullied.—v. t
To soil : to disgrace. [ruption.

IM-rnp'tfon, n. Act ofbursting ; dis-

Dfct-a-biri-ty, n. Deprivation of
means or power : inability.

Dla-sVble, v. & To deprive of force.

Dts a'bled, p. o. Deprived ofstrength.
Bfo-a-b&ae'. v. f. To undeceive.
DIa-ae-etai'iiio-date, v. t To dis-

commode, [of being unfit.

JHs-ae-eOna-sno-da'tion* n. State
DIa-ae-eAft'tom, v. t To withdraw
from practice.
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Dls-ad-van'tag*, n. An unfavorable
state or condition ; loss.—v. t. To injure
in interest.

Dls-ad-van-ta'geana, a. Injurious

;

hurtful. [injury.
DIs-Ad-van-tsVceona-ly. ad. With
Dls-af-ffect', v. L To fill with dislike

;

to alienate. [friendly.
DIa-af-feet'ed, p. a. Alienated; un-
BIs-Af-fee'tlon. n. Dislike; ill-wilL
Dfe-af-flrm', v. t. To contradict.
Dla-af-rYrm'anee, n. Confutation

;

denial. (to quarrel.
DIa-a-srref, v. i. To differ In opinion

;

Dlsv-a-free'a-ble, a. Not agreeable

;

displeasing: unfit [ment ; discord.
Dlfs-a-srree'ment, n. Want of agree-
Dls-al-low', v. L To deny.—«. i. To
refuse permission.

Dfo-al-fow'a-bl*, a. Not allowable.
Dlswal-lOw'amee, n. Prohibition;

refusal. [life.

DIswan'1-mate, v. t To deprive of
Dlswan-nfex', v. L To disjoin ; to sepa-

rate.
DIa-an-nAl'. v. *. To make void.
Dls-ap-pear7

, v. i. To be lost to view.
Dfe-ap-pear'ance, n. Act of disap-

Dla-ap-polnt', v. L To defeat of ex-
pectation ; to deprive of.

Dla-ap-point'ment, n. State of be-
ingdisappointed; failure ofexpectation

DIa-ap-pro-ba'Uon, n. Act of dis-
approving ; dislike ; censure.

Dla-ap-prav'al, n. Disapprobation.
DIa*ap*prave', v. t To dislike ; to
censure.

Dla-arm', v. t. To deprive of arms

;

to render weak or harmless. [ing.
Dla-ar'ma-nient, n. Act of disarm

-

DIa-ar-ransre', v. t. To disorder ; to
unsettle.

Dlsv-ar-rance'ment, n. Disorder.
Dla-ar-rayvv. t. To undress ; to over-
throw.—n. Disorder ; confusion.

DIa*aa'ter, n. Misfortune ; calamity. -

Di9»aft'trona>a. Unlucky; calamitous.
Dla-as'tronsj-ly, ad. unfortunately.
Dln-o-vtfneb', v. t. To retract profes-
sion.

DIa-a-vow'. ».t To disown ; to dis-
claim ; to disallow.

DI*-a-vtfw'al, n. Act of disavowing.
Din-band', v. L To dismiss from ser-

vice; to disperse:—to unbind.—v. i.

To retire from service. [bark.
Din-bark', v. t. To bark :—to disem-
DlB-be-IleT. n. Refusal to believe

;

want of belief.
Dls-be-lleve'. v. t. Not to credit.
Dta-be-llev'er, n. An unbeliever;

infidel.

DIa-bnr'den, v. t To unload.—v. i.

To ease the mind.
Dln-burae'. v. L To spena.
Din-btoree'men L, n. Act of disburs-
ing ; expenditure.

Dls-fetors/ar, n. One who disburse'
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Dihc, n. The luce of the sun, Ac.
Dls-card', v. t. To dismiss from ser-
vice : to reject.

Dla-caae'. v. t To strip ; to undress,
Dls-eern', t>. f. To descry ; to perceive;
—v. i. To make distiDction.

Dis-cfera'er, n. One who discerns.
Dls-cfern'l-ble, a. Perceptible.
Dls-etni'l-bly, ad. Perceptibly.
Dis-efeni'lng-• p. a. Judicious.
IM»-c*rn'meni,n. Act ofdiscerning;
sagacity ;

judgment
Dia*c«rp', r. 7. To tear in pieces.
Dia-c«rp'tlon, n. Act of pulling to

pieces.
Dla~cbarge/

, v. t To disburden :—to
pay:—to execute:—to dismiss.—*, i.

To break up:—n. A vent ; explosion

:

—dismission :—payment :— execution.
IMft*ei'ple, n. One who follows" the
teachings of another :—a scholar.—v. t.

To teach ; to instruct [disciple.

Dla-ci'ple-ahlp. n. The state of a
DI»'cl-pllD»a-ble, a. Capable of
discipline ; teachable.

DIs'ei-plIn-ant, n. One of a reli-

gious order.
Ma

t To disown ; to re-

Dla-ci-pll-na'rl-an, a. Relating to
discipline.—n. One who is strict in
discipline.

Dls'cl-pll-na-ry, a. Pertaining to
discipline.

Dlft'cl-pllne, n. Instruction and gov-
ernment; art of training; military
regulation :—correction.—v. t. To in-

struct and govern ; to chastise.
Dlft-clalm',
nounce.

Dls-clalm'er, n. One who disclaims:
—a renunciation oi a claim.

DI«*elo»e', v. /. To uncover ; to reveal.
Dfo-clda'er, n. One who discloses.

Dla-cloa'are, n. Act of disclosing.
DIs'coId, n. A shell resembling a

disc.
IHs-col'or. v. t. To change color.
DI»-col-or-a'tiali,n. Change of col-
or; stain.

Dlfl*com'flt, v. L To vanquish.—*i.
Defeat ; overthrow. Ithrow.

Df»-4»om'fl-tare, n. Defeat; over-
Dln-com'fort, n. Trouble; uneasi-
ness.-^', t. To grieve. [censure.

Dfa-eom-m£na', v. t. To blame ; to
Dla-eftm-mfeif-da'tian, n. Blame

;

reproach.
Dlf^om^modf', v. t. To inconve-
nience ; to incommode. [dious.

Dla-com-md'dft-oAa, a. Incommo-
DIs-f6m'mon, v. t. To deprive of
privileges. [disturb.

Dla-com-poAe7, v. t. To disorder ; to
Dla-com-pdfted', p. a. Disturbed;
disordered.

Dfo-com-paa'are, n. State of being
discomposed : disorder, [discompose.

IMbs-eon-cert', v. t. To unsettle; to
IHa-eon-fttrm'1-ty, n. Want oi con-

ftmnity.

DISCREDITABLE

Dla-eon-ffrn't-ty. n. Incongruity.
Dto-con-neet', v. t To separate; to
disjoin. [joined

DIa-coii-neet'ed,p.a. Disunited; dis-
DIa-eon-n«c'tfton,n. Disunion ; sep-
aration.

DIa*c6n'ae»erate, v. *. To deprive
of consecration; to desecrate.

DI*-cftn'»o-lAt«, a. Void of conso-
lation ; afflicted ; sad.

Dla-efta'ao-late-ly. ad. Sorrowfully.
Dls-eon-tftnt', n. Want of content—

a. Discontented ; uneasy.—v. L To
dissatisfy ; to displease.
DIa-eon-t#nfed, p. a. Uneasy ; dis-

satisfied.

DIa-con-t#nfmeat, n. Discontent.
DIn^oB-Un'n-sncf, «. Cessation •

intermission.
Dla*coa>tln-o-a'ti*ii, n. Act of dis-
continuing.

IHa-con-tlii'iie, v. i. To cease.—v. f.

To break off; to interrupt.
DXa-con-tft-nA'l-ty, n. Disunity
of parts.

Dftrcord, n. Want of concord ; dis-
agreement :—contrariety of sounds.

Dlsweor'dance, ) n. Want of con-
Dla»e*r'daii-ey, f cord ; discord

;

disagreement
Dia-eor'daiit, a. Wanting agree-
ment ; inconsistent

Din-car'dant-ly, ad. In a discos
dant manner.

DIn'eoant,n. A sum deducted for
advanced payment ; an allowance.—
v. t. To pay back again ;—to deduct:
—to advance on discount

DIft-coant'a-ble, a. That may be
discounted.

Dla-coAn'ta-nanee, n. Disfavor;
slight—v. L To discourage ; to disap-
prove.

m*-eoAr'age, v. t. To deprive of
confidence ; to dissuade.

Dls-eottr'agre-ment, n. Act of dis-
couraging ; cause of fear.

BlA-eoar'aff-Ins;, p. a. Tending to
discourage.

Ditf-cdurae'. n. Conversation : a ser-
mon ; a dissertation.—v. i. To con-
verse ; reason.—*, t. To treat of; to
discuss.

IMs-cdiirs'er, n. One who discourses.
Dto-cdnr'alve, a. Interlocutory

;

discursive.
DIsj-cotlr/te*oAa,a. Uncivil : impolite.
DIs-coAr'te-oAa-ly, ad. Rudely.
Dla-eaAr'te-sy, n. incivility.

Dls/caua, a. Broad ; flat ; like a disk.
IMa-cov'er, v. t. To show ; to reveal;
—to find out

Bla-cov'er-er, n. One who dis-
covers, [closure.

IMa-cov'er-y* «- Act of finding ; dls-
IMa-erM'it, n. Want of credit or
good reputation ; reproach.—v. t To
disgrace ; to distrust

Dla-«r»d'it»a-ble, a. Disgiaoafhl.
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DISCREET

Ats-ci-Mf, a. Prudent ; wife.

Dto-erMt'ly, ad. Prudently ; cau-

tiously. ntaf
Igreement

DI»-cr<ep/anee, n. Difference disa-

Dla-erep'Mt, a. Different ; disa-

greeing. Ln°t continued.

Dta-erSt*', a. Distinct ; disjoined

;

IMa-er«'tton, n. Prudence; wise

management :—liberty of acting.

IHa-erfe'tioo-al, a. Left to discre-

tion; unlimited.
Dis-«r6/tlon-a-rjr, a. Left to choice;
unlimited.

Dte-er&tlTe, a. Separate ; distinct
Dia-crlm'i-na-ble, a. Distinguish-
able.

t>i»-«rlm'l-ii&te, v. L TO observe
the difference between ; to separate.—
a Discriminated ; distinct

Dta-erlm'i-nate-ly, ad. Distinctly.
IHa-erIm-l-ii*'ti»n, n. Actofdb-
criminating ; discernment :—mark.

Dif-erowa',v. t To divest of a crown.
IHa-eftm'ber, v. t To unburden ; to
disengage.

I>l»-«dr/ston,n. Discursive procedure
IHa-etir'Mive, a. Desultory :—argu-
mentative, [mentatlve.

lH»-«lir/ao*rr, a. Discursive :—argu-
Dia-«ftaa', v. I To examine ; to sift

;

—to disperse, as morbid matter.
IMa-eftaa'ar, n. One who discusses

;

examiner.
lMs-efta'aioo, n. Act of discussing;
agitation. [tumors.

IH»-e&'Uent,n. A medicine todisperse
Dla-daMn', v. t. To scorn : to despise.—

n. Contempt; haughtiness.
Dla-davtn'ral, a. Expressing disdain

;

contemptuous :—fastidious, [scorn.
Ma-d&ln'flil-lr, **• With haughty
lMa-6aae'. n. Distemper ; malady.—r. I
To afflict with disease.

IMa -Saacd', p. a. Affected by disease.
Dla-eiavbferk', v. L To land, as from
a ship.—v. 1 To go ashore.

Dfo-^ra-bar-lta/tlon. n. Act of dis-
embarking; debarkation.

DIa-ena-b&r'MMM, v.t To free from
embarrassment : to extricate.

Dfo-em-btrilsli, v.t. To divest of
embellishment jterness.

lHa-ena-blt'ter. r. I To free from bit-

Dla-ena-bM'led. a. Divested of the
body :—discharged from service.
Db^n-bMj, t>. f. To divest of the
body.

!H»-«ra-b6ffue', v. *. To pour out at the
mouth, as a river .—v. i To gain a
vent; to* flow. [charging.

D[»-«ra-bda-ne/ment, n. Act of dis-
Dfe-em-bos'om, v. t To unbosom ;

to disclose. [bowels.
DIa-em-bow'el, v. t. To take out tho
DIa-era-brall', r. t. To free from
trouble. [enchantment

Dfo-*M-ehaat'. v. t. To free from
Ma-eB-cbant'ineiit, n. Act of dis-
enchanting-

DISINCLINATION 117

Dla-en-eAm'ber, v. c To disburden.
IHa-en-cAm'branee, a. Liberation.
Dla-en-gaa-e', v- *• To release.—v. t. To
set one's self free.

IMswen-ffAffext', p. a. Disjoined; disen-
tangled; being at leisure. [cancy.

Ma-en-flraare'iaent, n. Release ; va-
IMa-en-uo^ble, v. L To deprive of
rank. [roll.

Dla-en-roir, v. t. To erase from a
Dla-en-tan'gle, v. L To unravel ; t»

free. [ment.
DIa-en*tAn^a;le-m#nt, n. Disengage-
DlA-en-tbrone', t». t. To depose ; to
dethrone.

Dla-en-ti'tle, v. t. To deprive of title.

IHa-en-tomb', v. t To disinter.
Dfe-en-trance', v. L To wake from a

trance.
DIs-ea-t6£m', n. Disregard ; dislike.
DIa-fla'vor, n. Discountenance; dislike.—v. t To oppose. [figuring.
DIa-fIfp-a-r&'tion. n. The act of dis-
Dla-fl^nre, v. L To injure the form
of; to mangle. [beauty.

Dla-ria^nre-ment, n. Defacement of
Dla-fr&n'cblAe, v. t. To deprive ofthe
privileges of a free citizen.

DIs-frAn'cbtae-ment, n. Act of dis-
franchising, [ments.

DIa-ff*r'nlsb, t>. t. To strip of oma-
Dla-g-orge'. v. L To vomit ; to pour
out with force.

Dla-ffbrge'ment, n. Actofdisgorging.
Dta-a^ace', n. 8tate of ignominy ; dis-
honor* discredit—v. t. To degrade.

DIa-a;raee'ftil, a. Shameful : vile.

Dla-a^raee'ftil-ly, ad. Ignominiously;
basely.

DIa-a;nise', v. t. To conceal by an un-
usual dress ; to disfigure.—n. A coun-
terfeit dress ; a mask.

Dla-a;Aat', n. Aversion ; nausea.—v. L
To offend ; to displease.

Dla-ajAst'ftil, a. Causing disgust.

IMa-a-Ant'lng, p. a. Causing disgust

;

offensive. [to disgust.

Dtn-frAst'lnaMy, ad. In a manner
Dlab, n. A vessel for serving up food :—
food.—v. t. To serve in a dish.

DIa-ba-bllle' (dls-a-bin. n. Undress.
DIa-be*rt'en. v. t. To discourage.
Dt-«be>'el, v. t. To spread loosely.

Dlab'fAl, n. As much as a dish will
hold.

Dlab'lna;. a. Concave ; hollow.
DIa-bttn"eat, a. Not honest;, void of
probity ; deceitful.

Dka-bttn'eftt-ljr. ad. In a dishonest
manner; faithlessly. [knavery.

DI*-hon'e«-tT, n. Want of honesty

:

DIs-bAn'or,n. Disgrace : shame, v.t.

To bring shame upon ; to treat ill.

DI*-h6n'or»a-ble, a. Not honorable

;

ignominious. [ly.

ms-bAn'or-a-bly. ad. Ignominious-
DIa-ln-c*r'cer-&t4s v. t To set free.

Dls-In-cli-na'tlon, u. Want of in*

olinatlon.
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Dfcs-ln-cline', v.L To make averse.
IMa-ln-ffcct', v. t. To purity from in-
fection.

Dls-ln-ffeet'ant, n. A substance that
prevents infection. [infection.

Dls-ln-fftet'lug, p. a. Counteracting
Dls-ln-ffee'tlou, n. Act of disinfect-

ing. [artfuL

DIa-ln-fren'u-oas,a. Unfair; meanly
DIs-ftn-Eer'ft-son, n. Act of cutting

offfrom hereditary succession.
Dla-ln-her'lt, v. L To deprive of an
inheritance. Ito particles.

Dln-In'te-grate, v. t To separate in-

Dte-In'te-arra'tlon, n. Separation
into particles, [grave.

Dls-ln-tfer', v. L To take out of the
Dls-In'ter-fest-ed, a. Free from

self-interest : not interested.
DIs-ln't«r*eat-ed-ii6s*, n. Free-
dom from self-interest [burying.

I>I*-la-t£r'ment, n. The aet of un-
Dfe-ln-thrall', v. t. To liberate.

IHa-ln-Uiral'inent, n. Liberation.
I>l*>JoIn\ v. t To separate ; to sunder.
Disjoint', v. L To break.—v. i. To
falfin pieces.

DIa*|blnt'ed,p. o. Put out of joint
Dla-ranet', o. Disjoined ; separate.
DIs-jAne'ttoii, n. Disunion ; separa-

tion.
Dla-JAnc'tlve, a. Separating; dis-

uniting.—n. A disjunctive conjunc-
tion.

DIs-JAne'tlve-ly, ad. Distinctly.
DIstK, n. The face of the sun, moon,
or i planet, as it appears to us:—

a

quoit
iMs-like', n. Disinclination.—-». L Not

to like ; to disrelish.
Dla-li'ken, v. L To make unlike.
Die-limb', v. t. To divest of limbs.
DUs/Io-eate, v. <. To put out of joint.
IHs'lo-eat-ed, p. a. Put out of place.
Dls-lo-ea'tlon, n. Act of displacing.
DIa-16dfr«', v. t. To remove.—v. t. To
go to another place.

IHa-ltty'al, a. Not loyal; faithless;
perfidious. [erously.

I>l»-loy'al-ly , ad. Faithlessly; treach-
»Is-l*y'al-ty, n. Want of fidelity.

pis'mal, a. Sorrowful ; gloomy; dark.
'tie, v. L To throw down

to demolish ; to divest
IMa-mask/, v. L To divest of a mask.
Dla-snaat', v. L To deprive of masts.
Dla-raay', v. L To terrify ; to deject.
—n. Fill of courage ; terror

IHa-meni'ber, v. t. To divide limb
from limb.

Dls-nUSm'ber-mfciit, n. Division.
Dlsj-mlM', «. f. To send away; to
discard.

Dla-mls'aal, n. Act of dismissing.
Dla-min'slon. n. Act of dismissing:
discharge ; deprivation.

IMs-mls?alve, a. Causing dismission.
DtA-moant', v.L To throw off a horse,

Ac—v. i. To alight from a horse.

DWKR8EDLY
Dls-o-b&dl-taee, n. Neglect or re-
fusal to obey. [not obedient

Dia-o-be'dl-eiit, a. That disobeys:
Dia-o-bey', t>. L To refuse obedience;
to transgress.

SJ^ifcJJ-tfa'tioo,^ Offence; injury.
DI»-6b'll-tfa-to-ry,a. Keleasing ob-

ligation.

Dls-o-blige', v.L To offend by uu-
kindness; to displease.

Dto-o-bliff'inff, p. a. Not obliging;
unaccommodating.

Dls-orbed', o. Put out oforbit
IHs-or'der, n. Want oforder ;—Irreg-

ularity :—derangement :- malady ; dis-
ease.—v. L To disturb ; to derange :—
to ruffle :—to make sick.

DIa-Or'dered, a. Irregular ; ill.

Dia-or'der-ly, a. Confused; irregu-
lar.—ad. Without rule.

DIft-br-gan-1-sa'tlon, n. Subver-
sion of order. [order of.

DIsHifgan-iBe, v.L To destroy the
IHa-or'gan-is-er, n. One who dis-
organizes.

Dla-dwn', v. L Not to acknowledge as
one'8 own ; to renounce.

Dla-palr', v. L To part a couple.
Dlo-par'afre, v. L To lower in rank

;

to depreciate : to traduce.
Din-par'afire-m&nt, n. Act of dis-
paraging ; depreciation.

Dls'pa-rate, a. Separate ; dissimilar.
Dls'jpa-ratea, n. pL Opposites ; things
unlike. [ence.

Dls-pai^l-ty, n. Inequality ; oiffer-
Dlsj-parli', v. L To release from a
park. [separate.

Du-parf , v. L To divide in two ; to
DIs-p*»'ftlon, n. Mental coolness.
DIs-pa»'aion-ate,a. Cool ; impartial.
DIa-paa'sion-ate-Iy, ad. In a calm
manner.

Dls-patch', v. L To hasten :—to kilt
—n. Speed ; haste ; despatch.

Dls-pateh'er. n. One who dispatches.
IMs-patch'fM, a. Bent on haste,
hasty.

DIst'pa-thy,n. Wantoffeeling; apathy.
Dto-p#l'. v. t. To disperse.
Dln-p£n'fta-ble, a. That may be
dispensed.

Dto-p6n'sa-ry. n. A place where
medicines are distributed to the poor.

Dls-pen-aa'tlon, n. Act of dis-
pensing ; distribution :—administra-
tion:—an exemption from some law,
or service. [pensation.

Dla-p#n'»a-tlve, a Granting dis-

Dls-pftn'sa-to-ry, n. A directory
for making medicine.—a. Granting
dispensation. [tribute.

Dls-p6n»e', v. L To deal out ; to dis-
Bto-p#na'er, n. One who dispenses.
Di-apttr'snoua, a. Having only two
seeds. [away.

Dlsj-pferae', v. L To scatter ; to drive
DI»-p«rti'ed-Iy, ad. In a dispersed
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. , a. One who disperses.
lHmr'itoB, a. Act of dispersing

;

diffusion.
IHsv»p«r'aiva, o. Tending to scatter;

pleading. [press.

Dsa-plr'ft, v. L Todiscourage; tode-
IMEe-plAc*', v. t To put out of place.
Bto-pl&ce'men^n. Act ofdisplacing.
Dfcs-plsVean-cy, a. Incivility; dS-
obllgation. [off.

Dle-ptBnt, v. t To pluck up; to drive
Dsa-plsui-tsVtlOB, a. The act of dis-

planting.

exl3bit:-tc
v. t. To spread wide ; to

t:—to expand-—n. An exhibl-
tioD ; parade*

IMa-pl*y'ei>, a. He who orthatwh ich
displays.

Dla-pleaae', v. t To offend ; to make
angry. [ure ; offensive.

IHa-pl#a#i'lBa;,p. a. Causing displeas-
DIa-pl6aa'are, n. Uneasiness; pain
given i disikvor.

Dla-pIo-atoB, a. An explosion.
lMs>-pI6/alwe, a. Implying explosion.
Dte-plame', v.L To strip of plumes.
lMs>-p*rt', a. Play ; pastime.-*, t.

To divert.—v. i. To sport.

Dte-pfta'a-bto, a. Capable of being
disposed of. [position.

IHa-p6a'al, n. Act of disposing ; dis-
IMs-paae', v. L To arrange :—to in-
cline.—TO dispose of, to apply ; to sell.

PtsvpfraecV,p. a. Arranged:—inclined.
Me-p£a'er, ft. A distributer; director.
tts-pa-al'tion, n. Order: method;
inclination -.—temper ofmind.
Die poa-ecee', v. *. To put out of
possession. [sessing.

Pta -p—aeValoa, n. Act of dlspos-
Dte-pda'nre, n. Disposal ; state.

DIa~pr*\iae', «. Blame ; dishonor.—
e. £ To censure.

lHa-prftla'er, n. One who dispraises.
lHa-pr#ad', v. L To spread around.
—v. £ TO extend itself.

IMa-profit, a. Loss; damage; det-
riment, [tlon.

lHe-prt+r. a. Confutation ; refuta-
Bia-pro-p^r'BioB, a. Want of pro-
portion.—v. L To join unfitly.

Bla-pro->p6r/tioii-A-ble, a. Want-
ing proportion ; unfit.

Bia-pro-pdr'tion-al, a. Without
proportion. [portionate.

Bta-pro-pdr'ti»B*a>te, a. Not pro-
Dfo-pro-por'tion-ate-ljr, ad. un-
suitably, [fute.

Ma-prtT*', e. t. To prove false; to re-

Dla'pn-tst-ble, a. That may be dis-
puted; doubtful.

IHa'pB-tftnt, n. A controvertist.
IHe-pB-tsVtloB, n. Argumentation.
Ma-pate7

, 9. i. To contend by argu-
ment ; to reason against—v. L To dis-
cuss.—n. Strife in words ; a contest

;

QuarreL
M-*BBl-l-si-csVti»B, a. That
which disqualifies

Dto-BBBl'l-fy, v. t. To disable :-to
deprive of a right.

Bi'et, n. Uneasiness ; anxiety.
To disturb. [iously.

Dla-qai'et-ly, ad. Without rest; anx-
IMa-qBi'e-tuae, n. Uneasiness ; anx<

iety. [treatise ; essay.
IHa-qBl-al'tlOBfit. Anargumentative
me-rengaj-d'. a. Want of regard.—
v.L To slight; to neglect [less.

Dle-re-srard'fttl, a. Negligent ; care-
DI»-r*lrleB, a. Dislike ; disgust-r. t
Not to relish.

Dfa-rep'B-tav-ble, a. Dishonorable.
Dle-rtp'B-tm-bly, ad. Dishonorably.
IHa-re-pate' n. Discredit ; ill repute.
IMte-re-ap&ct', n. Incivility.—v. t To
show disrespect to.

j>Ia*re-ap€ct'ful,a. Wanting respect
I>Ie-r*-ap«ct'fttl.ly, ad. Rudely;
uncivilly.

Ble-rdbe', v. t To undress.
IMfas-rdb'er, n. One who disrobes.
DlB-r*6t', v. L To separate from the
root ftion.

IMte-rttp'ttoB, n. Breach : dilacera-
IHa-asu-la-flae'tloB, n. 8tate of being

dissatisfied; discontent [tory.
Dle-eat-la-fae'to-ry, a. Unsatisfac-
Dla-aat'ta-fy, v. t. To discontent.
Dla-e€ct', v. t. To cut in pieces, as an
animal body ; to cut up. fsected.

IHe-e««t'l-ble, o. That may be dis-
Dle-eee'tion, n. Act of dissecting;
anatomy.

Dle-e4ei'e>r, n. One who dissects.
IMsv»a6lae', v. i. To dispossess wrong-

fully, [blance.
Dla-eeni'blance, a. Want of resem-
Dle«a6Bi'bIe, v. L To assume a false
appearance ; to conceal.—v. i. To play
the hypocrite.

Dle«aeBi'bler,n. Onewho dissembles.
Dla-a6fli'l-B»te, v. L To scatter as
seed. [a sowins

Dla-e4m*l-BsVtle>B, n. A scattering*
Dla-e4Bi-l*BsVtor, n. One who dis-
seminates.

lUaHstn'aleB, n. Angry difference of
opinion ; strife ; discord.

Bia-e^n'aloiia, a. Quarrelsome.
Dle-atat', t*. 1 To disagree in opinion.
—n. Act of dissenting.

Dla-etat'er, n. One who dissents :—
onewho separate? from the established
church in England.

Dla-ata'tleat, a. Disagreeing, [say.
DIa-eer-ta'tion,ft. A discourse; an es-

Dla-aerre7
, v. L To do injury to.

IHe-aer/Tice, n. Injury; mischief;
hurt

Pla ater/vlee»a«ble> o. Injurious.
Dlans^vVr, v. t To part in two. [ment.
Bla'ai-sMB^et n. Discord; disagree-
Dla'al-d^Bt, a. Varying ; not agreeing.
—n. One who dissents. [der.

IHe-all'lenee, n. Act of starting asun-
Dla-aiFlent, a. Starting asunder, [ous.

lilsj ill 'I las, a. UnlAe; heterogene
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I>I*-ftIm-l-l&r/l-ty,n. Wantof resem-
blance ; difference. [contraries

s>l»aliii'l*lc>, n. A comparison by
Dls-stl-mll'l-tAde,*. Want of resem-
blance.

Dfa-alin-u-l&'tioii, n. Act of dissem-
bling ; concealment of something :—
hypocrisy. flavisnly.

Dls/sl-pate, v. L To disperse ; to spend
DIs'sl-pat-«d, p. a. Addicted to dis-
sipation.

Dla-sl-pa'tton, n. Dispersion:—dis-
solute living ; irregularity.

Dla-ao'elal, a. Disinclined to society.
nisHsd'el-ate), v. <• To separate.
Dls-aolu'bto, a. That may be dis-
solved.

Dfts'ao*lAto, a. Loose '.unrestrained.
DIs'ao-lAte-nes*, n Dissipation.
Dla-so-ln'tfton, n. Act of dissolving

:

.—death:—act of breaking up an as-
sembly.

Dia-attlve/, v. t To disunite ; to sepa-
rate.-^, i. To be liquefied.

Dia-sftlv'ent, o. Tending to dissolve.
—n. That which causes melting ; a
solvent. [ment

IHs'no-nance, n. Discord ; disagree

-

Dln'ao-nant, a. Unhaniionious.
Dlsnsnade', v. t To advise against

;

to disincline.
DIsHsnad'er, n. One who dissuades.
Dlsj-ansValon, n. Dehortation.
Dla-ana'aive. a. Tending to dissuade.
—n. Dehortation. [syllables.

DIa-syl-lab'ic, a. Consisting of two
Dls-syl'la-ble, n. A word of two
SUables.

'taff, n. The staff from which flax
is drawn in spinning.

IHs-t&ln', v. t. To stain ; to sully.;

Dls'tance, n. The space between two
things :—space of time :—reserve.—t?. L
To leave behind, as in a race.

Dls'tant, a. Remote in time or place:
—shy:—cold:—not obvious.

Dlsj-taate', n. Aversion ; dislike.—
v. L To disrelish.

Dla*taste'ful, a. Nauseous ; offen-
sive; unpleasing.

Dia-tenvper. u. A disease.—v. t To
disorder ; to disturb.

Dfo-tem'per-a-tnre, n. Bad tem-
perature :—illness ; distemper

IMa-t«ni'pe<red, p. o. Disordered.
Din-tend7

, v. L To stretch out ; to ex-
pand.

Dla-ten'tlon, n. Act of stretching or
distending ; breadth. pines.

Dls'tleh, n. A couplet; two poetic
Dfta-tll', v. i. To fall in drops.—v. t. To
draw by distillation. [distilled.

Dia-tll'la-ble, a. Capable of being
Dls-tll-la'tlon, n. Act of distilling.

IMs-tU'la-to-ry, a. Relating to dis-
tillation.

Dla-tll'Ier, n. One who distils.

Dlav-tll'ler-y, n. A place where spir-

its are distilled.—the art of distilling.

DISUNITY

IMs-tlnet'. a. Different ; separate.
Dia-tlnc'tlon, n. Act of discerning
differences : — note of superiority :—
rank :—separation. [tion.

Dls-tlne'tlve, a. Marking a disttne-
Dla-tlnc'tive-ly, ad. Particularly

;

clearly. [plainly.
Dla-tlnet'ly, ad. Not confusedly ;

IMa-tlnct'neas, n. Clearness; pre-
cision.

Dls-tln'sralah, v. t. To discern; to
perceive :— to discriminate ; to divide

:

—to make eminent—*, i. To make
distinction.

DiS3-tIn'ffalfth-a«>bl>,a. Discernible.
Dto-tln'faIsbed, p. a. Celebrated

;

famous ; extraordinary.
»la-Un'ffulttb-Iiiff-ly, o<f With dis-

tinction.
Dls-tbrt', v. L To writhe ; to wrest
Din-tor'tion, n. Act of distorting.
Dls-tract', v. L To divide ; to discom-
pose ; to perplex.

Dls-traci'ed,p. a. Perplexed; insane.
->ls-tract'ed-fy, " *

tidy.
Dls-tract ed-ly, ad. Madly; fran-

Dts-trae'tlon. n. State of being dis-
tracted ; disturbance :—insanity.

Dis-trae'tlve, a. Causing perplexity.
Bin-train', v. t. To lay hold of, as
goods, for payment of debt—v. L To
make seizure.

Distraint', ti. A seizure of goods.&c.
Din-tress', n. Misery ; misfortune :—
act of distraining.—1>. L To harass ; to
make miserable. [trouble.

Dls-tress'flil. a. Miserable ; full of
Dts-tress'lng, a. Harassing ; afflict-

ing, {distributed.
Dfs-trlb'n-ta-ble, a. That may be
Dis-trlb'nte. v. t. To deal out ; to dis-
pense :—to classify :—to separate and
replace, as types. [utea.

Dts-trlb'n-ter; n. One who dlstrfb-
DIs-trl-bA'tton, n. Act of distrib-
uting; dispensation.

Dls-trlb'n-tlve, a. That distributes.
—n. A word that divides.

DIs'trlet. n. A circuit ; a territory.—
v.L To divide into districts.—a. Relat-
ing to a division.

IMs-trAst', v. I To be suspicious of

;

to doubt; to discredit—n. Want of
confidence. [diffident

DIs-trAst'flil, a. Apt to distrust;

DIs-trAftt'flil-Iy, ad. In a distrust-

ful manner. [dence.
Dls-trftst'flnl-ness, n. Wantofconfl-
Dls-trast'leas, a. Having no suspi-

cion.
Dis-turb', v. i. To perplex : to vex.
Dls-tnrb'anee, n. Perplexity ; con-
fusion, [ration.

DIs-un'lofi, n. Want of union ; sepa-
Dls-a-nite7

, v. L To separate.-v. L To
fall asunder.

Dls-n-nit'er. n. He who or that
which disunites. [ration.

Dls-ft'nl-ty, a. Want of unity; sepa-
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1Mb-o'a*sr«v». Cessnfion of am; disuse.
Dls-ms*', n. Cessation ofate,; desue-
tude.—v. L To disaccustom.

Dla-vftl-n-*VU«ii,n. Low estimation.
Dla-val'ne, v.L To undervalue.
IMfas-ToAeli, v.t. To discredit : to con-
tradict.

jUtefe, n. A trench cut in the ground
lor the passage of water:—a moat
around a fortress.—*, i. 4 L To make a
ditch ; to trench.

mtefc'er, n. One who digs ditches.

Di'the-Iam, a. The doctrine of the
existence of two gods.

Bi-tfee-Ia'tlc, a. Relating to ditheism,
Dlth'jr-ramb, In. Asonginhon-
Dlth-w-ram'bta, / or of Bacchus ; a
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Dltn-y-ram'ble, a.
siastto.

Wild; enthu-

Di't&ne. *. An interval of two tones.
Dlfta\-ny, a. An aromatic plant.
IHfto, ad. or a. As said, or as afore-
said :—the same thingrepeated -.—used
in accounts and often abbreviated to
do.

nifty, n. A poem to be sung ; a song.
Di-&r/nal,a. Relating to the day.—it.

A journal ; a day book.
Di-tur'sufcl-ljr, ad. Daily; everyday.
Di-u-tttr'iisa, a. Lasting :—of long
continuance.

DI-tAd', n. The grand council ofTur-
key :—council chamber :—a smoking-
room.

I>i-v&r/l-«sate. v. t. To be parted into
two.

—

v. t To divide into two. [sion.

Di-wftr-1-CsVtlan, n. Partition ; divi-
Dive, v. t To plunge into water; to im-
merse, [fowl.

Div'er, n. One who dives :—a water
IH-Tferge', v. i. To tend various ways
from one point. [other.

Dt-ver'freiice,n. Areceding fromeach
IH-versrina% V <*• Receding.
Di'vera* a. Several ; various.
Di'verae, a. Different ; multiform.
Di'werae-ly* ad. Differently.
Di-Tfer-«i-i-«ssVtlon, n. Act of di-
versifying ; variation ; variegation.

IM>v^r/sl-nna, a. Having various
forms.

Dl-ver'al-fy, v. 1 To vary.
Dl-ver'alon, n. Act of diverting:—
amusement ; recreation.

Dl-ver'al-ty, n. Difference ; variety.
Dl-verf, r.t To turn aside; to amuse.
Dl-verfer, n. He who or that which
diverts. Larate.

Di-Tfer'tlfte, v. t To please ; to exhil-
Di-ver'tlae-menl, n. Diversion;
pleasure. [ing.

Dl-Tfer'tlve, a. Recreative; exhilarat-
Dft-T*«t'. v. 1 To make naked ; to de-
vest :—opposed to invest.

Dft.vJfet'nre, n. A putting off. [vided.
Bl-vid'a-ble, a. Capable ofbeing dl-

M-Tide% «. «. To disunite : to dealout—v.i. To part ; to separate.

Dlw'l-d«nd, n. A share ; part allotted

in division :—a number to be divided.
Dl-vid'or, n. He who or that which di-

vides.
Dlv-i-nsVtlon, *. Act ofdivining; a
foretelling of future events.

Dl-vine', a. Partaking of divinity

;

godlike; heavenly.—n. A theologian;
a priest or clergyman.—v. t. To fore-

tell.—v. i. To conjecture.
Dl-vina'ly, ad. In a divine manner.
Di-vin'er, n. One who divines or con-
jures.

Div'insx-b#U, n. A machine for div-
ing into the water.

Dl-vln'1-ty, n. The Deity :—a god :—
science ofdivine things. [divided

.

Dt-vls'1-bie, a. Capable of being
Dl-vl'slon, n. Act of dividing :—a por-

tion :—discord.
Dl-vl'alon-al, a. Relating to division.
Dl-vi'slve, a. Creating discord.

Dl-vi'sor. n. A number which divides.

Dl-v6rce% n. The legal separation of
husband and wife :—disunion.—*, t.

To separate a husband and wife:—to
force asunder. [divorces.

Dl-vdr'eer, n. He who or that which
Dl-Tftlare', v. L To publish : to reveal.

Dl-vAl^ton, n. A plucking away ;

laceration
Di'sen, v. U To dressl; to bedisen.
Dls'sl-neaa, n. Giddiness. Ting.

DIs'sy, a. Oiddy ; thoughtless; whirl-
Do, v. t. To practise or act any thing

;

to perform.—v. i. To act in any man-
ner, well or UL

D&c-l-bll'l-ty, n. Readiness to learn.
D6e/l-ble, a. That may be taught or
learnt ; teachable ; docile.

Dtte'ilc, a. Teachable : easily taught.
Do-ell'1-ty, n. State of being docile.

Dttc'1-ma-ey, n. The art of assaying
ores.

D6c-1-mas'tic, a. Relating to the as-

says of ores, Ac.
D6ck, n. A place for buildingand lay-
ing up ships :—a place between two
wharves :—a plant.—v. L To cut short;
to put in a dock.

Dttek'asjre, n. Money paid for using a

dock.
Dttek'et, n. A label on goods :—alist
of cases in court.—v. t. To mark with
the titles. [stores.

Dtteli'-yard, n. A place for naval
Dfte'tor. n. A title in divinity, law,
physic. Ac. :—a learned man :—a phy-
sician.—v. L To cure : to heaL

Dttc'tor-ate. n. The degree of doctor.—v. t To make a doctor.
DOe'tresa, In. A female doctor.
D4ta'tor-«aa,

j

Dtte'trl-nal, a. Relating to doctrine.
—n. A doctrine ; a principle.

DOe7trine, n. A principle ; precept.
Dttc'u-mftnt, n. A writing contain*
ing some information; a manuscript.—v. L To teach ; to direct
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Belonging to to-

Consisting of

Doe-n-mdot'aL, a.

traction.
Doe-a-ment'a-ry, a.

document*.
Dod'der,a. A parasitical'plant.
Dd-dee'a-sron, n. A figure of twelve
equal sides.

Do-dee-a-he'draL, a. Relating to a
dodecahedron.

Do-dee-a-he'drota, n. A solid hav-
ing twelve equal faces.

DMge,v. i. To use craft, to shift

place.—'v. t To evade.
Dods/er, a. One who dodges.
Doe (do), a A she-deer.
Do'er, a One who does a thing.
DoAT, v.L To put off; to put away.
Dosj, a. A domestic animal :—an and-
iron.—v. L To hunt as a dog. [the hip.

Dosr'bri-er, n. The brier that bears
Dosr'-daya, n. pL The days in wliich
the dog-star risesaudsets with the sun.

Dosr's^ed, a. 8ullen : sulky ; morose.
Dosr'ged-ly, ad. Sullenly ; gloomily.
Dojr'ffed-neaa, n. Gloominess; sul-

lenness.
Dosr'srer, a. A Dutch vessel

Dotjr'ffer-el, a. Irregular and bur-
lesque ; despicable.—n. Mean, worth-
less verses.

Dosjr'-ken-nel, n. A house for dogs.
Dte'naa, a. [L.] A settled opinion; a
principle,

DOfr-naat'le, \a. Relating to dog-
Detr-mat'i-eal,/ mas or doctrines.
Dosr-mat'i-cal-ly, ad. Positively.

Doff-mAt'ics, n. pi. Dogmatic theolo-

gy, [opinion.
MJg'nsA-tlBni, a Podtiveness in
Dosjr/ma-tIst,n. A dogmatical teacher.
Doc'ma-tiae, v. i. To teach dogmati-

cally. Tbrier.

Doff'roee, n. The flower of the nip or
Doff's'-ear, n. The corners of the
leaves ofbooks folded down.

Dosr'atar, n. The bright star Sirius
which gives name to the dog-days.

Doff'tooth, a A sharp-pointed tooth;
an eye-tooth.

Ddfjr'-trXek, n. An ill turn.
Dte'trot, n. A gentle trot, [napkin.
DoFly, a. A kind of woollen stuff:—

a

Do'lnga, n. pi. Thingsdone ; transac-
tions.

Dolt, a. A Dutch coin. [axe.
Do-lab7rl-form. a. Formed as an
Dolce (dol'cha), [It.] Softly.

Dole,a Any thing dealt out :—sorrow.
—e. t To deal ; to distribute.

DdiVflil, a. Sorrowful ; dismal.
D61e,M-ly, ad. In a doleful manner.
D61'e-rit«, n. A species of trap-rock.
DdleSaome, a. Melancholy.
Doll. a. A child's baby. [cents.

Dol'lar, n. A silver coin; one hundred
Do^er, a [L.] Grief: sorrow.
Dol-o-rlfer-oua. a. Producing pain.
Dol-o-rlMe, la. Causing pain or
Dftl-o-rlrt-eal,; aoxxow.

DORMANT

Del-o-ro'ae, [It] Soft and pathetic
Dol'o-rooa, a. Sorrowful ; dolefuL
Dol'o*rona-ly, ad. Sorrowfully.
Del'phln, a The name ofa cetace-
ouslteh. [blockhead.

Dolt. a A heavy, stupid fellow; a
Ddlt/lah, a. Stupid ; mean.
Do-aaaln',a Dominion ; estate.
Dome, a. A spherical roof raised over
the middle of a building ; a cupola.

'tie, a. Belonging to the house;
tame.—a One kept In the house ; a
domestic servant [manner.

Do-mes'tl*cal-ly, ad. In a domestic
Do«mea'tl*esUe, v. t Tomake domes-

tic ; to tame. [habits.
Do-niea-ilc'1-ty. a Domestic life or
Doin'1-elle, n. A house ; abode.—v. t
To establish the residence of.

Dom*l-eIl'l-a-ry, a. Relating; to an
abode :—intruding into private nouses.

Dom-l-ell'l-ate, v. t. To render do-
mestic.

Don'1-nant, a. Predominant [era.
Dom'i-nate, v.i.&t. To rule ; to gov
Dom-l-na'tlon,n. Power ; dominion.
Dom-1-na'tor, a An absolute gov
ernor.

Dom'l-ne, n. [L.1 A schoolmaster.
Dom-1-neer', t». i. To rule in an over
bearingmanner ; to bluster. [day

Do-mln'1-cal, a. Noting the Lord'r
Do-mln'lon, n. Sovereign authority
—territory; district.

Dom'i-no, n. [It.] A kindofhood:-
a kind ofgame.

Don, n. A Spanish title of honor.—v. L
To put on ; to invest with. [uses.

Do'na-rir, n. A thing given to sacred
Do-na'tlon, a Act of giving; bene-

faction.
Don'a-tlve, a. A gift; a present—a.
Vested by donation.

Done, p. from the verb do. [ass.

Don'key, n. A childish word for an
Do'nor, a One who gives ; abestower.
Doo'dle, n. A trifler ; a simpleton.
Doom, v. L To judge ; to condemn :—
to tax at discretion.—a. A judicial
sentence ; condemnation ; fate.

Dooms'day, a. The day of final
judgment

Dooma'day-book, a. A book in
which the estates of England were
registered. [portal

Door. n. The entrance of a house ;

Door/<-caae,n. A frame which encloses
a door.

Ddor'-keep-er, n. A porter.
Door'-poai, a. The post ofa door.
D6or/-way , n. The passage ofa door.
Dor, n. A Duzzing insect
Do-ra'dd, n. A southern constellation.
Do-ree7

, a A fish.

DorMc, a Relating to an order of
Grecian architecture.

Dor'man-ey, n. Quiescence ; sleep.

Dor'mant, a. Being asleep ;—not
public ; concealed.
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Dtr'mer.fu A beam :—a window.
Dor/ml-Uve,n. A soporific medicine.
D+r'mft-to-ry, n. A place to sleep in.

DOrSmttoae, n. A small animal.
Dor'sal. a. Relating to or growing on
the back.

DorSaol. a. A pannier.
Dor-airor-otka, ) a. Bearing seeds
Dor-alp'a-roua,/ on the back of
the leaves.

Doae, n. Enough of medicine for one
time.—r. t To give in doses.

Doa'el,n. Drapery or hangings around
the walls ofa building.

Doa'ail, a. A pledget of lint for a sore.

Dot, n. A small spot in a writing, &c.
—v. L To mark.—v. i. To make dots.

Do'tajps n. Imbecility of mind ; silly

fondness. [woman.
D^tal, a. Relating to the portion of a
Dd'tmrd, n. One whose mind is im-
paired ; a driveller. [dowment.

Do-ta'tion, n. Act ofendowing; en-
Dote, v. i. To love excessively.
Ddt'er, n. One who dotes.
Dot'las', p. a. Loving excessively.
Mt'tara, a. A tree kept low by cut-
ting.

Dofter-cl, n. The name of a bird.
Dottb'le, a. Two of a sort.—ad. Twice
over ; doubly.

—

v. L To add as much
more :—to fold one part over another.
v. i. To increase to twice the quan-
tity.—n. Twice as much :—a fold.

Doub'le-deal'er,n. A deceitful, in-
sidious person.

DoAb^e-deal'lna;, n. Artifice.

Donb'le-€n'try, n.. A mode of book-
keeping.

Donb'let, n. An inner garment:—
two :—a game.

Doftb'leia, n. d2. Two dice of the
same number or dots.

Doftb-l*6n' (dob-lonO, n. [6p.] A
Spanish coin.

Dottb'ly, ad. In twice the quantity.
Donbt, v. i. To question ; to hesitate.

—v. £ To suspect; to distrust—a.
Uncertainty of mind ; suspense ; sus-

picion.
Donbt'er. n. One who doubts.
Doabt'ful, a. Dubious ; ambiguous

;

questionable ; precarious.
Mobffnl-ly, ad. Dubiously.
Donbt'leaa, ad. Without doubt.
Bonbt'leaa-ly, ad. Undoubtedly.
Maehe (dosh), n. [Fr.] A shower-
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Kas;b. n. Unbaked paste.
ngn/not, - * - 1—

fried in lard.

KSS

to/not, n. A piece of pastry
„__ in lard. [bravery.
fi*n'tl-ii«M (d6u'te-nes),n. Valor;
~ 'b/ty, o. Bravej valiant.

booffb'y (dc^e), a. Soft, like dough.
Dooao, v. I To plunge into wat
_v. i. To fall suddenly Into water.

Hove, n. A domesticated pigeon.
Dove'eot, \a. A house for doves
Doto*-****** J or pigeons.

Dove'-liMe, a. Resembling a dove.
Dove'tall, n. A Joint used by car
Sentere.—v. L To Join by means of
ovetalL

Dove7tailed, a. Joined by dovetail.
DOw'a-ble, a. Capable of being
dowered. [ure.

Dow'a-a*er, n. A widow with ajoint-
Dow'dy, 7i. An ill dressed woman.—

a. Awkward; ill-dressed.
DOw'el, v. t. To fasten with pins, as
timber.—a. A pin for fastening tim-
ber.

Dew'er, a. A wife or widow's portion.
Dow'ered (ddu'erd), a. Portioned.
DOw'er-leaa, a. Wanting a fortune.
Down, n. Soft feathers, hair, wool, or

fibres :—a large open plain :—a sand-
bank.—prep. Along a descent.—ad.
On the ground ; to a lower place or
state.—<l Dejected ; abashed ; down-
cast.

Down'east, a. Bent down ; dejected.
Downfall, n. Ruin:—a sudden

fall.

Down'fall-en,a. Ruined; fallen.

Down'riabt, a. Plain ; direct—ad.
Plainly: Truly.

DOwn'aIt«tlna-,n. Act ofsittingdown.
Down'trod, 1 p. a. Trodden
Down'trod-don, J underfoot; tram-
pled upon.

Down'wsrd, a. Tending down ; de-
jected,—ad. From a higher situation

to a lower.
Dbwn'y, a. Covered with down.
Doa-ftl'o-fry, n. A form of praise in
divine service at the close of a
hymn, Ac [slight sleep,

Dose, v. L To sleep lightly.—a. A
Dob'en, n. The number twelve.—a.
Twelve ; twice six.

Do'ay, a. 81eepy ; sluggish.
Drab, a. Of a dun or dull-brown color,

—a. A strumpet :—a dun cloth.

Drab'ble, r. t. & i. To trail on wet
ground. [coin.

DrAfhm (dram), n. [L.] A Grecian
Drach'ma,n. Same as drachm.
Dra'eo, n. [L.] The Dragon ; a con-

stellation.
DralT, n. Refuse ; sweepings.
DrafTy. a. Worthless ; dreggy.
Draft, n. A portion of men drawn

for an army :—an order for money

;

a bill of exchange ; a drawing.—v. L
To draw out ; to detach.

Drag, t?. t To pull alongby force ; to

draw —1». i. To trail upon the ground.
—n. A drag-net :—a hook :—a kind of
sledge drawn on theground.

Draar'gle, v. t To make dirty by
dragging.—v. i. To trail on the
ground. [a drag-net.

DrAar'man, n. A fisherman who uses
Drag'-not, n. A net to take fish.

Drig'oa, n, A fabulous winged ser-

pent :-a kind of Usard :—a constella-

tion.
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Draf'on-fly.n. A fierce stinging fly.

Dra*geon'f n A soldier who serves
either on foot or on horse-back :—

a

sort of pigeon.—r. t To compel to
submit.

Drain, v. t. To draw off gradually.—
n. A channel lor water to flow off; a

Rr sewer.
Drain'age, n. The act of draining.
Drake, n. The male of the duck.
Dram, n. The eighth part of an
ounce troy; drachm :—a glass of spirit-

nous liquor.
Dram's, n. A poem accommodated
to action ; a play :—theatrical repre-
sentation.

Dra-mat'le, \a. Relating to, or
Dra-mat/lc-al, / having the form ofa
drama. [dramas.

Dram'a-tlftt, n. A writer of plays or
Dram'a-tiae, v. L To represent in a
drama.

Drape, v. L To cover with cloth.
Dra'per, n. One who deals in cloth.
Dra'per-y,n. Cloth-work :—dress ofa
picture; hangings.

Dras'tlc, a. Powerful : vigorous.
Drans-ht (draft), n. Act ofdrinking ; a
quantity drank at once :—act of draw-
ing :—delineation :—a sink :—depth of
water :—an order.—a. Used in draw-
ing.—v. t To draw. [drawing.

Draugbt'-borse, n. A horse for
Draajrhta'man (drafts'man), n. One
who draws writings, pictures, plans, or
maps.

Draw, v. t. To pull along :—to win :—
to extract:—to derive :—to delineate.—
v. i. To pull ; to practise drawing.—n.
Act of drawing :—anything drawn, as
a lot :—a part of a bridge. [drance.

Draw'back, n. Money remitted ; hin-
Draw'brldge, n. A bridge made to
be lifted up or drawn aside.

Draw-e€', n. One on whom a bill is

drawn. [sliding box.
Draw'er, n. One who draws : — a
Draw'era, n. pi. An under-garment
Draw 'I ngr, n. Delineation.
Draw'lng>r66m, n. A room for
company.

Drawl, v.L &t To speak tediously
and tiresomely.—n. A protracted ut-
terance.

Drawn, p. from draw.
Draw'well, n. A deep well of water.
Dray. ) n. A cart or carriage
Dray'-cart, / with low, heavy wheels.
Dray'-nttrae, n. A horse which draws
a dray. [dray.

Dray'man. n. A man who drives a
Dread (drSd), n. Great fear.—a.. Terri-
ble ; venerable.—v. t. To be afraid of.

Dread'ful,a. Terrible; direful; tre-

mendous.
Dread'tal-ly, ad. Terribly.
Dread'lem, a. Fearless ; intrepid.
Dread'ftaitffht (drM'nawt), n. A thick
cloth.

DKIPPINQPAN

Drfom. n. Thoughts in sleep : reverie.
v. L To have ideas in sleep :—to im-
agine;—to idle.—v. L To see in a
dream. [idler.

Dream'er, n. One who dreams :—an
Dream'lesa, a. Free from dreams.
Dream'y,a. Relating to or full of
dreams.

Drear, a. Mournful
; gloomy.

Drear'l-Iy, ad. Gloomily ; dismally.
Drear't-nem, n. Dismalness ; gloom-

iness.
Drear'y, a. Gloomy ; dismal.
Dredge, n. A net tor taking oysters :—
a machine for clearing canals and riv-

ers.—t». L To scatter flour on:—to
gather :—to scoop up. [ing meat.

Dredgelna>bta, n. A box for dredg-
****K'gy,a* Containing dregs. [use.

Drega, n. pL Sediment of liquors ; ref-

Drench, v. L To wet thoroughly ; to
soak:—to physic.—n. A draught:—
physic for a brute.

Dress, v. t. To clothe ; to deck :—to
cook :—to cover.—v. i. To range in a
line :—to put on, or pay attention to,

dress.—n. Clothes ; garments ; apparel.
Dreas'er, n. One who dresses:—one
who regulates:—a kitchen table or
bench.

Dreas'lnfr, n. Act ofone who dresses

:

—application to awound :—manure :—
attire. [in.

Dre**'ing>r4M>m, n. A room to dress
Dreas'y, a. Showy in dress.
Drlb'ble, v. i. To fall in drops.
Drlb'let, n. A small quantity ; a small
sum. [dries.

Dri'er, n. He who or that which
Drift, n. Anything driven at random :

—force ; design ; tendency:—a heap:—
a diluvial formation.—v. t. To drive ;

to throw in heaps.

—

v. i. To form into
heaps, as snow. (water.

Drlft'wood, n. Wood floating on
Drill, v. t To pierce with a drill :—to
exercise troops :—to sow in rows.—
v. i. To flow gently : to muster.—n.
An instrument for boring holes:—mili-
tary exercise :—a row of any thing
sowed :—a channel :—an ape :—an im-
plement for sowing seed.

Drlll'lnff, n. Act of using a drill :—
military exercise :—a kind of cotton or
linen cloth.

Drink, v. i. To quench thirst ; to im-
bibe :—to drink to excess.—v. t To
swallow ; to absorb.—n. Liquor to be
swallowed ; beverage.

Drlnk'er, n. One who drinks :—

a

drunkard. [quid.
Drlnk'lna;, n. Act of swallowing li-

Drlp, v. i. To fall in drops.—v. t To
let fall.—n. That which falls in drops:

* —the edge of a roof; a projecting
cornice. fdrin.

Drip'ping;, «• Fat from roast meat

;

Drlp'plntf-pan, n. A pan in which
drippings are caught, as of roast meat.
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Drive, v. t To force along ; to compel;
to chase :—to guide.—v. i. To rush
hastily ; to aim.—n. A course for, or
passage in, a carriage.

Drlv'el, v. i. To slaver :—to dote.—
a. Slaver ; moisture from the mouth.

Drlv'el-ler, n. A fool ; an idiot.

Driv'en, p. from drive. loteer.

Driv'er, n. One who drives; a chari-

Drlx'sle, v. t. To shed in small, slow
drop*.—v. i. To fall in small, slow
drops.—n. A small rain ; mist.

Drla'aly, a. Shedding small rain ;

drizzling.
Droll, a. Comical ; odd ; queer.—n.
A jester :—a farce.—v. i. To play the
buffoon.

DroU'eMr, n. Idle jokes; buffoonery.
Drom'e-aa»ry, n. A sort of camel
which has only one hump.

Drone, n. The male bee, which makes
no honey:—an idler:—a humming
sound.—v. i. To live in idleness ; to
dream.

Drdn'iab, a. Idle ; indolent ; sluggish.
Drool* t\ L To slaver ; to drivel.
Droop, v. i. To languish ; to faint

.

Drop, n. A globule of liquid:—an
earring:—the platform of a gallows,
which drops down.—v. L To pour in
drops:—to relinquish: to quit.-r. i.

To fall in drops :—to die.
Drop'let. n. A little drop :—a small
earring. [drops:—a fall.

Drop/plnfr, n. That which falls in
Drftps, it. pi. Liquid medicine meas-
ured by drops.

DrAp/»l-eal/i. Diseased with a dropsy.
Dropsy, n. A disease from a morbid
collection of watery fluid in the body.

DDE 125

The scum of metals :—ref-
use, [rust.

Dr6s'iil-neafi,7i. Foulness; feculence;
Droa'ay, a. Full of dross ; worthless.
Droa*bt (droot), n. Long continued
dry weather. [dry.

Droo*n'ty (droo'te), a. Wanting raiu;
Drove, n. A number of cattle driven.—L from drive.

Dro'ver, n. One who drives cat-
tle to market.

Drown, v. t To overflow ; to deluge.—v. i To be suffocated in water.
Drowse, v. L To make heavy with
sleep.

—

v. i. To slumber ; to grow
heavy. [gishness.

Drow'sl-ness, n. Sleepiness ; slug-
Drow'sy, cl_ Sleepy ; lethargic ; dull.

Drab, r. t. To thrash ; to bang.—n. A
thump ; a knock. [ing.

Drob'binff, n. A beating ; a thump-
Dradffe, v. i. To slave.—n. One who
works hard. [toll.

Dradff'er-y, u. Hard, servile work;
Drag, n. An ingredient used in
medicine :—any thing without value,
—p. L To season witn drugs ; to tinc-

ture. [stufT.

Drnf'ret, n. A slight kind of woollen

DraffSglat, n. One who manufac-
tures and sells medicines.

Dru'id, n. A priest of the anoient
Britons, &c. IDruids.

Dra'Id-bun, n. The doctrines of the
Dram, n. An instrument of military
music:—the tympanum of the ear-—
a cylinder.—v. i. To beat a drum.—
v. L To expel with the beat of a
drum.

DrAm'-ma-Jor, n. The chief drum-
mer of a regiment.

Dram'mer, it. One who beats adrum.
Dram'atlck, n. A stick for beating
a drum.

Drank, a. Intoxicated ; inebriated.
Drank'ard, n. One addicted to
drunkenness.

Drank'en, a. Intoxicated ; drunk.
Drank'en-neaa, n. Ebriety.
Drape, n. A one-celled iruit, as a
peach.

Dry, a. Arid ; not rainy :—not juicy

;

not green :- not giving milk:—thirsty:
barren ; plain :—frigid :—sly :—sarcas-
tic.—v. t. To free from moisture.—v. t
To grow dry.

Dry'ad, n. A wood-nymph.
Dry'nets, n. Want of moisture.
Dry'-rot, n. A disease in timber;
sap-rot

Dry'-shod, n. Having dry feet.

Dn'al, a. Expressing the number two.
Du'al-Ism, n. The doctrine of two
gods.

Da-al'i-ty, n. The state of being two.
Dab, v. t. To tap with a sword :—to
make a knight of.—v. i. To make a
brisk noise.

Da'bl-oan, a. Doubtful ; uncertain.
Da'bi-ooa-ly, ad. Uncertainly.
Da'eal, a. Pertaining to a duke.
Dfle'at, n. A European coin;—value
of the silver ducat 4s. or 5s. sterling;
the golden about twice as much.

Dac-a-toon', n. A Dutch coin, be. §d.
sterl:—the Venetian ducatoon, 4s. 6>£d.
sterl.

Dacb'ess, n. The consort of a duke.
Dueh'y, n. The territory of a duke.
Dock, n. A water-fowl :—a kind of
canvas.—1». i. To dive under water :—
to cringe.—v. t. To immerse, [water.

Daek'lng, n. Act of putting under
Daek'lnfr-«t661. n. A stool for duck-
ing scolds ; a tumbrel.

Daek'llnft, n. A young duck.
Daet, n. A tube in the body, [pliable.
Dae'tile, a. That may be drawn out

;

Duc-tU'l-ty , n. Capacity of extension.
Dad, n. A rag.—pi. Rags ; tatters.

Dnde (dood or du'de), n. A vain fel-

low ; a fop ; a dandy.
Dod'geon, n. A small dagger :—sul-
lenness; resentment

Dae, a. Owed :—proper :—exact.—ad.
Exactly ; directly.—n. That which is

owed to one; a debt :—right ; just ti-

tle ; tribute ; tolL
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Du'el, n. A combat between two.—
v. L To fight a duel or single combat

Du'el-ler, n. A single combatant ; a
duellist. [duels.

Du'el-llng, n. The act of fighting
DA'el-Hwt, n. One who fights a duel.
DA4n'Ha, n. An elderly woman who
guards a younger one.

Du-$t', n. A song lor two performers.
DAffer, n. A hawker of smuggled

DAa, n. A teat of a beast.

Duke, n. One of the highest order of
nobility in England:—in some coun-
tries, a sovereign prince.

Duke'dom, n. Possessions or quality
of a duke.

DAl'cet, a. Sweet ; harmonious.
DAl-ci-fi-ca'tion, n. The act of
sweetening.

DAl'ci-fy, \v. t To sweeten; to
DAl'co-rate, > make sweet.
DAl'cl-mer, n. A musical instrument.
DAU, a. Not sharp ; blunt :—not bright:
—stupid ;—awkward :—sad ; dejected

;

lifeless.—v. t. To stupefy :—to blunt

:

—to sadden.
DAl'lard, n. A blockhead ; a dolt
DAl'nem, n. State of being dull :—
dimness :—bluntness.

Dfi'ly, ad. In due manner : properly.
DAmb, a. Incapable of speech ; mute.
—v. t To silence.

DAmb-Mll^np; Weights held in
the hands, and swung to and fro for
exercise.

DAmb'ly, ad. Mutely ; silently.

DAmb'-sbdw, n. A pantomime.
Dftmp, n. Sorrow ; melancholy.—pi.
A fit or melancholy ; low spirits.

DAmp'lsb, a. Sad; melancholy; de-
jected.

DAmp'linfr, n. A small pudding.
DAmp'y, a. Short and thick :—dump-

ish.

DAn.a. Of adark color.—v. t. To press;

to ask often for a debt.—n. Demand
for a debt:— a clamorous creditor:—

a

mound.
DAnee, n. A thickskull : a dullard.
DAnTten, n. Fish cured in a particu-

lar manner. [manure.
Dflng, n. The excrement of animals

;

DAnrgeon (dun'jun), n. A close,
dark prison.

DAng'hlll, n. A heap ofdung.—a.
Sprung from the dunghill.

DAns'y.a. Full of dung; worthless.
DAn'naae, n. Loose wood ; fagots
laid in the bottom of a ship's hold.

Du-o-dee'i-mal, a. Numbered by
twelve.

Da-o-<l£c'l-mal*. n. pi. A term ap-
plied to a kind of multiplication.

Dtt-o-<l#c'l-m6, n. [L.] A book formed
by folding sheets Into twelve leaves.—
a. Having 12 leaves to a sheet.

DA-4-de'num, n. [L.] The first of the
small intestines.

DYNAMICS

Dope. n. A person imposed on.—t. t
To trick ; to deceive.

Du'pll-eate, a. Double : twofold.-*.
A second thing of the same kind ; an
exact copy. i fold.

DA-pll-ea'tlon, n. Act of doubling; a
Du-pllc'ft-ty, h. Deceit ; deception

:

Dft-rtUbll'l-ty, a. Quality of being
durable : permanence. I istence.

DA/ra-ble, a. Lasting; having long ex-
Dn'ra-ma'ter, n. [L.) A membrane
covering the brain. (ranc*

Dn'ranee, n. Imprisonment; endu
Du'rant. n. A glazed woollen cloth.
Dn-ra'tlon, n. Continuance; length
oftime.

Dii'rttaft, n. Constraint :—unlawful im-
prisonment or constraint

DuWinff* pirp. For the time of the
continuance of.

DAnk, a. Tending to darkness.— w.

Tendency to darkness ; dark color.
DAsk'1-neM, n. Incipient obscurity.
DAik'y.a. Somewhat dark ; gloomy.
DAnt. n. Earth reduced to powder.— r. t.

To free from dust :—to sprinkle with
dust :—to levigate. [from dust.

DAst'er, n. He whoor that which free*
DAst'i«n<^s, n. State of being dusty.
DAst'y, a. Filled or covered with dust.
DAteb, t». t To clarify and harden.—n.
The language of Holland or of the
Dutch.~-pL The people of Holland.

DA'te-oAs, a. Obedient ; dutiful.
DA'tl-a-ble, a. Subject to duty.
DA'ti-fnl, a. Submissive to superiors

;

obedient; reverent
Du'tl-fnl-ly. ad. In a dutiful manner.
Dn'ty, n. whatever one is bound to

Sertorm :—deference :—any service or
uslnesB :—custom ;—toll.

Dwarf, n, A man below the usual size,

—a.Very small; dwarfish.—v. t To hin-
der from full growth.

Dwarftab, a. Below the natural size
DweJl, v. i. To remain ; to inhabit ; to
abide :—to continue long speaking.

Dwell'or, n. An inhabitant.
Dwell'lug, n. A habitation ; a place
of residence ; mansion.

Dw£ll'lna>bdos«s n. A house in
which one lives.
Dwin'die, v. i. To shrink ; to groa

little.—v. t To sink.
Dye, v. t. To tinge : to stain.—n. Col
oring matter derived from vegetable
substances; color.

Dye7In«•, «. Act of coloring cloth, Ac.
Dy'er, n. One who dyes cloth, Ac.
Dy'ftng, p. from die. Expiring.
Dyke. n. A mound of earth, Ac
Dy-nAm'e-ter, n. An instrument

for ascertaining the magnifying powei
oftelescopes.

Dy-nam'lc, \ a. Relating to dy-
Dy-nam'1-eal, j namics.
Dy-nam'iea, n. The science of mov-
ing powers.
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DYNAMOMETER

j-mom'e-ter, n. An instra-
ment for measuring the strength of
men and animals.

Dy'naa-ty. n. A race of sovereigns
in succession :—sovereignty.

Dy*n6in'e-ter, «. Dynamometer.
Dys/an*t£r»y, n. A painful disease,
attended by muraus or bloody evacua-
tions, [digestion ; indigestion.

Dy»-p«p'aKa,A. [L.] A difficulty of
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Relating to
dyspepsy; hav-

Dya-pftp'tic, la. Relating to
Dys-pej^tl-cal, f
Ing bad digestion.

Djs-pftp'tic, n. One afflicted with

Dya'pho-ny,*. A difficulty in speak-
""yap-ooe'i

r * *
*
" ~

breathing.

_ ityin
f

Dytp-ntt's, a. [L.J A difficulty of

Dys'n-ry,
urine.

A difficulty in voiding

E.

Eaen* <l A proa. Either oftwo ; every
one separately.

Ea'ger, a. Keenly desirous ; ardent

;

impetuous.
Ea'sjer-ly, ad. Ardently ; keenly.
£a'jrer-n««a, n. Btrong desire ; earn-
estness; avidity.

£a'f?le, »• A bird of prey :—a military
standard :—a gold coin of the value ot
ten dollars.

Ea'sxto-ayed, a. Very sharp sighted.
£*'fie t, n. A young eagle.
Car, a. The organ of hearing :—power
of judging of harmony :—a spike ot
corn.—v. u To shoot into ears.

Ear'aelie, a. Pain in the ear.

Earl. n. A title of English nobility.
BarOap, n. The tip of the ear.

Earl'dona, n. Dignity of an earl.

Ear'lefls, a. Destitute of ears.

Ear'lft-neaa, n. State of being early.
Ear'-ldelt, n. A curl of hair.
Esr'ly, a. Being in season.—ad. In
good season.

Ear'-ssuurli. n. A mark on the ear.
Barn, v. t To gain by labor.
Ear'neat, a. Ardent ; hearty ; cordial;
sealous : serious.—n. Seriousness :—
a pledge ; first fruits.

Ear'neat-ly, ad. Warmly ; eagerly.
Earo'ln* (ern'ing), n. That which
is earned.

Esur'-plcli, n. Instrument forcleaning
the ears.

Eat^rlng, a. An ornament for the ear.
Earth, a^ The terraqueous globe;
world; soil:—a metallic oxide, dry,
tasteless, and inodorous.—v. t. To
hide in earth.—«. i. To retire under
ground. [clay.

Eartfe'en*ware, n. Ware made of
Eai*th'l-n«Sft, n. State ofbeing earthy.
Bartfc'lft-ntaa. n. Worldliness.
Earth'ly (erthHe). a. Belonging to
earth :—not heavenly :—sordid; vile.

Earth'qnAke, n. A tremor or con-
vulsion of the earth.

Earth'worm. n. A worm that lives
under ground :—a sordid person.

Bartfc'y, a. Consisting of earth.

Ear'-wak (eVwaks), a. Cerumen of

_tbo ear. [er.

'wlft% a. An Insect :—a whisper- 1

Eaao, n. Freedom from anxiety ; rest
after labor :—facility.—r. t. To cause
to be at ease ; to alleviate ; to relieve.

Ea'ael (e'zl), n. The frame on which
a picture rests.

Ea'sl-ly, ad. Without difficulty.

Ea'ai*neaa, n. Readiness; rest.

East, n. The quarter where the sun
rises.—a. Being towards the rising
sun.

Eaat'er, n. The day on which the
resurrection of Christ is commemo-
rated.

Eaat'«r-ly, a. & ad. Towards the east.

Eaat'ern, a. Being in the east ; orien •

taL
Eastward, ad. Towards the east.

Ea'ay, a. Being at ease ; quiet :—not
difficult: complying.

Eat, v, t. To chew and swallow; to
consume :—to corrode.

—

v. i. To take
food.

Eat'a-ble. a. Capable ofbeing eaten,
—a. Any thing to be eaten.

Eaves, n. pi. The edges of a roof.

Eavea'drop-per, n. An insidious
listener.

Ebb, n. The reflux of the tide :—
waste.—v. i. To flow back :—to decay;
to decline.

Ebbs-tide, n. The reflux of the tide.

Eb'on-iae, v. t. To make like
ebony.

Eb'o-ny. n. A hard valuable wood.
E-bri'e-ty, n. Drunkenness ; inebri-
ety, [over.

E-bttll'ient (e-bol'yent), a. Boiling
Eb-nl-11'tlon, n. Act of boiling; in-

testine motion.
E-bnWiie-an, a. Relating to ivory.
Ee-e€n'trlc, a. Deviating from the
centre :—odd.

E«-een-trIc'l-ty. n. State of being
eccentric; irregularity. [skin.

Ec-cliy-md'afa, n. A livid spot on the
Ee-cle-ai-aa't6a, n. A book of Script-
ure, [priest.

Ee-ele-al-aa'tfc, n. A clergyman ; a
Ee-cle-ai-aa'tle. 10. Relating to
Ee-ele-af-aa'ti-«al,/ the church:
not secular.

Ec»ele«ai-aa'tl-clana, a. Adherence
to the authority of the church.
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Ee-eleHsl-aa/tl*eiis, n. A book of the
Apocrypha.

Ec-cle-ai-61'o-gy, n. The science
relating to church edifices.

Ech'e-lon (esh'e-long), n. [Ft.] A
movement ofan armym the form of
steps.

E-chi'nti*, n. [L.] The sea-urchin;
a crab-fish :—a prickly head ofa plant

Ech'6, n. The reverberation of a
sound.—4?. i. To be sounded back.—
v. t To send back a voice.

E-cMm'e-ter, n. A kind of scale to
measure the duration of sounds.

E-choiii'e-try, n. Measurement of
sound.

E-clatf (e-kl&O. n. [Fr.] A striking
effect :—acclamation ; applause.

Ec-lee'tic, a. Selecting; choosing.—
n. One who selects his opinions from
different sources. [eclectics.

Ec-Mte'tftolsm, n. Doctrine of the
E-ellpfte7 re-klips'), n. The obscura-
tion of the light ofa heavenly body :—
darkness.—v. L To darken.

E-clIp'tlc, n. The apparent path of
the sun.—a. Relating to the ecliptic.

Ec'16ffne (gktog), n. A pastoral poem.
-» «'i-c«J, ~ *-*-**-

, a. Relating to econ-
omy:—not wasteful; thrifty, [agement

Ee-o-n6m'lcs, n. pL Household man-
E-ettn'o-mlst, n. A thrifty manager.
E-e6n'o-mise, v. t To use with econ-
omy.

E-eon'o-my, n. Thriftymanagement

;

frugality :—disposition of things.
Ee'ata-sy, n. Excessive Joy; rapture.
Ee-stat'le, la. Filled with ecsta-
Ee-aftafl-cal, j sy; ravished; rap-
turous, [versal.

Ec-n-m&n'l-cal. a. General; uni-
E-da'clotia (e-da'shus), a. Eating

;

voracious.
E-d&c'l-ty (e-das'e-te), n. Voracity.
Ed'dlsli, n. Second crop of grass.
Ed'dy. n. A contrary current.—a.
Whirling : moving circularly.—v. i. To
move, as in an eddy.

E'den, n. A garden
; paradise.

One of the order of
mammals which have no front teeth.

E-d6n'ta-loA», a. Without teeth;
toothless. [of teeth.

E-den-ta'tion, n. A pulling out
Ed»e (ej), n. The sharp side of a cut-
ting instrument :—keenness :—brink.—
v. t. To give an edge.—v. i. To move
forward sideways.

Edged (ejd or e/ed), p. o. Sharp ; not
blunt. [edge.

Edge/-tA61, n. A tool with a sharp
Edge'wine, ad. In the direction of
the edge.

Edjr/lnfr, n. A border ; a fringe.
Edible, a. Fit to be eaten.
E'dlet, n. An ordinance issued by a
sovereign ; a proclamation.

Ed-ft.fl-ea'tfton. n. Act of edifying;
instruction in religion and morals.

EFFLORESCENT

Ed'l-flcw (ed'e-fls), n. A laxge 01
splendid structure ; a fabric.

Ea'l-fy, v. L To instruct in religion

and morals ; to improve, [instructive.

Ed'1-fy-inc, p. a. Tending to edify ;

Ed'lt, v. L To superintend, revise, or
prepare for publication ; to publish.

E-dFtion, n. Publication of a book •

—whole impression ofa book.
Ed'l-tor, n. One who edits ; the con-
ductor of a newspaper or other pub-
lication.

Ed-l-to'rl-al, a. Belonging to an
editor.—n. An article written by an
editor.

Ed'u-cate, v. t Tobringup, asa child;
to teach ; to train.

Ed-a-ca'tloa, n. Act of educating;
instruction; nurture. [cation.

Ed-u-ca'tlon-al, a. Relating to edu-
Ed-n-ca'tor, n. One who instructs.

E-diice', v. t To bringput [purify.

E-dAl'co-rate, v. t. To sweeten ; to
ESI (el), n. A snake-like fish.

ETffe-ble, a. Expressible.
Ef-face', v. t To blot out ; to destroy.
Ef-faee'ment, n. Act of effacing
erasure.

Ef-fltot', n. An event produced ; issue

:

—meaning : reality.—v. t. To bring to
pass.—pi. Goods. [problem.

Ef-ffec'ilon, n. A construction; a
Ef-fftc'tlve, a. Efficient ; effectual.

Ef-fec'ttve-ly, ad. Powerfully ; with
effect

Ef-feet'ti-al, a. Of adequate force

;

efficacious ; effective. [manner.
Ef-f&ct/n-al-iy, ad. In an effectual

Ef>f8m'l-na-cy,n. Softness;unmanly
delicacy.

Er-f$m/l-nate, a. Womanish.—v. L
To make womanish. [elastic vapor.

Ef-fer-v*»ce' (-veV), v. I To send out
Ef-fer-vea'cetice, n. Escape of vapor
from a fluid ; bubbling.

Ef-fer-vea'cent, a. Gently boiling.

Ef-ftte'. a. Worn out ; barren.
Ef-fl-ca'clonft, a. Actually producing

effects; effective.
Ef-fl-ca'clotift-ly, ad. Effectually.
ETfl-ca-cy, n. Quality ofbeing effica-

cious; energy.
Ef-fl'clenee, \n. Act or power of
Ef-fI'cien-cy, j producing effect*

;

Ef-frelent tef-flsh'yent), n. Agent

;

cause.—a. Causing effects ; active ;

effective.
Er-fl'clent-ly, ad. Effectively.

Eril-fry, n. The image or representa-
tion or a person ; representation.

Ef.flate', v.t To fill with the breath.
Er-flo-r£see' (-res'), *• i. To form pow-
der on the surface.

Ef-flo-rto'cence, \ n Act of efflo-

Ef-fio-rga'een-cy, ) rescing :—pro-
duction of flowers:—an eruption or
redness on the skin. [cence.

Sf-fio-HSsi'oeffti, a. Having efflorea*
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Erfla-etoc*. n. A flowing out
Erfln-ent, a Flowing out.
Ef-fla'Tl-Am, n. [L.] A flowing out

;

small particles flying off from bodies.
KFflAx, n. The act of flowing out.

Ef-flAx'lon (ef-fluk'shun), n. A flow-
ingout

Effort, n. Exertion of strength ; at-

tempt ; endeavor ; struggle. [dence.
Ef-front'e-ry, n. Boldness ; impu-
Ef-fttlflre', v. t. To send forth lustre.

Ef-fttl^enee, n. Lustre ; brightness.
Ef-flfcl'flrent, a. Shining; luminous.
Ef-fftse7 , v. t To pour out ; to shed.
Ef-ffi'alon (ef-nYshun), n. A pouring

out.
Ef-fft'sftTe, a. Pouring out ; diffusive.

Eft (eft), n. A newt ; a kind of lizard.

E-ff£»'tlon (e-jestfyun), n. Act of
throwing out

Efrjr i
e8)xn- Tne production of the feath-

ered tribe, and ofsome other animals.
Ef^lan-tine, n. A species of rose;

sweet-brier.
E'vo-Ism, n. Scepticism :—selfishness.
E'aro-Ist,n. One who doubts every-
thing except his own existence.

E'gro-ttam, n. The frequent use of the
pronoun I; self-commendation.

E'go*tIst. n. One who talksof himself.
E-yo-tla'ilc, \ a. Addicted to ego-
E-go-tls'tl-cal, j tism; self-conceited.
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E-jgT&fflouM (e-gnS'jus), a. Eminent

;

remarkable ; huge.
E'frjr&t«,n. Act of going out
E-frreVftloli (e-gresh'un), n. Act of
going out

C'^ret, n. A kind of heron.
E-frr£tt', n. An ornament of ribbons.
E'frrl-ot, n. A species of sour cherry.
E-gyp'tlan. a. Relating to Egypt
Ei'aer-dttwn, n. The down of 'the
eider-duck.

Ei'der-dAclc, n. A species of duck
found in the.Orkneys, Hebrides, and
Shetland Islands. [ment

Ei'do-arrapb, n. A copying instru-
EUrb (a), irUerj. Expressing sudden de-
light [one.

Eight, a. Twice four; seven and
Eljrb'teeti, a. Twice nine.
EJjgb'te#nth (a'tenth), a. Next in or-
der after the seventeenth. [tity.

Eight'fold, a. Eight times the quan-
Elffbtb, a. Next In order to the sev-
enth.—n. The octave or eighth note of
the diatonic scale.

Elfrhth'ly . ad. in the eighth place.
Elirb'tl-«tb (a'te-eth), a. Noting
eighty.

Elan'ty, a. & n. Eight times tei.

Eft'tber, pron. One or the other.
E~fA>'u-lat*, v. t. To throw out sud-
denly ; to dart out

E-jac-a-lifc'tlon, n. Act of ejaculat-
ing or throwing :—a shortprayer.

E-JaVn-la~to-ry, a. Darted out;
sudden.

E-J£ct', v. L To cast forth ; to reject

9

E-J6e'Uon, ». A casting out; expul-
sion.

E-Jeet'ment, n. A writ for recovering
possession of property.

E-J£ct'or,n. One who ejects.

Eke, v.t To supply ; to spin out—ad.
also; likewise.

E-lAb'o-rate, v. t. To produce with
labor.—a. Much labored upon ; highly
finished.

E-lAb'o-rato-ly, ad. With great labor.
E-lAfr-o-ra'tion, n. Act of elaborat-

ing.
E-lXp**', v. i. To pass away.
E-lAa'tlc, \a. Having elasticity;
E-lati'tl*eal, J redounding ; springy.
E-la«-tIc'l-ty,n. A property in bodies,
by which they restore themselves to
their original form.

E-late', a. Flushed with success.—v. t
To elevate ; to exalt.

E-la'tlon, n. State of being elated

;

triumph proceeding from success.
El'bdw, n. Curvature of the arm :—
angle.—v. t. To push with the elbow.—
v.C To jut out in angles.

El'bdw-cbalr, n. A chair with arms.
Eld, n. Old age ; old people : old times.
Kl'der, a. Surpassing another in age

;

older.—«. A senior:—an ancestor:—

a

ruler:—a subordinate officer in a
church :—a shrub.

El'der-ly,a. Bordering upon old age.
El'der-shlp. n. Seniority.
El'deal, a. Oldest ; most aged.
El-o-eam-pane', n. A plant; a
sweetmeat

E-l£et', v. I. To choose for office.—a.
Chosen ; taken by preference.—n. One
who is elected.

E-l£c'tfon, n. Actof cLoosing ; choice:
—a public choice of officers ."—predes-
tination, [est for office.

E-l$e-tlon-€€r', v. i. To make inter-

E-l£c'tlve, a. Relating to, or regula-
ted, by choice.

E-lfect'or, n. A voter.
E-lfec'to-ral, o. Relating to an elector.

E-l€c'trle, n. An electric body or
substance.

E-l$c'trf*eal, a. Relating to, or con-
taining, electricity :—attractive.

E-lec-trl'clan, n. One versed in the
science of electricity.

E-lec-trlc'l-ty, n. The science which
treats of the electric fluid :—a subtle
fluid produced by friction.

E-l£c'trl*ty-, v. t To communicate
electricity to.

E-l£c'tro-eb£ni'la-try. n. The sci-

ence which treats of electricity, or
galvanism,in effecting chemical chang-
es, [to electro-magnetism.

E-l£c'tro-mafr-n6t'lc, a. Relating
E-l£c'tro-magr,net-I*ro, n. A form
ofmagnetism effected by electricity.

E-lec-ir©m'e-t«r, n. An instrument
for measuring the intensity of elec-

tricity.
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aVUto'troHsedpa, n. An electrometer.
aVUto'tro-type, n. A method of tak-
ing reverse rac-similes of printing-
types, Ac. :—a fac-simile in metal.—
v.L To make a fac-simile in metal,
from a mould, by electro-chemical pro-

cess, [medicine.
E-16«t/a-a-ry, n. A soft, compound
El-ee-mfts'ir-na-rjr, a. Relating to

One who lives on alms.
The beauty of pro-

priety ; refinement ; symmetry.
Ere-rant, a. Having elegance ; re-

alms.
1'cHganee, n.

priety ; refinement ; symmetry.
ant. a. Having elegant _

'.polished; accomplished.
Kl-e-ffi'ae, a. Pertaining to elegy:

Jlaintive.—n. Elegiac verse.

'e-srlat, n. A writer of elegies.

El'e-yy, n. A mournful poem ; a dirge.
lament, n. A first or constituent
principle of anything ; an ingredient

;

a constituent part:— proper sphere.
El-e-menfal, a. Pertaining to ele-

ments.
El-e-ment'a-ry, a. Relating to ele-

ments ; uncompounded :—primary.
El'e-pbant, n. The largest of quad-
rupeds, [elephant.

El-e-phan'tlne, a. Relating to the
El'-a-vate, v. t. To raise up ; to exalt.
—a. Exalted; elevated.

El'e«Ta*-ed,p. a. Exalted ; high.
El-e-va'tlon, n. Act of elevating;
exaltation ; height.

El'e-vft-tor, n. A raiser up; that
which elevates.

E-l«v'en,a. Ten and one. [the tenth.
E-l&v'entb.a. The next in order after
inn. A fairy.

Elrln, a. Relating to elves or fairies.

Elfish, or Elv'Uh, a. Relating to
elves.

B-lie' It, v. L To draw out.
E-lide', v. L To cut off [eligible.

El-l-ffl-bll'l-ty, n. State of being
El'1-srl-ble, a. That may be elected.
E-lIm'i-nate, v. L To turn out of
doors. flection.

E*lIm-l-ua'ilon, n. Expulsion ; re-
E-lI'aion, n. The cutting off of a
vowel or syllable.

E-llte' (a-leV), n. [Fr.] The flower of
an army ; the chosen or best part.

B-llx'lr, n. A medicine :—cordial
Elk, n. A moose-deer.
Ell. n. A measure of different lengths.
El-llpae', a. [L.] An oval figure

;

ellipsis.

El-llp'sU. n. The omission of a
word or phrase ; marked thus [...1. [—1

EMIpSftold, n. A solid elliptical body!
El-llp'tle, )o. Like an ellipse or
El-llp'tl-cal,/ ellipsis: ovalde-

fective.
El-Hp'tl-cal-ly. ad. With an ellipsis.
Elm, n. A kind of forest tree.
£l-o»eii'tlon, n. Art or manner of
peaking : oratory ; eloquence.
El-o-ca'tfon-a~ry, o. Relating
elocution.

to

EMBARK

El-o-ea'tlob>ist,n. A teacher of elo
cution.

>v.L to drawE-lonV
EI-on-fra'tion,n. Actof lengthening
E-lope7, v. £ To run away ; to escape.
E-lope'ment, n. Clandestine de-
parture.

Et'o-quenee, n. The art ofspeaking
well ; fluent and elegant speech ,

rhetoric. [oratorical.
El'o-qnent, a. Having eloquence ;

Elae («ls) ( prtm. Other.—ad. Other
wise; beside.

Else'where, ad. In another place.
E-lft'd-date, v. t To remove ob-
scurity ; to explain ; to illustrate.

E-la-ci-da'tfton, n. Explanation

;

exposition.
E-la'ci-da-tor, n. An explainer;
one who elucidates.

E-lnde', v.L To escape by stratagem

:

to evade ; to avoid.
E-la'slon, n. Evasion artifice.
E-la-slve, a. Tending to elude ; de-
ceptive, [slve.

E-la'so-ry, a. Tending to elude; elu-
E-lute'. v.L To elutriate.
E-ln'trUtef 9.(. To purify by wash-
ing ; to strain out.

E-lo-trl-a'tlon.n. Act ofelutriating.
E-lg'sft*an,a. Relating to Elysium:

E-l>'af-um'(e-Hih'e-um), n. [L.1 The
place assigned in mythology to happy
souls ; any delightful place.

Era, n. The unite of space in measur-
ing printed matter.

E-ma'cl-ate (e-ma'she-at), v. L To
waste.—v. i. To grow lean.—a. Sunk;
wasted.

E-ma-ci-a'tlon, n. Act of growing
lean: thinness.
Em'annate, v. £ To issue from; to arise.
Em-a-na'tton, n. Act of issuing;
efflux.

Em'a-na-tlve, a. Issuing from.
E-man'cft-pate, v. L To set free from
servitude ; to free.

E-man-cl-pa'tlon, n. Act of eman-
cipating ; manumission ; liberation.

E-man^l-pa«tor,n. One who eman-
cipates.

E-maa'cn-lsUe, v. t. To deprive of
virility.—a. Unmanned ; effeminate.

E-maa-en-la'tion, n. Castration;
weakness.

Em-balm', v. t. To impregnate with
aromatics to prevent putrefaction.

Em-balm'er (-bara'er), n. One who
embalms.

Em-bank', v. L To heap up. [earth.
Em-bank'ment, n. A mound of
Em-bar7tro. n. A prohibition upon
vessels to prevent their sailing.—v. t
To prohibit from sailing.

Em-bark', v. t. To enter on board.—
v. I Togo on board:—to engage In
business.
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fahbar-k&'Uon, n. The actof em-
barking, [entangle.

Em-bar'rAWi, v. L To perplex; to
Km-to&r'rai»-Inff, p. a. perplexing;

difficult, (trouble
Em-bar7raaa-ment, n. Perplexity;
fim-baae', v. & To vitiate ; to debase.
Em-baa'aa-dor, n. Same as Ambas-
sador.

Em'lMM-ST, n. A public message of an
ambassador or a body of ambassadors.

Em-bat'tle, v. L To form for battle.
Ein-bat'tled, a. Indented like a bat-
tlement.

Em-bay', v. L To enclose in a bay.
Em-bel'lleh, v. t. To adorn; to beautify
Em-bel'llab>aieiit, n. Act of em-
bellishing :—decoration. [days.

Em'ber, a. Applied to certain fast-

Em'bera, n. pL Hot cinders.
Em'ber-week, n. A week in which
an ember-day falls. [of trust.

Km-bea'ale, v. t To steal by breach
Em-Ms'ile-ment, n. Act of embez-
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sling.
Em-teaes'sler, n. One who embezzles.
Em-blt/ter, v. <. To imbitter. [zon.

Em-blaae', v. L To adorn ; to embla-
Em-bls'son (em-bla'zn), v. L To adorn
with ensigns armorial.

Em-bla'aon-er, n. A blazoner.
Em-bla'aon-ry, n. Act of emblazon-
ing : pictures upon shields.

Eur blent, a. A figure* ; a type.
Em-blem-afIc, I a. Pertaining
Em-blem-*t/l-cal,/ to, or compri-
sing, an emblem. [blems.

Em-blem'a-tlst. n. A maker of em-
Em'blem-ise, v. t. To represent by
emblems. [to incorporate.

Em-bM'y, v. t. To form into a body
;

Em-bold'en, v. L To make bold ; to
encourage.

Em*bdM/
, v. t. To adorn with protu-

berances:—to engrave with raisedwork
Esn-Mae'inent, n. A prominence;

relief: [trails of.

Em-bow'el, r. t To take out the en-
Em-bow'er, v. To rest in a bower.
Em-braee', v. t. To hold fondly in the
arms: to enclose.—v.i. To join in an
embrace.—n. Clasp; pressure in the
arms.

Em-bra'eer, 71. One who embraces:
—one who attempts to corrupt a jury.

JKm-bra'eer-y. n. An attempt to cor-
rupt a court or Jury.

Em-bra'anre, n. An aperture in forti-

fications through which guns arc fi red :

—enlargement of a window or door.

Eia'bro-cate. v. t. To fomentund rub.
Em-bra ca'tlon, n. Act of embroca-
ting, [needlework.

Em-brald/ert v. I. To adorn with
Ean-brold'er-y, n. Variegated needle-
work.

Em-br*fI', t>. L Todisturbjtodistract:

—to involve in trouble. [turbanee.

Em-broll'menf, n. Confusion; dis-

Era-bry'6, n. The offspring yet un-
formed :—first state of any thing.

Em-bry-ftl'a-sry; n. The science of
the formation ofembryos. [bryo.

Em-bry-on'Ic, o. Relating to an em-
E-mend'a-ble, a. Capable ofemen-
dation.

Em-en-da'tion, n. Correction ; im-
provement, [prover.

Em'en-da-tor, n. A corrector ; an im-
E-men'da-to-ry, a. Contributing
emendation.

Em'e-rAld, n. A precious stone of a
green color ;—a printing type.

E-mersre', v. i. To rise out of a fluid;

to emanate; to issue.
E-mer'ajence, )n. Act of emerging:
E-mer'sren-ey, j —sudden occasion

;

exigence.
E-nier'srent, a. Rising into view;
sudden. [ing out.

E-mer'aion, n. Act ofemerging; a ris-

Em'er-y, n. A hard mineral, a variety
of sapphire or corundum, used foi

polishing.
E-met'ic, n. A medicine that causes
vomiting.—a. Provoking vomiting.

E'meu, In. A bird of Australia, allied
E'mew, j to the cassowary.
Em'l-frrant, n. One who emigrates,
—a. Removing from place to place.

Em'l-ajrate, v. i. To change habita-
tion.

Em-l-jrra'tlon, n. The act of eml«
grating ; removal to another country.

Em'l-nenee. n. Loftiness ; fame :—
a title given to cardinals.

Em'1-nent, a. High ; exalted.
Em'i-nent-ly, ad. Conspicuously;
highly

Bnvla-iEra'is-sa-ry, n. A secret agent; a
spy.—o. Looking about ; prying.

E*mIa'alon, n. Act of sending out.
E-mIt',v. t To send forth.

Em'met,*. An ant.
E«m6l'li-ate, v. t. To soften.
E-mo-11'lent (e-m01'yent). a. Soften-
ing.—n. A softening medicine.

E-m61'o-ment^ n. Profit from labor

;

advantage ; gain.
E-md'tlon, w. A moving of the mind
or feelings; mental excitement, [tion.

E-mo'tlon-al, a. Relating to emo-
Em-pale', v. t. To fence with pales

:

—to fix on a stake.
Em-pale7ment, n. Act of empaling

:

—a calyx.
Em-pAn'el, v. t To form a jury : to
impanel.—n. A list ofJurors.

Em-parti', v. t. To enclose in a park.
Em-peVII, v. t To imperil.
Em'pfiMir.n. The ruler of an empire.
Em'pha-AlKs n. Stress of voice laid
on a word or sentence. [on.

Em'pba-Aixe, v. t. To place emphasis" pliat'ic, )a. Uttered withr—" sal,)i-pbat'1-cal
__e; strong.

Em-phall-cal-ly

emphasis ; forci-

ble! Btrong. [forcibly.
l-cal-ly, ad. Strongly;
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Em'pivn, ft. Dominion of an empe-
ror :—Imperial power.

Em-plr'lc, n. A pretended physician

;

a quack.
Em-plr'l-cal, a. Relating to empiri-
cism: charlutanical.

Em-plr'l-cliim, n. Dependence on
experience without art ; quackery.

Em-plaai'tlc, «. Viscous ; glutinous.
Em-pltty', v. t. To keep at work ; to
exercise.—«. Business; occupation;
agency.

Em-ploy'a-ble, a. That may be used.
Employe (em-plol-aO, n. One who is

employed by another.
Era-ploy'er' n. One who employs.
Em-nloy'ment,*. Business; occu-
pation.

Em-pol'son, v. L To poison.
Em-peVrl-Am. n. [L.J A place of
commerce ; a mart.

Em-pOv-er-ltili, v. t. To make poor.
Em-pAv'er»Ifth-ment, n. Act of
empoverishing. fable.

Em-pow'er, v. t. To authorise ; to en-
Em'press, n. The wife of an empe-
ror ; a woman who governs an empire.

Em-prise', n. A bold attempt ; enter-
prise.

Emp'tl-neftfl, n. State of being emp-
ty ; vacuum :—want of substance.

Emp'tion (em'ahun), n. The act of
buying.

Emp'ty, a. Void ; unfurnished.—v. t.

To exhaust.—r. i. To become void.
Emp'ty-lnga, n. pL Lees of beer, ci-

der, Ac.
Em-paWple, v. t. To make purple.
Em>pyr/e"Sl, a. Formed of fire or

light.

Em-pyr'e-an. n. The highest heaven
where pure elemental fire was sup-
posed to subsist.—a. Empyreal, [tate.

Em-u-late, v. t To vie with ; to imi-
Em-u-lA'tlon. n. A desire to excel
others : competition ; contention.

Em'u-la-tlve, a. Inclined to emula-
tion, [itor.

Em'n-lA-tor, n. A rival ; a compet-
E-mQl'gen t, a. Milking or draining
out—n. A medicine :—an artery.

Em'u-loAs, a. Rivalling; desirous to
excel. [medicine.

E-mAl'sfton, ft. An oily, lubricating
E-mAl'slve, a. Tending to soften;
mollifying.

E-mAnc'to-rjr, n. A secretory gland ;

a duct [power.
En-A'ble, v.L To rmkc able ; to em-
En-Act', v. L To perform ; to decree.
En-Aet'ment, n. The passing of a bill

into a law ; a decree.
En-aet'or, n. One who enacts.
En-Am'baali.t>. t. To hide in amoush.
En-Ani'el; v. t. To *ariegate with col-

ors.

—

v. i. To practise enamelling.—n.

A substance used in enamelling; a hard
covering of the to*th.

En-Am'el-ler. n. One who enamels.

EJfCUMBMM

En-asn'el-llnff» ft. Art of applying
enamels.

En-Am'our. v.L To inflame with love.
En-ar-thro'sis, «. The ball and
- socket Joint
En-cAff*', v. t To incage.
En-camp?, v. i. To pitch tents.—*. L
To form an army into a camp.

En-eamp'meiit, n. Act of encamp-
ing ; a camp.

En-eaa*'. v. t. To enclose.
En-cans/tic, n. Painting in burnt or
heated wax, or enamel.—a. Burnt in,

as in enamelling.
En-cave', v. t To hide, as in a cave.
Enceinte (ang-sanf), a. [Fr.1 Pregnant
En-ec-phal'Ic, a. Relating to the
head.

En-cnAfe', v. t. To chafe ; to irritate.

En-chAin', v. t To fasten with a chain.
En-chant', v. t. To charm ; to fasci-

nate ; to delight
En-chant'er, n. One who enchants.
En-ehant'men', n. Act of enchant-
ing : magical charm. [chants.

En-chant'restsvn. A woman who en-
En-chAsc7 , t\ t. To infix : to engrave.
En-chd'rl-al, a. Belonging to a coun-
try ; na'i^e ; common. [ron.

En-c¥W 1?, ». t. To surround : toenvi-
En*cllfic, n. A particle which throws
back tie accent upon the foregoing
syllable.

En-cIIt'l-cal. o. Relating to enclitics;
throwing back the accent; leaning
upon. [ter.

En-dols'ter, v. (. To shut up; to clois-

En-clone', v. t. Toenviron; to encircle;
to include. [incloser.

En-cldft'er, ft. One who encloses,'
En-cldft'nre, ft. Act of enclosing ; in-
closure. [praiser.

En-co'ml-aat, n, A panegyrist; a
En-cd-ml-aa'tlc, \a. Laudatory;
En-cd-mi*As'tl-cal,j panegyrical;
eulogistic.

En-co'ml-Am, n. [L.] Praise; eulogy.
En-com'paM». v. L To enclose ; to sur-
round ; to environ. [passing.

En-com'naaft-m£nt,n. Actorencom
Encore (ftng-kor/ ), ad. [Ft.] Again;
once more :—a word used to call for a
repetition.—v. t To call for repetition.

En-coAn'ter, n. Battle : conflict.—r. t
to meet; to attack.—1». i To engage;
to fight.

En-coAr'ajre, v. t. To give courage to;
to animate.

En-coAr'age-nttnt, n. Act of en'
couragine ; to support. [agement

En-coAr'ajr-Inar, p. a. Givingencour-
Eu-crdacti7, v. i. To make invasion ;

to advance by stealth. [es.

En-croach'er, n. One who encroach-
En-crdach'lng-ly, ad. By encroach-
ment [trusion.

En-erAach'ment,n. An unlawful in-

En-crA»t', v. t To cover.
En-cAm'ber, v. t. To clog ; to impede
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Bn*eflm/bnuiMf n. Clog ; impedi-
ment, [round.

En-cye'li-cal, a. CircuUr; sent
En-ey-clo-paVdi-a, n. A complete
circle of sciences : a dictionary 01 the
arts, sciences, and literature.

En-cyst'ed, o. Enclosed in a vesicle.

End, n. Conclusion ; period ; limit ; il-

nal issue: purpose.—p. L To termi-

nate ; to finish.—v. i. To come to au
end : to die. [dice.

EBHUm'agt, v. L To injure ; to preju-

Ea-dan'f6r,r.<. Toexpose to danger.
En-dear7, v. L To make dear; to

attach. [affection.

En-deafoment, n. Cause of love

;

En-deav'or, n. Labor directed to
some end.—v. i. To make an effort

;

to strive.—*. t To attempt ; to essay.

En-dee'a-ff6n, n. A figure of eleven
ides.

En-d&m'fte, a. Peculiar to a country.
En-den'i-sen, v. t. To naturalize.
Bud'tnjr, n. Conclusion ; termination.
Ea-dita% v. i. To indite.

En'dlre, n. A plant used as a salad.

Bud'leas, a. Without end ;
perpetual.

Ead'leas-ly, ad. Perpetually.
End'leas-n&sa, n. State of being
endless.

Ea'do-gen, n. A plant or tree which
increases in diameter by addition
made to the centre, as tho palm-tree.

JSn-dotr'a-noaa, a. Relating to en-
dogena.

Cn-doatte', v. L To write on the
back ; to superscribe.

Ba-dorae'nient, n. Indorsement
Bn-dfevs'er, n. One who endorses

;

indoraer.
En-d*w', v. t. To furnish with a
portion; to enrich.

En-dow'er, n. One who endows.
En~dtow'ment, n. Act ofendowing:
—any thing valuable bestowed ; a gift

of nature.
En-dtie', v. t. To supply with. [able.

En-dor'a-ble, a. Tolerable ; suffer-

En-dur'ance. n. State of enduring

;

continuance :—patience.
Enxlnrc', v. t. To bear : to support
—p. i. To last ; to remain.

End'wise, ad. Erectly; uprightly;
on end.
E-n^ id, n. A Latin epic poem written
by Virgil :—written also iEneid.

En'e-mjr, n. One who is hostile to
another; an opponent.

Bn-tfr-g^t' 1c, ) a. Forcible ; strong;
Ea-er-gat'l-cal, j active; vigor-
ous, [ic manner.

Bn-er-g«fl-cal-lr,<uZ. Inanenerget-
Kn'er-gise, v. L To give energy to.

En'er-gy, n. Power to operate; vigor;
resolution :—strength of expression.

E-nSr'vate, v. t. To deprive of force:
to debilitate.—a. Weakened : deprived
of force.

Bn-er-Taction, n. Act of weakening.
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En-ffte'ble, v. L To weaken; to
enervate. [possessions in fee.

Eu-feolF (en-ffif), v.T To invest with
En-fl-lade', n. A line ; straight pas-
sage.—v. L To pierce in a right line.

En-foree', v. I. To strengthen; to
urge :—to put in force :—to compel.

En-iorce'ment, n. Compulsion

;

force applied.
Eu-frarfcblae, v. t. To admit to the
privileges of a citizen :—to liberate.

En-fran'chiiie-nient, n. Act of
enfranchising ; release from prison or
slavery ; emancipation.

En-fran'ehia-er, n. One who gives
freedom.

En-gage', v. L To bind by contract

;

to induce ; to win :—to encounter.—
v. i. To conflict ; to embark.

En-gaged', p. a. Enlisted; betrothed:
—feeling an interest ; earnest

En-gage'ment, n. Act of engaging;
promise ; contract :—employment :—
conflict

En-gagging, p. a. Attaching; attrac-
tive, [manner.

Eft-gag^ing-ly. ad. In a winning
En-gen'der, v. L To beget ; to pro-
duce.—v. i. To copulate ; to unite.

En'gine, n. A mechanical instrument
of complicated parts :—an agent

En-gl-neeW, n. One who constnicts
or manages engines; one who con-
structs canals, railroads, &c.

En-gi-n€6r'lng, n. The business of
an engineer; art ofmanaging engines:
—the construction ofbridges, railroads,
canals, Ac. [artillery.

En'gine-ry, n. Engines of war;
En-gVrd', v. t. To encircle ; to sur-
round, [scope.

En'gi-Ncdpe, n. A reflecting micro
English flng'gllsh), a. Relating to
England.—n. The language of Eng-
land.—p/. The people of England.—
v. L To translate into English; to

Anglicize.
En-gorge7

, v. t. To swallow ; to gorge.
—e. i, To feed with eagerness.

En-graft/, v. t. To ingraft
En-grall',t'.l. To indent in curve lines.

En-gr&ll'ment. n. A ring of dots
round the edge ofa medal.

En-grain', v. L To dye deep or in the
grain.

En-grap'tole, v. t. To grapple.
En-grasp?, v. L To seize hold of.

En-grave/, v. t. To picture by inci-

sions : to mark or cut ; to imprint.
En-gr&r'er, n. One who engraves.
En-gr&r'ing, n. Art or work of an
engraver.

En-groas', v. t. To monopolize ; to

buy up in large quantities :—to copy
in a large hand.

En-gromi'ment, n. Act ofengrossing.
En-gnlf , v. t To absorb.
En-nanee', v. t To advance:—

k

heighten in price :—to aggravate.
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En-hanee'ment, n. Increase.

E-nlff'ma, n. A riddle.

E-niff-mat'le, In. Partaking of
E-nlff»mafl-cal,/ enigma ; ambig-
uous ; obscure.

En-Join', ». t To direct earnestly ; to

prescribe : to forbid. (junctions.

En-loln'er, n. One who grants in-

En-Joy', v. t. To obtain possession of

:

—& delight in ; to exhilarate.

En-Jby'a-ble, a. Capable of enioy-

mAit ta 4
.

L«on.

En-Jby'ment, n. Gratification; frui-

En-l&Ui'dle, v. t. To set on fire; to

inflame.
En-iarre' , t>. *. To increase ; to ex-

tend ; to amplify :—to set free.—v. i.

To expatiate ; to be diffuse.

En-larffe'ment, n. Act of enlarg-

ing ; expansion :—release.
En-ligbt'en, t\ t To illuminate:—
to instruct :—to cheer.

En-liffht'en-ment, n. Illumination.
En-lint ', v. L To enroll ; to register.—

v. i. To engage.
En-llst'ment, n. Act of enlisting.

En-li'ven, v. t. To make alive or
sprightly; to animate.

En'mi-ty, n. State of being an ene-
my ; animosity.

En*ne'a-g6n, n. A figure of nine sides

and angles.
En-no'Die, t>. L To make noble; to

dignify. [evation.

En-no'ble-ment, n. Exaltation ; el-

Ennni (6ng-w§0, n. [Fr.l Wearisorae-
ness; listlessness ; disgust.

E-nor'mi-ty, n. Depravity; atro-

cious crime.
E-nor'mous, a. Excessive :—bad.
E-nbr'mous-ly, ad. Beyond meas-

ure.
E-nougb' (e-nuf). «• Sufficient ; sat-

isfying.—«. A sufficiency; plenty.—
aa. In a sufficient degree. [quire.

En-quire', v.L&i. To ask : to in-

En-qui'ry, n. Act of enquiring ; ex-
amination, [furious.

ten-rage', v. L To irritate ; to make
En-rapt'ure, v. t. To transport with
pleasure : to enchant. [stasy.

En-rav'isb, v. t. To throw into ec-
Eu-raT'lsh-nient, n. Rapture.
En-rlcb', v. t. To make rich ; to fer-

tilize.

En-rlcb'ment,n. Actof making rich.

En-robe', v. t. To clothe ; to invert.

En-roll', v. I To enlist ; to record.
En-rdl'ment, n. A register; a rec-

ord.
En-sam'ple, n. An example.
En-san'guine (en-sang'gwin), v. t To
suffuse with blood. [schedule.

En-scbed'ule, v. (. To insert in a
En-sc6nee', v. t. To shelter ; to secure.

En-seal', v. t To impress ; to seal.

En-seam', v. t. To sew up.
Ensemble (ang-sam'bl), n. fPr.] The
'vhole ; all parts taken together.
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En-»hlel«T (en-sheldO, v. t To shield.

En-snrine/
, v. *. To preserve as sa-

cred.
En'sl-fbrm, a. Shaped like a sword.

En'siffn (en'sin), n. An ofiicer who car-

ries an ensign :—a Hug or standard.
En-slave', v. t. To reauce to slavery.

En-slave'ment.n. Act of enslaving.
En-snare', v. t To entrap ; to insnare.

En-sue', v. t. To succeed.—v. t. To fol-

low ; to pursue.
En-sure' (en-shurO, v. t To make cer-

tain : to secure.
En-tab'la-ture, n. The architrave,

frieze, and cornice of a column.
En-tail', n. An estate limited in de-

scent—v. L To settle the descentof an
estate.

En-tall'ment, n. The act of entailing.

En-ftan'frle, v. t. To inwrap ; to twist

;

to embarrass. [perplexity.

En-tan'ffle-ment, n. Involution;

En-tan'*ling, p. a. Involving ; per-

plexing.
En'ter, v.t To go into ; to initiate :—
to register :—to report at the custom-
house.—v. i. To come in ; to penetrate.

En'ter-Ing, n. Entrance; passase
Into a place. [bowels.

En-ter-61'o-gy, n. A treatise on the
En'ter-prise, n. An undertaking of
importance; an adventure; an at-

tempt.-^, t To undertake.
En'ter-nris-inff, a. Having enter-
prise ; bold.

En-ter-taln'. v. t. To talk with —to
treat at the table :—to receive hospita-
bly :—to cherish :—to amuse, [verting.

En-ter-taln'lns;, a. Amusing; di-

En-ter-taln'ment, n. Act of enter-

taining :—a treat :—amusement.
En-throne', v. t. To place on a throne.
En-tbu'si-a^m. n. Kent of imagina-
tion; ardor of mind; ardent zeal; fa-

naticism.
En-thu'sl-ast, n. One possessed ot

enthusiasm ; a fanatic.

En-tbu-sl-as'tic, \ a. Having en-
En-tbu-sl-as'tl-cal, J thoslasm

;

zealous: ardent.
En-tiee', v. t. To allure to ill ; to se-

duce ; to attract.

En-tice/ment, n. Act ofenticing; al-

lurement
En-tic'er, n. One who entices.

En-tic'lng-, p. a. Alluring to ill; at-

tractive, [plete.

En-tire', a. Whole : undivided ; corn-

En-tire'ly, ad. In the whole ; com-
pletely, [ness.

En-tire'ness, n. Totality ; complete-
En-tire/ty, n. Completeness; whole-
ness.

En-ti'tle, v. t To (five a title or a
right to :—to superscribe. [being.

En'tl-ty, n. Something which is : real

En-tomb' (en-tomO, v. t To put into

a tomb. [in entom< »]ogy

.

En-to-m61'o-sietv n. One versed
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te-t*-m*l'«-«r, ». Thatjpart of nat-
ural history which treats ofinsects.

En'traila, n. pL Intestines; bowels.
En'trance, n. Act of entering; pas-
sage for entering ; commencement.

En-tranee', v. I Toput into a trance;
to charm.

En-trap7 , v. *. To ensnare.
En-treat?, v. <. To beg earnestly ; to
importune.—«. 1 To make entreaty.

EM-frem'tjr, n. Petition ; prayer.

Entree (ang-traO, n. [Fr.1 Entrance.
Entrenaeta (angtre-ma1), n. pL [Fr.]

Dainties or small dishes.

En'try,*. A passage ; entrance.

En-tiuis', v. <• To vune ; to chant.

En-twine', v. f. Tointwine. [tangle.

E-nn'ele*ate,v.i To solve ; to disen-

E-nn-ele-e/tlen, «• Explanation;
exposition.

KVnn'mer-ate, v. t To reckon up
singly ; to count ; to tell. [bering.

E-nO-mer-e'tion, n. Act of num-
E-sinn'ei-ete (e-ntin'she-at), v. t. To
declare ; to proclaim ; to announce.

E-nfin-ei-a*tten (e-nun-she-a'shun),

n. Declaration ; manner of utterance.

E-ntfcn'ei-a-to-ry.a. Givingutterance

En-vel'ep (en-vef'up), v. L To cover

with a wrapper; to line.—n. A wrap-

per ; an envelope. rw_
Envelope (ang-ve-loj/), «• [**•] v

wrapper; an outward case.

En-verep-inent, n. Act ofenvelop-

ing: entanglement :—a wrapping.

En-ven'em,*.*. To poison; to enrage.

En'wt-a-ble, o. That may excite envy

;

desirable [jealous.

En'wl-ea's, o. Full of envy; malicious;

En'vi-ena-ljr, ad. With envy or ma-
lignity, [compass.

En-wi'ren, v. t To surround ; to en-

En-wi'rene, n.p*. Places adjacent;

neighborhood.
fc

_

En'voy, a. A public ministersent from

one power to another ; an ambassador.

En'vy. v. t. To dislike another for ex-

cellence or prosperity ; to grudge.—n.

Pain or vexation at another's good or

prosperity ; malice ; spite.

En-wrap', v. t To cover.

Pe-eeneVo. Noting the first of the

sub-divisions into which the tertiary

period of the earth is divided by geol-
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E^paet, w. The excess of the solar

month above the tanar.

E-panle'inent,* [Fr-1 A ridework
intortification.^^ [a lottery badge.

Ep-au-let', n. [Fr.] A shoulder-knot

;

E^pen'the-sle, n. The insertion of a

letter or syllable in the middle of a

word. [nme g*110118-

Cpua,*. A Hebrew measure of about

IphLVra, a, [1*1 A feyer that

terminates in one day :-an insect that

lives only one day^hev
\
ei^\^^ tr

E-phem'e-ral, a. Diurnal; beginning

and ending in a day.

K-nhein'e-rla, n. A journal :—a calen-
dar :—an accountofthe daily situations
of the planets. [journal.

E-pnem'e-rlat, n. One who Keeps a
E-phem'e-ron, n. An insect that Uvea
butone day; the day-fly :—the May lily.

Epn'od (eT'od), n. A part of the dress
worn by the Jewish priests.

EpSfe, o. A narrative; heroic :—applied
to poetry.—n. An epic, heroic, or nar-
rative poem.

Ep'i-eene,a. Common to both sexes :

—applied to Latin nouns.
Ep'1-cnre, n. One given to luxury ; a

Ep-i-en-re'an, n. One of the sect of

Epicurus; a voluptuary.—a. Belonging
to Epicurus ; devoted to pleasure ; lux-

urious, [of Epicurus.

Ep-i-cii*re/an-Iain, n. The doctrine

Ep/l-ey-ele, n. A little circle whose
centre is in the circumference of a
greater circle.

Ep-i-dem'ic, n. A disease that attacks

many persons at the same time.—a.
Generally prevailing. . „

Ep-1-dem'i-cal, a. Generally pre-

vailing ; affecting great numbers ; pan-
demic. _ , ,

tsKl?-

Ep-l-dter'inls, n. The cuticle or scarf

Ep'l-dete, n. A species of mineral.

Ep-l-fflOVtl*, n. A cartilage of the

Ep^Mram, n. A short poem ending
to a point or turn of wit

En-i-gram-mafic, \a. Dealing
En-i-gram-mat'l-cal, j in or like

epigrams; pointed. [epigrams.

Ep-l-ffram'ma-tlst, n. A writer of

Ep't-rrapb, n. An inscription on a
building, statue, Ac. ; a title.

Ep'l-l«p-«Y, n. A disease attended by
convulsive stupor ; falling-sickness.

Ep-ft-lep'tlc, \ a. Relating to epi-

Ep-i-lep'tl-cal, J lepsy; convulsed.

Ep'1-ltene, n. A poem or speech to

spectators at the end ofa play.

E-pIph'a-njr, n. A festival commem-
orated the 12th day after Christmas.

E-pIs'co-pa-ey, n. Church govern-

ment by bishops.
E-pla'co-pal, a. Relating to episco-

E^pte^Epe'ii-an., a. Relating to

episcopacy.--n. An adherent to epis-

copacy. [P*1 manner.
E-pls/co-pal-ly. ad. In an episco-

E-pIs'ce-pate, n. The office of a bish-

op. ,
[digression.

Ep^i-eMe, n. Incidental narrative;

Ep-i-eM'le, la. Relating to, or

Ep-i-sM'i-eal, / contained in, an
episode. [* letter.

E-pls'tle (e-pls'sl), n. A writing sent

;

E-pto/to-la-ry»<1- Relating to epistles.
E-pla'tre-plie, n. A figure by which
sentences end with the same word or

phrase. [monument.
Ep'l-taph, n. An inscription on a
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Ep^l-tlilt, n. An adjective or word
denoting any quality ; a term ; a title.

Ep-1-theVftc, a. Containing epithets.

E-pH'o-me, n. An abridgment; a
compendium. (reduce.

E-pIro-mise, v. L To abridge; to

Ep'ocb, n. A remarkable period of
time : an era ; date.

fip'dde, n. The third or last part of
an ode :—an additional ode.

Ep-o-pee', n. An epic or heroic poem.
Ep'aom. a. Noting a species of purga-
tive salts. [nient.

Ep.u-161'lc, n. A cicatrizing medica-
E-qua-bll'i-ty, n. Evenness; uni-

formity.
E'qua-ble, a. Equal to itself; uni-
form in all parts ; equal.

E'qna-bijr, ad. Uniformly ; evenly.
E'qual, a. Like another ; even ; uni-
form.—n. One of the same age, rank,
or merit—v. t To be equal to.

E-qual'1-ty (e-kw61'e-te), n. State of
being equal; uniformity.

E-qiial-l-Ba'tlon, n. Act of equal-
izing, [equal.

E'qaal-iae, v. t To make even or
E'qnal-ly, ad. In the same degree;
uniformly.

E-qna-nlni'l-tT, n. Evenness of
mind : composure.

E-qua'tion, n. Act of bringing th ings
to an equality ; same quantity differ-

ently expressed.
E-qua'tor, n. A great circle which
divides the earth into the northern
and southern hemispheres :—a great
circle of the celestial sphere.

E-qna-ft5'rl-al, a. Pertaining to the
equator.

Eq'oer-rjr (fik'we-re), n. A stable for
horses :—an officer who has the care
of horses.

E-qnes'trl*an,a. Relating toa knight
or to a horseman.

E-quea'trfl-an-Iam, n. The perform-
ance of an equestrian ; horsemanship.

E-qnl-an'gn-lar, a. Having equal
angles. [distance.

E-qttl-dlft'tant, a. Being at the same
E-qnl-fbrm'l*ty,n. Uniform equality.
E-qni-latfer*al, a. Having all sides
equal.

E-qul-11-bra'tioo, n. Equipoise

;

even balance.
E-qul-lib'rl-otta, a. Equally poised.
E-qtil-lIb'rt-tj,n .Equality of weight
E-qiil-llb'rl-rim, n. Equipoise; a

state of being balanced.
E'qnine, a. Relating to horses.
E-qul-n6c'tlal, a. Pertaining to the
equinox,—n. A great circle of the
celestial sphere :—commonly called
the equator.

E'qul-n6x, n. The time when the
nights and days are of equal length

;

the equinoctial point.
E-qnIp', v. t. To fit, as a ship for sea,
or a soldier for service ; to furnish.

EROSION

Eq'nl-pjige (ex'we-pai), n. Furniture
for a noreeman ; retinue ; accoutre-
ments.

E-qnlp'men t, n. Act of equipping

;

furniture. [equilibration.
E'qnft-pttlse, n. Equality of weight

:

E-qul-pttl'lent, a. Having equal
force. [weight

E-qnft-pOD'der-atiee, n. Equality of
E-qul-pttn'der-ant, a. Of the same
weight

E-qol-pftn'der-ate, v.i. To weigh
equal. [tion.

E-qni-rd'tal, a. Having equal rota-
Eq7nl-ta-ble (eVwe-ta-bl), a. Par-
taking of equity; honest; imparital;
fair.

Eq'al-ta-bly,ad. Justly; impartially.
Eq'ul-ty (ek'we-te), n. Impartial
distribution ofjustice; right ; honesty.

E*qulv'a-l€nt, a. Equal in value,
merit, or power ; commensurate.—n.

A thing of the same value, [manner.
E-qalv'a-lent-ljr, ad. In an equal
E'qnl-valve, a. Having equal valves.
E-qnlv'o~cal, a. Of doubtful mean-
ing; uncertain.

E-qulT'o-cal-ljr, ad. Ambiguously.
E-quIv'o-eate. v. U To use equivo-
cation ; to quibble ; to prevaricate.

E-quIv-o-ca'tlon, n. Act of equivo-
cating ; evasion ; ambiguity of speech.

E-qalv'o-ea-tor, n. One who equiv-
ocates.

Eq'nl-voke, n. An ambiguous ex-
pression ; quibble.

E'ra, n. A point of time from which
reckoning begins ; a period ; date.

E-ra'dl-ate, v. i. To shoot like a ray.
E-rad'l-cate, v. t To pull up by the

roots.

E-rad-l-ca'tlon,n. Act oferadicating.
E-rad't-ca-tlve, a. That eradicates.
E-ras'a-ble, a. That may be erased.
E-r&se', f. t. To expunge ; to efface.
E-ras'ure (e-ra'zhur), n. Act of eras-

ing.
Ere (ar), ad. Before ; sooner than.—
prep. Before.

Ere-16ng:,' ad. Before long.
Ere- nttw', ad. Before this time.
E*rect/, v. t. To place upright ; to set
up :—to construct ; to form.—a. Up-
right ; not leaning.

E-rec'tlon, n. Act ofrising; elevation.
E-Htet'neas, n. Uprightness of pos-
ture.

Eremite, n, A hermit:—a mineral.
Er-e-mlt'i-cal, a. Secluded; solitary.

Er'frot, n. A morbid excrescence in
grain :—a horny substance ona horse's

E-rtn'gd, n. The sea-holly.
Er'mlne. n. A species ofanimal an*

its fur -.—the emblem, office, or dignity
of a Judge.

Er'mined, a. Clothed with ermine.
E-rd'sion (e-rd'xhun), n. Act of est-

Ing away..
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B-rftfte,o. Relating to love.
Err, (er), v. i. To miss the right way

;

to deviate : to mistake.
Er'rand, n. A message : commission.
Er'raat, a. Wandering; roving;
bad. [in printing, <kc.

Er-raVta, n. pL [L.] Errors or faults

Er-rftt'ic, la. Deviating from the
Er-ravl/ft-ca.1, / right way ; erroneous.
Er-ra'tum, n. \L.] An error in
printing. [lible.

Err"ina;, p. a. Committing error ; fal-

Er-ro'ne-eaa, a. Being in error

;

mistaken ; untrue ; wrong.
Er-ro'ne-o&a-lyr, ad. By mistake;
not rightly. [a mistake: offence.

Er'ror, n. A deviation from the truth;

Era*, n. The Gaelic language; the
language of the Scotch Highlanders.

Erst, o5. First ; formerly ; till now.
Br*a*h£a'cenee, n. Redness; a blush.

Br-u-Ma'cent, o. Reddish; some-
what red.

E-rttc't&ie, ».t To belch; to vomit.
Er-ue-ta'tlon, n. The act of belch-

ing, [tion.

Er7a-dito, a. Learned ; having erudi-
Er-n-dl'tlon (er-u-dlsh'un), n. Know-
ledge obtained from books ; literature.

E-ru'yi-nofta, a. Partaking of cop-
per.

E-rAp'tloD, n. Act ofbursting forth

:

—efflorescence ; humor.
E-rflp'tlve, a. Bursting forth :—hav-
ing an eruption ; attended with erup-
tions.

Er-y-alp'e-laa, n. A pain fill inflam-
mation of the skin ; St. Anthony s fire.

Ea-ea\-laYde/, n. The act of scaling
walls. [—a dent.

Eaeal'op (skollup), n. A shell-fish

:

Ea-ca-pftde', n. Irregular motion of
ahorse; an impropriety of speech or
behavior.

Escape', v. L To shun ; to flee from.
—*. i. To get out of danger.—n.
Flight ; a getting from danger.

Ei-eape'ment, n. That part of a
timepiece which regulates its move-
ments.

R*-ea\rp', v. t. To form into aslope.
Ea-cavr

y

ment, n. An abrupt face
or slope.

Ea'char, n. A mark on a wound.
Ea-chavrtttfic, a. Caustic ; searing
the flesh.

Eft-cha-t41'o-gy, n. The doctrine of
the last things ; the destruction of the
world. Ac.

Eft-cheats n. A forfeiture by want of
heirs.—v. i. To be forfeited by want
of heirs. [shun.

Eft-chew, v. t. To elude ; to ovoid : to
Ea'eftrt, n. A body of men for a guard;
convoy.—v. t. To attend as a guard
by land ; to accompany ; to wait on.

Eacrltolre (es-kre-twoV), n. [Pr.] A
desk or bureau with implements for

writing.
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Ea'em-ltmt, a. Good for food ; eatable.
—n. A plantgood for food.

Eft-cAlch'eoii (es-kuch'un), n. The
shield ofa family: the ensigns armorial.

E»-o-t«r'le, n. Secret, applied to the
private teachings or doctrines of
Pythagoras ;—opposed to exoteric.

Eft-paU/ler (es-pal'yer), n. A frame
or lattice:—a row of trees trained on a
frame.

Eft-p^'cial (es-pesh'al),a. Chief; special
Eft-pt'clal-ly. ad. Principally.
Ea-pi'al, n. Act of espying; observa-

tion.

EspLo-nage, (eVpe-o-nai), n. [Fr.]
A close watch ; practice ofa spy.

Eft-pla-nade', n. [Fr.] The sloping
ox a counterscarp towards the open
country :—a grass-plot.

Ea-potl'aal, a. Relating to espousals.
Eft-potl'ftfclB, n.pL A contracting of
marriage. [fend.

Eft-potae'. v. i. To betroth :—to de-
Ea-py', v. I. To see at a distance ; to
discover.—v. i. To watch ; to look about.

Eft-qaires, n. An attendant on a
knight :—a title of a justice of the
peace, Ac.—v. L To attend ; to
wait on.

Ea-aa\y', v. t. To attempt ; to endea-
vor.—n. A trial :—a short treatise or
dissertation; a tract [says.

E»-aay'er (es-sa'er), n. One who es-
Ea'aav-Ist, n. A writer of essays.
Es'aence, n. The nature, substance,
or being of any thing ; existence :—
v. t. To perfume ; to scent.

Ea-s&n'tial, a. Necessary ; very im-
portant principal :—pure.—n. That
which is necessary; first principle;
chief point.

Ea-a6n-tl-&l'i-ty, n. The quality of
being essential. [manner.

E**-A€n'tial-ly, ad. In an essential
Ea-tAh'lfah, v. L To constitute; to
found ; to confirm.

Ea-Uih'llah-ment, n. Settlement

;

fixed state :—that which is established:
—foundation :—allowance.

Eft-titte', n. Condition ; fortune :—pos-
session in land :—quality.

Eft-t6$m', v. t. To value; to estimate ; to
respect; to think.—n. Estimation;
high regard.

Ea-thfct/lcn, n. pi. The science that
treats of the beautiful, or of taste, art,

Ac. [valuable.
Eft'ti-mav-hle, a. Worthy of esteem

;

Ea'ti-mate, v. L To set a value on.—«.

Computation ; calculation: estimation.
Ea-ti-ma/tion, n. Act or estimating

;

estimate ; valuation.
Ea'ti-val, n. Pertaining to summer.
Eft-tl-va'tlon. a. Act of passing the
summer '.—state of a plant in summer.

Ett-tAp', t». /. To bar ; to stop.
Es-t&pped', a. Under an estoppel.
Ea-t&p'pel, n. An act that bars a legal
process.
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Es-tract*e', v. L To make strange.
Ea-tranarc'tnent, n. Alienation

;

distance.
[a stray.

Ea-tray', n. A beast lost or wandering;
Eat'n-a-ry, n. An arm of the sea ; a

frith.

Eat'n-aie, v. *. To swell and rase.
Est-u-a'tlon, n. Act of boiling ; agita-

tion.
^^

Etch, v. t To engrave on copper by
means of aqua-fortis; to sketch.

Etch'ina;, n. An impression of a cop-
perplate

E-ter'nal, a. Without beginning or
end- infinite; perpetual—n. God;
the Deity. [or end.

E-ter'oal-ly, ad. Without beginning
E-ter'ni-tjr, n. Duration without end.
E-ter'niae, v. L To make eternal or
endless.

E-tfsl-an, a. Noting winds that blow
at stated times ; periodical.

Esther, n. An element rarer and purer
than air :—a fluid exceedingly volatile.

E-tbeVre-al, a. Formed of ether ; ce-
lestial, [heavenly.

E-tM're-otta, o. Formed of ether;
E-th6're-al-iae, v. L To render ethe-
real [ether.

E'ther-iae, v. L To impregnate with
Etb'lc, ) a. Relating to ethics, mor-
Eth'1-cal, J ality, or morals ; moral.
Eth'i-eal-ly, ad. In an ethical man-

ner.
Etb'lca, n. pi. The science of morals

;

moral philosophy: morality.
Eth'nic, ) a. Heathen :—relating to
Etb'nl-cal, j ethnology, or to races of
mankind. [nations or races of men.

Eth-nofr'ra-pny, n. A description of
Eth-n61'o-gry, »• A treatise on races
ofmen. fality.

Eth-o-16a;'l-cal, a. Treating of mor-
E-tbdl'o~a;y, n. A treatise on ethics.
E'tl-o-late, v. L & t. To blanch by ex-
cluding the sun ; to become white.

£-tl-o-ta'tlon, n. The whitening of
plants.

Et-l-quette' (ei-e-keV), n. [Fr.l The
code of polite life; ceremony; civility.

Et'jr-mo-lftff'ft-cal, a. Relating to et-
ymology, [to etymology.

Et-y-mo-l&ff'i-eal-ly.ad. According
Et-y-mol'o-fflst, n. One versed in
etymology. [etymology.

Et-y-mdl'o-ffise, v. i. To treat of
Et-y-mftl'o-jgy, n. That part of phi-
lology which treats of the origin and
derivation of words :—a treatise on the
parts of speech ; grammar.

Ei'y»m6n, n. A primitive word.
Efi'eha-rl»t(yu'ka-rfst),n. The Lord's
supper; communion.

JSa*cha-rIs'tlc, \
Efi-eha-rls'ti-eal, / the eucharistor
Ea-€ha-rla'tlc, \a. Relating to

Lord's supper. [cards.
EtVehre (yu'ker), n. [Fr.l A game at
Ea'eraHiy, n. An agreeable tempera-

BVEN

EA-41-4in'e-ter, *. An instrument to
determine the purityofthe airor ofgas.

Eu-dl-ftm'e-try, n. The an ofascer-
taining the salubrity of the air.

Ea'io-glst, n. One who eulogizes.
Eu-lo-ffis'tfte, )o. Containing
En-lo-aWtl-cal,/ eulogy; laudato^
ry ; encomiastic.

Eu-16'a^-Am, n. Eulogy ; panegyric.
Bti'lo-flriae, v.L To commend ; to

praise.
En'lo-gy, n. A speech or writing in
praise of another ; encomium ; praise.

En'nnch, n. One that is castrated.
Ea-pep'ey, n. Good digestion.
En-pep'tle (yu-peptik), a. Easy of
digestion.

Eurphe-mlam, n. The describing of
an offensive thing by a delicate ex*
gression.

Eu-pbttn'lc, )o. Sounding agree
Eu-phan'1-eal, J ably ; euphonoua

;

harmonious. [phonic.
Ea-phoVni-ofta, a. Harmonious ; en-
Eu'pbo-nlein, n. Agreeable sound;
euphony. [strument

Eu'pho-n6ii, n. A fine musical in*
En'pho-ny (yu'fo-ne), n. Agreeable
sound.

Ea'phn-Iam, n. Extreme purity ; fas-
tidious delicacy in language. [ism.

EQ-pha-Ia'tlc, a. Relating to euphu-
Eii'rite, n. A fine-grained granite.
Eu-ro-pfan, a. Belonging to Europe.—n. A native of Europe.
Eu-tba-na'al-a, n. An easy death.
E-vAc'n-Aiit,n. A purgative medicine.
E-vac'u-ate, v. t. To make empty

.

to quit [a withdrawing.
E-vac-n-a'tlouu n. Act ofevacuating

;

E-vade7
, v. t To avoid by artificeTlo

shun :—to equivocate.
Ev.«-n#i'fonee, n. Act of vanishing
Ev-a-nea'eent, a. Vanishing ; imper-
ceptible, [pel

E-van-ff#l'l<%o. Agreeable to the gos*
E-van-fftl'l-cal, a. Agreeable to, or
contained in, the gospel ; evangelic.

E-van-a;&l'lactam, \ n. Evangelical
E-van'grel-Ism, J principles.
E-van'ge-lIst, n. One of the four
writers of the gospel history :—preach-
er of the gospeL

E-van'ffe-lise.v. t. To instruct in the
gospel.

E-vap'o-rate, v. t. To fly away In
vapors.—v. t. To disperse in vapors.

E-vap-o-ra'tlon, n. Act of evapora-
ting.

E-va'afton, n. Subterfuge; artifice.

E-va'nlve, a. Practising evasion;
elusive.

E-va'alve-ly,ad. By evasion;elusively
Eve, or E'ven (fi'vn). n. The evening.
E-vtc'tlon, *. Exaltation.
E'ven (€'vn) , a. Level ; uniform : equal •

—qniet :—out of debt:—not odd.—r I
To make ever.—v. i. To be equal of
leveL—od.Verily; likewise; somuch as
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, a. Impartial : equit-
able.

E'ven-lna% *• The close of the day.
E'ven-ly, ad. Equally ; uniformly.
E-T«nt', n. Any thing that happens,
good or bad ; incident ; consequence.

E-Ttat'fal, a. Full of events; mo-
mentous.

E?ven-tide. n. Time of evening.
E-vent'a-al, a. Consequential; ulti-

mate.
E-vfent-n-al'i-ty, n. (Phrtn.) A pro-
pensity to take cognizance of facts and
events. [ultimately.

E-venfu-al-ly, ad. In the event;
E-v&nt'u-ate, t».i To issue ; to hap-
pen.

Ev'er, ad. At any time ; always.
ET'ar-glAde, n. A marshy tract of
country.

Evrer-grMn, a. Always green.—n.
A plant green all the year.

Bv-er-laat'iiia*, a. Having no end

;

eternal.
Ev'er-y, ad. Each one of a whole.
Ev'er-jr-wMre, ad. In all places.
E-vIct\ v. L To dispossess by legal
process. [vatlon.

E-Tle'tloil, n. Dispossession; deprl-
ET'l-dtaee, n. State of being evi-
dent; whatever evinces; witness.—
v. t To prove : to evince.

Ev'inltai, a. Plain ; apparent.
Ev^l-d^nt-ly, ad. Apparently; cer-
tainly.

Evil, a. Not good; ill.—n Wicked-
ness :— injury ; calamity.— ad. Not
well ; injuriously.

E-rlne*7, v. L To prove ; to manifest.
E-Tlo'et-ble, a. Capable of proof.

E-vla'eiwe, a. Tending to prove ; in-

dicative, [entrails of.

E-vla'eer-ato, «. i. To take out the
Ev'1-ta-ble, a. Capable of being
avoided.

BT-o-ea/ttan, n. Act of calling out.
E-TOke7

, tr. <. To call forth. [away.
Ev'o-lsVtlon, n. The act of flying
Ev-o-la'tfton, n. Act of unfolding ; a
displaying :—extraction of roots :—the
motion and wneeling of troops.

Ev-o-lA'tlon-a-ry, a. Relating to
evolution.

R-v*lve/ (e-vftlvO, v. t. To unfold.—
v.i. To open or disclose itself.

E-vAl'alan, n. A plucking or tearing
outwe (ya), ik A female sheep.

Ew'er, n. A kind of pitcher.
Ex-ae-er-ba'tlon, n. Exasperation

;

height of a disease; exacerbescence.
Ex-Act', a. Accurate ; precise; formal

;

methodical ; punctual.—v. t. To re-
quire authoritatively ; to compel ; to
enforce.

Ex-action, n. Act of exacting; un-
just demand :—a tribute.

Bx-aefl-tMe, n. Exactness ; nicety.
Ex-acfljr,a<i Accurately; precisely

ft, a. Accuracy: nicety.
Ex-Aefor, ». One who exacts.
Ex-aa^ffer-ate, r. t To heighten by
representation ; to overstate.

Ex-ar-ffer-a'tlon, n. Act of exag-
gerating ; too high a statement

Ex-alt', v. t. To elevate ; to heighten.
Ex-al-ta'tton, n. Act of exalting

:

elevation.
Ex-Alt'ed,p. a. Raised high; elevated.
Ex-am'1-na-tole, a. That may be
examined.

Ex-am-i-na'tion, n. Act of exam-
ining; scrutiny.

Ex-asn'lne, v.L To try ; to question

;

to scrutinize ; to discuss.
Ex-asn'l-ner, n. One who examines.
Ex-am'pie, n. Something to be imi-
tated: model :—something to be avoid-
ed :—Instance ; illustration.

Ex*&n/them, n. [L.J A rash ; erup-
tion on the skin. [eruptive.

Ex-an-tbem'a-tofts, o. Efflorescent;
Ex'areli (eks'ark), n. A viceroy; a
prefect

Ex'ar-chate (Cks'ar-kat), n. The of-

fice ofan exarch.
Ex-as'per-ate, v. t. To irritate in a
high degree ; to vex.

Ex-aa-per-a'tlon, n. Great provo-
cation ; irritation ; anger.

Ex-ean-des'eenes, n. A white or
great heat. [heat.

Ex-c&n-des'eentjn. Hot; white with
Ex'ea-vata. v.L To cut into hollows;

to make hollow. [ing ; cavity.
Ex-ca-va'tlon, n. Act ofexcavat-
Ex'ea-va-tor, n. One who excavates.
Ex-ceM', t>. t. To go beyond; to
outdo.—v.i. Togo too far; to pass
bounds.

Ex-ce€d'lng;,p. a. Great ; very large.
Ex-ce£d'ing>ly, ad. To a great de-
gree.

Ex-c61', v. /. To outdo in excellence.
—r. i. To have good qualities.

Ex'cel-lenee, n. State of excelling;
good quality; goodness.

Ex'cel-l«n-cy, n. Excellence :—

a

title of honor.
Ex'cel-len t. a. Eminent in any good
quality : superior. [degree.

Ex'cel-l«nt-ly, ad. Well in a high
Ex'ett'sl-ttr, a. JL.] More elevated.
Ex-e£pf, v. t. To leave out ; to ex-
clude.—^. /. To make objections.—
prep. Exclusively of ; not including.

Ex-cept'lng, prep. With exception
of; except

Ex-e€p'tlon, n. Act of excepting;
objection :—cavil.

Ex-egp'tlon-a-ble, a. Liable to ob-
jection; faulty. [ceptions.

Ex-eep'tion-al, a. Implying ex-
Ex-e€p'ttoaa, a. Peevish; froward.
Ex-eept'or, n. One who excepts.
Ex-elrn', v. t. To strain out ;ito ex-

crete, [an extract
Ex-eerpt',n A passage extracted;
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Ex-cerp't«>r, n. A picker or caller.

Em. c<—% n. More than enough;
exuberance ; extravagance :—intem-
perance.

Ex-cec'elre, a. Beyond due bounds;
vehement, [travagantly.

j'aive-ly, ad. Exceedingly: ex-
. _. inffe7, v. <. To give one thing

for another : to change.—n. Act of ex-
changing ; barter :—balance of money
of different countries:—a place where
merchants meet exchanged.

Ex-etutnxe'A-ble, a. That may be
Ex-eb€q'uer (eks-cheVer) , n. An
English court that has charge of the
public revenue and where all causes
relating to the revenue are tried.

Ex-eis/a»ble, a. Liable to the duty
of excise.

Ex-cine7
, n An English inland tax

levied upon goods.—v. L To levy a tax.
Ex-cise'man, n. Inspector of excised
goods. [tion; ruin.

Ex-cl'sloa (ek-slzb/un), n. Extirpa-
Ex-ci-ta-bll'i-ty, n. Capability of
being excited.

Ex-ci'ta-ble, o. Easy to be excited.
Ex-cl-t&'tlon, n. Act of exciting or
rousing. [cite.

Ex-ci'sa-tlTe.a. Having power to ex-
Ex-citc7

, v. t. To rouse ; to animate.
Ex-citc'ment, n. State of being ex-
cited ; sensation ; commotion.

Ex-cit'ioir, p. a. Tending to excite.
Ex-clalm', v. i. To cry out ; to vocif-

erate, [cries.

Ex-clalne'cr. n. One who makes out-
Ex-cla-mtVtion, n. Vehement out-
cry ; clamor :—a mark [!] indicating
emotion. [tion.

Ex-cl&m'a-to-ry, a. Using exclama-
Ex-cliide', v. L To shut out ; to pro-
hibit ; to expel.

Ex-cia'filon, n. Act ef excluding

;

a shutting out.
Ex-ela'slVe, a. Tending to exclude

;

excepting :—opposed to inclusive.
Ex-cltt'»lve-ly, ad. Without ad-
mitting another. [exclusive.

Ex-el ft'nive-newi, n. State of being
Ex-cte'1-tato, v. t. To invent.—v. t.

To think ; to cogitate.
Ex-com-ma'm-ca-ble, a. Liable
to excommunication.

Ex-com-ma'nl-CAt*, v. t To ex-
clude from communion.

Ex-com-nitt*iil-c&'Uon. n. Ex-
clusion from the fellowship of the
church.

Ex-c6'ri-ate, v. t To strip off the skin.
Ex-co-rl-a'tlon, n. Act of flaying

;

a galling. [off the bark.
Ex-cor-tl-c&'tlon, n. Act of pulling
Ex'cre-ment, n. Alvine discharges;
dung. [excrement.

Ex-cre-mfenfal, a. Relating to
Ex-crtto'eence, n. A protuberance; a
tnmor. [something.

Ex-crea'eent, a. Growing out of

EXERT

Ex-«r*te/
f c t To elect by excretion.

Ex-cre'tloii, n. Section of animal
substance.

Ex'crc-ttve, a. Separating ; ejecting.
Ex'cre-to-ry,a. Excreting; excretive.
Ex^rtt'ct-*tc(exs-kru'she-et), v. t To

afflict with great pain ; to torment
Ex-cra-cl-at'ln*, p. a. Very painful
Ex-eal'p»-ble,a. Thatmay beexcul*
pated. [excuse.

Ex-col7pate, v. L To clear from fault;

Ex-cal-p&'Uon, n. Vindication ; ex-
cuse.

Ex-cttr'sioo, n. A ramble ; journey.
Ex-car's!ve, a. Rambling; wander-

ing.

Ex-cfia'a-ble, a. That may be ex-
cused ; pardonable.

Ex-cImc7 {-kuz), v. t. To extenuate by
apology : to remit ; to pardon.

Ex-cane' (-kusO, »• A reason alleged
for doing or not doing a thing ; plea.

Ex'C-cro-ble, a. Hateful ; detestable.
Ex'e-crate, v. t To curse; to abomi-
nate, [curse.

Ex-c-cra'tlon, n. Malediction; a
Ex'c-cote, v. t To carry into effect; to

finish :—to put to death.
Ex'e-cttt-er, n. One who executes.
Ex-c-ca'tioii, n. Act of executing

;

performance :-~death inflicted by the
forms of law.

Ex-c-cu'tion-cr, n. One who kills

;

one who nuts to death by law.
Ex-ec'u-tXve, a. Having the power
to execute; putting the laws in force.—
n. The person or power that adminis-
ters the government.

Ex-ec'u-tor, n. One who executes a
testator's last willand testament [tion.

Ex-ec'u-to-ry, a. Relating to execu-
Ex-ee'u-trlx, n. A female executor.
Ex-e-ge'sls, n. The science of inter-
pretation.

Ex-e-fr£t'i-cal, a. Explanatory.
Ex-6m'pl*r, n. A pattern ; a copy ; a
model: resemblance.

Ex-enrpln-rr, a. Worthy of imita-
tion ; serving Tor a pattern ; correct.

Ex-em-pll-ll-ca'tloii, n. Illustra-

tion ; copy. [example.
Ex-em'pll-fy, v. L To illustrate by
Exempt' (egz-emtO, v. L To free from;
to privilege; to excuse.—a. Free by
privilege ; not liable.—n. A person ex-
empted from certain duties.

Ex-emp'tlon (egz-em'shun), n. State
of being exempted : privilege.

Ex-€'qal-al, a. Relating to funerals.
Ex'e-qale*, n. pi. Funeral ceremonies.
Ex'er-cise.n. Labor; performance.—

v. L To train by use ; to employ ; to
practise.—v. i. To use exercise : to la-

bor, [tice.

Ex-er-ci-ta'tlon, n. Exercise: prac-
Ex-ergae7 (egz-ergQ, n. [Fr.] A space
on a coin or medal for the date, etc.

Ex'er*'. v.L To use with effort : Ui

perfoim.
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Ex-evtton, n. Act of exerting ; en-

deayor.
Ex-lfe'll-ate, *. i. To scale off, [oft

Ex-fd-ll-*VUoii, n. Act of shelling

Ex-ie-U-a'slva* a. Procuring exfo-

liation. Thaled.

Ex'hal'a-ble, a. That may be ex-

Ex-lia'laot, a. 8ending forth vapor

;

exhaling. [vapor ; fume.
Ex-h»-leVUon. n. Act of exhaling ;

Ex-hale', v. L To send oat in vapors.—
v. i. To fly offor vanish as vapor.

Ex-hale7meat, n. Matter exhaled.
Ex-hauet', «. L To drain out totally

;

to empty.
Ex-hausfer, n. One who exhausts.
Ex-hanafl-ble, a. That may be ex-
hausted.

Ex-haas'tton, n. Act ofexhausting.
~ "

isu o. That cannot be ex-
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to show.

Ex-hAnst'Mc*,
hausted.

Ex-tolb'it, v. L To exhibit
—«. A statement

Ex-hlb'it-er, n. One who exhibits.

Ex-hi-bl'tlon, n. Act of exhibit-

ing ; public show :—a public perform-
ance at a literary seminary :—an al-

lowance, [showing.
Ex-hlb'i-to-ry* a. Setting forth;
Ex-hll'a-rato, v. U To make cheer-

ful ; to cheer ; to animate. [rating.

Ex-hll-a-ra'tion, n. Act of exhila-
Ex-Mfrrf, t>. *• To advise ; to persuade.
Ex-hor-ta'tlon, n. Incitement to

good ; advice.
Ex-h*r't*-to-ry,a. Hortatory.
Ex-h0rt'er, n. One who exhorts.
Ex-hti-ma'tlon, n. The act of un-
burying.
Ex-hame7, v. t To dig up ; to disinter.

Ex'i-fftaee, In. Pressing necessity

;

Ex'l-e£n-ey, / urgency ; want ; need.
Ex'1-fftat, a. Pressing; urgent.
Ex'ile, n. Banishment :—a person
banished.

Ex-il*7, v. t To transport ; to banish.
Ex-il'1-ty. n. Slenderness ; smallness.

Ex-Iaf, v. i. To have existence; to live.

Ex-Isfenee, n. State of being ; being.
Ex-lat'«nt, a. Having existence.
Ex'lt,n. [L.1 Departure ; a goingout
Ex'ddesn. An interlude at the end
ofa play.

Ex'e-diuun. A departure:—the second
book of Moses.

Ex'o-gta, n. A plant or tree which
is increased by growth on^the outside.

Ex-4g/e-noAs, a, Belonging to exo-
gens. [clear ; to relieve.

Ex-oo'er-ate, v. t To exculpate ; to

Ex-*n-er-A/uon, n. Act of exonera-
ting.

Ex'o-ra*ble,a. Thatmaybe entreated,

Ex-fti-tri-tant, a, Exceeding due
bounds; unreasonable; excessive.

Ex-or'ht-amt-ly.ad. Excessively.
Kx'or-eise, v. t. To expel ; to purify
from evil. [spirits.

Bx/ar-rfam, n. Expulsion s^

Ex'or-efet, n. One who exorcises.
Ex-oi^dl-al, a. Introductory ; prefa-

tory.
Ex-or'dl-Aiii, n. [L.1 The intro-

ductory part of an oration; an intro-
duction.

Ex-fta'se-oAa, a. Boneless.
Ex'o-t£r»jr, n. What is obvious.
Ex-6t'le, a. Foreign; not native.—n.
A foreign plant [idiom.

Ex-ot'l-evm. n. A foreign word or
Ex-paod', v. I To enlarge in surface
to dilate ; to enlarge. [mameut

Ex-panaV, n. Wide extent ; the fir

Ex-pan'aion, n. Act of expanding

.

extent [expanded.
Ex-pan'elve, a. Spreading; being
Ex-pa'tl-at* (eka-pa'sne-at), v. i. Tt
range at large ; to enlarge upon in lan-

guage.
Ex-pa'tri-ate, v. L To banish.
Ex-pa*trl-a'tfton, n. Banishment;

exile. [pate.

Ex-p6et', v. t TO look for; to antici-

Ex-p£e/tance, In. Act or state of

Ex-pee'tan-ey , J expecting ; expec
tatlon ; hope.

Ex-pee'tabt, a. Waiting in expecta-

tion.—n. One who expects.
Ex-pec-tsVtlon, n. Act ofexpecting:
hope ; trust :—prospect of good.

Ex-pec'to-rant, a. Causing expec-
toration.—«. A medicine to promote
expectoration.

Ex-pec'to-rate, v. i To eject; to

cough up.—v. i. To eject phlegm or

other matter from the lungs or throat
Ex-pee-to-ra'tlon, n. Discharge of

matter from the chest or lungs.

Ex-pee'to-ra-tlve, a. Promoting
expectoration.

Ex-pe'dl-enee, \n. Quality of be-

Ex-pe'dl-en-ey, J ing expedient;
fitness: propriety ; utility.

Ex-pe'di-eni, a. Proper; suitable;

advisable: useful.—n. Means to an
end ; device.

Ex'pe-dite, v. L To quicken, -a.

Quick ; hasty ; active.
Ex-pe-dl'tlon (eks-pe-disb'un), n.

Haste ; activity :—an important enter-

prise; an undertaking.
Ex-pe-dl'tlous, a. Quick; nimble;
speedy; swift

Ex-pel', v. L To drive out ; to eject
Ex-pel'ler, n. He who or that which
expels.

Ex»pend', v. t. To lay out ; to spend.
Ex-pen'dl-tare, n. Sum expended;
disbursement; expense.

Ex-p4nae', n. Cost; charges. [dear.

Ex-pen'alve, a. Given to expense

;

Ex-pen'alve-netw. n. Costliness.

Ex-p&rt-enee, n. Knowledge gained
by practice ; repeated trial ;

proof.—
v.t. To know by practice.

Ex-pfrt-enced, p. a. Having had
experience ; tried. ^ (trials

Bx-pe'rl-en-eer, u. One who makes
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Ex-p^i^l-nUtat, n. An operation to
prove some truth ; test—*. i. To
make trial. [periments.

Ex-p4r'fl*in6ii-tal,a. Founded on ex-
Ex-p#r/l-m#ii/ial-tot9 n. A maker
of experiments.

Ex-p«rt', a. Skilful ; dexterous.
Ex-pert'ly, ad. In a skilful, ready
manner. [dexterity.

Ex-prrt'neas, n. Skill; readiness;
Ex'pl-a-ble, a. Capable of being ex-
piated, [pease.

Ex'pl-ate, v.L To atone for ;
to ap-

Ex-bl-a'tlon, n. Act of expiating ;

satisfaction.
Ex'pi-a«to-ry, a. Making expiation.
Ex-pl-ra'tlon, n. Act of expiring:
—end; death :—evaporation.

Ex-pi re', r. L To breathe out ; to ex-
hale.—v. i. To emit the last breath.

Ex-plaln', v. t To make plain or in-
telligible; to expound.

Ex-pla-iia'tloii, n. Act ofexplain-
ing ; illustration ; definition :—a com-
ment [planation.

Ex-plan'a-to-ry, o. Containing ex-
Ex'ple-tlve, n. A word inserted to

fill a space.—o. Used to fill up a space.
Ex'ple-to-ry,o. Filling up; expletive.
Ex'pll««a-ble, a. That may be ex-
plained, [plain.

Ex'pll*«ate, v. t. To unfold ; to ex-
Ex-pll-ea'tlon. n. Act of explain-
ing; interpretation.

Ex'pli-^a-tlTe^a. Tending to explain.
Ex'pll-ea-to-ry, a. Explicative; ex-
plaining, [press.

Ex-pllc'lt, a. Plain: clear; ex-
Ex-pllc'lt-ly,a4. Plainly ; expressly.
Ex-pldde', v. t. To burst with loud
noise ; to discharge.—v. i. To make
an explosion. (jment.

Ex-plOIt', o. A great act; achieve-
Ex-plo-ra'tlon, n. Act of explor-
ing ; search.

Ex-plor'a-tory, a. Searching.
Ex-pldre', v.L To search into; to
examine by trial ; to inspect.

Ex-pld'slon, n. Art of exploding

;

a sudden, loud discharge. [plosion.
Ex-plo'slve. a. Bursting ; causing ex-
Ex-po-n6n-ilal, a. Relating to an
exponent.

Ex-port', v. L To carry out of a
country.—n. That which is exported.

Ex-port'a-ble, a. That may be ex-
ported.

Ex-por-ta'tton, n. Act of carrying
merchandise to another countr>'.

Ex-port'er, n. One who exports.
Ex-pone7

, v. t To lay open ; to put
in danger ; to make liable.

Ex-po-»e' (Oks-po-zaO. n. [Fr.] A
formal recital of causes and motives.

Ex-po-sl'tflon, n. Explanation ; ex-
posure, [terpreter.

Ex-poa'1-tor, n. An explainer; in-
Ex-pdat'n-lata, v. i. To reason ; to
remonstrate.

I

EXTENUATE

Ex»post»o-lsVtioii, n.

without anger; remonstrance.
Ex-ptat'a-la-to-ry, a. Containing
expostulation.

Ex-pda'nre, n. Act of exposing or
state of being exposed ; manifestation.

Ex-pound ', v. L To explain; to in-
terpret; to unfold.

Ex-pbaod'er, n. One who expounds.
Ex-pretts', v. L To utter ; to signify :—

to press out.—& Exactly resembling

:

—given in direct terms; explicit; plain.

—n. A messenger or message sent.

Ex-preVMlon, n. Act of expressing

;

mode ofspeech :—representation :—ap-
pearance of the countenance, [lively.

Ex-pres'Mlve, o. Serving to express

;

Ex-pr€s'ftlve-ly, ad. In an expres-
sive manner. [plainly.

Ex-pr&m'ly. ad. In direct terms;
Ex-pi*6'bate, v.L To upbraid ; to

censure.
Ex-prd'prl-ate, v. L To part with.
Ex-prd-prl-a'tlon, n. The act of
discarding.

Ex-pojpi% ri To conquer ; to take.
Ex»pttjr/iiA-ble, a. That may be won
bylbrce, [ejection.

Ex-pnl'Hlon, n. Act of expelling;
Ex-pnl'wlve,<a. Causing expulsion.
Ex-pAnc'tlon. n. Act ofexpunging.
Ex-pttnjpe', v. t. To blot out; to efface;

to obliterate. [cleanse.

Ex-pnr'frate. v.L To expunge : to
Ex-pnr-ira'tloD, n. Act of cleansing;

purification. [rifyiug.

Ex-par'x»-to-ry, a. Cleansing ; pu-
Ex'qol-ftlt*. a. Excellent ; fine.

Ex'aal-«Ite-ly, ad. Completely : per-

Ex-ttan'frul-oflM, a. Destitute of
Ex-sclnd' (eks-slnd'), v. L To cut oft
Ex-ftle'cant, a. Drying; having power
to dry.

Ex-alc'cate, v. t. To make dry.
Ex-ftlc-ca'tlon, n. The act of drying.
Ex-spa-I'tlon, n. Dischargea by

spitting. [existing.

Ex'tant, a. Standing in view ; still

Ex-t£m-po-ra'ne-oiis, a. Unpre-
meditated ; sudden.

Ex-t£m'po-ra-ry, a. Uttered with-
out premeditation. [meditation.

Ex-tem'po-re, ad. A a. without pre-
Ex-t£m'po-rize, v. i. To speak with-
out previous study.

Ex-t«nd', «,t To stretch out ; to ex-
pand.—v. i. To reach to any distance.

Ex-ten-ftt-biri-ty, n. State of being
extensible. [tended.

Ex-ten'sl-ble, a. That may be ex-
Ex-t£n'ftlon. n. Act of extending;
space ; dilatation.

Ex-t£n'slve, a. Having great extent

;

large ; expansive.
Ex-fen'stve-ly. ad. Widely; largely.
Ex-t6ntf, n. Space; extension; com-
pass ; a writ of execution. [liate.

Ex-t#n'a-ate, r. t. To lewen ; to pal-
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Ex-t*n-u-a'tlon,u. Palliation ; miti-
gation.

Ex-te^rl-or, a. Outward ; external.
—n. Outward surface.

Ex-t*r'ml-iiate. t\ t. To root out

;

to destroy ; to kill.

Ex-ter'ml-iia-tioii, n. Destruction

;

excision.
Ex-ter'ml-na-tor, n. A destroyer.
Ex-ter^al, a. Outward; exterior;
visible. [manner.

Ex-tterSoal-ly, ad. In an external
Ex-ter'nals), n. pi. Things on the
outside.

Ex.tlnet', a. Extinguished ; obliterat-
ed ; quenched ; dead.

Ex-tlnc'tloii, n. A quenching; de-
struction, [destroy.

Kx-tln'ffut«h, v. i. To quench; to
Ex-tln'ruiah-er, n. One that
quenches.

Ex-tln'g-alsh-ment, n. Actofextin-
guishing ; destruction.

Ex-tirSpate, v. t To root out ; to
eradicate.

Ex-tlr-pa'tlon, n. Eradication; de-
struction.

Ex-tir'pa-tor.n. One who extirpates.
Ex-t&l, v. L To praise ; to magnify

;

to commend highly.
Ex-tor7*!re, a. Serving to extort ; op-

pressive.
Ex-tort', v. t To draw from by force

;

to wring ftutn.—v. t. To practise op-
pression, [pression.

Ex-torsion, n. Illegal exaction ; op-
Kx-t*r'tfton«a-ry, \ o. Partaking of
Ex-tar'tloo-ate, /extortion; rapa-

cious.
Ex-tor'tion-«r,?i. One who practises
extortion.

Ex'tra, [L.JOverand above, orbeyond.
Ex-tract', a <. To draw out of; to se-
lect : to abstract.

Ex'tract, n. Substance extracted; quo-
tation.

Ex-trae'tflon, n. A drawing out:—
lineage.

Ex-tr&ct'or, n. He who or thatwhich
extracts.

Ex-tra-dl'tton, n. Act of delivering
up a person accused of a crime to be
tried in the country where the crime
was committed.

Ex-tra-fffne-ottssn. Ofanotherkind.
Ex-tra-Ja-dl'clal (-d1sh'al),o. Out of
the regular course of law.

Ex-tra-mttn'dane, a. Beyond the
world.

Ex-tra'ne-oitfl, n. Not a part of ; for-
eign ; of different substance ; exterior.

Ex-traorSdl-na-ri-lT (eks-trorO, ad.
Uncommon!/; remarkably.

Ex-traor/dl-iia-ry, a. Not ordina-
ry ; eminent : unusual.

Ex-trsWa-jrance.n, Quality of being
extravagant; prodigal expense.

Ex-trar'a-aant, a. Irrcriilfir; waste-
ful.
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Ex-trav'a-aate, v. L To let out of the
proper vessels, as blood.

Ex-trav-a-aa'tlon, n. Act of letting
out of the proper vessels or ducts.

Ex-treme', a. Greatest; of the highest
degree ; last :—rigorous ; severe.—n.
Utmost point ; extremity. [gree.

Ex-tretne'ly, ad. In the utmost de-
Ex-trfmtet, n. A supporter of ex-
treme doctrines or practice.

Ex-trem'fl-ty. n. Utmost point or
part :—necessity :—violence ; distress.

Ex'trl*eate, v. t To disembarrass ; to
free.

Ex-trln'ale, )a. External; out-
Ex-trln'«l*«al,j ward ; exterior.
Ex-trade, v. t To thrust out
Ex-trn'slon, n. Act of driving out
Ex*a'ber-ance, \n. Overflowing
Ex-tVber-an-ey, / plenty ; abund-
ance ; luxuriance.

Ex-a'ber-ant (egz-yu'ber-arit), a.

Abundant; very copious : luxuriant.
Ex-ti'ber-ate, v. L To abound.
Ex-ii-da'tfloii, n. Act of exuding;
sweat

Ex-Ade', v. t To force out; to dis-
charge.—v. i. To issue out

Ex-AI'eer-ate, v. t To ulcerate :—to
fret ; to exasperate.

Ex-Alt', v. i. To rejoice ; to triumph.
Ex-Alt/ant, a. Rejoicing ; exulting.
Ex-al-ta'tlon, n. Act of joy ; ex-
pression ofjoy or triumph ; delight

Ex-nn-da'tion, n. Overflow ; abund-
ance.

Eye (I), n The organ of vision :—as-
pect; sight :—a small hole :—a bud.—
v. t. To watch : to observe.

Eye'ball, n. The apple of the eye.
Ejre'briffht, n. A plant : euphrasy.
Eye'brow, n. The hairy arch over
the eye ; the brow.

Eye'-fflaas, n. A glass to assist the
sight.

Eve'lash, n. Hair that edges the eye-

Eye'let,n. A hole for light, Ac.:—

a

hole to receive a small cord or lace.
Eye'-lld, n. The membrane or skin
that shuts over the eye.

Eye'-ae'r-viee, n. Service performed
only under inspection.

Eye'sbot, n. A glance; transient view.
Eye'sight, n. The sight of the eye.
Eye'aore, n. Something offensive to
the sight

Eye7-atone, n. A small calcareous
stone used to clear the eye from dust.

Eye'-tooth, n. An upper tooth next
to the grinders ; the fang. [ium.

Eye'-wa-ter (I'wa-ter), n. A collyr-
Eye'-wlt-iae»«, n. On" who saw
what he testifies .—ocular evidence.

Eyre (ar) n. Court of itinerant jus-
tices.

Eyr'y (ar'e), n. The place where
birds of prey build and hatch ; an
aerie.
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F.

Fa, n. Fourth note in music.
Fa-ba'cc^iw (fa-ba'shus), a. Like a
bean. [cautious.

Fa'bl-an, & Relating to Fabius:—
Fa'ble (010)1), n. A fictitious story

;

an apologue :—a falsehood.

—

v. i. To
write fiction.—v. t To feign.

Fa'bler, n. A writer of fiction ; fabu-
list [ure ; cloth.

Fab'rle, n. A building :—a manufact-
Fab'rl-eatc, v. t To construct ; to

forge : to devise falsely.

Fab-rl-ea'tlon, n. Act of fabricating.
Fab'rl-ca-tor, n. One who fabri-

cates.
Fab'rlle, a. Belonging to handicrafts.
Fab'u-llst, n. An author of fables.
Fab'u-loa*, a. Feigned ; full of fa-

bles, [ner.
Fab'n-lofis-ly,ad. In a fabulousman-
Fa-cade' (fa-s&deO, »• [Ft-] The

front of a building.
Face, n. The fore part of the head

;

countenance :—surface :—appearance:
boldness.—v. t. To meet in front :—to
oppose:—to stand opposite to:—to
cover ; to line.—v. i. To front.

Fae'et, n. A little face ; a small sur-
face.

' Fa-cftl-SB (fa-se'she-e), n. pi. [h.]
Witticisms ; humorous compositions.

Fa-cftlotui (fa-s£'shus), a. Sportive;
lively: witty. fface.

Facial (fa'shal), a. Relating to the
Fac'lle (fas'!!), a. Easy; pliant;

flexible.

Fa-ell'1-tate, v. t To make easy.
Fa-cll'1-ty, n. Readiness ; dexterity:
—ready compliance :—affability.

Fac'lna;, n. A covering; ornamental
covering.

Fae-*Im'l-le,n. [L.] An exact copy of
a writing, <fcc.

Fact. n. A thingdone : reality : deed.
Fac'ilon, n. A political party ; a

clique.
Fae'tlous (fak'shus), a. Given to
faction ; disorderly ; seditious.

Fac-tl'tloua (fak-tlsh'us), a. Made
by art ; artificial ; not natural.

Fac'tor, n. An agent ; a substitute.
Fac'to-ry, n. A house or residence
of factors ; a body offactors :—a manu-
factory.

Fae-td'tum, n. A servant employed
for all kinds of business.

Fac'ul-tjr, n. Power of mind or body:
—ability :—the officers of a college:

—a body of physicians.
Fa-eftn'dl-ty.n. Easiness of speech.
Fade, v. i. To lose color ; to wither.
Fadge (iaj), r. I To suit ; to agree.

Fad'liigr, p. a. That fades; losing color.

F*r9 *.t To grow weary ; to drudge.—v. L To compel to drudge.- a. A
slave :—a knot.

Fa^at, a A bundle of sticks :-a
twig.—v. L To tie up ; to bundle to-

Stner.
1, v. i. To be deficient ; to cease :—

to miss: to become insolvent—v. L
To desert ; to deceive.—a. Omission

:

—want :—death. [ness.
Fall'lag, n. Deficiency :—fault; weak-
Fall'nre, n. Deficiency ; cessation

;

omission j—want of success.
Fain, a. Glad

; pleased.—ad. Gladly.
Faint, v. 1 To decay : to sink motion-
less.—a. Languid ; feeble ; dejected.

Falnt'-heart-cd^a. Cowardly; timid.
Faint'ly, ad. Feebly; languidly;
timidly. [languor.

Falnt'neaa, n. State of being faint

;

Faints, n. pi. Impure spirit in distil-

lation.
Fair (far), a. Beautiful :—white :—
clear :—favorable ; just :—n. A stated
market —aa\ Gently ; frankly ; well.

Falr'ly, ad. With fairness; justly;
honestly.

Fair'nesa, n. State of being fair.

Falr'jr (far'e), n. A kind of fabled, ae-
rial, sportive spirit, in human shape

;

an elf; an enchantress.—<l Belong-
ing to fairies. [of fairies.

Falr'jr-land, n. The ideal residence
Faith, n. Active belief; trust in God

;

trust in Christ as a Saviour :—creed :—
fidelity : confidence ; sincerity.

Faltb/flnl, a. Firm to the truth ; loy-
al ; upright [ner.

Falth'fnl-ly, ad. In a faithful man-
Falth'fnl-neaH, n. Quality of being
faithful ; honesty ; loyalty.

Falth'lea*, a. Without faith, [perfidy.

Falth'lcss-ne^a, n. Want of faith;
Fa'l&lr, n. A sort of monk :—a peddler.
Fal'eate, a. Bent like a hook; fal-

cated.
FAl'cat-ed, a. Bent like a sickle.
Fal-ea'tlon, n. Crookedness ; a bend.
Fal'chlon (ftl'shun), n. A kind of
sword. [for snort.

Fal'con (fawTtn), n. A hawk trained
Fal'eon-er (fawTrn-er), n. One who
trains falcons.

FAl'con-ry (fawnm-re), n. Art of
training hawks, or of taking birds with
falcons.

Fall, v. i. To drop down :—to die :—to
decline:—to decrease:—to happen:—
to revolt ; to apostatize :—to lose rank.
—n. Act of falling ; destruction :—de-
cline :—cadence :—cataract .-—autumn.

Fal-la'elonaffal-la'shusKa. Produc-
ing mistake ; deceptive ; delusive.
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FALLACY

Mlta-ojr, n. Sophistry ; deceitful ar-
gument

Fall'en (falTn), p. from fell.

Fal-11-bll'i-ty, n State of being fal-

lible, [feet
Fal'll-Mo, a. liable to error ; imper-
Fal'low (Olid), a. Pale red:-un-
tOled.—». Unfilled land.—v. i. To
plough and harrow land.

IIIn, a. Not true ; not genuine ; spu-
rious: counterfeit

FalWliood (fals'hud), n. A felse as-

sertion ; untruth. [fldiously.

Falae'ljr, ad. In a false manner ; per-
FlMrte,n. [It] A feigned voice
in singing.

Fal-«i-fl~«a'tioii,n. Act of falsifying.
Fal'sl-fE-er, n. One who falsifies.

Fal'al-fy, v. L To prove felse ; to vio-
late.—v. 4. To utter falsehoods.

FAFal-ty, n. Contrariety to truth.
Fal'ter, «.<. To hesitate ; to stammer
—to waver.

Fal'tor-ina?,*!. Feebleness; deficiency.
Fine, n. Public and favorable report;
celebrity ; renown. [ebrated.

aexl (famd), p. a. Renowned ; eel
l'lar (fa-mll'yar), a. Affable

easy ; intimate ; frank.—n. An inti

mate :—a demon.
Fa-nall-i-ar'l-tjr, n. State of being
famiHw ; intimacy ; acquaintance.

Fa-amll'iar-iae, v. t. To make famil-
iar ; to make easy by habit [manner.

Fa'mll'lar-ly, ad. In a familiar
Fana'l-ly, n. The persons collect-

ively who live together in a house

;

household :—lineage ; progeny ; gen-
eration :—an order ; class.

Fam'ine, n. Great scarcity of food

;

dearth.
Fasn'sali, v. L To afflict with hunger.
—0. i. To starve ; to die of hunger.

FsVsnoos, a. Renowned ; celebrated.
Fta, n. An instrument for putting the
air in motion :—a machine to make a
draft in a furnace :—a utensil to win-
now grain.—v. t To cool with a fan :—
to winnow.

Fa-naCle, n. A wild enthusiast
Fa-nat'i \a. Filled with fanati-
cism; wild; mad.

Fa-natfl-elsna, n. Visionary notions
or feeling ; religious frenzy, [amate .

Fan'ol-or, n. One who fancies; an
Yaa/oi-ffel, a. Imaginative fantasti-
cal ; whimsical. ler.

Fau'ei-flnl-lj> ad. In a fanciful man-
Fan'oy,n. The faculty >ining
ideas; imagination; ima^ . clina-
tion; fondnen :—freak ; whir —v. i.

To suppose.—v. t To imagine :—to be
[ with.—a. Fine : pleasing the
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a's/6, n. [Sp.] A Spanish dance.
Fane, n. A temple :—a vane.
Fan*-, n. Tusk of an animal ; a talon.

ItaSod (fangd), a. Furnished with

10

's;l«d,a. Gaudy; showy.
Too (ttn'yun), a. A small flag.Fan'l . , . .. _

el, n. A priest's ornament,like
u scarf.

on, n. A sort of scarf ; fennel.
Fan-tas'tio, \a. Imaginary; fenci-
Fan-tas'tl-eal,j ml; capricious; odd.
Fan-tas'tl-eal-1y, ad. In a fantastic
manner.

Far, ad. Remotely; at a distance:—
much.—a. Distant ; alienated.

Faroe, n. A ludicrous dramatic repre-
sentation.—v. L To stuff ; to swell out

Far'cl*«al, a. Relating to a farce;
ludicrous.

Fare, v. i. To pass : to travel :—to hap-
pen to any one, well or ill :—to feed.—
n. Price of passage :—food :—fish
taken :—a Utter.

Faro-well', ad. The parting compli-
ment; be well; adieu.—n. Leave;
departure -.—adieu.—a. Valedictory;
taking leave.

FarMotebod (fsVfetcht), a. Brought
from a distance :—studiously sought

Fa-ri'na, n. Flour :—a fine pollen or
dust in flowers. [Mealy.

Far-l*na'oeoiia (f&r-e-na'shus), a.

Farm, n. Land cultivated by a farmer
—v. t. To lease or let :— to cultivate

Farm'er, n. One who farms ; a culti-

vator.
Farm'fnff, n. Business of a farmer
Far'6, n. A game at cards.
Far'o-banlt, n. A depo-'t of money
in playing faro. [terials.

Far-raWf-noAe. a. Of different ma
Far-rSTgo, n. A confused mass; a
medley. [horse-doctor.

FAr'ri-er, n. A shoer of horses; a
Farrow (OtTo), n. A litter of piga-

a. Not producing young ; barren.—v. L
To bring forth pigs.

Far/sia;Iftt-ed, a. Seeing far.

Farther, ad. More remotely ; more-
ver ; further.—a. More remote; fur-

ther.—v. t. To further.
Farthest, a. Most distant ; furthest
—ad. At the greatest distance; furthest

Far'thina;, n. The fourth part of a
penny. [the petticoat ; crinoline.

Far'tnin-ffale, n. A hoop to spread
Fas/oi-ole, n. A bundle :—a florescence

Faa*olo/a-lar, a. Belonging to a
bundle.

Fae'cl-nate, v. t To enchant : to en-
rapture; to captivate. [charm.

Fas-el-na'tlon, n. Enchantment;
Faa-ctno' (fes-senO, n. [Ft.) A fagot

used in fortifications.

Fash'lon (fasb'un), a. The general
custom or practice :—form :—mode :

—

rank.—v. t To form ; to adapt.
FA 'lon-avble, a. Conformed to
the fashion ; genteel.

Fast. v. i. To abstain from food.—«.
Abstinence from food :—time of fast-

ing.—a. Firm; fixed:—quick; swift
" Firmly ; closely ."—swiftly.
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_ __st'-day, n. A day of a public fast
Fast/an,n t. To make firm ; to cement;
to affix ; to bind.-—r. t. To fix itself.

Faefen-er, n. One who fastens.

Faet'en-Ingr, *• That which f -tens.

Fa*-tId'i-o*ja,a. Disdainful: -^ Orn-

ish, [mann .

Fs^tId'l-ofta-Lr,ad. Inaftstidioi:
Faat'lng

?
n. Ae act of abstaining

from food.
Faet'nea*. n. Firmness ; strength :—
a stronghold ; a fortified place.

Fast, n. The unctuous part of animal
flesh : concrete oil :—a measure ; a vat
—o. Plump; fertile; rich.—v. t To
fatten.—*, i. To grow fat ; to grow full

fleshed.
Fa'tal,o. Appointed by fate:—deadly;
destructive :—inevitable.

Fa'tal-lsm, n. The doctrine of over-
ruling fate ; inevitable necessity.

Fa'taT-lst,n. An adherent of fatalism.

F». -tal'l-ty, n. Decree of fate :—cause
of ill.

Fate, n. An inevitable necessity;
destiny; lot

Fat'ed, a. Decreed by fate,

Fa'tber, n. The male parent :—the
first ancestor :—one who creates, in-

vents, Jt forms :—a Catholic priest—
v.t To take : to adopt

Fa'tber-In-law', n. The father of
one's husband or wife.

Fa'tber-land, n. One's na veland.
Fa'tber-lesa, a. Destitute father.

Fa'tbei»ly, a. Like a fa pater-
naL—ad. In the manner of a father.

Fatb'om, n. A measure of six feet in
length.—v. t To sound ; to find the

Fatb'om-a-ble, a. That may be
fathomed, [fathomed.

Fatb'om-leas, a. That cannot be
Fa-tlsjme' (fa-teg'), n. Weariness;
lassitud the cause of weariness; toil.

—•. t To tire ; to weary.
Fat'Unsjr, n. An animal fed for
slaughter.

Fat'nem, n. Quality of being fat;

plumpness.
Fat/ten, v.t To make fat or fleshy.

—v. i. TO grow fat or fleshy.

Fatftjr, a. Unctuous; oleaginous;
greasy. [of mind.

Fa-tir1-ty, n. Foolishness; weakness
Fafu-oA*,a. Foolish ; silly.

FAu'eet, n. A contrivance for draw-
ing liquors.

Fault, n. An offence ; slight crime :—
blemish ; want ; a dislocation of strata.

Fanlt'leas, o. Exempt from fault;
perfect

Fault'y, o. Having faults; defective.
Faan, n. A rural deity.
Fan'toa,*. [L.l The various kinds
of animals peculiar to a country.

Fa'v©i\ v.t To support : to assist :—
to resemble.—n. Kindness ; regard

;

good will :—any thing worn as a token.

FEDERATIVE

Fft've*>a-ble, a. Ilnd; friendly;
convenient: advantageous; fair.

Fa'vor-a-bly, ad. In a favorable
manner. [kindness.

Fa'Tored, p. a. Regarded with
Fa'Tor-er, n. One who favors; a

friend.
Fa'vor-Ite, n. A person or thing be-
loved.—a. Beloved; regarded with
favor. Itiality.

Fa'vor-it-lsm, n. Actoffavoring; par-
Fawn, a. A young deer:—flattery.—

v. i. To court servilel
Fay, n. A fairy ; an e xt To suit;
to adapt—v. i. To lie or unite close

;

to fit

F*/al-ty, n. Oath of fidelity to a su-
nerior: loyalty omage.

Faar (fer), n. An uneasy apprehen-
sion of danger • dread ; anxiety.- .. t
To be afraid of;—to apprehend :—to
reverence.—v. i. To live in tei

Faar'flil,a. Filled with fear ; afraid:
—a uL

Faar* fttl-ly, ad. In a fearful manner.
Faar/lea*,a. Free from fear intrepid.
Faai^leas-nasa, n. Courage; intre-
pidity.

Faa-al-bll'i-ty,*. Practicability.
Faa'sl-ble (#5e ), a. That may be
done.

Faa'al-bly,a<t Practicably.
Faast, n. An entertainment at the ta-

ble : a festival.—v. i. To eat sumptu-
ously—v. t To entertain sumptuously;
to pamper.

Faasjtfar, n. One who feasts, [treat
Faaeffng, n. An entertainment; a
Feat, n. An act ; deed :—exploit
Faatfe'er, n. A plume of a bird :—an
ornament :—kina ; species.—v. t To
dress in feathers.

Faatb'ered (feth'erd), a. Clothed with
feathers :—swift

Faafore, n. A lineament ofthe face.
-h& Cast of the face. [fever.

Feb'rl-fnsxe, n. Medicine to allay a
FeVbrlle, & Pertaining to a fever.
FaVrn-a-ry, n. The second month
in the year.

FeVaal, a. Relating to excrement
Faa'a-la, n. [L.] Farina ; starch.
Faa'a-lenea, n. Lees ; dregs.
Fae'a-leiit, a. Foul ; dreggy.
Fecund, a. Fruitful ; proline.
Fe-cAn'date, v. t To make fruitful

;

to impregnate. [prolific
Fae-un-da'tlon, n. Act of making
Fe-ean'dl-ty, n. Fruitfulness.
Fad, i. A p. from feed.
Fad'er-al, a. Relating to a league or
contract [fedexallsta,

Fad'er-asl-Ism, n. The principles of
Fad'er-al-ftst, n. An adherent vo a
federal union ;—a memberofapolitical

[federacy.
ker-a'tttae, n. A league ; a con-

Fad'ar-a-tawa, a. Uniting; forming
a league.

*&*
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Feijro (fin), v. t
tomvent ; to counterfeit

FEE

FM, ». Reward; compensation for
services; tenure by which laud.,
Ac, are held.—v. L To reward ; to
pay :—to hire.

Feeble, a. Wanting strength or vig-
or; debilitated.

FM'ble-mind'ed,a. Weak of mind.
Feebly, ad. In a feeble manner;
weakly.

FMd,v. t To supply; to nourish.—
v. i. To take food; to pasture.—n.
Food ; that which is eaten.

FWd'er,*. One who feads :—any me-
dium of supply.

jF**1,v. i. lb have feeling ; to be af-

fected.—v. t To perceive by the
touch :—to have sense of :—to sound.—
n. Sense of feeling : touch.

FMl'«r, n. He who or that which
feels:—an attenna.

FMl'ima;, p. a. Having sensibility;
tender.—n. Sense of touch ; sensibil-

ity, [estate.

Fw-slm-ple, n. An unconditional
Fttt, n. The plural of foot— ..... .—_, , To make a show of

;

.__..__,_ \i. Tore-
late falsely ; to image.

Felyised, p. a. Invented ; falsified.

Fein* (Ant), n. False appearance.
Fe-Uto'i-tstte, v. t To express joy for;

to congratulate.
Fe-lle-l-tit'tlon, n. -Congratulation.
Fe-llc'l-totta, a. Happy ; prosperous.
Fe-IIe'i-ty, n. Happiness ; bliss.

Feline, a. Pertaining to a cat ; like
a cat.

Fell, a. Cruel ; inhuman.—n. The
skin :—a hill.—v. t To knock down

;

to cut down.
Fell'er, n. One who hews down.
Ftll'-raon-a-er, n. A dealer in hides.
Ftl'lde, n. The rim of a wheel.
FeJIdw, n. A companion ; a mate

;

a peer :—a member of a corporation

:

—a member ofa college.
Fel'tow-ereat/urt,*. One that has
the same creator.

Fel'low-alilp, n. Companionship; as-
sociation :—an establishment in a
college.

Fel'ljr, ad. Cruelly ; savagely ; bar-
barously.—n. The rim of a wheel.

Fel'e>n, n. One convicted of felony

:

—a whitlow.—<l Criminal ; felonious.
Fe-leVnl*«)As,a. Criminal; villainous.
Fel'o-ny, n. A heinous or capital
crime.

Fel'spau*, n. A silicious mineral which
forms a constituent part of granite and
tienlte.

Felt, i. A p. from feel.—n. Woollen
cloth or stuff for hats :—a skin.

Fe-luc'ea (fe-luk'ka), n. [It] A kind
ofsmall vessel.
Ffmsde, n. One of the sex which
brings young.—<l Not male ; femi-
nine, (jde woman.

Fesme-ee-le (flm-solO, n. Rr.] Asin-
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i-nlne,a. Relating to women
or females ; delicate.

F$m'o*ral , a. Belonging to the thigh.
F£n, n. A marsh : a bog : a morass.
Fence, n. A wail or other structure
enclosing land ; enclosure ; hedge.—
v.U To enclose.—v. i. To practise
fencing. [open.

Fenee/leae, a. Without enclosure;
Fen'eer, n. One who fences.
Fen'cl-ble, a. Capable of defence.—
n. A soldier trained for defence.

Fta'eisa;, n. The art of defence by
weapons. [ward off.

Fend, v.L To dispute ; to resist ; to
Ftad'er, n. A metal guard placed be-

fore afire.
F&n'fiel, n. An aromatic plant.
F*fl'ny, a. Marshy ; boggy.
FeoflT, (ref) v.t. To put in posession ;

to invest [sion.

FtofTment, n. Grant of a posses-
Fe'ral, a. Funereal ; deadly :—wild.
Fe'rine, a. Wild ; savage.
Fer»m$nt', v. t To raise or rarefy by
internal motion :—to cause to act—
v. i. TO have spontaneous internal
commotion, as a liquid ; to work.—n.
Intestine motion :—yeast [ing.

Fgr-men-ta'tlon, n. Act of ferment-
Fer»men'tav-ti>e, a. (fusing fermen-

tation, [brake.
Ffcrn, n. A plant of many species ; a
Fe-ro'ctoua (fe-rt'shus), a. Savage ;

fierce. Jness.
Fe-r^e'i-ty, n. 8avageness ; fierce-
Fe^re-ofta, o. Like iron; made of iron.
Ffcr'reVn. A kind of weasel :—a tape.—v. t To drive out of lurking places.
Fe^rl-age, n. Fare for passing a ferry.
Fer-ra'g-l-iiottft, a. Containing iron.
Ferrule (ferMl), n. A metal ring at
the end or a stick.

Ffcr'ry, v. U To carry over a river, &c,
in a boat—v. t. To pass over water in
. boat—n. A place where ferry-boats
p . a ferry-boat

Fer'ry-bdat, n. A boat for conveying
passengers across a ferry. [ferry.

Fer'ry-man, n. One who tends a
Fer'tllc. c. Fruitful ; prolific.

Tmr-'ill'* . n. State of being fertile;,

fecundity: fruitfulness.

Fer'tll-iac, v. L To make fertile.

Fer/tll-r i-er, n. He or that which
fertUies.

Ferule, n. An instrument of correc-
tion.—v. t. To chastise with the ferule.

Fer'ven-cy, n. Heat ofmind ; fervor.
Fer7vent, a. Hot ; ardent ; zealous.
Fer'vld, o. Hot : vehement ; eager.
Fervor,!*. [L.] Heat : warmth ; ardor.
FeVcue, n. A small wire to point with.
Fea'tsvl, a. Relating to feasts.

Fea'ter, v. i. To rankle ; to corrupt—
n. A small, inflammatory tumor.

Fes'ti-val, n. A day of civil or reli-

lous joy; a festive anniversary.—o.
-* ting to a feast; festive.
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Fea'tlve, a. Relating to feasts ; con-

vivial.
Fee-tlv'i-ty, n. Festive or social joy.

Fea*t66n', ft. An ornament; a garland

of flowers.
Festal, a- Relating to a fetus or foetus.

Feteb, tr. t. To go and bring.—n. A
stratagem ; a trick.

Fete(3at), n. [FrJ A feast ; a holiday.

Fet'i-clMin, n. The worship ofmaterial

substances, as stoues, <fcc.

Fet'ld, a. Stinking; rancid.

F«fl6ek,n. A tuft of hair that grows
behind the pastern joint of horses.

Fe'ter, n. A stench; an offensive smell.

F6Cter, ». A chaiu for the feet—v. I.

To bind ; to tie.

Fe'tnM, n. [L.] An animal in the womb.
Fefid(fud),n. A deadly quarrel.

Feft'dal (fu'dal), a. Relating to feudal-

ism, or to fees ; neld by tenure.

Feu'dal-Ism, n. A system of holdine
lands by military service ; the feudal

Fe'ver, n. A disease marked by ac-

oelerated pulse, increased heat, and
thirst—v. i Toput into a fever.

Fe'ver-Ish, a. Diseased with a fever

:

—inconstant :—burning. [ber.

Few (fQ), a. Not many ; small in num-
Fea, n. A red Turkish cap.

Fi'at, n. [L.1 An order or decree.

Fib, n. A lie ; a falsehood, -v. i. To lie.

Fi'bre (fi'ber), n. A small thread or

filament of animal or vegetable pro-

duction.
Fi'bril, n. A small fibre ; a little root
Fi'brona (fi'brus), a. Composed of

fibres.

Fle'fcle, a. Changeable; inconstant;

wavering; unstable.
Fle'fttle, a. Moulded into form, as by
a potter.

Flc'tloh, n. Act of feigning or Invent-
ing :—a tale ; a novel ; a falsehood.

FIc-tl'tlouM (flk-tlsh'us), a. Counter-
feit ; false ; imaginary.

Fid, n. A pin for a mast or rope.

FId'dle, n. A violin.—v. i. To play
upon a fiddle ; to trifle. [fiddle.

Fla'dler, n. One who plays upon a
Fld'dle-fttXelL, ». A bow used by a

fiddler. [fiddle.

FId'dle-atrlnff, n. The string of a
Ft-del'1-ty, n. Adherence to duty;
faithfulness.

Fidget, v. i. To move by fits and
starts.—n. Restless agitation : uneast-

FMg'et-y, a. Restless; impatient
Fl-du'ei&l (fe-du'shal), a. Confident

;

firm.
Fl-da'cl-a-ry (fe-da'she-a-re), n. One
who holds In trust.—a. Confident;
undoubting :—held in trust.

Fie (fl), inter}. Denoting contempt
Fi#f(fef). n. A fee; a possession.

Field, n. A tract of ground :—ground
of battle :—compass.

FILIFORM

Fleld'-beak, n. A book used by si*

veyocs.
Fleid'-drir-er, n. An officer charged
with the care of stray cattle.

Fleld'-mar-anal, n. The command-
er of an army.

Fleld'-ftf-fl-eer, n. An officer of a
regiment ranking above a captain.

Fleld'-pleee, n. A small cannon.
Fiend (lend), *. A deadly enemy ; the
deviL

Fierce, a. Savage ; ravenous ; furious.

Fieree'ly, ad. In a fierce manner.
Flerce'neaa, n. Ferocity; violence,
Fi'er-1-neaa, n. Heat [fervent
Fi'er»y, a. Consisting of fire; hot;
Fife, n. A small musical instrument
—v. i. To play on a fife.

Fifteen, a. Five and ten.

Fifth, a. Next after the fourth.

Fiftieth, a. The ordinal of fifty.

Fifty, a.&n. Five times ten.

FIff, n. The fruit of the fig-tree.

Fight (Ht), v. i. To battle ; to combat

;

to contest.—m. U To war against.—n.
A contest ; a battle ; a combat, [rlor.

Fiffht'er, n. One who fights ; a war-
FI»'-leaf, n. A leaf of the fig-tree.

Flff'ment, n. A fiction.

FIff'-tree, n. A tree bearing figs.

Flff/n-ra-ble, a. Capable of form.
Fljr'u-ral, a. Represented by deline-
ation, [form.

Flir-n-ra'tlon, n. Act of giving »

FIff'u-ra-tlve, a. Full of figures ; typ-

ical; not literal.

Fta/n-ra-tlve-ljr, ad. In a figura-

tive manner.
Ffe'iire, n. The form of any thing;
shape :— appearance :— a statue :— a
character denoting a number, as 1,2,3,

&e.-*. t To form into shape ; to rep-

resent.—v. i. To make a figure.

Fl-la'eeona, a. Consisting of threads.
FU'a-ment, n. A slender thread : a

fibre. [thread.

Fll-a-men'tous. o. Like a slender
Fll'an-der*, n. j>f. A disease in hawka
Fll'a-to-ry, n. A machine to form
thread. m „^

FU'a-ture, n. The spinning of silk

from cocoons :—a thread factory.

Fll'bert, n. A kind of hazel-nut
Fllcb, v. t To steal : to pilfer.

FUcb'er, n. One who fllche j

thiet
Hie, n. A line on which papers are

strung :—a roll :—a line of soldiers :—

a

tool for smoothing iron, Ac.—v. t To
string upon:—to smooth.—v. i. To
march in a line. [child.

Fll'lal, a. Relating to or becoming a
FIl'1-ate, v. t To father ; to affiliate.

Fll-1-a'tion, n. Relation of a son to a

FH-l-bna'ter, n. A name given to

freebooters ; a pirate ; a buccaneer.
Fll'l-farm, a. Having the form of

thread.

; a petty
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FLLIQRAXM

FIl'l*ffrane, )n. Fln« ornamental
Fll'1-cree, / work In gold orsil-

tct like threads or grains.

til'lnn, n. pL Particles robbed off

by a We.
Fill, v. t To satisfy.—v. i. To grow
full—a. Fullness :—a bracing.

Fll'let, n. A band for the bead ; a
bandage :—aJoint of meat.—v. t To
bind with a fillet. {woof.

FUl'tng, n. Act of making rail :—
FH'llp, v.L To strike with the finger
nail.—n. A Jerk of the finger from
the thumb. [flirt.

Fll'ly, n. A young mare :—a flirt

Film, n. A thin pellicle or skin.
Fll'my, c Composed of films.

Fi-ldae', a. Ending in a thread-like

FH'ter, v. t To purify by a filter, as
liquor.—n. A strainer for liquors.

Filth, n. Foul matter ; dirt
FUth'l-neftft, n. Foulness ; dirtiness.

Ulth'jr. a. Nasty ; dirty
; polluted.

Fll'trate,*. L To strain ; to percolate.
Fll-tra'tion, n. Act of filtering.

Flm'brl-ate.v. t To hem ; to fringe,

—a. Fringed.
Fin, ft. An organ of a fish, by which

it swims.
Fin'a-ble, n. Deserving a fine.

Fi'nal, o. Relating to the end ; ulti-

mata :—conclusive.
Fl-na'le,n. [It] The close; termination.
Fi'nal-ljr, ad. Ultimately; in con-
clusion.

Fl-nanee', ft. The public revenue of
a government; funds.

Fl-nan'cial (-ahal), a. Relating to
finance. [finance.

FIn-an-eler', n. One skilled in
Finch, n. A small bird.

Find, v. t To obtain by searching :—
to furnish :—to determine by verdict.

Find'lng,n. A discovery :—verdict.
FuMl'Insa, n. pi. The tools, &c, with
which Journeymen provide them-
selves.

Fine, a. Not coarse :—pure :—thin :—
nice :—splendid.^n. A forfeit—^, t
To refine :—to inflict a penalty.

Finely, ad. With fineness; nicely;
deztrously.

Fineness, n. State of being fine.

Fin'er, ft. One who fines ; a refiner.

Fin'er-y, ft. Show ; gayety in attire

:

refinery. [minute.
Fine'-span,a. Ingeniously contrived;
Fl-ne«aV,n. [Fr.l Artifice; stratagem.
Fln'cer.ft. One or the extreme parts of
the nand:—an instrument—v. L To
touch lightly ; tn handle.

FIn'frer-bdard. n. A board at the
fk of a fiddle, guitar, &c. : key
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board.
Fin'pered (flng'gerd),

Fte'l-eal, a. Nice in trifles ; foppish ;

[fingers.

Having

showy.
FIn'liiff*p*t, n.

[metals.
A pot l'or refining

Fi'nls. a. [L.] The end ; conclusion.
Fln'lah, v. L To complete : to end—

ft. The last touch ; last polish.
Fln'lah-er, n. One who finishes or
perfects. [touch.

Ftn'lsh-Inff, n. Completion : the last
Fi'nite, a. Limited ; bounded ; not

infinite.

Finned (find), a. Having fins.

Fln'nl-kln, n. A species of pigeon.
Fln'ny, a. Furnished with fins.

FIn'toed (tod), a. Web- footed.
Fir, ft. A kind of evergreen tree.
Fire, «. The effect of combustion , and
the cause of heat :- anything burning:
—flame :—ardor.—v. t. To set on fire

;

to kindle.—v. i. To take fire ; to dis-
charge fire-arms. [pistols. Ac

Fire'-arma, n. pi. Guns, muskets.
Fire'brand, n. A piece of wood
kindled :—an incendiary.

Fire'-damp. n. Carburetted hydro-
£?n gas ; an inflammable gas in coal-
mines.

Fires-en-grine, n. A machine to ex-
tinguish fires. [light

Fire'fly, ft. An insect which emits
Fire'loek, n. A soldier's gun; a
musket

Fire'man, n. One employed to ex-
tinguish or to attend fires.

Fire'-p&ii, ». A pan for holding fire.

FireSpl&ee, n. A place in a chimney
for fire. [pipe.

Fire7-piOar, n. A stopple in a water-
Fire/-pr64f, a. Proof against fires.

Fire'-ahlp, n. A ship filled with com-
bustibles.

Fire'side, ». The hearth ; chimney

:

—home.—a. Near the fire ; domestic.
Fire'war-den, n. One who directs
In extinguishing fires.

Fire'wood, n. Wood to burn ; fuel.

Fire'worka, n. pi. Preparations of
powder, <fcc. ; pyrotechnics. [arms.

Fir'ina;, n. Fuel :—discharge of flrc-

FVr'ltin, n. A vessel of nine gallons.

Firm, a. Solid; fixed; constant;
steadfast ; resolute ; strong.—n. The
persons composing a partnership, or
the name under which a partnership
carries on business. [the sky.

Fir7ma-men t, n. Region of the air;

FYr'man, n. A passport.
FIrm'ly, ad. With firmness ; strongly.
Flrm'nefts, n. Solidity ; constancy ;

strength.
First, a. Earliest in time ; original

;

foremost—ad. Before any thing else.

FVratf-Mrn, a. First in order of birth;
eldest

FInt'-frults, n. pi. First produce of

any thing ; earliest income.
First/Una:, n. The first offspring.

Flrat'rate. a. -(Preeminent ; superior.
Ffae(flsk), n. [L.] A public treasury.

FIfl'eal. a. Belonging to a publio
treasury.—n. ^"Hlic revenue :—

a

treasurer.
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Flab, a. An animal that inhabits the
water:—the flesh of fish.—?, i. To
catch fish.—v. L To search in quest
offish, Ac. [fishing.

FI»b'er-man, *. One who lives by
Ffcib'er»T. n. A place ol fishing.

FbJhh^k/n Ah«)ktocatcfifish.

Fbh'lnff,*. The art of catching fish.

Fbb'mon-«er (-mung-ger), n. A
dealer in fisn.

Ftob'-ptad, n. A pool for fish. JTflsh.

Ftob'-apear, n. A spear for striking
Ftob'jr, a. Consisting of fish ; like fish.

Fto'sfle, a. Capable of being split.

FIs'snre fflsh'yur), n. A cleft ; a nar-
row opening ; a crevice.

Flat. n. The hand closed.—v. L To
strike with the fist: to beat

FXs'tl-eAJIa, n. jx. A combat with
the fist.

Flat'n-lav, n. [L.J A pipe:—an ulcer.
Flat'u-lar, a. Relating to a fistula

;

hollow. [ofa fistula.

Ffot'n-loaa, a. Having the nature
Fit, n. A convulsion :—interval :—
disorderofbody or mind.-a. Qualified;
proper; appropriate : convenient.

—

v. t To accommodate ; to adapt—
v.i. To be adapted to.

Flt'tal, a. Full of fits ; inconstant
FIfne«A,n. Quality of being fit; pro-
priety.

Fft'tlna;, p. o. Suiting ; proper.
Fits, n. A son :—used in names.
Five. a. Four and one. [much.
FiWfold, a. Having five times as
Fives, n. A play with a ball :—a dis-
ease of horses.

Fix, r. t. To make fast :—to settle.—v. t.

To rest ; to become firm.
Flx-a'tlon, n. Act of fixing; stability.
Fixed, p. a. Made firm ; stable ; not
wandering.

Flx'ed-nem, n. Stability; firmness.
FIx'l-ty, n. Fixedness.
FIxtfnre,n. Anything fixed to a place.
Flx'nre, n. Position ; firmness.
Fls'fflff, n. A dart or harpoon:—

a

child's toy.
Fla'ale, v. L To make a hiss.

Flab'by,a. Soft; lank.
Flab'lle, a. Subject to be blown.
Flac'eld, a. Weak and soft ; lax.
FlAff, v. i. To lose vigor.—v. t To let

fall :—to cover with flat stones.—n. A
water-plant :—the colors of a ship, Ac.

Fl&g'el-lant, n. One of a religious
sect

Flaa^el-late, v. L To whip or scourge.
Fla§«el-la'tlon, n. A whipping or
scourging.

flsv-Kel'll-fftrin, a. Whip-shaped.
Flaa?eo-let (flaj'o-iet), n. [Ft.) A
small musical wind instrument:—
written also flagclct. [stone.

FlAf'rlna*. «• A pavement of flag-
Fla-rl'tloaa,a. Villanous ; profligate,
FlAfp-6f-fl-««r, n, A commander of
a squadron.

Fla'my, a.

neb, n.

FLATULENCE

Flair/on,n. A vessel ibr holdingliquor.
Fla7fran-cy, n. Burning :—enormity.
Flagrant, a. Ardent ;—enormous

;

notorious.
Flaa^eblp, n. The ship which bean
the commander of a fleet

*l**'-«t«fi;j8. Staff on which the
flag is placed. [paving.

EJAfi'-*^"^ n. A fiat stone lot

E!f9» *• instrument for threshing.
Flake, n. A scale of snow :—a layer:
—scaffold.—* L To form into flakes.

—*. i. To break into flakes. [era
Fla'ky, <l Consisting of flakes or lay*
Flam, n. A falsehood; illusory pre-

text—v. L To deceive ; to delude.
Flam'bean (flam'bo), n. [Fr.] A
lighted torch ; a flame.

Flame, n. Fire ; flash :—ardent love.—v. i. To shine as fire ; toburn.
Flam'flnir. a. Brilliant ; flagrant
Fla-mlo'so, n. A bird of the grallle

order.
lla,a. Consistingof flame.
Inflamed ; burning.

Flancb, n. A rim.
Flange, n. A ledge raised on an Iron

rail, or on the tire of a wheel.
Flank, n. Part of the side:—part of
a bastion :—part of an army.—v. L To
attack on the side :—to order on.

Flan'nel, n. A soft woollen cloth.

Flap, n. Anything that hangs loosely

:

—a blow or motion of a flap :—a dis-
ease.—v. t To move with a flap.—v. i.

To play the wings.
Flaiv«eared, a. Having pendent ears.

Flap'Jaek, n. A pancake.
Flare, v. i. To give a glaring light ; to
waver.—n. An unsteady, glaring light,

Flar'lna;, p. a. Glaring ; wavering.
Flaab, n. A sudden blaze :— something
transient.—v. i. To burst into light.—
v. t To throw, as light, on the eyes,
or the mind.^a. Vile ; vulgar :—lan-
guage used by thieves, Ac.

Flaab'Ina;, n. A biasing !—a piece of
metal let into the joints of a wall.

FlaaSi'y, a. Showy ; not solid.

Flask, n. A bottle ; a powder-horn.
Flaa'ket. n. A vessel in which viands
are served :—a shallow basket

Flat, a. Horizontal j—insipid ; dull <—
not shrill.—n. A plain ; even ground

:

—a depressed tone.
Flat'ir-on (-1-urn), n. An instrument

for smoothing clothes.
Flft'tlre, a. Producing wind, [torfly.

Flat'ly, ad. In a flat manner : peremp-
Flat'nesa, n. Evenness : dutness.
Flatften, v. L TV> make level:—to
deject :—to make less sharp.— v. i. To
Siw even.

t'ter, v. t To soothe with praises

:

—to raise false hopes. [pleasing.
Flafter-Inar.p.a Bertowing flattery:—
Flat/ter»y, n. Falsepmtea ; ndwlauon.

Windinftse; amptt-Flat
ter-y, n. I

n-lenee, i
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FlAfu-ltnt, a. Windy.
FlsVtn*, n. pLl Wind: breath.
Fle>ont, v. 1 To make ostentatious
display:—toshow impudence.—n. Any
ttdng showy.

FIsVtoi*, n. Power affecting the taste

;

saror -.—odor.—*. L To give a flavor.

FlsVrored, a. Having flavor.

FlsVvor-ona, a. Pleasing in flavor.

Flaw, a. A breach ; a defect.—v. t To
break ; to violate.

Flaw'jr, a. Full of flaws ; defective.
FlAx, a. A fibrous plant:—the fibres

of flax cleansed. [cleaning flax.

Flnx'-ooamb, a. An instrument for
Fl&x'en, a. Made ofor like flax.

Flax'neM, n. The seed of flax.

FlAx'y, a. Like flax.

Flnjr (fla), v. t To strip offthe skin.
Flajr'er, n. One who flays.

Flom (fiej, a. A small insect [weed.
F1£a'b&ne,n. Agenusofplants;horse-
Fl£ak.,n. A smalllock or twist; aerate.
Fleaan,*. An instrument used to bleed

cattle.

Fl&ek. v. 1 To spot ; to
Flection, n. The act of oending.
Floe'tOr, n. A muscle.
F16d, i. £p. from flee.

FlMge, tt To furnish with ft ithers.

FMda/luisjr, a. A young bird newly
fledged.

Flee, 9. i. To run from danger.
Fleece, a. The wool shorn from a
sheep.—*, t To shear ; to plunder.

Flee'cy, a. Covered with wool.
Fleer, v. 1 To gibe ; to leer.—a. Mock-
ery ; a deceitful grin.

Fleet, a. A company of ships.—a.
Swift of pace.—v. C To skim.—r. 1
To hasten. [transitory.

Fleet'lngr, o. a. Passing rapidly

;

Fleet'lyTa* Swiftly; nimbly.
Fleet/nea*, a. Swiftness; quickness.
Flem'lnsj* n. An inhabitant of Flan-
ders.

Flem'lah, a. Relating to Flanders.
Flense, t>. t To cut up.
Fleas, n. The muscular part ofan ani-
mal body :—the human race.—*, t To
initiate; to satiate. [flesh.

Flean'-brftfth, n. A brush to rub the
Fleaa'-hook, a. A hook todraw flesh.

Flesa't-neaa, n. Corpulence.
Flesli'll-neasu n. Carnal appetites.
Flesn'ly, a. Carnal ; not spiritual.

Flean'mon-ffer, a. One who deals
in flesh.

Flesn'jr, o. Corpulent
Flex, ri To bend ; to inflect
Flta-l-bll'l-ty, n. Pliancy.
Flta'i-ble, a. That may be bent:—
yielding.

Flex'ile, a. Easily bent
Flex'ion (fleVslnuO.n. Act ofbending.
Flex'or, n. A muscle that bends.
Flex'sj-ooe, a. Winding; bending.
Flex'nre, w. A bending : Joint
FUek'er, v. t To flutter.

Fli'er. n. One who flies -.—part of a
machine.

Flight (flit), a. Act of flying ; escape

:

—a series, as of stairs.

Flisrht'l-neaa,n. State ofbeing flighty.

Flight'?, a. Wild ; fanciful.
Fllm'flain, n. A whim ; a trick.

FUm'el-neae, n. Weakness of text-
ure, [force.

Fllm'ej, a. Ofweak texture ; without
Flinch, v. L To shrink.
Fllnch'lng, n. Act of shrinking.
Flln'dera, n. pi. Broken pieces.
jr'llnjr, v. t To cast from the hand.
—p.t To sneer.—a. A throw:—

a

sneer.
Flint, n. A hard stone.
FHnrjr,o. Made of flint :-cruel.
Flip. n. A liquor.
Fllp'pan-ey, a. Loquacity ; periness.
Fllp'pant, a. Talkative ; pert
Fllp'per, n. The arm ofa seal.
Flirt,U To throw with a Jerk.—r. i.

To coquet—n. A Jerk :—a coquette.
FUr-tl'tlOBt s. Act of flirting.

Flit, v.i. TO fly away : to flutter.

Flitch, n. The side of pork cured.
Flit'ting, p. a. Flying; transient
Float, v. L To swim on the surface.—

r. i. To flood :—to cause to swim.—n.

A body swimming on water.
Floe cose', a. Woolly. [flocculent.
Floe'en-lenee, n. State of being
Floe'en-lent, o. Having locks.
Flock, a. A collection of small ani-
mals.—v. i. To gather in crowds.

Floe, a. A mass of floating ice.

Flos;, v. L To whip ; to beat [ment.
Flosrnlnsx, n. A whipping ; chastlse-
Flood, n. An inundation :—flow :—
menses.—v. L To deluge ; to over-
whelm.

Flood'frftte (flfid'gat), a. A gate to
stop oriet out water.

Flook, n. A flounder ; fluke.
Floor (flfir), n. The bottom of a room
or building.—t?. t. To cover with a
floor :- to strike down.

Flooring, n. Materials for floors.

Flop, v. L To flapthe wings.
Flofra,n. [L.] The vegetable species
native to a country.

Flo'rnl, a. Relating to flowers.
Flor'en-tine, a. A native of Flor-

ence:—a silk

Flo-rea'eenee, n. Act of flowering.

Flo'ret, a. A small flower.

Florid, a. Flowery :—flushed with
red :—splendid. _ m m _, M

Flor'KI-neae, n. State ofbeing florid.

F1or/l*lbnn. a. Formed like a flower.

Flor'tn, n. [Fr.] A coin first ma4e
at Florence.

Fld'rlat.a. A cultivator of flowers.

Flos'efile, a. A small floret

Floes, a. Ravelled silk.

Fldt'sMre,a. Act of floating. m
Flo-tlTla, n. [8p.] A small fleet >-«
naval force.
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Flot'aam, or Flftt'eon, n. Goods
found floating on the sea.

Floance, v. t To deck with flounces.
—n. A jerk :—a trimming on apparel.

Fldan'der, n. A small fish.—». i. To
struggle violently.

Floor, n. The fine part of grain.—t\ t.

To convert into or sprinkle with flour.

FloAr'iah (flor'ish), r. i. To thrive

:

—to boast.

—

v. L To adorn.—n. State
of prosperity :—display :—a triur>
Iihant soundingofmusical instruments
oat, v.t To insult ; to sneer at.—

v. t To practise mockery.—n. A
mock ; an insult.

FlOofer, n. One who flouts or jeers.

Float'lbff-ly, ad. In an insulting
manner.

Flow, v. i. To run as water :—to melt

:

—to abound.—!?. L To deluge.—n. The
rise ofwater :—volubility.

Flow'er, n. The blossom of a plant

:

—the choicestpart.—v. i. To blossom.
—v. t To adorn with flowers.

Flow'er-et, n. A small flower.
Flow'er-y, a. Full of flowers :—
highly ornamented.

Flowing-, p. a. Fluent ; abundant
Flow'lngr-nea*, n. A stream of dic-
tion, Ac.

Flown (fion), p. from fly. Gone away.
FlAct'n-ate, % i. To waver : to rise
and fall.

FlAct-n-a'tlon, n. Act of fluctuating.
Flue, n. Pipe of a chimney :—down
or fur.

Flu'en-ey, n. Act of flowing; smooth-
ness of speech.

Fla'ent, a. Liquid ; voluble.—n. A
stream :—a variable or flowing quan-
tity.

Fln'ent-ly, ad. With ready flow.
Flft'ld, a. Liquid.—n. A liquid;
animalJuice.

Flu-Id'f-ty, \n. The quality or
Fla'Id-neM, J state of being fluid.

Flake, n. The broad part of an anchor:
-a flat fish.

Flame, n. A channel for water.
FlAm'mer-y, n. A kind of jelly:
—flattery.

FlAnk'y, n. A mean person ; lackey.
Flo/Or, n. [L.] A fluid state:—cata-
menia.

Fla'or-apar, n. Filiate of lime.
FlAr'ry, n. A gust of wind :—hurrv.
—v. L To agitate.

Flash, v. L To start ; to glow.—v. t
Tocolor :—to elate.—o. Fresh; affluent:
—even or level with something else.—
n. Bloom; abundance.

FlAs'ter, v. L To confuse.-*. Agi-
tation.

Fl&te, a. A musical wind-instrument:
an upright channel in a column.—
v. i. To play on the flute.—v. L To
channel.

FlAt'er, a. One who flutes.

Flat'isi, a. One who play jn a flute.

FOLLICLE

Flat'ter, v. C To fly or move quickly,—v. U To agitate.—n. Hurry ; cm
fusion.

Flu'vft-al. a. Relating to rivers.

Flu-vl-aVlc, a. Belonging to rivers.
FlAx, n. A flowing .—dysentery.
Flux-a'tlon, n. Act or state of flow-

FlAx'fton (flOk'shim), n. Act of flow-
ing ^-an infinitely small, variable
quantity. [ions.

FlAx'lon-fot. a. One skilled in flux-
Fly, v. I To float in the air ; to pass
swiftly :—to run away.—v. t. To avoid:
—to cause to fly.—n. A winged insect:
—the regulator of a machine :—a light
carriage.

Fly'blow, n. The egg ofa fly.

Fly'flab, v.i. To angle with a fly.

Fljr'-lear, n. An inserted blank leaf.

Fly'-wbtel. n. A heavy wheel to
regulate motion.

Foal (foh.n. The offspring of a mare.—9. i. To bring forth a colt.—v. L To
bring forth, as a mare.

Foam, n. A white substance ; spume.—v. i. To froth ; to rage.
Foam'y, o. Covered with foam.
Fob. n. A small pocket—v. L To cheat;
to defraud.

Fo'cal, a. Belonging to the focus.
Fo'cua, n. [L.J The point where the
rays of light are concentrated by a
lens.

Fod/der, n. Dry food for cattle.—e. U
To teed with fodder.

Foe.n. Anenemy in war; an adversary.
Foe'man (fo'man), n. An enemy in
war. [ducing abortion.

Foef1-eide, n. The crime of pro-
Foe'ton, n. [L.1 A child in the womb.
Foa% n. A thick mist :—aftergrass.
Foff'-bank. n. An appearance at sea
resembling land at a distance.

Foc'ffy* a- Filled with fog.
Ywigj* n- One opposed to progress.
Fd'gv-lsin, n. Stubborn adherence
to old ideaa

Fol'ble, n. A weakness ; a foiling.
Foil, v. L To defeat : to frustrate.—

n. A defeat :—a thin leafofmetai.
Foln, v.i. To push in fencing.—«. A
push.

Fofot,v. t To falsify.

Fold, n. A pen for sheep :—a plait; a
double.—0. t To shut in a fold :—to
double.—*, i. To close over another.

Fdld'er, n. One who folds :—machine
for folding paper, Ac

Fo-ll-a'eeo'as, a. LeafV.
Foil-aire, n. Leaves oftrees.
FdVll-afe, v. t To beat into leaves.
Fo-11-a'tlon, n. Act of beating into
leaves.

Fo'll-d, a. A page :—a book of two
leaves to a sheet. [mankind.

Folk (rok), iupL People in general;
FAl'11-ele (fOlie-kl), » A gland :-*
seed-venal.
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FOLLOW

Pol'low, v. t. To succeed ; to pursue

:

—to imitate.—v. i. To come alter ; to

result. t
rdisciple.

Fol'low-er.n. One who follows; a
Folly, «. Foolishness ; depravity.
Fo-snenft', v. t. To cherish with heat:

—to excite.
Fo-men-ta'tlon,ft. Actoffomenting.
Fond, a. Indulgent; loving, [caress.

Fon'dto, v. t To treat fondly ; to

Fon'dler, n. One who fondles.

Fon'dlinsr, n. One much fondled.

Fondly, ad. With tenderness.
FftBd'nes^n. Tenderness; affection.

Font, a. A baptismal vessel:—an as-

sortment of printing-types.
Fon'tal, o. Relating to a source.

Food, ft. That which gives nourish-
ment.

Fool, ft. A person void of understand-
ing :—a buffoon.—v. i. To trifle.—v. L
To disappoint ; to cheat.

F»ol'er-y,n. Acts of folly, [out sense.

Fool'bar-dl-n&M, n. Courage with-
Fool'bar-dy, a. Foolishly bold.

Fool'tefc, a. Void of understanding.
F6ol'lab-ne«a,». Folly.

Fo61a'eap,n. A kind of paper.
Foot, ». That upon which a thing
stands :—a certain number of syllables

in verse:—a measure of twelve inches.
—*. i. To dance ; to walk.-*. L To
kick ; to tread :—to add up.

Foot'ball,n. A ball driven by the
foot:—a game.

Foot'bojr. ft. A menial ; a runner.
Foot'brfdjre, a. A narrow bridge.

Foot'bold, n. A space on which one
may stand.

Fooi'tna, a. Ground for the foot;

foundation:—condition:— act of add-
ing.

Foot'man, n. A servant.

Footpad, a. A highwayman on foot.

Foot'prlnt, n. Mark ofthe foot.

Foot'*t£p,a. A mark of the foot;

track; mark.
Foot'stool, n. A stool for the feet.

Fop, n. A gay man ; a coxcomb.
Fop'por-y, n. Showy folly.

Fop'piab, a. Like a fop; vain in
dress; finical. [foppish.

Fop'plab-n&se, n. State of being
Far, prep. Because of: for the sake of.

—conj. Because : on this account that.

ForSaffe, v. i. To wander in search of
forage.—v. t To strip; to spoil.—n.

Search for provisions :—food for horses

and cattle. [provider.

For'av-sror, ft. One that forages ; a
For-aa-maeb', conj. In regard that:

since. _,

Fo-ray', n. A pillaging excursion.

For-bear7
. v. 1 To cease : to abstain.

—v. t To decline ; to omit.

For-boar'anee. n. Actof forbearing:
—command of temper.

For-bM', v. L To prohibit ; to inter-

dict
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For-bld'dlna*, p. a. Causing aver-
sion ; austere.

Foree, n. Strength exerted ; vigor :—
virtue : efficacy :—armament—*. t. To
compel :—to ravish :—to hasten.

Foree'Ml, a. Violent ; strong.
Foree'leaa, a. Weak ; impotent.
Force'-me«t, a. Cooked meat stuffed.
Fdr'eepa,n. [L.] A surgeon's pin-

cers, [water.
Fdree'-pO.mp, n. A pump for forcing
Fdr'eer, n. One who forces, [violent
For'cl-ble, a. Strong; efficacious;
For'el-blsr, ad. With violence, [cers.

For'cl-pas-ed. a. Formed like pin-
Ford, n. A shallow part of a river.—
At Tj pass a river without swim-
ming. [Anteriorly.

Fore, a. Anterior ; coming first.—ad.
Fore-arm', v. L To provide for at-

tack beforehand. [hand.
Fdre-armed', p. a. Armed before-
Fore-bode', v. I. To prognosticate

;

to predict [thought .

Fdre-bod'lng-. ». Presage; fore-

Fore-eaet', v. L & i. To project ; to
contrive.—n. Foresight ; forethought

Fdre'caa-tle, a. The upper deck,
near the head of a ship.

Fdre-eloee', v. t. To shut up.
Fore-elds'u re, a. Act of foreclosing.
Fore'd£ck, a. Anterior part of a ship.
For*'fa-ther, a. An ancestor.
F6re-a;d/

, v. t To give up ; resign.

Fore-adne', p. a. Formed beforehand;
settled. [picture.

Fdre'arOnnd, n. The front part of a
Fdre'hand-ed, a. Early ; timely :—
easy as to property. [of the fare.

Fore'bead (for'ed), w. The upper part
For'elgm (for'in), a. Of another coun-
try :—not to the point. [alien.

For'elarn-er, n. Not a native; an
Fore-iudae', v. t.To judge beforehand.
Fore-ccnowr'. v. t. To know b< ore.

Fore-knowl'edge, a. Knowledge
of future events.

Fore'land, n. A promontory : a cape.
Fore-lay', v. t. To lie in wait for :—
to lay beforehand. [forehead.

Fore'loek, n. A lock of hair on the
Fore'man, n. The chief man of a
jury :—a chief workman.

Fore'niast n. The firstmast of a ship.

Fore7moat, a. First in place or dignity.
Fore-named', o. Named before.

Fore'noon, n. The time before mid-
day. P*w.

Fo-r#n'alc, a. Relating to courts of
F6re-or-dain', v. t. To ordain before-

hand. . .
Fore'part, a. The part before.

Fore'rank, n. The first or front rank.
Fore-ran', v. L To precede, [binger.

Fore-rAn'ner. n. A precursor; a har-

Fore-aav', v. t. To predict: to prophesy.
Fore-eoft'. v. t To see beforehand.
F6re-ataow'. v. L To indicate before-

hand ; predict
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Fdre'eiaht, n. A seeing beforehand.
Fdre'skln, The prepuce.
For'eet, n. A tract of land covered
with trees.—a. Covered with trees;
rustic

Fdre-etall', v. L To anticipate.
F6r'eet-«r, n. One who guards or

lives in a forest.

Fore-taste'. 9. t. To taste before.—n.
Taste beforehand.

Fore-tell', v.L To teU beforehand.—
v.i. To utter prediction.

Fdre'tbooffbt,*. Anticipation; prov-
ident care.

Fdre'to-ken, a. A previous sign.—
v.L To foreshow. [of the mouth.

Fere'tootli, n. A tooth In the forepart
Fdre'top, n. The top part in front :—
hair on the forehead

For-ev'er, ad. Eternally; without end.
Fore-warm', *. t Toadmonish before-
hand, [hand.

Fere-wara'lngr, n. Caution before-
Forfeit, n. A fine for an offence.—

v. t To lose by offence.
FOrTeit-a-ble, a. 8ubject to for-

feiture.
Forfeit-Are (for'flt-yur), n. The act
of forfeiting ; a fine.

Fdrffe, n. A place where iron is beat-
en :—act of working iron :—a place
where any thing is made.—«. L To
form by the hammer:—to counter-
feit

Pore/er, *. One who forges.

F5rjr/er-y, n. The crime of counter-
feiting, fbrance of,

Forget', v. t To lose the remem-
For-ffet'flil, a. Apt to forget
For-ff6t'fttl*ne*e,n. Lossofmemory.
For-sjrlv'a-ble, a. Pardonable.
For-flve', v. t To pardon, [pardon.
For-tfve'neas, n. Act offorgiving

;

For-e^v'lna;. p. a. Ready to forgive.
Fork, n. An instrument with prongs

:

—a point—p. I To shoot into blades.
-t>. L To pitch with a fork.

FOrk'ed, a. Opening into two or
more parts.

Porker, a. Having forks.
For-lorn', a. Forsaken ; lost.

Form, n. A shape; figure :—order

;

ceremony.—n. A long seat :—a class

:

—the type for a sheet set up in an iron
frame.—p. L To make ; to constitute.

Formal, a Ceremonious ; precise.
For'snal-lsm, n. Quality of being
formal

F*r/mal*Ist, n. An observer offorms.
For-mal'1-tjr, n. Observance of
ceremony.

FOr'mal-lj, ad. In a formal manner.
For-naa'tion, n. Act of forming;
creation ; group of rocks referred to a
common origin.

Form'er, n. One who forms.
Former, a. First of two ; previous.
For'neer-ly, ad. In times past; at

first

FOSTEBSON

FbrSml-da-ble, a. Terrible ; terrific
Fer'mft-da-bly; ad. In a terrible
manner* [form.

FoWntn-la, n. [L.] A prescribed
FOr'ma-Ia-ry, n. A book contain-
ing forms.—a. Ritual: stated. {ness.

Fer'nl-eate, v. I To commit lewd-
For-ni-ea'tion, iw Incontinence of
unmarried persons. [nlcation.

Fer/ni-ea-idr,n. One guilty of for
For-ray', v.L To ravage; to spoil.—a,
A hostile incursion.

Forsake', v. t. To leave ; to desert
For esVken, a. Abandoned.
For-eootn', ad. In truth ; indeed.
For-eweajr, v. U To deny upon oath.
—v. 1 To swear falsely.

F6rt,n. A fortified post
Fdrte, n. That in which one excel*
Forth, ad. Forward ; abroad, [pear.
Fdrtk-eom'lnc a. Ready to ap-
Fdrth-wltn', ad. Immediately.
For^tl-fi-a-ble, a. That may be

fortified.

F*r-ti-fl-ca'tlon, n. The science of
militaryarchitecture:—a fortified place

Fer'tt-fy, v. t. To erect works for de-
fense :—to encourage.

Fer'tl-tiide, n. Strength and patience
to endure ; courage. [weeks.

FbrVnifht, n. The space of two
Fer'treaa.n. A fortified place.
For-t&'i-too*, o. Accidental [ness.
For-tA'i-ty, n. Chance; fortuitous*
FOrt'a-nate, a. Lucky ; successful.
Fort'n-nate-ly, ad. Successfully.
F*rfane, n. The good or ill that be

falls man :—destiny :—riches.—v. i. To
befall ; to happen.

POrt'ane-bAnt-er,n. Onewhoseeks
to enrich himself by marriage.

Fort'ane-tell'er, n. A foreteller of
fortunes.

For'ty, a. An. Four times ten.
Fo'ram, n. fL.] The Roman market
and tribunal ; a court

Forward, ad. Onward.—a. Earnest:
—bold:—early ripe :—anterior.— ». t
To advance :—to send on. [ness.

For*ward-ne*ft, n. Earliness ; oold-
Foese, n. A ditch ; an intrenchment
FdVsll, n. A petrified plant or animal
dug from the earth.—a. Dug out of
the earth. [slls.

Foe-ell-IFer-oas, o. Producing fos-

Foe'ell-Iat, n. One versed in fossils.

Foe'sll-iee, v. L To change to fossils.

F6s-sll-6I'e-ffy, n. The science of
fossils.

Foe'ter, v. L To nurse ; to cherish,
FoVter-affe, n. The charge ofnursing.
FOA'ter-broth-er, n. (hie fed at the
same breast

Foe'ter-enild, a. A child nursed by
one not its parent

Foo'ter-er, n. One who fosters.
Foa'ter-fa-ther, a One who brings
up another's child. [as a son.

Fofl'ter*eoii,n. One fed sod educated
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F6th'*r,n. A load of lead.
Fought (fawt), f. <fr p. firom fight
Fdof, a Not clean :—unfair.—ad. With
rude force.—v. L To make foul

Ftoul'ly, ad. In a foul manner.
Fbul'm&atlied, a. Scurrilous.
Fou'mart (fo'mart). n. A polecat
F«ond, i. <fr p. from find.—t*. t To lay
a basis ; to institute ; to cast.

Fftun-da'tion, n. The lowest part of
* structure :—first principles.

F*and'er, n. One who founds.
FtHw'der, v. I. To cause soreness in
a horse'sfoot—n. A disease in a horse's
foot—r. L To sink :—to fall.

FMn'der-y. n. The art 01 casting
metals ; a casting-house : a foundry.

F^nnd'Ung, n. A child deserted or
exposed.

Fount, n. A spring ; a fountain.
F*on'ia\in, n. A well ; a spring :—
origin :—a printer's trough.

Four, a. Twice two.
Fourfold, a. Four times as much

.

Fdtu^-foot-ed, a. Having four feet.

Finr'seore, a. Eighty.
FrarSMmare, a. Quadrangular.
Four'teen, a. Four and ten. ftecn.

F6nr/t*elith
!
a. The ordinal of four-

Fourth, a. The ordinal of four.

Fourthly, ad. Jn the fourth place.
F6wl, n. A winged animal.—v. i. To
kill birds for food

.

[sues birds.
Fowl-er, n. A sportsman who pur-
F*wl'lnff-pl6ee, n. A gun for shoot-
ing birds.

FAx. n. An animal.
F6x'-ehase, n. Fox-hunting.
Fdx'glove, n. A plant.
Fta'-ntat, n. Fox-hunting.
Fta'ish, a. Cunning ; like a fox.

Fta'tall, n. A species of grass.

F*x/y, o. Relating to a fox.

Fra'eaa, n. [Fr.] A noisy quarrel.
Frac'tlon, n. Act of breaking ; a bro-
ken part :—part ofan integer.

Frae/tlon-al, a. Relating to fractions.

Fractious, a. Cross ; fretful.

FHtot'are, n. A breach ; a rupture.—
v. t To break a bone, &c.

Fraff'lle, a. Brittle : frail. [ness.

Fra-arll'l-ty, n. Brittleness ; weak-
Fraa?meni, n. A part broken off.

Frafr/men-ta-ry, a. Composed of
fragments.

Fra^aranee, n. Sweetness of smell

;

perfume.
Fra'arant.a. Sweet-smelling.
Fra'aranrly, ad. With sweet scent
Frail, a. Weak; liable to error:—
liable to decay.—n. A kind of basket;
amah.

FMMl'aem, n. Weakness ; instability.

Fratl'ty, n. Weakness: infirmity.

FrtUBa**. t To form:—to plan.—n.

The timbers ofan edifice ; a structure

:

—scheme :—shape.
" rark,n. A frame : a framing.

%i n. A joining together.
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Frane, n. A French coin, value near-
ly nineteen cent*.

Frftn'chlsve, n. Privilege; immunity:
—a privileged district—v. t To make
free ; enfranchise.

Fran'ehise-m«iit, n. Release.
Fraa-ela'can, n. A monk of St.

Francis. [frangible.
Frftn-ft-bll't-tjr, n. State of being
Fran'srl-ble, a. Easily broken.
Frank, a. Free ; candid.—n. A free
letter:—a native of Western Europe.—
v. t To exempt from postage.

Frank'ln-e6nae, n. A gum resin
used as a perfume.

Frank'ly, ad. Freely ; openly.
Frank'ness, n. Openness ; candor.
Fran'tlc, a. Mad : furious.
Fra»t£r'DAl, a. Like brothers.
Fra-t£r'nal-ly, ad. in a brotherly
manner. [hood.

Fra-Wr'nl-ty, n. A society; a brother-
Fi*a-t£r'nisse, v. i. To associate as
brothers.

Frat'rl*cide, n. The murder or mur-
derer ofa brother.

FrAnd, «. Deceit ; imposition.
Frand'n-leace, n. Deceitfulness

;

fraud.
FrAod'u-lent, a. Full of fraud;
treacherous; fallacious.

Fraaalit p. from freight. Laden.
Frftx-l-n*l'fi~, n. A plant.
Fray, n. A battle ; a riot.—v. t To
fright :—to rub. [checker.

Fresk. n. A sudden fancyr-v. t. To
Freakish, a. Capricious ; whimsical.
Fr«Vkle, n. A spot on the skin.—«.
To give or acquire freckles.

FrCc'kled, a. 8potted.
FrSck'ly, a. Full of freckles.
Pre*, a. Being at liberty:—frank

;

liberal.— v. t. To sefat liberty.

Fre^-a'ipeii-ey, n. State of acting

Frj&'bftftt-er, n. A robber ; a pflla-
Frtfbtfrn, a. Born free. [ery.

FreM'man, a. One freed from slav-
Free'dom, n. State of being free :—
independence :—privileges :—license.

Freehold, n. Land held by free
tenure. {freehold.

Fre^ndld-er, n. One who has a
Freely, ad. With freedom; frankly.
Freeman, n. One who enjoys liberty:
—one possessed of civil rights.

FrM-ma'iton, n. One of the frater-
nity of masons.

Frr«r, n. One who gives freedom.
Frefatone, n. A sandstone used in
building. •

Frgfthink-er, n. An unbeliever.
Fre^think-In*, n. Unbelief; in-

fidelity.

Fi*£6-wfll', n. The power of direct-
1ng one's own actions, —a. Voluntary;
spontaneous.

FrMso, v. i. To be congealed by cold.
—v. I. To congeal by cold.
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i(ttU).v. t. To load, ma ship,
Ac.—n. The lading of a ship :—price
of transportation ofgoods.

Frelfrht'er, n. One who freights.

French, n. The language of France.
—pL The people of Prance.—a. Be-
longing to V ranee. [instrumen t.

Fr€ncb'-horii, n. A musical wind-
Fre-net'le, a. Mad ; distracted.

Frta'sy, n. Distraction of mind.
Frfquen-cy, n. Occurrence oCen re-

peated.
Fro'quent. a. Often occurring.-

Fre-quent' v.L To visit often.

Fre-qatn'ta-tlve, a. Denoting fre-

quent repetition.
Fre-qu6nt'er, n. One who frequents.
Frfquent-ly, ad. Often ; commonly.
Fr«s-eades', n. o/. Cool walks.
FW*s'cd, n. [It.] A painting on fresh

plaster.
Frtsh, o. Cool:—not salt:—new:—
ruddy:—raw.— n. Fresh water; a
freshet

Freah'en, v. L To make fresh.—*. i.

To grow fresh.
Frtsh'et, n. A flood in rivers.

FrMi'ly, ad. Coolly ; recently.
Frfsh'maD, n. A novice:—one in
the lowest class in a college.

Freah'ness, n. State of being fresh.

Fret, n. Agitation of liquors :—irri-
tation :—an ornament.—v. t To irri-

tate ; to corrode :—to form into raised
work.—v. i. To be agitated or angry

;

to corrode.
Fret'fttl, o. Irritable ; captious.
Fr£fMl-ly, ad. In a fretful manner.
Fret'flnl-n«ss, n. State of being

fretful.

Fret'ter, n. One who frets.

Fret'work , n. A sort of raised work

;

raised masonry,

Fri'a«ble,a. Easily pulverized, [order.
Fri'ar, n. A member of any religious
Fri'a-ry, n. A monastery.
Frlb'ble, a. Frivolous; silly.—p. i. To

trifle. [&c.
Frlc^an-dei, n. A dish of veal, eggs.
Frle-as-see', n. [Fr.] Dish of stewed
or dried fowls, Ac.—v. t To dress in
fricassee.

Frfo'tlon, n. A rubbing ; attrition.
Fri'day, n. The sixth day ot the
week.

Fried, p. a. Roasted in a pan.
Friend, n. One joined to another by
affection:—aQuaker.—-v. t To befriend.

Frlend'less. a. Without friends.
Frlend'll-ngss, n. Kindness.
Frlend'ly, a. Having friendship;
kind :—salutary. [with affection.

Frlend'shlp, n. Intimacy united
Frlexa. a. A coarse woollen cloth :—
part ofacolumn,—v. L To form nap
on cloth ; to frbo.

Fri-a-bU'1-ty, \ n. The quality of
Fri'a-ble-nefts, j "

duced to powder.
being easily re-
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Frljr'ate, n. A small ship of war.
Fright, v. t. To terrify.—*. A sudden
terror; panic.

Friffhfen, v.L To terrify ; to daunt
Frifffct'fttl, a. Terrible; awful;

fearful.

Frifffct'mi-ly, ad. Dreadfully.
Friffht'ftU-ness, n. Dread ; terror.
Frigid, a. Cold .—dull :—impotent.
Frl-ffld'l-ty, n. 8tate of being frigid.
Frill, v. i. To shiver with cold.—n.
An edging oflinen or cotton.

Fringe, n. Ornamental trimming.—
v. L To adorn with fringes.

Frlnc'y, a. Adorned with fringes.
Frlprper, n. A dealer in old things.
Frlp'per-y, n. Old clothes ; trifles.—

a. Trifling: contemptible, [dresser.
Frl-aenrMfre-zurO, n. [Fr.] A hair-
Frisk, v.i. To leap ; to dance.—n. A

frolic : leap. [paper in printing.
Frisk'et,n. A frame to confine sheets of
Frisk'y, a. Gay ; airy ; frolicsome.
Frit, n. Material for making glass.—

v. U To deprive ofmoisture by neat.
Frith, n. A strait of the sea.
Frlt'ter.n. A pancake :—a fragment.
—v. L To break into small pieces.

Frl-vol'1-ty, n. Triflingness.
Frlv'o-lofts, a. Trifling; trivial.

Frlsa, v. t To curl ; to frizzle.

Frls/sle, v. t To curl in short curls.
—n. A curl.

Frls'sler, n. One who frizzles.

Fro, ad. From; back.
Frock, n. A loose outer garment :—

a

gown for children.
Fro|r, n. A small amphibious animal:
—a DUtton :—a tender horn.

Frol'le, a. Gay; playful.--n. A wild
prank.—v. i. To play pranks. fml.

Frol'lc-some, a. Full of rayety ; play-
From,prep. Out of; since; by reason of.

Fron-desee', r. t. To put forth leaves.
Fron-des'cence, n. The time or act
of putting forth leaves.

Fron-doses, a. Full of leaves.
Fron'dons, a. Loafy as a flower.
Front, n. The forehead :—van of an
army :—fore part—v. t To oppose
directly ; to face.—1\ i. To stand tore-

most.
Front'aae, n. The fore part.
Front'aT, a. Relating to the forehead
or front—n. A pediment:—a front-

let
Fron'tler, n. Utmost verge of any
territory.—a. Bordering.

Fron-tln-t&c' (fron-tin-yakO, n. [Fr.]

A rich French wine.
Fron'tls-ptece, n. An ornamental
page ofa book.

Front/leas, a. Void of shame.
Front'let, n. A bandage upon the
forehead :—the margin behind the bill

of a bird.
Frost, n. A fluid congealed; frozen
dew.—v. I To cover, as with frost

Frost'blt-ten, a. Nipped by frost
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FrAat'td, a. Covered with frost
Frtot'work, n. Work resembling
hoar-frost.

Frdnl'y, o. Very cold ; like frost.

Frttth, n. Foam ; unsubstantial mat-
ter.—v. i. To foam.

FrGtli'y, a. Full of foam
FHlouce, n. A wrinkle ; a curl.—0. t
To curl ; to frialc.

Fro7ward, a. Perversely disobedient

.

Frd'ward-ngtti*, n. Perverseness.
Frown, v. i. To express displeasure ;

to scowl.—v. t To repel by stern looks.—*. A stern look ; a scowl.
Frow 'ay, a. Fetid :—dim.
Froze, t. from freeze.
Fro'sen, a. Congealed. [fruit.

Frnc-tei'cence, n. The ripening of
Frac-tlFer-ofis, o. Bearing fruit.

Frue-tl-ll-ca'tlon,n. Actoffructlfy-

Frac'tl-ry,t\ t. To make fruitful.—
v. i. To bear fruit

Fru'ajal, a. Thrifty; economic* 1
.

Fru-a?al'l-ty, n. State of being fru-

gal : thrift.

Fru'aral-ly, ad. Economically.
Fruit, n. Product of the earth, trees,

and plants :—effect :—of&pring.
Fralt'afe, n. Fruit collectively.
Frult'6r-er, n. One who trades in

fruit.
Fruit'er-y, n. A repository for fruit.

Fruit' ful. a. Productive: bearing
fruit ; prolific.

Fru-I'tlon,n. Enjoyment ; possession.
Fralt'leaf»,a. Barren; unfruitful.
Fmlt'-tr*e, n. A tree that produces
fruit [of grain.

Fra-men-ti'eeoos (-shus), a. Made
Fru-meu-ta'tion, n. A general dole
of corn. [milk.

Fru'man-tr, n. Food of wheat and
Frusn, n. The tender horn in a horse's

foot.
FrOs'irate, v. t. To defeat ; to disap-
point—a. Vain ; frustrated, [defeat.

Frua-tra'tlon, n. Disappointment;
Fry, n. A swarm of little fishes:—

a

dish fried.—v. L To dress food in n
pan on the fire.—v. i. To be cooked in
a pan.

Fry'lnff-pan, n. A pan for frying
meat. 5c

Fuch'iila (fu'she-a), n. A genus of
flowering plants.

Fftd'dle, v. L To make drunk.—p. i.

To drink to excess. [tempt.
Fftdfr*, interj. An expression of con-
Fu'el, n. Matter or aliment of fire.

Fn-ra'cioua, a. Volatile; flying.

Fu-gac'1-ty, n. Act of flying away.•«"-—--- Not durable ; fleeting

;

A deserter; a mna-
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Fa'aH-tlT*, a.

short-lived.—n.
way.

Fugue (fug), n.

in music.
A repetition of parts

[poses fugues.

am, n. [L.] A support toa lever,
i', v. t. To accomplish ; to com-

Fa'yulat (fu'gist), n. One who com
Furcrato, a. Supported by branches.

Ful'<
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plete. [formance.
Ful-fll'ment, n. Completion; per-
Ful'gen-cy, n. Splendor ; brightness.
Ful'gent,a. Shining; dazzling.
Ful'fbr, n. Dazzling brightness.
Full, a. Having no space empty:—
strong :— large :— entire :—not horned
or gibbous.—n. Complete measure; the
whole.—ad. Quite ; exactly ; directly.
—v. t. To thicken and cleunse.asclotn.

Fairer, n. One who fulls cloth.
Full'lug-mlll, n. A mill for fulling
cloth.

FUl'ly. ad. Completely ; without lack.
Ful'mi-n&te, v i. To thunder ; to
explode.—v. t. To denounce :—to cause
to explode. [explosion.

Ful-ml-na'tlon, n. A thundering;
Farness, n. 8tate ofbeing full; abund-
ance.

Ful'aome, a. Nauseous ; offensive.
Fa-ma'rl-a, n. A genus of plants.
Fnm'ble, v. t. To attempt awkwardly.—v. t To manage awkwardly. [ly.

Fum'bler. n. One who acts awkward-
Fame, n. Smoke ; vapor :—rage.-^t'. i.

To smoke :—to be in a rage.—v. t To
smoke : to perfume by smoke.

Fu'mld. a. Smoky ; vaporous.
Fu-mld'l-ty, n. Smoklness. [fume.
Fu'nil-gfete, v. t To smoke ; to per-
Fn'my, a. Filled with fumes.
Fan, n. Sport ; merriment
Fu-nAm'bu-lIst, n. A rope-dancer.
Func'tloo, n. Employment ; office.

Func'tlon-al, a. Relating to some
office. [office.

Func'tton-a-ry, n. One who has an
Fund, n. Funded stock or capital ; a
bank ofmoney.—v. t. To invest in funds.

Ftkn'da-ment. n. The seat ofthe body.
Fun-da-men'tal, a. Pertaining to
the foundation ; essential.

Fu'ner-al, n. Burial ; obsequies.—<l
Relating to burial. [dismal.

Fu-ne're-al, a. Suiting a funeral;
Fun-gos'l-ty, ». Fungous excres-
cence, [cent.

Fun'ffous, a. Like a fungus ; excres-
Fnn'gm, n. [L.] A mushroom:—an
excrescence.

Fa'nl-de.n. A small cord ; a fibre.

Fu-nle'u-lar, a. Consisting of cord
or fibre.

Fun'nel, n. A pipe or passage.
Fnn'ny, a. Comical ; droll.—n. \ light
boat ; a kind of wherry.

Fur, n. Soft hair:—a skin with soft
hair.—v. t. To line with fur :—to cover
with morbid matter :—to line with slips

ofwood.—a. Consisting of fur.

Fur7be-low, n. An ornament on the
lower part of a woman's dress.

Fur'blsh, v. L To burnish : to polish.
FUr'cate, o. Forky ; fork-shaped.
Fur'fur, n. Dandruff on the skin.
FUr-fu-ra'eeous, a. Husky.
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158 tVRIOUB.

Mad ; raging ; violent
"aa furiousmanner.

Ffrl-ofto, a.

F&'rl-**»-ly,arf. In
Fftrl, v. L To draw up : to contract.

Ffcr'lonff, n. The eighth part ofa mile.
Ffer'lefLSjn (furto), n. A temporary
leave of absence from military service.

Fttr/na«e,n. An enclosed fireplace

:

—a place for melting metals.
FOr'nlsb, r. t. To supply ; to equip.
Ftar'nl-ture, n. Movable goods :—
equipage.

WUr rl-ev, n. A dealer in furs.

Fttjr'rinff, n. Timber nailed to rafters

in order to bring them to an even sur-

face.
Fnr'rdw, n. A longtrench or hollow.

-r*. *. To cut in furrows.
Fttr'rjr, a. Covered with fur.

Fnr'tner, a. More distant ; additional.—ad. To a greater distance ; farther.—v. L To forward ; to promote.
Fnr'tlier-ance, n. Frouiotion. [sides

FUr'ther-more, ad. Moreover ; be-

Fnr'tlve, a. Stolen \ secret
Fu'ran-elc. n. An inflamed tumor.
Fa'ry, n. Madness; passion; frenzy.
Parse, n. A prickly snrub.
Ftti'e«iia, a. Brown ; of a dark color.

Fuse, r. t To liquefy by heat.—v. i.

To be melted.
Fn-ae*7

, n. Part of a watch :—a pipe
for filing a bomb :—a small musket.

OALL.

Fn-afl-bll'l-ty, a. Quality of beinc
fusible.

Fn'sl-ble, a. That may be melted.
Fn'sll, a. Capable of being melted.—

n. A firelock ; fusee.
Fn-all-lade'. n. A simultaneous
discharge of firearms. [a fusil.

Fn4Mcer/
. u. A soldier armed with

Fu'slon (fu'zhun), n. Act of melting.
Fum, n. A tumult ; bustle, [ill smell.
Fust, 7i. The shaft of a column :—en
Fust'Inn (fusfyan), n. A kind ofcloth:
—bombast.—a. Made of fustian:—
pompous. [dyeing.

Fas' tie, n. A sort of wood used in
Fas'tl-ttte, v. t To beat with a stick.

Fus'tl-neaa, n. Mouldiness :-a bad
smell.

Fas' fly, a. Ill smelling ; mouldy.
Fu'ttle, o. Trifling ; worthless.
Fu-tll'i-ty, n. State of being futile.

Fftt'toeka, n, jtf. The lower timbers
in a ship.

Furore, o. That wfll be hereafter.—
n. Time to come,

Fn-tu'rl-ty, n. Future time.
Fume, n. A tube used in exploding.
Fflu.v.<. To fly offm small partie
F*s»7-ball, n. A kind of fungus.
Fob'ale. r. t. To make drunk, [tempt
Fy, infer/. A word of blame and cow-
Fyke, n. A kind of fishing net

G.

Gab, n. The month :—loquacity.—v. t
To talk idly.

Gab-ar-dlne7 (-denO n. A coarse
frock.

Gamble, v. i. To prate.—n. Loud,
senseless talk.

Gabion. n. [Fr.] A wicker basket
filled with earth, used for a hasty de-
fense.

Ga'ble, n. The triangular end of a
house.

Caul, n. An ingot of steel ; a style.—
v.4. To ramble about

Gad-a-b*at', ) n. One who roves
Gad'der, J about idly.

Gad'fly, n. An insect that stings cattle.

Gae/llc (g&lik), n. The Gaelic lan-
guage spoken in parts of Scotland.—a.

Pertaining to the Gaelic language.
Gall; n. A harpoon :—a boom.
Gaffer, n. Master:—an old rustic word.
GarHe, n. An artificial spur for a
cock.

Gaff, v. L To stop the m uth.—n.
Something used to gag with.

Gace, n. A pledge:—a measure:—

a

challenge.—-v. L To engage :—to meas-
ure.

Gas/gle, v. i. To make a noise like a
goose.

Garbling, n. A noise ofgeese; cack-
ling.

Gal'e-ty, n. Cheerfulness ; mirth.
Gain, n. Profit; advantage .—over-
plus.—v. L To obtain; to win; to
reach.—v. i. To grow rich ; to advance.

Gavin'er, n. One who gains.
Galn'fol, a. Profitable.
Gain-lews, a. Unprofitable ; of no ad-
vantage, [ny.

Galn'aay, v. L To contradict ; to de
GalnHsay'er, n. A contradicter.
Gaslr'lsh, a. Gaudy ; fine ; garish.
Gait, n. Manner of walking, {ankle.
Gal'ter, n. A covering for the leg and
Ga'la, n. A festival ; a show.
Gal'ax-jr, n. The Milky Way:—

s

splendid assemblage.
Gale, n. A strong wind

; gust
Ga'le-as, n. A heavy-built vessel.
Ga'le-at-ed, a. Covered as with s
helmet

Ga-le'na,n, [L.] A sulphuretoflead.
Gal-i-lesan, n. A native of GaUlee.
Gal'lot, n. A little galley ; a Dutch

Gall, n. The bile; a bitter animal
juice :—bitterness of mind.—v. t To
rub off the skin:—to tease. t>. L To
fret; to be teased.
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GALLANT

Gal'lant, a. Brave; high-spirited.
Gal»labt', a. Attentive to ladies.—n.
A man attentive to ladies.—v. t. To
pay attention to ladies.

Gal-lan'Uy, ad. In a gallant manner.
Gallmnt-ly, ad. Bravely

; generously.
Gal'lant-ry, n. Quality of being gal-
lant :—courage :— nobleness :— refined
address to women.

Gall'-blad'der, n. A membranous
sac that receives the bile.

Gal'le-on, n. A large ship.
Gal'ter-y, n. A covered passage:—

a

balcony around a building :—an apart-
ment in a church or a ship.

Gal'ley.n. Alow, flat-bottomed ves-
sel :—a frame for holding type.

Gal'ley-alave, n. A slave who rows
in the galleys.

Gallic, \a. Relating to France:
Galll-ean,/ French.
Gall'le,a. Relating to the gall-nut.
Gal'll-^Iaa*, n. A French idiom.
Gal»ll-iia'c«aii (-shan), n. One ofthe
family of birds which includes the
common hen.

Gal»li-na'e>eoaa (gal-le-na'shus), a.

Denoting birds ofthe gallinacean kind.
Gal'll-alp-p«r,n. A large mosquito.
Gai'ii-p**, -- ' *
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A pot painted and
glazed :—a kind of resin.

Gall'-nttt. n. An excrescence on the
oak. used in dying.

Gal'lon, n. A liquid measure of four
quarts. [gold or silver.

Gal»l*6n', n. A kind oflace made of
G&Tlop, v. i. To move by leaps, or
very fast.—n. The swiftest motion of
a quadruped. [horse.

Gal7lo-way, n. A species of small
GaM1ow*,n. An erection for hang-
ing criminals. [gall-bladder.

Gsul'-atdne, n. A concretion in the
Ll'y;a. Bitter as gall.

Ga-loebe7 (ga-ldshO, n. [Fr.] On over-
shoe, jism.

Gal-van'lc, a. Relating togalvan-
Gal'van-Iam, n. A species of elec-

tricity, [vanism.
Gal'van-ia*,*. t To affect with gal-
Gal-V6t-n6m'e-t«r, n. An instru-
ment for ascertaining the presence of
electricity.

Gaiavba'do, n. Spatterdashes at-
tached to stirrups.

Gam'blt,n. A species ofgame at ch«ss.
Gam'ble, v. i. To game for money.
Gam'bler, n. One addicted to gam-
bling, [money.

Ganrblina;, n. Act of playing for
CtaD-btee', n. A gum-resin.
Gana'bol, v. t. To dance ; U> skip.—n.
A skip ; a hop.

Gam'brel, n. The hind leyof ahorse:
—a stick to hang meat on.

Game, n. 8port ; play :—advantage in
play :—field sports:—aniru*U hunted

:

—a solemn contest—«. £ To play for

money; to gamble.

Games-eddi, n. A cock bred to fight
Game/s<»Die, a. Frolicsome; gay.
Gamester, n. One addicted to gam-

ing.
Gani'lna;, *• Practice of gamesters.

lna-ta'ble, n. A table used
for gaming. (old woman.

Oanrmer, n. The appellation of an
Gam'mon, n. The tnigh of a hog
smoked :—backgammon :—a humbug.
v. L To dry in smoke :—to hoax :—
to fasten a bowsprit.

Gam'nt, n. The scale of musical
notes.

Gan'der, n. The male of the goose.
Gang, n. A troop ; a band ; crew.
GAirffll-oii, n. A tumor in a tendin-
ous part

Gan'gr^nc, n. A mortification of
flesh.—v. L To corrupt and mortify.
—v. i. To become mortified.

Gan'aro-nolia, a. Mortified ; pu-
trefied.

Gangae (gang), n. [Fr.] Mineral
substance inclosing a vein of metallic
ore. [ship.

Gana'way, n. A passage-way in a
Gan^iiet, n. A large aquatic bird.
Gant'let, n. A kind of military
punishment :—a glove.

Gaol (Jal)
t
n. A prison.

Gaol-er (jal'er) , n. A keeper of a jail.

Gap, n. An opening ; a breach ; a pas-
sage.

Gape, v. i. To open the mouth wide

:

—to crave :—to stare.—a. Ace of gap
ing ; yawn.

Garb, n. Dress ; appearance.
Gar'bafre, n. Tho entrails ; refuse.
Gar'bel, n. Apl*nk next to a ship's
keel.

Gar'ble, v. t. To select so as to give
a false impre»sk>n ; to pick out.

Garden, n A piece of ground for
cultivating flowers, or fruits.—v. t. To
cultivate a gaiden. [den.

Gar'den-er, n. A cultivator of a gar-
GarSgct, n. A swelling in the throat
of cattle.

Gar'ffle, v. t. To wash or rinse, as the
throat—n. A liquor for washing the
throat

Gar'g/oL, n. A distemper of hogs.
Gar'feb, a. Gaudy ; showy.
Gar'lab-ly, ad. Gaudily ; gairishly.

Garland, n. A wreath of flowers:—
an ornamental wreath.—r. t. To deck
with a garland.

Garble, n. A strong scented plant.

Garment, n. An article of clothing.

Gainer, n. A storehouse for grain.

—

r.(. To store, as in a granary.
Gar'neL. n. A red mineral :—a tackle.

Gar7ntab, v. t. To decorate with ap-
pendages.—n. Decoration.

Gar-niab-447
, n. The person in whose

hands the property belonging to an-

other is attached.
Gai*/niafe-er,n. One who decorates.
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Gar'nl-tiire, n. Embellishment ; or-

nament, [a house.
Gai^ret, n. The uppermost room of
Gar^ri-aon, n. Soldiers for a fortified

place; a fortified place.—v. L To for-

tify.

Gar'ron, n. A small horse :—a hobby.
Gar-rote', n. A mode of capital
punishment practised in Spain.

Gar-ra'11-ty, n. The talkativeness
of old age.

Gar'ru-lo&s, o. Prattling ; talkative.
G&r'ter, n. A band to shold up the
stocking :—the mark ofan English or-

der of knighthood.—v. L To bind with
a garter.

Gas, n. An aeriform, elastic fluid.

Gas-eon-ade'. n. A boast ; a brava-
do.—v. i. To boast : to bluster.

Gas'e-oft», a. Having the form of gas.

GAah, v. t. To make a gash in.—n. A
deep cut.

Gas'-hold-er, n. A vessel for hold-
ing gas ; gas-meter.

Gas'l-fy, v. L To convert into gas.
Gas'-light, n. The light produced by

gas.
Gfts'na'me-ter, n. A measurer of gas.
Ga-som'e-ter, n. A gas-meter:—gas-
holder.

Gasp, v. i. To pant or catch for breath

.

—n. A painful catch of breath.
Gas'trlc, a. Relating to the stomach.
Gas-trol'o-gy, n. A treatise on the
stomach. [tronomy.

Gaa-tro-noiii' 1c. a. Relating to gas-
Gate, n. A large door for closing a pas-
sage :—an avenue;

Gate'way, n. A way through gates.
Gatb'er, v. t. To collect :—to assemble

:

—to contract :—to pucker.—v. i. To
be condensed :—to assemble.—n. A
pucker; a fold.

Gath'er-Iiiff, n. An assembly.
Gau'dl'ness, n. Showiness ; finery.
Gau'dy, a. Showy ; tawdry ; gay.
GAnse (gaj), v. t. To measure the con-
tend or a vessel.—!*. A measure; a
standard.

Gana^er(gfij'er), n. One who gauges.
Gaugr'itig, n. The art of measuring

vessels.
Ganl'lsli, a. Relating to the Gauls.
Gault, n. A stiff blue or black clay.
Gaunt, a. Thin ; lean ; meagre.
Gannt'let, n. An iron glove.
GAuae, n. A thin, transparent silk.

Gau'ay, a. Resembling silk.

Gav'el, a. A little pile of grain:—
mallet of a presiding officer.

Gave'16ck, n. AnIron crow or lever.
Gav'ot, n. [Fr.l A kind of dance.
Gawk, n. A cuckoo ; a fool.

Gawk'y, n. A stupid person.—a. Awk-
ward : ungainly.

Gay (gft), a. Airy ; merry :—showy.
Gay'e-ty, n. Cheerfulness ; mirth :—

finery.
Gfty'Jjr. ad. Merrily :—finely.

URNETIC

Gist, v. i. To look earnestly ; to stare.
—n. Intent regard. (antelope.

Go-aMle7
, n. [Fr.] A species o!

Ga-s€tte/, n. fit.] A newspaper.—
v. t To insert in a gazette.

Gaa-et»teer', n. A writer or publish-
er of news :—a geographical diction-
ary.

Gear, n. Furniture :—ornaments :—
harness,—r. t. To put on gear; to
dress. [transmit motion.

Gear'lug, n. A series of wheels to
Geese, n. ;

pi. of goose. [gealed.
Gel'a-ble, a. Capable of being con-
Ge-lat'1-nate, ) v. t. To convert into
Ge-lat'1-niae, J gelatine or jelly.

Gel'a-tlne. n. An animal substance
that forms Jelly. [tine ; cohesive.

Ge-lat'1-nofta, a. Containing gela-
Geld, v. t. To castrate; mutilate.—n.
Tribute ; a fine ; compensation.

Geld'lug, n. A castrated horse.
Gel'ld.a. Extremely cold, [laughter.
Ge*16s'eo-py, n. Divination by
Gem,n. A jewel :—a bud.—v. t. To
adorn with jewels.—v. i. To bud.

Gem'el, n. A pair; two things of a
kind.

Gem't-ni, n. pi. [L.] The Twins

;

third sign in the zodiac.
Gern'me-oAs, a. Pertaining togems.
Gem'my a. Resembling gems.
Gendarme (zhan-darm'), n. [Fr.] A
military man.

Gen'der, n. A sex.—v. t To beget
Gen'dcr, v.i. To copulate ; to breed.
Gen-e-a-l&ff'l-eal, a. Relating to
genealogy. (descents.

Gen*e*al'o-gIst, n. One who traces
Gen-e-al'o-gy, n. History of des-
cents j—a successive series of families.

Geii'e-ra, n. ;
pi. of genus, [produced.

Gen'er-a-ble, a. Capable of being
Gen'er-al, a. Common ; public—n.
A commander of an army.

G£n-er-al-Is'sl-md, n. The com-
mander-in-chief ofa large army.

Gen-er-al'l-ty, n. The main body.
Gen'er-al-ise, v. t. To arrange under
general heads.

Gen'er-al-ly, ad. In general; com-
monly, [of a general.

Gen'er-al-shlp, n. The conduct
Gen'er-ate, v.t. To beget; to pro-
duce.

Gen-er-a'tton, n. Act of begetting

:

—offspring:- -an age.
Gen'er-a-tlve, a. Producing; prolific.

Gfen'er-a-tor, «. He who or that
which begets.

Ge-ne>'lc, \a. Relating to. or
Ge-neVl-cal, J embracing, the genus.
G*n-er-6a'l-ty , n. Liberality ; mag-
nanimity. I—courageous.

G^n'er-oOa, a. Liberal ; munificent

:

CHIn'eHila, n. The first book of Scrip-
ture.

Gen'et. n. A small Spanish horse.
Ge-ner le, o. Relating to origin.
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Cc-»fe'vm, «. A liquor ; gin.
Gftil-al, a. Causing production:—
cheerful; merry. [jointing.

Cto-nlc-u-l&'tloii.n. Knottlness; a
CMta'l-tavls, n. pL Parts belonging to
.generation.
G«D'MlYet a. Noting the second case
of Latin and Greek nouns.

CMii'lua, n. Mental power; peculiar
cast of mind ; talent :—a man of great
mental power.

Gen-tMlSa. Polite; well-bred.
Cton-tMl'neas, n. Gracefulness; po-
liteness, [flower.

Mn'tiasn (jen'shan), n. A plant and
CMn'tile, n. A pamn ; a heathen.—a.
Pertaining to heathens.

Cton-tfl'1-tjr, n. Dignity of birth:—
elegance ofbehavior.

G#n7tl«, o. Refined; mild :—well-born.
CHta'Ue-fdllu, n. pf. Persons of good
birth and breeding ; gentry.

'

CUta'tle-mftn, n. A man ofgood birth
and education.

Cttn'tle-nem, n. Quality of being
gentle ; mildness,

een'tly, ad. 8oftly ; meekly.
(Mn'try, n. People ofgood breeding.
G4-nu-flMc/tlon, n. Act of bending
the knee. [authentic; true.

G4n'u-Ine, a. Free from adulteration;
Gtn'n-lne-neoa, n. State of being
genuine.

firnai, n. [L.] A race or family.
M-o-een'trie, a. Having the earth
for its centre. [the earth.

Cto-M'e-sy, n. The art of measuring
Cto-fiff'iMHsy* n- Geology, or a branch
of it. [geography.

Cto-fiffSrav-plser, n. One versed in
G4-o-grr*pb/l-cal, a. Relating to
geography.

Oe ayrav-phy, n. A description of
the world :—a book containing a de-
scription of the world. fey.

Cfe-o-Idff'l-cal, a. Relating to geolo-
Ge-«l'o-glat,n. One versed in geology
Ge-61'o-anr, n. The science which
treats or the formation and structure
of the earth. [ometry.

Ge-ftm'ft-ter, n. One skilled in ge-
Q*-o-m£t'rle, ) a. Pertaining or
G4-o-m«t'ri-cal, J

ometry. ^
G^-fan-^-trl'ciaui, n. One versed m
Ge-ftm'e-try, n. The science of the
relations of magnitude.

Ge-*n'o-my, n. The science which
relates tothephysical laws of the earth.

QS-o-raVma, n. An apparatus which
exhibits a view of the earth.
Gear^c (jor^ik), n. Relating to agri-
culture.—n. A rural poem. {soil.

Ge-6a'eo-py, n. Knowledge of the
G^rft'nl-om, n. A plant with showy
flowers. [prey.

Ofcr'ttl-^nOer'aw-kn), n. A bird of
Q«rm, n. A sprout ; a bud :—origin.
(M^man, a. Akin ; related.

11
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according to ge

G«r/naan-der, n. A plant ; a shrub.
fier-mioe', o. Applicable to ; appro-
priate.

€wr/mi-nal, a. Relating to a germ.
Cter'ml-iisUe, v. i. To sprout; to
shoot.—v. t To cause to sprout.

€ter-ml-iisVttoii, n. Act ot sprouting.
CMr'nnd, n. A verbal noun, in Latin.
Gea-tsVtlon, n. The act of carrying
young in the womb.

CHM-tlc'u-late, v.i. To use gestures.—
v.L To act ; to imitate.

Qea-tle-n-lsVtion, n. Act of gesticu-
lating, [sentiment.

CHSafiire, n. Action ; expressive of
G£t,v. £ To procure; to gain; to be-
get.—v. i. To arrive at ; to become ; to
advance.

Ctow'ffftw, n. A showy trifle ; a toy.
—a. Showy, without value.

Ctoy'aer, n. A fountain spouting boil-

ing water.
Ghaafll-neaa, n. Frightful aspect.
GhMt'ly, a. Like a ghost; dismal.
Ghgr'kin, n. A small nickled cucum-
ber, [apparition.

Gboat (gost), n. A spirit; a spectre;
Ghdat'ly, a. Spiritual; like ghost.
Gh6al, n. A demon that feeds on hu-
man flesh;—a grave-robber.

Gi'ant, n. A man of extraordinary
stature.—a. Large ; gigantic.

Gi'ant-eaa, n. A female giant.
GIb'ber, v. i. To speak inarticulately.
GIb'ber*I*lft. n. Words without mean-
ing ; inarticulate talk ; slang.—a. Cant-
ing : unintelligible.

GIb'bet, n. A gallows.—v. t. To hang
on a gibbet.

CHb-boa'1-ty, n. Convexity ; protu-
berance.

Gib'boa*, a. Convex ; protuberant

;

swelling.
Gibe, v. i. To Join censure with con-
tempt.—v. I. To Bcoff at ; to deride.—
n. A sneer; a taunt.

GIb'letA, n. pi. The entrails of a fowl

.

GId'dl-ly, ad. In a giddy manner.
GId'dy, a. Having a whirling sensa-
tion ; whirling ; wild ; fickle.

Gift, n. A thing given; a donation:—
a talent. [powers.

Glft'ed, a. Endowed with eminent
©Isjr,n. A thing that whirls :-a light
chaise :—a harpoon :—a wherry.

Gi-gan'tlc, a. Like a giant; enor-
mous.

Glar'a-le. n. A laugh; a titter.—v. i.

To laugh idly ; to titter.

Gl^'frler, n. A laugher ; a titterer.

Cftjg'ot, n. The branch of a bridle :—
the hipjoint :—a slice. (adorn.

Gild, r. t. To overlay with gold:—to
GIld'er,n. One who gilds:—a Dutch

coin.
Glld-lnr, n. Act of laying on gold :—

Kid laid on a surface.
1, n. The fourth part of a pint >-

ground-ivy :—a glen ; a gully.
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em*, fi.pt.

GILLS

Organs of respiration in
[a dianthus.

GU'ly-fW>w-er, n. A garden flower

;

em, t& p. of gild.

Gta'bals, n. pL Rings to suspend a
sea-compass. [ism ; a toy.

Glm'craek, n. A trivial mechan-
GIm'let,n. A small instrument for
boring.

Gimp, a. A kind of silk twist or lace.

Gin, n. A distilled spirit :—a trap :—

a

machine for raising weights :—a ma-
chine for separating the seeds from
cotton.—v. t To entrap :—to clean
cotton. [quality.

Gln'ffer, n. A plant or root of a hot
Gln'ffer-bread, n. A cake contain-
ing ginger.

Gln'erer-ly, ad. Cautiously.
Glnfpbam (ging'am), n A checkered
cotton cloth.

Gln'gl-val, a. Belonging to the gums.
Gln'ajle, v. i. To tinkle ; to jingle.—n.
A shrill sound. [plant.

Gln'aena;, n. An aromatic root and
1-rftnV;Gl-raffe'. An African quadruped

;

rFr.l A chandelier.
the camelopard.

Glr'an-dole, n.

Gird, v. I To 'bind' round:—to re-
proach • to gibe.—v. i. To sneer,—a.
A twitch ; a pang :—a gibe. [floor.

Glrd'er, n. The largest timber in a
Girdle, ft. A band for the waist;
sone ; enclosure.—v. t To bind :—to
make a circular incision round a tree.

Giddier, ft. One who girdles.
Girl, ft. A young woman.
Girl'hood, ft. The state of beinga girl.

GXrl'lab, a. Like a girl ; youthful.
Girt, )n. A strap for a saddle:—

a

Girth, / bandage :—the compass
measured by a girt—1». t To encom-

Glst, n. [Ft.] The main point ; es-

pass with a girt ; to gird.

BUS,*!. [Fr.l T" J

sence ; meaning.
Give, f. L To bestow; to yield: to
supply ; to allow.—v. i. To yield or

five way :—to melt or soften,
v'er, ». One who gives, [of a fowl.

Gls'sard, n. The muscular stomach
Gla'el*al (gla'she-al), a. Icy; per-
taining to glaciers.

Gla'cl*ate, v. i. To turn into ice.

Glae'1-er (glaire-er), n. [Fr.] Amass
of ice and snow moving down moun-
tain slopes.

Glacis, n. [FrJ A sloping bank of earth.
Glad, a. Affected with pleasure.—

v. t To make glad.
Glad'den, r. t To make glad.
Glade, n. An opening in a wood.
Glad'1-a-tor, ft. A sword-player; a

prize-fighter. [iators.

Glad-l-a-td'ri-al,a.' Relating to glad-
Glad'i-ole, n. A bulbous plant
Glad'ljr, ad. Joyfully ; with gladness.
Glad'ness, n. Cheerfulness ; joy.

Glad'some, o. Gay ; delighted.
Glad'same-ljr, ad. Wlthgayety.

GLISTEN

Glad'seme-aes*, ft. Oayety.
Glair, n. The white of an egg :—a hal-
berd.—v. t. To smear with glair.

Glalr'y, a. Relating to glair.

Glanee, n. A sudden shoot of light :—
a darting of the eye :—a glimpse .-—lus-
tre of a mineral.-~t>. i. To view with
a quick cast of the eye :—to fly off—
v. L To dart suddenly. [body.

Gland, n. A secreting organ of the
Glan'ders, ft. pt. A disease in horses.
Glan-dlTer-eos, a. Bearing acorns
or other nuts. [gland.

Glan'dl-fbrm, a. Formed like a
Glan'da-lar, a. Pertaining to the
glands.

Glan-du-la'tlon, «. The structure
of the secretory organs of plants.

Glan'dale, ft. A small gland.
Glan'dn-loas, ". Relating to glands.
Glare, v. i. To shine so as to dazzle
the eyes*:—to stare.

Glare, ft. Dazzling light ; flame.
Glaring;, a. Blazing; dazzling:—
notorious.

Glass, n. A transparent substance :—
any thing made ofglass :—as much as
a glass holds :—a looking-glass :—

a

telescope :—hour-glass.—a. vitreous

:

" ' LSS.

To cover with guted
A house where

made of g]
Glass, v. t.

Glaes'-bdose,
flass is made.
ass'-niet-al, n. Glass in fusion.

Glass'y, a. Made of, or like, glass.
Glan'ber's-salt.n. A sulphateofsoda,
Glaa'eous, a. Of a sea-green color.
Glay'mdre, ft. A sword ; claymore.
Glaze, v. L To furnish or cover with
Slass.—ft. A polishing substance.
a'sler, '(gla'zher), n. One who

glazes.
Glas'lns;, n. Act of setting glass:—

a

vitreous substance on potter's ware.
Gleam, n. A sudden shoot of light.—

v. i. To shine suddenly ; to flash.
Gleam'y, a. Darting light
Glean, v. t To gather what is left—

ft. A collection gleaned.
Glean'er, n. One who gleans.
Glean'ina;, ft. Act ofgleaning ; thing
gleaned.

Glebe, n. Turf; soil:—land belong-
ing to a parish church.

Glee. ft. Joy ; mirth :—a song.
Glee'fal, a. Gay ; merry.
Gleet, ft. A thin matter.
Glen, n. A narrow valley ; a dale.
Glib, a. Smooth ; slippery ; voluble.
Gllb'ly, ad. Smoothly ; quickly.
Glide, v.i. To flow gently py.
Glide, n. Lapse ; act ofpassingsmooth-
Gllm'mer, v. i. To shine faintly.—n.
Faint light ; gleam.

Gllm'mer-Iiia% ft. Faint view.
Glimpse, v. t To apnear by glimpses.
—ft. A short view ; glance.

Glls'ten (glls'sn), v. i. To shine; to
sparkle.
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GLISTER

GHa'ter, 9. t To shine ; to glitter.

Gllt'ter. v. I 7t> thine ; u> exhibit
light or lustre.—n. Sparkling light.

Glear, v. L To squint
Gloat, v. i. To gaze with desire.

Gld'bate, a. Having the form of a

QODWARD 163

elobe, n. A spherical solid body :—
the earth :—a spherical map of the
earth, or the heavens.

Glo-bose', a. Globular ; spherical.
Glo-bos'1-ty, n. Roundness.
Glob'n-lar, a. Spherical.
Glftb'&le, n. A small round particle;

a little globe.
Glob'ii-ioaa, a. In form of a sphere.
Glome, n. A roundish head of flowers.
Glom'er»ate. a. Gathered into a ball,

—if. t To gather into a ball.

Glom*er*a7tlon, n. The act of form-
ing into a ball.

Gloom, n. Darkness : sadness.
Gloom. v.L To be dark or melancholy.
G166m'l-ly, ad. Dismally; darkly.
G160m'y, a. Dark ; melancholy, [ing.
Gld-rl-ll-ea'tlon, n. Actor glorify-
Gle'ri-ty. v. t To honor: to exalt.
Gl^rl-ona, a. Noble: illustrious.

GU^ry, n. Honor; brightness; renown

:

—a circle of rays round a head in
painting.—t?. i. To boast : to exult.

Gloem, ». A comment:—a smooth,
shining surface.—v. L To explain :—
to palliate; to smooth. [sary.

Glos'sa-rlst, n. An author of a glos-
GlOs'sa-ry, n. A dictionary of difficult

or uncommon words or phrases.
Gloa'fii-nea*, n. 8tate of being glossy.
Gloa-aoa/ra-phy, n. The writing of

glossaries :—a description ofthe tongue
Gloa-sol'o-ffy, n. The science of lan-
guages :—the terms of a science.

GlOs'ay, a. Smooth and shining.
G16ftal, a. Relating to the glottis.

GlOftla, n. An opening in the larvnx.
Glot-tol'o-ffy, n. Comparative pnil-

GldSt^ v. i. To pout ; to look sullen.
Glove, n. A covering for the hand.—

v. L To cover, as with a glove.
Glov'er, n. One who makes gloves.
Glow, v. i. To shine with intense heat

:

'—to feel heat: to feel passion.—«.
Shining heat ; passion.

Gldw'lng, p. a. Shining with heat.
Glow'worm, n. A small grub that
emits light in the dark.

Gldse,v. i. To flatter ; to comment—
v. U To palliate by flattery.—n. Flat-
tery ; specious show.

GlAe. n. A viscous substance ; cement.—v. L To join with glue ; to cement.
Glti'ey, a. Having the nature of glue.
Giant, a. Sullen; frowning.
Glome, n. The husk of corn, grass, &c.
Glu'mMn, n. A resinous compound.
Glitt, v. I To swallow :—to cloy.—n.
More than enough :—a large wooden
wedge.

GlA'ten, n. A viscid substance found
ingrain.

Gla-U-na'tioa, n. Act of Joining
with glue.

Glu'tl-non*, a. Gluey ; tenacious.
Glat'ton, n. One who eats to excess

:

—a carnivorous animal. [eating.
Glot'ton ona, a. Given to excessive
Glnt'ton-y, *. Excess in eating.
Glyph (gin ), n. A channel ; a cavity.
Glyc'er-Ine, n. A sweet liquid, ex-
tracted from fatty substance*.

Gly-ph6g7ra-pliy, n. An art by
which the operations of drawing an<!
engraving are combined.

Glyp'tlea, n. pL The art of engraving
on precious stones.

Glyp-tOff'ra-phy, n. A description
or gem-engraving.

Gnarl (narl), v. i. To growl ; to snarl.

Gnarl'ed (narl'ed).a. Knotty; twisted.
Gn&r'ly, a. Having knots.
Gnash (nash), t». L To strike together.—v. L To grind the teeth.
Gnat (nat),n. A small stinging insect.

Gnaw (naw), v. t. To bite ofT; to cor-

rode.—1». i. To exercise the teeth.
GneiM(nls), n. A crystalline rock,
resembling granite. [a goblin.

Gnome (nom), n. An imaginary being;
GneVmon (no'mon), n. The pin of a
dial:—an instrument .for taking alti-

tudes.
Gnoa'tlc (nos'tik), n. One of an early

sect of Christians. [Gnostics.

Gnos'tl-elam, n. The tenets of the
Gnu (nu),n. An African animal.
Go, v. i. to walk ; to move ; to travel

;

to pass.
G6ad,n. A pointed stick to drive oxen.
—v. L To drive with a goad.

Goal, n. A starting-post :—final pur-
pose; end.

Ooar, n. A slip of cloth :—gore.
Goat. n. A ruminant animal.
Goat'berd, n. One who tends goats.

Gob'ble, v. L To swallow hastily.

-

.i.

To make a noise as a turkey, [turkey.

GOb'bler, n. One that gobbles:—

a

Gob'let, n. A drinking-vessel.
Goblin, n. An evil spirit.

Go'-by, n. Evasion ; a passing by.
Go'-cart, n. A machine to support
children while learning to walk.

God. n. The Supreme Being :—an idol.

God'deaa, n. A female divinity.
God'fa-tner, n. A male sponsor in
baptism.

God'liead, n. Deity : divine nature.
God'leaa, a. Atheistical ; wicked.
God'lilte, a. Resembling God.
God/ll-nesii,n. Quality ofbeinggodly.
God'ly, a. Pious ; religious.
God'raoth-er, n. A female sponsox
in baptism.

God'ro6n,n. An ornamental fluting.

God'send, n. Unexpected good for-

tune.
God'ward, ad. Toward Goo\
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Gftf'ffle, v. i. To roll the eyes.—*. A
stare:—pi, blinds lor hones :—glasses
to protect the eyes.—a. Staring.

Go'ing, n. Act of moving ; departure.
Goitre, n. [Fr.] A tumor on the
throat :—a person having the goitre.

Gol'trous, a. Affected by the goitre.

Go'la, n. Cyma ; a moulding.
Gold, n. A precious metal :—money.
—a. Made ot gold.

Gold'dAiit, n. Earth containing gold.

G61d'en, a. Made of gold :—bright

:

—yellow :—precious.
Gdld'CIncb, n. A singing-bird.

Gdld'leaf, n. Gold beaten into thin
leaf.

Goldsmith, n. One who works in

S)id.
If, n. A game played with a ball

and bat. [okra.
G6m'bo, n. Soupmade from the plant
Gome, n. The grease of cart-wheels.
Gon'do-la. n. [It] A Venetian barge.
Gon-do-ller', n. One who rows a gon-
dola.

Gone, p. from go. Departed.
Gdng, n. A sort ofChinese brass drum.
Go-m-oni'e-ter, n. An instrument

for measuring angles.
Go-nl-6m'e*try, n. Art of measur-
ing angles, [venereal disease.

Gon-or-rbce'a (gon-or-re'a), n. A
Good, a. Possessed of excellent quali-

ties ; right ; fit ; convenient ; sound.—
n. The contrary to evil ; benefit—ad.
Well ; not amiss.

Good-by', ad. Adieu ; farewell .

Good-Fri'day, n. The fast in com-
memoration ofour Saviour s crucifix-
ion ; the Friday before Easter.

Good'11-ne**, n. Beauty ; grace.
Good'ly, a. Beautiful ; graceful.
Good'ness, n. Quality of being good

;

benevolence.
Goods, n. pi. Movables:—merchandise.
Good'-wMl', n. Friendly feeling.
Goos-an'der, n. A large water-fowl.
G66se, n. A water-fowl :—a tailor's
iron :—a simpleton. [fruit

G66ae'ber-ry, n. A shrub and its

Go'pher, n. A little quadruped.
Gor7cock, n. The moor-cock; red
grouse.

Go^dl-an, a. Relating to Oordius;
intricate.

Gore, n. Clotted blood :—a triangular
piece of cloth :—a slip of land.—v.t. To
wound with the horns.

Gorge* n. The throat :—a mountain
pass.—<». t. To satiate; to swallow.—
v.i. Tocrvi; jrecdily.

Gorgeous, a. ^olendid ; showy.
Gor'get, n. Aiiorr to defend the
throat:— a pendant- a Burgical in-
strument

Gor'ron, n. A fabled monster.
Go-ru'la, n. A large monkey.
Goi^mand, n. [Frj A glutton.
GorSman-diao, v.i. To eat greedily.

GRADE

Gor'man-dia-er, n. A voracious
eater.

GOrse, n. A prickly shrub.
Gor'y, a. Stained with blood.
Gfti'hAwk, n. A large hawk.
Goa'ling, n. A young goose.
Gos'pel, n. The history of Christ :—
any system of religious doctrine.

Goaa, n. A kind or low furze
Gos'&a-mer, n. Down of plants:—a
thin film spun by spiders.

Gossip, n. An idle tattler :—trifling
talk.—v. i. To tell idle tales.

G6Vi. &p. from get.
Goth, n. One ofthe ancient people of
Scandinavia ; a barbarian. [derer.

Goth'am-Iat, n. A wiseacre ; a blun-
Gd'tbam-ite, n. A cant term for an
inhabitant of the city of New York.

G6tb'le, a. Relating to the Goths:
rude :—noting a style of architecture

Gouge, n. A Bcooping chisel,—v. t To
scoop out with a gouge :—to force out
with the thumb.

G6u-iard /
, n. An extract of lead.

Gourd, n. A plant that bears a bottV*
shaped fruit.

G6ar'mand, n. [Fr.] A glutton:
an epicure.

Goat, n. A painful disease.
GOttt'y* a. Diseased with the gout
Gov'erti, v. t To exercise authority.
—v. i. To keep superiority.

Gov'er-nance. n. Management
Gov-er-nante', n. [Fr.] A govern-

ess, [instructress.
Gov'ern-ess, n. A directress; an
Gov'ern-ment, n. The body of fun-
damental laws of a state ; admin 1stra
tion ; management [government

Gov-*ra-ment'al, a. Relating U
Gov'ern-or, n. One who governs ; a

ruler.
Gow'an, n. Decomposed granite,
Gown, n. A woman's dress :—the gar*
ment of ministers, etc.

Grab. v. L To seize suddenly.
Grab'ble, v. i. To grope :—to grapple.
Grace, n. Favor ; pardon ; mercv :—
virtue :—privilege :—elegance of form
and manners :—a short prayer at meals:
—the title of a duke or archbishop.—
v. L To adorn; to embellish, [grace.

Grace'-ettp, n. Health drunk after

Grace'iHl, a. Elegant in manner or
appearance. [ner.

Grace'flnl-ly, ad. In a graceful man-
Grace'leas, a. Void of grace, [favor,

Gra'ces, n. pi Elegant manner:—
Gra'clona (gra'shus), a. Merciful ;

kind; good.
Gra'clou»-ly, ad. Mercifully; kindly.
Gra-dft'tton, n. A step ; order ; a

Grad'a-to-ry, n. A series of steps.—
a. Proceeding step by step.

Grade, n. Rank; degree:—the rise

and descent of a railroad.—1». t To
reduce to a level, or a regular slope.
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GRADIENT

Grn'dt-dnt, a. Moving by steps.—n.
Degree of ascent and descent

Grad'u-al, o. Proceeding by degrees.—». An order of steps :—a grail

.

Grad'n-al-ly, ad. Be degrees.
Grid'a-ate, t>. <. To dignify with a
degree :—to divine into degrees.—r. *'.

To receive a degree ; to proceed by de-
grees,—n. One who has received a
degree.

Grad-u-a'tlon, n. Act of graduat-
ing :—regular progression.

Grad'n-a-tor, n. One who graduates:
—an instrument for dividing into de-
grees :—a contrivance to hasten spon-
taneous evaporation.

draft, n. A scion inserted in a stock.—v. t. To insert a scion of one tree
into the stock of another.

drain, n. All kinds of corn :—seed :—
a minute particle:-the smallest weight:
—the direction of fibres of wood :—dis-
position.—v. L To form with grains.

Grained, a. Rough :—dyed in grain.
Grains, n. pL Husks of malt.
Gral'llc, a. Having long legs ; stilted.

Gram-i-nlv'o-rans, a. Living upon
grass.

Gram'mar, n. The art of speaking
or writing a language correctly ; a sys-

tem of rules which regulate language

;

a book of grammatical principles.
Gram-ma'ri-an, n. One versed in
grammar.

Gram'mar-acliAol, n. A school in
which the languages are taught :—

a

school above a primary school.
Gram-mat'1-cal, a. Conformed to
grammar.

GRAVE

>n. [Ft.] The French
Gramme, j unit of weight
Gram'pua, n. A cetaceous animal.
Gran'a-ry, n. A storehouse for grain.
Grand, a. Great; high in power;
splendid ; sublime :—principal.

Gran'dam, n. Grandmother :—an
old woman. [daughter.

Grand'cnild, n. Child of a son or
Grand'daaffli-ter, n. The daughter
of a son or daughter.

Gran-deeV, n. A man of rank.
Grand'anr (grand'yur), n. Magnifi-
cence ; greatness.

Grand'fa-ther, n. A father's or
mother's father.

Gran-dll'a-qnenee, n. Loft speak-
ing, [words.

Graa>dIl'o-qnent, a. Using lofty

Grand'Ja-ror, n. One of a grand-
jury, [ments.

Graad'-jfi-ry, n. A jury on indict-
Graad'fy, ad. Sublimely.
Grand'moth-er, n. A father's or
mother's mother.

Graad'sire, n. A grandfather.
Grand'aan, n. The son of a son or
a daughter.

Graaa-a, n. A farm : a farm-house.
Gran7!**, n. A hard stone or rock.

165

Formed like

is made.
Granfor, n.
Gran'u-lar,
Gran'u-la-ry,
Gran'n-late, v.

Gra'nit'i-flftna,
granite.

Gra-nlv'o-roaa.a. Livingupon grain
Gran'natn, n. Grandmother.
Grant, v. L To admit as true what is

not yet proved :—to give ; to bestow.—n. Any thing granted ; a gift.

Gran-t«e7, n. One to whom a grant
[a grant is made.

A person by whom
) a. Consisting of

grains.
i. To be formed into

grains.—v. t. To form into grains.—a.
Resembling grains.

Gran-u-la7tlon,n, Act ofgranulating.
Gran'ule, n. A small particle.
Gran'u-loAn, a. Full of grains.
Grape, n. The fruit of the vine.
Grap'er-y, n. A building for raising
grapes in.

Grape'-shat, n. A cluster of small
shot in a bag. [grapes.

Grape-vine, n. The vine that bears
Graph'lco. Well delineated.
Gr&ph'ite, n. Black-lead

; plumbago.
Gra-paom'e-ter, n. A surveying
instrument

Grap'nel, n. A small anchor.
Grap'ple,v. i. To contend closely;
to seize.—v. t To seize.—n. Close
fight :—a seizure :—a hook or iron in-

strument [in close action.
Qrap'pllng, n. An instrument used
Grasp, v. L To seize and hold.—v. i.

To endeavor to seize.—n. Gripe of
the hand; hold.

Grans, n. The herbage of fields.—v. i.

To breed grass.—v. L To cover with
grass.

Graaa-h6p'per, n. An insect allied
to the locust

Graaa'plat, n. A spot covered with
grass.

Grasa'y, a. Covered with or resem
bling grass.

Grate, n. A frame made with bars.-
v. t. To rub ; to make a harsh sound

:

to vex :—to enclose with bars.—v. i.

To rub ; to make a harsh noise.
Grate'fnl, o. Thankful :—agreeable.
Grate'fnl-ly, ad. In a grateful man-
ner, [with.

Grat'er, n. An instrument to grate
Grat-1-fl-ca'tfton, n. Pleasure; re-

ward.
Grat'1-fjr, v. t To indulge ; to please.
Grat'lng;, n. A harsh noise :—the bars
of a grate.—p. a. Sounding harshly.

Gra'tla. ad. [L.] For nothing ; freely.
Grat't-tade. n. Thankfulness.
Gra-ta'l-taQN, a. Free :—voluntary

:

—asserted without proof.
Gra-ta'1-tv. n. A free gift.

Gr&t-a-la'tlon, n. Expression ofjoy.
Grave, n. A pit for the dead.- v. L To
engrave.—v. i. To mark on hard sub-
stances.—a. Solemn :—not showy :—
not acute in sound.
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L

Grav'eL, n. Hard, rough sand :—con-
cretions in the kidneys.—v. t To cov-
er with gravel ; to puzzle.

Grave'ly, ad. Solemnly: seriously.

Qrftv'er, n. One who engraves:—

a

graving-tool. |the dead.
Grave'yard, n. A place for burying
Grav'id, a. Pregnant.
ttra>¥lni'e>ter, n. An instrument

tor ascertaining the specific gravity of
bodies.

Grav'1-tate, v. i. To be affected by
gravitation ; to tend to the centre of
attraction.

Grav-1-ta'tlon, n. Tendency towards
the centre ; gravity.

Grav'1-ty , n. Tendency to the centre;

weight :—seriousness.
Gr&'vy, n. The juice of roasted meat
Gray, a. White mixed with black.—

n. A gray color :—a badger.
Gray'lsh. a. Somewhat gray.
Grase, v. L To eat or supply grass.—

v. U To supply with grass ; to feed on,
as grass :—to touch lightly.

Gras'er, n. One who grazes, [cattle.

Gras'ier (gra'zher), n. One who feeds
CM'ainff, n. The act of feeding on

grass, [with grease.
Grease, *. Animal fat.—v. t To smear
Greaa'y (gre'ze), a. Oily; fat
Great, a. Having magnitude; princi-
pal: illustrious : noble ;

generous.
Great'ly, ad. In a great degree.
Great'nets, n. Quality of being great.
Grtoie. n. Armor for the legs :—sedi-
ment or melted tallow.

Grecian (gnTshan), a. Relating to
Greece.—n. A native of Greece.

Greed'l«ly, ad. In a greedy manner.
Greed'1-neiM, n. Ravenousness

;

avidity.
GrMd'y, a. Ravenous ; eager.
Greoli, a. Relating to Greece.—n. A
native of Greece :—the language of the
Greeks.

Green, a. Of the color of grass :—fresh :

—not dry :— unripe :— inexperienced.
—n. Green color:—a grassy plain.

—

v. L To make green.
Greon'ff&ge, n > A species of plum.
GrMn'gro-cer, n. A retailer of vege-

tables, [youth.
Griin'httrn, n. An inexperienced
Greon'honse, n. A house for keep-
ing plants.

Green'lnff, n. A variety of apple.
Green'room, n. A retiring room in
a theatre. [for food.

Gre£n«, n. pi. Leaves of plants used
Green'sward, n. Turfon which grass
grows.

GrMt, v. t. To welcome ; to salute ; to
congratulate.—v. L To meet and salute.

Gr€et'lngr, n. A salutation.
Gre-gra'rT-ons, a. Keeping in flocks.

Gre-go'ri-an, a. Belonging to Pope
Gregory. [with powder.

Gre-n&dc^n [Ft.] A bail of iron filled

GlfcOPJP

Gren-a-dler', n. A tall •oldiar.
Gren'a-dlne, *. A silk for ladies

dresses.
Grey (gra), a. Gray. [fleet dog.
Grey'boand (gra'hdund), n. A tin,
Grid'die, n. A pan for baking cakes.
GrId'ir»on, n. A grate on which meat

is broiled.
Grief Cgref), n. Sorrow; affliction.

Grlev'ance, n. A wrong suffered.
Grieve (grev), v. L To make sad.—r. i.

To feel sorrow. [atrocious.
Grie'v'onn, a. Causing sorrow:—
Grirfln, ) n. A fabled animal, part
Griffon, j lion and part eagle.
Grill, v. t. To broil on a gridiron.
Grll-lade', n. [Ft.] Any thing broiled.
Grim, a. Horrible ; hideous ; ugly.
Grl-mace', n. A distortion of the
countenance.

Grl-mal'k.in, n. An old cat.
Grime, v. L To dirt ; to daub.—n. Dirt
deeply insinuated.

Grlm'ly, ad. Horribly • sourly.
Grlm'ness, n. Frightfulness of visage.
Grin v. i. To show the teeth.—n. Act
of grinning.

Grind, v. L To reduce to powder :—to
sharpen :—to oppress.—v. i. To perform
the act of grinding.

Grind'er, n. One who grinds ; an in-
strument forgrinding:—a double tooth.

Grindstone, n. A stone on which
edged tools are ground.

Grip, n. A seizing ; a grasping.
Gripe, r. t. To hold hard ; to grasp.—

v. x. To feel the colic ; to pinch.—n.
A grasp :—a lever ;—pL the colic

Grip'inar. n. A holding fast :—pain.
Grl-»€tte', n. [Fr.] A woman of the
lower class.

Grls'ly, a. Dreadful
;
grizzly.

Grist, n. Corn to be ground :—supply.
Grls'tle, n. A cartilage.
Grls'tly, o. Made of gristle, [grain.
Grlst'-mlll, n. A mill for grinding
Grit, n. The coarse part ofmetal:—
sand :—sandstone.

Grlt'ty,a. Full of grit :-spirited.
Grl»'ale, n. A gray color.
Grlm'aly, a. Somewhat gray.
Groan, v. i. To breathe as in pain.
—n. A deep mournful sound.

Groan'lnir, n. Lamentation.
Groat, n. Four pence Stirling.

Groata, n. pi. Oats freed from hulls.
Gro'cer, n. A dealer in tea, sugar, Ac.
Grd'cer-y, n. A grocer's store:—pL
goods sold by grocers.

Gr6g, n. Spirit and water. [is sold.

Grte'ffer-y, n. A place where gn»g
Grftffram, n. A kind of silk stuff.

Groin, n. Part of the body above the
thigh.

Groom, n. One who tends horses.
GroOve, v. t. To cut in channels.—
n. A channel cut with a tool.

Grope, t.i To feel in the darlc .—v. t
To search by feeling in the dark.
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GROSS

._ _ „ a. Thick :—palpable :—rough

:

—impure :—stupid :—fat :—not net—
*. The main body ; twelve down.

Gross/ly. ad. In a gross manner.
Grot, ». A cave ; a grotto.
Gro-tesque' (-teskO, o. Distorted;

funtftfrtiA

Grot'to, a. An ornamental cave.
Ground, n. Earth ; territory :—floor

:

—foundation :—first principle.—v. t
To place; to found.—v. i. To run
aground.

Ground'lfess, a. Void of foundation.
Ground'Unft-, n. A fish :—a mean
person.

Ground'nut, n. A plant and its fruit.

Ground'-nlato, n. The lower hori-

zontal timber of a building.
Grouod'-jpl6t, n. Ground occupied
by a building.

Ground'-rent,*. Rent paid for build-
ing-ground.

Ground'-slll, n. The lowest sill or
timber of a building.

Ground'work, n. The foundation

;

first principle.
Group,*. A cluster; a collection.—
i.t To form into groups.

Grouse, n. A wild fowL
Groat, n. Coarse meal :—mortar in'a
fluid state. [trees.

Ordv«, n. A small wood ; an avenue of
Grdv^I, r. i. To lie prone :—to creep
on the earth :—to be mean.

Grov'el-ler, n. One who grovels.
Grow, v.L To vegetate ; to increase

:

—to advance :—to become.—v. t. To
cause to grow. [mer.

Grow'er, n. One who grows; afar-
GrtfwU.i TO snarl; to grumble.—

v. t To express by growling.—n. A
i murmur.

drown, p. from grow. Advanced.
Growth, n. Vegetation :—product :—
increase of stature :—progress.

Grub, v.t To dig up ; to root out.—n.
A small worm.

Grudm, v. L TO part with reluctantly.
—». C To murmur ; to be envious.—n.
An old quarrel ; ill-will.

Grud^ln^ljr.od. Unwillingly.
Gm'ef, n. Food made by boiling meal
in water.

GrftflT. a. Stern ; harsh.
GHUrly, ad. In a gruff manner.
GrotTmesa, n. Harshness o f manner.
Gruna, a. 8our : grim ; harsh.
Grusn'ble, v. I To murmur with dis-

content.
'bier, n. One who grumbles.
/bling, n. A murmuring.

Grumo,*. Clotted blood.
ftram'ly, ad. In a Brum manner.
Gm'snous, a. Thick ; clotted.

Grant, v. i. To make a noise like a
hog.—n. The noise of a hog ; a groan.

Gua'la-eum (gwa'ya-kum), n. A resin

from the Ugnum-vitas.
Gna'no, n. The excrement of sea-fowls.
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-to*', ». A surety for per-
formance :—one to whom a guarantee
is made.—v. L TO engage that another
shall perform stipulations :— to war-
rant

Guar-an-tor',*. One whoguaranteee.
GuAr'an-tjv n. Surety for perform
ance ; guarantee.—r. L To warrant.

Guard, v. L To watch by way of de-
fence:—to protect—«. i. To be in a
state of caution.—n. A man, or body
of men, employed for defence :—pro-
tection :—part of a sword.

Guard'ed-ness, n. Caution.
Gaar'dl-an, n. One who has the care
of another.—a. Performing the office

of protector.
Guar'dl-an-shlp, n The office of a
guardian.

Gu-ber-na-td'ri-al, a. Pertaining
to a governor.

Gud'ffeon, n. A fish :—a man easily
cheated:—a pin
turns.—t;. L To cheat.

on which a wheel

Guer'don, n. [Fr.l A recompense.
Ga^M, v. i. To conjecture.—v. t. To
hit upon by conjecture.—n. Judgment
without certain evidence. [another.

Gaest (gest), n. One entertained by
Guf-faw', n A boisterous laugh.
Guid'ag-e, n. Reward given to a guide.
Guid'ance, n. Direction.
Guide, v. t. To direct ; to govern ; to
lead.—n. One who guides.

Guide-post, n. A directing post.
Gui'don, n. [Fr.l A cavalry banner.
Guild, n. A society ; a corporation.
Gulld'er, n. A Dutch coin.
Guile, n. Deceitful cunning; fraud-;

craft.

Guile'ful,a. Wily; artful.

Guile-leas, a. Free from deceit.
Gull-lo-tlne', n. A machine used for
beheading.—v. t To behead by the
guillotine.

Guilt, n. Criminality ; sin.

GuUt?l-ness, n. 8tate of being guilty
Gullt'less, a. Free from crime.
Gull'ty (gllte), a. Having guilt;
chargeable with a crime ; not innocent;
wicked.

Guln'ea (gln'e), n. An English gold
coin, of the value of twenty-one shil-

lings sterling.

Guln'ea-plg, n. A small quadruped.
Guise (giz), n. Manner ; garb.
Gal-tar7 (ge-tarO, n. An instrument
of music.

Gulch, n. A deep water-course.
Gulf, n. A large bay :—a whirlpool.
Gull. v. t To trick ; to cheat.—n. A
sea-fowlj:—a stupid animal :—a trick

:

—one easily cheated.
Gul'let,n. The throat.
Gul-ll-bll'i-ty. n. Weak credulity.
Gul'li-ble, a. Easily imposed upon.
Gttl'ly, n. A channel worn by water

:

—a knife.—-w. t. To wear away by
water.—v. i To form a channel
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GAl'ly-hdle, n. A hole where the
gutters empty.

Gn-lda'1-ty, n. Greediness,
GAlp, v. L To swallow eagerly.—n.
As much as can be swallowed at
once.

Gam. n. A vegetable substance that
exudes from trees :—the fleshy cover-
ing of the teeth.—v. t. To close or
wash with gum.

GAm'boll, n. A tumor on the gums.
G&m'-e-Iae'tlc, n. India rubber.
GAin'ml-ataa, n. The state of be-
ing gummy.

GAm'ray, a. Consisting of or like
gum.

Clomp, n.

np'tli
standing.

[person.
An awkward, foolish

GAmp'tlon, n. Shrewdness; under-

GAn, n. A general name for all fire-

arms.—v. i. To shoot with a gun.
GAn'boat, n. A boat carrying guns.
GAn'-eftt-ton, n. A highly explosive
substance. (shoots.

GAn'ner, n. A cannoneer ; one who
GAn'ner*y,n. Art ofmanagingguns.

~ /ny, n. A coarse sacking-cloth.
GAn'pttw-der, n. The powder put
into guns.

Gttn'ttlrtt. n. The range of a gun.—
a. Made by the shot ofa gun. Iguns.

GAn'stmlth, n. A man who makes
GAn'at&elt, n. Wood in which a sun

is fixed. [side.

GAn'wale, n. Upper edge of a ship's
Gturge, n. A whirlpool ; a gulf.

Garble, v. i. To gush noisily.

Gosh, v. i. To ruin out as a fluid.—n.

A copious flow of liquid.
GAa'aet, n. An angular piece ofcloth.
Gfiat, n. Sense or tasting :—a violent

blast of wind.
GAa'to, n. [It.] Taste ; liking.
GAe'ty, a. Stormy ; windy.
GAt, n. The intestinal canal :—a pas-
sage.—v. t. To eviscerate ; to take out.

Gttv ta-per'clia, n. A substance ob-
tained from the Juice of a tree.

HACK

GAfter, n. A passage for water.—
v. t To cut in small hollows.
GAftie, v. t To swallow greedily.—

v. i. To feed greedily.
GAt'tier, n. A greedy eater.
GAt'tu-ral, a. Belonging to the
throat.—n. A letter pronounced chiefly
by the throat. [a ship.

Gay (gl), n. A rope used for lifting in
GAs'slte, v. t To swallow greedily.—n.
An insatiable person.

GAs'zler, n. An Immoderate eater or
drinker.

Gybe, n. A sneer ; a taunt.—v. «. To
shift a boom-sail from one side of a
vessel to the other.

Gym-nsVsl-Ani, n. [L.J A place for
athletic exercises :—a school.

Gym'nsst, ) n. One who teaches
Gym-naa'tlc, / or practises athletic
exercises

Gym-nasi'tie, \a. Relating to
Gym-naa'ti-cal, j gymnastics.
Gym-naa'ttca, n. pi. The art of per-
forming gymnastic exercises. Jospher.

Gym-nos'o-pliIst,n. An Indian phil*
Gyni-no-sper'moiia, n. Having
naked seeds.

Gyn-se-ftc'ra-cy, ) n. Femalegovern-
Gyn'ar-eliy, / ment.
Gyp'sam. n. Plaster-stone; a sul-

phate of lime.
Gyp'sy, n. One of a vagabond race

scattered over Europe.
Gy'ral, a. Turning; rotatory.
Gy'rate', v. i. To turn round; to
whirl. [about.

Gy-ra'tion, n. The act of turning
Gy'ra-to-ry, a. Moving round, [tion.
Gyre (jer), n. A circle or circular mo-
Gy-rftfr/on-ite, n. A plant found in
a fossil state, in fresh-water deposits.

Gy'ro-man-cy. n. Divination per-
formed by walking round a circle.

Gy'ro*scope, n. An instrument for
exhibiting the effects of revolution.

8K fetter ; to shackle.

H.

Hi, interj. An expression of surprise,
sudden exertion, or laughter.

Ha'be-as-Cttr'puA, n. [L.l A writ
to produce the Dody of a prisoner in
court, or from false imprisonment

Hab'er-dash-er, n. A dealer In
small wares.

Hab-er-dlne', n. A dried salt cod.
Ha-ber'sre-on, n. Armor for the
neck and breast.

Ha-bll'l-m£iit, n. Dress clothing.
Hab7!*, n. Habitual practice : custom:
—constitution :—dress.—<». I To dress

;

to array. [dwelt In.

Hab'1-ta-ble, a. Capable of being

Hab'i-tan*cy, n. Legal settlement
Habitat, n. [LJ The place of the
natural growth ofplants, animals, <tc.

Hab-1-ta'tion. n. Place of abode.
HAb/it-ed,a. Clothed :—accustomed.
Ha-blt'u-al, a. Being in constant
use ; customary.

Ha-blt'n*al-ly, ad. Customarily.
Ha-blt'n-ate, v. t. To make habitual;
to accustom.

Hab'1-tude, n. Long custom ; habit
Hack, v. t. To chop; to cut clumsily.—n. A notch ; a cut :—a horse kept for
hire :—a hackney-coach.—a. Merce-
nary ; hackneyed.—*). i. To be venal
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HACKBERRY

Hick'ber-ry, n. An American forest-
tree.

Hackle, v. t TO dress flax; to
hatcheL—n. Comb for dressing flax.

HAck'ma-tick, n. The American
red larch.

Hack'ney, n. A hone or coach for
hire :—a nireling :—a prostitnte.—a.
Much used ; let out for hire.—p. t. To
use much. [worn.

Hack'neyed, p. a. Much used or
Had, i. &p. of have.
Had'dock, n. A fish of the cod kind.
Hade, n. The steep descent of a shaft:
—the dip ofa mineral vein.

Ha'des, n. [Gr.] The place of depart-
ed spirits

Haft, n. A handle ; a hilt.

Hay, n. A witch :—an ugly woman.—
v. Z TO torment; to harass with terror.

Hte'gard, a. Wasted by want or suf-
fering.—n. A species of hawk :—any
thing ugly :—a stack yard.

H&ff'ffsurd-ljr, ad. Pallidly.

HAVfeti, n. A Scotch dish.
HAff'a'iah, o. Like a hag.
Hig'ffle, v. t. To chop ; to mangle.
—r. I To be difficult in a bargain.

Ha'ffl-o-arapb, n. A sacred writing.
Ha-gl»ftfFra-pber, n. A writer of
aacred books.

Ha-jrfl-Off'ra-phy, n. [L.] Sacred
writings. [things.

Bifi'il'o^T.n. A treatiseon sacred
Hall, Istferj. Expressing surprise or

effort. [ground,
kbelo *Hi-h» A fence sunk below the» • 7*. I\. 1CUUC OU11K UClUn WQ

(hftl), n. Frozen drops of rain.—
*. i. To pour down hail.—v. <. To
salute :—to pour.—inierj. A salutation ;

health.—a. Healthy; sound.
Hail'-fel-ldw, n. A companion.
Hail'akot, n. Small shot scattered
like hail.

Hail'atdne, n. A particle of hail.

Hair. n. Tne filaments arising from
the skin of animals. • [distance.

Hair'bre'adtb, n. A very small
Halr'brftsti, n. A brush for the hair.
Hair'el6tfc, n. Cloth made of hair.
Halr^-noa*, n. The state of being
hairy. [of hair.

Hair'jr,a. Covered with, or consisting
Hake, n. A kind of fish.

Hal'berd, *• A military weapon.
Hal-ber-dler7

, n. One armed with
a halberd.

Hal'ey-on, n. A sea-bird.—a. Placid;
quiet ; peaceful.

flile. a. Healthy * sound ; uninjured,
—v. t To drag ; to haul.

Half (haf), n. One of two equal parts.

—ad. In part; equally.—a. Consist-
ing of half. [parent.

Hair-blood, n. A relation by one
HalT-breed, ru&a. Half-blood.
Hairpon-njr, n. A copper coin.
Hair-pike, n. A pike carried byof-
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Half-way, n. Half the distance.—a.
In the middle.

Half-wit-ted, a. Foolish.
Hal't-bttt, n. A large sea-fish.

Hall, n. A large public room :—an en-
try :—a collegiate body in a university.

Hal'la-ba-loo7
. n. A loud noise.

Hal.le-lu'lab(hal-le-lu'ya),n. [Heb.]
A song of thanksgiving.

Hall7lard*, \n.pL Ropes to hoist or
Hal'yarda, / lower sails.

Hal-166', (nterj. Expressing call.—v.i.
To cry out.—v. t To encourage with
shouts ; to call to. [erence as holy.

Hal'low, v. L To consecrate ; to rev-
Hal'low-maa, n. Feast of All-Souls.
Hal-lu'cl-nate, v. i. To blunder.
Hal-la-cl-na'tloD, n. A diseased
imagination :—error ; mistake.

Ha'lo, n. A bright circle round the
sun or moon.

Hal'o-aedpe, n. An instrument for
exhibiting the phenomena connected
with halos.

Hal'aer (haw'ser), n. A rope.
Halt, v. i. To limp ; to stop.—«. Lame;
crippled.—n. Act of limping ; a stop.

Halt/er, n. One who halts :—a hang-
man's rope :—a bridle.-*>. L To bind
with a cord. [equal parts.

Halve (hav), v. L To divide into two
Halves (havz). n. The plural of halt
Ham, n. The nip :—the thigh of a hog.
Ham'a-dry-ad, n. A wood nymph.
Ha'mate, a. Hooked together.
Himcs, n. pi. A kind of horse-collar.
Ha'mite, n. A hook-shaped shell.

Ham/let, n. A small village.
Ham'mer, n. An instrument for
driving nails.—v. t. To beat with a
hammer.—v i. To work.

Ham'mock, n. A swinging bed.
Ham'per, n. A large basket ; a kind
of fetter.^w. *. To Bhackle: to en-
snare ; to put into a hamper.

Ham'stringr, v. L To lame by cut-
ting the tenaom of the ham.

Han'a-per,n. A hamper:—a treasury.
Han'ees, n. pi. The ends of elliptical
arches :— falls of the fife-rails in a ship.

Hand, n. The palm with the fingers

:

—a measure of four inches ; an index

:

—manner of writing :—side, right or
left:—a person employed.—v. I. To
give or transmit :—to guide or lead.

Hand'bill, a. A loose printed sheet.
Hand-book, n. A manual of refer-

ence.
Hand'-breadtb, n. A space equal to
the breadth of the hand.

HAnd'eaJT, n. A fetter for the wrist.
—v. t. To manacle ; to fasten, [hands.

Hand'-ffBt-ter, n. A manacle for the
Hand'fnl, n. As much as the hand
can hold :—a small quantity.

Hand'-gal-lop, n. A gentle gallop.
Hand'i-craft, n. Work done by hand-
HAnd'1-crafta-man, n. A manu-

1 facturer; an artisan.
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HAnd'i.ly, ad. With dexterity.
HAnd'1-neas, n. Dexterity.
HAnd'1-work, n. Work of the hand.
HAnd'ker-chler (hang'ker-chlf ), n.
A cloth used to wipe the face.HAn'dle, v. t. To touch with thehand

:

—to manage.—n. The part by which a
thing is held .—that of which use is
made.

Hand'llng. n. Touch ; execution.
HAnd'maTd, n. A waiting-maid.
HAnd'mlll, n. A mill moved by the
hand. [posts.

gAnd'rall, n. A rail supported by
HAnd'sAw, n. A small saw.
HAnd'sel,n. The first use ofany thing.—-v. L To use or do the first time. [2.
HAnd'§ome,a. Good-looking :—liber-
HAnd'some-ly, ad. Beautifully;
generously.

IlAiid'spike, n. A wooden lever.
HAnd'-staflT, n. A javelin.
HAnd'writ-lnff, n. A form of writ-
ing peculiar to each hand.

HAnd'y, a. Dexterous ; convenient.
Hing, v. t To suspend:—to kill by
suspending by the neck.—v. i. To be
suspended.

MAng/er, n. One who hangs:—that
by which a thing hangs:—a broad
sword.

H&ngr'iMf, n. A suspension .—that
which hangs :—drapery hung to walls.Hangman, n. A public executioner.

HAng'nail, n. A portion of the cuticle
from the roots of the finger-naiL

Hank, n. A skein of thread.—1». i. To
form into hanks.

Hank'cr, v. i. To long for.
HAnk'er-Ing, n. Strong desire.
IgAn'kle, v. C To twist ; to entangle.
Hilp, n. That which comes unexpect-

HAp'hAr-Iot. n. A coarse coverlet
JIAp-hAz'ard, n. Chance; accident.
HAp'leas, a. Unhappy ; luckless.
HAp'Iy , ad. Perhaps ; by chance.
gAp'pen, v. i. To come to pass.

S**,!1!"1^ ad
- In a nappy manner.

j|ap>l-n*«*, n. Felicity ; bliss.
HAp'py, a. Having the desires satis-

fied; fortunate.
Ma-rAnyne', n. A noisy speech ; an
oration.—v. i. To make a declamatory
speech.—v. L To address byan oration.

HAr'ass, v. U To waste :—to weary

;

to distress.

HAr'biii-ffer, n. A forerunner.
Harbor, n. A haven for ships .-—shel-
ter.—v. {. To lodge ; to take shelter.—
v. t. To entertain ; to shelter.

Har'bor-age,n. Shelter.
uar'bor-mas'ter, n. An officer who
has the care of ships in a harbor.

HArd, o. Not easily penetrated :—dif-
ficult .'—severe :— obdurate :— impreg-
nated with salt

6

HArd'en, r. t\ To grow hard.—v. tTo make hard.

HARKATEEN

Hard'-f&ced, o. Having a stern face
HArd'-fa-vored, a. Coarse of feat
ure.

Hard'-rist~ed,<z. Close-handed.
Hard'-rought, a. 8harply contested.
Hard'hAek. n. A small shrub.
HArd'-hAiia-ed, a. Coarse :—op-
_pressive.
HArd'-beArt-ed, a. Unfeeling.
HAr'dl-hood, n. Stoutness; bold-

ness.
HAr'dl-n&u, n. Courage; robustness.
HArd'ly, ad. Not easily :—severely.
Hard'-mttdthed, a. Not sensible to
the bit :—using harsh language, [ing.

Hardship, n. Severe labor; suffer-
Hard'tAck, n. Hard sea bread.
HArd'ware, n. Wares made ofiron
or other metals.

Har'dy, a. Bold ; brave ; strong.
Hare, n. A small timid quadruped :—
a constellation. [flower.

Hare'bell. n. A plant and its blue
Hare'brAlned, a. Volatile ; wild.
Harelip, n. A divided Up, like a
hare's.

HA'rem, n. The apartment for women
in a seraglio. [kind of ragout

HAr'1-cdt (har'e-k6), n. [Fr.r A
Mark, v. i To listen; to hearken.—

interi. List; hear.
Harae-quln (haVle-kln), n. A buf-
foon ; a clown. [harlot

HA^lot, n. A prostitute.—a. Like a
Harm.n. Injury; mischief ; hurt—

v. t. To hurt ; to damage.
Har-mAt'tan, n. A dry African wind.
HArm'flU, a. Hurtful ; injurious.
H&rm'less, a. Innocent ; unhurt
Har-mon'le, ) a. Relating to
Har-moii'1-cal, / harmony.
Har-nittii'1-ea, n. A musical appa-

ratus, [strument
Har-mttn'l-cAii, n, A musical in-
Har-mttn'ics, n. pi. The science of
musical sounds.

Har-m67nl-oAa) a. Musical; agreeing
Har-md'ni-ftm, n. A keyed musical
instrument

Har'mo-nise, v. t. To adjust pro-
perly,—v. i. To agree ; to correspond.

Har'mo-ny, n. The Just adaptation
of parts to each other :—musical con-
cord.HAr'iieM, n. Armor :—furniture for
horses.—v. t. To put on harness.

HArp, n. A musical stringed instru-
ment :—a constellation.—v. i To play
upon the harp ; to dwell on.

HArp'lnr-ir'on, n. A bearded dart
Harp'inffS, n. pL A ship's breadth
at the bow. [the harpoon.

Har-poAn'er, n. One who throws
Har-pMn'^n. A barbed fishing spear.
—v. t. To strike with the harpoon.

Harp'sl-chdrd, n. A keyed musical
instrument [—an extortioner.

Iiarp'y, n. A fabulous monster:
Har-ra-tMn'pn. A kind of cloth.
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HARRIDAN

Har'rl-dan, «. A decayed strumpet.

Ha^rl-cr, n. A hunting do*.

HAr'rdWt n. A machine to break or

smooth land.—v. L To break with the

harrow :-to tear up.

Hftr'ry, v. <• To tease ; to plunder.

Harsh, a. Austere ; rough ; severe.

Harab'ly, od. In a harsh manner.
Harslet, n. liver, Ac., of a hog.

Hart,n. A stag ormale deer.

Harte'bttrii, n. The horn of the hart:

—carbonate ofammonia :—a plant.

Har'Te§t,n. The seasonpf gathering

crop:—the crop gathered.—v. t. To

f£?veflt-bdme,n The time of har-

vest :—a song at a harvest-feast.

H*r/vest-in66ii, n. The moon in

harvest-time. ., t

Hash, v. t. To chop into small pieces.

—a. Minced meat ; a mixture :—

a

scarifier for grass-land.

Haa'let, n. Liver, Ac. , of a hog.
Hasp, n. A clasp folded over a staple.

—v. L To fasten with a hasp.
Haa'soek, n. A mat to kneel on :—

a

tuft of coarse grass.

Haste, n. Speed; precipitation.—v. i.

To make haste ; to be quick. [speed.

Has'ten. v. L To drive forward ; to

Has'tl-ly, ad. With haste.

Haa'tl-ness, n. Haste :—testiness.
Hast'ings, n. pi. Early pease :—early

fruit.

Has'ty, o. Quick :—rash ; irritable.

BEAt. n. A cover for the head.

SS&S&h Aboxforahat.

Hatch, v. t. To produce from eggs :—
to plot :-^to engrave.—n. A half door:

a brood :—disclosure :—jrf. the opening
in a ship's deck. i

HAtcli'el, n. An instrument for clean-

ing flax.—v. t' To clean or dress flax.

Haleh'et,n. A small axe.
Hatch'et-face, n. An ugly, thin face.

Hatch'lns;, n. A kind of drawing.
Hatch'ment, n. An armorial escut-

cheon, [deck.

Hatch'way,n. An opening in a ship's

Hate, v.*. To detest; to abhor.—n.
Hatred ; malignity.

H&te'fttl, o. Exciting great dislike.

H&te'ftll-ly, ad. In a hateful manner.
H&'tred, n. Extreme aversion.

Hat'ter, n. A maker of hats
Hanlierk, n. A coat ofmalL
Haagh (haw), n. A meadow.
Han#;h'tl-ly, ad. Arrogantly.
Has^h'tl-iiess, n. Arrogance.
Htngh'ty, a. Proud and overbear-
ing :—bold ; lofty.

HAul, v.L To draw with force.—n. A
violent pull ;—a draught
Htam, n. The dry stem of grain.
Haunch, n. The nip ; rear.

Haunt, v. t. To resort to :—to frequent
troublesomely.—n. A place much fre-

quented.
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Haiint'ed, p. a. Frequented, in an iH

Haut'boy (hatx)!), n. A wind-instru-

ment :—a strawberry. [relish.

Haut-ffOut (ho-goO, n. [Fr.] A strong

Have, v. L To possess ; to enjoy ; to

hold.
Haven, n. A harbor ; a shelter.

Hav'er-saek, n. A soldier's knap-
sack. LTo l*y waste.

H&v'oc, n. Waste ; destruction.—v. /.

HAw, n. Berry of the hawthorn :—

a

stammer.

—

v. i. To speak hesitatingly.

Hawk, n. A bird of prey.—v. t. To fly

hawks :—to force up phlegm.—v. t. To
cry and sell goods.

Hawk'blt, n. An herbaceous plant.

Hawk'er, n. A pedler :—falconer.
Hawk'eyed, a. Having a keen eve.

Hawk'ina;, n. The diversion of flying

Haws'er, n. A rope or cable, [haws.

Haw'thorn, n. A thorn that bears

Hay, n. Grass dried for fodder.

Hay'coek, n. A heap of fresh hay.

Hay'lna, n. The act of making hay.

Hajr'iaft, n. A loft for hay.

Hay'mow, n. A mow for hay.

Has'ard, n. Chance of loss ; danger;
chance :—agame at dice.— v. L To risk.

Has'ard-ofts; a. Dangerous.
Haze, n. Fog ; mist.—v. t. To punish
by hard work.

Ha'sel,n. A shrub bearing nuts.—a.
Light brown ; like hazel.

HJrsel-nnt, n. The nut of the hazel.

H&'sy, a. Dark ; misty. [male.

He,pron. Referring to some man or

Head, n. The part of an animal that

contains the brain:— the leader:—
place of honor :— understanding :

—

front :—topic—a. Chief: first.-^.t Tp
lead ; to govern.—v. i. To form a head.

Head'ache. n. Pain in the head.
Head'band, n. A fillet. [head.

H*ad'dr£ss, n. Covering worn on the

Hfcad'er, n. One who heads.
Head'-aear, n. Dress of the head.
Hfead'lna;, n. Materials for a head :—
foam. r ^

Head'l&nd,n. A promontory, [rash.

Head'less, a. Having no head:-
Head'16na;, a. Steep :—thoughtless.
—ad. Rashly ; hastily :—with the head
foremost »,...»

Hgad'-plece, n. Armor for the head:
—understanding.

Head'-quar'ters, n. pi. Quarters of

a chiefcommander. [P\Ace;
Head'shlp, n. Authority :— chief

Heads'man, n. An executioner.
Head'-sprlna;,n. Fountain ; origin.

Head'stAU, n. Part of a bridle.

H^ad'strong;, a. Ungovernable;—
obstinate.

Headt-way, a. The space under an
arch :—progress of an advancing ship,

Head'-wlhd. n. A contrary wind.
Head'y* o. Rash ; violent
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Heal, v. *. To cure :—to reconcile.—
v. i. To grow well.

Heal'lng*, p. a. Tending to cure.
Health, n. Soundness of body ; a
sound state :—purity :—wish of happi-

• ness, used in drinking.
Healtb'fltl, a. Free from sickness.
Healtb'1-ness, n. State of being
healthy.

Healtb'jr, a. Enjoying health ; whole-
some.

He*p, n. A pile ; accumulation.—v. L
To pile ; to accumulate.

liter, v. i. To perceive by the ear;
to be told—t*. t. To listen to ; to obey:
—to attend to judicially.

Heard, i. dip. from hear.
Header, n. One who hears.
Hearsing, n. The sense of perceiving;
audience :—a judicial trial.

Hear'ken, v. I. To listen.

Hear'say, n. A report ; a rumor.—a.
Founded on rumor.

Hearse, n. A carriage to bear the
dead.—r. t. To enclose in a hearse.

Heart, n. The organ of the blood's
motion :— chief or vital part :—cour-
age :—affection :—sincerity.

Heartfaebe, a. Sorrow ; pang.
Heart'-brd-lten, a. Very sorrowful.
Hearfbttrn, n. Pain in the stomach.
Hearf*ease, n. Quiet ; heart's-ease.
Hearfed, p. a. Seated in the heart
Heart/en. v. t. To encourage.
Heart'-felt, a. Sincere.
Heartb, n. Fire-place :—home.
Heart'1-ly, ad. Cordially.
Heart'1-bess, n. Cordiality.
Heart'less, a. Void of affection or
courage.

Heart'lens*iiess,n. Want ofaffection.
Heart'-rend-ins;, a. Killing with
anguish.

Heart's-ease, n. A plant :—quiet.
Hearf-slelt, a. Pained in mind or

heart.
Heart'strlngs, n. pi. The nerves
which sustain the heart.

Hear'ty, a. Cordial : sincere.
Heat, n. The sensation caused by Are:
—hot air:—passion ; ardor; course at
a race.^p. L To make hot ; to excite.

Heat'er, n. One who heats.
Heatb, n. A shrub:—a place over-
grown with shrubs.

Heatb'-cftek, n. A large fowl.
Hea'tben, n. A gentile ; a pagan.—

a. Gentile ; pagan.
Hea'tben-dom, n. The parts of the
earth in which heathenism prevails.

Hea'tben-Isb, a. Pagan ; savage.
Hea'tben-Ism. n. Paganism.
Heatb'er, n. Heath ; a shrub.
Heatb'er-y, n. A plantation of
heaths.

Heatb'y, a. Full of heath.
Heave, c.t To lift :—to throw.—v. i.

To pant.—n. A throw :—an effort to
vomit

Heaven, n. The expanse of the ikv
—the habitation of God:—state of
bliss :—divine power. [heaven

H6av'en-bcrii, a. Descended from
Hfav'eii-ly. a. Celestial ; divine.
Hfav'en-wArd.od. Towardsheaven
Hf*1^*" 1*, A disease of horses.

HS**/!"1^ Qd
- w,th *«W* or grief!

Heav'1-ness, n. Quality of being
heavy :—depression.

H|av?ln*;, n. A pant ; a swell.
Heav'v « w««„»**~. *

opi
'

Hel
Heb-dom
H«b'e-tat^, v. u
H£b-e-la'tlon, n. Act of dulling;
dulness.

^*

H6b'e-tude,n. Dulness ; obtuseness.
He-bra'lc, o.Relating to the Hebrews.
He'bra-Ism, n. A Hebrew idiom.
Ht'bra-Ist,n. One versed in Hebrew.
He'brew, n. A Jew :—the Hebrew
tongue.—a. Relating to the Jews.

HeVa-tftmb, n. A sacrifice of a
hundred oxen.

Heck, n. A rack ; a net :—latch.
Hec'tie, n. A remittent or hectic
fever.—a. Habitual

; protracted.
Hee'tor, v. 1. To bully ; to tease.—

v. i. To play the bully.—n. A bully.
H£dge, n. A thicket ofshrubs—v. L
To enclose with a hedge.—v. i. To
hide the head. [with prickles.

H*dsre'b6g, n. An animal armed
Heclsre'row, n. Bushes for enclosures.
Heed, v. t To mind ; to attend to.—

v.i. To use caution.—n. Notice ; care;
attention.

Heetl'fal, a. Watchful; vigilant;
attentive; cautious.

Heedless, a. Negligent
Heed'less-ly, ad. Carelessly.
He^d'less-ness, n. Carelessness.
Heel, n. The hind part of the foot :—
a spur :—the hind part of any thing:—
v. t. To dance ; to lean.—v. t To arm
a cock :—to add a heel.

Heel'-tap, n. A small piece of lea-
ther at the hinder part or a shoe.

Heft, n. A handle .—weight—v. L
To try the weight ofby lifting.

He-friTa, n. Flight:—the flight of
Mahomet from Mecca.

HSlfer, n. A young cow. [languor
Heigh7-bo (hl'ho), tnteri. Expressing
Height (hit), n. Elevation ; altitude

—utmost degree :—crisis.
Heifrbt'en, v. t. To raise; to improve.
Hel'noiis (ha'nus), a. Atrocious; very
wicked

Heir (ar), n. One who inherits.

Heirdom, n. The state of being an
heir.

Heir7ess, n. A woman who inherits.

Heirless, a. Without an heir.

Heir'166m, n. Anything that de-
scends bv inheritance, [heir.

H61r'sbtfp, n. The state of being an
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HELD.

H«ld, i. & p. From hold.
He-lf'a-eal, a. Pertaining to or near
the sun.

Hei'i-eal, a. Spiral ; winding.
Hei'l-ettld. n. A parabolic spiral.

He-11-o-een'trle, a. Relating to the
son's centre.

He-11-o-ffrapb'le, a. Relating to

heliography. [of the sun

.

He-ll-aff'ra-pbjr, n. A description
He-11-ttm'e-ter, n. An instrument

for measuring the diameter of the sun.
He'11-o-aeope, n. A telescope for

seeing the sun.
Hfll-o-trdpe. n. A genus of plants;
— a silicious mineral.

Hei-1-epber'l-cal, a. Winding spi-

rally round a sphere.
Hfllx, n. [Gr.l Part of a spiral line;

a coll :—the snail.

11*11, n. The infernal regions :—powers
of hell :—a gaming-house. [rose.

Hei'le-bdre, n. A plant; Christmas
Hei'14-nle or Hel-len'le, a. Grecian
HM'le-nlim, n. A Greek idiom.
Hei'le-nlst, n. A Jew who used the
Greek language :—one skilled in the
Greek language.

Heil'lab, aTRelatlng to hell.

Helm, n. The instrument by which a
ship is steered :—post of direction :

—

a helmet.
Hei'met, n. Armor for the bead.
Hel-mln'thlc, a. Relating to worms.
Heims'man, n. One who manages
the helm.

Hftl'ot, n. A slave ; a Spartan slave.

Help, v. L To lend aici to :—to pre-
vent :—to avoid.—v. i. To contribute
assistance.—n. Assistance ; succor.

Hfclp'er, n. One who helps.
Helpful, a. Giving help : useful.
H«lp/lem, a. Destitute of help.
Help'lean-new, n. Want of ability.

Heip'mate,n. A companion; a wife.
Helve, n. The handle of an axe.—

v. t. To fit with a helve.
Hem, n. The edge ofa garment sewed:
—an inarticulate sound.—v.*. To form
a hem ; to border :—to shut in.

Heni'a-tite, n. The blood-stone.
Hem' I, An abbreviation of the Greek,
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signifying half.
Ifeni'l-ey-ele, it. A half cycle.
Hem'l-«phere, n. Half of a globe.
Hem'ls-tleb, n. Half a line in poetry.
Hem'lttelt, n. A poisonous plant :—
an evergreen tree.

Hem'or-rbage, n. A discharge of
blood from a rupture.

Hemor-rhdldi, n. pi. The piles.

Hemp, n. A plant ; also its dressed
fibres.

H«mp/en,a. Made of hemp.
Hen. n. The female of birds.
Hen'bane. n. A poisonous plant
Hence, ad. From this place; at a
distance; from this time.

Hence'tforth, ad. From this time.

Hen'-eOOp, n. A cage for keeping
hens.

Hen-dee/a-gftn , n. A figure of elev-
en sides.

Hen'tier-jr, n. A coop for hens.
Hen'-peeked, a. Governed by a
wife. [roost

Hen'-roost, n. A place where poultry
He-pat'le, ) a. Relating to the
He-pat'l-eal, / liver :—of a liver-
brown color.

Hep'ta-ebord, n. A musical in-
strument of seven strings :—a system
of seven notes. [sidea

Hep'ta-gftn, n. A figure with seven
Hep-tag'o-nal, a. Having seven

sides. [angles.
Hep-tan'ra-lar, a. Having seven
Hep'tar-ehy, n. A government con-
ducted by seven rulers.

Hep'ta-teuch, n. The first seven
books of the Old Testament

Her, prvn. The objective case of she.
a. Belonging to a female.

Her'ald. n. An officer who proclaims
war and peace :—one who regulates
public ceremonies :—a precursor.—
v. L To introduce as by a herald.

He-ral'dle, a. Relating to heraldry.
Her'ald-ry , n. The art or office ofa
herald ; blazonry.

Herb, n. A plant ; a vegetable.
Her-ba'eeoua, a. Relating to herbs.
Herb'affe, n. Herbs collectively;
grass.

Herb'al, n. A treatise on plants.—
a. Pertaining to herbs.

Herb'al-lMt, n. One skilled in herbs
Her-ba'ri-am, n. [L.] A collec-
tion of dried plants.

Herb'a-ry, n, A garden of herbs.
Her-beVcent,a. Growing into herbs.
Her-birer-ona, a. Producing herbs.
HerVlat, n. One skilled in herbs.
Her-blv'or-oaa, a. Feeding on
herbage.

Hei^bo-rise, v. i. To seek for plants.

Herb'y, a. Like herbs.
Her-cu'le-an, a. Relating to Her-
cules ; very strong :—difficult :—large.

Herd, n. A collection : a drove—v. i.

To associate.—v. L To put into a
herd.

Herds'-grass, n. A valuable grass
for hay.

Herdsrman, n. One who tends herds.
Here. ad. In this place or state.

Here'a-btfat, \ad. About this place.

Here'a-btfatsJ
Here-after, ad. In time to come.—

n. A future state.

llere-&t% ad. At this ; on thisaccount
Here-by', ad. By this.

Her-e-dlt'a-ment, n. Property in-

herited, [inheritance
He-recTi-ta-ry, a. Descending bj
Here-In', ad. In this.

Here-df. ad. From this ; of this.

Here-tar, ad. On or upon this.
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Hei^e-ey, n. Error in doctrine:-*
sect

Hes^e-tle, n. One who holds opinions
which are inconsistent with the prin-
ciples of the Christian religion.

He-rtt'l-eal, a. Containing heresy.
He-rtt'i-eal-ljr, a<t In an heretical
manner.

Here-t6', ad. To this : hereunto.
H6re-to-fi»re', ad. Formerly.
Here-un-t6', ad. To this, [inherited.
Her'i-ta-ble, a. Capable of being
He'r'l-tage. n. An inheritance.
Her-maph'ro-dite, n. An animal,
or plant, uniting both sexes.

Her-mapli'ro-dit-Ifliii, n. The un-
ion of both sexes in the same individu-
al [of interpretation.

Her-me-neti'tics, n. pi. Science
Her-mefic, la. Chemical; air-
Her-mefi-cal,/ tight
Her-m6t'i-eal-fy, ad. In an her-
metic manner. [tude.

Her'mIt, n. One who lives in soll-

Her/mlt~aee. n. A hermit's cell.

Her'nl-a, n. [L.] A rupture.
He^rd, n. A brave man ; a great war-
rior:—the principal character in a
story. [epic.

He-ro'ic,a. Relating to a hero ; brave:
He-rd'i-cal-ly, ad. In an heroic
manner.

He-ro-i-cdm'lc, la. Comic in
He-rd-l-eftm'i-eal, f heroic mask.
HeVo-Ine, n. A female hero.
Her'o-Ism, n. Valor ; courage.
He>'on, n. A bird that feeds upon

fish. [flammation.
Her7pes, n. [L.] A cutaneous in-

Hfer-pe-vdl'o-ffy. n. That part of
natural history which treats of rep-
tiles.

Hearing, n. A small fish.

Htera,pron. The possessive form of she.
Her'achel, n. A planet ; Uranus.
Herse, n. A portcullis.

Her-Mir, pron. A female individual.
Hes'1-tan-cy, n. Uncertainty.
Hes'ft-tate, v. {. To be doubtful; to
__pause :—to falter.

Hes-f-ta'tlon, n. Doubt ; a faltering.
Hea-pe'rl-an, n. Western.
Hel'er-o-dftx, a. Not orthodox; he-

retical, [heterodox.
H€t'er-o-dftx-y, n. Qualitv of being
Het-e-ro-f&'ne-al, a. Differing in
nature. [nature.

mt-e-ro-grfne-oftfi. a. Ofa different
Het~e-rftp'a-tby. n.The art ofcuring,
founded on differences :—allopathy.

Hew. v. t Tocut with an axe; to chop.
Hex'a-fTttn, n. A figure of six sides
and angles.

Hex-ar'o-nal, a. Having six sides
and angles.

H«x.ft.he'drol, a. Relating to a hex-
ahedron.

Hex-a-be'dron, n. A body of six
equal sides.

BIQHPRIE8T

Hex-asn'e-ter, n. A verse ofsix feet.
—a. Having six metrical feet

Hex-an'ra-lar-a. Havingsix angles.
Hex'a-ped, a. Having six feet
Hey (ha), intern. An expression of Joy.
Hey'day (hafta), tntetf. Noting exult-

ation.
Hi-a/tus, n. An aperture. [ter.

Hi-bfer'nal, a. Belonging to the win-
Mi'ber-nate, v. i. To pass the winter.
Hi-ber-na'tion, n. Act of wintering.
Hi-bgr'ni-anyO. Relating to Ireland.
—n. An Irishman.

Hi-bls'eua, n. A genus of plants.
HIe'eeaa;h, n. A convulsive cough.
—v. i. To cough with convulsion of the
stomach. [genus.

Hlclt'o-ry* n. A tree of the walnut
Hid, Hia'den. p. Concealed, [man.
Hl-dal'gd, n. [Sp.] A Spanish noble-
Hide, v. t To conceal ; to cover ; to
protect :—to beat—v. t. To lie hid ; to
be concealed.—n. The skin ofan ani-
mal :—a quantity of land. [close.

Hide'boond, a. Having the skin
HId'e-otts, a. Horrible ; dreadful.
Hid'inir,n. Concealment :—a beating.
Hie, v. C To hasten. [order.
Hi'e-rarcb, n. The chief of a sacred
Hi'e-rar-elial, ) a. Relating to a
Hi-e-rsvr'cbl-cal, j hierarchy.
Hi'e-rar-eby, n. Ecclesiastical gov-
ernment [uses.

Hi-e-rat'le, a. Employed in sacred
Hi'e-ro-glyph. In. Picture-wri-
ffl-e-ro-fflypb'ie, ) ting; a symboli-
cal character. _ [hieroglyphics.

Hi-e»ro*fflypb'ic, a. Relating to
Hi-e-ro-fflypb'les, n. pL Picture-
writing.

Hi'r — , n. Sacred writing.
Hi-e-ro-gpraph'lc, ) a. Relating
Hi-e-ro*yrapli'l-eal, J to hierogra-
phy.

Hi-e-rte'ra-pliy,n. Sacred writing.
Hi-e-rttPo-fy, n. Discourse on sacred

things. [mysteries.
Hi-er'o-phant, n. An expounder of
HIg'g»le, v. i. To haggle ; to peddle.
HIg'ffler, n. One who hawks or hig-

gles.

Higrti, a. Elevated :—difficult :—proud

:

—great :—violent :—full :—exorbitant

:

—loud.—ad. Aloft; aloud.
Hiffh'-bftrii, a. Of noble birth.
Hiyb'-flown, a. Proud : lofty.

Hiffh'land,n. A mountainous region.
Hiarb'land-er, n. A mountaineer.
Hiffb'ly, ad. Aloft ; in a great degree.
Hiffb'-mam, n. The Roman Catholic

Higb'-mind-ed, a. Proud .'—mag-
nanimous.

HUrb'neM. n. Elevation ; excellence:
—a. title of honor.

Hiirb'-preee'ore, n. A pressure
greater than that of a single atmos-
phere.

HEajb'-prleet, n. The chief p*ieat
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d, a. Piquant.
Sffli'-oplr-lt-ed, a. Bold; proud.

Hifftitk (hlth), n. Height
Hfffh.way', n. A public road.
HOffli'w&y-iiura, n. A robber.
Hl-lsVri-oAs, a. Gay ; merry.
Hi-l*r'l-tjr, n. Gayety ; mirth.
Hill. n. An elevation of land.—v. t
To form elevations or hills.

HH'loek,a. A little hill.

Hilly, a. Full of hills.

Hilt, a. The handle of a sword.
Hmlum, n. [L.] The scar left upon
a seed when separated from its sup-
port

Hint,], prim. The objective case of he.
Hlm-aelf, proa. Emphatic form
of he.

Hln, a A Jewish measure.
Hind, a. Backward; back.—n. The
female of the stag:—a rustic.

Hln'der, v. t. To obstruct : to im-
pede.—v. t. To cause impediment—
a. On the rear or backside, [hinders.

Hln'der-anee, n. Any thing that
Hind'most, a. Behind all others.
Hln-doo'. n. A native of Hindostan.
Hln-dOA-tAn'ee, n. The language
ofthe Hindoos.—-a. Relating to the
Ilindoos.

Hinge, n. The Joint on which a door
turns -.—that on which something de-
pends.—v. L To furnish with hinges.—v. i. To turn ; to depend.

Hint. v. L &i. To bring to mind ; to
allude.—a A remote suggestion.

Hip. a. The Joint of the thigh :—the
fruit ofthe brier.

Hlp'po-c&mp. a. A sea-horse.
Hlp-po-een'taur, a. A fabulous
monster.

HIp/po*erfts, a. A medicated wine.
HIp/po-drome, a. A course for

horse-races. [horse.

HIp-po-pot'a-mtti«,n. |X.] The river
HIp'-roof, n. A roof with an angle.
Hlr'elne, a A fatty substance.
Hire, v. t To engage for pay:—to

bribe :—to let—a Reward ; wages.
Hire'lliiff, n. One who is hired.—a.
8erving for hire.

Hir-snto', a. Rough ; shaggy.
His. proa. Of him.
HIs'pld. a. Set with bristles.

Hiss, v. i. To make a sibilant sound.
—1>. t To condemn by hissing.—n.
A sibilant sound ; censure.

Hlsa'lng. n. Noise ofa serpent ; hiss.

Hist, interj. Commanding silence;
hush. [sues.

Hls-tol'o-fry• a. Anatomy of the tis-

Hfs-td'rl-aii, n. A writer of history.

His-tAr'le. \a. Relating tohis-
Hls-tor'1-eal, / tory.

Hl»-te-rl-0«/ra-pIiy. n. Business
ofan historian . [tive of events.

Hls/to-ry, a A continuous narra-

Hls-trl-on'le, a. Theatrical.
Hlu'trl-o-nlsin, n. Theatrical rep-
resentation.

Hit, *. t. To strike:—to attain:—to
suit.—v. i. To clash ; to suit—a. A
stroke :—a chance.

Hitch, v.i. To be caught ; to move by
jerks.—v L To fasten ; to bind to.—a.
A catch; a jerk.

Hithe, a A port or small haven.
Hltb'er, ad. To this place.—a. Near-
est to the speaker.

HItn'er-t6, ad. To this time ; till now.
HIth'er-wArd.ad. This way ; hither.
Hive, a A box for bees.—v. t To put
into hives.—v. i. To reside together.

Ho, inter}. Commanding attention.
Hoar. a. White with age or frost—

a

Hoaiiness ;—mist.
Hoard, n. A store laid up.—v. i. To
lay up stores.—v. L To store ; to lav
up hoards.

Hoar'frost, a. A white frost.

Hdai^hoand, a. A bitter plant
Hoarse, a. Having the voice rough.
Hoarse'ly, ad. With a rough voice.
Hoar'y, a. White with age:—white
with frost :—mouldy, [ceive ; to quiz.

Hoax, n. A deception.—r. t. To de-
Hftb, a. A fairy :—side of a grate.
Hftb'ble, v. i. To walk lamely.—n. A
limp :—a difficulty :-a fetter.

Hob'by, n. A hawk:—a horse:—

a

favorite object.
Hftb'bjr-horse, n. A wooden horse

for boys :—a hobby.
Hob-gob'lln, a. An apparition.
Hob'nail, a A nail used In shoeing
ahorse.

Hob'son's-cbOlee, n. A choice in
which there is no alternative.

Hoek, v. L To cut the hough.—a. The
joint ofan animal between the knee
and fetlock :—a Rhenish wine, [cheat.

Hd'eus-po'ena, n. A juggler:—

a

Hod, a. A trough used in brick-laying.
Hodge'podge, n. A medley.
Hd-di-er/nal. a. Of to-day.
Hoe, a. A tool used in gardening.—v.t
To dig with a hoe. [the fire

.

Hoe'-cake. a A cake baked before
H6f, n. The general name of swine.—

v. T To carry on the back :—to cut the
hair short :—to scrub a ship's ;bottom.

torn.
IsH, a. Like a hog.

Hte'nerd n. A keeper of hogs.
Hos/pen, a. An encloriire for hogs.

HftfrVbead, a A large cask :—

a

measure of 63 gallons.

H6gr'»ty,a A pen for hogs.
Hofden, a. A bold glrl.-a. Rustic

;

rude.—v. i. To romp indecently, [lift.

Hoist, v. t. To raise or lift up.—a. A
Hol'ty-tol'ty, interj. Noting surprise.

Hold, v. t To restrain ; to grasp ; to

keep ; to have .—to consider ;—to con-
tain.—v.i. To stand ?-to refrain.—

a

A grasp ; support ;
prison.
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x76 HOLDBACK

Hold'bAek, n. A hinderance.
Hold'test, n. A hook ; support.

Hdld'lof, n. Tenure :—influence.
Hole, n. A perforation ; a hollow
place :—a mean habitation.

Hol'l-d&y, n. A festival day.—a. Be-
fitting a festival ; cheerful.

Ho'U-Iy, ad. Piously. [the pope.
H6'li-n«sst n. Sanctity :—the title of
Hol'land, n. A fine linen.

Hol'landa, n. A kind of gin.

Hol-16', interi. A word used in calling

to one at a distance.—v. i. To cry out
loud.—n. A loud call. „,,.*,

Hftl'ldw, a. Excavated :—not faithful.
—n. A cavity ; hole.—v. L To make
hollow.

Hol-low', v. i. To shout ; to halloo.

Hol'low-nfeM, n. A cavity :—deceit.
Hol'ly, n. An evergreen tree.

Hol'Iy-bftck. n. A plant
Holm, n. A river-island -.—flat land :—
the evergreen oak. [fice.

Hol'o-eauat, n. A whole burnt-sacri-

Hftl'o-ffroph, n. A deed or will writ-

ten by the grantor's or testator's hand.
Hdl'«ter,n. A case fora pistol, [lowed.
Ho'ly, o. Perfectly pure ; divine ; hal-
Hol'y-day, n. A festival day.
H6'ly-*bo«t', n. The Holy Spirit.

H6'Iy-we£k, n. The week before
Easter.

Hftm'age, n. Worship; reverence;
respect—^, t. To reverence; to pay
honor to.

Home, n. One's dwelling-house.—a.
Domestic :—close; direct—ad. To one's
home :—to the point.

Home'borii, a. Native ; domestic.
Home'bred, a. Native :—plain.
Home'less. a Destitute ofa home.
Home'll-tieM, n. Plainness.
Home'ly, a. Plain ; rude.
Home-made, a. Made at home.
Ho'mer, n. A Hebrew measure.
Ho-me>'lc, a. Relating to Homer.
Home'alck, a. Desirous to go home.
Hdme'nlck-nes**, n. State of being
homesick.

Home'ipon, a. Made at home; plain.
Home'iMad. n. House or seat of a
family.

Home'wird, ad. Towards home.
Hom'1-cide, n. The killing of one hu-
man being by another :—a manslaver.

Hom-1-1 /lew, n. pL The art of

i'1-ly, n. A religious discourse.
Hftm'i-ny, n. Food made of maize.
Hdm'mock.n, A hillock.
Hd-mee-o-p&tb'it, a. Relating to
homoeopathy.

Hd-m«e*op'a-thlst, n. One who
practises homoeopathy.

Hd-moe-op'a-tny. n. The doctrine
that "like is cured by like."

Hd-mo-ge'ne-al, a. Homogeneous.
Ho-mo-Rrene-oas, a. Having the
same nature.

HOPELESS

Ro-mftl'o-fofls, a. Proportional to

each other.
Ho-mol'o-ffy, n. The doctrine of the

correspondence of parts.

Hon'o-ny, n. Foodofmalxe.
Hon'o-nyme, n. A word which
agrees in sound with another, but has

a different meaning.
Ho-mon'y-my, n. Sameness ofsound
with difference of meaning.

Hone, n. A whetstone.—*. U To sharp-

en on a hone.
Hon'est, a. Upright ; just ;

pure.

H6n'e»t-ly, ad. Uprightly.
Hon'eo-ty, n. Truth ; justice.

Hon'fey, n. A substance collected by
bees from flowers.—v. U To sweeten.

Hon^y-bag, n. The stomach of the

Hon'ey-eomb, n. Cells for honey.
Hon'ey-dew, n. A sweet substance. -

Hon'ejr-ld'coat, n. A beautiful tree.

Hon'ey-naooii, n. First month after

marriage.
Hon'ey-sttc-kle.n A fragrant plant
Hftng, n. The Chinese name for a

foreign factory at Canton.
Hon'or. n. (h.) High estimation;
reputation ; integrity :—a title of re-

spect.—v. t. To reverence ; to respect;

to adore. [Illustrious.

Hon'or-a-ble, a. Worthy of honor

;

Hon'or-a-bly, ad. With honor.
H6n'or-a-ry, a. Conferring honor.
—n. [L.] A salary :—a fee paid to a
physician.

Hood, n. Used in composition to de-

note state or quality:—a covering for

the head.—v. t To dress in a hood.
Hood'wlnk, v. t. To blind ; to hide.

Hoof, n. Part of a beast's foot—v. t
To walk as cattle. [hoofc.

Hoof-bonnd, a. Having contracted
Hook, n. Any thing bent so as to

catch :—a snare :—an instrument.

—

v. t. To catch with a hook :—to gore
with a horn.—v. i. To bend.

Hoo'kah, n. A tobacco pipe.
Hooked, a. Bent
Hoop, n. A band of wood or metal.—

v. t To bind with hoops.—v. i. To
shout; to whoop.—n. A shout:—

a

peck measure. [Indiana.
Hoo'sler, n. A name for a citizen of
Hoop'lnff-cftuffb', n. A convulsive
cough.

Hoot, v. i. To shout ; tocry as an owl
—v. t. To drive away with noise.—
—n. A shout of contempt

H6p, v. i. To jump ; to skip.—n. A
plant :—a dance :—a leap.—v. t To
impregnate with hops.

Hope, n. Desire united with expec-
tation.—p. i. To live in expectation
of some good.—v. t. To expect with
desire. [in*

Hope/flM, a. Full ofhope ; encodraf-

Hopemi-n«M,n. Prospect of good.

Hope'leo»,a. Destitute of hope.
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HOPELESSLY

Hope'lssa.ljr, ad. In a hopeless
manner.
Hop7per, «. One who hope :—a box

:

—a basket :—part of a mill.

****>!•» «•<• To tie the feet together.
Hftp'ple*, n. j* Fetters for horses.
HAps, n. pf. Dried flowers of the hop
plant

BfeVral, a. Relating to«m hour.
Horde, n. A clan; wandering tribe.
Ho-ri'aon,n. The apparentjunction
of the earth and sky.

HAr-i-sAn'tal, o. Parallel to the
horizon; level.

Horn, n. A hard substance growing
on the heads of some quadrupeds :—

a

point :—a drinking cup :—a wind in-
strument—v. t To cornute ; to be-
stow horns. [timber.

Hora'bAaun, n. A tree having rough
Hfcra'bUl, n. A species of bird.
Hora'blende, n. A mineral.
Horn/book, n. A primer.
Ettrn'ed, a. Furnished with horns.

or'net, n. A large kind of wasp.
Horn'pipe, n. A dance ; a wind in-
strument.

Her'ny. a. Made of horn.
Ho-roa/ra-pby, n. Art ofconstruct-
ing dials :—an account of the hours.

HArSo-loffe, n. A clock or watch.
HAr-o-lftg'i-cal, a. Relating to hor-
ology.

H6r»o-lo>-a;l-6gr'ra-pby,n. Account
of time-pieces:— art of constructing
dials.

Ho-rol'o-ffy* n. Art of measuring
time :—construction of timepieces.

Ho-rtm'e-try, n. Art of measuring
time. [ets at the hour of birth.

HAi^o-scope, n. The aspect of plan-
Ho-rAs'co-py, n. The art of predict-
ing events by the stars. [ror.

Hfti^ri-ble, a. Tending to excite nor-
HAr'ri-bly, ad. In a horrible manner.
Har'rld, a. Hideous ; shocking.
HAr'rtd-ljr, ad. In a horrid manner.
Hor-rlfic, a. Causing horror.
Hdr'rl-fy, v. U To impress with hor-

ror.

Hftr'ror.n. Terror mixed with hatred.
Hdrse.n. A quadruped :—cavalry :—
a wooden frame.

—

v. t. To mount a
horse ; to ride.

Horte'Mck, n. The back of a horse:
—the position of being on a horse.

Horss'-eliest-mit, n. A tree and Its
nut

HOr*e'-ffii*rdJi,n p?. Bodyofcavalry.
Horse'-jAck-ey, n. A dealer fa
horses.

H*r*e'-lJtafb,n. A loud, nide laugh.
Hsrse'-llt-ier, n. A carriage on
poles, borne between horses.
M^rM'man, n. One skilled in riding.
Hbrae'man-ship, n. The art of

riding.

H6rae'-p#w-«r, n. The power of a
horse or its equivalent

12
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Hsrst'-rftee, n. A race by horses.
Horse/r*d-isli, n. A root acrid and
biting. [horse.

Herse'-rake,n. A rake drawn by a
Horsewhip, n. A whip for driving
horses.—v. L To lash.

HOr'ta-tlve, ) a. Giving admoni-
Horsta-to-ry,/ tion.
Hor-tl-eoJt'u-ral, o. Pertaining to
horticulture.

Hor'tl-ettlt-iire, n. Gardening.
Hor-tl-cAU'u-rist, n. One Allied
in horticulture.

Hort'u-lan, a. Relating to agarden.
Hor'tus sic'ens, n. [L.] A collec-
tion o plants.

He'ian^na.n. [Heb.l Praise.
Hose, n. Stockings :—a flexible pipe

for conveying water.
Horsier, 7k A dealer in stockings.
Ho'sler-y, n. The business of mak-
ing stockings :—stocklngB collectively.
[os'pl-ta-ble, a. Attentive to stran-
gers, [manner.

Hos'pl-ta-bly, ad. In a hospitable
Hos'pl-tal, n. A building for the
sick, insane, or poor.

Hos-pl-tAl'I-ty, n. Attention to
strangers.

Hos'po-dslr, n. The title of the prin-
ces of Wallachia and Moldavia.

Host, n. One who entertains another:
—an army :—the sacrifice of the mass.

Host'age, n. One given as a pledge
for the performance of certain con-
ditions.

Host'ess, n. A female host.
Hos'tlle, a. Like an enemy ; opposite.
Hos-tll'1-tjr, n. Enmity of a public

foe. [horses.
Hos'tler, n. One who has the care ot
HAt, a. Having heat ; furious ; ardent.
HAt'-bed, n. A garden bed covered
with glass.HAtcb'pAt, ) n. A hash :-a blend-

HAteb'pAtch, / ing of lands.
Ho-tel', »w An inn for travelers.
HAt'-head-ed, a. Violent.
Hot'-hoojse, n. An enclosure kept
warm to shelter plants.

HAt'ly, ad. With heat ; violently.
HAt'presa, v. t To press between hot
plates.

Hot'spttr, n. A passionate man.
Hod/dab, n. A seat for a rider on
an elephant or camel.

Hough (hok), n. The ham.—v. t To
hamstring.

Hoond, n. A dog used in the chase.—
v. t. To set on the chase.

Hoor,n. The twenty-fourth part of
a day:—a particular time.

Hoor'-glass, n. A glass for measur-
ing time.

Hodr'bAnd, n. That part of a clock
which points out the hour.

Hodr'l, n. A Mohammedan nymph.
Hodr'ly, a. Happening every hour.

Every hour.
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178 HOUSE

_ n. A place of abode:—

a

family':—a legislative body.
HoQM, v. t. To harbor; to cover.—

v. i. To take shelter ; to reside.

H6ttso'-break-«r,n. One who breaks
into a house.

HOaso'-break-inv, n. Forcible
entry into a house. [gether.

House'bdld, n. A family living to-

HooAe'hold-er, n. An occupier of a
house. [house.

Hsaw'kMp-cr, n. One who keeps a
HoOse'kgop-liiff, n. Management
of a house. [species.

HoQse'l^k, n. A plant of several
Hottee'less, a. Destitute of a house
Hooae'-mald, n. A female servant.

Hoate'warm-iaf, n. A feast upon
going into a new house.

Honse'wlfe, n. The mistress of a
family :—a female economist. [my.

Honae'wife-ry. n. Domestic econo-
Hooa'inff, n. A habitation :—a saddle-

cloth, [shelter in a hovel.

Hftv'el, n. A shed ; a hut.—v. t. To
Hov'er, v. i. To hang in the air over
head:—to wander about. [manner.

How, ad. To what degree; in what
How-bt'lt, ad. Nevertheless.
How'el, n. A tool for smoothing.
How-ev'er, ad. & conj. In whatever
manner ; nevertheless. [cannon.

How'it-ier, n. A kind of mortar or
How'ker, n. A Dutch vessel.

Howl, v. i To cry as a dog ; to make a
loud cry.—n. The cry of a dog.

How'let, n. A bird of the owl kind.

How-to^T'er, ad. In whatever
manner.

Hoy, n. A small coasting vessel.—intaj.
A vague exclamation. [a hilt.

Hob, n. Nave of a wheel :—a mark :—
HAck, v. i. To haggle in purchasing
goods.

HAc'klfAe'kle-bor-ry, n. A small shrub.
HAek'ater, n. A retailer.—v. i. To
deal in petty bargains.

HAd'dle, v. i. To do in a hurry.—v. t.

To press together in confusion.—n. A
crown ; a tumult.

Hue, n. Color :—a clamor ; a pursuit.
-'

Half, n. A swell of anger.—v. t. To
treat with insolence.—v. t. To bluster

;

to swell.
HAfFlah, a. Arrogant ;

petulant.
HArty, a. Petulant; angry, [embrace.
HAff.v.L To embrace closely.—n. Close
Huge, a. Vast ; enormous.
Hoee'ljr, ad. Immensely.
Ha^kne-nAt, n. A French Calvinist.

HAlk , n. The body of a ship :—an old
vessel.—v. L To eviscerate.

Hftlk'y, a. Heavy : unwieldy.
HAll. n. A husk :—the body of a ship.

—v. i To peel off:—to pierce the hull.

Hftm, *. i. To sing low ; to buzz.—v. t.

To sing low :—to impose upon.—n. A
buzzing noise :—a jest—ink?. Imply-
ing doubt

EHJRRAH

Hflh'man, a. Belonging to mankind.
Hn-nuuie'. a. Kind ; benevolent.
Hu-mane'ijr, ad. In a humane
manner.

HA'man-Ist, n. One versed in the
knowledge ofhumanity ; a grammarian

Hu-man'l-ta-rft-aii, n. One who
believes Christ to be a mere man :—

a

philanthropist.
Hu-man'1-tjr, n. The nature ofman

;

mankind :—philanthropy.
Hu'maii-ise, v. t. To render humane.
Ha'-man-kind', n. Race of man.
Hu'man-ly, ad. After the manner
of men.

HAm'ble, cl Low in feelings or con-
dition.—v. L To make humble.

HAm'ble»b€e, n. A large bee.
HAm'bly, ad. Without pride.

HAm'bAff, n. An imposition.—v. L
To cheat.

Hom'drAm, a. Dull ; stupid.—n A
stupid fellow. [shoulder.

Hn'me-ral, a. Belonging to the
H&'mld, a. Wet ; watery.
Hu'mld'1-ty, n. Moisture; dampness.
Hu-miri-ftte, v. L To humble ; to

mortify.
Hn-mll-l-a'tlon, n. Act of hum-
bling ; mortification.
Hu-mll' 1-%j , n. Lowliness of mind.
HArn'ming, n. Noise of bees ; hum.
HAm'mliiff-bYrd, n. A small bird.

Hn'mor, n. Moisture :—animal fluid

:

—temper:—whim:—merriment.—v. L
To gratify ; to indulge.

Ho/mor-al, a. Relating to humors.
HA'mor-Ist, n. One who gratifies

his own humor :—a jester.

Hu'mor-oAs, a. Full of humor;
merry. [humor.
HA'mOMom«, a. Influenced by
Hfimp. n. A protuberance.
HAmp?back, n. A crooked back.
HAnch, v. t. To jostle ; to crook.—n.
A hump :—a push.

HAn'dred,o. Ten times ten.—n. The
number 100 :—a district .

HAn'rer, n. A desire or want of fooa.
—v. i. To feel hunger.
HAngered, a. Famished.
HAn'frrl-ly, ad. With keen appetite.

HAn'gry, a. Feeling pain from want
of food.

, ,
HAnt, v. L To chase ; to search for.—

v. i. To follow the chase :—to search.

—n. A pack of hounds :—pursuit
HAnt'er, n. One who hunts.

HAnt'reas, n. A woman who hunts.

Hur'dle, n. A texture of sticks;—
a sort of sledge.—v. L To close with
hurdles. , , ,

Hurl, v. t To throw with violence.—
t». i. To move rapidly.—n. Act of

throwing :—a tumult.
Hurl'lnjr. n. Act of throwing.
Hor'ly-bttr'ly, n. A tumult
Hur-r&b.', intetf. A shout of joy or

applause
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HURRICANE

Har/rl*eane, n. A Tiolent storm of
wind.

Httr'ry, v. L To hasten.—v. t. To
move on with precipitation.—n. Great
haste ; tumult.

Hurt, v. t. To do injury to ; to wound.
—». Harm* mischief.

Hurt'fttl, a. Injurious.
Hurt'fnl-ly, ad. Injuriously.
Has'batid,n. A married man ; a far-

mer.—v. L To manage frugally ; to UxL
HAi'band-man, «. A farmer.
HAs'bsmd-ry, n Culture of land :—

frugality.
Haiti, intaj. Silence! be still V-a.

Still ; silent.—p. i. To be still.—v. L
To still ; to silence. [cy.

Hosh'«mou'vy, n. A bribe to secre-

Hask. n. The covering of fruits.

—

v. t.

To strip off the covering. [husky.
H&*k'i-n£ss. n. The state of being
Hftak'y, a. Having husks :—hoarse.
Hoislr^, n. A horse-soldier.
Htts'ay, n. A base woman.
Host'Intra, n. pi. A court ; the place
ofmeeting for electing a member of
parliament.

Mas'tie, v. t. To shake together.
Hot, n. A poor cottage.—v. t. To place

in huts.
Hatch, n. A corn-chest :—a trap for
taking vermin.—p. t. To hoard.

Hu-ii'. interj. An exclamation of
joy or triumph.—n. A shout of joy.—
v. L To utter huzzas.—v. t. To receive
with huzzas.

Hy'a-clntn, n. A flower :—a gem.
Ily-a-ela'tblne, a. Relating to hy-

acinths.
Hy'ada, n. pi. A cluster of stars in the
constellation of Taurus. [species.

Hy'brld, a. Mongrel ; of different
Hyb'rftd-ise, v. t. To change into hy-

brids.
Hj-Vrl-do&s, a. Mongrel.
Hy'da-tld, n. [L.I A bladder :-an
animal like a bladder.

Hy'dra, n. [L.] A monster with
many heads.

Hy-dran'ffc-a, n. A water plant.
Hy'drant, n. A pipe tor discharging
water.

Hy'drate, n. A compound chemical.
Hy-drao'lle, a. Relating to hydrau-
lic*.
Hy-dran'll-edii, n. A water-organ.
Hy-drau'lle*. n. The science or the
motion and force of fluids :—the art of
conveying water through pipes.

Hy-dro-edpb'a-lfa*, n. A dropsy in

Hy-dro-dy-nam'ftcs, n. pi. A sci-

ence comprising hydrostatics and hy-
draulics.

Hy'dro-sHta, n. A gas, which, com-
bined with oxygen produces water.

Hy-drdff/ra-pner, n. A maker of
charts. [to hydrography

.

Hy-dro-ffraph'i-cai, a. Relating

HYPOCHONDRIACAL 179

Hy-djrttff'ra-pby, n. The art of
measuring ana describing the sea.

Uy-drol'o-gy, n. The science of
water.

Hy-drttm'e-ter, w. An instrument
to measure the density of fluids.

Hy-drom'e-try, n. Art of measuring
fluids. [dropathy.

Hy-dro-patn'lc. a. Relating to hy-
Hy-drftp'a-tnlat, n. One versed in
hydropathy.

Hy-dr6p'a-thy, n. The method of
curing diseases by water.

Hy-dro-phd'bl-a, n. A dread ofwa-
ter :—canine madness. [dropsy.

Hy-drdp'1-cal, a. Diseased with
Hy'dro-sedpe, n. A water-clock.
Hy-dro-atat'le, ) a. Relating
Hy-dro-stat'1-cal, j to hydro-

statics.

Hy-dro-stat'lcs, n. The science
which treats of the weight and motion
of fluids.

Hy'droa»,a. Watery.
Hy-e'mal, a. Belonging to winter.
Hy^na, n. A fierce animal.
Hy-g^'lan, a. Relating to health.
Hy'ffWne, n. 8cience of the presev-
vatfon of health.

Hy*fl-«n ' ic, a. Relating to health.
Hy-jjrdm'e-ter, n. An instrument
to measure the moisture of the atmos-
phere. Tgrometry.

Hy-yro-m^t'rlc, a. Relating to hy
Hy-frftm'e-try, n. The measure-
ment of the moisture of the atmos-
phere.

Hy'£ro-»c©p*, n. An instrument to
snow the moisture and dryness of
the air. [membrane.

Hy'men, n. The god of marriage :—

a

Hy-me-n€'al, n. A marriage song,
—a. Pertaining to marriage.

Hymn. n. A song of praise.—v. t. To
praise in song.—v. i. To sing songs of
adoration.

Hy-per'ba-tdn, n. A figure by which
words are transposed from the gram-
matical order.

Hy-p6r'bo-la, n. A section of a cone.
Hy-per'bo-le, n. Exaggeration.
Hy-per-bol'ic, ) a. Exaggerat-
Hy-p«r-bftl'l-eal, J ing.

Hy-per'bo-liae, v. i. To use hyper-
boles.—v. t. To exaggerate.

Hy-per«bo're-an,a. Far north; cold.
Hy-per-crlt'lc. w. A captious critic.

Hy-per-«rlt'i-clirai, n. Captioua
criticism.

Hy-per-ftar-cd'nl*, n Proud-flesh.
Hy'phen, n. A mark of conjunction,
thus [-1.

Hyp-nol'o-fry. n. A treatise on sleep.
Hyp-o-ch6n'drl-a, n. [L.] Gloomy
depression of spirits.

Hyp*o-ch6n'arl-ac, a. Hypochon-
driacal.—n. One who Is melancholy.

Hyp-o-cnoifdri'a-eal, a. Melan-
choly.
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Hy-ptte'ri-ay, n. Dissimalation.
Hyp'o-crlte, n. A dissembler.
Hyp-o-crli'ie, \a. Partaking of
Hyp-o-crlt'f-cal,) hypocrisy.
Hy-po-atat'i-«al, o. Constitutive

;

personal.
fify->pttth'e-eate, v. & To give in
__pledge :—to state by hypothesis.
Hy-p4tb-e-ca'tlon, n. Act of hy-
pothecating.

Hy-pfttli'e-iifiae, n. The longest side
of a right angled triangle.

IGNOMINY

Hy-pfttb/e-*!*, n. A theory assumed,
but not proven.

Hy-p*-U»*i/ic, )a. Including an
My-pa-tb«t'l-cal,j hypothesis.
Hy'son, n. A species of green tea.

Hya'sop, n. A genus of plants; an
herb. [tion,

Hya-tfer'lca, n.pL A nervous aflfeo-

Hya-te-rttl'o-ffy- n. A figure by
which the natural order of words is

inverted. [the womb.
lfy»-te«r6t'o-my, n. Dissection of

I, pron. of the first person ; denoting the
person speaking.

1-am'blc, a. Having a short and a
long syllable.— n. A verse composed
of iambic feet.

Mm'baM, n. [L.] A poetic foot con-
sisting of a short and a long syllable.

I'b€x,n. [L.] A wild goat
l'bla, n. [L.J An Egyptian bird.
Ice, n. Water or other liquid congealed
to hardness,—v. t To freeze. [ice.

Ice'berjg, n. A great mass of floating
lee'-cream, n. Cream flavored and

frozen. [is reposited.
Ice'-bonse, n. A house in which ice
Ich-neu'mon, n. A small animal.
Ich-n6ff/ra-phy, n. Horizontal sec-
tion of an object.

I'cbdr, n. [Gr.] A thin, watery humor.
I'ebor-ofta, a. Like ichor. [fishes.

Ieb-thy-61'o-gy, n. The science of
I'ci-cle, n. A pendant mass of ice.

I'cl-heM, n. The state of being icy.

I'einff, n. A covering of concreted
sugar. [images.

I-eon'o-claara, n. The breaking of
l-c©n'o-cl&*it,n. A breaker of images.
I-con-o-cloa'tle.a. Breaking images.
I-co->n6{r'ra*pby, n. A description
of ancient statues. [resentation.

I-co-nftl'o-ffy. n. The doctrine of rep-
I'cy,o.Fulloffr *

*
r

I«dra, n. A pattern :—a mental im-
ice; cold, [age; notion,

i, t». a pattern :—a mental im-
I-de'al,n. The conception of a thing in

its most perfect state.—a. Mental;
imaginary.

I-de'al-lMin, n. The doctrine of ideal
existence :—a term applied to meta-
physical systems. [idealism.

I-de'al-Iat, n. One who believes in
I-de-al'ft-ty, n. (Phrcn.) Imagination
united to a love of the beautiful.

I-de-al-iae, v.L&u To form ideas

;

to imagine.
I-de'al-ly. ad. In imagination.
I'dem, [L.J The same.
I-d£n'tl-cal, a. The same.
I-d£n'tl-cal-ly, ad. With sameness.
I-d6ti-tl-fi-c«rtlon, n. Act of iden-
tifying, [the same.

I-den'tl-fy, v. t To prove or make

I-den'tl-ty, n. Sameness.
1-de-o-yrapb'lc, a. Representing
ideas.

I-de-te'ra-pby, n. A system of
short hand writing. [stitution.

Id'ft-6c-ra-ay, n. Peculiarity of con-
Id-i-o-erat'l-cal, a. Peculiar in con-

stitution.

Id'1-o-cy, n. Want of understanding
from birth. [a language

Id'l-om, n. An expression peculiar to
Id-l-o-mat'ic. W Peculiar to a
Id-l-o-mat'i-cal, J language.
Id-1-o-patb'le, a. Relating to idi-

opathy.
Id-l-o-syn'cra-sy, n. A peculiar
temperament ; individual peculiarity.

Id'i-ot,n. One devoid of understand-
ing.—<l Devoid of understanding;
foolish.

Id-i-dt'1-cftii, ft. [Gr.] A dictionary
confined to a particular dialect.

Id'1-ot-Iam. n. An idiom .-—idiocy.
I'die, a. Lazy ; inactive :—useless

;

trifling.—v. i. To lose time in indo-
lence.-^. L To trifle with.

I'dle-neaa, n. Laziness :—trlvialness.
I'cller, n. An idle person.
I'dly, ad. In an idle manner.
I'dol. n. An image worshipped :—one
lovea to adoration.

I-dftl'a*ter, n. A worshipper of idols.

I-dftl'a-tr&M, n. A female idolater.
I-dftl'a-triae, t\ t. To worship idols.

I*d61'a-trolls, a. Given to idolatry.
I-dftl'a-try , a. Worship of idols.

I'dol-iae, t». L To love to adoration.
I'dyl, n. A pastoral poem. [though.
If, conj. Suppose that ; allowing that

;

Ig'ne-ofis. a. Consisting of fire.

Iff-ngs'cent, a. Taking fire.

Ig'nl* fat'n-fiM, n. [L.] A fiery
meteor, seen in marshy places.

Iff-nite', v. L To set on fire.—v. i. To
i>ecome fiery. [ignited.

Iff-ni'tP-ble, a. Capable or being
Ig-no'ble, a. Of low birth ; mean.
Ig-nd'bly, ad. Ignominiously.
Ir-no-mln'i-oas, a. Shameful ; dis-

nonorable. [famy.
Iff'no-mln-y, n. Public disgrace ; in*
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Ic-no-ra'mii», n. [L.] A viin pre-
tender ; an ignorant person.

Ifr'no-ranee, n. Want of knowledge.
Ig*no-rant, a. Wanting knowledge.
—n. One uninstructed. [edge.

Ig'no-rant-ly, ad. Without knowl
Iy-ndre', v. L To declare ignorance
of :—to treat as unknown.

Il'ft-ac^a. Relating to the lower bowels.
Il'i-ad, n. The epic poem of Homer.
file, o. The same; each.—n. The
same name.

Ill, a. Bad ; evil :—sick.—n. Wicked-
ness ; misery.—ad. Not well ; amiss.

U-lame', n. A gradual sliding in.
D-Urtion, n. An inference ; deduc-
tion.

U'la-Uve, a. Relating to illation.—
». A particle denoting illation.

11-laad'a-blfc, a. Censurable.
Il-land'a-bly, ad. Without deserv-
ing praise.

Ili'.brtd,a Uncivil.
Il-l&ftral, a. Contrary to law.
n-Wffal-ise, v. t. To render illegal.
Il-leVgal-ly, ad. In an illegal man-
ner.,

Il-16a;'i-ble, a. That cannot be read.
Il-leff'l-bly, ad. Not legibly.

°u!SRim^S
I,a"C3r

'
n.^tateofbeing

Il-le-clt/l-mate, a. Born out of
wedlock; illegal.—v. *. Tomake illegit-
imate.

IU'-f&eed, a. Haying an ugly face.
Ill'-Cav-vored, a. Deformed ; ugly.
Ill'-hd-mor, n. Bad temper.
Il-Ub'er-al, a. Not liberal ; mean.
Il-llb'e>r-al-ly, ad. In an illiberal
manner.

Il-lle^it^a. Unlawful, [limited.
Il-llm'lt-a-ble, a. That cannot be
Il-ll-nl'tlon, n. A crust of extra-
neous substance formed on minerals.

Il-llt'«r-a-cy, n. Want oflearning.
Il-Ut'«r-at«, a. Ignorant
Ill'-nat-tire, n. Bad temper.
Ill'-nat-nred, a. Cross ; peevish.
Ill'neaa, n. 8ickness ; a disorder.
Il-16*'l*«al, a. Contrary to logic.
Il-ltt*'l-eal-ly, ad. In an illogical
manner.

IU'-atarred, a. Unlucky.
U-lfide% v.L To deceive ; to mock.IM6me/,v.t. To enlighten; to Illu-
minate.

U-lii'ml-iiate, v. t To throw light
on :—to adorn with colors.—n. One en-
lightened, or pretending to be so.

Il-la-ml-na'tion, n. Act of illumi-
nating :—splendor :—display of lights
for festive occasions.

ll-lo'ml-na-tlve, a. Affording light.
Il-la'mi-na-tor, n. One who Illu-
minates, [adorn.

Il-lu'mlne, v. t To throw light on; to
Il*l&'slon, n. Deceptive appearance;
mockery.

Il-l&'slve, a. Deceivingby false show.
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n-ia'aive-nfesun. False appearance.
Il-lA'ao-ry, a. Deceiving.
U-ltta'trate, v. L To make plain ; to
brighten ; to make illustrious.

Il-lus-tra'tion, n. An explanation

;

example. [trate.
Il-Hks/tra-tKve, a. Tending toillus-
Il-lus'trl-ofi*, a. Distinguished for
greatness or-splendor.

11-lfta'tri-aua-ly^ ad. Conspicuously.
Ill'-wlll', ru Unkind feeling.
Im'sge, n. A statue ; a figure :—as

idol :—an idea.—t\ t. To imagine.
Ini'affe-ry, n. Lively description

;

figures of speech. [imagined.
Im-ag^i-na-ble, a. That may be
lm-as/l-na-ry, a. Fancied ; ideal
Im-aa-i-tia'tloii, n. The faculty of
forming mental images, [imagination.

Im-ag'l-na-tlve. a. GifWd with
Im-af;'liie,v. t. To fancy; to conceive.
1'inAm', n. A- Mahometan priest.

Im-bank', v. t. To defend ; to em-
bank, [ment.

Im-banh/ment,n. Abank; embank-
Im-bathe', v. t To bathe all over.
Im'b€c-ile, a. Weak in mind or body.
Im-be-cll'1-ty, n. Weakness.
Im-beo', t». t To lay, as in a bed.
Im-bibe', v. L To drink in.

Im-blt'ter, v. L To make bitter.

Im-bo'som, v. t. To hold in the bosom.
Im-bow', v. t To arch ; to vault.

Im-brAn'jrle, v. t To entangle.
Im-br#6d7, v. t. To generate within.

EftSS&d,}' Overlapping.

Im-brl-ca'tfton, n. An overlapping.
Imbroglio (im-brdl'ye-o), n. [It] An
intricate plot of a drama.

Im-brdwn', v. t. To make brown.
Im-brae7, r. t To steep ; to soak.
Im-brute', v. t. To degrade to brutali-

ty.—v. i. To sink down to brutality.

Im-bue', v. t To tincture deeply.
Im'1-ta-ble, a. Capable or worthy
of imitation. [or model.

Im'1-tate, v. t. To follow as a pattern
Im-1-ta'tlon, n. Act of imitating; a
copy.

Inri-ta-tive, a. Inclined to copy.
Im-1-ta'tor, n. One who imitates.
Im-mac'n-late, a. 8potless ; pure.
Im-mal'le-a-ble, a. Not malleable
Im'ma-n^nee, n. Internal dwelling.
Im'ma-ngnt, a. Intrinsic ; internal.

Im-man'ft-ty, n. Barbarity.
Im-mar'tftal, a. Unmartial.
Im-mank', r.t To cover ; to disguise.

Im-ina-t&rl-al, a. Incorporeal:—
spiritual :—not important.

Im-ma-t&rl-al-Ist, a. A believer
in immaterialism.

Ira-ma-te-rl-al'i-ty , n. State of be-
ing immaterial. [plcte :—early.

Im-ma-ture', a. Not perfect ; inmm-
Im-ma-tare'ly, ad. unseasonably.
Im-ma-t&'rl-tj* n. 8tate of being
Immature.
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Im-mftaa'u-ra-ble, a. That cannot
be measured.

Im-me'dl-ate, a. Haying nothing
intervening ; direct :—instant.

Im-mfdl-ate-ly, ad. Without any
intervention :—instantly. [memory.

Im-mt-mo'rl-al, a. Past the time of
Im-me-mo'rl-al-ly, ad. Beyond
memory.

Im>m<nte't a. Unlimited : vast
Im-m6n'«l-ty, n. Unbounded extent.
Inm-m4ns'u-ra-ble, a. Not to be
measured.

Im-m6na'u*rate« a. Unmeasured.
Im-mferffe', v. f. To put under water.
In*n«ne', v. t To put under water;
to sink. [ing.

Im-mer'slon, n. The act of immers-
Im-nseah', v. t. To entangle in meshes.
Im-me-tbOd'1-caE, a. Not method-

ical [grates.

Im'mi-a;rant, n. .One who immi-
Im'mi-fratei v.i. To remove into a
country for residence. [ing.

Im-ml-ffra'tlon, n. Act of immigrat-
Im'ni«nenoe, n. An impending
danger.

Im'ml-iient, a. Impending ; near.
Im-mln'a-le, v. t. To mingle.
Im-rals-cl-biri-ty, n. Incapacity of
being mixed. [ing mingled.

Im-nils'cl-ble, a. Not capable of be-
Im-mliv'alon, n. Act of sending in.

Im-mlt'. v. L To send in. [mitigated.
Im-mU'l-ga-ble, a. That cannot be
Im*niix',v. t. To mingle ; to mix.
Im-mlx'a-ble, a. Impossible to be
mingled.

lm-mo-bll'i-ty, n. Unmovableness.
Im-mtoTer-ate, a. Excessive ; ex-
travagant

Im-mod'er-ate-ly, ad. Excessively.
Im-mOd'er-ate-nesa, \ n. Want of
Im-mM-er-a'tlon, | modera-
tion.

Im-mftd'eat, o. Indelicate.
Im-mM'est-ljr, ad. Inan immodest
manner.

Im-mM'es-ty, n. Want of modesty.
Im'nio-late, v. t. To sacrifice.

Im-mo-la'tion, n. Act of sacrificing.

Im'mo-la-tor, n. One who sacrifices.

Im-mo-ni6n'toiis. a. Unimportant.
Im-mftr'al, a. Dishonest ; vicious.

Im-mo-ral'l-ty, n. An act contrary
to divine law.

Im-mbr'tal, a. Exempt from death;
perpetual [istence.

Im-mor-tal'l-tjr, n. Immortal ex-
Im-mor'ial-ise, v. t. To make im-
mortal.—v. i. To become immortal.

Im-mor'tal-ljr, ad. Without end.
Im-mdv-a-blT'l-ty, \n. State of
Im-n6v'a-ble~nesa, j being im-
movable, [moved.

Im-mftv'a-ble, a. That cannot be
Im-m6v'a*ble», n. Things not mov-
able.

Iia-n*+T'a*bly, ad. Not to be shaken.

IMPEACHABLE

Im-ma'ni-ty. n. Freedom from ob-
ligation ; privilege.

Im-mure-', v. t. To enclose.
Im-mu'sl-cal, a. Not musieaL
Im-nmu-ta-bll'l-ty, n. Exemption
from change.

Im-mu'ta-ble, a. Unchangeable.
Im-ma'ta-ble-nem, n. Unchange-
ableness.

Im-mii'ta-bly, ad. Unchangeably.
Imp, n. A young or inferior devil.—

v. L To graft ; to enlarge.
Im-pacr, v. t. To drive close.—n.
Force communicated.

Im-palr7
, v. i To injure ; to make

worse.—v. i. To be worn out.
Im-palr'er, n. One who impairs.
Im-pale7 , v.L To fix on a stake.
Im-pal-pa-bll'1-ty, n. 8tate of be-
ing impalpable. [touch.

Im-pal'pa-ble, a. Not perceived by
Im-pal'«y, v. L To paralyze.
Im-pa-na'tlon, n. The supposed
presence of the body of Christ in the
sacramental bread. [as ajury.

Im-pan'el,v. L To enroll; to form,
Im-par'a-diM, v.L To put in a state
of felicity.

Im-par'i-tjr, n. Inequality.
Im-park', v. L To enclose for a park.
Iiii-par7lance, n. License for delay
of trial. [grant; to confer.

Imi-part', v. L To make known; to
Im-par'tlal, a. Free from bias.
Im-par'Ual-Ist, n. One who is im-

partial, [ing impartial.
Im-par-tl-al'1-ty, n. Quality of be-
Im-part-l-bll'l-ty, n. State ofbeing
impartible. [imparted.

Im-part'1-ble, a. Capable of being
Im-part'ment, n. Communication.
Im-pas'aa-ble, a. Not to be passed.
Im-pas-al-bll'l-tjr, n. Exemption
from suffering. [ferine.

Im-pas'sl-ble, a. Incapable of suf-
Im-pas'sion, v. L To affect strongly.
Im-pas'aion-ate, o. Strongly aflect-
ed -.—free from passion.—v. L To af-
fect powerfully.

Im-paa'aloned , p. a. Animated.
Im-paa'aive, a. Free from suffering.
Im-paa'Mlve-neM, n. 8tate of being
impassive.

Im-pas-ta'tlon, n. Act of impasting

;

materials united by cement.
Im-paste'. v. t. To paste ; to lay on.
Im-pat'l-ble. a. Intolerable.
Im-pa'tlence, n. Vehemence of tem-
per ; uneasiness ; eagerness.

Im-pa'tient, a. Uneasy ; eager.—n.
One who is restless.

Im-pa'tlent-ly, ad. Eagerly.
Im-patfron-ise, v. t. To put in pos-
session of any seigniory.

fin-pawn', v. L To give as a pledge.
Im-peaeh', v. L To accuse by a pub-

lic body ; to prove to be unworthy.
Iui-peacn'a-bto, o. Liable to im-
peachment
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/meat, n. Public accusa-
tion, [pearls.

Im-p*arl', e. t To adorn as with
Im-pto-ea-bll'l-ty. n. State of be-
ing Impeccable ; infallibility.

Ia*-p£e'ea-ble, a. Not liable to sin

;

infallible.
Im-pte'can-ey, n. Impeccability.
Im-pMe', v. L To hinder ; to obstruct.
Im-pM'i-nrtnt, n. An obstruction.
Im-pM't-tlve, & Causing hlnder-
ance. [press on.

Im*p61', v. U To urge forward ; to
Im-ptl'lent, a. Urging onwards.—

n. A power that drives forward.
fm-pea'. v. L To shut up. [threaten.
Im-ptaa', «. i To hang over; to
Im-pead'ent, a. Hanging over ;

threatening. [minent.
Im-ptad'iny, a. Hanging over ; im-
Im-pta'e-tra-bll'i-ty, n. The
quality of being impenetrable.

Im-pta'a-tra-ble, a. That cannot
be penetrated ; not to be affected.

Im-pta'1-ttaee, ) n. Wantofpeni-
Im-pta'l-ttn-ey, j tence.
Im*pta'l«t#iit. a. Not penitent—

«. An unhumbled sinner. [tence.
Im-p«n'i-t«nt-Ly,ad. Without penl-
Im-p^n'nato, a. Having no feathers.
Iaa-pta'nons, a. Wanting wings.
Im«p£r'a<-tlve, a. Commanding.
IsavpSr'a-tlve-ly, ad. In an impera-
tive manner.

Im-per-c4p-ti-bll'l-ty. «. The
quality of being imperceptible.

Im-per-eep'tl-ble, a. Not to be
perceived. [being perceived.

Im-p6r-eep'U-bly, ad. Without
Im-perTeet, a. Not perfect.
Im-per-ffee'ilon, n. Want of perfec-

tion, [manner.
Im-peVfect-ly. ad. In an imperfect
Im-pftr-ro-ra'tion, n. State or being
closed.

Im-pfrf-al, a. Relating to an em-
pire or an emperor :—supreme.

lm-pfrl-al-tst, «. One who belongs
to an emperor.

Im-p*-rf-al'i-ty, n. Imperial state.
Im-pfrf-al-ly, ad. In an imperial
manner.

Im-pArSf1, v. t To bring into danger.
Im-p^ri-oAs, a. Commanding

;

haughty; tyrannical.
Im-p&ri-otts-ljr, ad. In animperi-

Im-pe^ri-oua-neaa, n. Bute of be-
ing imperious. [perish.

Iia>p«r'isb«a-ble, a. Not liable to
Im-per'sna-nenee, n. Want of
duration. [passed through.

Isn-pfer'nie-a-ble, a. Not to be
Isn-per'sjosi-al, a. Not personal.
Iaa-per-aon-al'l-ty, n. Want of per-

sonality.
Isn-per'a+n-ate, v. t Topersonify.
xjevper-api-eft'l-ty, a. want of per-

spicuity
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Im-pfcr-apie'ii-oaa, a. Wanting
clearness. foursuaded.

Im-p*r-aua'si-ble, a. Not to be
Im«per-ti'go, n. [L.] An eruption
of the skin.

Im-p*r'U-n6nc«, \ n. Irrelevancy:
Im-per/ti-n€ii-ey, J —rudeness.
Im-i>*r/ti-ii6iit, a. Of no weight :—
rude; intrusive.—a. A medler; an
Intruder. [rudely.

Im^per'tl-nftnt-ljr, ad. Intrusively

;

Im-per-tttrb'a-ble, a. That cannot
be disturbed.

Ira-per-tur-ba'Mon, n. Calmness.
Im-per'vi-otta, a. Impenetrable.
Im-pe-tra'tlen, n. The act of ob-
taining any thing by petition, [mence.

Im-p£t-u-Os'l-ty. n. Violence; vehe-
Im-p^fn-oAStO. Violent; passionate.
Im'pe»tAa, n. [L. ] Force of motion

.

lm-pi'e«ty, n. Irreverence ; wicked-
ness.

Im-plii*e'v v. i. To strike against
Im-pi'ooa, a. Irreverent ; wicked.
Im^pl'otta-ly, aa\ In an impious
manner. [enmity.

Im-pla-ca-bll'l-ty, n. Inexorable
Im-pla'ca-ble, a. That cannot be
appeased.

Im-pla'ca-bly, ad. Inexorably.
Im-plant', v. I To plant ; to insert
Im-plan-ta'tloa, a. Act of implant-
ing.

Im-plaft'sl-ble, a. Not plausible.
Im-plead', v. L To sue at law.
Im'ple-ment, n. An instrument
Im-pl&tlon, n. The act of filling.

Im'plgx, a. Intricate. [involve.
Ira'pll-cftta, v.t. To fold into:—to
Im-pll-c*'tlon,n. Act ofimplicating:
—an inference. [tion.

Im'pll-ea-tive, a. Having implica-
Im-plle'lt, a.Tacitly implied:—resting
on the authority or others :—received
without proof. [manner.

Im-plle'lt-ly, ad. In an implicit
Im-plo-ra'tlon. a Solicitation.
Im-plore', v. L To beseech ; to sup-
plicate.

Im-plamed', a. Without feathers.
Im-ply, v. L To signify :—to include.
Im-paraon, v. L To poison ; to em-

bitter.

Im-pftl'i-cy, n. Want of policy.
Im-po-lit*?, a. Rude ; uncivil.
Im-p61'l*tlc, a. Imprudent; injudi-
cious.

Im-p61'l-tlc~ly, ad. Without art
Im-pftu-der-a-bll'1-tjr, n. Want of
weight fbe weighed.

Im-pon'der-a-ble, a. That cannot
Im-pttn'der-aoa, a. Having no
weight

Im-pe~rda'l-ty, n. Want of pores.

Im-pd'rous, a. Free from pores.
Im-pftrf, v. L To bring from abroad

:

—to imply:—to concern.—n. Impor-
tance :—

m

eaning •—merfthf^d*** im-
ported.
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184 IMPORTABLE

Im-p6rt'a-bl«, a. That may be im-
ported.

Im-p^tuee, a. Consequence.
Im-pbr'tsuit, o. Momentous: weighty.
Im-por'tani-ly, ad. Weightily.
Im-por-teVtlom, n. The act of im-
porting.

Im-pdrfer, n. One who imports.
Im-port'u-nas-ey, n. Act of impor-
tuning, [nacious.

Im-porfu-na\te, a. Urgent: perti-

Im-pbrfu-aate-ly, ad. With im-
portunity.

Im-por-tAne', v. (. To entreat
earnestly.

Im-por-tA'ni-ty, n. Urgency.
Im-poa'a-ble, a. That may be im-
posed, [deceive.

Im-poae', v. *. To lay or put on :—to
Im-pos'er, n. One who imposes.
Im-pda'lna;, p. a. Making a show.—

n. Act of one who imposes.
Im-po-al'tlon. n. Act of laving on :

—imposture :—that which is imposed.
Im-pAa-sl-bll'i-ty, n. That which
cannot be. [of nature.

Im-pfta'si-ble, a. Contrary to the laws
Im'poat, n. A tax on articles import-
ed :—part of a pillar.

Im-pAat'tau-mate, v. i. To form an
abscess.—v. t. To afflict with an ab-
scess, [ofan abscess.

Im*pAat-hu*i*isVtlon, n. Formation
Im-pAat'bAme, n. An abscesB.—-r. i.

To breedan imposthume.
fs-pda'tor, n. A false pretender.
fns-poat'ure, n. Deception ; fraud.
Im'po-ttnee, In. State of being
Im/p«-tln'«yJ impotent
Im'po-tAnt, a. Weak; infirm.—n.
One who is infirm. [pound.

Im-p*And', v. L To enclose in a
Im-pAv'er-Iata, v. t. To make poor.
Im-pAv'er-Ian-meilt,n. Reduction
to poverty.

Im-pr&e'tl-cav-ble, a. Impossible.
Im-pre-cAte, v. L To invoke for evil.

Im-pre-eft'tlon, n. Invocation of
evfl.

Im'pr*-es\-to-ry,a. Wishing evil.

Im-pr6ffn', «. t To impregnate.
Im-prfef'na-ble, a. That cannot be
taken. [nant :—to saturate.

Im-prtg'nfttc, v.L To make preg-

Im-prlf/nstc.& Impregnated.
Im-prea;*na'tlon, n. Act ofImpreg-
nating, [lost

Im*pre-a«rlpt'l-ble, a. Not to be
Im>pr&M, v. I To stamp ; to fix
deep ; to imprint

Im'pr&ts, n. A mark; stamp;
figure : device. [pressed.

Im-prfa'sl-ble. a. That may be im-
Im-prCa'alon (im-presh'un), n. Act
of impressing :—a stamp :—an image
fixed in the mind :—effect :—an edi-
tion of a book.

Ine-prfts'slTe, a. Making Impression;
effective ; forcible.

INACTIVE

pHtea'ment, n. Act of forcing
into service.

Im-presi'nre, n. Impression.
Im-pri-maVtiir, n. [L.] license

to print.
Im-prKnt' v. L To print :—to impress.
Im'prlnt, n. The designation of the
place, date, name, 6c., affixed to a
book. [to confine.

Im-prls'on, v.L To put into prison

;

Im-prIs'on-m6nt, n. Confinement
in prison. [likely.

Im-prttb'a-blfe, o. Not probable ; un-
Im-prftb'1-ty, n. Want of honesty.
Im-pro*fI'elenee, n. Want of pro-
ficiency or progress.

Im-promp'tu, n. [Ft.) An extempo-
raneous composition.—ad. Without
study.

Im-pr6p/er, a. Not proper ; unfit

ui'prdvc'a V. k. 1U Ul«AO ucuvr .—

W

increase :—to make good use of.—v. i.

To grow better.
Im-pr6ve/meiit, n. Act of improv-
ing ; proficiency. [thought

Im-prttv'1-dgnc*, n. Want of fore-
Im-pr«v'i-4«fit,a. Wanting forecast.
Im-pr6v'iny, p. a. Making or be-
coming better.

Im-prOT'l-asVtor, n. One who com-
poses and singB extemporaneously.

Im-pro-viae7 v.L At. To compose
extemporaneously.

Im«ani'dencs,n. Want ofprudence;
indiscretion. [creet

Im-prn'dent, a. Not prudent ; indis-
Im'pn-deneet n. Effrontery; inso-
lence.

Im'pu-dent, a. Bold; shameless;
saucy; rude. [to contradict

Im-pAjrn' (Im-punO, v. L To oppose

;

Im-pfi^sHMnce, n. Weakness.
Isn'pAlse, n. Force communicated

;

impression.
Im-pAl'alon, n. Act of impelling.
Im-pAl'slve, a. Impelling; moving.
Im-pA'nl-ty, n. Exemption from
punishment.

Im-pAre7 , a. Not pure ; foul.
-x- ad. With impurity.

n. Want of purity.

A
J, a. That maybe im«

puted. [censure.
lm-pn-teVtlon, n. Act of imputing

;

Im-pAte', v. t. To attribute.

In, pttp. Noting presence inplace,
time, or state ; wlthin.-ad. Within
some place ; not out.

In-n.bIM.t7, n. Want of ability.
In-ae-cta'sf^ble, a. Not to be ap-
proached ; not accessible.

In-fte'eu-rsv-cy , n. Want of accuracy.
In-Ae'eu-rate, a. Not accurate . in-

correct [ness.
In-Ae'tlon, n. Want of action ; Idle-
In-Ae'tlve, o. Not active ; indolent
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In-ae-tiT'i-ty, n. Want of activity

;

Idleness. [sufficient

Ia-ad'e-quate, a. Not adequate; in-

In-ad'e-qnate-ly, «*• Not ade-
quately, [unfit

In-ad-mla'ai-ble, a. Not admissible;
In-ad-vfer'tejiee, n. Carelessness;
inattention.

In-ad-ver'tent, a. Negligent; heed-
less, [negligently.

In-ad-wfer'teiit-ly, ad. Carelessly;
In-aTfa-ble, a. Not affable; reserved.
In-al'ton-a-ble, a. That, cannot be
alienated.

In-sU'ter-a-ble, a. Unalterable.
ln-am-o-ra'td, n. One in love.

In-ane7
, a. Empty ; useless.

In-an'1-mate, a. Void of life ; inert
ta-a-nl'tloii (in-a-nlab/un), n. Emp-

tiness.
Iu-an'l-ty, n. Emptiness ; vanity.
In-apSpe-ttnce, n. Want of appe-
tence or appetite. [unfit

In-ap'pli-ca-ble, a. Not applicable;
Io-ap-pli-ea'tion, n. Want of ap-
plication.

In-ap'po-alte, a. Not apposite.
In-ap-pi^et-a-ble (in-ap-prCshe-a-

bl), a. That cannotbe estimated.
In-ap-prtaeh'a-ble,a. Unapproach-
able, [priate ; unsuitable.

In-ap-prd/prl*a*e, a. Not appro-
In-ap'ti-tiide, n. Unfitness.

In-arch', v. t To graft by approach.
In-ar-Ue'ii-late, a. Not uttered with
articulation. [articulation.

In-ar-tle-u-la'tlon, n. ' Want of
In-ar-tl-iK'elal (in-ar-te-flsh'al), a.

Not done by art ; natural.
In-as-mticV, ad. Seeing that ; since.
In-at-tta'tlon, a. Neglect: care-
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In-at-t£n'tlirc, a. Heedless.
In-an'dl-ble.a. That cannot be heard.
In-An'ffa-ral, a. Relating to inau-
guration, [office ; to consecrate.

In-au'ga-rate, v. I. To induct Into
In-au-ffu-ra'tlonu n. Act of inau-
gurating: installation.

In-an-ra'tlon, n. Act of covering
with gold. [unfavorable.

In-Au-spI'elous, a. Not auspicious

;

In-an-spl'elouft-ly (in-aw-splsh'us-
le), ad. With ill omens.

In'bttrn, o. Implanted by nature.
In'brM, a. Inborn ; innate.
In'ea, n. The former title ofa king or
prince of Peru. [cage

In-cage' v. t To shut up; to en-
In-eafr^ment, n. Confinement in a
.cage. [culated.
In-cal'eu-la-ble, a. Not to be cal-
In-ca-16s'eenee, n. Incipient heat.
In-ean-dfe'cenee, n. A white heat
In-€an-d«»'c«iit, a. Glowing with
_ "•**• [chantment
In-ean-ta'tlon, n. A charm: en-
In-ca-pa-bll'1-ty, n. State of being
incapable; incapacity.

In-ca-pa'ble, o. Wanting power : un-
able ; unfit [capacious.

In-ca-pa'oloua (-pa'shus), a. Not
In-ca-pac'1-tate, v. L To disable.

In-ea-pae'1-tjr, n. Want of capacity;

inability.
In-ear'cer-ate, v. t. To imprison.—

a. Imprisoned ; incarcerated.
In-car-cer-a'tion,n. Imprisonment
In-car'nate, v. L To clothe with
flesh.—a. Clothed in flesh, [with flesh.

In-ear-na'tion, n. Act of clothing
In-case', v. L To cover : to enclose.

In-eau'tious (ln-kaw'shus), a. Un-
wary ; heedless.

In-cau'tloua-ly, ad. Unwarily.
In-c^n'di-a-rlam, n. The act of an
incendiary.

In-e£n'di-a*ry
?

n. One who mali-
ciously sets fire to a house or foments
strife.—a. Inflammatory.

In'eenae, n. Perfume exhaled by
fire.—f. L To perfume with incense.

In-cdnse7
, v. t To provoke.

In-eftn'tjLve, n. An incitement;
a motive. [ageing.

In-cSn'tive, a. Inciting; encour-
In-cgp'tlon, n. Abejriiining.

In-cer'tl-tude, n. Uncertainty.
In-e6a'sant, o. Unceasing; continual.

In-c«s'sant-ly, ad. Without inter-

mission.
In'e6st, n. Cohabitation of persons
related within degrees prohibited.

Inch, n. A measure ; twelfth part of
a foot

In'eno-ate, a. Begun ; entered upon.
In'd-dgnee, n. The direction with
which one body strikes another.

In'ci-dgnt, o. Casual ; fortuitous.—
n. Casual event ; occurrence.

In-cl-dgnt'al, a. Happening by
chance ; circumstantial ; casual.

In*el-d£iit'al-iy, ad. Casually.
In-eln'er-ate, v. t To burn to ashes.
In-eln-er-a'tlon, n. Act of burning
to ashes. [commencement

In-elp'1-en-cy, n. A beginning;
In-clp'1-ent, a. Commencing.
In-else', v. t To cut ; to carve ; to en-
grave, [gash.

In-el'nlon (in-slsh 'un), n. A cut; a
In-ci'slve, a. Having the quality of
cutting.

In-cl'sor, n. A cutter ; a fore tooth.
In-d'ao-ry, a. Having the quality
of cutting.

In-cln'ure, n. A cut ; an aperture.
In-cl-ta'tlon, n. Incitement; im-
pulse.

In-cite', v. t. To stir up ; to animate.
In-cite'ment, n. A motive : in-
centive, [discourtesy.

In-ci-vil't-ty,, n. Want of civility;
In-cl£m'en-cy, n. Rigor ; severity.
In-el€m'ent, a. 8evere ; stormy.
In-elln'a-ble, a. Willing; disposed.
In-clfl-na'tlonr n. A leaning :-»

tendency; disposition.
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In-cline7
, v. i. To lean.—r. £ To

bend.—n. A regular descent orascent
In-close', v. L To surround.
In-eloa'ure, n. A space inclosed.
In-eloud', v. t. To darken, [comprise.
In-cliide', v. t. To comprehend ; to
In-clu'sion, n. Act of including.
Im-cla'sive, a. Enclosing; compre-
hended, [manner.

In-clu'slve-ly, ad. In an Inclusive
En-efts', \a.ie ad. In a state
En-cog'nl-td, j of concealment; un-
known.

In. Wantofcohe-tn-co-he'renee, \
In-co-he/ren-cjr,j rence; incon-

gruity.
In-oo-he'rent, a. Not connected.
In-eom-bn»-tl-bIl'l-ty, n. State of
being incombustible.

In-eom-bu»'ti-ble, o. That cannot
be burned ; not combustible.

In'come, n. Rent ; revenue ; profit.

In-eom-mgnja'u-ra-ble, ) a. Hav-
In-com-mgnN'u-rate, J ing no
common measure ; disproportionate.

In-com-mode', v. L To be incon-
venient to ; to discommode.

In-com-mo'di-ona, a. Inconven-
ient; annoying; vexatious.

In-com-mu'nl-ca-ble, a. That can-
not be communicated.

In-com-mu'nl-ca-tlve, a. Not
communicative. [to change.

In-com-miit/a-ble, a. Not subject
In-com-pact', a. Not compact.
In-com'pa-ra-ble, a. Not to be
compared; matchless.

In-com'pa-ra-bly, ad. Beyond
comparison. [pity.

In-com-paVaion-ate, a. Void of
In-eom-pat-l-bll'l-tjr, n. Incon-
sistency, [ible ; inconsistent.

In-com-patfl-ble, a. Not compat-
In-com'pe-tenee, \ n. Want of
In-c6m'pe-ten-ej, J competence

;

insufficiency.

In-com'pe-tent, a. Not competent:
inadequate. [unfinished.

In-com-plete'. a. Not complete:
In-eom-pl£te'ne«fl, n. Want or
completeness. [simple.

In-com-p6s'lte, a. Not composite ;

In-cftm-pre-hgn'Bl-ble. a. Incapa-
ble of being comprehended ; incon-
ceivable, [compressed.

In-com-preVaf-ble, a. Not to be
In-eon-ceiv'a-ble, a. Not to be
conceived.

In-con-clii'slve, a. Not conclusive

;

insufficient. Ten.
In-con-cns'sl-ble, a. Not to be shak-
In-eon'dlte, a. Rude; unpolished.
In-con-frru'1-ty, n. Unsuitableness;
Inconsistency.

.In-e6n'ffra-oAft, a. Unsuitable ; in-
consistent; improper.

In-con'se-quent. a. Not consequent.
In-con-»Id'er-a-ble, a. Unimport-
ant : trivial ; trifling.

INCURIOUS

In-eon-sld'er-ate, a. Carelea;
thoughtless; heedless.

In-con-stst'en-cjr. n. Want of con-
sistency ; incongruity, [incongruous.

In-eon-slat'ent, a. Not consistent

:

In-con-*61'a-ble, a. Not to be com-
forted, [discord.

In-c6n'»o-nanee, n. Disagreement;
In-con'stan-cjr, n. Unsteadiness;

fickleness.
In-con'stant, a. Not constant; fic-

kle ; not firm ; changeable.
In-con-tes'ta-ble, a. Not contesta-
ble ; not to be disputed.

In-con'ti-nence, n. Unchastity.
In-con'ti-nent, a. Not continent;

licentious; unchaste.
In-con-tro-vert'1-ble, o. Not con-
trovertible; indisputable.

In-con-ven'ienee, n. Want of con-
venience ; unfitness.—v. L To trouble;
to vex.

In-eon-veri'lent, a. Not conven-
ient; incommodious. [of change.

In-eon-vert'i-ble, a. Incapable
In-cor'po-rate, v. L To form into a
body or corporation.—v. u To unite
into a mass.—«. Associated.

In-cOr-po-ra'tion, n. Act of incor-
porating, [immaterial.

In-cor-po're-al, o. Not corporeal

;

In-cdr/ri-gi-ble, a. That cannot be
corrected fnopeless. [rapt

In-eor-rnpt'. a. Not corrupt ; uncor-
In-cor-rupt'l-ble, a. Incapable of
corruption. [corruption.

In-cor-rftp'tlon, n. Incapacity of
In-craa'nate, v. t. To make thick :—

v. t. To become thick or iat—a. Fat-

tened, [enlng.

In-craci-sa'tlon, n. The act ofthick-
In-creane7 , v. i. To grow ; to advance.
—1>. t. To make more or greater.

In'crease, n. Augmentation ; growth

;

produce ; progeny.
In-cred'1-ble, a. Surpassing belief.
In-crtkl'l-bly, ad. In an incredible
manner. [believe.

Tn-cre-dn'11-ty. n. Indisposition to
In-cred'u-lous, a. Not credulous;
sceptical.

In'cre-ment. n. Increase, for coat.

In-crnst'. v. t To cover with a crust
In-crus*t&'tiOn,n. Actof incrusting;
crust

In'cu-bate, v.i. To sit upon eggs.
In-cn-b&'tlon, n. The act of sitting

upon eggs.
In'cn-bns, n The nightmare.
In-cnl'eate. v. t. To impress on tho
mind; to enforce.

In-cnl-ca'tlon,n. Actofinculcating.
In-cftl'pate. v. t To censure.
In-cnm'bent, a. Lying upon.—4*.
One who possesses an office.

In-cttr', v,t To become liable tn.

In-cn'ro-ble.n. An incurable patient.
—a. That cannot be cured, [tentlve.

In-en'rl-ona, a. Not curfew; inat-
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INCURSION

In-etir'BtoD, n. An inroad : invasion.
Iii'enWsiTe, a. Making incursion;
aggressive.

In-etu»/vat«, a. Bent inwards; in-
curved.—v. L To bend; to make
crooked.

In-cur-va'tion, n. Act of bending.
Io-curve7

, «,t To bow ; to bend.
In-d«bt'ed (in-det'ed), p. a. Being in
debt.

ln-d«bt'ed-n€M (in-deVed-nes), n.

State of being indebted.
In-d&een-cjr, n. Want of decency

;

immodesty ; indelicacy.
Kn-d&eent. a. Not decent ; unbecom-
ing ; immodest ; offensive.

jjn-de-eid'u-oAs, a. Not deciduous

;

evergreen, [be deciphered.
In-de-ei'pber-a-ble, a. That cannot
In-de-el'slon, n. Want of decision

;

irresolution.
£n-de~ei'»ive, a. Not decisive.
In-de-elin'a-ble, a. Not declinable.
Kn-d6e'o-rofls, a. Not decorous ; un-
becoming, [ing; impropriety.

In-de-cd'rnm, n. A thing unbecom-
In-d«*d'? ad. In reality ; in truth.
In-de-f&t'l-ffa-ble, a. Unwearied.
ln-de-fat'l-fa-bly, od. Without
weariness. [ing defeated.

In-de-fiea'sl-ble, a. Incapable of be-
In-de-fte'tl-ble, a. Not liable to
defect

In-de-f$e'tive, a. Not defective.
In-de-ffen'si-ble, o. That cannot be
defended; censurable. [defined.

In-de-fin'a-ble. o. That cannot be
In-dftfl-nlte, o. Having no limita-

tion ; not precise. [tation.

in-dfcfl-nlte-ljr, ad. Without limi-

In-de-hls'eent, a. Not opening
when ripe.

In-deri-ble, a. That cannot be
blotted out ; permanent. [faced.

In-d#l'i-bly, ad. So as not to be ef-

In-dei'1-cate, a. Wanting delicacy

;

indecent. l^oss.

In-d#m'nf-iy, v.t To exempt from
In-dgm'ni-tjr, n. Exemption from

loss or Injury ; remuneration.
In-d£nt', v. t. To notch :—to bind by
contract—n. An incision : a notch.

In-d€n-ta'tl*ii, n. Act of indenting

:

— a notch.
In-d$nt'ed. p. a. Having dents :—
bound by indenture.

In-dtnt'urtN n. A covenant; a
writing containing a contract.

In-de-p>n'dene«, n. Freedom : ex-
emption from control.

In«de-p4n'dent, a. Not dependent

:

free.—-n. A Congregational 1st.

In-de-nn-ib'a-ble, a. That cannot
be described. rmerit.

In-de-aert' (in-de-serf). n. Want of
In-de-MtrAe'tl-ble, a. That cannot
be destroyed. _

In-d«-tfer'inl-iia-ble, a. That can-

not be determined.
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ouc;
[out.

In-de-tor'mi-nate, a. Not defined

;

indefinite.
In-de-voot', a. Not devout
In'dta, n. [L.] Something that
points ; table of contents to a book.

lnd'ian (ind'yan), a. Relating to
India or the Indians.—n. A native of
India:—an aboriginal inhabitant of
America.

Ind'lan-Ink', n. A kind of Ink used
for lines and shadows in drawing.

In'dla-rAb'ber, n. Caoutchi
gum-elastic. I

In'dl-cate, t\ L To show ; to point
In-dl-ca'tion, n. Mark; token.
In-dlc'a-tlve, a. Showing

; pointing
out. [whicn shows.

In'dl-ca-tor, n. He who or that
In-diet7 (in-dltO, v. t. To charge with
a crime or misdemeanor.

In-dict'a-ble (in-dlt'a-bl), a. Subject
to indictment

In-dlc'tion, n. A declaration :—

a

cycle of fifteen years.
In-dict'ment (in-dltfment), n. Ac-
cusation by a grand jury.

In-dlFfer-ence, n. State of being
indifferent; neutrality; insensibility.

In-dlFffer-ent, a. Inattentive; im-
partial :—passable. [need.

In'dl-gence, n. Want; poverty;
In'dl-gene, n. A native animal or
plant.

In-dI{r/e-nona,a. Native to a country.
In'dl-ggnt, o. Poor ; needy, [power.
In«dl-fr$»'tloii, n. Want of digestive
In-dlfpnant, a. Inflamed with an-
ger; angry, [tlon.

In-dlg'nant-ljr, ad. With indlgna-
In-dlfr-na'tlon, n. Anger mixed
with disgust; resentment.

In-dlg'nl-ty, n. Contemptuous con-
duct: insult. nng matter.

In'dl-gd, n. A plant :—a blue color-
In-dl-rect', a. Not direct; circuit-

ous ; improper. [not rightly.

In-di-rect'ly. ad. Not directly

;

In-dls-ce'rn'f-ble, a. Not discerni-
ble ; not visible.

In-dlA-ePrp'tl-ble, a. Not to be
separated ; indestructible, [judicious.

In-dl»-cr**t', a. Not discreet; in-

In-di»-cr*te', a- Not discrete or sep-

In-di»-rration (In-dls-krcsh'un), n.

Want of discretion; imprudence.
In-dlft-crlm'1-nate, a. Being with-
out discrimination. [distinction.

In-dlftwcrlm-l-na'tion. n. Want of

In-dfs-p«n'*a-ble, o. That cannot

be dispensed with ; necessary.
Tn-dls-pose', v. t. To disincline.

In-dis-po»ed\p. a. Not disposed :-^

disordered in health. [inclination.

Tn-dfe-po-el'tlon, n. Illness :—dis-
In-dlff'pu-ta-ble, a. That cannot be
disputed; Incontrovertible.

In-dlft'Ao-ln-ble, a. That cannot
be melted ; firm ; binding.
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In-dlB'tio-lu-bly, ad. Firmly ; stably.
In-disv-n&lv'a-ble, a. Incapable of
being dissolved.

In-dto-tlnct', a. Not distinct ; ob-
scure ; confused. [obscurely.

In-dto-Unct'ly, ad. Confusedly

;

In-dls-tln'ffulsli-a-ble, a. Undis-
tinguishable.

In-dite', v. t. To compose ; to dictate.
In-dito'ment, n. Act of inditing.
In-dl-vld'u-al, a. Relating to one

;

ingle ; numerically one.—n. A single
person or being.

In-dl-Yld'u-al-Inm, n. Individual
existence or essence :—selfishness.

In-df-vld-u-al'i-ty, n Distinct ex-
istence.—(Phren.) The faculty of ob-
serving and individualizing objects.

In-di-vld'u-al-ly, ad. Separately;

In-dl-vl»-l-bll'l-ty, n. State or
quality ofbeing indivisible, [divided.

In-dl-vfo'1-ble, a. That cannot be
In-dfte'l-ble, a. Unteschable.
ln-dd'elle, a. Unteachable; un-
tractable. [dull.

In-do-cll'l-ty, n. Unteachableness

;

In-dfte'trl-nate, v. t To instruct in
principles. [principles.

In«d6e-trl-na'tlon,n. Instruction in
In'do-lftnee, n. Idleness; slothful-

ness.
In'do-lftnt, a. Careless ; lazy : idle.
ln'do*16nt-ly, ad. Carelessly; list-

lessly, [conquerable.
In-dom'1-ta-ble, a. Untamable; un-
In-dorse', v. t To write as a name
on the back ; to confirm :—to sanction.

In-dor-s&e', n. One to whom a note
is indorsed.

In-dorae/meiit, n. Act of indorsing;
superscription.

In-dors'er.n. One who indorses.
In-da'bl-oAs, a. Not dubious ; not
doubtful. [fectly certain.

In-dfi'bl-ta-ble, a. Undoubted ; per-
In-duce', v. L To Influence ; to per-
suade, [duces; reason.

In-duce'ment, n. Anything that in-
In-dAct/, v. L To introduce ; to put
in possession. [able.

In-dAc'tlle, a. Not ductile ; intract-
In-dAc'tlon. n. Entrance :—a mode
ofreasoning from particulars to gene-
rals : introduction. [tion.

In-dAc'tlve, a. Proceeding by induc-
In-dAe'tlve-ly, ad. By induction.
In-dAe', v. t. [L.] To invest ; to en-
dow; to furnish.

In-dAlfrf', t>. /. To humor ; to gratify.—v. i. To give indulgence.
In-dAl'fpence. n. Act of indulging;
forbearance of restraint ; favor.

In-dAl'f?ent, a. Disposed to indulge

;

kind ; gentle ; mild.
In-dAlrfrent«iy,a<i With indulgence.
In'dn-rate, v. i. To grow hard.—v. L
To make hard.—-a. Impenitent ; ob-
durate.

1XXX11ABLM

Iu-da-ra'tion, n. A hardening.
In-dAft'lri-al,a. Relating to industry;

laboring. [try ; diligent.

In-dAs/url-oAss a. Practising indus-
In«dAs/trl*oAs-ly. ad. Laboriously.
In'duit-try, n. Diligence ; assiduity.

In'dw6U-inff, n. Act of dwelling
within.—a. Dwelling within; in-

ternal.
In-e'bri-ant, n. Any thing that In-

toxicates.—<x. Tending to intox icatc.

In-e'bri-ate, v. I To intoxh ale ;—to
disorder the senses.—r. i. '* o be in-

toxicated.^!. One intoxicated.
In-e-bri-a'tlon. n. Drunkenness.
In-£Ffa-ble,a. Unspeakable.
In-ef-fitce'a-ble,a. Not to be effaced.

In-ef-fee'tive, o. Producing no
efleet.

In-ef-f&ct'u-al, a. Not effectual;
weak ; fruitless. [cent

In-tf-fer-vfes'cent, a. Not eflerves-

In-^f-fl-ca'cloas (-ku/shus), a. Not
producing effect ; weak.

In-*rfl-cn-cy, n. Want of power

;

want of effect.

In-ef-fl'clen-cy,n. Want ofefficiency
In-ef-fI'cient, a. Not efficient

In-£l'e-8jrant, a. Not elegant
In-41'l-sjri-ble, a. Incapable of being
elected.

In-41'o-qugnt, o. Not eloquent
In-€pt/, a. Not apt or fit.

iB-e-qual'i-ty, n. Want of equality.
In-tq'al-ta-ble, a. Not equitable.
In-€r'ra-blc, a. Exempt from error.

In-ert' a. Inactive ; sluggish.
In-ei^tl-a (In-cVshe-a). n. [L.] A
property of matter by which it remains
at rest

In-ert'ly, ad. Inactively ; sluggishly.
In-ert/ness, n. Want of motion or
activity.

In-ei' tl-ma-ble, a. Above all price;
invaluable.

In-€s'tl-ma-bly, ad. So as not to
be estimated.

In-$v'i-ta-bl<$, a. Not to be avoided;
unavoidable.

In-ev'i-ta-bly, ad. Unavoidably.
In-ex-Act', o. Kot exact ; incorrect
In-ex-eu'sa-ble, a. Not to be ex-
cused, [yond excuse.

In-ex-cu'sa-bly, ad. Toa degree be-
ln-cx-hal'a-ble, a. That cannot be
exhaled. [haustcd.

In-ex-haus'll-Me, a. Not tobeex-
In-ex-«*t'eiice, n. Want of being.
In-ex-I*t'ent, a. Not existing.
In-£x'o-ra-ble, a. Not to be moved
by entreaty ; unrelenting.

In-ex-pe'di-ence, n. Want of fit-

ness, [inconvenient.
In-ex-pe'di-ent, a. Not expedient

;

In-ex-pe'rl-ence, n. Want of ex-
perience.

Iii-ex-pert', o. Notexpert ; unskilful.
In-£x'pl-a-ble, a. Admitting no
atonement
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INEXPLICABLE

ta-ta'pU-ea-ble, o. Not to be ex-
plained ; unaccountable.

In-ex/nli-ca-bly, ad. So as not to
be explained. [clear.

Ia-ex*pUeiL a. Not explicit ; not
In-ex-preaw'1-ble, a. Not to be ex-
pressed ; unutterable.

In-ex-preaw'i-bljr, ad. Unutterably.
In-ex-nres'slTe. o. Not exp-essive.
In-ex-tlnef, o. Not quenched.
In-ex-tIn'ffuUh-a-ble,a. Thatcan-
not be extinguished.

In-fo'trl-ea-ble, a. That cannot be
disentangled or extricated.

In-ex'trl-ea-bljr, ad. In an inex-
tricable manner.

Iii-eye7 (in-IO, v.i. To inoculate.
In-Al-li-bU'l-ty, n. State of being

infallible. [failing.

In-Al'11-ble, a. Not fallible ; un-
In-Al'll-bljr,ad. Certainly.
In'A-mona, a. Notoriously bad;
scandalous ; disgraceful.

In'A-mons-ly, ad. 'With infamy.
In'A-mjr, n. Public disgrace ; igno-
miny, [beginning.

In 'fan-ey, n. The first part of life :—
In'fant, n. A young child.—a. Per-
taining to infancy.

In-An7ta or In-An'te. n. [Sp.] A
prince of the royal blood.

In-An'tl-eide, n. The murder, or a
murderer, of an infant

In'fan-tile, a. Pertaining to an in-
fant ; infantine.

In'fan-tine, a. Childish; young.
In'fan-try, n. Foot-soldiers.
In'fore, n. An entertainment given
on newly entering a house, or by a
bridegroom.

In-Atfu-ate, v. L To strike with folly.

In-At'u-at-ed, p. a. Deprived of
reason ; stupefied.

In-At-u-a'iion, n. A deprivation of

INFOLD 189

In-fea'sl-ble, a. That cannot be
done; impracticable.

In-fftef. v. t To taint ; to corrupt
In-fee'tlon, n. That which infects

;

taint ; poison. I disease.
In-fee'ilona, o. Communicated, as a
In-f&e'tlve, a. Tending to infect
In-feVand, a. Unfruitful ; infertile.
In-fe-ennd'1-ty, n. Want of fecund-

ity ; unfruitfulness.
5n-fe-lIe/I-tjr,n. Unhappiness.
n.nfr'. v. 1 To deduce ; to conclude;
to imply.

In-fer'a-ble, a. That may be infer-
red ; inferrible. [mises.

In'fer-enee, n. Deduction from pre-
InWe-r^n'tial, a. Containing in-
ference.

In^S'rl-or, a. Lower in value.—n.
One lower in rank or station.

In-fe-rl-or'I-tjr, n. A lower state
or condition.

An-ftr'nal, a. Relating to hell; hel-
lish.—n. An inferrm! being.

In-A^rl-ble, a. That may be infer-
red: deducible.

In-feVtile. a. Unfruitful, [barrenness.
In-fer-tll'i-tjr, n. Unfruitfulness

;

In-feat\v. L To disturb ; to annoy.
In-fes-ta'tion, n. Molestation ; an-
noyance.

In-fest'ed, p. a. Diseased ; harassed.
In-ffes'tiYe a. Having no festivity or
mirth.

In'fl-del, n. A disbeliever of Chris-
tianity ; an atheist—a Unbelieving

;

wanting belief.

In-fl-oel'i-tjr. n. The state of being
an infidel ; disbelief of Christianity :—
unfaithfulness. [pores.

In-fll'trate, v. i. & t. To enter by the
In-flll-tra'tlon, n. Entrance by the
pores.

In'fl-nlte, a. Boundless ; immense.
In'fl-nlte-lT, ad. Without limits.

In-fln-l-tea'l-mal, a. Infinitely
small.—-n. An infinitely small quantity.

In-tln'1-tlve, a. Not limited.
In-fln'1-tnde, n. Infinity : immensity.
In-fin'1-ty, n. The quality of being

infinite; endless number.
In-tYrm', a. Disabled ; week ; feeble.
In-flrm'a-ry, n. A residence for the
sick.

In-tlrm'i-ty, n. State of being in-
firm :—failing :—disease. fness.

In-flrm'new, n. Weakness; feeblc-
In-flx', v. £ To drive in ; to fix deep.
In-flame', v. t To set on fire :—to pro-
voke : to incense.—v. i. To grow not,
ornalnful.

In-named', p. a. Incensed ; irritated.

In-nam'nia-ble a. That may be set
on fire ; lgnitible.

In-nam-ma'tion, n. State of being
inflamed :—a swelling and redness.

In-flam'ma-to-ry, a. Tending to
inflame : tending to excite animosity.

In-flate', v. t. To swell ; to puff!

In-fla'tlon, n. Act of inflating; flat-

ulence.
In-fleet', v. t To bend ; to vary.
In-flec'tton, n. Act of bending:—
modulation of the voice.

In-flee'tlve, a. Able to bend..
In-flex-l-bll'i-tjr, n. Unyielding

stiffness.

In-Hex'1-ble, a. That cannot be bent;
immovable; obstinate.

In-flex'1-bly, ad. With firmness.
In-Met7

, v. L To lay on ; to impose.
In-fHe'tton, n. Act of inflicting; pun-
ishment

In-flKc' tive, a. Tending to inflict
In'flu-ence, n. Directing power ; in-

visible power :—credit ; bias.—u. L To
act upon ; to modify ; to persuade.

In-flu-en'tlal,a. Exerting influence.
In-flu-en'za, n. [It] An epidemic
catarrh.

In'flAx. n. Act of flowing in.

In-flAx'lon, n. Infusion; influx.
In-folri', v. t. To involve; to enclose.
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Ill-form', v. t. To instruct; to ac-
quaint ; to advise ; to teach.—v. t. To
give intelligence. [irregular.

Ia-for'nial, a. Not in the usual form;
In-for7mal-lyv <ui. Without regular
form.

In-form'ant, n. One who informs.
In-for-ma'tlon, n. Intelligence giv-
en ; instruction.

In-form'er, n. One who informs.
In-frae'tlon, n. Act of breaking ; vi-

olation, [broken.
In-fran'gl-ble, a. That may not be
In-frfquen-cy, n. State of being in-

frequent ; rarity. [common.
In-frequent, a. Not usual; un-
tn-frlff'l-date, v. t To chill ; to make

cold.
In-fringe', v. t To violate ; to break.
In-frlnffe'ment, n. A breach ; a vi-

olation.
In-fu'ri-ate, a. Enraged ; furious.—

v. t To render furious. [scure.

In-ftts'cate, v. t. To darken ; to ob-
In-fuse', v. L To pour in ; to inspire.
In-fu-sl-bll'i-ty, n. State of being

infusible.
In-fn'sl-ble, a. That may be infused

:

incapable of fusion. [infused.
In-fu'slon, n. Act ofinfusing :—liquor
In-ta-fid'rI-a, n. pi. [L.] Microscopic
animalcules.

In*ff£l'a-ble,a. That cannot be frozen.
In*g$m'l*nate, v. t. To double ; to re-

peat [inborn; generated.
In-g$n'er-ate, v. t To beget.—a.
In-fr6n'lous,a. Possessed ofingenuity;
clever; subtle.

In'geu'lous-ly, ad. With ingenuity.
In-ge-nii'1-ty, n. Tower of inven-
tion ; subtlety ; ability.

In»g$n'u-on», a. Free from reserve;
open ; noble. [didly.

In-gen'u-ona-ly, ad. Openly ; can-
In-geat', v. t. To throw into.

In-gld'rl-ous, a. Dishonorable , ig-

nominious.
In-gld'rl-oua-ly, ad. Without glory.
In'got, n. A wedge of gold, silver, <fcc.

In-frrafV, v. t. To insert, as a scion in
a stock.

In-f?rain', v. t. To dye in the grain.
In'frrate.n. An ungrateful person.
In-gra'tl-ate, v. t. To put in favor;
to recommend to kindness.

In-grat/1-tude, n. Want of a due
sense of favors ; unthankfulness.

In-gr&dl-ent, n. A component part

;

an element.
In'grfem, ». Entrance.
In-gulF, v. t. To swallow up in a gulf.

In-gttr'ffi-tate, v. t. To swallow
down. Ithe taste.

In-irns'ta-ble, a. Not perceptible by
In-bab'it, r. L To dwell in.—v. *'. To
dwell or abide. [inhabited

In-nab'1-ta-ble, a. That may be
In-nab'lt-an-cy, n. Permanent or

legal residence.

INJURS

In-bab^it-ant, n. One who mhabita.
In-bab-l-ta'ti*n, *. Act of resi
dence.

In-nab't-ta-tlvt-nean n. [Phrcn.\
An inclination to select a dwelling.

In-ha-la'tion, n. Act of inhaling.
In-nale', v. L To draw in with air.
In-barer, n. One who inhales:—

a

machine for drawing steam or air into
the lungs.

In-nar-md'ni-oAs, a. Not harmo-
nious; unmusical. [hearse.

In-bearse', v. L To enclose in a
In-bdre7 , v. i. To exist in something

else.

In-taer'ence, In. Existing in some-
In-n€r'en-ey , j thing else.

In-ner'ent, a. Existing inseparably
in something else : innate.

In-btr'ent-ly, ad. By inherence.
In-neVlt, v. I To receive by inherit-
ance ; to succeed to. [herited.

In-b$r/it«a-ble, a. That may be in-
In-bfer'lt-ance, n. Act of inheriting

;

that which is inherited; hereditary
estate,

In-beVlt-or, n. One who inherits.
In-b6'slon, n. Inherence.
In-nlb'lt, v. t. To hinder ; to restrain.
In-nl-bl'tlon, n. Prohibition.
In-nfts'pl-ta-ble, a. Not disposed to
entertain strangers.

In-bu'man, a. Barbarous; cruel, [ty.

In-bu-man'1-ty, n. Cruelty; barbari-
In-bii'man-ly, ad. Cruelly ; barbar-
ously.

In-bu-ma'tlon, n. Act ofburying.
In-bnme', v. t. To bury : to inter.

In-Im'i-cal, a. Unfriendly; hostile:
unkind.

In-lm'l-ta-ble, a. Not to be imitated
In-Im'i-ta-bly, ad. In an inimitable
manner.

In-Iq'ul-toos (in-Ik'we-tus), a. Un-
just; evil.

In-Iq'uf-ty, n. Injustice ; sin.

In-I'tlal (fn-Ish'atY. a. Beginning ; in-
cipient.—n. The first letter ofa word
or name.

In-I'tl-ate (In-lsh'e-at), v. t. To intro-

duce :—to instruct in the rudiments.—
v. i. To begin.—a. Fresh ; initiated.

In-I-tl-a'tlon (in-lsh-e-a'shun),n. Act
of initiating ; reception.

In-I'tl-a-tfve, n. Serving to initiate.

In-I'tl«a*to-ry, a. Serving to intro-
duce; introductory.

In-Jeet', v. L To throw in.

In-l$c'tion, n. Act of throwing in.

In-joln', v. t. To enforce.
In-ju-dl'cial, ex. Not judicial.
In-ja-dl'cioas, a. Not judicious;

llHWiSf*

In-ju-dl'doua-ly. ad. Without
judgment; not wisely.

In-Jnne'tlon, n. A command ; order

;

a writ issued by a court to stay pro-
ceedings, [hurt.

Injure, v.L To damage ; to harm ; tc
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injurious

In-Jft'rl-«us, a. Causing Injury;
hurtful. TBuSftilly.

In-ln'si-ona-ly, ad. Wrongfully;
Injn-ry, n. Hurt; harm; mischief;
detriment.

In-Jus'tlee, n. Iniquity; wrong.
Ink. (Ingk), n. A fluid for writing and
printing.—v. L To daub with ink.

Ink'nftrn, n. A vessel for ink; an
inkstand.

Inlt'i-nea*, n. Quality of being inky.
In'ltte, n. A narrow fillet ; a tape.
Ink/line, n. A hint ; desire. [ink.
Ink/aland, n. A vessel for holding
Inlt'w, a. Consisting of ink.
In-laid', i. A p. from inlay.
In'land, a. Remote from the sea.—n.
Interior part of a country.

In-lay', v. t. To diversify ; to veneer.
InOajr.n. Matter inlaid or to be inlaid.

In-lajrlnff, n. Art of diversifying
with various materials.

In'16t» n. Passage; entrance:—

a

small bay.
In'mate,n. One who dwells jointly
with another : a fellow-boarder.

In'moet, a. Deepest within.
Inn, n. A house of entertainment for
travellers ; a hotel.—v. i. To take up
lodging.—v. t To lodge.

ln-nato', a. Inborn ; native ; inherent.
In-nat«/ly, ad. By nature ; naturally.
In'ner, a, interior ; internal.
In'ner-mdat, a. Deepest within.
In'ner-va'tlon, n. Act of innerving.
In-n^rve7

, v. t. To invigorate; to
strengthen.

Inn'ins, n* The in-gatheringof grain:
—turn to use the bat in cricket.

In'no-«6nee, n. Freedom from guilt

;

purity.
In'no-«6nt, a. Free from guilt;
harmless.—n. One free from guilt :—
an idiot

In'no-ctnt-ly, ad. Without guilt.

In-nOe'a-oAa, a. Not hurtful ; harm-
less.

In'no-vate, v. t To introduce, as
novelties.—v. i. To introduce nov-
elties, [novelties.

In-no-va'tlon, n. Introduction of
Ia'ao-va-tor, n. An introducer of
novelties.

In-nox'lona, a. Harmless ; pure.
In-nn-en'do, n. An oblique hint;
indirect allusion.

In^in'mer-a-ble, a. That cannot
be numbered ; countless, [ber.

In-nn'aser-a-blvvad. Without nura-
In-ne-trl'tioaa, a. Not nourishing.
-fle'n-istte, v. i. To propagate by
insertion :—to practise inoculation.—
v. L To bud ; to insert :—to vaccin-
ate, [ting.

iB-fe-n-l&'tlon, n. Act of inocula-
wi^li-tor, *. One who inocu-

J*& [odor.
n-t'dor-ons, o. Wanting scent or
la-or-ffcn'aive, o. Giving no offense.
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In-of-r#n'slve-ly, ad. Without of-

fense.
In-of-fl'rJal (In-of-flsh'al), a. Not

official. [cious.
In-of-fl'doua (-flsh-us), a. Not offi-

In-op'er-a-tive, a. Not operative;
inactive. [unseasonable.

In-op-por-tiine', a. Not opportune

;

In-or'dl-nate, a. Irregular; im-
moderate ; excessive.

;
In-or/dl-nate-ljr,ad. Immoderately.

i In-or-gan'lc, a. Not organical ; des-
' titute of organs.
In'fta'cu-late, v. i. To unite as two
vessels at their extremities.

In-69'ca-late, v. t. The cause to
unite together ; to insert.

In-fts-cu-la'tlon, n. Union by con-
junction, [examination.

In'queat, n. A judicial inquiry or
In-qui'e-tiide, n. Want or quiet;
disquietude.

In-quire', v. i. To seek for informa-
tion ; to make search.—v. L To ask
about.

Iri-qui'ry, n. Act of inquiring;
search ; Interrogation.

In-oul-al'tlon (in-kwe-zlsb/un), n.
Judicial inquiry ; search :—a court for
punishing heretics. [quiry.

In-qul-al'tloii-al, a. Making in-
In-qufo'l-tlve, a. Curious; busy in
search. [inquisitive.

In-quls'l-tive-neas, n. 8tate ofbeing
In-qnls'1-tor, n. A member of a
court of inquisition.

In-rall' v. C To enclose within rails.

In'road (In'rod), n. Incursion; inva-
sion, [unhealthy.

In-aa-ln'brl-oos, a. Not salubrious;
In-sa-lA'bri-tjr, n. Unwholesome

ness.
In-sane', a. Mad ; distracted ; crazy.
In-sane'Iy, ad. Without reason

;

madly. [mind ; madness.
In-aan'i-ty, n. Derangement of
In-sa'tl-a-ble (In-sa'she-a-bl), a. In-
capable of being satisfied.

In-aa'tl-a-bly, ad. In an insatiable
manner. [tiable; greedy.

In-aa'tl-ate (In-sa'she-at), a. Insa-
rn-aa-ti'e-ty, n. Insatiableness.
In-wcribe7 , v. t. To write on :—to as-

sign.
In-acrlp'tion, n. That which is

written on something ; address.
In-serdll', v. t. To write on a scroll.

In-ftcru-ta-bll'1-ty, ) n. Quality
In-Mcrn'ta-ble-nesa, J of being

inscrutable.
In-ftem'ta-ble, a. Unsearchable

;

hidden. [animal.
In'aget, n. A small creeping or flying
In-aeVtlle, a. Having the nature of

insects. [insects.

In-aee-tlv'o-rofts, a. Feeding on
In-ae-eare7 , a. Not secure ; unsafe.
In-ae-eii'rl-ty. n. Want of security

;

danger: hazard.
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In«s£n'sate, a. Stupid ; foolish.
In-sen-sl-bll'i-ty, n. Want of sensi-
bility ; indifference.

In-sen'st-ble, a. Not perceived by
the senses ; imperceptible ; unfeeling.

Ili-sta'sl-bly, ad. Imperceptibly.
In-sen'tient (In-sen'shent), a. Not
sentient. [separated.

In-s£p'*-ra-ble, o. That cannot be
In-s6p'a-ra-bljr, ad. In an insepara-
ble manner. [to implant

In-serf, v. t To bring into : to infix

;

In-s6r/tioi», n. Act of insertion;
thing inserted.

In'sel, n. Something set in; insertion.
In'aide, n. Interior part ; part with-
in.—a. Being within.

In-sld'1-a-tor, n. [L.l One who
lies in wait [treacherous.

In-sld'1-ott*, o. Deceitful: sly;
In-sld'1-otts-ly. ad. Deceitfully; slyly
In'sight, n. Knowledge of the in-
terior parts.

In-sfff'ni-sv, n. pi.. [L.] Badges of
distinction. [portance.

In-sfff-nlfi-caiiee, n. Want of im-
In-slff-nlfi-cant. a. Unimportant

;

immaterial ; trivial.

In^tin-eere', o. Hypocritical; false.

In^tn-e£re'i9',ad. without sincerity.
In«sln«e6r/l-fjr, n. Deceitfulness.
In-sIn'n-Ate, v. t To impart indi-
rectly ; to suggest ; to hint.—v. i. To
creep or windin. [a hint.

lB-sIn-n-il'tlon,n. Act ofinsinuating;
In-sln'u-a-tor, n. One who in-
sinuates.

Innrip'ld, a. Tasteless ; vapid ; dull.

In-sl-pld'1-tjr, n. Want of taste or
spirit:

In-slp'ld-ly, ad. Without taste.

In-slit', v. x. To persist in ; to press.
InnniarV, v. t. To entrap ; to inveigle.
In-snar'er, n. One who insnares;
ensnarer. [ness.

In-so-bri'e-ty, n. Ebriety; drunken-
In'so-late, v. I To expose in the sun.
In-tfo-lsVtlon, n. Exposure to the
sun's rays.

In'so-lenee, n. Haughtiness or pride
joined with contempt ; impudence.

Ia'so-lent, a. Haughty ; rude ; saucy;
impudent.

In-so-lld'l-ty, n. Want of solidity.

In-sftl-u-blTl-ty, n. State of being
insoluble.

In-sftl'u-ble, a. That cannot be
dissolved ; insolvable ; inseparable.

In-sttlv'a-ble, a. That cannot be
solved. [all debts.

In-sftl'ven-ey, n. Inability to pay
In-s&l'vent, a. Unable to pay ; bank-
rupt [sleep.

In-s6m'ni-oaa, a. Being without
iB-so-mAeh', am?. So that [ine.

In-sp&et'. v. t. To look into ; to exam-
In-sp&e'tion, n. Close examination.
In-«pect'or, ». A superintendent
Im-spsr'sloii, n. A sprinkling upon.

INSTRUMENT

Ifr-sph*re/ ,t>. L To place in a sphere.
In-spir'a-ble, a. That may be In-

spired.
In-api-ra'tlen, n. Act of inspiring

;

a drawing in; state of being inspired:
—infusion of supernatural ideas into
the mind.

In-spire', v. i. To draw in the breath.—1>. L To breathe Into ; to animate

;

to enliven.
In-splr'lt, v. L To animate ; to excite.
In-spls'sate, v. t. To thicken; to
make thick. [ing thick.

Ia-spls-sa'tion, n. The act of male

-

Iii-sia-bll'i-tjr, n. Want of stability;

inconstancy.
In-stall', v. L To place or instate in

office ; to advance a part of a sum.
In-stal-la'tlon, n. Act of installing.
In-stal'ment, n. Installation :—

a

part of a sum of money paid at one
time.

In'staace, n. Importunity ; solicita-

tion.—v. i. To offer an example.—
v. t. To mention as an example.

In'stant, a. Urgent; present—n. A
moment:—the present month.

In-stan-ta'ne-oAs, a. Done in an
instant ; immediate.

In-stan'ter, [L.] Instantly. [ly.

In'stant-ly, ad. At once ; immediate-
In-state', v. t. To place in a condition.
In-stau-ra'tlon, n. A restoration;
a renewal.

In-stead', ad. In the place of.

In-st£ep', v. t. To soak ; to drench.
In'step, n. The upper part of the foot.

In'stl-gate, v. L To urge or provoke

;

to encourage. [impulse.
In-stl-fra'tlon, n. An incitement or
In'stt-ffa-tor, n. One who incites to

evil. [insinuate.
In-stll', v. t. To infuse by drops :—to
In-stll-la'tlon, n. Act of infusing
hydrops.

In'atinet, n. A natural aptitude or
faculty, operating without the aid of
instruction or experience. (stinct.

Innrtlne'tlve, a. Prompted by in-

In'stf-tuto, v.t. To fix ; to establish

;

to found.—n. A scientific body ; in-

stitution.
In-stl-tu7tlon, n. Act of instituting

:

—an institute.
In'stl-tu-tlve, a. Able to establish.
In'stl-tii-tor, n. An establisher.
In-strftcf. v. t. To teach, to educate.
In-stritof1-ble, a. Teachable.
In-strfie'tlon, n. Act of instructing

;

teaching :—mandate.
In-strnc'tlve, a. Conveying knowl-
edge ; imparting instruction.

In-strftet'or, n. One who instructs.
In-strilc'tress, n. A female who in-

structs.
In'stru-mftnt, n. That by means of
which something is done ; an imple-
ment ; machine :—an agent ; a written
contractor deed.
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INSTRUMENTAL

In-stra-men'tal, a. Serving as an
Instrument ; conducive ; not vocal.

In-stru-men'tal-ly, ad. By use of
an instrument. [ence.

In-eab-ttr-di-nsVttoa, n. Disobedl-
In-saffer-a-ble. a. That cannot be
endured: intolerable ; insupportable.

Ift-snf-rf'eient, a. Not sufficient,

inadequate ; deficient.
In'su-laur, a. Pertaining to an island

;

formed like an island.
In'an-laSto, v. t. To make an island :—
to separate from contact or influence

,

to detach. •[arated.
In'su-l&t-ed, a. Not connected ; sep-
In-an-lsVtlen, n. State of being in-

sulated.
In'su-la-tor. n. One who insulates.
In'sftlt, n. Act of insulting; an act
or speech of insolence ; indignity.

In-sftlt', v. t. To treat with abuse,
insolence, or contempt.—v. i. To be-
have with insolence.

In-salt'luff, p. a. Containing abuse

;

insolent.
In-sa'per-a-ble. o. That cannot be
overcome; invincible: unconquerable.

In-an'per-a-bljr,, ad. Insurmounta-
bly.

In««up-pdrt'sv-ble, a. That cannot
be endured ; intolerable ; insufferable.

In-anp-pdrt/a-bly, ad. Beyond en-
durance, [pressed.

In-aap-preV«l-ble,a. Not to besup-
In'tiar-av-ble, a. That may be insured.
In«tnr/anee, n. Act of insuring ; se-

curity against loss, assurance.
In-serer (in-shurO. v. t To secure
against loss ; to make secure.

In-aur'grent, n. One who rebels
against lawful authority ; a rebel.—a.
Rebellious.

In-sur-moant'a-ble, a. That can-
not be surmounted.

In-aer-rge71Ion, n. A seditious ris-

ing up against civil government; re-

bellion, [to insurrection.
ln-gur-r€e/tion-a~ry, a. Relating
In-aur-rec'tton-Ist, n. An insur-
gent; rebel.

In-ana-eftp'tl-ble, a. Not suscepti-
ble ; incapable of feeling.

In-tAct', a. Not touched ; untouched.
In-tftjrl'ld, n. [It.] A precious stone
having some figure engraved on it.

In-tAn-ffl-blFl-tjr, n. The state of
being intangible. [touched.

In-tan'arl-ble, a. That cannot be
In'te-srer.n. A whole number.
In'te-a;ral, a. Whole : complete ; not
fractional—n. An entire thing.

In'to-srrmat, o. Making part of a
whole. [whole.

In'te-a*r»te, v. L To renew ; to make
In-te-sjrsVtlon, n. The act ofmaking
whole. [esty ; uprightness.

In-t£fr'ri-ty, n. Purity of mind ; hon-
In-t^a^a-ment. n. Anything that
covers ; an envelope.

13
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In'tel-lect, n. The power of form-
ing ideas ; mind ; understanding.

In-tel-lee'tton, n. Act of under-
standing.

In-tel-lect'u-al, a. Relating to the
intellect or mind ; mental.

In-tel'll-fence, n. Acquired know-
ledge; information; news; advice;
Instruction.

In-tel'll-ffent, a. Well informed

;

knowing ; skilful.

In-tel'll-ff«nt.ljr, ad. In an intelli-

gent manner.
In-tel'll-fl-ble, a. That may be
comprehended ; clear ; distinct.

In-tel'11-srl-bljr, ad. So as to be un-
derstood.

In-t£m'per-ate, a. Immoderate in
drink :—gluttonous :—excessive, [ly.

In-tem'per-ate-ljr.ad. Immoderate-
In-ten'a-ble, a. Indefensible ; un-
tenable.

In-tend', v. t To purpose ; to design.
In-ten'dan-cjr, n. The office of an
intendant

In-ten'dant, n. An officer who su-
perintends ; a city magistrate.

In-tense7
, a. Strained; vehement;

ardent ;•very attentive. [ner.
In-tenae'lT, ad. In an intense man-
In-ten'sl-fy , v. t To render intense,
—v. i. To act intensely. Ting.

In-ten'slon, n. A straining or fore-
In-ten'sl-ty, n. State ofbeing intense.
In-tent'. a. Earnest application ; eager.
—n. A design ;

purpose ; meaning.
In-ten'tlon, n. Design; purpose;
aim.

In-ten'tlon-al. a. Designed.
In-ten'tlon-ftl-ly, ad. By design

;

purposely. [tion.

In-tent'ly, ad. With close atten-
In-ter', v. L To cover under ground;
to bury.

In'ter, A Latin preposition, signify-

ing between. [acts.

In'ter-ftct, n. Performance between
In-ter'ca-late, v. I To insert be-
tween others. [odd days.

In-ter-ca-la'tlon, n. Insertion of
In-ter-cede', v. i. To interpose ; to
mediate.

In-ter-c&dent, a. Mediating.
In-ter-eept', v. t. To seize on the
way ; to obstruct. [struction.

In-ter-cgp'tlon, n. Stoppage; ob
In-ter-cea'slon, n. Mediation; in.

terposition. [cession.

In-ter-ees'ao-rjr,a. Containing inter-

In-ter-chaln', v. t. To link together.
In-ter-change', r. t. To give and
take mutually ; to reciprocate.—n. A
mutual exchange.

In-ter-cbange'a-ble, a. That may
be interchanged.

In-ter-clnde',t>. t. To intercept
In-ter-eln'ftlon, n. Obstruction.
In-ter-com-mun'lon, n. Mutual
communion.
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194 INTERCOURSE

In'tor-course, n. Exchange of sen-
timent oropinion ; commerce ; fellow-
ship; connection.

In-tor-eAr'renee, n. A passage be-
tween.

In-tor-dletf, v.t To forbid ; to pre-
vent, [diction.

In'tor-dlet, n. A prohibition; inter-
In-tor-die'tion, n. Act of interdict-
ing ; a curse. [to prohibit

In-tor-dlc'tlve. a. Having power
In-tor-dle'to-ry, a. Serving to pro-
hibit

In'tor-eet, v. I To concern : affect
In'tor-eet, n. Concern ; benefit :—
share; a premium paid for the use of
money.

In'tor-eet-ed, p. a. Having an in-
terest [terest; affecting.

In'tor-eet-lng, p. a. Exciting in-
In-tor-f<§re', v. i To intermeddle;

to interpose ; to clash.
In-tor-fler'ence« n. An intermed-
dling; interposition.

In'teMm, n. The mean time.
In-te'rl-or, a. Internal ; inner.-^n.
Inside. [Intervening.

In-tor-la'eent, o. Lying between;
In-tor-Jee'tlon, ». Act of throwing
between :—part of speech expressing
emotion or sudden feeling.

In-tor-jOln', v. t To join mutually

;

to intermarry. [mix.
In-tor-laee% v. I To insert ; to inter-
In'tor-lapee, n. Time between two
events.

In-tor-lard', v. t. To Interpose ; to
insert between. [other leaves.

In'tor-leaf, n . A leaf inserted among
In-tor-line', v. L To write between

lines.

In-tor-lln'e-ar, a. Written or print-
ed between lines.

In-tor-lln-e-a'tlen, n. The act
of interlining.

In-tor-16ek7, v. i. To lock mutually.
In-tor-lo-en'tlon, n. An inter-
change of speech.

In-tor-16e'u-tor. n. One who speaks
in a dialogue ; a dialogist.

In-tor-lOe'n-to-ry, a. Consisting
of dialogue. [to intrude.

In-ter-lope', v. i. To intermeddle
;

In-tor-lop'er, n. One who interlopes;
an Intruder.

In'tor-lode, n. A piece played at in-
tervals of a drama, play, or other en-
tertainment.

In-tor-mar'riafre, n. Reciprocal
marriage between two families.

In-tor-mar'ry, t». i. To marry mu-
tually.

In-tor-mecl'dle, v. i. To intrude.—
v. L To intermix. [son.

In-tor-mtd'dler, n. An officious per-
In-tor-mfdl-al, a. Intervening; ly-
ing between

In-tor-me'dl-ato, a. Lying between;
Intervening.—u. i. To interpose.

DfTERRVPTlON

Io-ter-m&dl-nm, n. [L.J interme-
diate space; intermediate agent.

In-tor/ment, n. Act of Interring ; a
burying.

In-tor/ml-na-ble, a. Without lim-
it ; boundless ; endless.

In-tor-mln'ffle, v. L To mingle;
to intermix.—v. i. To be mixed.

In-tor-mla'slon, n. A cessation for
a time ; pause.

In-tor-mls'slve, a. Coming at times;
not continual. [to suspend.

In-tor-mlt', v. t. To cease for a time;
In-torimlt'tont, a. Ceasing at in-

tervals.—n. An intermitting fever.

In-tor-mlx', v. t To mingle ; to mix.
—v. i. To be mingled.

In-tor-mlxt'ure, n. A mass formed
by mixture. [Interior.

In-tor/nal,a. Inward; within thebody;
In-tor-na'tlon-al, a. Existing be-
tween different nations.

In-tor-nAn'el-6, n. [L.] A messen-
ger between two parties :—an envoy of
the pope.

In-tor-o-ee-an'!e,a. Between oceans.
In-tor-plead', v. L To discussapoint
preliminary or incidental.

In-tor-plead'er, n. One who inter-

pleads :—a bill in equity.
In-tor/po-lato, v.t To insert into
another composition ; to foist in.

In-tor-po-la'tlon, n. Act of inter-

polating] something foisted in.

In-tor-po'eal, n. interposition.
In-tor-poee', v. t. To place between;
to thrust in.—v. i. To mediate ; to in-

terfere ; to intercede, [dlating.

In-tor-po-«I'tlon, n. Act of me-
In-tor'pret; v. t. To explain; to
translate ; to elucidate.

In-tor'pret-a-ble, a Capable of
interpretation, [preting; explanation.

In-tor-pre-ta'tlon, n. Art of inter-
In-tor'pret-er, n. One who ex-
pounds, [tween.

In-tor-pane'tion, n. A pointing be-
In-tor-reg'nnm, n, [L.J The time
in which a throne is vacant, between
the death ofa ruler and the accession
of his successor.

In'tor-rex, n. [L.] A regent during
an interregnum.

In-toVro-gate, v. t To examine by
questions ; to inquire of.—v. i. To put
questions.

In-tor-ro-ga'tlon, n. A question

;

an inquiry :—a point, thus [7], denot-
ing a question.

In-tor-r6gr/a-tlve, a. Questioning.
—n. A word used in asking questions.

In-toVro-ga-tor, n. One who asks
questions.

In-tor-rftfr'a-to-rir, n. A question

;

inquiry.—a. Containing a question.
In-tor-rnpt', v. L To stop ; to inter-

fere with ; to separate.
In-tor-rflp'tlon, n. Act of inter-

rupting; hinderanoe.
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INTERSECT

lB»tw ages', r. I To divide.—1>. i.

To meet and croas.

In-ter-ae*'tfon, n. Act of crousing

;

a point where lines cross.

In-ter-»£rt', v. t To put in between
other things.

In^r^rtion, n. An insertion.
In'ter-apace, «. An intervening
place. [among.

In-ter-sperse'* v. (. To scatter
In-ter-aptr'aion, n. The act of
scattering. [stars.

In-tor-atel'lar, o. Between the
Kn'ter-atXce, n. A space between
things; intervening space.

In-ter-atl'tial, a. Containing inter-
stices.

In-ter-ttat'ure, n. Act of inter-
weaving :—any thing interwoven.

In-tor-twine',?. 1. To twine mutually.
In-ter-twlsft', v. L To unite by twisting
In'ter-val, n. 8pace between things;
an interstice : remission.

In-ter-Tene', t\ i. To come between.
In-ter-ven'tion, n. Interposition;
meditation.

In'tor-vlew, n. A formal meeting or
conference.

In-ter-weave', v.U To weave to-
gether ; to intermingle.

In-t«s'tate, o. Dying without a will

;

wanting a will.—n. One dying with-
out leaving a will. [testines.

In-t4a'ti-nal, a. Relating to the in-
In-tta'tine, a Internal ; domestic.
In-tlirall',v. t. To enslave; to shackle.
In-tsiral'naent, n. Servitude ; slavery.
In'ti-ma-ejr, n. Close familiarity;
friendship.

In'ti-mate, a. Inmost; familiar;
closely acquainted.—« A familiar
friend or confidant.—v. To suggest

;

to hint.
In'tl-mate-ly, ad. Familiarly.
In-tl-ma'lion, n. Act of intimating

;

a hint; a suggestion.
In-tlm'l-date, v. t, To overawe.
In-tlm-1-da'tlon, n. Act of intimi-
dating.

In 'Mt, vrep. Noting entrance.
In-t4H'er-a-ble, a. Not tobeendured

;

insufferable. [ance.
In-tttl'er-a-bly, ad. Beyond endur-
In-t61'er-ant, a. Not tolerant ; il-

liberal, [to bury.
In-tomb', v. t. To place in a tomb

;

In'to-nate, v. t To sound ; to sing.
In-to-na'tlon,n. Manner ofutterance
ln-tone', v. i. To utter a slow sound.
In-t6x'l-cate, v. t. To make drunk

;

to inebriate. [enness.
In-tox-i-ca'tlon, n. State of dnink-
In-traet'a-ble, a. Unmanageable;
unruly; obstinate.

In-tran'ai-tlve, a. Expressing a
meaning which does not pass over to
an object.

fm-treneli'. v. i. To encroach ; to
trench.—v. L To furrow :—to fort •.

INVASIVE 195

In-trtach'ment, n. A fortification

;

a ditch or trench.
In-tr#p'id. a. Fearless ; daring ; bold.
In-tre-pld'l-tjr, n. Undaunted bra-
very, [ty.

In'trl-ca-«y, n. Complexity ; obscuri-
In'trl-eate, a. Complex; complicate!.
In'tri-cate-ly, ad. In an intricate
manner.

In-trlffue' (in-tregO, n. A plot or
scheme ; a complication : a stratagem

;

amour.—1>. i. To form plots.

In-trlgn'er, n. One who intrigues.
In-trln'ale, a. Inherent ; internal :—

real ; true ; genuine.
In-tro-dnce', v. t. To conduct, or
usher in ; to make known ; to present.

In-tro-dnc'tion, n. Act of intro-
ducing ; presentation :—a preface.

In-tro-duc'tlre, a. Serving to in-

troduce, [mitting ; admission.
In-tro-mla'alon, n. Act of intro-
In-tro-mlt', v. t. To send in.

In-tro-ap4c'tlon, n. A view of the
Inside. [trovertlng.

In-tro-rer'alon, n. The act of in-

In-tro-vert', v. t To turn inward.
In-trade7

, v. i. To enter without per-
mission; to encroach.—v. L To obtrude.

In-trn'aion, n. Act of intruding ; an
unwelcome entrance.

In-trn'atre, a. Apt to intrude.
In-troat', v. t To commit to ; to con-

fide in.

In-tu-I'tfon, n. Immediate knowl-
edge as in perception : intuitive per-
ception, [immediately.

In-in'i-tlve, a. Perceived by the mind
In-tn-me«'cen*e. n. A swelling ; a
tumid state.

In-twine7 v. t To twist together.
In-nm'brate, v. L To cover with
shades. Huge.

In-un'date, v. t To overflow ; to de-
In-nn-da'tlon, n. An overflow of
water.

In-iire' v. t. To habituate ; to accus-
tom.—v. i. To take effect.

la-urn', v. t To entomb ; to bury.
In-n-tll'1-tjr, n. Want of utility;
uselessness. [manner; to attack.

In-vade7, v. t To enter in a hostile
In-va'der, n. One who invades.
In-val'id, a. Not valid ; weak.
In'va-lld, n. One disabled by sick-
ness; a soldier disabled.—a. Disabled;
infirm. [to weaken.

In-val'l-dat«, v. I. To make void;
In-vfi-lld'l-ty, n. Want of legal force.

In-val'n-a-ble, a. Beyond valua-
tion ; inestimable : preciotis.

In-val'u-a-l»ly. aa. Inestimably.
In-va'ri-a-ble, a. Not variable ; un-
changeable, [uniformly.

In-va'rl-a-blv, ad. Unchangeably

:

In-v»'»lon, n. Act of invading; a
hostile entrance.

In-va'alve, o. Entering with hostile
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106 INVECTIVE

In-vee'tlve, *. An abusive speech ;

a harsh censure ; reproach.—a. Satiri-

cal; abusive. [to rail.

In-velffb',v.2i. To censure or reproach;
In-velch'er (In-va'er), n. One who
inveighs.

In-veTgle, ». t. To wheedle; toseduce.
In*vei'ffle-ment.n. Seduction.
In-vei'ffler, n. One who inveigles
a seducer. [by imagination.

In-vent', v. t. To discover ; to frame
In-vent'er, n. One who invents.
In-ven'tion, n. Act or power of in-

venting; ingenuity:—a thing invented;
fiction. [genious

In-ven'tlve, a. Apt to invent; in-

In-v6nt'or, n. One who Invents.
In-ven'to-rjr, n. A list of goods.
In-verse', a. Inverted :—opposed to
direct

In-verse'ljr, ad. In a contrary order.
In-ves^alon, n. Act of inverting;
change of order; transposition.

In-vert', v. t. To turn upside down ;

to change the order completely; to
overturn

In-ver'te-brate, a. Not vertebrated,
having no vertebrae, [sion ; reversed.

In-vtrt'ed, p. a. Changed by inver-
In-ve»t', v. L To clothe ; to endow :—

to place, as money in some permanent
form. [to ascertain.

In-vea'tl-gate, v. t. To search into

;

In-ves-tf-ffa'tlon, n. Act of investi-

gating : a searching ; examination.
In-veVtl-ffa'tor, n. One who inves-

tigates.

In-veat'ment, n. Act of investing
property invested :—clothes ; vesture.

In-v6t'er-a-ey, n. State of being in-

veterate ; obstinacy of mind.
In-v6t'er-ate, a. Fixed by long con
tinuance ; old ; long-established.

In-vld'1-ona, a. Likely to excite en-
vy ; envious ; offensive, [to animate.

In-vIf?'o-rate, v. L To strengthen

;

In-vlff-o-ra'tion, n. Act of invigora-
ting.

In-vin'cl-ble, o. That cannot be'over-
come ; insurmountable ; insuperable.

In-vi'o-la-blc. a. Not to be violated,
orbroken :—sacred. [or failure

.

In-vi'o-la-bljr, ad. Without breach
In-vi'o-late. a. Uninjured; unpro-
faned; unbroken. [invisible.

In-vIa-1-bIl'l-ty.n. State of being
In-vlft'1-ble, a. That cannot be seen;
imperceptible by the sight, [manner.

In-vIs'i-Dly, ad. In an invisible
In-vl-ta'tlon, n. Act of inviting.
In-vite', v. t. To bid ; to allure.

—

v. i.

To give an invitation. [seductive.
In-vit'lnir. p. a. Alluring; attractive;
In-vo-ea'Ilon, n. Act of invoking;
supplication.

In'voice, v. t To make a list of with
8rices.—n. A catalogue of goods, with
icir prices annexed :—a statement of

property.

IRRECLAIMABLE

In-vdke7
, t.t To call npon earnestly;

to implore ; to pray to.

In-vol'nn-ta-ry, a. Not voluntary ;

unwilling.
In-vo*lu'tion, n. Act of involving;
complication.

In-volve', v. I To inwrap; to en-
twist ; to entangle.

In-vul'ner-a-ble. a. That cannot be
wounded ; secure from Injury.

In-wall', v. t To enclose with a wall.
In'ward, a. Internal ; being within.
In'ward, \ ad. Towards the inside

;

In'wards, j within.
In'ward-ly, ad. In the inward part

;

internally.
Iii-weave', v. i. To mix in weaving.
In*wrap.' v. t To infold ; to involve.
In-wreathe', v. L To wreathe round.
In-wrought', a. Worked in.

I'o-dlne, n. A drug obtained from the
ashes of sea-weeds.

I-6'nl-an, a. Relating to Ionia.
I-on'lc, o. Relating to Ionia or to the
dialect of the lonians :—one of the Ave
orders of architecture :—a toot of four
syllables.

I-eVta, n. A tittle : ajot
Ip-e-eac-n-an'ba, n. A South Amer-
ican plant of emetic virtues.

I-ras'el-ble, a. Easily angered ; irrit-

able.
Ire. n. Anger ; rage ; wrath.
Ire'fnl, a. Angry ; furious.
I-ren'i-eal, a. Promoting peace;
pacific [rainbow.

Ir-l-de«'cenee, n. The color of the
Ir-1-deVcent, a. Colored like the
rainbow.

I'rla, n. The rainbow:—the circle
round the pupil of the eye :—a small
planet.

Ir'l-scope, n. An instrument for ex-
hibiting prismatic colors. [people.

I'rlsn, o. Relating to Ireland or its

Irk'aome, a. Wearisome ; tedious.
Ir'on. n. The most common and use-

ful or the metals.

—

a. Made ot iron

;

stern ; hard.—v. L To smooth with an
iron :—to shackle with irons.

Ir'on-elad, n. A war vessel plated
with iron. [or in hardware,

Ir'on-mon-ffer, n. A dealer in iron,
Ir'on-wood, n. A hard wood.
Ir'on-y, a. Made of or like iron.
I'ron-y, n. A mode of speech in which
the meaning is contrary to the words

;

a species of sarcasm ; ridicule.
Ir-ra'di-ance, n. Splendor; beams
of light

Ir-rsVdl-ate, v.L To adorn with light;

to brighten ; to illuminate.—v. i. To
shine or grow bright.

—

a. Adorned
with light. [light

Ir-ra-di-a'tfon, n. Illumination;
Ir-ra'ilon-al, a. Not rational; ab-
surd; unreasonable.

Ir-re-elalnt'a-ble, a. That cannot
be reclaimed.
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IRRECONCILABLE

Ir»Wfo-on-cil'a-ble, a. Impossible
to be reconciled: inconsistent.

Ir-rdc-oo-cH-i-a'tion, n. Want of
e reconciliation.
Ir-re-cttwl'a-ble, a. Not to be re-

corded. _
Ir-re-eov'er-a-ble, a. That can-
not be recovered.

Ir-re-deem'a-ble, o. Not to be re-

deemed.
Ir-re-du'el-ble, a. Not to be re-

duced, [tation.

Ii-refra*ffa-bljr, ad. Above confu-
Ir-re-f&t'a-ble, a. That cannot be
refuted ; unanswerable.

Ir-rtHr'ii-lar, a. Not regular; im-
methodical ; disorderly.

Ir-r*s'o-lar-ljr, ad. Without rule or

system. . .

Ir-r*l'a-tive, o. Not relative; un-
connected.

Ir-HH'e-Tan-cy, n. State of being
irrelevant

Ii-rei'e-vant, a. Not pertinent; in-

applicable. , , ,

Ir-re-lt$v'a-ble, a. Not admitting
relief. „ ,

[religion.

Ir-re-llff'lon, n. Impiety; want of

Ir-re-lIff'ioiM, a. Not religious ; im-
pious ;

profane ; ungodly.
Ir-re-m*'dl-a-ble. a. Admitting of
no remedy ; incurable. [dy.

Ii*re-m&'al-a-bljr, ad.Without reme-
Ir-r*p'»-ra-ble, a. That cannot be
repaired. [repealed.

Ir-re-peal'a-ble, a. That cannot be
Ir-r*p-re-b*n'ai-ble, a. Not to be
blamed.

Ir-r6-pr4s'»l-ble, a. Not to be re-
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Ir-re-proacb'a-ble, a. Free from
reproach; blameless; spotless.

Ir.re-pr6v'a-ble, a. Not reprovable.
Ii-re-prov'a-bly, ad. Beyond re-

proach. _ [resisted.

Ir-re-alst'a-ble, a. That cannot be
Ir-reVe~lute, a. Not resolute; not

firm. [of mind.
Ir-res-o-lu'tion,*. Want of firmness
Ir-re-adlT'a-ble, a. Not to be re-

Ir-re-«p««5'tlve, a. Regardless of
circumstances ; absolute.

Ir-re-sp4c/tlve-ljr, ad. In an irre-

spective manner.
Ir-re-apftn'al-ble, a. Not responsible;

unreliable.
Ir-re-trlST'a-blc, a. Irrecoverable

;

irreparable.
Ir-r*v'er-ence, n. Want of reverence
or veneration. [ence.

Ir-rftT'er-ent, a. Wanting in rever-

Ir-re-Ters'l-ble, a. Not to be reversed
Ir-r*v'o-ea-bl«, a. That cannot be
recalled; irreversible.

Ir'ri-ffate, v. t To wet ; to moisten ; to

Ir-rl-c*'tton, n. Act of Irrigating.

Ir-ri^u-oAa, a. Watery ; water*'*

I^rl-ia-ble^a. Easily irritated; fretful

Ir'rl-tant, n. That which irritates.

Ir'rl-tato, v. t. To excite anser ; to
exasperate; toprovoke :—to excite heat

Ir-rl-ta'tlon, n. Act of irritating;
exasperation.

Ir-rfip'tlon. n. A violent rushing is
or entrance by. force ; inroad.

Ir-rAp'tlve, a. Bursting forth ; rush-
ing in or upon.

In, v. i. The third person singular oi

to be.
I'sa-ffon, n. A figure having equal
angles.

I'sin-glass, n. A substance prepared
from the intestines ot sturgeon:—mica.

Is'lam, n. Mohammedanism.
Is'lam-Iam,n. Mahometanism; Islam.
Isl'and, n. Land entirely surrounded
by water ; an isle.

Isle* n. A small island.

Isl'et, n. A little island.

I-Mdch'ro-nlsm, n. Equality of time.
I-aftcb'ro-noAa, a. Having thesame
length of time.

Is'o-late, v. L To detach ; to place by
itself.

Is-o-la'tlon, n. Detached state ; sep-

aration.
I-s6«'ce-le*, a. Applied to triangles

which have two sides equal.
I-»o~th£r/mal, a. Having equal tem-
perature.

I-so-t6n'ie, a. Having equal tones.

Ia'sue, n. Act of passing out:—event

:

—a vent :—progeny ; oflspring.—v. i.

To come out—-p. £ To send out; to

put in circulation.
iB'sn-Ing, n. Act of sending out.

Istb'mua, n. A neck of land joining
two larger portions of land.

It, pran. That thing.
I-tal'lan, n. A native of Italy.—a.
Relating to Italy.

I-tal' Ic, a. Denoting a kind of sloping

letter or type.
I-tal'1-ciae, v. L To print in Italic

letters.

Iteb, n. A cutaneous disease :—a teas-

ing desire.—v. i. To feel irritation in

the skin.
I'tem, n. A new article: a single

entry.—v. t To make note of.

It'er-ate, v. L To repeat ; to do again.

It-er-a'tion, n. Act of repeating ; re-

petition.
I-tln'er-ant, a. Travelling ; wander-
ing.—w. One who travels about.

I-Un'Sr-a-ry, n. A book of travels,

—a. Relating to travels.

Its, oron. Possessive case from it.

It'a§lF,profi. A neuter reciprocal pro-

noun.
I'vo-ry, n. A hard white substance,

being the tusk of the elephant—a.
Made of ivory.

I'vy,n. A parasitical plant or vine.

la'sard, a. Another name of the
letter Z.
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J.

JAb'ber, v. i. To talk idly.-n. Idle
talk ; chat

Jftc'co-n6t, n. A light fabric.

Ja'cent, a. Lying at length.
Jacinth, n. A precious gem ; the
hyacinth.

Jaek, n. An instrument of various
kinds:—an engine: a flag.

Jaek'al, n. A wild species of dog.
Jaek'-a-lan'tern,n. Ignis-fatuus.
Jaek'a-16nt, n. A sort of puppet.
Jaek'an-apes, n. A monkey ; a cox-
comb, [adult.

Jaek'aaa, n. The male of the ass;
Jack'»b66ts, n. pJ. Cavalry boots.
Jaek'daw, n. A species of crow.
Jaek'et, n. A waistcoat.
Jack'knife, n. A large pocket knife.
Jaek'>plane, n. A fore-plane
Jaek'-pud'dlna;, n. A zany; a
merry-andrew.

Jae'e-bln, n. A kind of Friar :—

a

member of a French club :—a sort of
pigeon. [bins.

Jac-o-bln' ic, a Relating to the Jaco-
Jac-n-la'tlon, n. Act of throwing
weapons. [latory.

Jac'u>la-to-ry,a. Darting out; ejacu-
Jade,n. A worthless horse :—a woman,
in contempt :—nephrite.—v. t. To
tire: to weary.

Jad'ish, a. Vicious; unchaste.
Jaa;, n. A denticulation :—a small load.
—v. t. To cut into indentures.

Jaff'ged, a. Cut in notches ; indented.

J&S'KJ' a. Uneven ; notched.
Jaa-u-ar7

, n. A ferocious animal;
the American tiger, or American pan-
ther, [ment.

Jail, n. A prison ; a place of conflne-
Jall'-bYrd, n. One who has been in

Jail.
Jafl'er, n. A keeper of a jail

.

Jal'ap,n. A medicinal, purgative drug.
Jam, n. A conserve :—bed of stone.—

v.t. To squeeze closely. fplace.
Jamb (jam), n. A side piece or a fire-

Jane, n. A twilled cotton cloth :—

a

coin.
Jan'frle, v. i. To quarrel ; to bicker.—

v. /. To sound discordantly.—n. Dis-
cordant sound ; dispute.

Jan'l-tor, n. [L.] A door-keeper ; a
porter.

Jan'1-sa-ry, n. A soldier of the
Turkish footguards.

Jan'nen-LHin, u. The doctrine of
Cornelius Janseu :—opposed to that of
the Jesuits.

Jan'aen-Ist, n. A follower ofJansen.
Jan'ty, a. Showy ; airy ; finical.

Jan'n-a-ry, n. The first month of
the year.

Ja*pan'» a. A kind of varnish, or oJ
japanned work, like that of Japan.—
n. A varnish :—work varnished.—
v. t. To varnish.

Jap-an-e*e', a. Belonging to Japan.
Jar, v. i. To clash ; to interfere.—v. t

To shake ; to agitate.—n. A vibration :

—a vessel or bottle.
Jarde* (jardz), n. pi. Hard, callou
tumors on the legs of horses.

Jar'iron, n. Confused talk ; gibberish
Jar-go-nelle', n. A species of pear.
Jas'mine, n. A plant and its flower.
Jas'per, n. A hard stone ; a mineral.
Jaun'dice, n. A disease which giver
the eyes and skin a yellow color.

Jaunt, v. t. To ramble ; to wander
about.—n. A ramble ; a walk.

Jave'lln (javlin), u. A spear or half-
pike.

Jaw, n. The bone in which the teeth
are fixed ; the mouth.

Jay, n. A bird having gaudy plumage.
Jeal'ous (jel'us), a. Suspicious in
love ; envious ; zealous.

J$arou*-y, n. Suspicion in love
envy ; fear ; concern.

Jean, n. A twilled cotton cloth.
Jeer. v. t. & i. To treat with scoffs ; to
mock.—». A scoff ; taunt.

Je*h6'vah, n. The Hebrew name of
God.

Je-June', a. Wanting; hungry; bar-
ren; meagre. [ness.

Je-iune'nefUft, n. Penury; barren-
JeFly, n. A gelatinous substance ; a
kind of sweetmeat.

Jen'net, n. A Spanish horse.
Jen'ny, n. A machine for spinning.
Jeop'ard (jep'ard), r. t. To hazard

;

to put in danger.
Jeop'ard*ofia, a. Hazardous.
Jeop'ar-dy, n. Hazard; danger; peril.

J*rk, r. L To throw :—to cut.—a. A
lash :—a sudden spring.

Jer'kln, n. A jacket or short coat.
Jer'sey, n. Fine wool, or yarn of wool.
Jeaa, n. A short strap or a ribbon.
Jea'aa-mlne. n. A flower ; jasmine.
Jes'ae, n. A large brass candlestick.
Jeat, v. i. To make sport ; to joke.—n.
A joke.

JeVu-lt, n. One of a religious order.
Je«'u-ft-Iftm, n. The principles of
the Jesuits.

Jet, n. A black fossil :—a spout of wa-
ter.—v. i. To shoot forward.

Jet'sam. n. The act of throwing goods
overboard in a storm.

Jet'tee, n. A kind of pier ; jetty.

J4fty, n. A mole projecting into the
sea; a pier.—a. Made ofjet; black as jet

Jew. n. A Hebrew ; an Israelite.
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JEWEL

Jew'el, n. A precious stone : a gem;
anything precious.—v. t To adorn
with jewels.

Jew'eA-ler, n. A dealer in jewels.
Jew'el-ry, n. Jewels or the wares of
jewellers.

Jew'ess, n. A Hebrew woman.
Jew'lsh, a. Relating to the Jews.
Jew's-h*rp,n. A musical instrument
J*s'e-b«l,n. A rapacious, vile woman.
Jib, n. The beani or arm of a crane:—
the foremost sail of a ship.—v. t. To
shin a boom-sail. Nib is set.

whi<JlV-boOm, n. A spar on which the
JIFiy, n. An instant ; a momeut.
Jiff, n. A light dance or tune ; a song.
—v. i. To dance carelessly.

Jill, it. A young woman.
Jilt, n. A woman who deceives her
lover.—v. t To deceive in love.—v. i.

To play the jilt or coquette.
Jlm'craclt, n. A toy ; a knickknack.
Jim'my, n
ing locks.

Jlrfele, v. i.

A burglar's tool for forc-

To sound with a sharp
rattle; to tinkle.—v. L To cause to
give a sharp sound.—n. A tinkling
sound.

J6b, it. A piece of work : piece of la-

bor.—v. L To strike with a sharp in-

strument :—to hire.—v. i. To buy and
sell as a broker :—to speculate in the
public funds :—to work at jobs.

Job'bor, n. One who jobs or deals in
stocks.

JdVblnff. n. Act of performing jobs

:

—act or purchasing from importers
and selling to retailers.

Joek'ey, n. One who deals in horses

;

a tricklsn fellow.—v. I To cheat ; to
trick.

Jo-cose7
, a. Merry ; given to jesting.

J*'c*-ae/rl-oA«, a. Partaking both of
mirth and seriousness.

Joe'B-lar, a. Sportive ; merry ; jocose.
Joe'tind, a. Merry ; gay; lively.

Joe. v. L To push or shake gently.—
v.i. To move or travel leisurely.—n.
A push ; a hint :—a jag.

J6gr/cle, v. t To disturb by pushing

;

to shake.—v. L To jostle.—n. A shake

;

a push ; ajog.
Jo-haii'iies. n. A Portuguese coin,
value eight dollars.

Jfthn'sj-cake, n. A cake made of
Indian meal.

Join, v. t. To couple ; to combine ; to
unite.—v. i. To adhere : to close.

Joln'er, n. One who joins :—one who
does the nicer wood-work for finishing
houses. [tery.

Joln'er-jr, n. A joiner's art; carpen-
Jolnt. n. An articulation of limbs ; a
junction ; a hinge.—a. Shared by two
or more.—v. L To unite :—to divide a
Joint

Jointblnfor, n. A long plane. [heir.
JOlBt'-hetr, n. A co-heir; a fellow-
Jolnt'ly,ad. Unitedly ; not separately.
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JOltof-stoolt,*. Stock held in com-
pany, [by joint-tenancy.

Jolnt'-ten'ant, n. One who holds
Joinfore, n. An estate settled on a
wife.—v. L To endow with a jointure.

Joist, n. A beam of a floor.

Joke. n. A lest ; something not serious,
—v. {. To jest.—v. t. To cast Jokes at

Jok'er, n. A Jester; a merry follow.
Jole, n. The lace or cheek :—the head
of a fish.

J6U,v.t To beat the head against ; to
clash. [merriment.

JAl'lt-ty, n. Noisy mirth; gayety;
Jol'ljr, a. Gay ; merry ; cheerful.
Jol'ly-boat. n. A ship's small boat
Jolt, v. i. To shake, as a carriage on
an uneven road.—v. L To shake, as a
carriage does.—n. A shock ; a shake.

Jon'qull, n. [Fr.l A species of daf-
fodil, [against

Jos'tle (Jos'sl), v. L To shake; to run
Jot, n. A tittle ; iota.—v. t. To set
down ; to mark briefly.

Journal, n. An account of daily
transactions ; a diary.

Joar'nal-Ism, n. The management of
journals; the act of keeping a journal.

Jottr'nal-Ist, n. A writer ofjournals.
Jottr'nal-ise, v. I To enter in a
journal.

Jotor'tiey, n. Travel ; a passage ; ex-
cursion.—!;, i. To travel ; to ramble.

Jotir'iiejr-man, n. A hired work-
man.

Joftst (just), n. A tournament ; mock
fight— v.i. To just. [deity.

Jove, n. Jupiter, an ancient heathen
Jo'vl-al, a. Expressive of hilarity

;

gay; merry.
Jowl, n. The cheek.
Jowl'er. n. A hunting dog or beagle.
Joy, n. Gladness; exultation.—v. i. To

rejoice ; to be glad.
JOy'flkl, a. Full ofJoy ; glad.
JOjr'flkl-ljr, ad. In a Joyful manner.
JOy'less, a. Void ofJoy.
JOjr'ous, a. Glad ; merry ; cheerful.
JOjr'ous-n4ss, n. State ofbeing joy-
ous, ffor joy.

Ju'bl-lant, a. Rejoicing; snouting
Jn-bi-la'tlon, n. Act of declaring
triumph.

Jii'bl-lee,n. A sabbatical yearamong
the Jews, being every fiftieth year:—

a

season of public festivity.

Ja-cfln'dl-tj, 7i. Pleasantness.
Jn-da'lc, a. Relating to the Jews;
Judaical. [the Jews.

Jii'da-Ism, n. The religious rites of
Ju'da-ise, v. i. To conform to Juda

ism.
Jfldge, n. One who judges ; an arbiter.—v. i. To pass sentence ; to decide.—

v. L To pass sentence upon ; to exam
ine.

Jftdfr'ment, n. Act ofjudging ; now-
er of judging ; understanding

;
good

sense ; discrimination ; discernment
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Ju'dl-ea-tOre, n. Power of distri-

buting justice.
Ju-dl'clal Gu-dlsh'al), a. Relating to
public justice :—inflicted.

Ju-dl'dal-ly, ad In the form of
legaliustice.

Ju-dl'el-av-rjr, a. Relating to courts
ofjudicature.—n. Courts ofjustice.

Ju-dl'clous, a. Directed by judg-
ment; prudent; wise.

Ja-dl-clontt-ly, ad. Wisely.
JAg, n. A vessel for holding liquors.

J ftff'ffle, v. i. To practise jugglery.—
n. A trick oflegcrdemain.

Jttft'ffler, n. One who juggles.

JAg'ffler-y, n. Sleight othand.
Jn'ffii-l*r,a. Belonging to the throat.

Jalee, n. The sap or vegetables :—the
fluid in animals.

J al'el-nees, n. State of being juicy.

Jui'cy, a. Abounding with juice.

Ja'Jnbe, n. A plant:—a kind of
sweetmeat. •

Ju'lep, n. A syrup ; liquid medicine.
JAl'lan. a. Relating to Julius Caesar

:

—denoting the old account of the year,
introduced by Julius Casar. [year.

Jn-ly', n. The seventh month of the
JAm'ble, v. t. To mix.—v. i. To be
agitated together.—n. A confused
mixture ; a small cake.

JAmp, v. i. To leap ; to skip.—v. L
To hazard :—to leap over.—n. A leap

;

abound.
JAnc'tion, n. A union ; a joining.
JAnct'ure, n. A joint; union:—

a

point of time.
Jane, n. The sixth month of the year.
JAn'gle, n. A thicket of shrubs or

trees.

Jnn'lor (Jun'yur), a. Younger:—
later in office or rank.—n. A person
younger.

Jun-lor'i-ty (jun-yOr'e-te), n. State of
being junior.

Jn'ni-per, n. An evergreen shrub or
tree. [Chinese ship.

Junk, n. Pieces of old cable:—

a

KEEP

JAnk'et, n. A sweetmeat :—a stoles
entertainment.—v. i. To feast secretly.

JAn'td, n. [8p.] A faction ; a cabal.
Ju'pi-ter,n. Jove, an ancient heathen
deity :—one of the primary planets.

Ju-rfd'l-«al. a. Relating to, or used
in, courts of law.

Ju-ris-dlc'tion, n. Legal authority;
the extent of authority or power.

JA-ris-pru'dence, n. The science
of law. [civilian ; a lawyer.

Ju'rlst, n. One versed in the law ; a
JA'ror, n. One who serves on a jury.
Ju'ry, n. A number of men selected
and sworn to deliver truth on evidence
in court. Ljury-

Jn'rjr-man, n. One impanelled on a
Jn'ry-mast, n. A mast erected tr
supply the place of one lost.

JAnt, a. Conformed to the lawB ofGod

;

upright ; righteous ; honest : accurate;
true— ad. Exactly; merely.—n. A
mock fight on horseback.—v. £ To en-
gage in a mock flght.

JAs'tice, n. Equity ; right ; law :—a
judge :—a peace officer.

Jua-tl'd-a-ry, n. An administrator
ofjustice. [justified; right.

JAs'tl-fi-a-ble, a. That may be
JAs-tf-fi-cft'tlon, n. Act of justify-
ing; state of being justified; vindica-
tion.

JAs'tl-ff-er, n. One who justifies.

JAa'tl-fV, v. t. To prove to be just ; to
vindicate :—to free from sin; to ab-
solve, [to jostle.

JAa'tle (jos'sl), v. t. To encounter;
JAat'ly, ad. Uprightly ; honestly :

equitably.
JAt, v. i. To push or shoot out.
JAte, n. A kind of hemp. [up.
JA-ve-nee'cencs, n. Act ofgrowing
JA've-nlle, a. Young; youthful.
JA-ve-nll'l-ty, n. State of being Ju-
venile ; youthfulness :—light manner.

JAx-tft-pta'lt, v. t To place near.
JAx-ta-po-el'tlon, n. A placing to-
gether ; nearness in place.

K.

K&le, n. A kind of cabbage.
Ka-lei'do-scope, n. An optical in-
strument which exhibits a variety of
beautiful colors.

Ka/li, n. Sea-weed.
Kal'ml-a, n. An evergreen shrub ; a
laurel.
KAm'aln, n. A noxious wind ; simoom.
KAn-gn-rOO', n. A marsupial animal
of New Holland, having short fore legs
and long hind ones.

K&'o-llne, n. Porcelain or China clay.
KoVty-dld, n. A sort of grasshopper.
K4dfre, v. L To warp or move, as a
ship.—n. A small anchor.

K641, n. The largest and lowest timber
in a ship:—a snip:—the two lowest
petals in some flowers.—v. t. To turn

Keel'h&ul, v.t To haul under the
keel as a punishment.

Keelson, n. The piece of timber in
a ship over her 'keel.

Keen, a. Sharp; acute :—severe; eager.
Keen'ly, ad. Snarply ; eagerly; bitterly.
Keen'nefls, n. Sharpness ; eagerness.
K^en, v. U To retain; to preserve; to
hold :—to observe.—©, i. To remain

;

to last.—n. Strongest part ofa castle
*

—guard-
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KMp'er, n. One who keeps or hold*

;

custodian.
K€6p'ftn|r, n. Charge : custody :—just
proportion :—management of lightand
shade in painting. [membrance.

KMp's&ke, n. A gift in token of re-
K«T'er, n. A brewing vessel.
Kep, n. A small cask.
Kelp, n. Calcined ashes of sea-weed,
need for making glass.

K«lt, n. Cloth with the nap on.
Ken, v. t To see ; to know.—v. i. To
direct the eye.—n. View ; the reach
of the sight.

Ken'neK n. A cot for dogs :—a pack
of hounds or dogs :—hole ofa fox, &c.
—e. i. To lie ; to dwell, as beasts.—v. L
To keep in a kennel.

Kept, C &r>. from keep.
Kerchief, n. A diess or loose cloth
worn on the neck.

Kerf, n. The cut made by a saw. [mill.
Kern, n. An Irish foot soldier :—a hand-
Ker'nel, n. The seed of a pulpy fruit

;

a grain. [minous coal.
Ke>'6-e£ne, n. Oil made from bitu-
Ker'sejr, n. A kind of woollen cloth.
Ke^sey-in^re, n. A thin woollen

cloth :—cassimere.
K#tch'np, n. A sance. [<fcc.

K£t'tle, n. A vessel for boiling water.
Key, Ti. An instrument to fasten and
open a lock, Ac.:—the fundamental
note in music :—an index :—a quay.

Kejr'age,n. Money paid for wharfage.
Key'hole, n. A hole for a key.
Kejr'-atone, n. The top stone of an

arch.
KIek, v. t. To strike with the foot.—

*. i. To resist.—-n. A blow with the
foot. [cookery.

KIek'«haw,n. A fantastic dish of
KId.n. A young goat:—a bundle.— v. i.

To bring forth kids. [dealer in corn.
KM'der, n. An engrosser of or
KId'nap, v. t To steal and secrete, as

ipersons.
KId'nap-per, n. One who kidnaps.
KId'ney, n. That part of the viscera
which secretes the urine.

Kll'der-kln, n. A liquid measure :—a small barrel.
KOI, v. t To deprive of life ; to destroy.
Kiln (kfl), n. A furnace for drying or
burning.

KUn'dry, v. t. To dry in a kiln.
Kilt, n. A kind of short petticoat.
KIm'bo, a. Crooked ; arched.
Kin, n. A relation ; kindred ; relatives.
—a Ofthe same nature.

Kind, a. Benevolent ; beneficent ; fa-

vorable : indulgent ; mild.—n. Any-
thing or the same nature ; race ; sort

;

nature. [catch fire.

KIn'dle, v.L To set on fire.—v. i. To
Kind'll-ngM, n. Affection; good-

will; benevolence.
Kindly, a. Congenial; mild.—ad.
Benevolently ; with good-will.
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Kind'neae, n. Quality of being kind;
benevolence ; good-will ; favor.

KIn'dred, ». Persons of the same de-
scent ; relation by birth :—relatives.—
a. Congenial ; related ; allied by birth.

Kine,n. Old pi. of cow. Cows.
King, n. A monarch ; a sovereign ; a
chierruler.

Hlng'dom, n. The territory ofa king:
—reign :—a class.

Klngrnah-er, n. A species of bird.
KInr's'-e-vll, n. The scrofula.
Kink, n. A twist ; an entanglement.
—v. i. To become entangled, [tract.

Ki'nd, n. An astringent vegetable ex-
Kins'folk, n. pi. Kindred ; relations.
KIne'snan,n. A relation.
Kl-ttek', n. A Turkish pleasure-house.
Kirk, n. The church, as in Scotland.
Kir'tie, n. A gown ; a petticoat ; a
short jacket.

KIsn, v. t. To salute with the lips ; to
caress.—n. A salute with the lips.

Kit, n. A small fiddle :—a nsh-tub :—

a

kitten :—an outfit of tools.

KItck'en, n. A room for cooking.
Kite, n. A bird of prey:—a toy. [beast.
Klfilngr, n. A kitten ; the young of a
KItften, n. A young cat.
Knftb (nab), v. t. To bite ; to nab.
Knack (nftk), n. A toy :—dexterity.
Knag (nag), n. A knot in wood.
Hnaf'^y, a. Knotty -.—rough, [sack.
Knap'eack (nftp'sak), n. A soldier's
Knar (niir), \n. A knot in wood ; a
Knarl (narl), ( knurl.
Knarled (narld), a. Knotty; gnarled.
Knave (nav), 71. A dishonest man ; a
petty rascal ; a scoundrel.

Knav'er-y, n. Dishonesty ; villany.
Knav'lih, a. Dishonest ; trickish.
Knead (ned), v. t. To work and mix
with the hands. [leg and thigh.

Kn€£ (ne), n. The joint between the
Kneel (nei), v. i. To fall on the knees.
Knee^-pan (ne'-)

(
n. A round bone of

the knee. [bell.

Kn$ll (nfil), n. The sound of a funeral
Knew nil), L from know.
Knlck'kn&ck (nlk'nak), n. A trifle

or toy. [ting.

Knife (nlf ), n. An instrument for cut-
Knight (nit), n. A military attendant:
a champion.

—

v. t. To dub a knight.
Kniffht'-^r'rant, n. A knight wan-
dering in search of adventures.

Knigrnt'hood, n. Dignity ofa knight.
Knijrht'ly, a. Pertaining to a knight.
Knit (nit), v. t. To unite by texture
without a loom, or by the hand with
needles :—to tie ; to unite.—v. i. To
become united.

Knlft*r,n. One who knits.
Knlt'tlng-nee'dle, n. A needle
used in knitting. [knot.

Knftb (nob), n. A orotuberance ; a
Kndb'by, a. Full of knobs ; hard.
KnAck, v. i. to clash ; to strike.—v. t

To beat ; to strike.
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Knoek'er (nOk'er), n. One who
knocki :—a door-hammer.

Knoll (nOl), v. t To ring a funeral
belL—v. 1 To sound as a bell.—n. A
little hUL

Kn6t (n0t) t n. A tie : complication :—

a

knar In wood:—a division of the log-

line.—v. L To complicate ; to tie.—
v. i. To form knots.

Knftt'tjr, a. Full of knots ; difficult

Kndat (n6ut). n. A Russian instru-

ment of punishment
Know (nd), v. t. To understand ; to
perceive ; to recognize.—v. i. To have
certain perception.

Kndw'ftnsr, a. 8kilful ; intelligent.

Know'lng-ly, ad. With knowledge.
Kndwl'edsre. n. Clear perception;
learning ; wall ; information.

LAIN

_ >wn (non), p. from know.
Knne'kie (nuVkl), n. A joint of the
finger.—v. i. To bend ; to submit

Knorl (niirl), n. A knot ; a hard sub-
stance.

K6'p*ek, n. A Russian coin.
Ko'rsn, n. The Mahometan bible.
Kra'al, n. A collection ofrude huts of
the Hottentots. [ster.

Kri'ken. n. A fabulous marine mon-
Krem'lftn, n. The imperial palace at
Moscow.

Ku'mfao, n. A liquor made from
mares' milk.

Ky'a-nis*. v. L To preserve timber
from dry-rot by the use of corrosive
sublimate.

Kyr-t-o-loar'l-eal, a. Applied to a
class of Egyptian hieroglyphics.

U, n. A note in music.
LA (law), inlerj. 8ee ! look ! behold

!

LsWa-rfiin. n. [L.] The standard
of Constantine. [smell

Lsb'd^nAm, n. A resin cf a strong
U'bel, n. A name affixed to any
thing; a small slip of writing.—v.t To
affix a label on ; to mark.

LA'bl-al, a. Relating to the lips.—n.
A letter pronounced by the lips.

LsVbt-o-den'tal, a. Formed or ar-

ticulated by both the lips and teeth.

La'bor, n. The exertion of strength ;

work; exercise -.—childbirth.—r. i. To
exert the powers of body or mind ; to
toll.—if. t To beat ; to belabor.

lAb'o-ra-to-ry, n. A place for chem-
ical operations.

U'bor-er, n. One who labors.
Lav-bo'rt-otift, a. Diligent ; requiring
labor : difficult [manner.

La-bd'rl-oaa-ly, ad. In a laborious
Lftb'y-rlnth, n. A place full of wind-
ings ; a maze. [mazy.

Lab-y-rln'tnlne, a, Labyrinthian

;

LAe,n. A concrete, brittle substance.
Uee, n. Work composed of fine linen
or cotton thread :—a cord:—a texture
of thread with gold or silver.—v. L To
bind, as with a cord ; to adorn.

lAc'er-Ate, v. L To tear in small
pieces.

Lfcc-er-sVtlon, n. Act of tearing ; a
breach.

LAc'er-s>-tIve, a. Having the power
to tear.

L&ch'ea, n. pL Negligence.
Uch'ry-mal, a Generating tears;
weeping.

LAcIi'ry-ina-to-ry, n. A vessel for
collecting tears in.

Uch'ry-moao, a. Shedding tears.

L&c'lnsjr, n. A binding; decoration:
-a rope.

Uck, v. t To need; to be without—
v.t To be in want—n. Want ; fail-
ure, [day.

Lack-a-d&y', inter}. Alas! alas the
Uck'ey, n. A servant—* t To at-
tend as a footman.

Lavcon'ftc, a. Concise in style ; short;
brief; as, a laconic answer. [cisely.

La-eon'ft-cal-ly, ad. Briefly; con-
La-con'1-clsm, n. Concise style ; la-
conism.

L&c'o-nlani, n. A concise styles—

a

pithy or brief saying.
Iifcc'quer (lak'er), n. A yellow var-
nish.—v. L To varnish with lacquer.

Lac'ta-ry, a. Milky; full of juice.—
n. A dairy-Louse. [giving suck.

Lae-ta'tlon, n. The act or time of
Lac'te-al, a. Milky; conveying chyle.
—n. The vessel that conveys chyle.

Lae-tlFer-otts, a. That conveysmilk.
Lad. n. A boy ; a stripling ; a youth.
Lad'der, n. A frame with round

steps.

Lade, v. L To load :—to heave out
Lad'ftnsjr, n. Frcigntofa ship ; cargo.
La'dle, n. A dipper with a handle.
La'dy, n. A respectable or well-bred
woman.

La'dy-ship, n. The title ofa lady.
La'dy'a-sllp'per, n. A plant and

flower. [mine.
La'dy'a-amock, n. A plant ; cards
Lagr, a. Sluggish ; tardy.—*. The
lowest class.—f. i. To stay behind ;

to linger.
Laa/gard, a. Backward : sluggish.
La7

fre>r-bee>, n. A kind of German
beer.

La-soon', n. A large pond or lake.
La'le, n. A layman. [people.
La'l-cal.a. Belonging to the laity ox
L&ld, i. 6 p. from lay.
Lain, p. from lie.
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Couch ofa wild beast
Laird, n. The lord of amanor.
L&'i-ty, n. The people, distinct from
the clergy.

Like,fl. A body of inland water :—

a

color made of cochineaL
Lft'ma, n. The sovereign pontiff of
the Tartars, and the head ofthe Budd-
hist or Shaman religion in Thibet :—

a

quadruped.
Limb (lam), h. The youngofa sheep.
—v. i. To bring forth lambs.

Lajn'bent, a. Playing oyer the sur-
face ; gliding lightly.

LAmb^kin, n. A little lamb.
Lame, a. Crippled ; disabled.—r. L
To make lame. [scale.

La-mtl'la, *. [L] A thin plate or
Lam'el-lar, a. Composed of scales
or thin plates. [lamellar.

Lam'el-late, a. Covered with films

;

Um^neti, n. State of being lame.
La-m«nt', v. i. To mourn ; to wail.—

v. L To bewail ; mourn.—n. Lamen-
tation.

Lam'ent-a-ble, a. To be lamented

;

mournfuL
Lam'ent-a-b]jr, ad. Sadly ; mourn-
fully, [sorrow.

Lam-en-ta'tlon, n. Expression of
La'ml-a. n. [L.1 A kind ofdemon
among the ancients :—a witch.

Lam'i-na, n. [L.] A thin plate or
scale lying oyer another.

Lam'1-oar, a. Consisting of plates or
layers; laminated.

~ " a'l-nat-ed,a. Consisting of plates;
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, n. The first day of Au-
Lamp, n. A vessel with a wick for
giving light ; a light. [mouth.

Lam'pasA,n. A swelling in a horse's
Lamp'blaek, n. A fine soot.

Lam-p66n', n. A personal satire;
abuse.—e. 1 To abuse with satire.

Lam*p66n'er, n. One who lampoons.
Lam'prejr (lam'pre), n. A fish like
aneeL

Lanee, n. A long spear.—r. t. To
pierce; to open with a lancet:—to
throw.

Lan'eet, n. A surgical instrument for

letting blood :—a pointed window.
Laneh, v. U To throw; to cast: launch.
Lin'ei-nate,r. L To tear; to lacerate.
LAnd, n. A country ; ground :—earth,
as distinguished from water:—a nation.—v. t To set on shore,—v. i. To come
or go on shore.

Land'am-man, n. The president of
the Swiss republic.

Lan-dau', n. [Fr.] A kind ofcoach.
Land'ed, a. Consisting of, or having,
land.

Land'fmll, n. A falling of land to one
byadeath:—land first seen from the sea

Land'bold-er, n. An owner of lands.

Land'tnr, n. A place to land at :—
the floor at the head of stain.

MMdlA-dy, n. A hostess :~a woman
who has tenants.

Land'16ek, v. L To enclose by. land.
Land'lttrd, n. One who owns and
leases land :—a host. [ries

Land'mark, n. A mark of bounda-
Land'seape, n. The scenery present
ed to the eye ; picture of ajportion of
country. [sliding down.

Land'alide, ft. A portion of land
Lands/man, n. One who liveson land.
Land'-walt-er, n. A custom-house

officer.

Land'ward, ad. Towards the land.
Lane, n. A narrow street ; a passage.

Kn'5ref
e
'} n- A sort of chain-shot.

L&n^aase, n. Human speech; the
speech ofone nation ; tongue ; dialect;
style.

Lan'g-uid, a. Faint ; weak ; feeble.

Lan'grnish, v. i, To grow feeble or
languid ; to decline. [guishing.

Lan'giilsh-iiient, n. A state of Ian-
- - -

' nor, n. Lassitude ; faintness

;

n'ffu<
eakne

La'nft-ate, v. U To tear in pieces.
La-nlf^r-ottfl, a. Bearing wool.
Lank, a. Loose ; lax ; slender ; faint-
ly i. To become lank.

Lank'ness, n. Want ofplumpness.
Lan'ner, n. A species or hawk.
Lan'tern, n. A transparent case for
a candle or lamp.—a. Thin ; haggard.

La-nu'gl-iiong, a. Downy ; hairy/*
Lan'yard, n. A short rope or piece
of cord.

Lap, n. That part of a person sitting

reaching from the waist to the knees

;

a flap,--*. L To wrap round ; to in-

volve ; to lay or extend over :—to lick
up.—v. i. To be spread or extend over
any thing. [facing.

La-p€l', n. A lapping part of a coat

;

LapSi-da-ry, n. One who cut*; and
polishes gems and stones:—a dealer
in gems.—a. Monumental ; pertain-
ing to stone-cutting. [stone.

La-pld'e-ott*, a. Of the nature |of

Lap-t-deVcence, n. A stony con-
cretion.

Lap-l-dea'cent, a. Turning to stone.
La-pld'ft-fy, v. L &i. To turn into
stone. [or gem3.

Lap'l-dlst, n. A dealer in stones
Lap'pet, n. Part of a garment hang-
ing loose.

Lapse, n. Flow ; fall; a smooth course

:

—a little fault.—v. i. To slip ; to fall

from right
Lap'stone, n. A stone used by a shoe-
maker to hammer leather. [kind-

Lap'wlng. n. A bird of the plover
Larboard, n. The left-hand side of
a ship when facing the head.

Lar'ee-ny,^ Thea; petty theft, [tree.

Larch, n. A deciduous cone-bearing
Lard, n. The fat of swine : bacon.—

v.t. To stuff with lard; to fatten.
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, (-shus), a. Relating
to lard, [kept

Lard'er, n. A place where meat is

Larsjre, a. Bulky; wide; liberal; of
great size ; spacious ; extensive.

Larsje'ly, ad. Widely; extensively
liberally.

Lar'sreas, n. A present; a gift.

IAr-ffhrf't-
K

-'
*

[It.] Denoting a slow
movement.

LarT-at, n. A noose used for catch-T-a

Ml

ing wild horses ; a lasso.

L*rk. n, A singing bird :—a frolic.

Lark'spur, .n. A plant and showy
flower. [caterpillar state.

Lfer'va* n. [L.1 An insect in its

Lar'vat-ed, a. Closed in a mask.
Lfcr'jrnx, n. The upper part of the
windpipe.

Las'ear, n. A seaman of India.
Las-elw'i-otta, a. Lewd ; lustful

;

wanton. [lewdness.
Las-elv'i-onft-neaa, n. Wuntonness;
Lash, n. The thong of a whip :—a cut

:

—a stroke of satire.—v. L To strike

;

to satirize.—v. i. To ply the whip.
Las'keta, n. of. Small lines or loops.

its n. A girl ; a maid. ^
j'ai-tade, n. Weariness ; languor.

Las'ao, n. A rope or strap, used for
catching wild horses.

Last, a. Latest; hindmost; lowest;
meanest—ad. The last time.; lastly.—
v. i To endure ; to continue.-^p. t To
form on or by a last.—n. A form to
nape shoes on.

Last'lna*, n. A woollen stuff.—a. En-
during ; durable.

Last'ly, ad. In the last place ; at last.

Latch, n. A catch for a door.— r. L To
catch: to fasten.

Latch'et, n. A sort of shoe-buckle.
Late, a. Not early ; coming after the
time :—recent :—deceased.—ad. Far in
the day or night.

Late'ly, ad. Not long ago.
La'ten-cy, ». Stateofbclngconcealed.
Late'ne«M, n. State of being late.

La'tent,a. Hidden; secret; concealed.
Lat'er-al, a. Belonging to the side.

Lat'er*al-ly,ad. On one side ; side-
wise. [Rome.

Lat'e-ran, n. The pope's palace at
L&t'er-ite, n. A stone cut in the form
of brick.

Lath, n. A thin piece of wood to sup-
port plaster.—v. L To cover with laths.

Lathe, n. The machine ofa turner.
Lath'er, r. {. To form a foam.—v. t.

To cover with foam.—n. Froth of soap
and water.

Lat' In , a. Relating to the Roman lan-
guage.—n. The Latin or Roman lan-
guage, [language.

Laffa-lam, n. An idiom of the Latin
La-tln'i-ty, n. Latin style.

Lafln-iaa, v. i. To use Latin words,
—v. L To render into Latin.

Uflafc,* Somewhat late.

LAWBUTT
Lat'i-tade,*. Breadth; extent:
tance from the equator.

Lat-1-ta'di-nal, a. Relating to lati-

tude.
Lat-i-tit-41-na'rl-an, a. Not con-
fined ; free.—a. One who indulges free-
dom in thinking.

Lat-i-ta-di-na'rl-ah-Ism, n. Lax-
ity in religious views.

Lat/ten. n. Iron plate covered with
tin :—a kind of bronze.

Latter, a. Modern ; last of two :—
opposed to former. [lately.

Lat'ter-ly. ad. Of late; recently:
LAtftice (lattis), n. A reticulated
window:—a kind of network of cross
bars.—v. L To furnish with lattice.

Land, v. t To praise ; to extoL—n.
Praise; honor paid.

Land'a-ble, a. Praiseworthy.
LAud'a-bly, ad. In a laudable man-
ner, [spirit or wine.

Iaad'a*nAm,n. Opium dissolved in
LAud'a-to-ry, a. Containing praise,
—a. That which bestows praise.

Laugh, v. i. To manifest mirth by a
chuckling of the voice.—v.L To de-
ride.—n. An audible expression of
mirth.

Langh'a-ble, a. That may excite
laughter; comical. [ridicule.

Lanarh'ftngHrtftck, n. An object of
Lanarh'ter, n. Act of laughing ; con-
vulsive merriment

Launch, v. i. To rove at large.—v. t
To move or slide into the water:—to
dart—n. Act of launching :—a boat

Laun'dreaa, n. A washerwoman.
Laun'dry, n. Washing; washing;
room.

Lan're-ate, v. I. To crown with lau-
rel—o. invested with laurel.—a.
One crowned with laurel.

Lau-re-a'tfton, n. Act of conferring
degrees. [bay-tree.

Lau'rel, n. An evergreen shrub ; the
La'wa, n. Liquid matter discharged
from volcanoes. fTo lade.

Lave, v. i. To wash; tobatne.^v. L
Lav'en-der, n. An aromatic plant
La'ver, n. A washing-vessel :^a
basin.

Lavish, a. Spending indiscreetly ;

wasteful ; extravagant.—v. t To ex-
pend profusely ; to waste.

LaY'lsb-ly, ad. Profusely; prodigally.
LaT'lsh-m«nt,n. Prodigality.
law, n. A rule of action or motion ;

statute ; decree ; edict
Law'flkl, a. Agreeable to law ; legal ;

right llaw.
Law'fttl-ly, ad. Legally ; according to
LAw'frlv-er, n. One who make*
laws ; a legislator.

Law'leaa, a. Not restrained by law.
lawn, n. An open grassy space; t
plain :—a sort of fine linen,—a. Made
of or resembling lawn.

LAw'auftt,n. Legal procest; an actios!
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LAWYER

Law'yer, *. One versed in law ; an
attorney.

Lax, a. Loose ; vague ; not strict—n.
A looseness. fness.

Lta-a'tfton,n. Act ofloosening; loose-
Lax'a-tlve, a. Tending to relax

;

purgative.—n. A medicine that re-

laxes.
L&x'i-ty, n. Slackness ; looseness.
Lay (la), i. from lie.—v. L To place

;

to put:—to wager:—to produce, as
eggs.—v. i. To Dring forth eggs.—n.
A song ; a poem :—a stratum.—a. Per-
taining to the laity ; not clerical.

Lay'er. n. One wno lays :—a stratum:
—a twig for propagation.

Lay'man, n. One of the laity.

La7sar, n. One infected with a pes-
tilential disease ; a leper.

La*>a-r€t'td> n. [It J A lazar-house

;

a pest-house.
LeVai-ly, <kI Idly; sluggishly; in a
lazy manner.

La'my, a. Sluggish ; slothful ; inactive;
alow.

Lea (16), a. A plain ; a meadow.
Leach, «. t To pass water through
ashes; to percolate.—n. A vessel or
tub in which ashes are leached.

Lead (lfid), v.l To guide ; to conduct

;

to draw : to entice.—v. i. To go first—
a. Guidance ; direction.

Lead (led), n. A heavy metal :—a thin
plate of metal to separate lines in
printing.—v. L To cover with lead:—
to separate lines in printing.

Lead7ed,p. a. In printing, having
the lines separated.

Lead'en, a. Made of lead ; heavy

;

dull.
Lead'er. n. One who leads ; conduct-
or ; the leading article in a newspaper.

Lead'lna;, p. a. Principal—n. Guid-
ance: conduct

Leaf (tef ), n. Part of trees and plants

;

a petal :—part of a book, door, table,
Ac.—v. i. To put forth leaves.

Leafless, a. Destitute ofleaves.
Leaflet, a. A small leaf.

Leafy, a. Full of leaves.
League, n. A treaty of alliance be-
tween sovereigns or states: a con-
federacy ; a union :—a measure of 3
geographical miles.—*, i. To unite.

Leak, n. A hole which admits a fluid

to pass.—v. i. To let a fluid in or out.
Mali'age, »• Allowance made for
leaking ; a leaking.

Lealt'y, o. Letting a fluid in or out.
Lean, v. i. To deviate from a perpen-
dicular line ; to incline ; to bend.—a.
Not fat; wanting flesh; thin.—n. The
part of flesh distinct from fat

Lean'neas, n. Want of flesh.

Map, v. <• To jump; to bound; to
spring.—v. I To pass over by jumping,
—a. A bound ; a jump.

Leaps-year, a. Every fourth year,
whWlias 8W days :—btasextile.1
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Learn, v. t To, gain knowledge oi

skill ; to study.—*.t. To acquire know-
ledge, [log; educated.

Learn'ed (lern'ed), a. Having learn-
Learn'er, n. One who learns.
Learn'tnf, n. Knowledge ; erudition.
Lease Qes), n. A contract for posses-
sion of houses or lands ; a tenure.—v.t
To let by lease.—v. i. To glean.

Lease'hdld, n. A tenure held by
lease.—a. Held by lease.

Leash, n. A leather thong.—v. t To
bind ; to hold in a string.

Least (l&rt), o. Smallest—ad. In the
smallest degree.

Leath'er, n. The hide of an animal
prepared for use.—o. Made of leather.

Leath'er-y, a. Like leather ; tough.
Leave (lev), n. Permission ; license

:

—farewell.—v. t. To quit ; to forsake

;

to bequeath.—v. i. To cease ; to desist.
Leav'en (leVen). n. A fermenting
mixture.—v. L To ferment

Leave*, n. ; pi. of leaf. [remnants.
Leav'lnge,5i.pi. Things left ; remains;
Lech'er, n. A lewd person.—v. i. To

practise lewdness.
Leeh'er-ens, a. Libidinous; lustful.

Leeh'er-y, n. Lewdness; free Indul-
gence of lust

Lee'Mon, n. A reading.
Leet'ure, n. Act of reading ; a dis-
course :—a reproof.—v. L To read lect-

ures to :—to reprove.
L£et'ur-er, n. One who lectures.
L#e'tarn,a A reading-desk.
Led, i. A p. from lead.
L£dge, n. A row ; a stratum ; a ridge.
L£dar'er, n. A pole in scaffolding :—
the chief book in accounts.

LM,n. The side opposite to the wind:
—a sheltered place. [physician.

Leeeh, n. A small bloodsucker :—

a

LMk, n. A plant with a bulbous root

:

—the emblem of Wales.
Leer, n. An oblique cast of the eye.—

9. i. To look obliquely.
Leering, p. o. Smiling sneeringly.
Leli, n. pi. Dregs ; sediment ot liquor.

Lee7-shore, n. The shore on which
the wind blows.

Lee'ward, ad. Towards the lee.

Lee^-way, n. The movement toward
the lee. J—weak.

L*ft, i. A p. from leave.—a. Not right

:

Left-hand'ed, a. Using the left hand;
awkward ; not dexterous.

Leg?, n. A limb to support the body.
L#fr/a-cy , n. A bequest
Lexical, a . Permitted or authorised by
law ; legitimate. [lawfulness.

Le-gal'1-ty, n. State of being legal

;

Le'sral-iae, v. t To make lawful ; to

authorise.
Le'iral-ly, ad. According to law.
Leapate, n. A deputy ; an ambassador.
Lea>a»t4e/

, n. One who has a legacy.
Le-fpa'tlon, n. A deputation ; an em
bassy.
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a'to, [It.] A term denoting the
g of one note to another.

_-.>a-t©r'f n. One who bequeathe
legacies.

lit^rend, n. A remarkable story ; a
fable :—an Inscription.

Iigsjr'en-fta-ry, a. Traditional; ro-
mantic—n. A book or a relator or
legends.

L6ff.er-de*mafii',n. Sleight of hand.
I****'iret, n. A tool usedd thatching
houses.

I^'aringr* n. A covering for the leg.
Leg-l-blT'l-ty, «. State of being leg-

ible, [plain.
Lgg'i-ble, a. Capable of being read

;

Lftff'ft-bljr, ad. la a legible manner.
Ltfrlon (te'jun),!*. A body ofRoman
soldiers :—a great number.

Ii6'ffion-a*rjr,a. Pertainingto legions,
—a. One ofa legion.W^la-late', v. 1 To make laws.

Leff-ls-l&'tfton, «. The act ofmaking
laws. fture ; lawgiving.

Lejr'ls-la-tlvisa. Relating to a legisla-
.Ite'la-la-tor, a. A lawgiver; one
wno makes laws.

I«6ff'l»-l&t-iire, n. A body ofmen
having authority to make lawB.

Le-arltrl-ma-cy, n. State of being
legitimate :—lawfulness.

Lfe-srlt'l-mate, a. Born in marriage

;

lawful.—v. t. To make lawful; to
establish the legitimacy of.

Le-grlt'i-mate-Iy, ad. Lawfully.
Le-frlt-l-ma'tion, a. The act of le-
gitimating. .

Undine (leg'gum), *. A pod ; pea

;

pulse.
Le-ffn'ml-nolkfi, a. Belonging to
legumes. 4

MftVure) (Wshur), n. Freedom from
occupation.—a. Unemployed.

Ltis'are-ly, a. Not hasty.
Uni'raa, n. [L.] A proposition pre-
viously assumed as being demonstrat-
ed.

L6m'nalngr, a. A rodent quadruped.
L6ra'on, n. The acid fruit of the
lemon tree.

L$ra-on-&de', n. Beverage made of
water, sugar, and lemon-juice.

L*'mur,n. A quadrumanous animal.
L6nd. v. t, To grant, or supply on
condition of return ; to furnish.

L6njrth, n. Measure or extent from
end to end ; the longest line ; exten-
sion.

Lgnfrtb/en, v. t. To make longer ; to
protract.—v. i. To grow longer.

Length'wise, ad. In direction of the
length.

'

"
^ '

Long; not brief,

n. Mildness; lenity;
Ltnffth'y, a.

L€'iil-£n-cy,
clemency.

L£'nl-«nt, a. Assuasive; mild.—n.
An emollient ; a lenitive.

L6n'i-tlve, a. Assuasive; easing.—n.
Anything to ease pain.

LEVEE

Lftn'ft-ty, a. Mildness ; tenderness.
M'sid,*. A kind of cotton gause.
L4na, n. Apiece of glass so formed as
to change the direction of the rays of
light passing through it :—the crystal-

line humor of the eye.
Lfcot, L & p. from lend.—«. The time
of fasting forty days before Easter.

Len-tto'n-lar, a. Lens-shaped ; lent-
iform.

L€n' til, n. A sort of pea.
L&o, n. [L.1 The Lion ; a constella-
tion ; the fifth sign ofthe zodiac

I^'o-nine, a. Having the qualities of
a lion.

L£op'ard, n. A spotted beast ofprey.
Lep'er, n. One infected with leprosy.
Lgp'er-oos, a. Having leprosy.
L6p'o-rine, a. Belonging to a hare.
Lep'ro-ay, n. A cutaneous disease,
marked by scaly spots.

L6p'roua. a. Infected with leprosy.
L£'eion (le'zhun), n. Damage ; Injury

;

hurt—a. Smaller ; not so large.-
~~*

In a smaller degree.
L$a-s4£', n. A person to whom a 1

Is given.
(l&'sn),

rid
£ To diminish.—

v. i. To grow less.

Leaa'er, a. Less ; smaller ; minor.
Lea'eon, n. Any thing to learn; a
piece to be read ; a lecture ; reproof.

Lea'aftr, n. One who grants a lease.
Leaf, cortf. For fear that.
U&t, v. t. To allow; to permit ;—to lease,
—p. i. To be let—v. t To hinder; to
obstruct—n. A hinderance; an ob-
stacle.

Iffthal, a. Deadly ; mortal.
Le-tbai^gic, a. Affected by lethargy

;

drowsy ; dull.
L£tb'ar-fry, n. A morbid drowsinees

;

dulness ;Insensibility.
Iiftne. n. Oblivion ; death.
Le-tbt'an, a. Inducing sleep or ob-
livion.

Iie-tblf-er-oas, a. Deadly ; mortal.
Lgt'ter, n. One who lets:—an alpha-
betic character; printing-type :—

a

written message.—v. 2. To stamp with
letters.

Let'ter-Ingr, n. Act of marking with
letters.

I£t'ter*pr6sa, n. Letters and words
printed ; print from type.

Let'ters, n. pi. Learning ; literature.
Let'tnce (let'tis), n. A garden-plant

for salad.
Le-vant', n. The eastern countries
along the Mediterranean sea.

Lg'vant, a. Eastern ; oriental.
Le-vant'er, n. A strong easterly wind.
Le-van'tlne, a. Belonging to the
Levant.—n. [Ft.) A kind of silk stuff.

Le-va'tor, n. A surgical instrument
MY'ee (leVe), »• [Fr.J A morning call

or assembly:—an evening party:—

a

concourse :—a bank of earth along
river.
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L4hr'el,a. Even: flat
; plain.—1». L To

make even ; to lay flat :—to direct—
v. i. To aim ; to direct the view.—n.
A plain ; a flat surface :—even state :—
an instrument

Ler'el-ler, n. One who levels.
Le>'en, n. Ferment
Leaver, *. The second mechanical
power:—a bar used to elevate great
weights.

LeY'l-s^ble, a. Capable ofbeinglevied.
Le-vi'a-than, n. A great water ani-
mal ; the whale. [to powder.

Le>'l-ff&te. «.t To polish :—to reduce
L*Y-i-gsVtion, n. The act of leviga-
ting.

Lfvite, n. One of the tribe ofLevi
Le-YU'l-csri, a. Relating to the Levites.
Le-TU'i-eAs, n. The third book of
Moses.

LtY'l*tjr, *. Lightness:—want of se-
riousness; frivolity; fickleness; vanity.

Ler'y, v. L To raise ; to collect; to im-
pose.—n. The act of raising money
or men.

Lewd. a. Wanton ; lustful.
Lewd'nea*, n. Dissoluteness.
Lftx'1-cfcl, a. Relating to a lexicon.
Lex-i-cOar'rst-pber, n. A writer of
dictionaries.

Lex-ft-co-ajr&ph'i-esO, a. Relating
to lexicography.

Lex-l-eftfr'ra-pby, *. The art of
making dictionaries.

L£x>l-cftl'o-igy, n. Science of the
meaning and use ofwords ; philology.

Lex'i-con, n. A dictionary.
Li-a-bll'i-tY, n. State ofbeing liable;
responsibility.

Ia'a>ble, a. Not exempt from; ex-
posed to ; answerable.

Liaison (le^a-zongO, n. [Fr.l A bond
of union :—a love Intrigue ; amour

Li'ar, *. One who lies.

Li-bsVtlon, n. An offering of wine.
Li'bcl, *. A malicious publication.—
v.t To defame maliciously. [bel.

Li'bcl-laiit, n. One who brings a 11-

Li'bel-ler, n. One who libels.

Li'bel-lotiLS, a. Defamatory; abusive.
Ub/er-al, o. Generous :—free : cath-
olic :—free in giving. [ciples.

lAb/er-al-Isnt, n. Liberal or lax prin-
LIb-er-al'1-ty, n. Quality of being
liberal ; generosity :—Catholicism.

LlVer-al-ly, ad. In a liberal manner.
UVer-ate.r.L To free; to set free.

Ub-er-a'tlon, n. Act of setting free

;

deliverance. [deliverer.
LlVer-ft-tor, n. One who sets free

;

Llt^er-tlne, n. One who lives disso-
lutely.—a. Licentious : dissolute.

LlVer-tin-Iain, n. Licentiousness;
debauchery. [permission.

laVer-ty, n. Freedom; privilege;
Id-bld'1-nofla, a. Lewd; lustful; li-

centious.
Li'brtt. n. [L.] A balance :—<he Bal-
ance, the seventh sign in the zodiac.

LIGHTEN 207

U-brsVrl-sua, n. One who has charge
of a library.

Li'bra-rjr, n. A collection of books

:

—a house or an apartment for books.
Li'brstte, v. t. To poise ; to balance.
Li-brsVtion, n. Act of balancing.
Li'bra-to-rjr, a. Moving like a bal-
ance.

lace, *.; pL of louse.
Li'eense, n. Permission; leaver-
abuse of liberty.—r. L To permit by a
legal grant; to authorize.

Li-c€n'U-ate,n. One who has a li-

cense topractise any art or profession.—v. L To license.
Li-cen'tlous, a. Using license in a
bad sense ; dissolute.

Li-c£n'ttoua-ne«». n. Contempt of
just restraint ; disorderly conduct

Li'chen, n. An order of plants of low
organization ; moss :—a kind of rash.

lack, v.L To pass over with the tongue;
to lap.—n. A blow; a stroke:—a salt

spring.
Iack'cr-Ifth, a. Nice ; dainty :—eager.
Iac'o-rIce,n. A sweet, medicinal root
Lid, n. A cover for a pan.
Lie, n. A violation or truth ; a crimi-
nal falsehood ; untruth —1\ *. To ut-
ter a criminal falsehood.—v. i. To rest
horizontally : to remain.

Lief, ad. Willingly ; gladly.
Liege, a. Bound by feudal tenure; sub-
ject.—n. A sovereign; a superior lord.

Liegre'man, n. A subject ; a vassal.
LI'en, n. A legal claim to property by
a creditor.

Lied (lu), n. Place; room ; stead.
Liea-ten'an-ejr, n. The office of a
lieutenant

Llea-ten'ant, n. [Fr.] An officer be-
low a captain :—a deputy.

Lieve, ad. Willingly ; lief.

Life, n. State oi living ; vitality ; ex-
istence : spirit ; vivacity:—conduct :—
biography.

Life7blood, n. The vital blood.
Life'-bdat, n. A boat to preserve li fe.

LifeSgrn&rd, n. A body-guard, [dull.

Life7lean, a. Destitute of life ; dead ;

Life/-pre-»e>Y /©i\ n. An apparatus
for preserving the lives of persons at

Lift, v.L To ra.se ; to elevate : to ex-
alt.—n. Act of raising -.—weight lilted.

Llgr'a-ment, n. Anything which ties

or unites; a cord. rflnemont.
Ll-jra'tion, n. Act of binding ; con
Iafpa-ture, n. A bandage; a band:
—two or more letters united.

Lisrbt, n. That by which we see :—
illumination :—day :—knowledge, —a.
\ot heavy :—bright :—trifling :—gay

:

-not dark.—ad. Lightly ; cheaply.—
v. L To kindle :—to illuminate.—v. i.

To dismount.
Liffbfen, v. i. To flash ; to shine.—

v. L To enlighten :—to make lighter;
to alleviate,a
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tiffht'er, n. One who light* :—a boas.
Light'-fIn-vered, iLThievish.
Li*ht'-head-ed, a. Thoughtless ; de-

lirious.

Uffht'-heart-ed, a. Gay ; merry.
Light'-httoae, n. A tower In which

lights are hung to direct seamen.
Ught'ly, ad. In a light manner;
nimbly. [tile.

Lig-hl'-inind-ed, a, Unsteady; vola-
Ugrht'ness. n. Brightness :—want of
weight ; levity.

Uffht'nlnfr, n. An electric flash :—
an abatement : alleviation.

lights, n. p*. The lungs of brutes.
Lif£ht'»oine, a. Luminous ; gay.
Llg'ne^tts, a. Resembling wood;
wooden. {wood.

Llg/nl-fo*rm, a. Having the form ol

LIg/nite, n. Wood converted into a
kind of coal.

Llg/nam-vi'tae, (ITg'num-vl'te), n.

fL.1 A very hard, heavy wood.
Liaru-late, a. Like a bandage.
Lirg:ure, n. A precious stone.
lake, a. Resembling ; similar ; likely.
—n. That which resembles ; near ap-
proach.—ad. In the same manner.

—

v.L To be pleased with.—v. i. To be
pleased ; to choose.

Like'li-hood, n. Appearance: re-
semblance ; probability. [likely.

Like'll-ness, n. Quality of being
Like'ly, a. Probable :—pleasing

;

handsome :—respectable ; sensible.

—

ad. Probably.
Li'ken, ti.t To compare. parity.
Like'neas, n. Resemblance ; simi-
Like'wiae, ad. In like manner; also.
Lik'ing, n. Inclination; desire;
pleasure. [shrub.

Li'lac, «. A beautiful flowering
I*Il-f-a'eeoas,a. Like a lily.

Lll'y, n. A beautiful flower.
limb, n. A branch of a tree :—a Joint-
ed part of an animal ; a member.

—

v. t. To dismember. [pliant.
LIm'ber, a. Flexible; easily bent;
LIm'ber-n&M,n. Flexibility; pliancy.
LIm'bd, n. [L.] A border :—the bor-
ders of hell :—a prison.

Lime, n. Calcareous earth obtained
from limestone ; quicklime :—a tree

:

—an acid fruit [for lime.
Liuie'-klln (HmTrtl), n. A furnace
Limestone, n. A calcareous stone ;

a carbonate oi lime.
Llm'lt, n. A bound ; border ; utmost
reach.—v. t To set bounds to ; to con-
fine ; to restrain.

Llm'it-a-ble, a. Thatmay be limited.
Llm-f-ta'tton, n. A restriction; that
which limits. [cd.

Llm'it«ed,p. a. Having limits; restrict-

Llm'it-Itas, a. Unbounded; infinite.
Limn (11m), v. L To draw or paint.
LIm'nsr, n. A painter; a picture-
maker, [halt.

limp, v. i. To walk lamely.—n. A

LISP

Iilm'pet, «. A small shell-flan.

Llm'pld, a. Pure ; transparent
Llm'pld-neaa, n. Limpidity ; clear
ness. [nous.

Li'my, a. Containing lime ; gluti-
Llnch'pln,n. The pin of anaxletree.
Lht'den, n. A handsome tree ; lime-

tree.
Line, n. Longitudinal extension :—

a

string :—an extended mark :—a row

;

a course:—a business: -a verse: a
short letter:—a limit:—the equator:
—progeny.—v. L To cover ; to double,
—to place alongthe side ot.

LIn'e-ag»e, n. Race ascending or de-
scending; progeny genealogy.

Lln'e-al, a. Descending in a line.
Lln'e-al-ly, ad. It a direct line.
Lln'e-a-mient, n. A feature ; an out-

line, [lines.
LIn'e-ar, a. Pertaining to or having
Lln-e-a'tion, n. A draught ; delinea-

tion.
LIn'en.n. Cloth made of flax or hemp,
—a. Made of or resembling linen.

Lln'en-dra'per, n. One who deals
in linen.

Liner,*. Heath :—a kind of fish. [lay.
Linger, v. i. To remain long ; to de-
Lln'ger-Ing, a. Tardy ; slow.
Lln'raaLo. Pertaining to the tongue.
Linguist, n. One skilled in Ian

-

Lin-gals'tlc, a. Relating to language.
LIn'i-m£nt, n. Ointment; balsam.
Liu'lngr, n. The Inner covering.
Link, n. A single ring of a chain :—

a

torch.—e. I. To unite; to join.—v. i.

To be connected.
Ltn-me'an, a. Relating to Linnaeus.
LIn'net,n. A small song bird. [seed.
LIn'a&ea,*. The seed of flax; flax-
LIn'sey-wool'aey, n. Stuffmade of
linen and wool mixed. [wounds.

Lint, n. Flax:—linen scraped for
LIn'tel, n. A horizontal piece of tim-
ber over a door.

Li'on, n. A rapacious quadruped :—
the fifth sign in the zodiac,

Li'on*ess, n. A female lion.

Lip, n. The border of the month.
LIq'ua-ble. a. That may be melted.
Llq-ue-fac/tion, a. Act of melting.
Llq'ue-flV, v. L To melt ; to dissolve.
—v. i. To grow liquid.

Li-qneVeent, a. Melting; dissolving.
LIq7utd, a. Neither sol id nor gaseous:

fluid ; flowing :—mellifluous.—n. Liq-
uid substance ; liquor :—a letter.

Llq'ul-date, v. t. To clear ; to lessen

:

—to adjust and settle. [dating.
LIq-ul-da'tion, n. The act of liqui-

Ll-qald'i-tjr, n. The state of being
liquid.

Llq'uor, n. Any liquid ; strong drink.
Lis?bon . n. Axind of wine.
Lisp, v. i. To lisp like a child.—-v. t
To utter with a lisp.—n. A defective
utterance.
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List,* A roll; a catalogue:—a strip

of cloth; a border.—«. i. To choose;
to desire.—©. £ To enlist :—to sew.

Ug'tol, n. A molding ; a fillet.

Ui'ten, «. ii. To hearken ; to attend,

Lfct'ten-er, n. One who hearkens.
Llnt'less, a. Indifferent: careless;

heedless. (heedlessly.

Llnt'leM-ly. ad. Without attention

;

Lit i. A p. from light. Lighted.

Ut's-nr, n. A form of prayer.

JLIt'er-al, a. Consisting of letters ; ac-

cording to the letter; not figurative;

word for word.
LIt'er-al-ly, ad. In a literal manner.
LIfer-a-ry,a. Relating to literature.

Lifer-ate, a. Learned; skilled in
letters.

Llt-er-a'ti, n. pi [L.1 Literary men;
men of learning. [letter.

Ut-er-ft'tlm, od. [L.] Letter by
LIft'er-a-ttftre, n. Learning: erudi-
tion ; letters ; literary productions.

I*I*b'arffe, n. Oxide of lead.
Lithe, a. Limber; flexible; soft; pli-
able.—v. t. To smooth ; to palliate.

Lithe'some, a. Pliant ; limber.
LUh'o-graph, n. A lithographic
print,—v. L To engrave on stone ; to
print from a drawing on stone.

Li-th6fr'ra-pber, n. One who prac-
tises lithography. [lithography.

Uth-o-rraplrte, a. Relating to
LJ-tbOarra-phy, n. Art of printing
on stone ; petrography. (ology.

Lt-thot'o-jpst, n. One versed fnlith-
U-thol'o-gy, n. Natural history of
tones. [the stone.

Ll-thdt'o-my, a. Art of cutting for
pRs

aw-

LOCUST

Li'toy, a. Pliable ; bending easily.
Llt'1-gan t, n. One engaged in a Ur
suit.—a. Contesting in law. [debate.

Llt'i-aato, v. t. To contest in law ; to
LU-l-ra'tion, n. Act of litigating ; a
judicial contest; a lawsuit.

ia-tI«'loafl Oi-tld'jus). a. Inclined to
litigation.

lAi'maa, n. A lichen ; orchil :—a blue
pigment obtained from orchil.

Urtor, n. A carriage with a bed in
it :—loose matter strewn about :—scat-
tered fragments :—a brood of young.—
». t. To bring forth :—to scatter about

:

—to cover with straw.
Ut'tle, a. Small; diminutive: not
much.—n. A small space or affair.—
ad. In a small degree.

LU'tte-nese, n. State ot being little

;

meanness.
Ut'or-fj, n. A tormulary of prayers.
Live, v.l. To be alive ; to dwell ; to
feed —a. Not dead : active; having
life.

LiTe'U-hood, ik Means of living;
subsistence. [sprightliness.

Liveli-fieas, n. State of being lively;

Llve/lftfla;, a. Long in passing.
Lire'ly.a Having life: animated
brisk ; sprightly ; active.

14
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of theLIv'er, n. One who lives :-

entrails.
LIv'er-wort, n. A plant
Llv'er-y, n. Delivery:—a writ for

possession :—a uniform worn by ser-

vants.
LIv'ftd, a. Discolored , black and blue.

Llv'ftd-neas, n. A livid color ; discol-

oration of the body.
Llv'iiiff, n. Course of life :—support

;

livelihood :—a benefice.
Lix-Iv'i-am, n [LI Lye; an alkaline

salt in solution.
JLls'ard, n. A kind of reptile.

Ld, inter}. Look ! see I behold

'

Load, n. A burden ; pressure :—a me-
tallic or mineral vein.—v. L To burden:
to freight :—to charge- [cynosure.

Ldad'star, n. The pole-star; the
Loadstone, n. The magnet ; an ore
of iron.

Loaf, n. A mass of bread, Ac.
Loafer, n. An idler ; a vagrant
Loam, n. Rich earth.—f. L To smear
with loam or clay.

Loam'y, a. Containing loam ; marly.
Loan, n. Any thing lent ; act of lend-

ing.-^, t To lend.

Loath, a. Unwilling; reluctant; averse.

Loathe, v. t. To hate ; disgust, or ab-
horrence ; to abhor.—v. i. To feel ab-
horrence or disgust

Loath'some, a. Disgusting.
Loaves, n.; pi. of loaf.

Lob, n. A clumsy person :—a worm.—
v. L To let fall heavily.

Lob'by, n. An opening before a room

:

—a small apartment. [lungs.

Lobe, n. A division ; a part of the
Lo-be'11-a, n. A medicinal plant
Lob'ster, n. A crustaceous fish.

Ld^cal, a. Relating to a place.

Lo*eal*f-ty, n. Existence in place :—
position of a plant

L&eal-ly, ad. With respect to place.

Lo'eato, v. t. To place ; to set off.

Lo-ca'tlon, a. The act of placing:
situation.

Lock, n. An instrument to fasten

doors. Ac.:—part of a gun :—a tuft of
hair :—an enclosure in a canal, —v. t
To fasten with locks.-*, i To become
fast : to unite.

Lock'age, n. The construction of

locks :—materials for locks :—toll.
Loek'er, n. He who or that which
locks :—a drawer

Lock'et, n. A catch; a trinket
Loek'Jaw, n An affection of the jaw

.

tetanus. flocks.

Lock'smlth, n. A man who makes
Loek'-ftp, n. An enclosure for con-
finement

L6-eo-mo/tlon, n. Act of moving
from place to place.

Lo-co-mo'tlv*, n. A locomotive en-
gine; a car.—a. Changing place;
moving. [tree*

LoVeuai, n. A devouring insect:—

a
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Lode**. A metallic or mineral sin.
Lod*e, *. t. To afford a lodging.—*, i.

To keep residence.—ik Asniallnouse

:

—a den:—apartment :—a society.
Lodge'men t, n. Act of lodging; en-
campment.

Lodjr/er, n. One who lodges.
Lodfr/injr, »• Temporary abode,
rooms hired.

Loft, a. An elevated floor.

Lofti-ly, ad. In a lofty manner.
Lofti-noss, n. 8tate of being lofty

;

elevation jpride.
Lofty, a. Elevated:—sublime; haughty
Logr, n. A bulky piece ot wood :—an
apparatus for measuring the rate of a
ship's motion.—a Hebrew measure,
less than a pint

LOff'a-rlthm, n. An auxiliary num
berto abridge mathematical calcula-

tions.

Loff-a-rlth'mic, \a Relating to
Lo£*a-rIth'mft-e»l, J logarithms.
Ldg'-book, n. Register of a ship's

Lftff
/ff*r*b£ad, n. A blockhead.

L6ff/ie« n. The art of reasoning
LoffSft-enl, a. Pertaining to logic.

Logr/i-caJ-ly, ad. According to the
laws of logic.

Lo-ri'eian, n. One versed in logic.

l/6fr-line, n. A line to measure a
ship's way.

L6*-o-£rapli'ic,a. Relating to logog-

raphy.
I-o-so^'ra-phy, n. A mode of print-
ing in which a type contains a whole
word. [words.

Lo-|roin'a-chy,n. A contention about
Lo^o-type, n. Two or more letters

cast in one piece.
Log'-roll-inff, n. Act of rolling logs:

—a cant term, denoting a system of
manoeuvring in legislation.

Logr'wood, n. A wood used in dyeing.
LoTmlc, a. Relating to contagious
disorders. [reins.

Loin, n. The back of an animal ; the
Lol'ter, v. i. To linger.—v. t. To con-
sume in trifles : to waste.

LOl'tor»er, n. One who loiters.

Loll, v. i. To lean idly; to hang out
the tongue.

Lone. n. Solitary ; xingle.
Ldne'li-ness, n. State of being
lonely ; solitude.

Lone'ly, a. Solitary ; retired, [mal.
Ldne'some, a. Solitary ; lonely : dis-

L6ng,<z. Not short; extended: tedions.
—ad. To a greal extents, i. To de-
sire earnestly.

Long'-boat. n. Largest boat of a ship.

Lonare, n. [Pr.] A thrust.
" ** "

. n. Leneth .

Far-seeing

;

I^nar'luff, a. Earnest desire ; a han-
kering.—p.

""" ~~* % "*~~ s *~

craving.

lA>n-*4v'l-ty, n. Length of life.

Louip-head-ed,
sagacious.

Earnestly desiring;

LOUD

Lta'rl-tMe, a. Length
from east to west

Lon-gt-tu'di-nal, a. Being in the
direction of the length.

Long-prlm'er, n. A printing-type,
intermediate between small pica and
bourgeois,

JLouff'-aarrer-Ing, a. Bearing pa-
tiently.—n. Patience ; clemency.

Long'-wlnd-ed, a. Long-breathed
tedious.

Loo, n. A game at cards.
Loof, v. t. To bring close to the wind,
as the head of a ship.

Look, v. t. To see:—to expect:—to
appear.—rntcrj. See! lo! behold!—
n. Mien ; aspect

Look'inar-arlaas. n. A glass that re-

flects images ; a mirror.
Loom, n. A weaver's frame :—a bird

v. i To appear above the surface.

Loom'ing, n. An indistinct view of
an object:—an optical illusion; mir-

age.
Loon, n. A dunce :—a sea fowl.

Loop. n. A noose in a string or rope.

Loop'hole, n. An aperture -—an eva-
sion.

Loose, v. t. To unbind : to untie ; to

release ; to free.—v. i. To set sail.—a.

Unbound ; untied ; not fast—n. Lib-
erty : looseness.

Loos'en,v. i. To make loose.—v. t.

To relax ; to separate.
Loose'ness, n. State of being loose

;

freedom :—a flux.

Lop, v. L To cut off ; to bend. Rous.
Lo-qua'clous, a. Talkative; garru-

Lo-qnac'i-ty, n. Garrulity; talka-

tiveness.
Lord, n. A ruler; a master:—the Su-
preme Being :—a husband :—a noble-

man : a baron.—v. L To domineer ; to

rule despotically. .
[ness.

LOrd'll-n«ss,n. Dignity; haughti-

LOrd'llngr, n. A diminutive lord.

Lord'ly , o. Like a lord ; haughty ;

proud

.

[en to lords.

Lord'shlp, n. Dominion :—a title giv-

Ldre, n. Learning; doctrine; know-
ledge.

L6r-l-ea'tton, n. Act of loricating.

Lorgnette' (16rn-yet'). n. IFr.] An
opera-glass.

Lorn, p. a. Forsaken ; lost ; forlorn.

Lose, v. L To suffer loss of ; to forfeit

:

to miss :—to bewilder :—to waste.—v. i.

Not to win: to ML
Loss, n. Damage ; waste ; forfeiture.

Lost, i.Ap. from lose.

Lot, n. Fortune; state assigned:—
chance :—a portion :—a piece of laud.

—v. L To assign ; to allot
Ldte,n. [L.] A plant and tree.

Lofton, n. A medicinal wash.
Lot'ter-y, n. A distribution ofpriies
and blanks by chances ; a sortilege

Load, a. Noisy: boisterous; clamor-

ous.
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Loudly, ad. Noisily ; clamorously

.

LoAd'neati, n. Noise ; force of sound
Lounge, v. i. To idle ; to loll ; to live

lazily.

Loose, n. A small insect [kin.
Loot, n. An awkward person; abump-
LoY'o-ble, a. Worthy to be loved .

amiable.
Lavage, n. An aromatic plant
Love, u. i. To regard with affection.—
n. The passion excited by beauty, ex-
cellence, or whatever is pleasing : af-

fection ; good-will ; fondness :—the ob-
ject beloved —courtship.

Love'-feast, n. A least of charity.
Love'-knot, n. A complicated knot.
L©Ye'-lgt-trr,n. A letter of courtship.
LoTe']i-n$ft», n Quality of being
lovely ; gentle beauty.

Love'ly, a. Worthy of love ; amiable.
Lov'er, n. One who is in love.
Love'alck, a. Disordered with love.
IiOve'-sonff, n. A song expressive of

love.
Love'-to-ken , n. A token of love.
Lov'ftng, a. Kind ; affectionate.
LoY'liiff-kiiid'iiesm, n. Tenderness;
mercy

Low. a. Not high ; humble ; dejected;
base.—<uL Not aloft :—with a low
voice—v i. To bellow as a cow.

Low'-bred, a. Badly educated;
vulgar.

Low'er, v.L To bring low ; to lessen.—v. i. To grow less ; to sink.
Low'sr-ease, n. A printer's case
which holds the small letters.—a.
Noting small letters, as distinguished
from capitals.

Low'er-Ing, a. Cloudy; overcast;
gloomy.

Low'er-Ing>Iy, cuL With cloudiness.
Ldw'er-most, a. Lowest.
Low'er»y, a. Cloudy ; gloomy ; low-
ering.

Lowland, n. Country that is low.
Low'li-nesA, n. State of being lowly

;

humility :—meanness.
Low'ly, o. Humble ; meek • mild.—
ad. Meekly ; humbly.

Ldw'neso, n. State of being low ; de-
pression. [c<L

Low-aplr'lt-od, a. Dejected; depress-
Ldw'-wines, n. pi. The first run of
thestilL

Loy'al, a. Faithful : obedient ; true

;

devoted. [alty.

Loy'al-ly, ad. With fidelity or loy-
Ltoy'al-ty, n. Fidelity ; faithfulness.

Los'onffe, n. A rhomb:—a sort of
cake :—an ornament.

LAb'ber, n. A sturdy drone ; a gawky.
LAVber-ly, o. Clumsy ; awkward.
Ltt'bri-eate, v. L To make smooth or
slippery.

Lft'bri-ca-tor, n. One that lubricates.

Ln-brlc'1-ty, n. Slipperlness; smooth-

LAtirl-coA*, a. Slippery ; smooth.
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I
LAoe, n. A pike rail grown.

i

La'cld, a. Shining; bright ; clear
: transparent [ness!
I Lu'eld-neas, w. Transparency; bright

i
LA'ci-fer,n. Tiie devil .—the morning

I star. [or bail
LAck. n. Chance ; hap , fortune, good
LAck'i-ly, ad. In a lucky manner.
LAck'l-nesa, n. Good fortune or
chance.

LAck'leas, a. Unfortunate; unhappy.
LAck'y, a. Fortunate : favored by lucfc
LA'cra-flve, a. Gainful ; profitable.
Lii'cre, n. Base gain : profit :—in a
bad sense. [light

Lu'cn-brate, v. i. To study by candle-
Lu-cn-bra'tion, n. Nocturnal study
or work.

• Ln'eu-lin^o. Clear ; bright : evident
Lu'dl-eroAs, a. Exciting laughter

;

laughable; ridiculous.
manner.

Lu'di-croAa-ly, ad. In a ludicrous
Lu'ea, n. [L.1 A poison or pestilence
LAJT, v. i. To keep close to the wind.—

n. A sailing close to the wind :—part
of a ship's bow.

JLAg, v. L To drag ; to pull with effort
—v. i. To drag; to come heavily.—n.
A small fish :—a heavy load.

LAg'gace, n. Any thing cumbrous to
be carried ; baggage. [Ail.

Ln-flru'bri-oA»,a. Mournful ; sorrow -

Lnke'warm, a. Moderately warm ;

indifferent
Luke'warm-ness, n. Moderate
warmth ; indiflerence.

LA1I, v. U To quiet ; to put to rest—n.
Powerof soothing. [fants.

LAl'la-by, n. A song to quiet in-
Lorn, n. The chimney of a cottnpe.
Lnm-ba'ffo, n. Rheumatic affection
about the loins, &c.

LAm'bal, a. Relating to the loins.

LAm'ber, n. Any thing useless: tim-
ber in generate* t To neap together
irregularly. Iber.

LAm'ber-room, n. A room for lum-
Ln'ml-nn-ry.n. Any body thatgives

light : an illuminator.
Lu-mi-nos'i-ty, n. State of being
luminous.

Ln'ml-noAn, a. Shining; clear: bright.
Lamp, n. A small, shapeless mass :—
the gross.

—

v. L To take in the gross.
LAmp'iah, a. Heavy : bulky : dull

;

inactive.
LAmp'y, a. Full of lumps.
Lu'na-cy, n. Mental derangement

;

insanity.
Lu'nar, a. Pertaining to the moon.
Ln-nn'rl'an, n. An inhabitant of the
moon.

LA'na-tlc. n. A person affected with
lunacy.—a. Affected with lunacy ; in-
sane, [moon.

Ln-na'tlon.n. The revolution ofthe
LAneb. n. Food or a small meal be-
tweenbreakfastand dinner; luncheon.
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JLan'clieon, n. Food taken between
meals.

Lft'net, n. A little moon , a satellite!

Lu-n6tte' v n. [Fr.] A semicircular
window :—a sortof spectacles ; a small
half moon.

Lang, n. The organs of respiration.
Lftnge, n. A thrust ; longe.
Lii'na-lar, ) a. Like a new moon ;

La'nu-late, j lunate.
L&'pfne, n. A plant; a kind of pulse.
Lurch, n. A forlorn or deserted con-
dition.—v. i. To shift ; to play tricks.
—« L To defeat or disappoint.

L&re. n. An enticement ; allurement.—v. L To attract ; to entice.
LA'rld, a. Gloomv ; dismal :—pale.
Lark. v. i. To lie in wait
Lurlc'iiia>plae«, n. A hiding-place.
Lfts'eioua, a. Very sweet ; delicious

;

rich.
Last, n. Carnal desire ; evil propensi-
8\—v. L To desire carnally.

•t'fflnl, a. Libidinous : having lust.

Lttst'1-ly, ad. Stoutly ; boldly ; with
vigor.

Las'tral, a. Used in purification.
Lfiii'trate, v. L To purify ; to cleanse

;

to survey. [ter.

Loa-tra'tlon, n. Purification by wa-
Lna'tre, n. Brightness; splendor;

glitter :—a lustrum. fminous.
Las'troua, a. Bright; shining; lu-
Laa'trum, n. [L.] A space of five years.
Las' ty, a. Stout ; vigorous ; healthy.
Lu-ta'rl-ons, a. Living in mud;
like mud.

Late, n. A stringed instrument ofmu-
sic:—a sort of clay.—1». L To coat
with lute.

Late'atrlna;, n. String of a lute :—a
shining silk.

Lft'tber-ati, n. A follower of Luther.
—a. Pertaining to Luther.

MADAM
La'tnern* «. A sort of window ; a
dormer.

Lax'ate, v. t To put out of joint ; to
dislocate.

Lax-a'tlon, n. A disjointing ; a thing
disjointed.

Lox-u'rl-anee, n. State of being
luxuriant; exuberance.

Lux-u'rl-ant, a. Exuberant; very
abundant ; of rank growth.

Lnx-u'ri-ant-ly, ad. Abundantly;
profusely. (antly.

Lux-u'rl-ate, v. L To grow exuber-
Lox-u'ri-ooa, a. Luxuriant :—de.
lighting in luxury ; given to pleasure.

Lnx-u'rl-ooa-ly, ad. Deliciously;
voluptuously. [voluptuousness.

Lux'a«ry, n. Delicious Are; a dainty;
Ly-efum,n. [L.l A literary seminary;
an academy ; a literary association.

Lyd'i-an, o. Noting a kind of ancient
music

Lye, n. Water impregnated with alka-
line salt.

Ly'lngsp. a. Telling lies :—recumbent—». Act of telling lies :—recumbence.
Lympb (llmf ), n. A pure, transparent
animal fluid.

Lym-pbat/ic, n. A vein-like vessel
that carries the lymph from all parti
of the body,—a. Pertaining to lymph.

Lyn'ee-an, a. Like a lynx; sharp*
sighted.

Lynch, v. t. To condemn and punish
without a legal trial.

Lyneb'-lAw, n. The decree of a mob
as a substitute for civil law. _

Lynx, n. A swift, sharp-sighted beast
Lyre, n. A harp; a musical Instrument.
Ly r'ic, n. A writer of lyric poetry.
Lyr't-eal, o. Pertaining to a harp, o>
to odes or poetry sung to a harp.

Ly'riat, n. One who plays on a lyM
or harp,

M.
Mab, n. The gueen ofthe fairies.
Mae-ad'am-ise, v. t. To form or
cover, as a road, with small broken
stones.

Mac-a-reVni (mak-a-ro'ne), n. [Fr.] A
kind of edible paste :—a coxcomb.

Blac-a-ron'lcyi. Relating to macaroni
Ilae-a-r66n', n. A cake:—a cox-
comb, [a tree.

Ma-cAw\ n. A species of parrot :—
Mace, n. An ensign of authority :—

a

spice :—a scepter.
MsWer-ate, v. t. To make lean :—to
steep almost to solution.

Mfte-er-a'tion, n. Act of making
lean :—act of steeping in water.

Maeb'i-nal, a. Relating to machines.
Maeh'1-nate, v. i. To plan ; to con-
trive.

Mach»t«na'tion, n. An artifice ; con.
trivance. [engine.

Ma-ehlne', n. A piece of mechanism

;

Ma-chln'er-y, n. Machines collec-

tively : works of a machine, [chines
Ma-enin'ftat, n. A constructor of ma-
Hack'er-el, n. A small sea-fish :—

a

pander.
Bfa'cro-c&sm, n. The great or whole
world; the universe.

Ha-crdm'e-ter, n. An instrument
for measuring distance.

Hac'u-late, v. L To stain ; to spot—
a. Spotted ; stained.

Hfte-a-la'tfton, n. A stain; a spot;
a blemish. [enraged.

Mad. a. Insane : distracted ; crazy :—
Mad'ani, n. A form of address to a
lady.
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1'eap, n. A rash, hot-haaded fallow.
'dan, v.i. To become mad.—v. L

To make mad.
Mad'der. n. A plant used for dyeing.
Made, i. & p. from make.
Ma-dei'ra,a. A winemade in Madeira.
Mad-em-oi-aeUe' (mad-em-wa-z£l')»

it. [Fr.J A young, unmarried lady;
agtfL

Haa'heuM^n. A house for the insane.
Mad'ly.ad. With madness ; furiously.

Had'mAn, n. A man void of reason

;
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Mad'neaa,n. Violent insanity ; dis-

traction ; rage.
Mav-dftn'na, n. [It] Madam :—a pic-
ture of the Virgin Mary.

Mad're-pdre, n. [Fr.] A genus of
corals :—a worm. [song.

Mad'ri-aral, n. A pastoral or amorous
MAe-av-Blne', n. A storehouse ; an ar-
senal or armory :—a periodical publi-
cation.

Maa/ffot, n. A grub :—a whim.
Xte'ffot-y'»a. Full of maggots ; whim-
sical [East.
a'gi,n. pf. [L.] Wise men of the
aapie, n. Pertaining to or produced
by magic: necromancy ; sorcery.

Majr/i-eal, a. Relating to or done by
magic

Ma-arl'clan (ma-jlsh'an). n. One who
practises magic ; an enchanter.

MaVi^t^'ri-al, a. Authoritative;
imperious; lofty. [proudly.

M*a>ia-te/ri-al-ljr, ad. Arrogantly;
Maa^ia-tra-cy, n. The office of a
magistrate ; the body of magistrates.

Maa;'ia-trate,n. A public civil officer;

a Justice of the peace.
Hag'na Chfcr'tm [L.] The great
charter ofEnglish rights.

Maa-na-nlm'1-ty, a. Greatness of
mind ; generosity. [noble.

May'nan'i-inofia, n. Great in mind;
Maa>nan'i-moAa-ly,a<t With mag-
nanimity; nobly.

MAa/nata, n. A man ofrank.
Maa>ne/al*a (mag-ng'zhe-a), n. A
white substance, gently purgative.

Maa/net, n. An ore which attracts
iron ; the loadstone.

MaaT-n#t'tc, a. Relating to the mag-
net, or to magnetism ; attractive.

Mag-nefiea, n. Science ofmagnetism.
Maaj'nat-Iam, n. Properties of the
magnet :—power of attraction.
HarneMse, v.t.&L To imbue with,
orreoeive^he properties ofmagnetism.

Mar'nat^ia-er, n. One who mag-
netizes, [nifled.

Maa/nl-fi-a-ble,a. That may be mag-
Magwnlfie, a Great ; noble.
Mair-nin-eenee, a. Grandeur

;

tplendoT. [pons ; splendid.
Hac-nlFi-c^nt, a. Grand ; pom-
Haa>niri-««nt-ly, ad. Splendidly ;

grandly. [which magnifies.
aa/ni-fi-er, a. He **lio or that

Maaj'nl-fy, v. L To make great :—to
exalt :—to praise greatly.

Maff-nll'o-queuea, n. Pompous
language. [bombastic.

Mag-nll'o-quent. a. Lofty ofspeech;
Maar'nt-tuae, n. Greatness in size or
importance ; extent, [flowering trees.

Mag-nd'li-a, n. A genus of evergreen
Maar'pie, n. A chattering bird.
Ma-nogr'a-ny, n. A valuable kind of
wood. [hornet.

Ma-bdm'e-tan, n. A disciple ofMa-
Ma-hdm'e-tan-Ism, n. The relig-
ion of Mahometans.

Maid. n. An unmarried woman :—

a

female servant [produced.
Maid'en, a. Fresh ; unpolluted ; fli>t

Maid'en-bair, n. A delicate fern.
Maid'en-like, a. Modest; decent
M&id'en-ly, a. Gentle ; modest.
Maid'hood (madOiQd), n. Virginity.
Mald'-aer-vant, n. A female servant
Hail. n. A coat of steel ; armor :—

a

bag in which letters, newspapers, Ac.,
are enclosed.—v. L To arm defensive-
ly :—to enclose. [mail.
Mail'-coach, n. A coach that carries a
Maim, v. t. to disable ; to mutilate.—
Maim, n. Lameness ; injury.
Main, a. Principal ; chief; mighty.—

n. The gross :—force :—tho ocean:—
the continent

Main'-land, n. A continent
Main'ly, ad. Chiefly; principally;
greatly.

Main'-maat, n. The chiefmast
Main'-aail. n. The principal sail.

Main'-aprlng, n. The principal
spring. [prop.

Main'-atay, n. A chief support ; a
Main-tain', v. t To preserve ; tokeep

;

to support.—v. i. To support by argu-
ment.

Main-tain'a-ble, a. Defensible.
Main-tain'er, n. A supporter.
Main'te-nance, n. Act of maintain-
ing :—support ; sustenance.

Maiae, n. Indian corn.
Ma-iea'ttc, \a. Having majesty

;

Ma-Jea'tl-cal, J grand ; stately -

august
Ma3ea'tMajea'ti-eal-ly, ad. With majesty
MArea-ty , n. Dignity ; grandeur :—

a

title given to sovereigns.
Major, a. Greater ; larger :—senior.—

n. A military officer above a captain.
Ma'lor-dd'm6, n. A steward.
Ma-jdr't-ty, n. The greater number

;

more than naif :—full age.
Make. v. t. To create ; to form : to
compose ; to produce :—to compel :—
to reach ; to gain.—v. i. To tend ; to
operate ; to appear.—n. Form ; struc-
ture; nature.

Makepeace, n. A peace maker.
Mak'er, n. One who makes; the
Creator.

Mak'injr^n. Composition ; structure.
Mal'a-«fiite,a. A carbonate ofcopper.
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Mal-ad-mlu-la-tra'tion, n. Bad
administration.

Mal-a-dr*lt', a, [Ft.] Awkward;
unhandy.

MaTa-dy, n. A disease ; a distemper.
Mal'a-ga. n. A kind of wine.
Mal'a-pert, a. Saucy ; impudent
Mal-ap'ro-pds' (mal-ap'ro-po'), ad.

[Fr.l Unsuitably ; unseasonably.
Mal-a'ri-a, n. [It] A noxious exha-
lation ; a kind of lever.

Male, a. Of the sex that begets young.
—n. The he of any species.

Mate'eon-tent, a. Dissatisfied; dis-

contented.—n. One who is dissatisfied.

Mal-e-dlc'tlon, n. A curse; an exe-
cration, [criminal.

Mat-e-fac'tor, n. An offender: a
Male-fea'aanee.n. An unjust per-
formance ; an evil deed.

Ma-l#v'o-l$nce, n. Malignity

;

malice.
Ha-lev'o-ltat, a. Ill-disposed; malig-
nant.

Mai'ice, n. Hostile or bad feeling;
malignity.

Ma-IFctona, a. Full of malice ; ill-

disposed ; malignant.
Ma-ll'eioua-l^od. With malignity.
Ma-lign' (ma-linO, a. Malicious ; ma-
lignant—v. L To hurt ; to defame.

Ma-llff'nan-cy, n. Malevolence

;

malice.
Ma-Ua'nant, a. Malicious :—hostile
to life ; fatal.—n. A man of ill inten-
tion, [ness.

Ma-lla'nt-tar, n. Malice ; malicious-
Ma-liffn'ly, ad. With ill-will.

Mall, n. A kind of hammer ; mallet.—v. t. To beat with something heavy.
Mal-le«a-bU'l-tjr, n. Susceptibility
of extension by beating.

Mal'le-a-ble, a. That may be extend-
ed by being beaten ; ductile. [mcr.

Mal'le-ate, v. L To beat with a ham-
Mal'let, n. A wooden hammer; a
mall.

Mai'low, n. A plant [and wine.
Malm'sey (mam'ie), n. A sort of grape
Mali, n. Grain steeped and dried for
use in brewing.—v. t. To become
malt. [to rules.

Mal-prac'tice. n. Practice contrary
Malt'ster, n. One who makes malt
Mal-treat', v. L To treat ill.

Mal«treat'ment«n. Ill-usage ; abuse.
Mal-ver-aa'ttan, n. Mean artifices

;

misbehavior in office [mother.
Mam-ma', n. A famfliar word for

Mam'mal, n. An animal that suckles
its young.

Mam-mal'o-«r, n. The natural his-
tory of mammals ; mazology.

HAm'ms-ry, a. Relating to the
breast. [breast.

t'mil-la-ry. a. Belonging to the
/man, n. Riches; wealth.

Mam'mon-Iat, a. A worldly-minded
person.

MANICUORD

Mam'math, n. A huge quadruped
now extinct ; a fossil elephant ; mas-
todon.

Man, n. A human being :—a male of
the human race :—an adult male :—

a

husband:—an individual.—v. L To
furnish with men ; to fortify.

Man'a-cle, v. t. To shackle the hands.
Man'a-clea, n. pi. Chains for the
hands.

Man'affe, v. t To conduct ; to regu-
late ; to direct-*, i. To direct affiurs.

Man'age-a-ble, a. Governable; tract-
able.

Man'affe-ment, n. Act of man*e1ng

;

economy :—administration. [tor.

Man'a-ffer. n. A conductor ; a direc-
Man-el-pa'tftan, n. Slavery; servi-
tude.

Man-da'mns, n. [L.1 A kind of writ
Man*da-rln', n. A Chinese public

officer. [charge.
Man'date, n. Command; precept,
Mau'da-to-ry, a. Preceptive; di-
rectory, [jaw.

Man'dft-ble, n. The jaw ; the lower
Man*dlb'u-lar, a. Belonging to the
jaw. (odious plant

Man'dr&ke, n. An herbaceous, ven-
Man'drel. n. An instrument belong-
ing to a lathe.

Man'dril, n. A species of baboon,
Man'du-eate, r. I. To chew ; to eat
Mane, n. The hair on the neck of a
beast

Ma-heae' (ma-nazh'), n. [Ft.] A riding-
school:—the art of horsemanship.

Ma'nea, n. pi. [L.] Souls of the dead

;

remains of the dead.
Man'flnl, a. Bold ; stout ; valiant.
Man'flnl-ly, ad. Boldly ; stoutly ; like
a man.

Man-sa-neae (mang-ga-nesO. n. A
black mineral :—a metal difficult of
fusion. [tie metal.

Man-fa-he^ni-am. a. A bard, brit-

Minge, n. The itch on cattle.

Man7grel-wur/ael. n. A plant and
root of the beet kind. feat out ot

Hftn'fer, n. A trough for animals to
Man'a;le. v. t. To lacerate ; to cut
Siecemeal :—to smooth.—n. A calen-
er for smoothing linen.

Man'ad, n. An East Indian fruit :—
a pickled melon. [tal fruit.

Man'go-*teen, n. A delicious Orien-
Man'grdve, n. A tropical tree.

Man'ay, a. Infected with the mange.
Man'hood. n. The state or quality of
being a man ; man's estate. [ness.

Ma'ni-a, n. Violent insanity; mad-
Ma'nl-Ac. n. A person infected with
mania.—a. Infected with mania.
insane.

Man-i-ehfan, ) n. One ofan ancient
Man-t-ehef . ) sect, who held to
two eternal principles, the one good,
the other evil. [moit.

Man'i-eherd, n. A musical
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i'i-f*et, o. ObTlom ; not conceal-
ed ; plain ; visible ; clear.-*. A writ-
ing .—an invoice of a cargo.—*, t. To
make appear ; to indicate ; to evince.

Man«l*na*ta/tfton, n. Act of mani-
festing ; exhibition.

MAn'l-f$at»lj,ad. dearly: evidently.
Man-1-ffea't*, n. A public declaration.
Man'1-fdld, a. Many ; diverse ; multi-
plied.

Haa'i-kln, n. A little man ; an ana-
tomical model of the human body.

Ma'nft-ftc, ». A West Indian plant;
cassava.

Ma-nlp^n-late, r. t To operate with
the hands ; to handle. [eration.

Ma-nlp-a-la'tlon, n. A manual op-
Man-klnd', n. The human race ; men
collectively.

Man'like, a. Like a man ; manly.
"" n'li-ness, n. Dignity; bravery,

/ljr.a. Becoming a man ; manful.
v

with courage like a man.
m,n. A gum or honey-like Juice.

'nar, a. Peculiar mode; form;
habit; mien. [manner.

Man'nar-Ism, n. A uniformity of
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Man'ner*ljr, a. Civil ; complaisant

;

decent.—ad. Civilly; without rude-

Man'nera, n. pL Morals ; habits :—
polite behavior. [kin.

Han'nl-kln, n. A little man ; mani-
Ma-ne*a'vre (ma-nu'vur), n. A
stratagem: dexterous management;
finesse ; trick.—*, i. To manage with
address, art, or stratagem.

Man-of-war', n. A large war-vessel.
Han'er.a The jurisdiction or land
of a lord ; a landed estate.

Ma-nd'ri-al.o. Pertaining to a manor.
Mtauscun. A Jlarm:—apersonage-house.
Man'stan, n. A large house; a resi-

dence.
HiB'sliagh-ter, n. The killing of
a person in passion without malice.

Mam'aue-tnde, n. Mildness.
Man'tel, n. A beam or timber over
the fire-place ; a chimney. [apet.

Man-te-let', n. A small cloak ; a par-
Man-tll'la, n. [Sp.] A light, loose
garment

Man'tie, n. A kind of cloak or loose
garment—*, t To cloak ; to cover.—
v. L TO spread ; to be diffused.
Mant'let, n. A sort of shield :—mante-
let

Man'-trap, n. A trap to insnare men.
Han'tn-a, n. A lady's gown or dress.

ker, n. A dress-maker.
_i-al, o. Performed by the hand,

—a. A small book :—a service-book.
Man-u-flto'ta-rjr, n. A place where
JSpods are made ; factory.
wB«o*Aet'nre, n. The act of mak-
ing any thing by art ; any thing made
by art—©, t TO make bv art; to work
up.—m. i. To be engaged in manufact-

Man-a-fltofn-r«r,n. Onewhomanu-
factures.

i-u-mla'aian, n. The act of free-

ing slaves; emancipation ; liberation.
[an-n-mlf, v. t. To release from
slavery ; to emancipate.

Hs-nfirVi v. L To fertilize ; to enrich,
—n. Any thing that fertilises land.

Man-u-acrlpt, n. A book or paper
written ; a writing.

Manx, or Manka, n. The language
of the Isle of Man.—a. Relating to the
Isle of Man.

Man'y , a. Consisting of a great num-
ber ; numerous.—n. A great number.

Map, n. A delineation of some por-
tion of the earth; a chart.-—*. L To
delineate ; to set down.

Ma'ple, n. A tree ofmany species.
Map'per-y, n. The art of designing

, v. t. To injure ; to hurt ; to dam-
age ; to impair.

Mar-a-natli'a, n, A form of anathe-
matizing; a curse.

Ma-raa'mus, n. A wasting consump-
tion.

Ma-rand', v. i. To rove about for

plunder.
Mia-rand'er, n. A plunderer.
Mar*a-Te/dft,n. A Spanish copper coin.
Marble, n. A limestone of many

varieties :—something made of mar-
ble:—a round stone to play with.—a.
Made of or like marble.—v. t. To
variegate like marble.

March, n. The third month of the
year.—n. A military movement ; a
stately or regulated step.—v. i. To
move in military form ; to walk in a
stately manner.-^. L To cause to move,
as an army.

Mareh'ea, n.pL Frontiersofacountry.
Mar'ehien-eas, n. The wife of a
marquis.

Mai^cid, a. Lean ; withered ; faded.
Mare, n. The female ofa horse

.

Malaga-rite, n. A pearl ; a mineral.
Margin, n. A border; verge:—the
blank border of a page.—©. L To bor-
der with a margin.

Kar'arin-al, a. Written on the mar-
gin. [Germany.

Mar'a-rave, n. A title of nobility to
MarSf-ffftld,*!. A plant and its flower.
Mar'i-nate,v. t To salt and preserve.
Ma-rlne',o. Belonging to the sea.—-n.

Sea affairs :—the whole naval force ; a
navy :—a sea-soldier.

Marf-ner, n. A seaman ; a sailor.

MAr'i-ta],a. Pertaining to a husband.
Mar'f-ftlme, a. Pertaining to the sea;

marine.
Mar'Jo-ram, a. A genus of shrubs.
Mark, n. A token ; a stamp ; a proof

:

—a silver coin :—a badge :—an object

to shoot at—v. L To impress with s
token; to stamp :—to observe to nota
—e.i. To note ; to take notice.
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MarTiet, n. A place for buying and
selling ; a mart :—purchase and sale.
—4>. i. To deal at a market ; to buy or
sell.—v. t To sell ; to dispose of.

Mai^ket-a-ble, a. Fit for sale : salable.
Msrks'man, n. A man skilful in
shooting.

Marl, n. A kind of earth.—v. L To
manure with marl.

Mar-la'ceoue, o. Relating to marl.
Mainline, n. A small line of two
strands. [marl.

Marl'j, a. Abounding with or like
Mar7ma-lade, n A preserve made of
quinces, Ac., boiled with sugar.

Mar-mo're-an, o. Made of or like
marble. [classed with rats.

Mar'mot, n. An animal generally
Ma-r66n', n. A free negro living in
the mountains in the West Indies :—

a

chestnut color. [or design.
Marplot* n. One who defeats a plot
Marque (mark), n. [Fr.] A license

:

—a reprisal. [field-tent
Mar-quo*7 (mar-kSO, n. [Frj A large
Mar'qala, n. One ofthe second order
of nobility in England. [a marquis.

Mai^qiiia-ate, n. The lordship of
Marriage, n. The act of uniting a
man and woman for life : wedlock ;

matrimony. Joe married.
Mai^rlafre-a-ble, a. Of a fit age to
Marrow, n. A soft substance in
bones :—essence or best part.

MAr7row-bone, n. A bone containing
marrow.

MAr7row-fat, n. A large, rich pea.
Har'row-yfa. Pithy; full of marrow.
MAr'ry, v. t To unite in marriage.—

v.i. To enter into the conjugal state.

Mara, n. The heathen god of war :—

a

planet [swamp.
Marab, n. A watery tract of land ; a
Mar'abal, n. A chief military com-
mander :—a police officer :—a master
of ceremonies :—a herald.—0. L To
arrange in order. [marshal.

Mar'ebal-abln, n. The office of a
Mareb'y, o. Boggy ; wet ; swampy.
Kar-afrpl-al, n. One of the class of
quadrupeds, the female of which car-
ries her young in a pouch.

Mart, n. A place of public sale ; a mar-
ket [er.

Mar-toi'15, a. Noting a circular tow-
Mar'ten, a. A large Kind of weasel

;

martin.
Marital, a. Warlike ; given to war

;

military ; soldier-like.
Margin, a. A swallow; martlet;
marten.

Mar-tl-n«tf, n. A kind of swallow

:

—a strict disciplinarian.
Mar'tln-fr&la, n. A strap to hold
down the head of a horse :—a spar.

Mar'tyr, n. One who is put to death
for the truth.—e. t. To put to death
as a martyr ; to torment [tyr.

Mar'tyr-dora, a. The death of a mar-
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Mar-tyr-ol'o*a;Iat, n. A writer of
martyrology. [martyrs.

Mar-tyr-ol'o-gy. n. A history of
Marvel, n. Anything astonishing ; a
wonder ; a prodigy ; a miracle.—v. i.

To be astonished.
Mar'vel-loAa, a. Wonderful; very
astonishing; extraordinary.

Maa'ele, n. A bearing like a lozenge
perforated. [manly.

Maa'eu-lliie, a. Male ; not feminine

;

Maab. n. A mixture ; a mass.—v. L To
beat into a mass.

Maab'y, o. Produced by crushing or
pressure.

Maak, n. [Fr.] A cover to disguise
the face ; a visor :—a revel.—v. t To
disguise ; to cover.

Maa/lin, n. A mixture of grain.
Ma'aon, n. A builder in stone or brick:
—a free-mason.

Ma-aon'lc, a. Pertaining to masonry.
Ma'aon-ry, n. Work of a mason :—
free-masonry.

Maa'o-ran, n. A rabbinical work
on the Bible.

Maa'o-rite, n. One of the authors of
the Masoran.

Mae-quer-ade', n. A gathering in
which the company is masked: dis-

guise.—v. i. To assemble in masks.
Maaa, n. [L.] A body ; a lump ; the
bulk :—a confused assemblage ; a Ro-
man Catholic service,

[aa'aa-cre, n. Indiscriminate de-
struction ; butchery ; murder.—v. t To
butcher. [Jaw.

Maa'ae-ter, n. A muscle of the lower
Maa'al-cot, n. An oxide of lead.
Maa'alve-neaa, n. State of being
massive ; weight ; bulk.

Maa'alve, a. Heavy; bulky; massy.
Maa'ay, a. Bulky ; heavy.
Maat»n. The elevated beam ofavessel

:

—the fruit of the oak, beech. Ac.
Maa'ter, n. A director :—a teacher :—
an owner :—a ruler.—u. L To rule; to
govern ; to subdue. [many locks.

Mas'ter-key', n. A key that opens
Maa'ter-ly, o. Artful ; skilful, [ance.
Maa'ter-pleee, n. A capital perform-
Maa'ter-y, n. Dominion; rule; su-

periority.
Maa'tle, n. A tree :—a resin.

Maa'tl-cate, v. t To chew. Ting.

Maa-tl-ca'tton, n. The act of cnew-
Maa'tlflT, n. A large species of dog.
Maa'to-don, n. A huge quadruped
resembling the elephant, now extinct

Mat, n. A texture of flags, rushes, Ac.—v. U To twist together ; to cover
with mats.

Matob, n. Something to take fire:—
a contest ; an equal ; marriage.—v. I.

To suit; to marry.—v.i To be married;
» to suit [peerless.

Matcb'loas, a. Having no equal;
Mateb'loefc, a. A look fired by a
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MATE

. a. A companion :—a second
officer in a vessel.—v. t. To match ; to
marry ; to compete with.

Mate'less, a. Having no companion.
Ma-te'ri»al, a. Consisting of matter

;

corporeal ; notaplritual:—Important.—
a. The substance of which any thing
is made. fterialists.

Ma-t&ri-al-Ism, n. Doctrine of ma-
Ma-t&rl-al-lst, n. One who denies
the existence of spiritual substances.

Ma-te-rl-al'1-ty, n. Material exist-
ence :—importance ; weight. [ter.

Ma-te'rl-al-ly, od. In a state of mat-
Ma-t&rl-a m^d'i-ca, [L.] Substan-
ces used in medicine :—the branch of
medical science which treats of the
knowledge of medicines, [motherly.

Ma-ter'nal, a. Befitting a mother;
Ma-ter'nl-ty, n. State or relation of
a mother.

Matli-e-inafi-eal, a. Pertaining or
according to mathematics. [matics.

Matli-e-niat'l-eal-ly,ad. Bymathe-
Hath-e-ma-tl'eian, n. One versed
in mathematics.

Hath-«-mat'les, n. The science of
Quality or of magnitude and number.

Mat-l-nee' (mat-e-na'), n. [Fr.l The
forenoon:—an afternoon musical or
dramatic entertainment.

Mat'In, a. Pertaining to the morning.
Mat/ins, n.pl. Morning worship or
service.

Mat'rass, n. A chemical vessel.
Ma'trlce (matris). n. [L.] The womb

;

matrix; a mould for casting types,
coins, Ac. [derer of a mother.

Mat'rl*eide, n. The murder or mur-
Ma-trle'u-late, v. L To admit to
membership.—n. One who is matric-
ulated, filiating.

Ma*trIe-a-la'tlon, n. Act or matric-
Mat-ri*m6'nl-al, a. Relating to
marriage. [wedlock ; marriage.

Mat'ri-mo-ny, n. The nuptial state;
Ma'trix, ». [L. J Womb;mould ; matrice.
Ma'tron, n. An elderly woman; a wife.
Mat'ron-al, a. Grave; motherly;
matronal.

Ma'tron-ly.a. Motherly.
Mat'ter, n. That which occupiesspace

;

substance of which bodies are con-
stituted :—pus .-—subject—v. i. To be
of importance : to signify.

Mat'tine, n. Materials for mats.
Mat'toek, n. A kind of pickaxe.
Mat'tress, n. A bed, stuffed with hair,
wool, Ac

Mat'u-rate, v. t. To ripen, [ing ripe.
Mat-u-r&'tlon, n. The state ofgrow-
Ma-tare% a. Perfected by time ; per-

fect in condition or years ; ripe ; well-
digested; well-considered.—v. L To
ripen ; to make ripe.—v. i. To become
perfect.

Ma*ture'ly, ad. Ripely ; completely.
Ha-tu'rl-ty, n. A mature state ; ripe-
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Maud'lin,a. Drunk ; fuddled.—n. A
perennial plant.

Hanl.n. A wooden hammer ; malL

—

v. L To beat harshly ; to mall.
Maul'-stlek, n. A painter's stick on
which to rest hia hand.

Maun'der, v. i. To murmur ; to beg

;

to mutter. [leum.
Mau-so-le'an, n. Relating toa mauso-
Mau-so*le'uin, n. A magnificent
tomb or monument.

Ma'vis,n. A thrush.or bird like athrush
MAw, n. The stomach of animals :—
craw.

Mawk'isb, a. Apt to give satiety.
Mawk'y, a. Full of maggots.
Max'il-lar, a. Maxillary. [bone.
Max'll-la-ry, a. Belonging to the iaw-
Max'lm, n. An adage, an aphorism

;

a proverb.
Max'1-mam, n. [L.] The greatest
quantity attainable in agiven case.

May, v. auz. To be permitted ; to be
possible.—n. The fifth month of the
year.

May'-day, n. The first day of May.
May'hem, n. Act ofmaim ing; lame-
ness, [city.

May'or, n. The chief magistrate of a
May'or-al-ty,n. The office ofamayor.
May'-pole, n. A pole danced round
in May. [cherry.

Mas'ard, n. A kind of dark-colored
Mase, n. A state of perplexity; a
labyrinth ; confusion ; perplexity.—
v. t. To bewilder.

Ma'sy, a. Perplexed with windings

;

confused.
Me> pron. The objective case of I.

Mead, n. A drink made of waterand
honey :—meadow.

Mead'ow, n. Low or level grass land.
Mea'ffre (merger), a. Lean; thin;
poor. [ground.

Meal. n. A repast:—corn or grain
Meal'y* <*• Resembling meal.
Meal'y-moutbed, a. Bashful ; sup-
pressing the truth.

Mean, a. Wanting dignity ; ordinary

;

common ; base ; low .-—middle ; inter-
mediate.—n. A middle state between
two extremes ; a medium ; a middle
rate.—v. i. To purpose.—v. L To in-
tend ; to design.

Me-an'der, n. A labyrinth ; a wind-
ing.

—

v. i. To run m windings.—v. t
To turn around ; to wind.

Mean'lnar, n. Purpose; intention;
signification.

Mean'ly, ad. Without dignity ; basely.
Mean'nesa, n. Want of dignity ; base-

ness, [sources.
Means, n. pL Income; revenue; re-

Meant, i. & p. from mean. [time.
Mean'time, ad. In the intervening
Mean'while, ad. Meantime.
Mea'sles, n. A contagious, cutaneous
disease

Mea'sly, a. Infected with measles.
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/-ra-ble, a. Thatmay be meas-
ured :—moderate.

MtaaSur*, n. That by which any
thing is measured ; a standard :—quan-
tity :—moderation :—metre :— musical
time.—pi. Proceedings.—-v. L To com-
pute by rule ; to proportion ; to mark
out. [boundless.

MJIaa'mre-ltaa, a. Immeasurable

;

M£aa'«re*m6iit, n. Act of measur-
ing ; measure ; dimensions.

M€aa'ar-er, n. One who measures.
M6at.n. Flesh to be eaten. [fleer.

Me-chan'ic, n. An artisan; an artJ-

Me-ch&n'i-eal, a. Relating to me-
chanics; employed in manual labor.

Me-eh&n'i-eal-ly, ad. According to
mechanism.

Mgeh-a-iil'clan (mek-a-nlsh'an). n.

A maker ofmachines; one skilled in
mechanics.

Me-chan'Ics, n. The science of the
laws of matter and motion.

Mtoh'an-Iam, n. Structure or parts
of a machine.

Mgch'an-Ist, n. One versed in me-
chanics; a mechanician.

Me-chd'a-caii, n. A large root or
white Jalap.

Me-co'nl-am, n. [L.] Juice of the
white poppy; opium.

Mgd'al, n. An ancient coin :—a piece
of metal stamped.

Me-d&l'llon, n. A large medal
M6d'*l-llat, n. One skilled in med-
als :—one who gains a medal.

MM'al-ltur-ffy, *• The art of mak-
ing medals. [pose.

Mfcd'dle; v. i. To interfere ; to inter-
Mtid'dler, n. One who meddles; a
busybody.

M6d'dleH»oine,a. Intrusive ; officious.

Mgd'dllnar, n. Officious interposi-
tion, [die ages.

M«d-l-ce'val, a. Relating to the mid-
M6'di-al, a. Noting average ; mean.
M6'dl»aste, v. i To interpose ; to inter-

cede.—a. Interposed; middle, [cause.
Me^dl-ate-ly, ad. By a secondary
M6-dl-&'tlon, n. Act of mediating

;

interposition; intercession.
Mfdl-a-tor, n. One who mediates.
M$-dl-a-to'ri-al, a. Relating to a
mediator. [physical.

M4d'l-eal, o. Relating to medicine;
M6d'l-eal*ly, ad. Physically ; medic-

inally, [icine.
IHd'l-eate, v. t To tincture with med-
Me-dfo'1-nal, a. Healing ; sanative ;

physical.
MM'l-cIne, n. That branch of physic
which relates to the healing of dis-
eases :—a drug :—physic.

Mfdl*d-cre (-o-kur\ a. Of mod-
erate degree; middling: medial.

M6'dl-d*erlat, n. One of middling
abnitiea i

M6-dl*6«'rl*ty, n. Moderate degree ; I

middle state, or degree. I

MELTDfQ

M'l-tata v.L To plan; to think
on.—v. i. To think ; to contemplate.

M6d-l-t&'tlon, n. Deep thought;
contemplation. [uon.

MM'l-uUtive, a. Given to contempla-
Me^di-Am^n. A means:—an instru-

ment.
M&l'lar, n. A tree and its fruit
MM'ley, n. A mixture; mingled
mass.—<x. Mingled ; confused.

M«d'ul-la-ry, a. Relating to the
marrow or pith.

M6€d, n. A reward ; recompense.
HMk, a. Mild ; gentle ; humble.
Me£lt'ly, ad. Mildly ; gently ; softly.

Heek'ness, n. Gentleness ; humility.
HMr'tehanm (-shdum), n. A mag-
nesian mineral :—a tobacco pipe.

M66t,a. Fit; proper : suitable.—v. L
To come together ; to join ; to find.—
v. i. To encounter.

HMt1nf,n. An assembly; interview.
HMt;Infr-bonae, n. A house of pub-

lic worship.
M66t'ly, ad. Fitly; properly; suitably.
Meit'ness, n. Fitness ; propriety.
M^ff'av-scdpe, n. An optical instru-
ment.

H£a;-a-thfrl-am, n. A gigantic, ex-
tinct, mammiferou8 quadruped.

M&arrlm, n. A disorder ofthe head

;

vertigo. [choly.
Mtl'an-cli61-lc, a. Dejected ; znelan-
M«l'an-ch61-y, n. A disease of the
mind characterized by depression of
spirits; gloom; dejection.-o. Gloomy;
dejected. [mixture.

Me-lange' (me-lftnzhO, n. [Fr.l A
Melee (ma-la'), n. [Fr.] A battle; a

conflict. [ameliorate.
M61'lo-rate, v. L To make better ; to
Mel-lo-ra'tlon, n. Improvement;
amelioration. [honey.

Mel-lirer-ofta, a. Productive of
Mel-liriu-ence, n. A flow of honey.
Mel-lIFlu-ent, \ a. Flowing as with
Mel-liriu*otfca, f honey ; sweetly
flowing.

Mel'low, a. Soft ; fully ripe.—v. L To
ripen ;—to soften.—v. i. To grow mat-
ure, [ripeness.

MeJ'low-n&ss, n. Maturity ; softness;

M61-o-co*t6n'9 n. A quince :—a yel-

low peach. [ical.

Me-lo'dl-otta,a. Havingmelody;mus-
Me-ld'de-on, n. A kind of organ.
Mel'o-diae, v. t. To make melodious.
M#l-£-dra-mat'le, a. Done for ef-

fect only.
M#l'o-drame, n. A dramatic perfor-

mance, accompanied with songs or
music.

Mel'o-dy, n. An agreeable succession
of single tones; sweetness of sound;
harmony; music. [its fruit

M#l'on, n. A well-known plant and
Melt, v. t Tomake liquid :—to soften,
—v. i. To become liquid.

Mtlt/ina;, n. Act of softening.
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MEMBER

Mftm'ber, n. A limb; a clause:—one
of a society or community, [member.

Hem'ber-alilp, n. State ofbeing a
Bfem-brav-n&'eeoiiA, a. Consisting
of membranes; membranous.

Bfem'braae, n. A web of several
fibres ; a thin white skin.

Mem'bra-noAn, a. Consisting of, or
like, membranes ; membranaceous.

He-mfen'tft, n. (L.) A memorial; a
remembrancer; a hint

Me-molr (mem'war), n. A written ac-
count:—a biographical notice :—a re-
cord.

Mem'o-ra-ble, a. Worthy of remem-
brance ; signal ; remarkable.

Hem'o-ra-bly, ad. In a memorable
manner.

H^m-o-ran'dnm, n. [L.1 A note to
help the memory ; a record.

He-sndVrl-al. a. Preserving memory.—n. Something to preserve the mem-
ory ; a monument ; record.

Me-sno'rl-al-lat, «. One who pre-
sents a memorial.

He-rao'rl-al-ise, v.t To present a
memorial to ; to petition.

Me'm'o-risse, v. t To record ; to cause
to be remembered.

Msn'o-ry, n. The faculty of recol-
lecting things ; recollection ; remem-
brance.

Ken, n.; pi. ofman.
Men'ace, n. A threat; denunciation.
—v. U To threaten. [threat.

Men'a'elnff, n. Act of threatening ; a
Men-a^e-rle (me-na'zhe-r£), n. [Fr.]

A collectionofanimals ; a place where
animals are kept for show.

Mend, v. L To repair; to correct.—
v. i. To grow better : to improve.

Men-da'dons (-da'ahus), a. False

;

lying.
Men-dae'i-ty . n. A habit of lying.
M6n'dl-can-cy, n. Beggary ; men-
dicity.

M6n'dl-eant, n. One who begs; a
beggar.—a. Begging ; poor.

~en-dle'l-ty, n. The state of a beg-
r; mendicancy.
ni-al, a. Belonging to servants;

servile.—n. A domestic servant.
Kea-in-ri'tis, n. Inflammation of
the membranesof the brs In. [crescent.

He-nls'ens, n. A lens shaped like a
Hen'aes, n. of. Monthly discharges.
Hen'strn-al, o. Monthly ; lasting a
month. [menses.

Hen'atru-ate, v. t To discharge the
Men-stra-a'tfon, n. Flow of the
menses. [fluid; a solvent.

Hen'stru-nm, n. JL.] A dissolving
Hena'ii-ra-ble.a. That may be meas-
ured; measurable.

Hena-n-ra'tion, n. The act or art

of measuring. [intellectual.

Hf.a'tal, a. Relating to the mind

;

Mn'tal-ly, ad. Intellectually; in

the mind.
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Men'tlon, n. Act of mentioning ; a
notice; a recital; a hint.—v. t. To
name ; to express.

Men'tor, n. JL.] A wise counsellor.
Men-t&'ri-ai, a. Containing advice.
Me-phft'le, a. Relating to mephitis

;

foul ; noxious.
Me-phi'tla, n. [L.] A noxious exha-
lation; mephitism. [tion.

Meph'1-tlsm, n. A noxious exnala-
Her'eati-tlle, a. Relating to com-
merce ; trading.

MeWce-na-ry, a. Serving for pay;
hired.—n. A hireling.

Mer'eer, n. A dealer In silks, [traffic
Mer'cer-y, n. The trade of mercers;
Mer'elian-difie, n. Objects of com-
merce; commodities; goods:— com-
merce.—v. i. To trade ; to traffic.

Merchant, n. An importer or ex-

Wsorter of goods ; a trader, [and sold.
er'chant-a-ble, a. Fit to be bought

Merchant-man, n. A ship of trade.
Mei^cl-fnl, a. Full of mercy ; com-
passionate ; tender. [tenderly.

Mer'el-fnl-ly, ad. With compassion;
Mer'cl-leas, a. Unfeeling ; cruel.
Mer-cn'rl-al, a. Containing mercu-
ry; spirited.—n. A preparation of
mercury. [with mercury.

Mer-eii'ri-al-ize, v. t. To imbue
Mei^en-ry, n. An ancient heathen
deity :— a planet :—quicksilver.

Mer*ey, n. Tenderness towards an of-

fender; grace; kindness :—clemency.
Mere, a. Bare ; sheer; pure.
Mere'ly, ad. Simply ; only ; solely.

M«r-e-irI'clons. a. Alluring by false
show ; false :—lewd :—gaudy.

Merge, t». L To immerse.—1». t. To be
swallowed or sunk. [ges.

Mer|r/er,n. He who or thatwhich mer-
Me-rld'l-an, n. Noon ; midday :—an
imaginary great circle which the sun
crosses at noon :—the hiphest noint.

—

a. Relating to midday or the nighest
point

Me-rId'l*o*nal, a. Relating to the
meridian ; southerly.

Me-rl'no, n. [Sp.] A species of flne-

woolled sheep :—a cloth made of fine

wool.
Mtr'lU n. Desert of good or evil ; due
reward.—*, t. To deserve. [worthy.

2H€r-l*td'rl-ottA, a. Having merit;
Mer'Un, n. A kind of hawk.
Bier'Ion, n. Part of a parapet.
Mer'mald, n. A fabled animal, part
woman and part fish. [maid.

Her'man, n. The male of the mer-
Mer'rl-ly. ad. Gayly ; with mirth.
Me>'rl-ment, n. Noisy sport ; mirth.
MeVry, a. Gay; jovial ; noisy; laugh-

ing, [zany.

MeVry-an'clrew, n. A bunoon ; a
MeVry-mak-lnff, n. A jovial enter-

tainment.
MeVrv-thonvht, n. The forked

breast-bone of fowls.
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Mwr'sion, n. Act of merging; im-
mersion.

Hesh, ». Space between the threads
of a net.—v. t To catch in a net.
Mesh'y,a. Reticulated; like net-work.
Mes'lui, «. A mixture of grain ; mas-

lin :—a union of flocks. [ism

.

Mes-mer'ic, a. Relating to meamer-
Mes'mer-Ism. n. The act of causing
a peculiar kind of sleep.

Mes'mer-ise, v. L To put into a state

of mesmeric sleep.
Mesne (men), o. Middle.
Mes'o-type, ft. A species of zeolyte.
Mess, n. A dish of food :—an ordinary

:

—acompany at the same table; a crew.
—v. i. To feed together.

Mes'sage, n. A notice or communica-
tion sent; an errand. [message.

Mes'sen-ker, n. One who bears a
Mes-si'an, n. The Anointed : Christ.
Mes-si'an-shlp, ». The office of
Messiah.

Messieurs (mesh'urs or meVyers), «.

St.]
Sirs; gentlemen :—the plural of

r.; abbreviated to Messrs.
Mess'mate, n. One who eats at the
same table.

Mes'snage (mes'swal), n. A dwelling-
house and adjoining land.

Mes-tll'sd, n.7Sp.1 The offspring of a
Spaniard or Creole and an American
Indian.

M$t, i. & p. from meet, [metacarpus.
M6t-a-car'pal, a. Relating to the
M€t-a-ear'pus, n. The hand without

S
fingers. [in time.
e-taeh'ro-nlsm, «. A date too late
€t'al, n. A firm hard substance,
shining, opaque, and fusible by heat.

Me-tal'llc, a. Relating to the proper-
ties of metals. [metals.

M«t-al-lirer-otts, a. Producing
9iet'al-lii»e, a. Like metal ; metallic.
Mgt'al-Hst. n. A worker in metals.
M£t*al-16jr/ra-pliy, n. A descrip-
tion of metals. [metals.

MeX'al-lur-glst, ». A worker in
Mgt'al-lur-gy n- The art of extract-
ing metals from their ores.

M6t-a-mor'phose, v.L To change;
to transform; to transfigure.

Mgt-a-mor'pho-sls, n. Change of
form ; transformation.

M£t'a-phor, n. A comparison or a
simile comprised in a word.
Met-a-ph6r/l-cal, a. Partaking of
metaphor; figurative.

M£t-a-ph6r'l-eal-ljr, ad. Figura-
tively ; not literally. [tion.Met'a-phrase, n. A verbal transla-

Met-a-phras'tle, a. Literal in inter-
pretation, [metaphysics.

Bf>t-a-phyn'l-cal, a. Pertaining to
M£t-a-phy-*I'elan, n. One versed
in metaphysics.

M6t-a-pnys'les, n. Science ofmen-
tal phenomena ; intellectual philoso-
phy ; psychology.

XILROMKTRIC

Me-tath'e-sls,ft. A transposition of
letters.

Mete, v. L To measure; to reduce to
measure.—n. A measure; limit;
boundary.

Me'te-or, a. A luminous body float-

ing in the atmosphere; a meteoric
stone.

Me-te-ftrsie, a. Relating to meteors
—influenced by the weather.

Me-te-ftr'o-liie. «. A meteoric stone.
Me-te-ftr-o-lftg'I-eal, a. Relating

to meteorology. [in meteorology.
Mfte-o-rWo-fflst, n. One skilled
Me-te-o-r&l'o-gy n. The science of
the atmosphere and its phenomena;
state of the weather.

Met/er, n. Measure ; rhythm ; verse.
Me-theg'lfn, ft. Drink made oi hon-
ey and water. [to me.

He-thinks', v. imp. I think ; it seer
M£th'od,n. A regular order; arrange
ment ; mode ; way.

Me-thod'1-cal, a. Relating to meth -

od ; regular ; orderly.
Me-thod'1-eal-ly, ad. According

to method.
Mftth'od-tsm, n. The principles of
Methodists.

Mgth'od-Ist. ft. One of a sect ofChris-
tians founded by Wesley. [od.

M6th'od-ise, v. t To reduce to meth-
Me-tttn'ie, a. Relating to Meton:—
noting a cycle of nineteen years.

Me-t&n'y-my or Het-o-nym'y, ft.

A figure by which the effect is put for
the cause, or the cause for the effect

Me^tre (mfter), n. The measured ar-
rangement of words in verse ; verse ;

measure ; numbers.
M6t'rl-eal, a. Relating to metre.
Me-trttp'o-lls, n. The chief city.

M$t-ro-p61'l-tan, ft. An archbish-
op.—a. Belonging to a metropolis.

Met'tie, ft. Substance ; metal :—spir-
it; courage.

Mettle-some, a. Lively ; brisk.

Mew (mu), «. An enclosure:- a sea-
fowl.—v. t To confine :—to shed.—v.i.

To moult :—to cry as a cat.

Mewl (mul), v. L To cry as a child.
Me-sue're-on, n. A flowering shrub.
M$s-BO-tIn'td, ». A kind of engrav-
ing on copper, [effluvia; miasma.

Mi'asm, ft. Noxious exhalations or
Mi-as'ma, n. [Or.] A noxious sub-
stance or exhalation ; miasm.

Mi'ea, a. A mineral substance.
Mi-ea'ceous (-k&'shus), a. Pertaining
to mica.

Mice, ft. pi. of mouse.
Mlrh'aei-mas, n. The feast of St.

Michael, celebrated 29th of September.
Mi'ero-cosm, n. A little world:—
man.

Mi-crom'e-ter, n. An instrument to
measure small distances.

Mi-cro-met'ric, a. Relating to the
micrometer.
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_, n. An optical Instru-
ment for magnifying small objects.

Mi-ero-aeftp'ie, a. Relating to a
microscope : very minute, [extremes.

Mid. a. Middle ; equally between two
Mld'day, a. Meridional ; being at noon.
Mld'dle, a. Equally distant from the
two extremes; intermediate; central.
—n. The part equidistant from two
extremes ; the centre. [rate.

Mld'dllnff, a. Of middle rank; mode-
Midge (mTdj), n. An insect ; a gnat
IdOand, < - ....... -

, a. Surrounded by land;
interior.

Mld'nirht^i. Twelve o'clock at night.
Mld'rllT, n. The diaphragm.
Mld'shlp-man, n. A naval cadet, or
oung officer.

Midst, n. The middle.-* Middle.
Mld'sum-mer, n. The middle of
summer.

Mld'wAy, n. The middle.—a. Being
in the middle. [obstetrics.

MId'wife, n. A woman who practices
Mld'wlfe-ry, n. The art of agisting
women in childbirth ; obstetrics.

Hlen (men), n. Air ; look ; manner.
MIAT, n. A slight resentment—v. t. To
s^ve a slight offence.

Might, i. from may. Could ; had pow-
er.—n. Power ; strength ; force.

Migbt'l-ly.ad. Powerfully.
Miffht'i-iieM, n. Power ; might.
Mifjriit'y, a. Strong ; powerful.
Mlgn-o-nette7 (mln-yo-neV). n. [Fr.]

A plant and its fragrant flower.
Mi'ffrate, v. L To remove to another
W>lace. [removal.

i-fjrsVtlon, n. Change ofresidence ;

Mi'rra-to-ry.a. Changing residence.
Mllek,a. Giving milk.
Mild, a. Kind ; soft ; gentle.
Mil'dew, n. A disease in plants.—v. I
To taint with mildew.

Mild'lj,ad. In amild manner; gently;
softly. [mercy.

Mild'neaa, n. Gentleness ; meekness

;

Mite, n. Ajmeasure of distance ; 5, 280
feet [mile.

Wil+'mm+yn. Pees for travel by the
Mll'ftfl,*. A plant
Mll'l-tant, a. Fighting; engaged in
war.

Mll'i-ta-ry, a. Warlike: martial;
ao1dierly.-a.pt. The soldiery; the
army. [against.

ffil'l'tlte, v.i. To contend ; to operate
Ml-11'tla (me-llsh'ya), n. A body of

citizens enrolled for military service.
Milk, a. The liquor with which fe-

males feed their young:—Juice of
plants.—9. L To draw milk.

Mllk'er, n. One that milks, [softness.

JHlk'i-n«as, n. Resemblance of milk;
Mllk'mald, n. A woman who milks.
HDk'man, n. A man who sells milk.
Mllk'-pail, n. A pail for milk.
MUk'y, q. Made of. or like, milk.
jDlk'y*wayf a. The galaxy.

Mill, n. A machine for grinding grain ;

a building; manufactory :—one-tenth
of a cent—v. L To grind ; to stamp :—
to beat. [for a mill.

Mill'•dam, n. A dam to keep water
Mll-le-na'ri-an, n. A believer in the
millennium.—a. Relating to the mil-
lennium.

Mll'Ie-na-ry, n. Period of 1000 years.—<l Consisting ofa thousand.
Mll-l£n'iii-al, a. Pertaining to the
millennium.

Mll-l$n'nl-tim, n. [L.] A thousand
years:—a thousand years of Christ's
expected reign on earth.

Mll'le-p€d, n. An animal of a thou-
sand, or ofmany, feet [lithophyte.

Mll'le-pore, n. A species of coral or
Mll'ler, n. One who attends a mill.
Mil-leVl-mal, a. Thousandth.
Mll'let, n. A genus of tall grasses ; sor-
ghum.

MIl'li-ner,n. One who makesand sells

head-dresses, caps. Ac.
MIl'll-ngr-y,n. The work ofmilliners.
Million (-yun), n. Ten hundred thou-
sand, [lions.

Mll'llon-a-ry, a. Consisting of mil-
Mllllonnalre (mll-yun-arO, n. [Fr.]

A man possessed! of one or more mil-
lions ; a man of great wealth.

Mlll'-pttnd, n. A pond dammed up
for a mill. [for water.

MUl'-race, n. A canal or channel
Mlll'rea, or HUl'ree, n. A Portu-
guese coin. [grain.

Mlll'-stone, n. A stone for grinding
MIU'-tftAtb, n. A double tooth.
MIlt,n. The sperm of the male flsh;
the spleen.

Mllt'wort (-wilrt), n. Spleenwort.
Mirvine, n. A bird : the kite.

Mime, n. A mimic ; abuffoon :—a farce.

MI-m€t'ic, or Ml-mftt'i-cal, a. Im-
itative.

Mlm'lc, v. t To imitate for sport ; to
ape.—n. An imitator ; a buffoon.

Mlm'lc, \a. Imitative ; acting the
Mlm'1-cal, j mimic.
Mlm'lc-ry, n. Playful imitation.
Ml-md'aa, n. The sensitive plant
Mlm'u-IAs, n. A genus of plants.
Ml-nn'clons, a. Full ofthreats.
Ml-nfte'i-ty, n. A disposition to use

threats. [chitecture.
MIn'a-r€t, n. A spire in Saracen ar-
Mlnce. v. t. To cut into small parts.

—

v. i. To speak with affected delicacy
or nicety.

Mince-pie' (mlns-plO, n. A pie
made of minced meat [affectedly.

Mlnc'lng, p. a. Acting or speaking
Mlnc'lng-ly, ad. In small parts ; af-

fectedly.
Mind, n. The thinking faculty in man;

soul; understanding:—choice: opin-
ion.—v. L To mark ; to regard.—*, i.

To be disposed.
Mind'ed, a. Disposed ; inclined.
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Mind'fal, a. Attentive; heedful ; ob-
servant

Mine, a. Belonging to me.— n. A place
in the earth containing minerals :—

a

cavern under a fortification; an exca-
vation.—v. i. To dig.—v. L To sap.

Min'er, n. One who digs mines.
MIn'er-al, ». An inorganic substance
found In the earth.—a. Consisting of
fossil bodies; pertaining to minerals.

MIn'er-al-IsC, n. One skilled in
minerals. [a mineral.

Mln'cr-al-isse, v. L To combine with
MIn'er-al-iz-er, n. That which
mineralizes. [mineralogy.

MIn-er«a-l6g'l-cal, a. Relating to
MIn-er-al'o-fflst, n. One versed in
minerals. [minerals.

Mln-er-al'o-gy, n. The science of
Mingle, v. L To mix; to compound.—

v.i. To be mixed. [ion.

Mln'l-ate, v. t. To paint with vermil-
Mln'la-ture, n. A portrait, picture,
or representation in a small compass.

Mln'1-kln, a. Small- diminutive.—
n. A darling :—a small pin.

Mln'lm, n. A dwarf :—a note in music

:

—a short poem :—a small liquid meas-
ure :—a small fish.

Mln'1-mum, n. [L.] The smallest
quantity.

Min'lng* n. The act of working in
mines.

Mln'ion (mln'yun), n. A favorite; a
low. mean dependent :— a small type.

Mln'ls-ter, n. One who ministers; a
servant :—an administrator; a high of-

ficer of the state :—an ambassador :—

a

clergyman; a priest; a pastor.—v. L To
give; to supply.

—

v. i. To attend ; to

Mln-l*-te'rft-al, a. Pertaining to a
minister or ministry :—done under an
other. [office.

Mln-ffi-tra'tlon, n. Agency; service;

Mln'f»-try, n. The office of a minis-
ter; service; agency :—the ecclesiastical
function :—ministers of a state.

Mini-Am, n. [L. 1 Red lead, [its fur.

Mink, n. A small animal, valued for
Mln'now, n. A small river fish.

Mi'nor, a. Inferior; less; smaller.—n.
One under age.

Ml-n&r'l-ty, n. State of being a mi-
nor :—the less number.

MIn'o-taur, n. A fabulous monster.
Mln'ater, n. A monastery :—a cathe-
dral church.

Mln'strel, n. A player upon instru-
ments ; a musician; a poet and singer.

Mln'atrel-ay, n. Music —a company
of musicians.

Mint, n. A place for coining money:—
a plant.

—

v. t. To coin ; to stamp :—to
Invent [coming.

Mlnt'age, n. Coinage :—duty paid for

Mln'n-end, n. The number from which
another number is to be subtracted.

Mln'n-«t, n. A stately, regular dance.

MISCALL

Mi'nns, a. [L.] Less :—noting subtrac-
tion, [trifling :—particular.

Ml-nnte7
, a. Very small ; little; slender,

MIn'nte. n. The 60th part ofan hour

:

—the 60th part of a degree :—a short
note; a sketch.—v. t To set down in
short notes.

Mln'nte-book, n. A book of short
hints. [minute.

Mln'ute-arnn, n. A gun fired ever}
Ml-nnte'ly, ad. In a minute manner;
exactly.

Ml-nate'news, n. Extreme smallness.
Mi-nu'tl-se (me-nu'she-c), n.pL [L]
Minute divisions; the smallest par-
ticulars.

Minx, n. A pert, wanton girl.

Mi'ny, a. Relating to mines; subter-
raneous.

Mi'o-c€ne, a. Relating to the second
division of the tertiary period.

MIr'a-ele, n. An effect above human
Wx>wer : a prodigy ; a wonder.
f-rac'n-loua, a. Supernatural

;

wonderful. [gallery.
Mlr-a-dor7

, n. [8p.] A balcony or
Ml-raff*' (me-razhO, n. [Fr.l An op-

tical Illusion presenting au image of
water in sandy deserts.

Mire, n. Mud; dirt at the bottom of
water.—v. t. To fix mud ; to soil.

Mir'Kneaa, n. Dirtiness ; fulness of
mire.

Mlrk'y, a. Dark ; gloomy.
Mlr'ror.n. A lookingglass :—a pattern.—v. t To exhibit by use of a minor.
Mfcrtb, n. Merriment ; glee ; gayetv.
Mirtb'fnl, a. Merry ; gay ; cneemil.
Mfcrtb'fnl-n£ss,n. Merriment; mirth.
Mkrtb'lea»,a. Joyless: cheerless.
Mir*y, a. Deep in mud : full of mire.
Mir'sa, n. A Persian title ; a prince.
MIs-ad-T$nt'nre, n. A mischance

;

misfortune. [kind.
MIs'an-tbrope, n. A hater of man-
Mls-an-tbrttp'le, ) a. Partak-
Mls-an-tbrttp't-cal, { ing of mis-
anthropy, [of mankind.

Mla-an 7tbro-py , n. Hatred or dislike
Mfa-ap«pli-ca'ilon, n. A wrong ap-
plication.

Mis-ap«ply',v. t. Toapply incorrectly.
MIs-ap-pre*b£n«l', v. I To misun-
derstand, [ception.

MI»-ap«pre-b£n'slon,n. Amiscon-
Mls-ap-pro'prl-ate, v. t. To appro-
priate wrong. [to suit ill.

Mist-be*come', v. t. Not to become

;

Mls-be-bave', v. i. To act 111 or im-
properly.—v. t. To conduct improperly.

MIsv-De-hav'lor, n. Ill conduct.
Mln-be-Iltr, n. A wrong belief.

Mta-be»ll€ve', t>. i. To believe wrong.
Mla-be-atow', v. t. To bestow wrong.
MI»-cal'cn-lato, v. t. To reckon
wrong. fputation.

Mln-cal-ca-la'tlon, n. A wrong com-
Mlo-call', v. t. To name or call im-
properly.
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MISCARRIAGE

Act of miscarry-
ing; failure ^-abortion.

Mla-e&r'ry, v.t To fall :—to have an
abortion. [races.

Mlaec-src-na'tlon, n. A mixture of
na-eel-las'nc-olka, a. Composed of
various kinds ; diverairied ; mixed.

Kfo'eel-la-nj, n. A collection of
various matters : a medley.

Mis-chance', n. Misfortune; mishap.
Kfo'efaleC, n. Evil, intentional or
unintentional ; harm ; injury.

Kfo'etileT-o<ik,a. Making mischief

;

harmful; injurious.
Mla'alile*-ofta-ly, ad. Hurtfully.
Hlseh'na, or Mlah'na, n. The text
of the Jewish Talmud. [ously

.

MIs-elUMtae', v. t To choose errone-
ms-ci-tA'tlon. n. A wrong citation.

Mis-cite/, v. L To quote wrong.
Mis-claim', n. A mistaken claim.
Mls-eftm-po-ta'tion, n. A false

reckoning. [wrong.
Mfts-eona-pftte', v. t To compute
MOte-eon-delTe/, v. L To conceive
wrong ; to misjudge. [ception.

Mls-ean-e*p'iiom, a. A wrong con-
Mls-con'dact, n. Bad conduct ; ill

behavior.
Mas-eon^Act',v. f. To manageamiss.
Mls-eon-J4cViire, n. A wrong con-
lecture.—«. t To guess wrong.Mia con-atrttc'tion, n. A wrong
construction. [wrong.

Us-edn'atrua, v. t To interpret
Mis cd<kn'ael, v. t To advise wrong.Ma cb1knt\ v.t To count wrong.—

a. i. To reckon wrong.—n. An erro-
neous reckoning.

Mls'ere-ant, a. A villain.

MISSES VB 228

Mis-date', v> ^
Hls-dMd

offence.

To date erroneously.
An evil action ; fault

;

[to mistake.
. , v. t To judge wrong

;

Mls-da-mean', v. t To behave ill.MJa"de»Mcam'or, n. An offence less
atrocious than a crime ; misconduct.

M3s-di-r6ct/, v. t To direct or guide
amiss. [mit

Mls-df, v. t,& i. To do wrong; to com-
MIs-d+'liis;, a. An offence ; miscon-

duct, [wrong
plfty', v. i. To employ or use

em-pldy'ment, n. Improper
application.

Mu-ftn'try, a. A wrong entry, [churl.
M3'aer,s. One covetous to excess ; a
MIs/er-a-ble,a. Unhappy; wretched.
MIs'ar-ay-bly, cut Unhappily; wretch-

edly, [ly.

Mi'ser-ly, o. Very covetous ; niggard-
MIs'er»y.s. State of being miserable;

wretchedness; calamity. [wrong.
Jffla-Aafc'lon (-fash'un), v. £ To form
MOte-ISa/sftaee, n. A misdeed: mal-

feasance ; a trespass. [shape.
Mts-ffena', «. t . To form ill ; to mis-
MOte-ffcrfmie, *. Evil fortune; ca-
lamity ; m luck.

HIs-flTe7, v. f. To give wrong:—to
fail :-to fill with doubt [tation.

Mls-gfv'lnff, n. Doubt ; distrust; hesi-
Kla-gpov'erii l-gQv'ern), v. t To
govern ill.

Hia-afOT'ern-nient, n. Bad govern-
ment

MI*-ffaid'Aiiee,n. Fake direction.
Hls-ffiiide', t>. <. To guide wrong.
MIs-bAp', a. Ill chance; misfortune
calamity. [abuse.

Mls-lm-prove', v. t To misuse ; to
MIo-ln-Arm', v. t To inform wrong.
Mla-in-for-ma/tlon, n. False intel-
ligence, [wrong.

Mls-ln-tfer'pret. v. t To interpret
9II»-la-t*r-pre~ia'tlon,n. A wrong

interpretation.
BUs-Jndffe', v. t. To judge wrong ; to
mistake.—-v. t To judge incorrectly.

Mln-l&y', v. t To lay in a wrong place.
Mla'le (mlz'zl), v. t To rain in minute
drops.—n. Small rain ; mizzle.

Mis-lead', v. t To lead orguide wrong;
to delude.

Bfla-m&ii'afre, v. t To manage ill.

HIs-man'afe-Diint,, n. Ill man-
agement

Mla-iiiatcb'.r. t To match unsuitably.
Mis-name', v. t To call by the wrong
name.

Hla-nd'mer, n. A wrong name, by
which an Indictment is vacated:—

a

misnaming.
Ml-s6a;'a«iiilat,fi. A haterofmarriage.
Ml-afta;'a-iny»a- Hatred of marriage.
Mt-sfts/y-nlat, n. A hater of women.
Ml-ste'y-ny , n. Hatred of women.
Mla-place', v. t To put in a wrong
place.

Mls-pftlnt', v. t To point wrong.
Mis-print', v. t. To print wrong.—n.

An error of the press.
MIs-pro-nttAnce'. v.t.&t To pro-
nounce incorrectly or improperly.

MIs-pro-nAn-«l-&'t4oii,n. A wrong
pronunciation.
Mls-pro-por'tloii, v. L To join with-
out proportion. [tation.

Bfls-qno-tA'tlon. a. A wrong quo-
Mlft-anote7 (mls-kwof). v. t. Toquote

falsely- Py-
MIa-re-cit£', v. I. To recite erroneous-
Mfe-reck'on (-Wk'kn), v. t. To reck-
on wrong. frately.

Mls-re-late'. v. t. To relate Inaccu-
Mls-re-l&'tion, n. A false account.
HII»-re-pdrtf , v. t To report incor-

rectly, [wrong.
MIs-r4p-re-*$nt', v. t. To represent
]HIa-r£p«reH«en-t&'tlon, n. A false
representation. [order.

Mls-rnle', n. Tumult ; confusion ; dis-

Ulna. n. A young girl :—the title of an
unmarried woman:—want; mistake;
omission.—v. L Not to hit :—to omit
—v. i. Not to succeed ; to mil.

Mta'aAl, n. The Romish mass book.
MI»-»e>ve', v. L To serve unfaithfully
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224 MISSHAPE

Mis-shape', v. I To shape HI.

MIs'slle, a. That may be thrown, as a
weapon.

Hls'ston, n. Act of sending or being
sent :—a delegation :—a body of per-

vice.sons sent to perform any servi— -'-•- - - * ~ TSOI
Relating to

Mls'slon-a-ry, n. A person sent to
religion.- «.----•• -propagate

missions.
Mls'slve, o. Such as is sent—n. A let-

ter sent :—a messenger.
Mis-spell', v. *. To spell wrong.
Mis-spend', r. <. To spend ill ; to
waste.

Mis-state7, v. t To state wrong.
Mis-statement, n. Erroneous state-

ment.
Hist, n. A thin rain, not perceived in
drops ; vapor :—anything that dims.

—

v. L To cloud ; to cover with a vapor.
Mis-take7

, v. t. To conceive wrongly;
to misunderstand.—r. i. To Judge
wrong.—». A misconception ; an er-

ror.
Mis-teach', v. t. To teach wrong.
Mis-tell', v. t To tell or relate wrong.
MIs'ter, The pronunciation oi the

title Mr., the abbreviation of master.
Mis-term', v. t To term erroneously.
MIsCfnl, a. Clouded, as with a mist.
Mis-think', v.t. To think wrong.
MIst'1-ly, ad. With mist ; darkly.
Mis-time7, v.L&i. To time wrong.
MIsfl-ne*s, n. The state of being
misty.

Mis'tie, v. i. To rain; misle.
Mis'tie-toe, n. A shrub or plant grow-
ing on trees.

Mis-took', i. from mistake.
Mis-train', v. t. To educate wrong.
M1s-tran»-late', v. t. To translate
erroniously. [translation.

Mls-trans-la'tlon, n. An incorrect
Mls-treat'uient, n. Ill treatment.
MIs'tress, n. A woman who governs;
an instructress :—a concubine :—a title
of respect to a married woman, abbre-
viated to Mrs.

MIs-trttst'. n. Suspicion; distrust;
doubt.—v. L To doubt ; to regard with
suspicion ; to discredit.

Mls-trftst'fnl, a. Diffident : distrust-
ful ; suspicious.

MIst/y, a. Filled with mists; obscure.
Mls-an-der-stand', v. L To miscon-
ceive; to mistake.

Mls-an-der-stand'lns;, n. Miscon-
ception ; error :—disagreement.

Mls-us'age, n. Abuse; bad treatment
Mla-ftse', v. L To treat ill , to abuse.—

n. Wrong; abuse.
Mite. n. A small insect:—any thing
smaU.

MIt'l-s;a-ble,a. Capable ofmitigation.
Mlt'l-gant, a. Lenient ; lenitive.
MIt'i-gate, v. t To alleviate ; to as-
suage ; to appease.

Mlt-1-ga'tion, n. Alleviation ; relief.

Mlfl-§&-tlTe,a. Tending to alleviate.

MODIFICATION

Ml'tre (miter),*. A kind of episcopal
crown (glove.

Mlt'ten, n. A cover for the hand ; a
MIt'tl-intts, n. [L.] A warrant for
committing to prison.

Mitts, n. pi. Mittens; gloves.
Mix, v. t. To unite; to blend; to mingle.
—«. £ To be united.

MIxt'are, n. A mingled mass; a com-
pound ; a medley.

Mls'sen, n. The hindmost sail.

MIs'zle, v. L To misle; to drizzle.—w.
Small rain; mist. [the memory.

Mne-mon'lc (ne-monO, «• Assisting
Mne-mdn'les (ne-mdnO. n. pL The art
of using the memory.

Moan (mdn), v. t. A i. To lament audi-
bly; to grieve.—n. Lamentation; audi-
ble sorrow.

Moan'fal, a. Sorrowful ; mournful
Moat, n. A canal round a castle.—v. t
To surround with a moat.

M6b, n. A tumultuous and disorderly
assemblage; a rabble; a rout—v. L To
harass; to attack.

Mo-bll'1-ty, n. Activity; fickleness.

Mo-boc'ra-ey, n. Government by
the mob.

Moc'ea-son (mok/ka-sn), n. An Indian
shoe or cover for the foot ; moccasin.

M6ek, v. t. To deride ; to ape; to mimic—v. i. To speak deridingly.—». Ridi-
cule ; a sneer ; mimicry.—a. False;
counterfeit. [sion.

Mock'er-y, n. Scorn ; ridicule; deri-
Moek'lns;-blrd.n. A species ofthrush
MoVdal, o. Relating to mode.
Mode, n. Method ; form ; fashion :—a
thin silk :—variation of a verb.

Mod'el. n. A representation ; a copy
to be imitated ; a pattern.—v. L To
plan ; to shape.

Mod'er-ate, a. Middling; tempe-
rate ; not excessive ; mild

Mod'er-ate, v. L To regulate ; to re-

strain ; to repress ; to quiet :—to preside
over.—v. i. Tobecome less violent :—
to preside as moderator.

M6a'er-ate-ly, ad. With moderation.
Mod-er-a'tlon, n. State of being
moderate; forbearance.

M6d'er-a-tor, n. One who presides.
Mod'era, a. Late ; recent ; of the
present time.—n. One of modern
times.

Mod'ern-ise, v. t To render modern.
Mod'est, a. Restrained by a sense of
propriety ; diffident :—meek ; humble:

Mod'est-l>, ad. Not arrogantly;
chastely ; with diffidence.

M6d'es-ty, n. Absence of conceit;
diffidence ; chastity ; decency.

Mod'1-eum, n. [L.] A small portion.

Mod'l-fi-a-ble, a. That may bemod-
ified.

Mod-f-fl-ca'tlon , n. The act ofmod-
ifying ; state ofbeing modified ; varia-

tion.
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MODIFIER

MOd'i-f!••!% n. He who or that which
modifies.

M&d'l-fy, v. L To qualify ; to shape; to
change the form or.

Jto-dU'llon, n. A console or bracket.
Median, a. According to the mode;
stylish, [ionably.

MeVdtan-ly, ad. In the mode ; fash-
Mo-dlate', n. [Ft.] A fashionable
dress-maker.

M6d'n-lAte,v. (. To inflect,m the voice
or sounds; to attune.

Mod-n-lA'tion, «. Act ofmodula-
ting; harmony.

M6d?n-laV-tor, n. One who or that
which modulate*.

Mod'nle,n. A representation; a model.
Mo*ffftr, n. The title of the chiefof
the Moguls. [of it

Mo'hsrir, n. Soft hair, or stuff made
o-hAm'me-dan, n. A follower of
Mohammed; a Mahometan.

o-hnm'me-dan-lam, n. The re-
ligion ofMohammed ; Mahometanism.

gon'sito, n. A hard, rare mineral.
•I'dore, n. A Portuguese coin.

IoI'e~ty, n. Half; one oftwo equal

MONOGRAPH 225

parts.
moil, tlolL, v. t To daub with dirt.—». i.

To labor ; to drudge.
Moist, a. Moderately wet ; damp.
Mols/ten, v. U To make damp. [ness.
Mtlafure, n. Humidity: damp-
Md'lsu*, a. Adapted to grind ; grind-
ing.—n. A double tooth.

Mo-l&a'aea, n. A sirup which drains
from sugar ; treacle.

fields *. , A form ; a matrix :—rich
earth.

Hole, n. A soft excrescence of the
skin; a mark; a mound:—a small
animal. [cules.

Mo«lee'n-l*r, a. Relating to mole-
Mol'e-ciile, n. A minute particle.
Mole'hlll, n. A hillock formed by
moles.

Mo-leaf, v. L To disturb ; to trouble.
Mol-ea-ta'tlon, n. Disturbance ; vex-
ation.

Mdlo'-trttek, n. The course of a mole.
Mol'l&n, n. A high Judge in Turkey.
Mdl'lient, a. Softening ; soothing.
Mol'li-fi-s^ble, a. That may be soft-
ened, [mitigation.

Mdl-ll-fl-co/tlon, n. A softening;
M61'll-fi-er, n. He who or that which
softens.

Mol'li-fr, v. L To soften ; to assuage.
Mftl'luak, n. One of the mollusca.
Morten, p. a. Melted ; made ofmetal.
Mo'ly.n. A sort of garlic.
HM-yM^nnm. n. A sort of metal,
mineralised by sulphur.
Mo/sn«nt,n. The most minute part
of time :—importance ; weight :—mo-
mentum, [ment.

MaVmon-ttwrl-ly, ad. Every mo-
Mo/men-ta*ry, a. Lasting for a mo-

16

Mo-m^nt'oni, a. Important; weighty.
Mo-nta'tom, n. [L.J Motion or

force ofa moving body ; impetus.
Mon'ft-onlsm, n. Monkery; monas-

tic life.

Mon'nd, n. An indivisible particle;
atom.

Mo-n&d'le, lo. Relating to, or
Mo-n&d'l-eal,/ having the nature

of, monads.
Mon'arcti, n. A sovereign ; an emper-

or; king.
Mo-na*en'l-eal, a. Pertaining to a
monarch. (archy.

Mon'arch-Iat, n. A friend to men-
Mon'arch-y, n. The government of
a single person ; a kingdom ; empire.

M6n-a*~i«/rl-aa,a. Relating toa mon-
astery.

M6n'mo-t£r-y, n. A house of monks

;

a convent ; an abbey.
Mo-nas'tle, \a. Pertaining to
Mo-nas'tl*e»1, / monks or to nuns.
Mo-naa'tl-clsm, n. A monastic life.

Mon'dsy, n. The second day of the
week.

Mon'e-ta-ry, a. Relating to money.
Mon'ey , n. Metal coined for traffic

;

coin:—bank notes exchangeable for
coin. [er;

Mon'ey•t»rd/ker,n. A money-chang-
Mon'ey-ch&nff'er, n. A broker In

money. [niless.

Mon'ey-lcaa, a. Wanting money; pen-
Monger, n. A dealer : a seller.

Hon'ffrel, a. Of a mixed breed.—n.
Any thing' ofa mixed breed. [lace.

Mo-nll'l-fbrni,a. Formed like a neck-
Mo-nl'tion, n. A bint ; admonition.
Mon'1-tlve, a. Admonitory ; instruc-

tive.
Mon'1-tor. n. One who warns:—a
species of fossil lizard or saurian :—a
small fishing-vessel. [itor.

Mon-l-td'ri**l, a. Relating to a mon-
Mdn'1-to-ry, a. Giving admonition;
admonitory.

Mon'i-treas, n. A female monitor.
Monk, n. One who lives in a monas-

tery.
Monk'er-y, n. The state of monks.
Mon'key, n. An ape ; a baboon.
Monk'ton, a. Monastic; pertaining
to monks.

Mdn'o-cnrdme, n. A painting exe-
cuted in one color.

M6n-o-dae'tyl»ous, a. Having one
finger or toe.

Mon'o-dlat, n. A writer of monodies.
Mon'o-don, n. The sea-unicorn.
Mon'o-dy, n. A poem sung by only
one person.

Mo-nogr'a-mlst, n. One who disal-
lows second marriages. [wife only.

Mo-nog^a-my, n. Marriage to one
Mftn'o-frr&m, n. A character com-
_pOsed or letters interwoven.
Mon'o-rrAph, n. An account of *

single ining.
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220 M0NOQRAPHY

Mo-nojr'ra-phy, n. A description
drawn in lines, without colors:—

a

treatise on a single thing.
Mon'o-llth, n. A monument formed
ofa single stone.

M6n'o»fogne, n. A soliloquy.
Hdn-o-ms'nl'S, t*. Insanity on one
subject only.

MOn-o-ma'nl-ae, n. One who is af-

fected with monomania. louses.
Mo-n6p'o-lIst, n. One who monop-
Mo*nop'o-lise, v. t. To engross the
whole of, [and selling.

Mo-nOp'o-ly, n. Sole right of buying
Mon'o-stIen,». A composition of one

verse.
M6n*o-syl-lal»'lc ) a. Having
MOn*o>syl-lab'l-cal, / only one

S
liable, [syllable.

n'o-syl-la-Me, n. A word of one
M6n'o-the-I»m, n. A belief in only
one God. [otheism.

M6n'o-the-Ist, n. A believer in mon-
MOn'o-tone, n. Uniformity of sound.
HO'ndt'o-noAs, a. Wanting varie-
ty ; uniform in sound.

Mo-n6t'o-ny, n. Uniformity oftone ;

an irksome sameness in speaking.
Monsieur, [Fr.l Sir; Mr.; the
compellation of a French gentleman.

Mon-sdOn\ n. A periodical wind In
the Indian Ocean. [horrible.

MOn'ster, n. Something unnatural or
Mon-stros'l*ty, n. State of being
monstrous. [huge.

M6n'strous,a. Unnatural; enormous;
M6n'stron»-ly, ad. Shockingly

;

horribly; enormously.
Month (month), n. One of the twelve

divisions of the year.
Month'ly,a. Happening every month,
—ad. Once a month. [a pillar.

Mon'n*ment,n. A memorial ; a tomb;
M6n>u-mtat'al, a. Memorial; se-
pulchral.

Mood, n. Temper of mind ; disposi-
tion; form:—manner of conjugating a
verb.

Mood'y, a. Out of humor ; peevish

;

abstracted. [—a month.
Moon. n. The luminary of the night

:

Moon'liffht. n. Light of the moon.—
a. Illuminated bythe moon.

MOOn'shine. n. Light of the moon.
MOOn'strttck, a. Affected by the
moon.

Moor, n. A marsh ; a bog :—a blacka-
moor.—-v. L To fasten by anchors.

HAOr'age, n. A place tor mooring.
MoOr'inrft, n. pL Anchors, chains,
Ac., to hold a ship.

Moorish, a. Marshy :—denoting
Moors.

MOOr'landjA. A marsh ; watery land.
Moose, n. The largest animal of the
deer kind.

Moot, v. t. To discuss or debate.—v. £
To argue upon a supposed cause.—a.
Disputable; unsetUea.

MORPHEW

Moot'-eonrft, n. A court held lor
arguing imaginary cases.

Mop, n. A utensil for cleaning floors,
Ac.—v. L To clean with a mop.

Mope, v. i. To be dull ; to drowse.—-n.

A stupid, spiritless person. [dulL
Mo'pish, a. Spiritless; inattentive;
M6jp'pet,orMop'sey,n. A ragbaby;

MOr'al, a. Relating to practice or
manners in reference to right or wrong:
—relating to morality ; virtuous : Just

;

honest.—n. Instruction of a fable,Ac
Mor'al-lst, n. One who teaches mor-

ality ; a moral philosopher.
Mo-ral'1-ty, n. Doctrine of human
duty ; ethics.

Mdr'aMse. v.t To apply to moral
purposes ; to make moral.—«. i. To
make moral reflections. [honestly.

Mor'al-ly, ad. In a moral manner;
MOr'als. n. pi. The practice of the
duties or life; morality.

Mo-rass', n. A fen ; a bog ; a marsh.
Mo-ra'vt-an. n. One of a denomina-
tion of Christians.

Morbid, a. Diseased; sickly; unsound.
Mor'bld-nesa, n. The state ofbeing
morbid.

Mor-MFie, a. Causing disease ; nox-
ious.

Morceam (m6r-s60, n. [Fr.] A small
piece ; a morsel.

Mor-da'clons, o. Biting ; acrid ; sar-
castic.

Mor-dae'i-ty, n. A biting quality.
MoWdant, a. Tending to fix : biting.
—n. A substance to fix colors in cloth.

M6re, a. Greater in number or quan-
tity.—ad. To a greater degree.—n. A
greater quantity or amount.

Mo»reen', n. A kind of worsted stuff.

Mo-rel', n. A plant :—a kind ofcherry.
M6re/land, n. A billy country.
Mo-rel'lo, n. A species of cherry.
Mdre-d'ver, ad. Besides ; further.
Mo-resqne7 (mo-reskO, n. A species
of ornamental painting, much used by
the Moors.—a. Done after the manner
of the Moors.

Mor-ga-nat'ic, a. Applied to a mar-
riage between a man of superior and a
woman of inferior rank.

Morgrne (m6rg), n. [Fr.J A place
where dead bodies are exnosed for
recognition. {head.

Mo'rl-on, n. A helmet ; armor for the
MOrsiing^n. Wool from adead sheep.
MOr'mon, n. One of a religion* pect
—a web footed bird.

MOrn.n. The first part of the day.
M6rn'ing,n. The first part of the day.
Mo-roe'eo, n. A fine sort of leather.
Mo-rose', a. Sour of temper ; peevish;

sullen. Renly.
Mo-rose'ly9ad. Sourly; peevishly; sul-
Mo-rose'ness.n. Sourness of temper.
MOr'pnew (moVfu), n. A scurf on
the face.—*. L To cover wUh scurt
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MOrSphl-a, )n. The narcotic prln-
Morphine, j ciple of opium; an
alkaloid extracted from opium.

Maoris, n. A kind of play ; morris-
dance, [ent.

H6r^row,n. Next day after thepres-
Xoneta A sea-horse or walrus, [bite.

Mtor'ael, n. A mouthful ; a piece ; a
Mor'tol, a. Subject to death ; deadly;
human :—fatal.—n. A man ; a human
being

2Hor-t&l'i-ty. n. Subjection to death

;

frequency or death ; number of deaths:
—human nature.

Mor'tal-ly, art. Hopelessly ; fatally.

MOr'tor, n. A vessel in which sub-
atances are pounded:—a cannon for
throwing bombs :—cement used in
building.

MOrfjrawe (mdr'gaj), n. A pledge of
real estate.—v. L To pledge to a credi-
tor as security for a debt.

Mort-fraY-ffee' (m6r-), n. One to whom
a mortgage is given.

MOrt-mffe-or' (mor-), n. One who
executes a mortgage.

HOr-tl-fl-eaVtlon. n. Process of cor-
rupting: chagrin ; humiliation, [bled.

Mor'tl-ried, p. a. Subdued: hum-
MOr'ti-fy, >. L To affect with gan-
grene :—to subdue ; to humble.—v. i.

To gangrene ; to be subdued.
MOr^tloe, n. A cut in wood for a ten-
on.—«. L To make a mortise in. ftate.

HorfnasUn, n. An unalienable es-

MOrt'u-sv-ry, n. A burial place :—
a gift left at death to a church or

MOVABLE 227

i'le, \ a. Relating to Moses

:

Mo-osVi-o*l, j —composed of mo-
saic, [temple.
ooquo (mosk), n. A Mahometan
Moa-qul'to (mos-k^td). n. A small
blood-sucking insect; a kind of gnat.

Moos, n. A vegetable growing on
trees, Ac—e. L To cover with moss.

Moos'-ffrown, a. Covered with moss.
Moo'ey, a. Overgrown with moss.
Moat, a. Greatest in number or quanti-
ty.—<Kt In the greatest degree.—n.
The greatest number.

Moot'ly, ad. For the greatest part.
Mote, n. A small particle ; a spot.
Mo-Ma', n. A kind of sacred air; a
hymn. [consumer.

Moth. n. A small winged insect; a
Hottver, n. A female parent ; cause

;

origin :—a slimy substance in liquors,
—a. Native; natural ; vernacular.

Moth'er-hood, n. State of a mother

;

maternity. [er.

Motn'eiMoss, a. Destitute ofa moth-
Motu'er-ly, a. Like a mother; ma-
ternal

otk'or-of-poaYrl', n. The internal
layer of the shell of the pearl oyster;

Motn'er-wlt, n. Native wit ; common
sense.

Moth'er-y, o. Full of mother: slimy.
Mo'tlon, n. The act of moving ; act
of changing place; movement :—a pro-
posal made.—v. i. To move. luon.

notion-lees, a. Being without mo-
Mo'Uve, a. Causing to move; moving,
n. That which determines the choice;
inducement; reason; cause.

Mo'tor, n. A moving power.
Mot'ley, a. Mingled of various colon.
Mot'to, n. A sentence prefixed to a
work or essay; an inscription.

M6uId , n. Earth ; soil:—a model : a cast;

a form.—v. i. To gather mould :—to
rot.—v. t To shape: to model.

Mould'board, n. Part of a plough.
Mould'er, v. i. To be turned to dust.—v. L To turn to dust; to crumble.
Mdald'lnff, n. An ornamental line
in wood ; an edging. [mould.

Mould'y, a. Covered with or having
Moult, v. t. To shed the feathers; to

Bhed hair; to mew.—n. Act of shed-
ding feathers.

Mdult'lng, n. A shedding of feathers.
Moand, n. A rampart; a fence: a knoll—v. t, To fortify with a mound.
Mount, n. A mountain; an artificial

hill.—v. i. To ascend ; to soar.—v. L
To ascend :—to furnish :—to decorate.

Moun'taln, n. A very large hill;

mount.—<l Relating to mountains.
Moun-tatn«ee>/

, n. A dweller on a
mountain.

MOun'taln-ottfi, a. Full of moun-
tains :—large as mountains; huge.

Moun'te-b&nk, n. A quack ; a char-
latan.—1>. L To cheat by false boasts.

Moonfed. p. a. Seated on horseback

:

—furnished with guns :—raised.
MOunt'inff, n. An ascent :—embel-
lishment.

Mourn, v. L To grieve; to lament.—
v. L To grieve for. [lamenter.

Mdura'er, n. One who grieves; a
Mdurn'fnl, a. Causing sorrow; sor-

rowful.
Mdurn'ful*ljr, ad. Sorrowfully; sadly.
Monrn'inf, n. Sorrow; the dress of
sorrow.

Mouse, n. A well-known little animal.
—-v. i. To catch mice; to be sly. [l«af.

Moo.se'-*ar, n. A plant with a downy
Moua'er, n. One that catches mice.
Moufl-t&ehe' (mos-tashO. n. [Fr.] The
hair on the upper lip ; mustache.

Mouth, n. The aperture in the head
at which the food is received and the
voice emitted :—the opening of a ves-
sel ; entrance.—1>. i. To speak loudly

;

to vociferate.—v. L To utter with an
affected voice. Jholds at once.

MOUth'ful.n. As much as the mouth
Mouth'-ploeo, n. Part of an instru-

ment for the mouth :—one who speaks
for others.

MoT'it-blo, a. That may be moved.
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Personal goods;M*T'»-bl«s, n. pL
furniture.

Mote, v. L To put in motion :—to pro-
pose ; to persuade.—v. I To change
place ; to stir.—n. Act of moving

;

movement.
Movement, n. Act of moving ; a mo-
tion ; excitement ; disturbance.

MoVing,jp. a. Changing place :—pa-
thetic ; affecting. [barn.

Mow, n. A heap of hay or grain in a
Mow. v. L To cut with a scythe, {mow.
MOw'btftrn, v. i. To ferment in the
Mow'er (m6'er), n. One who mows :—
an agricultural implement.
M6wring9 *• The act of cutting with
a scythe, or mower.

Mown, p. from mow.
M6x'a, n. An Indian moss :—a cot-
tony substance used in cauterizing.

Mtteta, a. Large in quantity :—long in
time.—ad. In a great degree; by far.

—n. A great quantity ; abundance.
Mft'eld, a. Slimy ; musty ; mouldy.
Mfi'd-lAffe, n. A slimy or viscous
masB.

Mn-el-l&e/i-noAs, a. Slimy ; ropy.
MAek, n. Dung for manure ; manure

;

filth.—-v. L To manure with muck.
HAck'y,a. Consisting of muck; filthy.

Hd'eoaiA Relating to mucus ; slimy;
viscous.

Mfi'ea-l#nt, a. Viscous ; slimy.
Mn'cnt, n. [L.] The fluid that flows
from the nose :—any Blftmy moisture.

Hftd, n. Dirt or soil mixed with water;
mire.—v. t. To bedaub with mud.

MAd'dl-ntos, n. The state of being
muddy.

MAd'dle, v. I To make muddy; to
foul:—to stupefy.—n. A confused state.

MAd'dy, a. Turbid ; foul with mud ;

duU.-MJ. t To make muddy.
Mfie, v. t. To moult ; to mew.
Mu-es'sln, n. An officer in Mahome-
tan countries, who calls the people to

W>rayers. [hands.
AfT, n. A soft, warm cover for the

HAffln, n. A kind of light cake.
MArfle, v. L To wrap ; to cover.
Mttrfler, n. A cover for the face.
MAFtl, n. A Mahometan high-priest.
HAff, n. A vessel to drink from.
Mft-lAt'td. n. One bora of a white
and a black person.MAl'ber-ry, n. A tree, and its fruit

MAleh, n. Straw, litter. Ac., half rot-
ten.—v. L To cover witn mulch.

HAlet, n. A pecuniary penalty.—v. t
To punish with fine.

Mfile, n. An animal or plant of a mon-
grel kind:—a machine for spinning
cotton.

KA'let-Mr', n. A mule-driver.
HAl'lsh, a. Like a mule ; obstinate

;

perverse.
All, n. A snuff-box :—a kind ofmus-
lin.—v. t. To heat, sweeten, <bc, as
wine.

MUNIFICENCE

MAl'len, or MAl'lein, n. An her>
baceous plant

MAI'tar, n. One who mulls :—a stone
for grinding pigments.

MATlet,n. Asea-flsh. [els.

MAl'li-ffrAb*. n. pL Pain in the bow-
MAl'llon (moi'yun), n. A bar in s
window-frame.

MAlse, n. Wine boiled with honey.
MAl-tl-faVrl-oA», a. Having great
variety ; numerous ; manifold.

MAl'U-fld, a. Having many divisions.
MAl'tl*n»rm,a. Having various forma
MAl-ti-form'i-ty, n. Diversity of

forms. [sides,

MAl-U-lAt'er-al, a. Having many
Mal-tH'o-qngnce, n. Loquacity.
Mal-tll'o-qnoAs, a. Very talkative.
MAl*ti*nd'mft*sd, o. Having many
names. [many parts.

Mnl-tlp'su**tite, a. Divided into
MAl'U-p6d, n. An insect with many
feet [visible by another.
MAl'tl-ple, n. A number exactly di-

MAl-tl-pll-cswd, n. A number to be
multiplied.

MAl-tf-pll-c&'tiOn. n. The act of
multiplying : state ofbeing multiplied.

Mftl-ti-pllc'1-ty, n. Great variety.
MAl'tl-pli-er, n. He who or that
which multiplies :—a number to mul-
tiply by.

MAl'ti-ply, v. t. To increase in num-
ber.—-p. L To grow in number ; to in-
crease, [sounds.

Mnl-tls/o-noAs, a. Having many
MAl'tl-tude, n. A great number; a
great many; a crowd; the populace.

MAl-tl-tn'di-noAst, a. Numerous;
manifold.

MAl'tl-v&lve,a. Havingmany valves.
Mal-tftc'a-lavr, a. Having more eyes
than two.

MAlt'ure, n. Act of grinding: a grist
MAm, inter}. Silence ; hush.—a. Sflent.

—n. Ale brewed with wheat ; a strong
malt liquor.
MAm'ble, v. i. To speak inwardly

;

to mutter.—v. t. To utter imperfectly.
MAmm, v. L To mask ; to frolic in
disguise.

Mnm'mer, n. A masker ; a jester.

MAm'mer-T, n. Sport in masks:—
foolery ; buffoonery. [mummy.

MAm'ml-fy, v. t To embalm as a
MAm'my, n. A dead body preserved
by embalming :—a sort of wax.

MAmp. v. t To nibble; to bite quick.
Mamp'ish,a Sullen; obstinate; grum.
MAmps, n. pL Sullenness :—inflamma-
tion of the parotid gland.
MAneb, v. t. & i. To chew greedily.
MAn'd&ne,a. Belonging to thisworld.
Ma-nlc'l-pal, a. Belonging to a cor-
poration , orcity :—pertaining toa state,

kingdom, or nation.
Ma-nlc-l-pAl'l-ty. n A district; the

eminent of a city, &c. [erosity.-— "" raUtyjfen.
gOV<

Ma-ia-nlf'l-eftnee, n. Liben
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Ma-kltt-cen^a. Liberal: beneficent.
MA'nl-ment, n. A fortification; de-
fence :—a deed; a record, [all for war

.

Hn-nl'tlon, n. Fortification :—materi-
MAa'J6et, n. Indian madder, [chaps.
MAns, n. pi. A term for the mouth and
Ma'ral, a. Pertaining to a wall.
Mlur'der, n. The act of killing a hu-
man being with premeditated malice.—v. I To assassinate; to destroy.

Mtir-dfcr-er, n. One who is guilty of
murder. [bloody.

Mmr'der-oAA, a. Guilty of murder;
Md'ri-ate, n. A salt composed of mu-
riatic acid and a base.

Ma-rKat'lc, a. Of the nature of brine.
Hu'ri-fttrm, a. Like bricks in a wall.
Ma'rine, n. A small guadruped.
Mtark,n. The husks of fruit:—darkness.
Mtur'kjr, a. Dark ; cloudy; gloomy.
Hlir'mar, n. A low, continued noise.—v. i. To grumble; to mutter; to com-
plain.
HAstrain, n. A plague among cattle.

MYSELF 229

MAr'reT, a. 8anguine: darkly red.
VAr'rblne (mar'rin), n. A sort of p<

celaln.—<l Madeofmurrhine-stone.
I'ea-del, n. A kind of sweet grape:

—a wine :—a pear.
HAa'eat, >n. A sweet grape:—

a

MAsSea-iel, j sweet wine.
MO^el*. n. A fleshy fibre in animals:
—a shell-fish ; mussel.

/dd, n. Unrefined sugar.
Itts'eu-lar, a. Relating to the mus-
cle*; brawny; strong; powerful

Hoie, n. One of nine goddesses, pre-
siding over the arts and sciences :—the
power of poetry:—deep thought.—*;. L
To think on; to meditate.—v. i. To

Wponder; to meditate. [mem.
n-s6tte/

, n. [Fr.l A musical Instru-
loH^om, n. [L.t A cabinet, or a re-

pository of curiosities.

Mash, n. Food made of maise-meal
boiled in water. [upstart.

Hnsn'rAom, n. A spongy plant :—an
Hassle, n. The science of harmonical
sounds; harmony; melody.

Hn'sl-eal,a. Harmonious; melodious.
Mn'ai-eal-ly, ad. In a musical man-

ner.
Mn-sl'cflan, n. One skilled in music.
MAa'lnff, n. Meditation ; contempla-

tion.
MAsk.n. A strong perfume :—an ani-
mal that produces musk ; musk-deer

:

—a flower.—v. t. To perfume with
musk.

MAs/ket, n. A kind of fire-arm.
MAs/ket-ry, n. Muskets in general

.

MAsk'm£l-on, n. A melon ofmusky
odor.

MAsk'y, a. Having the odor ofmusk.
MAsain, n. A fine cotton cloth.
HAs/quash, n. An American quad

-

nrpea, valued for its fur ; muskrat.

Mas-qul'td, (-WW), n. Same as mos-

„ n. A confused contest
MAs'siil-man, n. A Mohammedan,
or Mahometan.

Mast, v. To.be obliged.—v. t & {.' To
make or grow mouldy.—n. New wine
not fermented.

Ma»-tacbe',n. Hair on the upper lip.
MAs'tanv, n. A wild American horse.
MAs'tard, n. A plant and a condi-
ment prepared from it.

[fts'tor, v. t. To bring together.- v. i.

To assemble.—n. A review of forces.
Mtts'M-nesa, n. Stateof being musty

;

' , mould.
MAa'ty,o. Mouldy ; spoiled with damp
or age.
Ma-ta-bll'l-ty , n. Changeableness

;

inconstancy ; instability.
Mn'ta-ble, a. Subject to change;
changeable ; variable ; fickle ; incon-
stant.

Bfn-ta'tion, n. Change ; alteration.
Mate, a. Silent ; speechless ; dumb.—n.
One who is speechless :—a letter not
vocal.—v. i. To dung as birds.

Mute'ly, ad. Silently ; not vocally.
Mfite'ness, n. State of being mute

;

silence.
Mu'tl-late>, v. t. To cut off, as a limb

;

to maim : to mangle.
Mn-tl-la'tlon, n. Act of mutilating.
Mn-ti-n^er7

, n. One guilty of mutiny.
Ma'tl-noAa, a. Exciting mutiny;
seditious.

Ma'tl*njr, v. i. To rise against naval
or military authority.—n. An insur-
rection ofsoldiers or seamen ; sedition.MAfter,*, i. Tomurmur; to grumble.—v. t To utter or speak indistinctly.
—n. A murmur.
MAt'ton, n. The flesh of sheep:—
a sheen

MAt'ton-cb&p, n. Mutton for broil-

MAt'n-al (mut'yu-al), o. Acting in
return ; reciprocal ; interchangeable.

Mnt-n-al'1-ty, n. State of being mu-
tual.

Mnt'a-al-ly, ad. Reciprocally.
Mat'Ale. n. A square block, or modil-
lion of the Doric order.

MAs'sle, n. The nose or mouth of an
animal :—a fastening for the mouth.—
v. L To bind the mouth.

My.d Belonging to me.
My'e-lftn, n. The spinal marrow.
Myn.h^r'.n. [Ger.] Sir; a cant
term for a Dutchman. [muscles.

My-Aff'ra-pby, n. Description ofthe
My'o-py, n. Shortness of sight.

Myr'l-ad, n. Ten thousand :—a large
number. [ruffian.

Myr'oii-dftii, n. A rough soldier; a
Mv-rttb'a-lan, n. A kind of dried

Myrrb (mlr), n. An aromatic gum.
Myr7rbine, n. A stone.
Myr'tle, n. A frajrrant shrub.
Hy-s41T, pron. I ; not another.
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Mys/ta-ffftffne, n. An interpreter of
divine mysteries :^a keeper of church
relics. „ m

[sciire-

Mya-tfrl-ottft, a. Full ofmystery ; ob-
Mya-te^rl-ous-ly, ad. Obscurely ; se-

cretly. • ,
[enigma.

Mya'ter-y, n. A profound secret ; an
Hya'tle, n. One of a class of Christ-

ians : one imbued with mysticism.
Mya'tic, la. Partaking of mysti-

liya'tl-cal, J cism; obscure; secret;

dark. [meaning.
Mys'tl-eal-ly, ad. With a secret

NATURE.

Kya'U-elsm,n. Obscurityofdoctrine;
the doctrine of Mystics.

Mya'tl-fy, v. *. To involve in mystery.
Myth, n. A religious fable.

Mytb'lc, or Myin'l-cal,a. Fabulous.
2Hytb'o-16fr'l-eal, a. Relating to

mythology..
Hy-thftro-flst, n. One versed in
mythology.

My-thdl'o-ffy* n. A system of fabu-
lous history ofthe gods ofthe heathens.

Hyx'lne, orMyx'on, n. A fish ; tho
mullet

N.

Slab, v. f. To catch suddenly; to seize.

iTa'bttb, n. A viceroy in India; a very
\ rich man.
Na'cre (nalrar), n. Mother-of-pearl.

Na'crite,n. A mineral ofpearly lustre.

Nag, n. A small horse.

NsViad (na'yad), n. f
nymph :—a shell-fish.

n. [L.J A water-

Hall, n. A horny substance on the ends
of fingers and toes :—a claw; a talon :—
an iron Bpike.—v. L To fasten with

nails. „ * ^
Nall'er-y,n. A nail ma^actory.
NaYvete (na'ev-t&O, n. [Fr.l Native

simplicity; unconscious frankness.

Na'ked, a. Uncovered; nude; defence-

less :—plain, [simply.

Na'ked-ly, ad. Without covering;

Na'ked-nefts, n. Nudity; bareness.

Nam'by-pam'by, a, Affected and
finical.

Name, n. That by which a person or

thing is called ; title; an appellation:—

character:—reputation; fame.—v. t. To
give a name to; to nominate.

Name'less, a. Destitute of a name.
Name'ly, ad. To mention by name;
by name. [name as another.

Name'sake, n. One who has the same
Nan-keen', n. A yellowish cotton

cloth. , ,_

Nap, n. A short sleep :—down on cloth,

—tf. t. To sleep a short time.

Nape, n. The back part of the neck.
Napb'tna (nap'tha), n. A bituminous,
and inflammable fluid, which exudes
from the earth; mineral oil.

Nap'kln, n. A cloth to wipe the
hands, Ac.

Nap'py, a. Frothy:—sleepy:—full of
down. [plants.

Nar-cla'aus, n. A genus of flowering
Nar-co'sis, n. Privation of sense.

Nar-c6t'lc,n. A drug inducing drowsi-
ness, or sleep:—an opiate.—a. Pro-
ducing sleep or stupefaction.

Nard, n. An odorous plant; spikenard:
—an ointment made from it.

Narrate or Nar-rate', v. L To give
an account of; to relate.

Nar*ra'tlon. n. Relation; rehearsal

;

account ; recital.

Nar'ra-tlve, a. Relating; apt to relate,

n. A recital of particulars; a story.

Nar-ra'tor, n. A teller; a relater.

Nar'rdw, a. Not wide; straitened :—
close:—covetous.^0. t. To contract;
to limit.

Nar'rows, n. A narrow passage; a strait

Nar'row*ly, ad. Contracteoly; near-
ly:—closely, [poverty.

Nar'row-neaa, n. Want of breadth:—
Nar'wnal, it. The sea-unicorn.
Na'sal, a. Belonging to the nose.—«.
A letter or sound uttered as through
the nose.

Nas'eent. a. Beginning to grow.
Nasn.a. Weak; feeble.
Nas'ty, a. Dirty ; filthy ; vile.

Na'tal, a. Relating to nativity.
Na'tant, a. Lying on the water: float-

ing, [ming.
Na-ta-to'rl-al, a. Adapted to swim-
Na'ta-to-ry,a. Natatorial: swimming.
Na'tlon, n. A race ; people living un-
der one government.

Na'tlon-al (nash'un-al), a, Relating
. to a nation ; public.
Na'tlon-al-Iam,7i. A national idiom.
Na-tlon-al'1-ty , n. Quality of being
national ; a nation ; a race.

Na'tlve, a. Produced by nature;
natural; not foreign; original.—». One
born in a place. [birth.

Na-tlv'My, n. Birth ; time orplace of

Nat'n-ral, a. Produced by nature;
regular; not revealed; unaffected.—
n. An idiot ; a fool.

Nat'u-ral-Ism. n. Mere state of na-

.

ture :—the religion of mere nature.
Nat'u-ral-lst, n. One versed in
natural history.

Nat-u-ral-1-sa'tlon, n. Act of natu-
ralizing.

Nat'u-ral-ise, v. t. To confer the
rights of citizenship on ; to adapt.

Nat'n-ral-ly,a<Z. According to nature.
Nat'nre, n. Native character; the
universe :—native stato : nature* af-

fection ; disposition :—sort.
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_at (nawt), a. Bad; worthier.
-hi. Nothing; bad.

M*nsrsi'U-ljr, ad. Corruptly.
MftBsrlVU-sieae, a Wickedness; per-

NEIGHBORLY 231

MAncli'ty. a. Bad ; corrupt
Maii7M-a (naw'she-a), n. [L.] Dispo-
sition to vomit ; sickness ; loathing.

WM'ae-stte. v. i. To feel disgust—
%L To loathe.

Nan'seeua (-shus), a. Loathsome;
disgustful.

H*a'tl*cal, o. Relating to ships or
navigation; maritime.

HAu'Tl-ltta, n. [L.] A certain mollusk
or its shell.

WaVval.o. Relatingto ships or a navy.
HJ»Ye«a The middle part ofa wheel;
a hub :—middle part or a church.

HsVirel (na'vl), a Middle point of the
abdomen. [gated.

HsYr't-ira-ble, a. That may be navi-
Ifavr'i-ffate, t?. i. To sail.—t>. «. To
pass by ships or boats.

Ifav-l-ff&'tloii, a The art of naviga-
ting; naval science:-ships collectively.

MsYr'l-ffsVtor, a One who navigates.
NaVvy, n. An assemblage of ships; a

fleet.

Iffcy, ad. No :—not only so, but more.
WsVs-av-rtfie^n. One of Nazareth.
NsWa-rite, a A Jew separated to
the Lord by a vow.

N«al, v. L To temper by heat.
Memp, a. Low.—n. The pole ofa cart
WeVa-p61'l-tan,o. Relating to Na-
ples.—a. A native of Naples.

9«ar, a. Not distant ; immediate ; cov-
etous ; close ; intimate.—-prep. Close
to ; nigh.—ad. Almost ; not far off.—
v. t. To approach.—v. i. To draw near.

Mfer'ly, ad. At no great distance :—
almost [closeness.

Iftar'neee, a. State of being near

;

Jftar-eight'ed, a. Seeing but a short
distance.

MtaC,a. Very clean ; nice ; pure.
Iftei'-eftt-Ue, a. Oxen and cows.
Iftat'hftrd, a One who has the care
of cattle. [nicely.

Ifeart'ly, ad. With neatness ; cleanlily;
Mtei'neee,a Cleanliness; pureness.
If*b. a. The nose ; bill of a bird.
HAIrn-la, n. [L.] A faint misty spot
in the sky ; a little cloud :—a film.

If«t>'n-lar. a. Relating to nebulas.
H«l>-D-ldVl-ty, n. State ofbeing neb-

ulous, [cloudy.
Ife^o-lotta, a. Resembling nebula

;

Ifgc'es-aa-ries, a. pL Things needful.
JNto'ee-eav-rl-ly, ad. Inevitably; not

freely.

]fJto'es-sm-ry, a. Such as must be ; in-
dispensable: needful, [ry.

He-cea'al-tate, v. L To make necessa-
He-eee'sl-toAa, a. Being in want;
needy.

jre-eee'el-ty, a That which must be:
—want; need.

Meek, a. The part between the head
and body : a narrow tract of land.

Neek'cloih, a. A cloth for the neck.
Neek'er-ehlef, a A neckcloth.
Neelt'iaee, a A neck ornament
Ne-er61'o-ffIat, a A writer of ne-
crolog.

M'o-gy, a A register of per-
deceased ; an obituary. [cerer.

I«-ei

IT^ro*nian-e«r,n. A conjurer; asor-
Hee're-mta-ey, a Enchantment;
conjuration. [gods.

NeVtar, a. The fabled drink of the
Hee-tsVre-sm, a. Resembling nectar;
delicious. [licious.—n. A fruit.

N6e/ta-rlne, a. 8weet as nectar ; de-
HeVta-ry, a Part of a flower ; the
organ that secretes the honey.

Heed. a. Exigency ; necessity :—want
—v. L To want ; to require.—v. i. To
be wanted.

NMd'Ml a. Necessary; requisite.
Needle, n. An instrument for sewing:
a pointer in the mariner's compass.—
r. t. & i. To form or shoot out [uisite.

Ife^d'lese, a. Unnecessary ; not req-
Neeil'leee-ly. ad. Unnecessarily.
Nee^dle-work, a The business of a
seamstress ; work done with the needle.

5le4s,ad. Necessarily ; indispensably.
N6€d'y, a. Poor; necessitous.
Ne'er (nar), ad. A contraction ofnever.
Ne-fsVrl«ofl», a. Wicked; abomi-
nable, [denial.

Ne-trsVtion, a. Act of denying; a
H6|pa-tlire, a. Implying negation ;

opposed to affirmative; denying.—a.
A proposition that denies.—v. L To
decide against ; to reject ; to prove the
contrary.

Ifeg'av-tiire-ly, ad. With or bydeniaL
Neg-leet', v. I To omit by careless-
ness: to slight.—n. Inattention; slight.

HesjT-16et'Ml, a. Heedless ; careless.

Ifdff-ll-free7 (neg-le-zhaT), a. An old
fashioned gown :—a necklace.

Neff'li-ffgiiee, a. Inattention; care-
lessness.

HefT'll-gent,*!. Heedless; inattentive
Neg'll-ffent-ly* «*• Carelessly

;

heedlessly. [tiated.

Ne-ffd'ti-a-ble, a. That may be ncgo-
Ife-go'tf-itte, v. i. To traffic ; to treat
—-v. t. To conclude by treaty or agree-
ment. [Mated; a treaty.

Ife*ffd-t!-aVtfon, n. A matter nego-
Ife*ffd'tl-a>tor, a. One who negoti-

ates.

If6'ffreas, a. A female negro.
If&irrd^a. One of the black race.

If&'ffus, a Mixture of wine, water,
sugar, Ac.

Ifelgli (na), v. i. To whinny as a horse,
—a The voice of a horse.

Nelsrh'bor, a Onewho lives near.—

>

a t To adjoin. [Eear J vicinity.
Heisrh'bor»hood,a Place or people
Helsrfc'bor-ly, a. Cultivating famil-

iar intercourse ; kind ; friendly.
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Mt'tfcer, eon/. Nor.—won. Nor either.

H*-«)-16Jri-eal, a. Relating to new
word*. [ology.

Hevdl'o-fflsiii, n. A new term; ne-
]fe«*l'o-ffIst, n. An advocate for neo-
logy ; an introducer of new terms.

Ne-ol'o-igy, n. A system of new words
or doctrines :—rationalistic interpreta-

tion, [novice.

NeVe-phyte, n. A new convert: a
Ne-o-rsvinA, n. An optical machine.
Ne-pen'tlie, n. A drug that relieves

Neph'ew, n. Son of a brother or sister.

Ne-phHU'gl-a, n. Pain in the kid-
neys, [kidneys.

Ne-pbrU'ta, a. Belonging to the
Nep'o-tlsm, n. Favoritism to rela-

tions, [a primary planet.
Nep'tikne, n. The god of the sea :—
Nep-t&'ni-an, a. Relating to Nep-
tune orthe ocean :-formed by aaueous
solution. lidian.

Iffre-Id. n. A sea-nymph :—a nere-
Ne-re-Id'l-asn, n. An earthworm.
Nerve, n. An organ of sensation and
motion in animals:—strength; force.
—*. L To invigorate.

Nerve/leM, a. Without strength.
Nervine, n. A medicine for nervous

affections.

Ifergons, a. Relating to the nerves

;

strong; vigorous :—having weak or
diseased nerves.

Ifer'TOus-ly, ad. With strength ; in
a nervous manner.

Ifer'voDS-ngsa, n. Vigor ; strength :

—state of being nervous.
Ifea'ci-ence (nesh'e-ens),n. Ignorance.
Neaa. A Saxon termination, denoting
state or quality.
N*s»t, n. The bed of a bird or insect :—
abode.—v. i. To build, or lay in, nests.

Nes'tle (nes'sl), v. i To lie close—r. t
To cherish.

Neat'lliifr. n. A young bird.—a. New-
ly hatched ; moving.

Net, n. A texture woven with meshes.—v. i.&L To knit a net ; to produce
in clear profit.—a. Clear; after all

deductions.
NSth'er, a. Lower :—infernal.
Neth'er-most, a. Lowest.
Ngt'tlna;, n. A piece of network.
Net'tle, n. A stinging plant.—v. L To
sting ; to irritate.

N#t'work, n. Reticulated work.
Nefi-r&l'ffl-a. n. [L.] A painful af-

fection of the nerves.
freii-r&l'ffle, a. Relating to neuralgia

.

Ned-rttt'o-my, n. Anatomy of the
nerves.

Beth'tor, a. Of neither party; neutraL
—*». One indifferent.

Neffc'trsd, a. Indifferent ; not ofeither
party.—n. One who takes no part in a

Jfeft-trftl'i-ty(nu-trftl'e-te), n. State
ofbeing neutral ; indifference.

NIGHTLY

Nefi-tral-l-B&'tlon, n. Act of neu-
tralixing.

Nea'tral-is«, v. L To render neutral.
Ner'er, ad. Not ever ; at no time.
NSv-er-tbe-leaa', ad. However

;

yet; notwithstanding.
New (nii), a. Not old ; fresh ; modern

;

recent; renovated.
New'el, n. Central column or upright
post of a circular staircase.

New-flta'gled, a. Newly made ; new-
fashioned.

New'ly.od. Freshly ; lately.

New-mod'el, v. t. To model anew.
New'neas, n. Freshness ; novelty.
News (nuz), n. Fresh accounts; tidings.

News'mon-ger,)!. One who deals
in news.

News'pswper, n. A public periodi-
cal or paper that conveys news.

Newt (nQt), n. A small lizard.

Next, a. Nearest in place, time or
rank.—ad. At the time or turn nearest.

Nib, n. Bill of a bird ; point of a pen.
NIb'ble, v. t To eat slowly.—v. i. To
bite at :—to find fault—n. A little

bite.
Nlb'bler.n. One that nibbles.
Niee, a. Exact :—fine ; pleasing; neat;
squeamish :—particular.

Nicely, ad. Exactly ; delicately.
Ni-cene', a. Relating to Nice, where
the Nicene Creed was formed.

Ni'ce-ty, n. Minute accuracy :—fastid-
ious delicacy :—a dainty.

Niche, n. A small recess in a wall.
Nlck,n. Exact point oftime:—a notch;
" a score.—v. L To hit:—to cut in notches.
Nick/el, n. A metal of awhitish color.

Nlek'nsune, n. A name in derision.

—v. t In contempt or familiarity.

NIe'tate, v. t To wink ; to blink.
Nie-ta'tton, n. A winking of the eye.
Nle-tl-ta'tion, n. A winking; nic-
tation.

NId't-fll-c*te, v. L To build nests.

Nld-i-fl-ea'tion, n. Act of building
nests.

Ni'dor, n. [L.l Savor; smell ; scent
Ni'dns, n. [L.l A nest of birds, Ac.
Niece, n. A daughter ofa brother or

sister.

Nlgr'arard, n. A stingy fellow; a churl,

a. Sordid ; miserly. [ricious.

Nlff'gard-ly, a. Parsimonious; ava-
Nigli (nl), a. Not distant ; not remote

;

near.—prep. Not far from ; near.—ad.
Not far off; closely; near.

Nigh'nesw, n. Nearness; proximity.
Night, n. The time from sunset to
sunrise :—darkness. [in bed.

Niglit'-eap (nlfkap), n. A cap worn
Night'-fall, n. The close of day.
Niglit'-frowii, n. Agown worn in bed.
Night'-hawk, n. A hawk that flies

by night [at night
Night'ln-yale, n. A bird that sings
Night'ly, a. Done by night—ad. By
sight; every night
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NIGHTMARE

Hlfffcfmare, n. An oppressive sensa-
tion on the chest during sleep; incubus.

Nifbt'abade, n. Darkness of the
ht :—a plant
tit'-watcb. n. A period of the
ht :—a guard by night

Ni'bJl-Iam, n. Nothingness; nihility.

Ifi-bll'i-ty, n. Nothingness ; non-ex-
istence.

HU1, v. i. Not to will ; to reject
Hlm'blo, a. Quick ; active ; speedy.
Hlna'ble-nesa, n. Quickness: brisk-

ness, [agility.

Nlsa'bly, ad. Quickly: speedily; with
mm'biu, n. [L.1 A rain-cloud ; a cir-

cle of rays round the head ; a halo.

Mine, a. Eight and one.
Nine'fold, a. Nine times.
Hino'pliis, n. pi. A play or game.
Hine'teeii, a. Nine and ten.

Hine'tl-etb, o. The ordinal of ninety.
Hiae'ty, o. Nine times ten.
Hln'ny, n. A fool ; a simpleton.
Hisitfc, a. Ordinal of nine.
Hip, v. L To pinch; to bite :—to blast
—n. A pinch; a cut :—a blast

Hlp'pors, n. pL Small pincers.
NIp'ple, n. A teat ; a dug.
HlpSple-wort, *. An herb.
Nissan, n. A Jewish month.
Hit n. The egg of an insect [acid.

Hi'trate, n. A chemical salt of nitric
Hi'tre (niter), n. Saltpetre ; nitrateof

NONSENSICAL 233

('trie, a. Containing nitre.

Hi'tro-sta, n. A gas which, together
with oxygen, forms atmospheric air.

Hi'trons, o. Partaking of nitre.

HlT'e-ottk, a. Snowy ; resembling snow.
Ho, ad. The word of refusal ; nay.—a.
Not any ; none.

Ho-bll'i-ty, n. State of being of no-
ble rank; dignity; excellence :—peo-
ple of rank.

Hobble, a. High in rank:—grand;
worthy ; elevated ; liberal—n. A per-
son 01 rank :—a gold coin.

Hfblo-man, n. One of rank ; a noble.
H«Vble-neas, n. Greatness: worth;
dignity.

Hatty, ad. Ina noble manner; greatly.
Ho7bod-y , n. No one ; not any one.
Hae>tam-ba-la'tloii,n. Act of walk-
ing in sleep ; somnambulism.

Hae>tam'bn-ltot,n. One who walks
in sleep.

Hfte'tftle, n. A kind of bat [night.
H*e/tarn, n. Devotional service by
Hoe-tlir'nal, a. Relating to night

;

nightly.
HM,v.i, To bend the head.—v. L To
bend: to incline. —n. A quick incli-
nation of the head ; a bow.

Hod'dle,* The head.
HM'dy, n 81mpieton :—a sea-fowl.
Node, n. A knob; a swelling:—an
oval figure —point where the orbit of
A planet intellects the plane of the
eefiptto.

, a. Knotty ; full of knots.
HM'n-lar, a. Formed into nodules,
HM'ale,n. A smaU knot
H6a% n. A little mug :—ale.
H6srgin, n. A small mug or cup.
House, n. Any sound ; clamor.—v. L
To spread by report. [noise.

Holae'lesm, a. Silent; making no
Hol'si-neaa, n. State of being noisy

;

clamor.
Hol'some, a. Noxious ; offensive.
Hol'sy, a. Making a noise ; boisterous;
clamorous.

Nom'ad, ) n. One who leads a wan-
Nom'sde, j dering and pastoral life.

Ho-msVd'iCj.o. Pastoral: wandering.
Hd'men-clat-ure, n. The terms ofa
a language ; a vocabulary; dictionary.

H6m'I-n»l,a. Only In name ; not real.

Httm'i-nal-ly, ad. Only in name.
Httm'l-iiate, v. t. To propose; to
name.

H6m*l-tia'ilon,n. Act ofnominating.
Httm'i-na-tlire, a. That names:—
applied to a case of nouns. [nates.

Hom't-na-to*, n. One who noml-
N6m-i>nM/

, n. A person nominated.
Hftn-a-ffe-nsVrt-sm, n. One ninety

5
ears old. [attendance.
»n-at-t«iid'aiiee, n. Want of

Nonce, n. The present purpose ; de
sign.

Hoo'cna-lanee7 (non'sha-l&ns'), n.

iFr.] Indifference ; coolness.
tn-edm'po*, a. [L.] Of unsound
mind; idiotic.

H&n-con-dAcfor, n. A substance
that does not conduct

Httn-eon-form'lst, n. One who does
not conform to an established religion.

Hftn-con-form'l-ty, n. Want of
conformity.

H&n'de-serlpt, o. Not vet described
n. A thing not described.

Noue, a. & pron. No one ; not any.
Hon-gti'ti-ty, n. Non-existence.
Hone'sttcb, n. An extraordinary
thing. [Istence.

Httn-ex-lst'eiice, n. Want of ex-
HOn-Jur'ina;, n. Not swearing alle-

giance.
Non-Joyror, n. One who refused to
swear allegiance.

H*n-pa-r6ll' (non-pa-reT), n. A kind
of apple:—a printer's type.—a, Un-
equalled [ment.

Hftn-pay'ment, n. Neglect of pay-
NOn'plAn, n. A puzzle.—v t. To con-
found ; to puzzle. [residence.

H6n-reVl-d6nce, n. A failure of
H6n-rea'l-d6nt, n. One who does
not reside on his estate: an absentee.
—o. Not residing ; absent. [dience

Hftn-re-alMi'ance, n. Passive obe-
Nftn-re-alst'ant, a. Not resisting

power. [folly.

Nftn't^ate, n. Unmeaning language;
H4o-a#n'sl-cal, o. Unmeaning ; foot

tab.
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Nftn'sfilt, n. The stopping of a suit

at law.^v. L To stop in a legal proc-

ess.

Ho+k, a. A corner ; a recess.

Noon.n. Midday: twelve o'clock.

NMn'da/Jn. Midday; time of

No+n'tideJ noon.
NOOn'las;, n. Repose at noon.

N**se,n. A running knot.-*, it. To
catch in a noose. [.that denies.

Nor, coid. A negative particle ; a word
Nar'mal, a. Perpendicular :—accord-

ing to rale ; regular.

Norman, a. Relating to Normandy
orNormana-n. A native of Normandy.

Norse, n. Language of the Scandina-
vian Goths.

(forth, n. The point opposite the south.

—o. Being in the north.
Worth-tost', n. The point between
the north and east—a. Northeastern.

North-east'em, a. Relating to the
northeast. [north.

North'er-ly, a. Towards the north

;

North/era, o. Being in the north:
north.--a. An inhabitant of the north.

North-star', n. The polestar : the
lodestar. [north.

North'ward, a. Being towards the
NOrth'ward, > ad. In a northern
NOrth'wards,} direction.

North-west', n. The point between
the north and west.—a. Northwest-
ern, [north-west.

North-w*st'crn,n. Pertaining to the
Noso, n. The prominence on the face

:

—scent—v. 1. To scent ; to smell ; to

lead blindly.
Woso's*y,n. A bouquet, [diseases.

No-sttT'o-ffjr, n. The classification of
Nos'tril, a. The cavity of the nose.

Nos'tram, n* [L.] A quack medicine.
NOt, ad. A negation or refusal.

Nftt'a-ble, o. Industrious ; careful.

Not'a-ble, a. Remarkable; memo-
rable, [triously

Not'a-bly, ad. Carefully; indus-

H6t'a-bly, ad. Memorably ; remark-
ably.

Mo-ta'ri-al, a. Relating to a notary.

Nfta-ry, n. An officer who attests

writings.
f6'ta-ry-pfib'lle, n. An officer who
publicly attests writings ordocuments.

No-ta'tlon, n. The act ofnoting or
designating by marks ; a marking.

Nftteh, n. A nick ; a cut.—v. t To cut
in small hollows.

N6t«, n. A mark ; a notice :—reputa-
tion :—an account :—voice :—a promis-
sory note,—?. L To observe ; to re-

mark, [notes or memoranda.
Note'-booh (-b(fk), n. A book for
N6t'ed, p. a. Remarkable ; eminent.
Moth'lns;, n. Nonentity ; not any-
thing, [istence.

Noth7lns>ness,n. Nonentity; non-ex-

Nd'tice, n, A remark; heed; inibr-

NUXKRABLB

No'tlce, v.L To note ; to observe.
No'Uce-a-ble, o. Worthy of obaei ra-

tion, [notice.
Na-ti-fl-ca'tton, n. Act ot giving
No'ti-fy, v. t. To declare ; to make
known ; to give notice to.

NO'tion^ n. Mental apprehension;
conception ;

perception ; opinion.
No'tion-al, a. Imaginary ; ideaL
Nd-to-ri'O-ty, n. Public knowledge
or exposure.

No-to'ri-otts, a. Publicly known :—
commonly used in an ill sense.

No-td'ri-otts-ly, ad. Publicly; evi
dently; openly.

NOt-with-stfrnd'iiis;, eoaj. Al-
though; nevertheless.

Nougat (nawt), n. Nothing; naught.
NOttii, n. A word which is the name
of any thing.

NoAr'ish (nurTsh), v.L To support
by food ; to maintain ; to encourage.

NoAr'isb-ingiit, n. Food; sustenance;
nutrition.

Nov'el, o. Of recent origin: new; not
ancient ; unusual.—n. A fictitious tale.

Nov'el-Ist, n. A writer of novels.
Nov'el-t;r, n. A novel thing; newness.
No-vSm'ber, n. The eleventh month
of the year. [ner.

Nov'lce, n. One unskilled ; a begin-
No-yI'tl-ats, n. State of a novice.
NOw, ad. At this time.—n. The pres-

ent time or moment [tune.

Now'-a-days, ad. In the present
No'whlre, ad. Not in any place.
No'wise, ad. Not in any manner oi

degree.
Nox'lous (nok'shus), a. Hurtful ; d>

structive.
Nos'sle, n. The nose: the snout
Nu'ele-As, n. [L.] The kernel of »-

nut :—that about which matter is col-

lected.
Node/a. Bare; naked.
Na'di-ty, n. Nakedness.
Nn'ra-to-ry, a. Trifling ; futile.

Nttspget, n. A lump ; a small mass.
NaT'sance, n. Something offensive;

that which annoys the public.

Noll, v. L To annul.—n. Void ; of no
force ; Ineffectual. ting.

NAl-li-fl-ca'tlon. n. Act of nullify-

NAl'll-fi-er, n. One who nullifies.

Nftl'M-fy, v. I To annul: to make void.

Nttl'li-ty, n. Want of force.

Nttmb (ntim), a. Torpid . chilled ; mo-
tionless.—v. L To make numb; to

stupify.
Nftm'ber, v. L To count ; to reckon.—

n. Any aggregate of units :-a unit;

one :—many :—a figure.—pL Harmony;

Nftra'ber-ltss, a. More than can be
counted. [Bible.

NAm'bors, n. The fourth book in the
Nftinb'noss, n. Torpor; torpidity.

Nu'mer-a-ble, a. That may be num-
bered.
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HUMERAL

V«'mer-*1, a. Relating to
consisting of number or nrnnhwi; nu-
merical.

Nn'mer-aL, a. A numeral character.
MB'm«r-a-ry, a. Belonging to a cer-
tain number. [enumerate.

H&'mer-ate, v. i. To reckon: to
er-aVtlon, n. Art of number-

OBLIGATE 236

ing ; notation.
rtVmar-tVtor, n.V&'aaer-tt-tor, n. A numberer :—the
number placed above the line.

If-m«r/i-cal, a. Denoting number.
Ha-mftr't-cal-ly, ad. With respect
to number. [many ; not tew.

Bffi'mer-oAe, a. Consisting of many
ffA-mls-smsU'ice, n. *~The science of
coins and medals.

WAm'ma-lite,n. An extinct mollusk.
JTAm'akAll, n. A dunce ; a dolt
Vtta, n. A woman who lives in a clois-

ter, [the pope.
Ifttn'ei-6 (-she-6), n. An envoy from
Holi-cA'pa-tlve, a. Verbally pro-
nounced ; not written. [cloister.

IfAn'ner-y, n. A house for nuns ; a
IfAp'tlal, a. Relating to marriage.
MAp'tlale, n. vL Marriage rites and

festivities; wedding.
Huree, *. One who tends a child or a
sick person.-**. L To bring up a child

;

to cherish,

Jflurs/e-ry, a. A plantation of young
trees :—a place Car children.

Nora'tlna-, n. An infant ; a fondling.
Nurfure, a. Food :—education.—v. t
To educate.

BTAt, n. A fruit of certain trees and
shrubs.-—v. i. To gather nuta

Nn-ta'tian, n. A kind of tremulous
motion.
NAt'-erAck-er, n. A species of bird

:

—an instrument to crack nuta
IfAt'gall, n. Excrescence of an oak.
NAt'megr, n. A species of spice.
Na'trl-ent,a. Nourishing ; nutritious
9fA'trl-ment, n. Nourishment; food.
Nn-trl'tion, n. Act of nourishing

;

nourishment ; food. [ing.

Na-trl'tlonsj, a. Nutritive; nourish-
Nft'tri-tlve, a. Nourishing; nutri-

tious, [nut.
Nqx vflm'1-ca, n. [L.] A poisonous
IfAa'ale, v. t. To nurse.—o. i. To hold
the head down.

Ifyc'ta-lttpa, n. One who sees best in
the night.

Ifyc'ta-lo-py, n. A disease ofthe eye.
Nympb, n. A goddess^ a maiden.
Tm'nrIfym'pha, n. [L.]

an insect
Nymph'-like, a.

nymph.

The chrysalis of

Resembling a

O.

0,fafert. Expressing exclamation ; oh!
Oaf (or), n. A changeling; a foolish

OaTlals, o. 8tupid ; dulL
Dak, a, A forest tree.

Oak'-ap-ple, n. A spongy excrescence
on the oax.

Oak'en, a. Made of oak.
Oak'nm, n. Loose hemp, obtained
from old ropes, for stopping leaks.

Osvr (6r), n. An instrument to row with.
—». L To impel by rowing.—v. t To
row.

Oaj-s'mati, n. One who manages oars.

O'a-alss a. [L.} A fertile spot in a
desert

Oaat, n. A kiln for drying hopa
Oat (5t), n. A grain. [oats.

Oat'cftke, n. Cake made of the meal of
Oavfen, a. Pertaining to oats ; bearing
oats.

Oatk, n. A solemn declaration, made
with an appeal to God as a witness of
its truth.

Oat'meal, n. Flour made of oats.

Oata, n. pL A kind of grain.
Ob-dA'ra-eyr, n. State ofbeing obdu-

rate ; hardness of heart.
Ok/du«rat>. a. Hard of heart ; obsti-

nate ; impenitent ; stubborn.
0-t»£«!|.#n<»4». n Act of obeying;

^ui'Qiisjion to authority.

O-M'dtWtat, a. Sabmissive toauthor-
ity ; dutiful. [act of reverence.

O-bel'aanee (o-ba'sans), n. A bow

;

Ob'e-Hsk,n. A stone pyramid; amono-
lith :—a mark for reference, thus [ t ].

O-beae'neaa, \ n. Excessive corpu-
O-bea'1-ty, f lence; morbid fat-

ness.
O-bey ' (o-baO, v. t To submit to ; to
comply with.

Ob-ftta'csUe, v. L To darken ; to cloud.
Ob-fae-ceVtlon, n. The act of dark-
ening, [or service.

0'blt.n. Decease :—a funeral solemnity
O-blt'n-a-ry , a. Relating to deaths
or funerals.—n. A register or list of
the dead :—a notice ofone dead.

Object, n. That about which one is

employed ; design : end. [against.

Ob-fleet', v. t. To oppose; to urge
Ob-j*c/tion, n. Adverse reason ; fault

found ; opposition. [Jection.

Ob-J*c'aoii-a-ble, a. Liable to ob-

Ob-1«c'ttve, a. Relating to the object
ofthought

Ob-J*et7or, n. One who objects.

Ob-JAi^a-ate, v L To chide; tore-
prove.

Ob-late/, a. Flattened at the polea
Ob-la'tlon, n. An offering.

Ob'll-sr&te, v.t To bind by contraol

or duty, to oblige.
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Ob-11-fpVtlon, n. That which binds;
the binding power ofan oath or duty.

OVli-ffa-to-ry, a. Imposing an obli-

gation ; binding.
O-blige', v. £. To constrain ; to bind;
to compel ; to gratify.

O-blijred', p. a. Bound in gratitude;
forced ; indebted.

Ob-ll«a;€6'. n. One to whom a bond
is executed. [gaging.

O-blifr'inir, p. a. Civil ; friendly; en-
Ob-llqae'Va. Not direct ; not paral-

lel ; indirect.
Ob-ltque'ly, ad. Not directly.

Ob-llq'ul-ty (ob-llk'we-te), n. State
oi being oblique :—deviation from rec-

titude.
Ob-llt'er-ate, v. t. To efface.

Ob-llt-er-a'tion, n. Effacement ; ex-
tinction.

Ob-llv'i-on, n. Forgetfulness.
Ob-llT'f-oAa, a. Tending to forget

;

forgetful.
Ob'lonf?, a. Longer than broad.
Ob'lo-quy, n. Censorious speech

;

slander ; abuse.
Ob-nox'ioua, Liable to punish-
ment ; subject :—unpopular ; odious.

O'bo-e, n. fit.] A musical instrument;
hautboy. [egg.

Ob-d'vato, a. Having the shape of an
Ob-se£ne/

, a. Offensive to chastity

;

indelicate ; lewd ; offensive; disgust-

ing, [cately.

Ob-ac*ne/ly, ad. Impurely; indeli-

Ob-ac6n'l-ty. n. Quality of being ob-
scene ; impurity ; lewdness.

Ob-aen-ra'tlon, n. Act of darkening.
Ob-scnre', a. Dark ; gloomy :—ab-

struse .-—little known.--i>. L To dark-
en ; to make dark. Tner ; dimly.

©b-acfire'ly, ad. In an obscure nian-
Ob-tcnre'oessJn State of being
Ob-acd'ri-ty, j obscure; dark-
ness ; privacy. [treaty.

Olnte-cra'tion, n. An earnest en-
Ob'ae-qnles, n.pl. Funeral rites.

Ob-s6'qul-ons, a. Compliant to ex-
cess ; obedient : meanly complying

;

basely submissive. [ous manner.
Ob-se/qui-ottft-ly, ad. In an obsequl-
Ob-sfqnf-ona-ntaM, n. Servile com-
pliance ; servility.

Ob*»erv'a-ble, a. That may be ob-
served ; remarkable ; visible.

Ob-aerv'a-bly, ad. In a manner
worthy of note.

Ob-aerv'ance, n. A ttention ; respect;
reverence :—ceremony.

Ob-aerv'ant, o. Mindful ; attentive

;

watchful ; respectful.
Ob-ser-vn'tion, n. Act ofobserving;
notice ; remark :—observance.

Ob-**rv'a-to«ry, n. A place for as-

tronomieal or physical observations.
Ob-aerv«\ v. t. To heboid with atten-
tion ; to regard attentively ; to watch ;

to see:—to obey :—to keep.—v. i. To be
attentive.

OCCLUSION

Ob aerT'er, n. One who observe*.
Ob-aeaSalOB, n. Act of besieging.
Ob-«Id'l-aa, n. A volcanic substance
or lava. [use.

Ob-ao-leVeent, a. Going out of
Ob'ao-16te, o. Gone out of use ; dis-
used, [out of use.

Ob/so*16t6*iieM« n. State of being
Ob'ata-ele, n. Something that hin-
ders; ahinderance; an obstruction.

Ob-attt'ric, o. Relating to obstetrics.
Ob-aMt'rica, n. pL The art of mid-
wifery.

Ob'stl-na-cy, n. Stubbornness.
Ob^ti-nate, a. Stubborn ; perverse

;

B
minacious, [flexibly.
'•tl-nate-ly, ad, Stubbornly ; in-

Ob-ati-pa'tion, n. The act ox stop-
ping up; costiveness. [ous.

Ob-atrep'er-ofta, a. Loud ; clamor-
Ob-strt*p'er-oA»-ly, ad. Clamorous-

ly, [der.
Ob-atrftct' v. L To block up; to hin-
Ob-strAc'tlon, n. Anything that ob-

structs or blocks up ; an obstacle ; an
impediment. [hindering.

Ob-fttrAc'tfve,a. Causingobstruction;
Ob-tain', v. I To gain ; to get ; to ac-
quire ; to procure.—p. i. To prevail.

Ob-taln'a-ble, a. That may be ob-
tained, [cate.

Ob-test'.v. t. To beseech ; to suppli-
Ob-tea-ta'tion, n. A supplication;
entreaty. [trude.

Ob-trade', v. t. To thrust into ; to in-
Ob-trud'er, n. One who obtrudes.
Ob-tru'slon, n. Act of obtruding.
Ob-tru'slve, a. Inclined to obtrude

;

intrusive.
Ob-ttttid', v. t. To blunt ; to dull.
Ob-tune', a. Not pointed; not acute:
—dull ; stupid. [pidly.

Ob-tuae'ly, ad. Without a point ; stu-
Ob-tfise'nesa, a. Bluntness; dull-
ness

Ob-ta'slon, n. The act of dulling.
Ob'vfrse, n. The face of a coin.—a.
Having the narrowerend turned to the
stock.

Ob-vert', v. t. To turn towards.
Ob'vi-ate, v. I To remove ; to prevent.
Ob'vl-oAs, a. Plain ; evident ; mani-

fest.

Ob'vl-ofte-ly, ad. Evidently; plainly.
Ob'vo-ltite, a. Rolled or turned in.

Oc-ca'sion, n. An occurrence ; rea-
son ; opportunity -.—need.— v. t To
cause incidentally ; to influence.

Oc-ca'ftfon-al, a. Produced by some
occurrence ; incidental ; casual ; acci-
dental.

Oc-ca'alon-al-ly, ad. At times.
Oe'cl-dtnt, n. The place of the sun's
setting; the West.

Oc-ci-aJta'tal, a. Western. [put
Oc-clp'i-tal, a. Pertaining to theoccl*
Oc'cl-pft t, n. The hinder part of the
head.

Oc-cln'sfan, n. A shutting up.
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, a. Secret ; hidden.
Oe-eul-ta'tleo, n. Act of hiding;
concealment. [possession.

Oc'eu-p&n-ey, n. Act of occupying

;

Oc'cu-p&n t, n. One that takes or has
possession.

Oe-ea-p&'tlon, n. Act of occupying;
possession :—employment ; business.

Oe'eu-py, v. L To possess ; to keep

;

to employ.
Oc-eur7

, v. i. To come to the mind :—
to appear :—to happen ; to befall.

Oe-efer'renee, n. Anything that oc-
curs ; an incident ; occasion.

O'eean (o'shn), n. The largest body
of water on the globe ; the great sea.

O-ee-An'le, a. Relating to the ocean.
O'ehre (oOter), n. Clay containing iron,
used as a pigment

Oe'ta-arftii, n. A figure of eight sides
and eight angles.

Oe-Ufcg'e-naJ, a. Having eight an-
gles and eight sides. [equal sides.

Oe-ta-heVdron, n. A figure of eight
Oc-t&n'gn-lar, a. Having eight an-

gles.
Oe'ta-teiiefc, n. A name of the first

eight books of the Old Testament.
Oe/u»Te; n. An interval of seven de-
grees.—a Denoting eight.

Oe-t&'©, n. A book with eight leaves
to a sheet—a. Having eight leaves to
a sheet [eighth year.

Oe-ten'nl-sri, a. Happening every
Oe-teVber, n. The tenth month ofthe

year. [eighty years old.

Oe-te-pe-na/rl-an, n. A person
Oe-te-ne'droii, n. Same as octahe-
dron, [person and a quadroon.

Oc-to-roon', n. Offspring of a white
Oe-to-ayl'la-ble, a. A word of eight

syllables. [the eye.
Oe'a-lar, a. Relating to, or known by,
Oe'a-liat, n. One skilled in diseases
of the eyes.

Odd, a. Uneven ; not mated :—singu-
lar, [person.

Odd'l-ty, n. Singularity :—ft singular
Odd'ly, ad. Unevenly ; strangely.
Odds, n. pi The excess of a thing ; in-
equality :—debate.

Ode, a. A poem ; a song.
O-d&on, a. A kind of theatre:—
a concert room.

O'dlons, a. Hateful ; detestable :—
offensive :—obnoxious.

O'dlone-ly, ad. Hatefully, [siveness.
O'dl-ttm, n. Enmity ; hatred : often-
O-dton'e-ter, n. An instrument at-
tached to a carriage-wheel for measur-
ing distances. [teeth.

O-don-tttl'o-gjr, n. Anatomy of the
O'dor, n. Scent ; perfume ; smell.
O-dor-lfer-ottft, a. Giving scent;
fragrant

O'dor-leao, a. Destitute of odor.
/dor-otta,a. 8weet ofscent; fragrant.

<Ee-a-meii'i-eAl, a. General; eeu-
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O'er (or), ad. Contracted from over.
OS-etoli'av-fffls, n. The gullet, [from.
Ofjov), prep. Proceeding from ; out of;
Oil, ad. Denoting distance.—tnterj. Be-
gone ; away.—prep. Not on.—a. Most
distinct.

Orffcl, n. Waste meat ; refuse.
Of-fenee', n. That which offends;
cause ofanger :—injury :—displeasure.

Of-fend', v. I To displease ; to make
angry.—v. i. To be criminal ; to sin.

OMend'er, n. A criminal; a trans-
gressor, [not defensive.

Of-fen'slve, a. Displeasing: rude;
Of-fen'slve-ly, ad. In an offensive
manner.

Offer, v. L To present ; to propose :

—

to sacrifice.—v. L To present Itself.

—

n. A proposal ; a price bid.
orfer-lna;, n. A sacrifice ; a thing
offered. [den.

OfF-litad, a. Unpremeditated ; sud-
Offlee, n. A public employment;
function :—peculiar use :—business :

—

a place of business.
Oril-eer, n. A man in office ; a com-
mander.—*, t. To furnish with officers.

Of-fl'eial, a. Depending on or de-
rived from office; authoritative.—«.
An ecclesiastical judge ; a deputy.

Of-fI'elal-ly, ad. By authority.
Of-fI'ci-ate (of- fish'-), v. L To perform
an office. [active : meddling.

Of-fl'eious, a. Excessively forward ;

Of-fl'eions-ly, ad. In an officious
manner. rwardnesa.

Of-fl'eious-netM, n. Undue for-

OflT ing, n. The sea at a distance from
the shore. [refuse.

OfFaeeur-inir, n. Rejected matter;
OfFset, n. A sprout ; a shoot .—an
equivalent ; a set-off:—a rod used In
surveying.—r. t. To cancel; to balance.

OlFatioot, n. An offset ; a shoot.
OflTsprlnjr, n. Progeny ; children.
Oft a. Often; frequently.
Oft'en (offh), ad. Oft; frequently;
many times.

Oft'en-times, ad. Often, [itecture.

O-gee'. n. A sort of moulding In arch-
O'vle (6'gl), v. t. To view with side
glances.—n. A side glance.

0%ler, n. One who ogles.

O'glinar, n. A sly glance. [ter.

O'gre (<ygur), n. An imaginary mons-
Oh (6), tnterj. Denoting surprise or pain.
Oil. n. An unctuous matter obtained

either from animal or vegetable sub-
stances.-^;, t. To smear or anoint
with oil. [of oil-paint

OII'-el6fth, n. A cloth having a coat
Oll'f-ness, n. Unctuousness ; greasi-

ness.
Oll'y, a. Like oil ; oleaginous, [anoint
OlnL v. L To rub with ointment ; to
Olnt'ment, n. An unctuous matter.
Old, a. Not young ; not new or f

from ancient times.
Old'eb, a. Old ; ancient
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Old'nees, n. Age ; not
0«le*a\v/l-nene, a. Oily ; unctuous.
O-le-an'der, n. An evergreen flower-
ing shrub.

O-le-asv'ter, n. The wild olive.

O'le-fi-ant. a. A gas, a kind of caj-
buretted hydrogen. [of smelling.

Ol-Ae'to-ry, a. Having the sense
0*llb'a-nnm, n. A gum-resin.
Ol'1-g-arch, n. A magistrate in an
oligarchy.

Ol'l-ffar-chy, n. A government In
the hands of a few ; aristocracy.

O'li-d, n. A mixture ; a medley.
Ol-i-va'ceoAs, a. Pertaining to ol-

ives or the olive-tree.

Ol'lve, n. A tree producing oil :—the
fruit ofthe tree :-the emblem ofpeace.
-*-o. Of the color or, or like, the olive.

01'l-vlne,n. An olive-colored mineral.
O-lym'pl-ad, n. The period of four
years in Grecian history.

O-lyra'pi-an , a. Relating to Olympia;
Olympic. IGreece.

0*lym'plc, a. Pertaining to games in
Om'bre,n. A game of cards.
Om-br&l'o-nr, n. A treatise on rain.

Om-brdm'e-ter, n. Ran-gauge

;

pluviameter. [alphabet -.—the last.

O-me^g-a, n. The last of the Greek
C^Dien, n. A sign, good or bad; a
prognostic :—an augury.

(Finer, n. A Hebrew measure.
Om'1-noaa, a. Containing omens;
inauspicious. [neglect ; a failure,

O-mls'slon, n. Act of omitting;
O-mla'aive, a. Leaving out; omitting.
O-mlt'. v. L To leave out ; to pass by;
to neglect

Om'nl-bos, n. A large four-wheeled
vehicle for passengers. [things.

Om-ttirer-oaii. a. Producing all

Om-nlTie, a. All-creating. [kinds.

Om-nlf'e-noAs, a. Consisting of all

Om'nl-gr&ph, n. A pantograph.
Om-nl-par'l-ty, n. General equality.
Om-nlp'o-tence, n. Almighty pow-

er; infinite or unlimited power.
Om-nIp'e»tent. a. Almighty; all-

powerful.—n. The Almighty; God.
Om*nl-pre*'ence, n. Presence in
•very place; ubiquity. [place.

Om-nl-prea'eni, a, Present in every
Om-nl'eelence (om-nlsh'ens), n. Uni-
versal knowledge ; boundless knowl-
edge.

Om-nl'eclent, a. All-knowing.
Om<nlv's*roAt, n. Eating every
thing ; all-devouring. fing objects.

O-mog'ra-phy, n. Art of represent-
On, prep. Noting nearness; not off; near

to;upon ; near.—ad. Forward ; onward

.

—iniierj. Expressing incitement
Once, ad. At one time; formerly.
On'dlt (On'de), n. [Fr.] Flying report

;

rumor.
One, a. & pron. Single; individual; any;
some one.—ft. A single person or
thing; a unit

OPIATE

O-nei-re-erlt'lc, n. An interpreter
of dreams.

O-nei'ro-man-cy, a. Divination by
dreams.

One'neee, n. Unity; singleness.
On'er-a-ry, a. Relating to burdens.
On'er-oaa, o. Burdensomeoppressive
On'lon, n. A vegetable having a strong
scent [merely.

On'ly (ou'le). a. 8ingle.-<id. Singly;
On-o-mae'il-cdn, n. [Gr.] A diction-

On^ftt, n. An attack; an assault
On'slaaajnt (On'slawt), n. An attack

;

storm. [ontology.
On-to-l&ff'Mml, a. Pertaining to
On-tftl'e-gy, n. The science of ab-
stract being or existence: metaphysics.

On'ward, ad. Forward ; farther.—a.
Advanced ; increased.

On'y-eha, n. A snail ; the onyx.
O'nyx (ynlks). n. A precious stone.
O'o-lite, n. Roe-stone ; egg-stone.
O-o-Ut'te, a. Relating to oolite.
OAae, n. Soft mud ; mire.—v. t. To flow
or run gently.

Ofta'y (dVe), a. Miry; muddy.
O-pae'l-ty , n. 8tate of being opaque.
O-paVcone, a. Not transparent
O'pal, n. A beautiful stone, of change-
able colors.

O-pal-ea'cent, a. Like opal in lustre.
/pal-Ine, a. Relating to, or like.opal.

O'pal-iae, v.t. To convert into opal.
O-paaue' (o-pak'), a. Dark ; impervi-
ous to light ; not transparent.

Ope, v. L&i. To open.
O'pen, v. t. To unclose :—to unlock

:

—to explain :—to begin.—v. i. To un-
close itself:—to begin.—a. Unclosed;
not shut ; plain :—candid.

O'pen-eyed, o. Vigilant ; watchful.
O'pen-hand'ed, a. Munificent.
O'pen-heart'ed, a. Generous.
O'pen-Ing* ru An aperture ; a breach.
O'pen-ly, ad. In an open manner;
plainly. [plainness.

O'pen-neaa, n. State of being open ;

Op'er-a,n. [It] A musical drama,
consisting of airs, choruses, Ac. (fects.

Op'er-ate. v.i. To act ; to produce ef-

Op-e-rat'lc, a. Pertaining to an opera.
Op-er-aVtlen, n. Agency ; influence.
Op'er-a-tlve, a. Efficient ; efficacious,

n. A mechanic; a laboring person.
Op'er-a-tor, n. One who operates.
Op-e-rdae', a. Laborious ; tedious.
Oph'l-cleide, n. A musical wind In-
strument

O-phld'l-art, n. A serpent.—a. Per-
taining to, or resembling, serpents or
snakes. [pents.

Oph-l-61'e-nr* n. The science ofser-
O'phite, a. Serpentine.

to
CSOph-tnftl'mle, o. Relating

Oph'tbal-sny, or Opfe-tut'i
n. A disease of the eyes.
/pl-ate, «. Causing sleep ; narcotic.
—n. A medicine that c " ~
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a>pime/
, v. i. To think. [thought.

O-pIn'tan, n. Suppositionj Judgment;
O-pIn'ion-at-ed, )a. Obstinate in
O-pIn'lou-a-tlve,/ opinion.
Cpi-ttm, n. The inspissated Juice of
the white poppy.

Op-o-d*l'doe, n. A liniment
O-pta'saiB, n. A quadruped.
Op-pd'nent, n. An antagonist; an
adversary.—a. Opposite ; adverse.

Op-por-tone', a. Seasonable; con-
venient; timely. [properly.

Op-por-tune'ljr, ad. Seasonably;
Op-por-ta'nl-ty, n. A fit time or oc-
casion.

Op-pdse', v. L To speak or strive
against ; to hinder : to resist.—v. i. To
act adversely ; to object

Op-poaed',p. Resisted.—p. a. Being
against; opposite. [opponent.

Op-pds'er, n. One who opposes: an
Op'pa-slte, a. Placed in front ; lac-
ing ; opposing :—contrary.

Op-po-al'tioii, n. Hostile resistance;
contrariety: —repugnance, [position.

Op-p*-aI'lion-Ist, n. One ofthe op-
Op-preaa', v. t. To burden ; to bear
down * to subdue.

Op-pmsion. n. Act of oppressing

;

cruelty ; severity. [some; severe.
Op-pres'aive, a. Cruel; burden-
Op-pres'slve-ly, ad. In a severe
manner.

Op-pro'bri-oAa, o. Reproachful and
contemptuous.

Op-prd/brl-ott»-ly,ad. Scurrilously;
Infamously. [infamy.

Op-pro'brl-tfcni, n. [L.] Disgrace

;

Op-piigii', v. L To oppose ; to attack.
Op-pog»iia'ti©n,n. Opposition.
Op-pihffn'er, n. Assailer; one who
opposes. [late.

Op-alm'a-thy, n. Education begun
Op-si-«m'e-ter,n. Optometer.
Op'ta-tlve, a. Expressive of desire.
Op7tic, n. An organ of sight.
Op7tie, \a. Relating to vision or
Opstl-cal, / sight, or to the science
of optica.

Op-tt'olan, «. One Bkllled in optics.
Op'ties, n. The science of light and
vision.

Op^l-mlam, n. The doctrine that
every thing in nature is ordered for
the best. [timism.

Op'tl-mlst, n. One who believes in op-
Op'tion, n. Powerof choosing; choice.
Op'tion-al. a. Left to choice.
Op-tftm'e-tor, n. An instrument for
measuring vision. [affluence.

Op'u-l«nce, n. Riches; wealth;
Op'a.Mnt,a Rich ; wealthy.
Or, conj. A connective that marks an
alternative.

Or'a-ele, n. An answer considered
infallible :—one famed for wisdom.

0-ra«/ti-lar,a. Uttering oracles; wise.
O-rac'u-lar-ly. ad. in an oracular
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/ral,a. Delivered by mouth; spoken;
verbal ; vocal. [ing.

O'ral-ly, ad. By mouth ; withoutwnt-
OWanffe, n. A kind oftree and its fruit
—a. Relating to an orange or its color.

OrSan-ffftr-y, n. A plantation of
orange-trees.

O-rang'-on-taiiff', n. A large ape,
much resemblingthe human species.

O-ra'tlon, n. A public discourse ; a
declamation.

Or'a*tor, n. An eloquent speaker ; a
public speaker :—a petitioner.

Or-a-tarsf-cal, a. Pertaining to ora-
tory; rhetorical.

Or-a-tOr'1-cal-ly. ad. Rhetorically.
Or-a-to'ri-d, n. A sacred drama set
to music :—a place of worship.

OWas-to-ry, n. The art or speaking
well ; eloquence :—a place for prayer.

Orb, n. A round body ; sphere ; globe.
Or'bate, a. Bereaved ; fatherless

;

childless.
Orb'ed, a. Round ; circular.
Or-bIe'u-lar,a. Spherical; circular.
Or-blc'n-late, a. Circular; round.
Or'bit, n. The line which a heavenly
body describes in its revolution :—

a

cavity.
O^bi-tal. a. Pertaining to an orbit.

Ore, n. A sea-fish ; a whale. [trees.

Orchard, n. An enclosure for frult-

Or'ehea-tra, n. [Gr.] An apartment
ina theatre for the musicians; an or-
chestra; a band of musicians, fenestra.

Or'chea-tral, a. Relating to an or-
©r'chll, n. A species of lichen ; archil.
Or'ctiiH, n. A plant ; foolstones.
Or-daln', v. L To appoint : to decree;
to establish :—to invest with the pas-
toral office.

Or-dain'er, n. One who ordains.
Or'de-al, n. A form oftrial by fire or
water ; severe scrutiny.

©r'der, n. A method ; a rule ; a se-
ries :—precept :—a society.—*>. t To
direct—v. i. To give command.

OrMer-ly, a. Observing order; me-
thodical ; regular ; quiet—n. A low
officer.

Or'dl-nal, a. Noting order.—n. A
ritual :—a number noting order.

Oi^di-nance, n. A law; an estate
lished rule ; a rite. [ally,

Or'dl-na-ri-ly, ad. Commonly; usu-
©r'dl-na-ry, a. Common ; usual :

—

mean; ugly.—n. An ecclesiastical

Judge :—a public table.

Or'di-nate. a. Regular; methodical.
Or-di-na'tion, n. Act of ordaining.
Ord'nanee, n. Cannon ; heavy artfl-

o/don-nAnce, n. [Fr.] The dispo-

sition of figures in a picture.
Ord'ure, w. Dung ; filth.

Ore, n. Metal in its fossil state; mineral.
O're-Ad, n. Anymph ofthe mountains.
Or'aran, n. An Instrument :—an essen-

tial part :—a musical wind-instrument
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240 ORGANIC

la. Pertaining to an
,/ organ ; acting as an

Or-fffcn'te,
Or-van't-eal,
instrument, [organs.

Or-gan'i-cal-ly, ad. By means of
OrSfpan-Uun, n. An organic structure.
Oi^gmn-Iat, n. One who plays on the
organ. [hang; formation.

Or-gran-l-a&'tiori, n. Act of organ-
Or'gan-iae, v. t To form with organs;
to construct ; to form properly, fgans.

Or'gan-iaecl, p. a. Formed with or-

O^g&sm, n. Immoderate excitement.
Or'srles, n. pi. Frantic revels.
Orsf-cbalcb (oVe-kalk), n. Mountain

brass.
{Vri-el, n. A sort of recess :—a bay-
window.

O'ri-gnt, a. Rising, as the sun:—
eastern.—7k The east.

0-rt-6n'tal, o. Eastern.—n. An in-
habitant of the East.

0-rl-6ii'tal-toiii, n. An Eastern idi-

om, phrase, or character.
O-rl-en'tal-tot, n. An inhabitant of
the East :—one versed in Easternlearn-
ing.

Orf-ftae, n. An opening ; a perfora-
tion.

Oi^i-gln, n. A beginning; rise; a
source; original.

O-rlg^i-nal, n. Origin ; source :—first
copy; model.—a. Preceding all others;
primary; primitive; native :—having
new ideas. [original.

O-rlff-t-nal'l-tjr, n . Quality ofbeing
O-rlg^i-nal-ly, ad. Primarily; at first.

O-rl^i-nftte, v. t. To bring Into ex-
istence.—p. i. To begin. [nating.

O-rlg-t-n&'tion, n. The act of origi-
0-rI|(fl-na*tor,n. Onewho originates.
{Vrl-ole, n. A genus of birds.
O-ri'on, n. A southern constellation.
OWl-aon, n. A prayer; a supplication.
©r'lop, n. A temporary deck ; a plat-
form, [gilt.

Or'mo-lu, n. [Fr.] Bronze or copper
Or'ns-m^ut, n. Embellishment ; dec-
oration.—v. t. To embellish ; to adorn.

Or-na-m£ntfal, a. Giving embel-
lishment ; tending to adorn, [fine.

Or'nate, a. Bedecked; decorated;
Or-nt-tblcb'nite, n. The foot-mark
of a bird on stone.

Or-nt-tbttl'o-glst, n. One versed !n
ornithology. [which treats of birds.

Or-ni-tboro-gy* n. The science
©r-ni-tbo-rbyn'cbns, n. A singu-
lar quadruped. [gy.

Or-o-l&ff'i-CRl, a. Relating to orolo-
O-rdl'o-gy, n. A treatise on moun-

tains.

Or'nban, n. A child who has lost
either father or mother, or both.—a.
Bereft of parents.

Oi^pban-afre, n. The state of an
orphan ; a home for orphans. [Orphic.

Or-pb6'an, a. Pertaining to Orpheus

;

Or'phlc, a. Relating to Orpheus or to
the Orphica.

OTHER

Or'pbl-ea, n. pi. [L.l Certain mystic
works or poems, falsely ascribed to
Orpheus.

Or're-ry, n. An instrument to show
the revolutions of the heavenly bodies.

Or'tbo-d*x, a. Conformed to the
catholic or universal church ; sound
in doctrine. [ions and doctrine.

Oi^tlio-dftx-y, n. Soundness in opin-
Or-tbo-4p'i-cal, a. Relating to or-
thoepy.

Or'tbo-e-ptot, n. One who is versed
in correct pronunciation, [of words.

Or/tho-«*py,n. Correctpronunciation
Or-tbttg^ra-pber, n. One versed in
orthography. [thography.

Or*tbo*tirapb'le, a. Relating to or-
Or-thOfiTra-phj-, n. The art of spel-
ling words. Iof things.

Or-tb61'o-ay, n. A right description
Or'sive, a. Rising as a planet: eastern.
Or'to-I&n. n. A small song-bird. [left.

Oris. n. pL Refuse of hay, Ac.; things
Os'cll-late, v. i. To swing ; to sway

;

to vibrate. [vibration.
Os-eil-la'tlon, n. Act of oscillating ;

Os'ell-la-to-rj-, a. Moving like a
pendulum. [ness.

Os'cl-tan-ey, n. A yawning ; sleep!-
Os'ci-tant, a. Yawning ; sleepy.
Os'el-tate, v. i. Toyawn ; to gape.
Os-cl-ta'tlon, n. The act ofyawning.
Oa'cn-late, v. t. To kiss ; to touch
gently. [kind.

Ouster (6'zher), n. A tree of the willow
Oa'na-bttrgr (6z-), n. A coarse linen.
Os'prey, n. A bird of prey ; a kind of
eagle.

Oa'ae-otta, a. Bony ; like bone,
Os'si-cle, n. A small bone.
Oa-airic, a. Havingpower to ossify.

Oa*«i-fl-ca/tioii,n. Changing to bone.
Os/sl-frage, n. A kind of eagle.
Os'si-fr, v. t. To convert to bone.—

v. i. To become bone.
OaHrihr'o-rotts, a. Devouring bones.
Os-t6n'si-ble,a. Apparent; manifest-
ed; plausible.

Os-t£n'al-bly, ad. In an ostensible
manner; plausibly.

Os-tta'aive, a. Showing ; exhibiting.
Oft-teo-ta'tfon, n. Ambitious dis-
play ; parade ; vainglory; pomp.

0«-ten-tsVtlons,a. Affectedly showy;
boastful ; vain.

Oa-ten-ta'tlons-ly, ad. Vainly.
Os-te-ttl'o-g6r. In. One versed in
Oa-te-ttl'o-glst, J osteology; a de-

scribe!- of bones, [bones.
0*-t£-61'o-gy, n. Description of the
Oa'tt-a-rv, u. The mouth of a river.

Oa'tra-cLsm, n. Banishment ; public
censure.

Os'tra-cise, v. t. To banish ; to expel.
Os'trteb, n. The largest known bird,

noted for beautiful feathers.
Ot-a*eoos'tlc, n. An instrument tt

assist hearing.
Otb'er, pron. Not the same; different
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OTHERWISE

Otfa'er-wiee, ad. In ft different man-
ner.

Oftar,orOfto,n. An oil from roses.
Offer, n. An aquatic animal valued

for fur.
Ofto-man. *. A native of Turkey ; a
Turk:—a kind of sofa; a hassock.—-a.
Relating to Turkey.

Ourht (4wt), n. Any thing ; aught.—
v. imp. To be bound by duty or to be
obliged. fmal.

OQnee, n. A small weight :—an ani-
ons*, pron. A a. Pertaining to us.
Ottra, pron. Belonging to us.
Oar-eelYea', pron. pL of myself. We:
—us, not others. [force.

Oast. v. L To vacate ; to eject with
Ooefer, n. A dispossession : ejection.
Out. ad. Not within :—abroad :—to the
end :—loudly :—ata loss.

Oot-bld', v. I. Tobid more, [eruption

.

Oofbreak, n. A breaking out ; an
Oafburet, n. An outbreak.
Oafeaet,p. a. Thrown away.—n. An
exile, [surface of the earth.

Oaferop,it. Exposure of strata at the
Ottfcry, n. A loud cry ; clamor.
Ottt-do', v. L To excel; to surpass.
Oof-door (-d6r), a. Being out of the
house.

Oafer,a. Being without. [middle.
Oafsr-anit.a. Most remote from the
Oat-fiee7 , v. £ To stare down.
Ooffall, *. A waterfall :—a quarrel.
Ooffit, n. The allowance :—the
equipment ofa person or ship.

Oat-a-en'er-al, v. L To exceed in
generalship.

Oat-ffIire/,v. L To surpass in giving.
Ottt-gro/, v.UTo surpass; to go beyond:
—to circumvent

Oat-*o/lna;,n. Egress :—expenditure.
Oat-arrows v. & Tosurpass In growth.
Oat-llr'od, *. L To exceed in cruelty.
Oaf-lUkiae. n. A small building
near the main house. [strange.

Oat-laad'iek, a. Rude; foreign;
Oot-lsMif,*. L Toexceed in duration.
Oaflaw, n. One deprived of the
benefit of law.—v. L To deprive of the
benefit and protecton ofthe law.

OoflAw-rjr, n. An act by which
one is deprived of the protection of
the law.
Ooflay, n. Expenditure.
•aflat,*. A passage outward.
Out-line', v. L To form a sketch or
outline of.

Oafline. n. An exterior line; a sketch.
Oat-live', v. L TO survive.
Oaflook, n. A vigilant watch ; a
watch-tower. [ing.

V,i».t To surpass Inmarch-
ore (-mezh'ur), v. L To

I in measure. [number.
A .—ksn'ber, v.L To exceed in
•ofpost, n. A station without a

~~" ^ar at a distance. [out.
" 9.L To effuse ; to pour

16
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oat-ptaKiMff,
effusion.

*. A pouring out

;

•S^fac*. n. Open violence.-*, L
To violentlv abuse.

Oo^rt'a^oaetout-ra/Jus), o. Violent:
furious ; exorbitant ; enormous.

J!^'*^ *-1^ * Violently.
Oat-reaek', v. i. To go beyond.
Oat-ride7 , v. L To pass by riding.
Ottfrid-er,n. A servant orattendant
on horse-back. [completely

Out-riant' (-rlf), ad. Immediately :

Ont-ri'Val, v.L To surpass In excel-
lence.

Ont-rfin', v. L To exceed. [sailing.
Ottt-eall', v. L To leavo behind in
Oat-eell', v. L To exceed In selling.
Out's£t, n. An opening ; beginning.
Oot-anine/

, v. t. To excel in bright-
ness.

Oafaide, n. Surface ; external part—a. External ; exterior.
Ottfaklrt, n. A suburb ; border.
Oat-spread', v. L Todifiuse.
Oat-eiand'lna;, a. Not collected;
unpaid. lout.

Ottt-etr«teh',i;. t To extend; to spread
Oat-atrip', v.L To outgo; to leave
behind.

Oat-vote', v. L To surpass by voting.
Ottfward, a. External; exterior.
Oofward, ) ad. To outward parts

;

Oofwarde. / tof
~-*

Ottfward-ly, ad.
to foreign parts.

„, id. Externally; on
the outside.

Oat-welark' (6ot-wa0, v. L To exceed
in weight ; to excel in value.

Out-wlf, v. L To overcome by strat-
agem.

Oofwork, n. A work raised on the
outside of the ditch ofa fortified place;
an exterior work.

Oat-work', v. L To outdo, [blackbird,
Ou'ael (o'rl), n. A water-fowl :—

a

O'val, a. Shaped like an egg; oblong.—n. A body of the shape ofan egg.
O-va'ri-oua, a. Consisting of eggs
O-va'rl-Am, a. [L.] Ovary
O'Ta-ry, n. The place where eggs are
formed :—a case enclosing ovules.

O-va'tlou, n. An expression of popu-
lar homage.

Ov'en (uv'vn), a. An arched cavity
to bake in.

0'Ter,iwrp. Above; across; upon.—
ad. Above the top ; more ; through-
out.—a. Above or beyond ; upper.

O-irer-aef, v. To perform to excess.
O'ver-alla, n. pi. A kind of trousers.
O-Ter-areh', v. L To cover as with
an arch.

O-ver-awe', ».<. To terrify.
O-ver-bal'anee, v. L To outweigh;
to preponderate. [overwhelm.

O-ver-bear'. v. L To bear down: to
O-ver-bear'Inar, p. o. Oppressive;
despotic ; haughty. [ship.

O'Ter-bdard, ad. Off or out of the
O-irer-bttr'den, v. L To overload.
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O^feMtif, v.L To cloud ; to dar-
ken :—to sew over, [soured.
7ver-cast, a. Clouded : gloomy,; ob-

O-ver-eharffe7 , *• L To charge to
excess.

O'ver-charare, *• Excessive load.
O-ver-cloua', v. t To cover with
clouds.

O'ver-edai, a. A great coat [quish.
O-WMorae'.t.t To conquer; to van-
O-ver-df, v. t <t i. To do too much.
O^er-ddee, n. An excessive dose.
O^er-draw', v. <. To draw too much.
O-ver-nVdw', v. *. To be more than

full: to spread.—v. *. To deluge.—n.
An inundation ; exuberance

O-ver-flldw'liiff, n. Exuberance.—
p. a. Inundating.

O-ver-srrow', v. L To cover with
herbage :—to rise above.

O'ver-frrftwib, n. Exuberant growth.
O-ver-Iiansr', v. *. To impend over.
O-ver-hanF, v. <. To examine.
O-ver-head', ad. Aloft ; above.
O-ver-hear', v. t Tohearby accident.
O-ver-heat', v. t To heat to excess
O-ver-Jfly', v. t To transport ; to de-

light.

O-ver-la'hor, v. (. To oppress by la-
bor :—to execute with too much care.

O'ver-land, a. Carried on by land.
O-ver-lay'. r. t To smother ; to cover.
O-ver-lay'ina;, n. A superficial cov-

ering, [to leap over.
O-ver-leap', v. L To pass by aJump

;

O-ver-lie', v. <. To lie upon.
O-ver-lead', v. t Toload too heavily.
O-ver-look' (-lukO, v. t To oversee

;

to inspect :—to excuse ; to neglect
O-ver-match', v. L To be too power-

ful for. [powers.
O'fer-match, n. One of superior
O-irer-iiieati'iire, v. t To measure
too largely.

O-ver-mlich', o. Too much.
O-ver-paas', v.L To pass over : to

cross :—to omit [surplus.
O'ver-plfie, n. More than is wanted;
O'ver-palae, n. A preponderant
weight ; to vanquish. [over.

O-ver-pow'er, v. t. To predominate
O-ver-rate', r. <. To rate too high.
O-ver-reach',*, t Todeceive; to cheat
O-fer-ride', r.tTo ride over; to ride
too much. [sede :—to reject.

O-verrnle', v. t. To control ; to super-
O-ver-rnl'lna;, p. a. Governing with
superior power; controlling, [spread.

O-ver-rttn', t». t. To ravage :-4o over-
O-ver-eee', v.L To superintend; to
overlook. [supervisor.

O-ver-ae'er, n. One who oversees ; a
O-fer-ett', ». t To overturn ; to sub-
vert—v. t To turn over.

O-ver-ehade', v. t To cover with
shade ; to darken.

O-ver-ehad'ow. v. L To throw a
shade over ; to shelter.

O-ver-eh**t', v. I. To shoot beyond.

0>t</ver sight, n. Superintendence:—
a mistake :— inattention :— inadvert-

pur-

O-irer-etftek', v. L To fill too full.

O-ver-etraln', r.Ut To strain to
excess.

O'vert, a. Open ; apparent : manifest
O-ver-take', v. L To catch bv
suit ; to come up with.

O-ver-taek', v. t. To task too much.
Over-throw' (-thr60, v. L To ruin

;

to defeat: to subvert; to upset—n.
Ruin ; defeat {openly.

O'vftrt-ly, ad. In an open manner

;

O-ver-top', v.L To rue above ; to
surpass.

O-ver-trade', v. i. To trade beyond
one's means.

O'ver-tikre, n. An offer:—a flourish
of music [throw.

O-ver-tfftrn', v. L To subvert ; to over-
O'fer-tOra.n. An overthrow.
O-Ter-weisjii' (-waV), *• *• To pre-
ponderate, [greater weight

O'ver-weftght. n. Preponderance;
O-v©r-whelm', t\ L To crush beneath.
O-ver-whelra'ins;, p. a. Overflow-
ing ; overpowering ; crushing.

0-ver-w©rk\ v. t Tq cause to labor
too much. [egg.
O7vl-fbrm, a. Having the shape ofan
0-fIp'a«roas, a. Producing eggs.
O'TOld, a. Egg-shaped.
O'viile, n. A rudimentary seed.
(Vfftni^ [LJ An egg.
Owe (6), v.L To be indebted to :—to
have from.

Ow'tna;, p. a. Due as a debt :—imput-
able to.

Owl, n. A bird that flies by night—
v. i. To carry on an unlawful trade.

Owl'et, n. A small owl ; an owl.
Owl'iDg, n. An offence against trade.
Owl'lsk, a. Resembling an owl.
Own (dn). a. Belonging to ; peculiar.
—v.L To possess:—to acknowledge;
to confess.

Own'er, n. The rightful proprietor.
Own'er-ahIp,n. Exclusive possession
Ox, n. A castrated bull.
Ox-al'lc, a. Noting an acid ; pertain-
ing to sorrel, [oxide.

Oxl-date, v. L To convert into an
Ox-l-da'tlon, n. Act of oxidizing.
Ox'lde, n. A compound of oxygen
and a base. [fde.

Ox'id-iae, v. t To convert into an ox-
Ox'y-sjr^n, n. A gas which generates
acids and oxides, and forms the respl-

rable part ofcommon air.
"' *«.tTo cause tocom-

with oxygen,
rtaining to ox-

ygen.
Ox-js/a-ttal, a Having three acute
angles.

Ox /y-sren-*te,\t>. t Toe
Ox'y-sren-iae, { bine 1

Ox-yspen-oae, a. Pert
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^&.n
* Am***" of vinegar

%£IZ„ r\'¥*'^ Chloride.

dJS^d,^6*^ ta °«I«» M °fa

PALING S48
°!?*;/

» *?• Hear y« :—ft term used by aMS&? aQ tatroducti^ to
7
a

#'ter.n. Ablvalvularmollusk.
Opsone, n. A kind of gas.

P.

HVa-lar. a. Affording food.
<**[>-u-l*'tlon, n. The act of feeding.

5£K,1
"!S**' * AflbrdingalimenT^MVu-lftmn [L.1 Food; aliment,

a^aeo, n. a step :—gait :—a measure.—
v. i. To go ; to walk.

£»e/er, n. a horse that paces.
£»-«?»»'. *• A Turkish governor.
Pacli'jr-denii, n. A thick-skinned
animal.
F*fl|-1Jr-«l«*/ma-ta, n.pl. An order
of animals that have thick skins.

*^te^
Peaceable

l mild; ap-

sl?!^^'{io,,' n- Theact ofpacwf:
Pie-i-jl-ea/tor, n. A peacemaker.
Pa-eiri-ea-to-ry, o. Tending to

• peace.
»«a-iy, v.

J.
To appease ; to quiet.

ft"acK, n. A bundle:—a number of
cards :—a number of hounds :—a crew—». t To bind up.—». i. To tie up
goods. r

ShS/***' » A bale
; goods packed.

£***'•*>* One who packs.^*cfc^?*?; A small pack or parcel:—a post-ship.

Hit/11*.***' »• A horse of burden.

m££/5£Si!« A^dle5-, [parcels.

SKfi11!^1'?- Thread for binding"«*• n. A bargain; a covenant, [ment
Pj^tt'tloas, o. Settled by'agree-
**?•?• A "ortof cushion :—a robber

•

SvK&JFf~* ^J rob on toot-*. 'To stuff; as a cushion.

l*r.—».t To feel; torow.-n. AsmaU

EK'i!!**» ^,A H** :-* 8ma11 «"SoSl

*3torrne^n
RiCel,lthebusk:-a **

£a3'K?*;£v A Engine lock.

wSS^TlI9!*' /^ml of silk. Hoy.

pKEEl^ ^ ^sonaroftritimphor
*JJ$•• *• A heathen ; a gentile : anWaator^o, Heathenish ;Wlatrou?
S/S5*ff?,n-. Heathenism, fish.

wSSTT^nS'J* Tp render heatten-
^ft^ ^ "H6 ofa leaf J a writing:

Pa^ELl*'- To mark with pages.
-!5L2r^i *' *• A pompous show: a•^ctacle^-^ 8ho^;5ompoui

'

KEf*_*£*?% *• pomp ; show£"£f»n«-ry, n. Pomp ; sh
E*£r**h a. Consisting of nages.

^Sfoobi.
»£&: The marking ofpages.

An Indian Hol/*^-1£00kJ
l*» n- An Indian fool/temple,

**!»«. A vessel for water, Ac.

S?ii l?,
»A * muS1 as a pail holds.Paln

? "^ Distress
; suffering :-penaltv

«!?• V-T° a®101
1 to distrSs.

J*:uauy*

£*}n'£ttl, a. Full ol pain.

SS1
fttlF' ?*• In a Painful man-ner; laboriously.

^^
Pftim'leM, a. Free from pain.

MiSSlJlki^ 1 care; trouble.P
dSrio

t

5
k-i,lir

'
a

" ^^ious;in-
Paint, v. <. To lay color noon • to
color

:
to describe.-J. i. To pSct'ice

%±„?'Z*'
A Pigment used by^aint-

«? I coloring substance.
*^

r*?!*er' w- 0ne wfao paints :—a roneto fasten a boat.
*«""» « rope

P
£!£!l

l
i

il8r,
,
n> The act of formingtores in colors :-a picture. ^^

*if• n
- Two things suited to each

i?5S
r

:

i

ft C0Up
J
e-r,r- f

-
To^ Joined

In
i
couples.-v. L To unite in couples.

S&*cJj n
- A magnificent house.

Pal'a-dln, n. A chieftain :-a knight-
errant

Pal-an-qutn' (pal-an-kenO. n. A
covered carriage born on the shoulders.

mi J"J?;
ble

' S'
^easing to the taste.

KM/?:**1' a - „ReJa91» to ^e palate.Palmate, n. Roofof the mouth; taste

Ea:,
lB

iftt,» °- Relating to a palace.
«-ai a-tlne, n. One invested with

^vie^ege8 ~<1, PoB8e88in» to**

Pa-la'ver, n. Superfluous or idle
talk.—v. t. A i. To talk foolishly : to
flatter.

Palo, a. Not ruddy : whitish
; pallid.—n. A pointed stake:—a district —

v. L To enclose with pales.
Pale'nesw, n. State ofbeing pale.
Pa'l^-o-grrapli, n. An ancient manu-

script.
P
f",f^??fra*Pliy» ^ 8cienoe of
deciphering ancient writings: ancient
writings collectively. [tlquities.

Pa-le-ol'o-jry, n. The science of an-
Pa-le-on-tttl'o-ffy, n. The science
of fossil.

Pa.l«s'trtc, \a. Pertaining to the
Pa-lCs'tri*eal, / ™—i-TT? .

ling.

.. » ^« '» ft *vr wc
exercise of wrest-

PaFette, n. fFr.] A painter's board or
tablet; pallet

KW^P^y^ »• A small horse.
Pal'lB-drftme, n. A word, line, or
sentence which is the same read back-
wards or forwards.

Paring, n. A fence made of pale*.
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Ml-1-aAde', n. A fortification of
stakes.—v.t. To enclose with pales.

Pall, n. A cloak :—a covering for the
dead.—v. i. To grow vapid.—v. t. To
make insipid.

Pal-la'dl-nm, n. [L.] A statue of

Pallas: — a safeguard: — a whitish

metal.
PAl'laa,*. A small planet or asteroid.

PAl'let, n. A small bed :—palette :—
a little post

PAl'li*ate,v. L To extenuate; to cover.
PAl-li-A'tlon, n. An extenuation.
PAl'll-a-tlve, o. Tending to palliate

;

extenuating; mitigating.—n. Some-
thing that extenuates.

PAl'fld, a. Pale ; wan.
PAlm (pam), n. A tree :—victory:—the
inner part of the hand:—a measure
of three inches.—v. t. To conceal ; to
Impose.

Pal'mar, o. Relating to the palm.
PAI'mat»ed, a. Web-footed. [tree.

Pal-met'to, n. A species of the palm-
Pal-mirer-ona, a. Bearing palms.
PAl'ml-pM, n. A web-footed bird.

PAI'mla-try, n. Fortune-telling by
the palm. [nourishing.

Palm'y (pa'me), a. Bearing palms

;

PAl'pa-ble, o. Thatmay be felt; plain.

Pal'pa-blr, ad. In a palpable man-
ner; plainly.

PAl'pl-tAte, v. t. To beat, as the heart.
Pal-pi-ta'tion, n. Act of palpitating;
a throbbing or quick beating, [palsy.

Pal'aied (zid), a. Diseased with the
Pal'ay, n. A privation of motion ; a
paralysis.—1». t. To strike with palsy;
to paralyse.

Parter, v. i. To shift ; to dodge.
Pal'trt-nean, n. The state of being
paltry; meanness. [picable.

Pal'try, a. Sorry; insignificant; des-
Psro'per, v. L To glut ; to feed to the

full. [book.
PAm'phlet, n. A small stitched
PAm-phlet-eer7

, n. A writer of
pamphlets.

Pan, n. A vessel broad and shallow;
a hollow:—a part of the gun-lock :—
hard earth lying below soil.

Pan-a-ee'a, n. A universal remedy;
catholicon :—an herb. [pan.

Pan'c&ke, n. A thin cake fried in a
PAn'cre-A», n. The sweetbread.
PAn-ere-At'lc, a. Relating to the
pancreas. [law.

PAn'dect, n. A treatise ; a digest of
PAn-de-md'nt-uni, n. The council
hall of the fallen angels or demons.

PAn'der, n. A pimp ; a procurer.—v. i.

To be subservient to lust or passion.
Pane, n. A square of glass.

Pan-e-gryr/ic, n. A laudatory speech;
a eulogy; an encomium.

PAn-e-gyr'ic, \ a. Containing
PAn-e-gyr't-cal, / praise; eulogistic.
PAn-e-iryr'ist, n. A eulogist.*"'-— "—

«. L To praise highly.

PAPLZIO

Pan'eL,n. A piece inserted in a wain
scot :—a iury roll.—v. L To form into
panels; toempaneL

Pan'el-llnflr, n. Panel-work.
Pint;, n. Momentary agony.
Panliar-inttn'i-eon, n. An instru-
ment ofmusic.

PAn'ic, n. A sudden fright :—a plant
—a. Violent; sudden.

PAn'1-ele, n. A sort of inflorescence,
in which flowers are scattered.

Pan-nade', n. The curvet ofa horse
Pan'nape, n. Food for swine.
PAn'nef, n. A rustic saddle.
Pan'nie, n. A plant [kind.
PAn'ni-ele, n. A plant of the millet
Pan'nler, *. A wicker basket carried
on a horse. [body.

i'o~ply, n. Complete armor for the
!-o-ra7ma, n. Complete view ; a

large or continuous picture, [on
PAn-o-rAm'le, a. Relating to a pan-
PAn'sy, n. A garden violet
Pant, v. i. To breathe rapidly.—n. Pal-
pitation, [copying designs.

Pan'ta-arraph, n. An instrument for
PAn-ta-iet', n. A woman's garment
PAn«ta-166na', n. Long, close trou-

sers, [the universe is God.
P&n'the-Isui. n. The doctrine that
PAn'the*ist,n. A believer in panthe-

ism, [theism.
PAn-the-Is'tte, a. Relating to pan-
PAn-thfon. n. A temple dedicated

to all the gods.
PAn'ther, n. A wild beast
PAn'tile, n. A curved tile.

Pan-tA'fie, n. A slipper, [sciences.
Pan-t&l'o-gy, n. A treatise on all the
Pan-t&in'e-ier, n. An instrument for
measuring angles, elevations, and dis-
tances.

PAn'to-mime, n. A representation
in dumb show :—a mimic—a. Repre-
senting by gesture.

PAn-to-mlm'lc, \ a. Representing
PAn-to-mlm'l-cAl./ bydumb show.
Pan /tan.n. A sort ofhorseshoe, [sions.

PAn'try, n. An apartment for provi-
PAp. n. A nipple :—soft food.
Pa»pA', n. A fond name for father.
P&'pa-ey, n. The popedom ; papal an*

thority.
PA'pal.a. Belonging to the pope.[ples.
Pa«pAv'er-oQfi, a. Resembling pop
Pa-pAW, n. A shrub and its fruit

Pa'per, n. A substance to write on :—

a newspaper.—<i. Made of paper;
thin.—v. I Tocover with paper.

PA'per-hAns'lnfrs, n. Colored pa
per, to cover the walls of rooms, [per.

Pa'per-mlll,n. A mill for making pa-

PA'per-stain'er, n. One who colors

paper.
Pa-pea'cent. a. Containing pap.
Papier-mache (par/ya-mft'sha), n.

[Ft.] A substance made of paper, and
the articles manufactured from it.

Pa-pll'io, a. A butterfly ; a moth.
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PAPILIONACEOUS

pa-pn-fta-aaSe+oii*, a. Relating to
the butterfly.

Pap'll-la-i-r, a. Haying nipples.

Pap-U-lote7, n. [Fp. J A paper to keep
the heir in curl.

Pm-pll'lons, a. Papillary.

Pa'plst,a . A Roman Catholic, [trine.

Pa'pla-try.n. Popery ; Romish doo-
Pap-pO—', n. An Indian child.

Pap'poea, a. Relating to pappus

;

downy. . _,.

PAp'pni, n. [L.l A downy substance.

P*p'py,a. Soft ; easily divided.

Pa^jr>Va»,n.fL.] An Egyptian plant

formerly used for paper.
Mr, n. The state of equality.

Pi-ra'.n. A small Turkish coin.
PArSa-ble, n. A fable designed to il-

lustrate and enforce some truth; a
similitude. ftions.

Pa-rab'o-la, n. One of the conic sec-

Par-a-bol'ie, \a. Pertaining to
Par-a-bol'i-cal, j a parable or a
parabola. [parables.

Pa-r&b'o-llat, n. One who deals in
Par-a-cen'tric, o. Noting a sort of
curve line. [chronology.

Pa-raeb'ro-nlsm. *. An error in
Par-a-ebfites, n. [Fr.] An Instrument
to prevent rapid descent of a balloon.

Pir'apelete, n. The Holy Spirit ; a
comforter.
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Show; ostentation :—
military order.—v. i. To assemble, as
troops.—v. t To assemble; to exhibit.

Par'a-dlffm (-dim), n. An example.
PaWa-diee, n. A placeof bliss; heaven.
Pa^a-dox, n. An opinion or assertion
apparently false yet true.

Par-a-d6x't-cal, n. Partaking of
paradox.

Par-a-ffd'are. n. The addition of a
letter or syllable at the end ofa word.

Pftr-a-ffttff/ie,a. Relating to a para-

Par'a-gaii, n. A perfect model.
Par'a-grasn, n. A play upon words.
P&Va-graph, n. A distinct part of a
discourse:—the mark thus [¥]. [graphs.

Par-a-ffrapb'i-cal«l>r, aa. Bypara-
Par-al-l&e'tie, o. Pertaining to a
parallax.

Par'al-lax, n. Change of aspect :—
the distance between the true and the
apparent place ofa planet.

Par'al-lei. a. Extended in the same
direction at the same distance ; equal

;

like.

P*r-»l-161'9-jn**ni< n. A figure.
whose opposite sides are parallel and
equal.

P»r-al-l£l-o-pi'ped,n. A solid hav-
ingsix quadrilateral faces, ofwhich the
opposite ones are parallel and equal.

Pa-ral'o-frlAin, n. A false argument.
Pa-ral'o-gy, n. False reasoning.
Pa-r*l'y-«M, n. Loss of feeling in any
part of the body; a palsy. [ralysis.

Par-a-lyfic, n, One affected by pa-

Par-a-lyfie, >o. Affected with
Par-a-lyVi-eal,/ paralysis; palsied.
Paralyse, ». t To affect as with

paralysis. [chiet
Par'a-mftoat, a. Above all others

:

Pai'a-mdnr, n, A lover in a bad
sense :—a mistress.

Par's-nymph, n. A supporter.
Pas^a-peepm (parVpem), n. An an-
cient table on which laws, Ac., were
engraved.

PArVp«t,n. A breastwork or wall
Paraph, n. A flourish of the pen at
the end ofa signature.

Par-a-pber-na'11-a, n. [L.1 The
apparel and ornaments of a wife :—
equipage.

Pai^a-phrase, n. A free translation

;

a copious explanation.—«. L To trans-
late or interpret freely ; to explain in
many words. [sea.

Par'a-pbraat, n. One who paraphra-
Par-a-pbraa'tle, ) a. Relating
Par-a-pbraa'ti-eal, J to para-
phrase; free.

Par-a-pbre-ni'tis, n. [Gr.l Inflam-
mation of the diaphragm :—delirium.

Par/a-sao8r, n. A Persian measure.
Par-a-se-le'iie, n. [Or.] A meteor in a
watery cloud.

Par/a-aite, n. One who flatters the
rich :—an animal of parasitical habits;
a plant that grows on other plants.

Par-a-slt'le, \a. Having the
Par-a-slt'i-eal, J qualities of a para-

site.

PaWa-aolfn. A small umbrella to shel-
ter from the sun.

Pa-ratb'e-sla, n. Apposition :—a par-
enthetical notice :—matter contained
between brackets.

Par'bftU, v. L To half-boil.
Par'eel, n. A small bundle.—v. t To
divide into portions.

Par'ce-na-ry, n. Joint inheritance.
Par'ccn^r.n. A joint owner.
Parcb. v. t To burn slightly , to scorch.
Parcb'ment, n. Skins dressed for
writing on. [mal.

Pard, n. The leopard :—a spotted ani-
Par'don (par'dn), v. t. To forgive ; to
remit—-n. Forgiveness; remission.

Pai^doo-a-ble, a. Thatmay be par-
doned.

Par'don-*-bly, ad. Venially.
PaVdon-er. n. One who pardons.
Pare, v. t. To cut offthe surface.

Par-e-iror'tc, n. A medicine that mit-
igates pain.—a. Mollifying ; assuaging.

Pa-ren'cby-ma; n. Pith of a plant
Pa-r6n'e-als, n. Exhortation.
Par-e-n#t/le, n. Giving admonition.
Parent, n. A father or mother.
Parent-are, n. Extraction; birth.

Pa-rentfal, a. Relating to parents

;

tender.
Pa-rftn'tbe-ala, n. A clause includ-
ed in a sentence :—the mark (thus) in'

eluding the words inserted.
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Par-en-thet'lc, \a. Pertaining to
Par-en-thet'1-cal,/ parenthesis.
Par-en-thet'1-eal-ijr, ad. By pa-
renthesis.

Pa-ren'tl-eide, n. The murder or
the murderer of a parent

Par'er, n. A tool to cut the surface:—
one who pares.

Par/gret2 n. Plaster :—paint, [meteor.
Par-be7 11-on, n. A mock sum:—

a

Pa'rl-an, n. The lowest class in Hin-
dostan ; an outcast. [Pare*.

Pa'rl-an, a. Relating to the isle of
Pa-ri'e-tal, a. Constituting the sides
or wall.

Paring-, a. That which is pared off.

Parish, n. An ecclesiastical district.

—a. Belonging to a parish, [a parish.
Pa-rlsh'lon-er, n. One belonging to
Par-1-syl-lab'lc, \ a. Having an
Par-1-syl-lab'l-cal, f equal num-
ber of syllables.

Par'i-ty, n. Equality; likeness.
Park, n. An enclosure for game or
recreation.—*. L To enclose in park.

Parlance, n. Conversation.
Paisley, v. i. To treat verbally; to
talk.—n. Oral treaty ; conference.

Par'Ua-mftiit, n. The British legis-
lative assembly. [parliament.

Par-lla-ment'fc-ry, a. Relating to
Parlor, n. A furnished room ; a sit-

ting room.
Pa-rd'ehl-ai,a. Belonging toa parish.
Pai^o-dlet, n. One who makes paro-
dies.

Par'o-dy, n. A caricature of another's
words or performance.—!;, t To give
a burlesque imitation of.

Par'ol, o. By word of mouth.
Pa-role', n. A verbal promise.
Pa-roto-o-mas'tle, a. Relating to
paronomasia.

P&r'o-nyme, n. A paronvmous word.
Pa-ron'y-mons, a. Alike in sound
but different inmeaning :—of the same
origin.

Pa-rot'Id, a. Relating to the parotis.
Pa-ro'tls, n. The salivary gland un-
der the ear.

Par'ox-ynm, n. A violent fit of pain.
Par-auet' (-kaO, n. Lower floor of a
theatre.

ParSqnet-ry, n. Inlaid wood-work.
Par'rl-cide, n. The murder or the
murderer of a parent.

Par'rot, n. A tropical bird.

Par'rjr. v. t To turn aside.—1». i. To
ward off thrusts. [grammatically.

Parse, v. L To analyse and describe
Par-sl-md'nl-oas, a. Penurious:
avaricious. [parsimony.

Par-sl-mo'nl-oas-ly, ad. With
Par'sl-mo-ny, n. Covetousness ; pe-
nuriousness.

Pars'ley, »• A garden herb.
Pars'nfp, n. A garden vegetable.
Par'son, a. The clersvman of a parish.

par'soa-afe, n. A parson's house.

PASQUINADE

Part,*. Something less than the whole:
—a member:—concern:— aide.— v. t
To divide; to share.—*, i To be sepa-
rated.

*^
Part'afe, n. A division ; the act of
sharing.

Par-take% v. L To take part of; to
participate.

Par-ta'fcen, p. from partake.
Par-terre', n. [Fr.] An ornamental
plot ofground.

Par'tlal (paVshal), o. Inclined to one
party :—not total. [partial.

Par-tl-al'1-ty, n. State ofbeing
Pfcr-tl-bU'l-ty.n. Divisibility.
Part'1-ble, a. That may be parted.
Par-tle'1-pant, a. Sharing.—n. A
partaker; a sharer.

Par-tlc'1-pate, v. i.& L To have a
share; to partake

Par-tIe>l-pa'tion,a. Act of sharing.
Par-tie'1-pa-tor, n. One who par-
ticipates.

Par-tl-elp'1-al, a. Ofthe nature of a
participle.

Par-tl-clp'1-al-ly, ad. In the man-
ner of a participle. [speech

.

Per'tl-ef-ple, n. One of the parts of
Par'tl-ele, n. A minute part; an at-
om :—an indeclinable word.

Par-tie7a-lar, a. Pertaining to a sin-
gle person or thing :—exact :—peculiar,
—singular.—n. A single instance or
point.

Par-tle-u-lar'ft-ty, n. Quality of be-
ing particular.

Par-tle'u-lar-iae, v. L To mention in
particulars.

Part'lnar, n. A division ; separation.
Ptsr/tl-aan,n. An adherent to a party.
Par'tite, a. Divided ; separated.
Par-tl'tion, n. Act of dividing ; a
division.—*. L To divide into parts.

Par'tl-tlve, a. Distributive.-*. A
partitive word.

Part'Iy, ad. In some measure; in part.
Partner, n. An associate in business;
a sharer.

Partner-ship, n. A joint interest

:

—a union of two or more in business

;

—association.
Par-took', i. from partake.
Par'trldire, n. A bird ofgame.
Par-tu'rf-ent, a. Bringing forth.
Par-tu-rl'tion, n. Act of giving

birth.
PHr'ty.n. A number of persons united
by some tie :—a select assembly :—-a

detachment :—one of two litigants.—
o. Belonging to a party.

Pas (pa), n. [FrJ A step :—precedence.
Pas'chal (paslcel), a. Relating to the
passover.

Pa-sha', n. A Turkish governor.
Pa-sl^ra-phy, n. An imaginary
universal language.

Pas'qnln, n. & v. Pasquinade
Pas-quln-ade', n. A satirical writ-
ing.—«. i. To lampoon ; to vilify.
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v.i. To go ; to proceed :—to van-
teh :—to occur :—to be current >-to be
enacted.—*. L To go beyond:—to
spend :—toomit :—to enact :—to utter

:

—to palm off:—to thrust—n. A nar-

row passage:—a^permit:—posh:—state.
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yia-ble, a. That may be passed,

a'a-bly, ad. Tolerably.

_ _4a'd6, n. A pass in fencing.

Paa'aaa;e, n. Act of passing; journey:
—road :—occurrence :—part of a book:.

Pavaaed, L&p. from pass.

Pas'aen-grer, n. A traveller by public
conveyance.

Pasa'er, n. One who passes.

Paa'ao-rlne, o. Noting a class of birds.

Pas-al-bll'i-ty, n. Quality of being

PasVsi-ble, a. That may feel or suffer.

Paaa'lna;,p. a. Surpassing.—ad. Very.
Paa'slon, n. Anger :—zeal ; emotion :

—love. [hasty.

Paa'slon-ate, a. Moved by passion ;

Paa'aion-ato-ly, ad. WithpasBion.
Paa'slon-flow-ar, n. A plant and
flower.

Paa'slon-l#sa,a. Cool : undisturbed.
Pae'»loa-w*€k, n. The week pre-

ceding Easter.
P&a'aive, a. Not active ; unresisting.— " i'aiv«-ly» od\ In a passive manner.

i'6-ver, n. A festival of the Jews.
/port. n. A permission to travel;

a safe conduct.
Paas'word, n. A watchword.
Past, a. from pass. Not present ; gone
by.—n. The time gone by.—prep. Af-

ter ; beyond.
Paste, n. A tenacious mixture.—v. t.

To cement with paste.

Paste/board, 7k A thick, stiff paper.

Pas/tel^n. A plant or herb.

Paa'tern, n. The lowest part of a
horse's leg.

Pas/til, n. [Ft.) A roll of naste for

crayons, or for fumigation:—a lozenge.
Pas/time, n. Sport ; diversion.

Pas'tor, n. Ashepherd:—aclergyman.
Pas'to-ral, o. Relating to a pastor :—
rural.—n. A rural poem.

Pas'tor-ate, \n. The office of a
Pas'tor-ablp, j pastor.

Pas'try, n. rood made with paste.
Paa'try-cooh, n. One who makes
pastry. [ure.

PssfnMfe, n. Feed for cattle; past-

Past'ore. n. Land on which cattle
feed.—v. i & i. To feed on grass.

Paa'ty. n. Venison baked in paste.—
o. Resembling paste. [blow.

Pat, v. £ To strike lightly.—n. A light
Pateb, a. A piece ; a parcel.-—v. t To
put patches on.

Pat«b/er»y,n. Bunglingwork, [pieces.

Pateh'work. n. work composed of
Pate, n. The head.
Pa-tella, a. [L.] The knee-pan :—
a shell-fish. [the eucharist.

FsWan# a. A small plate used at

Pat'ent, o. Apparant ; manifest.—n.
A grant of an exclusive right to an in-

vention.—v. t. To make a public
grant of.

Pat-en-toe', a. Onewho has a patent
Pa-tfer'nal, a. Fatherly; kind:—
hereditary. [father.

Pa-ter'arf-ty, n. The relation of a
Pa'ter-ii6srter, a. [L.] The Lord's
prayer.

Path, n. A way ; a road ; course of
action.—!;, t. To go over ; to make
way for.

Pa-tbet'lc, \ a. Relating to pa-
Pa-tb£t'i-cal, J thos; moving.
Pa-tb6t'i-cal-ly, ad. In apathetic
manner.

Patb'lesa, a. Having nopath.
Pa-th&ff'no-my, n. The science of
the signs by which the state of the
passions 1b indicated.

Pa-thol'o-glat, n. One who treats of
pathology.

Pa-tboro-sjy, n. The science of
diseases. [der emotions.

Pa'tbos, n. That which awakens ten-

'

Patb'way, n. A narrow foot-way.
Pa'tienee, n. Power of suffering with-
out complaint : perseverance.

P&'tient (pA'shent), a. Possessed of
patience.—«. One who receives im-
pressions :—a sick person.

Pa'tlent-ly, ad. -With patience.
Pat'la, n. [L.] A cover for a chalice :—
a plate.

Pfti'ly, ad. Commodiously; fitly.

Pafness, n. Suitableness.
Pa'tri-arcb, n. The head of a family:
—the ecclesiastical head of an Oriental
church. [triarchs.

Pa-tri-arch'al, a. Belonging to pe-
PaVtri-ar-cby, n. A patriarchate.
Pa-trl'-eian, n. One of the nobility

in ancient Rome ; a nobleman.—a. Of
noble family.

Pat'ri-cide, n. The murder or the
murderer of a father.

Pat-ri-md'iii-al, a. Relating to pat-

rimony.
Pat'ri-mo-ny, n. An estate derived
by inheritance.

Pa'tri-ot, n. A lover of his country.—
a. Full of patriotism. [ism.

Pa-trl-ot'ie, a. Relating to patriot-

Pa'tri-ot-Iam, n. Love of one's

country.
Pa-trls'tftc, a. Relating to the early

fathers of the Christian church.
Pa-trol', n. The guard that goes

around a camp at nieht.—v. t. To pass

through ; to go round.—v. i. To go the
rounds in a camp.

Pa'tron, n. One who patronizes or
protects :—a supporter ; an advocate.

Pat'ron-atjre, n. [Fr.] Act of patron-
izing; protection. [Ing.

Pafro*nal, a. Protecting; support-
Pa'trosi-ftaa, n. A female patron.
Pafrosfiao. v.L To act thepatron to.
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PAt-ro-aym'le, n. A name derived
from an ancestor.—a. Derired from
an ancestor, as a name.

PAt'ten, n. The base of a column :—
an undershoe of wood with an iron
ring, [hail.

PAt'ter, v. i. To make a noise like
PAt'tern, n. A model for imitation :—
example.—t>. t. To imitate ; to copy.

PAtfty,n. A little pie. [quantity.
Pan'cl-ty, n. Smallness of number or
Paunch, n. Belly; abdomen.
Pan'per, n. A poor person, distinc-
tively one supported by alms.

Paa'per-Ism, n. The state of being
a pauper. [perism.

PAn'per-ise, v. L To reduce to pau-
PAuse, n. A stop ; suspense ; break.—

v. i. To wait ; to deliberate.
Pave. v. t. To lay with stone or brick.
PAve'ment, n. A floorofstone or brick.
Pav'er, n. One who paves.
PAv'ier (pav'yer), n. One who paves.
Pa-vll'loa (pa-vll'yun),n. A building
with a dome :—a summer-house.

PAW, n. The footofa beast :—the hand.
—v. i. To draw the foot along the
ground.—e. t. To strike with the paws.

PAwed, a. Having paws.
Pawl; n. A piece of iron used on a ship.
Pawn, n. A pledge deposited:—

a

chess-man.—v. L To leave as security.
Pawn'bro-ker, n. One who lends
money on pledges.

Paw-pAw', n. An American shrub.
PAz.n. A little image of Christ.

PAy, v. t. To discharge, as a debt ; to
reward.—v. i. To be remunerative.—
n. Wages ; money for service.

PAy'a-ble, a. Justly due.
PAy'day, n. The day for payment
PAy-M^ n. One to whom money is

to be paid. [ment.
PAy'maa'ter, n. One whomakes pay-
Pay'ment, n. Act of paying ; money

paid.
Pea (p€), n. A plant and its fruit.

P6aee, n. Freedom from war ; a state
of tranquillity.—interj. Commanding
silence.

Ptaee'a-ble, a. Disposed to peace.
Peace'a-bly, ad. In a peaceable
manner.

Ptaee'fttl, o. Quiet; undisturbed.
P6aee'fnl-ly,o<l Peaceably; quietly.
Peace'-iaAk-er, n. A promoter of
peace.

Peace'-ftf-fl^eer. n. A civil officer.
Peaeb, n. A tree and its fruit.
Pea'cblck, n. The chick ofa peacock.
Pea'cftek,n. A large fowl. [cock.
Pea'hfett, n. The female of the pea-
Peak, n. The ton of a hill :—a point

:

the forepart of a head-dress.
Peak'ed, a, Havinpaneak.
PSal, n. A loud sound.—v. i. To utter
loud sounds.—f. t. To assail.

P#'an, a. A triumphal song*~m *~
»a. Annan.

PSDLKB

Pear; a. A tree and its fruit.

Pearl, n. A precious substance found
in the oyster; a jewel :—a film on the
eye.

Pfearl'Ash, n. Purified potash.
Pearl'y, o. Like pearls.
Pear7main, n. A kind of apple.
Pear'-tre€, n. A tree that bearspears.
PAaa'ant, n. One ofthe lower class of
people; a rural laborer.

Peaa'ant-ry, n. A body ofpeasants.
Peaae, n. Peas collectively
Peat. n. A species of turf.

Peat'-mAss, n. A fen producing peat.
Pe^ba.a. A species of armadillo.
Pfeb'ble, \ n. A small, roundish
P«b'ble-atone, j stone :—a species
of quarts.

Pe-eAn', n. A tree and its nut. [cable.
Pee-ea-bll'1-ty, n. State of being pec-
PSe'ca-ble, a. Liable to sin.
Pee-ea-dUad.n A petty fault
Peccant, a. Guilty ; corrupt ; morbid.
P*ek,n. The fourth of a bushel.—v.L
To strike with the beak.

P£ek'er, n. One that pecks ; a kind
ofbird. fcomb-

P«e'ti*nal, n. A fish.—a. Like a
P6e'ti-uate, \a. Formed like the
Pge'ti-nAt-ed, f teeth of a comb.
P£c'ta-ral, a. Belonging to the breast.
—n. A medicine for the breast.

P£c'n-late, v. L To embezzle, as pub*
lie money ; to defraud the public.

pgc-u-la'tton, n. The embezzle-
ment ofjpublic money by an officer.

Pec'a-la-tor, n. One who peculates.
Pe-cul'lar, a. Belonging to only
one; appropriate; single.—n. One's
exclusive property.

Pe-cnl-1-ara-ty, n. Singularity.
Pe-eiil'iar-iae, v. t Tomake peculiar.
Pe-enl'iar-ly, ad. Particularly; sin-
gularly.

Pe-eiin'ia-ry, a. Relating to money.
P#d-a-sjfta/ie, \o. Belonging to a
P#d-a-sj«Va/l-cal, j schoolmaster.
P#d'a-ffOfrne. n. A schoolmaster.
PeVdal, a. Belonging to the foot
Ptd'ala, n. pL The keys of a musical
instrument acted upon ny the feet

Ptd'ant. n. A person full of pedantry.
Pe-dAn'tie, a. Full of pedantry, [ing.

PM'an-try • n. Ostentation of leara-
PM'ate, a. Divided at the end.
P«d'dle, v. {.At. To carry about and

sell by retail.

PM'dler, n. One who peddle*.

PM'ea-tal, n. The base of a pillar or
statue.

Pe-dfe'trl-an, a. Going on foot.—a.
One who Journeys on foot [on foot

Pe-dea'trl-an-fam. a. Act of going
P«d'i-ele, n. The footstalk ofa flower.

PM'l-frr&. n. An account of a line
of ancestors; genealogy.

P«d'l-m£fit, n. An ornament over •*

door, window, Ac.
PM'lar9 a. A travelling I
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Pe-da-bap'tlsm, n. The baptism of
* ' " * ' toaptism.
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[in infant __^
Pe-da-bap'tiet, n. One who believes
Pe-dim'e-tcr, n. An instrument for
measuring the distance passed in tow-
elling.

Peel* v. L To strip off:—to plunder.—
v. i To come off.—n. A rind or skin

:

—a baker's shovel.
P£ep, v. i. To appear ; to look slyly :—
to cry as young birds.—n. The first

appearance :—a sly look. (en.
Peep'er, n. One that peeps :—a chlck-
PMr, n. An equal :—a nobleman ; a
member of the British House of Lords.—v. i. To come in sight ; to peep.

Pesyace, n. The state of a peer :—
the body of peers.

PMr'eaa, n. The wife of a peer.
PMraeaa,*. Unequalled.
PMT'iih, a. Petulant ; querulous.
P#aj, a. A small wooden pin.—0. *. To
fasten with a peg.

Pec'a-eas, n. [L.] A winged horse :—
a constellation.

PeVma-Ute, n. A kind of granite.
Pe-la^ic, a. Belonging to the sea,

Pelf, n. Money; riches.

P«l't-eaa, n. A large swimming bird:

—a glass vessel.

Pe-lU»e',n. [Ft.] A silk robe.
Pell. n. A skin -a hide.
Pel'iet,n. A little ball :—an ornament.
Fel'li-cle, n. A thin skin:—a salty
crust.

Pell-mell', ad. Confusedly.
Pel-la'eld, a. Admitting the passage
of light. [«. A raw hide :—a blow.

Pelt. v.L To strike with something.—
P*l'iry> «. Furs collectively, [men.
Pel'vie, n. The lower part or the abdo-
Pem'ml-can, n. Meat prepared for
use in long journeys.

P£n, n. An Instrument for writing :—
a small enclosure.—v. t. To coop ; to
incage :—to write.

Pe^nal, a. Relating to punishment;
inflicting punishment [fine.

Pto'al-iy, n. A judicial punishment

;

P«a'ance, n. An infliction suffered
for sin.

P#nce, n. ; pi. of penny.
P£n'cil, n. An Instrument for writing;
a brush used by painters :—a collection
of rays of light converging to a point.—v. t To draw : to write.

Pen-chant (-shangO, n. [Ft.] Inclina-
tion: propensity.

Pen'dani,n. An ear-ring :—an archi-
tectural ornament :—a flag, [decision.

Pen'den-ey, n. Suspense; delay of

IXli
"fl

eill*» a- Hanging :—projecting.
Pend'lnsr, o. Depending ; yet unde-
cided.—prep. For the time of.

Pen'du-loaa, a. Swinging.
P£n'da*ltfcm, n. A suspended, vibra-
tlngbody.

Pen-«-tra-Ml'l«ty, n. SUte of be-
ing penetrable.

Pen'e-tra-ble, a. That may be pene-
trated.

^^
Pen'e-traat, a. Penetrating ; subtle
Pea'e-trate, v.L To enter beyond
the surface ; to pierce :—to affect :—to
understand.—r. L To make way : to
pass. [oeraing.

Pen'e-trat-infr, p. a. Piercing ; dS-
P£n«e-tra'tlan, n. The act of pene-
trating; sagacity. [clous.

Ptn'e-tractive, a. Piercing; saga-
Pen'rnln, n. A large bird :—a fruit
Pea-In'Na-la, n. Land almost sur-
rounded by water.

Pen-In'aa-lar, a. Relating to a
peninsula.

Pen'i-tenee, n. State of being peni-
tent: contrition.

Pen'1-teat, a. Repentant; contrite
for sin.—n. One who is contrite for sin.

Pen-1-tea/tial, a. Expressing peni-
tence,—n. A book directing penance.

Pen-i-ten'tia-ry, n. A confessor:—
one who does penance :—a prison.—a.
Relating to penance.

Pen'1-tenl-ly, ad. With repentance.
Pen/knife, n. A knife formaking pens.
Pfo'msn, n. One who writes.
P6n'man-ship, n. The act or art
of writing.

Pen'nant,*. A small flag, [leaves.
Pen'nate, a. Like a wing :—having
Pen'nl-laas, a. Moneyless ; destitute.
Pen'non, n. A small flag ; a banner.
Pen'ny, n, A copper coin.
Pen'ny-post, n. A post by which

letters are conveyed to various parts
of a city.

Pen-ny-ray'al, n. An herb.
Pen'ny-weig-ht, n. A weight con-
taining twenty-four grains troy.

Pen'ny-wise', a. Saving small sums.
Pen'ny-worth, n. As much as is

bought for a penny.
Pen'slle, a. Hanging ; suspended.
Pen'sion, n. A payment ormoney :—
a rent :—an annual allowance paid by
the government :— boarding-school.—
v. L To grant a pension to.

Pen'slan-a-ry, a. Maintained by a
pension.—n. A pensioner, [pension.

Pen'slon-er, n. One who receives a
Pen'slve, o. Sorrowfully thoughtful.
Pdn'slve-ly, ad. In a pensive man-

ner, [ter.

Pftn'stOek, n. A place to confine wa-
Pent, i. & p. from pen. Shut up. [gles.

Pen'ta-a-On, n. A figure with five an-
Pen-tas?*-nal. cl Having five angles.

P$n'ta-s;raph, «- An instrument for

copying figures.

Pen-ta-h£'dral, o. Having five sides.

Pen-ta-hfdron, n. A figure with
five sides.

Pen-tam'e-ter, n. A verse of five

feet—a. Having five metrical feet
Pen-tait'gru-lar, a. Having five an-

gles.

Pen'ta-stieh,». A poem offive verses.
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Ptn'ta-stgrle, n. A building with five
rows of columns in front. [Moses.

P€n'ta-teaeb, n. The flTe books of
P4fti'te-e6at, n. A Jewish festival:—
Whit-Sunday. [cost.

P€n'te-e6at-al,o. Belonging to Pente-
Ptnt'hOiiae, n. A sloping roof.

PeVnttlt. n. Penultima.
Pe-nttl'tl-ma, In. The lastsylla-
Pe-nttl'ti-mate, ( ble but one of a
word.

Pt-nAl'ti-mate, a. Last but one.
Pe*nAmrbra,n. An imperfect shad-
ow in an eclipse. [rlcious.

Pa-ftQ'rl-ofis, o. Parsimonious ; ava-
Pe-na'rl-ott»-ly,aa\ Parsimoniously.
Pe-na'ri-oiia-ii€M,n. Niggardliness.
PSn'n-ry, n. Extreme poverty.
P«'oa, n. A bondman.
P6'o-ny, n. A flower.
PSo'ple, n. A nation ; persons gener-
ally.—v. t. To stock with inhabitants.

Pgp'per. n. A pungent spice.—v. t.

To sprinkle with pepper. [pepper.
P6p'per-t»6x, n. A box for holding
P6p'per-etfrn, n. The seed of the
pepperplant:—anything of little value.

P«p/Per-m*nt» n An aromatic plant.
P6p'per-y, a. Relating to pepper :—

flery.

P6p'tlc, a. Promoting digestion.
Pfcr, prep. [L.l By ; through ; for.

Pe>-Ad-v£nt'iiret ad. Perhaps ; by
chance. [through.

Per-fcm'ba-late, v. t. To walk
Per-am'bu-la-tor, n. One who per-
ambulates :—a machine for measuring
distances.

Per-cSiv'a-ble, a. Perceptible.
Per-cSWe7

, «.(. To discover by the
senses ; to discern. [dred.

Per-e6nt'aare>, n. A rate by the hun-
Ptr-eap'tl-ble, a. That may be per-
ceived, [manner.

Per-c£p'tl«bljr, ad. In a perceptible
Per-c£p'tion, n. Act or power ofper-
ceiving.

Per-c*p'tive, a. Able to perceive.
Perch, n. A measure of 5}£ yards; a
rod :—a square rod :—a roost :—a small
flsh.—v. t. & i. To roost or place on a
perch.

Per-ehance', ad. Perhaps; by chance.
Per-clp'i-ent, n. One who Is able to
perceive.

Per^o-late, v. t. To strain through ;

to filter.—v. i. To pass by filtration.

P£r-co-la'tion, n. Act ofpercolating.
Per*eas'ftlon, n. The act of striking;
the effect ofsound in the ear.

Per-efi'tient (per-ku'shent), a. Strik-
ing, [death.

Per-dI'tlon,n. Destruction :—eternal
Per-du', a. Desperate ; given up as
lost.—ad. Close in ambush.—n. One
Slaced in ambush. [abroad.
r'e-ffrl-nate, v. i. To travel ; to live

Pftr-e-g-rl-n&'tloii, n. Travel ; for-

eign aboda.

PMRIQRAPH

PteJe-ffrliie, o. Foreign ; not native.
Pe^emp-to-rl-ly, ad. Absolutely

;

positively.
'

Pfer'emp«t*-ri-B6as,n. Posltlveneas.
P4r/emp-to-rjr^i. Dogmatical ; posi-

tive.

Per»4n'ni-al, a. Lasting through
the year :—perpetual :—living more
than two years.—n. A plant that Uvea
more than two years.

Pter'feet, a. Possessing perfection;
complete ; consummate ; finished.—
v. t To make perfect ; to finish.

Per-ffcc-tl-blrl-tv. n. The capacity
of being made perfect ; state of perfec-
tion, [fected.

Per-f$c'ti-ble, o. That may be per-
Per-ffcc'tion, n. State of being per-
fect [feet.

Per-fe>'tlon-ate, v. L To make per-
Per-fge'tlon-Ist, n. One who be-
lieves in the possibility of attaining
perfection. [fection.

Per-f*c'tive, a. Conducing toper-
Per'fect-ly, ad. In a perfect manner.
Per-f I'cient, n. A performer.—a.
Effectual. [to trust.

Per-fId 'i-ofta, a. Treacherous ; false
Per«fld'l*alia-ly,ad. In a perfidious
manner.

Per'fl-dy, n. Treachery ; breach of
faith.

Pfer'fo-rate, v. t. To pierce through.
Pfer-fo-ra'tion, n. Act of piercing

;

a hole. [boring.
Per'fo-ra-tor, n. An instrument for
Per-force', ad. By violence.
Per-torm', v. t. To execute ; to do

;

to accomplish.—v. i. To act a part ; to
succeed.

Per-fbrm'ance, n. Act of perform*
ing ; an act ; execution.

Per-fbrm'er, n. One who performs.
Per-fB'ma-to-rjfO. That perfumes.
PerTnme, n. Sweet odor; fragrance.
Per-ffime', v. L To fill with sweet
scent

Per-f&m'er-y,n. Perfumes in general
Per-fttnc'to-ry, a. Blight ; indiffer-
ent [spread.

Per-f&ae', v. L To tincture ; to over*
Per-fii'aive, a. Overspreading ; difv

fusive.
Per-hapa', ad. It may be ; possibly.
PeVrl,n. A kind of fairy.
PSr'i-anth, n. The calyx ofa flower
P£r-l-car'di-al, a. Relating to the
pericardium.

Per-i-car'di-ttm, n. [L.] A mem
brane enclosing the heart.

Pftr'l-carp, \n. The shell or
P«M-esrpi*Qm, { cover of a fruit
PgrSf-elaae, n. A magnesian mineral.
Per-l-cra'nl-Ani, n. [L.] A mem-
brane covering the skull.

Per^i-a^, \ n. That point in the
Per-l-gr&nin, j moon's orbit which

is nearest to the earth. [tion.

P«r'i-ffraph, n. A careless dellnea-
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Fftr-i-hfli-oii, \n. That part of a
Per-l-hfli-am,/ planefsorbit near-

est to the mn.
Pe^il, v.L To expose to dancer.-*.
Exposure to danger : jeopardy; hazard

PeVll-otte, aTFoli of neril.

Pe-rlm'e-ter, n. The outer boundary
of a figure.

Pe'rl-od, n. An interval of time ; an
epoch ; a aeries of years :—the conclu-
sion :—a complete sentence :—a. point
used in writing.

Pe-rl-M'1-cal, a. Regularly return-
ing.—n. A periodical publication.

Pe-rt-M'1-cal-ly, ad. At stated
periods,

Per-i-Os'te-ttui, n. A fibrous mem-
brane which covers the bones.

P*r-i-pavt«t'ie, \a. Belonging to
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P£r»l-pavt«t'i-eal, f the Peripatetics.
Pe-rlpli'er-y, n. Circumference of a
circle. [circumlocution.

P#r'i*pliriLse
y

v. f. To express by
Pe-rlpli'ra-su, n. "*-*

locution.
Per-i-phr&e'tle,
P«r-l-phraa'tl-cal
Pe-rfp'te-ral, ) a.

}°

[Or.] A circum-

Using pe-
__ ,, riphrasis.

Pe-rfp'te-ral, > a. Encompassed
Pe-rlp'te-ro&s, / with columns.
Mr't-aedpe, n. A view all round.
Per'lsh, t>. i. To be destroyed ; to die.
P«VLah-a-ble, a. Liable to perish.
Pfcr'l-atyle, n. A circular range of
plllara ; a building encompassed with
columns.

Mi^l-wlsj, n. A covering for the head.—•. L To dress in false hair, [plant
Pftrsi-wln-lile, n. A sheU-flsh:—

a

Per'Jure, v.L To make a false oath
to; to forswear.

Pfer'lared, a. Guilty of perjury, [ly.

Pter'liir-er, n. One who swears false-
Pterjn-ry, n. The crime of swearing

falsely.
Perfc, v. t. To hold up the head :— to
dress.—a. Pert ; brisk ; proud.

?er/naa>n«aee, ) n. Quality of be-
Pfer'mft>ii6ii-ey, / ing permanent.
Per'naa-iiftiit, a. Durable ; lasting.
Per/ma~ntat-ly, ad. Durably; last-
ingly [permeable.

Per-me-a-bfl'1-ty, n. 8tate of being
Per'me-a-ble, o. That may be pass-
ed through.

Per'nse-fte, v. t To pass through.
Pfer-me-a'tloii, n. Act of passing
*!*«*•, [muted!

mr»ml9'sl.ble, o. That may be pcr-
Per-mls'sion. n. Act of permitting

;

allowance : a permit.
Per-mls/fltve. a. Granting libertv.
rar-mlt', v. t To give leave; to allow

;

to tolerate. [license.
Per'mit, n. A written permission;
Per-mlt'tance, n. Allowance.
P*r-mii-ta'tlon, n. Exchange

;

change. [noxious.
Per-nl'ef©n«. a. HurtfW ; destructive

;

Per-nl'eiona-ly, ad. Ruinously.

The act of per-

Per-aoe-ta'tlen, n. Act of watch-
ing all night [an oraUon.

Ptroo-rsVtlon, n. The conclusion of
Pfer-pen-dlc'u-lar, a. Cutting the
plane of the horizon at right angles,
—n. A line falling on the plane of
the horizon at right angles. Tangles.

P*r-pen-dle'a-lar.ly,a£ At right
Pfei^pe-trate, v. L To commit; to
perform.

[a crime.
Pei**pe-ti*a'tloii, n. Commission of
Pfer'pe-tra-tor, n. One who perpe-

trates.

Per-p€t'u*al, a. Never ceasing; unin-
terrupted.

Per-pct'n-al-ly, ad. Unceasingly.
Per-ptt'n-ate, v. L To make per-
petual, [ting.

Per-p6t-a*a'tlon,n. Actofperpetua-
Per-pe-tft'1-ty, n. Endless duration.
Per-pl6x/, v. *. To make anxious ; to
embarrass : to puzzle ; to distress.

Pei»pl*x'ina;, p. a. Embarrassing.
Per-plex'i-ty, n. Anxiety ; embar-
rassment [fee.

Per'qiii-alt«,n. An extra allowance; a
PeVry, n. A fermented drink.
Per'se-eiite, v. L To harass with pen-

alties; to pursue with malice.
Per-se-cu'tlon, n. Th» »m
secuting.

Per'»e-ca-tor,u. One who persecutes.
Per-ae-ver'ance, n. Act of persever-
ing; persistence.

Per-ae-vere', v. i. To persist; to go on.
Per-ae-ver'ina;-ly. ad. With perse-
verance, [mockery : banter.

Per-si-flaffe, n. [Fr.] Idle talk;
Per-slm'mon, n. A tree and fruit.
Per-slat', v. i To continue resolute

;

to persevere.
Per-elat'ence, n. State of persisting

;

constancy.
Per-alat'ent, «. Not falling off; re-
maining, [ing.

Per-ala/tlve, a. Steady; persever-
Pfer'aon, n. A human being ; one :

—

exterior appearance.
Ptr'aon-a-ble, a. Handsome ; grace-

ful, [tion.

Pter'sori-asre, n. A person of distinc-
Per'aon-al, a. Relating to a person

:

—appendant to a person :—peculiar.
Per-aon-ftl'i-ty, n. State of being a
person ; individuality :—direct appli-

cation to a person.
Per'aon-al-ly, ad. A person.
Per'eon-ate, v.t. To represent; to

feign. [ting.

Pfer-aoli-a'tfon,n. Theactofpersona-
Per'son-a-tor, n. One who person-

ates.

Per-aftn-l-fl-ca'tlon, n. The repre-
sentation of inanimate things as living
beings.

Per-s6n'f-fy, v. t. To represent with
the actions or attributes of a person.

Personnel, n. [Ft.] The persons be-
longing to the army or navy.
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Per-apSe'tive, n. A spy-glass :—
view :—the art of representing objects

correctly on a plain surface.

Pei»-speVtlve, a. Relating to vision.

Per-apl-ca'ciona, a. Quick-sighted

;

discerning.
Per-api-ca'eiona-neaa, \ n. Quick-
Per-spi-cac'I-tx, J ness of
sight or discernment. [perspicuous.

Per-spi-cu'i-ty, n. Quality of being
Per-spICn-oua, o. Easily under-
stood; clear. _ [perspired.

Per-spir'a-ble, a. That may be
Per-spl-ra'tion, n. Act of perspir-
ing; sweat.

Per-spi'ra-tlve, \a. Performing
Per-spi'ra-to-ry. j perspiration.
Per-apire', v. i. & t. To emit by the
pores of the skin. [persuaded.

Per-traad'a-ble, a. That may be
Per-anade', v. t. To prevail upon ; to
influence. [persuasible.

Per-sua'al-bll'i-ty,n. State of being
Per-»ua'»l-ble, a. That may be per-
suaded.

Per-snA'sion, n. The act of persuad-
ing :—opinion ; belief.

Per-tiua'alvc, a. Having power to
persuade.—7k Exhortation ; argument

Per-aua'alve-ly, ad. In a persuasive
manner. [persuade.

Per-aua'ao-ry, o. Having power to
Pert, a. Smart; saucy; flippant.—n.
A pert person.

Per-taJn', v. i. To belong ; to relate.

Per-tl-na'cloua, a. Holding firmly
to any opiniou or purpose.

Per-tl-na'cloua-ljr, ad. Obstinately.
Per-tl-nftc'i-ty, n. Obstinacy in ad-
herence, [tinent ; suitableness.

Per'tl-n$nee, n. State of being per-
Pfcrstl-nent, a. Related to the matter
in hand ; appropriate.

Per'ti-ndnt-ly, ad. To the purpose.
Pertfly, ad. in a pert manner.
Pfcrt'neaa, n. Sauciness.
Per-ttlrb\ v. t. To disquiet or disturb.
Per-tttr'baie, v. t To disquiet.
Per-tur-ba'tion, n. Disquiet ; dis-
order.

Per-to'slon, n. Perforation.
P^r'oke, n. A cap of false hair.
P*r/ak*.mak'er, n. A maker of
perukes. [Ination.

Pe«m'aal, n. Act of perusing ; exam
Pe-rnse', v. L To read ; to examine.
Per-vade', v. t. To pass through.
Per-va'alon, n. A passing through.
P«s*-va'aive, a. Having power to per-
vade.

Per-verae\ a. Obstinate ; wayward.
Per-verae'ly, ad. Stubbomlv.
PeMfcfse'neM, n. Obstinacy ; pet-
ulance, [wrong use.

Per*version, n. Act ofperverting

;

Per-ver'ai-ty, n. State of being per-
verse.

Per-ver'alve. a. Tending to pervert
Per-vert', v. t. To turn from the right
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Per'Yert, n. One who is perverted.
Per-verved, p. a. Turned aside ; cor-
rupted, [verted.

Per-vert'i-ble, a. That may be per-
Per'vl-ona, a. Admitting passage.
Pe-aade',a. [Fr.] A risingmotion of
ahorse.

PeVsl-mlmn, n. The most unfavor-
able view of things. [er.

PeVsi-mIst,n. A universal complain*
Peat, n. A pestilence :—a destructive
or mischievous person.

Pee'ter. v. L To disturb ; to harass.
Peat'-honae, n. A hospital for infec-
ted persons. fblesome.

Pes-ilFer-ofta, a. Destructive ; trou-
Pee'tl-lence, n. A contagious dis-
ease: the plague.

Pee'ti-lent, a. Producing plagues.
Pee-tl-len'tlal, a. Partaking of the
nature of pestilence.

Pea'tie, n. A tool for pounding in a
mortar ;—a staff.

PSt, n. A fit of peevishness :—any
thing fondled.—v. t To treat as a pet

PSt/al,n. A flower leat
Pet'al-ona, a. Having petals.
Pe-tard',n. [Fr.l A piece of ordnance.
Pet'l-61e, n. The stalk ofa leaf.
Petit, a. [Fr.] Small; little; petty.
Pe*tI'tion, n. A request ; prayer.

—

v. L To solicit ; to supplicate.
Pe-tl'tion-er, n. One who offers a

petition.
PSt'rel.n. A kind of sea-bird.
Pe-tree'cence, n, A changing into
stone.

Pe-treVcent, a. Turning to stone.
P$t-ri-fac'tion, n. Act of turning to
stone.

Pet-rMae'tive, )a. Having power
Pe-trlFic, f topetrify.
P*t'ri-iy, v. t To change to stone.

—

v. i. To become stone.
Pe-tro'le-nm. n. Liquid bitumen.
P€'troua,a. Resembling stone.

P6t'ti-edat, n. A woman's under-
Sannent.
t'tl-fttg»ffer, n. A petty lawyer.

Pet'tfnh, a. Fretful ; petulant
P«tftl-toea, n. The toes or feet ofa

PeVty.o. Small ; little ; trifling.

pern-lance, n. Peevishness; Illr

temper.
Pet'u-lant, a. Fretful ; peevish.
Pe-tn'ni-a, n. A flowering plant
Pew, a. A seat in a church.
Pew'ter, n. An alloy of tin and lead.

Pha'e-ton. n. The fabled driver of
the chariot of the sun :—an open car-

riage :—a tropical bird.

Pha'lanx, n. [L.] A compact bo^
of soldiers. [bird.

Phal'e-rftpe, n. A species ofwading
Phan'taam, n. A spectre ; a vision.

Phan-tae-ma-ffo'rl-a, n. An opti-

cal illusion :—a magic lantern.
Pban'ta-«yf n. A fancy; a conceit
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torn,*. A spectre; an appari-
tion.

Phar-ft-a*' le, \ a. Relating to the
Psai^l-afe'l-cal,/ Pharisees ; exter-

nally religious. [Pharisee.

PkAr/l-«sVIam9 n. The conduct of a
Paa^!-***, a One of a Jewish sect.

Pluur-maveea'tle, a. Relating to

pharmacy.
Phar-ma-eea'tlea, «. The art of
preparing medicines. [pharmacy.

Pha\r-ma-4»*a'tl»L, a One versed In
Phar-ma-«6ro~*y, 9. Pharmacy.
Phar/ma^edn, a [Or.] A drug;
medicine. [tory.

Phar-ma-eo-poe'la, n. A dtspeusa-
Phar'ma-ey,a The art of preparing
medicines. [tower.

Pha'r«a,a Alight-house; awatch-
Phar'ynx, a A part ofthe gullet.— 1m, «a [L-l Appearance of any

a'sfjs, f celestial body. [bird.

ftaa'ant (f&rant), a A gallinaceous
Pht'Dlx,*. [L.1 A fabulous bird.

Phe-nttm'e-nal, a. Relating to phe-
nomena.

Pho-nttna'e-n6n, a Appearance :—
any thing remarkable.

Phi'al.n. A small bottle,

Phll-an-tlir*p'ic, a. Possessed of
philanthropy. [person.

Pnl-lta'tliro-pIat,n. A benevolent
Pbi-lftn'thro-py, a Love of man-
kind: benevolence. [mony.

Plsll-oar-mttii'ic, a. Loving har-
Plil-lIp'pl<S a • A discourse full of
invective.

Pttn-o-lA^le, \a. Relating to
Phll-o-lftff'i-calJ philology.
Phl-161'o-fflat, a One versed In phi-

lology.
Plil-Iol'*-gry, a The knowledge and
study of languages :—bellcslettres.

Phi-lftm'a-tliy,a Loveof learning.
PfeU'o-m£l, a The nightingale.
PfeU-o-p&na.n. A forfeit play.
Phi-lo-pro-gr«n'i-tlve-nt«A, n.
(Phrm.) Thelove of offimring.

Phl-lte'o-pber, a One versed In
philosophy.

Phfl-o-sftpb'te, \a. Relating to
Pbll-o-aftpb'l-eal, I philosophy.
Pfei-lda/o-pbiae, v. i. To reason like
a philosopher.

Fbl-lda'o-pby, a. Literally, the love
ofwisdom:—knowledge of phenome-
na, as explained by laws :—an expla-
atton of tne reason of things. [arts.

Pbi*lo-ft$eb'nie, a. Devoted to the
Pbfl'ter, a. A love-charm.
Pbla, a. The face. Jblood.
Pfele-bftt'o-mlat, a One who lets

Fble-Mtfo-my, n. The act ofblood-
letting.

PliMffm (flfcn), n. A viscid matter
from the throat :—coolness.

Pfcleff-matfle, a. Abounding in
phlegm:—dull ; cold.

Pfelftx* a. A flowering plan;.
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Ph«e'nlx, a. [L.1 A fabulous bird.
Pbo-n«t'tc, a. Relating to sound.
Pho-n£t-lc*,n. The doctrine ofsounds.
Pbo'no-grapb, n. A phonographic
type:—an instrument that registersand
reproduces audible sounds.

Pbo-nftff'ra-pby, n. The art of ex-
pressing Bounds by characters

Pho'110-lite, a Clinkstone.
Pbo-nftl'o-gy, »• 8clenee of sounds.
Pbo'no-type, a A type used in pho
notypic printing.

Pbds'pbate, a A salt formed of
phosph

Pbds'pbo-rato, v.

p»
Shoric acid and a base.

. _ . .. bo-rat*, v. L To combine
with phosphorus.

Pbto-pho-reace', v. i To emit phos-
phoric light.

Phoa-pho-rea'eene*, a An emis-
sion ofphosphoric light. [mlnous.

Phfts-pho-r^d'cenia Shining :lu-
Pboa-pbftr'lc, a. Relating to phos-
phorus.

Pboa'pbo-rfta, a [L.1 The morning
star:—a combustible substance.

Pbda'pbn-r6t, a A phosphoric com-
E)uncL
o-ttfgr'e-ny. a. The art of produc-

ing fec-slmiles by the action oflight.
Pbo'to-gr&pb, n. A fac-simile pro-
duced by photography.

Pbo-t&r'ra-pby, n. The art of pro-
ducing pictures By the action of light.

Pho-rfm'e-ter, n. An instrument to
measure the intensity of light, [light

Pbo-tdm'e-try , n. Art of measuring
Phrase, a. An expression ; a mode of
speech.—v. t To style : to term.

Pbra-ae-61'o-fry. n. Manner of ex*
Kression ; style :—phrase-book.
r4n-o-16g'i-cal, a. Relating to

K*irenology.
re-nftro-flat, a One versed In

phrenology.
Pnr«-n6Fo-fpy,a The science which
determines the qualitiesof the mind by
the form of the brain.

Pbr«n'sy, n. Madness.
Pbryg'i-aft, a. Relating to Phrygia

:

—denoting an ancient kind of music.
Pbtbls'le, a Habitual difficulty of
breathing.

Pbtbla'1-cal, a. Breathing hard.
Pbtbi'ala (thl'sls), ti. A consumption.
Pby-lac'te-ry, n. A parchment on
which is written some passage ofScrip-
ture.

Pbys'lc, a. Medicine ; the art of heal-
ing :—a cathartic—v. t. To treat with
physic. [poreal.

Ptays'1-ca ,a. Relating to nature; cor-

Pbya'1-cal-ly, ad. In a physical
manner.

Pby-sl'clan, a. One woo practises
the artof healing. [lology.

PhyN'lca,a Natura. philosophy; pliys-

Pbya-i-off-n6m'ic, a. Relating to
physiognomy. [physiognomy.

Pbya-i-Stfiio-mlaV*. One versed la
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Phya-l-Or'no-my, n. The art of
discovering the character of the mind
by the face :—the lace.

Phys-i-o-lftff'ic, \a. Relating to
Phye-1-o-lftff'l-eal, / physiology.
Pnyn-i-ftl'o-fflat, n. One versed in

Phye-i-ol'o-ffjr.n. The science oflfv-
Phy-slqne', n. Structure of the body

;

constitution. [botany.
Phy-tttl'o-gjr, n. Doctrine 01 plants;
Pi-*c/n-lsvr, o. Expiatory; criminal.
Pi'a-ma'ter, n. [L.1 A membrane
covering the brain and spinal marrow.

PI'sv-n«t,n. A small woodpecker:—
magpie. [forte.

Pl-a'nlst, n. A performer on the piano-
Pi-a'no-for'te, n. [It.] A musical
keyed instrument.

Pl-ae'ter,n. A silver coin of different
values.

Pl-As'sa, n. [It] A square open space;
a portico.

Pl'ordcli, n. A kind of martial music.
Pi'ea, n. A sort of printing type :—

a

magpie.
Ple'a-dor, n. [Sp.] A breaker of
hones; a riding-master. [derer.

Ple-a-roon', n. A sea-robber ; a plun-
Pic-a-ynne\ n. A Spanish coin.
Pick, v. L To cull ; to take up :—to
clean :—to peck :—to open.—v. i. To
eat slowly and by morsels.—n. An
iron tool :—selection. - [point.

Plek'axc, . . An axe with a sharp
Plek'ed, o. Pointed ; sharp :—spruce.
Plek'er-el, n. A kind of fish.

PIck'et, n. A sharp stake :—a guard.—v. t. To enclose with pickets.
Plek'inff, n. Act of culling.
Plc'kle, n. A salt liquor :—any thing
pickled :—condition.—v. L To pre-
serve In pickle.

PIek'p6ck-et, n. One who steals
from another's pocket. [cake.

Ple'nle,n. A pleasure party :—a sweet
PIct. n. A painted person :—one of an
ancient race in Scotland.

Ple-to'rl-fel, a. Relating to a painter
or painting ; illustrated.

PIei'u-r*I,a. Represented by pictures.
PIct'ore, n. A likeness in colors;
any kind of drawing.—t?. L To repre-
sent; to paint.

Plet-u-renque'. a. Like a picture

;

wild and beautiful.
PId'dle, tr. £ To trifle.

Pie, n. An article of food :—a magpie

:

—printer's type confusedly mixed.
Pie'b&ld, o. Of various colors.
Piece, n. A patch ; a part :—a picture:
—a composition :—a gun :—a coin.—
v. t. To patch ; to join.—v. i. To coal-
esce.

PMee'meal, ad. In pieces ; in frag-
ments.—c. Single : divided.

Pied, a. Variegated.
Pier, n. Support of an arch :—a mole
projecting into ~*ter.

PlKCRB&CT

Pleree, v. t. To penetrate :—to affect—1>. i To make way by force; to enter.
Plere'ing, o. Penetrating ; affecting.
Pier'-fflaM, n. A looking-glass hang-
ing between windows.

Pi'et-Ism, n. Strict devotion.
Pi'et-Iat, n. One who professes great

purity. [parent*
Pi'e-ly, n. Duty to God :—duty to
Ply, n. The young of swine.—*, i. Ts
furrow.

Plff'eon, n. A well-known bird.
PIg/eon-h61e,n. A cavity.
Pidgin, n. A small wooden vessel.
PlffS-ir-on, n. Iron in large lumps.
Pigment, n. Paint : colors for paint*

ing.

Plff'my.n. Adwa**.
Ply'tall. n. A cue :—twisted tobacco:
—a species of baboon. [pointed.

Pike, n. A fish :—a lance :—anything
PIk'ed. a. Sharp ; pointed ; picked.
Pl-lAe'ter,n. A small, square column.
PUch'ard, n. A kind ofherring.
Pile, n. Apiece ofwood driven into
the ground :—a heap :—hairy surface

:

—a building:—a kind of puncheon.—
v. L To heap ; to amass.

Piles, n. A disease"; hemorrhoids.
PU'fer, v. L To steal by petty theft—

v. i. To practise petty theft
Pll'fer-er, n. One wno pilfers.
Pilgrim, n. A traveler to holy places.
PU'g-rlm-ace, n. A journey toa place
esteemed holy :—travel.

Pill, n. A small mass of physic,—v. t
To strip ; to plunder.

Piria£e,n. Plunder ; spoiL—1>. L To
plunder.

PIl'lft-g*er,n. A plunderer.
PU'lnr, n. A long body that sustains
a superstructure.

Pill'Ion, n. A cushion attached to the
hinder part of a saddle.

Pll'lo-ry, n. An instrument of pun-
ishment—«. t. To punish with the

PIl'low, n. A cushion for the head.—
v. t To place on a pillow.

Pll'low-eaae, n. A cover of a pillow.
PI'lot, n. One who steers a snip; a
guide.—v. t. To direct in a course.

Pi'lot-ajre, n. The office of a pilot
Pl-menla, ) n. Jamaica pepper ; alt
Pl-m&n'td. j spice.
Pimp, n. A procurer ; a pander.—v. i.

To pander ; to procure.
Plm'per-nel, n. A plant
PIm'ple, n. A small, red pustule.
Pin, n. A pointed wire used for fasten-

ing clothes :—a bolt :—humor.—«. L To
make fast; to join.

PIn'n-fore, n. A child's apron.
PIn'efiee, n. A case for pins.
PIn'eera, n. A tool for drawing nails.

Pinch, v. t To squeeze ; to straiten.—
v. i. To bear hard upon ; to be frugal.

—n. A gripe ; difficulty. [and sine.

Plneh'Mek, n. An alloy of ooppai
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_ scn'ersu n. A griping Instrument
(Hn'cuah-lon, n. A cushion for pins.
Pine, n. An evergreen tree :—a pine-
apple.—v. i. To wear away.

Pine'Ap*ple, n. A tropical fruit.

PIn'f£atn-er, n. A feather beginning
to shoot ibeasts.

Pin7fold, n. A place for confining
Pln'ion, n. The joint of the wing re-

motest from the body:—a fetter:—
tooth of a wheel.—v. t. To bind ; to
shackle.

Pink, n A fragrant flower :—anything
supremely excellent :—a reddish color:
—an eye :—a little fish.—v. t. To
work in eyelet-holes ; to pierce, [ey.

Pln'-mon-ey, n. A wife'spocket-mon-
Pln'naee, n. A small vessel :—a boat
belonging to a ship of war. [point

Pin'na-cle, n. A turret :—the highest
Pln'nate, a. Formed like a wing;
having leaflets.

Pint,n. Half a quart. [bolt.

Pin'tie, n. A little pin :—a long iron
Pi'ny, a. Abounding with pines.
Pi-o-nMr7, n. One who goes before to
clear the way.—*. t Ac i. To act as a
pioneer ; to remove obstructions.

Pi'o-njr, n. A large flower.

Pi'ons, a. Dutiful to God ; religious
Pi'ous-lT, ad. In a pious manner.
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Pip, n. A disease of fowls :—a spot on
playing cards:—an apple-seed.—v. i.

To chirp ; to peep.
Pipe, n. A long, nollow body :—a tube
for smoking j—an instrument of music:
—the key of the voice:—a cask for
liquids.—v. L To play on the pipe

;

to whistle.
Pip'er, n. One who plays on the pipe.
Pip7ItIn, n. A small earthen boiler.

Pip7pin, n. A species of apple.
PI*ja'an-cy (plk'an-se), n. Sharpness;

tartness.
Plsjn'ant, a. Sharp ; pungent.
Plane (pek), n. Ill will ; a feeling of
resentment—v. t. To stimulate; to
Irritate ;—to value.

Pi'ws-cjr, ti. Robbery on the sea:—
literary theft.

Pi'rate, n. One who practises piracy:
—a literary robber.—p. t To take by
robbery.—v. i. To practise piracy.

Pi'rat-ed, p. a. Taken by piracy.
Pi-rat'1-cal, a. Practising piracy.
Pl-rdsrue', n. [Ft.] A canoe formed
from a large tree. rflshing.

PIs'ca-to-ry, a. Relating to fishes or
PI»'ce«,n. XL.1 Fishes :-the Fishes:
—the 12th sign in the zodiac, [of fish.

Pls-d-enlt'nre, n. Artificial raising
Pish, inierf. A contemptuous exclam-
ation.

Pflft-tsVenld, n. A Syrian nut.
PIs-ta-reen', n. A Spanish coin.
Pis'til, n. The organ ofa flower, which
receives the pollen.

PIs'tol. n. A small hand-gun.—v. t
To shoot with a pistol

Pte-tolV,*. [Fr.l A gold coin.
Pis/ton. n. A cylinder used in pumps.
Pit, n. A deep hole :—the grave :—part
of a theatre.—v. L To press into nol-
lows.

PIt'a-pat, n. A flutter.—ad. In a
flutter.

Plteh, n. A resin from the pine:—
rate; height :—inclination.—v. L To
fix :—to smear.—v. i. To light.

Pltch'er, n. A vessel for water, Ac.
Pltch'ferk, n. A fork for pitching
hay. [the key-note.

Pltch'pipe, n. An instrument to give
Pitch'jr. a. Smeared with pitch.

PIfe-ons, o. Sorrowful :—compas-
sionate.

Plt'toll, n. A pit covered over.
Pith, n. A soft substance in plants :—
marrow in animal bodies :—strength

:

—importance :—chief part
PIth'1-ly, ad. With strength.
Plth'y, a. Abounding with pith.
PItf1-a-ble, a. That may be pitied.
PIt'l-ful,a. Pitiable :—base ; paltry.
PIt'1-ffnl-ly, ad. With pity:-con-
temptibly.

PIt'l-leM,a. Wanting pity.
PIt'1-less-ly, ad. Without pity.
PIt'tance, n. A small allowance; a

trifle.

Pl-ta'1-ta-ry, a. Conducting phlegm.
Pl-tu'1-tous, a. Relating to phlegm.
PIt'y, n. Sympathy for another's dis-

tresses.—r. L To sympathize with.—
v. 1 To be compassionate. [turns.

PIv'ot, n. A pin on which any thing
Pla'ca-ble, a. That may be appeased.
Pla-clfcrd', n. A notice posted in a
public place ; an edict.—v. L To noti-
fy publicly.

Place, n. Space ; situation ; station

:

—a room '.—mansion :— rank :—office.
— v. t. To put in place ; to settle.

Place'man, n. One who fills a pub
lie office. [founc

Placer, n. A ^dce where gold dust k
Plae'ld. o. Gentle ; quiet ; mild.
Pla-cld'1-ty, n. The state of being
placid.

Plac'ld-ly, ad. Mildly.
Pla'srl-a-rlsm, n. The act of purloin-
ing the writings of another.

PlsVffi-a-rlst, n. One who plagiarizes.

Pla'ffl-a-rise, v. t. & i. To commit
literary theft.

Pla*;ae, n. A malignant disease:—
trouble.—v. t To infest , to tease.

Plaice, n. A flat fish.

Plaid (plad), n. A Scotch cloth.

Plain, n. Level ground: a flat ex-
panse.—a. Smooth ; level :—frank :—
clear ; evident :—simple :— homely.

—

v. t To level ; to plane.
Platln'ly, ad. In a plain manner.
Plaln'neas. n. Quality of being plain.

Plaint, n. Complaint. [lawsuit
Pl&ln'tlflT, n. One who commences a
Plalnstlve, a. Lamenting: querulous.
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PlnJ*\*tve-ly, ad. In a plaintive
mau <er. [to braid.

Plait, *. A fold ; a tress.—v. L To fold

;

Plan, n. A scheme ; a model.—v. *. To
schema : to arrange.

Planen'et, a. A piece of metal to be
stamped a* coin.

Plane, a. Level ; plain.—n. A level
surface:—a Joiner's instrument—v. L
To make smooth.

Plan'et,n. A celestial body that re-
volves about another. [machine.

Plaa-et«a'ri«nni,n. An astronomical
Pl*a'e-tn-ry, a. Pertaining to the
planets.

Planes-tr**, n. A large tree.
Plan'lsn, v. t. To polish ; to smooth.
PlAn'l-annere, ». A sphere project-
ed on a plane.

Plank, n. 8awed timber.—v. L To
cover with planks.

Pla'no-eftn'eave, a. Flat on one
side and concave on the other.

Pla'no-eon'v«x, a. Flat on one side
and convex on the other,

Plant, n. A vegetable production.—
v.t. To set or cultivate.—v. i. Toper-
form the act of planting.

Pita'tain, a. An herb :—a tree.
Plan-ta'tlon, n. Act of planting :—
a place planted :—a settlement.

Planfer, n. One who plants; the
owner ofa plantation.

Plan'tl-ele, n. A little plant.
Plan'tl-grMe, n. An animal that
walks on the whole foot.—a. Walking
on the whole foot.

Piston, a A puddle :—a branch.—v. L
To dash with water :—to bind.

Plash'y, as Filled with puddles.
Plasm, n. A mould ; a matrix.
Plas'ter, n. A composition for cover-
ing walls :—a 'stfve for a wound.—v. t
To overlay witU plaster.

Plaa'ter-er, n. One who plasters.
Plaa'ter-Ingvn. Work done in plaster.
Pins'tie. a. Giving form ; moulding.
Pla*-tle'l-ty, a v£uality of being

Elastic. [of ground.
at, v. L To weave.—n. A small piece

Plat'band, n. A square moulding :—
a border of flowers.

Plate, n. A flat piece of metal :—a -ves-
sel from which to eat :—wrought silver
and gold —v. t. To cover with plate.

Plateau (pla-toO, n. A table ; an ele-
vated plain.

Pmt'ed.D. a. Covered with plate.
2E!§te/-frl»**. n. A fine kind of glass.
Platen, a. The flat plate of a printing-

press.

Plat'fbrm, n. A horizontal plane :—
* scheme :-a system of doctrines.

£!**'*-«*, n. A metal ; platinum.
Plat'i.nnm,n. The heaviestofmetals.
Plat'l-tfide. n. Insipidity : a dull or
vulgar remark.

Pla-ton'lc, a. Relating to Plato or his
philosophy.

PLMONAMTIC

PlsVte-nlasa, n. The philosophy of
Plato.

Pla'te-nlst, a. A follower of Plata
Pla-t66n', a. A square body of mus-

keteers, [table-dish.
Plat'ter. n. One who plats :—a large
Plau'dlt, a. Applause , acclamation.
Plau-sl-bll'l*ty, a. State of being
plausible. [of truth.

Plan'sl-ble,a. Having the appearance
Plan'sl-bly, ad. In a plausible man-
ner.

Play, v. £ To sport ; to act—v. L To
perform.—a. Amusement:—a drama.

Play'-blll, a. An advertisement of a

Play'er, a. One who plays ; an actor.
Play'fel-lew, a. A companion in

Play' ffnl , a. Sportive ; given to levity.
Play'ful-ness, n. Sportiveness; levity.
Play'honse, n. A theatre.
Play'mate, a A companion in
amusement.

Play'tnlnsr, a A toy.
Play 'wriefnt, n. A writer of plays.
Plea, n. A form of pleading ; excuse.
Plead, v. t. To discuss ; to allege in
pleading.—v. i. To make pleas.

Plead'er, a. One who pleads.
Plead'lnsr, a. The act of pleading.
Pleas'ant, a. Delightful ; agreeable ;

—lively. [ner.
Pleas'ant-ly, ad. In a pleasant man*
Pleas'ant-ry, n. Gayety ; light hu-
mor, [v. i. To choose ; to comply.

Please, v. L To delight ; to humor.—
Pleas'ing, a. Giving pleasure
Pleas'ur-a-ble, a. Delightful. [wilL
Pleas'ure, n. Enjoyment :—choice:
Pleaa'are-granno, n. Ground laid
out for recreation.

Ple-be^ian, n. One of the common
people ;a rustic—a. Vulgar ; common.

Pleope, n. A surety ; a bail.—v. L To
put in pawn ; to secure.

Pledff'et, n. A small mass of lint
P16'la-des, a The 8even Stan.
Plen'a-ry, a. Full ; complete.
Ple-nIp'o-t£nce, a Fulness of
power. [full power.

Ple-nlp'o-tSnt, a. Invested with
Plen-1-po-ten'tl-a-ry, n. A minis-
ter invested with mil power.

Plft'nlst, n. One who considers all
space to be full of matter.

Plen'1-tude, n. Fulness ; abundance.
Pl$n'te»ons, a. Abundant:—produc-

tive.

Plen'te«ons-ly, ad. Abundantly.
Plen'tl-fnl, a. Copious ; abundant
Plen'tl-ffnl-ly, ad. Abundantly.
Pl£n'tl-fnl«ness, n. Abundance

;

fertility

Plta'ty, a Abundance : copiousness.
Ple^o-nasm, n. A redundancy of
words.

Ple-o-nae'tle, a. Relating to pleo-
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Ple-si-o-aan'raa, n. Extinct spe-
cies ofanimals. [vessels.

Pletb'o-ra, n. A fulness of the blood-
Pl«tb-o-r«fIc, a. Of full habit.

Ple-tbor'le, o. Affected by plethora.
Pleu'ra, n. A membrane within the
thorax. [the pleura.

Pleu'ri-ay, n. An inflammation of
Pleu-rlt'lc, ) a. Relating to the
Pleii-rlt'1-cal, J pleurisy.

Pleu-ro-pneu-mo'iii-a, n. Inflam-
mation of the pleura and lungs.

PMz'l-fttrm, a. Having the form of
network.

Pli-a-bll'i-ty,n. Flexibility
Pli'a-Me,a. Easily bent
Pli'an-cjr, n. Flexibility.

Pli'ant, a. Flexible ; pliable
Pli'ers, n. Small pincers.

Pliffbt. n. Condition '.—pledge.—v. t.

To pledge.
Plif-ht'er, n. One who plights.
Pllntb, n. The lower part of a pillar.

Plod, v. i. To toil :—to study closely.

Plod'der, n. One who plods.
Plot, n. A small extent of ground :—

a

plan :—a conspiracy.—v. f. To devise
mischief; to contrive.

Plot'ter, n. One who plots.

Plough (pl50), n. An agricultural im-
plement.—v. t. To turn up the soil.—
v.t. To work with a plough.

PlOOffh'a-ble, a. That may be
ploughed.

Plough'man, »• One who ploughs.
Plfcagb'nbare, n. The part of a
plough which cuts the ground.

PtoTNer, n. An aquatic bird.
Plow, n. Same as plough.
Pl*ek, v. t. To snatch ; to draw.—n.
A pull :—spirit ; courage.

Piny, n. A stqnple.—-v. t. To stop with
anlug.

^
PUub, n. A fruit: a raisin :—the sum

£100,000.
Plfk'maffe, n. The feathers of a bird.
Plamb, n. A plummet ; a leaden
weight.—a. Perpendicular to the hori-
zon.—ad. Perpendicularly.—v. t. To
sound : to regulate. Jlead.

Plom-ba'go, n. Graphite or black-
PlAmb'er,n. A worker in lead.
Plomb'er-y, n. Works in lead.
PlumbMino, n. A line perpendicu-
lar to the horizon. [plums.

Plttm'-cake. n. Cake containing
Plome,n. A feather :-a token ofhonor:
pride.—tr. t. To feather:—to boast jb>
to strip of feathers.

Plu'inl«p4d, o. Having feet covered
with feathers.

Plttm'met, n A weight attached to
a string :—a pencil of lead.

Pla'mons, a. Feathery.
Plttmp, a. Full ; fat.—v. t. To make
plump; to fatten.—v. i. To grow
plump :—to fcll heavily.—ad. With a
sudden, heavy fall.

Plftmp'ly, cm! Roundly ; fully.

17
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Plnmp'ne**, n. State ofbeing plump.
Piaur.pftd-ding, n. Pudding con-
taining plums.

PI6'my, a. Feathered.
PlAn'der, v. L To rob ; to pillage.—n.
8poils taken in war.

Plun'der-er, n. One who plunders.
Plttnfre, t>. L To put suddenly into
water: to overwhelm :—to thrust—
v.i. To sink suddenly.—n. A sudden
fall.

Planner, n. One who plunges.
Plttn^et,?*. A blue color. [one.
Pln'ral, a. Consisting of more than
Pln'ral-Iat, n. A clergyman who
holds several benefices.

Plu-ral'1-ty, n. A number more
than one :—tne greater number.

Pitta, ad. More.—n. The positive sign,
noting addition. [velvet.

Plttsb, n. A shaggy cloth; woollen
Plu-td'nl-an, ) n. One who believes
Plu'to-nlat, j that the present state
of the earth was caused by fire.

HS^!.-SL,}«- Belatlnglorain.

Pln-vl-am'e-ter, n. A rain gauge.
Ply, n. Bent ; form ; fold.—v. t. To
work on closely.—v. i. To work ; to
busy one's self. [to the air.

Pneu-mat'lc (nu-mat'ik),a. Relating
Pneu-m&t'ics, n. The science of the
mechanical properties of air and other
fluids. [of spiritual existence.

Pnen-ma-t61'o~gry, n. The doctrine
Pnei*ma-t6m'e*t«r,n. A gasometer.
Pnen-mo'nl-a, n. Inflammation of
the lungs. [lung

Pnea-m6n'lc, a. Relating
Poacb, v. L To boil slightly :—to £—v. i. To steal game.
Pdacb'er, n. One who steals game.
Pdacb'y , a. Wet ; soft • marshy.
Pock, n. A pustule of the small-pox.
Pock'et, n. A small bag in a garment—v. t. To put in the pocket, [pocket.
Pock'et-boolc, ». A book for the
Pod, n. The seed-vessel of certain

plants. [trate.

Po-des'ta, n. [It.] An Italian magis-
Po'em. n. A metrical composition.
Pd'e-ny, n. The art of writing poems.
Po'et, n. An author of poems.
Po'et-aa-ter, u. A petty poet.
P6'et-£as, n. A female poet.

PollJ 1^1, } *• Elating to poetry.

Po'et lau're-ate, n. The court poet
of England. [verse.

Po'et-ry. n. Metrical composition;
Pob, interj. Noting contempt, [nant.
Pol^nan-ey , n. State ofbeing poig-
Pol^'nant, a. Sharp: severe; pungent.
Polg'nant-ly, nrf. Sharply.
Point, n. A sharp end :—an invisible
part of space or time :—nicety :—a
mark :—an aim :—a degree :—a cape.—
v. t. To sharpen ; to direct.—v. i. To
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Paint-blank', ad. Straightforward;
to the mark. [—aimed.

Poinded, p. a. Having a point; sharp

:

Polnt'ed-ly, ad. Id a pointed manner.
Polnt'er, n. That which points:—
a dog.

Palnt'les*. a. Having no point
Poise, n. Weight ; equipoise.—v. L To
balance by weight

Pol'son, n, A substance that destroys
life or health.—v. t To infect; to cor-
rupt

Pol'soh-otts, a. Venomous.
Poke, n. A bag :—a blow :—a plant :—
a sort ofyoke.—v. t. dt i. To feel in
the dark. [fire.

Pok'er, n. An iron bar for stirring the
Po'lar, a. Relating to the pole.
Po-lar'1-ty, n. A tendency to the pole;
the property ofa body having poles.

Pd'lar-iae, v. t. To give polarity to.
Po'la-ry, a. Having polarity.
Pole, n. One of the extremities of the
axis of a sphere:—one of the two points
ofa magnet :—a long staff:—a measure;
a native of Poland.—v. t. To furnish
with poles. [pole.

Pole'-axe, n. An axe fixed to a long
Polecat, n. A fetid animal.
Po-16m'lc, a. A disputant
Po-lSm'lc, \a. Controversial ; con-
Po-l£m'l-eal, / tentious. [guide.
Pdle'star, n. A star near the pole ; a
Po-llce', n. The government or a city :

—the body of city officers.

P61'l-cy, n. Art of government:

—

rule; prudence—a warrant for money:
—a ticket :—a contract of insurance.

PtTinti, t\ t. To smooth ; to brighten.
v. i. To become smooth or glossy.—«.
Artificial gloss :—refinement.

Pol'ftshed, p.a. Having a polish:—
of refined manners.

Po-lite'.a. Courteous; well-bred.
Po-lite'ly, ad. In a polite manner.
Po-lite'neas, ». Quality of being po-

lite.

Pol'1-tlc. a. Relating to policy ; pru-
dent: artful:—political [public.

Po-llt'1-cal, a. Relating to politics;
Po-llfl-cal-ly, ad. With relation to

politics. [tics.
Pol-i-tl'cian, n. One versed in poli-
Pol'i-tles, n. The science of govern-
ment

; political affairs. [policy.
P61'i-ty, n. A form of government

;

Pol'ka, n. An Hungarian dance.
Poll, n. The head r—a list of persons

:

—-an election .—the chub fish.—v. t To
lop the top of trees :—to clip :-to take
a list of voters :—to deposit In the bal-
lot-box. [bran.

PM'lard, n. A tree lopped :—a sort of
P61'leti,n. The fertilizing dust of

flowers.
P61'lock,n. A kind of fish. tfiead.
Poll'-tax, n. A tax assessed by the
Pol-l&te', v. t To defile ; to corrupt
Pol-lu'tion, n. Act ofpolluting.

PONDEROUS

Po-lo-naftae', n. [Ft.] a woman's
robe ; a polish dance

Pol-troon', n. A scoundrel,
Pol*tro*n'er-y, n. Cowardice, ..„
Pol-y-an'thua, n. A plant; a flower.
Po-lysr'a-mlst. n. An advocate of
polygamy.

E?:?y* **m7' *• A plurality of wives.
Pol'y-fj^r^ny, n. A governmentby
many.

IWy-fflttt, n. a book containing a
work in several languages.—a. Having
many languages.

Pol'y-fron,n. A figure ofmany angles.
P©-ly«r o-nal, a. Having many an-

gles, [ciphers.
Po-lysr/raHpny, n. Art of writing in
P61-y-li«'di-ai,a. Havingmany sides.
Pol-y-h*'dron, n. A figure of many
sides. [names.

Pol-y-no'ml-al, o. Having many
Pftl-y-o-ra'ma, n. An optical ma-
chine.

Pol'y-pe, n. A group of radiate ani-
mals ; a marine animal. [petals.

Pol-y«p4t'a«lona, a. Having many
Pol'y-poua, a. Having the nature of
a polypus.

Pol'y-pna,n. [L.] A radiate animal;
—a fleshy_ tumor.

Pol'y-acope, n. A multiplying glass.
Pol-y-ayl-lab'ic, a. Having many
syllables. (many syllables.

Pol'y-syl.la-ble, n. A word of
Pol-y-tech'nlc, a. Comprisingmany

arts.

Pol'y-thMam, n. The doctrine of a
Slurality of gods. [theism.
l'y-the-fot, n. A believer In poly-

Pai-v-tne-Ia'ilc, a. Relating to poly-
theism, [grouna.

Pom'see! n. The substance of apples
Po-ma'ceous, a. Consisting of pom-
ace.

Po-made7
, n. A fragrant ointment

Po-ma'tum, n. [L] Ointment for the
hair. [fruit.

Pome^rAn'st«, n. A tree and its

Pome'roy, n. A large apple.
Po-mirer-otts, a. Bearing apples
Pom'mel, n. A knob or ball—v. t. To
beat; to bruise. [mology.

Po-mol'o-srlat, n. One versed In po-
Po»m61'o-ffy, n. A treatise on fruit
Pomp, n. A grand procession ; show.
Pom'pi-on, n. A pumpkin.
Eftm-pos/l-ty, n. Ostentation.mm'pons, a. Ostentatious ; showy

;

stately. [ner.
Pom'poiifj-ly,<z<i In a pompousman-
Pttn'clid, n. pp.] An Indian cloak.
Pond, n. A body of water smaller
than a lake.

Pon'der, v. t. To weigh mentally ; to
consider.—v. i. To think ; to reflect.

P6n'der-a-ble, a. Capable of being;
weighed.

Pon-der-os'1-ty, n. Weight
P6n'd«r-ons,o. Heavy; weighty.
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Mn'der-oAa-ly, ad. With great
weight.

P6n-ffee/. n. AsflkstniE
Pta'lard, n. A dagger; a dirk.—v. I.

To stab with a poniard.
Pon'tiflT, n. A nigh-priest ?—the pope.
Pon-tiric, la. Relating to ahigh-
Pon-tlfi-cal, / priest.

Pon-tin-eato, n. The office of a
pontiff.

Pon-toon', n. A flat-bottomed boat

:

—a floating bridge.
Pd'ny, n. A small horse.
PoocTn. A Russian weight
Poodle, n. Alapdog.
Pool, n. A small body of water.
Poor, a. Not rich :—trifling ; mean :—
lean :—pitiablc^-m. Indigent people
collectively.

Poor'ly, ad. Without wealth or spirit.—a. Somewhat ill.

Pop, n. A short quick sound,—v. i.

To move quickly.—v. t. To offer.—
ad. Suddenly ; unexpectedly.

Pope, n. The head of the Roman
Catholic church.

Pope'dom, n. The office or territory
ofthe pope. [Rome.

Pop'er-y, n. Religion ofthe church of
Pop'ffftn,n. A small gun.
Pop'in-Jay, n. A parrot :—the green
woodpecker :—a fop.

Pop'lah, a. Relating to the pope or to
popery.

Pop'la r, n. A tree of several varieties.
Poplin, n. A stuff made of silk and
worsted.

P6p fpy, n. A plant and flower.
P6p/n«loee, n. The multitude.
Pop'n-lar, a. Relating to the people;
pleasing to the people :—plain ; com-
mon, tlar ; public favor.

P6p-n-l*r/i-ty,n. state ofbeing popu-
Pop'n-lar-iae, v. L To render popu-

lar, [ner.
Pop'o-lar-ly, ad. In a popular man-
Pop'a-lato, v. L To fill with people.

v. i To breed people.
Pop-a-laVtion, n. The inhabitants
ora town or country.

Pop'u-loAa, a. Full of inhabitants.
Por'ce-laln. n. Fine earthen-ware.
—a. Consisting of porcelain.

Porch, n. An entrance with a roof.

Por'cioe^^ a. Relating to swine.
POi^eu-pine, «. A large hedgehog.
Pdre, n. A spiracle of the skin; a
small hole.—v. I To look or examine
carefully.

Por'l-neaa, n. Fulness of pores.
Pork. a. The flesh of swine ;—a hog.
Porli'er, n. A hog ; a pig.
Po-roa'l-ty, n. The quality ofhav-
ing pores.
P©/roaa,a. Having pores.
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Por'pliy.ry, n. A hard mineral.

Por*raa!** } n* A cetoceo08 ****

Poi^dfe,*. A kind of broth.

P6r/rlii»ff«r,n. A vewel from which
children eat milk.

Port, n. A station for ships ; a harbor:
—a gate :— carriage ; mien:—a red
wine.

Port'a-ble, a. That may be carried.
Port'air*, n. Act of earning :—price
of carriage:—a carrying-place.

Postal, n. The arch of a gate; a door.
Port-cai'Ilfl, n. A movable frame
placed over a gateway.—r. L To bar

;

to shut up.
Porte, n. The Turkish court, [money.
Porte-mounafte, n. [Fr.] A purse for
Por-tend', v. t. To foretoken.
Por-tont', a. An omen of ill.

Por-ton'tona, a. Foretokening ill.

Por'ter, n. A door-keeper :—a carrier
of burdens :—a liquor.

P6r/ter-iure, n. Hire of a porter.

Pdrt-fo'11-6, n. A case for papers.
Port'hole, n. A hole to point cannon
through.

Por'ti-cd, n. A series of columns ; a
covered walk ; a porch.

Pdr'tion.n. A part assigned ; a divi-
sion:—apart of an inheritance given
to a child :—a wife's fortune.—v. I. To
divide ; to endow.

Por'tlon-leaa, n. Having no portion.
Port'll-neaa, n. Dignity or mien;
bulk. [lent.

Port'lj, a. Dignified in mien ; corpu-
Port-man'teaii. n. [Fr.] . A bag Tor

clothes. [drawn from the life.

Por'trait, n. A picture of a person
Por'tral-ture, n. A portrait.
Por-tray', v. i. To paint ; to represent
Por-tray'al, n. Act of portraying.
Por'iress, n. A female porter.
Pose, v. L To puzzle ; to stop. [ner.
Pda'er, n. One who poses ; an exami-
Po-aX'tlon, n. Situation ; station ; at-
titude :—a principle laid down.

Poa't-tlve, a. Real ; direct ; explicit:
—certain :—affirmative.— n. A thing
affirmable ; reality.

P6a'i-tlTe-ly,ad. Ina positive man-
ner, [number.

Poa'ae, a. [L.] An armed power • a
Po»-aeaa', v. L To have as an owner

;

to hold : to enjoy.
Poa-aea'alon, n. State of possessing

:

—estate ; property.
Poa-aea'aiVe, a. Denoting possession.
Poa-aea'aor, n. One who possesses.
Poa-aea'ao-ry, a. Having possession.
Poa'aet, n. Milk curdled with wine.
P6a-al-bll'i-ty, n. State of being pos-

sible.

Poa'ai«bl>,a. Thatmay be, or be done.
Pda'al-bly 9ad. By any power existing:
—perhaps.

Post, a. A courier:—a station; em-
ployment:—a piece of timber sot erect:
—a French measure.— r. i. To travel
with speed.—v. t. To fix on a poet; to
place:—to send with post-horses.—a.
used In travelling hastfly ; speedy.
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P6st'a#;e, n. Money paid for convey-
ing letters.

Post'-oliaise,n. A travelling carriage.
Post'date, t>. i. To date later than the
realtime.

Po*t-di-lu'vl-an, a. After the flood.

—n. One who lived since the flood.

Post'er, n One who travels hastily

;

a courier :—a bill posted.
Pos-t*'ri-or, a. Subsequent ; after.

Pos-tfri-ors, n. The hinder parts.

Pos-to^l-ty , n Succeeding genera-
tions; descendants.

Pds'tern, n. A small gate.
Post'fIx, n. A letteror syllable added.—v. L To add at the end.
Post-haste', n. Haste like that ofa
courier.—ad. With the haste of a
courier.

Poat'hu*inous,a. Done, or published,
after death.

Post'hn-moas-ly, ad. After death.
Pos-tll'ion, n. One who guides the

first pair of horses in a coach.
Posfman, n. A courier ; a letter-

carrier.
Postmark, n. The mark ofa post-
office.—v. L To put the stamp 01 the
post-office on a letter.

Post'mas-tor, n. An officer who has
the charge of a post-office :-a portionist

Post-me-rld'i-an, a. Being in the
afternoon. [order.

Post'-note, n. A bank-note payable to
Pdst-6'bit, n. A bond payable after
the death of the person therein named.

Post'-oT-flee, n. Office where mail is

received and delivered.
Post'paid,a. Having the postage paid.
Post-pone', v. L To put off ; to delay.
Pdst-pone/ment, n. Act of post-
poning, [a letter.

Post'sorlpt, n. A paragraph added to
Post'u-late, v.L To be* ; to invite.—

n. Position assumed without proof.
P6at-u-Ia'tlon, n. A supposition
without proof :—supplication.

P6st'u-la-to-ry, a. Assumed with-
out proof.

Post'are, n. State ; position ; gesture.
Po'sy, n. A motto ona ring; anosegay.
P6t, n. A vessel to hold meatorliquids.

. —v. L To enclose in pots.
Pd'ta-blo, a. That may be drunk.
Po-tar'go, n. A West India pickle.
Pftt'asn, n. An alkali obtained from
ashes.

Po-ta'tion, n. A draught.
Po-ta'td, n. A plant and root.
Pd'ten-oy, n. Power ; efficacy.

Po'tent. a. Powerful; forcible; strong.
Pd'ten-iate, n. A monarch.
Po-ten'tial,a. Existing in possibility.
Po-ten-ti-al'i-ty. nrposslbility.
Po-ton'tlal-ly, ad. In possibility.
Po'ttnt-ly, ad. Powerfully.
Pot'h&ngr-er. n. A pot-hook
Pftth'er, n. Bustle ; bother.
Pofnook, a. A hook to fasten pou.
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Pftt'house, n. A drink-house.
Pd'tlon. n. A draught.
POt'luck.n. Food from the pot
Pot'sherd, n. A fragment of a bro»
ken pot. [food.

POt'tage, n. Any thing boiled ft*
POt'ter, «, A maker of earthen ves-
sels.—v.L To trifle.

P6t'ter-y , n. Work of a potter.
POt'tle, n. A measure of four pints.
Pooch, n. A purse ; a pocket—v. L
To pocket. [tea.

P6u-eh6n*/, n. A species of black
Poult, n. A young chicken.
Poul'ter-er, n. One who sells fowls.
Poul'tiee, «. A soft application.—v. I.

To apply a poultice to.

Poultry, n. Domestic fowls.
Pounce, n. The talon of a bird :—

a

powder.—r. L To pierce :—to sprinkle.
—v. t\ To fall upon suddenly.

Pound, n. A weight of 16 ounces
avoirdupois or of 12 ounces troy :—in
money, 20 shillings :—an enclosure lor
cattle.—v. L To beat ; to grind :—to
shut up.

Pouna'am, n. A sum deducted from
a pound:—payment rated by the
pound. [pestle.

Pound'er, n. One who pounds; a
P6ur (por), v. L To send forth in a
stream.—v. i. To stream ; to rush.

Pttat, v. i. To look sullen.—n. A fit of
sullenness :—a fish. [barrenness.

POT'er-ty, «. State of being poor :—
Pow'der, n. Dust ; gunpowder.—v. t
To fall to dust.—v. L To reduce to
dust :—to sprinkle. [powder.

Pow'der-norn, «, A horn for gun-
Pow'der-mlll, n. A mill in which
gunpowder is made.

Pow'der-y, a. Covered with powder.
POw'er, n. Ability to do any thing;
authority: strength :—the moving force
ofan engine :—military force:—a ruler:

—a state. [forcible.

Pow'er-ful, a. Having power : strong;
Pow'er-ful-ly,ad. Mightily; forcibly.

POw'er-less, o. Destitute of power.
Pow'er-166in, n. A loom worked by
steam. [worked by steam.

Pow'er-press, n. A printing-press
Pow'wttw, n. An Indian incantation:
—an Indian conjurer.

Pox, n. Pustules. [ing practicable.
Prac-ti-ca-bll'i-ty, n. State of be-
Prac'ti-ea-ble, a. That may be done;

possible. [manner.
Prac'tl-ca-bly, ad. In a practicable
Pr&c'ti-cal, a. Relating to practice
or use.

Prae'ti-eal-ly, ad. By practice.
Prae'tice, n. The habit of doing any
thing; custom; method:—a rule of
arithmetic.

Practise, v.L To do habitually ; to
exercise.—v. L To act ; to exercise a
profession. [any art

Prao-tl'tlon-er, n. One engaged in
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PRAGMATIC

PrftfnaAt'le, a. Impertinent ; dic-
tatorial.

PrtU'rle.n. [Ft.] A large tract of
country bare 01 trees.

Prifci'rie-dte, n. A species of marmot.
Prifcise, n. Renown; honor.—v. t. To
commend ; to applaud ; to celebrate.

Prtaiae'wor-tajr, a. Worthy of praise.
Pranee, r.i To spring or bound.
Prifcnlt, v. t. To dress showily.—n.
A frolic ; a trick.

Pr&nk'lah.o. Sportive ; mischievous.
Prase, ». Green quartz.
Pr&to,v. i. To talk carelessly.—n.
Tattle ; idle talk.

PrtM'tle, v. i To talk childishly.—».
Childish talk ; chat.

Pr&t'tler, n. One who prattles.

PrAwn, n. A small fish.

Prifcy, v. i. To make petitions.-*, t.

To supplicate ; to entreat. [treaty.
Pr§sy'er, n. A petition to God ; an en-
Prmy'er, n. One who prays.
Pray'er-book, n. Book of devotion.
Pray'er-ftfc], a. Using prayer ; devout.
Prajr'er-ftil-ly, oaT In a devout
manner.

Pr»y'er-le*», a. Neglecting prayer.
Pi*6, [L.] A prefix marking priority
of time or rank.

Prftach, v. i. To discourse of the gos-
pel.—v. <. To inculcate ; to teach.

Prtocb'er, n. One who preaches.
Prtaeh'liiff, n. A religious discourse.
Prt-ad-mftn'tsli, v. t. To forewarn.
Pr&Am-ble. n. An introduction.
Prt-Am'bu-la-to-ry, a. Going
before.

Prdb'end. n. A stipend in a church.
Pre-bgn'dal, a. Belonging to a preb-
end, [ful.

Pre-e&'rl-ofls, a. Uncertain ; doubt-
Pre-csVrft-oAa-ly, ad. Uncertainly.
Prfce'av-tlv©, ) a. Making suppli-
Pre^a-to-ry, j cation. [lion.

Pre~c4a'tl6n, n. A preservative cau-
Pre-cAn'tioti-a-ry, a. Implying pre-

. caution.
Pre-cAn'tloua. a. Using precaution.
Pre-c€de, v. t To go before in order
of time, or place. [superiority.

Prc-cS'dence, n. Act of going before;
Pre-e&dent. a. Preceding ; anterior;
former. [that may serve as a rule.

Pr€e'e-d6nt, n. A thing done before
Pre-efd#nt-ly, ad. Beforehand
Pre-e$d'lnff, p. a. Going before.
Pre~c£n'tor, n. A leader of a cho
Precept, rk A rule authoritatively
given ; a maxim.
Prc-cSp'tlve, a. Containing precepts.
Pre-c£p'tor, n. A teacher.
Prtte'ep-lo-ry, o. Preceptive.
Prfe-efcp'tress. n. A female preceptor.
Pre-egs'sloii, n. A going before ; an
advance.

Precinct, n. An outward limit ; a
border :—a district.

PrtfrfovaCpriah'as),* Of great valua.
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Prfeiona-Iy, ad. Valuably.
PHto'i-pIce, n. A steep or declivity.
Pre-elp'i-tav-ble, a. That may be
precipitated.

Pr^Ipi-Um-cj, {
n

' R^^^aste.
Pre-clp'l-tnnt, a. rallingheadlong;
rash.—n. A substance used to precipi-
tate another. [haste

Pre-elp'i'tant-ly, ad. In headlong
Pre-elp'1-tate, v. L To throw down;
to hasten.—a. Steep; hasty.—n. A
substance thrown down in a liquid by
decomposition.

Pre-clp-i-ta'tlon, n. Act of precipi-
tating ; rashness .-—sediment, [tatea.

Pre-clp'l-tJl-tor, n. One >\ ho precipi-
Pre-elp'i-totte, o. Headlong; pre-

cipitate, [tous manner
Pre-clp'1-tofta-ly, ad. In a precipi-
Precise', a. Exact ; nice ; formal.
Pre-cise'ly, ad. Exactly ; with pre-
cision.

Pre-cise'n*as, n. Exactness.
Pr**cl'alaii,n. One very exact
Pre-d'aton, n . State of being precise.
Pre-cltide7, v. t. To shut out by anti-

cipation ; to hinder. [in*,

Pre-elu'ston, a. The act ofpreclua-
Pre-clu'sive, a. Hindering by anti-

cipation.
Pre-elu'stve-ly,ad. With preclusion.
Pre-co'cioua, o. Ripe before the
natural time.

Pre-ed'clona-ntM, n. Precocity.
Pre-edc'I-ty, n. State of being pre-
cocious, [ledge.

Pr$-coff-nI'tioil , n. Previousknow-
Pr^-ron-cfeltf, n. Opinion previously
formed. [forehana.

Pr^-con-c^tv*', v. t. To conceive be-
Pr€-con-c4p'tlon, n. Opinion pre-
viously formed. [forehand.

Pr€*con-ctfrt', v. t To settle be-
Pr£-con-c#rt'ed, p. o. Settled be-
forehand, [tract

Prt-con'tritet, n. A previous con-
Pre-eur'alTe,n. Preceding.
Pre-cur'sor, n. A forerunner.
Pre-enr'ao-ry, a. Introductory

;

previous.
Pre-d&'ceoaa, a. Living by prey.
Pr$d'av-to*ry, a. Practising rapine.
PrM-e>ees'»or, n. One who precedes.
Pre-d€s*tl-n»'rl-an, n. A believer
in predestination.—a. Relating to
predestination.

Pr+-deft'ti-n*te. v. t To predeter-
mine ; to foreordain.—a. Predesti-
nated.

Pre-d**-tl-nfi'tlon.n. The doctrine
that all events are predestinated by
God from eternity. [hand.

Pre-dto'tlne, v. L To decree before

-

Pre^le-ter'iiil-nste, a. Determined
beforehand. [decree.

Pr6-de-t«r-ml-n&'tioii,n. Previous
Pre-de-t*r/miiie, *. L To determine
beforehand.
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262 PREDIAL

Prfdl-aljO. Relating to farms.
PrM'i-ea-ble, a. That may be
affirmed.—n. That which may be
affirmed of any thing.

Pre-dle'a-ment, n. A clans , con-
dition.

PrM'1-cate, t>. L & L To affirm ; to
declare—n. That which is affirmed
or denied.

Pi-M-l-ea'ftlon, n. An affirmation.

Pre-dleft',t>. t To foretell: to prophesy.
Pre-dle'tlon, n. Act of predicting.

Pre-dle'tlve, a. Prophetic.
Pre-dlc'tor, n. One who predicts.

Pre-di-lec'tioii, n. A previous iik-

Pre-dla-poae7,*.*. To adapt prevlous-
Pre-dte-po-si'tlon, n. Previous dis-

position or adaptation.
Pre-d6m'l-iiaiice, \n. Prevalence;
Pre-dom'i-nan-ey,) superior in-

fluence, [vailing.
Pre-d6m'l-nant, o. Prevalent : pre-
Pre-dom'1-nate, v. t To prevail.
Pre-dom-1-na'ftlon, n. Superior in-

fluence.
Prt-e'm'i-iie'iiee, n. State of being
preeminent; superiority. [others.

Pr4-£ai'l-iieni, o. Excellent above
PrMm'1-ne'iift-ly, ad. With preem-
inence.

Pre~4mp'tloii,n. Act of buying first

:

—right of buying before others.
Preen, n. A forked instrument
Pr6-e«-tab'llsh, v. L To establish be-
forehand.

Pre-ex-IsC, v. (. To exist beforehand.
Pre-ex-Iat'enee, n. Previous exist-
ence, [hand.

Pre-ex-Ist'ent, a. Existing before-
PreTace, n. Introduction; prelude.—v. t To introduce by something.
PreTa-cer, n. One who writes a pref-

ace.
PreTa-to-ry, a. Introductory.
Prefect, n. A Roman officer :—a com-
mander, [feet.

PreTee-ftfire, n. The office of apre-
Pre-ler', v. t. To regard more than
something else :—to advance. Tferred.

PreTer*a-ble, a. That is to be pre-
PreTer*a-bly, ad. In preference.
PrtiFer-enee, n. Act of preferring;
choice.

Pre-Rr'ment, n. Advancement.
Pre-flff-u-ra'tlon, n. Act of prefig-
uring, [figures.

Pre-ng-'u-ra-tlTe.a. Foreshowingby
Pre-ffa;'iire,v. t To exhibit by ante-
cedent representation, luring.

Pre-riff'ure-ment, a. Act of prefig-
Pre-flx', v. L To appoint ; to put be-

fore.

Pre' fix, n. A particle placed before
a word.

Preg'na-ble, a. That may be taken.
Preff'nan-ey, «• The state of being
pregnant:— fruitfulnesa :— inventive
power.—a. Fruitful.

PREPARATORY

Pre-Mn'sjlle, a. Adapted to seta*
Pre-hen'sion, n. Actof takinghold.
Pre-Jfidae', v. L To determine be*
forehand, [ment

Pre-JAdy'ment, n. Previous judg-
Pre-ld'al-eate, v.L&i. To prejudge.
Pre-lffc-dl-ea'ftlon, n. The act of
prejudging.

PreJ'a-dlee. n. Previous and unfav-
orable judgment -.—damage.—*, t. To
fill with prejudice. [prejudice.

Pr«]'u-alced,p. a. Influenced by
PHy-u-drcial, a. Hurtful ; injurious.
Prel'a-cy, n. The dignity ofa prelate.
Prel'ate. n. A high ecclesiastic.

Pre-laft'le, \a. Relating to prel-
Pre-laft'1-eal, j ates.
Preelection, n. A reading ; a lecture.
Pre-lee'tor, n. A reader ; a lecturer.
Pre-llm'i-iia-ry, a. Previous ; intro-

ductory.—n. A preparatory step or
measure.

Preclude, n. An introductory flourish
of music before a concert:—preface.—
v.L&i. To be previous ; to introduce,
as by a prelude.

Pre-lu'sive, ) o. Introductory;
Pre-lii'eo-ry. J previous.
Pre-ma-tiire', o. Ripe too soon.
Pr£-ma-tare'ly, ad. Too early.
Pre-ma-tdre'nescs \ n. State o!
Pre-ma-tn'rl-ty, / being prema-
ture.

Pre-mtd't-tate, v. t. To contrive
beforehand.—v. i. To think before-
hand.

Pre-m£d'l-tat-ed,p. a. Preconcerted.
Pre-m6d-i-ta'tloii, n. Act of pre-
meditating, [of England.

Pr&ml-er, n. The prime minister
Pre^ml-er-shlp, n. The office of
premier.

Pre-miae', v. t To explain previous-
ly.—v. i. To make previous propositions.

Pr£m'lse, n. A thing premised.—
houses and lands:—statements before
made

Pr6'ml-ftm,n. A bounty; recompense.
Pr£-mo~iiI'tioii, n. Previous warn-

ing, ring.
Pre-inoii'l-t*-ry,a. Previously warn-
Prt-mu-nrtlon, n. Previous de-

fence.
Pre-nd'tion, n. Foreknowledge.
Prftn'tlee, n. Apprentice.
Pre-o^'eu-pan-cy, n. Previous

possession. [pation.
Pre-6e-cu-pa'tloii, n. Prior occu-
Pr6-&e'eu*py, v. L To occupy pre-
viously.

Pre-or-daln', v. i. To ordain before-
hand.

Pre-or-dl-na'tlon, n. Act of preor-
daining.

Prep-a-ra'tlon, n. Act of preparing;
qualification.

Pre-paWa-tlve, a. Tend*ng to pre-
pare.—n. That which i»rei>arefl.

Prc-par'a-to-ry, a, Introductory.
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nmPAME
Pra-par*', v. L To main ready ; to

qualify; to provide.-*, t. To take
previous measures. [qualified.

Pre-pared, p. a. Having preparation

;

Pre-pa^er, n. One who prepares.

Pre-p«aset o. Preconceived.
Pre-pon'der-aiiee, a. Superiority

Pi^p^n'der-ant, a. Outweighing.
Pre-pon'der-ftte, r. t A i. To exceed
in weight or influence. [weighing.

Pre-pftn-der-a'tloii, n. Act of out-

Prep-o-el'tion, ». A particle connect-

ing words with each other.

PrS-pta'i-Uve, a. Placed before.—
a. A prefix to a word.

Pr4-poa-a4ta»', v. I To possess before-

hand ; to impress favorably:—to pre-

judice.
PrS-poe eeeaed',p. a. Preoccupied.

PRBTER 268

„.._ .__ a'ina;, p. a. Preoccupy-
ing ; tending to gain favor.

Pre-poft-ata'alon, n. Act of pre-
:—preconceived opinion.
er-ofta, a. Distorted; ab-

surtT; foolish.

Pre-pfta'ter-otta-ly, ad. Absurdly.
Pre'pae^n. [Fr.J The foreskin.

Pr^r6q/al-aUe, n. Something pre-
viously required.—a. Previously re-

quired.
Pre-rde/ay-flve, n. A peculiar priv-

ilege.—^ Having special privileges.

Prto'affe, a. Something that fore-

shows.
Pre aie;n#

, «. <. To forebode ; to fore-

show.
Prto'by-tor, n. An elder :—a priest

:

—a member of a presbytery :—a Pres-

PiSs-by-tfrl-aui. n. One of a relig-

ious sect:—a Calvinist—a. Relating
to Presbyterianism.

Prfe-bytfri-an-Iam.n. Principles
and government of Presbyterians.

PreVW-tSr-y, n. A body of pastors
and ruling elders. [foresight

Prfaei-enee, a. Foreknowledge;
Prfaeft-ent, a. Foreknowing.
Pre-aeribe', v.t To set down ; to

order, to dictate :—to direct medically.
—•. i. To give directions.

Prfaerlpi, a. Directed; prescribed.
-4k A direction ; a precept

Pre-swrlp'tlaii, n. A custom long
continued till it has the force of law:—
a medical direction. [custom.

Pre-»erlp/tlve, a. Established by
Prea'enee, n. State of being present

:

—air ; demeanor.
Prea'ent,a. Not absent; now existing.
—n. The present time j—something
given :—benefaction.

Pre-ataf, v. L To exhibit :—to offer

:

—to give:—to introduce. [sented.

Pre*afentfa-ble, o. That may be pre-

Prta-en-ta'tioii, n. Act of present-
"" " [notion.

A previous

ent-ly, ad. Immediately;
Pra-atnt'menL, n. Act of present-
ing ; representation :—accusation by a
grand jury. [serving;

Pree-er-va'tion, n. The act of pnv
Pre-eerv'a-tlve, n. That which
preserves.—a. Tending to preserve.

Pre-aerir'a-to-rjr, n. A preservative.
—a. Tending to preserve.

Pre-e#rve% v. t. To defend ; to keep
safe:—to season, as fruit—n. Fruit
preserved in sugar.

Pre-aide', v. i. To exercise superin-
tendence or control.

Pr6a'i-den-cy, n. The office of presi-

dent .-—the term of the office -.—super-

intendence. . m
Prfta'l-deiit, n. One at the head of a
college, society, corporation, or re-

public, [president.

Preo-l-den'tlal, a. Relating to a
Prt-alaj'ni-ty, v. t. To show before-

hand.
Preea, v. t To squeeze :—to constrain;

to urge :—to force into some service.—
v. i. To urge ; to crowd.—n. An in-

strument for pressing :—an instrument
for printing :—the literature of a coun-
try:—a crowd :—violent tendency:—

a

case for clothes. [shut up in a case.

Pr£a«'-b«d, n. A bed that may be
Pr^m'er, n. -One who presses.

PrfeM'-ffAnff, n. A crew that forces

men into naval service.

Pr6ea'lnff, o. o. Urgent
Pr&M'Ing-Iy, ad. With force.

Prges'imtn, n. A printer who works
at the press.

Pr«ss'ure, n. Act of pressing ; force

:

—impression :—urgency :—oppression.
Pn**s/tia;©, n. [Fr.f Illusion :—charm

:

—stimulus; that which gives influence.

Prea/to, ad. [It] Quick ; gayly
Pre-som'a.ble,
sumed.

, a. That may be pre-

aS&gft&fc**

Pre-snme', v. i. To take beforehand;

to suppose :—tobe forward; to venture.

Pre-aiim'liiff, p. a. Arrogant ; pre-

sumptive.
Pre-sflmp'tlon. n. Act of presum-
ing ; confidence ; arrogance, [posed.

Pre-aftmp'tlve. a. Probable ; sup-

Pre-sampt'n*oni, a. Arrogant ; con-
fident; adventurous. Py.

Pre-attmpt'u-ofia-ly, ad. Arrogant-
Pr6-aup-pd'aal, n. Previous suppo-

sition. Ihand.

Prd-anp-pdaeV. t. Tosuppose before-
Pre-t«nce', n. A false claim or as-

sumption.
Pre-fend', v. L To hold out an ap-

pearance of; to feign.—*. <• To hold
out an appearance.

Pre-tend'ed, p. a. Alleged falsely.

Pre-t4nd'er, n. One who pretends.

Pre-ten'alon,n. A claim:—a pretence.
Pre-ten'ttoua,a. Makingpretentipns.
Prater, A particle which i

beside, by, or beym*.
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264 PRETEBIMPERFEOT

Pre7ier-lm-persfeet, a. Used to de-
note the tense notperfectly past.

Pr*t'er-Ite\ a. Hut: noting the past
tense of a verb.—n. The past tense.

Pre-ter-mls'slon, n. Act of omit-
ting, [omit

Pre>teMnIt', v. L To pass by; to

Pre-ter-nat'u-ral, a. Beyond what
is natural.

Prfter-pcrTect, a. Absolutely past
Prfter-plu-peVfeet, a. Past before
some other past time. [cuse.

Pre^Mxt, n. A false allegation ; ex
Pre7tor, n. [L.l A high officer in an
dent Rome ; a judge. [Judicial,

Pre*td-rl-an, a. Relating to a pretor
Pret'tl-ly, ad. Neatly -pleasingly.
Prct'ty. a. Handsome ; neat ; pleas-
ing.—ha. In some degree, [succeed.

Pre-v&ll', v. i. To be prevalent ; to
Pre-vall'lna;, a. Predominant ; prev-
alent, [ence.

Prer'a-lence, n. Superiority ; influ-
PreVa-16nt, a Predominant; pre-
vailing.
»re-vaVl-cate, v. i. To evade the
truth : to equivocate.

Pre-Yar-l-cA'tlon, n. Act of prevar-
icating ; a shuffle. [cates.

Pre-Yar't-ca-t©r,n. Onewhoprevari-
Pre-Yent'f v. t To hinder; to obviate;
to obstruct. [8truction.

Pre-v€n'tlon, n. Hinderance : ob-
Pre«ven'tive, a. Preservative; nin-
derinr.—n. An antidote.

Pre'Yl«ons,a. Being before;antecedent
Pre7vi-oas-lr, ad. Beforehand.
Prey, n. Rapine ; plunder.—v. i. To
plunder; to waste,

Prey'er, n. A robber ; a devourer.
Price, n. Value : estimation ; cost.

Price-ear'rent, n. A list of articles
with their prices stated.

Prick, v. t. To pierce ; to spur : to In-
cite : to mark :—to make acid.—v. i.

To dress for show.—n. A point; a
Sur ; a goad. [year.

[ck'et, n. A buck in his second
Prlck'lng, n. Sensation of being
pricked.

Prlc'kle, n. A sharp point.
Prick'It, a. Full of sharp points.
Prick'ly-pear, n. A sort of cactus.
Pride, n. Inordinate self-esteem;

loftiness ; conceit.—1>. L To indulge
in self-esteem.

Pri'er,n. One who inquires narrowly.
Priest, n. One who officiates in sacred

offices. [artifice.

Prieat'craft, n. Religious fraud or
Prleat'hoed, n. The office or order
of priests

Priest'ly,a. Like a priest.

Prlff. n. A conceited fellow.

Prlarffisn, a. Conceited ; pert.
Prim, n. A plant or shrub.—a. For-
mal

;
precise.—1». t To deck up pre-

cisely, [a primate.
Pri'ma-ey, n. The office or dignity of

PRIORY

Prt'ma-don'na, n. [It] The prliK
cipal female singer in an opera.

Pn'maye, n. A charge imposed is
addition to freight.

Pri'ma-rl-ly,a<i Originally; at first.
Pri'ma-ry, o. First ; principal.
Pri'mate, n. The chief prelate in a
church : an archbishop.

Pri'mate-shlp, n. The office ofa
primate.

Prime, n. The dawn :—the first part

;

height :—the spring of life ; spring.—
a. Early :—principal ; first-rate.—v. t
To put powder in the pan of a gun :—
to lay the ground for painting.—v. i
To serve for the charge ofa gun.

Prime'ly, ad. Originally ; well.
Prlm'er, n. A small book for chil-
dren :—a printing-type.

Pri-me'vitl, a. Original ; primitive.
Prim'lnr, n. Powder for the pan of

« gun :—the first coat of painting.
Prlm'i-tlre. o. Original: primary.
—n. A primitive or original word.

Prlm'i-ilTe-ly, ad. Originally ; at
first

Prlm'neas, n. Affected nlcenesa.
Pri-mo-ft'ni-al, a. First-born

;

original.
Pri-mo-gen'l-tor, n. A forefather.

Pri-mo-ffen'i-tnre,n. State ofbeing
first-born.

Pri-mor'dl-a], a. Original ; first in
order.—n. Origin ; first principle.

Prim'rose, n. A flowering plant.
Prince, n. A sovereign; a ruler:—

a

king's son.
Prlnce'dom, n. The rank ofa prince.
Prlnce'ly, a. Relating to a prince

;

grand.
Prln'cess, n. The consort of a prince:
a king*8 daughter.

Prln'cl-pal, a. Chief; essentials-
primary ; supreme :— Important.— n.

A head ; a chief :—a leader :—a sum of
money at interest

Prln-ci-pal'i-ty, n. The domain of
a prince :—a sovereignty.

Prln'cl-pal-ly,<ut Chiefly; above all.

Prln-clp'i-a, n. [L.] First princi-
ples.

Prln'ct-ple, n. An element :—cause:
—fundamental truth :—ground of ac-
tion.—f t To establish in principles.

Prink, v.t.&i. To dress for show.
Print', t\ t To mark ; to impress.—v.i.
To practise the art of typography.—n.
A mark made, by impression :—a pic-
ture:—a stamp:—an impression made
by types ; any thing printed.

Prlnt'er, n. One who prints.
Print'Ing, n. Business of a printer.
Prlnt'lng-preaa, n. A press for
printing.

Pri'or, a. Former; antecedent—«i
The superior of a monastery.

Pri-or^i-ty, n. 6tate of being first

Pri'or-y, n. A convent in rankinls-
rior toan abbey.
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PRISM

Prism, n. A solid figure whose bases
are triangles, equal, parallel and
straight, and whose sides are parallel-

ograms, [a prism
Prls-mat'lc, a. Relating to or like

Prls'on, n. Place of confinement.—
v. t To imprison ; to confine.

PrIs'on-er> n. One confined in pris-

on :—a captive.
Prls'ftlne, a. First; ancient; primitive.
PrUli'ee, I pray thee.
Pri'va-ey, n. Retirement ; solitude.
Pri'vate, a. Secret: particular; be-
longing to an individual—n. A com-
mon soldier.

Pri-fa-tMr/,n. A private armed ves-
sel.

—

v. i. To cruise in a privateer.
Pri-vsVtion, n. The loss ofany thing;
absence.

Prlv'a-tlTe, a. Causing privation :—
negative.—n. A negative property.

Prlv'et,n. A flowering shrub.
Prtv'1-Iege, n - A peculiar advantage

;

prerogative.—v. L To invest with pe-
culiar rights.

Prlv'1-ly, ad. 8ecretly ; privately.
Prise, n. A reward gained by con-
test:—something taken from an enemy

:

—a lever.—v. L To raise with a lever:
—to estimate ; to appreciate ; to value
hfchlv.

Pnse'-IIffbt-er, n. One who fights for
a rewardT

Pris'er, n. One who prizes.

Pro, [L.J For :—pro and con ; for and
against. [probability.

Prob'a-bll-Isin, n. The theory of
Prob-a-bll'1-ty, n. Likelihood ; ap-
pearance of truth. [true.

Prob'a-ble, a. Likely to be, or to be
Prob'a-blj, ad. Likely.
Prd'bate, n. The legal proof of a will

.

—a. Relating to the proof of wills.

Pro-ba'ftlon, n. A state of trial; proof.
Pro-ba'ftleii-a], \a. Relating to
Pro-ba'tlon-a-ry , J probation.
Pro-bsVtion-er, n. One upon trial.

Pro-ba'tor, n.
' An examiner.

Pro'ba-to-ry, a. 8erving ibr trial.

Probe.n. A surgeon's Instrument.—
v. t. To search • to try with a probe.

Prob'l-ty, n. Honesty ; uprightness

;

integrity. [solution.

Prob'lem, n. A question proposed for

Prob-lem-atfl-cal, a. Disputable

;

doubtful.
Pro-bds'cls, n. The trunk of an ele-

phant, [of proceeding.
Pro-eed'ure, n. Process; manner
Pro-eeed', v.i. To go on ; to advance,
—to issue:—to prosecute :—to take a
degree.

Pro-ceed'lng, n. A transaction.
Pro7seeds, n. pi. Produce ; income ;
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Pro-eer'1-fty, n. Height of stature.

Proe'ess, n. A progress ; procedure :

—a course of law;—the prominent
part ofa bone.

Pro-ees'slon, ». Act of proceeding

;

a train of persons.
Pro-ecs'sion-al, n. A book relat-
ing to the processions of the Romish
church.

Pro-ees'slon-a], \a. Relating to
Pro-ees'slen-a-ry,/ a procession.
Prd'cbro-nKsm, n. An error in
chronology by dating a thing too early.

Pro-claim', v. t. To declare publicly;
to publish ; to outlaw.

Proe-la-ma'tlon, n. A public official

notice : an edict [tion.

Pro-cliv'1-ty, n. Tendency; Inclina-
Pro-con'sal, n. A Roman governor.
Pro-con'su-late, \n. The office of
Pro-con'sul-sbIp,j a proconsul.
Pro-eras'tl-nate, v. t. To defer
from time to time.—v. i. To be dila-

tory, [crastinating ; delay.
Pro-eras-ftl-na'tion, n. Actofpro-
Pro-eras'ftl-na-tor, n. A dilatory

person.
Pro'cre-ate. v. t. To produce.
Prd-ere-a'ftion, n. feneration.
Prd'cre-a-tlve, a. Generative; pro-
ductive.

Pro'cre-a-ftor, n. A generator.
Pro-crtts'te-an. a. Relating to Pro-
crustes :—stretched or contracted, as
the case requires.

Proc'tor, n. An attorney in a spirit-

ual court :—an agent :—an officer in a
university. [tor.

Proe-fto'rl-al, a. Relating to a proc-
Pro-cttm'bent, a. Lying down;

trailing.
Pro-cur'a-ble, o. Obtainable.
Proc-u-ra'tlom n. Act of procuring;
management of affairs.

Proe'u-ra-tor, n. One whomanages
another's affairs.

Pro-care', v. t. To obtain; to acquire.
—

-

v. i. To bawd ; to pimp.
Pro-corf'mentn. Act of procuring.
Prod'1-gal, a. Spending wasteiully.—n. A spendthrift.
Prod-1-cal'l-ty, n. Extravagance.
Pro-dltplous, a. Partaking of prod-
igy; wondernil.

Pro-dlgr'leus-lT, ad. Amazingly.
Prod'1-arj, n. Something wonderful;
a monster.

Pro-duce', v. L To bring forth ; to
bear :—to exhibit :—to effect.

Prod'uce,n. That which is produced
or yielded.

Pro-da'csr, n. One who produces.
Prod'uct, n. Something produced;
an effect. [out.

Pro-dne'tlle, a. That may be drawn
Pro-dac'tlon, n. Act of producing

;

product [fertile.

Pro-dttc'tlve, a. That produces;
Pro-dttc'tlve-nes», n. State of be-
ing productive.

Pro'em, n. A preface ; an introduc-
tion.

1 Pro-e/ml-alv o. Introductory.
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266 PROFANATION

A YioUtion ofProf-a-M&'tioa, *.
sacred things.

Pro-line', a. Irreverent to thingB
sacred :—polluted :—secular.—#. & To
desecrate.

Pro-fane'ly, ad. With irreverence.
Pro-fane'neas, n. Irreverence for
what is sacred. [fane ; blasphemy.

Pro-flta'l-ty, n. Quality of being pro-
Pro-feaa', v. L To declare openly.
Pro-feWed-ly, ad. With open de-
claration, [ing.

Pro-ff&a'alon, n. Declaration:—a cafl-
Pro-fea'alon-al, a. Belating to a
profession.

Pro-fiBaa'or, n. One who professes

;

one who teaches some science or art.

Pro-feVaor-shlp, n. Office of a pro-
fessor.

Prorier, ». t To propose ; to offer.—
». An offer made.

Pro-ri'eienee, ) n. Advancement;
Pro-fl'cien-ey, J improvement
gained. [advancement.

Pro-fI'cient, n. One who has made
Prd'flle,a. Side-face: outline.
ProFlt, n. Pecuniary advantage; gain;
advancement.—v. L To benefit ; to
advance.—v. L To gain advantage;
to improve.

Profit-a-Dle, a. Affording profit

;

advantageous.
Pront-n-bly,a<2. Gainfully: usefully.
ProFift-leas, o. Void of profit
ProFll-jrft-ey, n. Profligate conduct;
wickedness.

ProFli-gate, a. Abandoned to vice.
—n. An abandoned pereon ; a wretch.

Pro-found', a. Having great depth

;

intellectually deep ; thorough :—hum-
ble.—n. The deep ; the sea.

Pro-foand'neas, ) n. Depth of place
Pro-fnn'dl-tjr, j or of knowledge.
Pro-fnse', a. Liberal to excess; ex-
travagant.

Pro-fuWly, ad. Lavishly.
Pro-fu'sion, n. Prodigality; abund-
ance.

Prdff, v. L To go about begging; to
steal.—n. Inferior food.

Pro-ff6n'i-tor, n. A forefather; an
ancestor.

Proff'e-ny, a. Offspring ; race.
Pr6ff-no/sts, n. [Gr.l The art or
power of foretelling the course of a
disease.

Proar-nos'tle* a, Foretokening.-n.
A sign ; a token. [foreshow.

Prog»n6s'tl-e*te. v. L To foretell or
Proa>n*a-tl-ea'ftlon, n. Act of fore-

telling- [tells.
Prosr-n6s'ftl-e*-tor,n. Onewhofbre-
Profffrftm, >n. JFr.] An outline
Pre'ffraams, f ofa public perfor-
mance.

Prog'reM, n. Motion foward ; ad-
vancement; proficiency.—v. i. To
move forward. [vance.

Pro-pros*', «. i, Toproceed; toed-

PBOMPTITUDE

Pro-ffreo'elon, n. Regular or |
ual advance.

Pro-rreo'sive, n. Makingprogress.
Pro-a;ro»'aive-noaa, n. Stateof ad-
vancing.

Pro-hlS'lt.v. t To forbid ; to prevent
Pro-hl-bl'ilon, n. Act of prohibit-
ing : an intredict. [hibitioril

Pro-nlb'i-to-rjr, o. Implying pro-
Pro-Jeetf, v. L To scheme; to contrive;
to draw.—e. i. To jut out; to shoot for-
ward,

ProJ'eet. w. A scheme; a design.
Pro-foe'iftle, n. A body projected.—

a. Impelling forward. fa plan.
Pro-Jee'tion, n. Act of projection

;

Pro-l$ct'or, n. One who projects.
Project'ore.**. A Jutting out.
Prolate, a. Drawn out at the poles.
Pro-lep'tle, ) a. Previous ; an-
Pro-lep'tl-cal, / tecedent
Pro-lep'tl-eal-ljr, ad. By way of
anticipation.

Prol'1-cide, n. The destruction of
human offspring.

Pro-HCic, ) a. Producing- off
Pro-llfi'eal, / spring ; fertile.

Pro-llf-i-ea'tlon, n. Generation;
production.

Pro-llx. a. Long ; tedious ; diffuse.
Pro-llx'1-ty, \ n. State of being
Pro-llx'neaa, f prolix : tediousness.
Prol'o-eii-tor. n. [L.J One who
speaks for another.

Prol'dgue, n. An introductory piece
or poem ; an introduction.

Pro-ldna;', v. i. Toextend the duration
ofj to lengthen out.

Pro-lon-ga'tlon, n. Act of pro-
longing or lengthening.

Pro-lireion, n. A prelude ; an essay.
Prom-e-nade, n. TFr.] Walk for
pleasure ; place of walking.—t>. L To
walk ; to take a walk.

Pro-me'the-an, ». A glass tube
used in chemistry.—a. Belating to Pro-
metheus, [prominent ; protuberance.

Prom'i-nenee, n. State of being
Prom'1-nent, a. Standing out ; con-
spicuous [ed.

Pro-mls'eu-ofta, n. Mingled ; confus-
Pro-mla'eu-ons-ly, ad. Confusedly.
Prdra'itie, n. A declaration which
binds the person who makes it :—ex-
pectation ; hope.—v. i. Tomakea prom-
ise.—v. t. To assure by a promise.

Prom'la-ao-ry, a. Containing a
promise.

Prora'on-to-ry, n. A headland.
Pro-mote', v. L To forward ; to pre-
fer:—to raise in rank.

Pro-md'ter, n. One who promotes.
Pro-moVtidn, n. Advancement.
Pro-mo'tlve. a. Tending to promote.
Prompt, o. Quick ; ready; acute.—v.L
To assist ; to incite.

Prompt'er, n. One who prompts.
PrAmp'tl-tode, a. B«ad1neM
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pfljr* ad. Readily ; quickly.
Prftmpt'neM, n. Readiness.
Pr*mpt'or«,n. A suggestion.
Pro-mAl'ffai*, t>. I. To make known
by open declaration. [gates.

Prom'ul-sja-tor, n. One whopromul-
Pro-molfe, r. f. To promulgate.
Pro-mother, n. A publisher ; a pro
mulgator^wards:—bendingdownward.

Prone, o. Lying with the facedown-
Prdng. n. The tine of a fork ; a fork.
Pro-nam'ft-iial, a. Relating to a
pronoun.

Pro'noati, n. A word used instead
ofa noun:—to utter rhetorically.

Pro-noonce', v. t. To speak.
Pro-nftn-cl-a-men'to, n. [Sp.l A
proclamation. [of utterance.

Pro-nAn-cl-a'tlon, n. Act or mode
Proof, n. Testimony ; evidence ; tri-
al :—impenetrability :—a trial sheet of
print.—a. Impenetrable.

Proor-ob*et, n. The first impres-
sion of a printed sheet, for correction.

Prop, v. L To support ; to keep up.—
a. That on which anything rests ; a
ipport [gated.

^^ ftp 'a-?a\-ble,a. That may be_propa-
Prop-a-sjran'da, n. [L.] A Roman
Catholic association.

Prop-a-sjran'dlam, n. Proselylism.
Prop-a-jran'dlMt, n. A missionary.
Prop'a-trato, v. L To extend ; to in-
crease ; to diffuse.—r. i. To hare off-
spring.

Prop-st-ga'tlon, n. Generation.
Prop-st-ffa'tor, n. One who propa-
gates.

Pro-pel', v. L To urge ordrive forward.
Pro-pel'ler, n. One who propels :—

a

steam-boat propelled by a screw.
Pro-p€nse', a. Leaning • inclined.— "I'^l-ty, n. Tendency ; incli-

one's own :—

Pr6p'er-ly, ad. In a proper manner.
Prop'er-ty, n. A peculiar quality :—
a possession ; goods. [<

ProiYop'er, a. Peoaliar ;

natural ; suitable ; right.

Propb'a-«Ii»,n. Foreknowledge ofdis-
Propb^e-«y, n. Act ofprophesying

;

a prediction.
Pi4pb'e-M-er, n.
Prftpb'e-ay, v. t. To predict

[sies.

One whoprophe-
*opb'e-ay, v. t. To predict ; to fore-
tell.—v. i. To utter prophecies.

Propb'et, n. One who prophesies.
Propb'ot-oss), n. A female prophet.
Pro-pbeft'le \a. Relating to a
Pro-pMt'i-cal, J prophet or proph-
ecy, fey.

Pro-pbefl-cal-ly, ad. Byprophe-
Proph-y-lac'tlc, n. A preventive
medicine.—a. Preventing disease.

Pro-pIn'qal-ty,n. Nearness in place,
time, or relation.

Pro-pl'tl-a-bto, a. Placable.
Pro-pl'tl-ato, v. t. To make propi-
tious ; to appease.

Pro-pI-tl-sVUoii,si. Act of
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Pro-pl'tJ-a-ior, a. One who propi-

Pro-pl'ti-a-to-ry, a. Tendisg to
make propitious.—n. The mercy-seat

Pro-prlions, a. Disposed to be mer-
ciful , kind ; auspicious.

Pro-pi'tioua-ly , ad. Favorably.
Pro'po-lla, n. Resinous matter used
by bees. [proposal.

Pro-po'nent, n. One who makes a
Pro-por'tlon, n. The comparative
relation of one thing to another; ratio:
—symmetry :—size :—part ; a rule of
arithmetic—v. I To adjust by com-
parative relation. [proportioned.

Pro-pdr'tlon-a-ble, a That may be
Pro-pdr'tlon-al, a. Having due pro-
portion.—n. A quantity in proportion.

Pro-por'tlon-al-ly, ad. In propor-
tion.

Pro-pdr/tion-ate>,a. Havingdue pro-
portion.—«. t To make proportional.

Pro-por'tioii-ate-ly, ad. Propor-
tionally.

Pro-po'sal, n. An offer; aproposition.
Pro-pose', v. L To offer ; to bid.
Prop-o-sl'tion, n. a thing proposed;
offer :—a thought. [proposition.

Prop-o-al'tion-al, a. Relating to a
Pro-poond', v. t. To offer ; to propose.
Pro-pri'e-ta-ry, n. A possessor in
his own right—a. Belonging to an
owner. [own right

Pro-pri'fe-tor, n. A possessor in his
Pro-pri'e-tor-sblp, n. State of a
proprietor.

Pro-pri'e-ty, n. 8tate of being prop-

driving
forward. [fng.

Pro-ro-ffsVtloii, n. Act of prorogu>
Pro-rogue', v. t. To put off:—to ad-
journ, as a parliament [mon-place.

Pro-sa'lc, a. Belonging to prose; com-
Pro*M'Iam, n. Form of prose writing.
Pro-aa'1st, n. A writer of prose.
Pro-sfe'nl-am, n. The stage of a

theatre.
Pro-ncribe', v. t To censure capital-
ly ; to doom ; to outlaw.

Prd'»erlpt,n. An interdict
Pro-acrlp'tlon.n Act of proscribing;
doom to civil death. [scribe.

Pro-scrip'five, o. Tending to pro-
Prose, n. Language or composition
without poetic measure.—v. t. To make
a tedious recital.— a. Consisting of
prose ; prosaic.

Proa'e-cute, v. t. To pursue :—to sue
by law ; to arraign.-*, i. To carry on
a prosecution.

Pros-e-cu'tlon, n. Act of prosecu-
ting : a pursuit :—a criminal suit.

Pros'e-lyte, n. A convert to a new
opinion.—v. t To convert.

Pros'e-ly-tIsm,n. Act of proselyting.
Proa'er, n. A writer of prose ; a dull
conversationalist
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Pro-oo'dl-al,a. PerUining to prosody.
Pro-oo/di-an, n. One skilled in pros-
ody, prosody.

Pro-add'l-eal, a. Of or relating to
Pros'o-dy, n. That part of grammar
which treats of accent and versifica-

tion.
Proa'poet, n. A view ; object of view

:

—ground of expectation.
Pro-spec'tlon, n. Act of looking
forward. [future.

Pro-spec'ilve, n. Looking forward

;

Pro-apec'tus, n. [L.] Thej>lanofa
proposed literary work.

Proa'per, v. L To make prosperous

;

to favor.—v. i. To be prosperous.
Proa-per'i-ty, n. Good lortune.
Proo'per-ooa, a. Successful ; lucky

;

auspicious.
Proo'tl-tute, v. t To sell to vile pur-
poses.—a. Devoted to vice.—n. A har-
lot

Pro«-tl-tu'tlon, n. Act of prostitu-
ting : the life of a prostitute.

Pros'trate, a. Lying flat; prone;
humble.—v. t. To lay flat ; to throw
down. [depression.

Pro*' tr&'tlon, n. Act of prostrating

;

Pro'style, n. A range of columns in
front

Pro'ny, a. Of the nature of prose; dull.
Pr6t'a-«Ia, n. The first part of a con-
ditional sentence, or a period.

Pro-te'an, o. Relating to Proteus;
assuming different shapes.

Pro-t*ct\ v. L To shield from evil

;

to cherish.
Pro-tee'tlon, n. Defence ; a shelter.
Pro-tec'tion-Ist, n. An advocate

for protection. ring.

Pro-tec'tlve, a. Defensive ; sheltcr-
Pro-tect'or, n. A defender ; a sup-

porter.
Pro-teet'or-ate, n. The office or
government of a protector.

Protege (pro-te-zha'), n. [Ft.] One
under the care and protection of
another.

Pro-teat', v. i. To affirm solemnly; to

remonstrate.—t'. t To call as a wit-
ness :—to assent :—to disown.

Pro'teat, n. A solemn declaration.
Prdt'ea-tant, n. One of the Reformed
religion.—a. Belonging to Protestants.

Prot'ea-tant-Ism, n. Religion of
Protestants.

Pr6t-e»-ta'tloiK n. Act of protesting;
a solemn declaration.

Pro-th6ii'o-t»-ry, n. The head
notary :—a clera or a court, [writing.

Prd'to-c61, n. The original copy of a

Rt^'p:!- }« *»ow* model -

Prd-to-s<rie,a. Exhibiting first forms
of life. Hong :—to delay.

Pro-tract', v. t To draw out ; to pro-
Pro-trae'tlon, n. The act of pro-
traoting. ling.

Pro-trae'tiv#, a. Dilatory ;pj

MtOZIMATBLY

Pro-trade', «. t To thrust fonrard.-
v. i. To thrust or move forward.

Pro-tm'olon, n. Act of protruding

;

a thrust
Pro-tru'slve, a. Thrusting forward.
Pro-tu'ber-ance, n. A prominence.
Pro-tu'ber-aiit, a. .Swelling; prom-
inent [to swelL

Pro-tii'ber-ate, v. i. To bulge out

;

Pro-tu'ber-a'tion, *. Act of swell-
ing out [grand.

Proud, a. Possessing pride ; arrogant;
Prov'a-ble.o. That may be proved.
Prove, v. L To evince; to demonstrate:
—to try; to experience.—v. i. To make
trial : to succeed.

Prov'en-der, n. 1 ood for brutes.
Prov'erb, n. A short sentence often
repeated ; a maxim. [erb.

Pro-ver'bl-al, a. Relating to a prov-
Pro-veWbt-al-ly, ad. In a proverb-

ial manner. [hand ; to prepare,
Pro-vide', v.L To procure before-
Pro-vid'ed, conj. On condition that
PrAv'l-dence, n. The care which
God exercises over creation :—timely
care : foresight ; frugality.

Prov'i-dent, a. .Forecasting ; pru-
dent fidenoe.

Prov-1-den'tial, a. Effected by prov-
Prov'i-dtnt-ly , cut In a provident
manner.

Pro-vid'er, n. One who provides.
Prov'lnee, n. A subject country ; dis-

trict ; region :—office.
Pro-vIn'clAl, a. Relating to a prov-
ince.—n. One belonging to a prov-
ince:—an ecclesiastical governor.

Pro-vln'clal-fem, n. A provincial
word or idiom.

Pro-vl'fftion, n. Act of providing;
preparation:—victuals.—v. t. To supply
witn provisions. [tablished.

Pro-vf'slon-al, a. Temporarily es-

Pro-vl'slon-al-iy, ad. By way of
provision.

Pro-vl'slon-a-ry. «. Temporary.
Pro-vi'oo, n. A conditional stipu-

lation.
Pro-vi'aor, n. A purveyor ; a steward.
Pro-vi'ao-ry, o. Conditional.
Prov-o-ca'tlon, n. Act of provok-
ing ; a cause of anger:—stimulus.

Pro-vo'ca-tlve, a. Stimulating

:

provoking.—n. A stimulant; any
thing which provokes.

Pro-voice', v. t. To rouse ; to incite :

—to enrage ; to irritate.

Prov'ost, n. The chief of any body,
as a college—n. The executioner of

an army.
Prow. n. The fore part ofa ship.

Prow'eaii, n. Military bravery ; valor.

Prowl, v. i. & t. To rove about for

prey.-*. A ramble for plunder.
Prowl'er, n. One that roves about

for prey.
Prftx'l-mate, a. Next ; immediate.
Prox'i-mato-ljr, cut Immediately.
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Prox-Im'l-ty, n. Nearness, [month.
PrAx'1-mo, a. [L.] Next, or next

x'y, n. Agency of another:—a
rtltute.

Pradc, n. A woman over scrupulous.
Pra'denee, a. Quality of being pru-
dent; caution; discretion.

Pra'dent, a. Practically wise ; dis-

creet » careful.
Pru-d«n'tlal, a. Proceeding from
prudence:—having superintendence.

Pra-den'tlftln, n. Maxims of pru-
dence, [affected modesty.

Prud'er-y, n. The conduct of a prude

;

Prud'l»h, a. Affectedly precise or
grave.

Prume, v. L To cut off; to trim.—v. i.

To dress for show.—n. A dried plum.
Pru-neJ'ld, ». A kind of woollen
stuff:—a prune.

Prnn'iDg, n. Act of trimming.
Prou'lnff-hook, ) n. A hook or
Prun'lnff-ltnife, J knife for prun-
ing trees.

Pru'rl-euee, n. An Itching desire.
Pra'rl-ent, a. Itching ; uneasy with
desire.

Pra-rlar'i-iioft», a. Partaking of the
itch.

Pnu'ilsn. a. Relating to Prussia.—n.
A native of Prussia.

Prus'sle, a. Noting an acid.
Pry, n. A large lever.—v. t. To raise
with a lever—v. L To inspect cu-
riously, [song.

Psalm (sam), n. A sacred hymn or
Pa&l'mlfftt* n. A writer of psalms.
PaM'mo-dtot, n. A dinger of psalms.
Paal'oio-dy, «• The practice or art
of singing psalms. [Psalms.

Psml'ter (sawl'ter), n. The book of
PsAl'ter-y, n. A kind of harp.
Pseo'dd (sti'do), [Gr.] A term, signi-

fying false, or counterfeit.
Pshaw (shaw), inter}. Expressing con-
tempt.

Pay'chlc, la. Relating to the soul
Psy'chl-eal, j or mind.
P»y-cbo-]6(r'i<», ) a. Relating to
Pay-cbo-ldff'1-cal, ) psychology.
Pay-chol'o-fflttt, n. One versed in
psychology. [soul or mind.

Pay-ebftro-gy, n. Doctrine of the
PtU-&n', n. A medicinal drink.
Pt61-e-ma'le, a. Belonging to Ptole-
my, or his system. [sexes.

Pirber-ty, n. The ripe age of the
Pu-bea'eeut, a. Arriving at puberty.
Pab'llc, a. Belonging to the commu-
nity; common; notorious.—». The
people.

Pab'U-ean, n. A tax-gatherer; a
keeper of a public house.

Pab-U-ea'ftlon, n. Act of publishing:
—a work published :—a proclamation.

PAb'11-eIat, n. A writer on the laws
of nations. [lie.

Pub-llc'1-ty, n. State of being pub-
P«b/lle»ly, ad. In a public manner.
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PM^ltsh, v. L To make publicly
known: to declare; to advertise; to

Sut forth.
ib'llab-er, n. One who publishes.

Puc-c64n'. n. A plant:—a red pig-
ment used by Indians.

Pace, a. Of a dark brown color.

Pu'ce-rdn, n. The vine-fretter; plant-
louse.

PAck. n. A sort of fairy.

Puck'er, v. L To gather into folds; to
wrinkle.—n. A small fold ; a wrinkle.

Pnd'der, n. A tumult—v. i. To make
a tumult.—v. L To perplex ; to disturb.

Pud'diuff, n. A kindof food various-

ly compounded.
Pud'dle, n. A small, muddy pool.—

v. t To make muddy:—to fill up.—v. i.

To make a dirty stir.

Pu'e-rUe, a. Childish ;
juvenile.

Pu-e-rfl'l-ty, n. Childishness.
Pu-er'pe-ral, a. Relating to, or hap-
pening after, child-birth.

Paff, n. A small blast of wind:—a
fungous ball :—exaggerated praise.

—

v. i. To swell with wind :—to pant.

—

v. L To Inflate; to blow up with pride

:

—to praise extravagantly.
Pikriy, a. Windy; turgid ; bombastic
PA*, n. A little dog or monkey.
PAr'-ddir, n. A little pet dog.
Pogh (pon), interj. Noting contempt
Pnr(rll, n. A small handful.
Pu/flrll-Ism, n. The art of fighting
with the fist. [a boxer.

Pn'gil-Ist, n. A fighter with the fist

;

Puff-n&'eious, a. Inclined to fight;

quarrelsome. [nacious.
Pus-aae'l-ty. n. State of beingpug-
Puls'oe (pu'ne), a. [Fr.] Younger,
inferior; puny.

Pu'ls-sftoee,n. Power; strength; force.

PA'to-sAut, a. Powerful ; forcible.
Pake, n. A vomit :—a medicine caus-
ing vomit.—r. i. To vomit—a. Be-
tween black and russet in color.

Pale, v. i. To cry ; to whine.
Pall, v. t. To draw forcibly ; to pluck.—n. Act of pulling ; a contest.
Pall'back,n. That which keeps back.
Pul'let, n. A young hen.
Pal'ley, n. A small wheel turning on
a pivot

Parmo-na-ry, ) a. Belonging to the
Pul-mftn'lc, J lungs.—n. Medi-
cine for disease of the lungs :—one dis-

eased in the lungs.
Pfilp. n. Any soft mass. [preacher.

An elevated desk for a

Consisting of pulp.

To beat, as an artery.

Pft!'pit, n.

Pul'poan, 1

,

Pal'py, |
c

Pul'aate, v. i

Pul-aa'tiou, n,

throbbing.
PiU'sa-to-ry,
pulse.

Pulae, n. The motion of an artery :-
leguminous plants. [verized.

Pftl'ver-a-bie, o. Thai may be pul

Act of beating

;

Beating like the
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PAI-ver-l-asVtlon, a. Act of pulver-
izlng.

PAl'Ter-iae,ff. £ Tojreduoe to powder.
Fttl-v*r/u-l*noe, a. Dustiness

;

powder.
PAI-ver'n-lent, a. Dusty; powdery.
PA'mlee, a. A porous substance from
volcanoes.

Pa-ml'eeoas, a. Like pumice.
PAmp, n. An engine for drawing
water:—a shoe.—v. u To throw out
water by a pump.—v. t To throw out
with a pump :—to draw out by artful
Questions.

Pamp'ltln, n. A plant and its fruit.

PAn, n. A play upon words.—v. i. To
make puns.-f. t. To persuadeby a pun.

PAneh, v. t. To perforate ; to push.—
a. A pointed instrument :—a liquor

:

—a buffoon.
PAnch'eon, n. A tool :—a large cask.
PAnch'er, a. One who punches ; a

tool.

P&n-ebl-nel'ld, a. A buffoon.
PAne-tll'Ift, a. A nice point of exact-

ness, [very precise.
PAne-tll'lous, a. Exact in ceremony;
Ponc'to, n. A nice point ; a point in
fencing.

PAnet'u-al, a. Done at the precise
time; prompt [punctual.

PAnet-u-aFl-ty, n. State of being
PAnet7u-ate, v. L To distinguish by
pointing. [pointing.

PAneft-u-a'tloii, n. Actor method of
PAnefure. n. A small prick ; a sharp
point :—a little hole.—v. t. To pierce.

PAn'dlt, n. A learned Bramin.
Pong, n. A rude sort of sleigh.
PAn^en-cjr, n. Sharpness; Keenness.
PAn'sjrent. a. Pricking ; sharp ; acrid.
PAn'genft-ljr, ad. In a pungent man-
ner.

PA'nlc, a. Relating to the Carthagin-
ians :—treacherous. [a fault.

PAn'iab, t». t. To afflict with pain for
PAn'lnh-a-ble, a. That may be
punished. [crime.

PAn'lflh-mtn t.n. Pain inflicted for a
PA'nl-tlve, a. Inflicting punishment
PAnk, n. A common prostitute :—

a

fungus :—rotten wood.
PAn'ster, 1

PAnt, n. A
Pn'ny, a. Petty ; inferior.
PAp, n. A young dog ; a puppy.
PA'psv.n. [L.] Chrysalis.
Pft'pll, n. One under the care of a
tutor:—a scholar:—the apple of the

Pu'pil-age. n. State of a pupil.
PA'pll-la-ry.a. Pertaining to a pupil.
PAp'pet, n. A small image moved by
wire.

PAp'peft-sbdw, n. A mock drama.
PAp'py, n. A young dog. [conceit.
PAp'py-Inm. n. Extreme affectation;
PAr, n. A noise made by a cat—v. i.

To murmur as a cat.

eter, n. One given to punning,
flat-bottomed boat.

PVB8UK

PArtlin^o. Near-sighted.
Ptu»'ebaa-a-ble>, a. That nayfe*
bought

PAr'cbaee, 9. L To buy; to procure.—
a Act ofbuying ; any thing bought

:

—a mechanical advantage.
PAr'cbas-er, n. One who purchases.
PAre, a. Clear; unmixed; real;
honest ; innocent ; chaste.

PAre'ly, ad. In a pure manner.
PAr'ffa-tlve, a. Cathartic

; porging
—n. A cathartic medicine, [gatory.

Pur-lpt-teVrl-al, a. RelatingHfojrar-
Pur'sja-to-ry, ». A place in which

it is assumed souls are purified by
punishment.

Purge, v.t To cleanse ; to purify.—
v. L To become purified.—a. A ca-
thartic medicine.

Pbrfr/lnff.n. Diarrhoea.
PA-rl-fl-esVftloii, a. Act of purify-
ing ; a cleansing.

Pftrrt-ftr,f>. L To make pure; to cleanse,
PA'rM^-lna;, n. The act of making
clean.

PA'rlm, n. A Jewish feast
PA'rlsm, a. Nicety in the use ot
words. [words.

PA'rlst, a. One nice in the use of
PA'ri-tan, n. An advocate for purity
of religion :—one ofa class of English
Dissenters.—a. Belonging to the
Puritans.

Pu-rl-tAn'lc la. Relating to the
PA-rl-tftn'i-eal, j Puritans ; strict
PA-rl-tan'l-eal-ljr, ad. 8trictly ; pre-

cisely. [Puritans.
Pu'rl-tan-Ism, n. The doctrine ofthe
PA'ri-ty, a. State of being pure

;

cleanness.
Purl, n. A gentle flow :—a malt liquor.
—an embroidered border.—v. i. To
murmur ; to flow gently.

PAr7lieu, n. Border ; enclosure.
PAr'lin, n. A timber to support raf-

ters, ftheft
Pur-loin', v.t. To steal ; to take by
PAr'ple, a. Red tinged with blue.—

a. Purple color ; robe.—v. L To color
with purple.

PAr7port, n. Design ; tendency.—*, t
To intend ; to signify.

PAWpoae, n. Intention ; aim.—v. i.

To have intention.—v. t To intend

;

to resolve.
PArSpoee-ly, ad. By intention.
PArse, a A small money-bag:—

a

sum.—v. t To put into a purse :—to
contract.

PArae'-pride, n. Pride of wealth.
PArae'-prAAd, a. Puffed up with

riches.
PArs'er, n. The paymaster ofa ship.
Pur-aA'a-ble, a. That may be pnr-
sued.

PAr-aA'aAce, a A prosecution.
Pur-sA'ant, a. In oonseqoenoa
Pur-aAe*, ».«. To chase ; to fbUow.-

v. i. To proceed.
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Pu*«ft'«rv n. One who purrees.
Pur-a&lt',n. Act of pursuing; a chase;
occupation.

Pur'anl-Taiit, n. A state messenger.
Pfftr'sy, a. Fat and short-breathed.
Ptur/te-nance, n. The pluck of an
animal.

PA'm«16iice, n. Generation of pus.
P&'ra-lfcnt, o. Consisting of pus.
Po**T«y', t>. t To provide; to procure.
—«. i. To buy provisions. [visions.

Pnr-Tey'aBee,n. Procurement :—pro-
Por^vev'er, n. One who pursues.

POr'wtow,n. Sphere; limit
PAs, n. Matter of a sore.
Pttsn, v. t. To thrust ; to urge.—r. i.

To make a thrust—n. A thrust ; as-

sault.
Plfcali'liiff, a. Urging on ; enterprising.
Pn-all-la-ulni'i-ty, n. Cowardice

;

timidity. [timid.
P&-sil-lAn't>.iiiofls, a. Cowardly;
Pam,n. A cat; a hare.
Pns'sy, n. A name for a cat. [ules.

Ptksl'u-late, ».t To form into pust-
Pttat'&le, n. A small swelling ; a pim-

ple.
Pnst'a-loAs, a. Full of pustules.
Plfct; v.t To lay ; to apply :—to pro-
pose :—to reduce.—v. i. To germinate

:

—to steer a vessel.
Pllt. n. A rustic :- • -a game of cards.
PA'ta-tlye, a. Supposed; not real.

PAf-dlt n. An excuse ; delay.
Pfi-tre-flte'tlon, «. Processof decay;
rottenness. [faction.

Pfi-tre-flto'tlve, a Causing putre-
Pfi'tre-fy, v.L&i. To make rotten :

—to rot.

Po-tr*a'eenee, n. State of rotting.

Po-trea'cent, a. Growing rotten.

B-trea'ct-ble, a. That may putrefy.

'trftd. a. RoUen ; corrupt.

Vty,n. A cement

QUADRUPLE 271

Ptta'ale, v. L To perplex ; to confound.
v.t. To be bewildered.—n. Embar-
rassment :—a riddle.

Pfta'aler, n. One who pussies.
Pyff-m&an, a. Dwarfish.
Pyg'my, n. A dwarf.-<i. Dwarfish ;

small. [stomach.
Py*Id'rus, n. The lower orifice of the
Pyr'a-nild, n. A solid whose base is

rectilinear and Its sides triangles, hav-
ing a common vertex.

Pyr-a-mld'lc, \a. Having the
Pyr-a-mld'l-cal, J form of a pyra-
mid.

Pyre. n. A funeral pile.

Py-r£t'lca, n. pi. Medicines for fevers.

Pyr'it*. n. A sulphuret of iron.

Py-ri'tes, n. [L J
A mineral consist-

ing of sulphur combined with various
metals.

^M&a.}* Relatingto Pyri*^

Pyr-o-llar'ne-oftn,) a. Produced by
Pyr-o-llff'nlc, J the distilla-

tion of wood. [tne science of heat.
Py-rftl'o-gry, n. A treatise on heat

;

PyWo-man-cy, n. Divination by fire.

Py-r6m'e-ter, \n. An instrument
Pyr'©-ac©p«% j for measuring heat.

Pyr-o-tftcb'iilc, a. Relating to fire-

works, [works.
Pyr-o-tfch'nlca, n. Art of fire-

Py-rttt'ic, n. A caustic medicine.
Pyr'ox-ene. n. Augite.

,
Py-tba*>o-r$'an,n. A follower of
Pythagoras.—a.Relatingto Pythagoras.

Py-thaflr'o-rlam, n. Doctrine of Py-
thagoras.

Pyth'1-an, a. Relating »to Pythia, or
to Grecian games in honor of Apollo.

Pyth'o~ii€s*,7). The priestess of Apol-
lo >-e witch.

t . , . A.Pyx, n. The box in which the mari-

ners compass is kept

<|aaek,v. i To cry like a duck:—to
boast.—«. A vain pretender ; an em-
piric.UVIV.

QMCMua, Pretending to cure diseases.

IfciiJtali'er-y, n. False pr*»teTitinn« tn

skill ; practice of a quack.
Quad-ra-ff&i'l-iiia (-JeVe-ma), n.

The season of Lent. JLent.
auad-ra-gts'i-ntfal, n. Relating to
Quad-ran-gle. n. A square.
Auad'rant (kwod-), n. A quarter of a
circle ; 90 degrees:—an instrument for

taking altitudes.

Qnad'rat, n. A piece of metal used to

fill a space in printing.

Qnad'rate, a. Square :-equal:—suited.

—a. A square ; quadrat.—v. i. To suit

;

to correspond. m
[square.

ia-dr*t'l<% a. Pertaining to a

Qiiad'ra-tflre, n. The act of squar-
ing ; a square. [in four years.

Quad-Hta'nl-al, a. Happening once
Quad-ri-lafer-al, a. Having four

sides. [cards:—a kind of dance.
Qua-drllle7

, n. [FrJ A game at
Quad-rlll'lon, n. The number ex-
pressed by a unit and 15 ciphers.

Ctuad-rl-syl'ia-ble, n. A word of
four syllables.

Quad-roon', n. The offspring of a mu-
latto and a white person.

Qnad-rn'ina-iia, n. pi. JL.] Four-
handed animals or mammals.

Qnad'ra-maiie, n. A mammal
having four hands. [four feet.

Qnad'ru-pM, n. An animal having
Quad'ra-ple, a Fourfold.—v. L To
make four times as many.
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Quad-ru'pli-cate, o. Fourtimes re-

Quaff. v.L&i. To^drlnk ; to swallow.
Quag'sy» a. Boggy ; not solid.

Quag'mire, n. A soft yielding swamp
or bog.

Quail, n. A bird of the grouse kind.—
v. i. To lose spirit ; to languish.—v. t.

To crash; to depress.
Quaint, a. Scrupulously nice; odd;
affected

Quainft'ly, ad. With petty elegance.
i|nRk«, v. C To shake ; to tremble ; to
shudder.—n. A shudder. [Friends.

Quak'er, n. One of the society of
Quak'er-Ism. n. The principles of
Quakers. [fying; accomplishment.

Qual-1-ll-ca'tloii, n. Act of quali-
Qual'i-fied. p. a. Having qualiflca-
tion :—modified ; limited.

Qual'1-fi-er, n. One who or that
which modifies. [modify.

Qual'1-fy, v. L To make capable ; to
Qual'1-ty (kwdl'e-te), n. Inherent
nature relatively considered; property;
character:—distinction; fashion.

Qualm, n. A sudden fit of sickness;
nausea. [squeamish.

Qualm'tab, a. Afflicted with nausea;
Quan'da>ry,n. A doubt; a perplexity.
Quan'ftl-ty, n. That property of atiy
thing that may be increased or dimin-
ished ; mass ; weight ; amount.

Quar-ton-tlne', n. Space of forty
days :—a prohibition from intercourse
and commerce, imposed on a ship sus-
pected of infection.—v. t. To put under
quarantine.

Quar'rel, n. A brawl ; a scuffle ; a
dispute ; a contest.—v. i. To debae ; tot
scuffle. frel ; contentious.

Quar'rel-some, a. Inclined to quar-
Quar'ry, n. A place from which stones
are dug.—v. t To dig from a quarry.

Quart, n. The fourth part of a gallon.
Quar'tan, a. Coming every fourth day.
Quar-ta'tion, n. Act of quartering.
Quarter, n. A fourth part :—a region;
a station :—mercy granted.—v. i. To
abide, as in quarters.—v. t To divide
into four equal parts :—to station sol-

diers, [ance.
Quarter-age, n. A quarterly allow-
Quar'ter-day, n. A day which begins
or ends three months, [deck ofa snip.

Quarter-deck, n. Part of the upper
Quarter-ly, o. . Occurring four times
a year.—n. A periodical publication
issued every three months.

Quar'ter-man'ter, n. An officer who
regulates the quarters and provisions
of a body of soldiers. [pint ; a gill.

Quartern, n. The fourth part of a
Quar'ter-nea'piions, n. pL A court of
law held in every quarter of the year.

Quar'ter-ataff, n. A staffof defence.
Quar-t4t', n. A piece of music for
four performers:—a stanza of four lines.

tr'Ule.n. An aspectof two planets.

QUICKENER

Quarto, n. A book in which a i

is folded into four leaves. [crystal.
Quarts, n. A silicious stone: rock-
Quash, v.L To crush ; to subdue ; to
annul.

Qua'si, [L.1 As if ; as it were.
Quaes, n. A mean quality of fermented

liquor, used by the peasants of Russia.
Quas-aa'tion, n. The act of shaking.
Quas'sl-a (kwosh'e-a), n. A medicinal
bark. [four.

Quar-terna-ry, a. Consisting of
Quat'rain, n. A stansa of four lines
rhyming alternately.

Qua'Tcr, v.L To shake the voice ; to
vibrate.—n. A shake of the voice :—
a musical note.

Quay (k£), n. A wharf
Queaen'y,a. Shaking ; quaggy ; yield-

ing.

Quean (kwen), a. A worthless woman.
Quea'si-neae, a. Sickness of the
stomach. [ions ; delicate.

Quea'ay, a. Sickwith nausea ; fastid-

Queen, n. The consort of a king ; a fe-

male sovereign.—tu'. Toact the queen.
Queen'-dow'a-ger, n. The widow
of a king.

Queen'like,) a. Becoming or like a
Queen'ly. / queen.
Queen'-post, n. An upright post,
supporting the rafters of a roof.

Queer, a. Odd ; strange ; singular.
QueeVly , ad. In a queer manner.
Qu£U, v. t. To crush ; to subdue.
Quench, t>. L To extinguish ; to allay,
—p. i. To grow cool. [quenched.

Queneh'a-ble, a. That may be
Quer-eIft'ron,n. The bark ofan Amer-
ican oak, used for dyeing.

QuS'rist, n. One who inquires.
Quern, n. A hand-mill for grinding.
Quer'pd, n. A close garment. Ting.
Que>'u-lone,a. Habitually complain*
Que'ry, n. A question ; an inquiry.

—

t\ i. To ask questions.—v. L To ex-
amine by questioning.

Queet, n. A search ; the act ofseeking.
QueVtion. n. Act of asking ; an in-
quiry :—a dispute.—v. t. & i. To exam-
ine one by questions ; to doubt ; to in-
quire.

QueVtlon-a-ble. a. That may be
questioned ; doubtful.

QueVtion-er, a. One who question*.
Qu£»'tor, n. A collector of revenue

in ancient Rome.
Queue (kQ), [Fr.] A tie of hair.
Qulb, n. A sarcasm ; a taunt
Qulb'ble,n. A cavil; a low conceit.—v. i To cavil ; to pun. [equivocates.
Qulb'bler, n. One who quibbles or
Quick, a. Living :—swift ; speedy.

—

ad. Nimbly ; speedily ; readily.—a.
The living flesh ; the sensible part.

Qulck'en, v. t. To make alive :—to
hasten; to accelerate.—v. £ Tobecome
alive.

Qulek'en-er, a. One who quicken*
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Sek'llsne. a. Fresh-burnt lima.
els/ly, ad. Soon ; speedily.
ek'-sn&teh, n. A mutch formed

ofcotton threads,used by artillery-men.
Qulest'a&nd, n. Moving sand ; unsol-
Idground. [scent.

Qulek'-eeent-ed, o. Haying keen
Qulek'eet, o. Formed of living plants.
—•. t. To set with living plants.—n.
A living plant set to grow. [sight

Quick'-aifrht^ed, a. Having keen
Quieb/all-ver, n. Mercury; a fluid

metal. [wit
Qulest'-wlt-ted, a. Having ready
Quid, n. Something chewed ; a cud.
QuId'dM-ty, n. Essence; a trifling

nicety ; a scholastic term.
QuM'nune, «. One carious to know
every thing. [a letter.

Qui-eeee', v.t. To have no sound, as
QuI-ee'eenee, n. Rest : repose ; quiet
Qui-eVeent, a. Resting; being at

rest ; having no sound, as a letter.

Qui'et, a. Free from motion ; not ruf-
fled ; calm ; composed ; tranquil.—n.
Rest ; repose ; stillness.—*. L To calm

;

to paci(V; to still.

QuFet-Lsm, n. One who makes his
religion consist chiefly in devout con-
templation:—tranquillity. [Quietism.

?ui'et-Iet, n. One who adheres to
ui'et-ly, ad. Calmly ; peaceably.
ui'e-tude, n. Rest ; tranquillity.

Qui-e^us^n. [L.] Final discharge :—
quiet; death.

Quill, n. A large strong feather; a
pen :—the spine of a porcupine :—

a

weaver's reed.—v. t To form in plaits.
Quilt, n. A quilted cover of a bed.—

v. t To stitch one cloth upon another.
Qui'na-ry, a. Consisting offive.
Quince, n. A species of tree and its

fruit
Quln'eunx. n. A plantation of trees,
formed of four in a square, with one
in the middle.

{tuft-nine', n. A vegetable alkaline
substance, obtained from Peruvian
bark.

Quln-ousw-txea'i-msk, n. Shrove
Sunday: the seventh Sunday before
Easter. [five valves.

Quln'oue-valve, n. A shell having
Quln'ey, n. A disease ofthe throat.
Quint, n. A set of five.

Quln'ialn.n. A post with a turning
top, formerly used for tilting, [dupois.

Quln't*l,n. A hundred poundsavoir-
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Qnln'tnn,*. A fifth-day fever or ague.
Quftn-tee'eence, n. A fifth being :—
an extract from any thing, containing
all its virtues in a small quantity

;

essence. [ing five parts.
Quln*tet', n. A piece of music hav-
Quln'tUe,n. An aspect of the planets.
Quln'tn-ple, o. Fivefold.
Quip, n. A taunt ; a sarcasm.—e. To
taunt ; to scoff.

Quire, a. A package ofpaper contain-
ing twenty-four sheets.

Quirk, n. A taunt ; a quibble,
Qulrk'iali, a. Consisting of quirks.
Quit, v.t To leave; to forsake; to
discharge; to abandon.—a. Free;
clear.

Qulfelalm, n. A release of claim by
deed.—v. L To release by quitclaim.

Quite, ad. Completely • totally.

Quit'rent, n. A small rent reserved.
Qult'tanee, n. A discharge ; acquit-
tance.

Qulv'er, n. A case for arrows.—v. i
To quake ; to shiver ; to tremble.

Qulv'ered,a. Having a quiver.
Qui-vlve (kfi'veV), n. [Ft.] The cry
ofa French sentinel, signifying, who
goes there T To be on the alert

Qulx-ot'le, a. Like Don Quixote

;

absurd. [notions.
Qulx'ot-Iam, *n. Romantic, absurd
Quia, n. An imposition ; a hoax.—v. t.

To play a trick upon ; to hoax.
Quod'll-bet,n. [L.] A nice point
Quolf fkwolf), n. A cap for the head.
Quoirfure, n. A coiffure.
Quoin, n. A corner stone or brick.
Quoit (kw&lt), n. An iron or flat stone
to pitch at a mark.

Quo7rum, n. JL.] A bench of Justices:

—a number or men sufficient to trans-
act business.

Quo^ta, n. [L.] A share ; a proportion
Quet'a-ble, a. That may be quoted.
Quo-t&'tlon, n. Citation ; passage

cited :—the price of merchandise in a
price current [note.

Quote, v. t. To cite, as an author ; to
Quo*tId'l-an, a. Happening every
day ; daily.—n. A fever which returns
dally.

Quotient, n. The result of dividing
one number by another.

Qud war7rata-to (kw6-w6r/
an-t<5), n.

[L.] A writ calling upon a person to
show by what authority he holds a
oA$.\rr\ r

R.

s^Abtet, v.t To groove a ooard, so

as to receive the edge of another.—n.
A groove in the edge of a board.

maSsvbft or Beb'bi, n. A Jewish doc-

tor, or expounder ofthe Jewish law.

18

Rab-bln'fte, Ya. Relating to the
Rab-bln'1-cml, / rabblesor their prin-

ciples.

RAb'bin-Ist, a. A Jew who adhered
to the doctrines ofthe Talmud.
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Rab'blt,n. A small quadruped.
Rab'ble, n. A tumultuous crowd;
populace.

Rab'ld, a. Fierce ; furious ; mad.
Ra'ca. n. [9yrtac] A miscreant; m
wretch. [its fur.

Rac-coan\ n. An animal valued for
Raee, n. A family; a generation :—
contest in running : course ; passage.—v. i. To run swiftly, fcing purposes.

Raee'-haraa, n. A horse bred lor ra-
Rftr-e-ma'Uon,?!. A clusterofgrapes.
Ra-ceme', a. A form of inflorescence
in which the flowers are arranged as
on a stalk.

Ba;eer,n. One that races ; a runner.
Ra-enlt'le, a. Relating to rachitis.
Raak, n. An instrument of torture;
extreme pain :—a frame for hay ; a
grate :—a liquor :—a motion of a horse.
—tJ. i. To move with an amble, as a
horse.—p. t To torment ; to harass; to
annoy.

R&ek'et,n. A clattering noise; con-
fused talk :—a net :—an Instrument to
strike a ball :—a snow-shoe.—v. t To
strike ; to toes.—v. t. To go about noisily.

Raak'et-jr, a. Making a noise ; noisy.
Raak'lnar, n. Torture :—defecations
Ra'ey, a. Tasting of the soil; flavorous.
Ud'dle, v. L To twine together.—n. A
stick used in hedging.

Ra'<H-al, a. Relating to a radius or
rav.
ta'dl-anee, \n.
a'dl-an-cy , j of light ; lustre ; bril-

Effulgence of rays

liancy.
Ra'dl-ant, a. Shining; sparkling.
Ra'dl-ant-lj, ad. With sparkling

lustre.

Ra'dl-ate, v. i. To emit rays ; to shine;
to sparkle.—v. L To enlighten; to
irradiate.

Ra-dl-a'tlon, ft. An emission ofrays.
Rft'dl-a-tor, n. He who or that which
radiates.

Rad'1-cal, n. A primitive word :—

a

political reformer :—the base applied
to acids.—a. Thorough:—native;
primitive :—relating to the base.

Rad'i-cant, a. Forming roots.
Rad'1-eate, v. L To plant deeply.
Rad-1-ea'tlon, n. The act of taking
root.

Rad'l-e«l, n. A small root.
Rad'1-cle, n. The germ of a root.
Rad'lsh,n. A plant and edible root.
Ra'dl-na, n. The semi-diameter of a

circle :—a ray.
Ra'dlx,n. (Li The root
£*n% ft. A confused heap; a mob.
RATHe, n. A species of lottery.—

*. <. To cast dice for a prize.
Raft, n. A float made of timber.—

v. L To convey on a raft.

jftaFter, n. A timber in a roof
R*V, a. A piece ; a tatter.

Mjh«-mftrHn* a. A ragged or mean

RANCHBRO

„ , ». Violent anger; veheme**
fury.—•. t To be furious, (—rugged.

Razeed, a. Rent into tatters; Uttered:
RasrTnsr, a. Violent; furious; angry.—
nT Violence. * J

B&f'msn, a One who deals in rags.
Ra-gout' (ra-goO, ft. [Fr.] A highly-
seasoned dish.

Raid, n. A hostile incursion.
Rail, n. A bar of wood or iron:—a bird:—v. L To enclose with rails.—v. i. To
reproach ; to abuse.

Rail'er, n. One who rails or abuses.
Rall'lng, a. Reproachful language :—
a fence. [ry; banter.

Rall'ler-?,a Slight satire; pleasant-
RaU'road,) a. A road for cars to go
Rall'way, / on.
Ral'mant, n. Vesture ; dress.
Rain, v. i. To fall in drops.—v. L To
pour down.—a. Water falling from
the clouds.

Rain'bow, n. A bow caused by the
reflection of the sun upon the clouds.

Raln'dMr, ». An animal of the deer
species. [measuring rain.

Raln'-gange, ft. An instrument for
Raln'-wa-ier. n. Water from the
clouds.

Rain'jr, a. Abounding in rain ; wet.
Raise, v. L To set upright; to erect; to
elevate; to promote :—to levy.

Ral'sln (r*7sn), a. A dried grape.
Rals'lnff, n. The act of erecting a
building. [governor.

RaJalMrftOah), a. A Hindoo chief or
Rake, ». A tool with teeth :—a disso-

lute man.—v. t. To gather with a rake.
Rak'lna;, n. Act of using a rake :—

a

cannonading.
Rak'lsh, a. Loose; dissolute.
Ral'ly, v. t. To put in order; to recover:
—to treat Jocosely; to Joke.—«. t To
come back to order:—to recover
strength.—a. A bringing to order:—
a banter.

Ram, n. A male sheep :—Aries.—v. f.

To drive with violence. [fast.

Ram-a-dan'. n. The Mohammedan
Ram'ble, v. 1 To rove; to wander.—

ft. A roving; an irregular excursion.
Ram'bler, ft. One who rambles; a
rover. [a branch.

Ram-1-fl-ca'tion, ft. A branching;
Ram'i-i>, v. L To separate into
branches.—v. i To be parted into
branches. [rod.

Ram'mer, a. One that rams; a ram-
Ramp, v. i. To sport; to romp.—n. A
leap; a romp.

Ramp'sfe, n. Riotous conduct
Ranvpant, a. Exuberant :—wanton.
Ram'bart, a. A bank or wall round
a fortification.

Ram'rod, ft. The rammer ofa gun.
Ran, i. from run.
Raneharo (rftn-chftTfl.), a [Sp.] A
steward of a mess <—the owner of a
ranch.
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RANCHO

__ I'eho, n. [Sp.J A set of persona who
eat together :—a small farm.

Ran/eld, a. Having a rank smell: fetid.

Ran'oor, a. Inveterate malignity;
bitte^ enmity; hate.

Bftn'eer-o&ii a. Malignant : spiteful

in the utmost degree.

Ran'oor-oAs-ly, <*<*• Malignantly.

RAn'deiB, n. Course without definite

direction.—<t Done by chance.

BAn&e, v. L To place in order :—to
rove over.—v. i. To rove :—to be placed

in order.—ik A rank :—excursion :—

room :—• cooking apparatus.
Rana/er, n. One wno ranges.
Rank, a. High-growing ; luxuriant :—
strong-scented :—coarse.—n. A row: —
degree of dignity ; order.—p. t To
place abreast ; to class.—v. i. To ba
ranged.

Rsnk'er, n. One who arranges.
RAn'RIe, v. I To fester; to become
inflamed or violent. [tion.

Rank'llna;, n. Inflammation ; irrita-

Rank'ly, ad. In a rank manner.
Ran'nr, ». The shrewmouse.
Ran'aaek, v. L To plunder ; tosearch
thoroughly.

iUn'som, ik A price paid for redemp-
tion :—deliverance.—v. L To redeem
from captivity.

Rant, v. L To rave In violent language.
—n. Extravagant language.

Rant'er, a. One who rants.

Rant'i-pole, a. Wild; rakish.—v. 1
To ran about wildly.

Rap, n. A quick blow :—counterfeit
cold.—v. i. To strike with a quick
blow.—c. L To strike :—to transport

;

to seize. [ravenous.
Ra-pft'etooa, a. Inclined to plunder;
Ra-pa'eions-ly, ad. Ravenously.
Ra-pae'1-ty, n. Disposition to plun-
der, [cabbage tribe.

Eipe.n. A seizure:—a plant of the
Rap7id, a. Quick ; swift.—n. A rapid
current in a river.

Ra-pld'i-ty, n. 8wiftness of motion.
Rap^d-ly, ad. With quick motion.
Rft/pl-er, n. ^
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Mean,

A kind or sword.
Actof plundering ; r „ _

/t n. An Irish plunderer.
Rap'ftne, n. Actof plundering -.pillage.

Rap-pa-pee7
, n. An Irish pli '

pM7
, n. A kind of snuff.

kpsper,
fa door.

V n. One who raps ; knocker

Rapt. j). a. Transported.
RapSto'ri-al, a. Rapacious.
Rapt'ure, n. Ecstasy ; transport.
Rapt'nr-oos, a. Ecstatic ; joyful.
Rare, a. Scarce :—excellent :—thin :—
underdone.

Rar-e-fae'tion, n. Act of rarefying.
Ear'e-fy, t.t To make thin ; to ex-
pand.—v. L To become thin.

Bare'ly, ad. Seldom; finely.

Rareripe, n. An early fruit.

Ear'l-ty, n. Thinnesw; subtilty.

RAr'l-ty, n. A thing rare; uhcoxn-

eal, n. A scoundrel. -
low.

Raa-eal'i-ty, n. Petty villany.
Ra^-call'lon, n. A vile wretch.
Ksse, v. L To erase ; to raze.
Raan, a. Acting without reflection -,

violent.—n. An eruption of the skin.
Raah'er, a. A thin slice of bacon.
Raah'ly, ad. Without reflection.
Raah'neaa, a. Inconsiderate haste.
Ra»p, n. A rough tde.y-v. I To rub
with a rasp. fment.

Ran'pa-to-ry f n. A surgeon's instru-
Raap' ber-ry , n. A shrub and its fruit.
Rat, n. An animal of the mouse kind.
—v. i. To leave a tailing party :—to
work under price.

Rat-a-fi'a, n. A flavored liquor.
Rat€n~ in. A piece ofmechanism
Rateli'et,J in a clock.
Rate, n. Degree ; rank ; price :—tax.
—r. *. To set a price on :—to scold.—
v.i. To be classed.

Rath'er, ad. More willingly.

Rat-1-fl-ea'tion, n. Act ol ratifying.

Rat'1-fly, v. t To confirm ; to settle.

Rat'lna;, w- Valuation :—a chiding.
Ra'tl-ol n. The relation of one thing

to another.
Ra'tlon, n. An allowance of provi-

sions, [reasonable.
Ra' tlon-al, a. Endowed with reason;
R*-ti-o-na'le, n. A detail with
reasons. [reason.

Ra'tlon-al-Ism, a. Adherence to
Ra'tlon-al-Iat, n. One who adheres

to reason. [rational.
Rft-tl-o-nal'l-ty, n. State of being
Rata'bane, n. A poison for rats.

Rat-tan', n. An East Indian cane.
Rat-teen', n. A twilled woollen stuff
Rat' tie, v. i. To make a succession of
sharp sounds.—v. L To cause to rattle.—n. A quick noise ; a toy :—a plant.

Rftt'tle-anake, n. A poisonous ser-

Smt
t'tlina;, n. Succession of sharp

sounds.—a. Producing sharp sounds.
RAn'el-ty , n. Harshness of sound.
Ray'age, v. t. To lay waste ; to pil-
lage.—n. Waste; desolation.

Rave, v.i. To be furious ; to talk
wildly.

Rav'el, v. t. To entangle :—to untwist—v. i. To be unwoven.
Rave'lin, n. Part of a fortification.
Ra'ven, n. A bird of prey.
RftV'en, n. Prey ; plunder,—v. L To
plunder; to devour.—v. i. To prey
with rapacity.

Rav'en-er, n. One who plunders.
Rav'en-oos, a. Furiously voracious.
Rav'er, n. One who raves.
Ra-vlne\ n. [Fr.] A hollow pass.
Riv'lng, n. Madness; fury.—p. a.

Furious ; distracted. [to delight
Rav'iah, v. L To take by violence:—
Raw'lsh-m^nt, v. Act ox ravishing:—
rapture.
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276 RAW
RAw, a. Not cooked :—«oi«:—imma-
ture :—new :—chill. I

Raw'ly, ad. In* raw manner.
Ray, n. A line or beam of light :—

a

fish :—an herb.—v. L To shoot lorth.

Ray'leaa, o. Without a ray.

Base. v. L To overthrow ; to erase.

Ra-aeeV , n. A ahip of war cut down to
an inferior class.

Ru'ior, n. A knife used for shaving.
Ra'sor-bllL, n. A species of auk.
R&'zor-»trop,u. A strap forsharpen-
ing a razor.

Bs'sure, n. Act of erasing.
Beads, v. L To arrive at ; to extend
to.— v.i To be extended.—». Power

;

limit :—artifice.
Re-Aet', v. t. To act or do again.—v. i.

To return an act.

Re-Ae'tlon.n. A counteraction.
Bead, v. L To peruse :—to learn by ob-
servation.

—

v. i. To peruse books.
Bead, p. a. Versed in books ; learned.
Read'er, n. One who reads.

Read'1-ly, ad. With speed; quickly.
Read'1-neaa, n. Promptitude.
Read'fna;, n. Perusal oi books :—inter-
pretation of a passage, [mitting again.

Re-ad-mla'alon, n. The act oi ad-
Re-ad-mlt', v. t. To admit again.
Re-ad-mlt-tance, n. Permission to
enter again.

Beady', a. Prepared; willing.

Re-A'yent, n. A substance used to pro-
duce a chemical reaction.

Be'al, a. Actually existing ; genuine.—
n. A Spanish coin. frealists.

Re'al-It»m, n. The principles of the
Re'al-Iat, n. One of a sect of philoso-
phers.

Re-Al'l-ty. n. That which is real.

Re*al-l-s*'tlon, n. The act of real-

izing, [tomake real.

Re'al-iae, v. L To bring into being

;

Re'al-ly, ad. With reality.

Realm, n. A kingdom ; an empire.
Re'al-ty, n. Landed property.
Ream, n. Twenty quires of paper.
Re-An'1-mAte, v. I To restore to life.

Reap, t». t. To cut grain ; to obtain.—
v. L To cut grain ; to harvest.

R&ap'er, n. One who reaps grain.
Re-ap-pear', v. i. To appear again.
Re-ap-pear'ance, n. The act of re-

appearing.
Re-ap-polnt', v. t. To appoint again.
Rear, n. The hinder part—v. L To

raise up ; to educate.
Rear'-Ad'ml-ral, n. An officer in
the English navy.

Rear'-irnard. n. The part of an army
that marches in the rear.

Rea'aon, n. The faculty ofjudging :—
understanding :—efficient cause :—de-
sign :—motive.—v. i. To argue ration-
ally.—v. t. To examine rationally.

Rea'aon-a-ble. .a. Endowed with
reason: rational.

Rea'aon-a-bly, ad. With

RECSOO&M

__ . One who \

Reason-Ins, n. The act of using
reason.

Re-ae-aert', v. t. To assert again.
Be*as4ugnS v. L To assign again.
Re-aa-aur'anee, n. New assurance.
Re-as-»ure' (re-ashurO, v.L To as-

sure again.
Realty, a. Rusty ; rancid.
Reave, v. L To rob.
Re-bate7

, v. t. To blunt :—to abate,—
n. An abatement :—a groove on the
edge of a board.

Re'bee, n. A musical instrument.
Reb'el, n. One who resists lawful au-

thority.
Re-bel', v. i. To resist lawful authority.
Re-beli'lon, n. Resistance to lawful
authority. [authority.

Re-bell'ioua, a. Resisting lawful
Re-b«und', v. i. To spring back.—r.t
To reverberate ; to beat back.—a. Art
of flying back.

Re-boJF, n. A sudden check.—v. &
To beat back ; to repel

Re-build', v. t. To build anew.
Re-bdJte', v. L To chide ; to reprove
—n. A reproval.

Re-bak'er, n. One who rebukes.
Re'bas, n. IL.] A pictorial riddle.
Re-bat', v. x. To return an answer.

-

v.L to beat back ; to repeL
Re-eAU', v. L To call back.—n. Ad
of calling back.

Re-cAnt% v. t. To retreat an opinion.
—*. i. To revoke what has been said.

Re-ea-pH'n-late, v. L To repeat in
a summary way.

Re-ea-plt-a-la'tlon, n. A summary.
Re-eAp'tlon, ) n. Act of retak-
Re-eApl'are, / ing.
Re-eant', v. t. To cast again.
Re-cede', v. i. To retreat ; to with-
draw.

Re-eeipt',n. A reception :—a place of
receiving:— a written acknowledg-
ment oi something received.—v. t. To
give a receipt for.

Re-celv'a-ble, a. Capable ofbeing
received.

Re-eelve', v. t To take ; to allow.
Re-eelv'er, n. One who receives :—

a

chemical vessel. [review.
Re-cen'ftlon. n. An examination ; a
Re'eent, a. Late : new ; fresh.
Re'eent-ly, ad. Lately ; freshly.
Re-e#p'ta-ele,n. A place into which
any thing Is received.

Re-e6p'tl-ble, a. That maybe re-
ceived, [admission.

Re-cep'tlon, n. Act of receiving;
Re-eep'tlve, a. Able to receive.
Ree'ep-to-ry. a. Crenerally received.
Be-eeaa\n. Retirement :—a place of
secrecy^: a niche :—intermission.

Re-charge', v.L To charge or attack
again. [fetched ; choice.

Reeherene (re-shar'sna'), a, [Fr. ] Far-
Re-eh66ee', «.t To choose again.
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MMCIPM

£*€,H?*» *• A prescription.&m
*i*'A

mi*m*** «• Act of receiving.
»«-«Ip/i-*nt, a. Having power to re-
ceive.—n. One who receives.

B«-«ip/ra-«aI,o. Given and received.—». Quotient resulting from the divi-
sion of unity.

Re-elp'ro-eal-ly, ad. Interchange-
ably.

——

»

Be4ip'r<Kite, v. i. To act by turns.
—*. C To give and take mutually.

K*c-i-prtfe/i-ty, n. A reciprocal act
or right.

Re-cPsion, n. Act of cutting off.
B©-«i' tal, 1 1». Act ofreclting

:

R6e-l-tA'tlon,/ a narrationT^^
Re-cito', ». i. To rehearse: to tell
over.

B*elfc'leM,a. Careless ; rash.
Rtek'on, v. L To number ; to esteem,

-—v. i. To compute ; to calculate.
Mclfc'on-Ing, n. Calculation: ac-
count

Re*elalni', v. L To reform; to recover.
Re-elsttin'aiit,n. One who reclaims.
Re-dine7

, v.L&i. To lean back : to
repose.

R£-cHMe', v. t. To close again.
Re*eluse', n. A retired person.—

a

Shut up ; solitary.

Re-elu'slon, n. State of a recluse.
Re-elti'slve. a. Affording retirement.mc-og-nl'tlon, n. Act of recogniz-
ing ; avowal.

Re-eftar'nl-sance, n. Recognition:—
a bond of record. • [acknowledge.

jMte'off-niste, v. t. To know again ; to
Re-eftfr-nl-aor', n. One who enters
into a recognizance.

He-coll', t>. i. To fell back.—n. A
falling back.

Re-eftll'liiff, n. Act of rebounding.
Ke-eoln'. v. t. To coin again.
R#e-ol-l«ct'. v. t. To recall to mind.
Rte-ol-iec'tlon, n. A recalling ; re-
membrance.

R£-com-bine% v. t Tocombine again.
Re-eom-mence7

, v. t To begin again.R*C"om-m&nd'f v. t. To commend
to another.

Rle-om-men-dsVtloii, n. Act of
praising; commendation.

Rfe-eom-mlt', v. t To commit again.
R4to'om*p$iiae>, v. t. To compensate;
to repay.—n. A reward ; a compensa-
tion.

Re-com-gdae',*. t. Tocompose again.
RJto-on-cil's^ble, a. That may be
reconciled.

BeVon-cile, v. L To conciliate : to
make consistent [of friendship.

R€e-on-cIl*l-sVtlon, n. Renewal
R#c-on-cIl'i-A-to*ry, a. That rec-
onciles.

Bee'on-dite, a. Hidden ; abstruse.
Ke-con'noisHttmce', n. [Fr.] Ex-
amination ; discovery.

»«-on»nortre, v. t To examine:
—to survey.
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Rf-eon-sId'er,v. t To consider again.
R^con-sld-er-sVtloii, n. Act of re-
considering. r-jnJJ

Kf-eon-stract'. v. L To construct
B^co^.t,|le'sion,n. Actofrecon*

Re^rd'er,ti. <5ne who records :~a

SSZSK!!^* 1 To relate in detail.

w£222fl£9\ Application; access.
Jie-c©v'«r,t>. t To recruit :-to re-gain.-**. To regain health.
ge-cov'er-y, n . Act of recovering.
gf«;re-»iit, a. Cowardly ; falser
***c're-ftte, v. t. To refresh; to amuse,
—v. i. To take recreation.

Rf-cre-ate', t\ *. To create anew.
Rec-re-a'tlon, n. Amusement; relief
from toil. [anew

Re-ere-a'tlon,n. The act oi creating
R*e're-a-tlve,a. Tending to recreate;
amusing.

Rec're-ment, n. Dross ; dregs.
Re-erlm'1-nate, v. i. To reproach
mutually. [criminating.

Re-crlm-1-na'tlon, n. Act ofre-
Re-crlm'1-na-tlve, a. Returning ac-
cusation, (criminates

Re-crlm'1-na-tor, n. One whore-
Re-crnlt', v. L To repair ; to supply.—

v. f. To raise new soldiers :—to recover.—n. A supply :-a new soldier.
ReytAn-ele, n. A right-angled paral-
lelogram, [angles.

Ree'tl-fl-a-ble, a. That may be set
right

R£c'tl*fi-er, n. One who rectifies.
R*c'ti-i>, v. t To make right :—to
refine by distillation.

Rec-tl-lln'e-ar, a. Right-lined;
straight.

Rec'ti-tude, n. Uprightness.
R£c'tor, n. A ruler :—a minister of a
parish. [tor.

R*c'tor-ship, n. Rank or officeofrec-
R£c't©r-y,n. The benefice of a rec-
tor :—a rector's house.

R*e'tum,n. [L.] The last portion of
the large intestine. [recumbent

Re-ettm'bence, n. State of being
Re-eu'per-ate,t>.£ To regain health.
Re-enm'benta. Lying; reposing.
Re-ca'per-a-tlve, ) a. Tending to
Re-ca'per-a-to-ry, J restore.
Re-ettr7

, v. i. To come back.
Re-cftr'rence, n. Act of recurring.
Re-eHr'rent, o. Returning.
Re-ctir'vftte, \ v. I To bend
Re-enrve', / back.
Re-cnr'voas, a. Bent backwards.
Re-eii'san-cy, n. Non-conformity
Re-€a'Ma«s« n. A non-conformist—

o. Refusing to conform

.

RM.a. Of the color of blood.—n. One
of the primitive colors.

Re-dan'.n. [Fr.] A kind of rampart
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R«d'-bAd, n. The Judas-tree.
BM'den, v.L&L To make or grow
red.

R6d'dlsh, a. Somewhat red.
Red-dl'tlon, n. A restitution.

Red'dl-tlve.a. Returning au answer.
Rftd'dle.n. Red chalk.
Re-dttm', v.L To free by paying a
price. [Saviour.

Re-d6*m'er, n. A ransomer: the
RS-de-lIv'er-y, a. Act of deliver-

ing back. [ing.

B<Hl«mp'Uon,n. The act ofredeem
Re-d6mp'tlve,a. Relatingto redemp-

tion.
R6d'-eye, n. A flsh.

Md'-irAin, n. A disease of infants :—
a blight In grain :—a tree.

R6d'-h6t,a. Heated to redness.

Re-dln'te-tfr»te, v. t. To restore; to

renew.
Red-lead', n. Red oxide of lead.

R6d'ness. n. The quality of being red.

R6d'o-I6nt, a. Diffusing odor.
R6-doAb'le, t». L To double again.—

v. i. To become twice as much.
Re-doubt7

, n. An outwork.
Re-doabt'a-ble, a. Formidable.
Re-do&nd',v. i. To conduce; to result.

Rftd'pole, n. A sort of finch.

Re-dreas', v. t. To set right; to relieve.

—n. Amendment; relief.

Re-drea'alve, o. Affording relief.

R6d'r66t. n. A plant. [hammer.
R6d-sear', v. £. To break under the
Rftd'tftp, n. A kind of grass.

Replace', o. t. To bring back :—to
subdue :—to diminish.

Re-da'cent, n. That which reduces.
Re-da'cer, n. One who reduces, feci.

Re-du'cl-ble, a. Possible to be reauc-
Re-dAc'tlon, n. The act of reducing;
conquest. [of reducing.

Re-dAc'tlve, a. Having the power
Re-dAn'dance, \n. Superabun-
Re-dAn'dan-cy, j dance.
Re-dAn'dant, a. Superabundant
Re-da'pll-cate. r>. t. To double again.
Re-du'pll-ca-tlve, a. Double; doub-

ling.

Re-ech'd. v.t&t To return an echo;
toecho back.—*». The return ofan echo.

BMd, n. A hollow stalk :—a pipe.
RMd'en, a. Consisting of reeds.
R*-«cI'i-fy, v. t To rebuild.
RMd'y, a. Abounding with reeds.
BWf, n. A portion of a sail :—a chain
of rocks near the surface of the water.—v. L To reduce, as a sail.

Reek, n. Smoke; steam :—a rick.—*. i.

To smoke; to steam.
RMk'y, a. Smoky; black.
Reel, n. a frame for yarn :—a dance.—•. t. To wind on a reel.—v. i. To
stagger: to totter.

Re-e-leet'. v. t. To elect again.
M-e*lee'tlon, n. A repeated ele«. tion.
BMn'Inr, a. The art of opening
seems between the planks of vessels.

REFRAME

Re-eli-Aet', r. I To enact anew.
Re*en-fi»rce', v. t. To enforce anew.
Re-en-fdrce'iueiit, n. Fresh assist-

ance.
Re*en-frtee', v. L To engage anew.
Re-eii-Il*I', r. L To enlist anew.
Re-en'ter, v. t. To enter again.
Re-en'trance, n. A repeated en-

trance, [anew,
Re-ea-tAb'llfth, v.L To establish
Re-ex-ain-1-iia'tloii, u. A newer,
amiuatiou. [anew.

Re-ex-am'lne, v. t. To examiue
Re-fash'Ion, v. L To fashion anew.
Re-fee'tlon, n. Refreshment.
Re-ftte'tlve, a. Refreshing, [nieuta
Re-fec'to-ry, n. A room Tor refresh
Re-fer', v. L To direct to another ; to
submit.—v. i. To have relation; to be.
long; to allude.

Rerer-a-bie,a. Thatmay be referred.
Ref-er-ee', n. One to whom some-
thing is referred. [by referees.

ReFer-ence, n. Relation:—a trial

Re-fine', v. t. To purify; to clear
lrom dross.—v. i. To become refined.

Re-i?ned',i).a. Purified ; having refine-

ment.
Re-fine'ment, n. Act of refining
polish of manners.

Re-fin'er, n. One who refines.

Re-fiu'er-jr, n. A place for refining.
Re-fit', v.L To fit anew.
Re-fleet', v. t. To throw back.—v. i.

To throw back light ; to ponder ; to
cast reproach. [thoughtful.

Re-flect'lnjcp. a. Making reflection;

Re-flec'tlon, n. A rebound :—atten-
tive consideration :—censure.

Re-flee'tlve, a. Reflecting.
Re-flect'or, n. One that reflects:—

a

reflecting telescope.
Re'flex, «. Directed back.—n. The
illumination of one body by light re-

flected from another. [back.
Re-flex'1-ble, a. That may be thrown
Re-flex'lve, a. Reflective.
ReTln-6nt, a. Running back.
Re'flAx, n. The backward course of
water.

Re-form', v. t To form anew:—
to correct ; to reclaim.—v. i. To grow
better.—n. An amendment.

ReT-or-ma'tlon, n. Act of reform-
ing :—the reform in religion begun by
Luther.

Re-fbrm'a-tlve, \a. Tending to
Re-fbrm'a-to-ry. j reform.
Re-fbrm'er, n. One who reforms.
Re-fract', v. t To break the direct
course of. frect course.

tle-frac'tlon, n. Deviation from a di-

Re-frac'tlve, a. Tending to refract.

Re-frac'to-ry, a. Obstinate; per.
verse.

Re~fraln', v. t To keep from.—e. t.

To forbear : to abstain.—n. The bur-
den of a sonar.

R^frsme', v. L To frame again.
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Re-Ar*n-ffl-bIl'l-ty, a. State of be-
ing refrangible. [fracted.

Re-iYfcn'arf-ble, a. That may be re-

Re-fireaw» v. t. To revive ; to invigor-

ate :—to oool. [freshes :—food.
Re-sVeab'ment, a. That which re-

Re-fMff'er-tat, a. Cooling.—n. A
cooling medicine.

Re-ffefe'er-ate. v. t To make cool.

Re-Mff/er-a-tIve, la. Tending to

Re-Mf'ar-av-to-ry,/ cool.

Re-Mff'er-*-tor, a. A cooling ves-

seL [expedient.

Reffiff*, n. Shelter from danger :—an
M^n-gM', n. One who flies for pro-

tection.
Re-ftti'ffenee, In. Radiation of
Re-fttTcen-cy, f light ; splendor.
Re-fttl'ffent, a. Bright ; glittering.

Be-fttnd't v. f. To pour back :—to pay
back.

Re-ffia'a-ble, a. Thatmay be refused.

Re-ffi'sal, n. Act of refusing; a de-
nial :—right of choice.

Re-fdee', v.L TO deny; to reject—
v. i Not to accept.

IMfote, n. Worthless remains.—a.
Of no value.

Re-fftt'a-ble, o. That may be refuted.

Ref-n-iaVtlon, n. Act ofrefuting.
Re-fate7, v, t To prove false.

Be-giln', v. t. To gain anew.
Re^ml, a. Relating to a king.

Re-ff&tojL v. t. To refresh; to entertain.—v. L To fare sumptuously.—n. An
entertainment

Re-arftle'inent, n. Refreshment.
Re-ffa'l|.», n. pi. [L.] Ensigns of

royalty.
Re-icAI'l-ty, n. Royalty.
Re'iral-ly, ad. In a regal manner.
Re-grar«l'* v. *. To value :—to observe:
—to have relation to.—n. Attention ;

respect. [notice of.

Re-gnrd'All, a. Attentive; taking
Re-fr/tftrd'inff, prep. Having regard to.

Re-gftrd'lese, a. Heedless ; inatten-

tive.

Re-gftt'tmn. [It] A boat-race.
Rfgen-cy, n. Government by a re-

gent, [regenerate.

Re-ffen'er-A-cjr, n. State ot being
Re-gen'er-Me, v. t. To produce anew.
—a. Reproduced ; born anew.

Re-jgen-er-a'tlon, n. The new birth.

Re-gen'er-a'tlve, o. Producing re-

generation.
Re/

flrent,a. Governing.—n. One who
governs In the place of a sovereign;
a ruler.

Re-frer^ral-na'tlon, n. A sprouting
again. [of a king.

Rejr?l*cl<le* «• A murderer or murder
Regime fre-shem'), n. [Fr.l Govern-
ment ; rule. [—government.

Reg'l-ntett, a. Regulation of diet:

Refrl-ment* *• A body of troops

under a colonel.
,

[ment.
R£ff-i-uien'tal,a. Pronging to aregi-
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R*fl-mta'tala, a. A military uni-
form.

Region, n. A country; a tract.

Reg*l*-ter, a. A record :—a keeper of
a register:—a stop:—a plate to regu-
late.—v. t . To record in a register.

Reg'la-tiitr, n. A keeper of records.

Re^-ls-tra'tion, n. Act of recording.
Reff'la-try, n. The place where a

register is kept :—a register.

Re^i-ifca, a. [L.1 Royal.

Re-5rauT',Vt. To forestall

/ari-

R£|fllAIl
Re-tfrant'

it. a.

a contrivance 10 reguuu*.

Reff'u-lna, ik [L.] Pure met
R«-!rar'ffI-tate, v. L To
pour back.—v. i. To be ppui

ligning; prevalent.
L To grant again.

To forestall.

Re/§reaa, a. A passage back; a return.

Re-grea'aion, n. A returning.

Re-srea'alTe, a. Passing back.

Re-fret', a. Grief for something past
—v. L To mourn for.

Re-ffret'flil, a. Full of regret
Re-ffret'flil-ly, ad. With regret.

Rte'a-lar, a. Agreeable to rule ; or-

derly; formal :—a. A monk who has
taken the three vows :—a soldier in a
permanent army.

RejK-u-lar'1-ty, n. Conformity to rule.

ReS'u-lar-ly, ad. In a regular man-

ReSP'a-t&te.v.t To adjust by rule.

Reff-u-lsVtlon, a. Act of regulating.

ReS'u-lA-tor, n. One who regulates

;

a contrivance to regulate." " Pure metal.
> throw or

,^«* «~~-. -- -- - >ured back.

Re-ha~bU'i-tate, v. U To restore to

a former condition.
Re-benr'liiir, a. A second hearing.
Re-beara'al, n. Preparatory repeti-

tion, [before exhibition.

Re-h*arae', v. t. To repeat ; to recite

Rel'tfle, n. A groove.
Reign, v. i. To rule as a king.—a.
Royal authority :-the time of a king's

government. [pair loss.

Re-lni-bnrae'. v. t. To repay; to re-

Re-lm-btiree'iiient, n. Repayment.
Rein, n. The strap of a bridle ^re-
straint.—v. t To govern by a bridle;

to restrain.
Reln'deer, n. A deer of the arctic

regions.
ReI itk. n. The kidneys:—the inward

parts.
Re-ln-atAU', v. t To install anew.
Re-ln*etate', v. L To replace in pos-

session, [ance.

Re-tn-anr'anee, n. A second Insur-

Re-ln-anre', v. t. To Insure again.

Re-ln-vftat'. v. t To invest again.

Re-ln-vlg'or-ate, v L To invigorate

anew.
R^-la'ane. v. 1 To issue again.

Re-lt'er-Ate, v.L To do again and
again. m ,

Re-It-er-a'tton.n. Actofreiterating
Re-fect', v. L To decline: to discnrd.

Re-'l^et'ea. p. a. Refused ; cast off.

Re-jee'tion, n. Act of rejecting.
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fte-folee', v. i. To be glad ; to exult;—
v. 7. To gladden.

Re-Jolc'lnff, n. An expression or
s of Joy.

Re-lole'fnff-ly, ad. With Joy.
Re-join', v.L To Join again.-*.* To
answer to a reply.

Re-loln'der, n. An answer to a reply.

Re-Ja've-nate, v. t. To make young

Re^kln'dle, v. L To kindle again.
Re-land', t>. L &i. To land again.
Re-lapse?, v. t. To fall back.—n. A
falling back.

Re-late', v.L To tell ; to recite.—*.

i

To have relation.
Re-la'tlon,n. Act ofrelating; account:
—reference :—relationship ; a relative.

Re-la'tlon-al, a. Having relation.

Re-la'tlon-snlp, n. State of being
related

Rel'a-tlve, a. Having relation.—n. A
person related :—that which relates to
something else.

Rei'a-tlve-ly, ad. In relation to
something.

Re-lax', v.L To slacken ; to ease ; to
mitigate ; to unbend.-*. 1 To be re-

miss; to be mild.
Re-lax'a-ble, a. That may be relaxed.
Rel-ox-a'tlon, n. Remission ; diver-

sion.
Be-lay% n. Horses kept to relieve others
Re-lease', v. t. To set free ; to let go.—n. Liberation; discharge.
Re-lent', v. t To yield ; to grow ten-

der.
Re-l*n t 'less, a. Unmoved

.

Re-les-see', n. One to whom a re-

lease is executed. [evant.
Rol'e-iran-ejr, n. State of being rcl-

Rol'e-vant«a. Lending aid; pertinent.

Re-li-a-bll'l-ty,*!. Trustworthiness.
Re-li'a-ble, a. Trustworthy.
Re-li'anc*. n. Trust ; dependence.
Rel'le, n. That which remains.
ReTlct. n. A widow.
Re-Mef, n. Alleviation; redress:—
the prominence of a figure.

Re'llev'a-ble, a. Capable of relief.

Re-lleve', v. L To ease ; to succor ; to
redress.

Re-lljr'lom n. Dtity to God ; a system
of faith and worship.

Re-lljr'lon-lMin. n. Religious feeling.
Re-l1j?'lon-1«t, n. A devotee.
Re-llff'lons, a. Pertaining to relig-

ion ; pious.
Re-llff'lons-ly, ad. Piously.
Re-I1n'qnlflh, r. t. To withdraw
claim to ; to forsake. [quishing.

Re-llii'qnlttlt-inent, n. Actofrelin-
Rel'l-qua-rjr, n. A casket to keep

relics In.

Rel'lsh, n. A pleasing taste ; flavor.—
v. L To have a liking for.—v. i. To
have a pleasing taste

.

Ted.

Rel'lsn-a-ble, a. That may be relish-

Re-lo'eent, a. Shining ; clear.

REMOVABLE

Re-lfle'taaee, n. Unwillingness;
aversion. [ward.

Re-lne'tant, a. Unwilling; back-
Re-lnc'tant-ly, ad. With unwilling-

Re>lftme/, v. L To light anew.
Re-ljr', «.{ To put trust in. [left

Re-main', v.L To continue ; to be
Re-maln'der, n. What is left.

Re-main*', n. pL Things left :—relics;
a dead body.

Re-make', v. L To make anew.
Re-mand', v. L To send or call back.
Re-mark', n. Observation ; notice.-*

v. L To take notice of.

Re-mark/a-ble, a. Observable; ex-
traordinary; noticeable.

Re-mark'a-bly, ad. Observably.
Re-mar'ry, v.L To marry a second
time. [edy; curable,

Re-me'dl-a-ble, a. Capable of rem-
Re-me'dft-al, a. Affording remedy.
Rem'e-dy, n. A medicine; a cure;
reparation.—v. L To cure ; to repair.

Re-mem'ber, v.L To bear in mind

;

to recollect.
Re-mem'branee. n. Retention in

memory; recollection :—a memorial.
Rem'l-tfrate, v.L To remove back

Rem-1-ft-rsVtion, n. Removal back
Re-mind', v.L To pot in mind.
Rem-fl-nls'eenee, n. Recovery of
ideas ; memory; recollection, [mind.

Rem-i-nls'cent. n. One who calls to
Re-mise', v. L To grant back.
R*-ni1*»', a. Not performing duty;
inattentive ; negligent. [ted.

Re-mls'sl-ble, a. That may be remit-
Re-mln'nlon, n. Act of remitting;

release; pardon. [ly.

Re-iiiltut'ly, ad. Carelessly; negligent-

Re-mlt', v. t. To free from punish-
ment ; to abate ; to pardon :—to send
to a distant place.—v. t. To slacken.

Re-miVlal, n. Act of remitting.
Re-ni1t'tanee,n. A sum remitted.
Re-mlt'tent, a. Ceasing for a time.

Re-mlt'ter, n. One who remits.

Rem'nant, n. That which is left ; the
residue ; remainder.

Re-mod'el, v. L To model anew.
Re-nion'Mtraiice,n. Act of remon-
strating : expostulation.

Re-mon'ntrate, v. L To urge rea-

sons against ; to oppose earnestly.

Rem'o-ra,n. [L^ Tbesuckin* &h.
Re-mdrae', n. Reproach of con*

science ; compunction. [guilt

Re-mdrse'fnl, o. Full of a sense of

Re-morse'less, a, Unpitying; crueL

Re-mote', a. Distant ; not near.

Re-mote'ly, ad. Not nearly; at a

distance. ^ 4 WSSlt
Re-mote'ness, n. 8tate of being

Re-monnt', v. L To mount again.

Re-mftv-a-Ml't-ty, n. State of be-

ing removable. _ [moved.
Re-m6T'ft-ble, a. That may be re-
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REMOVAL

B
5"™}J?j'

ia' *• Act of moving; adit-

Re-mOve7
, v. £ To cause to change

place.-*, i. To change place.—n. A
change of place ; a removal

Re-mov'er, n. One who removes.
Be<mn'ner-&t€, v. t To reward for
services ; to compensate.

Re-mii-ner-a'tion, n. Act of remu-
nerating ; compensation.

Re-mii'ner-a-tlve, a. Affording re-
muneration ; profitable.

Regnal, a. Belonging to the kidneys.
Ren'ard, n. A fox ; reynard. [ing.
Re-nae'eeut, a. Rising again into be-
Re-nav'i-ffate,*. t. To navigate again.
Ren-eodn'ter, n. A personal contest;
a sudden combat ; a meeting.— v. {. To
attack hand to hand.

Rend, v. t To tear with violence ; to
break,^o. 1 To separate.

Rtad'er, n. One who rends ; a return.
Ren'der, v. t To pay back ; to yield

;

to return :—to translate.
Rendezvous (ren'de-vo), n. A meet-
ingappointed:—a place appointed for
assembly.

Ren-dl'tlon, n. Act ofgiving up.
Ren'e-gade, a. An apostate :—a de-
_serter. [anew.

>-new% r. (. To make again : to begin
Noew'al, n. Act of renewing.
in'1-fttrm, a. Having the shape of

a kidney.
Re-ni'tent, o. Acting against or re-

R&PREHENDEB. S81

netting by elastic power.
Ren'net, n. A kind of appli
inner membrane of a calfs stomach.

Be-n«anee/
, v.U To disown ; to give

up ; to abandon. [restore; to repair.
RBn'o-vate, v. L To make new; to
Ren-o-va'tlon, n. Act of renewing.
Be-oown', n. Fame ; distinction.
Re-newned', p. a. Famous; eminent.
Rent, i. &p. from rend.—n. An an-
nual payment :—a laceration.—v. L To
lease; to let

Rftnt'al, n. An account of rent
Rent'-roll, n. A list of rents.
Re-nttn-el-a'tfton, n. Act of renoun-
cing; abandonment, [tionanew.

Re-Or-sran-1-sa'tion, n. Organiza-
Re-er/£an-ise,v. t. To organize anew.Repack%U To pack again.
Re-pald', L A p. from repay.
Re-pair7

, v. L To restore ; to mend.—
». Reparation; restoration.—!?, i. To
goto. [restorer.

Re-palmer, n. One who repairs; a
Rep-a-ra'tton, n. Act of repairing;
recompense; amends. [amends.

Re-par'a-tlve, n. That which makes
Rep-ar-tee', n. A witty reply.
Re-paaa', v. U & i. To pass again.
Re-past', n. A meal ; a feast
Re-pay', v. L To pay back; to recom-
pense.—v. t To pay again.

Re^nay'ment, n. Act of repaying;
•urn repaid.

1 account

J9 v. t. To reverse by authority;
to abrogate; to anolish.—n. A revoca-
tion; an abrogation. [revenes.

Re-peal'er, n. One who repeals or
Re-peat', v. U To do again; to iterate;
to recite.

Re-p«at'ed, p. a. Said or done again.Re-peat'er, n. He who or that which
repeats :—a kind of watch, [to rebuff.

S^EfJ/i
v- L To drivo back

;
to «***;

S^^f!,lent» a- Having power to repel.
Re-pel'ler, n. One who repels.
Re-pent', v. i. To be sorry on ace
of something done.

Re'pent. a. Moving on the ground.
Re-pent'ance, n. Sorrow for sin;
penitence.

Re-pent'ant, a. Sorrowful for sin :

contrite.
Re-pent'er, n. One who repents.
Re-peo'ple, v. t. To people anew.
Re-per-cus'alon. n. Act of driving
back ; reverberation. [repellent

Re-per-ena'slre, a. Driving back ;

Rep'er-to-ry, n. A repository; a
book of records.

R£p-e-tend', n. That part of a cir-
culating decimal which recurs con*
tinuallv.

Rep-e-ti'tion, n. Act of repeating.
Re-pine', v. i. To murmur ; to com-
plain.

Re-pl&ee', v. L To put again in a
place ; to supply as a substitute.

Re-plaee'ment,n. Act of replacing.
Re-plant', v. t. To plant anew.
Re-plen'toh, v. L To restock; to fill.

Re-plete', a. Full to completeness.
Re-ple'tlon,n. State ofbeing too full.

Re-plev'ln, n. A writ for the recovery
of goods illegally taken.

Re-plev'ln, ) v. L To take back any
Re-plev'y, / thing seised.
Rep'll-cate, a. Folded back.
Rep-ll-ea'tlon,n. A plaintiff's reply.
Re-pli'er, n. One who answers.
Re-ply', v. i. To make a return to an
answer ; to rejoln.^n. A return to an
answer; an answer.

Re-pol'lah, v. t. To polish again.
Re-port', v. t. To give an account of.—n. A rumor ; repute :—a loud noise:
—an account of a law case.

Re-pdrt'er, n. One who reports.
Re-pd'aal, n. Act of reposing ; rest;
repose.

Re-pose', v. t. To lay to rest; to place.
—v. i. To sleep; to be at rest—»*.

Sleep : rest ; quiet
Re-pos'lt, v. t. To lay up ; to deposit
Re-pds'l-to-ry. n. A place for laying
up things ; a storehouse.

Re-pos-fl&iw'. v. t. To possess again.
Re-po«iy;eV!»lon, n. Act of possess
ing again.

Rep-re-hend', v. I To blame ; to
chide ; to censure ; to reproach.

Rep-re-hend'er, n. A blamex; a
oanrarar.
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Rta-re-hen'si-ble, a. Blamable;
culpable.

Rep-re-hen'slon, n. Reproof; blame.
Rep-re-ben'slve, a. Containing re-

proof.
Rep-re-sent', v. *. To exhibit; to
personate :—to act asa substitute for.

Rep-re-sen-ta'tfton,n. The act of
representing ; exhibition ; a likeness.

Rep-re-sent'a-tlve,a. Making rep-
resentation; bearing likeness.— n.

One who acts for another.
Re-press', v. t To crush ; to quiet ; to

subdue.
Re-press'er, n. One who represses.

Re-pres'slon, n. Act of repressing.
Re-pres'slve, a Tending to repress.

Re-prle>e', v.t. To respite for a time.
—n. A suspension of execution.

Rep-rl-mand', v. t To chide ; to rep-
rehend ; to reprove ; to censure.

Rep'rl-mana, n. A reproof ofa fault.

Re-print', v. t To print a new edition
of.

Re'prlnt, n. A new impression.
Re-pri'sal, n. A seizure by way of

retaliation.
Re-prdaeh', v. t To blame ; to con-
demn ; to vilify.—n. Censure ; shame.

Be-proach'a-Dle, a. Deserving re-

proach.
Re-proach'fnl, a. Containing re-

proach ; scurrilous ; abusive.
Rep'ro-bate, a. Lost to virtue.—n.

One lost to virtue.^, t. To reject :—
to abandon to ruin.

Rep-ro-ba'tlon, n. Act of reprobat-
ing ; state of being reprobated.

Re-pro-daee7
. v. t To produce anew.

Re-pro-dae'tlon, n. Act of produc-
ing anew.

Re-proof, n. Act of censuring.
Re-prov'a-ble, a. Deserving reproof.
Re-prov'al, n. Act of reproving ; re-

proof.
Re-prove', v. L To charge to the face

;

to censure.
Re-prov'er, n. One who reproves.
Rep'tile, a. Creeping upon many feet
—n. A vertebrate animal that moves
on its beily or by means of short legs.

Rep-IU'1-a, n. pi. The class of verte-

brate animals, consisting of reptiles.

Rep-tll'1-an, a. Relating to reptiles.

Re-pftb'lle, n. A state ofgovernment
in which the supreme power is vested
in the people ; a democracy.

Re-nftb'll-can, a. Relating to a re-

public—n. An advocate for republi-
can government ; a citizen of a repub-
lic, [republican.

Re-pab'11-can-ixe, v. t. To render
Re-pob-ll-ca'tion, n. A second pub-
lication.

Re-pllb'llsli, v. t. To publish anew.
Re-pii'dl-ate, v. t To divorce ; to re-

ject :—to disclaim.
Re-pil-dl-a'tlon, n. Act of repudia-
ting ; a divorce ;—refusal to pay a debt

RESIDUARY

Re-pftc'nanee, n. Reluctance; aver-
sion : dislike.

Be-pftffnsnt, a. Contrary ; opposite.
Re-poise', n. A check in advancing.—v. t To repel. [driving off.

Re-pnl'slon, n. Act or power of
Re-pur^hase,*;. t. To purchase again.
Rep'n-ta-ble, o. Of good character.
Rep-u-ta'tlon, n. Public estimation
ofa person*8 character ; honor.

Re-pute/
, v. t To hold ; to account—

n. Character; reputation, [teemed.
Re-piit'ed, p. a. Having repute : es-

Re-qnest', n. An expression of de-
sire ; a petition.—v. t To ask ; to so-
icit; to entreat [the dead.

He'qni-em. n. A hymn or prayer for
Re-qnir'a-ble, o. That may be re-
quired.

Re-qnire', v. t. To demand ; to need.
Re-qnire'ment, n. A demand;
thing required.

Req'nl-slte, a. Necessary; needfuL
—n. That which is necessary.

Req-ul-sl'tlon, n. Act of requiring;
demand. [turn ; recompense.

Re-qni'tal, n. Actofrequiting ; are-
Re-quite', v. t To repay good or ill

;

to recompense. [sail back.
Re-sall', v. t. & i. To sail again :—to
Re-sclnd', v. t To cutoff; to abrogate.
Re-sels'slon, n. An abrogation.
Re-scribe', v. t To write again.
Rd'serlpt,n. An edict of an emperor.
Re-scrIp'tlon,7i. Act of writing back.
Res'eu-a-ble.a. That may be rescued.
Res'cne, v. t. To deliver from danger.
—n. A deliverance.

Res'eu-er, n. One who rescues.
Re-seareh', n. An inquiry; a search.
Re-seat', v. t To seat again.
Re-s£ls'nre. n. Act of seizing again.
Re-sell' v. t. To sell again, [militude.
Re-sem'blanee, n. A likeness; a si-

Re-sein'ble, v.t To be similar to.

Re-sent', v.t To be angry at.

Re-sent' fttl', a. Easily provoked.
Re-s6nt'ment, n. Indignation ; dis-
pleasure, [—something kept back.

Res-er-va'tlon, n. Act of reserving:
Re-serve', v. t To keep or hold for
future use ; to retain.—n. Something
reserved ; silence : modesty; caution.

Re-served', a. Cautious ; not frank.
Re-serv'er, n. One who reserves.
Res-er-volr', n. A place where some-
thing is kept in store.

Re-set', v. I. To set over again.
Re-s£t'tle, v. t To settle again.
Re-s6ftle-ment, n. Act of settling

again.
Re-side*, v.t To dwell; to inhabit;

to stay. ...
Res'l-denee, n. A place of abode

;

habitation.
ftes'1-dent, n. One who dwells, [due.

Re-sld'n-al, o. Relating to the resi-

Re-sld'a-a-ry, a. Entitled to tbs
I residue or remainder.
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Rfe'i-dfke, n. Remainder, [manner.
Re-sigrn', v. t To give up in a formal
Res-fts;-na'lion, n. Act of resigning

;

quiet submission.
Re-signed', p. a. Having resignation.

Rea'ln, n. An Inflammable substance
from certain trees.

Re»-ln-irer-ous,a. Producing resin.

Res'in-ous, a. Containing resin.

Re-slst', v. t To oppose; to act against—v. i. To make resistance.
Re-slst'auee, n. Act of resisting, [ed.

Re-slst'l-ble, a. That may be resist-

Re-slst'less, a. That cannot be re-

sisted ; helpless. [solved.
Rea'o-lu-ble, a. That may be dis-
Res'o-liite, a. Determined; steady;

firm. [termined manner.
Res'o-lute-ly, ad. Firmly; in a de-
Res-o-lu'tlon, n. Act of resolving

;

fixed determination; a declaration of
a public body. [Solved.

Re-s&lv'a-ble, a. That may be re-

Re-solve', v. t. To explain ; to solve.—v. i. To determine; to decree.—n.
Resolution. [metic.

Re-s61'vend, n. A term in arith-
Re-s&l'vent, n. That which causes
solution. [an echo.

Res'o-nanee, n. A return of sound

;

Rei'o-nAnt, a. Resounding; return-
. Ing sound.
Re-sor'bent. a. Swallowing up.
Re-sort', v, i. To have recourse; to
repair.—n. An assembly; a meeting;
concourse.

Re-s5und', v. L To echo :—to cele-
brate.

—

v. i. To be echoed or returned.
Re-source' , n. Means of supply.
Re-spect', v. t. To honor ; to esteem.
Re-speet', n. Attention; regard ; est-

imation, [of being respectable.
Re-spe>-ta-bll'l-tr, n. The quality
Re-spee'ta-ble,a. Worthy of respect.
Re-spee'ta-bljr, ad. In a respectable
manner. [respect.

Re-speet'ed, p. a. Regarded with
Re-spect'ful, o. Full ofrespect.
Re-sp€e'tlve, a. Belonging to each ;

relative.
Re-spto'Uve-ljr, ad. As relating to
each.

R$-sp£ir, v. t. To spell again.
Re*-pi-ra'tlon, n. A ct of respiring

;

a breathing. [respire.
Re-spir'a-to-ry a. Having power to
Re-spire', v. i. To breathe.—v. t. To
breathe out

Res'plte, n. Reprieve ; pause.—v. t.

To relieve ; to suspend.
Re-spl£n'dence, 1 n. Lustre;
Re-spl6n'den-ejr, ) brightness; bril-

liancy, [splendid.
Re-splen'dent, a. Bright ; shining

;

splendid.
Re-apond', v. i. To answer ; to corre-
spond.—n. A short anthem.

Re-spttn'd*nt, n. One who responds.
Re-sptase', n. An answer ; reply.
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Re-spon-sl-blFi-tor,*. State of be-
ing responsible. [count

Re-spftn'sl-ble, a. Liable to ac-
Re-spon'sive, o. Making response.
Re-sp6n'so-ry,a. Containing answer.
Rest, n. Absence of motion ; repose

;

—stop; an interval.—v. i. To sleep ; to
be at ease or quiet ; to recline :—to re-
main.—v. t. To lay at rest ; to place.

Restaurant (res
/to-rang/

), n. [Fr.]
An eating-house.

Rest'lug-place, n. A place of rest
Res-tl-tu'tlon, n. Act of restoring

;

indemnification ; restoration.

Res'tlve. a. Unwilling to stir; obstin-

ate ; stubborn. [quiet.

Rest'less, a. Being without rest ; un-
Rest'less-ly, ad. Without rest

Re-stor'a-ble, a. Capable ofbeing re-

stored.
Res-to-r&'tion, n. Act of restoring

;

recovery.
Re-std'ra-tlve.o. Tending to restore.

—n. Anything that restores.

Re-store', v. t To give back ; to re-

turn :—to recover from disease.

Re-stdr'er, n. One who restores.

Re-strain ', v. t • To withhold ; to re-

press ; to confine :—to coerce.
Re-straln'a-ble, a. That may be
restrained.

Re-straln'er, n. One who restrains.

Re-strlant', n. A hinderance ; re-

striction.
Re-strlet', v. t. To limit or restrain.

Re-strle'tlon, n. Confinement; limi-

tation.
Re-strle'tlve,a. Tending to restrain.

Re-strlnge', v. t. To contract; to

astringe. [tracting.

Re-strtn'gen-cy, n. Power of con-
Re-strln'srent, a. Astringent.
Re-su-dallon, n. Act of sweating
again.

Re-stilt', v. i. To arise or proceed
from ; to issue.—n. Consequence ;

effect; issue.

Re-snl'tant, n. The force which re-

sults from two or more combined for-

ces, [sumed.
Re-sum'a-ble, a. That may be re-

Re-sume', v. t To take back : to be-

gin again. [ming up.
Resume (rez'u-maO, n. [Fr.] A sum-
Re-sump'tlon, n. Act of resuming.
Re-su'pl-nate, a. Bent backwards.
Res-nr-rec'tlon, n. Act of rising

again ; revival from the dead.
Res-ur-rec'tlon-Ist, n. A robber of

graves: a ghoul.
Re-sfts'el-tate, v. t. To restore to

life.--0. i. To awaken ; to revive, [ing.

Re-sus-el-ta'tlon. n. Act of restor-

Re-tall'. v. I. To sell in small quanti-

ties ; to deal out in small portions.

Re'tall, n. Sale by small quantities.

Re-tall'er, n. One who retails.

Re-tfUn', v. L Not to part with ; to

keep in possession ; to hold.
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Re-taln'er, n. One who retains :—
one who is retained ; a dependant.

Re-taln'lnff, p. a. Withholding; de-
taining.

Re-take', v.t. To take again.
Re-tal'1-ate, t>. L & i. To return like

for like ; to repay ; to revenge.
Re-tal-1-a'tlon, n. Act of retaliating.

Re-tard', v. t. To hinder ; to obstruct.

R6t-ar-da'tlon, n. Act of retarding.
Re-tard'er, a. Ahinderer; an ob-
structed

Retell, v. i. To make an effort to vomit.
Re-tell' ti To tell again.
Re-ten'tlon, n. Act of retaining ;

memory. [tain.

Re-ten' tlve, a. Having power to re-

Ret'i-cenee, n. Concealment by
silence.

Ret'i-cle, n. A small net. [a net.

Re-tle'u-lar, a. Having the form of
Re-tle'u-late.a. Resembling network.
Re-tIe-a-la'tlon,n. A conformation
resembling network. [case.

Ret'1-eaPe, n. A small hand bag or
R6t'l-fbrm, a. Having the form of a

net.
Ret'l-na, n. [L.] A thin, net-like
membrane on the interior surface of
the eye. [a suite.

Ret'1-nHe, n. A train of attendants

;

Re-tire', v. i. To retreat ; to withdraw.
Re-tired', p. a. Private ; solitary.

Re-tire'meat, n. Act of living in
seclusion.

Re-told', i& p. from retell.

Re-tort', v. t & i. To throw back ; to
return.—n. A censure returned ; a re-

partee :—a chemical vessel.

Re-tor'tlon, n. The act of retorting.
Re-tofton', v. t. To touch again.
Re-traee', v. L 1o trace again.
Re-traet, v. t. To withdraw a charge
or assertion ; to take back.—v. i. To
make a retraction. [ted.

Re-trae'tl-ble,a. Thatmayberetrac-
Re-tra«'tlle, a. That may be drawn
back.

Re-trae'tlon, n. Act of retracting.
Re-treat', n. Act of retreating ; a re-

tirement :—place of seclusion.—v. i.

To go back ; to retire.

Re-treaeh'. v. L To cut off; to cur-
tail :— to diminish ; to reduce.—v. i.

To have less expense.
Re-treneh'ment, n. Act of retrench-
ing; reduction. [repay.

Re-trlb'nte. v. t. To pay back; to
Nt-rl-ba'tlon. n. Return accommo-
dation ; reward ; recompense.

Re-trlev'a-ble, a. That may be re-

trieved.
Re-trleve', t». t. To recover ; to repair.

Rftro-eede, v. i. & t To go back; to
retire ; to recede. [in*.

Re-tro-eea'alon. n. Act of recea-
R*t'ro-flex, a. Bent back ; distorted.
R#t-ro-ffra-da'tloii, n. Act of go-
ing backward.

REVERSION

Ret'ro-ffrade, a. Going backward,
receding.—v. L To go backward.

Rgt-ro-ffrea'aion, n. A going back
wards. [past.

Rgt'ro-speet, n. A view of things
R6t-ro-apee'tlon, n. Act of review-

ing, [wards
Ret-ro-spee'tive, a. Looking back
Ret'ro-vert, t>. <. To turn back.
Re-trade', v. t. To thrust back.
Re-turn', v. i. To come or go back.—

v. t To repay ; to give or send back.
—ii. A coming back :—repayment :—
profit [turned.

Re-turn'a-ble, a. That may be re-

Re-on'ion, n. Act of reuniting; a
second or renewed union :—cohesion.

Re-u-nite', v. L To join again; to
reconcile.—v. i. To cohere or unite
again.

Re-veal', v. t. To disclose; to lay open;
to make known. [known.

Re-vealed, p. a. Disclosed; made
Re-veal'er, n. One who discloses.
Reveille (re-val'ya), n. IFr.] A miUtary

call by drum.
Rev'ei, v. t. To feast with noisy mer-
riment.^n. A feast with jollity.

Re-vel', t>. L To draw back.
Rev-e-la'tlon. n. Act of revealing;
that which is revealed.

Rev'el-ler, n. One who revels.
Rev'el-ry, n. Act of reveling.
Re-ven'dl-e&te, t>. t. To claim that
which has been taken or seized by an
enemy.

Re-venre'. n. Malicious return of in-

jury: vlndlctiveness ; malice.
Re-venge'ftU, o. Full of revenge;
vindictive.

Re-veng/er, n. One who revenges.
R6v'e-nne, n. The income of a state,

derived from customs, duties, Ac.
Re-ver'ber-ant. a. Beating back.—

v. L To beat back ; to return.
Re-vfcr-ber-a'tlon, n. Act of rever-
berating, [respect.

Re-vere', v. t. To regard with great
Rev'er-ence, n. Act of revering;
veneration; great respect —v. L To
regard with great respect : to worship.

Rev'er-end. a. Venerable; deserving
reverence .—the title of respect for the
clergy. [tion.

R6v'er-ent, a. Expressing venera-
R€v-er-€n'tlal, a. Expressing rev-
erence.

R6v-e-rle', n. Act of musing; a wild
fancy.

Re-ver'aal, n. A change to the oppo-
site.—o. Tending to reverse.

Re-vferae', v. t To overthrow by a
contrary decision ; to repeal.—n.
Change :—a contrary.

Re-verse'ly. ad. On the other hand.
Re-vfcra'l-ble, a. Capable of being
reversed.

Re-ver'alon, n. Act of reverting; that
which reverta
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Re-vert', v.Lici. To change : to re-

turn; to reverberate.—n. Return;
recurrence.

Re-vert'1-ble, a. Reversible, [invest.

Re-ve»t', v. L To clothe again ; to re-

Be-vlew', r. L To see again ; to recon-
sider :—to survey; to examine.—n. A
revision; revisal:—an analysis of a
book :—a periodical publication :—an
inspection of soldiers. [to abuse

.

Re-vile', v. L To reproach ; to vilify;

Be-vil'er, n. One who reviles, [tiou.

Re-vis'al, n. A review; reexaniiua-
Re-viae', v. t. To review; to reexam-

ine.—n. A review:—a second proof-

sheet.
Re-vis'er, n. One who revises.

Re-vl'ftion, n. Act ofrevising; review.
Re-Tls'it. r. f. To visit again, [tivity

Re-vi'val, n. A renewal of life or ac-
Re-vi'vtil-Ist* n. One who promotes
revivals.

Re-vive7, t>. i. To return to activity.—
v. i. To bring to life ; to resuscitate ; to
reanimate. [revive.

Re-vlv'1-fy, v. U To recall to life; to
Rer-i-vla'cence, n. Renewal of life;

revival. [voked or recalled.
Rev'o-ea-ble, a. That may be re-

Rev-o-ca'tloii, n. Act of recalling

;
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-volte', v. t. To repeal ; to recall

;

to annul ; to abolish.—t.i. Not to fol-

low suit at cards.
Re-volt', v. i. To renounce allegiance.;

to rebel.—fi. Renunciation of alle-

giance ; a desertion ; insurrection.
Re-vdlt'er, n. One who revolts; a

deserter.
Rev-o-l&'tlon, n. Rotation; circular
motion:—a great change in the con-
stitution or government of a country.

Rev-o-ld'tlon-a-ry, a. Producing
great change. [revolution.

Rev-o-lik'ttoii-Ist, n. A favorer of
Rev-o-lA'tlon-ise, v. t. To effect a
revolution in ; to remodel.

Be-vMre'. v. i. To perform a revolu-
tion ; to turn round.—v. t. To roll

round :—to consider. (chambers.
Re-vftlv'er,n. A pistol with revolving
Re-Tlll'slon, n. A turning or draw-
ing back.

Re-ward', v. t. To compensate; to
repay.—n. That which is awarded
for good or evil done ; a compensation.

Re-wftrd'er, n. One who rewards.
Rh&b-dol'o-ffy, n. The act of com-
puting or numbering by rods or bones.

Ra&b'do-Di&ii-cy , n. Divination by
a rod or wand.

Rhap-aod'i-cal, a. Partaking of
rhapsody ; unconnected ; rambling.

Rh&p'so-dlst, n. One who writes,

reciiea, or sings rhapsodies.
Rh&p'ae-dy, n. A wild, irregular
composition.

Rhen'lah, a. Relating to the Rhine.
—n. Akind of German wine.

Rhet'o-rlc, n. The art of prose com-
position ; the art of oratory or of ad-
dressing public assembles.

Rlie-tort-cal, a. Relating to rheto-
ric ; oratorical ; figurative.

Rhet-o-rl'eian, n. One who teach-
es the science of rhetoric :— an orator

Rheum, n. A thin fluid secreted by
the glands.

Rhen-m&t'ie, a. Relating to rheuma-
tism ; afflicted with rheumatism.

Rheu'mjt-tlsm. n. A painful dis-
ease of the muscles, Joints, or limbs.

Rhi-noe'e-rds, n. A large quadru-
ped ; the unicorn. [rhinoplasty.

Rhi-no-plto'tftc, a. Relating to
Rhi'no-pl&a-ty, n. The operation
ot forming a new nose.

Rhdd'1-site, n. A species of boracite.
Rhd-do-den'dron, n. A flowering
shrub. [rhombus.

Rhomb, n. A quadrilateral figure;

Rhom'blc, a. Shaped like a rhomb.
Rhom'bold, n. An oblique-angled
parallelogram.

Rhdm'baM, n. [L.] A plane figure,

bounded by four equal straight lines

the opposite lines parallel, and the an

S'es oblique ; a rhomb.
a'b&rb, n. A medicinal root:—

a

garden vegetable.
Rhyme, v. i. To agree in sound.—

v. t. To put into rhyme.
Rhym'er, ) n. A makerof rhymes;
Rhyme'stor, j a versifier ; a poet.

Rhythm, n. Harmonious arrange-
ment of words ; metre ; verse.

Rl'al, n. A Spanish coin.
Rib, n. A bone :—a piece of timber.—

v. t. To furnish with ribs ; to enclose.
RIb'ald, a. Base ; brutal ; obscene.
RIb'ald-ry, n. Scurrilous language.
Ribbed, a. Furnished with ribs.

Ribbon, n. A silk fillet ; a slip of
silk used as a badge or ornament.

Rice, n. A plant and its grain.

RIce'-pa-per, n. A membrane of a
Chinese tree. [abundant.

Rich, a Wealthy; precious; fertile;

RIeh'es, n. Wealth ; aflluence.
RIch'ly, ad. Abundantly.
Rick, n. A pile of grain or hay.
Rid, v. t. To set free : to drive away.
Rld'danee, n. A clearing away.
RId'dle, n. An enigma :— a coarse
sieve.—v. L To solve :—to clear by a
sieve.

Ride, v. i. To be carried on horseback;
to be borne.—v. t. To sit on.—n. An
excursion on horseback or by vehicle.

Rl-deau' (rS-doO, n. [Ft.] A small
mound oi earth to protect a camp.

Rid'er, n. One who rides :—an insert-

ed leaf:—a clause added to a bill.

RIdfre, n. The top of a slope.—v. t To
form into ridges.

Rld'fl-eale, n. Laughter with con-
tempt ; derision.^v. t To expose to

laughter ; to mock.
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Ul-dlc'u-lons, a. Deserving ridicule.
Rft-dlc'n-loasv-ly, ad. In a ridicu-
lous manner.

Rid'lna;, n. Act of one who rides.

Rid'lng-nab'lt, n. A riding-dress
for women. [manship.

Rid'tny-acnool, n. A school of horse-
Rl-d6t7td, n. [It] An entertainment.
Rife. a. Prevalent ; abounding.
Rifely, ad. Prevalently; abundantly.
RlIF raff, n. Refuse :—rabble.
Ri'fle, v. L To rob ; to plunder.—n. A
kind ofgun:—a sharpening instrument.

Ri'fler. n. A plunderer.
Rift, n. A cleft ; an opening.—v. t. & i.

To cleave : to open.
Rig, n. A ridge :—dress :—a trick.—v. i.

To nlay the wanton.—v. t. To dress

:

to nt with rigging.
Rlg-a-doon% n. A kind of dance.
JM***;**1** n. The tackling of a ship.
Right, a. Conformable to truth:—
straight:— not left:— lawful.— ad.
Properly; very.—n. Conformity to
truth:—Just claim.—v. t To relieve
from wrong :—to set upright—v. i. To
take a proper position.

RiKkt'-an-gled, a. Having an angle
ofninety degrees. [is right.

Riajnt'eous, a. Conformed to what
Rigrht'eoas-ly.ad. Justly.
Riffht'fal, a Having a right.
Riajht'fal-ly, ad. According to right.
Risrht'-hand, n. The hand on the
right arm.

Right'-hand-ed, a. Using the right
. hand more easily than the left.

Right'ly, ad. Properly.
Rlff'ld. a. Stiff; severe ; sharp ; cruel.
Rl-frld'i-ty, n. Stiffness ; rigor.
Rlspftd-ly, ad. Stiffly ; severely.
Rlff'ma-role, n. A repetition of idle
words.

RIaj'or, n. [L.] Strictness ; severity.
Rlg'or-oAs, a. Partaking of rigor.
Rlg'or-ous-ly, ad. Severely.
Rile, t». t. To make turbid.
Rill, n. A small brook.—v. i. To run
in small streams.

Rim, n. A border ; an edge.
Rime, n. Hoarfrost :—a chink.
Rl-mose', a. Full of chinks.
Rlm'ple, n. A wrinkle ; ripple.—v. L
To wrinkle.

Bi'my, a. Foggy : frosty.
Rind, n. Bark : husk ; coat.
Ring*, n. A circle :—a chime.—v. t To
cause to sound : —to encircle.—v. i. To
form a circle :—to sound. [one end.

Rlng'-bolt, n. A bolt with a ring at
Rlng-'dove, n. A kind of pigeon.
Rlng'lead, v. L To conduct : to lead.
Rlna-'lead-er, n. The head of a riot-

ous body.
RIna;'let, n. A curl of hair.
Rink, n. A skating pond or park.
KIng'wonn, n. An eruption of the

skin.
Rinse, v. t To cleanse by washing.

ROBUST

RIns'er, n. One who rinses.
Ri'ot, n. A tumult ; an uproar.—«. f
To revel.

Ri'ot-er, n. One who joins in a riot.
Ri'ot-oua, a. Disposed to riot.
Ri'ot-otks-ly, ad. In a riotous man-
ner.

Rip, v. L To tear:—to disclose.—n. A
rent made by ripping :—a fish-basket

Rl-pa'rl-an, o. Relating to the bank
of a river.

Ripe. a. Mature ; complete.
Ripe'ly, ad. Maturely.
Ri'pen, v. i. To grow ripe.—v. L
mature ; to make ripe.

To

Rfpe'ness, n. State of being ripe.

RIp'ple, v. i. To fret on the surface.^
n. Agitation of water :—a flax-comb.

Rlp'pllny, n. The ripple on th*
snore.

Rise, v. i. To get up ; to ascend :—to
grow.—n. Ascent; increase :—begin*
ning :—an elevated place [ter.

RIs-1-bIl'l-ty.n. Inclination tolaugh-
RIa'1-ble, a. Exciting laughter.
Ris'lng, n. Act of getting up ; Insur-
rection.

Risk, n. Hazard ; danger.—v. L To
hazard.

Rite, n. A ceremonial observance.
Rt-tor-nel'lo, n. [It] The refrain
of a song.

RIt'u-al, a. Relating to rites.—a. A
book of rites.

Rlt'u-al-Ism, n. System of rites.

RIt'u-al-Ist, n. A believer in ritual-
ism.

Ri'val, n. One in pursuit of the same
object as another.—a. Standing in
competition.—v. t To strive to excel.

Ri'ral-ry, n. Strife for superiority.

Rive, v.l To split; to cleave.—v. i.

To be split
RIv'en, p. from rive.

Rlv'er, n. A large stream.
Rlv'er-drtfcc'on, n. A crocodile.
RIv'et, n. A fastening pin.—v. I To
fasten with rivets.

RIv'u-let. n. A small stream, [rope.
RIx-d61'lar, n. A silver coin of Eu-
Roach, n. A fish :—a curve.
Road. n. A public highway.
Road'stead, n. A place where ships
can anchor. fTo wander over.

Roam, v. <. To ramble- to rove.—*, t
Roan, a. Of a dark color, with white
spots. [The cry of a wild beast.

Roar. v. i. To make a loud noise.—a.
Roast, v. t To cook by exposure to
heat:—to Jeer.—n. That which is

roasted :—a banter. [*H>n.

Rdast'er, n. One who roasts :—a grid-
Rob, v. t. To take by illegal force.
Rob'ber, n. One who robs.
R6b'ber-y , n. Act of robbing.
Robe, n. A long gown.—v. L To invest
with a robe.

Rob'ln, n. A singing bird.
Ro-bnst', o. Strong ; firm.
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ROBUSTNESS

*o-bftat'neaa, n. State of being ro-

1

bust.
ROebe'-al-mn, n. Pure alum.
Rftcb'et, n. A habit worn by a bishop

:

—a fish.

Rftck, n. A large mass of stone:—

a

defence :—a distaff.—v. L&i. To shake:

to move the crudie. [riage.

Rftck'a-way, n. A two-seated car-

Rftck'-erya-tal, n. Quartz.

Rftek'et, n. A firework :—a plant
Rftck'-oil, n. Liquid bitumen.
Rftck'-rn-by, n. A kind of garnet.

Rftck'-salt, n. Salt in large crystals.

Rftck'wood, n. Asbestos in the form
of wood. M ,

[tar.

Bdck'-work, n. Stones fixed in mor-
ROck'y, a. Full of rocks.

Rftd, n. A twig:—a measure of length.
Rd'dent, n. An animal that gnaws.—

o. Gnawing.
Rftd-o-mon-tade', n. An emjpty
bluster.—v. i. To brag ; to boast

Rfte, n. The female of the hari :—the
eggs of fishes.

ROe/bnek, n. Male of the roe.

Ro-a-a'tlon, n. Litany ; supplication.

Rftffue, n. A villain :—a mischievous
person :—a wag.

Roga'er-y^n Villainy :—waggery.
R6ffu'ftab,a. Knavish : -waggish.
B9ga'lsli*ly,ad. Like a rogue.

Soil, v. t. To render turbid ; to vex.
Rolat'er, v. t. To bully ; to bluster.

Roll, v. t. To turn in a circle :—to In-

volve.—©, i. To run on wheels ; to re-

volve.—n. A mass made round :—

a

catalogue :—a small loafof bread.
Rdll'er, n. One that rolls :—a thing
turning on its axis. [idly.

Rftl'llc, v. i. To move or gad about
Roll'inff-plii,n. A cylinder ofwood.
Roll'Inff-prOaa, n. A press for cop-
perplate printing.

Rom'age,n. A bustle.

Ro-ma'lc, n. The modern Greel
Bd'msn, a. Relating to Rome.
Ro-manee', n. A tale of adventure ;

a fiction :—a language in the south of
France.—v. i. To forge stories.

Re-man'cer,?!. A writerof romances.
Rd'man-Isin, n. Tenets of the Church
of Rome.

Rd'man-Ist, n. A Roman Catholic.
Ro'man-ixe, v. t. To change to the
Roman language or religion.

Eo-manneh', n. A corruption of the
Latin language.

Ro-man'tlc, a. Relating to romance.
Ro-ntan'tl-cal-ly,atf. In a romantic
manner. [tions.

Ro-man'ti-clflin, n. Romantic no-
Rdm'lah, a. Relating to Rome.
R6mp. n. A rude girl :—rode play.—
v.i. To play rudely.

id'lab, a. Inclined to rude play.
_Ieau (r6n-d60 n. [Fr.] A little

poem:—a light air.

Bftftd n The fourth ofanacre:—a cross.
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Roof, a. The cover of a building.—
v. t. To cover with a roof.

Roorieaa, a. Without a roof.

Rook, n. A bird:—a piece used In
chess :—a cheat.—v. t.&i. To cheat

,

tp plunder.
Rook'er-y, n. A collectionof rooks'

neBts. [ment.
Room. n. Space :—stead :—an apart-
Room'y, a. Spacious ; large.
Rooat, n. A place on which birds rest.

—v. i. To rest as a bird.
Rooat'er, n. One that roosts ; a cock.
Root, n. The part of a plant which

rests in the ground :—bottom :—first

cause.—r. i. To take root—v.t. To
fix deep :—to extirpate.

Roofed, a. Fixed by roots. [root.

Roofer, n. One who tears up by the
Root'y, o. Full of roots.

Rope, n. A large cord.
R6pe'-lad-der, n. A ladder made
ofropes, [ropes.

R6pe7-mak*er, n. One who makes
Rope'walk, n. A place where ropes
are made.

Rd'py, a. Viscous ; tenacious.
Rftq-ue-laure' (rok-e-lorO, n. [Fr.]

A kind of cloak.
Ro-rirer-otta, a. Producing dew.
Ro-aa'ceoaa, a. Consisting of roses.

Rd'aa-ry, n. A string of beads for

counting prayers.
ROa'cftd, o. Abounding with dew.
Rdae, n. A plant and flower.—U from

rise.

Ro'ae-ate, a. Rosy ; full of roses.

Rdee'-bftff, n. An insect.

Rosed, a. Crimson ; flushed.

Rdse'ma-ry, n. A fragrant plant.

ROee'-qnarta, n. A kind of quartz.

Rd'aet, n. A red color for painters.

Rd-aette', n. [Fr.] A rose-shaped
window :—a bunch of ribbons :—a red

color. [from roses.

Roae'-wa-ter, n. Water distilled

Rose'wood, n. A fine kind of wood.
Rfta-i-cru'claii, n. A visionary phil-

osopher.
R&a'ftn, n. A substance obtained from
turpentine.—1>. *. To rub with rosin.

Rft»'ln-y,a. Resembling rosin.

Rfta'tral, a. Like the beak of a ship.

Roa'trate, \a. Furnished with a
RO*'trat~ed./ beak.*

Rds'trnm. n. [L.] A platform lor

speakers :—the beak of aship or a bird.

Ro'sy, a. Like a rose.

ROt, v. i. To putrefy.—v. t To make
putrid.—n. A distemper in sheep :—
putrefaction.

Rft'ta,n. [L.] A wheel :-* list of per-

sons :—a papal court
RO'ta-ry, a. Turning on its axis.

Rotate, v.L&i. To revolve round
an axis.—a. Wheel-shaped.

Re-ta'tlon, n. A turning round.
RO'ta-tlve. a. Causing rotation.

Rd'ta-to-ry, a. Turning on its axis
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Rote, n. A repetition of words by
memory.

Rot'ten, a. Putrid : corrupt
Rot'ten-neao, n. Putridness.
Ro-tand',a. Round ; spherical.
Ro-tun-di-fd'11-oaa, a. Having
round leaves.

Ro-tan'dl-ty, n. Roundness.
Ro-ton'do, n. A circular building.

Booe, n. fFr.J A dissipated person.
Roa»-e,n.jrFr.j Red cosmetic.—<*• K**1-

*. *. Ai. To paint with rouge.
Rough, a. Not smooth :— uncivil

;

harsh.—v. L To make rough.
Roagh'eaat, v. L To form rudely.—

n. A rude model.
Rough'draw, v. t To trace coarsely.
Rottajh'en, v. t. To make rough.—v. i.

To grow rough.
Rough-hew', v. L To hew coarsely.
Roaa;h-hewn', p. a. Unpolished.
Rotiajh'ly, ad. With roughness.
Roaajh'neea, n. Ruggedness.
Roach'-shod, o. Having shoesarmed
with points.

Rou-lette', n. [Fr.] A game of
chance.

Round, a. Circular; full—n. A cir-

cle :—a step of a ladder :—course.—ad.
Every way ; on all sides.—pirp. On ev-

fJ1 -* -- - • * To make or go.L&i.ery side of.

round.
Roand'O-bottt, a. Circuitous ; indi-
rect—n. An outer garment

Roan'del, n. A circle :—a roundelay.
Roan'de-lay, n. A poem.
Roand'lah, a. 8omewhat round, [ly.

Ronnd'ly, ad. In around form; plaln-
Roand'-rob-ln, n. A petition or
writing signed by names in a circle.

Roase, v. I To wake from rest ; to ex-
cite.—v. i. To awake : to be excited.

ROOt, n. A multitude :—an evening
party :—the confusion of an army de-
feated.—v. t. To put to flight [road.

Route, n. TFr.] A way; a Journey:—
Ron-tines n. [Fr.] A round or course.
Rove, v. I. To wander over.—v. i. To
ramble; to wander.

Rdv'er, n. One who roves.
Row, n. A line of things.—v. i. & L To
impel by oars.

ROw, n. A riot.

Row'a-ble, a. .Capable ofbeingrowed.
Row'el, n. Point of a spur; a ring :—
a seton.—1». t To insert a rowel in.

Row'er, n. 0n<» who rows.
Rov'al, a. Kingly: regal.-*. A kind
ofpaper -.—the highest sail of a ship :—
a kind of mortar. [alty

.

Roy'al-Ism, n. Attachment to roy-
Roy'al-Iat, n. An adherent to royalty.
Roy'al*iae, v. L To make royal.
ROy'*l-ly, ad. In a kingly manner.
ROy'al-ty, n. The office or state of a
king.

Rob, v. t To scour; to wipe.—v. I To
make a friction.—n. Friction :—dif-
ficulty:

RUMBLIKQ

RaVber, n. One who rubs :—a file :—
un elastic :—a deciding game,
b'blah, n. Ruins; fragments.

Rab'ble, n. Small stones.
Ru-bea'eenee, n. Act ofgrowing red
Ru-bea'eent, a. Tending to a red
color.

Rn'M-eftn, a. A mixture of black and
white in the color of a horse.

Ra'bl-cand, a. Inclining to redness.
Ra-blTic, a. Making red.
Ra'bt-ty, v. L To make red.
Ra-bi'ffo, n. IL.] A rust on plants.
Ra'ble, n. A Russian silver coin.
Ru'ferlc, n. Any writing in red ink :—
rules relating to the order of the
liturgy.

Ra'brl-eal, a. Red; placed in rubrics.
Ru'brl-eate, v. L To mark with red

:

—to arrange in a rubric.
Rn'by. n. A gem :—a printing type.—

a. Like a ruby.
Rack, n. A crease ; a fold.
Rod. n. Red ochre :—a river fish

.

Rod'der, n. An instrument for steer-
ing a ship. [ruddy.

Rod'dl-oeaa. n. Quality of being
Rod'dy, a. Of a red color.
Rode, a. Untaught; uncultivated:—
ignorant :—insolent :—rugged.

Rude'ly, ad. In a rude manner.
Rnde'ness, n. Quality of being rude.
Rn'dl-ment. n. A first principle.
Rn-dl-ment'al, a. Relating to first

principles.
Rue. v. L To regret—n. A plant
Rue'tal, a. Mournful ; sorrowful.
Rae'ful-ly, ad. Mournfully.
RalT, n. Plaited linen for the neck :—
a bird.—v. L To ruffle :—to trump.

RufTian, n. A brutal fellow ; a ras-
cal.—a. Brutal; barbarous.

RuFfle. v. t. To disorder :—to plait—
v. i. To grow rough ; to flutter.—*.
Fine cloth ruffled :—disturbance.

Raff, n. A coarse woollen cloth.

RAaj'ffed, a. Rough ; harsh ; rude.
Roc'red-ly, ad. In a rugged manner.
Ru'jpne, n. [Ft.) A surgeon's rasp.
Rn-goses a. Full of wrinkles.
Rn'in.n. Destruction; overthrow.—

v. t To subvert ; to destroy.—t. i. To
fall in ruins.

Ru-tn-a'tlon, n. Overthrow.
Rn'ln-ooa, a. Fallen to ruin. [ne».

Ru'ln-ooa-ly , ad. In a ruinous man-
Ral'a-ble, a. That may be ruled.

Rale, n. Government :—a principle :

—an instrument for drawing lines.—
r. *. To govern ; to manage.—v. i. To
have power:—to establish rule.

Ral'er, n. One who rules :—an in-
strument used in drawing lines.

Ral'lnff, p. a. Governing
;
prevailing.

Ram. n. A spirituous liquor.
Ram'ble, v. i. To make a hoarse, low
noise.

Rum'bllnyr.p. a. Making a hoarse
noise.—n. A hoarse, low noise.
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Ba**ii»*Jk*t* a. Shewing the cud.—
s. An animal thai shews the cud.

Rn-mi-ti&ii'tl-a, n. The claw of
quadrupeds that chvw the cud.

Ra'tnl-nate, v. i. To chew the cud :

—to muse.—f . t. To chew oyer again ;

to meditate on.
Ra-mi-na'tlon,n. Act ofruminating.
RArn'mavt, v.U&i. To search ; to

examine.—n. A search ; a tumult.

Ra'mor, n. A flying report.—v. t. To
report abroad.

ROmp.n. End of the backbone.
Rtiin'ple, n. A wrinkle ; an irregular

fold.—v. L To make uneven.
EAm/poB,n. A disturbance.
RAn, v. i. To move on with rapidity

;

to flee :—to flow.—v. L To stab :—to
melt:—to venture:—to smuggle.—n.
Course; motion :—process :—final re-

sult :—a small stream.
Rftn'a-ffate, n. A fugitive.

RAn'a-way, n. One who deserts.

RAn'dle, n. A step of a ladder.
Rnne, n. The Runic character.
Rftnsx, n. A floor-timber in a ship.

Rn'nle, a. Relatingto the language
of the Goths.—«. The language of
the Goths.

Rfln'ner, n. One who runs.
BQn'nct, n. The membrane ofa calfs
stomach, used to change milk to

curds.
ROnt n. A stunted animal.
Rn-p<£e/, n. An East Indian coin.

RApt'ure, n. A breach :—a hernia.

—u. t To break :—to burst.

Ru'ral, a. Relating to the country.

Ras* a. tFr.J Artifice ; stratagem.
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RAah,n. A'plant:—anything worthless.
—v. i. To move with violence.—n. A
violent motion.

RAab'Ing, n. A violent course.
RAsh'litfht, ft- A small taper.
RAsh'y, a. Abounding with rushes.
RAsk, n. A light cake. [to Russia.
RAaa, n. A Russian.—a. Pertaining
RAs'aet, a. Reddish-brown :—rustic.
—n. A country dress :—an apple.

RAa'aet-y, a. Ofa russet color
RAa'nlan, a. Relating to Russia.- »«

.

An inhabitant of Russia.
Rfist,n. A crust which forms on metal*.
—1>. t. To gather rust.—*. L To make

RAn' tic, n. An inhabitant of the

country.—a. Relating to the country.

Rfta'tl-eal-ly, ad. Rudely; Inele-

Raii'tl-cate, v. i. To reside in the

country.—v. t. To banish into the

country. [country :^rustic work.
Rttft-tl-ca'tlon, n. Residence in the

RAtit'1-ly. ad. In a rusty state.

RA»t't-neas,n.The state oi being rusty.

Rika'tie, \ v. i. To make a low rat-

RAa'tllna:, j tie -n. A noise, as of

leaves in motion.
Rlkat'y, o. Covered with rust
RAt, n. Copulation of deer :—track of

a wheel.—*, i. To seek copulation.

Rn'ta-ba'gra, n. The Swedish turnip.

Rath, n. Pity : sorrow.
Ruth'left*, a. Cruel : pitiless.

Ratb'leas-ly. ad. Without pity.

RAt'ty,a. Full of ruts.

Rye, n. An esculent grain.

Ry'ot,n. An East Indian peasant.

Sat>a*l*iii,n. The worship of the sun,
moon, and stars.

S*b'a-6th, n. [Heb.] Hosts ; armies.
S*b-ba-ta7rl-an, n. One who ob-

serves the seventh day of the week, in-

stead of the first

SAb'batb, n. The day ofrest ; Sunday.
8ab-b*t'lc, \a. Belonging to the
Sab-bat'l-eal,/ Sabbath.
S*'bft-an, n. A worshipper of the sun,
moon, and stars.

Sa'bi-an-Iatn, n. The worship of the

sun, moon and stars.

SAb'lne, n. A fish :—a plant.

Sa'ble,n. A small quadruped :—aftir.—
o. Of the color of sable. [shoe.

Sabot (sa-bo'l, n. JFr-l A wooden
SA'bre, n. A kind of sword.—v. L To
strike with a sabre.

Sae, n. A little pouch.
Sac-eha-rlTer-oAs, o. Producing

Sa^cta-rliie, o. Having the quali-

ties ofsugar.

19

Sae'cba-i'dld, la. Resembling
8Ac'eba-rftId«al, f sugar.
Sac-eba-rftm'e-ter, n. An instru-

ment to ascertain the strength of sac-

charine substances. [priesthood.

Sac-er-do'tal, a. Belonging to the
Sftcb'el, n. A small bag.
Ha'chem, n. An Indian chief.

Sack, n. A bag :—a loose robe :—the
pillage of a town:—a kind of wine.—
—v. L To put in sacks :—to pillage.

Sack'ace, w. The act of plundering.
Sack'bnt,n. A kind of trumpet.
Saek'clAtli, n. Cloth for sacks :—

coarse cloth. A _ _ .

Sack'-pAa'set, n. A posset of sack.

Sftc'ra-m6nt, n. A religious rite.

gac-ra-m6nt'a1, a. Relating to a
sacrament. . -

Sac-ra*meiit'a-ry, n. A ritual of

sacraments.
Sa'ered,a. Holy; consecrated. Jbly.
SsVcred-ly. ad. Religiously : invlola-

Sa-ortfic, c Used in sacrlflce.
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SAe'rl-fiee, v. L To offer to God :—to
destroy.—v. i. To offer sacrifice.—n. An
offering made to God:—any loss in-

curred, [flee.

Sae-ri-fTelal, a. Relating to sacri-

Sae'rl-16fre, n. A violation of things
sacred. [lege.

Mc-rl-lfglow, a. Relating to aacri-

gac-ri-lfffloua-ly, ad. With sacri-

lege.
Sae'rl-l«-glst, ik One who commits
sacrilege.

Sac'ria-ty, n. A vestry-room.
Sad, a. Sorrowful ; gloomy :—grave

;

bad.
Sad'den, v. L To make sad.
Sad'dle, n. A seat for the back of a
horse.—v. t. To put a saddle on.

Sad'dle-bajpi, n. Bags carried ou
horseback. [die.

Sad'dle-bow, n. The bow of asad-
Sad'dler, n. One who makes saddles.
SAd'dler-y.n. Manufacture ofsaddles.
Sad-dn-ce'an, o. Relating to the
8adducees.

Sad'do-c6*, n. One ofa Jewish sect.
S&d-da-cee'lam, ) n. The tenets of
Sad'da-eiiim, f the Sadducees.
S&d'-ir-on, n. A flat-Iron.
S&d'ly, ad. Sorrowfully.
Sad'neas, n. Sorrowfulness.
Safe, a. Free from danger :—trust-
worthy.—n. A place of safety:—a but-
tery, [port.

Safe-eftn'diict, n. Convoy:—a pass-
Safe'gtiard, n. A defence :—a pass-

port, [safe.

Safe-k$6p'inff, n. Act of keeping
SaftVly, ad. In a safe manner
Safe'ty, n. Freedom from danger.
Safe'ty-lamp, n. A lamp used in
coal-mines. [engine.

Safe'ty-valve, n. A valve in a steam-
SAffron, n. A plant.—a. Like saffron.
Sag, v. i. To hang down ; to settle.

Sa-ffa'clous, a. Having sagacity;
discerning.

Sa-ffa'clous-ly, od- With sagacity.
Sa-gae'i-ty, n. Quick discernment;
penetration.

Saff'a-mdre, n. An Indian chief.
Sage, a. Wise ; prudent ; sagacious.

—

a. A man of wisdom :—a garden herb.
Sftge'ly, ad. Wisely ; sagaciously.
Sage'nesa, n. Gravity; prudence.
Sag'lt-tal. a. Belonging to an arrow.
S&ff-it-ta'ri-tt». n. [L.] The Archer;
the ninth sign of the zodiac.

Sag/it»ta-ry, n. A fabled animal.—
a. Belonging to an arrow.

Sas'lt-tate, a. Formed like an arrow.
Sa^ko, n. A starch obtained from a
palm tree.

Sa-ffoln', a. A species of monkey.
SaTe, a. A Turkish merchant-vessel.
Said, 1 dtp. from say. Mentioned.
Sail, a. A ship's canvas :—act of sail-

ing :—a snip.—*, t. To fly through.—
tuu To move with sails ; to go by sea. I

SALTER

Sailer, n. A vessel that sails. [sails.

Sall'Mtg, a. A moving by the use of
Sall'-mak-ar, a. One who makes

sails.

Sall'or, n. A common seaman.
Sall'yard, n. A pole on which a sail

is extended. [fodder.
Saln'fbln, n. A plant cultivated for
Saint, a. One eminent for piety.—©. t
To make a saint of.

Salnt'ed, a. Holy; sacred.

g*S*;-«,
k
«.}a. Llke.^tat.

Sake, n. Final cause ; end ; reason.
Sal. a. [L.] Salt.

Sal'a-ble, a. That may be sold.
Sal'a-bly, ad. In a salable manner.
Sa-la'cioua, a. Lustful ; lewd.
Sa-lftc'i*ty, n. Lust ; lewdness.
Sal'ad, n. Food of raw herbs.
Sa-lam', n. An Oriental salutation.
Sal'a-man-der, n. A small reptile:
—a large poker.

Sal'am-etone, n. Oriental sapphire.
Sal'a-ry, n. A stated payment for

services.
Sale, a. Act of selling ; market
SAl-e-ra'tua, n. Refined pearlash.
Salea'maa, a. One employed to selL
Sale'work, n. Work made for sale.
Sa'll-€nt, a. Leaping; darting:—
projecting.

Sa-ltrer-olia, a. Containing salt
Sal'l-fi-a-ble,a. Thatmay besalined.
Sal-l-fi-ea'tlon. n. Act of salifying.
Sal'i-iy.v.t. To form into salt.

Sal-1-nft'tion, n. A washing with
salt liquor.

Sa-line', a. Consisting ofsalt—a. A
salt-spring.

Sa-li'va,n. [L.] The fluid secreted In
the mouth.

Sal'1-va-ry, a. Relating to saliva.
Sal'i-vate, v. t To excite an unusual
discharge of saliva.

Sal'16w,n. A tree of the willowgenus,
—a. Sickly ; pale.

Sal'ly, n. A quick egress :—a frolic—
v. i. To rush out.

Sal'ly-porft, n. A gate at which sal-
lies are made:—place of escape.

Sal-ma-ffttn'di, n. A mixture; a
medley.

Salm'on, a. A large fish. [mon.
Salm'on-troat', n. A species of sal-
Sa-164n', n. A spacious halL
Sal'al-ftr, n. A garden plant [sour.
Sal-ao-ac'id, a. Being both salt and
Sal'ao-la, n. A genus of plants.
Salt, n. A substance used for season-
ing :—a combination of an acid with
a base :—savor :—wit—a. Having the
taste of salt.—v. £ To seasonwithsalt

Sal-ta'tlon, n. A Jumping:—palpi-
tation.

S&l'ta-to-ry, a. Adapted to leaping.
SAlf-eel-lar. n. A small vessel for
salt

SAlt'er,a. One who salts.
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Salfern, n. A place for making salt
Ml' ti-ffrad«. a. Formed for leaping.
Salt'tan, a. Somewhat salt
Salt'-llclt, n. A salt spring.

Salt'-mine, n. A place where salt Is

found.
Salt'nesja,n. State of being salt
Salt-n^tre, n. Nitrate of potash.
Salt'-plt,n. A salt-mine.
Salt'-rheum, n. A skin disease.

Salt'wort, n. A plant.
Sa-lii'brl-oaa, a. Promoting health.
Sa-ln'bri-ty, n. Healthfulness.
Sal'u-ta-rir, a. Healthful; safe.

Sal-n-ta'tfon, n. Act of saluting.
Sav»lu'ta-to-rjr, a. Containing saluta-

tions.
Sa-lttte', v I To greet; to kiss.—n.
A salutation ; a kiss.

Sa-infer, n. One who salutes, [vable.
Sal-Ta-bIl'l-ty,n. State ofbeing sal-

Sal'va-ble, a. That may be saved.
Sal'vage, a. A recompense for sav-
ing goods. [Uverance.

Sal-va'tlon, n. Act of saving; de-
Ml'va-to-ry, n. A repository; a

custody.
BttlTe, a. An ointment ; a remedy.—

9. L To cure ; to remedy.
Sal'ver, n. A kind ofplate or waiter.
Sal'vl-a,ru A genus or plants.

9&1'vo, n. An exception :—a military
salute. [ria.

§a-mar/l-ta.n, a. Pertaining toSama-
Same. a. Identical; notdiflerent.
Sasne'ne»s, n. State ofbeingthe same.
gam'l*t,n. A little salmon.
Mmp, n. Food made ofmaize.
Sam^pan, n. A Chinese boat.
Sam'phlre, n. A plant preserved in
pickle.

Bsm'ple, n. A specimen.
Sam'pler, n. A piece of needlework.
San'a-ble,a. Capable of being healed.
San'a-tlTC, a. Tending to cure.
San'a-to-rjr, a. Relating to health.
Sane-tl-fi-ea'tlon, n. The act of
sanctifying.

Sane'tf-fi-er, n. One who sanctifies.

S&ne't1-ty, v. L To make holy ; to pu-
rify.

Sane-tl-m6/nt-ou*,a. Seeming holy.
Sane/ti-mo«ny,n. Hypocritical de-
Toutness.

Sane'tlon, n. That which sanctions;
ratification.—t\ t. To give authority to.

Sane'tl-ty, n Holiness ; purity.
Sanct'u-a-rjr, n. A holy place ; re£
uge. [holy of holicsT

Mnc'tnm Mnc-to'ram, [L.] The
Sand, n. Fine particles of stone.—v. L
To sprinkle with sand.

San'dal, n. A kind of slipper.
San'dal-wood, n. An aromatic wood.
San'da-racn, n. A mineral :—a gum-

Sand'ed. a. Covered with sand.
Sand'-fcoat. n. The warmth of hot
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Saad'1-Ter, n. Drosson melted glass
Sand'-pip*er, a. A wading biro.
Sand'aidne, n. A rock made of sand.
Sand'wich, n. Two slices of bread
with meat between them.

Sand'jr, a. Full of sand.
Sane, a. Sound in mind ; healthy.
Sana;, t from sing.

San-aa-ree', n. A beverage.
Sang-froid' (sang'frwa'), n. [Fr.] Cool-
ness; indifference;

San'srl-ae, n. A Turkish governor.
San-a;iiIFer-ouft,a. Conveying blood.
San-aut-fl-ca'tion, n. Production
of blood.

San'srut-fy, v. i. To produce blood.
San'frul-na-ry, a. Bloody -.—blood-

thirsty : crueL Ident : hopeful.
San'a;utne, a. Full of blood:—ar^
HAo'griilne-ly,a<£ With sanguineness.
San-auln'e-oaft, a. Full of blood.
San'ne-drlm, n. The chief council
of the Jews. [wounds.

Sa'nl-ea,n. [L1A thin dischargefrom
Sa'nl-ona, a. Relating to sanies.
Saa'l-ta-ry, a. Relating to health.
San'i-ty, n. Soundness of mind.
Sana, pirn. [FrJ Without; destituteot
San'acrlt, n. The ancient language of
India.

San'ton, n. A Turkish priest
San'to-nlne,n. A vegetable substance.
SAp, n. The vital juice ot plants.—v. L
To undermine.—v. i. To proceed in-

visibly.
Sap'arreen, n. A pigment.
SapSfd. a. Tasteful ; savory, [table.

Sa-pld'1-ty, n. Ouallty of bcin- pala-
Sa'pl-ence, n. Wisdom ; knowledge.
Sa'pt-ent, a. Wise ; sagacious.
Sap'leaa, a. Without sap.
fiftp'Hnpr, n. A young tree.

Sajp-o-nii'ceoaA, a. Having the quali-

ties of soap.
Sa-pon-l-tl-c&'tlon, n. Act of con-
verting a substance into soap. [soap.

Sa-pon'1-fy, v. t. To convert into

Sap'o-niile, n. A combination of an
essential oil with a base.

S&'por, n. [L.] Taste ; savor.
Sap-o-rIFic, a. Giving flavor.

Sap'o-roua, a. Having taste.

Sap'per, n. A kind of miner.
Sap'pble (saffik), a. Pertaining to
Sappho.

Sap'phtre. n. A precious stone.
Sap'pbtr-inc, a. Made of or like

sapphire.
Sap'pl-n&ui, n. Juiciness.
Sap'py* a- Full of sap.
SapSaa-ao, n. A Swiss cheese.
Sar'a-bAnd, n, A Spanish dance.
Sar-a-e$n'lo, a. Relating to the Sara-
cens, [pression.

Sar'eaam, n. A keen, scornful ex-
Saia-eas/tto, a. Relating to sarcasm.
Sar'eel, n The pinion of a wing.
Sarce'net, n. A fine silk.

Sar*eol'+»ffy» *• A P111^ cl anatomy.
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n. A fleshy excrescence.
Sar-copb/a-ffoas, a. Feeding on

flesh. [stone :—a stone coffin.

Sar-e6ph'a-ga», n. [L.] A species of
Sar-coph'a-ffy, a. The practice of
eating flesh. [cine.

Har-coVle, n. An incarnative medi-
Sar'dine, n. A precious stone:—*
small fish.

Sar'dl-Aa,n. A precious stone.

Sar-doVnl-ali, ) a. Forced as applied
Sar-d6n'lc, j to laughter.

Sar'do-nyx. n. A precious stone.

Sar-aa-pa-rlTla, n. A medicinal
plant.

Bsrse, n. A lawn sieve. [leg.

Bar-to7rl-Aa, n. [L.] A muscle of the
Hash, n. A belt :—a window- frame.
Sas'aa-fraa, a, A tree with an aro-
matic bark.

S&9'tra,n. A Hindoo sacred book.
SAt, i. <fcp. from sit.

Sa'ian.a. The devil.
Sa-tan'le, \o. Resembling 8atan ;

Sa-tan'l-eal, / diabolical.
Sateh'el.n. A little bag.
Sate, t>. *. To satiate ; to satisfy.
Sat 'el-lite, n. A small planet revol-
ving round a larger :—an attendant.

Sa'ti-ate, v. L To fill beyond desire.—
a. Full to satiety. [or pleasure.

Sa-ti'e-ty, n. Fulness beyond desire
Safin, n. A glossy silk.—a. Resem-
bling satin. Qen cloth.

Sat-1-net', n. A thin satin :—a wool-
Sat'in-spar. n. Fibrous limestone.
Sat'ire, n. A discourse or poem con-
taining witty censure.

Sa-tlr'lc, ) a. Containing sat-

Sa-tlr'1-cal, J ire.

Sat'tr-Iat, n. One who writes satires.
Sat'lr-iae, v. L To make the object
of satire. [compense : atonement.

Sat-la-fac/tlon,n. Gratification:—re-
Sat-to.fac'to-rft-ly, ad. So as to

satisfy. [tion.

Sat-is-f&c'to-ry, a. Giving satisfac-
Sat'la-fy , v. /. To content ; w recom-
pense; to convince.—v. i, To give
satisfaction.

Sa'lrap, n. A Persian governor.
Sat'ra-py, n. The government of a

satrap. [fully.

Sat'u-rate, v. t. To Impregnate
Sat-n-ra'tion, n. Act of saturating.
Sat'ur-day, a. The last day of the
week. [planet.

Sat'nrn, n. A heathen deity:—

a

Sat-ur-na'U-an, a. Dissolute ; like
the feasts of Saturn, [golden.

S&-tttr/nl-an, a. Relating toSaturn:—
Sat'ur-nincs a. Gloomy ; sad.
Sa'tyr, n. A sylvan deity.
Sa-tyr'lc, a. Relating to satyrs.
Sauce, a. Something to give relish to
food.—v. t. To make savory :—to be
saucy to.

Sance'bftx , n. An Impertinent fellow.

Sanee'paii, n. A pan for sauce

SCALARV

eer, n. A vessel to hold a teacup.
el-ly, ad. Impudently,
/cy, n. Insolent ; impudent
inrter, v. i. To wander about Idly.

Saun'ter-er,n. A rambler; an idler.
San'ri-an, n. A reptile ox the lizard
kind.

Sau'aa^e.n. A seasonedmincedmeat
enclosed in a skin.

Sair'a*e. n. An uncivilized person.—
o. Uncivilized; brutal; cruel.

Sa^'age-ly, ad. Barbarously.
SaT'aye-ry, n. Cruelty; barbarity.
Sav'aa>I*m, a. The qualities ofa
savage.

Sa-vin'na, n. An open plain.
Sa-vanf, n. fFr.] A learned man.
Save, v. i. To preserve ; to spare.—

v. i. To avoid expense.—prep. Ex.
cept ; not including.

SAv'in, «. The red-cedar.

Sav'lna, a. Frugal ; not lavish.~p«p.
Excepting.—n. Any thing saved :—
exception. , . t ,

Sav'lngs-banlt, n. A bank in which
small sums are placed.

Sav'iour, n. One who saves ; the Re-
deemer.

Sa'vor, n. A scent; taste.—v. i. To
have a smell or taste.- v. t To like.

Sa'vor-i-ly, ad. With appetite.

Sa'vor-leaa, a. Without savor.

Sa'vor-y, a. Pleasing to the smell or

taste.—n. An aromatic plant.

Sa-Yt»y', n. A kind of cabbage.
Saw, i. from see.—n. An instrument

for cutting boards:—a saying.—©, t
To cut with a saw.-^w. i. To use a
WW.

S&w'dttst, n. Dust produced by saw
ing. [horn

Saw'flab, n. A fish with a toothed.

Saw'fiy, n. An insect.

Saw'ney, n. A clown :—a nickname
for a Scotchman. [ed.

Saw'plt, n. A pit where wood is saw-
Saw'yer, n. One who saws.
Sax't-frage, n. A medicinal plant.

Sax'on, n, An inhabitantof the north
of Germany:—the Saxon language.—
a. Belonging to the Saxons.

Sax'on-Iam, n. A Saxon idiom

.

Say, v.L&i. To speak ; to tell ; to

declare.—n. A speech.
Say'lng, n. An expression ;

proverb.

Scab. n. An incrustation over a sore.

Scab'bard, n. The sheath oi a sword.

Scabbed, \ a. Covered with scabs :—
Scabby, | worthless.
Sca'bi-otta, a. Itchy ; leprous.

Sca'brous, a. Rough ; pareh.

Scarfold, n. A temporary staging.—

v. t. To furnish with a scaffold.

Scarrold-Inf?,n. A temporary stage:

—materials for Bcaffolds.

Scal'a-ble. a. That may be scaled.

»ca-lader,\n. Assault with ladders on
Sca-la'd6,| a besieged place.

Scal'a-ry» <*• Proceeding by steps.
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8CALD

Scald, v t. To burn with hot liquor.—
n. Scurf on the head :—a burn caused
by hot liquid.—%. A Scandinavian
poet.

Scald'head, n. A skin disease.
Scal'dic, a. Relating to the poets cal-

led scalds.
Scale, n. A balance :—the small shell

of a fish :—a ladder :—a mathematical
instrument :—the eamut.—v. t. To
climb :—to strip of scales.—v. i. To
peel on" in thin layers.

Scaled, a. Having scales.

Sca-lene', a. Having three unequal
sides.

Seall'lon,n. A kind of onion.
Seal'lop, n. A shell-flsh :—a dent.—

v. t. To Indent ; to notch.
Scalp, n. The skin on the top of the
head.—r. t. To deprive of the scalp.

Searpel, n. A surgeon's knife.

Sealp'er, n. A surgical instrument.
Sea'fjs a. Covered with scales:—

paltry.
Scam'ble, v. i. To stir quickly.—v. t.

To mangle; to maul.
8cam'mo-ny,n. A plant; a gum-resin.
Scamp, n. A worthless fellow.

Scam'per, v. i. To run with speed.
Scan, v. L To examine closely : —to
divide into feet

Scan'dal, n.

umn/.
Sean'dal-iae, v. t. To offend ; to de-
fame, [nil.

t'da*lous,a. Opprobrious; shame-
'dent, a. Climbing by tendrils.

n'nlnff, n. Measurement of verse.
Sean'slon, n. The act of scanning a

verse.
Scan-so'rl-al, n. A climbing bird.
Scant, v. i. To fall.—v. t. To straiten.

—a. Not plentiful ; scarce.
Scant'1-ly, ad. Sparingly.
Sean'tle, v.t. To divide into little

pieces. [timber.
ScanfUnff, n. A narrow piece of
Seant'ly, ad. Narrowly ; sparingly.
Seant'y, a. Hardly enough ; small

;

scant. [escape :—freak.
Scape, v.t.&i. To escape.—n. An
Scape'-ardat, n. One who suffers for
the misdeeds of others. [knave.

Seape/araee,n. A dissipated fellow; a
Seaphlte, n. A fossil mollusk.
Se&p'n-la, n. [L. ] The shoulder-blade:
—a genus of mollusks. fders.

Seap*n-lar, a. Relating to the shoul-
Seap'u-la-ry, n. Part ofan ecclesias-

tical habit.
Scar. n. A mark of a wound.—v. t. To
mark with a scar.

Sear'a-bee, n. A beetle.

Scarce, a. Not plentiful; not com-
mon.—ad. Hardly ; barely.

Sear'el-ty, n. State of being scarce.
Scare, v. i. To frighten suddenly.
Seare'eraw, n. An image to frighten
bttds.
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Scarf; n. A loose covering.—v. L To
dress in a loose vesture.

Scarrskln, n. The outer skin.
Seai-1-fl-ca'tlon, n. An incision of
the skin.

Sear'i-fi*er, n. One who scarifies.

Sear'i-fy,*. L To let blood by cut-
ting the skin.

Scar-la-tl'na, n. The scarlet-fever.
Sear'let, n. Red and yellow blended,
—a. Of the color of scarlet

Sear'let-fe'ver, n. A contagious
disease.

Scarp, n. The slope on the side of a
ditch.—v. t. To form a slope.

Searp'ed, a. Steep ; sloping.
Scate,n. A kind of fish.

Scatb, v. t. To injure ; to damage.
Scat'ter, v. t. To throw loosely about
—1>. i. To be dispersed.

Scat'ter-lnff, n. A sprinkling.
Scat'ter-llnff, n. A vagabond.
Scar'en-ffer, n. A cleaner of streets.

Scene, n. The stage or the hangings
of a theatre :—part of a play :—disor-
der, [place; landscape.

See'ner-y, n. The appearance of a
Scen'le, a. Relating to scenes ; dra-
matic, [spective.

Sce-noff'ra-pbjr, n. The art of per-
Scent, n. Smell ; odor.—v. t. To smell

:

—to perfume.
Seeni'less, a. Having no smell.
Scep'tle, n. A doubter ; an infidel.

Seep'ti-cal, a. Doubting ; not believ-
ing, [infidelity.

Seep'ti-eliim, n. Universal doubt :—
Scep'trc. n. The ensign of royalty.—

v. I. To invest with royalty.
Seep'tred, a. Bearing a sceptre.
Sehed'nle, n. A small sheet ; an in-

ventory ; a record.—v. t. To place in
a list or scroll.

Scbe'ma-tlam, n. Combination of
the aspects of the heavenly bodies.

Scheme, n. A plan ; a project ; a dia-
gram.-^, t. & i. To plan ; to contrive.

Scbem'er, n. A contriver. [tion.

Scbe'sls,n. [Gr.] Habitude; disposi-
Scblsm, n. A division, especially in

the church.
Schla'ma-tlcn. One guilty ofschism.
Scbls-mat'1-cal, a. Pertaining to
schism.

Scblat (shlst), n. A slaty rock.
Scbcl'ar, n. A pupil ; a disciple :—

a

man of learning.
Scbol'ar-ly. a. Like a scholar.
Scb61'ar-*hlp,n. Learning.
Scbo-las'tic, n. An adherent to the

scholastic philosophy.—a. Relating
to the theology of the middle ag?s :—
belonging to the schools. [osophv.

Scho-lasrtl-clain, n. Scholastic phil-
Scnd/ll-ast, n. A commentator.
Scbd-U-as'tlc, a. Pertaining to a

scholiast.
Scb66l. n. A plarv of education.—v. L
To instruct ; to discipline.
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School'fel-16w, n. A fellow-student.
School'hoftse, n. A house of instruc-

tion.
School'lng, n. Instruction.
SchoOl'maa-ter, ». One who teach-

es a school.
School'mlg-treaa, n. A female
teacher.

Schoon'er, n. A small vessel.

Sci-at'lc, a. Relating to the hip.
Sci-at'1-ea, n. Rheumatism in the

hip.
Sei'ence, n. Knowledge ; collection
of generalprinciples.

Sci-en-Hfic, a. Relating to science.
Sci-en-tlfl-cal-ly, ad. In a scien-

tific manner.
Scll'i-cet, ad. [L.l Truly ; namely.
Scln'til-lant, a. Emitting sparks.
Scln'til-latc. v. i. To emit sparks.
ScIn-ttJ-la'tioii, n. Act of sparkling.
Sci'o-llsm, n. Superficial knowledge.
Sci'e-lliit, n. A superficial scholar.
floi-dm's^hy, n. A battle with a
shadow. [ows.

Sci'o-man-cy, n. Divination by shad-
Sci'on, n. A small twig ; a grail.

Sci-op'tic, i a. Applied to a ball
Sci-op'tric, i used in the camera
obscura.

Sci-6p'tles, n. pi. The art of exhib-
iting images received through a dou-
ble convex glass into a dark room.

Sclr-rhos'1-tjr, n. Induration of a
gland.

Sclr'rhous, a. Indurated ; hard.
Sclr'rhus, n. A hard tumor in the

flesh.

Sclst'ael, n. The clippings of metals.
Scls/sile, a. Capable ofbeing cut.
Scls/sors, n. A cutting instrument.
Sels'snre, n. A crack; a fissure.

Sela-vo'nl *an, ) a. Relating to Scla-
Sela-von'ic, / vonia.
Scle-rot'ic, n. A medicine which
hardens.—a. Relating to the sclerotica.

Scle-rot'i-ca, n. One of the mem-
branes of the eye. [dross of metals.

Sc6bn. n. Raspings of ivory; dust :—
ScoflT, v. t. & i. To mock ; to ridicule.—

n. Expression of scorn.
ScofTlnir-ly.ad. In contempt.
Scold, v. i. ct *. To quarrel ; to chide.—

n. A clamorous, vulgar woman.
Scold'lnfr, n. Act of chiding.
Sc6l'lop. n. A shell-fish.

Scftl-o-pen'dra, n. A serpent:—an
herb.

Sc6m'ber, n. A sea-fish.

Sconce, n. A branched candlestick :—
a fixed seat :—the head :—a fine.

Scoop, n. A large ladle; a sweep.

—

t». t To ladle out :—to cut hollow.
Se66p'net, n. A net for sweeping the
bottom of a river.

Scope, n. Tendency; final end :—am-
plitude of view; space.

Scorch, v. t. To burn on the surface.—
v.i. To be burnt on the surface.

SCREECH

Score, n. A notch :—a line drawn :—
au account :—a mark:—reason:—twen-
ty.—t>. L To cut:—to mark by a line:—
to charge.

Sco'rl-a, n. [L.] Dross : slag.

Sco-rl-a'ceoiift, a. Relating to dross.
Scd-ri-fi-oa'tion, n. Reduction into

scoria.
Seo'ri-fbnn, n. Like scoria.

Scd'rl-fy, v. t. To reduce to scoria,
Seorn, v. t. To hold in extreme con-
tempt.—n. Extreme contempt

Scorn 'fttl, a. Full of scorn.
ScOr'pi-on, u. A reptile :—a sign of
the zodiac.

Scot, n. A native of Scotland :—a tax.
Scotch, a. Relating to Scotland.—v. L
To stop a wheel from rolling back :—
to cut slightly.—n. A slight cut

Scdt'-free, a. Without payment.
Scot'o-graph, n. An instrument for
writing without sight

Scftt'o-injr, n. A dizziness in the head.
Scot'ti-cunn, n. A Scottish phrase.
Scot'tlah, a. Relating to Scotland.
ScoAn'drel, n. A rascal; a petty

villain.

Scoan'drel-Iftm, n. Rascality.
ScOQr, v. t To nib ; to cleanse :—to
range over.—v. i. To be purged :—to
rove.

Scouifre, n. A whip :—a punishment:
—a scourger.—1>. I. To whip; to punish.

Scourfr'ing, n. Punishment by the
scourge.

Scoot, n. One sent secretly to observe
the motions of an enemy.—v. t. To
reject with contempt :—to travel over,
—v. i. To act as a scout :—to sneer.

Scow, n. A flat-bottomed boat
ScOwl, v. t To look angry or sullen.—

n. A sullen look.
Scrab'ble, v. i. To scribble :—to strug-
gle.—n. Scribble :—a scramble.

Scrag, n. Any thing thin or lean :—
the neck.

8^'fcs'Scd, a. Rough ; uneven.
Scr&g'gi-neM, n. Leanness; rough-

ness.

Scrag'try, a. Lean; rough.
Scranrble, v. i. To clamber with
hands and knees.—n. Eager contest.

Scrap, n. A particle ; a fragment.
Scrap'-book, n. A blank book for

extracts.
Scrape, v. t To pare lightly :—to col-

lect—v. i. To make a harsh noise.—
n. Act of scraping :—difficulty.

Scrap'er, n. One who scrapes:—an
instrument for scraping :—a miser.

Scratch, v. t. To tear the surface.—n.
A slight wound :—a wig.

Scrawl, t>. I. & i. To write clumsily.—
n. Unskilful writing.

Screak, v. i. To make a shrill noise.
—n. A screech ; creak.

Scream, v. i. To cry out—n. A shrill,

loud cry. [—n. A harsh, shrill cry.
Screech, v, i. To cry out ; to scream.
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j'-AwI, n. A kind of owl.
tcrMd.n. A wooden rule for running
mouldings.

ScrMo, n. A thing that affords shel-
ter:—a sieve.—*. L To shelter; to
hide:—to silt

Screw, n. A cylinder grooved spiral-
ly.—*. L To fasten with a screw :—to
force; to oppress:—to examine se-
verely.

Serew'-pre*p€l'ler, n. An Instru-
ment for propelling vessels at sea.

Serlb'ble, n. Careless writing.—*. L
&i. To write carelessly.

Scribe, n. A Jewish teacher of the
law:—a writer:— a public notary.—
v. L To mark with compasses.

Scrimp, v. L To make scant—ft. A
miser.—a. Scanty.

Scrip, n. A bag :—a schedule :—a cer-
tificate of stock, [print.

Script, n. An imitation of writing In
Scrlp'to-ry, a. Written ; not spoken.
Scrlpfu-rai, a. Contained in, or ac-
cording to, the Bible.

Scripture, n. Writing:—the Bible.
Serlve'ner, n. One who draws con-

tracts :—a money-broker.
Scrtru-la, n. A chronic disease.
ScrfcFa-loAa, a. Diseased with scrof-

ula.
Serte, n. A stunted shrub.
Scroll, n. A writing formed into a roll.

ScrAb, v. L To rub hard with some-
thing coarse.—v. i. To work and fare
ham.— n. A worn-out broom:—

a

drudge.
ScrAb'by, a. Like a scrub.
Scrn'ple, n. A doubt :—a weight of
20 grains.—f. L&L To doubt ; to hesi-
tate, [tious; cautious.

Seru'pu-lbAs, a. Doubtful; conscien-
Scra'la-ble,a. That may be searched
out,

Seru-ta'tor; n. A searcher.
Scru'tl-oiae, v. t. To search closely.
Scru'tl-noAa, a. Captious ; full of

inquiries.
Scm'ti-iiy,a. A strict search.
ScAd, v. i. To run away with speed.—

n. A cloud driven by the wind.
SeAd'dle, v. i. To run with haste.
SeAFfle, a. A confused contest—v. i
To struggle roughly.

ScAlk,*. i. To lurk secretly.
Sett 11. n. A boat :—an oar.—*, t. To
impel by an oar. [boat.

Setttl'er, n. One who sculls :—a cocs>
ScAl'ler*y, n. A place for kitchen

utensils.
ScAU'lon, a. A kitchen servant.
ScAlp'tor, n. A carver of stone or
wood.

SeAlpfure, n. Art of carving in wood
or sione ; carved work.

ScAm, a. Froth on the surface of li-

quor.—*. t To take offthe scum.
ScurfLft. A dry scab.
•curry, a. Having scurfe.
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Scar-rll'i-tjr, a. Vulgar or abusive
language.

Scttr'rf-loAa, a. Coarse ; abusive.
ScAi^rl-loAa-ly, cut With gross re-
proach.

Scar'vi-ljr, ad. Vilely; coarsely.
Scar'vy, a. Scabbed ; scurfy :—mean

;

worthless.—a. A disease.
Scu'tate,o. Protected by scales.
Sctttcfa. v. L To break and dress flax.
ScAtcb'eon, ». A shield ; the armo-

rial ensigns of a family.
ScA'tl-fbrm, o. Shaped like a shield.
Scttt'tle, ft. A basket :— a quick pace:
—a vessel for coals:—a hatchway.—
v. L To sink by cutting holes in the
bottom.—*, i. To run with haste.

Scyiii'l-tar,n. A short Turkish sword.
Scythe, ft. An instrument for mowing
grass.—*, t To cut with a scythe.

Sea, n. A large body of salt water :—

a

wave.
Sea'board, n. The sea-coast
Sea'-bbrn, a. Produced by the sea.
Sea'-breeze, ft. Wind blowing from
the sea.

Sea'-calf, ft. The seal.

Sea'-coast, n. The coast of the sea.
Sea'-cow, n. The walrus.
Sea'far-er, n. A mariner ; a sailor.
Sea'far-lng, ft. Travelling by sea.
Sea'-fislit, n. A battle on the sea.
Sea'-flsh, ft. A fish that lives in the
sea.

Sea'-fbwl, ft. A bird that lives at sea
Sea'-gare, ». The depth to which a

elrfnksinr 'the water.
Sea'-god,n. A fabulous deity of the

sea. [sea-water.
Sea'-creen, a. Having the color of
Sea'-norae, n. The walrus; the
hippopotamus.

Seal, n. An engraved stamp for mak-
ing an impression :—wax impressed

:

—confirmation :—a marine Quadruped.
—*. L To fasten with a seal :—to con-
firm :—to close.

Seal'er, n. One who seals :—an officer

who examines weights and measures.
Seal'lng-wax. n. Wax to seal letters.

Seam, ft. The joining of two edges of
cloth :—a crevice :—a scar :—a layer :

—grease :—a measure.

—

v. t. To join
together ; to scar.

Sea'maid, n. A water-nymph.
Sea'man, n. A sailor ; a mariner.
Sea'man-sblp, n. Skill in navigat-

ing.
Sea'-mark, ft. A beacon at sea.
Sea'-mew, ft. A gull.

Seam'less, a. Having no scam.
Sea'-moAse, ft. A small sea-animal.
Seam'stress. n. A woman who sews.
Seam'y, a. Having a senm.
S6'ance, n. [Fr.] A sitting ; a session.
Sea'-nympb, ft. A goddess of the

sea. [dish of food.
Sea'-pie. n. An aquatic bird:—a
Sea'pdri, ft. A harbor for ships.
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Sear, a. Dry ; withered.—v. To barn:
—to wither.

March, v.L To examine ; to seek for:

—to probe.—-v. i. To make a search;
to try.—n. Inquiry ; pursuit

Seareb'er, n. An examiner: inquirer.
Seareb'-war-rant, n. A warrant
granted for searching a house.

Sea'-roam, n. Ample distance from
land.

Sea'-aer-petit, n. A serpent living
in the sea :—a fish.

Sea'-eer-viee, n. Naval service.

Sea'-abark, n. Asea-nsh.
Sea'-abtll, n. A marine shell.

Sea'-abore, n. The coast of the sea.

Sea'-alck, a. Affected by sea sickness.
Sea'-aide, n. Land near the sea.

Sea'son , n. A division of the year :—
a time: an opportunity.—v. I. To
give a relish to :—to fit for use.—v. i.

To become mature.
Sea'aon-a-ble, a. Done at the proper
time.

Sea'son-a-bly, ad. Opportunely.
Sea'eon-Iaff, n. Process of drying;
that which seasons.

Seat, n. A place of sitting :—a resi-

dence ; situation.—v. t. TO place on
seats; to settle.

Sea'ward, a. Directed towards the
sea.—ad. Towards the sea.

Ma'-wMd, n. A marine plant.
Sea'-wor-tby, a. Fit to go to sea.

Se-ba'ceoua, o. Relating to tallow.
Se'eant. n. A line cutting another.—

a. Cutting ; dividing.
Se-e£de', v.L To withdraw from fel-

lowship.
Se-etd'er, n. One who secedes.
Se-ees'alon, n. Act of seceding:—
persons seceding.

Seek'el, n. A small pear.
Se-eldde', v. t. To shut up apart
Se-eltVslon, n. Act of secluding; re-
tirement.

See'end, a. Next to the first ; inferior.
—n. An attendant in a duel:—a sup-
porter :—the sixtieth part of a minute.—v. L To support ; to encourage :—to
follow next.

See'ond-a-ry, a. Subordinate.—n.
A delegate ; a deputy. [by another.

8ee'end-haad,a. Previously owned
See'ond-ljr, ad. In the second place.
See'ond-rate, a. The second order

in worth.—a. Second in value.
See'ond*,n. A coarse kind of flour.
SeeSond-aiarbt, n. The power of see-
ing future things.

Be'crc-cy, n. Privacy ; seclusion.
Secret, a. Concealed ; private.—n. A
thing unknown or hidden.

See'i*e-ta-ry, n. An officer who man-
ages the business of a society ; an offi-

cer of state :—a writer.
SeVre-ta-ry-ahlp, n. The office of
a secretary.

ae-crete7, «. t To hide -to separate.

A follower of a sect

SEBDT

Se-cre'tloa, n. Act of secreting.
Be-erftive-neaa, n. (Jftnen.) Adis
position to conceal

S&eret-ly, ad. Privately.
Sc-ere'to-ry,a. Performing secretion.
Sect, n. A religious denomination.
See-ta'rl-an, n. One of a sect.—a.
Relating to a sect. [sect

See-ta'ri-an-Iein, n. Devotion to a
See'ta-rlet, ).
See'ta-ry, J*Motile, a. That may be cut.
See'tlon, n. Act of cutting:—a sepa-

rate part
Sec'tion-al, a. Relating, to a section.
Me'tor, n. Part of a circle:—

a

mathematical instrument
See'u-lar, a. Not spiritual ; worldly.
—n. A church officer :—a layman.

Sec-a-lar'i-ty, n. State of being sec-
ular, [secular use.

See'u-lar-ise, v. t To convert to a
See'u-lasr-ly, ad. In a worldly man-

ner.
See'u-lar-sieas, n. Woridliness.
Se-eiir'a-ble.a. Thatmay be secured.
Se-cure', a. Free from danger.—v. L
To make secure ; to protect.

Se-eftre'ly, ad. Without danger.
Se-eA'rl-ty, n. One who secures;
pledge : safety. [single pe son.

Se-dan'. n. A covered vehicle for a
Se-date',o. Calm : quiet; undisturbed.
Se-date-neea, n. Calmness ; serenity.
fidd'a-tlve. a. Assuaging ; composing.
—n. Any thing that composes.

sed'en-ta-ry, a. Accustomed to
sit much.

§Mge, n. A coarse grass.

SMs'f, a. Overgrown with sedge.
Setrt-ment, ». That which settles at
the bottom.

Se-dl'tlon, n. A (actions commotion.
Se-dl'tioue, a. Relating to sedition.
Se-dl'tloua-ly, ad. Faetlously.
Se-dBee', v. L To entice to evil ; to
corrupt.

Se«dik'cer, n. One who seduces.
Se-dft'cl-ble, a That may be seduced.
Se-dAe'tlon, n. Act of seducing.
Se-dttc'tlve, a. Tending to seduce.
Se-dd'11-ty, n. Great diligence.
Std'ii-lofta, a. Very diligent.

See, n. The diocese of a bishop.—v. L
To perceive by the eye.—v. i. To have
power of sight.

Seed, n. That which prodnces animals
or plants :—original.—v. t To supply
with seed; to sow.—v. i. To bring fortn
seed :—to shed seed.

S*6d'-bttd, n. The germ of fruit
Se£d'ed, a. Covered with seed.
Seed'Ung, n. A plant sprung from

Setda'man, n. One who sells seeds.
Seed'-time, n. Season of sowing.
Seed'-ves-eel, n. A vessel containing
seed.

'jr.a Fnllaf
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Mflncn. Sight; rlilofL-fld Since
that.

Seek, r. I To look for ; to solicit—*, i
To make search ; to endeavor.

§Mk'cr, n. One who seeks. [pear.
Seem, v. i To have semblance ; to ap-
Seem'lnja%n. Appearance, semblance.
—p. a. That seems; apparent.

Seem'ing-ly,ad. In appearance.
Seem'ly. a. Decent; becoming; fit

Seen, p. from see. Perceived.
Mir, n. One who sees; a prophet
BWitw, n. A reciprocating motion.—

v. i. To move with a reciprocating
motion up and down.

Seethe, v. t. To boil ; to decoct.—*. i.

To be in a state of boiling.
Segment, n. A part cut off:—a part
ofa circle between an arc and its chord.

Se^'re-gato, v. L To set apart ; to
separate. [others

Sec-re-sr&'tlon, n. Separation from
BeXft--nea'rl-al (se-nu're-al), a. In-
vested with large powers.

Selffn'lor, n. A lord ; a title.

Selfn'ior-y, n. A lordship; a manor.
Seine, n. A large fishing-net.
Sel'aln, n. Act of taking possession.
SeU'a-ble, o. That may be seizf^d.

Sitae, v. L To take by force; to grasp.
Mimed, p. a. Having possession of.

Seia'nre, n. Act of seizing : the th ing
seized. [a rest in singing.

Sflah, [Heb ] A word used to denote
Sel'dom, ad. Rarely; not often.
Se-leef, v. t To take in preference to
others.—a. Well chosen; choice.

Se-lec'tlon,n. Act ofselecting; choice.
Se-leet'neas, n. The state of being
select

Sel'e-nito, n. A sulphate of lime.
Sel-e-nAsjrra-phy, n. A description
of the moon.

Self, a. or pron. Very; particular; re-
lating to an individual. [one's self.

Self-con-celt', n. High opinion of
Self-eon-trol', n.

self.

Self-ea-teem', n.
Self-eVi-dent, a.
proof

Self-ex-fot'ent, a.
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Regard to one's

Control of one's
[one's self.

Good opinion of
Evident without

[own nature.
Existing in its

Self-In'tor-eat, n. One's own interest.
Selfish, a. Devoted to one's own in-

terest solely.
MlflHh.nW n.
own interest solely.

Self-re-pr6ach',n. Reproach of con-
science.

Seirsame, a. Exactly the same.
Self-anf-fl'dent, a. Relying on
one's self; proud.

Self-will', n. Obstinacy.
Sell, v.t To part with for a price—

v. C To be sold. [of rope.
Sel'Tavfre.n. The edge of cloth:—a kind
Selves (selvz), The plural of sel f.

"" 'a-phdre,n. A kind of telegraph.
'blanee, n. Likeness

;

Sg-meMU'o-s/y, n,

medicine which tr<

toms of diseases.

; seeming.

That branch of
treats of the symp-

em'l. [L.1 A word used as a prefix.
slgnifyinghal£ [hall-year.

Sem-l-an'nu-al,o. Happening every
*4em-i-an'nn-al-ly,adT Every half-

year.
Sem'l-breve, n. A whole note.
Sem-i-cho'rus, n. A short chorus.
Sem'l-eVr-cle, n. Half ofa circle.
S£m-l-c¥r'cii-lar, a. Half circular.
Sem-1-cd'lon. n. A point, thus hi.
Sem-i-di-am'e-ter, n. Half a diame-

ter, [moon.
S*m-l-lii'nar, a. Resembling a half*
Scm'i-nal, a. Belonging to seed.
Sem'i-na-ry,n. A place of education,
—a. Belonging to seed.

Sem-i-na'tlon, n. The act of sowing.
S6m-l-n iric, o. Productive of seed.
Bern' !-tone, n. Haifa tone.
Sem'i-vow-el, n. A sound intermedi-
ate between a vowel and a consonant.

84m-pl-ter'nal, a. Everlasting.
S«m-pl-ter'ul-ty, n. EndlesB dura-

tion.

Seo'a-ry, a. Belonging to six.
Sen'ate. n. A body of senators; th»
upper house ofa legislature.

Sen'a-tor, n. A member ofa senate.
Sen-a-to'rl-al, a. Belonging to a
senator. [tor.

S€n'a-tor-shIp,n. The officeofa sena-
Sgnd, v. t. To despatch ; to transmit

;

to throw.—-v. i. To despatch a mes-
sage or messenger.

Se-neVcence, n. A growing old.
Sen'ea-ehal, n. A steward.
Sfnile, a. Relating to old age.
fte-nll'1-ty, n. Old age; dotage.
Sen'ior, n. One older than another

;

an aged person.—a. Older in office or
age.

Sen-lor'l-ty, n. Priority of birth.
ften'na, n. A species of the cassia.

Seli'ntffht, n. A week.
Sen-tte'n-lar, a. Having six eyes.
Sen'aftte, a. Perceived by the senses.
Sen-Aa'tlon. n. Perception by the
senses : excitement

Sense, n. The faculty by which ex-
ternal objects are perceived :—sensa-
tion :—intellect -.—meaning.

S4nae'less. a. Without sense.
Sen«e'le«a-neM, n. Folly : stupidity.

Sen-sl-bll'i-ty. n. State of being sen-
sible ; delicate feeling.

Sen'si-ble. a. Perceiving by the sen-
ses :—convinced :—Judicious.

84n'sl-bly, ad. In a sensible manner.
Sen-airie, a. Causing sensation

.

Sen'sl-tlve, a. Having sense ; easily
affected. [rium.

Sen-»6'rt-al..a. Relating to the senso-
Sen-sd'rl-ttm, n. [L.] The seat of sen-

sation.
Sens'u-al, a. Relating to the senses)
carnal.
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Sene'ii-al-Iam, n. Sensual appetite.
Sena'o>al-I*t, n. A person devoted

to sensualism.
Sene'u-otia, a. Relating to sense.
Sent,*. &p. from send.
S£n'teiice,n. A'decision ; a doom :—
a maxim :—a period in writing.—v. U
To judge ; to condemn.

Sen-ten'tlal, a. Having sentences.
Sen-ten'tloii*, a. Pithy ; short ; en-
ergetic

Sen-ten'tloiis-ly, ad. With brevity.
Sen'tl-ent, a. Having sensation;
sensitive.—n. One that perceives.

E^u'tl-m^nt, n. Thought prompted
by feeling ; opinion :—feeling.

Sen-U-men'tal, a. Having senti-

ment : easily affected.
Sen-tl-men'tal-lat, n. One who af-

fects feeling. [of feeliug.

Sen-tl-men-tal'1-ty, n. Affectation

KS'teyl*
1
*
}
n

'
A B0ldIer on guard*

S£n'try-b6x, n. A shelter for a sen-
tinel.

S€'pal, n. A leaf of a calyx.
Sep'a-ra-ble, a. That mfhy be sepa-

rated.
Sep'a-r&te, v. t. To divide: to dis-
unite ; to withdraw.—v. i. To part—
a. Divided : distinct

Sep'a-rate-ly, ad. Apart; distinctly.
Sep-a-ra'tion, n. Act of separating.
Sep'avra-tlat, n. A dissenter; aseced-

er.

S$p'a-ra-toi% n. One who separates.
Sep'a-ra-to*rjr, o. Separating.—n.
A vessel.

St'pl-a,n. [L.] The cuttle-fish.
SS'pejr, n. An East-Indian foot-sol-

[glcs.

Sep*ta
Sep-teW!
Bep*tan'irii«.ar, -. Havingseven an-
'iep-t^m'ber, "" '

the year.
. n. The ninth month of

S€p'ten»a-rjr, a. Consisting of seven.
—n. The number seven.

Sep-t4n'nl>al,a. Lastingseven years.
Sep-ten'trl-on, n. The Great Bear

:

—the north.

Sep't&al,}* Causing putrefaction.

&£p*tu-a-ffe-na'rl-an, \ n. One who
Sep-tu-asjr'e-iia-rjr, i is seventy
years old. '[seventy.

ftep-tu-ag-'e-na-ry, a. Consisting of
Sep-ta-a-gea'1-iiia, n. fL.] The third
Sunday before Lent [seventy.

S£p-tu-a-a;es'l-nial,a. Consistingof
Sep'tn-a-glni. n. The Greek ver-
sion of the Old Testament.

Sep'tn-ple, a. Sevenfold.
Se*pAl'ehral, o. Relating to burial.
Sep'ul-ctare, n. A grave ; a tomb.
Se-pAl'ehre, v. I. To bury.
Sep'al-tiire, n. Interment ; burial
Se-qua'elena, a. Following.
Sfquel, n. That which follows.

•fallen**, n. Order of succession

;

MOM*

SERVILITY

Sequent, a. Following ; succeeding
Se-qae*'ter,v. L To seise and hold

for a time :—to put aside*
Se-qnea'ter, >v. i To withdraw;
Se-quea'trate, j to retire.
Seq'uee-tra-tor, n. One who seques-

ters, fand Turiey.
Sequin, n. (Itl A gold coin of Italy
Se-rasrl'16, n. The palace ofthe Turk-

ish sultan :—a harem.
Ser'aph, n. [Heb.] An angel of the
highest order. [angelic,

Se-raph'le, a. Relating to a seraph

:

Ser'a-phlm, n. [Heb.] An order ox
angels of the highest rank.

SeVa-phlne, n. A n^usical wind*
instrument [issimo.

Se-rae'ltler, n. A Turkish general-
Stre, o. Dry ; withered.
Se>-e-nade\ n. Music performed at
night in the open air.—v. L To enter-
tain with music—v. i. To perform a
serenade.

Se-rene', a. Calm ; unruffled ; clear

:

—a title of honor.
Se-ren'1-tr. n. Calmness; quietness.
Herf.n. {Ft.] A slave.

Serfdom, n. The condition of serfr.

Serge, n. A coarse woollen cloth.

Serjreant, n. A non-commissioned
military officer:—a lawyer of high
rank.

Se'ri-al, a. Relating to a series.—*.
A publication issued Ina seriesofnum-
bers, [order.

Se-ri-a'tlm. ad. [L.] In regular
Se^ri-ea, n. order ; succession : course.
Se-rl-o-c6m'ic, a. Both serious and
comic. [ant.

Sfrl-ofte, a. Grave ; solemn :—import-
Se'rl-oua-nese, n. Gravity; solem-

nity, {ter.

Ser'moii, n. The discourse ofa mfnla-

ser'mon-iae, v. i. To write or preach
a sermon. [mons,

Ser/mon-is-er, n. A writer of ser-

Se-r6an', n. [Sp.] A buffalo's hide
used for packing:—a package.

Se-r6e'i-ty, n. The thin part of blood.
Se'roua*o. Thin; watery, [a snake.
Serpent, n. A reptile without feet;
Ser'peo-iisie, a. Like a serpent.—a.
A magneslan stone.—v. i. To wind
like a serpent fpigo.

Ser-plar'l-fiofta, a. Diseased with ser-
Ser-pirgd, n. [L.l A kind of tetter;

SeVrate, a. Notched like a saw.
Serial, n. A ferocious quadruped.
Ser'vant, n. One who serves ; a me*

nial.
Serve, f.l To work for ; to obey .«—to
assist-*, i. To be a servant :—to be
of use. [benefit,

Service, n. Labor of body or mind t
Ser'vice-a-ble, a. That renders seiw
vice ; useful :—active.

Servile, a. Slavish ; dependent—*,
A letter useful, bnt not sounded.

Ser-vll'1-ty, n. State of being sarrll*.
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vwvmr wm^wmwrm ft. A SeiTADt.
Ser'wi-tiide, n. Slavery ; bondage.
Sea'a-me, n. [Gr.] A plant of India.
Sea'alle, a. Placed dose to the stem.
Sea'nlon, n. A meeting of a public

See«'-p661, n. A receptacle for sedi-

ment from drains.
Ses'teree, a. [L.] A Roman coin.

Set, v.tTo place :—to plant :—to frame:
—to regulate :—to settle.—v. i. To de-
scend below the horizon ; to be fixed.

—n. A complete assortment
Se-ta'eeone, a. Bristly ; hairy.
S6t'«*flT, ft. A counterbalance.
Sftam, n. A rowel ; an issue.

SS'toiw/ }
a Having bristles.

Set-t**', n. A long seat, with a back.
861'tor, a. A sporting dog.
Sftt'tlnk, n. The descent of the sun
belowthe horizon:—enclosure ofa gem.

86*'tie, a. A bench with a back.—v. L
To place permanently ; to determine.—v. 1 To subside ; to rest.

S£t'tle-m€nt, n. Adjustment:— es-

tablishment :—subsidence :—a colony.
S4t'tler, n. One who settles in a place.
S#t'tHnfr,n. Settlement :—subsidence.
S£t'-t6, a. A debate ; an onset.
SJhr'en, a. Five and two. [en times.
Sev'eh-fold, a. & ad. Repeated sev-
SeTenolght (sen'nlt) n. A week.
SftT'en-taen, a. Seven and ten.

Se>'enth, o. The ordinal of seven.
Se>'enth«ly,ad. In the seventh place.
Se>'en-tl-«th, a. The ordinal of sev-
enty.

S*Y'en-ty, a, An. 8even times ten.
S«v'er. v. 1 To force asunder ; to dis-

join ; to separate.—f. i. To suffer sep-
aration.

S4hr'er»al, o. Divers; different. fly.
Se>'er-al-ly, ad. Distinctly; separate-
SSv'er-al-ty, 7k A state of separation.
Se>'er-ance, n. Separation; partition.
Se»w*re', a. Sharp; harsh; painful.
Se-vere'iy, ad. Painfully: rigorously.
Se-vfcr'l-iy, n. Rigor; harshness.
Sew, v. i. & L To join with needle and
thread. [sewers.

Sew'affe, n- The water carried off by
Sewer, n. A passage for water.
ftew'er*Af«, n. Drainage by means of
sewers.

S€x, ft. Distinction of male and female.
St*>a-ffe-iia'ri-an, n. A person six-

ty yean old. [sixty.

S6x«aa^e*aa-ry, a. Pertaining to
S4x-a-ffe»'l«ma, n. [L.] Second Sun-
day before Lent

gex-a-*ea'l-mal, o. Sixtieth.
S€*>aiPrii-lar, a. Having six angles.
Stx-4n'nl-al. a. Lasting six years.
Stx'fId, a. Divided into six parts.
Sex'tant, n. The sixth part ofa circle:

—an instrument for measuring angles.
Mx'tile, n. Aspect of planets sixty
degrees apart
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SJhc'taav a. An under officer of a
church,

Sex'tu-ple, a. Sixfold.
S£x'u-al, a. Pertaining to sex. [sex
Se*>u-aTl-ty, ft. State or quality of
Shab, ». A disease in sheep.
ShabJbi-ly, ad. Meanly; basely.
Saab'by, a. Mean ; ragged ; slovenly.
Shac'kle, v. L To chain ; to bind.
Shac'klea, n. Fetters: gyves.
Shad, n. A fish of the herring tribe.
Shad'dock, u. A species of orange.
Shade, n. An interception of light :—
obscurity:—color:—a ghost—v. L To
screen from light [shady.

Sha'dl-neea, n. The state of being
Shad'ow. n. A figure formed by the

interception of light :—a spirit—v. I

To cloud ; to represent faintly.

Shad'ow-lng, n. Gradation of light-

Shad'ow-y, o. Full of shade.
Sha'dy, a. Having shade ; cool.
Khar fie, v. i. To walk lamely.
Shaft, n. An arrow:—a long pit:—

a

spire :—the trunk ofa column :—a han-
dle :—a pole of a carriage.

Shaa% n. Rough, woolly hair :—a kind
of cloth.—v. L To make shaggy.

Sha*''*y?' } * Rough witb long halr*

Sha-arreen,' n. A kind of leather
£repared from the skins of horses.
ah, n A Persian king.

Shake, v. L To agitate ; to cause to
tremble.—v. L To be agitated; to trem-
ble.—n. A vibratory motion.

Shak'er, n. One who shakes:—one of
a religious sect

Shale, n. A husk :—a clay slate, [tense.
Shall, A verb used to form the future
Shal-loon', ft. A woollen stuff.

Shal'lep, a. A small boat.
Shal'low, a. Not deep; superficial :—
silly.—n. A sand ; a shoal.—v. L To
make shallow. [thought.

Shal'low-neas, n. Want of depth or
Sham, v. t. To trick ; to delude.—n. A

false pretence; fraud.—o. False; coun-
terfeit.

Sham'ble, v. i. To walk awkwardly.
Sham'bleH, n. A meat-market.
ShanVblina;. n. Act of moving awk-
wardly.—a. Moving awkwardly.

Shame, n. Disgrace ; reproach.—v. •..

Tomake ashamed.
Shame'faced, a. Modest ; bashful.
Shame'fttl, a. Disgraceful ; base.
Shame'flnl-ly, ad. Disgracefully.
Shame' le«*, a. Without shame.
Shame'leaa-nefMi, n. Impudence.
Sham'my, n. A soft leather.
Sham-pee', v. L To rub the limbs

;

warm bathing.
Sham'r6ek, n. An Irish grass.

Shank, n. The large bone of the leg ;

—the long part of a thing :—an herb.
Shan'ty, n. A rude hut.
Shape, v. t. To form ; to mould.—v. i.

To square ; to suit—n. External form.
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Shape'less, a. Without snap*.
Shape'ly,a. Well-formed.
Shard, n. A fragment of a Teasel.
Shard'-hdrne, a. Borne by sheathed
wings.

Share, v. I. To partake with others.—
v. i. To have part.—n. A part ; divi-

dend :—a ploughshare.
Share'hdld-er, n. The owner of a
share.

Shark, n. A sea fish :—a sharper.—
v. t. To pick up slyly.—v. i. To cheat:
—to shirk.

Sharp, a. Having a keen edge ; acute:
—piercing.—n. A note raised a half-

tone.—v. L To make keen.
Sharp'en, v. t. <& i. To make or grow
sharp.

Sharp'er, n. A cheat ; a swindler.
Sharp'nes*, n. Keenness ; severity.

Sharp'-net, a. Hungry ; eager.

Sharp'-shOOt-er, n. A good marks-
man ; a soldier.

Shaa'ter, n. The sacred book of the
Hindoos.

Shat'ter, v. t. To break into pieces.—
v.i. To be broken into fragments.

Shave, v. t. To cut with a razor :—to
pare off :—to strip.—n. A tool used for
shaving wood. [—a boy.

Sh&v'er, n. One who shaves; a sharper:
Shav'infr, n. A.thin slice pared on.
Shawl, n. A part of a woman's dress.

Shawm, n. A hautboy.
She, pron. Standing for the name of a

female.
Sheaf, n. A bundle of grain :—any
bundle.—v. i. To make sheaves.

Shear, v. t. To cut off with shears.—
v. i. To turn aside.

Shear*, n. A cutting instrument with
two blades.

Sheath, n. A case :—a petiole.

Sheathe, v. t. To put into a sheath :—
to cover. (covering.

Sheath'ing. n. Act of enclosing ; a
Sheave, n. A wheel in a pulley.
She-ehi'nah. n. The Jewish name

for the divine presence.
ShCd, v. t. To pour out; to spill.—n.
An out-building.

Sheen, n. Brightness ; splendor.
Sheep, n. An animal bearing wool.
Sheep'cftt, \n. A pen for sheep.
Sheep'fdld./
Sheep 7 Ish, a. Like a sheep:-bashful.
She€p'iMh-ne»«, n. Bashfulness.
She^p'ft'-eve. n. A loving, sly look.
Sheep'H'-heftd, n. A kind of fish :—
a dunce.

Sheer, n. The curve of a ship's deck

.

—<x. Pure ; clear.— ad. Clean ; at
once.— i'. i. To deviate ; to steal away.

Sheet, n. A piece of linen lor a bed:—
a piece of paper.—v. L To cover with
a sheet.

Sheet'-an-chor, n. The largest an-

BBJRKHT&

Sheik, n. One who has the care of «
Mohammedan mosque :— an Ar*b
chief. [weight.

Shftk'el, n. A Jewish silver coin :—

a

Sheldrake, n. A wild duck.
Shelf, n. A board fixed against a sup-
porter :—a rock in the sea.—v. I Jo
lay on the shelf.

Shell, n. A hard covering :—a bomb.—v. t. & i. Tostrip off the shelL [shell.

Shell'-flsh, n. A lish covered with
Shel'ly, a. Having shells.
Shel'ter, n. A protection ; harbor.—

v, L To cover ; to protect.—v. i To
take or give shelter.

Shel'ter-leiM, a. Without shelter.
Shelve, v. t To place on a shelf.—v. i.

To overhang, as a shelf.

Shelv'lnff, a. Sloping. [shelfy.

Shelv'jr, a. Shallow ; full of banks;
Shep'herd, n. One who tends sheep.
Sher'bet, n. An Oriental drink.
Sherd, n. A fragment of earthen-ware.
Sheriff, n. The chief officer of a
county.

Sher'ry, n. A Spanish wine.
Shew, v. t. To exhibit ; to prove.
Shewn, p. from shew. |ty.

Shlh'bo-lelh, n. Watchword ofa par-
Shield, n. A buckler; protection.—

v. t. To defend : to secure.
Shift, v. i. To change ; to find means.
—v. t. To change ; to transfer.—tt. An
expedient :—artifice :—a woman's un-
der garment.

Shlft'leM, a. Wanting means ; ineffi-

cient [club.

Shll-la'lah, n. An oak sapling; a
Nhll'llng. n. A silver coin.
Shin, n. The fo^e part of the leg.

Shine, v. i. To glisteu ; to be conspic-
uous.—n. Fair weather; brightness.

Shin'er. n. One that shines:—

a

small fish. [cover with shingles.
Shln'sle, n. A thin board.—v. t. To
Shin'inff, a. Bright ; conspicuous.
Shi'ny, a. Bright; luminous.
Ship, n. A large sea-vessel.—v. L To

chor :—chief support.
keet'inff, n. cloth forSheet sheets.

£ut into a ship.
I-- =---Shlp'bdard, n. A plank of a ship.—

ad. On board a ship.
Shlp'-bulld-er. n. A builder ofships.
Shlp'-ear-pen-ter, n. A builder of

ships. [of a ship.
Shlp'-mas-ter, n. The commander
Shlp'mate. n. One serving on the
same sh ip. [goods sb ipped

.

Shlp'ment, n. Act of shipping:—
Shlp'plng. n. Ships in general.
Shlp'wreck, n. Destruction of a ship

at sea.—v. L To destroy by dashing
on rocks.

Shlp'wright, n. A builder of ships.
Shire, n. A county.
Shirk, n. A sharper ; a shark.—v. L
To practise mean tricks.—v. t. To
frocure by mean tricks; to evade.
Irk'lng, n. The practice of mean

tricks.
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Shirt;*. A man's under garment—
v. I To oover with a shirt

Shlat, n. A mineral.
Shive, n. A splinter ; a slice.

Shlv'er, v.Ldc i. To break into many
parta—v. i. To quake; to shudder.—;*.
A little piece :—a shaking fit

Shlv'er-lng, n. A trembling, [bling.
Shlv'er-jr, a. Easily broken; treni-
8bdad, n. A train of metallic stones.
Shoal, n. A crowd, as of fish :—a sand-
bank.—v. i. To crowd :—to be or grow
shallow.—a. Shallow.

Shook, n. A violent shake:—an as-
sault :—offence :—a pile of sheaves :—
a shaggy dog.—m. t. To shake :—to
offend.

ShOek'lng, a. Dreadful; disgusting.
Shoek'lng-ly. ad. So as to disgust
or shock. [To furnish with shoes.

fthoe, n. A cover for the foot.—v. L
Shoe'blaek, n. One who blacks shoes.
0hoe/l*tcn»et, n. A fastening for
shoes. [shoes.

Shoe'ma-ker, n. One who makes
Shoestring, n. A string for the shoe.
Shone, i. <& p. from shine.
Shoo, tnfetf. Begone; away.
Shook, i. dtp. from shake.
Shoot, v. t. To discharge, as a gun :—

to push.—v. L To perform the act of
shooting :—to germinate :- to jet out

:

—to pass.—a. A discharge :—a young
branch.

ShOOfer, n. One that shoots.
Shop, n. A building for work or for
trade.—v. i. To visit shops for goods.

Sh6p'keep*er,n. One who sells in a
shop. [shop.

Shdp'HflUer, n. One who steals from a
Sh6p'lirt-ing, n. The crime of a

shoplifter.
Sharping, n. The act of visiting

stores to purchase goods.
Shore, n. The border of the sea :—

a

support.—v. L To prop ; to support.
Shorl, n. A mineral.
Shorn, p. from shear. [—brittle.
Short, a. Not long ; brief:—defective:
Short'-breathed,a. Breathing short.
Short'-com-lng, n. Defective per-
formance.

Short'en, v. t To make short
-Short'en-Inar. n. Act of making

short :—any thing that shortens.
Short'hand,n. Abbreviated writing.
Shortlived, a. Of short continuance.
Short'ly, ad. Quickly ; concisely.
ShOrfneos, n. The quality of being

short.
Sbort'-oicht-ed, o. Not seeing far.

Shorf-walat-ed, a. { Having a short
body.

Sbort'-wlnd-ed, a. Short-breathed.
Short'-wlt-ted, a. Simple ; foolish.

Shdt, i. A p. from shoot
ShOt,n. The act of shooting:—A small

bullet :—balls :—a charge.
"

, ». A young hog.
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Shof-free, a. Clear of reckoning,
uninjured.

Shouffh (shOk), n. A shaggy dog.
Shoaffh (sh6). interj. Begone ; shoo.
Should. Verb usually denoting duty
or possibility.

Shdul'der, n. The joint that connects
the arms with the body :—a promi-
nence.—*. L To push ; to put on the
shoulder. [of the shoulder.

Shoul'der-blade,n. The broad bone
Shoul'der-knot, n. An epaulet
Shodt. n. A loud cry.—v. i. To utter
a loud cry.

Shove, v. L To push ; to urge.—n. The
act of shoving ; a push.

Shov'el, n. A tool for digging.—v. t.

To throw with a shovel.
Shov'el*ler, n. One who shovels :—

a

duck.
Show, v. t. To present to view ; to

{>rove ; to direct—v. i. To appear ; to
ook.—n. Exhibition ; display.

Show'bread, n. Unleavened bread.
ShOw'er, n. A short fall of rain.—v.

i. To rain in showers.—v. L To pour
down.

8how'er-y, a. Raining in showers.
Shdw'i-ljr, ad. In a showy manner.
Show'y, a. Splendid ; gaudy ; osten-

tatious.
Shred, «.t To cut into small pieces.—

n. A small piece cut off.

Shrew, n. A brawling woman:—

a

small animal.
Shrewd, a. Sly ; sagacious.
Shrewd'ljr, ad. Cunningly; saga-
ciously.

Shrewd'neas, n. Sagacity ; cunning.
Shrew'lsh, a. Froward ; clamorous.
Sbrew'iah-lx, ad. Clamorously.
Sbrew'mouae, n. A small animal.
Shriek, v. i. To cry out in anguish.—

n. A cry of anguish.
Shrike, n. The butcher-bird.
Shrill, a. Piercing, as sound.
Shrill i, n. Acuteness of sound.
Shrll'ly, ad. With a shrill noise.
Shrimp, n. A small fish :—a dwarf.
Shrine, n. A case forsacred relics.

Shrink, v. i. To contract ; to make or
become less.—n. A contraction.

Shrive, v. L To hear at confession.
Sbrlv/el, v. L & i. To contract or be
contracted into wrinkles.

Shrood, n. Dress of the dead.—v. /.

To shelter ; to dress for the grave.
Shrove'tide, \ n. The Tuesday
Nhrove'-Tue»-dny, J before Lent.
Shrnb.n. A dwarf tree :—a drink.
Shrnb'ber-y,n. A collection ofshrubs.
Shrnb'by, a. Full of shrubs.
Shruf, v.L&i. To draw up the shoul-
ders.—n. A contraction of the shoul-
ders.

Shnck, n. Husk or shell :—a shock.
Shud'der, v. i. To quake with fear.
—n. A tremor. [tremor.

Shtkd'der-Ing, n. Act of trembling;
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Shftffie, v. t. To throw Into disorder

;

to confute ; to change the position of.

—v.L To change the relative position
of:—to play tricks :—to shove the feet—n. Act of shuffling ; a trick.

Shttffllng, n. Disorder; trick.

Shttn, v. t. To keep clear of : to avoid.
Shttnt, m. A turn off to a side rail.—

v. i. To move off or change.
Shftt, v. L To make close ; to bar ; to
prohibit.—v. L To be closed.—n. A
close ; a small door.

Shftt'ter, n. One that shuts ; a cover.
Shttt'tle, n. A weaver's instrument.
Shy, o. Reserved ; coy ; suspicious.

Shy'ly, «d. With shyness.
Shy'nesn,n. 8tate of being shy.

Si-be'rt-an. a. Relating to Siberia.

Slb't-laut. a. Hissing.—n. A letter

uttered with a hissing sound.
SIb'yl, n. A pagan prophetess.
Slb'yl-line, a. Belonging to a sibyl.

Slc'ca-tlve. a. Tending to dry.
Sick, a Afflicted with disease.
Slek'en,t<. L To become sick.—v. t.

To make sick
Slck'iMh, a. Somewhat sick.

Sle'kle, n. A reaping-hook, [sickly.
Slck'U-neas. n. The state of being
SIck'ly, a. Not healthy ; weak.
Slck'neas, n. Disease :—nausea.
Side, n. The part of the body about the
ribs:—apart; edge:—party.—a. Later-
eral ; indirect.-^. i. To take sides ; to
join a party.

Side'board, n. A side-table in a din-
ing-room.

Side'llng, a. Inclined ; oblique.
Side'lftng, a. Lateral ; oblique.—ad.

Laterally; on the side.
Sl-de're-al. a. Relating to the stars.

SId'er-ite, n. A carbonate of iron :—
a plant.

SId-e-ro-graph'ie, a. Relating to
siderography.

SId-e-r&g'ra-phy,n. Art ofengraving
on steel.

Sl-de'ro-ncope, n. An instrument
for detecting magnetism.

Side'-MAd-dle, n. A woman's saddle.
Side'walk, n. A walk for foot-pas-
sengers.

Side'way*, ad. On one side.
Si'd 1e, v. i. To go sideways.
Siege, n. Act of besetting a fortified

place.
Si'e-nite,n. A rock resemblinggranite.
Sl-eVta, n. [Sp.] An afternoon nap.
Sieve, n. A vessel used for sifting :—
a basket

Sift, t*. L To separate by a sieve :—to
examine.

Slft'er, n. One who sifts ; a sieve.
Sigh, v. i. To emit the breath audibly.
—n. A deep breathing.

Sight, n. The sense of seeing ; a show.
Sight'leA*. a. Without sight.

Sight'li-nesa. n. Comeliness.
Sight'ly, a. Pleasing to the eye.

SIMOOM

_ „ a A token; a signal; a wonder:-*
a monument :—a symbol :—a constei*
lation.-v. t To mark ; to ratify.—v. L
To make signs.

Slg'hal, n. A sign that gives notice.—
a. Eminent; remarkable.

Slg'nal-iae, v. t. To make signal ; to
celebrate.

Slff'nal-ly, ad. Remarkably.
SIg'na-tare, n. A person's name
signed :—stamp.

Signet, n. A seal.
Slg-niri-cance, ) n. Meaning ; im-
Sig-uiri-can-ey, / jtoriance.
Slg-niri-eaut, a. Expressive; im-
portant [canoe.

Sfg-niri-eaiit-ly, ad. With signlfi-

Slg-nl-fl-ca'tlon, n. Meaning ex-
pressed by words or signs.

Sig-nlfi-ea-tlve, a. Strongly ex-
pressive.

Slg'ul-fy, v. t To make known ; to
mean.—v. i. To express meaning with
force.

Slgn'lor, n A title of honor.
Sign'poat, n. A post on which a sign
hangs.

Si'lenee, n. Quiet; secrecy.—tntcri.
Be silent; be still.—v. L To still; to

appease.
Silent, a. Not speaking ; taciturn.
Si'lent-ly, ad. Without noise.
Si'lex,n. [L.] Flint; silica.

Silhouette, n. [Fr.] A portrait re-

presented in black.
Sil'l-ea, n. The substance of pure
quartz.

Sl-11'elons, a. [L.l Relating to silica.

Silk, n. A fine thread spun by silk-
worms.

SUk'en,a. Made of silk.

SUk'l-netu, n. State of being silky.

SUk'-worrn, n. A worm that spins
silk.

SIlk'y,a. Made of silk.

Sill, n. A foundation timber.
SU'la-bttb, n. A beverage.
Sll'll-neaau n. State of being silly.

SH'ly, o. Senseless; foolish. [ter.

SIlt,n. Mud deposited by running wa-
Sl-lfi'rl-an, a. Noting a series of
rocks :—also a genus of fishes.

SU'van, o. Forest-like • rural.
Sll'ver, n. A white precious metal.—

a. Made of or like silver.—v. L To
cover with silver. [silver.

SI1'verging, n. Art of covering with
SI1'ver-anmh, n. One who works in

silver.

Sll'ver-y, a. Resembling silver.
SIm'1-lar. a. Having resemblance.
Slm-l-lai^l-ty. n. Resemblance
SIm'l-lar»ly, ad. With resemblance.
Slm't-le, n. A comparison.
Sl-mll'1-tfide, n. Resemblance.
Slm'l-tar, n. A short sword.
Slm'mer, a. To boil gently.
Si-m66m', n. A hot wind in Africa
and Arabia.
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. ©r, v. i. To smile in a silly man-
ner.—n. An affected amile.
Im'ple, a. Plain ; artless :—single:
—silly.—n. A single ingredient.

Slm'ple-oess, n. The state of being
simple.

Sim'pie-ton, n. A silly person.
Sim-pllc'1-ty, n. Plainness; artless-

ness. [plain.
Slm'pll-ty , v. t. To render simple or
Sim7ply. ad. In a simple manner.
SIm'n-Iate, v. L To counterfeit
Slm-n-la'tlon, n. A feigning.
Si-mul-t&'ne-ous, a. Being at the
same time.

Sin, n. A violation of the laws of God.
—v. i. To violate the laws of God.

SInee, conj. Because that ; seeing that.
—ad. Ago; from that time:— prep.
After.

Sln-eere7, o. Honest; cordial; real.

Sin-e*re/ly, ad. Honestly ; cordially.
Sln-ee^l-ty, «• Freedom from dis-

guise, [head.
JNii'cl-pttt, n. The fore part of the
Sine, n. A perpendicular line from
one end of an arc to the diameter
drawn through the other end.

SI'ne, prep. [L.J Without
tti'ne*enre, n. An office that has
revenue without employment.

SIn'ew, n. A tendon ; muscle.—v. t.

To knit as sinews.
SIn'ew-leaa, a. Without sinews.
Mn-ew-y, a. Strong; muscular.
SIn'ful,a. Guilty of sin.

Sln'ful-Iy, ad. In a sinful manner.
Blue* v. i. To utter musical sounds.—

v. L To celebrate in song.
Singe, v. t. To scorch or burn slightly.
—*i. A slight burn.

Slng'er, n. One skilled in singing.
Singling, n. Utterance of musical
sounds.

Single, a. One; alone; sole; pure;
simple :—unmarried.—v. L To choose
from.

Sln'irle-neAS, n. State of being single.
SIn'rl*', ad. Individually.
SIn*sF»onsr, n. A monotonous tone.
Sln'tru-lnr, a. Single ; unique :—rare

;

oddT [arity.

Sln-sja-lAr'l-ty, n. Oddity; peculi-
Sln'gru-lar-ly. ad. In a singular
manner. mnlucky:—bad: unfair.

Sln'ta-ter, a. Being on the left hand

;

Sink, v. i. To fall to the bottom.—v. t.

To immerse; to depress.—-n. A drain
to carry off filth. [a public debt.

Slnk'ing-fttnd. n. A fund to reduce
Slo'leaa, a. Free from sin.

SIn'ner, n. One who sins.

SInr-of-fer>Insr, n. A sacrifice for sin.

SIn'n*ate, t),t To wind in and out.
S1n-n-»'tlon,n. A winding in and out.

Sln-n-oae7
, a. Turning in and out.

Sln'u-oos, a. Winding in and out.

Sip, v. L <k L To drink by small
draughts.—n. A small draught.
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Si'phen, n. A bent tube for drawing
liquor from a cask.

Sir, n. A word of respect to a man :—
the title of a baronet.

Sire, n. A lather :—a word of respect.
Si'ren, n. A sea-goddess.—a. Alluring;
bewitching.

Sir'l-n», n. [L.l The dog star.

Si-roe'cd, n. [It] A hot wind in Italy.
Sla'ter, n. A female born of the same
parents. [a society of women.

Su'ter-liood, n. Bute of a sister :—
Sls'ter-ljr, a. Like a sister, [session.
Sit, v. i. To repose on a seat :—to hold a
Site, n. Situation ; position.
Sit'tlnsr, n. Act of resting :—a session.
Slt-u-aTtlon, n. Location ; a position;
a site :—condition.

Six, a. An. Twice three.
SIx'fdld,a. Taken six times.
Sixpence, n. An English coin.
Slx'teen, o. Six and ten.
SIx'teenth, a. The ordinal of six-

teen, [sixth part
Sixth, a. Next after the filth.—n. A
Slxth'ly, ad. In the sixth place.
Slx'tl-etu. a. The ordinal of sixty.
Slx'ty, a. at n. Six times ten.
Siz'a-ble, a. Of considerable bulk.
Size, n. Bulk :—a glutinous substance.

v. t. To adjust :—to cover with size.

Sia'inar, n. Food for students:—

a

glutinous substance.
Si'ajr, a. Relating to size : glutinous.
Skate, n. A frame for the feet, with
an iron runner for sliding on ice :—

a

fish.—«. i. To slide with skates.

Skein, n. A knot of thread.
Sk£l'e-ton, n. The bones ofan ani-
mal retained in their natural position:
—an outline.

Skep'tlc, n. A doubter.
Skep'tl-cal, a. Doubting.
Skep'tl-elsm, n. Doubt; uncertainty.
Skeleh, v. t To trace the outlines ofc

—n. An outline ; a rough draught
Skew'er. n. A small wooden pin.—

v. L To fasten with skewers.
Skid. n. A short piece of timber.
Skiff*, n. A light boat
Skll'ful.a. Experienced ; dexterous.
Skll'tal-ly, ad. With skill.

Skll'tal-news. n. Dexterity : ability.

Skill, n. Knowledge ; dexterity.
Skll'leas. a. Without skill.

Skll'let. n. A small kettle.

Skim, v. t. To take off scum :—to touch
slightly.—p. i. To glide along, [vessel.

Sklm'mer. n. One who skims :—

a

Skin, n. The covering of the flesh.—
v. t To flay :—to cover with skin.—
v. i. To become covered with skin.

Skin'-deep, a. Slight; superficial.

Skln'nl-nem, ----«*-

skinny.
n. Quality of being

Skln'ny, a. Consisting of skin.
Skip, v.i. To paw by leaps : to Jump.
—v. t. To pass by:—to omit—a. A
light leap ; a spring.
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Sklp'per, n. A shipmaster.
Sklr'mUh, n. A alight fight in war.
-v.i. To fight slightly.

Skirt; n. A garment hanging loose

from the waist :—a border.—*. L To
run along the edge of.

Sklt'tlsh, a. Shy ; fickle.

Sklt'tiah-ly, ad. Shyly; flckly.

Skit'ties, n. Ninepins.
gkow, n. A flat-bottomed boat.

Skftlk, v. i. To hide ; to lurk.

Skttll, n. The bony case enclosing
the brain :—an oar.

Skttnk, n. A fetid animal.
Sky. n. The heavens
Sky'light, n. A wiuuuw iu <» 4W*.

Slab. w. A thin stone or outside plank.

Slab'bei»,t;. L&L Tosup up hastily:—to
drivel.

Slab'by, a. Thick ; wet.
Slaek,a. Loose :—remiss.—v. L To
loosen ; to relax :—to slake.—v. i. To
become slack ; to be remiss.—n. Coal
broken in small pieces.

Slaek'en, v. L To relax; to slack.—
v.i. To be remiss ; to slack.

Slack'ly, ad. Loosely ; remissly.

Site, n. The dross of metal.
Slue, v. t. To quench ; to extinguish :

—to deprive of cohesion.
SIAm, v. L To shut with force.—n. A
violent shutting.

Slah'der, v. t. To injure by false re-

ports.—n. False report maliciously ut-

tered. Lous-

Slan'der-oAs, a. Abusive ; calumni-

Slang,n. Low, vulgar language.

Slant, a. Oblique ; sloping.-v. t To
turn obliquely. . . .

Slap, n. A blow with the open hand.
—v. t. To strike with the open lyind.

Slaab. v. t. To cut in long cuts.—v. i.

To strike at random.—n. A cut; a

wound. ... , a
Slat, *. A narrow, thin piece of wood.

Slate, n. A kind of stone :-a thin

plate of stone.—v. t To cover with

Slat'ing, n. Act of covering with slate.

Slat'ter, v.i. To be slovenly or care-

less.

Slat'teni, n. An untidy woman.
Slat'tern-ly,a, Not clean.—ad. Awk-
wardly.

Sla'ty.a. Resembling slate.

Slftugb'ter. n. Great destruction of

life.—v. L To put to death by a weap-

Slaagh/ter-otta. a. Destructive.

Slave, n. One who is the property of

another.-*, i. To drudge.
Slav'er,n. Spittle running from the

mouth.—v. i. & t. To emit spittle.

Slav'er-y, n. Condition of a Blave;

servitude. _ [slave-trade.

Siftv*'-fthlp, n. A ship used in the

Slav'lsb, a. Servile ; mean.
Slav'teh-ly, ad. In a slavish manner.
Slaw, n. Sliced cabbage used as a salad.

SLOP

Slay. v. t To kill < to butcher.
Slay'er, n. One who kills.

Sleave,n. Silk or thread untwisted.—

>

v. L To separate into threads.
Sl€d, n. A carriage drawn on runners
on snow.—v. t. To carry on a sled.

Sl$dge, n. A large hammer; a sled.

Sleek, a. Smooth ; glossy.—v. L To
render soft or glossy.

Sleek'ly, ad. Smoothly; gloesily.

Sleelt'nesw, n. Smoothness; glossiness.

Sleep, v. i. To take rest; to slumber.—
n. Repose ; slumber. [timber.

Sleep'er, ». One who sleeps :—floor*
Sleep'i-ly, ad. Drowsily; stupidly.
Sleep'1-nem, n. Disposition to sleep.

Sleep'ing, p. a. Being asleep.

Sleep'leea, a. Without sleep.

Sleep'y, a. Disposed to sleep.

Sleet, n. Rain mixed with snow.
Sleery. a. Consisting of sleet
Sleeve, n. Covering of the arm.
Sleigh (sla), n. A vehicle for travel-

ling on snow. [with sleighs.

Sleigh/lng, n. The act of travelling
Sleight (&&), n. Art ; dexterity.
Slender, a. Thin ; small ; weak.
Slen'der-neea, w. Quality of being
slender.

Sley, n. A weaver's reed.—v. i. To
part or twist

Slicew. v. L To cut into thin pieces.—
n. A thin piece cut off.

Slide, v.L&L To move along the sur>
face ; to slip.—n. A smooth passage.

Slight, a. Small ; weak ; slim ; super-
ficial.—n. Neglect; scorn.—v. t To
treat with neglect.

Slight'ly, ad. In a slight manner.
Slight'nem, n. Weakness ; neglect
Silly, ad. Cunningly.
Slim, a. Weak ; slender.

Slime, n. Soft, adhesive earth.

Sli'ml-nesa, n. State of being slimy.

Slim'new, n. State of being slim.

Sli'my, a. Overspread with slime.

Sli'neas, n. Artful secrecy.

Sling, n. A weapon for throwing
stones; a throw:—a bandage.—». t. to
throw by a sling; to cast

Slink, v. i. To sneak; to steal away.
Slip. v. i. To slide :—to err.—v. L To

let loose.—n. False step :—escape :—

Sllp'knttt, n. A knot easily untied.

Sllp'per,n. A thin shoe.

Sllp'pei-y, a. Smooth like ice :—un-
certain. ...

SUp'shftd, a. Wearingshoes down at

the heels.
. ^ ,

Silt, v. t. To divide lengthwise ; to

cut—n. A long cut.

Sli'ver, n. A long, thin piece cut off.

—v. t. To split ; to tear off.

Slobber, v. U & i. To slabber.

Sloe, n. Fruit of the blackthorn.
Sloop, n. A vessel with one mast.
Slop. 9. L To dash with water; to spul.

—«. Liquid spilt :—dirty water.
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Slope, a. Oblique ; slanting.—to. An
oblique direction ; a declivity.—-p. L
To form with a slope.—v. i. To be in-

clined.
SI6p'py,a. Miry and wet
Slosh, n. Melting snow.
Sloth, n. Slowness; laziness:—an
animal.

Sloth'fQL, a. Idle : sluggish.
Sldth'fhl-ly, cuf. Idly; lazily-

SlOllch, n. A clown :—a clownish gait.—v. i. To have a clownish look or
manner.—v. L To depress ; to press
down.

Slough, n. The skin which a serpent
casts oft—v. i. To part from the sound
flesh.

Slouch (sldu). n. A miry place.
Slov'en, n. One carelessly dressed.
Slov'en-ly, a. Negligent of dress.—
ad. In an inelegant manner.

Slow. ad. Not swift; tardy.
Slow'ly, ad. Not swiftly.

Sldw'nesw, n. Quality of being slow.
Slow'-worm, n. The blind-worm.
Slfto, n. Wool slightly twisted.—v. L
To form into slubs.

SlttVber^. t To hurryover:—to stain.
Side, v. t. To turn about a fixed point.

Slur, n. A drone :—a hinderance :—
a snail.

Slutr'srard.n. An idler; a lazy fellow,

—a. Lazy; sluggish.
Slna-/srish,a. Inert; idle ; slow. •
S10*'trlsh-ly,a<i. Dully -.lazily.

SliMee, n. A floodgate; a stream of
water.—v. t. To emit by floodgates.

Slam'ber, v. i. To sleep lightly.—n.
Lightsleep; repose.

Slam'ber-ona, a. Causing sleep.
Slump, v.i. To sink through snow or
mire.

Slur, v. t To sully; to soil; to re-

proach.—n. Slight reproach or dis-

Sluahi n. Melting snow. [dog.
Slat, n. A dirty woman:—a female
Slat'tlsh, a. Dirty ; not cleanly.
Sly, a. Artful; cunning.
Sly'ly,ad. With secret artifice.

Sly'nese, n. Artful secrecy.
Smack, v.i. To kiss :—to have a taste.—v. t. To move the lips ; to kiss.—n.
Taste:—a loud kiss:—a blow by the
hand :—a sailing vessel.

Small, a. Little ; slender ; minute.—
n. Small part of anything.

Small'-beer, n. A weak beer.
Small'nesn, n. Littleness.
Small-pox', n. A malignant disease.
Smart, n. A pungent, lively pain.—

v.i. To feel a keen pain.—a. Pungent;
quick ; active :—witty.

Smarfen, v. L To make smart.
Smarfly, ad. Sharply ; vigorously.
Smarfneew, n. Quickness ; vigor.

Smash, v. t To break in pieces.—n.
A breaking in pieces.

Smat/ter, v. I To talk superficially.

SXABE 806

Snaatfter, )n. Superficial knowl-
Smafter-fiur, J edge.
Smear, v. L To soil ; to daub.—*. An
ointment.

Smear7j, a. Dauby ; adhesive.
Smell, v. t. To perceive by the nose,
—v. i. To perceive smell.—a. Power
of smelling; odor.

Smelt, n. A small sea-fish.—*. & To
extract metal from ore.

Smelt'er, n. One who melts ore.
Sm£lt'er-y, n. The place in which
smelting furnaces are used.

Smerk, v. i. To smile affectedly.

Smi'l&x, n. JL.] A plant.

Smile, v. i. To express pleasure by the
countenance ; to be propitious.—«. A
look of kindness. [ure.

Smil'lMff-ly, ad. Wlthalookotpleas-
SmXreh, v. L To cloud ; to soil.

SmXrk, v. t. To smile affectedly.—n.
An affected smile.

Smite, v. t. To strike ; to kill : to af-

flict.—v. i. To strike ; to collide.

Smith, n. One who works in metals

Smith'yr*' }
** The 8h0p °f * 8mith'

Smoke, a. A vapor rising from burn-
ing substances.—v. i. To emit smoke.
—*. L To dry by smoke :—to find out

Smo'kl-uess, n. State of being smo-
ky*

Smo'ky, a. Emitting smoke.
Smooth, a. Even on the surface:—
mild.—v. t. To level ; to make easy.

Smooth'en (amd'thn), y. L To make
smooth.

SmoOth'ly, ad. Not roughly ; mildly
Smooth'ness, n. Evenness ofsurface.
Smoth'er, v. i. To suffocate ; to sup-
press.—v. i. To be suffocated :— to
smoke.—n. Suppression :—smoke.

Smoul'der, v. i. To burn and smoke
without flame. [flame.

Smoul'der-Ina;, o. Burning without
SmAjr/glt, v. t To import without
paying duties. [of goods.

SmagnrJlnsr, n. A secret importation
Smttt, n. Soot :—mildew in grain :—
obscenity.—v. t. To mark with soot

;

to soil.—v. i. To gather smut.
Smttteh, v. t. To blacken with smeke.
Smttt'ty, a. Dirty :—obscene. -

Snae;, n. A protuberance.

sSa^Kf'} - Full of snags.

Snail, n. A small reptile.
Snake, n. An oviparous serpent—

v.t. To wind a small rope round a
larger one.

Snake'root, n. A medicinal plant
Sha'ky, o. Like a snake
Snap, v. t To break short :—to strike:
—to bite.—v. i. To crack :—to snarl.—
n. A quick breaking or bite.

Snap'-drar-on.n. Agame :—a plant.
Sn&p'plsh, a. Eager to bite * peevish.
Snap'pish-ly, ad. Peevishly, [trap.
Snare* n. A net; a trap.—v. t To en*
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Snarl, v. i. To growl or speak roughly. 1

—v. L To entangle ; to embarrass.—
«. Entanglement:—a quarrel.

Snarl'inff, p. a. Urowiiug ; cross.

SbmKt, a. Entangling ; insnaring.
Snaten, v. *. To seize hastily.—n. A
hasty catch ; a broken part.

Sneak, v. 1 To creep slyly ; to behave
meanly.—n. A mean fellow.

Sneak'inff, p. a. Servile ; mean.
SnMr, v. 1. To show contempt by
looks or actions.—n. A look of con-
tempt.

Sn€6r/inff*ljr,ad. With a look ofscorn.
To emit air suddenly

Emission of air
SnMse. v. i.

through the
by the nose.

Snees'lng, ». Act ofsneezing.
Snlek'er, v. i. To laugh slyly.

Sniff, v. i. To snuff.

Snip, v. t. To cut off; to clip.—n. A
chip; a share.

Snipe, n. A fen-fowl with a long bill.

Snlv'el, n. Mucus from the nose.—
v. i. To run at the nose :—to cry
childishly.

Snlv'el-llng, a. Whining.
Snob, n. A vulgar upstart.
Snooze, v. i. To slumber.—1». a slum-

ber.
Sndre. v. (. To breathe with a hoarse
noise in sleep.

Snor'tng, n. Loud breathing in sleep.
Snort, v.t. To blow hard through the
nose.—v. t. To turn up in derision.

Snot, n. The mucu*. of the nose.
SnOQt,n. Tne nose of a beast; the
nozzle.—v. t. To furnish with a nozzle.

Snow. n. Vapor frozen in flakes :—

a

vessel:—v. i. To fall in snow.
Snow'ball, n. A ball of snow :—

a

shrub. [to snow.
Sndw'-blind, a. Blind from exposure
Snow'drdp, n. A plant and flower.

Snow'-ploagh. n. A machine for

clearing away the snow from roads.

Snow'-ahoe, n. A shoe used for walk-
ing on snow. [snow.

Snow'y, a. Full of snow , white like
Snob, n. A snag:—a rebuke.—v. L To
check ; to reprimand.

Snuff, n. The burnt wick of a candle

:

—powdered tobacco.—v. t. To inhale;
to smell :—to crop the snuff—v. L To
snort :—to sniff In contempt.

SnuflFbox, n. A box for snuff.
SnufFers, n. A utensil to snuff can-

dles, (nose.

SnuFfle, v. i. To speak through the
SnnFfles, n. Obstruction in the nose.

SnufFy, o. Soiled with snuff:—sulky.
Snng'v. i. To lie close.—a. Close:
concealed

Snftff'frle. v. f To lie close or warm.
Snug'ly, ad. In a snug manner
So, ad. In like manner ; thus.

Soak, v. t. To steep.—v. i. To be
steeoed

Soap, n. A compound n*»d in wa^hin-r.

SOL

Soop'Mtone, n A magneaian none.
Soap'j, a. Resembling soap.
Soar, v. i. To fly aloit.—n. A towering

flight
Soar'incn. The actofmounting aloft.

S6b, v. i. To sigh convulsively.—n. A
convulsive sigh.

Sd'ber, a. Temperate :—calm ; sedate.—v. L To make sober.
So'ber-ljj ad. Temperately.
Sd'ber-mind'ed,a. Calm; temperate.
So-bri'e-tjr, n. Temperance :—sedaie-

ness. [name.
Sobriquet (sob'rt-ka'), n. [Fr.] A nick-
Soe, n. A Jurisdiction :—a privilege of

tenants. [ciety.
Sd-ci-a-bll'i-ty,n. Disposition forso-
So'ei-a-ble, a. Inclined to company

;

affable.—n. A kind of phaeton.
S6'ei-a-bly,ad. In a sociable manner.
So'eial, a. Relating to society :—com-
panionable.

So'etal-Iem, n. The doctrine ofhold-
ing property in common.

Sd'efal-I»t,n. A believer in socialism.
S6-ci-al'i-tj, ) n. Quality of being
So'etal-neee, / social.
So'eial-iae, v. t To render social.
So'etal-ly, ad. In a social manner.
So-ei'e-ty, n. Union of a number of
persons in one interest; companion-
ship.

So-eln't-an, n. A follower of Soclnua.
•-a. Belonging to Socinianism.

So-cln'i-an-Ism, n. The doctrines of
Socinus. [ciety.

So-ct-dl'o-Mr, n. The science of so-
Soek. n. A snort stocking.
Soek'et, n. A hollow into which any
thing is fitted.

So-erat'ie, \ o. Relating to Soc-
So-erat'i-eal, / rates.
Sod, n. A turf; a clod.—a. Made of
turf.—v. £. To cover with sods.

So'da, n. A mineral alkali.

So'da-wa'ter, n. A beverage, [nity.
So-dal'i-ty; n. A fellowship ; a frater-
Sod'dy,a. Full of sods.
Sod'er, c.t To unite with cement—

n. Metallic cement [soda.

Sd'di-uin, n. The metallic base of
Sod'O-my, n. An unnatural crime.

Sd'fa, n. A long seat, with a back.

SOU, o. Nothard; yielding; low:—
simple. [grow soft.

Soft'en, v. t To make soft.—v. i. To
SOft'ly, ad. With softness; gently.

Soft'nea*. n. Quality of being soft.

Sofr'iry, <*• Moist : soaked.
S6-ho>

, irUerj. A form of calling.
Sot-diaant, a. [Fr.] Self-called; pre-
tended.

Soil, v. t. To make dirty:—to feed with
green fodder.—n. Dirt; earth: compost

Soiree (swa-raO, n. [Fr.] An evening
party. [n. A temporary residence.

Sojourn, v. i. To dwell for a time.—
Sol. n. fL.] The sun :—a French coin :-

n note in music
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Ml'aee, v. t. To comfort; to cheer.—
%. Comfort in grief; recreation.

So/lan-g:oo»«. u. An aquatic fowL
So-la'no, n. [Sp.J A hot wind in the
Mediterranean sea.

8o*la'nura, n. [L.J A genus of plants.
So'lar, a. Relating to the sun :—mea-
sured by the sun.

Sol'dan, n. Emperor of Turkey.
Border, v. t. Tc unite with metallic
cement.—n. A metallic cement.

Soldier, n. One engaged in military
service.

861'dler-like, \ a. Martial; war-
861'dler-ly, J like.

S61'dler-y , n. A body of soldiers.

Bole, n. The bottom of the foot or shoe:
— a fish.—v. t. To furnish with soles,

—a. Single ; alone ; solitary.

Sol'e-clsm, n. Impropriety in lan-

SOPHISM 807

guage.
Sol'e-c]M'e-cliit, n. One who uses solecism.
Sole'ly, ad. Singly; separately.
§dl'emn, a. Anniversary :—religious-

ly grave ; formal.
So»lem'ni-ty, n. A religious cere-
mony ; a rite :—seriousness.

Sol-em-ni-za'tton, n. The act of
solemnizing.

Sol'em-nice, v. t To celebrate in
due form :—to make solemn.

S61'einn-ly,ad. In a solemn manner.
Sol-fa', v. C To pronounce the musi-
cal notes. [the voice.

Sol-fef?/ffl6, n. [It.] An exercise for

So-lle/it, v. I To ask with earnestness.
So-llc-l-t&'tlon, n. Entreaty ; invi-

tation, [an attorney.
So-lle'lt-or, n. One who solicits :—
So-lle'i-toan, a. Anxious ; careful.

So-lle'l-tfide.n. Anxiety ; care.
S61'ld, o. Not fluid ; dense ; firm.-n.
A Arm, compact substance. [solid.

So-lld-l-fl-ea'tton, n. Act of making
So-Hd'l-fy, v. t. To make solid.

So-lld'i-ty. n. Firmness: density.
Sol'td-ly. ad. Firmly ; compactly.
Sol-t-fld'l-an, n. One who holds to

faith alone.—o. Relating to the Soli-

fldians. [Solifldians.

Bol-t-fld'i-an-Iam, n. The tenets of
So-lH'o-qniae, v. i. To utter a solil-

oquy, [self.

80-lil'e-any, n. A talking to one's
Sftl-l-tatre^ n. [Ft.] A hermit :—an
ornament :—a game.

Sol'ft-ta-rt-ly. ad. In solitude.

Sol'l-ta-ry, a. Living alone :—single.
S6Ft-tade.fi. State ofbeing alone ; a
lonely place ; loneliness.

So'lo, n. [It.] An air played or sung
by one person.

Sol'stfee, n. The time when the sun
is furthest from the equator.

Sol-atl'tlal, a. Belonging to the
solstice. . Mt , ^

Sol'n-ble. a. That may be dissolved.

8o~la'tlon, n. Process of dissolving

;

explanation.

Sol'a-tlve, a. Tending to dissolve.
Sol'va-ble, a. That may be solved.
Solve, v. t. To clear ; to explain.
Sol'ven-cy, n. Ability to pay all

debts.
SOI' vent, a. Haviug power to dissolve:
—able to pay all debts.— n. A sub-
stance that dissolves.

So-niat' lea, n. The science of mate-
rial substances.

So'raa-tlst, n. A materialist.
So-raa-tol'o-gyt n. The doctrine of
material substances.

Soin'bre, a. [Fr.] Gloomy; dark.
Some, a. More or less ; certain
Some'bod-y, «. One ; a person inde-

terminate.
Some7hour,ad. In one way or another.
Som'er-s4t, n. A leap in which one
turns heels over bead.

Some'thing, n. A thing indetermi-
nate.—ad. In some degree.

Some'time, ad. At one time.
Some'timea, ad. Now and thenl
Some'what. n. Something ; part.—
ad. In some degree.

Some'whfrc, ad. In some place.
Som-nam'tin-Ham, n. The act of
walking in sleep. Tin sleep.

Sem-nain'ba-IIftt,n. One who walks

Soai-niric. J
a

*
causm« 81eeP-

Som-nIl'o-qiienee,\n. The act of
-

, J talking inSom-nll'o-qulNm,
sleep. [sleep.

Som-nll'o-quy, n. Act of talking in
S6m'no-l€nee, n. Inclination to

sleep.
Som'no-lent. a. Inclined to sleep.
Sora-nop'a-thy, n. Mesmeric sleep.
Son. t». A male child :—descendant.
So'nant. a. Relating to Found.
So-na'ta,n. [It.] A musical compo-

rt* ion.

Song, n. A short poem to be sung.
Songr'ater, n. A person or bird that
sings [sound.

S0-11Irer-ona. a. Giving or bringing
Son'net. n. A short poem.
So-ndm'c-ter, n. An apparatus for

measuring sound.
Son-o-rlric, a. Producing sound.
So-no'rons. a. Loud : high sounding.
So-no'roufl-ly. ad. With high sound.
Son'fthln, n. The relation of a son.

Soon. ad. Before long ; shortly.

Soot, n. Condensed smoke.
Sooth, n. Truth :—prognostication
Soothe, v. t To flatter ; to calm.
Sooth'aay, v. i. To predict; to fore

tell.

Sooth'say*er,n. Apredicter.
Sooth'aay-ing. n. Prediction.
Soot't-nesa. n. Quality of being sooty.
Soot'y, o. Pertaining to soot
Sop. n. Anything steeped in liquid.—
v t. To steep in liquid.

Soph'Iam. n. A specious but fall*

clous argument.
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Soph'ist, ft. A fallacious reaaoner.

So-phls'tlc, ) a. Partaking ofsoph-
So-phls'tl-cal,/ istry.

So-phis'ti-cate, v. L To adulterate

;

to corrupt.—p. a. Corrupt : not genu-
ine. .

[phisticating.

go~phIs-ti-ea'tionj n. Act of so-

S6ph'l»-trj, Fallacious reason-

ing. , . .

Sdph'o-more, ft. A student in his

second year at college.

Sdph-o-mdr'lc, io. Relating to

Soph-o-mdr't-cal, j sophomores

;

bombastic.
S«p.o-rirer.oAs,| a Causing sleep.
Sop-o-ririe, )

Sop-o-rlfic, n. A soporific medicine.
So-pra'no, u. [It.] The highest vo-

cal part of music. ^
Sor'eer-er,n. A conjurer ; amagician.
SOr'cer-oas, a. Containing enchant-
ments, [witchcraft.

Sbr'eer-y* ft- The art of sorcerers;

Sordid, a. Vile ; covetous.
Sor'did-ly, ad. Meanly; covetously.

Sore, n. Flesh tender and painful.—a.
Tender to the touch :—sensitive :—
grievous.—ad. In a great degree.

Sore'ly, ad. With great pain.
Sore'ness, n. State of being sore.

Sor'ar^Mim, n. A species of sugar-cane.
So-ror'i-cide, n. Murder or murder-
er of a sister.

Sdr'rel, n. A plant of an acid taste.—

a. Reddish.
Sdr'rl-ly, ad. In a sorry manner.
Sor'row. v. i. To grieve ; to be sad.—

n. Grief ; affliction ; regret.

Sor'row-fftl, a. Full of sorrow.
Sor'row-fAl-ly, ad. In a sorrowful
manner.

S&r'rj, o. Grieved -.—mean.
Sort, ft. A class of persons or things

;

a kind.—v. t. To distribute into clas-

ses,—v. i. To consort ; to suit.

Sort'a-ble, a. That may be sorted.

SOr-tte' n. [Fr.] A sudden attack ; a
sally. [To stupefy.

S&t, n. An habitual drunkard.—v. t.

S6t'tlsh, a. Stupid ; drunken.
Son, ft. [Fr.] A French coin.

Soflffh, n. A hollow murmur.
Soul, n. The immortal part of man :—

life :—a human being.
Soul'less, a. Without soul.

Soand, a. Healthy ; whole :—right :—
strong :— thorough ; unbroken.— n.

Noise :—a shallow sea :—the air blad-
der ofa fish.—v. t. To make a noise.

—v. U To try the depth of :—to cause
to make a noise:—to celebrate by
sound. [agates sound.

Soand'-bdard,ft.Aboard which prop-
Sonnd'ing, a. Having sound.—n.
Act of sounding :—a place fathomable
at sea.

Sdnnd'ly, ad. Heartily ; rightly.

Sftond'ness,n. State of being soun .

Soup, n. A decoction of flesh, Ac

SPAMS

. ,o. Acid :- sharp :-pecvtth.--a.

A sour substance.—v. I To make acid
or peevish.—v. i. To become acid ot

peevish.
t _i

Source, n. A spring: an origin.

SOar'-krdot, ft. A German dish.

Soar'ly, ad. In a sour manner.
Senr'neiSjtt. Acidity :—asperity,

us, n. [Fr.] A French penny.
use, «. Pickle made of pigs* feet,

Ac.:—v. L To steep in pickle:—to
plunge into water.

Sooth, n. One of the cardinal points.

—a. Lying in a southern direction.—
ad. Towards, or from, the south.

South-east', ft. A point between the
east and south.—a. Between the south
and east. [south-east.

Soath-east'ern, a. Towards the
Soath'er-ljr, a. Lying towards the
south.

Soath'ern, a. Belonging to the south.

Soath'mdst, a. Farthest towards the

south.
Sooth'ward, n. The southern parts.

—ad. Towards the south.

Soath-west', ft. A point between
south and west—a, Between the
south and west. [south-west

South-west'ern, a. Towards the
Souve'nlr, n. [Fr.l A keepsake.
Sov'er-eftfrn, a. Supreme in power.

—ft. One invested with absolute
authority :—an English coin.

Sov'er-eiffn-ty, n. Supreme power.
Sow, ft. A female pig.

Sow, v. t To scatter, as seed—v.i. To
scatter seed.

SOy, n. A kind of sauce.
Spa, ft. A mineral water. [time.

Space, n. Room ; extension :—a short

Spa/clous, a. Wide : roomy.
Spa'ciOas-ly, ad. Extensively.
pa'cious-ness, ft. Roominess.

Spade, ft. A sort of shovel :—a suit of

cards.
Spa-dI'ceou»,a. Relating to a spadix.

Spa-dllle', ft. [Fr.] The ace of spades.
Spa'dix,n. [L.] A fleshy spike.

Span, ft. The space of nine inches :—
any short duration :—a pair.—v. t. To
measure with the fingers extended.

Span'gle, n. A small plate of metal.
—v. t. To set with spangles.

Spaniard, n. A native of Spain.
Span'tel,n. A sporting dog.
Span'lsh, n. The language of Spain,

—a. Relatingto Spain.
Spank, v. t To strike with the open
hand. [person.

Spank'er, n. A small coin :—a stout
Spar, ft. A mineral :—a rafter :—

a

round piece of timber,—v. i. To flght

;

to quarrel.
Spar'a-ble, ft. A small nail for shoes.
Spare, ».(. To preserve :—to use fru-

gally:—to grant :—to forbare to inflict

—if. i. To be frugal or merciful.—a.
Scanty: frugal :—thin :—superfluous.
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8PARBLY

Bpmr&ljy <id. In a spare manner.
Spart'neM, a. 8tate of being spare.
Spare'rlb, n. Ribs of pork.
Sparing, a. Frugal; saving.
Spar'ins;-ly, ad. Frugally. [lant
Spark, n. A particle of fire :—a gal-
Spar'Icle, n. A spark; a luminous
particle.^, i. To emit sparks.

Sp&r'row, n. A small bird.
Spar7row-hawk, n. A kind of hawk.
Sparry, a. Resembling spar.
Sparse, a. Thinly scattered.
Sparse'ly, ad. In a sparse manner.
Spasm, n. A violent convulsion.
Spas-mod'ie, o. Having spasms.
Spa-tba'eeoua, a. Relating to a
spathe.

Spathe. n. A kind ofsheath.
Spath'ic, a. Like a spathe.

IpT^o^'.'}* Relating toaspathe.

Spat'ter, v. t. To sprinkle ; to throw.
Spav'In, n. A disease in horses.
Spar'lned, a. Diseased with spavin.
Spawn, n. The eggs of fish or froga—

v. L 6ci. To deposit spawn.
Speak, v. i. To express thoughts by
words.—*, t. To utter ; to pronounce.

Speak'a-ble, a. Capable of being
spoken.

Speak'er, n. One who speaks:—the
presiding officer in a deliberative as-
sembly.

Speak'er-shlp, n. The office of
speaker.

Spear, n. A long, pointed weapon.—
v. t. To pierce with a spear.-^r. i. To
shoot or sprout.

Spear'mint, n. A species of mint.
Special (spesh-1), a. Particular;
peculiar; uncommon.

8p£'dal-ly, ad. Particularly.
Special-ty, n. A special contract :—
a special object of attention.

Specie, n. Coined or hard money.
Spe'cle*, n. A number of things com-
prehended under a genus ; a kind.

Specific, n. An efficacious medicine.
Spe»eIFlc, la. Distinguishing one
Spe«elFi-eal, f from another.
8pe-cIFi-eal-ly, ad. In a specific
manner. riy.

Spee'1-fy, v. t. To mention particular-
Spec'l-men, n. A sample; a model.
Spacious, a. Plausible; apparently

right.

Spe'clous-ly, ad. Plausibly.
Speck, n. A small discoloration; a
stain.—v. L To mark with specks.

Spec'kle, n. A little spot.—*. I To
mark with small spots.

Spec'kled, a. Marked with spots.
Spee'tn-cle, n. A show ; an exhibi-
tion.—pL Glasses to assist the sight.

Spee-tae'u*lar,a. Relating to specta-

Spec-ta'tor, n. A looker-on

.

Spee'tral, a. Relating to spectres.
Spectre, n. An apparition ; a ghost

SPICE 309
Spee'triun, n. [L.J Rays of light
separated by a prism.

Spfe/a-lar, a. Relating to a mirror.
Spec'u-late, v. i. To meditate :-to
Duy in order to sell again.

Sp&B-u-la'tion, n. Act of specula-
ting :—a mercantile transaction.

SpeVu-la-tlve, o. Contemplative

;

theoretical. datesSp£ea.la-tor, n. One who spec*
MpeVa-lAm, n. [L.] A mirror:—

a

surgical instrument. [an address.
Speech, n. Articulate utterance:—
Speech'1-fy, v. i. To make a speech.
Speech/leas, o. Deprived of speech

;

silent.

Speed, v. i. To make haste ; to suc-
ceed.—v. L To hasten ; to assist.—n.
Quickness; haste.

gPffd'i-ly, ad. With speed ; quickly.
Speed'1-neas, n. Quality of being
speedy.

Speed'y* a. Quick ; nimble.
Spell, n. A charm ; enchantment :—

a

turn of work :—a short time.—v. U&i.
To name the letters forming a word

:

—to take a turn at work.
Spell'boond, a. Bound by a spell.
Spell'J nff, n. Act of one who spells

;

orthography. [spelling.
Spelling-book, n. A book teaching
Spelt, n. A kind of grain.
Spel'ter, n. Impure zinc
Spen'cer, n. A short outer garment.
Spend, v. t. To consume ; to waste

;

to expend.—*, i. To make expense

;

to be lost. [lavisher.
Spend'thrift, n. A prodigal; a
Spere, v.t To ask ; to pry into.
Sperm, n. Animal seed :—spermaceti.
Sper-ma-ce'tl, n. An oil obtained
from the whale.

Sper-mat'lc, \a. Relating to
Sper-mat'i-cal, / sperm.
Spew, v. t. To vomit ; to cast forth.—

v. i. To vomit ; to ease the stomach.
Spheae. n. A wedge :—a mineral.

S££33>1,}"- Wedge-shaped.

Sphere, n. A globe :— province :—
compass of action.-^;, t. To place
in a sphere.

SpheVlc, \a. Relating to a sphere.
Spher'l-cal,j
Sph£r'l-cal-ly, ad. In the form of a
sphere. [sphere.

8phe>'ic9, n. The doctrine of the
Sphe'rold, n. A body nearly spheri-

cal.

Sphe-rold'al, )a. Having the
Sphe-rold'1-cal, j form of a sphe-

roid.
Spher/file,n. A little sphere.
Sphinx, n. An Egyptian monster.
Sphra-gls'tfcs, n. The science of

seals and autographs.
Spice, n. An aromatic vegetable sub-
stance :—a small quantity.—v. t To
season with spice.
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Spi'eer-y, n. Spices in general
Splc'u-la,n. [L.] A small spike.
Sple'u-lar, a. Resembling a dart.
Spi'ey* a. Abounding in spice.
Spi'der,n. An insect that spins a web:
—an iron stewpan.

Spigot, n. A peg to stop a faucet
Spike, n. An ear of corn:—a large
nail.—v. I. To fasten with spikes.

Spike'nard, n. An aromatic plant
Spi'ky, a. Having spikes.
Spile, n. A peg ; a spigot.
Spill, v. L To shed ; to pour out.—v. t.

To waste : to be shed.
Spin , v. t. & i. To draw out into threads:
—to protract.

Spln'aeh, n. A garden plant.
Spi'nal, a. Relating to the spine.
Spln'dle, n. A pin used in spinning,
—v. i. To become thin or tall.

Spln'dllnff, a. Long and slender.
Spine, n. The backbone:—a large
thorn.

Spi'nel, n. A species of ruby.
Spln'et, w. A musical instrument.
Spink, n. A finch ; a bird.
Spln'ner,n. One who spins ; a spider.
Spln'ningr-J€n'ny, n, A machine
Tor spinning cotton.

Spi-nose', a. Spinous ; thorny.
Spi'nous, a. Full of thorns.
Spln'ster, n. A woman who spins :—
an unmarried woman.

Spin'stry, n. The work of spinning.
Spi'ny, a. Thorny • briery.
Splr'a-cle, n. A breathing hole ; a
pore.

Spi'ral, a. Winding like a screw.
Spi'ral-ly. ad. In a spiral form.
Spire, n. A winding like a screw :—

a

steeple.—v. i. To shoot up pyramidi-
cally.

Splr'it, n. The immaterial and im-
mortal part ofman ; a ghost:—temper:
—ardor :—strong liquor.—v. t To ani-
mate ; to excite ; to kidnap.

Splr'if-ed, a. Lively ; full of fire.

Splr'it-less, a. Without spirit.

Splr-l-to'so, [It] With spirit.

Splr'lt-oo», a. Partaking of spirit

;

ardent.
Spirits, n. Ardent spirits :—vivacity.
Splr^t-a-al, a. Relating to the spirit:

—holy :—ecclesiastical.
Splr'it-n-al-lsni,n. Spiritual nature:
—the doctrine that intercourse is held
with departed spirits.

Splr'lt-a-al-lsl, n. One who is spir-
itual :—an adherent to spiritualism.

Splr'lt*u-al-ise, v. I To render
spiritual. [manner.

Splr'it-u-al-ly, ad. In a spiritual
Splr'lt-u-ons, o. Having the qual-
ity of spirit ; ardent.

Bpi-rom'e-ter. n. An instrument
lor measuring air in respiration.

Spirt, v. i. Set To. stream or throw
out, as a fluid.—n. An ejection; a

port.

SPOOL

Spi'ry, a. Pyramidal ; spiral
Spit, v. i. & t. To throw out spittle ; to
eject—n. Saliva :—a prong used for
roasting meat—v. t To put on a spit

Spite, n. Rancorous illwill .—defiance.
—v. I To vex ; to thwart

Spite'ful, a. Full of spite.

Spite'fal-ly, ad. Maliciously.
Spit'tie, n. Moisture ofthe mouth.
Spit-toon', n. A vessel to spit in.
Splash, v. I To spatter with water or
mud.

Splash'y , a. Full of dirty water.
Splay, v. L To dislocate or break :—to
slope.—n. A sloping surface.—o. Dis-
played; turned outward.

Spleen, n. A glandular organ :—ill-

numor :—melancholy.

SPlSKSJ^Jo. Peevish; fretful.

__. iit, a. Shining ; bright
Splen'dld, a. Having splendor ; mag-

Spleen'y
Splen'de

nificent ; sublime.
Splen'dtd-ly, ad. Magnificently.
Spl€n'dor, n. [L. ] A great show

;

brilliancy ; pomp. [table.

Splen'e-tie, a. Full of 6pleen; irri-

Spliee, n. The joining oftwo ropes
without a knot—v. t To join the ends
of a rope.

Splint. ) n, A thin pieoe ofwood

:

Splln'ter, J —a tumor.—v. L To
secure by splints.

Splln'ter-y, a. Having splinters.

Split, v. L To cleave lengthwise.—v. i.

To burst in sunder.—n. Act of split-

ting ; division.
Splttt'ter, n. Bustle ; tumult.—v. i.

To speak confusedly.
Spoil, v. L To plunder ; to corrupt—

v. i. To practise robbery ; to decay.—
n. Plunder; booty.

Spoke, n. A barofa wheel :—a round
of a ladder.

Spokes'man, n. One who speaks for
others.

Spo'li-ate. v. t. To rob ; to plunder.
Spo-ll-a'tlon, n. Act of plunder-
ing.

Spon-da'ie, la. Pertaining to
Spdn-da'l-cal, j a spondee.
Spdn'dee, n. A poetic foot of two
long syllables.

Spdn'dy 1, n. A joint of the spine.
Sponge, n. A soft marine substance :

—soft dough.—v. L To wipe with a
sponge :—to oppress.— v. i. To imbibe

:

—to live by mean arts. [spongy.
Spon'fff-nes*, n. Quality of being
Spon'gy, a. Soft ; porous.,
Spon'nal, a. Relating to marriage.
Sponsor, n. One who is surety lor an
Infant in baptism. [tion.

Spftn-ta-ne'i-ty, n. Voluntary ac-
Spon-ta'ne-ooa, a. Acting of itself

;

voluntary. [beid.
Rpftn-toon', n. A weapon like a hal-
R»>«>ol. n. A hollow cylinder to wind

1 thread on.— r. t. To wind on a spooL
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Spten't

8POON

n. A utensil used In mating
quids.—v. L To lade with a spoon.

SpoWbttl, n. A wading bird. [hold.
Spaan'fnl, *. Ab much as a spoon can
Spo-rad'ie, a. Scattered; attacking
Tew at a time.

Spo-rad'i-eal, a. Not epidemicaL
Spore, In. The reproductive sub-
Spar*Ate, / stance ofa nowerless plant.

Sport, *. Diversion; mirth :—hunting.—v. L To divert ; to make merry.—v. i.

To play:—to game.
Spdrfral, a. Full of sport; merry.

Sporfire, n. Gay ; merry. [ner.

pdrfIre-ljr. ad. In a sportive man-
Sporta'man, n. One who pursues

field-sports.

Spot, n. A blot; disgrace :—any par-
ticular place.—v. t. To tarnish; to dis-

grace, [cent.

Spot'leas, a. Free from spots; inno-
Spot'ted, a. Having spots.

Spot'ted'f&ver, n. A malignant
fever.

Spot'ted-neasOn. State of being
Spftt'tl-noM, / spotted.
Sp6t'tjr,a. Full of spots, [n. Marriage.
Spoa'sal, u. Nuptial; matrimonial.—
Spouse, n. A husband or wife.—w. L
To espouse.

SpOOt, n. A projecting mouth of a
vessel ; a pipe.—v. L To pour with
violence.—i. i. To issue from a spout.

Sprain, v. U To overstrain the liga-

ments.—n. A strain of ligaments.
Sprat, n. A nmall sea- fish.

Sprawl, v. i. To lio with the limbs
stretched out.

Spray, n. Foam of the sea :—a twig.
Spread, v. L To extend; to expand.—

v.i. TO extend itself.—n. Extent;
expansion :—a cover.

Spree, a. A noisy frolic.

Sprlv.n. A small branch:—a brad.—
r. t. To adorn with sprigs.

Sprlff'ffy* <*• FuU of sprigs.

Sprig-lit. a. A spirit ; a ghost.
Spriffht'lt-nosn, n. Vigor; gayety.
Sprifat'ly.^TSay; lively.

Spring, v.i To issue; to arise:—to
bound; to start—v. t. To start ; to dis-

charge—n. The vernal season :—elas-
tic lbrce ; a leap :—a source.

Springe, n. A snare.—v. L To en-

BQUARK 811

Sprlnr'-tide, n. A high tide at new
and full moon.

Springy, a. Full of springs.—a Con-
taining springs; elastic.

Bprln'kle. v. t. To scatter in small
drops.—v. i. To scatter drops ; to rain.
—n. A small quantity scattered.

Sprlnk'ling, n. A scattering in small
drops.

Sprit, n. A sprout :—a small boom.
Sprite, *. A spirit.

Sprod, n. A young salmon.
Sprout, v. t To germinate; to shoot.

—a. The shoot of a plant.

Spruee, a. Trim; neat without ele-
gance.—«. <. To dress with affected
neatness.—v. L To trim ; to dress.—n.
An evergreen tree. [spruce*

Spruce'-bee>, n. Beer tinctured with
Spruee'nesn. n. Neatness ; trimness.
Sprj, o. Nimble ; lively.

Spud, n. A short knife.
Spume, v. i. To foam; to froth.—n.
Foam; scum. [foamy.

Spu'moua, or Spu'mjr, a. Frothy;
Spun*?, n. A soft marine substance.
Spank, n. Rotten, inflammable wood;
tinder.

Spunk'y, a. Spirited ; brisk.
Spar. n. A sharp goad worn on the
heel oy horsemen :—an incitement :—
a snag :—a branch ofamountain range.—v. L To prick with a spur ; to incite:
—to fix a spur to.

Spnr'gsUl, v. t. To wound with a spur.—n. A wound made by a spur.
Spurge, n. A purgative plant
Spu'rl-ouft, a. Counterfeit ; false.
Spu'rl-oua-ly, ad. Falsely.
Spurn, v. t. To kick :—to reject with
disdain.—v. i. To manifest disdain :—
to kick.—n. Contemptuous treatment.

Spurred, a. Wearing spurs.
Spur'ri-er, n. One who makes spun.
Spurt, n. A sudden rejection :—short
effort—v. i.&L To throw out.

Sput'ter, v. i. To emit moisture ; to
speak hastily.—v. t. To throw out
with a noise.

Spntfter-er, n. One who sputters.
Spy. n. An emissary sent to watch the
actions ofan enemy.—v. t. To discov-
er at a distance.—v. i. To search; to
act as a spy.

Spy'-grlasn, n. A small telescope.
Squab, a. Unfeathered ; short and
stout—n. A cushion:—a young pig-
eon.

Squab'ble. v. i. To quarrel ; to scuf-
fle.—n. A brawl ; a quarrel.

Squad, n. A company or small party.
Squad'ron, n. A body of armedmen

:

—part of a fleet
Squal'ld, a. Foul ; filthy.

Squa-lld'i-ty, n. Quality of being
squalid.

Squall, v. i. To scream, as a child.—
n. A loud scream •—a gust of wind.

Squall'y, o. Windy ; stormy.
Squa'lold. a. Resembling a shark.
Squa'lor, n. [L.] Coarseness ; flltbl-

nesB.

iSS^S^';} - Covered wtthscrte..

Sqnan'der, v. t. To spend lavishly.

Square, a. Having four equal sides
and four right angles: -equal:—honest.
—n. A figure with four right angles
and four equal sides :—a square space :

—a measuring rule :—the product of a
number multiplied into itself.—v. t T<\

make square; to multiply by itself.

-t.i ToBuitwith.
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Soaaih, v. L To cnuh into polo.—ft.

Any thing soft:—agarden vegetable.
Squat, v. t. To sit close to the ground:
—to settle on public lands without a
title.—a. Cowering:—short and thick.

Squat'tor, n. One who settles on pub-
lic land without a title.

Squaw, n. An Indian woman.
Squeak, v. i. To make a shrill noise.
—n. A shrill, quick cry.

Squeal.n. A shrill, sharp cry.—v. i. To
cry with a shrill, sharp sound.

Squeam'isk, a. Fastidious.
Squ6am'tsh-n<a»,n. Fastidiousness.
lqnMse,v.(. To press; to crush.—

v. i. To crowd.—n. Act of squeezing.
Squib, n. A little firework : a flash.

Squill, n . A medicinal root :—a shell-

fish :—an insect.

Squint, a. Having an oblique look,
—v. i. To look obliquely.

Squlnf-ayed, a. Having oblique
vision.

Squire, n. A contraction of esquire.—
v. t To attend : to wait on.

Squirm, v. i. To twist and struggle.
Squirrel, n. A small animal.
Squirt, v. t. To throw out in a stream,

—ft. A pipe to elect liquor.
tab, v. C To pierce with a pointed
weapon.—v. L To give a wound.—n.
A wound wish a sharp weapon.

Sta-bll'1-tjr, n. Steadiness; firmness.
Sta'ble. a. Fixed ; steady ; constant.
—n. A house for beasts.—v. i. To
dwell in a stable.—v. t. To put into a
stable.

St&'bllnff, n. Stables in general.
St&'bly, ad. In a stable manner.
Stac-ca'td, [It.] Denoting a pointed

distinct manner.
Stack, n. A large pile of grain :—

a

number of chimneys.—v. t To pile up
in stacks.

Stae'to.n. [L.] Oil ofmyrrh.
Sta'di-am, ». [L.1 A race-ground;
—a measure of length.

Stadt'hdld-er. n. The chief magis-
trate of Holland.

Stall*, n. A stick for support:—ensign
ofoffice :—astanm.—n, A set of offi-

cers or attaches.
Star, ». A male deer.
Stave, n. A raised floor or platform

:

—the theatre :—a degree of advance

:

—a stage-coach.
St&ge'-c6ach, ft. A public coach.
Sta*e/-play, n. Theatrical entertain-
ment

Stajr'ger, v. (. To reel .—to hesitate.

Stajr'arers, n. A disease in horses.

Staff'inff, n. A stage. Ting.

Staf'nant, a. Motionless ; not flow-
Staf'nato. v.i. To become stagnant
Staar-na'tion, n. Absence of motion.
Staid, a. Sober ;jr»ve ; steady.

_ «. Sobriety ; gravity.
Stain, v. t To discolor :—to disgrace,
—a. Discoloration :—disgrace.

STAPLE

w»mmmr
t
n. A step for ascending.

Stair'eafte, n. Framework ofa flight
ofstepa

Stake, ft. A post; a wager ; a pledge,
—v. t. To defend with stakes :—to
wager.

Sta-Iae'tite, n. A mineral in the form
of an icicle.

Stal-ae-tlt'te, ) a. Relating to
Stal-ae-tlt'i-eal, / stalactites:
Sta-lag/mito, n. A deposit of car-
bonate oflime on the floor of a cavern:
—a plant [mites.

Stal-af-mlflc, a. Relating tostalag-
Stale,a. Stagnant; tastelessiraded.—ft.

A long handle :—urine of beasts.—v. i.

To discharge urine.
Stale'ne**, n. State of being stale.

Stalk, v.i To walk with stately steps.
—«. The stem of a plant :—• stately
step

Stalk'jr, a. Like a stalk.
Stall, n. A stand for a beast:—a bench:
—a place where something is sold.—
v. L To place in a stall.

Stall'-ted, a. Fed with dry feed.
St*irIon, n. A horse for raising stock.
Stal'wart, a. Strong ; brave ; bold.
Sta'men, n. [L.1 Foundation ; tex-
ture;—the fertilising organ of a flower.

Stam'l-nal, a. Relating to stamens.
Sta-mln'e-oua, a. Consisting of
stamens. [ing.

Btam'mer, v. i. To hesitate in speak-
Stamp, v. L To strike with the foot

:

—to mark.-^. i. To strike the foot
downward.—n. An instrument for
making an impression:—an impres-
sion :—a cast :—authority.

Stam-pede', n. A sudden fright and
scampering.

Stanch, v. t. To stop the flowing o£—
v. i. To cease to flow ; to stop.—a.
8ound; trusty; hearty.

Stanch'ion, ». A prop; a support
Stanch'neaft, n. The state of being
stanch.

Stand, v.i To be upon the feet :—to
halt ; to persist—1>. L To endure ; to
suffer.—n. A station ; a halt ; a small
table.

Stand'ard, n. An ensign :—an estab-
lished rule ; a test.—<l Having a per-
manent value.

Stand'ard-bear'er, n. A bearer of
a standard.

Stand ' lng;, p. a. Settled ; stagnant—
n. Continuance; rank.

Stand'ish, n. A case for pen and ink.
Stanar* n. A long bar ; a pole.
Stan'na-ry, n. A tin-mine.—«. Re-
lating to tin-mines.

Stau'nlc, a. Relating to tin.

Stan'aa,**. A series of lines combined
in a poem or hymn.

Btan-ma'le, a. Composed of stanzas.
StA'ple, n. A mart:—a fibre:—a chief

article of produce :—a loop of iron.—a.
Settled ; principal.
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Star, n. A luminous heavenly bod/:—
mark of honor :—an asterisk . [a snip.

Starboard, n. The right-hand side of
Stareli, n. A substance for stiffening

linen.—«. Stiff; precise; starched.—
v. L To stiffen with starch.

Starched, p. a. Stiffened ; formal
Stareh'y, a. Pertaining to starch.

Stare, v. <. To look with fixed eyes.—
».t To affect by stares.—n. A fixed
look :—a bird.

SUtrTlnelft, n. A bird.
StarTlali, n. A marine animal.
Star/-ffa*-er, n. An astronomer.
Stark, a. Here ; simple ; sheer.—ad.
Wholly; entirely.

Star'tesa, a. Haying no stars visible.
Starsiisrlit, n. Thelight of the stars.

—a. Lighted by the stars.

Stsu^-Uke, a. Bright ; illustrious.

Star'lina;, ft. A bird:—a defence to

Stkr'ry, a. Pertaining to stars.

Start, v. i. To move suddenly; to set
out :—to shrink.—v. L To alarm ; to
put in motion :—to call forth.—«. A
sadden motion : act of commencing.

Star'tle, v. i. To shrink with sudden
fear.—«. L To fright ; to shock.—n.
8udden alarm ; terror.

Start'Una, p. a. Suddenly surprising.
Star-vsVtTon, n. Act of starving;
famishment.

Starve, v. i. To perish with hunger or
cold.—v. t. To kill with hunger or cold

Starve'llnsr. n. A lean animal.—a.
Hungry; pining.

State, n. Condition :—rank :—crisis :—
pomp :—estate .-—civil power: a com-
monwealth.—v. t. To express in words.

Stat'ed, p. a. Regular; established.
Stat'ed-lj, ad. Regularly.
Statt'li-iiess, n. Grandeur; majesty.
Statedly, a. Grand ; majestic
State'ineiit, n. Tbe act of stating.
State'-r66in, n. A magnificent apart-
ment :—a room in a vessel.

State*'man,n. One versed in the art
of government.

Stai'ftc, 1 a. Relating to stat-

Stafi-eal, I lcs-

Stat'les, n. Science of weighing bod-
ies.

StaVtlon, n. A fixed place :—a stop-
ping-place:—condition oflife.—v. I To
fix in a certain place.

Sta'tlon-al, a. Relating to a station.
Sta'tlon-a-ry, a. Fixed ; standing ;

motionless. [paper, Ac.
Sta'tlon-er, n. A dealer in books,
Sta't1on-€r-y, n. The wares of a

stationer.
Sta-tls'tlc. \a. Relating to statis-
Sta-tla'tl-cal. / tics.

0tat-is-tX'cian, n. One who is versed
In statistics.

Sta-tla'tlcs, n. A collection of f^ts
respecting the civil condition of a
people.
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Sta'tive, a. Relating to a fixed camp.
Stat'n-a-ry, a. The art of earring

statues :—a statue :—a sculptor.
Stat'ne. n. An image carved from
some solid substance.

Stat'are, a. Height of any animal.
StaCii-ta-l>le,a. According to statute.
Stat'ate, u. A law enacted by a leg-

islative body.
Stat'n-to-ry , a. Enacted by statute.
Stave, v. t. To break in pieces ; to
push.—n. A thin piece of timber for
casks:—a staff.

Stay, v. i. To continue in a place ; to
waif.—v. t To stop :—to support.—n.
Continuance ; a stop :—a support

Staved, p. a. Fixed ; staid.
SXay'laee, n. A lace to fasten stays

with. [stays.
Stay'-malt-er. n. One who makes
Stays, n. A bodice for women :—ropes

to support a ship's roast.

St«ad,n. Room ; place :—the frame of
a bed. [constant.

Stead'fast, a. Established in place ;

Stead'faat-nesa, n. Firmneas ; con-
stancy.

St«ad't-ly, ad. With steadiness.
Btlad'l-n&a. n. Stability ; constancy.
Stead'y, c Firm ; consent.- v. I. To
make or keep steady.

Steals, n. A slice of meat.
teal, v. t To take what Is another's.
—1>. t. To practise theft ; to withdraw
secretly.

Stealth, n. A secret act ; secrecy.
Stealth'j, a. Performed by stealth.
Steam, n. An elastic fluid: ; vapor.—

v. i. To send up vapors :—to travel by
steam.—v. t To heat with steam.

Steam'»bdat, n. A vessel propelled
by steam.

Steani'-€ii-fptne, n. An engine work-
ed by steam.

Stlsm'er, ft.

steam.
Stfa-tite, ft. Soanstone.
Steed, n. A spirited horse.
Steel, n. Iron combined with carbon:
—armor.—a. Made of steel.—v. t To
edge with steel ; to harden.

Steel'yard,n. A balance for weighing.
Ste*pr a. Greatly inclined ; precipi-
tous.—ti. A steep ascent or descent.—
v. i. To soak ; to dip.

Steeple, ft. The spire of a church.
8teep'neaA,n. State of being steep.
Steer, n. A young ox.—r. t. To ai

rect ; to guid?.— v. r. To direct a
course.

Stee>'afte, n. Act of steering:—an
apartment in a ship for poorer passen-
gers, [ship.

Kfeers'mnn, v. One who steers a
Stei'lnr. a. Relating to the stars.

Stei'late. la. Radiated like a
St«l'lat-ed, £ star.

Stel-lIFer-ons, a. Having stars.

Sttl'lu-lar, o. Star-like; stany.

A vessel propelled bj
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314 STEM

Bt6m, n. The stalk of a plant —a fam-
ily :—the prow of a ship.—* 1. To op-
pose, a* a current

SMn«a. a. An offensive smell.
Stto'ell, n. A thin piece of perforat-
ed metal used in painting and mark-
ing.—v. I To paint with a stencil.

0te>u-ftsr'r*-ptier, n. One versed in
stenography. [ography.

0ttaH»-sjT*pli'te,a. Relating to sten-

Stan-teVa-pky, a. Art of writing
in short-hand.

8t«n-t6'ri-an, a. Loud; vociferous.

St4p, v. i. To move with the feet.—n.
Apace:—a stair:—a degree:—an ac-

tion.
Stftppe, n. A vast uncultivated plain.
Ster-co-r&'eeous, a. Relating to

dung. (stereography.
St€r-e-a-srr&ph'lc, a. Relating to

St*r-e-A§rrn-nhv ,n. The artofdraw-
ing forms of solid bodies upon a plane.

St#r-e-6m'e-iry, «. Art of measur-
ing solid bodies.

St6r'e-o-aedpe, a. An optical instru-
ment which gives to pictures the ap-
pearance of reality. [stereoscope.

St6r-e~o-scdp'ic, a. Relating to the
8t£r-e-ttt'o-my, n. The art of cut-
ting solid bodies into various forms.

St*r'e-©-trpe, n. A plate of metallic
type for printing :—the art of forming
metallic plates.—?, t. To make stereo-
type plates.—a. Pertaining to stereo-
type, [otypes.

8ter/e-©-tyr>«*r, n. One who stere-

Ste>'ile, a. Barren; not fertile.

Ste-rll'i-ty, a. Barrenness, unfru it-

fulness.
BMr'il-ise. v. t. To make barren.
Sterling, a. Genuine; standard.
Stern, a. Severe of look; rigid.—n.
The hind part of a ship.

Stern'ly. ad. In a stern manner.
Stern'neaa, n. Severity; harshness.
Ster'nnm, n. [L.] The breast-bone.
Ster-nu-ta'tion, n. The act of sneez-

ing.
Ster-nfi'ta-to-ry, n. Medicine for
sneezing.—a. Causing sneezing.

Ster'to-roft«, a. Respiring deeply.
SMth'o-ncdpe. n. An instrument
used to distinguish sounds in the chest.

St$'ve-d6re. n. One employed in
loading and unloading vessels.

Stew, t\ /. To boil slowly.—v. t To be
boiled slowly.—n Meat stewed:—

a

brothel :—confusion. [affairs.

Stew'ard, n. A manager of another's
Stew'ard**hlp, n. The office of a
steward

Stlb'i-al, a. Relating to antimony.
Stloll, n. A verse in poetry.
Stl-chftm'e-try . n . List of the books
of Scripture.

Stick, n. A piece of wood ; a staff —a
stab.—u. t. To attach :—to stab -v. t.

To adhere '—to stop :—to hesitate.

SUek'i-ncaa, a. Adhesive quality.

STIRRUP

3tle'kle, r. (. To contend ; to alter-

cate.
Stlck'ler, n. An obstinate contender.
Stick'jr, a. Adhesive; glutinous.
Stiff, a. Rigid ; stubborn ; formal
Stiffen, v. t. To make stiff.-*, i. To
grow stiff.

StlflT-neeked, a. Having a stiffneck;
stubborn.

Sti'fle, v. t. To suffocate; to suppress.
Stljr/ina. n. A brand ; a mark of in

iainy :—the top of the pistil.

Ktljr'ma-tise, v.t. To mark with
infamy; to brand.

Stile, a. A set of steps for passing ovei
a fence :—pin of a sun-dial.

StM#t'to, n. [It.] A small dagger.
Still, v. L To make silent.—o. Silent
calm :—motionless.—axL Till now
nevertheless.—a. A vessel for distil-

lation.
Sdl-la'tlm, ad, [L] By drops.
Stillborn, a. Born lifeless.

StlU'-life. n A representation of
things without animal life.

Stilly, ad. Silently; calmly.
Stilt, v. L To raise; to elevate.
Stllta, n. Supports used in walking.
Stlra'u-lant, o. Tending to excite.—

n. A stimulating medicine; excite-
ment [on.

tttlm'a-late. v.t. To excite ; to spur
Stlm-n-lsVtloB, n. Act of stimula-
ting : -action of stimulants.

Stlm'u-la-tfve, a. Tending to stim-
ulate.—n. That which stimulates.

StIm'u-la-tor,n. One who stimulates.
Stlm'n-laa, a. [L.J A spur; a stimu-

lant.

Stlnsr, v. t. To pierce with a sting.—
n. A sharp point:—any thing that
gives pain.

Stln'frl-neaa, a. Extreme avarice.
Stlnspins;, p. a. Piercing with a sting.

Stln'sjry, <*• Covetous ; avaricious.
Stink, v. t. To emit an offensive smell.
—n. An offensive smell.

Stint, f. t To limit ; to confine.—n.
A limit ; a task.

Stipe, 7i. The stalk of a fern leal
Sti'pend. n. Wages ; a settled pay.
Sti-pgn'dl-a-rjr, a. Relating to a
stipend.—n. On
stipend.

3ne who receives a

Stlp'ple, «. f. To engrave by means
or dots.—n. An instrument used in
stippling.

Stlp'a-late, v. i. To contract; to en-
gage.—o^ m

Having stipules.

Stlp-u-Ia'tion, n. A contract ; con-
dition.

Stlp'u-la-tor, n. One who contracts.
Stlp/nle,n. [L.] A scale at the baseofa

leaf-stalk.

Stir, v. t. To put in motion ; to agitate;
to incite.—v. i. To move; to be in
motion.—n. Tumult ; disturbance.

Stir'rap, a. A ring for a horseman's
foot
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STITCH

SUten,«. I. To aew ; to unite.—v. t. To
work with a needle.- -n. A single pass
of a needle .—a sharp pain. [oxen

Stlth'y, n An anv*l :—a disease in

Stive, v. L To stuff up .—to heat.
Sti'ver, n. A Dutch coin.

Stoak, v. t. To choke . to stop.

«toat,?i. An animal.
fttoek, n. The bod) of a plant :—

a

post :—a dunce :—a neckcloth —line-
age :—cattle in genrral :—a fuud of
money :—a handle.—v. (. To store or
furnish.

8toek-ade',n. An enclosure ofstakes.
—r. t To fortify witb Hockades.

Stoek'-bro-ker, n. One who deals
in stocks.

Stock'-ex-enanffe, 4. The system
qf effecting the purchase and sale of
stock by brokers. [salt.

Stoek'fiah, n. Codfish dried without
Stoek'hold-er, n. An ownerof stock.

StOck'Inc. n. A covering for the
foot and leg.

Stoek'lsh, a. Hard ; blockish.
Stoek'-Jdb-binff, n Speculation in

stocks.
Stock*, n. A framr for confining the

legs of criminals :—public funds.
Stock'-atlll, a Motionless.
Stock'jr,ct. Short and thick.
Kto'fte, n. One who is unfeeling.
ftto'le, \a. Relating to the Stoics:

Sto'l-eal, J —unfeeling.
Sto'l-clsm, n. The doctrines of the
Stoics :—Insensibility. [priest

Stole, n. A robe; the vestment of a
Stol'id, a. Very dull ; stupid.
Sto-Hd'ft-ty, n. Dullness of intellect.

Stom'ach, n. The organ of digestion.
—appetite :—temper :—pride.—v. t To
receive in the stomach :—to resent :—
to endure. [breast

Stom'a-ehee, n. An ornament for the
Sto*mach'le, n. A medicine for the
stomach.—a. Relating to the stomach.

Stone, n. A mass of mineral matter: —
a concretion in the kidneys:—a weight:
—a monument.— a. Made or consisting
of stone.—v. L To beat with stones.

Stone'-blind, a. Completely blind.
Stone7-eat-ter, n. One who cuts

stones.
Stone'-frnftt, n. Fruit that contains a
stone.

Stone's'-caat, n. The distance to
which a stone may be thrown.

Stone7-irare, n. Ware made of fl int
and clay. [stony.

Stdn't-nesa. n. The state of being
Stdn'y, a. Made of or full of stones.

Stook, n. A shock of corn containing
twelve sheaves.—v. L To set up in
stooks. [plant.

Stool, n. A seat without a back :—

a

Stoop, v. 1 To bend down :—to yield

;

to condescend.—n. The act of stooping:
—a vessel of liquor:—a porch with
steps.

STRAND 815

Stop. v. t. To hinder from proceeding;
to check : to obstruct.—v. i. To cease
to proceed.—n. A pause:—obstruction

:

—a point in writing.
Stop^-cock, n. A pipe to let out liquor.
Stop'page, n. Act of stop
Stop'per, In. That which is used
Stop'ple, / to close a hole or ves-

sel.

Stor'age, n. Price of storing.

Sto'rax, n. A plant :—a gum resin.

Store, n. A large quantity :—a ware-
house :—a retailer's shop—v. t. To
furnish ; to hoard.

Store'boose, n. A warehouse.
Sto'ried, a. Related in story:—hav-
ing a history.

Stork, n. A large bird.
Storm, n. A violent disturbance of
the atmosphere :—a violent assault :—
tumult — 1\ L To attack by force.—
v. t. To raise tempests ; to rage.

Storm'y, a. Tempestuous ; windy.
Stortli'infF, n. The parliament of
Norway.

Sto'ry, n. A narration ; fiction :—

a

floo* of a building. fries.

Std'ry*tell'er, n. One who tells sto-
Stoap, n. A basin :—a bucket.
Stoat, a. Strong ; fleshy :—brave :—
obstinate.—n. A strong beer.

Stoat'ly, ad. Lustily , obstinately.
Stoat'nesM, n. Strength ; boldness.
Stove, n. An apparatus for warming a
house.—v. L To keep warm in a heat-
ed house.

Sto'ver,n. Fodder for cattle. [der.
Stow, f». L To lay up ; to reposit in or-
Stow'ajre, n. Act of stowing :—room.
Stra'bleiin, )n. Act or habit of
Stra-blH'mua, J squinting.
Strad'dle, v. i. To separate the legs
widely.—n. An awkward walk.

StraarfrJe, v. i. To wander ; to rove.
Strifcjr'rler, n. A wanderer ; a rover.
Straight, a. Not crooked; direct.—

ad. Directly.
Straf|rJit'en, v. U To make straight.
Straiflrjit'for-irard, a. Direct ; up-
right

Straia;ht'iray, ad. Immediately.
Strain, v. t. To filter :—to sprain :—tc
make tense.—v. i. To make violent
efforts.—n. A violent effort :—a song.

Straln'er, n. An instrument for fit

tering.
Strait, a. Narrow; close: diffleult.-

n. A narrow pass —difficulty.
Strait'en, v. I. To make narrow :—to

distress. (confine maniacs.
Strait'-IAek'et, n. An apparatus to
Stralt'faeed, a. Stiff; strict.

Stralt'neas, n. Narrowness; distress.
Strake. n. Iron band of a wheel :—

a

scam between two planks In a ship.
Stra-inln'e-oftH, a. Light; chafly.
Strand, n. Shore :—one of the parts
of which a rope is composed.—v. t. To
force on the strand.
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Str&nre, a. Foreign ; unknown ; odd.
Str&»7r«r, n. One unknown; a for-

eigner.
Str*a'a;le, v. t. To kill by choking.
Strangles, n. Swellings in a hone's

throat. [gling.

Str&n-a^i-lii'tioii, n. Act of stran-

Str&n'ajn-ry, n. A difficulty in dis-

charging urine.
Sir*p,n.puv|»«j«. A narrow strip of leather.—
v.L To sharpen with a strap.

StrsVt*,n. (L.) Layera
StrAt'a-gesn, n. A scheme to obtain
some advantage. [gy.

Sirftt'e-fflat, n. One versed in strate-

Str&t'e-gy, n. Military science ; tac-

tics, [in layers.

Str&t-l-fl-c&'tion, n. Arrangement
Str&t'i-fY, v. L To form into layera
Stra-tOjr'ra-pby, n. a description
ofan army.

StraVtum, n. [L. J A layer, as of earth.
SirAw. n. The stalk ofgrain.
StrAw'ber-ry,n. A plantand its fruit.

StrAw'jr,o. Made of straw.
Stray, v. i. To wander ; to err.—n. An
animal lost by wandering.

Streak, n. A line of color ; a stripe.—
v. t To variegate.

Streak'y, a. Striped ; variegated.
Stream, n. A current of water or oth-
er fluid.—v. i. To flow : to issue forth.

Stream'er. n. An ensign ; a flag.

Stream'lei, n. A small stream.
Stream'j-, a. Abounding in streams.
Street, n. A public way in a city.

Streigrlit, n. A passage.
Strength, n. The active power ofan
animal body :—Intellectual power:—
energy ;—a fortress.

Strengthen,*, t To make strong.
—*. i. To grow strong. [thens.

Strena?'then*er, n. One who streng-
Stren'a-ona, a. Eagerly urgent ; ac-

tive, [manner.
Stren'u*ona-ljr, ad. In a strenuous
Stress, n. Importance; force; pres-

sure.
Stretch, v. t. To extend ; to expand.
—v. t To be extended.—n. Exten-
sion ; reach ; effort

Strew, v. t To spread ; to scatter.

Strlck'en, p. from strike. Afflicted

:

—advanced in years.
Strlc'kle, n. An instrument for whet-
ting scythes :—a levelling instrument.

Strict, a. Exact : severe ; rigorous.
Strict'news, n. Severity ; rigor.

Strict7Tire, n. A stroke :—contraction;
—a censure. [with strides.

Stride, n. A long step.—v. i. To walk
Strld'a-lons,o. MakingIsmail noise.
Strife, n. Contention ; contest
Stri-ffOee', a. Set with bristles.

Strike, v. 1. To hit :—to contract :—to
lower.—v. i. To hit; to dash:—to
cease from work so as to compel an in-

crease of wages—n. A dry measur *

—a revolt to obtain higher wagea

8TUDWUSNESS

Strfk'lna;,p. a. Surprising ; impres
slve.

Strik'liia>ly, ad. So as to impress.
Sarins, n. A cord: fibre :—series.—

v. t. To furnish with strings :—to nie.
Strln'arent, a. Binding ; urgent
StrlnaphAlt, n. A disease in horses.
Strlnaj'y, <*• Fibrous ; ropy.
Strip, v. t. To deprive of covering ; to
rob.—n. A long narrow piece.

Stripe, v. L To variegate with lines

:

—to beat—n. A colored streak; slash.
Strip'ed, a. Having stripes.
Strlp'lina;, n. A young person; a
youth.

Strive, v. i. To struggle ; to labor ; to
vie.

Strob'lle. n. [L.] The cone of the
flr-tree :—a pericarp.

Stro'cle, \n. An instrument used by
Stromal, / glass-makers.
Stroke, n. A blow :—a movement:—

affliction :—touch of a pencil.—v. t. To
rub gently. [in a boat

Strdkes'inaji,n. Thehindmostrower
Stroll, v. u To wander ; to rove.—n.
A ramble ; a wandering. [strolla

Stroll'er, n A vagrant: one who
StrOna;, o. Having strength :—intoxi-
cating.

Stronfrlidld, n. A fortified place.
Stron^lj, ad. With strength.
Strop, n. A piece of rope s—astrap.—
v.t To apply a strop to. [poem.

Stro'phe, n. A division of a Greek
Strow, v. t To spread ; to scatter.
Strfict'n-ral, a. Relating to struct-

ure.
Strnct'ure, n. Form .-—an edifice.

Strtta/a;le, v. i. To labor; to contest—
n. Labor; effort; conflict.

Stro-mdae', ) a. Having swelling in
Stra'mons, j the glands.
Strnm'pet, n.

Strnt,v.i. To
A prostitute.

walk with affected dig-
nity.—n. An affected, stately walk :—
support

Strych'nl-a, \n. A poisonous sub-
Strych'nine, j stance.
Stab, n. Stump of a small tree.

Stnb'bed,a, Short and thick.
Stftb'ble, n. Stumps of grain.
Stnb'born, a. Obstinate ; stiff.

Stnb'by,a. Full of stubs.
Stab'naftl, n. A short nail.

Stnc'cd, n. [It.] A fine plaster.—«. L
To plaster walls with stucco.

Stttd, n. A timber for a support.-—a,
knob ; a nail :—a set of horses.—*, t
To set with studs.

St&'dent, n. One who studies.
Stnd'led, a. Learned :—premeditated;
formal. [shop.

Sto'dl-d, n. [It] An artist's work
Std'di-ofla, a. Devoted to study.
St&'dl-ona-ly, ad. With close ap-

plication.
Stfi'dl-ooa-iieaw, n. Application to

study.
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STUDY

y, n. Application to boolcs; medi-
tation :—a room for 8tudy.-H>. ». To
think cloeely.—o. L To search into;

to learn. [from a fissure.

Stu'fa,n. jlt.J A jet of steam issuing

Stuff, n. Materials; worthless matter

:

—cloth :—goods, —v. t. To fill to excess.
—v. t To teed gluttonously.

StttflTin*, n. Act of filling :—that
which is used tor filling.

StOl'ti-fy, v. t. To make foolish.

Stain, n. Wine revived by new fer-

mentation.—1>. t. To ferment by mix-
ing with stum :—to fume with burning
sulphur.

Stttm'ble, v. i. To trip in walking

;

to err.-^n. A trip in walking; a failure.

Standbier, n. One that stumbles.

StOm'blinff-bloek, In. A cause of;

Stam'blinir-stone, f stumbling or

offence.
Stamp, n. Part of a tree left after the
trunk us cut down.—©, t To lop.—v. i.

To walk clumsily.
StOmp7?, a. Pull of stumps; short.

Stan, v. t . To make senseless; to over-

power the hearing of.

StAnc, i. & p. from stina

.

StttnK, L&p. from stink.

Stttnt, v. t. To hinder from growth

.

Stupe, n Medicated cloth for a sore.

Stu-pe-flae'tlon, n. Insensibility.

Stu-pe-fae'tiTe, a. Causing insensi-

bility.

Std'pe-fy , v. t. To make stupid.

Stu-pen'doua, a. Wonderful ; aston-

ishing.
Stu'pld, a. Dull ; Insensible.

Stu-pld'i-ty, n. State of being stupid.

Std'pld-1j, ad. In a stupid manner.
Stu'pld-ness, n. Dulness; stupidity.

Stu'por, n. [L.] Numbness; insensi-

bility.
, ,

Stu^di-ly, ad. Stoutly; resolutely.

Sttir'dl-nees.n. Stoutness- bardlness.

Btttr'dy, a. Hardy; stout; strong; firm.

Stur'greon, n. A large fish.

Stat'ter, n. Hesitation in speech —
«. 1 To hesitate in speaking.

Stat'ter~«r, n. One who stutters.

Sty, n. A pen for swine :—a tumor on

SUBMERSE
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i. Hellish ; infernal.
Belonging to the style of

be eyelid.
Styg'I-an,
Sty'lar, a.

a dial.

Style, n. A pencil used by the Romans:
—manner of writing or speaking:—
method :—title :—a graver :—the pin of

a dial :—a filament.—v. e. To address
by a title ; to call ; to name. [able.

Sty'llah, a. Showy; modish; fashion-

Styp'tic, n An astringent medicine,
—a. Checking hemorrhage.

Sua'slon, n Act of persuading.

Sua'slre, \ a. Tending to per-

Sua'so-ry, J suade.

S«a*'l-ty,». Mildness; sweetness.

SAbt A prenx signifying under or be-

sab-tte'ld.e. Addinasma.. aegree.
sab-ae'rid, a. Moderately acrid.

sab'al-tera,a. Inferior: subordinate.
—n. An inferior officer.

Sttb-a'que-oa*, a. Lying under
water.

sab-aa'tral, a. Beneath the stars.

sab-au-dl'tlon, n. An implied
meaning. [organ.

Sab'base, n. The lowest notes of the
sab-eom-mlt'tee, n A subordinate
committee.

Sttb-dl-vide'. v. L To divide again.
Sab-dl-vl'nion, n. A part of a divi-
sion, [dued.

Sub-du'a-ble, a. That may be sub-
Sub-duee', or Sub-daet', v. L To
take away.

Sub-dac'tion, n. Act of taking away.
Sub-due', v. t. To make subject ; to

conquer.
Su-ber'le, a. Relating to cork.
sab-la'eent, a. Lying under or be-

neath.
Sub-Jeet', v. t. To put under ; to sub-

iugate :—to expose.
ib'Jeet,a. Placed under the power
of:—exposed; liable.—n. One who
lives under the power of another :—

a

matter under discussion.

Sub-fee'tlon, n. 8tateof being sub-

ject. Tv**-
Sub-Jee'tive, a. Relating to the sub-

Sub-Jttln', v. L To add to the end ; to

annex. (due.

Sttb'Ju-fr&te, v. t To conquer ; to sub-

sab-Ju-gsVtton, n Act of subduing;
conquest

t . , , ,

Sub-Jttne'tlon, n. Act of subjoining.

Sub-Jttnc'tlve, a. Subjoined to

something .—expressing condition or

contingency. laway.
Sub-lsVtlon, n. The act of taking
Sab-let', v. t. To lease, as a lessee, to

another person.
Sub-li'ma\-ble, a. That may be sub-

limed.
SaVM-mate, v. t To evaporate a

solid substance by heat :—to exalt.—

n

A substance sublimated.—a. Evaporat-
ed by sublimation.

Sab-ll-msVtton, n. Exaltation :—

a

process of converting solids Into va-
por.

Sub-lime', a. Lofty in place or style;

heroic—n. A lofty style: sublimity.

—t*. L To exalt :—to sublimate.

Sub-llm'l-ty, n. Grandeur ; lofti-

ness of style.

Sttb-llk-e-a'tlon, n. Act of under-
lining :—a line drawn under a word.

Sab-lu'nar, \a. Beneath the
SaVlu-na-ry, j moon ; terrestrial.

sab-ma-rlne', a. Being under the

sea.
Sub-merge', v. t. To put under wa-
ter.—*. 1 To go under water.

gub-mer»e', * t To immerse : to

submerge.
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Sub-mls'slon. n Act ol submitting

:

resignation
Sub-mis'sive, c Ready to yield sub-
mission.

Submit', v. t. To yield ; to refer.—
v. i. To be subject : to surrender.

Nob-mal'M-ple, n. A number con-
tained in another au exact number of
times.

Sob-nas'cent, a. Growing beneath.
Sub-or'di-na-cy, n. State of being
subordinate.

Bub-or'di-Bate, a. Inferior in or-

der or rank ; subject.—n. An inferior.

—1». t. To make subordinate.
8ub-or-di-na'tion, n. Inferiority;

subjection. [means.
Sab-orn',tr. L To procure by improper
Sab-or-na'tlon, n. The act of sub-

orning.
Sub-orn'er, n. One who suborns.
Sab-pce'na, n. A writ commanding
the attendance of a witness.—v. t. To
summon by a subpoena.

Bob-scribe', v. L To annex one's
name to :—to consent to.—v. t To give
consent : to agree.

Sab-serib'er, n. One who subscribes.
Sub-scrlp'tlon, n. The signing of a
name ; amount subscribed. [train.

Aub-sec'ii-tlve, a. Following in
Sab'se-qaence, n. State of being
subsequent [quent.

Sub'se-quent, a. Following ; conse-
Sub'se-quent~lT. ad. At a later time.
Sub-serve', v. L To be subservient to

:

to promote.
flnb-ser'fl-enes, ) n. State of be-
Sub-ser'T/i-en-ey, / lng subservi-
ent ; use. [strument.

Sub-ser'T/l-ent, a. Useful as an in-
Sub-side', v. i. To sink to the bottom

;

to become lower. J—decrease.
Bub-si'dence, n. Act or subsiding:
Sub-sld'l-a-ry, a. Assistant : help-

ful, [subsidy.
Sub/si-dise, v. i. To furnish with a
Sub'si-djr, n. Aid in money ; a sup-

ply.
Sub-sIsV, v. i. To continue ; to have
existence.—*. I To feed: to main-
tain.

Sub-slst'enee, n Real being:—
means of support.

Sub-slst'ent, a. Having real being.
Sub'soll, n A layer of soil under the
surface.

Sob'stanee, n. Something existing

,

essential part :—goods ; estate.
Sub-stan7tlal, a. Relating to sub-
stance ; having substance ; solid

Sub-stan'tlal-ly, ad. In substance.
Sub-stan'ttals, n.pt. Essential parts.
Sub-stan'ti-at*,t;. t To establish by
proof.

Sub'sten-tlve, n. Whatever exists

;

a noun.—a. Betokening existence.
Sob'stasi-ilve-ly, ad. As a substan-

tive.

SUCCORY

Mb'stl-tute, v.L To pot in the pteoe
of another.—n. One put or acting in
£lace of another.
b-sti-tu'tion, fi. Act of substitut-

ing; thing substituted.
Sub-stra'ium, n. IL.l A stratum

lying under another stratum.
Sub-struc'tion, ) n. A structure un-
Sub-straci'iure, f der another; a
foundation.

Sub-sal' fto-ry. a. Moving by starts

;

bounding. [opposite ta
Sab-tend', v. t. To extend: underor be
Sab-Muse', n. The chord of an arch.
Snb'ter, [L.l A Latin preposition,
signlfyingunaer. [trick.

Sub'tei^fuge, n. A shift ; evasion :

Sab-ter-ra'ne-asi, ) a. Lying un-
Sab-ter-ra'ne-ous, j der the sur-

face of the earth. [subtle,
Bab'tile, a. Thin; rare :—acute :—
Sob-tll-i-ssVlion, n. Act of making

subtile; refinement
Sab'til-iae, v. L To make thin ; to re-

fine.—v. L To refine in argument
Sub'til-tjr, n. State ofbeing subtile t

—cunning.
SAb'tle (sattl). a. Sly ; artful ; acute.
Sab7tie-ty, *. Artfulness ; cunning

.

acuteness.
8ub/tiy,ad Slyly ; artfuUy.
Sub-tract', v. L To take one number
from another ; to deduct

Sub-trae'tlon, n. Act of subtract-
ing ; deduction. [subtracted.

Sub'tra-head, n. The number to be
Sub'urb. n. The confines of a city.

Sftb-urb'an, a. Relating to a suburb.
Sub-Ta-ri'e-tjr, n. A subordinate
variety. [ruin,

Sub-ver'sion, n. Act of subverting

;

Sub-ver'slve, a. Tending to ruin.
Sab-vert', v. t To overthrow ; to de-
stroy; to ruin.

Sub-vert'er, n. One who subverts.
Sue-ce-dsVne-oas, a Acting ss a

substitute. Itute.
Sae-ee-da'ne-um, n. [L.] Asubsti-
Sue-ceed', v.L To follow:—to pros-
per.—v. L To be subsequent to j—to
make successful.

Sue-cess'« n. Prosperous issue.

Sue-cess'ful,a. Prosperous; fortunate.
Sue-eess'ful-ljr, ad. Prosperously.
Suc-ces'ston, n. Act of succeeding

;

order of events ; a series ; a lineage.
8ue-ces'slon-al,a. Relating to suc-

cession.
Suc-ces'slve, a. Following In order.
Suc-ces'sor, n. One who succeeds
another.

Sue-elnct', a. 8hort : concise.
Sue-clncfljr, ad. Briefly ; concisely.
Sue-eln'ic, a. Derived from amber.
Suc'el-nous, a. Partaking of amber.
Suc'cor. v. t. To help : to relieve.—a.
Aid ; relief ; help.

Sne'co-rjr, n. A plant used in adulter*
ating coffee.
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SAe'eo-ttob. a Food made of maize
and beans.

ftAc'ca-lence, ) n. Quality of being
ftAc'ca-Uta-cy, f succulent : juicl-

ness.
RAc'cu-l$nt, a. Full of iuice
Nue-cAmb', v. 1 To yield ; to sink
Suc-cAn'aJoii, n. Act of shaking; a

jolt. [same.
SAcb, a. & pron. Of the like kind:—the
SAck, v. t. & i. To draw with the
mouth ; to imbibe.—n Act of sucking.

RAck'cr, n. One that sucks :—a shoot
of a plant,-a fish.

SAc'kle, v. t To nurse at the breast
SAck'lina;, n, A child nursed at the
breast.

SAc'tlon, a. A drawing in.

Suc-to'ri-al, a. Adapted to sucking.
ttu-da'tion, n. Act ofsweating.
SA'da-to-ry, n. A hot-house.
8Ad'den, a. Happening without no-

tice; abrupt; hasty. [tily

SAd'dcn-1y, ad. without notice ; has-
SAd'ston-nta*, n. State of being sud-
den.

AA-do-rlflc, a. Causing sweat.—n
A medicine causing sweat.

HAda, n Water impregnated with soap.
Sne, v. L To prosecute by law.—v. i.

To beg : to petition.
Su'et, n. Hard fat about the kidneys.
SA'et-y, a Consisting of suet.
SAfTer, v. U To feel with pain ; to en-
dure :—to tolerate. -*?. L To endure
pain

SArffer-a-ble, a. That may be borne.
SAffer-aiice, n. Pain: permission.
Sttrfer-er, n. One who suffers.
SArfer-Ina;. n. Pain suffered.
Snf-fice', v. i To be enough.—*. L
To supply ; to satisfy. [competence.

Suf-rPclen-cy, n A full supply:
Suf-fl'dent, a Adequate ; enough.
SoT-fl'dent-ly, ad. In a sufficient

SaFfix, n. A letter or syllable added
to the end of a word.—v. L To add a
letter or syllable.

SArfo*cate, v L To kill by stopping
respiration ; to choke.

SAf-to-ca'tion, n. Act of suffocating.
SArftra*a*an. n. A bishop considered
as an assistant,—a . Subordinate.

SArflrage, n. A voice given in a con-
test funder.

Snf-fn'iiil-{?atc. v. t. To apply smoke
Snf-fAse', v. f. To spread over.
8uf-fa'sion , n. Act of suffusing.
SAa/ar {shug'-). n. A sweet substance—«. U To sweeten with sugar.
BOf'ar-cane, n, A plant whose iuice
produces sugar.

Soa/aivldaf, n. A conical mass of
sugar.

Sop'ar-plAin, n. A sweetmeat
Sojr'ar-y. a. Sweet'; tasting of sugar.
Saf-fter.v. (. To hint: to intimate.
8aa;-§ea'tlon. n Hint: intimation.
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Snfr-aea'tlTa, a. Containing a rag-
gestlon.

ifta-l-ci'dal, a. Relating to suicide.
Sa'1-cidc, n. Self-murder :—a self-

murderer.
Salt, n. A set :—a petition :—prosecu-

tion :—retinue.—v. t. To agree ; to ac-
cord.—v. t. To fit : to agree with

8ait'a-ble,a. Fitiproper; appropriate.
Suftt'a-bly, ad. Fitly ; appropriately.
Suite, n. (Ft. I Retinue ; a train ; a

series.

Sult'or, n. One who sues :—a wooer.
SAl'cate, | a. Having the surface
BAl'cat-ed, ] furrowed.
SAl'ki-ly, ad. Morosely.
SAl'ki-neas, n. Sullenness : morose-

ness.
SAl'ky, a. 8ullen; morose.—n. A
carriage for one person.

SAl'len, a. Morose: gloomy.
SAl'len-ly, ad. In a sullen manner
KOl'ly. v. I To soil ; to tarnish; to spoil.

SAl'phatc. n. A salt formed ofsal

-

phuric acid and a base.
f*Al'pbiir, n. A mineral substance.
SAl'phu-rate, o. Belonging to buI-

phur.—v. t. To combine with sulphur.
Sul-pbu'rc-oAa, 1 a Containing sul-

SAl'pbur-oAa. J phur.
6Al'pbu-r*t. n. A combination of

sulphur with another element.
Sul-pbA'ric, a. Relating to, or de-

rived from, sulphur.
SAl'tan, n. The Turkish emperor
Sul-ta'na, n. The wife ofa sultan.

SAl'tri-neas. n. The state of being
sultry.

8A 1'try, a. Hot and close.

8am, n Whole amount , a quantity .

—a problem in arithmetic.—*, t To
compute . to add.

8n'inacb,n. A shrub used in medicine.
SAni'ma-ry, a. Short, brief ; concise.

—n A compendium ; abridgment
Som'mer, n. The warm season of

the year.—r. i To pass the summer.
SAnrmer-set, n. A leap heels over
head.

AAm'ralt, n. The highest point
SAm'mon, v. t. To call with authority,
to convoke. la writ

SAm'mons, n. A call of authority :—
Snmp'ter, n. A pack horse.
SAmpt'u-a-rjr, i. Relating to ex-
pense : regulating the cost of living.

8Ampt'ii-oA», a. Costly , splendid

,

luxurious. [splendidly.
SAmpt'u-oAs-ly, ad. Expensively;
Sftn. n The luminary that enlightens
and warms the earth,—v. L To expose
to the sun.

SAn'bcam, n A ray of the sun.
SAn'barnt, p. a. Scorched by the

sun.
SAti'day,*. The Christian Sabbath.
SAn'der, v. L To Dart ; to divide.
SAn'di-al,*!. An Instrument for show-

ing the time
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Sun'dbwn, n. Sunset
0un'drlea, n. ,'pt Many different or
small things.

Sttn'dry, a. Several ; various.

Sttn'flsli, n. A species of fish.

S&n'flow-er, n. A plant and flower.

SttJi'lM*, a. Without sun.

Sfttt'lifrbt, n. The light of the sun.

Sftnllt,a. Lit by the sun.

gAn'ny, a. Bright ; exposed tothe sun.
Sttn'risfc, ) n. The rising of the

gan'riw-lngvf sun .—the east
gan'a4 % n. The setting of the sun :—

. the west
SAn'shine, n. The light of the sun.
0un'ahin-y, a. Bright with the sun.
Sua'stroke, n. An injury produced
by violent heat of the sun.

Slip, v. t To sip.—v. i. To eat sapper.
'—n. A small draught.
SA'per, A preposition signifying
above, over, or excess. [come.

Sft'per-a-ble>, a. That may be over-
Su-per-a-bttand', -. i. To be very
abundant. [abundant.

Sa-per-a-boand'lnff, p. a. Very
BA-per-a-bAii'danee, n. More than
enough.

SA-per-add', v. L To add over and
above. [adding.

Sii-per-ad-dl'tiott, n. Act of super-
S&-per-au-ff61'tc, a. Superior to the

angels. [by age.
Sa-per-Ao'nu-ate, v. I To impair
Su-per»an'nu-at-ed,p. a. Disquali-

fied by age. [ly.

Sn-perb'ja. Grand; magnificent; state-

Su-perb'ly. ad. In a superb manner.
Mfi-per-car'ffo, n. One who has the
care of a cargo, and manages the sale
of it. [rial.

8a-per-cIl'l-ona*a. Haughty; dictato-
f*u-per-cII'i-oaa*lj, ad. Inasuper-

cllTous manner.
B&-p€>r-ddm'i-naiit, n. The sixth
ofthe key in the descending scale.

Sa-per^m'i-nftnee, n. Superior em-
inence.

Sa-per-ftm'i-nent, a. Very eminent.
Sfi-per-Sr'o-gate, v. L To do more
than duty requires.

tta-pei»-6r-o-ira'tlon, n. Perform-
ance ofmore than duty.

Su-per-ftx'eel-lenee, n. High ex-
cellence.

0A'per-rtce, n. The outside.
Sd-per-fI'cial, a. Being on the sur-

face ; shallow. [rial manner.
S&-per-fI'eial-ljr, ad. In a superfl-
So-per-f ine', a. Ver>* fine.

Sa-per-fla'i-ty,*. More than enough;
excess. Ted; unnecessary.

Bn-per'flii-oAs, a. More than is want-
sa-per-h«'maa, a. Above what is

human.
0tt-per-itf-ettmlieiit, a. Lying on.
M-per-lm-duee', v. t. To bring in

as an addition. [manage.
M*pavla-tted'» v. t To oversee or

SUPPLE

Sa-per-ln-t6nd'eiiee, If . Act of
superin.Su-per-in-tAnd'en-ey,

tending.
Sa-per-in-tAnd'ent, n. A director;
overseer.—a. Directing; overseeing.

Sa-p€'rl-or,a. Higher; preferable.—». One who is above another.
Su-pe-ri-or'i*tjr, n. Higher rank.
Sn-pe^la-llve, a. Noting the high-

est degree.—n. The highest degree.
Sn-pftraa-tlve-lj, ad. In the high-

est degree.
Su-per-ia'nar, \cl Above the
Sn-per-lA'aav-ry, f moon.
8a-p#r'nal, a. Relating to things
above ; celestial

Sfi-pcr-nat'u-ral, a. Above the
powers of nature.

Sa-per-nat'n-ral-Isni, n. The doe-
trine of supernatural power.

Sa-per-nat'n-ral-Iat, n. One who
believes in supernatural agency.

M-per-nat'u-ral-ljr, ad. Above the
laws of nature.

Na-per-n&'mer-a-ry, a. Above a
stated number.—n. A person or thing
above the stated number.

Sn-per-ror'al, a. Superior to royal
Su-per-aaru-rate, v. t

m ~

to excess.
To saturate

[outside ; to direct
Aft-p«r-»€rib€''. v. t. To write on the
Sn-per-acrlp'tlon, n. A writing on
the outside : direction. [world.

8a-p«r-a4to'ii-lar,a. Beingabovethe
fta-per-ftgde7, v. t. To make void ; to
take the place of. fins.

ftA-per-afed'nre. n. Act of supersed-
Sii-per-atl'Moe, n. Excessive ex-
actness in religion ; belief in omens.

Su-per-atl'tioua, a. Full of super-
stition, [stiuon.

Su-per-stl'tioaa-1j, ad. Withsuper-
Ba-per-atra'ttini, a. A stratum
above another.

Sft-per-MtrAct', v.t. To build upon.
Sa-per-atrAe'tfon, \ n. That which
Sa-per-strftct'nr«, j is built on a
foundation. [expectedly.

8n>per-veee', r
v. i. To come in un-

8u-per-v6'nt-€iit,a. Added: addi-
tional, [pervening.

ftu-per-v«n'tlon, n. The act of sn-
Ku-per-vi'aal, n. Inspection: super-

vision, [perintend.
Sa-per-viee', v. t To oversee; tosu-
Sa-per-vl'afton, a. Inspection ; over-
seeing, [spector.

fln-per-vi'aor, n. An overseer; an in

Su-p«r-vi'eo-ry , a. Practising super-
vision, [pine.

Nu-pl-na'tlon, n. State of being su-
8n-pine', a. Lying on the back :—in-
dolent—n. [L.] A kind ofverbal noun.

Sttp'per, n. One who sups:—the
evening meal.

Bap-plant', v. t To displace by
stratagem ; to set aside.

Sftp'ple, a. Easily bent ; yielding;
ioft—v. L To grow pliant
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Mp'ple-mftnt, n. An addition.—
v. & To supply ; to add.

Mp-ple-ment'ftl, )a. Relating
gap-ple-mtiit'sv-rjr, j to a sup-
plement, [ity.

smp'ple-nt«t, n. Pliantnees; flexibfl-

Sap'pli-suat,a. Entreating; beseech-
ing.—n. A petitioner.

Mp'pli««tat, n. One who suppli-
cates.—a. Entreating ; petitioning.

Bap'pU-cate, v. i. To make a suppli-
cation ; to implore.

Mp-pll-csVtloii, n. A petition ; en-
treaty, [treating.

SftpSpll-ea-to-ry^a. Petitionary; en-
Sup-ply', v. t. To till up ; to furnish.
—n. Sufficiency ; stock :—a sum grant-
ed.

0up-p4rt', t.L To sustain ; to up-
hold; to favor.—n. A prop :—a main-
tenance, [ported.

Sup-pdrt'sv-ble, o. That can be sup-
Sup-pos/a-ble, o. That may be sup-
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Sup-pda'al, n. Supposition.
Sap-pd*V, v. t To admit without
proof; to imagine; to think.

Sttp-po-sl'tton, n. That which is

supposed; a surmise. [position.
Sup-po-sl'tloii-al, a. Implying sup-
Sup-pas-l-tl'tlous, a. Not genuine;
supposed.

Sup-pr&ss/, v. t. To overpower and
crush :—to restrain; to conceal.

Sup-pre*'alon,n. Act of suppressing:
—concealment. fcealing.

Sup-pre*'alve, a. Suppressing; con-
Sap'pa-rstte, v. t. To generate pus
in.—v. i. To generate mis.

Sap'pu-ra-UVe, a. (venerating pus.
—n. A suppurating medicine.

Su'pra. [L.J A preposition signifying
above or before. [world.

Sa-pra-man'dAiie, a. Above the
Sa-pra-ttrSbl-tal, a. Above the orbit.

Su-pr6m'si-ey, n. Highest authority;
sovereignty. [j>ower.

Su-pi*€me', a. Highest in dignity and
0u-pr4me/ly, ad. In the highest
degree.

Sa'rml, a. Being in the calf of the leg.

Sor'ba**, n. A cornice above a
pedestal.

Snr-eharsV, v. t. To overload ; to

, overcharge.—n. An excessive load
or charge.

Sar'elii-ffle, n. A girth.
Sar'cle, n. A shoot ; a twig.
Sur'cdat, n. A short coat.
Sard, a. Incapable of being expressed
exactly by an integral number.—n. A
quantity whose root cannot be exactly
expressed in numbers.

Sure, a. Certain; unfailing; safe.—od.
Certainly; without doubt.

Sure'ly, ad. Certainly; doubtless.
Sure'ty, n. Certainty : — security
against loss; a pledge :—one who gives
security.

21

Surf, n. The swell of the sea that
breaks on the shore.

Stur'faee, n. The outside.
Bar'felt, v. t. To feed to excess.—v. L
To be fed to excess.—n. Excess in eat-
ing; satiety.

Sors;e, n. A swelling sea: a billow.—
v. i. To swell ; to rise high.

Stur'ffeoii, n. One who practises sur-
gery, [the army.

Stu^geon-cy, n. Office of surgeon in
Stir'ffer-jr, n. The art of healing ex-
ternal injuries by manual operations.

Stu»'s;l-eal, a. Pertaining to surgery.
SUr'gy, a. Full of surges.
SorTf-ly, ad. In a surly manner.
Sursu-neiss, *. Moroseness.
Sar'lOln, n A loin of beef.
Sur'ljr

2 a. Morose; sulky.
Sur-mis*', v. t. To conjecture; to
imagine :—to hint.—n. An imperfect
notion. [conquer; to surpass.

Bur-mount', v. L To rise above; to
Sur-maanfavble, a. Capable of
being surmounted.

BUr'nime, n. A family name.—r. t.

To call by a family name. [yond.
Sur-paa*', v. t. To excel ; to go be-
Sur-pavsa'a-ble, a. That may be
excelled.

Sur-paes/lnsr, p. a. Excellent in a
"'-hd -

A clergyman's white
high degree.

Stir'pUce, n.

Sirment.
r'plfte, n. Excess beyond what is

necessary. [surprise.
Sur-pri'aal, n. Act of surprising;
Sur-priee', n. Act of surprising:—
wonder ; astonishment—v. L To take
unawares :—to astonish. fishing.

Sur-pris'lns;, p. a. Wonderful; aston-
Sur-pris/lnsj-ly, ad. In a surprising
manner.

Bar're-bat, v. i. To reply, as a plain-
tiff to a defendant's rebutter.

Sur-re-Jdln'der, n. An answer to a
rejoinder.

Sar-r^n'der. v. t. To give up ; to re-
linquish.—v. i. To lay down arms ; to
yield.—n. Act of surrendering.

Sur-rdp'tlon, n. A secret invasion.
Sttr-rep-tl'tlons, a. Done by stealth
or fraud. for fraud.

SAr-rep-tl'Uous-ly, ad. Bv stealth
SAr'ro-grato, v. t. To put in the place
of.—n. A deputy ; a delegate.

Sur-rttand', v. I. To encompass ; to
enclose. [sides.

Sur-rdand'lngr, p. a. Being on all

Snr-tftut', n. [Fr ] An outside coat.
Surveillance, n. [Fr.] Supervision;
oversight [ure, as land.

Sur-vey', v. t. To view :—to meas-
Sur'vey, n. An attentive view;
examination :—result of surveying.

Snr-vey'lng, n. The art of measur-
ing land.

Sur-vey'or, n. One who surveys :—

a

measurer of land.
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Snr-vi'val, \tu 8tate of outliving
Snr-vi'vanee, / another.
Sar-vive', v. t. To outlive.
Snr-viv'ln*, p. a. Outliving others.
SnA-c4p-tl.blli.ty, n. State of be-
ing susceptible.

Sna-eep'tl-ble, ) a. Capable of re-

Sna*eep'tlve, J ceiving impres-
sions : sensible.

Sna-clp'l-en-ey, h. Reception; ad-
mission.

Sm>elp'l-ent, n. One who admits or
receives.—a. Receiving ; admitting.

Sua-ptct', v. t. To have suspicion of

;

to mistrust.—v. i. To imagine guilt

;

to fear, [pected.
8u*-p«et'a-ble, a. That may be sus-

Sua-p6nd', v. f. To hang ; to inter-

rupt :—to keep in suspense. [slon.

Sna-pdnae', n. Uncertainty ; indecl-
Sus-pen'slon, n. Act of suspending

;

delay. [ml.
Sus-pen'ao-ry,a. Suspending: doubt-
Sna-pl'eion, n. Want of confidence

;

mistrust. [causing suspicion.
Sus-pl'eioua, a. Inclined to suspect

;

Sas-pl'cloua-ly , ad. In a suspicious
manner.

Sus-pi'ral, n. A breathing-hole.
Sos-pl-ra'tlon,n. The act of sighing;
a sigh.

Sus-pireV>. t. Tosigh; tobreathe hard.
Ana-tain', v. £. To bear; to support;
to endure. [talned.

Sna-tain'a-ble, a. That may be sus-
afts'te-nance, n. That which sus-
tains life ; maintenance. [tenance.

Sna-ten-ta'tion. n. Support; main-
Sn'tlle, a. Done by stitching.
Sftt'ler. n. One who follows an army
as a seller of provisions.

Sfit'n-ral, a. Relating to a suture.
Sut'nre, n. A sewing up of wounds

;

•earn :—a junction of bones.
Su'se-rain, n. [Fr.] A feudal lord.
S&'se-raln-ty. n. [Fr.] Feudal au-
thority ; lordship.

Swab (sw6b), n. A kind of mop.—v. t.

To clean with a mop.
Swad'dle, v. t. To swathe ; to bind.—n. Clothes bound tight.
Swad'dllna>band, ) n.A cloth wrap-
Swad'dlina>cldth,/ ped round
an infant, [own weight.

Sway. v. L To sink down by its

Swair/srer, n. An empty boast.—r. i.

To bluster ; to brag.
Swaar'gy, a. Hanging by its own

weight. fa lover.
Swain, n. A rustic; acountry laborer:—
Swale, n. A low tract of land.—v. t &
t To waste ; to melt, as a candle.

Swal'low, n. A small bird:—the
throat :—a gulp.—v. t. To take down
the throat ; to absorb.

Swam, i. from swim.
Swamp, n. A mareh ; a bog ; a fen.—
v.t To whelm or sink:—to embarrass.

Swamp'y, a. Boggy ; marshy.

SWERVE

"Swan, n. A water-fbwL
Swap, v. t. To barter; to exchange.—

n. An exchange ; a barter.—ad. Hast-
ily.

^
Sward, n. The grassy surface of land.
Swarm, n. A multitude of bees :—a
crowd.—r. L & U To leave a hive, as
bees :—to crowd ; to throng.

Swarth, a. Black ; swarthy.
Swarth'y, a. Dark of complexion

;

black ; dusky.
Swath, n. An oval figure :—a violent
impulse of water.—v. t To bluster :—
tosplas)i.

Swath, n. a line of grass cut down
with a scythe :—a band.

Swathe, n. A bandage ; a fillet—*. L
To bind with bands.

Sway, v. t. To wield :—to influence :—
to govern.—v. t. To have weight—n.
Power; influence; direction.

Sweat, v.L&i. To singe, as hair :—
to melt.

Swear, v.t To declare upon oath.—
v. L To bind by an oath.

Swear7ins;, n. Act of declaring upon
oath.

Sweat, n. Perspiration :—labor :—v. i.

To emit moisture from the skin :—to
toil.—v. L To emit sweat ; to make to
sweat.

Sweat'y, a. Covered with sweat
Swe'dlah, n. The language of the
Swedes.—a. Relating to Sweden.

Sweep, v. L To clean with a broom.—
v. i. To pass with violence or pomp.
—n. The act of sweeping ; a dash

;

range.
Sweep'insr, p. a. Brushing away:—
involving great extent.

Sweet, o. Pleasing to sense; not sour

:

—mild ; grateful.—n. Something pleas-
ing.

Sweet'bre'ad , n. Pancreas of a cal£
Sweefbri-er, n. A fragrant shrub.
SweeVen, v. L To make sweet—v. i.

To grow sweet.
Sweet'en-lng, n. Act of making
sweet :—that which sweetens [shrub.

Sweet'-fern, n. A small, aromatic
Sweetheart, n. A lover or mistress.

SweeVlnsr, n. A sweet apple.
Sweet'lsn, a. Somewhat sweet
Sweet'ly, aa\ In a sweet manner.
Sweet'meat, n. Fruit preserved with
sugar. {sweet

Sweet'neas, n. Quality of being
SweeV-po-ta'to, n. An esculent root.

Sweel-wIU'lam, n. A garden flower.
Swell, v. i. To grow large; to be inflat-

ed.—^, t. To make tumid: to heighten.
—n. An extension of bulk :—a dandy.

Swell'lna*. n. Inflation :—a tumor; a
protuberance.

Swel'ter, v. i. To Buffer heat.—v. L
To oppress with heat.

Swel'try, a. Suffocating with heat
Sw£pt, i St p. from sweep.
Swerve, v. t. To wander; to deviate.
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werv'ip^n. *. departure from rule.wet. i&p. from sweat
*w

«!5?.£* Movtag with celerity.-«. A
. b^iy)ce a 8waHSw:-a species oflizard.

2wHK1*r» tuL Meetly; rapidly.
Swlft/neu, n. Quickness of motion;
rapWUy Lfor swine.

•will, t>. *. To drink grossly.—a. WashSwim, r. i. To float on the water: to
glide along :—to be dizzy.—v. t. To pass
by swimming.—n. A sliding motion.

Swlm'mlnff, n. Act of floating on
water. [cess.

8*SS/i?l,18!r
:
,^ad

- WIth great suc-

HI5/2!e' r*
L 1° cheat

» to defraud.
gwin'dler, 7i. One who swindles.
wine. n. A hog .—hogs collectively.
wine'herd, n A keeper of hogs.

"Wtttpf, v u To move or wave to and
fro; to vibrate.—1>. t. To cause to move
to and fro.--*. Act of swinging; a

*wif!nx
motion:-ftu apparatus for

gwJ">»e, v. L To whip; to punish.

2WJ"F !
n*' a- Vibrating/F™ .**•»_ »» A wooden instrument
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2J^5w^^ ,*• W An abstract8£y*P •**>»• jGr.j A grammatical

*.*. To beat,
by which flax is beaten,
as flax.

22f°/frl£'tp*% 2- Bar of a carriage.£win'bh, a. Befitting swine; rros?wipe, n. An engine for drawing
a—KSLi Jwhich P'ain is struck.
gwlp'ple, ». T*he part of a flail by»wiM,n. A native of Switzerland.—a.
Belonging to Switzerland.

BH1**!1
.'> A flexible twig :—a mova-w« .fall for transferring cars.—©, t Towhip:—to turn from one track to an-

other.
Swlv'el, n. A ring which turns on a
staple:—a small cannon.

2«!l/,ei1 (»vo1n), P- from swell, [fit.

Zwr*n' vi- To faint.—n. A aintiiitj-SwOftp, v. L To fall on and seize witn
asweepingmotion—n. A seizing upon.

2w?"3j * A military weapon.

SSft2-"nrtl* n
-
A
J?nd of lai^ fl80 -

!2SS* m*,5; ** 0ne who carries asword ; a soldier.
»wore, £ from swear.

gyb-»-rit'ic, a. Relating to 8ybarls

;

Hyc'a-ntiiie, n. The mulberry.
ByCfc-more. n. The plane-tree :—

a

specteiofngtree.
gy-jee', n A Chinese silver currency.
^yj^o-poan-cjrt n. Obsequious flat-

tery.

lye7©.8f«*o-pliftiit, n. An obsequious flat-
terer; a parasite. [phant.

2£f"£rPJy*11 Uc* a Relating to a sycc-

2lI"K?/!c» . 1°*. Relating to sylla-
syl-lab'i-f*** ' w—iC, >0. R<

i-cal, J bles.
1-ca'tlon, 12y!"!??"!*2& t(on» l n- Formation

2y!;!*lt*-*«*'tlon, ; of syllables.
ayl'la-ble, n. A letter or combina-
tion of letters uttered by one Impulse
of the voice. [and milk

•yl'la-bttb, n. A drink made of wine

2l!;j£P'}
l"eal* °- Reding to sylte£

tt*?™^!?1
'
n

* An argument con-
sisting ofthree propositions.

2jM^8r?,

/i!
c

' . \
a

' Relating to a

2l!;!°"8r^ U"cal'/ syllogism.
Myl'lo-ffize, v. i. To reason by syllo-

a 8?1^ fa moth.Bylpb, 7k A Cabled being of the air :—
SyFpliid, n. A little syfph.
SjrVva» n- tL-] A collection of poems

:

—the trees of a country.
Hj

A
V̂ SnJ^i. Relating to woods.-n.A fabled deity of the woods.

Sym'bol.n. Type; emblem :—a re-
ligious creed.

Sym-bAl'ic, \a. Relating to sym-
Nym-bttl'i-cal, / bols.
fcym'bol-Iain, n. An exposition of
symbols.

Sym'bol-ize, v. £ To have a rosem-
Dlance.—v. L To cause to represent.

Sym-bfll'o-gry, n. A treatise on sym-

gym-mgt'rt-an, ) n. One observant
Sym'iiie-trlst, J of symmetry.
Sym-met' rl-cal, a. Proportional in
«,
Pa^-

. [tionate.Hym me-trise, v. L To make propor-
Sym'me-try, n. A due proportion:
harmony.

gym-pa-th6t'ic, \a. Havingsym-
gym-pa-th^t'l-cal, / pathy.
Sym'pa-Uiise, v. i. To feel for anoth-

er.

Nym'pa-thy, n. Fellow-feeling
; pity.

Bym-pho'nf-ofls, a. Harmonious;
musical.

Sym'pho-ny, n. Harmony of sounds.
Hym'phy-slH, n. A Joining together,
as of bones.

Sym-pd'si-ac, a. Making merry.
Nym-pd'al-Ani. n. [L.] Act of feast-
ing together ; a banquet.

Symp'tom, n. An indication of dis-
ease ; sign ; token.

Byiup-to-niAt/lc, a. Relating to
symptoms.

Syn's-Rftirue, n. A Jewish assembly,
or place of worship.

Sy
H'i
a"!ce'jP,1B* n - M The elision

or the final vowel of a word when the
next begins with a vowel.

Syn'chro-nal, \ a. Happening
Syn-chroii'i-cal, | at the same time.
Syn'chro-ulsin, n. Concurrence in
time of two or more events.

gyn'chro-nise9 v. i. To agree In time.
Syn'co-pate, v.L To contract by
syncope. [word by syncope.

gyn-co-pa'tlon, n. Contraction of a
Syn'eo-pe, n. The omission ofone
or more letters in the middle of a
word :—a fainting fit.

Syn'cre-tlsm, n. The blending of
the tenets of different sects into one
system.
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Syn'dle, n. A magistrate ; a curator.
Syn'di-4at*, v. i. To pass sentence.
Syn'dro-me, n. A concurrence of
symptoms.

Sy-oeVdo-che. n. A figure by which
a part is put forthe whole, or the whole
for a part. [synecdoche.

Syn-ec-d&cli'i-cal, a. Implying a
Syn-neu-rd'sls), n. A union of one
bone with another. [a convention.

Syn'od, n. An ecclesiastical assembly

;

Sy-nftd'lc, \ a. Relating to a
Sy-ndd'l-eal, J synod.
flyn'o-iiyiii, n. One of two or more
words which have the same or a simi-
lar signification.

Syn-o-nym'ic, a. Relating to syno-
nymes. [synonymes.

ftyn-o-nym'i-ettn, n. A dictionary of
Sy-ndn'T-mise, v. t. To express by
words ofthe same meaning.

Sy-nttn'y-moAn. a. Relating to
synonymes; having the same mean-
ing, [mous manner.

Sy*ndii'y*nioAs-ly. ad. Inasynony-
Sy-tion'y-my. n. The quality of ex-
pressing by different words ^the same
meaning

By-nap's!**, n. A general view of a
subject.

Sy-nop'ti-cal, o. Affording a general
riew.

TAFFRAIL

By-no'vi-a, «. A fluid secreted f-oa
certain glands.

Syn-tacrtl-caA, o. Relating to nyn-
tax.

Syn'tax, n. That part ofgrammar
which teaches the proper construction
of sentences.

Syn'tbe-vls, n. Ac* of putting to*
gether different ingredients ; composi-
tion.

Syn-thet'lc, ) o. Relating K
Syn-thtt'i-eal, j synthesis.
Sy'pbon, n. A bent tube.
Syi?i-ac, n. The language of Syria.—

a. Relating toSyria or its language.
Sy-rln'tfa, n. A genus of shrubs.
Syr'inge, n. A pipe for ejecting li-

quids.—t». t To cleanse with a syringe.
Syr'Us, n. [L.l A quicksand

;" '"

Sys'tem, n. A combination
into a whole ; a method.

Sys-tem-at'ic,a. Relating to a system.
Sys'tom-a-tlat, ) n. One who
Sys'tem-a-tis-er, / reduces thingf
to a system.

Sys'tem-a-ti«e. v.t To reduce to r
system ; to regulate.

Sy»'to-le, n. Contraction of the heart

:

—the shortening of a syllable.

By^'j-KJ* n - The place ofthe moon
when It is either in apposition with,
or in opposition to, the sun.

i ; a bog'
of para

T.

Tab'ard, n. A short gown ; a herald's
coat

Tab-a-sneer', n. A medicinal sub-
stance from the ioints of the bamboo.

Tab'by, n. A rich, waved silk.—v. t.

To give a wavy appearance to.— a.

Brindled; wavy.
Tab'e-iy, t». t. To waste away.
Tab'er-na-ele, n. A tent:—among
the Israelites, a place of worship :—

a

box.—v. i. To dwell ; to sojourn.
Ta'b£s, n. [L.] Emaciation.
Tab'ld, a. Wasted by disease.
Tab'la-tore. n. A painting on walls:
—the use of characters to express
sounds.

Ta'ble, n. Any flat surface :—a piece
of furniture :—fare :—a tablet :—a syn-
opsis.^?, i. To board.—v.t. To set
down.

Tableau,?!. [Fr.] A picture-like rep-
resentation :—a list. Tble at a hotel.

Table d'hote, n. [Fr.J A public ta-

Ta'ble-land, n. Level, elevated land.
Tab'lei, n. A small tabic ; a level sur-

face :—a memorundum-book.
Ta-boO', «. A religious interdict; a
prohibition.—v. t. To interdict.

Ta'bor, n. A small drum.
Tab'or-4t, n. A small tabor.
Tab'u-lar, a. Relating to a table.

Tab'u-late, v. L To reduce to tables.
Tab'a-lat-ed, a. Having a flat sur-

face.
Tac-a-ma-hac', n. A tree :—a resin.
Ta-chyg'ra-phy, n. Art of quick
writing.

Tac'it, a. Silent ; Implied.
Tae'it-ly,ad. Silently ; by implication.
Tac'1-tttrn, a. Habitually silent ; re-
served.

TAc-i-tnrn'1-ty. n. Habitual silence.
Tack, r.t To join ; to fasten.—v. i.

To turn about, as a ship.—n. A small
nail :—the course of a snip :—a rope.

Tao'kle, n. Rigging ; a svstem or pul-
leys.—v. L To supply with tackle ; to
harness.

Tack'liner.n. Sailing apparatus.
Tact, n. Skill ; nice discernment.
Tac'tic, a. Relating to tactics.

Tac-tl'cian, n. One skilled in tactics,
Tac'ticft. n. pi. The science of dispos-
ing military and naval armaments for
battle ; military manoeuvres.

Tac'tile, a. Capable of being touched.
Tac'tlon. n. Act of touching.
Tact'n-al, a. Relating to touch.
Tad'pole, n. A young frog.
TaFfe-ta, \n. A thin glossy silk
TaFfe-ty, / stuff.

TafFrall,n. A rail round a ship's stern,
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^affy, n. A sort of cai>dy.
Tag, n. A point of metal at Die end ol

a string :—a touch :—a labeL—v. L To
fit with a tag.

Taglla, a. [It] A combination of
pulleys.

Tall, n. The hinder part or appendage
ofan animal.

Tai'lor, n. One who makes clothes.—
v. i. To perform the wont of a tailor.

Taint, v. L To infect ; to corrupt ; to
contaminate.—n. A stain ; corruption.

Take, t>. L To receive :—to seize; to
accept what is offered :—to endure :—
to admit.—v. 1 To incline; to gain
reception.

Ta'ken (t&Tcn), p. from take.
Tak'lnjr. n. A seizure :—a portrait.—

p. a. Pleasing :—infectious.
Tal'bot, n. A hound ; a hunting-dog.
Tale, n. A magnesian mineral.
Talek'y, a, Of the nature of talc

TAl^nt/}* Elating to talc.

Tale, n. A narrative; a story:—a nu-
meral account. [er.

Tale'bear-er, ». An officious Inform-
Tale'beai-lnf, n. The act qi inform-

ing, [coin :—a faculty; gift.
ral'eni, n. An ancient weight and
JTal'ent-ed, a. Possessing talents.
Tales'man, n. A person summoned
to serve on a jury.

Tal'la-man. n. A magical character.
Tal-ls-man'lc, a. Relating to talis-
mans.

Talk, v. i. To speak; to converse.—n.
Familiar conversation: rumor.

Talk'a-tlve, a. Inclined to talk.
Tall, a/ High in stature, lofty.
Tal'lage, n. An ancient tax.
Tall'neee. n. Height of stature.
Tal'law, n. An animal fat.—v. L To
smear with tallow.

Tal'low-y, o. Resembling tallow.
Tally, r. t. To make to tit; to suit.—
a. A match :—a notched stick for keep-
ing accounts.—fr. i. To be fitted ; to
conform.

Tal'mnd, n. [Heb.] A book ofHebrew
laws and traditions.

Tal-mnd'le, la. Belonging to the
Tal-mad'1-cal, f Talmud.
Tal'on, n. The claw of birds of prey.
Ta'lus, n. [L.l The ankle-bone :—

a

slope in a wall.
Tam'a*ble, a. That may be tamed.
Tam'a-rlnd, n. A tree bearing an
acid fruit.

Tam'a-rlsk, n. A flowering shrub.
Tam'bae, n. A fragrant, medicinal
wood.

Tam'bonr, n. [Fr.] A musical instru-
ment :—a frame for embroidery.

Tam-bon-rlne', n. A kind of drum.
Tame, a. Accustomed to man ; gentle:—spiritless.—v. L To make tame.
Tame/ly,rtd Not wildly:—spiritlessly.
lim^neu, n. Quality of being tame.

TART 325

Mm'mjr, n. A thin woollen stuff>-a
strainer.

Tam'per, r. i. To meddle.
Tan, v.L To convert into leather :—
to make brown.—n. Bark prepared
for tanning.

Tan'dem, ad. A method of driving
two horses, one before the other.

Tang, n. A strong taste :—a sea-weed.
TanTgen-cjr, n. Act of touching

;

contact. [curve.
Tan'gent, n. A right line touching a
Tan-gl-bll'l-ty, n. State of being

tangible.
Tan'fl-ble, a. That may be touched.
Tan'yle.v t. To implicate ; to entrap.—v. 7. To be entangled.—n. An intri-

cate knot.
Tank. n. A cistern of water, [covet.
Tank'ard,n. A drinking-vessel with a
Tan'ner-y, n. A place Tor tanning.
Tan'nln, n. A substance which tans

leather.
Tan'sjr, n. An odorous plant.

Tan'ta-llsm, \n. Actoftanta-
Tan-ta-U-aa'tlon,/ lizing.

Tftn'ta-liae, v. t. To torment with
false hopes ; to tease.

Tan'ta-moiint,a. Equivalent; equal-
Tan-tlv'y, ad*. At full speed.
Tan'yard, n. A place for tanning.
Tap, v. t To touch lightly :—to broach.
—n. A gentle blow :—a pipe.

Tape, n. A narrow band of linen.

Ta'per, n. A wax candle.—a. Grow-
ing gradually smaller toward the end.
—v.i. To grow gradually smaller.—v. L
To make gradually smaller, [smaller.

Ta'per-lng, p. a. Growing gradually
Tap'ea-try, n. Ornamentaicloth for

lining walls of apartments.—v. L To
adorn with tapestry.

Tap ' -* *
*"

TPhhl „ .„

hog. ' [a table.

Tapis, n. [Ft.] A carpet ; a cloth for

Tap'pet, n. A small lever.
Tap'root, n. The chief root.

Tar, n. A liquid pitch :—a sailor.-^t* L
To smear with tar. [dance.

Tar-an-tel'la, n. [It.] An Italian
Ta-ran'tu-la, n. A venomous spider.
Tar'dt-ly, ad. In a tardy manner.
Tar'dl-neee, n. Slowness; lateness.
Tar'dy, a. Slow ; dilatory ; late.

Tare. n. A weed.
Tare, i. from tear. [shot at.

Target, v. A shield :—a mark to be
Tar-get-ler', n. One armed with a
target

Tariff, n. A table of duties on imports.
Tarn, n. A mountain lake.
Tar'nlfth, v. L To sully; to stain.—

v. i. To lose brightness. [sailor.

Tar-paal'lng, n. Tarred canvas :—

a

TTar'rae, n. A sort of plaster.

Tar'ry, v. i. To stay ; to delay.
Tar'ry,a. Consisting of tar. fsmall pie.

Tart, a. Sour ; sharp ; severe.—n. A

lp-l-6'ca, n. A glutinous substance.
I^plr, n. An animal resemblingthe
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3*6 TARTAN

Tar"tan, a. A checked woollen stuff
—a small coasting-Teasel.

Tar'tar, n. A concrete salt :—a native
of Tartary ;—a person of irritable tem-
per, [—infernal.

Tar-ta're-olia, a. Consisting of tartar:

Tar-tAi^le, a. Pertaining to tartar.

k TAr'sar-Iae, v. L To impregnate with
tartar.

Tar'tar-oika, a. Consisting of tartar.

TArt'ly, ad. 8harply ; sourly.

Tart'neea, n. Sharpness ; severity.

Tartrate, n. A salt composed of tar-

taric acid and a base.
Tfcr-tfiire', n. [Fr.J A hypocrite.
Tar'-wA-ter, n. Water infused with

tar.

Taak.n. Employment; business im-
posed.—v. L To impose a task on.

Task'mas-ter, n. One who imposes
tasks.

Tas'ael, n. a pendant ornament:—
the flower of some plants.—v. i. To
put forth a tassel.

TAa'aelled, a. Having tassels.

Taat'a-ble, a. That may be tasted.
Taste, v. t. To perceive by the palate.
—n. Act or sense of tasting ; flavor :^
intellectual discernment.

Taate'flil. a. Having a high relish ;

exhibiting good taste.

TAate'fai-ly,ad. In a tasteful manner.
Taste'leas, a. Having no taste.

Taat'jr, a. Having taste ; nice ; taste-
ful, (rag.

TAfter, v. t. To tear ; to rend.—n. A
T&t'tle, v. £ To prate ; to talk idly.—

n. Prate ; trifling talk.

Tat-t66', n. A beat of drum :—fig-

ures stained on the skin.—v. t. To form
figures on the body.

Taught, i. &p. from teach.—a. Stretch-
ed out : tense.

Taunt, v. t. To reproach ; to insult.—
n. Insult. [a bull.

Tau'ri-fttrm, a. Having the form of
Tan'rus, n. [L.] The Bull, the sec-
ond sign in the zodiac

Tan-togr7
, n. An American sea-fish.

Tan-to-ltta;'lc, \a. Repeating the
Tau-to-ltyr/i-cal, j same meaning.
Tau-tttl'o-glat, n. One who uses
tautology.

TAa-t6f'o-i?iBe, v. i To repeat the
same meaning in different words.

Tau-tttl'o-jry, »*. Repetition of the
same meaning in different words.

Tau-to-phttn'ic, a. Repeating the
same sound. [same sound.

Taa-tttph'o-ny, n. Repetition of the
T&r'ern, n. A house of entertain-
ment ; a public-house.

FAw,t>. t To dress white leather.—n.
A marble ; a game.

Taw'drl-Iy. ad. In a tawdry manner.
Taw'dri-nesa. n. Gaudy finery.
Taw'dry, a. Showy without elegance:
gaudy. [leather.

Taw'er-y, a Manufacture of white

TEBTOTAUSM

TAw'iijr, & Of a dull yallow, Ua»
tan.

TAx, n. A rate assessed for some public
use.—v. L To impose a tax on:—to
accuse.

TAx'a-ble, a. That may be taxed.
T&x-a'tion, n. Act oftaxing; impost
TAx-1-der'mic, a. Relating to taxi-
dermy, [taxidermy.

TAa'1-der-mfot, n. One versed in
TAx'1-der-my, n. Art of arranging
and preserving the skins ofanimals.

Tea, n. A plant, or a liquor made
from it.

Teach, v. t. To instruct ; to inform.—
v. i. To give instruction. [taught.

Teach'a-Die, a. Capable or being
Teach'er, n. One who teaches.
Teach'lnff, n. Act of instructing.
Tea'cttp, n. A cup to drink tea from
Teaarne, n. An Irishman.
Teak, n. The East-Indian oak.
Teal, n. An aquatic fowl.
Team , n . A number of horses oroxen
harnessed together.

Team'ster, ». A driver of a team.
Tea'pttt, n. A vessel in which tea la

made.
Tear, n. Water from the eyea
Tear, v.L To pull in pieces ; to rend.—v. L To fume ; to rave.—n. A rent

;

laceration.
Tear'fttl, a. Shedding tears ; weeping.
T$ase, v. L To comb ; to vex :—to an-
noy.

T€a'sel, n. A pricklyplant and its burr.
Tca'spoftn, n. A small spoon used in
drinking tea.

Teat,n. A nipple.
Tea'ale, n. A prickly plant.-H>. L To

raise a nap on cloth.
Tc'beth, n. The tenth month of the
Jewish sacred year. [or science.

Tech'nl-cal, a. Belonging to an art
Tech-nl-cAl'1-ty, n. State of being
technical. [manner.

Tech'nl-cal-ly, ad. In a technical
Tech'hlcs, n. pi. Technical terms or

arts. [the arts.

Tech-no-lftflr'l-cal, a. Relating to
Tech-nttl'o-gy, n. A treatise on the

arts.

Tech'y, a. Peevish : touchy.
Tec-ton' 1c, a. Pertaining to building
or construct ion.

T€d, v. t To spread new mown grass.

Tgd'der, n. A tether. [tian hymn.
Tc I>e'nm,n. JL.J An ancient Chris-
T$'dlonn, a. wearisome ; tiresome.
T$'dioua-ly, ad. In a tedious manner.
Te'di-ttm, n. [L.i Irksomeness; weari-

ness.
Teem, v. i. To be pregnant or full.—

v. t. To brins forth. [and twenty.
Teens, n. pi. The years between twelve
Teeth, n.; pi. of tooth. [totallsm.

Tee-teVtal-er, n. An advocate of tee-
Tee-to'tal-Iam, n. Total abstinence
from all intoxicating drinks.
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r«ff'a-Uu%a. Relating to tiles.

Hc'D-mtaft, *. A covering ; skin.
IWlavry, a. Relating to spinning.
m'e-irr&m,*. A telegraphic despatch.
T«r«-a;r*ph, n. An apparatus for

conveying intelligence to a distance
by signals. [graph.

T«l-e-a;r*ph'le, a. Relating to a tele-

Te-I*arra-phy, n. The art of com-
municating intelligence by telegaph.

T*»le-*l'o-ffy, n. The doctrine of fl-

Tftl'e-aeope.n. An optical instrument
for viewing distant objects.

T61-«-ae6p'ie, la. Belonging to
T61-e*scftp'i-«alf £ a telescope.
Te-lfe'tieh, n. A kind of poem.
T«ri«,a. Relating to the end.
T*ll, v. t. To make known ; to relate

;

to count.—v. £ To give an account :—
to have effect.

T*ll'er, n. An officer of a bank.
TOU'lngr, p. a. Producing effect.

T611't&fe, n. An officious informer.—
a. Telling tales.

Tel-lu'rle, a. Relating to the earth

.

Tel-lu'rl-Am, n. A rare metal.
T61'o-type, n, A printing electric
telegraph.

Te-me>'l-ty
?
n. Rash boldness.

TOm'per, v. L To mingle; to soften;
to bring to a proper hardness.—n. Due
mixture; disposition; state ofa metal
as to hardness :—passion.

T£m'per-a>m*nt, n. Constitution;
due mixture.

T£m'per-anee, n. Moderate indul-
gence of the appetite :—calmness.—a.
Enjoining abstinence In the use of
spirituous liquors. [ous; sober.

Tem'per-ate, a. Moderate; abstemi-
T6m'p«r-ate~Iy, ad. Moderately.
T6m'per*a-tlve, a. Having power
to temper. [as to heat and cold.

Tgm'per-a-tfire, n. State of the air
f&n'pered, a. Disposed ; softened.
Vdm'pmt, n. A violent storm;—

a

commotion.
Tem-peit'o-oQi, a. Abounding in
tempests; turbulent [manner.

Tem-pftatfu-otts-ly. ad. Inastonny
T6m'pla\r, n. A student of law.
TOm'pto, n. An edifice for religious
worship:—the upper part of the side
of the head.

T&m'plet, n. A piece of timber in a
building.

T&m'po-r&l, a. Measured by time;
not spiritual :—relating to the temples.

T«m'p«~r»l-ly, odTwith respect to
this life. [lar possessions.

T3m'po-ral>ty. *. The laity; secu-
T€m'po-ra>rl«ly,ad. Fora time only.
T6m'po«i*a>i7» o. Lasting only for

a time [porking.
T*m-po-rl-m*'tion, n. Act of tern-

Tem'po-riae, v.i. To comply with
the times; to yield to circumstances.

Sfempt, «. t To entice to ill : tn »Uure.
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Temp-tft'tlan, n. Act of tempting;
that which tempts.

T6mpt'lnff, o. a Enticing.
Tempffng-ljr, ad. So as to tempt
T£n. a. & *. Twice Ave.
T6n'»*ble, o. That may be held.
Te-naVctooa, a. Holding fast:—co-
hesive, [manner.

Te»na\'ci*us-ljr, ad. In a tenacious
Te-nAe'i-ty, n. Quality of being te-

nacious.
TOn'ant, n. One who holds lands or
tenements belonging to another.—v. t.

To hold as a tenant. [anted.
T6n'attit-avble, a. That may be ten-
T6n'a\nt»ry,n. A body of tenants.
T£nd, v. U To watch; to'attend.—v. i.

To move towards; to incline.
T3n'den-cy, n. State of tending; in-

clination; course.
TOn'der, a. Soa ; kind ; easily injured.
—*>. t. To offer ; to propose.—n. A
small vessel or ship :—a proposal.

Tdn'der-loln, n. A tender part ot
beef.

T6n'd«r-ly, ad. In a tendermanner.
Tdn'di-nofta, a. Containing tendons.
Tdfi'doii, n. A sinew.
T£n'drll, n. The clasper ofa vine.
T$n'e-m3iit, n. Anything held by a
tenant :—a habitation.

T$n-e-m£nt'al, a. Held by tenants.
T6n-e-m€nt'a-ry, a. That maybe

leased.
TSn'et, n. A principle ; a doctrine

;

an opinion.
T«n'idld,cu Ten times increased.
TOn'nis, n. A gome.
TOn'on, n. The end ofa timber fitted

into amortise, [middle part in music.
Tdn'or,n. Constantmode ; purport-the
TSn'pIus, n. game.
T€nse, n. A variation of the verb to
denote time.—a. Drawn tight:
stretched. [tended.

T$n'ai*ble, a. Capable of being ex-
T€n'slon, n. Act of stretching.
T6nt,n. A movable lodge:-a roll of lint:

—a species of wine.—v. i. To lodge:—
v.L To probe.

Tftn'ta-cl*. in. A feeler ofan
Ten-tAc'n-lftm,/ insect
T^n'ta-tlvo, a Experimental.
T£n'ter, n. A frame with hooks for
stretching cloth.—v. L To stretch by
hooks.

T£nth, a. The ordinal of ten.—n. The
tenth part.

T6nth ;Iy, a. In the tenth place.
Te-nu'i-ty, n. Thinness; slcnderness.
T£n'n-o&s, a. Thin ; minute.
T$n'are, n. Manner or act of holding.
TSp-e-fftc'tion, n. Act of making

tepid.
T£p'id.a. Moderately warm.
Te-pld'1-ty, n. State of being tepid.
T6p'l-{y» v. i. <b L To make or become

tepid.
Tfpoivn. [K] Gentle heat
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TERAPH1M

Tir'a-phlm,*.**. [Heb.] Household
deitiea [physiology.

Ter^a-tftl'a-a^r, a. A branch of
Tarae.n. A vessel.
TOr'a-blne, n. An oil of turpentine
T6r'e~blnth, n. The turpentine tree.
T6r-e-bIn'Uiliie, a. Relating to tur-

fentine. [piercing.
r-e~bra'tlon, n. Actof boring or

Te«r6te',a. Long and round.
Ter'gl-ver-aate.v.i. To uie evasion.
Ter-gi-ver-aa'tioii, n. Evasion;
subterfuge; fickleness.

Term, n. A boundary :—a limited
time :—an expression.—v. t. To name;
to designate. [ousneas.

Tter'ma-ffftn-ey, n. Turbulence; furi-

TferSma-ffantta. Turbulent; scolding.
—n. A brawlingwoman.

Term'er, )n. One who holds land
Tferm'or, J for a term of years.
Ter'ml.na-ble, a. Capable of being
limited.

TerSml-nal, a. Relating to a term.
Ter^inl-nate, v. £. To limit ; to put an
end to.—v. L To end ; to cease.

Tfcr-ml-na'tlon, n. A limit ; end

;

result. [end.
Tfcr-ml-na'tlon-al,a. Relatingto the
Ter'ml-na-tlve, a. Directing termi-

nation.
Tfer-ml-nftl'o-ary, a. A treatise on
terms: nomenclature.

TarSmt-sitta, n. [L.] A boundary :—
end ofa railroad.

T*r'mite,a. The white ant
T*r'na-ry, o. Proceeding by threes.
—a. The number three.

Terrace, n. A raised bank of earth

:

a balcony.
T6r'ra-c&t'ta, n. [It] A kind of
pottery made of fine clay.

T«r'ra-pln, n. A species of tortoise.
Ter*ra'qoe»ofta, a. Composed of
land and water.

Ter-rene\ a. Earthly ; terrestrial.
Ter-reVtri-al, a. Belonging to the

earth.
TeVri-ble, a. Dreadful ; frightful.
T«r/ri-bljr,od. Dreadfully; formidably
TSr'rl-er, n. A kind ofdog :—a survey
of land :—an auger.

Ter-riric,a. Causing terror.
TOr'ri-lJp, v. t. To frighten.
T#r*rl-to'ri-al, a. Belonging to a

territory. /country.
TSr'ri-io-ry. n. Land :—a district of
Terror, n. Great fear ; dread.
TSr'ror-toni, n. Government by ter-

ror.

Terse, a. Concise and graceful.
Teree'Iy\ad. With terseness.
Tferae'neaa, n. Quality of being terse.
Tei^tlal, n. A large feather found in
the wing ofsome birds. [day.

Tertian, a. Occuring every third
Tfcr'ti-a-ry, a. Third ; noting a series
Of rocks. [the third time. T«a:t'a-al-lat,la. One

Ttor'li-ate (teVBhe-at), v. f. To ;do I TSxt'a-a-ry, f Scripture.

TEXTUARY

TIs'stMJMt, v.L To form into little
aquaras. Tsquarea

Taa'aal-lat-ad, o. Variegated by
Taai, n. Decisive trial ; a standard.—

v. U To put to a test ; to compare with
a standard. [by will.

Tea'ta-ble, a. That may be devised
Tea-ta'ce-a, n. pi. Molluscous animals.
Tea-ta'cean, n. A mollusk.
Tea-ta'cean, ) o. Relating to
Tea-ta'ceoua, J shells.
Tea'ta-ineii t. n. A will :—one of the
two general divisions of the Scriptures.

Tea-ta-ment'al, a. Relating to a
testament

Tea'tate, o. Having made a will.
Tea-ta'tor, n. One who makes a will
Teat'ed, p. a. Tried by a test
Tea'tl-ele, n. An organ of seed.
Tea'tl-fy, v. L To witness ; to certify.
—v. i, To bear witness.

Tea'ti-ly, ad. Fretfully; peevishly.
Tea-tl-nto'nl-al, n. A certificate of
good character.—a. Containing testi-

mony, [witness; proof.
Tea'ti-mo-iiy, n The declaration ofa
Tea'tl*neaa,a. Moroseness; peevish-
ness.

Tea-toon7
, n. A coin of Portugal.

Tea-t&'di-nal, a. Relating to the
tortoise.

Tea'ty, a. Fretful ; peevish.
T«te-a-t«t«, ad. [Ft] Face to race

;

in private.—n. A private interview.
Tfctn'er, n. A rope for confining ani-
mals.—*, t. To confine with a tether.

TeVra-chbrd, n. The interval of a
fourth.

TOt'rad, n. The number four.

T6t'ra-a;dn, a. A figure with four
angles.

Te-€raa/o-naL,a. Having four angles.
Tet-ra-ne'clron, n. A solid figure
bounded by four equal triangles.

Te-tram'e-t>r, n. A verse having
four feet—a. Having four metrical
feet [petals.

T£t-ra-p«t'a-lofte, o. Having four
Tet-ra-phyl'lona, a. Having four

leaves. [tetrarchv.
Te'trarcn, a. A Roman governor or a
Te'trar-chy, n. The fourth part of a
province :—the office of a tetrarch.

Te-traa'ticn, n. A poem of four ver-

ses, [syllables.

Tet-ra-ayl'la-ble, n. A word of four
T€t'ter» a An eruptive disease of the

skin. [tons.

Teu-tAn'le, a. Relating to the Ten*
Tew'el, n. An iron pipe in a forge.

Te%t,n. An original writing :—a sen-
tence of Scripture ; a theme.

Tex'tlle, a. That may be woven.
Tex-to'ri-al,) a. Relating to weav-
T&a'tririe, j" ing.
Teat'ii-al, \a. Relating to a
T#xt'n-a-ry,

J*
text.

" fat.) a. One vessed in
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Wifire, a. Combination of parti

;

manner of weaving -.—thing woven.
Than, coaj. A particle expressing com-
parison.

Thane, n. An Anglo-Saxon baron.
Thank, v. t. To express thanks to.

Taank;fml, a. Full of gratitude.
Thank'fol-ly, ad. In a thankful

Thaak'fnl-neas, n. Gratitude, [ful.

Thank'leae, a. Unthankful ; ungrate-
Thanks, n. pi. Expression of grati-

tude, [thanks.
Thanka'arlv-lna;, n. A giving of
Th&nk'wor-thy, a. Deserving of
thanks.

Thai, pron. a. The other- the former.
pron. relative. Used for who, which, or
whom.—cortf. Noting a consequence
or cause.

Thateh,n. Straw for covering a roof.—v. t To cover with thatch. [ders.

Than-ma-tttr'gle, a. Working won-
Thad'ma*ttir-ffy. n. Act of doing
wonders.

Thaw, v. L& L To grow liquid ; to
melt.—n. A melting.

Tti*, The definite article, denotingsome
particular person or thing.

Tnfe'a-tre, n. A house for dramatic
exhibitions.

The-at'rle, \a. Relating to a the-
The-at'rl-eal, ) atre.

The-at'rl-cal-ly, ad. In a theatri-

cal manner. [of thou.
This, pron. The objective case singular
Theft, n. The act of stealiug the prop-
erty of another.

TheJr(thar),pr<m.a. Belonging to thorn.
Thflsm, n. The belief in the exist-
ence of a God.

The'let, n. One who believes in a God.
The-Is'tle, I a. Belonging to the-
The-Is'U-cal, / ism.
Th6m, pron. pi The objective case of
they.

Th6me, n. An original word:—

a

subject ; a topic.
Th*m-selvee% nro/t. The very per-
sons, [conj. Therefore; in that case.

Then, ad. At that time; afterwards.—
Th£nce, ad. From that place.
Thenee-forth', lad. From that
Th6nee-f*r'ward, j time.
The-*f'rs-cy, n. A government im-
mediately directed by God.

Th*-A-crat'ie, \ a. Relating to a
The-o-crsU'l-eal, f theocracy.
The*Ad'o-lite, n. An instrument used
in surveying. [the gods.

The«Aff'o~ny, n. The generation of
The-o-ld'fl-aii, n. One versed in
theology.

Tht-a-IAff'lc, \a. Relating to the-
Th*-o-lA£'l-cal, J ology.
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SS&SgZh Atheologian.

The-Al'o-ffiae, v.L To render theo-

The-Al'o-grjr, n. The soienoe which
treats of God, and his relations to man.

The-Ar'bo, n. A musical instrument
Th6'o~r£in, n. A truth or position to
be proved.

The-©-r*t'ic, ) a. Relating to the*
The-o-r*t'l-calJ ory.
Th6'o-rlst, n. One who forms theories.
Th6'a*rise, v. i. To form theories.
Th*'o-ry, n. The abstract principles
of any science. [tlou.

The«Ae'o-phy. n. Divine illumina-
The*r-a-pen'ile, a Relating to the
art of healing. [diseases.

The>-a*peu7tlcs, n. Art of curing
There, ad. In that place.

ThwfblSu.}**- Nearthatplace.

There-after, ad. After that.
There-at/. ad. At that place.
Th«re-by% ad. By that; near by.
There'fore, ad. & conj. For this rea-
son; consequently.

There-frAm', ad. From that
There-la 7

, ad. In that or this.

There-Af, ad. Of that or this.

There-fin', ad. On that or this.

There-**', ad. To that.
There-up*An', ad. Upon that or this.

There-wlth', ad. With that or this.

The'rt-ac, n. A remedy for poisons.
Ther'mal, a. Relating to heat; warm.
Ther'nte-fr6n, n. The matter of heat
Ther-mAm'e-ter, n. An instrument

for measuring temperature.
Ther-mo-inet'rie, I a. Relating
Ther-mo-m6t'ri-ealv j to a ther-
mometer, [mometer.

Ther'mo-scope, n. A kind of thor-
Theae, pron. a.; pi. of this. [theme.
The'sle, n. A position; proposition;
Thea'pl-an, o. Relating to tragedy.
Th&ur-gy, n. The power of doing su-
pernatural things.

They, pron The plural of he, she, or it.

Thlek, o. Not thin ; gross :—muddy :

—compact :— dull.—n. The thickest
part:—a thicket—ad. Frequently;
thickly.

Thlek'en, v. f. To make thick.—v. t
To grow thick.

Thlck'et, n. A close cluster of trees.

Thlek'ly, ad. Densely ; closely.
Thlek'nees, n. State of being thick.
Thlek'e*t, a. Close planted ; thick
as to body.

Thlck'-sklnned, a. Having a thick
skin :—not sensitive.

Thfek'-ftkttll, n. A blockhead.
ThieT, n. One guilty of theft.
Thieve, v. i. To practise theft.
Thtev'ish, a. Addicted to theft.
Thiev'i*h-Iy, ad. Like a thief.

Thigh, n. Part of the leg above the
knee.

Thill, n. Shaft of a carriage, [sewing.
Thlm'ble, n. A cap for the finger Id
Thin, a. Not thiek ; rare ; slender.—

ad. Not thickly.—». L To make thin.
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Thine, pron. pos. Belonging to thee.
Thing, n. An inanimate object ; what-
ever exists.

Think, v. t. To have ideas ; to reason;
to meditate :— to imagine.—v. L To
imagine : to believe.

Thlnk'ing, p. a. Having thought.
Thln'ly, ad. In a thin manner.
Thlu'ness, n. State of being thin.
Thin'-skinned, a. Having a.thin
skin '^Hsensitive.

Third, a. The next alter the second.
—7i. A third part:—an interval of
three tones in music.

Thlrd'ly, ad. In the third place.
Thirst, n. Desire for drinlc :—eager
desire.—v. i. To desire drink.

Thlrs'ty, a. Desiring drink.
Thlr'teen, a. Ten and three, [teen.

'i'hlr'teenth, a. The ordinal of ibir-

Thlr'ti-eth, a. The ordinal of thirty.

Thlr'ty, a.&n. Thrice ten.

This, pron. a. The one which is present.
Thls'tle, n. A prickly plant.
Thls'tly, a. Overgrown with thistles.

Thlth'er, ad. To that place or point.
Thlth'er-ward, ad. Towards that
place.

Thole, a. A dome :—a wooden pin.
Ttiong, n. A strap of leather.
Tho-rac'lc, a. Relating to thorax.
Tho'ral, a. Relating to the bed.
Tho'rax, n. [L.] The breast ; the chest.
Thorn, n. A prickly tree ; a spine:—

trouble.
Thorn'y , a. Spiny ; prickly:—difficult.
Thor'ough, a. Goine through ; com-

plete, [passed through.
Tnor'ough-fare, n. A place much
Thor'oagh-ly, ad. Completely.
Thor'ough-nesa, n. Completeness.
Thor'ongh-wort, n. A medicinal

plant.
Those, pron. a.\ pi. of that.
Thou, pron. The second personal pro-
noun singular.

Though, conj. Although ; if ; in case
that.

Thonghi. i. An. from think.—n. That
which is thought ; opinion ; reflection;
concern.

Thoughfful, a. Full of thought

;

considerate.
Thought'ful-ly, ad. With thought.
Thought'less, a. Without thought

;

careless. (gaily.
Thought'less-ly, ad. Carelessly;
Thou'sand. a. An. Ten hundred.
Thoo'sandth, a. The ordinal of a
thousand.

Thral'dom. n. Slavery ; bondage.
Thrash, v. t. To beat out grain ; to

beat soundly.
Thread, n. A small twist of flax, silk,

or wool ; a filament :—tenor.—v. L To
pass through. [trite.

Thread 'hare, a. Deprived ofthe nap

;

Thread'.r,a. Like thread ; slender.

Threat, n, A denunciation ; menace.

THUMP

Threat'**, «.

terrify.

To menace; to
[neat

Thr£at'en-Ing,p. <x.;Menacing; immi
Three. a.Stn. Two and one.
ThreeTold, a. Thrice repeated.
Three'penee, n. The sum of three
Knnies. [of little value.
ree'pen-ny, a. Worth threepence;

Three'seore, a. Thrice twenty.
Thren'o-dy.n. A song oflamentation.
Thresh, v. t. To beat out grain; to beat
Thresh/old, n. The step under a
door :—an entrance.

Threw (thru), i. from throw.
Thrice, ad. Three times.
Thrld,v.t. To elide through; to thread
Thrift, n. A thriving state; prosperity;
economy.

Thrift1-lyywt Frugally: prosperously.
Thrlftl*ness, n. Frugality; economy.
Thrlft'less, a. Extravagant
Thrifty, a. Using good management

;

frugal.
Thrill, v. L To pierce : to penetrate.
—v. i. To feel a sharp sensation.—n.
A sharp, tingling sensation.

Thrive, v. i. To prosper or grow rich.
Thrlv'en (thriv'vn), p. from thrive.
Thriving, p. a. Growing.
Throat, n. The forepart of the neck.
Throb, v. t To heave ; to palpitate.—

n. A strong pulsation.
Throe; n. Extreme pain ; anguish.
Throne, n. A royal seat.—t;. t. To
place on a throne.

Throng, n. A multitude ; a crowd.—
v. i. To come in crowds.

—

v. t. To op-
press.

Ttiros'tie, n. The thrush :—a spindle.
Throt'tle, n. The windpipe.—v. L
To choke.

Through, prep. From end to end of;
by means of.—ad. From end to end

;

throughout.
Through'ly, ad. Thoroughly.
Through-oat, ad. In every part-
prep. Quite through.

Throi *

*
rove, i. from thrive.

Throw (thr6), v. L To send away by
the hand ; to fling ; to cast :—to twist—v. i. To make a cast—n. A cast :—
a pang.

Thrown (thron), p. from throw.
Thrdw'ster, n. One who twists silk.

Thrum' v. t. To weave ; to fringe :—
to play coarsely.

Thrush, n. A small singing-bird :—

a

disease of infants.
Thrust, v. t. To push with force ; to
stab:—to pierce.—v. i. To make a
push :—to press forcibly.—n. A hostile
attack; a stab.

Thumb (thum), n. The short, thick
finger.—if. t. To handle awkwardly.

Thumh'serew, n. A screw for a win*
dow-sash :—an instrument of torture.

Thump, n. A heavy, dull blow.—v. t
To beat with heavy blows.—*. 1 To
fall with a heavy blow.
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THUNDER

TMn'der, n. The note which fol-

low! lightning.—*, i. To discharge the
electric (laid In the air.—v. t. To emit
with noise, [ning.

Tkftn'der-bdlt, n. A shaft oflight-
Tban'der-e4Ap, n. An explosion of
thunder.

Tbnn'der-abOw'er, ) n. A rain with
Thnn'der-atttrm, / thunder.

*

"

"" v.l
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To blast withThttn'der-strike, v. I

lightning; to astonish.
Than'der-atrack, a. Astonished.

Thy'my.a.
Thy'rold, .

the throat

Tbii'ri-ble, n. A pan to burn in-
cense in. [cense.

Tbn-rlTer-oa*, a. Bearing frankin-
Thii-ri-fl-efc'tton, n. Act of burn-
ing incense. [week.

Thfars'day, n. The fifth day of the
ThAs. ad. In this manner ; so.

Tbwaek, v. L To strike ; to bang.—n.
A heavy, hard blow.

Tnw&ri, a. Being across.—v. L To
cross ; to oppose.—r. i. To be in op-
position to.

Tny, pron. Belonging to thee.
Thyme, n. An aromatic plant.
_». _.. ^ Abounding with thyme.

a. Noting a cartilage of

Thy-«£1F, pron. An emphasized form
of thou.

Ti-ft'ra, n. A high cap or mitre.
TWI-a, n. [L.l A musical pipe :—the

largest bone or the leg. [tibia.

Tlbl-atl, a. Relating to a pipe, or to the
Tick, n. A score ; credit :—an insect

:

—a case for a bed :—a slight noise.—
v. i. To trust :—to make a slight noise.
—v. U To note by a regular vibration.

Ttek'ini,}"- Acaseforabed.

TIck'et, n. A piece of paper entitling
to some privilege.—v. L To distinguish
by a ticket.

TIc'kle, v. t. To excite a thrilling sen-
sation by the touch; to please.—v. i. To
feel a tickling.

TIck'llah, a. Easily tickled :- totter-

ing.
Ti'dal, a. Relating to the tides.

Tld'blt, n. A dainty or delicate piece.
Tide, n. The ebb and flow of the sea.

—e. i. To pour a flood.

Tide'leas, a. Having no tide.
Tide*'man, )n. An officer who
Tide'w&lt-er, / watches the land-
ing of goods.

Ti'di-ly, ad. In a tidy manner.
Ti'dl-neaw, n. State of being tidy.

Ti'dings, n. pi. News; intelligence.
Ti'dy, a. Neat ; clean ; nice.—n. , A
pinafore: a cover.

lie, v. L To fasten with a knot.—n. A
knot; a bond.

Ti$r, «. A row ; a rank.
Tierce, n. A cask containing forty-

two gallons:—a thrust.
TUT, n. Lionor :—a fit of peevishness.
—•. i. To quarrel

Tlfffe-ay, n. Very thin silk.

Tf'ger, n. A beast of prey.
Tight, a. Tense :—not loose :—hard :—
not leaky :—neat.

Tight'en, v. t To make tight.

Tifrht'neM, n. Compactness.
Tigrish, a. Resembling a tiger.

Tike, n. A dog :—a clown.
TU'bn-ry, In. A two-wheeled car-
TIl'bura;h, / riage.
Tile, n. A piece of burnt clay used for
covering houses, or for paving.—v. t
To cover with tiles. [tiles.

Til'lng, n. A roof covered with tiles

;

Till, n. A money-box.—prep. To the
time of ; until.— v. /. To cultivate ; to
plough.

Tlll'A-ble, a. That may be tilled.

TUl'age, n. Act of tilling. [rudder.
TUl'er, n. A cultivator :—handle of a
Tilt, n. An awning:—a thrust:—a mili-

tary game.—v. L To cover ; to turn
up.—v. i. To fight ; to rush, as in
combat

Tlm'bal, n. A kettle drum.
Tlm'ber, n. Wood for building; a
beam.

—

v. t. To furnish with timber.
Tlm'bre, n. A quantity of small skins.
Tlm'brel, n. A musical instrument
Time, n. The measure of duration

;

a space of time : season :—a measure
of sound -.—repetition.—v. t. To adapt
to the time. ,

Time'keep-erJn. Thatwhich keeps
Time'pleee, j time ; a watch or

Time' lean, o. Unseasonable.
Time'll-ness, n. The state of being

timely.
Timely, o. In good time.
Time'-server, n. One who complies
with the times ; a temporizer, [time.

Time'»ta-ble. n. A table or register of
Tim'Id, a. Wanting courage ; easily

frightened.
Tl-mld'1-ty, n. Want of courage.
Tl-mftc'ra-cy, n. Government by
men of property.

Tlm'o-roftft, a. Fearful ; timid.
TIm'o-roft»-ly. ad. With fear.

Tin, n. A soft white metal.-*, t. To
cover with tin.

Tlnc-td'rl-al a. Relating to tincture.

Tlnct'nre, n. Spiritous solution of a
substance ; shade of color.—*, t. To
imbue ; to tinge. [ble.

TIn'der, n. Any thing very inflamma-
Tine, n. A tooth or prong.
Tined, a. Having a tine.

Tin' foil. n. Tin reduced to a thin leaf.

Ting1

, v. i. To ring ; to sound as a bell.

—n. A sharp sound.
TInfre, v. t To imbue; to dve.—-n. A

color; stain; tint [sensation.

Tln'ffle, v. t. To feel a sharp thrilling

Tln'scllng, n. A thrilling sensation.
TInk, v. i. To make a shrill noiee.

TInk'er. n. A mender of metal ware
i —*. L <*r i To mend, as metal wares.
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Tln'kle, v. i. To make a sharp, quick
noise.—v. t. To cause to clink.—n. A
quick, sharp noise. [noise.

Tink'llnff, n. A small, quick, sharp
TIn'ny, a. Resembling tin.

Tln'sel, n. A shining cloth:—any
thing snowy and of small value.—a.
8howy; superficial.—v. t. To decorate

with tinsel.

Tint, n. A dye; a color.-*. L To dye.

TM'ny, a. Little ; small ; puny.
Tip, n. The top; end; point.—v. L To

top; to lower one end of.

Tip'pet, n. A covering for the neck.

Tip' pie, v. i. To drink to excess —n.
Drink.

,
,

[cess.

Tip'piIns, n. Act of drinking to ex-

TIp'»t»n;n. A constable.

TIp'sy, a. Partially intoxicated.

Tip' toe, n. The end of the toe.

Tl-rade',n. [Fr.] A strain of invective.

Tire, n. Furniture :—the iron of a
wheel :

_a tier.—v. t. To make weary.
—v. i. To become weary.

Tire'some, a. Wearisome; tedious.

Tir'inff-r66m. n. A dressing-room.

Ti'ro, n. A beginner; a novice.

Tls'sue, n. Membranous organization;

—a series.—t'. t. To Interweave.
Tit, n. A small horse :—a titmouse.
Ti-ta'nl-um, n. A rare metal.
Tlt'folt, n. A choice bit.

Tith'a-ble. a. Subject to tithes.

Tithe, n. The tenth part.—r. t. To tax;

to levy the tenth part. [officer.

Tith'tna-mftu, n. A petty parish
Tl-thon'ic, a. Relating to rays of light
that produce chemical effects

TIt'il-late, v. t. To tickle.

TIt-ll-la'tlon. n. Act of tickling

Ti'tle, n. An appellation of honor; an
Inscription :—a right.—v. t. To entitle,

to calf.

Tit'mouse, n. A small bird.

Tit'tor, v. i. To laugh with restraint.

—n. A restrained laugh.
Tit' tie, n. A small particle; a point.

Tlt'u-lar, a. Existing only In name;
nominal. [a. Relating to a title.

TIt'u-la-ry, n. One who has a title-
To, prep. Noting motion towards.—<wi.
A particle used before a verb in the
infinitive mood

Toad, ». A small reptile.

Toad'flax, u. A plant.
Toad'stool, n. A sort of mushroom.
Toad'y, n. A base flatterer.

Toast, t». t To scorch :—to drink in
honor of.—v i. To give a toast.—n.
Bread toasted :—a sentiment proposed.

To-bac'co, n. A plant used for smok-
ing and chewing

Toe'sin, n. An alarm bell.

Tod. n. Twenty-eight pounds :—a fox.

Tod'dle. v. i. To walk feebly.

Tod'dy, n. A tree —a drink.

Toe, n. One of the extremities of the

foot. [ment.

Wgm, a. [L.] A Roman outer gar-

TOOTHACHB

T6'ffftt-ed,& Wearing a toga
To-cetb'er, od. In company
Toll, v. i. To labor ; to be I

toga.

buiy.—k
Labor ; work ; fatigue ;—snare.

Toilet, n [Fr.J A dressing table>-at
tire.

TOU'ful, la. Full of toll; labori-

TOll'Mome, j ous.

To*kay ' , n . A Hungarian wine.
To'ken, n. A sign ; a memorial.
Told, i.&p. from tell.

Tole, v. t. To draw ; to allure.

Tftl'er-a-ble,a. That may be tolerat

ed.
Tol'er-a-bly, ad. Moderately well

.

Tol'er-ance,n. Endurance; toleration
Tol'er-ant, a. Disposed to tolerate.

Tol'er-ate, v. t. To suffer ; to allow
Tol-er-a'tlon, n Sufferance; permis-

sion.
Toll, n A tax paid for some privilege-

—an excise on goods —the sound of a
bell.—v . i. To pay toll :—to sound, as
a bell.—v. t. To cause to sound, as a
bell :—to allure. Ipaid.

Toll'-ffate, n. A gate where toll is

Tftm'a-nawk, n An Indian hatchet.
To-ma'to, n. A garden-plant and its

fruit.

T6mb, n. A monument ; a grave.—
v. t. To place in a tomb.

Tom'bOy, n. A romping girl.

Tftmb'stone (tom-0, n. A monument
placed over a grave.

Tome, n. [Fr.) A volume : a book.
To-mor'row, n The day after the
present day—ad. On the day aftei

this
Tom-tit', n. A titmouse. [dupois.

Too, n. The weight of 2240 lbs avoir-

Ton, n. [Fr] The prevailing fashion.

Tone, n. A sound; note:—degree of

firmness :—prevailing hue.
Tone'less, a. Having no tone.

Tongs, n. pi. A utensil for taking up

Tonffne. n. The organ of speech ana
taste :—a language :—a projection.

Tongne'tied (tangaid), a Unable
to speak freely. [the system

Ton rlc, n. A medicine that strengthens

Ton'lc, \a. Increasing strength

.

Tftn'l-eal. j —relating to tones.

Ton'nagp, n The number of tons :—

dutv by the ton.

Ton 'all. n. An oblong gland, at the

base of the tongue.
Ton'slle, a. That may be clipped.

Ton '«tnr* , n. Act of shaving the crown
of the head

TOO. ad. Overmuch :—also.
Took. i. from take.
Tool, n. An instrument :—a hireling

TOOt. v. i. & t. To make a noise.

TOOth. n. A bone attached to the Jaw
for chewing :—a prong—v. t. To
furnish with teeth

TOOth'ache, n. Pain in the teeth.
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Tooth'leaa, a. Without teeth.
Tooth'plelt, n. An instrument for
picking the teeth.

Tootn'aouic), o. Palatable.
Top, n. The highest point ; the sum-
mit :—surface :—a child's toy.—v. i. To
rise aloft.—v. I To cover on the top :

—to surpass :—to crop. Itoparchy
To'pareh, n. The chief ruler of a
Top'ar-ehy. n. A small lordship.
To'p**« n - A precious stone.
Tope, v. i. To drink to excess.
T6rper,n. A drunkard.
To'phet, n. An unclean place near
Jerusalem -.—hell.

Top'ie, n. Subject of discourse: matter.
T6p'l*eal,a. Relating to a place; local.
Top'i-cal-ljr, ad. In a topical manner.
Top'-maat, n. The second mast above
the deck.

Tdp'mott, a. Uppermost ; highest.
To-pog'ra-pher, n. One versed in
topography.

Top-o-ffraph'ie, 1 a. Relating
T6p-o-*rapn'i-eaI, /to topography.
To*pofpra-phy,n. A description of
any place or region.

T6srpie, v. i. To fall down ; to toddle.—v. i. To throw down.
Top'-aall, n. A sail across the topmast.
Tdp'ay-tor'vy, ad. With the bottom
Upwards.

Torch, n. A large, blazing light.

Tore, i. from tear.

To-ren'tic, a. Highly finished.
Tor-mont', v. t. To put to pain; to vex
greatly.

Tdr'ment, n. Pain ; torture.
Tor^ment'er, ) n. Oue who tor-
Tor-ment'or. j menu.
Torn, d from tear.

Tor-na'do, n. [Sp.] A violent storm
and whirlwind. fpedo.

Tor-pod'l-nal, a. Relating to the tor-

Tor-p£'dd, n. [L.] An electric fish

:

—a machine if "mowing up ships.
Tor-pe*'cence, n. Numbness; tor-

pidity.
Tor-percent, a. Becoming torpid.
Toi^pld, a Motionless - sluggish.
Tor-pld'l-ty, ) n. State of being
Torspld-neos. J torpid.
TOr'por.n [L J Numbness.
TOr-po-rlTIc, a. Tending to produce

torpor.
T6r're-ty f v. t. To dry bythe Are.
Tor7real, n. A rapid stream.—a.
Rushing as a current.

Tdr'rid, a Parched ; burning ; hot.
Tor'oel, n Any thing in a twisted
form.

Tor'aion, n The act of twisting.
Tor'ftO, n. Jit.] The trunk of a statue
deprived ofthe head and limbs.

To^tire, } ° ?"**** •
turned "^de.

Tor'tions, a Injurious ; doing wrong.
T*r'toioe,n. An animal covered with
a hard thai!

TOY 883

Tort'n-oos, a. Twisted . winding.
Tort'nre, n. Severe pain; anguish.
—v. L To inflict extreme pain upon.

Td'rna,n. |L.) A moulding in the
base o/a column :—the receptacle of a
flower.

To'ry, n. • An advocate for royal pow-
er, —a. Relating to the Tories.

To'ry-Ism.n. The principles ofa Tory.
Tom, v. t To throw ; to agitate.—v. i.

To fling ; to be tossed.—n. The act of
tossing ; a cast.

To'tal.a. Whole; entire; complete.
—n. The whole sum.

Td'UMy, ad. Wholly ; completely.
Tot'ter, v. i. To reel ; to stagger.
Tot'ter-Ingr, a. Threatening to fall.

Tot'tie, v. i. To totter ; to toddle.
Touch, v. I To perceive by feeling.—

v. i. To be in contact—n. The sense
of feeling :—a feature :—a stroke.

Toncb/a»ble, a. Tangible.
Toncn'i-neas, n. Peevishness.
Tottch' tiijr, prep. With respect to.—

o. Pathetic ; affecting.
Tottcn'-me-not, n. A plant.
Toneh'atone, a. A stone used as a

test for metals ; a criterion, [ignited.
Tottch'wood, n. Rotten wood easily
Tonch'y, a. Peevish ; irritable.

Todrb. a. Not brittle ; stroug.
Tongrh'en, v. f. To grow tough.—v. t
To make tough.

Todfrb'neas, n. State of being tough

.

Ton-pet', n. [Fr.] An artificial lock
of hair.

Tour, n. A ramble ; a Journey.

'

Tourist, n. One who makes a journey.
Tonr'ma-IIne, n. A brittle mineral.
Tourn, n. A sheriff's court.
Toar/na-ment n. A military sport,
or mock encounter.

Toar'ney, v. i. To tilt in the lists.—
n. A tournament.

Toose, v. I. To pull ; to haul.
Tow, n. The coarse part of flax or
hemp.—v. L To draw through the wa-
ter by a rope.

Tow'ard, prep. In a direction to ; with
respect to.—a. Docile ; apt.

Tow'ard-ly, o. Ready to do or learn
Tow'ard-neaa, n. Docility.
TOw'el,n. A cloth for wining the hands.
TOw'er, n A high edifice :—a citadel,
—v. i. To soar ; to be lofty.

Tow'er*Ing,p. a. Very high ; soaring.
Tow'-line, n. A rope used in towing.
Town, n. A large collection of houses.
Town'-eri-er, n. The public crier of
a town. f business.

Town'-boose, n. A hall for public
Town'shlp, n. Corporation or dis-

trict of a town.
Town'talk, n. The common talk.

Tow'-rope, n. A rope for towing.
T6xs-l»eol'o-ffr« *»• A treatise on poi-

sons.
T6y, n. A trifle; a plaything.—v i

lx> trifle ; to play.
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Toy'iab, a. Trifling ; playful, [sold.

Toy'*ti6p, n. A shop where toys are
Trace, n. A mark ; footstep ; track.—

tr. i. To follow by the footsteps :—to
mark out

Trace'a-ble, a. That may be traced.
Tra'cer-y* n. Ornamental work in

architecture.
Tra'chc-a, n. The windpipe.
Tra>che-dt'o-my. w. The operation

of making an opening into the wind-
pipe.

Tra'chyte, n. A species of volcanic
rock.

Track, n. A mark left by the foot :—

a

path.—v. L To follow by traces, [out.

Track'leew,a. Untrodden: not marked
Tract, n. A region ; a quantity of land-
—a course :—a short treatise.

Tract-a-bll'1-ty, n. State of being
tractable.

Tract'a-ble, a. Easily managed.
Tract'a-bly , ad. In a tractable man-

ner.
Trac'tate, n. A treatise ; a small
book.

Trac*ta'tlon, n. Treatment of a sub-
ject [out.

Trac'tile, a. Capable of being drawn
Trac-tU'1-ty, n. Quality of belug

tractile

Trac'tion, n. Act of drawing.
Trac'to-ry, n. A sort of curve line
Trade, n. Traffic ; commerce :—occu-
pation.—-v. i. To traffic ; to barter.

Trades'man, n. A shopkeeper.
Trade'-wind, n. A periodical wind
between the tropics.

Tra-dl' lion, n. Act of transmitting

;

facts delivered to posterity by oral
report Ition

Tra-dl'tion-al, a. Relating to trad 1

Tra-dl'tion-al-ly, ad. By tradition.

Tra*dI'tlon-Ist, n. One who adheres
to tradition. [niate.

Tra-daee', v. t. To censure ; to calum-
Tra-dfic'tive, a. That may be de-
duced.

Traffic, n Exchange of commodi-
ties: commerce— v. i. To practise
commerce; to trade.^v. L To ex-
change in traffic.

Trag'a-catath, n. A plant
Tra-ff€'dt«an, n. A writer or actor
of tragedy.

Trajr'e-dy, n. A drama representing
an action having a fatal issue :—any
dreadful event.

Traff'ic, \a Relating to tragedy.
Trajg'l-cal, f dreadful. [ner
Traa;'l-cal-ly, ad. In a tragical man-
Trajr-i-c&mre-dy. n. A drama par-
taking both of tragedy and comedy.

Trajr-l-cttiii'ic, \a. Relating to
Traar-i-c&in'l-cal. j tragicomedy.
Trail, v. t. To draw along the ground

:

—to hunt by track.—v. i. To be drawn
along.—n. A track; any thing drawn
behind.

TRAXSFERABLE

Train, v. i. To draw along :—to edu-
cate; to discipline.—n. Part of a gown
trailing behind, a trail :—a process:—
a line, as of cars, a retinue.

Traln'a-ble, a. That may be trained.
Traln'injr. n. Act of training.
Traln'-oll, n. Oil from the fat of
whales.

Traipse, v. i. To walk carelessly, [tic.

Trait, n. [Fr. ) A stroke; a characterise
Tral'tor, n One who violates his

trust; one guilty of treachery. [ous.
Tral'tor-ooa, a. Treacherous; perfldi.
Tral'tor-ofta-ly, ad. Treacherously.
Tra-Ject', v. t. To cast through.
Tra-Jec'tion,n. A darting through.
Tra-j$c'to-ry, n. A curve which a
moving body describes in space, [phor.

Tral-a-il'ilon, w. A kind of meta
Tral-a-'I'tlont*, a. Metaphorical.
Tram, n. A coal-wagon.
Tram'mel, n. A shackle:—an Iron
hook—v. t. To catch; to shackle.

Tra-mdn'tane, n. Lying beyond the
mountain; foreign.

Tramp, v. t. To tread.—v. i To travel.
—n. A journey on foot; a foot traveler.

Tram'ple, v. t. To tread under foot-*
v. i. To tread hard.

Tram'-rdad, 1 m. A road prepared foi
Tram'-way, j the transit of wagons.
Trance, n. A state of insensibility;
an ecstacy.

Tran'qnil,<t. Quiet; undisturbed.
Tran•qull ' I !•ty, n. Quiet ; composure.
Tran'qnil-lise, v. L To render tran'

quil. [ner.
TrAn'qall-ly, ad In a tranquil man.
TrAna, prep. ['.L J

Beyond
Trana-acf', v t To manage, to con-

duct.—**, i. To conduct matters
Trana-ae'tlon, n. Performance;
management.

Trana-al'plne, a. Beyond the Alps.
Trans-at-lan'tlc, a Beyond toe

Atlantic. feel , to go beyond.
Tran»acend', v t. To surpass; to ex-
Tran-actnd'ence. )n. Precmi-
Tran-aeend'en-cy, J nence; super-
eminence, [eminent.

Tran-ecend'ent.a. Excellent: pre-
Tran-eeen-d#n'tah a Preeminent :

—beyond the bounds of experience
Tran-Mcen-d€n'tal-Iam, n State
of being transcendental —a species of
metaphysics [nently.

Tran-acend'en t-ly, ad. Superemi •

Tran-acribe', v. t To write over
agar.), or in the same words [original.

TrAn'aerlpt, n. A copy from the
TrAn-aerlp'tton, n. The act of
copying.

Transept, n. The part of a cathedral
between the nave and choir

Trana-fer', v t. To convey from one
person or place to another.

Trana'fTer, n. Conveyance to another;
removal I transferred.

Trane-fer'a-ble, a. Xhat may be
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Trans-ftr'rence, n. A transferring.
Trans-fla>a-ra'tlon, n. Change of
form or appearance

Trans-fIjr are, v. /. To change the
figure or appearance.

Trans-flic', v. <. To pierce through.
Trans-form', v. f. To change the form
of.—v. £ To be changed in form.

Traus-for-ma'tion, n. Act of trans-

forming; change of form, [transform.
Trans-forin'lna;, p. a. Tending to

Trans-fuse', v. L To pour out of one
into another :—to inject, [transfused.

Trans-fjk'sl-ble, a. That may be
Trans-fa'slon, n. The act of trans-

fusing.
Trans-ffross', v. L To passbeyond:—to

violate,—v. i. To violate a law; to err.

Traiis-ffres'slon, n. Violation of a
law ; offence. [fleeting.

Tran'aient, a. Momentary ; hasty

;

Tran'slent-ljr, ad. For a snort time.
Traa-sll'toaee, { n. Act of leap-
Tran-sll'len-cr, f ing.
Tran'sit, n. A passing, as a planet
across the sun's disk, orgoods through
a country ; a line ofpassagt*.

Tran-sl'tlon, n. Passage from one
state or place to another.—a. Noting
change from one state to another.

Tran-sl'tloa-al, a. Relating to
transition.

Tran'sl-tlve, a. Expressing action
upon some object.

Tran'sl-to-rf-ly,ad. Transiently.
Tran'al-to-rjr, a. Quickly vanishing;
momentary.

Trans-late', v. t. To remove:—to
render into another language.

Trans-la7Hon, n. Act of translating;
that which is translated :—removal.

Trans-la'tor, n. One who translates.
Trans-Ia'to-ry, a. Transferring.
Trans-lo-ca'tlon . n. A change from
one place to another ; a substitution.

Traas-lik'cen-cy, n. The state of
admitting rays of light.

Trans-la'cent, a. Transmitting rays
of light, but not transparent.

Trans-ma-rlne', a. Lying beyond
the sea. [Ing.

Trans'ml-fprant,a. Migrating: pass-
Trans'mi-s;rate, v. i. To go to an-
other place.

Trans-ml-s;ra'tloa, n. Passage
from one state or place into another.

Trans-mls'sl-ble, a. That may be
transmitted.

Trans-mis'slon, n. Act of transmit-
ting ; thing transmitted.

Trans-mls'slve, a. Capable of be-
ing transmitted.

Trans-mlt', v. t. To send from one
person orplace to another, [mitting.

Traua-mlt'tal, n. The act of trans-
Trans-mti'ta-ble, a.

transmuted.
Trans-ma-ta'tlon, n.

fubatance or nature.

That may be

Change of

TRAUMATIC S8S

Trans-mflto', ?. 1 To change from
one nature or substance to another.

Tran'som, n. A horisontal timber
running across a window ; a lintel.

Trans-par'en-cy, n. State of being
transparent ; clearness.

Trans-par'ent, a. Transmitting
raysoflight; clear.

Trans-par'ent-ly, ad. Clearly.
Tr&ns-pleroe', v. L To pierce
through. [piring.

Tran-spir'a-ble, o. Capable ortrans-
Tran-spl-ra'tlon, n. Act of trans-

piring.
Tran-spire', v. t. To emit in vapor.
—v. i. To be emitted, as vapor :—to
become known :—to happen.

Trans-place', v. t. To put in a new
place. [place.

Trans-plant', v. I To plant in a new
Trans-plan-ta'tion, ». Act of
transplanting.

Trans-port', v. I. To convey from
place to place :—to banish :—to affect

with ecstasy.
Trans'port, n. Conveyance :— a

vessel :—ecstasy. [transported.
Trans-port'a-ble, a. That may be
Trans-por-ta'tion, n. Act of trans-
porting ; conveyance.

Trans-pos'al, n. Act of transposing.
Trans-pose', v. t. To put each in the
place or the other. [o fplace.

Trans-po-sI'tion,n. Mutual change
Trans-po-sl'tlon-al, a. Relating to
transposition.

Transship', v. t. To convey from
one vessel to another.

Tran-snb-stan'tl-ate, v. L To
change to another substance.

Tran-snb-stan-tl'a'tion,'n. A sup-
posed change of the bread and wine
in the eucharist into the real body
and blood of Christ.

Tran-su-da'tlon, n. Act of transud-
ing, [the pores.

Tran-sflde', v. i. To pass out through
Trans-ver'sal, a. Running across —

n. A line drawn across several others.
Trans-verse7

, n. The longer diame-
ter of an ellipse.—v. t. To change.—a.

Being in a cross direction.
Trap, n. A snare :—a stratagem :—

a

kind of rock.—v.t To insnare:—to
dress.

Tra-pan', v. t To lay a trap for.—n.
A stratagem ; a cheat. [roof.

Trap'-door, n. A door in a floor or
Tra-pe'sl-nm, n. [L.l A figure

bounded by four straight lines, no two
of which are parallel.

Trap-e-sold', n. A four-sided figure
of which only two of the sides are
parallel.

Trap'plnffs, n. pi. Ornaments; dress.

Trasn, n. Any thing worthless.
Trash'y.a. Worthless; vile.

Traa-m&t'ic.n. A medicine to heal
wounds.—a. useful for wounds.
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Trav'ail, r. i. To toU :—to be in la-

bor.—?t. Labor :—labor in childbirth,
Trav'el, t-. i. To make a Journey ; to
pass.—v.L To Journey oyer.—n. A
journey.

Trav'era-a-ble, a. That may be
traversed :—liable to legal objection.

Tr&T'erae, ad. Crosswise ; athwart,
—a. Lying across.—n. A barrier:—

a

denial.—v. L To cross ; to oppose.—
v. i. To make opposition in fencing.

Tr&Y'er-tlne, n. A deposit of lime-
stone.

Tra¥'e»-ty, n. A burlesque transla-
tion.—v. L To translate so as to ren-
der ridiculous. [waiter.

Tray, n. A shallow wooden vessel ; a
Treacb'er-oAs, a. Faithless ; per-

fidious.

Treacb'er-otts-ly, ad. Faithlessly.
Treaeli'er-y, n. Violation of trust.

Trea'de, n. A thick sirup ; molasses.
Tr^ad, v. L To set the foot ; to walk,
—v. t. To walk on ; to trample.—n.
A stepping :—the horizontal part of a
stair.

Tread'le, n. A part of a machine
moved by the foot.

Tread'-mlII, n. A mill kept in mo-
tion by a treadle.

Trea'aon, n. A violation ofallegiance.
Trea'aon-a-ble, a. Partaking of trea-

son.
Treas'ure, n. Wealth hoarded ; that
which is highly valued.—v. L To hoard;
to lay up. [of money.

Tr«ai'nr-er, n. One who has the care
Treas'u-ry, n. A place for money.
Treat, v. L To use : to manage.—v. i.

To discourse :—to make terms.—n. An
entertainment given. [sertation.

Trea'tise, n. A written discourse; dis-

Treat'ment, n. Manner of treating

;

usage.
Trea'ty, n. An agreement between
independent states ; compact

Trgb'le, a. Triple.—v, L To multiplv
by three.—v. i. To become threefold.
—n. Highest part of music.

Trfcb'ly, ad. In a threefold degree.
Trei, n. The largest species of the
vegetable kingdom.

Trefoil, n. A three-leaved plant
Trel'lie, n. A lattice-work.
Tr«l'lUed, a. Having trellises.

Trem'ble, v. i. To shake ; to shudder.
Tre-men'dons, a. Dreadful ; fright-

ful [dreadfully.
Tre-raen'dons-ly, ad. Horribly;
Tr$m'o-lite, n. A fibrous mineral.
Tre'mor, n. [L.] An involuntary

trembling. [ing.

Tr£m'u-Ioft*, a. Trembling ; quiver-
Trtm'ii-lotts-ly, ad. In a tremulous
manner.

Trench, v. i. To encroach.—v. t. To
cut:—to fortify.—-n. A ditch; a de-
fence for soldiers. [—food.

Tr£neh'er, n. A large wooden plate

:

TRIFORM

Tr#nd.v.f. To run; to tend.—*. a
part of an anchor :—direction ; incli-
nation.

Trtn'dle, n. Any thing turned round.
Tre-pan', n. A surgeon's circular
saw :—a snare.—*. L To perforate with
the trepan.

Tre-phlne', n. A surgical instrument
Trtp-i-da'tlon, n. Trembling; ter-

ror.

Trea'paas, n. A transgression of law;
unlawful entrance.—v. i. To enter un-
lawfully upon another's ground; to
transgress.

Treaa, n. A lock ; a curl of hair.
Treft'tle, n A frame for support
Tr6.t, n. An allowance in weight tat
waste.

Tri. A prefix signifying three.
Tri'ad, n. A union oi three.
Tri'al, n. Act of trying ; experiment

:

-probation. [and sides.

Tri'an-gle, n. A figure of three angles
Tri-an'gu-lar, a. Having three an-

gles, [to triangles.

Tri-an'ffu-late, v.t To divide in-
Tri'ar-coy^n. A government by three.
Tri'bal, a. Belonging to a tribe.

Tribe, n. A distinct body of people :—
a class.—v. t. To divide into tribes.

Trlb'let, n. A tool for making rings.
Tri'brack, n. A poetic foot
Trlb-u-la'tlon, n. A great affliction.

Tri-bu'nal, n. A court ofjustice.
Trlb'iine, n. A Roman officer:—

a

rostrum. [une.
Trlb-u-nl'tial, a. Relating to a trib-

Trlb'u-ta-ry. a. Paying tribute;
subject.—n. One who pays tribute.

Trlb'iite, n. A payment made in ac-
knowledgment ot subjection.

Trice, n. A short time ; an instant
Tri-chi'na,n. A deadly parasite found
in the muscles of animals, especially
in hogs.

Trick, n. A sly fraud ; artifice.—v. L
To impose upon :—to adorn —v. i. To
practise trickery. [ing up.

Trick'er-y, n. Artifice:—act ofdreav
Trlck'ieh, a. Knavishly artfuL
Trlc'kle, v. (. To run down in drops.
Tri'col-or, n. The French revolution-
ary banner. Ties.

Tri-ctir'po-ral, a. Having three bod-
Tri'denf,n. A spear with three prongs.
Tri-den'tate, a. Having three teeth.
Tri-£n'ni-al. a. Happening every
third year; lasting three years.

Tri-£n'nl-al-ly, ad. Once in three
years.

Tri fid, a. Divided into three parti.
Tri'fle. t\ i. To act with levity.—v. t
To waste away.—n. A thing of no
value.

Tri'fling, n. Of little value. fen.
Tri-fld'roas, a. Having three flow-
Tri-fd'li-ato, \a. Having three
Tri-fo'li-at-ed. J leaves.
Tri'form, a. Having a triple form.
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TRW
Trlsr, t. J. To slop, us a wheel
Trlsra-mr. a. State of being thrice
married. [wheel.

Trlsr'srei', a. The catoh of a gun or
Tri7koa, n. A triangle.
Trljpo-nal, a. Triangular.
Trlsr-o-sio-met'rte, o. Relating to
trigonometry.

Trlsj-e-aAm'e-try, a. The art of
measuring triangle*.

Tri'graph, n. A treble mark :—three
letters united in one sound. [sides.

Tri-he'dral, a. Having three equal
Tri-beVdroa, n. A hgure of three
equal sides. [of leaflets.

Tri-JA'sroaa. a. Having three pairs
Tri-layer-al, a. Having three sides.

Tri-llt'er-al, a. Having three letters.

Trill, n. A quaver in music or singing.
—e. t To utter with quavering; to
quaver.

TrUl'loa,n. A thousand billions.
Trilo-bate, a. Having three lobes.
Tri'lo-bite, n. An extinct crustacean.
Tri-lec'u-lar, a. Having three cells.

Trll'o-sjy , n. A series of three dramas:
—a discourse in three parts.

Trim, a. Nice; snug; smart.—n. Dress;
ornaments.—v. t. To dress :—to shave:
—to clip :—to balance, as a ship.—v. i.

To fluctuate between parties. [ures.
Trlai'e-ter, n. A verse of three meas-
Trlai'e-ter, \a. Consisting of
Tri-met'ri-eal, ) three measures.
Trlsb'ly. ad. Nicely; neatly, [dages.
Trlsn'misiff, r». Ornamental appen-
Tri'nal, a. Threefold, [a. Threefold.
Trfae, n. An aspect of the planets.—
Trln-1-ta'rl-an, a. Relating to the
Trinity.—n. A believer in the Trinity.

Trla-l-tsVrl-an-Iein, n. Trinitarian
doctrine. i?°n8 In on« God-head.

Trln'1-ty, n. The union of three per-
Trla'ket, n. A small ornament.
Trf-ao'mi-al, a. Containing three
terms. [performers —three united.

Tri'd, n. A piece of music for three
Trip, 9. t To supplant; to throw.—v. i.

To stumble: to err:—to run lightly.—
n. A stroke; a stumble :—a short lour-
ney. [prepared for food.

Tripe, n. The large stomach of the ox,
Trlp'e-dal, a. Having three feet.

Tri-per'aon-al, a. Consistingofthree
persons. {three persons in one.

Tri-per-aoto-al'l-ty, n. Union of
Tri-pet'a-loAe,a.Having three petals.
Trlps-bam-mer. n. A large hammer
used in forges, [vowels in one sound.

Trlpb'tbAns;, n. A union of three
Trlpb-tbAn^fral, a. Relating to
triphthongs. [threefold.

Triple, a. Threefold.-^, t. To make
Trlp'let, n. Three of a kind :—three
lines rhyming together.

Trlp'll-eate, a. Made thrice as much.
Tri-pUe/i*ty, n. 8tate of being three-

fold: [three feet.

Yrf'pM, n. A seat or instrument with

22
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Trlp'piasj, a. Quick; skipping.—n.
A stumbling :—a light dance.

Trlp'piasj-ly, ad. With agiUty.
TrFrenie, %. A Grecian galley.
Tri-aect', v. L To divide into three
equal parts. [equal parts.

Tri-eee'tion, n. A division into three
TrlM-rl.lab'le, a. Consisting of three

syilables. [syllables
Tr|a'jrl-la-ble, n. A word of three
Trite, a. Worn out. common.
TriWljr,ad. In a trite way.
Tri'tbe-Iam, n. A beliefin three gods.
Trithe-Iat, n. A believeriiii tritheism.
Tri-tbe-l»'Uc,a. Relating to tritheism
Trlt'n.rate, v. t. To pound ; to pul-
verize, [der.

Trlt-u-rsVtlon, n. Reduction to pow-
Tri'amph, n. A procession in honor
of victory :—victory :—pomp.—v. i. To
celebrate a victory ; to exult :—to con-
quer.

Tri-Am'pbal, \a. Celebrating vic-
Tri-Am'pbant, J tory ; .victorious.
Tri-Am'pbant-1y.ad. With triumph.
Tri-Am'vlr. n. [L.] One of three
men united in office. [three men.

Tri-Am'vl-rate. n. A governmentby
Tri'Ane, a. Being three in one.
Tri-n'nl-ty, n. The state of being

triune. [words.
Tri-Ter'bl-al, a. Consisting of three
Trlv'et, n. A stool with three legs.

Trlv'l-al, a. Worthless ; trifling.

Tro-cb&'lc, )a. Relating totro-
Tro-cba'1-cal, J chees.
Tro'cbe, n. [LJ A lozenge.
Tro'chei, n. [L.] A poetical foot.

Trd'cbll, n. The humming-bird :—
the wren :—a moulding.

Tro-ebll'ics, n. pi. Science of rotary
motion.

Tro'cbite, n. A fossil stone.
Troeb'le-a, n. [L.J A pulley:—

a

cartilage. [trochlea,
Troeb'le-a-ry* n. Relating to the
Trod, i. & p. from tread.
Trod'den (trod'dn), p. from tread.
Tr6U, v. t. To move circularly; to roll.—v. i. To run round :—to entice.
Trem'bone, n. [It.] A musical in-

strument.
TrAmp, n. A blowing machine.
Troop, n. A body of soldiers :—a com-
pany:—a quick march.—v. i. To march
in a body.

Troop'er, n. A horse-soldier.
Trope, n. Use of a word in a figura-

tive sense. [with trophies.
Tro'phied (tro'fid), a. Adorned
Tro'phy , n. A memorial of victory.
TrAp'le, n A line that bounds the
suits greatest declination from the
equator.

Trop'i-cal, a. Relating to a trope :—
relating to the tropics. [ner.

TrAp'l-eal»ly, ad. In a tropical man-
Trop-o-loff'l-cal, a. Relating to
tropology.
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Tro~pdM'o-a;y, a. The science of
tropes.

Trot, v. £ To move with a trot—a.
The jolting, high pace of a hone.

Troth, nTFaith ; truth.

Trdt't«r,n. One that trots :—a sheep's
foot. fpoet ofProvence.

TrOu'ba-dOur, n. [Fr.] A mediaeval
Troub'le, v. t To disturb ; to afflict.

—n. Disturbance; distress.

Troftb'le4ome,a. Giving trouble.

Troub'loua,a. Confused; disordered.

Trouffh, n . A long, hollow receptacle.

Troonc«, v. t. To punish ; to beat
severely.

Trdi'Mrt, n. pi. Loose pantaloons.
TrouM«n,n. [Fr.] The outfit of a

bride.
Trout, n. A fresh-water fish.

Trow, v. t. To think ; to believe.
TrOw'd,n. A tool used by bricklayers.
Trow'iert, n. pi. Loose pantaloons.
TrOy'-welght (-wat), n. A weight of
twelve ounces in a pound.

Trn'ant, n. An idler; one who ab-
sents himself from school.—a. Idle

;

wandering. [hostilities.

Truce, n. A temporary suspension of
Track, v. t To convey by a truck :—

to barter.—*, i To use a truck.—n.
Barter :—a sort of cart.

Track/are, n. Act of trucking :—ex-
pense of truckinggoods :—barter.

Truc'kle, v. i. To be in subjection

;

to creep. [nere.

Tru'cu*l$nce, n. Savageness of man-
Tru'cu-lent, o. Savage ; cruel.
Trndye, v. i. To travel laboriously.
True, a. Not false; genuine; faith-

ful; exact. [Ail.

Troe'-heart-ed, a. Honest; faith-
Trua, n. A hod for coal, &c.
Tru'Ism, n. A self-evident truth.
Tru'ly, ad. According to truth.
Tramp, n. A trumpet:—a winning-
card.-^, t. To win :—to deceive.—v. i.

To play a trump card.
Trflmp'cr-7, n. Empty talk :—trifles.
Trunrpct, n. An instrument for mar-

tial music—v. L To publish ; to pro-
claim.

Trun'catc, v. t To lop ; to cut—a.
Abruptly cut off.

Truu'chcon, n. A staff; a cudgel.
Trun'dle, v.L&t To roll.—n. Any
round, rolling thing.

Trttnk, n. The Dody without the
limbs :—a chest for clothes :—probos-
cis ofan elephant.

Trun'nel, n. A trundle.
Trunn'lons, n. pi. Knobs of cannon.
Trttss, n. A bandage for ruptures :—

a

bundle.—v. t. To bind with a truss.

Trust, n. Reliance on the fidelity of
another ; credit.—v. I To confide in;

to sell to on credit—v. i. To have con-
fidence.

Trus-tof, a. One to whom manage*
ment of property is intrusted.

TUNICLE

Truat'ft-ly* ad. With fidelity.

Trust'y, a. Fit to be trusted.
Trnth, n. Conformity to lact or raali
ty; fidelity.

Truth'All, a. Conformable to truth.
Truth'ful-ly, ad. According to truth.
Try, v. L To examine ; to test ; to at-
tempt—*, i. To endeavor.

Try'inff,p.a. Bringing to trial; painful.
Tub, n. An open vessel of wood.
Tube, n. A long, hollow body.
Tu'ber, n. A vegetable root.
Tu'ber-cle, n. A small swelling.
Tu-ber'cu-lar, a. Full of tubercles.
Tube'rose, n. A plant with a tuber-
ous root.

Tu'bu-lar, a. Long and hollow.
Tu'bu-lat-ed, [a. Hollow like a
Tu'bu-lous, j tube.
Tuck, n. A fold in a dress :—a blow.—v. t. To compress ; to fold under.
Tuea'day, n. The third day of the
week.

Mflf
,

}
n- A mineral deposit.

Tuft, n. A cluster of hair, grass, dec—
v. L To adorn with a tuft.

Tuft'ed, a. Growing in tufts.

Tug, v. i. To pull with great effort—
n. A hard pull :—a strong rope :— a
tow-boat

Tu-I'tion, n. Instruction; price of
instruction.

Tu-1'tlon-a-ry, a. Relating to tu-
ition.

Tn'lijp, n. A plant and flower.
Tumble, v. i. To fall suddenly.—v. t
To turn over ; to disturb.—n. Act of
tumbling; a fall.

Tnm'bler.n. One who tumbles:—

a

drinking-glass.
Tnm'brel,n. A cart:—a ducking stool.

Tnm'brll, n. A sort of cage for feed-
ing sheep. [mor.

Tu-me-fac'tiou, n. A swelling; a tu-

Tu'me-fy, v. t & i. To swell:—to
make to swell.

Tu'mid, a. Swelled ; pompous.
Tn'mor, n. A morbid swelling.
Tu'mor-ous, a. Swelling.
Tu'mu-lar, 1 a. Relating to heaps

;

TA-mn-loae',; full of hills.

Tfi'maltn. A wild commotion; uproar.
Tu-mult'u-a-ry, a. Disorderly.
Tn«molt,n-oAR,a. Full of tumult
Ta-mQlt'n-oAw-ly, ad. Disorderly.
Tn'mn-IAM. [L.] An artificial mound
of earth.

Tun, n. A large cask :—a measure.—
v. I. To put into casks.

Tiin'a-ble, a. That may be tuned.
Tunc, n. A series of musical notes :—
harmony :—proper order.—t>. t. To put
into tune.— v. i. To conform one sound
to another.

Tnne'fttl, a. Musical ; harmonious.
TA'nic, n. A Roman garment:—in-
tegument :—a membrane.

T«'ni-ela,a. Natural covering.
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TUNNEL

Ton'neL, «. J. To form like, or into, a
tunnel.—n. A passage for smoke :—

a

tube for pouring liquid into a vessel

:

—an underground passage.
Tur'ban, n. An Eastern head-dress.
Tar'bld, a. Thick; muddy. fness.
Tttr'bld-neas, «. Muddiness ; thick-
TaWbi-nate, \a. Shaped like a
TtoWbl-na-ted,/ top: spiral.

Tar'bine, n. An hydraulic instru-
ment.

Tar'bit, n. A kind of pigeon.
Tur'bot, n. A Hat hsh.
Tnr'bu-ienee, n. Tumult ; disorder.
Tnr'ba-lent, a. Disorderly ; tumul-
tuous.

Tar^u-lent-ly, ad. Tumultuously.
Tur'clsm, n. The religion ofthe Turks.
Tn«reen', **. A deep vessel for soup.
Tttrf. n. Earth filled with roots :—peat

for fuel :—a race-ground.—v. L To
cover with turfe.

Thrf'y,a. Full of turfe.

Torment, a. Swelling ; tumid.
Tnr-jr^s'cence, )n. State of being
Tur-ire«'cen-cy, j turgid.
Torpid, a. Distended ; bombastic.
Tur-ffld'1-ty, )n. State of being
Tnr'arld-nemi. I turgid :—bombast.
Tur'key, n. A domestic fowl.
Ttir'nier-lc, n. An Indian root.

Tar'inoll, n. Trouble; disorder.—
v. L To harass ; to disturb.—v. i. To
be in commotion.

Tttrn,t\ t. To move round :—to change.—v. i. To move round :—to alter :—to
become acid.—n. Change ; a rotation:
—inclination. [party.

Ttirn'coat, n. One who forsakes his
Tnrn'lng, n. A flexure ; a winding.
Tnr'nip, n. An esculent root.
Tbrn'key, n. One who keeps the
keys of a prison.

Tarn'd-ver, n. A kind of pie.
Tnrn'pike, n. A toll-gate ; a road on
which there are toll-gates.—v. L To
form like a turnpike.

Tura'aole2 n. The heliotrope.
Ttor'pen-tine, n. A resinous juice.
Ttor'pi*tilde, n. Baseness ; depravity.
Tnr-quolfte, n. A blue mineral.
Tor'ret, n. A tower.
Turtle, n. A dove :—a sea-tortoise.
Tar*tie-dove, n. A species of dove.
Ttts'ean. a. Relating to Tuscany.
Task, interi. Expressing a check.
Task, n. A long tooth.
Tusk'ed, a. Having tusks
Its'ale, n. A struggle ; a contest—

v. i. To struggle.
Tns'soek, n. A kind of grass.
Tot. infcr/. Noting rebuke or check.
Tn'te-lare," n. Guardianship; pro-

tection.
Tfl'te-lar, \a. Relating to a tutor;
Ttt'te-la-ry, j protecting.
Tfl«tor, n. One who instructs.—t>. <.

To instruct ; to discipline.
IWtor-a£e,n, Office of tutor.

TYPIFY 339

Tu-to'rl-al, a. Relating to a tutor.
Twad'die, n. Idle talk ; nonsense.
Twain, a. <Sc n. Two.
TwanK, v. t. To sound with a sharp
noise.—v. L To cause to sound sharp-
ly.—n. A quick sound.

Twat'tle, v. i. To prate ; to chatter.
Tweed, n. A light woollen cloth.
Twee'dle, v. L To handle lightly; coax.
Twee7sera, n.jal. Small pincers.
Twelfth, a. The ordinal of twelve.
Twelve, a. Ten and two.
Twelvemonth, n. A year.
Twelve'pence, u. A smiling.
Twen'tt-etb, a. Ordinal of twenty.
Twen'ty, a. & n. Twice ten.
Twice, ad. Two times: doubly.
Twiddle, r. i. To trifle.

Twig, n. A small shoot.
Twlf'jpy , a. Full of twigs.
Twirliffbt, n. The faint light before
sunrise and after sunset.—a. Obscure;
shaded.

Twill, v. t. To weave in ribs, [birth.
Twin, «. One of two burn at the same
Twine, v. t. To twist; to cling to.—v. i.

To wrap closely round; to wind.—n. A
twisted thread; embrace.

Twinge, v. t. To torment; to pinch.—
v. *. To feel a sharp pain.—n. Short,
sharp pain.

Twlnk. n. A motion of the eye.
Twln'kle, r. t. To sparkle; to quiver;

to wink.
Twln'kle, \n. X sparkling light;
Twln'kllng, j a motion of the eye.
TwVrl. v. t. & i. To turn round rapidly.
Twist, v. L To contort; to wind.—v. L
To be contorted.—n. Any thing twist-
ed :—contortion.

*

Twit, v. t. To upbraid: to reproach.
Twlteh, v. I To pull suddenly.—n. A
quick pull.

Twlt'ter, v. i. To make a noise, as
birds:—to flutter:—to laugh.—n. A
small tremulous noise:—a sort of
laughter :—a flutter.

Two (to), a. One and one.
Two'fold (to'ffild), o. Double; two of
the kind.—ad. Doubly.

Two'penee, n. A small English coin.
Twopenny, o. Valued twopence :—
of little value. [of Japan.

Ty'eoon, n. The title of the emperor
Tyke, n. A dog: a base fellow.
Tym'bal, n. A kettle-drum.
Tym'pan. n. The frame for holding
sheets of paper for printing :—a panel

:

—a drum

.

[drum of the ear.
Tym'pa-nnm, n. [L.j A drum :—the
Type. n. A symbol:—a model:—a
metallic printing-letter.

Ty'pbold, a. Relating to typhus.
Ty-pboon% n. A violent tornado
Ty'pkns, n. A fever. [rative.
Typ'1-eal, a. Relating to types: flgu.
Typ'1-cal-ly, ad. In a typical man.

ner. [emblem."
Tjp'Utj,v.t. To figure; to show in
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340 TYPOGRAPHER

Ty-pftff'ra-pher, n. A printed;

Ty-po-ffraph'le,Ty-po-grapli'le, 1

Ty-po-arraph'i-cal, f

Tjr-p*irra-pby, n. 11

ing.
Ty-ran'nlc,
Ty-ran'nl-eal
Ty-ran'nl-eal
Cal manner.

\a. Relatir

U J anny : dei

l-ly, ad. In a

a. Relating to

,
printing,

'he art of print-

Relating to tyr-

despotic.
tyranni-

VXCEREM0NI0U8

Ty-ran'nt-cide, n. The murder oi

murderer of a tyrant.

Tyr'an-nize, v.i. To act as a tyrant.

Tyr'an-oy, n. The government of a
tyrant; despotism.

Ty'rant, 7*. An absolute monarch; a
despot.

Ty'ro, n. A beginner; student.

Taar (xar), n. The emperor of Russia.

U.

U-blq'ni-ta-ry,) a.

U.blq'nl-tofts, f where.
U-blq'ui-ty, n.

where.

Existing every
„.iere.
Existence every

Ud'der, n. The bagand dugs ofa cow.
U-d6m'e-ter, n. A rain-gauge

.

Ufr'li-ii&M, n. State of being ugly.

Uir'ly, a. Deformed ; not handsome

;

Ill-natured.
IJl'cer, n. A running sore.

Ul'cer-ate, v. t. To turn to an ulcer,

v. t. To disease with ulcers.

Ul-cer-a'tion, n. The act of ulcerat-

ing ; a sore.

Ul'cer-otts, a Afflicted with ulcers.

Ul'la*e,n. What a cask lacks of be-

ingfuU.
Fl-t*'rf-or, a. Lying beyond.
Ul'li-mate.a Being the last; furthest;

extreme.-*, i. To terminate. len<L

irtl-mato-ly, ad. Finally ; in tho

ll-ti-ma turn, n (L.1 The last offer.

Ul'tl-md. [L.] In the last month.

Ul'tra. [L.1 Radical ; extreme.

Ul-tra.ma-rlne'. n. A blue color.-

a. Being beyond the sea.

Ul.tra-mftn'taiKsa. Being beyond

the mountains. „ [
tK^Sfi3i

n-tva-mAn'dane. a Being beyond

Umbel, n. A fen-like form of in-

Um-bel-lircr-ott*, a. Bearing um-

irni'ber , n. An ore of iron used as a

uS^iri-cal, a. Belonging 'to the

S«al^
offence. ^ _. .

ITTii-bra'ee-ofts,a Shady.

Vm-brelV n. A screen from the

sun or rain. ^?i^?£?™'
Uin'pl-raffe,n. The decision ofan urn

-

IJm'pireTn. One who settles dis-

putes ; an arbitrator.

Cn. A prefix, implying negation.

Vn-a'ble, a. Not having ability
^
or

nnwfir [displeasing.

Un-ac-c#pt'a-ble,a. NoUcceptable;
rn.ac.c6iii'pltelied,a. Notaccom

llta^
d
eonnt'a.ble, a. Not account:

Un-ao-coB'tomed, o. Not accus

tTn-a<vqii*lnt'ed,a Not acquainted.
ITn-a-dttrned', o. Not decorated.

Un-ad-vi»'a-ble, a. Notadvisable

;

inexpedient. ^ ^
[sincere.

Cn-af-R*t'ed, a. Not affected;

Cn-al'ter-a-ble, a. Unchangeable.
lTn-al't«r-a-bIy, ad. Unchangeably.
Un-al'tered, a. Not changed.
Un-a'mi-a-ble, a. Not amiable.

U-na-nlm'i-ty, n. State of being

unanimous ; harmony.
IT-nati'l-moA*, a. Beingof onemind.
U-nan'1-moas-ly, ad. With una*

nimity. [be answered.
IJn-an'swei-a-ble, a. That cannot
Un-ap-palled', a. Not daunted.

ITn-ai:t7. a. Not apt ; unfit.

ITn-aa-sisiii'lnfr. a. Not assuming.
Un-an'tlior-iaed, a. Not authorised.

lTn-a-vairinsr,a. Not effectual.

Un-a-vttld'a-ble. a. Not avoidable.

Un-a-ware', a. Not aware.
Un-a-ware*', ad. Unexpectedly.
Un-bar', v. t To remove a bar from

;

to open. [unsuitable.

Uo-be-com'ln*, a. Not becopiing;

Un-be-lief, n. Incredulity ; disbelief.

Un-be-Il*v'er, n. A disbeliever ; an
infidel.

t w P«-
17n-btnd '. v. t To straighten :-to re-

Un-Mnding, a. Unyielding; reso-

Fn-b$nt', a. Not bent ; relax**!.

irn-bi'aa, v. L To free from bias.

Un-bind', v. t. To loose; to set free.

Un-blama-ble, a. Not culpable : In-

nocent. %. .
[spotloas.

Fn-bl£m'ftfllied. a. Not stained;

1 n-ble>it', a. Not blessed ; wretched.

Un-bolt', v. t. To remove a bolt ftom;

to unfasten.
Un-born', a. Not born ; future.

Un-bOM'om, v. L To disclose.

Vn-boand'ed, a. Unlimited : unre-

strained, [bridle.

ITn-bri'dle, v. t To free from the

Un-brd'ken,a. Entire: whole.
Vn-bAc'kle, v. t. To loose from bue-

kles
Vn-bar'den, v. t. To rid of a burden.
Un-bnr'ied, a. Not buried.

Vn-caired', a. Not caged ; released.

tm-called'. a. Not called. Imonioui.
Un-c«r-e-i»»o/niH»*», a. Not eers*
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UNCERTAIN UNDERWENT 341

Not certain ; doubt-
ful, [doubt.

Um-efer'talii-ty.n. Want ofcertainty;
Un-ebanffe'a-bie, o. Not subject to
changes.

tJn-chana^Inc* a. Not varying.
Un-cbarf-ta-bto, a. Not charitable.
Cn-ebar'i-ta-bly, ad. Without
charity. [tianity.

Un-ehrltf'tlan, a. Contrary to Chris-
Un-ehureh', v. L To expel from a
church. [cised.

Un-eir'eiini-ciaed, a. Not circum-
Cn-clv'll-iied, a. Not civilized;
nvsjrc.

Un-claiip', v. t To loose the clasp of.

Un'ele. n. He brother of one's lather
or mother.

Un-elean', a. Not clean ; filthy.

Ua-cltan'iieas, n. Filthiness ; sin.
Un-ellacb', v. t. To open the closed
hand.

Un-el6&/2 v- *• T° foe from clogs.

Un-clo&d', v. L To unveil ; to free
from clouds.

Vn-eome'lyf a. Not comely ; homely.
Un-comTort-a-ble, a. Without
comfort ; miserable. [comfort.

Un-eom'fort-a-bly, ad. Without
Un-com-mls'sioned, a. Not com-
missioned, [usual.

Vn^cdm'mon, a. Not common ; un-
rQ*com>ma/nl*ea*tlT«, a. Reserv-
ed. Tplaisant.

Un-eom-plal-aant', o. Not com-
Un-eon-celved', a. Not conceived.
Vn*«on*cerii/

, n. Want of concern.
Vn-esn-eerned', a. Not concerned.
Un-con-dTtlon-al, a. Unrestricted

;

absolute. [able.
Un-ettn'qiier-a-ble, a. Not conquer-
Un-eftn'aelon-a-ble, a. Unreason-
able :—enormous.

Un-eftn'aetouM, a. Not conscious.
Un-cttn-stl-tii'tloli-al, a. Not con-
stitutional.

Cn-eon-teWed, a. Undisputed.
Un-«6ii'trite, a. Not penitent
Ua-eon-trdl'la-ble, a. That can-
not be controlled.

Fa-con-trolled', a. Not controlled.
Un-eftn'tro-Yert-ed, a. Not con-
troverted.

Un-c6n-ver'*aiit,a. Not conversant.
Un-conr'te-otta. a. Uncivil ; rude.
Un-eAutb', a. Unfamiliar ; awkward.
Un-eontb'neos, n. Strangeness;
oddness.

(Jn-cov'er, v. t. To divest of a cover-
ing ; to disclose.

Fn-cowl', v. t To divest of a cowl.
Un-er£d'lt«ed, o. Not believed.
Unc'tlon, n. The act of anointing;
warmth of devotion.

Unct'n-otts, a. Fat; oily.

Un-ettl'tl-Tat-ed,a. Not cultivated:
—uncivilized.

Un-enrl', v. I. To loose from curls.—
v. i. To fall from curls.

Ca-damit'ed^a. Not daunted.
Un-de-e«lve', v. t To free from de-
ception.

Un-de-cid'ed, o. Not decided.
Va-d^ck', v. I To deprive of orna-
ments.

Cn-d&eked' a. Not cmoellished.
Un-de-faced', a. Not defaced.
Un-de-filed', a. Not defiled ; pure.
Un-de-ai'a-ble, a. That cannot be
denied; indisputable.

IJn-de-ni'a-bly, ad. Indisputably.
Un'der, prep. Not over ; subject to

;

beneath.—ad. In a lower placer-
less.—a. Inferior; lower; subordi-
nate, [agent.

Un-der-a'jrent, n. A subordinate
Un-der-bld', v. t To offer less for.

Un-der-go', v. t. To suffer ; to bear

;

to pass through.
Un-der-grad'n-ate, n. A college
student who has not taken his degree.

tUn'der-grOand,'a. Being below the
surface. [under trees.

Un'der-arrowth, n. Shrubs growing
-Tn-der-hd " ~

'

fair.

Un-der-hand', a. Secret; sly; un-

Un-de-rived', a. Not derived.
Un-der-lay', v. t. To support.
Un-der-iet', v. L To let below the
value :—to lease under a lease.

Cn-der-lie\ v. t. To lie under.
Un/der-llng, n. An inferior.
Un-der-mine', v. L To dig cavities
under :—to injure flecretly.

Un'der-moat, a. Lowest in place.
Un-der-n€ath', prep. Under ; be-
neath.—ad. In a lower place.

Un-der-pln', v.t. To prop; to support.
Un-der-pln'nlng, n. The stones on
which a Duilding rests.

Un'der-ptot. n. A subordinate piot.

IJn-der-rate', v. L To rate too low.—
n. A prico less than the value.

Un-der-sedre', v. L To draw a line
under.

Un-der-sfell', v. t. To offer cheaper
than another.

Un-der-aiffii', v. L To write one's
name under.

Un-der-staiid', v. t. To comprehend;
to know the meaning of.—v. i. To
have understanding.

Um-der-stand'ing, n. The intellec-
tual powers ; sense :—agreement.—a.
Knowing; skilful.

Un-der-atate', v. t. To state too low.
Un-der-take',v. t. To attempt; to
enter upon.—*. i. To assume a busi-

ness.
Cn-der-tak'er, n. One who under-
takes :—one who manages funerals.

Un-der-tak'lng, n. An enterprise.
tTn'der-tooe, n. A low tone.
Un-der-tooa , J. **om undertake.
Un'der-tdw, n. The under-current
Un-der-val'ue, v. t To rate too low;
to despise.

Vn<der-wtat;
, i. from undergo.
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342 UNDERWOOD

Small trees orUti'der-wood, n.

shrubs.
Un'der-work. n. Subordinate work.
Un-der-work', i.t.&i. To labor lea
than enough :—to work for less than
others. [—to insure.

Un-der-write/, v. t To write under:
Un-der-writ'er, n. An insurer.

Uii-de-acried', a. Not seen.
Un-de-aerved', a. Not deserved.
Un-de-sir'a-ble. a. Not desirable.
«• i-de-ter'mined, a. Notdetermin-
« ed; undecided.
ITn-de'vi-at-liiff, a. Regular.
Un-di-ffe*t'ed, a. Not digested. Ted.
Un-dl-mln'lshed, a. Not diminlsh-
Un-dia>cern'i-ble,a. Not discernible;
imperceptible.

lTn-dis-cern'ing>

. a. Not discerning.
Un-dls'ci-pl1ned\a. Not disciplined.
Un-dls-gained', a. Open; artless.

Un-dts-ftem'blinff, a. Not dissem-
bling; true.

Cn-dl-vid'ed, a. Not divided.
Un-d6', v. t. To reverse; to annul :—to
loose :—to ruin.

Un-dA'Inar, n. A reversal :—ruin.
Un-done', p. from undo. Not done :—
ruined.

Un-donbt'ed, n. Not doubted, [bly.
Un-dftabt'ed-ly, ad. Unquestiona-
Un-dr&M', v. t. To divest of clothes.
Un-dA^ a. Not due :—not right
IJn'du-late, v. t. To form as waves.—v. i. To move as waves, [pearance.
Un'da-lat-ed, a. Having a waved ap-
Un-da-la'tlon, n. Act or undulating;
a motion like that of waves, [waves.

Un'du-la-to-ry, a. Moving like
ITn-du'ly, ad. Not duly: not properly.
Un-da'tl-ful, a. Not obedient.
Un-earth'ljr, a. Not earthly, [ness.
Vn-eA'si-ness.n. Perplexity: restless-

In-ea'sy, o. Restless; disturbed.
Un-em-ployed', a. Not employed.
Un-en-light'ened, a. Ignorant.
Un-e'qual,a. Not equal; inferior.

Un-e'qualled, a. Not equalled.
Un-e'qaal-ly, ad. In an unequal
manner.

Un-e-quIv'o-cal, a. Not equivocal.
Un-err'lng, a. Committing no mis-

take, [fixed.
Un-ea-tab'llsned, a. Unsettled ; not
Un-e'ven, a. Not even ; irregular.
Un-e'veii-nesft, n. State of being un-
even.

Un-ex-am'ined, a. Not examined.
Un-ex-am'pled, a. Without exam-

ple, [to objection.
Cn-ex-c£p'tlon-a-ble, a. Not liable
ITn-ex'er-ciaed, a. Not exercised.
Un-ex-p€ct'e«J, o. Not expected.
Vn-ex-p^ct'ed-ly, ad. Suddenly.
Cn-ex-plored', a. Not explored.
Un-ratPlng, a. Not liable to fade.
Un-f&il'lnff, a. Not failing ; certain.
Un-r«ir/

, a. Not fair; disingenuous.
Cn-fair'ly , ad. Not in a fair manner.

UNGUAL

Vn-fnir'naaa,*. State ofbelncunfair.
Un-faltn'ful, a. Not fahfeAu : treach-
erous, [fulneea,

Uu-raith'fal-n*M,n. Want of faith-
Uu-faab'ion-a-ble, a. Not fashiona-

ble, [fashion.
Uu-flteh'lon-a-bly, ad. Not in the
Un-latH om-a-ble9 a. Not fathoma-

ble.

Cn-fa-tlffned'.o. Not fatigued.
Cn-ra'vor-a-ble, a. Not lavorable;
adverse.

Un-fa'var-a-bly, ad. Not favorably.
Vn.fM',a Not led.

Un-ftei'in?, oa. Void of feeling.

Un-felgned"', a. Real ; sincere.

Un-felgii'ed-ly, ad. Without hypoc-
risy.

Un-felf, a. Not felt : not perceived.
Un-fer-ment'ed, a. Not fermented.
Vn-fet't«r, v. t. To free from fetters.

Un-fH'lal, o. Not filial.

Un-fIn'lahed, a. Incomplete.
Un-fIt', a. Not fit; unsuitable.—v. t
To make unfit.

Un-fIx', v.L To loosen ; to unsettle.
Un-nedjred', a. Without feathers.
Un-fold7

, v. t. To expand; to display;
to disclose.—v. i. To be expanded ; to
open.

Un-for-bld'den, a. Not forbidden.
Un-fdrced', a. Not forced ; easy.
Un-fore-seen', a. Not seen before-
hand; unexpected.

Un-forcned', a. Not formed.
Un-for-aa'ken, a. Not forsaken.
Un-fort'u-nate, a. Not fortunate.
Un-tyrt'u-nate-ly. ad. Unhappily.
Un-fonnd'ed, a. Having no founda-
tion.

Un-fre^quent, a. Not frequent.
Un-ftre'quent-ly, ad. Not frequently.
Vn-fri«nd /ll.fle»itn. Want ol friend-

liness, [tile.

Un-frl«nd'l/, a. Not friendly; hos-
Un-frutt'fnf, a. Not productive.
Un-fftl-fHied', a. Not fulfilled.

Un-fnrl', v. t. To expand ; to open.
Un-lnr'ninn, v. t. To deprive ; to strip
of furniture.

Un-galn'ly, a. Awkward; uncouth.
Un-g-en'er-oas, a. Not generous;
illiberal.

Un-ge^nl-al. a. Not genial. [lite.

Un-gen-teel', a. Not genteel ; impo-
Un-ffen'tle, a. Not gentle ; harsh.
Un-gen'tle-man-ly, a. Not becom-
ing a gentleman.

Un-arild'ed, a. Not gilded.
Un-gird'. v. t. To loose from a girdle.
Un-glased', a. Not glazed.
Un-ffttd'ly, a. Wicked ; profane.
Uo-Brov>rned, a. Not governed.
Un-ffra'cflous, a. Not gracious ; tu>
pleasing. Tceptable.

Un-ffrate'fnl, a. Not grateful ; unac-
Un-vrate'tal-ly, ad. With ingrati-
tude, fnoof

Ungual, a. Relating to the nail or
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UNGUARDED

tTb-culurd'ed, ». Not guarded.
Vn^nfit, n. Anointment.
Un-ffiiid'ed, a. Not guided
Ua'ra-lfcte, a. Having hoofs.

Vn-bU'low, v. L To profane ; to

desecrate*
ITn-baiid',v. t To loose from the hand.
Un-ban'dy.o. Not dexterous.
Un-bap'pi-ly, ad. Miserably ; un-
fortunately. , „ „ , W6*

t7n-bap'pl-b*fl»,n. Infelicity; misfor-

CTn-bap'py,a. Miserable; unfortunate.

Un-haiHJT«oed, a. Not hardened.
tin-banned', a. Not injured.

(Jn-nar-ma'nl-otts, a. Not harmo-
nious, [harness.

tJn-bar'neas, v. t. To loose from
Un-htaltn'fnl, a. Not healthful.

Un-btaltn'

y

f a. Not healthy.
Un-niftard', o. Not heard; unknown.
IJn-bMd'ed, o. Disregarded.
Pn*MlpedS o. Unassisted.
Un-belp'fttl, a. Not helpfu. not
aiding.

Un-bewn'. a. Not hewn.
Un-hlnge', v. L To take from hinges.

Un-blteb', v. L To unloose.
Vn-b^ll-aeaa, n. Profaneness

;

wickedness.
Un-bo'ly , a. Not holy ; profane.
Un-hone7

, v. i. To throw from the
saddle.

Un-bart', o. Not hurt.
C'nl-eorn, n. A fabulous quadruped
with one horn :—a fish.

Vnl-farn^o. Unvaried in form; regu-
lar.—n. A uniform dress :—the dress
of a soldier. [form.

17-ni-fbnn'i-ty, n. State ofbeing uni-

Wni-fbrm-ly, ad. Without variation.

Un-lm-aff'1-na-ble. a. Not to be im-
agined, [stoned : tranquil.

Un-lm-paa'tiloned, a. Notimpas-
tTn-lm-peacb'a-ble, a. Not to be
impeached.

UD-im-p6acbed', a. Not impeached.
Un-ftni-por'tant, a. Not important.
Un-lm-proved', a. Not improved.
Vn-ln-rect'ed, o. Not infected.
Un-ftn-nanied', a. Not unnamed.
ITD-ln'flii-eiiced, a Not influenced.
Un-in-fbrmed',0. Not informed.
Un-ftn-rtta'a-ous, a. Not ingenuous.
Cn*ln-bab'it-a-ble,a. That cannot
be Inhabited. [habitants.

Un-in-hab'lt-ed, a. Having no in-

Un-In'Jnred.a. Not injured.
Un-ln-apired', a. Not inspired.

Vn-ln-atraet'ed, a. Not Instructed.

Un-Ufc-fltrttc'tlve. a. Not instructive.

Un-ln-tfl'li-ffl-ble, a. Not intelli-

gible.
Un-ln-t«n'tion-al,a. Not designed.
Un-ln'tei-fet-ed, a. Not having
interest [polated.

Un-ln-tftr'po-lat-ed, a. Not inter-

Un-In-ter-rupfed,a. Not interrupt-

ed ; constant m m
Un-in-Tad'ed, a. Not invaded.
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Un-ln-Tffed, a. Not invited.
tTn'lon. n. Act of uniting ; junction

;

concord : a confederacy.
tT-nlque', a. [Ft.) Sole ; without a
like or equal.

IT'nl-son, n. Accordance of sounds

,

harmony ; agreement—a. Sounding
alone.

U'nlt, n. One ; the least whole num-
ber.

U-nit'a-ble, a. That may be united.
U-ni-t&'rl-an, n. One who believes
that God exists in one person only.—
a. Relating to Unitarianism.

U-ni-ta'rl-an-Iain, n. Doctrines of
Unitarians.

U-niU/, v. t To join ; to combine.—
v.i. To join ; to act in concert.

17'nl-ty, n. State of being one :—uni-
formity ; agreement

U' nl-valve, n. A shell having but one
valve.—a. Having one valve.

U-ni-ver'sal, a. Whole ; comprising
alL

U-nl-ver'aal-iain, n. The doctrine
of the ultimate salvation of all men.

U-ni-ver'eal-lst, n. A believer in

Universalism. [whole.
U-ni-ver'aal-ly, ad. Throughout the
U'ni-Terse, a. The whole system of

created things.
U-nl-ver'ai-ty, n. An Institution

where all the arts and sciences are

U-niv'o-cal, n. A word of only one
meaning.—a. Having one meaning
only.

Un-Jolnt'ed, a. Having no Joints.

ITn-JOfit', a. Contrary to justice.

Un-jAH'tl-fI-a-ble, a. Not to be
justified.

tTn-lns'tl-fied, a. Not Justified.

Un-Jftst'ly, ad. In an unjust manner.
Un-l£ind/

, a. Not kind ; harsh.

Un-kind'ly, o. Unfavorable.—ad.
Withunkindness.

Un-klng', tU. To deprive of royaler.

IJn-kniffht'ly, o. Unlike a knignv
Un-know'a-ble, a. Not to be known.
Un-kndw'lng, a. Not knowing.
Vn-known'.a. Not known.
Un-la'bored, a. Not labored.

Un-lace', v. L To loose from laces.

Un-lade', v.L To remove from a ves-

sel ; to unload.
Un-lateh', v. t To open the latch.

m.lftw'imi,a. Not legal.

Un-lAw'ful-ly, ad. In an illegal

manner.
Un-law'ful.nftM, n. Illegality.

Un-learn'. t». L To forget what has
been learned.

tTn-l#arft'ed, a. Illiterate; ignorant
lTn-l£sa'. conj. Except ; if not
Un-l*t'tered, a. Unlearned.
Un-like'.o. Not like ; dissimilar.

Un-like'ly, a. Improbably.
Un-like'neM, n. Difference, [less.

Un-llm'it-ed, a. Not limited; bound-
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Ua-laak'.v.i
Un-lore'Iy,

344 UNLINK

Uo-Wlk/, v. L To disconnect; to open.
Ua-laad', v. L To disburden ; to un-
lade. _ [tened.

. L To open what la ias-

o. Disagreeable ; not
amiable.

UB-laek/y,a. Unfortunate; not lucky.
Un-mAa', v. L To deprive of strength:

—to dishearten. [dishonorable.
Ua-maa'ly, a. Not manly; base;
Ua-maB'aer-ly,a. Ill-bred; uncivil.

Ua-mask', v. L To remove a mask or
disguise. ling.

Ua-meaa'tar, o. Having no mean-
Ua-mer'el-ful, a. Inhuman; cruel.

Un-m66r', v.L To loose the anchor.
Un-maaraed', a. Not lamented.
Ua-mftv'iBg.a. Not moving.
Un-aai'a-rat,a. Contrary to nature.
UB-aee'es-sa-ri-iy, ad. Without
necessity.

Vn-nec'es-ta-ry.a. Not necessary.
Cu-nerve7, u. L To weaken.
UB-Bum'bered, a. Not numbered.
Ua-ob-tra'slYe, a. Not obtrusive;
modest. [tious.

UB-as-tea-ta'tiaas, a. Notostenta-
Ua-p&ek', v. i. To open, as things
packed. /disgusting.

Un-pal'a-ta-ble, a. Not palatable ;

Ua-par'al-leled, a. Unequalled

;

peerless.
UB-par-lia-BieBt'a-ry, a. Con-
trary to the rules of parliament.

UB-per-eelYed', a. Not perceived.
Ua-pla', v. L To undo.
Un-pU'y-Ing, a. Having no pity.
Ua-pleas'aBt, a. Not pleasant.
Ua-p6p'a-1ar, a. Not popular; dis-
liked ; offensive.

Urn-praised', a. Not praised.
UB-prAJ'a-dfeed, a. Free from
prejudice.

Usi-pressed', a. Not pressed.
Un-pre-tead'lBg, a. Not pretend-
ing ; modest.

Un-prln'cl-pled, a. Devoid of prin-
ciple; wicked.

Ua-pre-dae'tlve, a. Not fruitful;

barren. {profit.

UB-praflt-a-ble, a. Producfnr no
Un-pram'ls-Inff, a. Not promising
good.

Ua-pre-teet'ed, a. Not protected.
Ua-aaal'1-fied, a. Not qualified;
not fit [certain.

UB-qaes'tloa-a-ble, a. Indubitable;
Ua-qai'et, a. Uneasy ; restless.

Ua-rav'el, v. t. To disentangle.
Un-ra'al, a. Not real ; unsubstantial.
Ua-rea/soa-a-bly, ad. Without rea-

son ; immoderately.
Ua-re-eard'ed, a. Not recorded.
UB-refea'er-ate, a. Not regenerate.
UB-re-leBfiBg, a. Not relenting;
hard ; cruel.

Un-re-mlfttnt;, a. Not abating.
Ua-re-serTeV *• Perfect frankness.
Un-re-eerretf't& Open ; frank ; free.

Ua-riffbt/eeas, a. Unjust ; wicked.
Ua-riffbt'eeas-Bess,n. Wickedness.
Ua-ripe'.a. Not ripe; immature.
UB-rirYalled, a. Having no rival.
Us-ralT, v. t. To open what is rolled.
Ua-raar, v. To take off the roof.
UB-raot/, «... To extirpate.
Un-ruffle, t. £ To cease from com-
motion.

Un-raffled, a. Calm.; tranquil.
Um-rn'lT, a. Ungovernable.
Urn-safe7, a. Not safe ; dangerous.
Ua-sald', a. Not said.
Ua-sal'a-ble, a. Not salable.
Un-sat-ls-fae'ta-ry, a. Not satisfac-

tory.
Un-sat'ls-fied, a. Not satisfied.

Ua-sa'vor-jr, a. Not savory.
Ua-say', v. L To retract what has
been said.

Un-serlpfa-ral, a. Not scriptural.
Ua-sera'pa-laAs, a. Not scrupulous.
Ua-seal', v.L To open which is

sealed. [searched into.

Ua-search'a-ble, a. Not to be
UB-sea'saB-a-ble, o. Not season-
able ; untimely. [ably.

Un-sea/son-av-bly, ad. Not season-
Un-seat', v. I To throw from a seat
Ua-seen'11-ness, n. Indecency.
Ua-seesa'ly, a. Not seemly.
Un-seea', a. Invisible.

Ua-selTlsb, a. Disinterested.

Ud-ssr/Tiee-a-ble, a. Not service-

ble.
Ua-eeftie, v. t. To unfix ; to disturb.

Ua-set'tled, o. Not fixed. [kles.

Ua-sbae'kle, v. L To loose from shao-
UB-eba'kea. a. Not shaken; firm..

Ua-abeatbe', v.L To draw from a
sheath.

Ua-sbel'tered, a. Not sheltered.
Un-shield'ed,a. Not shielded.
Un-shod', a. Having no shoes.
Ua-sbara', a. Not shorn; not clipped.
Un-sbrlnk'lng, a. Not shrinking.
Ua-slft'ed, a. Not sifted ; not exam-
ined.

Ua-siffhfly, a. Ugly ; deformed.
Un-slnsred% a. Not singed.
Un-akll'fttl, a. Wanting skill ; awk-
ward, [served.

Un-sd'el-a-ble, a. Not sociable; re-

Ua-sa'elal, a. Not social.

Un-solled', a. Not soiled.

Un-sdld', a. Not sold.

UB-se-lie'lt-ed, a. Not solicited.

Un-salYed'. a. Not solved.
UB-se-phls'tl-cat-ed, a. Not adul-
terated; pure; simple.

UB-seagat', a. Not sought
UB-saaad', a. Not sound; corrupted.
Un-saoad'aess, n. Want of sound-

ness.
Ua-spar'ftag, a. Not sparing; severe.
Ua-speak'a-ble, a. Not to be spoken;
unutterable.

Ua-speak'a-blr, ad. Inexpressibly,
r Un-«peat',a. Notspent; notexhausted.
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earnai |oi nuni
Un-ftpIr^it-a-Al-is*, v.L To c

Un-spot'ted, a. Not spotted;
]

Un-»ia'ble, a. Not fixed; inco

VnH»plr7it-ii-al, a. Not spiritual;
MnuL [of spirituality.

>, v. L To deprive
M; pure.
inconstant.

Un-stanebed7
, o. Not stanched.

Un-stead'y.a. Notsteady ; changeable.
Un-etlnt'ed, a. Not stinted.

Un-atfrred'.a. Not stirred.

Unstrained', a. 1 Jt strained.

Un-strlnsr7
, v. t To relax; to loosen.

Un-strnnsr7
, a. Not strung; loosened.

Un-stad'ied, a. Not studied.

Un-eue-eeWflil, a. Not successful.

Un-*uc-ce«s7fnl-ly, ad. Without
success.

Un-*alt7a-ble, a. Unfit: improper.
Un-sftl'lled, a. Not sullied.

Un-eaasr7
, a. Not celebrated in verse.

Un-eus-pect'insr, a. Not suspicious.
Un-sna-pI'dons, a. Not suspicious.
Un-sne-lalned7

, a. Not sustained.
Un-talnt'ed, a. Pure; not polluted.
Un-tan'frle, v. *. To loose from tangles.
Ua-tau*ht\a.Uninitruct«d; ignorant.
Un-tin'a-ble), a. Not tenable; inde-

fensible.
Un-tbanls/fnl, a. Ungrateful.
Un-tnank'ful-nfts*), n. Ingratitude.
Un-ti'dy, a. Not neat. [a knot.
Un-tie7

, v. /, To unbind; to loosen, as
Un-tW.ad. or conj. As far as; till.—
prsp. Till ; as far as.

Un-time'ly, a. Unseasonable.
Un-tired', a. Not weary.
Un7ta, prep. Noting motion towards

;

to.

Un-told 7
, a. Not told ; not counted.

Un-tdw/ard, a. Perverse ; awkward;
froward. [traced.

Ua-traee'a-ble, a. That cannot be
gn-tralned7

, a. Not trained.
n-traY7elled, a. Not travelled:—
not having travelled.

Un-tried7
, a. Not tried.

Un-troab'led, a. Not troubled.
Un-true7

, a. Not true ; false.

Un-tratb', n. A falsehood.
Un-tQne'. t.1. To put out of tune.
Un-tQ'tored, a. Uninstructed.
Un-Ased', a. Not used.
Un-tVau-al, a. Uncommon ; rare.
Un-ttt't+r-a-ble, a. That cannot bo
uttered : inexpressible.

Un-van 7quisn-a-ble, a. Not to be
subdued.

Un-va'rled, a. Not varied.
Un-var'nistaed, a. Not varnished.

from;
Un- Ta'ry-Itag, a. Not varying.
Un-veil7

, v. t. To remove a veu

Not versed ; not in-

.___,.... _ j remove
to disclose.

Ci-TOrsed7
, a.

structed.
Un-vl»'lt~ed, a. Not visited.
Un-wsVrl-ntos, n. Want of caution.
Un-war^ike, a. Not warlike.
Un-war'rant-a-ble, a. Not war-
rantable ; unjustifiable.

7n-wsVry,«. Not cautious; imprudent.

Ua-wea'ried, a. Not wearied; to-
defatigable.

Un-wei'conae, a. Not welcome.
Un-w6U7

, a. Not wtll ; indisposed.
Un-w6pV, a. Not lamented.
Un-whole'eome, a. Not wholesome;
corrupt.

Un-wlll'lng, a. Not willing ; loath.
Un-wlll'lng>n«M,n. Dialnclinatioa,
Un-wiae7

, o. Not wise ; foolish.
Un-wiee'ly, ad. Not wisely.
Un-wltb'ered, a. Not withered.
Un-wltn7ar-Insr, a. Not liable te
wither.

Ua-wlt'tlng-ly, ad. Without knowl-
edge.

Un-wbm'an-ly,a. Not womanly.
Un-wont/ed, a. Unusual ; unaccus-
tomed, [ad.

Un-worn 7
, p. a. Not worn; not impair-

Un-wor'tbl-ly, ad. Not according
to merit. [worth.

Un-wo^thi-neas, ». Absence of
Un-wor'tby, a. Not worthy; worth-

less.
1

Un*wrIt7t*n, a. Not written ; blank.
Un-wrnns?', a, Noi wrung.
Un-yleldlng, a. Not yielding ; stub-
born.

Un-y5ke7
, v. t. To loose from the yoke.

Up, ad. Aloft ; above.—prep. From a
lower to a higher part.

C'pas, n. A poisonous tree of Java.
Up-beat*7

, v. t To sustain aloft ; to
raise.

Up-brald7
, v. t. To charge with some-

thing wrong ; to reproach.
Up-baaT'al, n. Act ofupheaving.
Up-baave7

, v. U To lift up.
Up'bUl, a. Ascending ; laborious.
Up-b5ld7

, v. t. To raise :—to support;
to countenance. [houses.

Up-hdl'ster-or, n. A furnisher of
Up-h51's)ter»y, n. Furniture for
houses.

Up'land, a. High in situation :—wild.
—n. High land.

Up-llft7
, v. t. To elevate.

Up-on 7
, prep. On ; relating to.

Up'per, o. Higher in place, rank, or
power; superior.

Up-per-band 7
, n. Advantage.

llp'per-most, a. Highest in rank.
Up-ralse7

, v. t. To exalt.

Up-rear7
, v. t To rear on high.

Up'right. a. Erect -.—honest ; just.—
n. Something standing erect -.—eleva-
tion.

Up7risrbt-ly. ad. With uprightness.
Up'rigbt-netis, n. State of being up*
right; honesty.

Up-ris'ing, n. Act of rising -.—insur-

rection.
Up 7roar, n. A tumult ; confusion.
Up-raot7

, v. t. To tear up by the root.

Up-eet',v. t To overturn; to over-

throw.
Up'eb&t, n. Conclusion ; final event
Up'aide, n. The upper side.
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\n. A descrip-
/ tion of the

Vptrntmrt, n. One luddenly raited to
wealth or power; a pretender.— a.
Suddenly raised ; insolent

Up-torn', v. t. To turn up:—to furrow.
Upward, a. Directed to a higher
part

Up'ward, \ad. Towards a higher
Up'wards> / place.
U-ra'ai-uia, n. A rare metal.
U-ran-te'ra-phy,
U-ran-oPo-ffy,
heavens.

U'ra-nns, n. [LA One of the planets.
U^ban, a. Pertaining to a city.

Ur-bane/,a. Civil; courteous ; elegant.
Ur-ban'i-ty, n. Civilitv ; courtesy.
Ur'«nln, n. A hedgehog:—a small
boy.

Urffe, ».(. To incite ; to push ; to so-
licit.—«. i To press forward ; to pro-

• ceed. [importunity.
Ur'fen-ey, n. Pressure of necessity

;

Ur'gent, a. Pressing; importunate.
Ur'ffent-ly, ad. With urgency ; co-
gently.
U7ri-nal, n. A vessel for urine.
U'ri-na-ry. a. Relating to urine.
U'rine, n. A fluid secreted by the kid-
neys.

U'ri-none, a. Partaking of urine.
Urn, n. A vase :—a vessel of various
forms.—v. t. To enclose in an urn.

Ur'ea, n. [L.] The Bear; a constellation.
Cr'si-fbrni, o. Formed like a bear.
Ur'aine.a. Relating to a bear. (puns.
Ur'ea-llne, a. Denoting an order of
Ua, pron. pi. The objective case of we.
V'sage, n. Manner of using; treat-
ment :—long continued practice; cus-
tom.

Uee, n. Act of using; utility:—habit;
custom.—v. t. To make use of.—v. i.

To be accustomed.
UsWfnl (yui'fttl), o. Valuable for use;
serviceable.

VALANCE

U*e'fnl>ly, ad. In a useful manner.
Uee'fui-neae, n. The quaiity of being
useful; utility.

^^
Uae'leaa, a. Having no use.
Uee'leea-neee, n. Unfitness for use.
Uah'er, n. An under-teacher :— Intro-
ducer.—e. <. To introduce; to escort.

Ust'ion, n. The act of burning.
U'en-al, a. Common; customary; or-
dinary

U'eu-al-ly, ad. Commonly.
U'eu-frnet, n. Right of enjoying.
U-au-frAc'ta-a-ry, n. One who has
temporary use ofany thing.

U'au-rer, n. One wno receives usury.
U-au'ri-ons, a. Relating to usury.
U-aurp'^v. t. To seize without right
U-aur-pa'tion, n. Illegal seizure.
U'eu-ry, n. Illegal interest.
U*t4n'ail, n. An instrument for any
use; a vessel.

U'te-rua, n. [L.1 The womb.
U-tU-i.ta'ri-an, a. Relating to utili-

tarianism.—n. An adherent to utilita-

rianism, [of general utility.

U-tll-i-ta'rl-an-Iam, n. The doctrine
U-tll'i-ty, n. Usefulness; profit.

U'til-ise, v. t. To render useful ; to use.
Ut'ntoat, a. Extreme; highest; great-
est—n. The greatest quantity.

U-to'pi-an, a. Ideal: fanciful.
U'tri-cle, n. A little bag or cell.

Ut'ter, a. Extreme; complete; out-
ward.—v. L To speak :—to declare; to
disclose :—to sell.

Ut'ter-a-ble, a. That may be uttered.
Ut'ter-ance, n. Act of uttering; pro-
nunciation.

Utfter-lyt a<i. Fully; completely.
Ufter-most. a. Extreme; furthest—
n. Greatest degree.

U've-ona, a. Resembling a grape.
Ux-o'rl-ooe, a. Submissively fond
of a wife. [sion to a wife.

Ux-cVri-oue-neaa, n. Fond submis-

V.

Ta'6an-ey,n. Empty space.
Ya'cant, a. Empty ; unoccupied.
Ta'eate, v. t. To annul ; to leave empty.
Ta-ea'tion, n. An intermission ; a

recess. [vaccine matter.
Tac'ci-aate, v. t. To inoculate with
Tac*ci-aa'tion, n. Inoculation with
vaccine matter.

Tac'eine, a. Relating to a cow or to
vaccination.

Tac'll-lan»cy, n. Vacillation.

Tac'il-late, v. i. To be inconstant

;

to fluctuate. [fluctuation.

Tae-il-la'tion, n. Act ofvacillating;
Ta-eu'i-ty, n. Emptiness ; inanity.

T*e'a-nm,n. [L.] Space unoccupied
by matter. T—n. A vagrant.

Taar'*-Mnd,a. Wandering ; vagrant

Va-ga'ry, n. A freak : a whim.
Ya-ai'na, n. [L.] A sheath ; a tube.
Vaipi-nal, a. Relating to a sheath.
Virffran-cy.n. A wandering with-
out a settled home.

Ta'grant a. Wandering ; roving.—
n. A wanderer ; a strolling beggar.

Yaffue, a. Indefinite ; unsettled.
Vairue'ly, ad. In a vague manner.
Tail, n. A curtain ; a cover.—«. L
To cover: to veil.

Tain, o. Fruitless ; showy:—conceited.
Tain-ffl6'ri-ona, o. Vain without
merit ; boastful.

Taio-srld'ry, n. Empty pride.
Tainay,od. Without effect ; idly.

Tal'anea, n. Drapery round abed*
stead.
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VALE

Vile, a. A low ground ; a valley.
Tal-e-dle'tlan, n. Act of bidding
farewell ; a farewell.

Tal-*-die-to'rl-an, a. One who de-
liven a valedictory oration in a col-

Tai-e*dIe'to-ry,a. Bidding farewell.

Tal'en-tin«, a. A love-letter sent on
St. Valentine's Day.

Ta-lfri-aa, n. A genus of plants.

Tal'et,*. [Fr.i A body-servant
Tal-a-ta-dl-na'ri-an, n. A sickly
person ; an invalid.—a. Sickly ; in-

Tal'lant, a. Intrepid; heroic.
Tal'ld, a. Having legal force; effica-

cious.
Ta-lld't-ty, n. Legal force ; strength.

Ta-llae', n. A traveling-case.
Tal-UVtion, n. An lntrenchment
Tal'ley, n. A hollow between hills.

Tal'or, a. Bravery ;
prowess.

Tal'or-oAa, a. Brave ; valiant.

Tal'u-a-ble,a.Having value; precious.
Tal-u-a'tlon, n. An appraisement

;

value set.

Tal'ue, n. Worth ; price ; rate.—«. L
To rate highly.

Talve,». A folding door :—a lid.

Tal'vn-lar, a. Relating to a valve.
Tal'vale, n. A small valve.
Tamp, n. The upper leather of a shoe.
—0. L To mend.

Tam'pire, n. A fabled demon:—

a

large Dat [wagon.
Tan. n. The front of an army:—a large
Tan'dal, n. An ancient race :—

a

barbarian. [barbarous.
Tan-dal'le,a. Relating to tneVandals;
Tan'dal-Isin, n. Barbarity : cruelty.
Tan-dyke's n. A kind or handker-
chief, [of the wind.

Tane, n. A plate to show the direction
Tan'guard, n. First line of an army.
Ta-nfl'la.n. A tropical plant, and
the oil extracted from it.

Tan'isa, v.i. To disappear ; to pass
away. [conceit

Tan'i-ty, n. Empty pride; ostentation;— '
" *

* "*5d<
m

•i'qui»h,v. t To defeat; to subdue.
Tan'qntfth-a-ble, a. That may be
overcome.

Tan'taa;e, n. Superiority.
Tan'taa;e-a;ronnd, n. Superiority
of place.

Tap'ld, o. Dead ; spiritless: flat
Tap'ld-ndM,n. State of being vapid;

insipidity.
Ta'por, a. A fluid rendered aeriform
by heat—«. i. To emit vapor :—to
brag. [vapor.

Tap'or-a-ble, a. That may become
Tap-o-ra'tlon, n. Act of converting
into vapor. [steam.

Ta'por-batn, n. A bath of vapor or
Tap'o-riaa, 0. t To convert into
vapor.

Vs'por-oAfi,a. Full of vapors.
Ta^por-y, a. Vaporous ; peevish.
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Ta'rl-a-ble-neaa, n. Inoonstaaty;
changeablenesi.

Ta'ri-a-ble, a. Changeable ; incon-
stant [stantly.

Ta'ri-a-bly, ad. Changeably ; incon-
Ta'ri-anee, n. Disagreement
Ta-rl-a'tion,n. change ; difference;
deviation.

Tar'i-eoae, a. Swelled, as a vein.
Ta'ri*e-a;ate, v. L To make various

;

to diversify. [colors.
Ta-ri*e«£a'tion, n. Diversity of
Ta-ri'e-ty, n. Change: diversity.
Ta'rl-o-lold. n. A disease resemb-
ling the small-pox.

Ta-ri'o-looa, o. Pertaining to the
small-pox.

Ta'ri-ons, a. Different; manifold.
Tar'let, n. A page:—a servant:—a
knave.

Tar'nlah, n. A glossy liquid :—a pal-
liation.—-v. t To lay a gloss on.

Ta'ry, v. t. To make various; to alter.
—jo. i. To be changeable; to differ.

Tas'en-lar. a. Relating to. vessels.

Taae, n. A large ornamental vessel.

Taa'aal, n. A subject; a slave.

Vaa'aal-are, n. State of a vassal.
Tast, a. very large; enormous.
Taa-ta'tfton, n. A laying waste.
Taat'ly, ad. To a great degree, [tent.

Taat'neaa, n. Immensity; great ex-
Tat, n. A large cistern.

Tat'1-can, n. The palace of the pope.
Tat'l*eide, n. The murder or the mur-
derer of a prophet. [tions.

Ta-tle'1-nal, a. Containing predic-
Ta-tlc'i-nate, v. i. To prophesy; to

foretell. [prophecy.
Ta-tle-l-na'tion, n. A prediction; a
TAnlt, n. An arch :—a cellar :—a cave:
—a grave:—a leap.—v. t. To arch; to

shape to a vault.—v. i. To leap; to
tumble.

Tanlt'ed, a. Arched; concave.
Taunt, v.L&i. To boast; to display
ostentatiously.—r». A boast: ostentation.

T€al. n. The flesh of a calf.

V«c'tor, n. An imaginary line Joining
the centre of the sun to the centre of a
planet [horseback.

Te-dette', n. [Ft.) A sentinel on
T£*r, v. t To let out :—to turn.—v. i.

To turn aside.
VMr'ing, n. The act of changing.
TOa/e-ta-ble, n. A plant:—an escu-

lent plant—a. Belonging to plants.

T$ff-e-ta'rft-an, n. One who lives on
vegetables.

T6a>e-ta'ri-an-I»m, n. The habit of
living on vegetables only.

Ttff'e-tate, v. t To grow, asplants.

T*a>e»ta'ti©n, n. Growth of plants.

Tfcir/e-ta-tive, a. Growing as plants.

TOTte-mtuce, n. Impetuosity; vio-

lence.
T^he-mant, a. Acting,with force.

Tfhe-ment-ly, ad. Violently; ar-

dently.
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Te'hl-ele, n. That in which any .

thing is carried; a carriage.

Tell, n. A thin cover for the face :—

a

iHafnltri > i. To cover; to conceal.
Tela (van), n. A tube that receives
the blood and returns it to the heart

:

—turn of mind :—a current :—a streak.

—v. L To form or mark with veins.

Tein^j* FuU of veins.
[late

Tel'll-eate, v. U To twitch; to stimu-
T«rium, n. A fine kind of parchment.
Te-lde'1-pede, n. A vehicle moved
by the feet.

Te-16c'l-ty, n. Quick or rapid motion.
TeTvet, n. A silk stuff with a thick

nap.—a. Made of velvet ; soft.

T6rvet-een, n. A kind of velvet.

T*l'¥et-y, a. Like velvet.

Te'nal, a. Mercenary :—relating to

the veins.
Te-nal'1-ty, n. Mcrcenariness.
Ten'a-ry, a. Relating to hunting.
V£nd. v. L To sell ; to offer for sale.

Ten-dee', n. One to whom any thing
is sold.

Tend'i-ble, a. That may be sold.—n.
Any thing offered for sale.

Ten-dl'tton, n. The act of selling.

Ten-dor', n. One who sells.

Ten-due', n. A public sale ; auction.
Te-nee>', v. t. To overlay with thin
pieces of wood.—n. A thin piece of
wood for overlaying. [tion.

Ten/er-a-ble, a. Worthy of venera-
Ten'er-a-bly, ad. In a venerable
manner.

Ten'er-ate, v. t To treat with ven-
eration.

Ten-er-a'tlon, n. Act of venerating

;

reverence.
Te-n€'re-al, a. Relating to venery.
TSn'e-ry, n. Hunting :—3exuai inter-

course.
Te-ne-sec'tlon, n. Blood-letting.
Ten'geance, n. Infliction of pain

in return for an injury.
Tenjce'fQl, a. Vindictive; revengeful.
Te'iii-al, a. That may be forgiven or
excused.

T6ii'i-fK>n, n. The flesh of deer.
T£n'om, n. Poison :— malignity

;

spite.

Ten'om-oita, a. Poisonous.
Teu'om-oas-ly, ad. Malignantly.
Te'nous, a. Relating to the veins.
Tent, n. A passage by which any thin?

is discharged :—discharge.—v. t. To let

out ; to report.
Ten'ter^n. [L.] The abdomen.
Tent'-hole, n. A small passage for

air.

Ten'ti-dact, n. A passage for air.

Ten'ti-late, v. L To purify with wind;
to fan ; to make public

en-ti-la'tlon, n. Act of ventilating.
Ten'ti-la-tor, n. A ventilating con-
trivance.

Ten'tral.a. Belonging tothestomach.

VERNACULAR

Ten'tri-ele, a. A cavity in an ani
mal body.

Ten-trU'o-qalam, ) n. The act ol
Teu-trll'o-qny, / speaking so
that the voice seems not to come from
the speaker.

Ten-tril'o-qulst, n. One who prac-
tises ventriloquism.

Vent'are, n. An undertaking of has-
ard.—v. t To dare ; to hazard.—v. L
To expose to hazard.

Tent'nre-noine, I a. Bold; dar-
Vent'nr-otU, f ing.
Tent'ur-oa»-ly, ad. Daringly; fear-

lessly.

Te'nus, n. The goddess of love :—
one of the planets.

Te-ra'elous, a. Observant of truth.
Te-rae'l-ty , n. Observance of truth.
Te-ran'da, n. A kind of portico.

Terb, n. A part of speech.
Ter'bal, a. Relating to words ; oral.

Ter'bal-Inm, n. Adherence to words.
Ter'bal-lst, n. One who deals In
words.

Ter'bal-ise, v. L To turn into a verb.
Ter'bal-ly, ad. By word of mouth.
Ter-ba'tlm, ad. [L] Word for word.
Ter-be'na, n. A genus of plants.

Ter'bi-age, n. [Fr.] A profusion of
words ; empty discourse.

Ter-bdse', a. Abounding in words.
Ter-b6s'l-ty, n. Excessive use of
words.

Ter'dan-cy, n. Greenness.
Ter'dant, a. Green ; flourishing.
Terd'-an-tlque', n. Green incrus-
tation upon ancient coins.

Ttr'dlct, n. The decision of a Jury in
relation to a case on trial.

TeWdi-grla, n. The green rust of cop-
per, [vegetation.

Terd 'ure, n. Greenness ; freshness of
Terice. n. A rod ; a mace :—edge.—

t». %. To tend ; to approach the limits.

Te>'i-fi-a-ble, a. That may be veri-
fied.

T£r-i-fll-ca'tlon, n. Act of verifying.
TSr'f-fy, v. t. To prove to be true ; to
confirm.

Ter'i-ly, ad. In truth : certainly.
Ter-1-slni'l-lar. a. Apparently true.
T£r-i-st-mll'i-tude, n. Appearance
of truth : resemblance.

Ter'i-ta-ble, a. True ; according to
fact.

TeVi-ta-bly, ad. Reallv ; truly.
Te>'l-ty, n. Truth; reality.
Ter-mic'u-lar, a. Like a worm.
Ter-mlc'u-lalc, v. t. To inlay so as

to imitate the motion ofworms.
Ter'mi-enle, n. A little worm.
Ttr'ml-ffttnn, a. Having the shape
of a worm. [red color.

Ter-mll'lan (ver-mll'yun).n. A bright
Ter'min, n. Any small, noxious
animal.

Ter-nae'u-lar, a. Belonging to one's
own country.
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TeVti-co, n. A giddiness; a swim
o7th<

VERNAL

Tfer'aal. a. Belonging to the ipring.
Ver'ea-Ule, a. Taming round:—
changing ; variable ; readily applied
to new pursuits.

Terse, n. A line of poetry:—a short

Termed, p. a. Skilled in; conversant.
Ttor-ai«fl-ea'tle>n, n. Artof versifying.
Ter'sl-fjr, v. L To relate in verse.—

v. i. To make verses. [formation.
Ter'aion, n. A translation :—trans-
Tert, n. [Fr.] Any green tree:—green
color. [spine.

Ter'te-bra, n. [L.1 A Joint in the
Ter'te-bral, a. Relating to the spine.
Ter'te-brate, n. A vertebrated ani-
maL—a. Having vertebrae.

Ter'te-bre, n. A ioint of the spine.
Testes, n. [L.j The crown; the sum-
mit.

Ter'tl-eal, a. Upright :—toward the
zenith:—perpendicular.—n. A vertical
circle. [ner.

Te^tl-cal-ly, ad. In a vertical man-
Ter-tle'U-late, a. Growing in a
spiral form.

T«r-tlc'i-ty, n. Power of turning.
Ter'ti-ele, n. An axis; a hinge.
Ter-tJur'i-netta, a. Turning round;
giddy.
r*Vli ,-. - ,
ming of the head; dizzint

TeVy, o. True :—complete.—ad. In a
great degree; eminently.

Tce/l*ele, n. A small blister, [hollow.
Te-ale'a-lar, a. Relating to vesicles;
Te-ale'ti-late. a. Full of vessels.
Tea'per, n. [b.] The evening star,

evening.
Tea'pera, n. pf. The evening service.
Tea'ael, n. A utensil for holding li-

quids :—a tube :—a vehicle for convey-
ance on water.

Teat, n. An outer garment :—a waist-
coat.—v. t. To clothe :—to invest with.—v. i. To be fixed. [Vesta.—a. Chaste.

Tea'tal. n. A virgin consecrated to
Teet'ed, p. a. Established by law;

fixed. [house.
Tea'ti-bAle, n. An entrance to a
Tea'tig-e, n. A footstep; trace.
Teat'nent, n.\ A garment.
Tea'try, n. A room in a church for
vestments :—a parochial assembly.

Teat'are, n. A garment: attire.

T6t'er-an, n. An old soldier; one long
Sractised.—a. Old in practice.
t-er-1-na'ri-an, n. One skilled In

diseases of cattle.
T6t'er-1-na-ry, a. Pertaining to the
healing of diseases of cattle.

TeVto. n. [L.] A prohibition.—v. L To
prohibit by a veto.

Tex, v. L To torment ; to tease ; to ir-

ritate, [ance.
Tex-a'tlon, n. Act of vexing ; annoy-
Tex-a'tlone, a. Provoking; trouble-
some, [flcult.

Taxed, p. a. Agitated ; disputed ; dif-
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Ti'a-ble, a. Capable of living.
Ti'a-dftct, n. A bridge for a railroad.
Ti'al,n. A small bottle.
Ti-am'e«ter, n. An instrument tor
measuring the distance passed over

Ti'and, n. Food ; victuals.

l!^*'Jc» «• Relating to a journey.
Ti'brate,*./. <fc i. To brandish; to
move to and fro.

'

y?:£p*
,

l
loil

» »• Act of vibrating.
Vi'bra-to-ry, a . That vibrates
TIc'ar, n. a substitute :—an incum-
bent of a benefice. [vicar.

TIc'ar-a«-e, n. A benefice ; house of a
Ti-ca'ri-al, a. Belonging to a vicar.
Tl-ca'rl-ate, n. A delegated power,
—a. Having a delegated power.

Ti-ea'rl-oAe. a. Acting or done in

J
lace of another. [er.

-ea'rl-oAe-ly,ad. Inplaceofanoth-
Tice, n. An offence; wickedness :—

a

griping instrument.— A prefix denot-
ing one who acts in place of another.

Tice-c6n'anl, n. One acting for a
consul.

Tiee-g*e^rent, n. An officer acting in
place of another.—a. Having a dele-
gated oower.

Tice-r&ffal, a. Relating to a viceroy.
TIce'roy, n. One whogoverns in place
of a king. [viceroy.

Tice-rtfy'al-ty, n. The office of a
TIc'i-nag*e, n. A neighborhood; a

vicinity. [near.
TIe'l-nal, a. Being in the vicinity ;

Tl-cln'i-ty, n. Nearness ; a neighbor-
hood.

Tl'cioue, a. Addicted to vice; wicked.
Tl'eloua-ly, ad. In a vicious manner.
Tl-ela'al-tiide* n. A regular change;

revolution. [destroyed.
Tlc'tlm, n. A sacrifice :—something
TIe'tlm»ise,v. /. To make a victim of
TIc'tor, n. A conqueror.
Tlc-to'rl-©tta,a. Superior in conquest.
Tlc-tcVrl-oOa-ly, ad. In a victori-

ous manner.
Tle'to-ry, n. Superiority gained in a
battle or contest [sions.

Tlet'nal. v. t To supply with provi-
Tlct'nala. n. pi. Food ; Provision.
Tl-d£l'i-c*t, ad. [L.1 Towlt;name-

Tld'u-al, a. Relating to the state of
a widow.

Tie, v. i. To contest ; to contend.
.

Tiew, v. t. To survey ; to loox on.—
n. A prospect ; sight ; opinion.

Tiew'leea, a. Unseen ; invisible.

TIjr/il, n. A watch :—evening devo-
tion :—a fast. [fulness.

TIg*'l-lanee, n. Watchfulness; wake-
TlffSI-lant, a. Watchful ; diligent.
TlffSi-lant-ly, ad. Watchfully.
Tlffn-«tte', n. [Fr.] A picture of
leaves and flowers :—an engraving on
the title-page of a book.

Tlfr'or. n. Force ; strength ; energy.
Tlff'or-oAa, a. Full of vigor.
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In a vigorousTlf'or»oas-ly, ad.
manner.

Tile. o. Base ; despicable.
Tile'neM, n. Baseness ; meanness.
Tll-1-fl-ca'tion, n. The act of vilify-

ing.
Vllri-fy, v. L To defame ; to traduce.
Til'la, n. A country-seat. [houses.
Tll'lara, n. A small collection of
TU'laln. n. A feudal tenant of the
lowest class :—a scoundrel.

Tll'la-notts, a. Like a villain.

Tll'la-ny, n. The conduct of a villain;

depravity.
Til-ld*e\ > a. Shaggy; rough;
Tll'lousv, J hairy.
Tl-inln'e-ous, a. Made of twigs.
Ti-na'eeons, o. Relating to wine.
Tin-ci-bll'i-ty, ) n. Liability to
Tln'el-ble-nftsw. j be overcome.
Tln'ci-ble, a. That can be overcome.
Tln'dl-cate, v. L To defend with
success ; to Justify. [ficatiou.

TIn-dl-«a'tioii, n. A defence; a justi-

Tln'dl-ca-tiYe, o. Tending to vindi-
cate.

Tin-dlc'tive, a. Revengeful.
Tin-die'tive-ly, ad. In a vindictive
manner.

Tine, n. The plant that bears the
grape:—any climbing or trailing plant

Tin'e-ffar, n. An acid liquor.
Ti'ne»ry, n. A place for grape-vines.
Tlne'yard, n. A ground planted
with vines. [wine.

Ti'non«, a. Having the qualities of
Tlnfage, n. The time of making
wine ; the produce of the vine.

Tlnt'ner, n. One who sells wine.
TIn'try, n. The place where wine is

sold.

Ti'ny, a. Belonging to vines.
Ti'ol, n. A stringed musical instru-
ment.

Vi'o-la, n. [It] A kind of violin.
Ti'o-la-ble, a. That may be violated.
Ti-o-la'eeous, a. Like violets.

Ti'o-late, v. L To treat with irrever-
ence ; to transgress ; to injure :—to
pollute.

Ti-o-la'tion, n. Act of violating.
Ti'o-Mtace, n. Unjust force ; an at-
tack; injury. Hence.

Ti'o-ldnU a. Acting or done with vlo-
Ti'o-16nt-ly, ad. With force.
Ti'o-16t, n. A plant and flower :—

a

color.—a. Of the color of the violet
Ti-o-lln', n. A stringed musical in-
strument, [bass Violin.

TI-o-lon-c*l'16. n. [It.] A kind of
Ti'per, n. A venomous serpent.
Ti'per-Ine, a. Belonging to a viper.
Ti-ra'grd, n. A female warrior ; a tur-
bulent woman.

Ti-rfis/cent, a. Green ; flourishing.
Tlr^n, n. A maid.—a. Maidenly

;

Tir'srin-al, o. Maidenly.—-n. A musi-

ntBIPIAbL*

Tir-gln'l-ty, n. Maidenhood.
Tlr'^d.n. [L.] The Virgin, a tAm i»
the zodiac.

Tlr-i-deVeent, a. Growing green.
Ti-rld'l-ty.n. Greenness; verdure.
Ti'rlle, a. Belonging to man ; manly.
T*-rU'i-ty,n. Manhood. [arts.

Tlr-tu', n. [It] A love of the rtne

TYrt'u-al, a. Being in essence or ef-

fect, though -not in fact [only.
TYrt'n-al-ly, cut In effect or efficacy
TYrt'ne, n. Moral goodness :—efficacy,
—courage.

Tlr-tu-o'sd, n. [It] A man skilled
in the polite arts or curiosities.

TYrt'n-oAs, a. Morally good : up*
right [ner.

TlrVa-ofts-ly, cut In a virtuous man'
Tlr'u-l$nee,n. Poisonousness; malig-

nity, [nant
Tlr'u-ient. a. Venomous; malig-
Ti'rus,n. [L.] Purulent matter.
Tla'a*e>,n. The face ; look, [intestines.
TIs'ee-ra, n. pL [U] The bowels or
TIs'ee-ral, a. Relating to the viscera.
TIsv'cid, a. Glutinous ; tenacious.
Tia-eld'1-ty, ) n. Glutinousness;
Tla-cfts'l-ty, / tenacity.
Tia'cdliiit', n. A degree of English

nobility. [count
Tis'ettant-eas, n. The wife ofa vis-

Tla'eoua, a. Glutinous : tenacious.
Tiae, n. A griping machine.
Tla-l-bll'l-ty, n. The quality of be-
ing visible. [parent

Tla'l-ble, a. That may be seen ; ap-
Tls'i-bly, ad. In a visible manner.
TI'alon , n. Faculty of sense of sight

:

—a supernatural appearance:—dream.
Tl'alon-a-ry (vlsh'un-), a. Affected
by phantoms; imaginary.—n. One
who forms idle projects.

TIs'it, 9. L To go or come to see.—«.£
To practise going to see others.— n.

Act of going to see another. [visits.

Tls'lt-a-ble, a. In a state to receive
TIs'1-tant, n. One who visits.

Tls-i-tsVtion, n. Act of visiting :—in-
fliction, [who regulates disorders.

TIs'it-or, n. One who visits:—one
TIs'or, n. A mask; the perforated
part of a helmet.

Tts'ored, a. Masked.
TIa'ta, n. [It] A view:— a view
through an avenue.

Tls'u-al, a. Relating to the sight
Ti'tal.a. Relating to life : essential
Ti-tal'1-ty, n. The principle of life

;

animation.
Ti'tal-ly, ad. In a vital manner.
Ti'tala, n. pL The parts of an animal
body essential to life.

TTtl-ato, v. t To make vicious.
Tf-ti-a'tlon, n. Depravation.
TU're-otta, a. Resembling glass.

Ti-trea'cent, a. Vitrifying!; glassy-
Tlt-rl-fac'tion, n. Act of vitrifying.
TU'rl-ri-a-ble, a.

rifled.

That may be vit-
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Ylfrl-ftifirri-Arn, a.

glass, r—«r.

Yltfri-fV, v. £ To

Haying the form of
v. i. To become glass.

To convert into glass.

Ylt'ri-ol, n. A mineral salt
Ylt»rl-61'i>., o. Containing vitrioL
YU'n-line, o. Relating to a calf.

Yl-ta'per-ate, v. I To blame; to

censure. [sore.

Yl-tft-per-a'tiOD, n. Blame; cen-
Yl-ta'per-a-tlve, a. Containing
censure.

Vft-va'cftoas, o. Gay ; lively.

Vl-vae'l-ty, n. Animation; liveli-

ness, [mals.

VI'Ya-ry, n. A place for keeping anl-
Vlv'id, o. Lively ; sprightly, [colors.

VlT'id-ly , ad. With life ; in glowing
Ylv'ld-totfts, n. Life: vigor.

Vi-Tirica. Giving life.

Yi-viri-cate, v. t To make alive.

YIv-1-fi-esVUon, n. The act of giv-
ing life. [mate.

VIv'i-iy, v. t To make alive ; to anl-
Yi-vlpra-roOs, a. Bringing forth
young alive.

ViY-1-atc'tloii, n. The act of dis-

secting or opening living animals.
Ylx'en, n. The cub of a fox :—a tur-
bulent woman. [state.

Vlm'ier, n. A Turkish minister of
d'ca-ble.n. A word ; a term.
Vo-eAb'u-la-Fy, n. A list of words
in alphabetical order.

d'eal, a. Having a voice; uttered
by the voice. [cal sounds.

Yo-eal'lc, a. Relating to vowels or vo
Yo'eal-Iat, n. A vocal musician ; a
singer.

Vo-eal'i-ty, n. Quality ofbeing vocal.
Yd'eal-ise, v. t To make vocal.
Yo*ea'tion, n. A calling ; business.
VAc'a-tlYe, a. Denoting a case in
grammar.

Vo-elTer-ate, v. i. To clamor; to
make outcries. [outcry.

Vo-cIf-er-sVtion, n. A clamor; an
Vo-cITer-oOfi, a. Clamorous ; noisy.
Yteiie, n. Fashion ; mode, [—a vote.

V6Ice, n. Sound emitted by the mouth:
YbleeJleM, a. Having no voice.
Yeld, a. Empty; null; destitute; unreal.
—n. An empty space; vacancy.—v. t.

To emit; to annul. [void.
Y6Id'a-ble, a. That may be made
Vbld'aoce, n. An emptying; ejection.
Yold'ed, a. Cut out in the middle.
Ybld'er, n. One who voids :—a tray
used for removing dishes.

Ydld'neau, n. Emptiness; inefflcacy.
YAl'a-tlle, a. Evaporating quickly;

lively; fickle.

Yftl'a-til-ise, v. t To make volatile.

Yal-eail'ie, a. Relating to volcanoes.
Yal-ea'nd, n. A mountain ejecting

fire, smoke, and lava. [willing.

Vo-ll'tloii, n. The act or power of
VWIey, n. A discharge of shot; a
burst—v. t«i To throw out; to
discharge.

Yftl-u-bll'i-ty, n. Fluency of s.

Yttl'n-ble, a. Rolling; active :—fluent
in bpeech.

Y61'a-bly, ad. In a voluble manner.
Varum*, n. Something rolled:—

a

book :—dimension.
Yo-ld'ml-noAa, a. Consisting of
many volumes; copious.

Yo-la'ml*noas-ly, ad. In many
volumes.

Yttl'un-ta-rl-ly, ad. In a voluntary
manner.

Yttl'mi-ta-ry, a. Acting by choice;
spontaneous.—n. An air played at
will :—a volunteer.

Tdl-on>tMr/
, n. One who serves of

his own accord.—v. t. To offer volun-
tarily.—v. i. To act voluntarily.

Yo-lAp'tu-a-ry, n. One given to
luxury.

Yo-lAp'tti-afia, a. Addicted to sen-
sual pleasures; luxurious, [ous manner.

Yo-lftp'tu-ofls-ly, ad. in a voluptu-
Yftm'lt, v. t. dc i. To eject from the
stomach.—n. Matter ejected from the
stomach :—an emetic.

V6m'l-tlve, o. Emetic.
Yo-ra'ciona, a. Greedy to eat.

Yo-ra'cious-ly, ad. Greedily, [tite.

Vo-rac'i-ty, n. Greediness of appe-
Yo-ragr'1-nofts, a. Full of gulfs.

VOr'tem, n. [L.J A whirlpool:—

a

whirlwind.
Ybr'ftl-cal, a. Whirling.
Vo'ta-ry , n. One devoted to a pursuit
—a. Consequent to a vow.

Ydte, n. A suffrage; a ballot.—v. L 4c i.

To choose by suffrage; to ballot
Vo'tive, a. Given by vow; devoted.
YOQcb, v. L To attest; to declare.—v. i.

To bear witness; to testify.

VOOcb'er, n. One who gives witness.
Ybacb-aafe', v. t. To condescend to
grant—v. i. To deign; to condescend.

Tow, n. A solemn act of devotion; a
religious promise.—<v. t. To consecrate.
—*. i. To make vows, [tered alone.

Vfcw'el, a. A letter which can be ut-

Vby'agre. n. A Journey by water.-*;, i.

To travel by water. [sea.

Voy'a-yer, n. One who travels by
YAl-can-l-aa'tloii, n. The art of
vulcanizing.

YAl'can-iBe, v. t To combine india-
rubber with sulphur by heat. [use.

Yftl'gar, n. Common; low; in general
YAl'ffar-lsm, n. A vulgar phrase.
Vul-sar'i-ty, n. Grossness; rudeness
of manners.

Vtt 1'grar-ly, ad. Commonly: rudelv.
Yftl'gate<, n. An ancient Latin version
of the Bible. [wounded.

Yftl'ner-a-ble, a. That may be
Yftl'ner-a-ry, a. Useful in healing
wounds. [crafty.

Yftl'pine, a. Belonging to a fox;

Yfllt'nre, n. A bird of prey.
YAlt'a-rlsie,) a. Belonging to a
YtUt'u-rotts),/ vulture.
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w.
Wafc/ble,*. i To more staggeringly
from side to side.—n. A hobbling mo-
tion.

Wad, n. A little mass of tow, paper,
Ac—v. t. To stuff with wadding

Wad'dinfr, n. A soft stuff used for
stuffing garments

Wad'dle, v. i. To walk like a duck.
Wade, v. <. To walk through water.
Wa'fer, n. A thin cake :—a paste for
sealing letters.—v. t. To seal with a
wafer.
Warfie, 7i. A kind of thin cake.
Waft, v. t. To bear through the air or
the water.—v. i. To float : to fly.—n.
A floating body:—motion of a steamer.

Was, v. t. To move lightly.—v. i. To
be In motion.—n. One full of humor.

To pledge; to carry on;Wage. v. L
to stake.

.L&i.WsVger, n. A bet ; a pledge.
To pledge as a bet.

Wa'aes, n.pL Reward paid for services.
Warger-y, n. Sportive merriment

;

drollery.
IVSf'fiHh, a. Roguish ; droll, [ner.
WAff'glsb-Iy, ad. In a waggish man-
Wka'sle, *• i. To move from side to

side.

Waff'on, \n. A four-wheeled car-
Wac'goo, j riage.
Waif, n. Any thine relinquished

;

goods found, but not claimed.
Wall, v. t. To lament—v. i. To grieve.
—n. Lamentation.

Wain. n. A wagon.
Waln'seot, n. The wooden lining of
rooms.—v. t. To line walls with boards.

Waist, n. The part of the body just
below the ribs.

Walsfeeat. n. A close under coat.
Walt, v. i. To expect ; to remain.—v. L
To expect ; to attend.

Walt'er, n. An attendant :—a tray.
Waive,?.*. To put off; to give up
claim to.

Wake, v. i. To cease to sleep.—v. t.

To rouse from sleep.—n. A vigil :—
the track of a ship in water.

Wake'fnl,a. Unable to sleep; vigilant
Wake'tal-nese, n. Inability to sleep.
Waken, v. t & t. To rouse ; to wake.
Wak'lnff, ti. Act of one that wakes.
—p. a. Being awake.

Wale, n. A ridge :—a plank in a ship's
side.—v. t To mark with wales.

Walk, v. i. To go on foot.—v. t. To
pass through ; to lead.—n. Act of walk-
ing : gait ; a path :—conduct.

Wall, n. An inclosing fence of brick
or stone ; a defence -.—the side of a
room. — 1>. L To enclose with a wall.

Wal'let, n. A bag ; a knapsack.
Wall'-flftw-er, n. An ornamental
nl**t.

Wallop, v. t A i. To boil :-to beat
Wal rlow, v. i. To roll about, as m
mire.—n. A rolling walk.
Warnat, n. A tree and its fruit
Wal'rus, n. The sea-horse.
Waits, n. A German dance.—v. i. To
dance the waltz.

Wam'pnin,n. A belt formed ofshells,
and used by the Indians as money.

Wan, a. Having a pale and sickly hue.
Wand, n. A long rod ; a staff.

Wan'der, v. i. To rove ; to ramble.
Wane, v. t. To grow less.—n. The de-
crease of the moon ; decline.

Wan'ness, n. Paleness ; languor.
Want, v. t. To be without ; to need :—
to desire.—v. i. To fail; to be deficient.
—n. Need

;
poverty.

Want'lnff, p. a. Lacking; deficient.
Wan'ton, a. Licentious :—unrestrain-
ed :—gay.—n. A strumpet :—a trifler.—v. i. To play ; to revel.

Wan'ton-iy,ad. Sportively; licen-
tiously, [tiousness.

Wan'ton-nes*,n. Sportiveness; licen-
War,n. Open hostility between nations;
hostility.—v. i. To contend.

W&r'ble, v. t. To quaver ; to sing.—
v. i. To sing or carol.—n. A song; a
quaver of the voice.

War'bler,n. A singer; a singing-bird.
War'-ery, n. The cry of war.
Ward, v. L To guard ; to defend.—

v. i. To keep guard.—n. A fortress:—
a guard :—a district of a town :—one
under a guardian.

War'den, n. A keeper ; a guardian.
Ward'robe. n. A closet for clothes

:

—wearing apparel.
Ward'room, n. A room in a ship in
which the officers mess.

Ware, n. Something to be sold ; mer-
chandise.

Ware'boose, n. A storehouse for
merchandise.—^. L To lay up in a
warehouse.

War7fare, n. Military service ; war.
War'l-ly, ad. Cautiously.
WarM-bess, n. Caution ; care.
W&r'like, a. Relating to war; hostile.

Warm, a. Having moderate :—
ardent; earnest.—*, t To ke
warm.—«. i. To grow warm.

Warm'tng-pan, n. A pan for warm-
ing a bed.

Warm'ly, ad. In a warm manner.
Warmth, n. Gentle heat ; ardor.

Warn, v. L To give notice of danger

;

to caution.
Warn'lng, n. A caution ; a notice.

Warp, n. Thread that runs length-
wise in a loom :—a rope.—v. t . To con-
tract ; to bend.—v. i. To become bent

War'rant, v. i. To support; to author-
ise ; to secure.—a. A giant; authority.
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WarSrasst-a-fele, a. Justifiable.

WarSraut-a-fely, ad. Justifiably.

War'nint-ed. p. a. Made sure.

War-rant •**', ». One to whom a
warranty Is given [warranty.

War-rant-or', n. One who gives a
Wmr'ran-ty, ft. A deed of security.

War'ren, n. An enclosure for rabbits.

Wai^riar, n. One engaged in war : a
soldier. [skin.

Wart. «. A small protuberanoe on the
Wart/y» a. Covered with warts.
Wa'ry, a. Cautious; prudent.
Wat. i. from be.
Wash (w6sh),t>.f. To cleanse withwater.—v. t To perform ablution.—ft. Act
of washing :—a marsh.

Wasb'bdard, n. A board used in
washing :—a board next to the floor

:

—a board on which clothes are rubbed
in washing.

Waab'er. *. One who washes:—

a

ring on the axis ofa wheel.
WaaVer-woni-an, ». A woman who
washes clothes.

Waab'lngr, n. Act of cleansing by wa-
ter ; that which Is washed.

Waan'y, a. Watery ; weak.
Wasp, ». A stinging insect
Waap'tob, a. Like a wasp ; peevish.
Wae/aall, ft. A liquor:—a carousal:
—a song.—«. 1 To italic ; to tipple.

Waste, v. L To diminish ; to squander.
—«. i. To be consumed.—a. Desolate;
uncultivated; valueless.— n. Loss;
useless expense :—refuse :—a desolate
tract

Wasteful, a. Destructive ; lavish.
Wasjte'fnl-nftfts, n. Prodigality;
waste.

Watch, n. Attention :—guard :—one
who watches :—time of guarding :—

a

pocket timepiece.—v. i. To keepguard.
—v. t. To guard : to observe.

Watcb'fnl, a. Vigilant ; attentive.
Watcb'tal-neas, n. Vigilance.
Wateb'-bdnea (wochOidus), ». A
place where a guard is set

Wateb'man, n. A guard; sentinel.
Wateb'-tow-er, n. A toweron which
a sentinel is placed. [word.

Wateb'wora, n. A sentinel's pass-
WA'tor, n. A common fluid :—a body
of water:—the lustre of a diamond.—
v. L To supply with water ; to irrigate.

v. i. To take in water.
Wa'ter-eol'or, n. Color mixed with
water.

Wa'tar-eaurae, n. A channel for
water.

Wa'ter-ereas, n. A spicy plant
Wa'tar-fall, ft. A cataract; a cascade.
Wa'ter-fowl, n. A bird that frequents
water.

Wa'tar-gransre. «• An instrument for
measuring the depth and quantity of
water.

Wa'ter-Insjr-plaee, ». A place resort-

ad to for bathing; a mineral spring. .
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Wa'ter-lll'y, a. An aquatic plant
Wa'ter-lfine, n. A line on a ship.
Wt'tar-mark, n. The manufacturer*!
device on paper. [fruit

Wa'tar-mal-on, ». A plant and its
Walter-mill, ft. A mill turned by
water. [water.

Wa'ter-praaf, a. Impervious to
Wa'ter-rot, v. L To rot by steeping
in water.

Wa'ter-enM, n. The elevated ridge
of land between two rivers.

Wa'ter-epont, ft. An aqueous phe-
nomenon observed at sea.

Wa'ter-tisrbt (-tit), a. Excluding or
retaining water. [by water.

Wa'ter-wbeel, n. A wheel turned
Wa'ter-y, a. Liquid ; wet
Wat'tle (wOtftl), n. A loose red flesh
that hangs below a cock's bill :—a hur-
dle.—v. L To bind with twigs.

Waul, v. i. To cry as a cat
Wave, ft. A moving swell of water ; a
surge ; a billow.—v. i. To play loose-
ly.—v. t To waft :—to put off,

Wave/lea*, a. Smooth ; calm.
Waye'letyfi. A small wave.
Waves-ftrffer-lnsj, n. A kind of Jew-
ish sacrifice, [tate.

Wi'fer, v.i. To be unsettled ; to hesi-
Wa'ver-Insr.t>. a. Fluctuating.
Wi'vy, a. Rising in waves ; undulat-

ing.
Wax, n. A tenacious substance.—v. t
To smear.—v. i. To grow ; to increase.

Wax-work. a. 'Figures formed ofwax.
Wta'y, a. Like wax ; yielding.
Way, n. A road; direction :—mode

;

means.
Way'-bI13,n. A list of thenames of
passengers or goods.

Way'far-er, n. A traveller.
Way'far-lnsr, o. Travelling.
Way'lay, v. u To watch for or rob.
Way'lay-er, n. One who waylays.
Way'ward, a. Froward ; perverse.
Way'ward-neaa, n. Perverseness;
frowardness.

W«,pron.pf. of I. [firm.

Weak, a. Feeble in body or mind ; in-
Weak/en, v. t. To make weak : to en-

feeble, [infirm.
Weafc'ly, ad. In a weak manner.—a.
WeaK/nesw, n. Feebleness ; Infirmity.
Weal, n. Happiness; public prosperity.
Wealth, n. Riches; affluence.
Wealtb'y, a. Rich; abundant.
Wean, L To keep from the breast;
to withdraw from any desire.

Wean'line;, n. A child or animal
newly weaned. [or defence.

Weap'on, ». An instrument ofoffence
Wear, v. L To waste; to consume :—

to carry on the body:—to veer.—v. i
To be wasted with use or time.—ft. A
dam :—a net to catch fish.—ft. Act of
wearing; a thing worn.

Wea'rl-neas, n. Lassitude; fatigue.
WeWrl-aome, a. Tedious.
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Wea'ry»«- Tired; fatigued.—t. 1 To
tire; to fatigue.

Wea'aand, n. The windpipe.
WeaSeel* a. A small animaL
Weath'er,*. The state of the atmos-

phere.—*. L To expose to the weather

:

—to endure.
weaib/er*b6ard, n. The windward
side of a ship:—a board to protect

from wet [favorable weather.
Weath'er-baand, a. Confined by un-
Weath'er-e6cl£, n. A vane turned

by the wind, [of the wind or position.

Weath'erfrage, n. The advantage
Weath'er-fflasa, n. A glass to indi-

cate the state of the air.

Weave, v. «. To form by a loom; to

Insert.—v. i. To work with a loom.

Web,n. Any thing woven:—a film;

a membrane.
webbed, a. Joined by a membrane.
Wed,v. t To marry; to unite closely.

Wed'dlnff, ». A marTiage.
Wedge, n. A piece of metal or wood
sloping to an edge, used for splitting.—

v. Cto fasten by wedges; to force.

Wed'loefc,*. State of marriage.
wednea'day, n. The fourth day of
the week.

WMd,n. A noxious or useless plant

—

v. t To free from weeds: to root out.

WMd'y, o. Full of weeds.
WMLn. The period of seven days.
WMk'-dfty, n. Any day except Sun-
day, [a week.—ad. Once a week.

WMk'ly, a. Happening or done once
WM1, n. A trap for fish.

WMn,v. i. To think; to fancy.
WMp,v. i. Toshed tears; to lament—

v. U To lament; to drop. [to grain.
Wee'Tll, n. A small insect injurious
Weft, n. Woofof cloth • a web.
Weigh, v. *. To ascertain the weight
of :—to ponder.—v. i. To have weight.

Weight, n. Quantity measured by the
balance ; heaviness: importance.

Weisrht'leea, a. Having no weight
Weight'?, a. Heavy :—important.
Weird, a. Skilled in witchcraft ; su-

ernaturaL
r«reome,a. Received with glad-
ness ; gnXetuL--4nterj. A form of sal-

utation.-*. A kind reception.—«. t
To salute with kindness.

Weld, v. t. To beat or press into firm
union.^n. A plant. [prosperity.

Wei'fore, n. Happiness: success;
Wei'fciir, n. The sky : the heavens.
WC11, ' A deep pit dug in the earth

for water ; a spring.—v. i. To issue
forth.—a. Being in good health;
fortunate.—ad. Not ill.

WeiT-be-lng, n. Happiness; pros-

Weil'-bred, a. Well-educated; polite;
refined.

Weil-nigh', ad. Almost ; nearly.
Well'-epent, a. Well employed or

WH

WHEREABOUTS

weil'-aweep, n. A pole for raising a
bucket in a welL

Wetl-wlah'er, n. One who .wishes
good to another.

Welah, a. Pertaining to Wales or its
people.—«. The language or people
of Wales.

Welt, n. A border ; an edging.
wei'ter,v. I. To roll, as in mire
Wen, n. A fleshy excrescence.
Weneh, n. A young woman ; a De-
gress ; a strumpet

Wend, v. i. To pass.
Went, i. from go.
W^pt, i. Sep. from weep.
Were, i. pi. from be.
West, n. The region where the soil
sets.—a. Being towards, or coming
from, the west—ad. At or toward
the west

weet'er-ly, o. Being towards the
west—ad. Towards the west.

West'ern, o. Being in or towards the

Westward, ad. Towards the west
Wet, n. Water; rainy weather.—a.
Humid ; rainy.—v. L To make wet

;

to expose to rain.

weth'er, n. A castrated ram.
wet'neam, n. State of being wet;
moisture.

Whaefc, v.L To strike.—*. A blow.
Whale, n. The largest of marine ani-
mals.

Wbale'bdne, n. A firm, elastic sub-
stance from the jaw of the whale.

Whal'er, n. A person or a vessel em-
ployed in whale-fishery.

Wharf, n. A place for loading and un-
loading ships.

Wharrage, n. Fees for usinga wharf.
Wharfln-ger, n. Superintendent of
a wharf

What, pron. That which.
What-ev'er, \pron. Being this or
What-ao-ev'er,/ that
What'ndt, n. A piece of furniture
with shelves for books, ornaments, dtt.

Wheat, -n. A species of fine grain.
Wheat'en, a. Made ofwheat
Whte'dle, v. L To entice by soft

words; to coax.
Wheel, n. A circular frame turning oil

an axis.—v. i. To move on wheels.
Wheel'bar*rdw,n. A hand-cart with
one wheel. [wheela

Wheei'wright, n. A maker of
Wheeze, tr. f. To breathe with noise.

Whelm, v. t To cover; to immerse;
to bury.

Wheip, n. A puppy; a cub.—v. i. T©
bring forth cubs or puppies.

When, ad. At what time.
Whence, ad. From what place.
When-ev'er, \aa\ At whatever
When-eo-ev'er, [ time.
Where, ad. At which or what place.

i

Where'a-boat, lad. Near what or
I Where/a-banta,/ which place.
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Wh«re ia'» ad. When In fact
Where-**7• ad. At which or what
Where-hj', o«*. By which or what.
Wherefore, ad. For which reason.

Where-In', ad. In which or what.
Where-ln-to', ad. Into which.
Where-oF, ad. Of which or what
Where-on', ad On which or what
Where-«o-eVer, ad. In what place
soever.

Where-te\ lad. To which; to
Where-un-to', f what end. [what
Where-np-on'. ad. Upon which or
Wher-eVer, ad. At or in whatsoever
place.

Where-wlth', \od. With which
Where-wlth-al', / or what.
Wher'ry, n. A light boat.
Whftt, v. t. To sharpen; to stimulate;
to provoke.—n. Act of sharpening :—
a stimulant

Whetb'er, conj. Used to introduce the
first of two or more alternative clauses.
—pron. Which of the two.

WMt'atdne, n. A sharpening stone.
Whew, interj. Noting contempt :—be

oe.

WMOOP 855

Wnejey.n. The thin part of milk.

Wbey'Si;,} -
Re«mM,n8 whey-

Which, pron. That. [the other.
Whlch-er'er, pron. Whether one or
Whin", n. A puff of wind :—a fish

.

Whiffle, v. i. To waver; to be fickle

:

—topuff
WhlFlle-tree, n. The bar to which
the traces of a carriage are fastened.

Whir, n. An adherent to a certain

. political party.
While, n. A time; space of time.—v. i.

To loiter.—v. L To draw out.—ad.
During the time that.

Whi'losn, ad. Formerly; once.
Whilst, ad. While.
Whim, n. A freak; a caprice.
Whlm'per, v. i. To cry with a low,
whining voice

Whlm'sl-cal, a. Full of whims; ca-
pricious.

Whlm'sl-cal-ly, ad. In a whimsical
manner.

Whin, n. Furse ; gone.
Whine, v. i. To lament plaintively

;

to moan.—n. A plaintive tone ; com-
plaint.

Whln'ny, v. i. To make a noise like
ahorse.

Whip, v. L To strike with a lash :—to
sew slightly.—v. i. To move nimbly

;

to run.—n. An instrument of correc-
tion ; a lash.

Whlp'lash, n. The lash of a whip.
Whip'pin*, n. Correction with a
whip.

Whlp'ple-tree', n. A bar to which
the traces of a carriage are fastened.

Whip'poor-will', n. An American

WhIp'stoek,n. Thehandle ofa whip.

Whir, v. i. To torn rapidly with noise.—v. L To hasten.
Whirl, v.L<ki. To turn round rapidly
—a. A rapid turning.

Whlrl'i-fflff, n. A toy.
Whirlpool, »4. Water moving cir-
cularly.

Whirl7wind, n. A rapid whirling
motion of the air.

•

Whisk, n. A small brush :—a quick
motion.—v. t&i. To move nimbly.

Whlo'lter, n. Hair growing on the

Whls'kej, n. A spirit distilled from
grain.

Wnls'per, v. i. To speak with a low
voice.—v. t. To uttdr in a low voice.—
n. A low, sibilant voice.

Whlat, n. A game at cards.—inter).
Commanding silence. — a. Silent;

Wills'tie, v. i. To form a kind of
musical sound by the breath ; to blow.—v. t To call by a whistle.—n. A
sound made by the breath :—a email
wind instrument

Whla'tler, n. One who whistles.
Whit, n. A point ; a lot ; a small part.
White, a. Having the color of snow

:

—pure.—n. A white color ; any thing
white.

Whi'ten, v. t To make white.-^. v.

Tojgrow white.
White'**w£ll-lnff, n. An enlarge-
ment of the knee-joint.

White'thOrn, n. A species of thorn.
White'wash, n. A mixture of lime
and water for whitening walls.—v. L
To cover walls with whitewash.

White^-weed, n. A noxious plant.
Whlth'er, ad. To what place or point
Whlth-er-so-e'v'er, ad. To whatever
place.

Whit'tnjr,n. A sea-fish:—ground chalk.
lace.

lnjr,
Whit'lsh, a. Somewhat white.
Whlt'leath-er, n. Leather dressed
with alum.

Whlflow, n. A tumor on the finger.
Whitman-day, \n. Theseventh Sun-
Whlt'sun-tide.j day after Easter.
Whit'tie, v. t. To cut off the surface
of with a knife.

Whis, v. i. To make a loud, hissing
noise.—n. A humming or hissing
noise. [person.
Who Qio), pron. relative. Which or what
Who-ev'er, pron. Any one.
Whole, a. AH ; complete ; sound.—n.
The entire thing.

Wholemeal*, n. Sale of goods in large
auantities.—a. Pertaining to trade by

tie quantity.
Whole'some, a. Favorable to health.
Whdl'ly. ad. Completely ; totally.
"""'* * (horn), pron. The object!Whom
case of who.

Whoop, fk A
loud cry.

[whosoever.
Objective of
t To make a
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Wnoon'lnsjr-etasjrh, n. A violent,

convulsive cough.
Wh6re, n A prostitute.

Wherl, n. An arrangement of leaves
around a common centre.

Wnor'tle-her-ry (hwur'tl-), n. A ge-

nus of shrubs and the fruit. [which.
Whose, pro/i. Possessive of who and
Wbo-ao-ev'er, pron. Whoever.
Whtir, n. A rough, humming sound,
—v. i. To make a rough, humming
sound.

Why, ad. For what or which reason.
Wick, n. The cotton cord of a can-
dle or lamp. [practice.

Wlek'ed, o. Evil in principle or
Wlek'ed-ly, ad. In a wicked manner.
Wlek'ed-neso, n. Sin; vice; impi-
ety.

WIck'er, a. Made of small twigs.

WIek'et, n. A small gate.
Wide, a. Extended far each way :—
comprehensive '.—remote.— ad. At a
distance ; with great extent

Wide ly, ad. With great extent ; re-

motely.
Wi'den, v. t. To make wide.—v. i. To
grow wide.

Wide'ness, n. State of being wide.
Wld's/eon, n. A water-fowl.
WId'ow, n. A woman whose husband

is dead.—v. L To deprive of a husband.
WId'ow-er, n. A man whose wife is

dead.
WId'ow-hood, n. State of a widow.
Width, n. Extent from side to side.
Wield, v. L To use with full power

;

to handle ; to manage.
Wleld'y, a. Manageable.
Wife, n. The consort of a man.
Wis;, n. An artificial covering of hair

for the head.
(wit), n. A person ; a being.

Wlgr'w&m. n. An Indian cabin.
Wild, a. Not tame; uncivilized; des-

ert :—rude.—n. A wilderness.
Wild'-eftt, n. A ferocious animal.
Wll'der, v. L To lose or puzzle.
Wll'der-nesn, n. A desert ; a wild.
Wild'fire, n. An inflammable com-
position.

Wild'ly, ad. In a wild manner.
Wild'nem, n. State of being wild.
Wile, n. A deceit; trick; stratagem.
Wll'ful, a. Stubborn

; perverse.
Wll'fnl-ly, ad. Obstinately; stub-
bornly, [stinacy.

Wll'ful-ness, n. Stubbornness; ob-
Wi'U-ness, n. 8tate of being wily

;

cunning.
Will. n. The faculty of choosing:—
inclination —testament.—v. t. To de-
termine by an act of choice :—to leave
by will.—v. i. To dispose of effects by
will.—v. auxiliary, used

4
to denote fu-

turity.

Will7in*, o. Inclined to any thing;
desirous ; voluntary.

W111'ln#>ly.<uZ. Voluntarily; readily.

WWTER-QRKKN

WUTlnff-iieee, n. Consent; ready
compliance.

Wll'low, n. A kind of tree.
Wll'low-y, a. Abounding with wil-
lows ; like a willow.

Wll'ljryi. A machine for cleaningwooL
WUt» v. i. To wither ; to droop.
Wi'Ijr.o. Cunning ; sly ; artful.
WISH'ble, n. An instrument for bor-
ing holes.

Wltn'ple, ». A covering for the neck:
—a streamer :—a plant

Win, v. L To gain by conquest—v. I
To gain victory or favor. fto shrink.

Wince, v. i. To start back, as from pain;
WIneh, n. A kind of lever.^w. t. To
wince.

Wind, n. Air in motion :—breath.—
v. L To ventilate :—to follow by scent.

Wind, v. c. To turn ; to twist ; to sound
by blowing.—v. i. To turn ; to move
round.

WInd'age, n. The difference between
the diameter of a gun and that of a
ball. Try winds.

WInd'-b*nnd,a. Detained oy contra-
Wlnd'fAll. n. Fruit blown down ; an
unexpected benefit.

WInd'-llow-er, n. The anemone.
WInd'i-nesn, n. The state of being
windy.

Wind'lns;, n. A flexure, [the dead.
Wind'ingr-aheet, n. A shroud tor
Wlnd'Iaas, n. A machine for raising
weights. [windT

Wlnd'mlll, n. A mill turned by the
Wln'ddw, n. An aperture in a build-
ing for the admission of light.

WInd'pipe, n. The passage for the
breath to and from the lungs.

WInd'rdw, n. A line of hay.
Wind'ward, ad. Towards the wind,
—a. Lying towards the wind.—n. Tow-
ards tne wind.

Wind'y,a. Consisting ofwind; stormy.
Wine, n. The fermented Juice of the
grape or other fruits.

Wine'-Mb-her, n. One who drinks
much wine.

Wine'-glfeM, n. A glass for wine.
Winy, n. The limb of a bird :—the
side of an army.—v. t. To furnish
with wings ; to transport by flight

Winged, a. Having wings.
Wlnp'leAS, a. Without wings.
Wink, v. i. To shut and open the eye-

lids quickly:—to connive.—n. The act
of winking.

WIn'ner, n. One who wins.
Wln'nlns;, p. a. That wins; attractive.
—n. Act ofgaining; the sum gained.

WIn'ndw, v. L To separate by means
of wind; to sifter, i. To part grain
from chaff.

Win'some, o. Merry; gay; charming.
Wln'ter n. The season following Au-
tumn.—v. i To pass the winter.—*. L
To feed in the winter. [plant:

Wln'ter-sjrMn, n. An evergreen
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/tor-kill, v.L To kill by the cold
of winter.

WIm'try, a. Like winter; cold.
Wipe, «. t. To cleanse by rubbing.—

n. An act of cleansing :—a rub.

Wire, n. Metal drawn into a slender
thread.—r. t. To string on a wire.

Wire'drAw, v. L To draw into wire.

Wire'draw-er, n. One who spins wire.
Wire'-pAll-er, n. One who controls

the movements of a puppet :—a politi-

cal manoeuvrer. [the roots of grain.
Wire7

-worm, n. A worm injurious to
WIr'y, a. Made of wire; like wire.
Wls'dom, n. Knowledge, and the
capacity to make a right use of it

Wine, a. Having wisdom.—n. A man-
ner or way. [to wisdom.

Wtse/a«ere, n. A shallow pretender
Wise'ly, ad. In a wise manner.
Wish, v. i. To have strong desire.—v. t.

To desire: to long for.—n. A desire :—
a thing desired.

Wlsb'ral, a. Longing; eager, [straw.
Wisp, n. A small bundle of hay or
WIsi'fal,a. Attentive; full of thought;
wishful.

Wlst'fnl-ly, ad. Desiringly.
Wit, n. Quickness of fancy; humor;

intellect :—a man of wit or genius.
Witch, n. A woman who practises
sorcery.—v. L To enchant.

WItcb'eraft, n. Practice of witches.
Wlteb'-elm, n. A kind of elm. [craft
WItcb'er-y, n. Enchantment; wltch-
Wltb, prep. By; noting cause or means.
WItb-Al', ad. At the same time; like-
wise.

WHb'-drAw', v. t. To take back or
away.—v. i. To retire; to retreat, [ing.

WItb-drAw'al, n. Act of withdraw

-

Withe, n. A band made of twigs.
WItb'er, x. i. To fade ; to dry up.—

v. t. To make to fade.
Withers, n. pL The joining of the
shoulder-bones in a horse, at the bot-
tom of the neck. [refuse.

Wlth-hold', v. t. To keep back ; to
WlUi-In ', prep. In the inner part of.—ad. Inwardly.
WItb-oAt', prep. Out of ; beyond ; be-
ing destitute of.—ad. On the outside.
com. Unless ; except. [to oppose.

WIth-stAnd', v. t. To stand against

;

Wlth-stood', i. A p. from withstand.
WIth'y, n. A willow tree.—a. Made
ofwithes. [standing.

WIt'less,a. Wanting wit or undcr-
Wlt'less-ly, ad. Without wit or under-
standing.

Wlt'llnff, n. A pretender to wit.
Witness, n. Testimony ; evidence :—
a bearer of testimony.—v. i. To bear
testimony.— v.L To attest :—to be a
witness of.

Wlt'tl-elsm. n. A witty remark.
WIt'ti-ly, ad. In a witty manner.
Wit'ty, a. Abounding in wit ; humor
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Wls'srd, n. A conjurer ; a sorcerer.—a. Enchanting; haunted by wis*
ards.

Wis7en, v. L To wither ; to dry up.—
a. Thin ; dried up.

^
Wood, n. A plant.
Woe. n. Grief; sorrow ; calamity.
Woe'be*s;Ane,a. Overwhelmed with
woe.

Wd'fAl, a. Sorrowful ; wretched.
Wo'ful-ness, n. Misery: calamity.
Wolf, n. A fierce wild animal.
WolFlsb, a. Resembling a woll
Wolf's'-bAne, n. A poisonous plant.
Wont'An, n. An adult female of the
human race.

Wom'an-bood, n. The state and
qualities of a woman.

Wom'an-ly, a. Becoming a woman.
W6mb,n. Place where any thing If
generated.

Wom'en.n.; pi. ofwoman.
Won. Ldcp. from win.
Won'der, v.L To be surprised or as-
tonished.—-n. The sensation of sur-
prise ; surprise :—a prodigy.

Won'der-mi, a. Exciting wonder;
amazing. [manner.

Won'der-fol-ly. ad. In a wonderful
Won'drons, a. Marvellous ; wonder-

ful.

Won'drous-lT, ad. Wonderfully.
Wont, v. i To Be accustomed.—n. Cus-
tom ; habit ; practice.

Wont'ed, p. a. Accustomed ; usual.
Woo, v. L to solicit in marriage.—v. i.

To court ; to make love.

Wood, n. A collection of trees: a forest

:

timber.—v. t.&i. To supply with wood.
Wood'bine, n. A climbing plant.
Wood'cbAck, n. A small quadruped.
Wood'cock, n. A bird.

Wood'eAt, n. An engraving on wood,
or a print from such an engraving.

Wood'ed, a. Supplied with wood.
Wood'en (wtld'dn), a. Made of wood.
Wood'-boAse, n. A house for wood.
Wood'lAnd, n. Land covered with
wood .- a. Belonging to woods.

Wood'nympb (-nlmf), n. A fabled
goddess ofthe woods.

Wood'peclt-er n. A bird.

Wood'y, a. Abounding with, or con-
sisting of, wood.

Woo'er, n. One who wooes, [warp.
Woof, n. The threads that cross the
WoA'lng-ly, ^d. Pleasingly.
Wool, n. The fleece of sheep; short,

crisp hair. [on it.

Wool'fel, n. A skin with the wool
Wool'len,o. Made of wool.—n. Wool-
len goods. [ly.

Wool'li-ness, n. State of being wool-
Wool'ly, a. Consisting of, or like,wool.
Wool'sack. n. A sack of wool.
Word, n. The spoken or written sjgn
of an idea :—affirmation :—a promise

:

—a token :—message :—tidings.—v. L
To express in words
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Wor4'l-ne*s, «. The stats of being

WerJpy, a. Using many words.
Wdre, t torn wear.
Work, v. i. To labor; to act :—to fer-

ment.—v. t. To bestow labor upon; to

effect—n. Toil:—a literary produc-

tion.

Worker, n. One that works.
Worfc'-house, n. A house for work

:

Hm almshouse.
Work'lnff, n. Operation; fermenta-

tion.
Workmsn4iket a. Skilful; well
performed.

Worlt'niAn-shlp, n. Manufacture

;

skill.

Work/shop, n. A place where work is

done.
World, n. The earth :—mankind :—
the universe.

World'U-ness, n. Btate of being
worldly ; love of the world.

World'llnjr, n. One who is devoted
to worldly things.

World'ly, a. Relating to the world

;

devoted to the world.
Worm, n. A small, creeping insect :—
any thing spiral .—v. i. To gain slowly
and secretly.—v. I To work by secret
means.

Worm'-seed, n. A plant.
Worm'wood.n. A bitter plant.
Worm'y, a. Relating to worms.
Worn, p. from wear.
Wor'ry, n. Frctralness ; vexation.—

v. t. to harass ; to tease.
'Worse, a. ; comp. of bad. More bad.—

ad. In a worse manner.
Wor'ship, n. A title of honor :—ado-

ration ; religious reverence.—v. L To
pay divine honors to ; to reverence.—
v. t. To perform adoration.

Wor'shlp-ful, a. Entitled to respect
Worst', a.; tupcrl. of bad. Most bad.—

n. The most evil state.—v. L To de-
feat ; to overthrow.

WOrs'ted, n. A woollen yarn.— a.

Made of worsted.
Wort.n. An herb:—new beer or ale.
Worth, v. t. To betide.-*. The val-
ue of any thing :— excellence.— o.
Equal in value to ; deserving.

Wor'thl-ly, ad. Deservedly.
Wo^thl-ness, n. Worth ; merit.
Worth'less, a. Having no value.
Worthy, a. Having worth; deserv-
ing.—n. A man of merit

Would (wud), i. of will ; an auxiliary
verb.

Wound (or wound), n. A hurt by vio-
lence ; a cut.—v. t To hurt by violence.

Wound (wound), t. <fcp. from wind.
Wove, i. from weave.
Wo'Ten, p. from weave.
Wroolt, n. Ruin : destruction.
Wrun'ffle, v. i. To dispnte noisily.—

n. A quarrel ; adispute.
Wran%ler, n. An angry disputant

i wrap-

WRYNESS

Wrapt v.t To roll together : to core*,
Wrap'per, n. One who wraps:—

t

cover.
Wrftp'pinff, s. A covering:-

Wr*th,n. Violent anger.
Wrath'fal, a. Angry ; raging.
Wremk, v. L To execute ; to fhflict
Wreath, n. Anything twisted ; a gar-
land.

Wreathe, v.L To form into wreaths.—v. £ To be interwoven.
Wreath'y, a. Spiral ; curled ; twisted.
Wrtck. n. Destruction by sea ; ruin :

—any thing wrecked.—v. L To destroy
by dashing on rocks or sands; to
ruin.

Wreelt'er.n. One who causes a wreck;
one who plundens wrecked vessels.

Wrln (ren). n. A small bird.
Wrench, v. I To pull with a twist

;

to wrest.—n. A violent pull ; a sprain

:

—stool.
Wrest, v. L To take away by violence

;

to distort—«. Distortion ; violence.
Wres'tle, v. L To grapple and strug-

Wrest'ler, n. One who wrestles.
Wretch, n. A miserable person ; knave.
Wrtteh'ed, a. Miserable ; vile.

Wretch'ed-Iy, ad. Miserably.
Wrtteh'ed-ness, n. Misery ; vileness.

Wrlf'trie, t». i. To move to and fro.—
v. L To put in quick motion.

Wright, n. A workman ; an artificer.

Wring, v. L To twist ; to extort ; to dis-
tress.

Wrln'kle, ». A crease ; a furrow.—
v. t. To contract into wrinkles.

Wrist, n. The Joint connecting the
hand and arm.

Wrlst'hand, n. The part ofa sleeve
that covers the wrist

Writ, n. A writing :—Scripture :—a le-

gal instrument.
Write, v. t. To express by letters ; to
compose.—v. i. To perform the act of
writing

Writ'er, n. One who writes:— an
author.

Writhe, v. t To twist with violence

;

distort.—©, i. To be distorted.
Writ'lug, n. Act of forming letters

with a pen :—a manuscript.
Wrlt'ten (rit'tn), p. from write.
Wrftng. n. An injury; injustice.—a.
Not rignt ; incorrect—ad. Not right-
ly.—v. L To injure ; to use ill.

Wrong'ful, a. Injurious : unjust
Wrong'fnl-ly, ad. Unjustly.
Wrdng'-head-ed, a. Perverse.
Wrongly, ad. Unjustly ; amiss.
Wrote (rot), i. from write.
Wroth, a. Excited by wrath.
Wrought, £ & p. from work. Per*
formed by labor.

Wrung, t. <fc p. from wring.
Wry, a. Crooked ; distorted.
Wry'ness, n. State of being wiy.
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/tUlca. Yellowish.
XAn'tklne^t. AyeUowtoelng-matter.
XAn'thite, ». A crystallised yellow
mineral. I8©!*

l^b«e,n. A small, three-masted ves-

X«n;»*tiiii«,n. A crystalline mineral.

Xe-ropk'a-gry,n. Dry food ; subsist-

ence on dry rood.
Xe-rftph'Uial-my, n. A soreness,

or itching, in the eyes.

Xfpb/Ua*, *. JIfc] Thefword-flilL.
Xlph'Old, a. Sword-shaped, [wood.
Xy-I&r'ra-plier, n. An engraveron
Xy-lo-grApb/le, \o. Relating to

Xylo-ffrApk'i-eal, j wood-engrav-
ing.

Xy-lor'ra-pliy,». Artofengravingon
wood.

Xy-loph'sv-ajea*, a. Feeding on
wood.

Y.

Yacht, n. A vessel of state or pleas-

nre.
Yana,n. A large esculent root
YAii'kee,!!. A New-Bnglander.
YAp, v. i. To bark: to yelp.

Yard, ». An enclosure:—a measure
of three feet :—a timber to support a
sail

T^'VISkh M««u«of.,ard.

Yarn, n. Spun wooL
Yarrow, n. A plant.

YAwl, n. A snipes boat-*, i To cry

oat
YAvrn,v.i. To gape.

yJwSW,}^ ** <*«*»*
Y^lepedMe-kleptO.p. Called; termed.
Yd, proa. The plural of thou.
Yea, ad. Yes; certainly.
resn.v.i To bring for

Yean/Una*, n. A young sheep.
Year,

rten.v.i To bring forth young.
Mi'llna?, n. A young sheep.
r, n. The time occupied by

revolution of the earth in its orbit.

An animal one year old.
Year'ly, o. Happening every year.—
ad. Once a year.

Yeans, v. 1 To feel earnest desire; to
long.

Yearn'lug, n. Strong desire.
Yeaet,n. The froth of liquor In fer-
mentation.

Yeaet'y, a. Resembling yeast
Yelk, n. The yellow part of an egg.
Yell, ».i To utter a sharp outcry.—
n. A sharp outcry.

Yellow (yellO), a. Of a gold color.-
n. Yellow color.

Yei'low-ffe'ver, n. A malignant fe-
ver.

Yel'lowaam'iner, n. A kind of
bird.

Yel'l*w-Ish, a. Somewhat yellow.
Yel'low-neas, tk The quality of be-
ing yellow.

r«lp, *.! Tobarkasadog.

Yefmaa* ft. a freeholder; a farmer.
Yed'man-ry, n. The body ofyeomen.
Yerk, v. L To throw out; to strike.—

«. i. To jerkin. Alerk.
Yes. ad. The affirmative particle.

Yes'ter, a. Next before the present.
Yes'ter-day, n. The day next before
to-day.—ad. On the day last past.

YeVter-niarht, n. The night last

Yet, ctmj. Nevertheless.—ad. Besides

;

at least; hitherto.
Yew, n. An evergreen tree.

Yield, v. t To produce :—to allow ; to

grant—v. i. To give up ; to submit—
n. Produce.

Yleld'lna;, n. Act of giving up.-?, o.

Complying; flexible.

Yoke, n. A frame worn on the neck

:

—a bond :—a couple.—v. t To bind by
a yoke ; to unite.

Ydke'-fel-low,l n. A companion;
Ydke'-mate, f a mate.

Ydlk, n. The yellow part ofan egg.

Yon, a. & ad. At a distance.

Yon'der. a. Being at a distance, but

within view.—ad. At a distance with-

in view.
Yore. ad. Of old time; long ago.

Yon (yu), penonal pron.; pi. of thou.

YottnW, a. Not old; youthful.—n. The
offspring ofanimals.

Yottnft'llnff, n. A young animal
Yoftng'ater, n. A young person.

Your, pron. poa. or a. Belonging to

you.
YooiMrtSir,pron. You only.

Youth, n. The early part of life :—

a

young man :—young persons.

Yeuth'ful,a. Young; vigorous.

Youth'fnl-ly,ad. In a youthful man-

Youth'ffnl-neaa, n. State of being

youthfuL
YWc*,». A tree and its fruit

Yftle,n. TheSaxonname ftrCfcritt-
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z.

Ue'tiio,*. me Hurt* pet ofa ped-
estal.

Z&rflre, n. An impure oxide of cobalt.

Z&m'bo, n. The offspring ofan Indian
and negro.

Z&'njr, n. A buffoon.

Z&x, n. A tool for cutting slate*

Scy»,n. A genus of plants.

Z6al, n. Passionate ardor; earnestness.

Ztal'ot, n. A person full of zeal.

Zgal'oua, a. Possessed of zeal; enthu-
siastic, [ner.

Z$al'on»-lj, ad. In a zealous man-
ScVbras n. An African animaL
Zfbu, n. A small quadruped.
ZM'o-evry, n. A spicy plant. [Persia.

Z4ad, n. The ancient language of
ZeVnltb, n. The point in the heavens
which is directly overhead.

Zeph'yr, ». [L.] The west wind:—
any soft wind.

Z6'ro, n. The arithmetical cipher;
the point from which a thermometer
is graduated.
WML n. Something used to give flavor
to liquor; a relish.—v. t. To give a
flavor to.

dff'srifcff. n. A line with sharp turns.—
a. Having sharp turns.—v. t. To form
with sharp turns.

Zinc, n. A bluish-white metal.
Zln-co-frr&ph'lc, a. Relating to
zincography. [on zinc.

Zla-coy'ro-phy, n. Art of engraving
Kln'coiia, a. Partaking of zinc.
ZVr'ettn, n. A hard, sparkling stone.
Mfdl-ftc, n. An imaginary belt in the
heavens, which is divided into twelve
signs, and within which are the ap-
parent motions of the sun and larger
planets;—* girdle.

Zo-dI'a*eaM* Relatingtothe zodiac
Zone, n. A girdle : a belt .—one of the
five great climatic divisions of the
earth.

Zo-ogr'ra-pber, n. One who is versed
in zoograpny.

Zo-o-jrrApb'1-cal, a. Relating to zo-
ograpny.

Zo-6g'i>m-pby , n. The description of
animals.

Zd'o-lite, n. A petrified animal.

o-gy,
Zo-6n'o*mj-, n. The laws of animal

life.

Zd'o*pbyte, n. A body partaking of
the nature both of a vegetable and an

Zo-o-pbyt'le,a. Relating to zoophytes.
Zo-ot'o-mlst, n. One versed in zoot-
omy.

Zo-ot'o-my, n. The anatomy of the
lower animals.

ZAa-ave' (zo-aV), [Arabic] One ofa
body of French soldiers wearing the
Arab dress.

Zyff-o-in&t'le,a, Relating to the zygo-
ma.

Zy-mo-lOff'i-cal, a. Relating to zy-
mology.

Zy-mol'o-srlst, n. One versed in zy-
mology.

Zy-mol' _
mentation.

Zy-mftm'e-ter, n. An instrument for
measuring the degree of fermentation.

Zy-m6t'ic, a. Pertaining to fermenta-
tion.
thorn, n, [L.J A beverage made

grain.

, n. The doctrine of fer-

The English Language, as spoken after the Norman conquest and
as now used, is conceded by the best authorities to be a mixture of ancient

Saxon and Norman French, with such new foreign words as commerce
and the exigencies of learning have demanded and gradually introduced.

The English language is heterogeneous, and no analogy can be found

in the simpler languages which are homogeneous, like the German.

SOUNDS OF MARKED LETTERS.
The Dash (-) placed over vowels indicates the long sound, as given in

mate, mete, mite, mote, mute.

The Breve (w) placed over vowels indicates the short sound, as given

in mat, m6t, sit, sot, rut.

The Diaeresis (• •) indicates that two vowels are to be pronounced as

two syllables. It is also used to indicate a sound not quite as short as the

breve, thus mar, mfcrge, mirth, mdrn, murk.
The Circumflex U) is used to indicate what is termed the broad

sound, as in maul, hdir, mOve, pull.
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DICTIONARY OP ABBREVIATIONS Uf COMMON USB

*,«r®. (Ad.) To or at

0..orift. (ana.) In med.,
Of each the aame quan-

A.A.G. Assistant Adjutant
General.

A. A. S. (Academias Amer-
icana? Socius.) Fellow of

the American Academy.
A.B.{hxXi\xm Baccalaureus.)
Bachelor of Arts.

A. B. C. F. M. American
Board of Commissioner*
for Foreign Missions.

Abp. Archbishop.
A. C (Ante Christum.) Be-

fore Christ.

Ace. or Acct. Account.
Act. or act. Active.

A. D. (Anno Domini) In
the year of our Lord.

Ad lib. (Ad libitum.) At
pleasure.

Adm. Admiral.
Admr. Administrator.
Admx. Administratrix.
eB.,or/Et. (iEtatis) Of
age, aged.

Agt. Agent
Al.% or Ala. Alabama.
Alex. Alexander.
A. M. (Artium Magister.)
Master of Arts.— (Ante
Meridiem.) Before noon.

Am. Amos; American.
Amer. American.
Amt. Amount.
An. (Anno.) In the year.

Anon. Anonymous.
An*. Answer.
Apr. April.

Ark. Arkansas.
Astt. Assistant.

A.U.C. (Ab Urbe Condita.)
In the year from the build-

ing ofthe city , /. #. , Rome.
Aug. August.
Am. Avenue.

& DOTH.
B. A. British America;
Bachelor of Arts.

Bart., or Bt. Baronet.
Bbi. Barrel, barrels.

0. C. Before Christ.

0. C L. Bachelor of Civil

A Z?

W
Bacbelor of Divinity

Bd. Bond; Bound.
Bent. Benjamin.
Bk. Bank; Book.
B. L. Bachelor of Laws.
Bl. Barrel.

Bp. Bishop.
Br., or Bro. Brother.

Br&. Brigade; Brigadier.

Brtg.-GtuL Brigadier-Gen-
eral.

BrU. Britain; British.

C (Centum.) A hundred;
Cent.

Ci/.California.'—(Calendao.)
Calends.

Cant. Canticles.
Capt. Captain.
Cat. Catalogue.
Cath. Catholic
C A. S. (Connecticut.

tensis Academix Sociae.)

Fellow of the Connecticut
Academy.

C. C. P. Court ofCommon
Pleas.

C. E. Civil Engineer.
Cent. (Centum.) A hundred.

Cf. orjef. (Confer.) Compare.
CT/Court-House ; Custom-
House.

Ch. Church; Chapter.
Chap. Chapter.
Ckr. Christopher; Chris-

tian.

Ckron Chronicles.

C. T. Chief Justice.

Cld. or eld. Cleared.

C. M. Common Meter.
Co Company ; County.
C. O. D. Cash (or Collect)

on Delivery.
Col. Colonel; Colossians.

Coll. College; Collector.

Comp. Compare ; Compara-
tive; Comp- nd.

Con. (Conju.) Against

;

In opposition.

On., or Cr. Contra ; Credit.

Conn.. Con., or O. Con-
necticut.

Const. Constable; Constitu-
tion.

Cor. Corinthians.

Cor. Mem. Corresponding
Member.

Cor. Sec. Corresponding
Secretary.

Cot. Coifn*.

C P. Court of Probate i

Common Pleas.

Cr. Credit; Creditor.

Crim. Con. Criminal Con
versation, or Adultery.

C. S. Court of Sessions.—
(Custos Sigilli.) Keepcf
of the Seal.

Ct. Connecticut; Count;
Court.

Ct. , or ct. Cent.—(Centum.)
A hundred.

Cts. t or cti. Cents.

Cwt.. or cwt. (Lat. Centum,
a hundred, and English
weight.) A hundred
weight.

Qrc. Cyclopaedia.

D., or d. (Denarius or de-

narii.)A penny, or pence.

Dan. Danish; Daniel.

D.C. District ofColumbia.
—(Da Capo.) Again, of

From the beginning.

D.C.L. Doctor of Civil (of

Canon) Law.
D. D. (Divinitatis Doctor.)

Doctor of Divinity.

Dea. Deacon.
Dec. December.
Deft., or deft. Defendant.
Del. Delaware: Delegate.

Del. (Delineavit ) He (of

she) drew it ;—prefixed to

the draftsman's name
Dep. Deputy : Department.
Dept. Department; Depo-

nent.

Dent. Deuteronomy.
Dft. , or d/t. Defendant.

D. G. (Dei Gratia.) By
the grace of God.

Did. Dictionary.

D. M. Doctor of Music.

Do., or do. (Ditto.) Tha
same.

Dols. , or dole. Dollars.

Do*., or do*. Dozen.
'V. Debtor; Doctor,
Dram.

Dwt. (Lat. Denarius and
English weight.) Penny-
weight.

B.

£. East; Earl.

Bed., or EccUt. Itcda
FxcleT " '
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Bcchu. fftrlrtlatrtm*

Ed. Editor; Edition.

E.E. Errors excepted; EIU
English.

t.g. (exempli gratii.) For
example.

E. /. East Indies, or East
India.

EI.C East IndiaCompany.
M. Lou. East longitude.

E. N. E. East-North- East.
Eur. England; English.

Efk Ephesians; Ephraim.
Esd. Esdras.

E. S. E. East-South-East.
Esq. t

or Esqr. Esquire.

Estk. Esther.

et al. (et alibi.) And eke-
where.—(et alii, or alias.)

And others.

Etc., etc., or&c. (Etcseteri.

caster* , or caHera.) Ana
others : and so forth ; and
the like.

et seq. (et sequentes, or et

sequent ia.) And the fol-

lowing.
Ex. Example; Exodus.
Exec., or Exr. Executor.
Execx. Executrix.
Exod. Exodus.
Em., or Ezr. Ezra.
Eueh. Ezekiel.

Pakr. Fahrenheit.
F.A.S. Fellow of the So-

ciety of Arts.

Feb. February.
Fee., or fee . (Fecit.) He

(or she) did it.

Flor. Florida.

Fo., or Fol. Folio.

Fr. France ; French.
F. R. G. S. Fellow of the
Royal Geographical So-
ciety.

Fri. Friday.
F.R.S. Fellow ofthe Royal

Society.

F. R. S. E. Fellow of the
Royal Society, Edinburgh.

F. R. S. L. Fellow of the
Royal Society of Litera-

ture.

F. S. A. FeMow of the So-
ciety of Arts.

Ft. , ot/1. Foot, feet ; F or ;.

Fur., axfur. Furlong.

At. Georgia.
GmL Galatians.
Cat., or gal. OaBoa, gal-

G. B. Great Briuin.
G. C. B. Grand Cross of
the Bath.

Gen. Genesis; General.
Gent. Gentleman.
Geo. George.
Geog. Geography.
Gov, Governor.
Gr. Greek; Gross.
Gr. t oxgr. Grain, grains.

H.
H., or h. Hour. 1

Hob. Habakkuk
Hag-. Haggai.
H. B. M. His (or Her)

Britannic Majesty.
Hebr. Hebrew; Hebrews.
H. E. I. C. Honorable East

India Company.
Hhd., or hhd. Hogshead.
H. I. H. His (or Her) Im-

perial Highness.
H. M. S. His (or Her)

Majesty's Steamer, Ship,
or Service.

Hon. Honorable.
Hos. Hosea.
H. R. House of Represent-

atives.

H. R. E. Holy Roman Em-
pire.

H. R. H. His (or Her)
Royal Highness.

Hund. Hundred.

la. Indiana.
lb.. Ibid. (Ibidem.) In the
tame place.

Id. (Idem.) The same.
/. e., or i. e. (Id est.) That

is.

/. H. S. (Iesus [or Jesus]
Hominum Salvator.) Jesus
the Savior of Men.

///. Illinois.

In. Inch, inches.
Ind. Indiana.
Incog (Incognito.)Unknown.
In Itm. (In limine.) At the

outset.

/. N. R. I. (Iesus [or Jesus]
Nazarenus, Rex Iudaeo-
rura [or Judaeorum]. ) Jesus
of Nazareth, King of the
Jews.

Inst. Instant.

to. Iowa.
/. O. O. F. Independent
Order of Odd Fellows.

i. q. (idem quod.) The same
as.

Jr., or lea. Isaiah.

h., or Hal. Italian; Italic.

y. ludge.

J.A. Judge Advocate
5fiw». January.
7. C Jksus Christ.
J. C. D. (Juris Civilis Doc

tor) Doctor of Civil Law.
y. D. (Jurum Doctor.)
Doctor of Laws,

yer. Jeremiah.
Jno. John.
Jona. Jonathan.
yos. Joseph.
yo*k. Joshua.
y. P. Justice of the Peace.
y. Prob. Judge of Probate.
yr., orJr. Junior.

y U. D. (Juris Utriusque
Doctor.) Doctor of Both
Laws (». e. , the Canon and
the Civil Law.)

Jud. Judith.

yun., J&nr. Junior.

K.
K. King.
Kan. Kansas.
K. B. Knight of the Bath

;

King's Bench.
K C. King's Council.
K. C. B. Knight Com-
mander of the Bath.

Ken., or Ky. Kentucky.
KG. C. Knight of (fat

Grand Cross.
Ki. Kings.
Knt., or Kt. Knight.
Ky. Kentucky.

L.
L. Lady; Latin: Lord.
L., lb., or lb. ( Libra.) A
pound, in weight.

L., I., or £. A pound ster*

ling.

La. Louisiana.
Lam. Lamentations.
Lat. Latin.
Lat., or lat. Latitude.
Lb., lb., or ^. (Ubra.) A
pound in weight.

L. c. Lower case.—(toco
citato.) In the place be-
fore cited.

L. C. y. Lord Chief Jut.
tice.

Ld. Lord.
Lea., or lea. League.
Lev. Leviticus.

L. I. Long Island.

Lieut., or Li. Lieutenant.
LL. B. (Legura Baccate*

reus.) Bachelor of Laws,

49*The initial letter W
doubled to signify the plural
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LL. D. (Leguin Doctor.)
Doctor of Laws.

Lon. t Long. Longitude.
Lou., or La. Louisiana.

Lp.. or Ldp. Lordship.
L.S. (Locus Sigilli.) Place
of the Seal

L. S. D.,or I. s. d. (Libra,

Solidi, Denarii.) Pounds,
Shillings, Pence.

Li. Lieutenant.

M. Marquis : Monsieur —
(Milk.) Thousand—(Me-
ridies.) Meridian, or noon.

M.,crm. Mile, miles.

M. A. Master of Arts.

Mac. , or Mate. Maccabees.
Mag. Magazine.
Maj. Major.
Mat.-Gen. Major-General.
Mai. Malachi.
Mar. March.
Mass., or Ms. Massachu-

setts.

Matt. Matthew.
M. B. (Medicine Bacca-

laureus.) Bachelor ofMed-
icine.

M. C. Member of Congress.

M. D. (Medicine Doctor.)
Doctor of Medicine.

Md. Maryland.
MdlU. Mademoiselle.
M.E. Methodist Episcopal.

Me. Maine.
Mem. Memorandum.
Messrs., or MM. (Mes-

sieurs.) Gentlemen ; Sire.

Meth. Methodist.
Mi., or Miss. Mississippi.

Mic. Micah.
Mick. Michigan.
Mm., or min. Minute, min-

utes.

Minn. Minnesota.
Mile. Mademoiselle.
MM. Their Majesties.—

(Messieurs.) Gentlemen.
See LL. B.

Mme. Madame.
Mo. Missouri.

Mo., or mo. Month.
Mom. Monday.
Mens Monsieur, or Sir.

Mas., or mo*. Months.
M. P. Member of Parlia-

ment.
fir. Blaster, or Mister.

Jf. R. /• Member of the

Royal Institution.

Mrs. Mistress, or Missis.

MS. Manuscript.
MSS. Manuscripts.

Mt. Mount, or Mountain.
Mus. D. , Mus. Doc., or Mus
Doct. Doctor of Music.

N. North.
N. , or n. Noun ; Neuter.
N. A. North America.
Nak. Nahum.
Naut. Nautical.
N B. New Brunswick.—
(Nota Bene.) Note well,

or take notice.

N. C. North Carolina.

N. E. North- East; New
England.

Neb. Nebraska.
Nek. Nehemiah.
Nem. Con. (Nemine Con-

tradicente.) No one con-
tradicting ; unanimously.

Nem. Diss. (Nemine Dis-

sentiente.) No one dis-

senting.

Neut. , or neut. Neuter.
N F. Newfoundland.
N. H. New Hampshire.
N. y. New Jersey.
N. Lat. North Latitude.

N. N. E. North-North-
East.

N. N W. North-North-
West.

No., or no. (Numero )

Number.
Nol Pros., or Non pros.

(Non Prosequitur.) He
does not prosecute ;—

a

judgment entered against

the plaintiff when he does
not appear to prosecute.

Non Sea. , or non sea. (Non
sequitur.) It does not fol-

low.
Nos., or nos. Numbers.
Nov. November.
N. P. New Providence;
Notary Public.

N S. Nova Scotia; New
Style (since 175a.)

N. T, New Testament.
Num. , or Numb. Numbers
N. W. North-West.
N. Y. New York.

O. Ohio.
Ob.,orob. (Obiit.) Died.
Obad Obadiah.
Obt., or Obdt. Obedient.
Oct. October
Olym. Olympiad.
Or. Oregon. [to 175a).

O. S. Old Style (previously

O. T. Old To

On., or os.

ounces.

$ShThe b is here used to

represent the character I,

anciently an abbreviation lot

terminations.

P. , or p. Page ; Part ; Pipe
Pa Pennsylvania.
Pass. , or pass. Passive.
Pd Paid.
Pt E. I. Prince Edward

Island.

Penn. Pennsylvania.
Per an., ox per an (Per an*

num.) By the year.

Per cent. ,
per cent. , Per ct.,

or per ct. (Per centum.)
By the hundred.

Pk. D. (Philosophise Doc-
tor.) Doctor of Philos-

ophy.
Pktl. Philippians; Phile-

mon.
Pkila. Philadelphia.
Pinx., or Pxt. (Pinxit.) He

(or she) painted it.

Pk, orpk. Peck.

Plff. Plaintiff.

P. M Post-Master.—(Post-
Meridicm.) Afternoon.

P. O. Post-Office.

Pos., Pos., Poss., or poss.
Possessive.

Pp. Pages. See LL. B.
Ppk., or ppk. Pamphlet.
P. R. Prize Ring; Porto

Rico.
Pres. President.
Pro/. Professor.

Pro tern., or pro tent. (Pro
tempore.) For the time
being.

Prov. Proverbs.
Prox. (Proximo.) Nex*.
P.S. (PostScriptum.) Post-

script.

Ps. Psalm, or Psalms.
Pt. Pint: Point; Port.

Pwt., orpwt. Pennyweight.
Pxt., or *xt. (Pinxit.) He

(or she) painted it.

Q.

S
Question.

. , or on. Query ;
Question

;

Queen.
Q. C. Queen's Council.

Q. d. (Quasi dicat.) As if

he should say.

Q. E. D. (Quod Erat De-
monstrandum.) Which
was to be demonstrated.
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Q. M. G. Quartermaster-
General.

Qr., or fr. Quarter (a8
pounds) ; Farthing ; Quire.

Qt., or ft. Quart; Quantity.
Q. »., or q. v. (Quod vide.)

Which see.

Qr. Query.

R.

4f. A. Royal Academy, or
Academician.

ft. .£ Royal Engineers.

Rec See. Recording Secre-
tary.

Rev. Revelation , Revolu-
tion; Review; Revenue

;

Reverend.
R I Rhode Island.

R N Royal Navy.
Rom. Roman; Romans
Rom. CatA. Roman Cath-

olic.

R. R Railroad.

Rt. Hon. Right Honorable.
Rt. Rev Right Reverend.

S.

S. South: Shilling

£ A. South America
Smm. Samuel.
StU Saturday
S C South Carolina.

Se , or Sculp (Sculpsitj
He (or she) engraved it

Sch, or Schr. Schooner
Scii , or Sc. (Scilicet) To

wit. namely
Sculp ., or Sculp (Sculpsit)
He (or she) engraved it

S E South- East.
Sec. Secretary [tion.

Sec. , or sec Second . Sec-
Sen Senate . Senator . Sen-

ior

Sep. , or Sept September
Serv , or Servt Servant.
S H S. (Societatis Histo

riasSocius.) Fellow of the
Historical Society.

S. 7. C. Supreme Judicial
Court.

S. Lat. South Latitude
Sid, or sld. Sailed.

S. At. Short Meter.
Soc. Society.
Sq. ft., or sq. ft. Square

feet.

Sq. in., or sq. in. Square
inches. [miles.

Sq. m., or sq. m. Square
So ,or*x. (Scilicet.) Name

ly.-(Semis.) Half.

S. S £ South-South- East.

5 S. W South-South-West
Si. Saint; Street. Strait

S T D (Sacrae Theologiae
Doctor.) Doctor of Di-
vinity.

S. T. P. (Sacrae Theologian
Professor.) Professor of
Theology.

Su

.

, or Sum , Sunday.
Subj , or sub}. Subjunct ive

.

Supt. Superintendent.
Sure;. Surgeon: Surgery
5. W. South-West.

T.

Ten , or Tenn. Tennessee
I Tex Texas.
' Tkeo Theodore.
I Thess Thessalonians

I

Thurs. Thursday.

I

Tim Timothy

I

77/ Titus.

I
Tr Transpose.
Tu , or Tues Tuesday.

U
! Ult ,

or uU. -(Ultimo.) Last,
or of the last month

U. S United States.

US A. United Sutes of

}
America; United States

! Army
\ U. S. M United States

|

Mail, United Sutes Ma-
I nne. I Navy.
j U S N. United States

U. S. V. United States
Volunteers.

V. T. Utah Territory.

V. Verb: Verse.
V. a. , or v. «. Verb active
Va. Virginia.
Vice-Pres. Vice-President.
Vid., or vid. (Vide.) See.
Vis., or Vise. Viscount.
Viz , or vis. (Videlicet.)
Namely; to wit. [Sec
Note under Ox.]

V. n , or v. n. Verb neuter.
Vol , or vol. Volume.
V. R. (Victoria Regina.)
Queen Victoria.

V 's. ,or vs. (Versus.) Against,
or in opposition.

Vt. Vermont.

W.
W West; Welch.
Wed. Wednesday.
W.l. West Indies.

Wis. , or Wise. Wisconsin.
W. Lon. West Longitude.
Wm William. [West.W N. W. West-North.
W. S. W West-South-
West

Wt, or wt. WeightW Va. West Virginia.

X.

X. t oi Xt. Christ.

A'mms. Christmas.

Y.

Yd, oryd Yard.
K«,or/». The

Z.

Zack. Zachary.
Zeck. Zechariah.
Zeph. Zephaniah.
Zool Zoology.

DICTIONARY OF AMERICAN GEOGRAPHICAL
NAMES.

ACCOMac, aklco-mak (Ind.), land on the
other side, or beyond the water.

Adirondack, ad-c-ron'dak (Ind.), the
Iroquois name of the Algonquins, signi-

fying " he eats bark."
AoAMBirncus, ag-a-men'te-kus (Ind.), on
the other side of too river.

Agawam, ag-a-wam' (Ind.), low-land,
march , ormeadow ; also, a place below , et
down-stream,—with reference to some
place above, or up-stream.

AGiocHOOK,ag-€-o-tshook' (Ind.), place of
the spirit of tne pines.

Albany, awHm-ae, N- Y., named In bono*
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of the Duke of York and Albany, after-
ward Jamef II., at the time it came into
the possession of the English, in 1664.

Alleghany, al'le-ga-ne (lnd.) f river of the
Allegiwi.

Altamaha. al-tah-mahliaw (Ind.), the
place of the village ; where the village is.

America, a-mer'e-kah , named after Amerigo
Vespucci, who, in 1497, landed upon the
continent south of the equator.

Ammonoosuc, am-mo-noo suk (Ind.), fish-

story river.

Androscoggin, an-dros-kog'gin, a name
changed, in compliment to Gov. Andros,
from amaskohegan, " fish-spearing."

Annapolis, an-nap'o-lis, city of Anne;
named in honor of Queen Anne, who
bestowed several valuable presents on the
town. [town of the Appalachites.

Appalachicola, ap-pa-latsh'e-ko"la (Ind.),

Arizona, ar-e-zo'nah, sand hills.

Arkansas, ar-kan'sas, formerly and erro-
neously pronounced arlcan-saw, from
Kansas, with the French prefix, of arc, a
bow.

Aroostook, a-roos'took find.), good river.

AsctfTNBY, as-kut'ne (Ind.), fire-mountain,
from having been bumed over.

Assijiiboinb, as-sin'e-bo-in (Ind.), Stone
Sioux, a wandering band of the Sioux.

Atchafalaya, atsh-a-fa-la'yah (Ind.), long
river.

Athabasca, ath-a-baslcah (Ind.), swampy.
Attakapas, at-tuk'a-paw (Ind.), men-

eaters.

Bauzb, bah-leez', corruption of Waliz, a
name given by the Spaniards to the place,

from its having been discovered and
resorted to by an English pirate named
Wallace.

Baltimore, bawl'te-mor, named after

Lord Baltimore, who settled the province
of Maryland, in 1635.

Baton Rouge, bat'ong roozh', " red staff."

It is said that when th£ place was first

settled, there was growing on the spot
a cypress (the bark of which tree is of a
reddish color), of immense size and pro-
digious height, entirely free from branches,
except at its very top. One of the set-

tlers playfully remarked that this tree

would make a handsome cane ; whence
the place has since been called Baton
Rouge.

Bbhring's Straits, beer'ingz strati,

named by Captain Cook after Behring,
their discoverer.

Bermudas, ber-rau'daz, named after Juan
Bermudez, their Spanish discoverer.

Boston, bos'tn, originally St. Botolph's
town.

Brazil, bra-ziT, Portuguese pron. Bra-zeel.

from the Spanish or Portuguese name of
the dye-wood exported from the country.

California, kal-e-for'ne-ah, a name given
fcr Canes, in the year zsjg, to the penin-

sula now called Lower or Old California

of which he was the discoverer.

Canada, kan'a-dah (Ind.), a collection of

huts ; a village : a town.
Canandaigua, kan'an-da"gua (Ind), a
town set off or separated (from the rest at

the tribe).

Catskill, katzTcil (D. Katzkill), moun-
tains, so called from the panthers of
lynxes which formerly infested them.

Cattaraugus, kat'ta-raw"gus (Ind.), bad-
smelling shore.

Cayuga, lca-yoo'gah (Ind.), long lake.

Carolina, kar-o-li'nah, named after

Charles I., of England.
Chalbur, sha-loor(Fr.|, bay of heats, so

called on account of the extreme heat at

the time of its discovery.

Champlain, sham-plain', named after the

French officer, Samuel Champlain, who
discovered it in 1600.

Charleston, charls'tn, S. C, named after

Charles I., of England.
Chautauqua, sha-taw'kwa (Ind.), corrup-

tion of an Indian phrase, signifying
" foggy place." [ured or painted stone.

Chattahoochee, chat-ta-hoo'-tshe, fig-

Chemung, she-mung' (Ind.), big horn;
from a fossil tusk found in the river.

Chesapeake, ches'a-peek (Ind.), great

waters. fgoose lake.

Chbsuncook, che-sun'cook (Ind.), great

Chicago, she-kaw'go, a French form of an
Indian word signifying a skunk ; also, a
wild onion, from its strong and disagree-

able odor. [otherwise birch-bark place.

Chicopbb, chik'o-pe (Ind.), cedar-tree;

Chili, chiHe (Peruv.), land of snow. [ney.

Chimborazo, chim-bo-rah'zo (Sp.), a chim-
Chuquisaca, choo-ke-sahTtah (Ind.), from
Choque Saca, bridge of gold, from treas-

ures formerly carried across the river at

this point to Cuzco, the town of the Incas.

Cincinnati, sin-sin-nah'te, the Roman
plural of Cincinnatus, the patriot.

Cocheco, co-cheTco (Ind.), very rapid, or

violent; applied to falls or rapids on
various streams.

Cochituatb, ko-chit'u-ate (Ind.), land 011

or near falls or rapid streams.

Cohassbt, ko-has'set (Ind.), place of pines.

Colorado, kol-o-rah'do (Sp.), red or col-

orcd. [topher Columbus.

Columbia, ko-lum'be-ah ,named after Chris-

Connecticut, kon-nct'e-kut (Ind. Qunni-

tuk-ut), (the country) "upon the long

river." [river.

Contoocook. con-too-kook (Ind.), crow

Coos, ko-os' (Ind.), place of pines.

Crown Point, krown point, said to have
been so named because "scalpine par-

ties " were sent out from this place by the

French and Indians.

Dacotah, da ko'tah (Ind.), leagued; al-

lied ; the common nam* of the cwnferi

erate Sioux tribes.
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Dahlokbga, dah-lon'e-gah (Ind.), place
of gold.

Damariscotta, dam'a-ris-kot"ta (Ind.),

alewife place.

Delaware, del'a-ware. named in honor of
Thomas West, Lord de la Ware, who
visited the bay in 1610, and died on his

vessel, at its mouth.
Detroit, de-troit' (Fr.), named from the

river or "strait" (Fr. detroit) on which
it is built.

Dominica, dom-e-nee/kah (Sp. Dominica,
Sunday), named from the day of its dis-

covery oy Columbus.
Ecuador, ek-wah'dor (Sp.). equator, so

named from its position under the line.

El Paso Dhl North, el pah'so del norta
(Sp.), the North Pass.

Erib, e're (Ind.), wild cat; the name of a
fierce tribe exterminated by the Iroquois.

Esquimaux, eslce-mo (Ind.), eaters of raw
flesh.

Florida, flor'e-dah, named by Ponce de
Leon from the day on which he discovered

it, Easter Sunday, called in Spanish, Pas-
cua Florida.

Gborcia, geor'ge-ah. named in honor of
George II., of England.

Hayti, ha'te (Ind.), high land.

HousATONic, hoo'sa-ton"ik (Ind ). stream
beyond the mountains.

Hudson, hud'sn, named after Henry Hud-
son, who ascended the river in 1607.

Huron, hu'ron, from Fr. hure, a name ap-

plied by the French to the Wyandots.
Indiana, in'de-an"ah,from the word Indian.

Illinois, il-le-noiz', or il-le-noi', from Ind.

illini, men, and the French suffix ois,
" tribe of men."

Iowa, i'o-wah, the French form ofan Indian
word, signifying " the drowsy," or the
" sleepy ones ; a Sioux name of the

Pahoja or " Gray-snow " tribe.

Jamaica, ja-malcah (Ind. Cay-may-ca, or
Kay-ma-ca), said to mean "a country
abounding in springs."

Kalamazoo, karah-mah-zoo" (Ind.), a
name derived from stones seen through
the water, which by refraction, look like

otters. [said to signify good potato.

Kansas, kan'sas (Ind.), smoky water; also

Katahdin, ka-tah'din (Ind.), the highest

place. [place.

Kbarsarge. ker'sahrj (Ind.), the high
Kknnkbbc, ken-ne-bek' (Ind.), long lake

:

a name of Moosehead Lake transferred

to the river. fwater place.

Kbnnbbunk, ken-ne-bunk' (Ind.), long
Kenosha, ke-no'shah (Ind.), pike river.

Kentucky, ken-tuk'e (Ind.), at head of a
river.

Labrador, lab-rah-dor' (So.), named by
the Spaniards Tierra Labrador, "culti-

vable land," to distinguish it from Green-
fend.

Uma, U'mah; Peruvian proa. Wmah; •

corruption by the Indians or Spaniardt
of the ancient native name, Rimac.

Louisiana. loo'e-ze-ah"nah, named aftes
Louis XIV., of France.

Mackinaw, mak'e-naw, an abbreviation
of Michilimacktnac.

Manhattan, man-hat/tn (Ind. munnoh-
aun), the town on the island. [islands.

Manitoulin, man-e-toolin (Ind.), Spirit
Maryland, ma're-land, named after Hen*

rietta Maria, queen of Charles I.

Massachusetts, mas'sa-chu"sets (Ind.),
about the great hills ; i. t the " Blue
Hills." [lake of abundance.

Memphrbmagog, mem-fre-ma'gog (Ind.),
Mbnan, me-nan' (Ind.), island.

Mbrrima'c, mer're-mak (Ind.), swift water.
Memphis, mem'fis, the temple of the Good
God.

Mexico, meks'e-ko (Aztec), the place of
Mexitli, the Aztec god of war.

Michigan, mish'egn ; formerly pron. mish*
e-gan' (Ind.) ; a weir for fish.

Michilimackinac, mish'il-e-mak"in-aw
(Ind.), great turtle place.

Milwaukee, mil-wawTce (Ind.), rich land.
Minnehaha, min'ne-hah-nah(Ind.), laugh*

ing water ; curling water ; a waterfall.

Minnesota, min-ne-so'tah (Ind.), cloudy
water ; whitish water. [long river.

Mississippi, mis-sis-sip'pe (Ind.), great and
Missouri, mis-soo're (Ind.), muddy.
Mobile, mo-beel', corrupted from Mouvfll.
Mohawk, moliawk (Ind.), man-eaters.

Literally, it signifies eaters of live food, a
name given by the New England or
Eastern Indians to the Iroquois.

MoNTPELiER, mont-pe/le-ir (Fr.), mountain
of the young girls. [it's place.

Monadnock, mo-nad'nok (Ind.), the Spir>
Monongahbla, mo-non-ga-he'tah (Ind.X

falling-in bank river.

Montauk, mon-tawk'(Ind.), a manito tree.

Montreal, mont-re-awl' (Fr.), Royal
Mountain, so named by the French ex-
plorer, Jacques Carrier, 1530-35.

Muskbbgo, mus-kee'go (Ind.), place of
cranberries. J*ye river.

Muskingum, mus-king'gum (Ind.), moose-
Nahant, na-hant' (Ind.), at the point.

Nashua, nash'u-ah (Ind.), between (the
rivers.)

Naugatuck, naw'ga-tuk (Ind ), fork of the
rivers ; point between two rivers.

Nebraska, ne-braslcah (Ind.), water val-
ley ; shallow river. [lake.

Nbpissing, nep'is-sing (Ind.), at the 1

Neshotah. nesh-o'tan (Ind.), twins (die
"Two Rivers," Wisconsin.)

Nbversink, nev'er-sink (Ind.), high land
between waters.

Newfoundland, nu-fund-land. named by
Its discoverer. John Cabot, in 1497, frst
applied to all the territory discovered by
him. but afterward restricted to the island

to which it k now applied.
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N«w Hampshire, nu-hamp'sheer, named
after the county of Hampshire in England.

New Jersey, nu-jer'ze, named in honor of
Sir James Carteret, an inhabitant of the

isle of Jersey.
New York, nu york, named after the Duke

of York, afterwards James II.

Niagara, ni-ag'a-rah (Ind.), neck of water

;

connecting Lake Erie with Lake Ontario.
Norridghwock, nor'rij-wok (Ind.), place
of deer.

North River, north river, (i. •?., the

Hudson at New York), so called in dis-

tinction from the Delaware, which was
styled the South River.

Norwalk, nor'wawk (Ind.), the middle
land (a tract between two rivers).

Nova Scotia, no'va-sko-she-ah (Lat.),

New Scotland.
Ochmulgeb, ok-muTge (Ind.), the rivers,

the water-courses. [small river.

Oconee, o-ko'nc (Ind.), water-course;
Ohio, o-hi'o (Ind.), beautiful.

Oneida, o-nrdah (Ind.), people of the bea-
con stone, [of the hills.

Onondaga, on-un-daw'gah (Ind.), place
Ontario, on-te/re-o (Ind.), from Onontee,
"a village on a mountain," the chief seat

of the Ctaondagas.
Oregon, orVgn, named by Carver Oregon

or Oregan ; i. •?., River of the West.
Orinoco, o're-no"ko (Ind.), coiling snake.
Osage, o-sai (Ind.), the strong.

Ossipeb, os
r
se-pe (Ind.), stony river.

Oswego, os-we'go, the Onondaga name for

Lake Ontario.
Ottawa, ot'tah-wah (Ind.), traders.

Owasco, o-wosTco (Ind.), a bridge.

Passaic, pas-sa'ik (Ind.), valley.

Passamaquoddy, pas'sah-mah-quod"de
(Ind.), great place for pollock. [river.

Passumpsic, pas-sum'sik (Ind), much clear
Pawcatuck, pawTca-tuk(Ind.), clear river.

Pawtuckbt, paw-tuk'et find.), at the falls.

Pawtuxbt, paw-tuks'ct (Ind.i, at the little

Calls. [crooked puce of pines.

Pbmigbwasset, pem/e-je-wos"set (Ind.),

Pennsylvania, pen'sil-va"ne-ah, Penn's
woods (Lat. Sylva, a wood), named after

William Penn, who settled the country in

168 1.

Penobscot, pe-nob'scot, at the rock, rock
land ; applied originally to a place near
Castine—near the river, [brotherly love.

Philadelphia, fil-a-del'fc-ah (Gr.), city of
Piscataqua, pis-kat'ah-kwah (Ind.), great
deer river.

Potomac, po-to'mak (Ind.), place of the
burning pine, resembling a council-fire.

Poughkebpsib. po-kip'se (Ind.), shallow
inlet, safe harbor for small boats.

Prairib du Chien, pra're doo sheen (Fr.).

dog prairie. Jsula.
Presqur Isle, presk'eel (Fr.),

,/penin-
QuEBBC, kwe-oek', an Algonquin term,
- -

* " iakt eare of the rock."

QuiNEBAUG, kwin-e-bawg' (Ind.), long
pond. [rounding country.

Quinnipiac, kwin'ne-pe-ak (Ind.). the sur*
QuiNsiGAMOND, kwin-sig'a-mona (Ind.),

fishing place for pickerel.

Raleigh, rawle, named in honor of Sir
Walter Raleigh, who planted a colony oa
the Roanoke, about 1585.

Rapidan, rap-id-an', or Rapid Ann, said
to have been named in honor of Queen
Anne. [river of quick rising water.

Rappahannock, rap-pa-han'nok (Ind.),

Rhode Island, rode i'land, named from a
fancied resemblance to the island of
Rhodes. [peag, sea-shell orwampum

Roanoke, ro-ah-nok' (Ind.), equivalent to

Sagadahoc, sag-ah-dah-hok' (Ind.), end-
ing-place, i. r., mouth of the Kennebec.

Sandusky, san-duslce (Ind.), cold spring.

San Domingo, san do-ming'go (Sp.), Holy
Sabbath. TFrancis.

San Francisco, san fran-sisTco (sp.), St.

!^an Jose, san ho-sa\ St. Joseph.
San Paulo, san paw*lo (Sp.), St. Paul.
San Salvador, san sal-va-dor* (Sp.), Holy

Saviour. [St. Barbara.
Santa Barbara, san'tah barba-rah (Sp.).

Santa Cruz, san'tah croos, (Sp.), Holy
Cross,

Santa Fe, san'tah fa (Sp.), Holy Faith.
Santiago, san'te-ah'go (Sp.), for St. lago,

St. James. [flows under rock.
Saranac, sar-an-nack' (Ind.), river that

Saratoga, sar-ah-to'gah (Ind.), place of
the miraculous waters in a rock.

Saskatchewan, sas-katsh'eh-wan (Ind.),

swift current.

Schenectady, ske-nek'tah-de (Ind.), river

valley beyond or through the pine trees.

Schoharie, sko-har're (Ind.), so named
from a tributary which throws out its

waters so forcibly as to cross the main
stream.

Schoodic, skoo'dik (Ind.), burnt lands,
from large fires about 1675.

Sbbago, se-ba'go (Ind.), place or region of
river lake.

Sbneca, sen'e-kah, a corrupt Indian pro*
nunciation of the Dutch sinnibar, ver-
milion, [between the rivers.

Shbtuckbt, she-tuk'ct (Ind.), the land
Skowhbgan, skow-he'gan (Ind.), spearing.
Tallahassee, tal-lah-has'se (Ind.), old
town. [river of the rock.

Tallahatchbb. tal-lah-hatsh'e (Ind.),

Tallapoosa, tal-lah-poo'sah (Ind.), swift

water. [Big Bend.
Tennessee, ten-nes-see' (Ind.), river of the
Terra del Fubgo, ter'rah del fu-e'gc

(Sp.), land of fire, discovered by Magel-
lan, in 1520, and so named on account of

the great fires which he saw along the
coast, and which he supposed to be the

eruption of volcanoes
Tbrre-hautb, ter'reh-hot (Fr.),high land
Tioga, ti-o'gah (Ind.)* swift current
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riPPBCANOB, tip-pe-kah-noo' (Ind.), a kind
of fish living in this branch of the Wabash
river.

Titicut, tit'e-kut (Ind.), a contraction of
an Indian word meaning " on the great
nvcr."

Toledo. to-le
/do (Lat. Tolcdum), named

by its Jewish founders from Heb. tolcdoth,
generations, families, races.

Toronto, to-ron'to (lnd.), an Iroquois
term denoting oak trees rising from the
lake.

Toktugas, tor-too'gahs (Sp.), the "tor-
toises."

C/mbagog, um-ba'gog (Ind.), clear lake,
shallow.

Vancouver Island, van-coo'ver Hand,
named after Vancouver, who visited the
island in 179a.

Vermont, ver-mont', from Fr. verd, green;
mont, mountain ; green mountains.

Virginia, vir-gin'e-ah, named in honor of
Queen Elizabeth, the Virgin Queen, in
whose reign Sir Walter Raleigh made the
first attempt to colonize this region.

Wabash, waw'bash (Ind.), a cloud blows
forward by an equinoctial wind.

Wacmusbtt, wah-choo'set (Ind.), the
mountain.

Washington, wosh1ng-tun, named after
George Washington, the first president
of the United States.

Washita, wosh'e-taw (Ind.), male deer.
Wbtumpka, we-tum'kah (Ind.), waterfall
tumbling water. [daughter'

Winona, we-no'nah (Ind.), first-born
Winnipeg, win'ne-peg (Ind.), turbid water.
WiNNiPisiOGBB, win-ne-pis-soklce (Ind.),
end of the beautiful lake ; otherwise, beau-
tiful lake of the high land.

Winooski, we-noosTce (Ind;), beautiful
stone river. [yellow pine.

Wiscassbt, wis-kass'et (Ind.), place of
Wisconsin, wis-kon'sin, wild rushing chan-

nel.

Yucatan, voo-kah-tan', from the Ind. juca
tan, " What do you say?" a name given
by the Spaniards from the answer re*
turned by the natives to an inquiry con*
ceming the name of the country.

DICTIONARY OP AMERICAN NICKNAMES.

Acadia, the original, and now the poetic,
name of Nova Scotia.

Athens op America, a name sometimes
given to Boston, Mass.

Badger State, a name popularly given to
the State of Wisconsin.

Bay State, a popular name of Massachu-
setts, which was originally called the
Colony of Massachusetts Bay.

Bayou State, a name sometimes given to
the State of Mississippi, which abounds
in bayous, or creeks.

Bear State, a name by which the State of
Arkansas is sometimes designated, on ac-
count of the number of bears that infest
its forests.

Blur Hen, The, a cant or popular name
for the State of Delaware.

Buckeye State, the State of Ohio ; popu-
larly so called from the Buckeye tree,
which abounds there.

City op Brotherly Love; Philadelphia
is sometimes so called, this being the lit-

eral signification of the name.
City op Churches, a name popularly given

to the City of Brooklyn, N. Y.. from the
unusually large number of churches which
it contains.

City op Elms, a familiar denomination of
New Haven, Conn., many of the streets
<* which are thickly shaded with lofty
elms.

City op Magnificent Distances, a pop-
ular designation given to the city of Wash-
ington, the capital of the United States.-Ci-U k laid out on a very large scale.

logton,
wfichl

Cmr of Notions, a popular name for Bos-
ton.

City of Rocks, a descriptive name popu-
larly given to the city of Nashville, Tenn.

City of Spindles, a name popularly given
to the city of Lowell, Mass., the largest
cotton-manufacturing town in the United
States.

City of the Straits, a name popularly
given to Detroit, Mich., which is situated
on the west bank of the river or strait con-
necting Lake St. Clair with Lake Erie.
Detroit is a French word, meanina
"strait."

^
Columbia, a name often gjven to America,
from a feeling of poetic justice to its dis-
coverer. The application of the term is
usually restricted to the United States.

Corn-Cracker, The, a popular nickname
or designation for the State of Kentucky.
The inhabitants of the State are often
called Corn-crackers.

Cradle of Liberty, a popular name gtveo
to Faneuil Hall, a large public edifice in
Boston, Mass.

Creole State, a name sometimes given to
the State of Louisiana, in which the de-
scendants of the original French and
Spanish settlers constitute a large propor-
tion of the population.

Crescent City, a popular name for th#
city of New Orleans.

Dark and Bloody Ground, Thb, an ex-
pression often used in allusion to Ke»
tucky, of which name it is said to be tW
translation.
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Diamond Stats, a name sometimes given
to the State of Delaware, from its small
size and great worth, or supposed im-
portance.

Empihe City, the city of New York, the
chief city of America.

Empire State, a popular name of the State
of New York, the most populous and the
wealthiest State in the Union.

Excelsiob State, the State ofNew York,
sometimes so called from the motto,
" Excelsior," upon its coat of arms.

Fall City : Louisville, Ky. ; popularly so
called from the falls which, at this place,

impede the navigation of the Ohio river.

Fatheb of Waters, a popular name given
to the river Mississippi on account of its

great length (3,160 miles), and the very
large number of its tributaries, of which
the Red. the Arkansas, the Ohio, the Mis-
souri, the Illinois, the Des Moines, the
Wisconsin, and the St. Peter's or Min-
nesota, are the most important. The
literal signification of the name, which is

of Indian origin, is said to be, " great
river."

Flour City, a popular designation of the

city of Rochester, N. Y., a place remark-
able for its extensive manufactories of
four.

Flower City ; Springfield, ID., the capital

of the State, which is distinguished for

the beauty of its surroundings.
Forest City; Cleveland, O., so called

from the many ornamental trees with
which the streets are bordered. Also, a
name given to Portland, Me., a city dis-

tinguished for its many elms and other
beautiful shade trees.

Freestone State, the State of Connecti-
cut, sometimes so called from the quarries
of freestone which it contains.

Garden City, a popular name for Chicago,
a city which b remarkable for the number
and beauty of its private gardens.

Garden of the West, a name usually
given to Kansas, but sometimes applied
to Illinois and other of the Western States,

which are all noted for their productive-
ness.

Gardenof the World, a name frequently
given to the vast country, comprising
more than i,aoo.oco square miles, which
is drained by the Mississippi and its

tributaries—a region of almost unexam-
pled fertility.

Gate City; Keokuk, la., popularly so
called. It is situated at the toot of the
lower rapids of the Mississippi (which
extend twelve miles, with a mil of twenty-
lour feet), and is the natural head of navi-

gation A portion of the city is built on
S bluffone hundred and fifty feet high.

Gibraltar of Ambrica, a name often
given to the city of Quebec, which, from
Its position and natural and artificial

24

means of defense, is the most strongly
fortified city in America.

Gotham, go tham, a popular name for the
city of New York, first given to it in
" Salmagundi " (a humorous work by
Washington Irving and William Irving
and James K. Paulding), because th«
inhabitants were such wiseacres.

Granite State, a popular name for the
State of New Hampshire, the mountain-
ous portions of which are largely com-
posed of granite.

Green-Mountain State, a popular name
of Vermont, the Green Mountains being
the principal mountain range in the
State.

Hawkeys State, the State of Iowa, said
to be so named after an Indian chief, who
was once a terror to voyagers to its

borders.
Hoosibr State, hoo'shur, the State of

Indiana, the inhabitants of which are
often called Hoosiers. This word is a
corruption of husher, formerly a common
term for a bully throughout the West.

Hub of the Universe, a burlesque and
popular designation of Boston, Mass.,
originating with the American humorist,
Oliver Wendell Holmes.

Iron City, a name popularly given to

Pittsburgh, Pa., a city distinguished for
its numerous and immense iron manu-
factures.

Key of the Gulf, a name often given to
the island of Cuba, from its position at
the entrance of tke Gulf of Mexico.

Keystone State, the State of Pennsyl-
vania, so called from its having been the
central State of the Union at the time of
the formation of the Constitution. If the
names of the thirteen original States are
arranged in the form of an arch, Penn-
sylvania will occupy the place of the key-
stone.

Kino of Waters, • name given to the
River Amazon, in South America.

Lake State, a name popularly given te

the State of Michigan, which borders
upon the four lakes, Superior, Michigan,
Huron, and Erie.

Land of Steady Habits, a name by which
the State of Connecticut is sometimes
designated, in allusion to the moral char-
acter of its inhabitants.

Little Rhody, a popular designation of
Rhode Island, tke smallest of the Unitec*
States.

Lone Star Stats, the State of Texas, so
called from the device on its coat of
arms.

Lumber State, a popular designation lot

the State of Maine, the inhabitants of
which are largely engaged in cutting and
rafting lumber, or of converting it into
boards, shingles, scantling, and the
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sfaeost amd Dixon's Link, a name given
to Um southern boundary line of the free

State of Pennsylvania, which separated
it from the slave State* of Maryland and
Virginia. It was run—except about
twenty-two miles—by Charles Mason
and Jeremiah Dixon, two English mathe-
maticians and surveyors, between Novem-
ber 15, 1763, and December 26, 1767.
During the excited debate in Congress,
In 1820, on the question of excluding
slavery from Missouri, the eccentric John
Randolph, of Roanoke, made great use
of this phrase, which was eaught up and
re-echoed by every newspaper in the

land, and thus gained the celebrity which
it still maintains.

Modern Athens, a name often given to

Boston, Mass., a city remarkable for the
high intellectual character of its citizens

and lor its many excellent literary, scienti-

fic, and educational institutions and pub-
lications.

Monumental City, the city of Baltimore,
so called from the monuments which it

contains. *

Moth hr of Prksidents, a name frequently
given to the State of Virginia, which has
furnished six Presidents to the Union.

Mother op States, a name sometimes
given to the State of Virginia, the first

settled of the thirteen States, which
united in the Declaration of Indepen-
dence.

Mound City, a name popularly given to

St. Louis, on account of the numerous
artificial mounds that occupied the site on
which the city is built.

Nutmeg State, a popular name for the
State of Connecticut, the inhabitants of
which have such a reputation for shrewd-
ness that they have been jocosely accused
of palming off wooden nutmegs on unsus-
pecting purchasers, instead ofthe genuine
article.

Old Colony, a name popularly given to

that portion of Massachusetts included
within the original limits of the Plymouth
Colony, which was formed at an earlier

date than the colony of Massachusetts
Bay. In 1692 the two colonies were
united in one province, bearing the name
of the latter, and, at the formation of the
Federal Union, became the State of
Massachusetts.

Old Dominion, a popular name for the
State of Virginia. The origin of this

term has been differently accounted for

by different writers.

Old North State, a popular designation
of the State of North Carolina.

Palmetto State, the State of South Car-

olina, so called from the <

State, which contain a palmetto.
Panhandle, The, a fanciful and cant
name given to the most northerly portion
of the State of West Virginia—a long,
narrow projection between the Ohio
River and the western boundary of Penn-
sylvania.

Peninsula State, the State of Florida, to
called from its shape.

Pine-Tree State, a popular name of the
State of Maine, the central and northern
portions of which are covered with ex*
tensivepine forests.

Prairie State, a name given to Illinois,

in allusion to the wide-spread and beau-
tiful prairies, which form a striking fea-

ture of the scenery of the State.
Puritan City, a name sometimes given to
the city of Boston, Mass., in allusion to
the character of its founders and early in-

habitants.
Quaker City, a popular name of PhiladdU

phia, which was planned and settled by
William Penn, accompanied by a colony
of English Friends.

Queen City, a popular name of Cincin-
nati, so called when it was the undisputed
commercial metropolis of the West.

Queen City of the Lakes, a name some-
times given to the city of Buffalo, N. Y.,
from its position and importance.

Queen op the Antilles, anteelr', an ap-
pellation sometimes given to Cuba, which,
from its great size, its rich natural pro-
ductions, its fine harbors, its varied and
beautiful scenery, and its commanding
geographical position, ranks first among
all the islands of the West Indian group.

Queen op the West, a name sometimes
given to Cincinnati.

Railroad City ; Indianapolis, the capital

of the State of Indiana, is soraeumes
called by this name, as being the terminus
of various railroads.

Salt River, a cant name for an imaginary
river up which defeated political parties

are supposed to be sent to oblivion.

Smoky City, a name sometimes given to

Pittsburgh, an important manufacturing
city of rennsylvania.

Sucker Stats, a cant name given to the
State of Illinois, the inhabitants of which
are very generally called suckers through-
out the West.

Turpentine State, a popular name for

the State of North Carolina, which pro-
duces and exports immense quantities of

turpentine.
Wolverine State, the State of Michigan,

popularly so called from its abounding
with woive

'

Some of the most renowned scholars used in their works a vocabulary of not over three
thousand words. Shakespeare used a few over fifteen thousand in his immortal writings
The modern dictionaries contain about 120,000. for which meaning are given.
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United States of America—E pluribus unura, "Many in one." Alabama

—

Here we rest. Arizona—Sitat Dens. Arkansas—The people rule. California— I have found it. Colorado—Nothing without divine aid. Connecticut-
He who transplanted still sustains. Delaware—Liberty and Independence. Dis-
trict ofColumbia—Justia Omnibus. Florida—In God we trust. Georgia—Con*
stitution, Wisdom, Justice, Moderation. Idaho—The Union. Illinois—Stat*
Sovereignty, National Union. Iowa—Our liberties we prize, and our rights we will

maintain. Kansas—Through rough ways to the stars. Kentucky—United we
stand, divided we fall. Louisiana—Justice, Union, Confidence. Maine—I di-

rect. Maryland—Increase and multiply. Massachusetts—By the sword she
seeks peace under liberty. Michigan—I will defend it. If thou seekest a beauti-

ful peninsula, behold it here. Minnesota—The star of the north. Missouri-
United we stand, divided we fall. The public safety is the supreme law. Montana
—Orov Plata. Nebraska—Popular Sovereignty, Progress. Nevada—Willing
and able. All for our country. New Jersey—Liberty and Prosperity. New
Mexico—Cresciteundo. New York—Excelsior. North Dakota—Liberty and
Union, now and forever, one and inseparable. Ohio—A government within a govern-
ment. Oregon—She flies with her own wings. Pennsylvania—Virtue, Liberty,

Independence. Rhode Island—Hope. South Carolina—Ready with our lives

and property. South Dakota—Under God the people rule. Tennessee—Agricul-
ture, Commerce. Texas—The lone star. Vermont—Freedom and Unity. Vir-
ginia—Ever so to tyrants. Washington—By and by. West Virginia-
Mountaineers are always free men. Wisconsin—Civilization succeeds barbarism.
Wyoming—Let military authority yield to the civil power.

DICTIONARY OP FOREIGN WORDS AND PHRASES.
(L., Latin; F., French; Ger., German; It., Italian; Sp., Spanish; Port., Portuguese;

Gr., Greek.)

Ab extra, L. From without.
Ab initio, L. From the beginning.

A bon marche, F. Cheap.
Ab origine, L. From the beginning.
Ab ovo, L. From the egg (or beginning).

Ab uno disce omnes, L. From one (in-

stance) learn all.

Ab urbe condita, L. From the building of
the city (Rome).

Ad aperturam, L. At the opening: as the

book opens.
Ad captandum vulgus, L. To catch the

rabble.

Ad extremum, L. To the extreme.
Ad finem, L. To the end.
Ad Graecas Calendas, L. At the Greek
Kalends; never, as the Greeks had no
Kalends.

Ad infinitum, L. To infinity.

Ad interim, L. In the meanwhile.
A discretion, F. At discretion ; without

restriction.

Ad libitum, L. At pleasure.

Ad literam, L. To the letter; letter for

letter.

Ad nauseam, L. To disgust.

Ad referendum, L. To be further con-
sidered.

Ad valorem, L. According to the value.

Affaire d'amour, F. A love-affair.

Affaire d'honneur, F. An affair of honor.
A fortiori, L. With stronger reason.
Agenda, L. Things to be done.
A la Francaise, F. After the French mode.
A l'Anglaise, F. After the English mode.
A la mode, F. According to the custom

;

in fiuhion.

Al fresco, It. In the open air; cool.

Alias, L. Otherwise.
Alibi, L. Elsewhere.
Allons, Fr. Let us go ; come on.
Alma mater, L. Fostering mother ; applied

to a university.

Alter ego, L. Another self.

Amende honorable, F. Satisfactory apol-

ogy; reparation.

A mensa et thoro, L. From board and bed.

Amor patriae, L. Love of country.
Amour propre, F. Self-love ; vanity.

Ancien regime, F. The old rule or system.
Anglice, L. In English.

Anno domini, L. In the year of our Lord.
Anno mundi, L. In the year of the world.
Annus mirabilis, L. The wonderful year.

Ante meridiem, L. Before noon.
A outrance, F. To the utmost; to the

death.
A posteriori, L. From the effect to the

cause.
A priori, L. From the cause to the effect.

A propos, F. To the point ;
pertinently.

Aqua vita?, L. Brandy ; alcohol.

Argumentum ad hominem, L. Unexpected
consequences pressed against a man from
his own principles or conduct.

Arriere pensee, F. Afterthought; menial
reservation.

Ars est celare artexn, L. True art is to

conceal art.

Ars longa, vita brevis, L. Art is long ; life

is short.

Audi alteram partem, L. Hear the other

side.

Au pis aller, F. At the weraC
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Aura popularis, L. The gale of popular
favor.

Au revoir, F. Adieu till we meet again.

Auto da fe, Port. An act of faith ; a name
in Sp. and Port, given to the burning of

Jews and heretics on account of their re-

ligious tenets.

Aut vincerc aut mori, L. Either to con-
quer or die.

Arant coureur, F. A forerunner; the usual
Eng. form is avant courier.

A vinculo matrimonii, L. From the tie of
marriage.

Beau ideal, F. An imaginary standard of
perfection.—Beaumonde, F. The fashion-

able world.
Beaux esprits, F. Gay spirits ; men of wit.

Bete noir, F. A black beast ; a bugbear.
Billet doux, F. A short love-letter.

Bis dat qui cito dat, L. He gives twice who
gives quickly.

Bona fide, L. In good faith.

Bon ami, F. Good friend.

Bon bon, F. A sweetmeat.
Bonhomie, F. Good nature : simplicity.

Bon jour, F. Good day ; good morning.
Bon soir, F. Good evening.
Bonne, F. A nurse or governess.
Bonne et belle, F. Good and handsome.
Brevi manu, L. Without delay ; sum-

marily.

Brutum fulmen, L. A harmless thunder-
bolt.

Cacoethes loquendi, L. An itch for speak-
ing.

Cacoethes scribendi, L. An itch for writ-
ing.

Cetera desunt, L. The rest if wanting.
Qeteris paribus, L. Other things being

equal.

Carpe diem, L. EnWw the present day.
Caput mortuum, L. The worthless remains.
Casus belli, L. A cause of war; that which

justifies war.
Centum, L. A hundred.
Chef, F. The head.
Chef de bataillon, F. A major.
Chef de cuisine, F. Head cook.
Chef d'eeuvre. F. A masterpiece.
Chere amie, F. A dear friend ; a mistress.
Cicerone, It. A guide.
Ci-devant, F. Formerly ; late.

Comme il faut, F. As it should be.

Compos mentis, L. Of sound mind.
Comte, F. Count.—Comtcsse. Countess.
Con amore, It. With love or great pleas-

ure.

Confer, L. Compare.
Confrere, F. An associate.

Conge d'elire, F. Leave to elect.

Conseil d'etat, F. A council of state.

Contra bonos mores, L. Against good man-
ners or morals.

Corps diplomatique, F. A diplomatic body.

Corpus Christi, L. Christ's body.
Corpus delicti, L. The body, substance, ot

foundation of the offence.

Corrigenda, L. Things to be corrected.

Couleur de rose, F. Rose-color.
Coup d'etat. F. A sudden and decisive

blow.—Q>up de grace, F. Finishing
stroke.—Coup de main, F. A vigorous
attack to conquer a position.—Coup
d'ceil, F. A single view of anything.

—

Coup de solcil, F. Sunstroke.
Cui bono? L. For whose benefit is it*

Cuique suum, L. To every one his own.
Cul de sac, F. A passage not open at both

ends.

Cum grano salis, L. With some allowance.
Cum privilegio. L. With privilege.

Currente calamo. L. With a running or
rapid pen.

Custos rotulorum, L. The keeper of the
rolls.

Da capo, It. From the beginning.

De facto, L. From the fact : really.

Dei gratia, L. By the grace of God.
De jure, L. By right.

De mortuis nil nisi bor.um, L. Say nothing
but good of the dead.

De nihilo nihil fit, L. Of nothing, nothing
is made.

De novo, L. Anew ; over again from the
beginning.

Deo volente. L. God milling; by God's
will ; usually contracted into D. V.

De profundis, L. Out of the depths.
Dernier ressort, F. A last resource.
Desideratum, L. Any desirable improve-
ment.—Desiderata, L. Things desired.

De trop, F. Too much.
Dies irse, L. The day of wrath.
Dieu et mon droit, F. God and my nght.
Disjecta membra, L. Scattered limbs or
remains.

Bistingue, F. Distinguished ; eminent,
ivide et impera, L. Divide and rule.

Dolce far niente. It. Sweet idleness.

Double entente* F. Double meaning. Dou-
ble entendre is incorrectly used in the same
sense.

Dramatis personae, L. The characters or
persons represented in a drama.

Dulce domum, L. Sweet home; home-
wards.

Dum vivimus vivamus, L. While we live,

let us live.

Eau de Cologne, F. Water of cologne;
perfume.—Eau de vie, F. Water of life,

brandy.
Ecce homo, L. Behold the man.
Ecce signum, L. Behold the sign.

Egalitc, F. Equality.
El Dorado, Sp. The golden land.
Emigre, F. An emigrant.
En arriere, F. In the rear.

En deshabille, F. In undress.
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En echelon, F. In steps ; like stain.
En faraille, F. In a domestic state.

Enfans perdus, F. Lost children ; the for-

lorn hope.
En masse, F. In a body.
En passant, F. In passing ; by the way.
En rapport, F. In relation ; in connection.
En regie, F. In order; according to rule.

En route, F. On the way.
Entente cordiale, F. Evidence of cordial
good will.

Entourage, F. Surroundings.
En tout, F. In all ; wholly.
Entree, F. Access ; course of dishes at

table.—Entremets, F. Side dishes.—En-
trepot, F. A warehouse.

Entre nous, F. Between ourselves.

E pluribus unum, L. One out of many

;

motto of the United States.

Ergo, L. Therefore.
Esprit de corps, F. The prevailing spirit

which binds men as members of the same
society or profession.

Esto perpetua, L. May if 'ast forever.

Et caetcra, L. And the rest . &c.
Et hoc genus omne, L. And everything of

the kind.
Eureka, Gr. I have found it.

Ex adverso, L. From the opposite side.

Ex animo, L. With the soul : heartily.

Ex cathedra, L. From the chair, hence,
with authority.

Excerpta, L. Extracts.
Exempli gratia, L. By way of example.
Exeunt and Exeunt omnes, L. All retire.

Ex nihilo nihil fit, L. Out of nothing, noth-
ing comes.

Ex officio, L. By virtue of his office.

Ex parte, L. On one side only.
Expertmentum cruets, L. A most search-

ing test.

Ex post facto, L. After the deed is done.
Ex tempore, L. Without preparation.

Facile princeps, L. The admitted chief.

Factlis est descensus Avemi, L. The de-
scent to hell is easy ; the road to evil is

an easy one.

Fac simile, L. A close imitation.

Fait accompli, F. A thing already accom-
plished.

Fauteuil, F. An easy chair.

Faux pas, F. A false sign.

Fecit, L. He made it.

Felo de se, L. A suicide.

Femme de chambre, F. A chamber-maid.
Fete champetre, F. A rural festival.

Feu de joie, F. A firing of guns on any
joyful occasion.

Fiat justitia. mat coelum, L. Let justice

be done, though the heavens should fall.

Fidei defensor, L. Defender of the faith.

Finem rcspice, L. Look to the end.
Flagrante delicto, L. In the commission
of the crime.

Fortiter in re, L. With firmness in acting.

Fortuna favet fbrtibus, L. Fortune favors
the brave.

Fulmen brutum, L. A harmless thunder-
bolt.

Garde ducorps, F. A body-guard.
Garde mobile, F. A guard liable for gen-

eral service.

Gens d'armes, F. Armed police.

Gloria in excelsis, L. Glory to God in the
highest.

Glona Patri, L. Glory to the Father.

Haud passibus acquis, L. Not with equal
steps.

Hie et ubique, L. Here and everywhere.
Hie iacet, L. Here lies—used on epi-

taphs.

Hie sepultus, L. Here buried.
Hoi polloi, Gr. The rabble.

Horn soit qui mal y pense, F. Evil be to
him who evil thinks.

Hors de combat, F. Out of condition to
fight.

Hortus siccus, L. A collection of dried
plants.

Hotel de ville, F. A town-hall.
Hotel des Invalides, F. The military hos-

pital in Paris.
Humanum est errare, L. To err is human.

Ibidem, L. In the same place.
Ich dicn, prov. Ger. I serve.
Idem, L. The same.
Id est, usually contracted into «. #., L.
That is.

Imperium in imperio, L. A government
within a government.

Imprimatur, L. Let it be printed.
Imprimis, L. In the first place.

In aeternum, L. Forever.
In armis, L. Under arms.
In articulo mortis, L. At the point of

Index expurgatorius, L. A list of pro-
hibited books.

In esse, L. In being.

In extenso, L. At full length.

In extremis, L. At the point of death.
In flagrante delico, L. Taken in the act.

In forma pauperis, L. As a poor person.
Infra, L. Below.
Infra dignitatem, L. Below one's dignity-*

often abbreviated into infra dig.

In hoc statu, L. In this state or con-
dition.

In limine, L. At the threshold.

In loco, L. In the place.

In loco parentis, L. In the place of a parent
In medias res, L. In the midst of things.

In memoriam, L. To the memory of.

In nomine, L. In the name of.

In nubibus, L. In the clouds.

In pace, L. In peace.
In perpetuum, L. Forever.
In posse, L. In possible existence.
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la propria persona, L. In one's own per-

son.

In re, L. In the matter of.

In sftu, L. In its natural position.

Iastamer, L. Instantly.

In statu quo, L. In the state in which it

was.
Inter alia, L. Among other things.

Interim, L. In the mean time.

In terrorem, L. As a warning.
In toto, L. In the whole ; entirely.

In transitu, L. On the passage.
Ipse dixit, L. He himself said it ; a piece

of dogmatism.
Ipsissima verba, L. The very words.

—

Ipsissimis verbis. In the very words.
Ipso facto, L. In the fact itself.

let d'eau, F. A jet of water.

Jeu d'esprit, F. A play of spirit ; a witti-

cism.

Jure divino, L. Bv divine law.

Jus gentium, L. The law of nations.

Labor omnia vincit, L. Labor conquers
everything.

Laissez faire, F. Let alone.

Lapsus calami , L. A slip of the pen .—Lap-
sus linguae, L. A shp of the tongue.

—

Lapsus memorise, L. A slip of the mem-
ory.

Laus Deo, L. Praise to God.
Le pas. F. Precedence in place or rank.

Le roi le veut, F. The king wills it.

Le tout ensemble, F. All together.

Lese-maieste, F. High treason.

Lettre de cachet, F. A sealed letter; a
royal warrant.

Lettre de marque, F. A letter of marque
or reprisal.

Lex non scripta, L. The unwritten law.
Lex scripta, L. The written law; the

statute law.

Lex talionis, L. The law of retaliation.

Lingua Franca, It. The Frank tongue

;

the mixed language spoken by Europeans
in the East.

Locum tenens, L. One holding the place.

Locus standi, L. A right to interfere.

Lusus naturae, L. A sport or freak of
nature.

Magnum bonum, L. A great good.
Magnum opus, L. A great work.
Maitre d*hotel, F. A house-steward.
Mai a propos, F. Ill-timed.

Malum in se, L. An evil in itself.

Manu propria, L. With one's own hand.
Materia medica, L. Substances used in the
preparation of medicine.

Mauvaise honte. F. False modesty.
Memento mori, L. Remember death.
Mens conscia recti, L. A mind conscious
of right.

Mens sana in corpore sano, L. A touad
mind m a sound Dody.

Mesalliance, F. Marriage with one of
lower station.

Mcum et tuum, L. Mine and thine.

Mirabile dictu, L. Wonderful to be told.

Modus operandi, L. The manner of opera-
tion

.

Mon ami, F. My friend.

More suo, L. In his own way.
Motu proprio, L. Of his own accord.
Multum in parvo. L. Much in little.

Nee, F. Born ; family or maiden name.
Nemine contradicente, L. No one speak*

ing in opposition.
Nemine dissentiente, L. No one dissent-

ing.

Nemo me impune lacessit, L. No one pro-
vokes me with impunity.

Ne plus ultra. L. The uttermost point.

Nil desperandum, L. Never despair.
Nisi Dominus, frustra. Unless the Lord,

in vain.

Nisi prius, L. Unless previously—a name
given to the sittings of juries in civil

cases.

Noblesse oblige, F. Rank imposes obli-

gations.
Nolens volens, L. Whether he will or not.

Noli me tangere, L. Don't touch me.
Nolle prosequi, L. To be unwilling to pro-

ceed.
Nom de plume, F. Ah assumed title, as by
a literary person.

Nom de guerre, F. An assumed name.
Non compos mentis, L. Not sound of
mind.

Non est inventus, L. He has not bee*
found.

Non multa, sed multum, L. Not many
things, but much.

Non sequitur, L. It does not follow; aa
unwarranted conclusion.

Nota bene, usually contracted into N. B.,
L. Mark well ; notice particularly.

Notre Dame, F. Our Lady.
Novus homo, L. A new man; one who
has raised himself from obscurity.

Nulli secundus, L. Second to none.

Obsta principiis, L. Resist the first be*
ginnings.

Odium theologicum, L. The hatred of the-

ologians.
Omnia vincit amor, L. Love conquers al

things.

On dit, F. They say.
Onus probandi , L. The burden of proving
Ora pro nobis, L. Pray for us.

Otium cum dignitate, L. Ease with dig*

nity ; dignified leisure.

Par excellence, F. By way of eminence.
Pari passu, L. With equal pace.
Passim, L. Everywhere; all through.
Pater noster, L. Our Father—a tern af>

plied to the Lord's Prayer.
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Peceavi, L. I have sinned.

Pec annum, L. By the year.
Per centum. L. usually contracted per

cent., by the hundred ; each hundred.
Per coatra, L. By the opposite; contrari-

wise.

Par se, L. By itself.

Personnel, F. The persons employed in

any service, as distinguished from the
wuUkruL

Petit, F. Small.
Petitio principii, L. A begging of the
question.

Pinxit, L. He painted it.

Pis slier, F. The last or worst shift.

Plebs, L. The common people.
Pons asinorum, L. The bridge of the asses

—a name given to the fifth proposition of
the first book of Euclid.

Posse comitatus, L. The power of the

Paste restante, F. To remain till called

for.

Post mortem, L. After death
Post obitum. L. After death.
Pour prendre conge, F. To take leave.

—

Abbreviated /. /. c.

Prescriptum, L. A thing prescribed.
Prima facie, L. On the first view.
Pro arts et focis, L. For our altars and

firesides.

Probatum est, L. It is proved.
Pro bono publico, L. For the public good.
Proces verbal, F. A written statement.
Pro et con, L. For and against.

Pro forma, L. For the sake of form.
Pro patria. L. For our country.
Pro rata, L. In proportion.
Pro re nata, L. For a special emergency

;

special.

Pro unto, L. For so much.
Pro tempore, L. For the time being.

A-issre, L. Query.
Quantum libet, L.

you.
As much as pleases

Quantum suffidt, L. As much as is suf-

ficient.

Quasi, L. As if ; in a manner.
Quid nunc, L. What now; a news-

monger.
Quid pro quo, L. One thing for another.
Qui vive ? F. Who goes there ? on the qui
vwe, on the alert.

Quod erat demonstrandum, L. Which was
to be proved or demonstrated.

Quod vide, L. Which see.

Quondam, L. That was formerly.

Rara avis, L. A rare bird ; a prodigy.
Reductio ad absurdum, L. A reducing to
an absurdity.

Renaissance, F. Revival,as ofletters or art.
Rentes, F. Funds bearing interest ; stocks.
Requiescat in pace, L. May he rest in

Resurgam, L. I shall rise again.
Revenons a nos moutons, F. Let I

to our subject.

Sanctum sanctorum, L. The holy ofholies.
Sang froid, F. Cold blood ; coolness.
Sartor resartus, L. The tailor mended.
Satis verborum, L. Enough of words.
Scilicet, L. To wit, namely.
Scire facias, L. Make it known, show

cause.
Secundum artem, L. According to art as

rule.

Semper idem, L. Always the same.
Semper paratus, L. Always ready.
Seriatim, L. In regular order.

Sic passim, L. So everywhere.
Sic iter ad astra, L. Such is the way to the

stars (immortality).
Sic transit gloria ntundi, L. So earthly

glory passes away.
Similia similibus curantur, L. Like things

are cured by like things.

Si monumentum quxris, circumspice, L. If

you seek his monument, look around.
Sine die, L. Without a day appointed.
Sine qua non, L. An indispensable con-

dition.

Soi-disant, F. Self-styled.

Status quo, L. The stats in which.
Suaviter in modo, fortiter in re, L. Gentle

in manners, resolute in deed.
Sub judice, L. Under consideration.
Sub rosa, L. Privately.

Sui generis, L. Of its own kind.
Summum bonum, L. The chief good.
Supra, L. Above.
Suum cuique, L. Let each have his own.

Table d'hdte, F. A common table, at
which the landlord presides.

Tabula rasa, L. A smooth table, a mere
blank.

Tempora mutantur, et nos mutamur in illis,

L. The times are changed, and we are
changed with them.

Tempus fugit, L. Time flies.

Terra firma, L. Solid easth.

Terra incognita, L. An unknown country.
Tete-a-t6te, F. Private conversation.
To kalon, Gr. The beautiful.

Tout ensemble, F. The whole taken to-
gether.

Ultima ratio regum, L. The last reason of
kings, that is, war.

Ultima Thule, L. The utmost boundary
or limit.

Una voce, L. With one voice.

Un fait accompli, F. An accomplished fact.

Usque ad nauseam, L. To disgust.
Ut infra, L. As below.
Ut supra, L. As above stated.

Vade mecum, L. Go with me ; a sonrtasr
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Vavictb. L. Woe to the vanquished.
Vale, L. Farewell.

Valet de chambre, F. Aa attendant; a
footman. [quered.

Veni, vidi, vici, L. I came, I saw, I con-

Verbatim et literatim, mid L» Word for

word and letter for letter.

Verbum sat sapienti, L. A word is enough
for a wise man.

Vexaia qusstio, L. A disputed question.

Vice, L. In the place of,

Vice versa. L. The reverse.

Videlicet, L. To wit; namely.
Vi et armis, L. By main fore*.

Vinculum matrimonii, L. Tht bond of

Vis Inertias, L. The resistance of inanimate
matter.

Vivat regina, L. Long 3ve the queen I

Vivat rex, L. Long live the king 1

Viva voce, L. By the living voice.
Vive la bagatelle, F. Success to trifles,

Vive la republique, F. Long live the re
public 1

Vive l'cmpereur, F. Long live the aa>
perorl

Voila, F. Behold, there is or there are.

Vox et prssterca nihil, L. Sound and
nothing more.

Vox populi, vox Dei, L. The voice of the
people is the voice of God.

Vulgo, L. Commonly.

DICTIONARY OP PROVERBS AND QUOTATIONS.

FROM SCRIPTURAL SOURCES.

A mbe balance is an abomination to the Lord ; but a iust weight Is his delight

A fool utteretb all his mind • but a wise man keepeth it till afterwards.

A fool's wrath is presently known ; but a prudent man covercth shame.

A good name is rather to be chosen than great riches, and loving favor rather than silver

and gold.

A man that has friends must show himself friendly ; and there is a friend that sticketfc

closer than a brother.

A man of understanding holdeth his peace.

A man's pride shall bring him low ; but honor shall uphold the humble in spirit.

A merry neart doeth good like a medicine : but a broken spirit drieth the bones.

A righteous man regardeth the life of his beast ; but the tender mercies of the wicket
are cruel.

A soft answer turneth away wrath ; but grievous words stir up anger.

A virtuous woman is a crown to her husband ; but she that maketh ashamed is as rotten*

ness in his bones.

A wise son maketh a glad father; but a foolish son is the heaviness of his mother.
A word fitly spoken is like apples of gold in pictures of silver.

As a bird that wandereth from her nest, so is a man that wandereth from his place.

As a dog retumeth to his vomit, so a fool returneth to his folly.

As a jewel of gold on a swine's snout, so is a fair woman who is without discretion.

As a madman who casteth firebrands, arrows, and death, so is the man that deceived.
his neighbor, and saith. Am not I in sport?

As the crackling of thorns under a pot, so is the laughter of a fool.

As the whirlwind passeth, so b the wicked no more ; but the righteous is an everlasting
foundation.

As vinegar to the teeth, and as smoke to the eyes, so is the sluggard to them thatsend him.
Be thou diligent to know the state of thy flocks, and look well to thy herds ; for riches

arc not forever.

Before honor is humility.
Better is a dry morsel and quietness therewith, than a house full of sacrifices with strife.

Better is a dinner of herbs where love is, than a stalled ox and hatred therewith.
Better is a little with righteousness, than great revenues without right.

Blessings are upon the head of the just ; but violence covercth the mouth of tht
wicked.

Boast not thyself of to-morrow ; for thou knowest not what a day may bring forth.

By much slothfulness the building decayeth ; and through idleness of the hands the house
droppeth through.

By pride cometh contention.
Cast thy bread upon the waters, for thou shalt find It after many days.
Even a fool, when he holdeth his peace, is counted wise ; and he that shntteta his Dps s?

esteemed a man of understanding.
Faith**; are the wounds of a friend j hut the Usees of aa enemy are
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faverb deceitful, smd beauty b vain; but a woman that feared* the Lord, eke she! b»
praised.

Fear God, and keep his commandment! ; for this is the whole duty of man.
For men to search their own glory is not glory. (To talk of their own doings.)
Go from the presence of the foolish man, when thou perceivest not in him the Hps etf

knowledge.
Go 10 die ant. thou sluggard ; consider her ways and be wise.

God hath maoe man upright, but they have sought out many inventions*

He becometh poor that dealeth with a slack hand ; but the hand of the diligent miilieA

He that obsenreth the wind shall not sow, and he that regardeth the clouds shaD not
reap.

He that passeth by, and meddleth with strife belonging not to him, is like one that taketk
a dog by the ears.

He that is slow to anger Is better than the mighty, and he that ruleth his spirit than he
that taketh a city.

He that loveth pleasure shal be a poor man ; he thai loveth wine and oil shall not be
rich.

He that Is greedy of gain troubleth his own house ; but he that hateth gifts shall live

§e that is of a merry heart hath a continual feast,

e that is first in his own cause seemeth just ; but his neighbor cometh and searchetfc

him.
He that hath pity upon the poor lendeth to the Lord ; and that which he hath given will

he pay him again.

He that hideth hatred with lying lips, and he that uttereth a slander, Is a fool.

He that sparcth the rod hateth his son ; but he that loveth him chasteneth betimes.
He that gathereth in summer is a wise son ; but he that sleepeth in harvest is a son that
causes shame.

He that walketh uprightly walketh surely ; but he that perverteth his ways shall be
known.

He that is surety for a stranger shall smart for it : and he that hateth suretyship is sure.

He that keepeth [silent] his mouth, keepeth his life ; but he that openeth wide his lips

shall have destruction.

He that troubleth his own house shall inherit the wind ; and the fool shall be servant or

the wise of heart.

Heaviness in the heart of a man maketh it stoop ; but a good word maketh it glad.

Hell and destruction are never full ; so the eyes of man are never satisfied.

His own iniquities shall take the wicked himself, and he shall be holden with the coraa
of his own sins.

Hope deferred maketh the heart sick.

If sinners entice thee, consent thou not.

If the iron be blunt, and he do not whet the edge, then must he put to more strength ; but

wisdom is profitable to direct.

at thine enemy be hungry, give him bread to eat ; and if he be thirsty, give him water
to drink : for thou shaft heap coals of fire upon his head, and the Lord shall reward
thee.

If thou faint in the day of adversity, thy strength is smalL
If ye cast pearls before swine, they will turn again and rend you.
In all labor there is profit ; but the talk of the lips tendeth only to penury.
Iron sharpeneth iron ; so a man sharpeneth the countenance of his friend.

It Is nought, it is nought, saith the buyer ; but when he is gone his way, then he
boasteth.

It is better to dwell in a corner of the house-top, than with a brawling woman in a wide
house.

Let another man praise thee, and not thine own mouth ; a stranger, and not thine own
hps.

Love not sleep, lest thou come to poverty : open thine eyes, and thou shalt be satisfied

with bread.
Much food is in the tillage of the poor; but there Is that b destroyed for want of judg.
ment.

Of making many books there is no end ; and much study is a weariness of the flesh.

Pride goetn before destruction, and a haughty spirit before a fall.

Remove not the old land mark ; and enter not into the fields of the fatherless.

Reprove not a scorner lest he hate thee ; rebuke a wise man and he will love then.

Righteousness exalteth a nation ; but sin b a reproach to any people.

lay not unto thy neighbor. Go, and come again, and to-morrow » trill give whet ***
hast it by thee.
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Sent thou a man diligent in his buttons : he shall stand before kings ; he shall not stand
before mean men.

Seest thou a man that is hasty in his words : there is more hope of a fool than of him.
Strive not with a man without amuse, if he have done thee no narm.
The blessing of the Lord, it maketh rich, and he addeth no sorrow with it.

The curse causeless shall not come.
The drunkard and the glutton shall come to poverty ; and drowsiness shall clothe a maa
with rags. „

The hand of the diligent shall bear rule ; but the slothful shall be under tribute.

The labor of the righteous tendeth to life, the fruit of the wicked to sin.

The memory of the just is blessed ; but the name of the wicked shall rot.

The race is not to the swift, nor the battle to the strong.

The rich man is wise in his own conceit ; but the poor that hath understanding searched!
him out.

The rich man's wealth is his strong city ; the destruction of the poor is their poverty.
The rich ruleth over the poor ; and the borrower is servant to the lender.

Fhe simple believeth every word ; bat the prudent man looketh well to his going.

The sleep of the laboring man is sweet, whether he eat little or much ; but the abund-
ance of the rich will not suffer him to sleep.

The sluggard will not plow by reason of the cold ; therefore shall he beg in harvest, and
have nothing.

The slothful man saith, There is a lion without ; I shall be slain in the streets.

The poor is hated even of his neighbor ; but the rich hath many friends.

The profit of the earth is for all ; the king himself is served by the field.

The upright shall dwell in the land, and the perfect shall remain in it; but the wieked
shall be cut off from the earth, and the transgressor shall be rooted out of it.

The wicked flee when no man pursueth ; but the righteous are bold as a lion.

The wise shall inherit glory ; but shame shall be the promotion of fools.

There is that maketh himself rich, yet hath nothing ; there is that maketh himself
poor, yet hath great riches.

There is that scattereth, and yet increaseth ; and there is that withholdeth more than is

meet, but it tendeth to poverty.
To all the living there is nope : a living dog is better than a dead lion.

Train up a child in the way he should go, and when he is old he will not depart from it.

Treasures of wickedness profit nothing ; but righteousness delivereth from death.
Wealth makes many friends ; but the poor is separated from his neighbor.
Whatsoever thy hand findeth to do, do it with thy might, for there is no work, not
device, nor knowledge, nor wisdom in the grave, whither thou goest.

When goods increase, they are increased that eat them ; and what good is there to die
owners thereof, saving the beholding of them with their eyes.

Where no counsel is, the people fall ; but in the multitude of counsellors there is safety.

Where no wood is, then the fire goeth out ; so where there is no talebearer, the strife

ceaseth.
When pride cometh, then cometh shame ; but with the lowly is wisdom.
Who can find a virtuous woman ? for her price is far above rubies.

Whoso findeth a wife findeth a good thing, and obtained) favor of the Lord.
Wine is a mocker, strong drink is raging ; and whosoever is deceived thereby is not

wise.
Withdraw thy foot from thy neighbor's house, lest he be weary of thee, and so hate

thee.

Withhold not good from them to whom it is due, when it is in the power of thine hand
to do.

Yet a little sleep, a little slumber, a little folding of the hands to sleep : so shall thy pov-
erty come as one that traveleth, and thy want as an armed man.

FROM SECULAR SOURCES.
A bad workman quarrels with his tools.

A bird in the hand is worth two in a bush.
A happy heart makes a blooming visage.

Absence cools moderate passions, and in-

flames violent ones.

A, burden which one chooses is not felt.

A cat may look at a king.
Aching teeth are ill tenants.

A chip of the old block.

A dear conscience fears no accusation.

A contented mind is a continual feast.

A creaking door hangs long on the hinges
A day after the feast.

A drowning man will catch at a straw.
Adversity nattereth no man
A fat kitchen makes a lean will.

A fault confessed is half redressed.

A fool and his money are soon parted.

A fool can make money ; it requires a wae
man to spend it.
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A fool may give a wise man counsel.

A fool's bolt is soon shot.

After death the doctor.
After dinner sit a while, aftersapper walk a

mile.

After meat, mustard.
A friend in need is a friend indeed.
A foil purse never lacks friends.

A gentleman without a living is like a pud-
ding without suet.

A good layer-op is a good layer-out.

A good maxim is never out of season.
A good name keeps its luster in the dark.
A good servant makes a good master.

A good word is as soon said as an ill one.

A goose cannot graze after him.
A great dowry is a bed full of troubles.

• come on horseback, but go away onAgues <

foot.

A guilty conscience needs no accuser.

A hair of the dog that bit him.
A handful of good life is better than a bushel
of learning.

A hungry man's an angry man.
A king's favor is no inheritance.

A libertine's life is not a life of liberty.

A lie has no legs, but scandal has wings.
A light-heeled mother makes a heavy-heeled
daughter.

A light purse is a heavy curse.

A little tody doth often harbor a great soul.

A little leak will sink a great ship.

A little pot is soon hot.

All are not friends that speak us fair.

All are not hunters that blow the horn.
All arc not thieves that dogs bark at.

All feet tread not in one shoe.
AU gone to sixes and sevens (confusion and

ruin).

AU is fish that comes to the net.

AH is not gain that is got into the purse.
Ail is not gold that glitters.

All lay hold on the willing horse.
All the honesty is in the parting.

All the fat's in the fire.

All things are soon prepared fn a well-

ordered house.
All work and no play makes Jack a dull

boy.
Almost and very nigh, save many a lie.

Always put the saddle on the right horse.
A man forewarned is forearmed.
A man may buy gold too dear.
A man may cause his own dog to bite him.
A man may hold his tongue in an ill time.
A man may lose his goods for want of de-
manding them.

A man must ask his wife leave to thrive.

A man never surfeits of too much honesty.
A man without reason is a beast in season.
A miss is as good as a mile.

An apple, an egg, and a nut, you may eat
after a slut.

An empty purse filk. the face with wrinkles.
An evil lesson is soon learned.
anger dieth quickly with a good man.

An honest man's word is as good a* kit
bond.

An hour in the morning is worth two in the
afternoon.

A nice wife and a back-door often make a
rich man poor.

An idle brain is the devil's workshop.
An oak is not felled with one blow.
An obedient wife commands her husband.
A nod from a lord is a breakfast for a fool

An old knave is no babe.
An old sack asketh much patching.
An ounce of mother wit is worth a pound
of clergy.

Antiquity is not always a mark of verity.

An unlawful oath is better broke than kept.
Anything for a quiet life.

A penny saved is a penny earned.
A pin a day is a groat a year.

A pitcher goes often to the well, but is

broken atlast.

A quiet conscience sleeps in thunder.
A quiet tongue shows a wise head.
A rolling stone gathers no mots.
A rotten apple injures its companions.
A rotten sheep infects the whole flock.

A single fact is worth a ship-load of argu-
ment.

A small pack becomes a small peddler.

A small spark makes a great fire.

A smart reproof is better than smooth de-
ceit.

A spur in the head is worth two in the beet.

As the bell is, so is the clapper.

As the crow is, the egg will be.

As the fool thinks thebell clinks.

As the old cock crows, the young cock
learns.

A stitch in time saves nine.

As welcome as flowers in May.
As you make your bed, so must you Be on

it.

As you sow. so you shall reap.

A tree is known by its fruit.

A wager is a fool's argument.
A willful man will have his way.
A willing mind makes a light foot.

A word before is worth two behind.
Aye be as merry as you can.

Bachelors' wives and maids' children are
always well taught.

Beauty is a blossom.
Beauty is no inheritance.

Before thou marry, be sure of a house
wherein to tarry.

Beggars have no right to be choosers.
Be it for better, or be it for worse, be ruled
by him that beareth the purse.

Be not too hasty to outbid another.
Be slow to promise, and quick to perform.
Better do it than wish it done.
Better go around than fall into the ditct~

Better known than trusted.

Better late than never.
Better ride on an ass that carries me, tarns -<

horse that throws me.
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s to to alone than in bad company.
Better to be beaten than to be in bad com-
pany.

Better to bend than to break.

Better to go to bed supperless than to rise

in debt.

Between two stools we come to the ground.
Birds of a feather flock together.

Birth is much, but breeding is more.
Borrowed garments never fit well.

Brag is a good dog, but Holdfast is better.

Bread at pleasure, drink by measure.
Brevity is the soul of wit.

Building and marrying of children are great

wasters.
Burning the candle at both ends.

Business is the salt of life.

Buy at a market, but sell at home.
By others' faults wise men correct their

own.
" Can do," is easily carried.

Care killed a cat.

Carrying coals to Newcastle.
Catcn not at the shadow, and lose the sub-

stance.
Catch the bear before you sell his skin.

Change of fortune is the lot of life.

Charity begins at home, but does not end
there.

Cheating play never thrives.

Children and chickens must be always pick-

Children are uncertain comforts.

Children suck the mother when they are

young, and the father when they are old.

Climb not too high, lest the fall be the

greater.

Confession ofa fault makes halfamends for it.

Confine your tongue, lest it confine you.

Conscience is never dilatory in her warn-
ings.

Conscience is the chamber of justice.

Constant occupation prevents temptation.

Content is the true philosopher's stone.

Contentment to the mind is as light to the

eye.
Conviviality should ever be free from in-

temperance.
Courtesy on one side never lasts long.

Covet not that which belongs to others

Craft bringeth nothing home.
Custom is a second nature.

Cut and come again

Cut your coat according to your cloth.

DauD yourself with honey, and you will

have plenty of flies.

Death is deaf, and hears no denial.

Death keeps no calendar.

Debt Is the worst kind of poverty.

Deeds are fruits, words are but leaves

Deep rivers move with silent majesty, shal-

low brooks are noisy.

Defer not till the evening what die morning
may accomplish.

Delays are dangerous.

Deliberate slowly, execute promptly.
Depend not on fortune, but on conduct.
Dependence is a poor trade to follow.
Deride not any man's infirmities.

Desires are nourished by delays.
Deserve success, and you shall command it

Despise none.
Despair of none
Diligence is the mistress of success.
Diseases are the interests paid for

]

ures.

Do as the most do, and fewest will i.

evil of you. [In most cases this would
be a bad advice.]

Do as you would be done by.
Dogs wag their tails not so much in love t«

you as to your bread.
Doing nothing is doing ill.

Do not bum daylight upon it.

Do not halloo till you are out of the wood.
Do not make fish of one and flesh of
another.

Do not rip up old sores.

Do not spur a free horse.
Do not throw your opinions in everybody's

teeth.

Don't be all your days trotting in a cabbage
leaf.

Don't buy a pig in a poke.
Don't measure other people's corn by your
bushel.

Don't neglect to feather your nest.

Don't run away with more than you can
carry.

Don't value a gem by what it is set in.

Do what thou ougntest, and come what
can.

Down with the dust [pay with the money.]
Drunkenness is a pair of spectacles to see
the devil and all his works.

Drunkenness reduces a man below the
standard of a brute.

Eagles fly alone, but sheep flock together.

Early to bed and early to rise,

Makes a man healthy.wealthy and wise.

Eat what you like, but pocket nothing.

Empty vessels make the greatest sound.
Enough is as good as a feast.

Entertain honor with humility, and poverty
with patience.

Evening oats are good morning's fodder.
Ever drunk ever dry.
Ever spare and ever have.
Every bean has its black.
Every dog hath his day.
Everybody's business is nobody's business
Every couple is not a pair.

Every herring must hang by its own head.
Every Jack has his Jill.

Every man is the architect of his own for*

tune.

Every one for himself, and God for us all.

Every one puts his fault on the times.

Every one to his liking, as the old womai
said when she kissed ner cow.
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Bvery path hath a puddle.
Every shoe fits not every foot.

Everything hath an end, and a pudding
hath two.

Everything is good in its season.
Everything is the worse for wearing.
Example teaches more than precept.
Experience is the mother of science.

Experience teaches fools.

Evil communications corrupt good manners.
Evil gotten, evil spent.

Faint heart never won fair lady.
Fair and softly go far in a day.
Fair words make fools vain.

Fall not out with a friend for a trifle.

False friends are worse than open enemies.
Fancy may bolt bran and think it flour.

Far-fetched and dear bought is good for

ladies.

Fat paunches make lean pates.

Fat sorrow is better than lean sorrow.
Few take care to live well, but many to

live long.

Fiddler's tore—meat, drink, and money.
Fine feathers make fine birds.

Fine words butter no parsnips.
Fire and water are good servants, but bad

masters.
Fire is not to be quenched with tow.
First deserve and then desire.

Fly pleasure and it will follow thee.

Fools make feasts, and wise men eat them.
Fools should never see half-done work.
Fools tie knots, and wise men loose them.
Fools will be meddling.
Forbearance is no acquittance.
Forgive and forget.

Forgive any sooner than thyself
Fortune favors the brave.
Fortune has no power over discretion.

Fortune knocks once at least at every man's
gate.

For want of company, welcome trumpery.
From fame to infamy is a beaten road.
Gather thistles except prickles.

Gentry sent to market will not buy one
bushel of corn.

Get thy spindle and distaff ready and God
will send flax.

Give a dog an ill name and hang him.
Give a rogue rope enough, and he will hang
himself

Give it plenty of elbow grease [hard rub-

bing].

Give the devil his due.
God help the rich, the poor can beg.
God helps those who help themselves.
God send you more wit, and me more
money.

God tempers the wind to the shorn lamb.
Go farther and fare worse.
Good counsel is above all price.

Good harvests make men prodigal, bra ones
provident.

Good to be merry at meat.
Good ware makes quick markets

Good wine needs no bush.
Good words cost nothing, bat are i

much.
Goods are not theirs who enjoy them.
Gossiping and lying go handtn hand.
Grasp all, lose all.

Great barkers are no biters.

Great cry and little wool.
Great gain and little pain make a man scor
weary.

Half a loaf is better than no bread.
Handsome is that handsome does.
Happy is he whose friends were born bo-

fore him.
Happy is he who knows his follies in his
youth.

Happy is the wooing that is not long fa
doing.

Harm watch, harm catch.
Hasty resolutions seldom speed well.

Have not thy cloak to make when it begins
to rain.

Hear twice before you speak once.
He dances well to whom fortune pipes.

He doubles his gift who gives in time.

He fights with his own shadow.
He giveth twice that gives in a trice.

He has a bee in his bonnet.
He has brought his noble to ninepence.
He has had a bit upon his bridle.

He is a wise man who speaks little.

He is proper that hath proper conditions.
He knows not a B from a null's foot.

He knows not a hawk from a handsaw.
He lacks most that longs most.
Hell is paved with good intentions.

Help the lame dog over the stile.

He liveth long that liveth well.

He'll find some hole to creep out at.

He loses nothing; for the asking.

He loseth his thanks who promiscth and
delayeth.

He loseth nothing that keeps God for his
friend

He loves roast meat well that licks the spit.

He may well be contented who needs
neither borrow nor flatter.

He must needs run whom the devil drives.

He must stoop that hath a low door.
He plays well that wins.
He's a Jack in office.

He's gone upon a sleeveless errand.
He that always complains is never pitied.

He that blows in the dust fills his eyes.

He that falls in an evil cause falls in thr
devil's frying-pan.

He that goes a-borrowing goes a-sorrowing
He that has no shame has no conscience.

He that has no silver in his purse should
have silver on his tongue.

He that hath a good harvest may he con-
tent with some thistles.

He that is angry is seldom at ease.

He that is warm thinks all are so.

He that lendeth loseth double. [Lose* both
his money and his friend.]
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He that licks honey from thorns pays too
dear for it.

He that lies down with dogs must expect to
rise with fleas.

He that lives not well one year sorrows for
it seven.

He that liveth wickedly can hardly die
honestly.

He that reckons without his host must
reckon again,

lie that runs fast will not run long.
He that runs in the night stumbles.
He that plants not com sows thistles.

He that stays in the valley will never get
over the hill.

He that will not be saved needs no preacher.
He that will not be counseled cannot be
helped.

He that will steal an egg will steal an ox.
He that would thrive must rise at five ; he

that has thriven may lie till seven.
He was born with a silver spoon in his
mouth.

He who is hasty fishes in an empty pond.
He who knows himself best esteems him-

self least.

He who lies long in bed his estate feels it.

He who marries for wealth doth sell his
liberty.

He who rises late never does a good day's
work.

He who runs after a shadow has a weari-
some race.

He who sows brambles must not go bare-
foot.

He who spends all he gets is in the high-
road to beggary.

He who swims in sin will sink in sorrow.
He who would catch fish must not mind
getting wet.

He who would reap well must sow well.
Hiders are good finders.
His bread is buttered on both sides.
His eye is bigger than his belly.
His tongue's no slander.
Home is home though it be ever so homely.
Hope is a good breakfast but a bad supper.
Hot love is soon cold.
Hot sup, hot swallow.
Humility is the foundation of all virtue.
Hunger is the best sauce.
Hungry dogs eat dirty puddings.
1 can see as far into a millstone as the
Jjickcr.
le folks have the most labor.

Idle folks have the least leisure.
Idleness is the greatest prodigality.
Idleness is the parent of want and shame.
Idleness is the root of all evil.
Idleness is the sepulchre of a living man.
If every one would mend one, all would be
amended.

ff the brain plants not corn, it sows thistles.
If the cap fit, wear it.

If the mountain will not come to Mahomet,
Mahomet must go to the mountain.

If things were to be done twice, all woult
be wise.

If we subdue not our passions, they will
subdue us.

If wishes were horses, beggars would ride,
If you give an inch, he wuTtake an ell.
If you have too many irons in the fire, some
of them will burn.

If you would enjoy the fruit, pluck not the
flower.

Ignorance is the parent of many injuries.
I have a crow to pluck with you.
I have lived too near a wood to be fright-
ened by owls.

I have other fish to fry.

I'll trust him no farther than I can flint
him. •

111 examples are like contagious diseases.
IU gotten goods seldom prosper.
Ill news travels apace.
Ill wedding and ill wintering tame both r"M
and beast.

Ill weeds grow apace.
In a calm sea every man is a pilot.
In at one ear and out at the other.
In vain he craves advice that will not UL
low it.

Inconstancy is the attendant of a weak mind.
It costs more to revenge injuries than to beat
them.

It cuts both ways, like a two-edged sword.
It is a bad horse that refuses to carry his
provender.

It is a long road that has no turning.
It is an ill wind that blows nobody good.
It is better to do well than to say well.
It is good to begin well, but better to end

well.

It is less painful to learn in youth than to be
ignorant in age.

It is never too Lite to learn.
It is no small conquest to overcome yourself.
It is not the cowl that maketh the friar.
It's a bad cause that none dare speak in
It[s a bad sack will abide no clouting.
It's a good horse that never stumbles.
It^s poor sport that's not worth the candle.
It's a sad heart that never rejoices.
It's a wise child that knows its own father.
It's an ill procession where the devH holds
the candle.

It's easy to bowl down hill.

It's ill healing an old sore.
It's ill shaving against the wool.
It's merry in the hall when beards wag alt
It's more painful to do nothing than some

thing.
It's not the gay coat makes the gentleman.
It s possible for a ram to kill a butcher.
It's wit to pick a lock and steal a horse, but
wisdom to let them alone.

Jack Nokes and Tom Stiles.
Jack of all trades and master of none.
Jesting lies bring serious sorrows.
Judge not of a ship as she lies on the stocks
Judge not of men or things at first sight.
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Keep a thing seven years ami you will find
a use for it.

Keep counsel thyself first.

Keep good men company, and you shall be
of the number.

Keep no more cats than will catch mice.
Keep the boweb open, the head cool, and
the feet warm, and a fig for physicians.

Keep thy shop, and thy shop will keep thee.
Keep your tongue within your teeth.

Kill two birds with one stone.
Kindness is lost upon an ungrateful man.
Kindness, like grain, increases by sowing.
Kissing goes by favor.

Knavery may serve a turn, but honesty is

best in the end.
Land was never lost for want of an heir.

Lazy folks take the most pains.
Least said is soonest mended.
Lend thy horse, and thou mayest have back

his skin.

Let every peddler carry his own burden.
Let every tub stand on its own bottom.
Let not your tongue cut your throat.

Let sleeping dogs lie.

Let the cobbler stick to his last. '

Let themMaugh that win.
Life is half spent before we know what ft is.

Life without a friend is death without a
witness.

Light come, light go.
Lips, however rosy, must be fed.

Little and often fills the purse.
Little boats must keep near shore.
Little pitchers have great ears.

Little sticks kindle the fire, but great ones
put it out.

Live and let live.

Live not to eat, but eat to live.

Lowly set, richly worn.
Lock the stable door when the steed is

stolen.

Long looked for comes at last.

Look before you leap.

Look to the main chance.
Look twice ere you determine once.
Lookers-on see more than players.
Losers are always in the wrong.
Love asks faith, and faith asks firmness.
Love me, love my dog.
Lovers live by love, as larks by leeks.

[Ironical.]

Lucky men need little counsel.
Make a virtue of necessity.

Make hay while the sun shines.
Make not your sail too large for your ship.
Make the best of a bad bargain.
Making a toil of a pleasure.
Man doth what he can and Ged what he

will.

Man proposes, God disposes.
Manners often make fortunes.
Many a slip betwixt the cup and the lip.

Many a true word is spoken in jest.

Many can pack the cards that cannot play.
Many go out forwoeJ and come home shorn.

Many hands make light work.
Many words will not fill the bushel.
Marry in haste and repent at leisure.

Marry yoursons when you will, your daugh*
ters when you can.

Mills and wives are ever wanting.
Mischiefs come by the pound and go away
by the ounce.

Misfortunes seldom come alone.
Misreckoning is no payment.
Modesty is the handmaid of virtue.

Money makes the mare to go.
Money will do more than my lord's letter.

More afraid than hurt.

Much is expected where much is given.
Much water goes by the mill the miliar

knows not of.

Much would have more and lost all.

Muffled cats arc bad mousers.

Murder will out.

My son is my son till he gets him a wife,

But my daughter's my daughter all the
days of her life.

Necessity is the mother of invention.

Neither praise nor dispraise thyself; thine

actions serve the turn.

Never carry two faces under one hood.
Never fall out with your bread and butter.

Never find anything before it is lost.

Never fish in troubled waters.
Never light your candle at both ends.
Never look a gift horse in the mouth.
Never make a mountain of a mole-hill.

Never quit certainty for hope.
Never ride a free horse to death.

Never sound the trumpet of your own
praise.

Never split against the grain.

Never tread on a sore toe.

Never trust to a broken staff.

Never venture out of your depth till you
can swim.

Never wade in unknown waters.

New brooms sweep clean.

New lights often come through cracks in

the ceiling.

New lords, new laws.

Next to love, quietness.

No alchemy is equal to saving.

No man can serve two masters.

No man should live like a toad under a
harrow.

No mill, nc meal.
None are to deaf as those that will not

hear.
None knows the weight ofanother's burden.
None so blind as those who will not see.

No pot is so ugly as not to find a cover.

No receiver, no thief.

No rose without a thorn.
Nothing comes out of the sack but whtA
was in it.

Nothing dries sooner than tears.

Nothing down, nothing up.
Nothing is impossible to a willing mind.
Nothing venture, nothing win.
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Of all studies, study your present condition.

Of all the crafts, to be an honest man is the

master craft.

Of all prodigality, that of time is the worst
Of two evils choose the least

OU bees yield no honey.
Old birds are not to be caught with chaff.

Old friends and old wines arc best.

Old friends to meet, old wine to drink, and
old wood to burn.

Old reckonings breed new disputes.

One bad example spoils many good pre-

cepts.

One barber shaves not so close but another
finds work.

One eye-witness is better than ten hear-

says.

One flower makes no garland.
One good turn deserves another.
One-half the world knows not how the other

half lives.

One hour's sleep before midnight is worth
two after.

One is not so soon healed as hurt.

One man may steal a horse, when another
may not look over the hedge.

One man's meat is another's poison.
One nail drives out another.
One never loses by doing a good turn.

One ounce of discretion is worth a pound
of wit.

One scabbed sheep will mar a flock.

One swallow makes not a spring, nor one
woodcock a winter.

One tale is good till another is told.

Open rebuke is better than secret hatred.
Opportunity makes the thief.

Opportunities neglected are irrecoverable.

Our own opinion is never wrong.
Out of debt, out of danger.
Out of sight, out of mind.
Out of the frying-pan into the fire.

Passion is a fever that leares us weaker
than it finds us.

Passion is ever the enemy of truth.

Patience and time run through the longest
day.

Patience is a flower that grows not in every
one's garden.

Patience is a plaster for all sores.

Pay as you go.
Penny wise and pound foolish.

People who live in glass houses should never
throw stones.

Perfection is the point at which all should
aim.

Petulant contentions engender malice.
Plain dealing's a jewel.
Positive men are most often in error.
Possession is nine points of the law.
Poverty makes a man acquainted with
strange bedfellows.

Poverty parts friends.

Praise a fair day at night.
Praise the sea but keep on land.
Prevention is better than cure.

Prettiness dies quickly.
Pride of heart foreruns destruction.
Pride will have a fall.

Procrastination is the thief of time.
Promise little and do much.
Promises are too much like pie-crust
Provide for the worst; the best will .save

itself.

Pry not into the affairs of others.
Pull hair and hair, and you'll make the

carle bald.
Put no faith in tale-bearers.

Quick at meat, quick at work.
Quick resentments are often fatal.

Quick returns make rich merchants.
Quit not certainty for hope.
Raise no more spirits than you can conjure
down.

Ratify promises by performances.
Ready money will away.
Reckless youth makes rueful age.
Remove an old tree and it will wither.
Rome was not built in a day.
Rule the appetite and temper the tengue.
Safe bind, safe find.

Sauce for the goose is sauce for the gander.
Saving at the spigot and spending at the
bung.

Say no ill of the year till it be past.

Saying and doing are two things.

Search others for their virtues, thyself for

thy faults.

See a beggar and catch a louse.

Seeing isbelieving.

Seek till you find, and you'll not lose your
labor.

Seldom seen, soon forgotten.
Self-preservation is the first law of nature.
Set a thief to take a thief.

Shameless craving must have shameless
way.

Sharp stomachs make short graces.
She shows many more airs than graces.

Show me a liar and I will show you a thief.

Short reckonings make long friends.

Silence does seldom any harm.
Silks and satins put out the fire in the

kitchen.

Sit in your place and none will make you
rise.

Sleep without supper and wake without
owing.

Sloth is the mother of poverty.
Soldiers in peace are like chimneys in sum

mer.
Soon ripe, soon rotten.

Soon well, long ill.

Sooner said than done.
Sorrow will pay no debt.

Sour grapes, as the fox said when he oould
not reach them.

Spare well and spend well.

Spare when you are young, and spend wkee
you are old.

Speak the truth and shame the devil.

Speech is the gift of all, but thought of few
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Sun are not seen by sunshine.
Stick your opinions on no person's sleeve.

Stretch your legs according to your coverlet.

Strike while the iron is hot.

Study to be worthy of your parents.

Such a welcome, such a farewell.

Such as the tree is, such is the fruit.

Take care of the pence, and the pounds will

take care of themselves.
Take heed of an ox before, an ass behind,
and a knave on all sides.

Take heed will surely speed.
Take the will for the deed.
Take time by the forelock.

Talk of the devil and he'll appear.
Talking pays no toll.

Tell me the company you keep, and I'D tell

you what you are.

Temperance is the best physic.
That is well spoken that is well taken.
That penny is well spent that saves a groat.

That's placing the cart before the horse.
That was laid on with a trowel.

The absent party is still faulty.

The ass that brays most eats least.

The best physicians are Dr. Diet, Dr. Quiet,
and Dr. Merryman.

The better day, the better deed.
The blind man's wife needs no painting.

The cobbler's wife is the worst shod.
The comforter's head never aches.
The covetous man is his own tormentor.
The crow thinks her own bird the fairest.

The devil is not as black as he is painted.

The devil was sick, the devil a monk
would be

;

The devil grew well, the. devil a monk
was he.

The end of a feast is better than the begin-

ning of a fray.

The eye of the master does more work than
both his hands.

The farthest way about is often the nearest

way home.
The faulty stands on his guard.
The foremost dog catches the hare.

The galled jade will wince.
The goodness of a pudding is known in the

eating.

The gray mare is the better horse.
The greatest burdens are not the gainfullest.

The greatest strokes make not the best
music.

The greatest wealth is contentment with
little.

The groat is ill saved that shames the mas-
ter.

The guilty mind needs no accuser.
The handsomest flower is not the sweetest.
The hasty hand catches frogs for fish.

The hastiest man that is must wait while
his drink is drawing.

The highway is never about.
The highest branch is not the safest roost.

The hotter war the sooner peace.
The last drop makes the cup run over.

26

The last suitor wins the maid.
The lion's skin is never cheap.
The longest day must have an end.
The market is the best garden.
The married man must turn his staff into a

stake.

The mill cannot grind with the water that Is

past.

The mob has many heads but no brains.
The more noble the more humble.
The more the merrier, the fewer the better

cheer.
The more you heap, the worse you keep.
The nearer the church, the farther from God*
The offender never pardons.
The path of virtue is the path of peace.
The rat which has but one hole is soon

caught.
The receiver is as bad as the thief.

The* still sow sucks the most wash.
The sweetest wine makes the sharpest vine-
gar.

There is a tide ft» the affairs of men, which
taken at the flood leads on to fortune.

There is luck in leisure.

There is reason in roasting eggs.
There's a salve for every sore.
There's no compassion like the penny.
There's no fool like an old fool.

There's no general rule without an exception.
There's no joy without alloy.

The table robs more than the thief.

The truest jests sound worst in guilty ears.
The truth may be blamed but not shamed.
The weakest must go to the wall.

The wearer best knows where the shoe
pinches him.

There would be no ill language if it were
not ill taken.

There would not be great ones if there were
no little.

They love too much that die for love.

They must hunger in frost, that will not
work in heat.

They need much whom nothing will con-
tent.

Think of ease but work on.

Those who live longest will see most.
Those who play with edged tools must ex.

pect to be cut.

Threatened folks live long.

Time and tide stay for no man.
Time is a file that wears and makes no

noise.

Timely blossom, timely fruit.

'Tis the second blow that makes the fray.

To a child all weather is cold.

To a crazy ship all winds are contrary.

To be hail fellow well met with one. [la
good fellowship.]

To be in a merry pin.

To dine with Duke Humphry. [To go
without dinner.]

To err is human, to forgive divine.

To find a mare's nest. [To discover tome'
thing already well known.]
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To give and keep there is need of wit.

To go through thick and thin. [Stick at

nothing.]

To go to pot.

To have nothing but one's labor for one's

pains.

To have the law in one's own hand.
To have two strings to one's bow.
To kill two birds with one stone.

To laugh in one's sleeve.

To leave a morsel for the Duke of Rutland.
[That is—to leave it for the sake of man-
Mrs, Manners being the family surname
of the Duke of Rutland.]

Too many cooks spoil the broth.

Too much familiarity breeds contempt.
To play the dog in the manger, fNot to

eat yourself nor let anybody else.

J

To put one's nose out of joint.

To rob Peter to pay Paul.

To seek a needle in a bottle of hay.
To send oneaway with a flea in his ear. [In

a state of trepidation and astonishment.]
To set up one's staff of rest. [To propose

to abide in a place.]

To stand in one's own light.

To starve in a cook-shop.
To strain at a gnat and swallow a camel.
To take a wrong sow by the ear.

To tell tales out of school.

To throw the helve after the hatchet. [Giv-
ing up a thing in despair.]

To twist a rope of sand.
Trade is the mother of money.
Tread on a worm and it will turn.

Trim-tram, like master, like man.
True praise takes root and spreads.
Truth has always a fast bottom.
Two heads are Detter than one.
Two of a trade seldom agree.
Two swallows do not make a summer.
Unknown, unmissed.
Unmindeo, unmoved.
Use the means and God will give the bless-

ing.

Valor is worth little without discretion.

Valor that parleys is near yielding.

Venture a small fish to catch a great one.
Venture not all in one bottom.
War is death's feast.

Waste not, want not.

Wealth makes worship.
Welcome is the best cheer.
We must eat a peck of salt with a man be-

fore we know him.
We never know the worth of water till the

well is dry.
What cannot be cured must be endured.
What is bred in the bone will not come out
of the flesh.

What has got over the devil's back is spent
under his belly.

What the eye sees not the heart rues not.

What the good wife spares the cat eats.
kVhen a dog is drowning every one offers

him water.

When all is consumed, repentance comes
too late.

When fortune smiles on thee, take the ad-
vantage.

When many strike on an anvil, they strike

by measure.
When poverty comes in at the door, love

flies out at the window.
When rogues fall out, honest men get their

own.
When sorrow is asleep, wake it not.
When the cat's away the mice play.
When the goodman s from home the good-

wife's table is soon spread.
When wine's in wit's out.
When two Sundays meet. [Never.]
When you are at Rome, do as they do at
Rome.

When we have gold we are in fear, when
we have none we are in danger.

When drink enters, wisdom departs.
Where much smoke is there must be some

fire.

Where the carcass is, there the ravens will

collect together.

Where the king is there is the court.

Where the willis ready the feet are light.

Where there is a will there is always a way.
Write injuries in dust, but kindnesses in

marble.
While the grass grows the cow starves.

While there's life there's hope.
Who dainties love shall beggars prove.
Who loseth his due getteth no thanks.
Who perisheth in needless danger is the

devil's martyr.
Who spends more than he should, shall not
have to spend when he would.

Who spits against the wind spits in his own
face.

Wide will wear, but narrow will tear.

Wilful waste makes woful want.
Wise men care not for what they cannot
have.

Wisely and slow : they stumble who run fast

Wool sellers know wool buyers.
Words may pass, but blows fall heavy.
Wranglers never want words.
York—every man pay his share.
You are busy as a ncn with one chick.
You come like a godfather after the chris*

tening.

You can look at teeth and not be bitten.

You can't see green cheese but your teeth
must water.

You cannot catch old birds with chaff.

You cannot eat your cake and have it also.

You cannot have blood out of a stone.
You cannot hide an eel in a sack.
You cannot kill a dog with a bone.
You cannot make a silk purse out of a sow's

ear.

You cannot wash the blackamore white.
You need not grease a fat sow.
You taste the breth as soon as the meat if

put in.
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DICTIONARY OP BUSINESS TERMS.

Acceptance. A draft drawn on a party
and by him indorsed on the face with
his agreement to pay it when due.

account. A statement of indebtedness,

etc.

Acquittance. A discharge in full.

Ad valorem. In proportion to value.

Annul. To cancel.

Assets. Funds or effects.

Assignment. A transfer of property on
certain conditions for stated purposes.

Assignee. A person to whom anything is

assigned.

Assignor. The person who assigns.

Balance. Difference between two state-

ments or accounts.
Bankrupt. A person unable to pay his

debts.

Bill of Exchange. An order for money to

be paid.

Bill of Sale. A contract signed and sealed
for the sale of personal property.

Bills Payable. Name given to notes made
and to be paid by a party.

Bills Receivable. Notes made and to be
paid to a party.

Bond. An instrument or deed providing a
money security.

Capital. The amount of assets on which
a business is carried on.

Check. An order on a bank for the pay-
ment of money.

Capitation. A tax on every male who is

of age.
Commission. The amount or proportion
charged by an agent in a business trans-

action.

Company. An association for transacting

business.

Consideration. The sum of money or

thing for which a transaction is made.
Consign. To send goods, etc. . to a party.

Consignee. One to whom goods are con-
signed.

Consignor. One who consigns goods.
Contract. A bargain or agreement.
Conveyance. A document transferring

property.
Days of Grace. Three days legally al-

lowed beyond the date for payment.
Debit. To make debtor in an account or
books.

Default. Failure to pay.
Discount. A sum taken from a bill or

note.

Dividend. Interest on stock investments,
etc

Draft. An order for the payment of a cer-

tain sum.
Drawer. One who draws a draft, etc.

Drawee. The person on whom the draft
is drawn.

Effects. Property of every description.

Entry. A record made in books of ac-
count.

Executor. One appointed to carry out the
provisions of a will.

Exhibit. A writing or official statement.
Pace. The sum named in a note, etc.

Pailure. A bankruptcy.
Pirm. The style or name of a company
under which it transacts business.

Poreclose. To deprive a mortgagor by
legal process of his right of redemption.

Goods. A term applied generally to mer-
chandise, etc.

Gross. Entire, as gross receipts. Twelve
dozen.

Guarantee. A security.

Honor. To accept and pay a note, draft,

etc.

Hypothecate. To make a security of.

Indorsement. A signature on the back
of a bill, note, etc.

Insolvent. Unable to pay all debts.

Interest. A certain proportion of a sum
as profit ; a share.

Inventory. A catalogue, or list.

Joint Stock. Stock held by more than one
person, or in company.

Judgment. Decree of court to pay in a
suit.

Lease. A usually written contract for hir-

ing of land or buildings.
Legal Tender. Money decreed by the
government to be legal and a proper
means of payment.

Letter of Credit. A letter giving a cer-
tain credit to a person named therein.

Letters Patent. A written instrument
granting certain rights and powers.

Letters of Administration. The in*

strument granting authority to adminis-
trators.

Lien. A valid claim by reason of some
debt.

Liquidation. The settling and adjust-

ment of accounts.
Maturity. The time when a payment is

due.
Mortgage. A conditional conveyance ot

property giving a right of redemption.
Mortgagor. One giving such a convey-

ance.
Mortgagee. One to whom such a convey-
ance is given.

Net. The amount remaining after making
all deductions.

Partnership. An association of two or
more persons for the transaction of busi-

ness.

Par Value. The face value.

Payee. The person to whom a payment
is due.

Protest. A notary's official notice of now
payment ot a note, draft, or check.
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Rebate. A reduction in consideration of
prompt payment.

Receipt. A written acknowledgment of
payment.

Salvage. Compensation for assistance in

saving a vessel.

Schedule. An inventory.

Set-off. A claim off-setting a debt.

Sight. The time when a draft is pre-
sented.

8uspend. To stop payment.
Silent Partner. One who furnishes capital

but whose name does not appear in a
firm.

Sterling. The British standard of coin-
age.

Scrip. A certificate of joint stock
Staple. A standard commodity or pro-

duction.
Teller. A bank official who pays out and

receives money.
Transfer. A conveyance of right, property

or tide. [or other fact.

Voucher. A document proving a receipt

DICTIONARY OF NAUTICAL TERMS.

Abaft. Toward the stern.

About. To take the opposite tack.

Anchor. The heavy piece of iron which
holds the ship at rest.

Alee. On the side away from the wind.

Astern. In the direction of the stern.

Athwart. In a line across the ship.

Beating. Sailing against the wind by
tacking.

Bow. The front of a vessel.

Bend. To fasten : as, to bend on a rope.

Berth. A ship's anchorage, or a narrow
shelf for sleeping on.

Block. A pulley.

Bolt Rope. The rope surrounding the

sail to which it is sewed.
Brace. A rope attached to a boom or yard
by which they are moved.

Boom. The spar at the bottom of a ?ail

by which it is extended.
Bulkhead. A partition within the hull.

Bulwarks. The sides of a vessel sur-

rounding and extending above the deck.
Cable. A strong rope or chain.

Caboose. A kitchen on deck.

Camel. An arrangement for assisting a
ship over shoals.

Carry Away. To break or lose a rope or

spar.

Cat Block. The tackle block for hoisting

the anchor.
Cat's Paw. A light puff of wind.
Caulk. To make tight the seams of a

vessel.

Clew. To bind up.
Clew Lines. Ropes for clewing.
Combings. The raised edges around the

hatches.

Cock Pit. A room for wounded men in a
war vessel.

Companionway. The cabin stairway.
Compass. An instrument showing the

vessel's course.

Coxswain. The steerer of a small boat.

Deadlight. An iron shutter covering a
port hole.

Dead Reckoning. The keeping the
course of a vessel with the use of logline

and compass.
Peck. The covering or floor to a ship.

Draught. Th^ depth of water required to
float a vessel.

Fathom. Six feet.

Pender. A piece of wood or other
material to prevent the contact of two
vessels.

Foot-rope. A rope extending along and
under a yard on which the seamen stand.

Pore and Aft. From bow to stern.

Forecastle. That part forward of the
foremast.

Foremast. The mast nearest the bow.
Forge. To move slowly ahead.
Founder. To sink.
Furl. To roll up.
Gaff. The upper spar holding up a fore
and aft sail.

Galley. The kitchen.
Gangway. An entrance to a ship.
Grapnel. A small anchor.
Halyards. Ropes for hoisting sails.

Hatch, or Hatchway. An opening in the
deck.

Heave to. To stop by bringing a ship'f

bow to the wind.
Hold. The interior of a vessel.

Hull. The body only of a vessel.

Jaw.
The mast end of a boom or gaff,

ib. A triangular sail at a ship's bow.
urymast. A temporary mast,
ibe. To shift a sail from one side to the
other.

Keel. The lowest timber in a ship.

Knot. A nautical mile.

Larboard. The left hand of a ship looking
toward the bow.

Launch. To let a ship slide into the
water.

Lead. A mass of lead used in sounding.
: Lee. Away from the wind.
Leeway. The lee motion or space of

' water.
Locker. A chest'or box.
Log or Logline. A rope used for meas-
uring the speed of a vessel.

Log or Logbook. The ship's record or
diary.

Luff. To bring a ship nearer to the wind.
Manrope. A rope used in going up m
down the ship's side.
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Mast. An upright piece of Umber set in a
ship for supporting sails, rigging, etc.

Masthead. The head or top of a mast.
Mess. A number of men eating together.
Midships. The middle, or widest part of
a ship.

Ifissenmast: Mizzensail. The hind-
most when there are three.

Moor. To secure a ship in any position.

Nip. A short turn, as in a rope.
Painter. A rope used to secure a boat to
anything.

Pay Out. To slacken or give out, as to
pay out a rope.

Peak. The upper and outer corner of a
boom sail.

Pintle. The bolt on which a rudder is

hung.
Port. The same as larboard.
Port or Porthole. An opening in a ship's

side to admit light and air.

Quarter. The stern portion of a ship's
side.

Rake. The inclination of a mast.
Reef. A portion of the sail which is clewed
up when the wind is too high to expose
the whole.

Reef. To take up such a portion.
Reeve. To pass the end of a rope through
a pulley, etc.

Rigging. A term applied generally to a
vesseFs ropes, etc.

Road. An open space of water where
ships may anchor.

Rowlock. Arrangement for giving pur-
chase to an oar in rowing.

Rudder. The contrivance which steers a
vessel.

Scud. To sail before a heavy wind or

•atil. The sheet of canvas which is exposed
to the wind and gives motion to the
vessel.

Seams. Where the ship's planks join.

Sheet. A rope for controlling and moving
a sail.

Shore. A prop under a beam.
Skipper. The name given generally to

the master of a small vessel.

Sloop. A vessel with but one mast.
Sound. To ascertain the depth of tht

water.
Spar. A name applied to a mast, boom

gaff, yard, etc.

Stern. The rear portion of a vessel.

Stay. A rope supporting or keeping in

place a mast.
Tack. To go against the wind in a zigzag

course, and to change a ship's course by
shifting her rudder and sails.

Taut. Tight.
Thwarts. A boat's seats.

Tiller. A bar for moving a rudder.

Trick. A sailor's duration of time in steer.

ing.

Warp. To move a vessel by a line fasten-

ed at the end to an anchor.
Watch. A certain portion of time foi

duty.
Wake. The track left in the water by a
moving vessel.

Weather. Toward the wind.
Weigh Anchor. To raise the anchor.
Waist. That portion of the deck between

the quarter-deck and forecastle.

Windlass. A machine for raising the
anchor or cargo.

Windward. The point from whence the
wind blows.

Yacht. A sailing vessel used for pleas-
ure.

Yard. A spar supporting and extending a
sail.

Yardarm. Either half of a yard.

Yaw. A movement causing a temporary
change of course.

DICTIONARY OF MUSICAL TERMS.

Accompaniment. A secondary part added
to the principal for the improvement of
the general effect.

Adagio. A slow movement.
Ad Libitum. Implies that the time of the
movement is left to the discretion of the
performer.

Allegretto. With cheerful quickness.
Andante. Somewhat sedate ; slowly.

Animato, Animaso, or Con Anima.
Animated ; with spirit.

Assai. Very .- used as an adverb with
another word.

A temp. In regular time.

Beat. An indication of a certain duration
of time.

Ben. Implying well, as Ben marcato.
Calando. A gradual diminution in speed
and tons.

Chromatic. Proceeding or formed by
semi-tones.

Con. With ; as Con expressione.

Crescendo. A gradual increase in tone.

Da. By.
Delicato. With delicacy.

Dales, or Dal. In a soft, quiet manner.
Doloroso. In a melancholy, sad style.

Espressivo, or Con expressione. Witk
expression.

Pine. The end.
Pork, or Por. Strong, loud.
Furioso. With great animation.
Oiusto. In perfect time.
Grsve. The slowest time or movement
Gusto, Con gusto. With style; taste.

II. The.
Impetuoso. Impetuously.
la. In; ss In tempo.
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Intrado, or Introduxione. An introduc-

tion to a piece of music.
Largo. A slow and solemn degree of

time.

Legato. In a smooth, even manner.
Leggiando. Lightly.

Marcato. In a marked manner.
The same.
In a medium degree ; as Mezzo

Meme.
Mezzo.

forte.

Moderato. Moderately.
Malto. Very ; as Malto forte.

Movimento. Movement: time.

Nobile. Grandly; impressively.

Obligate. An essential portion of a com-
position.

Ottava, or 8va. An octave.
Pedale, or Ped. Signifies that performer
must press down pedal.

Pen. A little.

Piano, or P. Soft.

Pianissimo, or PP. Very soft.

Plus. More.
Poco a poco. Gradually; by a regular

gradation.
Pomposo. Pompously.
Precipitate Very quickly: hurriedly.
Premiere. First ; as Premiere fois ; first

time.

Very quick.
As Violino primo, first violin.

In the manner of; like.

With repose, quietly.

Rapidly.
Rinforzando. Rinf. or Rf. with increase.
Ritenente, Ritenato. Decreasing in

speed.

Segno. Sign : as al segno, go back to
sign.

Sempre. Always, as Sempre piane.
Serioso. Seriously.
Solo, Sola. Alone. A composition ren-
dered by one person.

Sostenuto, or Sost. Prolonged, sus-

tained.

Spirito. With spirit.

Staccato. Each note to be distinctly
marked.

8tesso. The same.
8yncopation. Connecting the last note

of a bar with the first note of the follow*
ing. thus forming one prolonged not*
with a duration equal to the two.

Syncopate. In a syncopated style.

Tanto, or Ton. Not so much.
Tardo. Slowly.
Tempo Coroodo. Conveniently.
Theme. A subject.

Tranquil lo. Tranquilly.
Tremendi. With terrific expression.

Tremando, Tremolo. The rapid striking

of a note so as to produce a tremulous
effect.

Trille, or Trillo. A trill or shake.
Trio. A composition for three performers
Triplet. A group of three notes equal ia

duration of time to two notes of the samf
value.

Un A. As un poco, a little.

Veloce. Rapialy.
Velocissimo. With great rapidity.

Vigoroso. With vigor.
Vivace. Vivamented; briskly.

Volti Subito. Turn over quickly.

DICTIONARY OF MYTHOLOGY.
Achates. A friend of ./Eneas, whose fidelity was so exemplary that Pidu* Achates has
become a proverb.

Achilles, the son of Peleus and Thetis, was the bravest of all the Greeks in the Trojan
war. During his infancy Thetis plunged him in the Styx, thus making every part of
his body invulnerable except the heel by which she hela him.

Actjbon. A famous huntsman, son of Aristaeus and Autonoe. daughter of Cadmus.
He saw Diana and her attendants bathing, for which he was changed into a stag and
devoured by his own dogs.

Adonis, son of Cinyras and Myrrha, was the favorite of Venus. He was fond of hunt-
ing, and was often cautioned not to hunt wild beasts. This advice he slighted, and at
last was mortally wounded by a wild boar.

JEcts. The shield of Jupiter. He gave it to Pallas, who placed Medusa's head on it,

which turned into stones all those who gazed at it.

A£nbas. A Troian prince, son of Anchises and Venus. He married Creusa/the daughter
of Priam, and they had a son named Ascanius. During the Trojan war iEncas be«
haved with great valor in defense of Troy.

iEoms, the ruler of storms and winds, was the son of Hippotas. He reigned over iEolia.

He was the inventor of sails, and a great astronomer, from which the poets have called

him the god of wind.
A&sculapius, son of Apollo and Coronis, or as some say of Apollo and Larissa, daughter
of Phlegias,was the god of medicine.

Ajax, son of Telamon and Peribcea, or Eriboea, was one of the bravest of the Greeks ia

the Trojan war.
Albion, son of Neptune and Amphitrite, came into Britain, where he established a king;

dom. and introduced astrology and the art of building ships. <^-eat Britain be"*
"Albion" after him
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Albcto. One of the furies. She is represented with her head covered with serpents
and breathing vengeance, war, and pestilence.

Amphion, son of Jupiter and Antiope. He cultivated poetry, and made such progress
in music that he is said to have been the inventor of it, ana to have built the walls of
Thebes by the sound of his lyre.

Amfhitritb. A daughter ofOceanus and Tethys, who married Neptune. She is some*
times called Salaiia. She was mother of Triton, a sea deity.

Andrombda. A daughter of Cepheus, king of ^Ethiopia, and Cassiope. She was
promised in marriage to Phineus, when Neptune drowned the kingdom and sent a sea-
monster to ravage the country, because Cassiope had boasted that she was fairer than
Juno and the Nereides. The oracle of Jupiter Amnion was consulted, but nothing
could stop the resentment of Neptune except the exposure of Andromeda to the sea-
monster. She was accordingly tied to a rock, but at the moment the monster was about
to devour her, Perseus, returning from the conquest of the Gorgons, saw her, and was
captivated with her beauty. He changed the monster into a rock by showing Medusa's
head, and released Andromeda and married her.

Aktiofb, daughter of Nycteus, king of Thebes, and Polyxo, was beloved by Jupiter.
Amphion and Tethus were her offspring.

(

Afhkoditb. The Grecian name for Venus, because Venus is said to have been born
from the froth of the ocean.

Apis. A god of the Egyptians, worshipped under the form of an ox. Some say that
Isis and Osiris are the deities worshipped under this name, because they taught the
Egyptians agriculture.

Apollo. Son of Jupiter and Latona ; called also Phoebus. He was the god of the fine

arts, and the reputed originator of music, poetry, and eloquence. He had received
from Jupiter the power of Knowing futurity, and his oracles were in repute everywhere.

Arbthusa, a nymph of Elis, daughter of Oceanus, and one of Diana's attendants. As
she returned one day from hunting she bathed in the Alpheus stream. The god of the
river was enamored of her, and pursued her over the mountains, till Arethusa, ready
to sink from fatigue, implored Diana to change her into a fountain, which the goddess
did.

Argus. A son of Arestor, whence he is sometimes called Arestorides. He had a hun-
dred eyes, of which only two were asleep at one time. Juno set him to watch Io,

whom Jupiter had changed into a heifer, out Mercury, by order of Jupiter, slew him,
by lulling all his eyes to sleep with the notes of the lyre. Juno put the eyes of Argus
in the tail of the peacock, a bird sacred to her.

Ariadnb. daughter of Minos, second king of Crete, and Pasiphae, fell in love with The-
seus, who was shut up in the labyrinth to be devoured by the Minotaur. She gave
Theseus a clue of thread, by which he extricated himself from the windings of the
labyrinth. After he had conquered the Minotaur he married her, but after a time for-

sook her. On this, according to some authorities, she hanged herself.

Atb. Daughter of Jupiter and goddess of all evil. She raised such discord among the

gods that Jupiter banished her from heaven, and sent her to dwell on earth, where she
incited mankind to evil thoughts and actions.

Bacchus was son of Jupiter and Semele, the daughter of Cadmus. He was the god of
wine, and is generally represented crowned with vine leaves.

Borbas. The name of the north wind blowing from the Hyperborean mountains.
According to the poets, he was son of Aslraeus and Aurora. He was passionately fond
of Hyacinthus.

Briarbus. A famous giant, son of Coelus and Terra. He had a hundred hands and
fifty heads, and was called by men by the name of jEgeon.

Cacus, a famous robber, son of Vulcan and Medusa, represented as a three-headed
monster vomiting flames. He resided in Italy, and tne avenues of his cave were cov-
ered with human bones.

Caducbus. A rod entwined at one end with two serpents, It was the attribute of Mer-
cury, and was given to him by Apollo in exchange for the lyre.

Calliope. One of the Muses, daughter of Jupiter and Mnemosyne, who presided over
eloquence and heroic poetry.

Cassandra, daughter of Priam and Hecuba, was passionately loved by Apollo, who
promised to grant her whatever she might require, and she obtained from him the power
of seeing into futurity.

Castor and Pollux were twin brothers, sons of Jupiter and Leda. Mercury carried

them to Pallena, where they were educated. As soon as they arrived at manhood they
embarked with Jason in quest of the Golden Fleece. In this expedition they evinced
great courage. Pollux defeated and slew Amycus in the combat of the Cestus, and
was afterwards considered to be the god and patron of boxing and wrestling. Castor
distinguished himself in the management of horses*
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Cerberus. A dog of Pluto. According to Hesiod he had fifty heads, but according to
other mythologists he had three only. He was placed at the entrance to the infernal

regions to prevent the living from entering, and the inhabitants of the place from
escaping.

Ceres, the goddess of corn and harvests, was daughter of Saturn and Vesta. She was
the mother of Proserpine, who was carried away by Pluto while she was gathering
flowers.

Charon. A god of the infernal regions, son of Nox and Erebus, who conducted the
souls of the dead in a boat over the rivers Styx and Acheron.

Chimjkra. A celebrated monster which continually vomited flames. It was destroyed
by Bellerophon.

Chiron. A centaur, half a man and half a horse, son of Philyra and Saturn. He was
famous for his knowledge of music, medicine and shooting, and taught mankind the
use of plants and medicinal herbs.

Circe. A daughter of Sol and Perseis, celebrated for her knowledge of magic and ven-
omous herbs.

Clio. The first of the Muses, daughter of Jupiter and Mnemosyne. She presided over
history.

Cloacina. A goddess at Rome, who presided over the Cloase, which were large recep-
tacles for the filth of the whole city.

Clotho, the youngest of the three Parcse, who were daughters of Jupiter and Themis.
were supposed to preside over the moment of birth. She held the distaff in her hand
and spun the thread of life.

Clytia, or Clytie. A daughter of Oceanus and Tethys, beloved by Apollo. She was
changed into a sunflower.

Comus. The god of revelry, feasting, and nocturnal amusements. He is represented
as a drunken young man with a torch in his hand.

Cybels. A goddess, daughter of Ccelus and Terra, and wife of Saturn.
Cyclopes. A race of men of gigantic stature, supposed to be the sons of Coelus and

Terra. They had only one eye, which was in the center of the forehead. According
to Hesiod they were three in number, named Arges, Brontes, and Stcropes. .

Daphne. A daughter of the river Peneus, or of the Ladon, and the goddess Terra, of
whom Apollo became enamored. Daphne fled to avoid the addresses of this god, and
was changed into a laurel.

Dbjanira. A daughter of jEneus, king of iEtolia. Her beauty procured her many ad-
mirers, and her father promised to give her in marriage to him who should excel in

a competition of strength. Hercules obtained the prize, and married Dejanira.
Diana. The goddess of hunting. According to Cicero there were three of the name,

viz., a daughter of Jupiter and Proserpine, a daughter of Jupiter and Latona, and a
daughter of Upis and Glauce. The second is the most celebrated, and all mention of
Diana by ancient writers refers to her. To shun the society of men she devoted her-
self to hunting, and was always accompanied by a number of young women who, like

herself, abjured marriage. She is represented with a quiver and attended by djgs.
The most famous of her temples was that at Ephesus, which was one of the wonders
of the world.

Diombdes, a son of Tydeus and Deiphyie, was king of Mloha, and one of the bravest
of the Grecian chiefs in the Trojan war. He often engaged Hector and iEneas, and
obtained much military glory.

Deyadbs. Nymphs that presided over the woods. Oblations of milk, oil and honey
were offered to them. Sometimes the votaries of the Dryads sacrificed a goat to
them.

Echo. A daughter of the Air and Tellus, who was one of Juno's attendants. She was
deprived of speech by Juno, but was allowed to reply to questions put to her.

Elysium. The Elysian Fields, a place in the infernal regions, where, according to the
ancients, the souls of the virtuous existed after death.

Endymion. A shepherd, son of /Ethlius and Calyce. He is said to have required of

Jupiter that he might always be young. Diana saw him as he slept on Mount Latmus,
and was so struck with his beauty that she came down from heaven every night to

visit him.
Eos. The name of Aurora among the Greeks.
Erato. One of the muses. She presided over lyric poetry, and is represented as crowned
with roses and myrtle, and holding a lyre in her hand.

Erebus. A deity of the infernal regions, son of Chaos and Darkness. The poets often
use the word to signify the infernal regions.

Europa. A daughter of Agenor, king of Phoenicia, and Telaphassa. Her beauty
attracted Jupiter, and to become possessed of her he assumed the shape of a handsome
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bull, and mingled with the herds of Agenor while Europa was gathering flowers in the
meadows. She caressed the animal and mounted on his back. The god crossed the
sea with her, and arrived in Crete, where he assumed his proper form and declared his

love. She became mother of Minos, Sarpedon, and Rhadamanthus.
Eutbrpb. One of the Muses, daughter of Jupiter and Mnemosyne. She presided
over music.

Fauni. Rural deities represented as having the legs, feet and ears of goats, and the
rest of the body human.

Flora. The goddess of flowers and gardens among the Romans. She was the same
as the Chloris among the Greeks.

Fortuna. A powerful deity among the ancients, daughter of Oceanus, according to

Homer, or one of the Pare* according to Pindar. She was the goddess of Fortune,
and bestowed riches or poverty on mankind.

Galat<b. A sea-nymph, daughter of Nerccus and Doris. She was loved by Polyphe-
mus, the Cyclops, whom she treated with disdain, while she was in love with Acis, a
shepherd.

Ganymbdes. A beautiful youth of Phrygia. He was taken to heaven by Jupiter while
tending flocks on Mount Ida, and he became the cup-bearer of the gods in place of
Hebe.

Gigantbs. The sons of Ccelus and Terra, who, according to Hesiod, sprang from the
blood of a wound inflicted on Caelus by his son Saturn. They were represented as
huge giants, with strength in accordance with their size.

Glaucus. A fisherman of Boeotia. He observed that the fishes which he caught and
laid on the grass became invigorated and leaped into the sea. He tasted the grass, and
suddenly felt a desire to live in the sea. He was made a sea-deity by Oceanus and
Tethys.

Hakpyla. The Harpies, winged monsters, who had the face of a woman, the body of
a vulture, and feet and fingers armed with claws. They were three in number—Aello,
Ocypcte, and Ccleno. They were daughters of Neptune and Terra.

Hkbb. A daughter of Jupiter and Juno. She was made cup-bearer to the gods, but
was dismissed from the office by Jupiter because she fell down in a clumsy posture .is

she was pouring out nectar at a festival, and Ganymedes succeeded her as cup-bearer.

Hblbna. One ot the most beautiful women in the age in which she lived. Her beauty
was so universally admired, even in her infancy, that Theseus, with his friend Pirith.

ous, carried her away when she was ten years of age and concealed her with his

mother, but she was recovered by Castor and Pollux, and restored to her native
country.

Hbrculbs. A celebrated hero who, after death, was ranked among the gods.

Hbsionb. A daughter of Loademon, king of Troy. It was her fate to Be exposed to a
sea-monster, to whom the Trojans presented yearly a young girl to appease the resent-

ment of Apollo and Neptune, whom Laodemon had offended. Hercules undertook
to rescue her, and attacking the monster just as he was about to devour her, killed him
with his club.

Hyacintmus. A son of Amyclas and Diomede. greatly beloved by Apollo and Zephyrus.
He was accidentally killed by Apollo, who changed his blood into a flower which bore
his name.

Hygbia. The goddess of health, daughter of /Esculapius. She was held in great ven-

eration among the ancients.

Icarus. A son of Daedalus who, with his father, took a winged flight from Crete to

escape the anger of Minos. His flight was too high, and thus the sun melted the wax
which cemented his wings, and he fell into the sea and was drowned.

Io, a daughter of Inachus, was a priestess of Juno at Argos. Jupiter changed her into

a beautiful heifer, and eventually restored her to her own form. She was greatly per.

secuted by Juno.
Isis. A celebrated deity of the Egyptians, daughter of Saturn and Rhea, according tc

Diodorus of Sicily.

Janus. An ancient king who reigned in Italy. He was a native of Thessaly, and, ac

cording to some writers, a son o? Apollo.

JtfNO. A celebrated deity among the ancients, daughter of Saturn and Ops. Jupitc
married her, and the nuptials were celebrated with the greatest solemnity in the presence

of all the gods. By her marriage with Jupker, Juno became the queen of all the gods,

and mistress of heaven and earth. She presided over marriage, and patronized these

of her sex who were distinguished for virtuous conduct.

Iupitsr. The chief of all the gods of the ancients.

Laocon. A priest of Apollo, who in the Trojan war was opposed to the admission of

the wooden horse to the city.
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Lams. Gods of inferior power at Rome, who presided over houses and families.

Lbmurbs. The manes of the dead. The ancients supposed that after death the departed
souls wandered over the world and disturbed the peace of its inhabitants.

Lbthb. One of the rivers of hell, whose waters were imbibed by the souls of the dead
which had been for a certain time confined in Tartarus. Those who drank of this river

forgot whatever they had previously known.
Lucifer. The name of the planet Venus, or morning star.

Lucina. Daughter of Jupiter and Juno. She was the goddess who presided over the
birth of children.

Medusa. One of the three Gorgons, daughter of Phorcys and Ceto. She was the only
one of the Gorgons subject to mortality. She was celebrated for her personal charms
and the beauty of her hair, which Minerva changed into serpents.

Mars, the god of war, was the son of Jupiter and Juno. The loves of Mars and Venus
are greatly celebrated. On one occasion, while in each other's company, Vulcan
spread a net round them, from which they could not escape without assistance. They
were thus exposed to the ridicule of the gods till Neptune induced Vulcan to set them
at liberty.

Melpomene. One of the Muses, daughter of Jupiter and Mnemosyne. She presided
over tragedy. She is generally represented as a young woman wearing a buskin and
holding a dagger in her hand.

Mercurius. A celebrated god of antiquity, called Hermes by the Greeks. He was the
messenger of the gods, and conducted the souls of the dead into the infernal regions.

Minerva, the goddess of wisdom, war and all the liberal arts, sprang, full grown and
armed, from the head of Jupiter, and was immediately admitted to the assembly of the

gods, and became one of the most faithful counsellors of her father. Her power in

heaven was so great, she could hurl the thunders of Jupiter, prolong the life of men,
and bestow the gift of prophecy.

Minotaurus. A celebrated monster, half a man and half a bull, for which a number of
young Athenian men and maidens were yearly exacted to be devoured.

Mnemosyne. A daughter of Caelus and Terra, mother of the nine Muses. Jupiter as-

sumed the form of a shepherd in order to enjoy her company.
Momus, the god of mirth among the ancients, according to Hesiod, was the son of
Nox. He amused himself by satirising the gods by turning into ridicule whatever
they did.

Morpheus. A minister of the god Sommis, who imitated very naturally the gestures,
words and manners of mankind. He is sometimes called the god of sleep. He is gen-
erally represented as a sleeping child, of great corpulence, with wings.

Naiades. Inferior deities who presided over rivers, springs, wells and fountains
Narcissus, a beautiful youth, son of Cephisus and the nymph Liriope, was born at
Thespis in Bceotia. He saw his image reflected in a fountain and became in love with
it, thinking it to be the nymph of the place. His fruitless attempts to reach this beau-
tiful object so provoked him, that he killed himself. His blood was then changed into

a flower which still bears his name.
Nemesis. One of the infernal deities, daughter of Nox. She was the goddess of van.
geance.

Nbptunits. One of the gods, son of Saturn and Ops, and brother to Jupiter and Plut*.
He was devoured by his father as soon as he was born, and restored to life again by a
potion given to Saturn by Metis, the first wife of Jupiter.

Nereides. Nymphs of the sea. daughters of Nereus and Doris. According to most of
the mycologists, they were fifty in number. They are represented as young and hand-
some girls, sitting on dolphins and armed with tridents.

Nbssus. A celebrated Centaur killed by Hercules for insulting Dejanira.
Nox. One of the most ancient deities among the heathens, daughter of Chaos. She
gave birth to the Day and the Light, ana was mother of the Pares, Hesperides,
Dreams, Death, etc.

OcBANiDES and Ocbanitidbs. Sea nymphs, daughters of Oceanus, from whom they
received their name. According to Apollodorus tney were 3,000 in number.

Oceanus. A powerful deity of the sea, son of Coelus and Terra. He married Tethys,
the Oceanides being their children.

Ops. A daughter of Ccelus and Terra, the same as the Rhea of the Greeks, who mar*
ried Saturn and became mother of Jupiter.

Orpheus. A son of CEger and the Muse Calliope. He received a lyre from Apollo, or,

according to some, from Mercury, on which he played in so masterly a manner that
the melodious sounds caused rivers to cease to flow, and savage beasts to forget their

wildness.
Osiris. A great deity of the Egyptians, husband of Isis. The ancients differ in opinio*
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concerning this celebrated god, but they all agTee that as ruler of Egypt ne took care
to civilize his subjects, to improve their morals, to give them good and salutary laws,
and to teach them agriculture.

Pjban. A surname of Apollo derived from the word Paatt, a hymn which was sung in

his honor for killing the serpent Python.
Pallas. A name ofMinerva. She is said to have received the name because she killed

a noted giant bearing that name.
Pan. The god of shepherds, huntsmen, and the inhabitants of the country. He was

ia appearance a monster; he had two small horns on his head, and his legs, thighs,
tail and feet were like those of the goat.

Pandora. A celebrated woman ; the first mortal female that ever lived, according to
Hesiod.

Pasiphab. A daughter of the Sun and of Perseis, who married Minos, king of Crete.
She became the mother of the Minotaur which was killed by Theseus.

Pknatbs. Certain inferior deities among the Romans, who presided over the domestic
affairs of families.

Phaon. A boatman of Mitylene, in Lesbos. He received a box of ointment from
Venus, who presented herself to him in the form of an old woman. When he had
rubbed himself with the unguent he became beautiful, and Sappho, the celebrated
poetess, became enamored with him. For a short time he devoted himself to her, but
soon treated her with coldness, upon which she threw herself into the sea and was
drowned.

PifiLOCTaTBS was one of the Argonauts. He received from Hercules the arrows which
had been dipped in the gall of the Hydra.

Parca. The Fates, powerful goddesses who presided over the birth and life of man-
kind.

Pegasus. A winged horse sprung from the blood of Medusa. According to Ovid he
fixed his abode on Mount Helicon, where, by striking the earth with his foot, he raised
a fountain which has been called Hippocrene.

Phlegkthon. A river in the infernal regions, between the banks of which flames of fire

flowed instead of water.
Phyllis. A daughter of Sithon. She received Demophoon, who landed on her coasts
on his return from the Trojan war, and fell in love with him, and he reciprocated her
affection ; but afterwards proving faithless, Phyllis hanged herself, and according to an
old tradition was changed into an almond tree.

Pious. King of Latium, son of Saturn, who married Venilia. As he was hunting he
was met by Circe, who became enamored with him. She changed him into a wood'
pecker.

Plbiadbs. A name given to seven daughters of Atlas and Pleione. They were placed
after death in the heavens and formed a constellation.

Pluto, son of Saturn and Ops, inherited his father's kingdom with his brothers, Jupiter
and Neptune. He received as his portion the kingdom of the infernal regions, of
death, and funerals. He seized Proserpine as she was gathering flowers, and carrying
her away on his chariot, she became his wife and queen of the infernal regions.

Plutus, the god of riches, was the son of Jason, or Jasius, and Ceres.
Polyhymnia. One of the Muses, daughter of Jupiter and Mnemosyne. She presided
over singing and rhetoric.

Pomona. A nymph at Rome, who was supposed to preside over gardens and to be the
goddess of fruit trees.

Prosrrfinr, a daughter of Ceres and Jupiter, called by the Greeks Persephone. As she
was gathering flowers Pluto carried "her off to the infernal regions, where he married
her. Ceres, having learnt that her daughter had been carried away by Pluto, demanded
of Jupiter that Pluto should be punished. As queen of hell, Proserpine presided over
the death of mankind.

Psychs. A nymph who married Cupid. Venus put her to death because of this, but
Jupiter, at the request of Cupid, granted immortality to her.

Python. A celebrated serpent sprung from the mud and stagnated waters which re-

mained on the surface of the earth after the deluge of Deucalion. Apollo killed the
monster.

Sirrnrs. The Sirens. They lured to destruction those who listened to their songs.
When Ulysses sailed past their island he stopped the ears of his companions with wax,
and had himself tied to the mast of his ship Thus he passed with safety, and the
Sirens, disappointed of their prey, drowned themselves.

Saturnus. The son of Coelus, or Uranus, by Terra. It was customary to offer human
victims on his altars till this custom was abolished by Hercules. He is generally rep-
resented as to old man bent with age, and holding a scythe in his right hand
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Silbnus. A demigod, who is represented generally as a fat old man riding on an ass,

with flowers crowning his head.
Sisyphus. Son of ^Eolus and Enaretta. After death he was condemned, in the infernal

regions, to roll a stone to the summit of a hill, which always rolled back, and rendered
his punishment eternal.

Somnus, son of Nox and Erebus, was one of the infernal deities, and presided over
sleep.

Sphinx. A monster, having the head and breasts of a woman, the body of a dog, the
tail of a serpent, the wings of a bird, and the paws of a lion.

Styx. A celebrated river of the infernal regions. The gods held it in such veneration
that they always swore by it, the oath being inviolable.

Tartarus. One of the regions of hell, where, according to Virgil, the souls of those

who were exceptionally depraved were punished.
Tbrpsichorb. One of the Muses, daughter of Jupiter and Mnemosyne. She presided

over dancing. -

Thalia. One of the Muses. She presided over festivals and comic poetry.

Thbtis. A sea deity, daughter of Nereus and Doris. She married Peleus, their son
being Achilles, whom she plunged into the Styx, thus rendering him invulnerable in

every part of the body except the heel by which she held him.
Titanks. The Titans. A name given to the gigantic sons of Ccelus and Terra.
Triton. A sea deity, son of Neptune and Amphitrite. He was very powerful, and

could calm the sea and abate storms at his pleasure.

Typhceus, or Typhon. A famous giant, son of Tartarus and Terra, who had a hundred
heads. He made war against the gods, and was put to flight by the thunderbolts of
Jupiter, who crushed him under Mount ittna.

Urania. One of the Muses, daughter of Jupiter and Mnemosyne. She presided over
astronomy.

Vbnus. One of the most celebrated deities of the ancients ; the goddess of beauty and
mother of love. She sprang from the foam of the sea, and was carried to heaven,
where all the gods admired her beauty.

Vesta. A goddess, daughter of Rhea and Saturn. The Palladium, a celebrated statue

of Pallas, was supposed to be preserved within her sanctuary, where a fire was kept
continually burning.

Vulcanus. The god who presided over fire, and who was the patron of those who
worked in iron.

DICTIONARY OF LAW TERMS.

Abandonment. The relinquishing to the underwriters, under an insurance, of all

the property saved from a wreck, in order to entitle the insured to claim for a total loss.

Abate. To* break down, destroy, or remove ; as, for instance, to abate (remove or
put an end to) a nuisance.
Abduction. The unlawful taking or detention of a woman (having property in pos-

session or expectancy) against her will, with the intention of procuring tier marriage ofr

defilement. Also the unlawful taking of a child or of an unmarried girl, under the age
of sixteen years, out of the possession, and against the will, of her father, or other person
having the lawful care of her, although done without force or corrupt motives. The
Crime is defined by statute in most of the United States.

Abettor. A person who encourages or excites another to commit an offence punisha-
ble by law.
Abeyance. The fee simple of lands is in abeyance when there i* no person in being

in whom it can vest, so that it is in a state of expectancy or waiting until a proper person
shall appear, or the right thereto is determined. The same applies to dignities or offices.

Abjuration (oath of). An oath disclaiming any right in the pretender to the British
throne, and also the jurisdiction and authority of the pope or any other foreign prince
within this realm.
Abstract of Title. An epitome of the deeds and documents constituting the evidence

of title to an estate.

Accessory. A person concerned in a felonious offence, although not the actual perpe-
trator, nor present at its performance. He may be accessory either before or after the fact.
Acknowledgment by a Married Woman. A ceremony gone through by a mar-

ried woman to enable her to convey her interest in land, and which has been substituted
for the old process of a fine.

Action. The method of demanding the enforcement of a legal right, and procuring
«edress for a civil injury in the courts of common law.
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Acts of Bankruptcy are numerous—such as keeping out of the way to avoid a
creditor, etc.

Addition. The title, degree, profession, or business, and also the place of abode of
a person.
Adjudication. In England, the act of giving judgment, as, for instance, when a

bankruptcy judge finds a party bankrupt, it is called the Adjudication. In Scotland it

b applied to the law whereby a creditor attaches the property of his debtor, and has dif-

ferent significations, according to the nature of the property attached.

Administrator. He that nas.the goods of a person dying without a will committed
to bis care, for the purpose of legal distribution. The wife or husband surviving, first,

and then the nearest of kin is entitled to administration.
Affidavit. A written statement upon oath. It must be sworn before a person au-

thorized to administer oaths : who that is, depends upon what the affidavit relates to.

The same officer b not usually empowered to administer oaths for all purposes.
Affinity. Relation by marriage between the husband or wile and the blood relations

af either; but not between the husband and wife themselves.

Affirmation. A solemn declaration in lieu ofan oath.

Agent. A person appointed to do an act for another. The act, when performed. Is,

m law. the act of the principal ; the maxim being " what one does by another he does
himself."
Agistment. Where cattle are taken in to pasture; from agiser, i. *., levant and

couchant.
Alibi. Elsewhere. A defence by which it is proved that the accused was not at the

place where the offence was committed at the time of its commission.
To Aliene. To convey or dispose of property to another.
Alimony. An allowance made by a husband to his wife when living apart from her.

Aliunde. Elsewhere, besides, etc
Allocation. An allowance made on an account in the Exchequer.
Allocatur. The certificate by which a taxing master certifies the amount at which

he has taxed a bill of costs, a word used to denote that a writ or order is allowed.

Amicus Curias. A counsel for by-stander) who informs the judge on a point ofbw
en which he is doubtful or mistaken.
Ancestor. The law distinguishes between ancestor and predecessor ; the former

is applied to individuals, the latter to corporations.

Ancient Demesne. Manors which at the time of William the Conqueror were io

die tenure of the crown and are so recorded in the Domesday book.

Apparator. A messenger that serves the process of the Ecclesiastical Court.
Appeal. The removal of a cause from an inferior into a superior court, for the pur-

pose of impeaching the judgment of the inferior court.

Appearance to Action. The first formal step by a defendant in an action or suit.

It is a notice that he intends to defend.

Appellant. The person appealing to a superior from the decision of an inferior court.

Appointment. A formal execution of some power or authority ; as, for instance, a

power to dispose of property amongst a certain class, as children or grandchildren.

Appropriation. The appropriation of a payment means the applying of it to the

discharge of a particular debt, where the creditor to whom it is made has more than one

debt due from the same debtor.

Approver. A person guilty of an indictable offence, who, to obtain pardon for himself,

make:* a full confession, and is admitted to give evidence against his accomplices.

Arbitration. An extrajudicial method of settling matters in difference by referrina

them to the arbitrament or determination of persons appointed by the disputant*, ana
termed arbitrators.

Arraignment. A term of criminal procedure. A prisoner, after having had the in-

dictment read over to him, is commanded to state whether or not he is guilty. Thi*
proceeding is termed the arraignment.
Arrest. A legal seizure, capture, or taking of a man's person which is effected by

corporeal touching, or something equivalent thereto. In civil cases a man can only be
arrested under legal process. 1Tic officer cannot break open a man's outer door for the

purpose of arresting him ; nor can arrest on a civil process be effected on a Sunday,
except after an escape.
Arrest of Judgment. Where the court stays a judgment, after a verdict, on some

question of law.
Arson. Felonious houseburning.
Articled Clerk. A student bound by deed to serve an attorney preparatory to his

ewn admission to practice in England.
Articles of the Peace. A complaint against a person to compel him to find sureties

to keep the peace.
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Assault and Battery. An attempt or offer, with force and violence, to do a corporal
hurt to another is an assault ; an injury actually done to the person of another in an
angry, revengeful, or insolent manner, be it ever so small, is a battery.
Assignee. A person to whom any real or personal property is transferred by the act

of law, as an executor, an assignee of a bankrupt, etc., or by the act of party, as a pur-
chaser of a lease.

Assumpsit. A promise expressed or implied, to perform a parol agreement, spring-
ing out of a simple contract. The law always implies a promise to do that which a party
is legally bound to perform. An action of assumpsit or promise is the remedy for breach
of a parol as distinguished from a special contract or writing under seal.

Assurance. The securing the payment of a sum of money or other benefit on the
happening of a certain event, as, for instance, the death of a person. This is the term
now usually applied to life contingencies, as contradistinguished from fires, losses at sea,
etc., as to which the term insurance is still used.

Attachment. A process of the Courts of Law and Equity for compelling by arrest
the performance of an act, which a party is already in contempt for not performing.
Also an ancient remedy to attach the money or goods of the debtor in the hands of a
third party. Garnishment.
Attorney. A person appointed by another by letter or power of attorney to do any-

thing for him in his absence.
Attorney-at-Law. An officer of the superior courts of law, legally authorized to

transact the business of other persons—termed his clients—in those courts.
Attornment. An acknowledgment by one person that he holds lands, or is the ten-

ant, of another, thereby creating between them the relation of landlord and tenant.
Autre Droit. When a person holds an estate not in his own right, but in right of

another.
Average. A contribution to a general loss. When, for the safety of a ship in dis-

tress, any destruction ofproperty is incurred, all persons having goods on board contribute
ratably to the loss ; this is called average.
Award. The judgment or decision of an arbitrator.
Backing a Warrant. The indorsing by a justice of the peace of the county where

a warrant (which has been granted by the justice of the peace of another county) is about
to be executed, and is a necessary act to be done before a person can be apprehended in
a county different to that in which the warrant was issued.

Bail. The sureties for the reappearance of a person released from custody.
Bail-Bond. A document under seal, by which a person becomes bail.
Bailee. An individual intrusted with the custody of goods; for instance, a car-

rier.

Bailiff. A sheriff's officer or deputy in England. A constable.
Bailment. A delivery of a thing in trust for some special object or purpose.
Bailor. The person who makes a bailment, or delivers goods to a bailee.
Banc, or Banco (sittings in). The sitting of the judges of the superior Courts of Law.
Barratry. Any act of the master or crew of a ship which is of a criminal or fraudu-

lent nature, tending to the prejudice of the owners. The offence of frequentlv stirring up
quarrels and suits at law or otherwise.
Base Fee. A freehold estate of inheritance, liable to be determined on the happening

of a certain event.

Battel. A trial by combat, formerly allowed by the law, by which the innocence or
guilt of a party was decided.
Bencher. A Senior of the Inns of Court in England.
Bequest. A testamentary disposition of personal estate.
Bigamy. The criminal offence of a married man or woman pretending to marry

again, his wife or her husband (as the case may be) being still alive.
Bill. The term applied to an intended statute when passing through a legislative body.

prior to its becoming a law.
Bill in Chancery. A written statement of the plaintiff's case in the form of a peti-

tion to the Lord Chancellor, praying for redress.
Bill of Exceptions. A mode of appealing from the decision of a judge on a point

Borough. A town having now, or having formerly had, corporate rights.
Borough-Bnglish. A tenure by which the youngest son inherits from the father.
Bottomry. The borrowing of money by the master on the bottom or hull of a

snip : to be paid with interest, if the ship return in safety, but otherwise to be lost or
forfeited.

Breach of Covenant. The doing of an act which a party has covenanted not to do.
or the neglecting to do that which he has covenanted to perform.
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Breach of the Peace. An act by which the public repose is disturbed, and the safety

of the community, more or less, endangered.
Breach of Promise. The doing, or abstaining from doing, something contrary to an

undertaking or contract.

Breach of Trust. A neglect of duty by a trustee, or person standing in a fiduciary
relation, in violation of his trust.

Bribery. The giving or receiving any reward for corrupt purposes.
Brief. An abridgment of a client's case, for the instruction of counsel on a trial, or

hearing in court.

Burgage Tenure. A tenure whereby houses or lands are held in certain ancient
boroughs.
Burgesses includes all the inhabitants of a borough.
Burglary. The offence of breaking or entering a dwelling-house, in the night, with

intent to commit felony.

Canon Law. A collection ofecclesiastical constitutions, definitions, and rules, derived
rom the ancient councils, the writings of the fathers, ordinances of popes, etc. At the
Reformation it was enacted that a review should be had of the Canon Law ; but that,

until such review, the existing law should continue in force, except as far as the same
should be repugnant to the law of the land or the royal prerogatives—this still remains
the state of the law, such review never having been made. The canons of 1603 having
been made by the clergy, and confirmed by the king, James I., alone, but not by Parlia-
ment, do not bind the laity.

Capias. A writ authorizing the arrest of a defendant in a civil suit.

Capias ad Respondendum. A writ of capias issued at the beginning of a suit.

Capias ad Satisfaciendum, or Ca-sa. The writ of capias when issued after
judgment : so termed because the defendant is taken to satisfy the plaintiff's demands.
Caption. The act of arresting a man.
Carrier. A person whose business it is to carry goods, for the proper delivery and

safety of which he is legally responsible.

Casus Omissus. Where anything is omitted, or not provided against by a statute,

etc.

Caveat. A proceeding to prevent an act being done, such as the granting of a patent
or of administration, without notice to the party entering the caveat.

Caveat Emptor. Let the purchaser beware. It signifies that a vendor is not bound
to answer for the goodness of his wares, unless he expressly warrants them.
Certiorari. A writ for the removal of a cause from an inferior to a superior court.

This writ always lies, unless where expressly taken away by statute, and herein it differs

from an appeal, which can never be had unless expressly (riven.

Cestui que Trust. He who is the real and beneficial owner of property held in

trust.

Cestui que Vie. The person for whose life lands are held.

Challenge. An exception taken by a prisoner against one or more jurors, who,
when challenged, are set aside, if the challenge be allowed, and new ones put in their

places.

Chambers. A lawyer's apartments in England.
Champerty. The offence of unlawfully maintaining a suit in consideration of a bar-

gain for a part of the thing in dispute, or some profit out of it.

Chancellor. An officer of the highest dignity and authority in various departments.
A judge in a Court of Equity or Chancery.
Chance Medley. The accidental killing of any one, without malice prepense.

Charter. A royal grant or privilege, granted to corporations, companies, etc.

Charter-Party. An instrument between merchants and owners or masters of ships,

containing the particulars of the contract for the hire of the ship. It is in fact a mercan-
tile lease of the ship.

Chattels. There are two kinds, chattels real and chattels personal : the former are
leasehold property, and the latter personal goods or chattels, as furniture or money.
Chose. Personal property. Chose-in-Action. Personal property of which a man

has not the possession, and which he can only claim by action, as, for instance, a debt
owing to him by another.
Citation. The first step in an ecclesiastical cause, analogous to the writ of summons

in an action under English law.
Client. Anciently, a Roman citizen, taken under the protection of some great man,

who was styled his patron. The term is now applied to a party who employs a solicitor

or counsel in any legal proceeding.
Code. A collection or system of laws, as the Code Napoleon.
Codicil. A supplement 10 a will.
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Cognovit Actionem. An instrument by which a defendant acknowledges ths
plaintiff's cause, and suffers judgment to be entefed against him without trial.

Collateral Descent. That which descends from a side branch of a family ; as from
an uncle or a nephew.
Commission. The warrant, or letters-patent, authorizing any inquiry, judicial or

otherwise ; as the commission of the judges, the commission of the peace, etc.

Commitment. The sending a person who has been guilty of any crime to prison,
by warrant or order.

Committee. Persons to whom the consideration of any matter is referred; as a
Committee of the House of Congress.
Common (Rights of). These arc of four sorts : viz., pasture, piscary, estovers and

turbary. Common of pasture is the right of feeding one's cattle on the land of another;
piscary, that of fishing in waters belonging to another; estovers, the right of taking
wood from another's estate, for household use and implements in husbandry ; and tur-
bary, the right of digging turf upon another's ground.
Complainant. One who complains of the act of another in a court of justice, more

commonly called plaintiff.

Compounding Offences. Entering into an agreement not to prosecute an offender,
for any consideration received or to be received, constitutes a crime, for which the
offender may be indicted.

Compounding with Creditors. An agreement by which creditors take a portion
of their claims in discharge of the whole.
Conditions of Sale. The terms upon which a vendor undertakes to sell to a pur-

chaser.

Confirmation. A deed by which a voidable estate in land is made perfect.
Conjugal Rights. Those rights of husband and wife which spring out of their

relationship.

Consanguinity. Relationship by blood, in contradistinction to affinity, which is a
relationship by marriage.
Conservator. A standing arbitrator, appointed to compose and adjust differences

that may arise between parties, etc
Consignment. Goods sent by one to another to be sold by the latter on account of

the former.
Conspiracy. A combination of two or more persons to carry into effect an unlawful

purpose.
Constructive Trust. A trust founded in what the law deems to be the presumed,

as contradistinguished from the expressed, intention of its creator.

Contempt. A disobedience to the rules, orders, or process of a court, which has
power to punish such offence, which it does by imprisonment.
Contingent Remainders. Estates which cannot become vested until the happening

of some uncertain event.

Contribution. Where one surety or joint contractor has been obliged to satisfy the

whole demand, he may obtain contribution from his fellow-surety or contractor.

Conveyancers. Persons who devote themselves to the preparation of formal docu-
ments and assurances for the transfer of the title of real property.

Convict. One who has been condemned by a competent court.

Coparceners. Such as have equal shares in the inheritance of their ancestors ; a>,

where a man dies intestate, having children, his heirs, they take his freehold land as

coparceners.
Costs. The expenses incurred in the prosecution or defence of legal proceedings, of

which there are two kinds, those between party and party, and those between attorney
and client.

Count, in common-law pleadings, fa a section ofa declaration.
Covenant. An agreement under seat
Coverture. The state of a married woman as being under the protection and infla-

ence of her husband or baron. She is called a feme covert.
Crasaa Negligentia. Gross neglect.
Crim. Con., or Criminal Conversation. Adultery. A terra used to denote the

act of adultery in a suit brought by a husband to recover damages from one who
committed the offence with his wife.

Cross-examination. The interrogation of a witness by or on behalf of die party
against whom the evidence fa riven.
Curia Advisare Vult. When the court takes time to consider its judgment.
Custom. A law, not written, established by long use, and the consent of our ances-

tors. If it be universal, it is common law ; if particular, it is then property custom.

Cy prea (as near to). An equitable doctrine applied in certain cases, where the court
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cannot adhere strictly to the terms of an instrument, but carries it into effect cy pres, or
as near to the object as it can.

Damages. The indemnity which is recovered by one who has sustained injury to his
person or property by the act or default of another.
Debenture. A written instrument of the nature of a bond or bill for a certain sum

of money. *

Declaration, in an Action at Law, signifies the plaintiff's statement of his cause
of action.

Declaration of Trust. A written statement by which a person acknowledges him-
self to be a trustee for another.
Decree. The judgment of a court.

Deed. A writing sealed and delivered by the parties to it.

Default (judgment by). If a defendant omits to appear or plsad to an action within
the time allowed, the plaintiff may have judgment by default.

Defaulter. A person who neglects to perform an act required to be done.
Defeasance. A collateral deed made at the same time with some other deed, and

containing certain conditions which may defeat or render null and void the provisions
of such other deed.
Defendant. The party against whom an action or suit is brought.
Del Credere. The additional commission paid to a factor who guarantees the pay.

ment of the purchase-money of goods sold by him.
Demise. A word used in conveyances of estates for terms of years.
Demurrer. A mode of raising a point of law, upon the facts stated in the pleadings,

assuming them to be true.

Denizen. An alien who, on obtaining letters patent, was enabled to purchase and
devise land.

Deodand was anything, as a horse or a carriage, which by accident caused the death
of a human being, and thereby became forfeited.

Deposition. The testimony of a witness taken down in writing and signed by him.
Descent. Hereditary succession to the title of real property.
Detainer. A writ whereby a person may be detained in custody.
Detinue. The form of action to recover chattels from one who lawfully acquired pos-

session but retains them without right.

Devise. The giving away of lands or other real estate by will.

Disability. A legal incapacity to do an act.

Disclaimer. A renunciation by an executor or trustee of the office imposed upon
him^ also a mode of defence in equity, etc.

Discovert. A term applied to a widow or unmarried woman.
Disfranchise. To take away from certain places or porsoas any privilege, freedom,

or liberty.

Disseisin. A wrongful invasion of the possession of another, and turning him out
from the occupation ef fits lands, cither by force or surprise.

Distress. Seizing and taking personal chattels out of the hands of a wrongdoer to
enforce satisfaction. Distress is resorted to to enforce payment of rent, taxes, dower,
etc.

Distringas. The name of a writ commanding the sheriff to make a distress. The
form of execution in detinue and assize of nuisance.
Doli Capax. Capable of committing a crime.
Doli Incapax. Incapable of committing a crime.
Domicile. The domicile of a person is where he has his permanent home. There

are three sorts of domiciles—by birth, by choice, and by operation of law.
Donatio Mortis Causa. A gift of chattels made and delivered by a person in a

dying state, to become absolute only in the event of his death.
Duces Tecum. A clause added to a subpoena requiring the witness to bring with

him, and produce at the trial, certain documents in his possession.
Duress. Anything done under compulsion and through unavoidable necessity.
Easement. A convenience which one has in or over the lands of another, as a way

or a watercourse.
Effluxion of Time. The expiration of a term in its natural course as contradistin-

guished to its determination by act of the parties.

Ejectment. An action at law to recover the possession of lands.
Elegit. A writ of execution under which all the debtor's lands may be seized or ex-

tended, and held by the judgment creditor until his judgment is satisfied.

Embezzlement. The act of appropriating that which is received in trust for another,
which is a criminal offence.

Emblements. The growing crops which are annually produced by the labor of the

26
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cultivator. They are deemed personal property, and pats as such to the executors, and
not to the heir.

Enfeoff (to). The act of transmitting the possession of corporeal hereditaments.
Enfranchisement. The admittance of a person into a society or body-politic. En-

franchisement of copyholds it a conversion of copyholds into freehold tenure.
Enrolment. The registering of deeds as required by certain statutes.

Entailment—Fee-tail. A freehold estate of inheritance which can only descend to
certain classes of heirs " begotten of the body " of the ancestor.
Equitable Estate. The beneficial interest of a cestui que trust, the legal ownership

being in a trustee.

Equitable Mortgage. The most familiar instance is the deposit (either with or
without a memorandum, although it is better to have one) of the title deeds of an estate
by way of security, which constitutes an equitable mortgage without the execution ofany
formal mortgage deed. In most of the United States that have registration laws they
are not recognized.

Equity of Redemption. The right which equity gives to a mortgagor of redeeming
his estate after the appointed time for payment has passed, and which right can only be
barred by a foreclosure.

Error. A writ of error is a commission to judges of a superior court, by which they
are authorized to examine the record, upon which a judgment was given in an inferior

court, and to affirm, reverse, or vary the same, according to law.
Escheat. Is where lands, for want of heirs, or from forfeiture, escheat, or fall back,

to the state, or lord of the fee, as the original grantor.

Eacrow. A deed delivered to a third person conditionally until something is done
by the grantor. Until the condition has been performed the deed has no legal effect.

Estate. The interest which a person has in lands or other property.
Estoppel. Where a man is precluded in law from alleging or denying a fact in con-

sequence of his own previous act, allegation, or denial to the contrary.
Estreat. Where a recognizance becomes forfeited by any of its conditions being

broken, it is estreated; that is, extracted from the record, and sent up to the court,
whence a process will issue to recover the penalty.

Evidence. Proof, either written or unwritten, of the facts in issue in any legal pro-
ceeding.

Exchange of Lands. A mutual grant of lands : the one in consideration of the

other.

Excise. A tax or impost charge by government on certain commodities.

Execution. The act of putting the sentence of the law into force.

Executor de son tort. A stranger who takes upon himself to act as executor with-

out any authority.
Exigent. A writ used in the process of outlawry.
Extra-judicial. Any act done by a iudge beyond his authority, or any opinion ex-

pressed by him not strictly pertinent to the matter in issue before him.
False Pretenses. The criminal offence ofobtaining any chattel, money, or valuable

security by means of a false pretense ; it is punishable by transportation, fine, or impris-

onment.
False Return. An incorrect account, given by a sheriff, of his doings under a writ

of execution, for which he is liable to an action.

Falsi Crimen. A fraudulent concealment of the truth.

Fee-simple. That estate or interest in lands which a person holds to him and his

heirs forever. During his life he possesses over it a perfectly free and unrestrained

power of disposition, and, on his death, without having alienated it by deed or will, it

descends to his heirs, both lineal and collateral, male and female, according to an estab-

lished order of descent.

Felo-de-se. One who commits self-murder.

Felony. Formerly defined as comprising " all capital crimes below treason." ^}
x
m
*J

now more accurately be defined as comprising all crimes occasioning a forfeiture of lands

or goods, or both, to which capital or other punishment may be added.
Feme-covert. A married woman.
Feme-sole. An unmarried woman.
Feoffment. A mode of conveyance of lands in fee, accompanied -by certain solemni-

ties. It is rarely, if ever, now used. (See Enfeoff).
Fiat. An order or warrant for a thing to be done or executed.
Fieri Facias. A writ of execution, by which the sheriff is commanded to levy the

debt and damages of the goods and chattels of the defendant.

Finding. A finder of goods may appropriate them to his own use if he really be-

fieves when he takes them that the owner cannot be found; but if a jury should say that
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the finder appropriated the goods, not having (or that he could reasonably be supposed
not to have had) such belief at the time of appropriation, it amounts to a theft, and can
be punished criminally.

Finding a Bill. The grand jury either find or ignore the bills against prisoners; if

they find a true bill, the case goes into court, and is tried.

Fire bote. The wood which a tenant of lands is legally entitled to take for the pur.
pose of making his fires. If he takes too much he commits waste, and is liable to at
action

Fixtures. This term is generally used to denote those personal chattels which, though
annexed to the freehold of demised premises, a tenant is nevertheless entitled to remove.
They consist of trade fixtures, and of those put up for the ornament or convenience of
the premises.
Forfeiting recognisances. When a person who has entered into recognizances,

fails to comply with their conditions, the same are forfeited or estreated.
Forfeiture. A punishment consequent upon the commission of certain criminal

offences or illegal acts.

Forgery. The fraudulent making or alteration of a writing to the prejudice of
another.
Fraud. A dishonest or illegal artifice by which undue advantage is taken of another,

or by which the interests of that other are unjustly prejudiced. Fraud strikes at the root
of every transaction, and vitiates every contract, whether by record, deed, or otherwise.
Freehold. An estate in lands for life or of inheritance.
Further assurance. The name given to a covenant in a conveyance whereby th*

grantor undertakes to do any further act which may be required for perfecting the gran-
tee's estate. *

Future estates. Estates not in possession, but in expectancy, as a remainder.
Garnishee. The party in whose hands money, due to a defendant, is attached.
General issue. A form of plea in common-law actions ; so called because the issue

that it tenders goes to the whole cause of action.
Gift. A voluntary conveyance or gift of lands or goods. If of the former, it is liable

to be defeated in the life-time of the grantor, by his conveying the same lands to a pur-
chaser, for a valuable consideration, even though with notice of the prior gift.

Grand Jury. The jury to whom all bills of indictment are referred in the first in-
stance. It is the duty of this jury to interrogate the witnesses for the prosecution, and
ascertain whether or not * primaJacit case is made out against the prisoner; if so, they
find a true bill, and he takes his trial ; if not, they ignore the bill, and he is discharged.
Grant. A generic term applied to all transfers of real property.
Ground-rent. A rent reserved to himself and his heirs out of the land conveyed, by

the grantor of land in fee simple.
Guaranty. An engagement to be responsible for the debts or duties of a third

person.
Habeas Corpus. A Writ of Right for those who are grieved by illegal imprison-

ment.
Habendum. One of the formal parts of a deed ; its office is to limit or define the

estate granted. It is so called because it begins with the words " to have."
Hereditaments. All things which may be inherited, that is, which would descend

to the heir, if not disposed of by deed or will. Hereditaments are of two kinds, corpo-
real and incorporeal.

Homicide. The crime of killing any human bcii.g ; of which there are three kinds
—justifiable % excusable, and Jelonious.
House bote. The necessary quantity of wood which a tenant may lawfully take for

the reparation and support of the demised premises.
Hue and cry. The old common law process of pursuing felons " with horn and

voice." Also the name of a paper now circulated amongst the London police contain-
ing the names and descriptions of felons.

Ignore. When the grand jury reject a bill of indictment, they are said to ignore it,

from the Latin word ignoramus.
Illegal condition. A condition annexed to anything which is illegal, immoral,

impossible, or otherwise contrary to law.
Immoral contracts. Contracts infringing the rules of morality, which, for reasons of

public policy, are void at law.
Impanelling. Writing in a parchment schedule the names of the jury by the

sheriff.

Incumbrance. A charge or lien upon property, as a mortgage.
Indemnity. A written instrument whereby one undertakes to free another from re-

sponsibility.
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Indenture. A deed, or writing, formerly cut or indented ; now the name usually

given to deeds, although indenting is no longer essential.

Indictment. A written accusation, of one or more persons, of a crime or misde-
meanor, preferred to, and presented on oath, by a grand jury.

In esse. This term is used to express anything that has a real being, in contradistinc-

tion to the term in Posse, which implies a thing that is not, but may be.

Infant. Every person is by the law styled an infant till he has attained the age of
twenty-one years. It is otherwise as to women in some of the United States.

Inheritance. An estate in lands or tenements to a man and his heirs.

Injunction. A prohibitory writ forbidding certain acts to be done under pain of con-
tempt. It may be granted in urgent cases ex parte, but notice is sometimes required to
be given.

Inquest. A meeting of jurors, who are summoned to take into consideration certain

matters, which may appear in evidence before them, and to bring in their verdict accord-
ingly.

Inquiry (writ of). A writ directed to the sheriff, commanding him to summon ajury
and assess the damages in an action ; as, for instance, when the defendant has suffered
judgment by default.

Insurance. A security or indemnification against the risk of loss from the happening
of certain events. The usual kinds are fire and marine.
Interesse termini. The interest possessed by a lessee in a lease, after the granting

thereof, but before he has entered upon the land demised.
Interpleader. When two or more persons claim the same thing of a third, the latter

may call upon them to interplead, i. e., to try the right to it between themselves ; he. the
third person, retaining possession of the thing in the meantime as a kind of stake-holder.
Interrogatories. Written questions, to which the parties interrogated are to give

written answers on oath.
Intestate. A person dying without a will, or having made a will which is defec-

tive.

Inuendoe. That part of the declaration, in actions of libel and slander, which
explains the meaning, or points the application, of the libellous or slanderous matter com-
plained of.

I. O. U. A written acknowledgment of a debt. This instrument is regarded in a
court of law as evidence of an account stated. It is not a promissory note.

Issue. The disputed point or question to which the parties in an action have by
pleadings narrowed their several allegations, and are hence said to Join Issue. If it be
an issue of fact, it is tried by a jury, if of law, by the court—Issue is also the legal term
for children or remoter descendants.
Jactitation of Marriage. When one party boasts or falsely declares that he or she

is married to another, whereby a common reputation of their marriage may ensue.
Joinder in Action. The coupling or joining two parties in one suit or action.

Joint-Tenants. Persons who hold lands, etc., joindy by one tide. On the death of
one the survivor takes the whole.
Jointure. A settlement of lands or tenements on a woman, to take effect after her

husband's death in lieu of dower.
Judgment. The sentence of the law pronounced by the court upon the matter con

tained in the record.

Jurat. The clause written at the foot of an affidavit, stating when, and before whom,
it was sworn,

Jurist. A civil lawyer,
ury. A certain number of men sworn to deliver a verdict upon such evidence offsets

as shall be delivered to them, touching the matter in question.

Jury
list. The list kept by the sheriff of persons liable to serve on juries.

us. A law, a right,

us accrescendi. The term expressive of the right of survivorship among joint
tenants.

Jus ad rem. Signifies an inchoate or imperfect right to a thing, in contradistinction
to Jus in re, which signifies the complete and perfect right in a thing.

Jus
commune. The common law.

us gentium. The law of nations,
ustifying Bail. The act of proving to the satisfaction of the court that the persons

proposed as bail are sufficient for the purpose.
Kin, or Kindred. A relation either of consanguinity or affinity.

Landlord. A proprietor of lands occupied by another, which latter party is termed
#ie tenant.

Larceny. The wrongful and unlawful taking and carrying away by one person of
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the personal goods of another, with the felonious intention of converting them to his
own use.

Law. This word signifies generally an inflexible rule qf action.
Law Merchant. Part of the unwritten or Common Law, consisting of particular

customs, that have gradually grown into the force of law, and are recognized as such by
the courts ; such as the law relating to Bills of Exchange, etc.

Law of Nations. A system of rules or principles deduced from the law of nature,
and intended for the regulation of the mutual intercourse of nations.

Leading Cases. Cases decided by the superior courts, which have settled and de-
termined important points of law.

Leading Question. A question put or framed in such a form as to suggest the
answer sought to be obtained. Such a question is not allowed to be put to a witness,
except on cross-examination.
Lease. A conveyance or demise of lands or tenements for life, or years, or at will,

but always for a less term than the party conveying has in the premises.

Lease and Release. The form of conveyance, until recently commonly used for
conveying land ; but a lease, commonly called a lease for a year, is no longer necessary

;

the release alone being now as effectual as a lease and release were formerly.

Leasehold. Lands held on lease
f
which (however long the term) are considered as

chattels real, and go to the next of km, and not to the heir, on the death of the owner
intestate.

Legacy. A gift or bequest ofmoney, goods or other personal property by will. The
person to whom it is given is styled the legatee ; and if the gift is of the residue, after pay-
ment of debts and legacies, he is then stvled the residuary legatee.

Lessor and Lessee. The person who grants a lease is called the lessor, the party to

whom it is granted the lessee, and the person to whom either of them assigns, the
assignee.

Letters (or Power) of Attorney. A writing, under seal, empowering another per-
son to do any act instead of the person granting the letter. It may be either general or
special ; the attorney represents his principal in the matters prescribed by the letter until

it be revoked.
Letters of License. An instrument whereby creditors grant to their debtor time for

the payment of his debts, and bind themselves not to molest him until that time has
expired.

Levant and Couchant. The law term for cattle that have been so long in the
grounds of another, that they have lain down and risen again to feed.

Levari facias. A Writ of Execution, used to sell lands mortgaged, after judgment
has been obtained by the owners of the mortgage.
Levy. The seizing of goods or chattels by a sheriff under an execution is called a

levy.

Lex loci contractus. The law of the place or country where the contract was made.
Lex mercatoria. The mercantile law.

Lex non scripta. The unwritten or common law.

Lex scripta. The written law.

Lex terras. The law of the land.

Libel. A malicious defamation, expressed either in printing or writing, or by signs,
pictures, etc., tending either to blacken the memory of one who is dead, or the reputa-
tion of one who is alive, and thereby exposing him to public hatred, contempt, or ridi-

cule.

Limited liability. The limitation of the liability of shareholders in a company to
the amount unpaid upon their shares, introduced by recent acts, and applicable to all

companies registered thereunder ; such companies are bound to use the word " Limited "

in their title after the word " Company."
Liquidated Damages are damages the amount of which are fixed or ascertained.
Liquidator. A person duly appointed to wind up the affairs of an insolvent com-

pany, under the winding up acts.

Lis pendens. A pending suit or action.

Livery of seisin. A delivery of possession of lands by the alienor to the alienee.
In former times when the feoffments were used, livery of seisin was indispensably
necessary to complete a gift or alienation of lands.

Locus in quo. The place where anything is alleged to be done in pleadings, etc.

Locus poenitentiss—a place of penitence. The position of a party who may recede
from a contract or bargain which he is about to enter into or make.
Lucri causa. For the cause or purpose of gain.

Lunatic. One who has had understanding, but, by grief, disease, or other accident,
has lost the use of his reason generally, though he may have ludd intervals.
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Maihem or Mayhem. The violently depriving another of the use of such of his
members as may render him less able, in fighting, either to defend himself or to annoy
his adversary.
Mainprise. The surrendering a person into friendly custody, upon giving security

that he shall be forthcoming at the time and place required. The write of mainprise is
obsolete. r

Majority. The being of full age.
Mala in Be. Wrong in themselves.
Malice prepense. Malice aforethought ; i. /., deliberate, predetermined malice.
Malus animus. A bad or malicious intent.
Mandamus. A writ commanding the completion or restitution ofsome right or the

performance of a duty.
Manslaughter. The unlawful killing of another, but without malice.
Manumission. The making a bondman free.

Maxims in Law. Certain proverbial axioms, which form part of the general custom
or common law of the land. As. " No man is bound to criminate himself."—"Con*
ditions against law are void."—" It is fraud to conceal fraud," etc.

Medietas Linguae. A jury whereof one-half are foreigners, and the other natives

;

and is used to try a cause in which cither party is a foreigner, and requires that mode
of trial.

Merger. The sinking of a smaller estate into a greater, whereby the former is utterly
extinguished and destroyed. It takes place when two estates meet together, without any
intermediate estate between them, to both of which estates the same individual is entitled
in one and the same right—as where a tenant for life afterwards acquires the fee-simple.
Mesne-Process. Commonly used to describe the first process in an action, as

where a party used to be arrested on mesne-process, as distinguished from an arrest ou
a final judgment.
Misdemeanor. An indictable offense, which, though criminal, does not amount to

felony.

Misprision. A neglect, oversight, or contempt ; as, for example, misprision of treason
is a negligence in not revealing treason.

Mittimus. A writ for removing of records from one court to another.
Modus. A composition in lieu of tithes.

Moot point. An obscure point of law not definitely settled; and therefore open for
discussion.

Mortmain. The alienation of lands to ecdesiasdeal or temporal corporations by
which they become perpetually inherent in one dead hand.
Motion. An occasional application to the court, to obtain some rule or order in ike

progress of a cause.
Municipal Law. That system of law which pertains solely to a particular n»t*o*

or state, in contradistinction to international law.
Muniments. Deeds, evidences and writings in general.

Murder. Unlawfully killing any person, with malice aforethought, either express or
implied by law.

Naturalization. The making a foreigner a lawful subject of the state.

Negative Pregnant. A form of denial which implies or carries with it an affirma-

tive.

Negotiable Instruments. Those instruments which confer on the holders the legal

right to sue for the money or property thereby secured, and which by delivery pass such
money or property from man to man—as bills of exchange, bills of lading.

Next friend. The party in whose name an infant or feme-covert brings an action or

suit.

Nil debet. A common plea to an action of debt when the money is not owing.
Nil dicit. When judgment is had against a defendant by default.

Nisi prios. A term applied to those courts in which civil causes are tried with the
presence and aid of a jury.
Nolle Prosequi. An acknowledgment by the plaintiff that he will not further prose-

cute his suit, as to the whole or a part of the cause of action.

Nomine Pcenae. A penalty agreed to be paid on the non-performance of some
specified act.

Non assumpsit. He has not promised. A plea by which a defendant denies his
liability in an action of assumpsit.
Non concessit. He did not grant.*

Non constat. It is not clear or evident.

Non est factum. A plea by which a defendant denies that the deed mentioned la

the declaration is his deed.
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Non eat inventus. The sheriff's return to a writ, when the defendant is not to oe
found in his county or bailiwick.

Nonfeasance. The omitting to do what ought to be done.
Non pros. When the plaintiff neglects to take any step within the prescribed time,

the defendant may move for a judgment against him, which is called judgment of non
pros.

Nonsuit. The name of the judgment given against the plaintiff when he is unable to
prove his case, or when he fails to go to trial after his case is at issue.

Notary Public. A person whose business it is to note and protest bills of ex-
change, and who also attests deeds and writings, to make them authentic in another
country.
Nudum pactum. An agreement without consideration, which, when not under seal,

is void in law.
Nuisance. Anything which unlawfully annoys or does damage to another. Nuis-

ances may be either public or private.

Nunc pro tunc. Literally, now for then ; and is often so used in legal proceedings.
Oath. A pledge or acknowledgment given by a person that his statement or attesta-

tion is made under an immediate sense of his responsibility to God.
Obiter dictum. A casual remark or opinion of a judge, not necessary to or forming

part of his judgment on the matter before him.
Obligee. An individual for whose benefit an obligation is entered into.

Obligor. He who enters into a bond or obligation.

Official Assignees. Officers of the Court of Bankruptcy, one of whom is allotted to
each bankrupt's estate. He acts with the assignees appointed by the creditors in the
administration of the estate ; but his especial duty is to keep the assets of the estate, and
receive and pay all money on account of it.

Onus proband!. The burden of proof. It is a legal principle that the issue in an
action must beproved by the party who states an affirmative : not dv the party who states

a negative. The burden of proof, therefore, is on the former party.
Ostensible Partner. A person whose name appears to the world as a partner in a

firm. Although such a person may not have any interest in the partnership, he is liable

for its debts and engagements.
Ouster. The turning of a person out of possession of property.

Outlawry. The act or process by which a person is excluded from, or deprived of,

the benefit of the laws, attended with a forfeiture of his goods to the State.

Overt Act. An open act, capable of being manifested by legal proof.

Oyer and Terminer. A commission directed to the judges and others, by virtue

whereof they have power to hear and determine treasons, felonies, etc.

O Yes. A corruption of the French oyez, hear ye ! The term is used by a public
crier to enjoin silence and attention.

Panel. A schedule or slip of parchment, containing the names of such jurors as have
been returned by the sheriff to serve on trials.

Parol. A word used to distinguish contracts which are made verbally or in writing

not under seal.

Particeps criminis. A participator in a crime.

Partition. • The dividing of lands held together by several persons into distinct shares
or parts. When the land is incapable of division it is sold.

Patent Ambiguity. A matter of doubt appearing upon the face of an instru-

ment.
Pawn. A delivery of goods and chattels, to be retained until a debt is discharged.

Peculiar. A particular parish or church having a special jurisdiction within itself,

as exempt from tne bishop's court.

Penance. An ecclesiastical punishment, varied according to the nature of the offense,

in which the penitent is supposed to make satisfaction to the church for the scandal he
has given by nis evil example.
Pendente lite. During litigation.

Perjury. The offense committed by a person who, having been sworn to tell the

truth in a matter pending in a court of justice, willfully and deliberately takes a false

oath.

Perpetuity. A rule that land cannot be limited beyond a life or lives in being and
twenty-one years afterwards, and the period of gestation, if it actually exists, is com*
monly called the rule against perpetuities.

Personal Estate, or Personalty. Movable things, whether alive or dead, as dis-

tinguished from land, or immovables, which are termed real estate.

Petitioning Creditor. A creditor who petitions the Court of Bankruptcy to make
bis debtor a bankrupt.
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Plaint. Process by which actions are commenced in the court
Plaintiff. The complainant in an action or suit.

Plea. The defendant's answer to the plaintiff's declaration.

Pleader. A lawyer, who draws the pleadings in actions.

Pleadings. The mutual allegations or statements which are made by the plaintiff

and defendant in an action.

Plene administravit. A plea by an executor or administrator that he has fully ad-
ministered.
Plough bote. The wood which a tenant is entitled to take for the necessary repar-

ation of his ploughs, carts, etc
Postea. The indorsement on the record of a cause heard at nisiprint, stating what

had been done with respect to the record.

Pound breach. The indictable offense of breaking open a pound for the purpose of
taking cattle therefrom.

Praecipe. An abstract of a writ left with the officer at the time of issuing it.

Premium Pudicitise. A bond or consideration given to a previously virtuous

woman, by the person who has seduced her.

Pre-emption. The right of first buying.
Prescription. A title acquired by use and time, and allowed by law.

Presentment. The notice taken by a grand jury or inquest of any offense, etc.,

from their own knowledge or observation.

Primogeniture. The right of the eldest son to inherit his ancestor's estate, to the
exclusion of the younger son, where the ancestor has died intestate.

Privilege. An exemption from the general rules of law. It is of two kinds—real,

attaching to any place, or personal, attaching to persons, as ambassadors, etc.

Probate. The copy of a will made out on parchment with a certificate of its having
been proved.
Process. A general term applied to formal judicial proceedings.
Prohibition. A writ issuing out of the superior courts directing the judge of an in-

ferior court not to proceed further in a suit.

Promissory Note. A written promise by which one person engages or promises to
pay a certain sum of money to another.
Pro Rata. In proportion.
Provisional Assignee. An officer of the Insolvent Debtors' Court, in whom the

estate of an insolvent vests.

Proviso. A condition inserted in a deed, on the performance whereof the validity of
the deed frequently depends.
Puisne. Younger, junior. The judges and barons of the superior courts, except

the chiefs, are called puisne judges and puisne barons in England.
Quamdiu se bene gesserit. A clause expressing that the party to whom an office

is granted shall hold the same so long as he properly conducts himself.

Quare impedit. The form of action now adopted to try a disputed title to an ad-
vowson in England.
Quash. To annul or cancel.
Quasi Contract. An implied contract.
State's Evidence. An accomplice in the commission of a crime, who gives evidence

Jh the hope of receiving a pardon tor himself.

Quid pro quo. Giving one thing for another, being the mutual consideration in con-
tracts.

Quietus. Freed or acquitted. A term used principally in proceedings on the revenue
side of the Exchequer.
Qui tarn. Actions brought by common informers, and vulgarly called " qui tam "

actions ; because in the form in which they are conceived, the prosecutor declares that
he prosecutes ;

" as well for our sovereign lord the king as for himself;" tam pro Domino
Rege quam pro seipso.

Quit rent. A small rent payable by the tenants of manors, and which entitle them to

be quit and free of all other services.

Quo warranto. An ancient writ still in use, directed against any person or corpora,
•ion, who usurp any office, franchise, or liberty, calling upon them to show by what
authority they support their claim.
Rack rent. A rent of the full annual value of the land, out of which it issues.

Real Estate, or Realty, is the term applied to land, in contradistinction topersonalty.

Rebutter. The answer ofdie defendant to the surrejoinder of the plaintiff.

Recaption. The act of the owner of real or rtrtttnsl property by which ksfpsao*
absjr retakes possession of his property of which he has haen deprived.
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Recital. The formal statement of some matter of feet in any deed or writing. It

usually commences with the formal word " Whereas."
Recognisance. An obligation of record which a man enters into, with condition to

do some particular act ; as, to appear at the assizes, to keep the peace, to pay a debt, or
the like.

Record. An authentic testimony, in Writing, contained in rolls of parchment, and
preserved in a court of record.

Rector. He who has the spiritual care or charge of a parish.
Recusant. Used in old statutes for one who separates from the church as established

by law.
Redendum. The clause in a deed by which the grantor reserves something to him-

self. It usually begins with the words " yielding and paying."
Re-entry, proviso for. A stipulation in a lease that, on non-payment of rent or non-

performance of the covenants, the leasor may re-enter.

Reference. The submitting of any cause or matter to arbitration. Also the act of
sending any matter by a court of equity to a master or other officer to ascertain facts and
report to the court.

Register. A book wherein things are registered for preservation.

Registrars. Officers having custody of a Registry, such as the registrars of births,

marriages and deaths.

Rejoinder. The answer of a defendant in an action to the plaintiff's replication.
Release. A form of conveyance. Also, an acquittance under seal of a debt or other

obligation.

Remainder. A vested or contingent estate or interest in land, limited to take
effect and come into possession on the determination of a prior estate created at the same
time.
Remanet. A term used when a cause set down for trial at a particular session or

sittings is postponed.
Rent. The annual return made by the tenant to his landlord, which may be either

money, labor orprovisions.
Replevin. The name of the action brought to recover the possession of chattels

which have been unlawfully taken from the plaintiff.

Replication. The plaintiff's answer to the defendant's plea or answer.
Reprieve. A suspension of the execution of sentence of death on a criminal.

Rescue. A resistance against lawful authority, as, for instance, the violently taking
away a man who is under legal arrest.

Residuary devisee. The person to whom a testator devises the remainder of his

lands, not otherwise disposed of.

Residuary legatee. A legatee to whom is bequeathed the residue or remainder of a
testator's personal estate, after payment of all legacies, claims and demands.
Residue, or Residuary Estate. The portions of a testator's estate not specifically

disposed of.

Res Integra. An entire thing.

Rest. A pause in an account between a debtor and creditor, in striking periodical

balances.
Retainer. A fee given to counsel to secure his services. The act of withholding

what one has in one's own hands by virtue ofsome right or lien.

Return of a Writ. The certificate of the sheriff made to the court of what he has
done towards the execution of any writ directed to him.
Reversal. The making a judgment void, in consequence ofsome error in the same.
Reversion. The residue of an estate left in the grantor, and returning to him or his

heirs, after the grant is determined.
Rider. A kind of schedule or writing, annexed to a document, which cannot well be

incorporated in the body of it.

Roll. A schedule or sheet of parchment, on which legal proceedings are entered.

Rule. An order made by the court at the instance of one of the parties in an action.

It may either be a rule absolute, or merely a rule nisi or to show cause.

Rules of Court. The rule framed by the judges for regulating the practice of the
different Courts of Law.
Scandal. Rumor calculated to injure one's reputation.
Schedule. A list or inventory of things.

Scienter. Knowingly.
Scire Facias. A judicial writ founded on matter of public record, judicial or nonju-

dicial, used to give notice to some party interested. It is the writ used to repeal Letters
Patent, and may be used to repeal the charter of a corporation.
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8crivener. One intrusted with other men's moneys to put out for them, and foi

Which he charges a commission or bonus. An ancient term applied to conveyancers.
Security for Costs. When the plaintiff resides out of the jurisdiction of the Court,

the defendant may require him to give security for costs.

Secus. Otherwise.
Se Defendendo. A plea for a party charged with the death of another person, who

alleges that he was driven to do what he did in his own defense.

Seisin. Possession of a freehold estate. Seisin in deed is when actual possession is

obtained. Seisin in law is a right to lands of which actual possession has not been ob-
tained.

Separate estate. Real or personal property settled upon a married woman, and
which she may dispose of as if she were a single woman.

Similiter. A set form of words in an action by which one party signifies his accept-
ance of the issue tendered by his opponent.
Simony. The corrupt presentation of any one to an ecclesiastical benefice; for money,

gift, or reward in England.
Simple Contract. An agreement entered into verbally or by writing not under

teal.

Slander. The malicious defamation of a man by word of mouth, analogous to libel,

which is slander by writing.

Son assault demense. A plea in an action for an assault that the defendant did the
act complained of in his own defense.

Special Case. A mode of raising a point of law for the opinion of the court on an
agreed written statement of the facts.

SpecialJury, is a Jury composed of individuals above the rank of ordinary free-
holders. Either party in an action may apply for, and obtain, a special jury.
Special pleading. When the pleadings in an action are not in the ordinary form,

but are of a more complex character, they are termed special pleadings.
Specific performance. A remedy in equity, to compel the performance of a con-

tract according to its term*, instead of proceeding at law to recover damages merely.
Stirpes. Taking property by representation is called succession per stirpes, as con-

tradistinguished from per capita, which signifies taking it by one's own right.

Stoppage in transitu. Goods sold on credit to a person, since become insolvent or
bankrupt, may be seized by the vendor at any time before their actual and complete
delivery to the vendee. This seizure is called stoppage in transitu ; it is often a nice
and difficult question to determine when the transit has ended and the purchaser's posses-
sion begun.
Subpoena. A writ used for the purpose of compelling witnesses to attend and give

evidence. In chancery, a mandatory writ requiring the defendant to appear and answer.
8ufferance, a tenant at, is a person who acquired the possession of lands by right,

and holds over after his right is determined.
Summons, writ of. The process used for the commencement of certain actions in

the courts of law.
Supersedeas. A command to stay some ordinary proceedings at law, on good cause

shown.
Surrejoinder. An answer to the rejoinder of the defendant in action.
Syngraph. A deed or bond under hand and seal of all the parties.
Tenancy. The holding of property under tenure.
Tenant. One who holds lands or tenements by any kind of title, whether by pur- -

chase, inheritance, for life, for years, or at will.

Tender A legal tender is an unconditional offer to pay a debt, which, if refused,
may be afterwards pleaded in bar to an action.
Tenement. Property held by a tenant ; it comprises lands, houses, and every spe-

cies of real property which may be holden.
Tenure —The mode by which an estate in lands is held.
Termer.—A tenant who holds lands for a fixed and ascertained period of time.
Testamentary Guardian A person appointed by a father in his will to be the

guardian of his child

Testator or Testatrix —The maker of a will.

Teste. The clause at the bottom of a writ beginning with the word " witness " is so
called.

Theft bote. When a party, who has been robbed, and knowing the felon, takes his
goods again or receives other amends upon agreement not to prosecute.

Title. The evidence of the right which a person has to the possession of property.
Traverse. A plea which denies the truth of some part of the plaintiff's declaration

Ni an action.
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Trespass. Any wrong or damage Hone by one man to another, whether it relates ts

hia person or property, but it. usually signifies a wrongful entry on another's premises.

'Trover* The form of action used to try a disputed question of property in goods 01

chattels, in which the plaintiff can only recover damages, and not the goods or chattels

themselves.
True bill. The words indorsed upon an indictment by a grand jury, when satisfied

mat the charge against the offender is made out.

Trust. A trust exists where a party, called the cestui-que-trust, has a right in equity
to the beneficial enjoyment of property, the legal ownership of which is vested in another,
who is hence called a trustee.

Under-lease. A lease granted by one who is himself only a lessee of the premises
under-let.

Under-lessee. The person to whom an under-lease is granted.
Unliquidated damages.

t
Damages not fixed or ascertained, and which require

therefore to be estimated by a jury.

Use. A right to the beneficial enjoyment of land nominally vested in another.
Usury. The extortion of unlawful gain : the taking more for the use of money than

is allowed by law. The usury laws of the different States, which are summed up on pages
471 and 47a in this volume, are subject to frequent change.
Value received. The words usually appearing in bills of exchange and promissory

Botes.

Venditioni exponas. A writ directed to the sheriff, commanding him to sell goods
which he has taken possession of under a writ of fieri facias, and which remain in his

hands unsold.
Venue. The county in which an action at law is intended to be tried.

Verdict. A verdict is the unanimous judgment or opinion of the jury on the issue

of fact submitted to them.
Vi et Armis (with force and arms). Words used in indictments to express the charge

of a forcible and violent committing of any crime or trespass.

Viva voce. By word of mouth.
Voir dire. An examination of a witness to test his competency is termed an " exami-

nation in the voir dire."

Voluntary Conveyance, or Settlement. A conveyance or settlement made with-
out any valuable consideration.

Waifs. Stolen goods which the thief has thrown away or left behind him.
Ward. An infant under the guidance and protection of a guardian.
Ward of Court (in England). An infant with reference to whose property a suit has

been instituted in Chancery. A ward ought not to marry without leave of the court.

Any person marrying a ward without such leave is guilty of a contempt of court, and
can be punished by imprisonment.
Warrant. An authority or precept from a justice, commanding the apprehension

of an offender, or a search to be made for stolen goods.
Warrant of Attorney. An authority given by any one to an attorney-at-law to

appear and plead for him ; or to suffer judgment to pass against him by confessing the
action.

Warranty, as applied to goods and chattels, may be either expressed or implied ; the
implied warranty only extends to the title of the vendor. If that proves deficient, the
purchaser may demand satisfaction from the seller.

Watercourse, right of. A right to an uninterrupted flow of water.

Way f right of. The right of going over another man's ground.
Wifl. A will is the declaration of a man's Intentions of what he wills to be performed

after his death with reference to the disposition of his property. It should be in writ-

ing, signed by the testator and attested by two witnesses, who should be present and
see the testator sign, and themselves subscribe the will as witnesses in the presence of
the testator and of each other. A codicil is a kind of addendum or supplement to a will.

Its execution and attestation must be attended with the same formalities as die will

itself.

Will, estate at. An estate in lands held at the will of the landlord and tenant, and
determinable at the pleasure of either party. Such a holding is very rare now ; the law
generally construes undefined holdings into tenancies from year to year.

DICTIONARY OF PHRASE AND FABLE.

"As people read nothing in these days that is more than forty-eight hours fcld, T am
daily admonished that allusions, the most obvious, to anything in the rear of our ows
time need explanation."—2>r Q*£m&,
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Almighty Dollar. A personification of the supposed object of American idolatry,

intended as a satire upon the prevailing passion for gain. The expression originated

with Washington Irving.

Ancient mariner. The hero of Coleridge's poem of the same name, who. for the .

srime of having shot an albatross, a bird of good omen to voyagers, suffers dreadful pen-
alties, together with his companions, who have made themselves accomplices in his crime.

These penalties are at last remitted in consequence of his repentance. He reaches land,

where he encounters a hermit, to whom he relates his story

;

" Since then, at an uncertain hour,
" The agony returns ;

"

and drives him on, like the Wandering Jew, from land to land, compelled to relate the

tale of his suffering and crime, as a warning to others, and as a lesson of love and charity

towards all God's creatures.

Assassination Plot. {Eng. Hist.) The name given to a conspiracy formed, in i6q6,

by the Earl of Aylesbury and others, to assassinate King William III., near Richmond,
as he returned from the chase. It was discovered February 15th, the day before that

fixed upon for the execution of the plot.

Banshee. In the popular superstitions of the Irish, a sort of tutelary female demon,
called the wife of the fairies, who is thought to give warning of an approaching death by
wailings and shrieks which she utters.

Bardell, Mrs. A widow landlady in Dickens' " Pickwick Papers," celebrated for

the suit which she brought against Mr. Pickwick for an alleged breach of promise to

marry her.

Barkis. A carrier in Dickens' novel of ** David Copperfield," in love with a servant-

girl named Pcggotty, whom he solicits in marriage by writing and displaying before her
eyes a proposaTuniquely worded, " Barkis is willin'.

'

Barn-burners. Lawless individuals who secretly set fire to the barns of the great
landed proprietors in the State of New York, in the first half of the nineteenth century.
Beautiful Parricide. A name given to Beatrice Cenci (d. 1599), who is alleged to

have murdered her father, a wealthy Roman nobleman, on account of the revolting and
incestuous brutality with which he treated her. For this crime she was condemned and
put to death. Some historians maintain that she had no part in the murder, but was the
victim of an infernal plot hatched by two robbers, or by unknown persons whose agents
they were. The story of Beatrice has been made the subject of a powerful tragedy by
the poet Shelley.

Beelzebub. The tide of a heathen deity, to whom the Jews ascribed the sovereignty
of the Evil Spirits. Milton, in his *' Paradise Lost," makes him second in rank to

Satan.
Bridge of Sighs. (//. Ponte det Sosfiri.) The name popularly given to the covered

passage-way which connects the doge's palace in Venice with the State prisons, from the
circumstance that the condemned prisoners were transported over this bridge from the
hall of judgment to the place of execution. Hood has used the name as the title of one
of his poems.
Candor, Mrs. A noted slanderer in Sheridan's " School for Scandal."
Cato Street Conspiracy. {Eng. Hist.) A plot of a gang of low and desperate poli-

ticians to murder the ministers of the crown at a cabinet dinner at Lord Harrowby's, with
the view of raising an insurrection in London and overthrowing the government. The
conspirators were arrested in Cato Street, February 23d, 1820, and Tnistlewood, one of
the ringleaders, was executed May 1st.

City of Masts. A name often bestowed upon London, in allusion to the magnitude of
its commerce.
City of Palaces. An appellation frequently given to Calcutta, the capital of British

India. The southern portion of the city comprises the principal European residences,
many of which are very elegant and even palatial edifices.

City of Victory. Cairo, the capital city of Egypt ; sometimes called, with reference
lo the signification of its Arabic name, El Kahira, or ** The Victorious."
Darby and Joan. A married couple said to have lived more than a century ago, in

the village of Healaugh, in the West Riding of Yorkshire, and celebrated for their long
life and conjugal felicity.

Dark Day, The. (May 19, 1780) So called on account of a remarkable darkness on
that day extending over all New England. In some places, persons could not see to read
common print in the open air for several hours together. Birds sang their evening song,
disappeared, and became silent ; fowls went to roost ; cattle sought the, barnyard ; and
candles were lighted in the houses. The obscuration began about ten o'clock in the
Horning, and continued till the middle of the next night, but with differences of degree
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and duration in different places. For several days previous the wind had been variable,
but chiefly from the southwest and the northeast. The true cause of this remarkable
phenomenon is not known.
Diddler, Jeremy. A character in Kenny's farce of " Raising the Wind/' where he

is represented as a needy and seedy individual, always contriving by his songs, bon mots,
or other expedients, to borrow money or obtain credit.

Dixie. An imaginary place, somewhere in the Southern States of America, celebrated
in a popular negro melody as a perfect paradise of luxurious case and enjoyment. The
term is often used as a collective designation of the Southern States.

Don Juan. (5/. Pro*. Don Hoo-an.) A mythical personage who figures largely in

drama, melodrama, and romance, as the type of refined libertinism.

Echo. {Lot. Pron. E'ko.—Gr. and Rom. Myth.) An Oread who fell desperately in

love with Narcissus. As her love was not returned, she pined away in grief until ; t last

there remained of her nothing but her voice.

El Dorado. (Sp. the golden land.) A name given by the Spaniards to an imaginary
country, supposed, in the sixteenth century, to be situated in the interior of South
America, between the rivers Orinoco and Amazon, and to abound in gold and all manner
of precious stones. Expeditions were fitted out for the purpose of discovering this fabu-
lous region ; and, though all such attempts proved abortive, the rumors of its existence
continued to be believed down to the beginning of the eighteenth century.

Fagin. An old Jew in Dickens' *' Oliver Twist," who employs young persons of both
^exes to carry on a systematic trade of robbery.

Pair Maid of Kent. A name given to Joan, only daughter of Edmond Plantagenet,
Earl of Kent, on account of her great beauty. She was married three times : first, to

William de Montacute, Earl of Salisbury, from whom she was divorced ; secondly, to

Sir Thomas Holland; thirdly, after his death, to her second cousin, Edward, the Black
Prince, under a dispensation from the Pope, rendered necessary by reason of their con-
sanguinity. By the prince she was mother of Richard II., in whose reign she died.

Falstaff, Sir John. A famous character in Shakespeare's comedy of the " Merry
Wives of Windsor," and in the first and second parts ol his historical drama, " Henry
the IV. ;

" the most perfect comic portrait that was ever drawn by the pen of genius.
Pather of Ridicule. A name sometimes given to Francois Rabelais (1483-1533), the

first noteworthy comic romancer of modem times, and the most original and remarkable
of all humorists.

First Gentleman of Europe. A title given by many, during his lifetime, to

King George IV., of England (1 762-1830), on account of his position and personal
attractions.

Plying Dutchman. The name given by sailors to a spectral ship, which is supposed
to cruise in storms off the Cape of Good Hope, and the sight of which is considered the
worst of all possible omens. She is distinguished from earthly vessels by bearing a press
of sail when all others are unable, from stress of weather, to show an inch of canvas.
The cause of her wandering is variously explained. According to one account, a Dutch
captain, bound home from -

the Indies, met with long-continued head-winds and heavy
weather off the Cape of Good Hope, and refused to put back, as he was advised to do,
swearing a very profane oath that he would beat round the cape if he had to beat there

until the Day of Judgment. He was taken at his word, and doomed to beat against

head-winds all his days. His sails are believed to have become thin and sere, his ship-

sides white with age, and himself and crew reduced almost to shadows. He cannot heave
to or lower a boat, but sometimes hails vessels through his trumpet, and requests them
to take letters home for him. Dr. John Leyden, who introduces the story of the Flying
Dutchman into his " Scenes of Infancy," imputes with poetical ingenuity the doom of the
ship to its having been the first to engage in the slave-trade. But the common tradition

is, as stated by Sir Walter Scott, "that she was originally a vessel loaded with great
wealth, on board of which some horrid act of murder and piracy had been committed .

that the plague broke out among the wicked crew, and that they sailed in vain from port

to port, offering, as a price of shelter, the whole of their ill-gotten wealth : that they
were excluded from every harbor, and that, as a punishment of their crimes, the appari-

tion of the ship still continues to haunt those seas in which the catastrophe took place."

The superstition has its origin, probably, in the looming, or apparent suspension in thr

air, of some ship out of sight—a phenomenon sometimes witnessed at sea, and caused by
unequal refraction in the lower strata of the atmosphere.
Fra Diavolo. (//. Brother Devil.) A soubriquet of Michele Pczza (1760-1806), a

native of Calabria. According to some accounts, he was in early life a goat-herd, after-

ward a monk, under the name ofFra Angelo ; he afterward joined a band of robbers, of
which he soon became the leader.

Prey. (Scand. Myth.\ The god of the sun and of rain
?
and hence of fertility and

peace. He was one of the most popular of the northern divinities.
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Garden of the World. A name frequently given to the vast country, comprising

more than j,2ootooo square miles, which is drained by the Mississippi and its tributaries

—a region of almost unexampled fertility.

Great Mogul. The title by which the chief of the Moguls, or of the empire founded

in Hindostan by Baber in the fifteenth century, was known in Europe. The last person

to whom this title of right belonged was Shah AUum, at whose death, in 1806, the Mogul
empire came to an end. - . - . , «~
Green-Eyed Monster. A common personification of jealousy. The expression

originated with Shakespeare. ...,.». . j « o j .v
Grundy, Mrs. A person frequently referred to in Morton s comedy Speed the

Plough," "What will Mrs. Grundy say?"
Hamilton, Gail. A pseudonym adopted by Miss Mary Abigail Dodge Hamilton,

Massachusetts, a popular American writer of the present day.

Heep, Uriah. A detestable character in Dickens' novel of" David Copperfield,

who, under the garb of the most abject humility, conceals a diabolic hatred and malig-

nity.' "I am well aware," quoth he, "that I am the umblest person going, let the

other be who he may. My mother is likewise a very umble person. We five in an

umble abode, Master Copperfield, but have much to be thankful for. My father's former

calling was umble—he was a sexton."
,

Heir of the Republic. A name given to Napoleon Bonaparte, "the plebeian

child of the Revolution," who, in 1799, by a bold coup d'etat overthrew the Directory,

and made himself First Consul of France with sovereign powers ; and who, in 1804, as-

sumed the title of Emperor, and destroyed the last vestiges of democracy and

Hiawatha. A mythical personage of miraculous birth, believed by the North

American Indians to have been sent among them to clear their rivers, forests, and fish-

ing-grounds, and to teach them the arts of peace. The story of Hiawatha has been

made the subject of a poem by Longfellow.

Holy Maid of Kent. Elizabeth Barton, a woman once popularly believed to pos-

sess miraculous endowments, and to be an instrument of divine revelation. She was be-

headed at Tyburn, on the 21st of April, 1534, for high treason, in having predicted that

direful calamities would befall the English nation, and that Henry VI II . would die

a speedy and violent death if he should divorce Queen Catharine and marry Anne
Boleyn. Her imposture was for a time so successful that even Sir Thomas Moore was
disposed to be a believer.

Irish Night. (E*g. Hist.) A night of agitation and terror in London, after the

flight of James II., occasioned by an unfounded report that the Irish-Catholics of Fever-
sham's army had been let loose lo murder the Protestant population, men, women, and
children.

King of Waters. A name given to the river Amazon.
Lady of England. A title conferred upon Matilda, daughter of Henry I., of Eng-

land, and wife of Geoffrey Plantagenet, by a council held at Winchester, April 7, 1x41.

Law's Bubble. A name given to a delusive speculation projected by John Law
(1671-1729), a celebrated financier, and a native of Edinburgh. In 1716 he established a
bank in France, by royal authority, composed of 1,200 shares, of 3,000 livres each, which
soon bore a premium. This bank became the office for all public receipts, and there was
annexed to it a Mississippi company, which had grants of land in Louisiana; and was
expected to realize immense sums by planting and commerce. In 1718 it was declared
a royal bank, and its shares rose to twenty times their original value, so that, in 1719,
they were worth more than eighty times the amount of all the current specie in France.
In 1720 the shares sank as rapidly as they had risen, nearly overthrowing the French
government and occasioning great and widespread financial distress and bankruptcy.

Little Paris. A name given to the city of Milan, in Italy, from its resemblance, in

point of gayety, to the French Capital.

Little Queen. A soubriquet given to Isabella of Valois {1387-1410), who married
Richard II., King of England, when but eight years old, and was left a widow when
but thirteen.

Lord Lovel. The hero of an ancient and well-known Scottish ballad.

Lothario. One of the dramatis persona in Rowe's tragedy, " The Fair Penitent/*
His character is that of a libertine and a seducer, and has served as a prototype of that

of many dramatic and romance heroes.

Lucifer. One of the names of the devil, being applied to him from an allegorical

•nterpretation, by the church-fathers, of a passage in Isaiah (xiv. 12), in which the
King of Babylon is likened to the morning star. Wierus makes him the highest officcf

pf justice in the infernal court or empire.
Luna. (Rom. Afytk.) The goddess of the moon ; a name of Diana.
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Lynch, Judge. In America, a personification of violent and illegal iustice, or of
mob-law. The name is usually alleged to be derived from one Lynch, who lived in what
is now Piedmont, district of Virginia, at the time when that district was the western
frontier of the State, and when, on account of the distance from the courts of law, it was
customary to refer the adjustment of disputes to men of known character and judgment
in the neighborhood. This man became so prominent by reason of the wisdom and im-
partiality of his decisions that he was known throughout the country as " Judge
Lynch.
Maid of Bath. A name given to Miss Lindley. a beautiful and accomplished

singer, who became the wife of Richard Brinsley Sheridan, the celebrated dramatist and
statesman.
Maid of Orleans. A surname given to Joan of Arc, from her heroic defence of the

•ity of Orleans. Having been taken captive by the EnglUh, she suffered martyrdom,
being burned alive by order of the Earl of Warwick, on the 24th of May, 1431.

Maid of Saragossa. An appellation bestowed upon Agustina Zaragoza, a younfc
Spanish woman distinguished for her heroism during the defence of Saragossa in 1808-9
She first attracted notice by mounting a battery where her lover had fallen, and working
a gun in his room. Byron has celebrated her in the first canto of his " Childe Harold.
Man in the Moon. A name popularly given to the dark lines and spots upon the

surface of the moon, which are visible to the naked eye, and which, when examined with
a good telescope, are discovered to be the shadows of lunar mountains. It is one of the
most popular, and perhaps one of the most ancient superstitions in the world, that these
lines and spots are the figure of a man leaning on a fork, on which he carries a bundle
)f thorns or brushwood, for stealing which on a Sunday he was confimd in the moon.
The account given in Numbers xv. 32 of a man who was stoned to death for gathering
sticks upon the Sabbath-day, is undoubtedly the origin of this belief.

Man of Destiny. An appellation conferred on Napoleon Bonaparte, who believed
himself to be a chosen Instrument of Destiny, and that his actions were governed by some
occult and supernatural influence.

Mask, the Iron. A name used to designate an unknown French prisoner, whos*
identity has never been satisfactorily established. He was carried, about the year 1679,
with the greatest secrecy, to the castle of Pignerol, of which Saint Mars was governor.
He wore during the journey a black mask, and orders were given to kill him if he dis-

covered himself. In 1686 he was carried by Saint Mars to the Island of Sainte Margue-
rite ; and, on the passage, the same precautions were observed as upon the first journey.
Saint Mars, having been appointed Governor of the Bastile in 1698, carried the prisoner
with him, but still masked. There he remained till his death, on Nov. 19th, 1703, treated

with the utmost respect, but closely watched and not permitted to take off his mask even
before his physician. He was buried on the 20th of November in the cemetery of St.

Paul, under the name of Machioti.
McFlimsey, Flora. The heroine of " Nothing to Wear," a popular satirical poem

by William Allan Butler (b. 1825), an American author.

Mason and Dixon's Line. A name given to the southern boundary line separat-
ing tho free State of Pennsylvania from the former slave States of Maryland and Virginia.

It lies in latitude 39 43'* 26.3", and was run—with the exception of about 22 miles—by
Charles Mason and Jeremiah Dixon, two English mathematicians and surveyors, be-

tween Nov. 15, 1763, and Dec. 26, 1767. During the excited debate in Congress, in 1820.

on the question of excluding slavery from Missouri, the eccentric John Randolph, of
Roanoke, made great use of this phrase, which was caught up and re-echoed by every
newspaper in the land, and thus gained a proverbial celebrity, which it still retains.

Micawber, Mr. Wilkins. A prominent and celebrated character in Dickens' novel
of " David Copperfield ;

" noted for his long speeches, ambitious style, love of letter-

writing, alternate elevation and depression of spirits, hearty appetite, reckless improvi-
dence, and everlasting troubles, and for his constantly " waiting for something to turn
up."
Mistress of the Seas. A name sometimes given to Great Britain, on account of her

aaval supremacy.
Mistress of the World. A common designation of ancient Rome, which was for

senturies the grandest, richest and most populous of European cities, and was regarded
as the capital of a kind of universal empire.
Old Bags. A nickname given to John Scott, Lord Eldon (1751-1838,) lord chancellor

if England for twenty-five years. He was so very cautious of deliverine a hasty judg-
ment that he always expressed his doubts and was accustomed to take ail the papers of
complicated cases home with him in different bags—hence the name. According to

another account, he was so called from the large and richly embroidered bag in which
the great seal of Engtand is carried—or supposed—before the lord chancellor when he
proceeds to take his seat on the judicial bench or on the woolsack.
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Othello. A Moor of Venice, in Shakespeare's play of the same name. He marries

Desdemona, the daughter of a Venetian senator, and is led by his ensign, lago, a con-

summate villain, to distrust her fidelity and virtue, and finally to kill her; not, however,

in jealousy, properly speaking, but as Coleridge says, " in a conviction forced upon
him by the almost superhuman art of lago—such a conviction as any man would and
must have entertained who had believed Iago's honesty, as Othello did."

Painter of the Graces. A name applied by his contemporaries to Andrea Appiaaf
(1754-18x7), an Italian painter celebrated for his beautiful frescoes.

Peeping Tom. An appellation given to a person of ungovernable inquisitiveness.

Prince of Artists. A title often given by the Germans to Albert Durer (1471-1528),

s celebrated painter, sculptor and engraver. He is said to have invented the art of etch-

ing, and he carried wood engraving to a degree of excellence that has hardly bees sur-

passed.
Puck. Originally the name of a fiend, subsequently the name for that " merry wan-

derer of the night, styled also Robin Good/eilow, who plays so conspicuous a part in

Shakespeare's " Midsummer-Night's Dream." Pug", in Ben Johnson's play called
" The Devil is an Ass," is evidently the same person, though Johnson makes him s
goblin, or fiend, and not a fairy.

Quaker City. A popular name of Philadelphia, which was planned and settled by
Wm. Penn, accompanied^ by a colony of English Friends.

Queen City. A popular name of Cincinnati, given to it when it was the undisputed
commercial metropolis of the West.
Queen of Queens. A title given by Antony to Cleopatra (s. c. 69-50), the last

sovereign of the dynasty of the Ptolemies in Egypt.
Quilp. A hideous dwarf, full of ferocity and cunning, in Dickens' " Old Curiosity

Shop.'
r

Rail-Splitter, The. A popular designation of Abraham Lincoln (1809-1865), the
sixteenth president of the United States, who is said to have supported himself lor one
winter, in early life, by splitting rails for a farmer.

Rebecca the Jewess. A meek but high-souled Hebrew maiden in Walter Scott's

novel of " Ivanhoe," and the actual heroine of the story.

Renard. A name given to a fox in fables or familiar tales, and in poetry. It is de-
rived from the celebrated German beast-epic (" Thier-epos ") entitled " Reinecke
Fuchs," or " Reinhard Fuchs," which is a satire on the state of society in Germany
during the middle ages and the feudal regime, originated at an unknown period amonj
the Frankish tribes, and first made known through the medium of a Low German ver-
sion in the fifteenth century. Written also Reynard.
Robinson, Jack. A name used in the phrase, " Before one could say Jack Robin-

son," a saying to express a very short time ; said by Grose to have originated from a
very volatile gentleman of that name who would call on his neighbors and be gone
before his name could be announced.
Rosalind. A daughter of the exiled duke, in Shakespeare's " As you like it." " Rosa-

Knd has vivacity and wit enough to captivate those who like a woman of spirit; and yet
with this there is interwoven so much womanly tenderness and delicacy, she is, in her

Syest moods, so truly, sometimes so touchingly feminine, that she wins more admirers
in she dazzles."—^. G. White.
Round Table. A huge circular marble table, at which, according to the old roman-

cers. King Arthur and his knights were accustomed to sit. It was originally the property
of Uther Pendragon, for whom it was made by the sorcerer Merlin ; it afterwards be-
longed to Leodegranee, King of Camelard, and came to Arthur as the portion of his
wife Guinever, the daughter of that monarch. It was said to have been modeled after

one established by Joseph of Arimathea, in imitation of that which Jesus had used at
the Last Supper. Every knight had his seat with his name inscribed on it in letters of
gold. There were thirteen seals around it. in memory of the thirteen apostles. Twelve
only were occupied, and by knights of the highest fame. The thirteenth represented the
seat of the traitor Judas.
Rowland. Another orthography of Roland, one of the most famous of Charle-

magne's Twelve Peers. To give one "a Rowland for an Oliver" is an old and pro-
verbial expression used to signify the matching of one incredible lie with another. Oliver
was also one of Charlemagne's paladins ; and the exploits of these renowned heroes are
tendered ridiculously and equally extravagant by the old romancers.
Rubicon. The ancient name of a small stream, thought to be the modem Pisatello,

which formed the boundary between Italy and Cisalpine Gaul. It is celebrated from
Cesar's having hesitated about crossing it with his army, and initiating civil war, in the
year 49 s. c. Hence, " to pass the Rubicon" has become a proverbial phrase to

fenotc the taking of the first step in an undertaking from which one cannot or will not
tcede.
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Seven Champions of Christendom. St. George, the patron saint of England ; St
Denis, of France ; St. James, of Spain ; St. Anthony, of Italy ; St. Andrew, of Scot-

land ; St. Patri:k, of Ireland ; and St. David, of Wales. They are often alluded to by
old writers.

Seven Wonders of the World. A name given to seven very remarkable objects

of the ancient world, which have been variously enumerated. The following classification

s the one most generally received : 1. The Pyramids of Egypt. 2. The Pnaros of Alex-
andria. 3. The walls and hanging gardens of Babylon. 4 The Temple of Diana at
Ephesus. 5. The statue ofJupiter byPhidias, at Olympia. 6. The Mausoleum, erected

by Artemisia, at Halicarnassus. 7. The Colossus of Rhodes.
St. Nicholas. The patron saint of boys. He fa said to have been bishop of Myra.

in Lycia, and to have died in the year 326. Of his personal history little or nothing is

known with certainty. The young were universally taught to revere him, and the popu-
lar fiction which represents him as the bearer of presents to children on Christmas eve is

well known. He is the Santa Clams and the Kriss /Cringle of the Dutch.
St. Tammany. An Indian chief, who. in the United States, has been popularly can.

onixed as a saint, and adopted as the tutelary genius of one branch of the Democratic
party. Tammany was of the Delaware nation, and lived probably in the middle of the

seventeenth century. He resided in the country which is now Delaware until he was of

age, when he moved beyond the Alleghenies
f
and settled on the banks of the Ohio. He

became a chief sachem of his tribe, and, being always a friend of the whites, often re-

strained his warriors from deeds of violence. His rule was always discreet, and he en-

deavored to induce his followers to cultivate agriculture and the arts of peace, rather

than those of war. When he became old he called a council to have a successor ap-
pointed, after which the residue of his life was spent in retirement ; and tradition relates

that " young and old repaired to his wigwam to near him discourse wisdom." His great
motto was, " Unite in peace for happiness, in war for defence." When and by whom he
was first styled Saint, or by what whim he was chosen to be the patron of Democracy

,

does not appear.
Sailor King. A title popularly conferred upon William IV. of England, who entered

the navy in 1779, at fourteen years of age, and continued in the service till 1827, having
passed from the rank of midshipman to that of captain by regular promotion, and thence

by a merely formal ascent to that of admiral of the fleet in 1801, and that of lord high

admiral in 1827.

Secessia. A popular collective name applied to the States which attempted to secede

from the American Union in 1860-61. The inhabitants received the cant name of " The
Secesh."
Seven Years' War. A war carried on by two alliances, headed respectively by

Austria and Prussia, which commenced in 1756, and was brought to a close—without
material advantages gained by any party—by the peace of Hubertsburg. November 15th,

1763. It Is remarkable for the extraordinary campaigns of Frederick the Great, the

Prussian king.
Sicilian Vespers. A name given to a memorable massacre of the French, which

began at Palermo, in Sicily, March 30th, 1282, at the hour of vespers on Easter Monday,
and extended throughout the island. Sicily"was at this time subject to Charles of Anjou,
whose soldiers had made themselves hateful to the Sicilians. The result of the insur-

rection was that the authority of Charles was completely overthrown, and the islanders

placed themselves under the protection of the king of Aragon.
Sick Man of the East. A name popularly given to the Turkish empire, which,

"mder Soliman the Magnificent (1495-1566), reached the summit of its prosperity, and
has ever since steadily declined. At the present day Turkey is mainly indebted for its

existence to the support of foreign powers.
Thor. {Scartd. Myth.) A son of Odin and Frigga; the god of war, and, in that

capacity, the defender of the gods against the frequent attacks of the giants. He drives

a golden chariot, drawn by two white he goats, and when it rolls alone the heavens, it

causes thunder and lightning. His principal weapon, and that on which most of his

power depends, is a mace, or hammer, called Mjolnir. He has also a famous belt, whicn,
when on him. doubles his strength, and a pair of steel gauntlets, which are of great use

to him, as Mjolnir is almost always red hot. The fifth day was sacred to this god, and
hence it was called Thor's day, our Thursday.
Utopia. A term invented by Sir Thomas Moore (1480-1535), and applied by him te

an imaginary island, which he represents to have been discovered by a companion of

Amerigo Vespucci, and as enjoying the utmost perfection in laws, politics, etc.. in con*

tradistinction to the defects of those which then existed elsewhere. The name has no*
passed into all the languages of Europe, to signify a state of ideal perfection.
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HOW TO USE THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE

A SIMPLE GRAMMATICAL HAND-BOOK.

There are twenty-six letters in the English Alphabet ; which have always been arranged
'.n the following order : A a, B b, C c, D d, E e, F f, G g. H h. I i, J i, K k, L 1, M m.
N n, O o, P p, Q q, R r, S $, T t, U u, V v. W w, X x, Y y f 2 z.

The vowels are. a, e, i, o, u ; and with them w and y ought to be placed. They repre-

sent the sounds which are produced by the transmission of the voice through the mouth,
whilst the cavity is more or less enlarged in different directions. All the rest are namea
consonants, and represent the sounds produced when the voice is interrupted by the
voluntary action of the throat, tongue, palate, nose, teeth, and lips.

Words. The classification of words depends upon their signification as parts of
sentences. Names of things, persons, and of whatever exists, even in imagination, are
called Nouns, and sometimes Substantives. Thus: Tree, stone; man, boy; Caesar,
Wellington ; virtue, hope. Words expressing an assertion respecting an action or condi-

tion, or the reception of the consequences of an action, or simply respecting existence,

are called Verbs. Thus : to run ; to strike ; to sleep : to be ; to be beaten. Attributives

which can only in figurative language be used without a noun (which they qualify in some
way) are called Adjectives. Thus : Good, bad, green, high, everlasting. These are the
three principal classes of words, which represent distinct notions of things, persons,

actions, qualities, etc., formed in the mind. Other words express not so much ideas

fovmed, as the connection of those ideas with each other, or their relations to us, or some
of the infinitely various associations of thoughts.
Pronouns serve not only to prevent the too frequent repetition of the same nouns, but

yet more to indicate the relation of the persons or things spoken of to the speaker. Such
are the Personal Pronouns. Others are used as attributives, but they also show the
relations of the subjects they characterize to the speaker. Thus: I, thou, he, they;
mine, thine ; this, those ; whom, what. Whatever exists, or acts, or is acted upon, is

regarded as being, or acting, or being acted on, in some particular time, place, manner,
etc. ; and these modifications of the simple notions indicated by the verb are expressed
by a class of words called Adverbs. Thus : Now, where, so, seldom, perhaps. Many
of the relations of notions one to another, also, are those of place, time, manner, means,
etc. : and these are expressed by words called Prepositions, which serve to connect nouns
and pronouns with other nouns and pronouns, and with verbs. Thus : From, by, of, to,

after. The connection of things, etc., with each other, and of thoughts with other
thoughts, is shown by means of Conjunctions. Thus : And. or. but, though, for.

Numerals are in part names, and in part attributives and adverbs ; and therefore do
not properly form a class by themselves. Thus : Two, four, six ; first, tenth, hun-
dredth ; firstly, secondly, lastly.

Interjections are expressions of emotion, such as fear, joy, pain, wonder, etc., and
not of thought, and the greater number are rather sounds than words. Thus : Ah ! O

I

Ha!
Nouns. The Gender of Nouns is determined by the sex of the persons or beings they

represent, being called Masculine and Feminine, as they are the names of males or females
Beings without natural sex, things without life, and abstractions are called Neuter. Figura-
tively, sex is attributed to many beings naturally having no such distinction, and toabstrac*
tions. Thus : The sun, At is setting ; the moon, skt is rising ; Charity, skt is the child
of heaven. Very small beings, whatever sex they may be of, and those whose sex is not
their distinctive characteristic, are spoken of as neuter. Thus : The ant, it is a patroa
of foresight and prudence ; the child, it knows not what it does. Very few words, in

English, nav* terminations, or other specialties of form, indicative of their gender : the
following are examples of the only kinds, and they arc not numerous. Thus : Arbiter,
arbitress; prosecutor, prosecutrix; margrave, margravine; he-bear, she-bear; Man-
servant, maid-servant. In other instances different words are appropriated to the two
sexes, but without anv peculiarity of termination. Thus : Brother, sister ; horse, mare

;

king, queen. The only distinction of Number is that between one and more than one

;

the ordinary forms expressing the former, and being called Singular ; and special forms
being used for the latter, called Plural. Most commonly, s or (when it ends in a sibilant

(418)
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or x) es is added to the singular. Thus : Sword, swords ; fish, fishes. Words ending
3n f or fe generally make their plurals in ves. Thus : Calf, calves ; life, lives. But all

words ending in n. except staff, staves, and several words in f or fe, add s without any
change of letters tor the plural. Thus: WhifT, whiffs; grief, griefs; fife, fifes. Those
ending in o, preceded by a vowel, add s only ; but if a consonant precede the o, s or cs

is added. Thus: Cameo, cameos: ratio, ratios; cargo, cargoes; volcano, volcanoes;
portico, porticos ; solo, solos. Words ending in y after a consonant have tes in the plural.

Thus : fly, flies ; history, histories. A very few change the vowel sound of the singular.

Thus: Foot, feet; goose, geese; tooth, teeth; WMnan, women (pronounced wimmen).
One adds en to the singular—ox, oxen. One both changes the vowel and adds en
—-brother, brethren. Besides these, the following must be noted: Child makes children

In the plural. Mouse has mice, and louse, lice; but it is the spelling only which is

peculiar. Penny has two plurals ; when coins are meant, pennies, but when money is

spoken of, pence. In like manner die, signifying a stamp for coining, has dies ; but
when it means a cube used in play, dice. Pea has peas and pease, the latter signifying

peas collectively, or used for food. Kine is sometimes used as a plural to cow.
Deer, sheep, swine, are used in both numbers ; and (when spoken of as food) fish,

cod, salmon, etc. The names of metals are made plural only when employed to signify

some particular things composed of them. Thus : Irons, coppers, brasses. Articles of
trade and commerce, which, in ordinary language, are never used in the plural form, have
plural forms in the market. Thus : Cloth, oil, sugar, tea, etc. On the other hand, beast,

which has a regular and commonly used plural, is employed in the singular fornt

alone by Smithfield salesmen. Words signifying abstract qualities seldom take the
plural form, because they cannot have a plural meaning, except when used figuratively.

Thus : The honors of the world ; the decencies of life. Names of measures, weights
of some numbers, and of terms employed numerically, are in some instances used in the
singular form, with a plural meaning. Thus : A ten-pound note, eighteen hundred and
fifty-eight, an army of eighty thousand men, twelve dozen of wine, three brace of dogs,
a fleet of twenty sail, twelve thousand foot and three thousand horse, fifteen thousand
stand of arms, a hundred head of cattle, each weighing thirty stone. Alms, means, news,
pains, and riches, which are plural in form, are used both as singulars and as plurals.

Ashes, bellows, breeches, cates, dregs, gallows, pincers, scissors, and tongs, have no
singulars, either in form or meaning. The names of some sciences, derived from the

Greek language, are plural in form, but in meaning singular. Thus : Ethics, hydrostatics,

mathematics, mechanics, politics. And so is the term morals. Suds, and wages, plural

in form, are singular in signification: and pulse (leguminous seeds}, also plural in form,
is simply collective in its meaning. When a noun is the subject of a sentence it is said

to be in the nominative case, and when it immediately follows a verb or a preposition it

is said to be in the objective case, but its form is precisely the same in both cases. Thus

:

Nom. The man walks ; trees grow. Obj. I pity the man ; he fells the trees ; with the man

;

under the trees. When one noun, in either the singular or plural number, is used along
with another attributively, and indicating its possessor or origin, 's (with an apostrophe
before it, which shows that a vowel sound has been dropped) is added to the former, ex-

cept when it ends in a sibilant, when most frequently only the apostrophe is added.
Thus: A soldier's life; the soldiers' friend: the iury's verdict; the judges' sentence;

Thomas's horse (read "Thomases"); the fox's (read "foxes") brush; " He that de-

spised Moses' law, died
; " " If ye suffer for righteousness* sake, happy are ye."

Declension of a Noun.

Singular. Plural.
Nominative case, \
Objective case, j"

King, Kings.

Possessive case, King's, Kings'.

In order to Individualize the application of common nouns, two words, usually deslg

nated articles, one a demonstrative pronoun, the, the other a numeral, an (or, as abbre-

viated before a consonant sound, a), almost universally precede them. The former, which
is called the definite article, is used before nouns of both numbers, Thus: the man, the

men ; the horse, the horses. The latter is called the indefinite article, and is used before

nouns in the singular number only. Thus : A man, an hour, a tree, an enemy.
Proper names, abstract nouns, names of materials, and some other classes of nouns,

take the articles only when they are used as common nouns. Thus : Solon, Brutus, hope,
fear, water, wood; the Solon of his country; he is a Brutus; the hopes and fears of
youth ; the water's edge ; the wood of the ark.

Verb*. When the action signified by a verb takes effect Immediately on any person
or thing as its object* the verb is called transitive or active ; but when the action is com*
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plctely described by the verb itself, or when the verb signifies a condition, it is called in
transitive or neuter. Thus : We suspect deceit, he loves truth : I walk or run, they
sleep, you stand. Many verbs, as may be seen in the English Dictionary, are both active
and neuter. Thus : To abate a nuisance, the storm abated ; to account a man wise, to

account for one's conduct.
Transitive verbs are conjugated in two ways : one form, called active, is used when

the agent is the subject of the verb. Thus : I esteem him ; they speak both French and
German ; the Allies defeated the Russians. The other is used when the agent is the im-
mediate object of the verb, and is called passive. Thus : He is esteemed by me : both
Frenchana German are spoken by them ; the Russians were defeated by the Allies. In
the conjugation of verbs, four moods are distinguished—the indicative, the subjunctive,
the imperative, and the infinitive—and another class of forms called participles. The
indicative is used when the speaker asserts something as actually existing or acting.

Thus : He reads, we walked, they will consent, thou art punished, I was exalted, you will

be confounded. The subjunctive is used when some possible or probable action or state

of being is spoken of. Thus :
" If I be a father, where is mine honor? " " Though thou

detain me, I will not eat
; " " If he were a prophet, he would have known who touched

him ;
" " Though these three men were in it, tnty should deliver neither son nor daugh-

ter." When a command is given, the imperative is employed. Thus :
" Honor all men.

Love the brotherhood. Fear God. Honor the king.' The infinitive mood consists of

the substantive forms, and the participles of the attributive forms, of the verb to which
they belong. The preposition to is prefixed to all infinitives, except those which follow
auxiliary verbs, and such verbs as see, hear, etc. . in the active voice. Thus :

" To err is

human ; to forgive divine;" to have praised, to nave been blamed ; I saw him weep, he
was seen to weep ; erring, forgiven ;

" having nothing, and yet possessing all things."

The three Tenses of Verbs, or the times in which an action or event may be said to
take place, are the present, the past, and the future ; and in each of them, it may be
considered as indefinitely, or imperfectly, or perfectly accomplished. Thus : (Indef.

pres.) I read, (imperf. pres.) I am reading, (pert, pres.) I have read ; (indef. past) I read,
(imperf. past) I was reading, (perf. past) I nad read, (indef. fut.) I shall read,
(imperf. tut.) I shall be reading, (perf. fut.) I shall have read. In the subjunctive
mood, the tense forms express the probability or improbability of the event or
action spoken of. Thus: (Prob.) "What matter where, if 1 be still the same?"
"Thougn thou detain me, I will not eat." (Improb.) " If ye were of the world,
the world would love his own." ** If ye loved me. ye would rejoice." The im-
perative mood admits of no distinctions of time, but only of the completeness
or incompleteness of the action commanded. Thus: (Imperf.) Read thou, (perf.)

Have done ! In the infinitive mood the only tense is the present. Thus : (Indef.

pres.) to read, (imperf. pres.) to be reading, (perf. pres.) to nave read. And the par-
ticiples admit only of the distinctions of completeness and incompleteness of the action
spoken of. Thus : (Imperf.) reading, (perf.} read. By means of a class of verbs, called

Auxiliary verbs, the capability of expressing the several relations of mood, tense, etc.,

is greatly extended and refined. Those tenses which are formed without the assistance

of auxiliaries are called simple tenses, and the others, compound. Thus : We hope,
you fear, they fled ; I am hoping, thou hast feared, he has fled, we shall learn. The aux-
iliary verbs of mood are such as may and can, which express possibility ; must, ought,
and shall, which express obligation : shall and will, expressing determination of will

;

might, could, and would, expressing desire ; let and may, implying permission ; do.
which adds emph isis to assertion, and is employed in negatives and questions, etc.

Thus : It may be so, he can do it, you must see that you should obey, " these tilings

ought not so to be," we shall see to that, I will be heard, might it but be so ! could we
but know it, would he were here I let him do what he will, you may do as you please,

we do like simplicity, it does not signify, do you see the meaning? The auxiliary verbs
of tense are such as be, be about, be going, begin, do, have, keep, shall, etc. Thus

:

You are chosen, they were laughing, we are about to depart, we are going to learn
French, I did once think, he has seen too much, they kept expecting what was impos-
sible, he would dance and sing the whole day lone. All the moods, tenses, etc., of the
passive forms of verbs are made by the help of the verb be. Thus : I am praised, we
were loved, they shall be beaten, to be afflicted, having been disappointed. The only
distinctive personal forms are those of the second and third persons singular of the pres*

ent indefinite tense, and the second person singular of the past indefinite ; all the other per-

sons in each of the simple tenses are alike. Thus : I lead, thou leadest, he leads (leadeth),

we lead, you lead, they lead. I led, thou leddest, he led, we led, you led, they led.

Impersonal Verbs, of which there are but two in our language (strictly so to be
called), are found only in the third person singular. Thus :

" Meseems I hear her singing
bud, meseemed :

" methinks he breaks it/' " methought I saw my late espoused wife.
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But other verbs are off.n used impersonally. Thus : It rained last night, it liked him
well, it behoved him to Jo the same. Verbs are divided into two classes, regular and
irregular ; the regular verbs form their past tense and perfect participle by adding d or ed
to the present tense. The irregular verbs with the formation of their past tense and par-

ticiples are given below.

Present. Pott.
Abide Abode
Awake Awoke
Bear Bore

(to bring
brthj

Bear, for- Bore
[to sustain]

Beat Beat
Begin Began
Bereave **

Beseech
Bid, for-

Bind.
un-, re-

Bite
Blow
Break
Build
re-.up-

Catch,

Bereft,

Bereaved
Besought
Bade, Bid
Bound

Bit
Blew
Broke
Built, Builded

Caught,
Catched

Chide ChM
Choose Chose
Cleave [to Cleaved
adhere]

Cleave Clave, Cleft

[to split]

Ding Clung
Come, be-, Came
over

Crow Crew. Crowed
Dare* [to Dared, Durst
venture]

Deal Dealt
Dig Dug
Do, un-, Did

mis-,over-

Per/. Part.
Ibode
Iwaked
Born

pome

Beaten, Beat
Begun
Bereft,

Bereaved
Besought
Bid
Bound

Bitten, Bit
Blown
Broken
Built, Builded

Caught.
Catched

Draw,
with-

Drink
Drive
Dwell
Eat
Fall, be-
Fly
Forsake
Freeze

Drew

Drank
Drove
Dwelt,DweIled
Ate
Fell

Flew
Forsook
Froze

Get,be-,for-Got
Gild Gilt, Gilded
Gird.be-, Girt, Girded

un-, en-
Give, for-,

mis-
Go, for-,

under-
Grave, en- Graved
Grind Ground

Gave

Went

• Dare, to challenge,

Chid
Chosen
Cleaved

Cleft

Clung
Come

Crowed
Dared

Dealt
Dug
Done

Drawn

Drunk
Driven
Dwelt, Dwelled
Eaten
Fallen
Flown
Forsaken
Frozen
Got
Gilt, Girded
Girt, Girded

Given

Gone

Graved
Ground

is regular.

Present, Past Per/. Part
Grow Grew Grown
Hang • Hung Hung
Heave f Heaved, Hove Heaved, Hoven
Hear, over- Heard
Hew Hewed
Hide Hid
Hurt Hurt
Keep Kept
Kneel Knelt
Knit Knit, Knitted
Know, fore Knew
Lade Laded
Load, un-, Loaded

[over]

LieJ [to lie Lay
down]

Lay, [to Laid
place], In

Light Lighted, Lit
Mow Mowed
Pen [to en- Penned, Pent

close] g
Quitted, Quit
Kid
Rode
Rang, Rung
Rose
Rived
Ran
Sawed
Said

Quit
Rid
Ride
Ring
Rise, a-

Rive
Run, out-

Saw
Say [un-,

gain]
See, fore-

Seek
Sell

Seethe
Set,to place Set
Sit, [to sit Sat
down]

Shake
Shine
Shoe
Shew or
Show

Shrink

Heard
Hewn, Hewed
Hidden, Hid
Hurt
Kept
Knelt
Knit, Knitted
Known
Laded
Loaded

Lain

Laid

Lighted. Lit
Mown, Mowed
Penned, Pent

uit, QuittedQui!
Rid

Saw
Sought
Sold
Seethed, Sod

Ridden
Rung
Risen
Riven
Run
Sawn, Sawed
Said

Seen
Sought
Sold
Seethed
Set
Sat

Shook Shaken
Shone Shone
Shod Shod
Shewed or Shewn or Sho art

Showed
Shrunk Shrunk
Sang, Sung Sung
Sank, Sunk Sunk
Slew Slain
Slept Slept
Slid Slid

Slung Slung

* Hang, to take away life by hanging, Is

regular; "Judas departed, and went and
hanged himself."

t The irregular past tense and perfect par*
ticiple of this verb are employed in sea lan-

guage ; but the latter rarely.

| Lie, to tell a falsehood, is regular.

I Pen, to write, is regular.

Sing
Sink
Slay
Sleep
Slide
Sling
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Present. Poet. Per/. Part.
Slunlc

Present. Past. Per/ ran
Slink Slunk Sweep Swept Swept
Smite Smote Smitten Swim Swam, Swum Swum
Sow Sowed Sown, Sowed Swing Swung Swung
Speak, be- Spake Spoken Take.mis-. Took

under-,be-.
Taken

Speed Sped Sped
Spend,mis- Spent Spent re-,over-

Teach.un-, TaughtSpin Spun Spun Taught
Spit* Spat Spit mis-
Split Split Split Tear Tore Torn
Spring Sprang.Sprung Sprung Tell, fore Told Told
Stand, Stood Stood Think, be- Thought Thought
with-under Thrive Throve, Thriven,

Steal . Stole Stolen Thrived Thrived
Stick Stuck Stuck Throw, Threw Thrown
Stink Sunk, Stunk Stunk over-
Stride, be- Strode Stridden Thrust Thrust Thrust
Strike Struck Struck Tread re- Trod Trodden
String Strung Strung Wear Wore Worn
Strive Strove Striven Weave, un- Wove Woven
Strow or Strowed, Strown, Weep Wept Wept

Strew, be- Strewed Strowed Win Won Won
Strewn, Strewed Wind, un- Wound Wound

Swear, for- Swore Sworn Wring Wrung Wrung
* Spit, to put on a sp it, is regular. Write Wrote Written

Obs. When the past tense is a monosyllable not ending in a single vowel, the second
Serson singular of the solemn style is formed by the addition of est ; as, heardest,
eddest, lookest. Hadst, wast, saidst, and didst, are exceptions.
N. B. The words beholden, bounden, cloven, drunken, graven, laden, molten, sodden,

shaven, shorn, sunken, stricken, stringed, and wrought, which were formerly used a?
perfect participles, are now used only as adjectives.

Adjectives. There are no changes of forms in the adjectives, to show their relations

to the nouns they qualify, as to gender, number or case. Thus : A wise man, wise men ;

a tall man, a tall woman, a tall tree; they saw the powerful king's golden crown ; he
defeated three great emperors' vast armies. But the degree of intensity in which any
quality is regarded as characterizing one or more persons or things, when compared with
others, is expressed by the addition of er (or r) and est (or st) to the simple (or positive)

form of the adjective ; the former (called the comparative degree) being employed where
only two subjects are compared, the latter (named the superlative) when a subject is

compared with more than one other in respect of the same quality. Thus : This tree is

taller than that, but the next is the tallest of the three, and those trees are the tallest in

the wood ; this man is wiser than those, and those men are the wisest in our country

;

platinum is the heaviest metal, or platinum is heavier than any other metal. Instead of
using these inflections, with adjectives of more than one syllable, the comparative is fre-

?uently formed by prefixing more, and the superlative by prefixing most, to the simple
>rm. Thus : A more prudent man, the most prudent conduct ; more seasonable

weather, most unseasonable importunities. Some adjectives are defective, or have com-
paratives and superlatives formed from other words ; and some do not form them accord-
ing to the common rule. The following are the principal adjectives to which these
remarks apply

:

Bad worse (worser) worst
Far farther farthest

Fore further furthest, first

Good better best
Late later, latter latest, last

Little less, lesser least

Much, many more most
Near, nigh nearer, nigher nearest, next
Old older, elder oldest, eldest

Another class of adjectives differs from the common rule in having a positive significa-

tion with the comparative form (as is the case with the comparatives, superior, inferior,

exterior, and interior, borrowed from the Latin), and only a superlative degree of com
parison beside. Thus: Former, foremost ; hinder, hindmost, and hindermost; hither,

nithermost ; inner, inmost, and innermost ; nether, nethermost ; outer, outmost, ano
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Outermost ; under, undermost ; upper, upmost, and uppermost ; utter, utmost, and utter*

most. The following superlatives also occur: midmost for midst, northernmost and
touthernmost. Different degrees of intensity are also more generally expressed by the

Me of some adverbs. Thus: Too hot, very cold, exceedingly angry. "Less" and
" least " are employed when the comparison regards lower degrees of intensity. Thus

:

Less scrupulous, least scrupulous.

Pronouns. Those which are used as nouns only are the personal pronouns, I, thou,

he, she, it, and their plurals. They are thus declined

:

First Person. Second Person.

Nominative Case,
Objective Case,
Possessive Case,

Sing- Plur.
I we
me us
my, mine our, ours

Third Person.

Smg.
thou
thee
thy, thine

Plur.
you, ye
you, ye
your, yows

Nominative Case,
Objective Case,
Possessive Case,

Sing.
Hue. F*»u
he she
him her
his her, hers

AW.
it

it

its

Plur.
Allgtndtr*.
they
them
their, theirs.

The possessive cases of these pronouns are sometimes spoken of as a class by them-
selves, and called possessive (adjective) pronouns. In the first and second persons, the
possessive cases, and in the third person, the objective cases, with self or selves affixed,

constitute the reflective pronouns. Thus : Know thyself, he loves himself, they were
ashamed of themselves. And these and the possessive* are rendered emphatic by the in-

sertion of own. Thus :
" I scarcely coveted what was my own : " " Thou owest unto

me even thine own self." The demonstrative pronouns are this and that, with the

plurals these and those; such, the same, yon and yonder, here, there, hence, thence,
then, etc, most of which are adverbs. Thus : " This same shall comfort us, "after
this or that determinate manner," " it makes a greater show in these months than in

those," " such are the cold Riphean race, and such the savage Scythian," " darkness
there might well seem twilight here," "now shaves with level wing the deep, then
soars," "useless and thence ridiculous." " yon flowering arbors, yonder alleys green."
The, commonly called the definite article, is properly a demonstrative pronoun.
Pronouns used in questions, called interrogative, and those used in subjective and adjec-

tive accessory sentences, called relative, are who (in the objective whom, and the posses-
sive whose, in both numbers), which (occasionally with a possessive case, whose) what,
where, whither, whence, when, how ; some ofthem being adverbs. Thus : Who art thou ?

Which is it? What do you mean? "Whose dog are you?" "Whom dost thou
serve?" Whence come you ? " Whither goest thou?" ,rHow can these things be?"
Note, that the relative pronoun what is in signification equivalent to the, that, or those
which. Whoever, whosoever (and whomsoever, whosesoever) whichever, whichsoever,
whatever, whatsoever, wherever, whencesocver, however, herein, therein, therefore-

wherefore, whereof,whereas. etc.. are compounded or contracted pronouns and pro-
nominal phrases. Thus : " I will follow thee whithersoever thou goest." " I think
myself beholden, whoever shows me my mistakes." " Whomsoever else they visit, with
the diligent only do they stay." " In whatsoever shape he lurk, I'll know." " Thy
very stones prate of my whereabout." " You do take the means whereby I live."
" Herein is a wonderful thing." " Howbcit, this wisdom saved them not." In addition
to these various classes ofpronouns, there are some which are called indefinite, such as one,
aught, naught, (sometimes spelt ought, nought), each, every, either, neither, any, other,
(which has a plural when used as a noun, but not when used attributively), they (when
used to signify " people in general"), etc. Thus :

" one may be little the wiser for read-
ing," "for aught that I can understand." " it cometh to naught." " are there any with
yout" " the virtue and force ofevery of these three is shrewdly allayed," " they say thai

ne has died immensely rich."
Adverbs. These words do not admit of inflexion, and of them some are found only

in the adverbial form, others are used as prepositions or conjunctions also ; some are
pronouns or adjectives ; and many are derived from adjectives and even from substan-
tives. They are employed to express the relations of place—as here, there, where,
hither, thither, whither, hence, thence, whence, above, below, before, behind, in, out, off,

on, near, a&r, backwards, forwards, aside, etc,—or time, as then, when, now, after,

before, still, soon, already, lately, daily, hitherto, etc.,—of manner, as how, thus, so, aa*

otherwise, well, fluently, kindly, blindly, lovingly, bravely, brightly, etc.,—of mood, at
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Sanson, which they form after the manner of adjectives. Thus : Soon, sooner, soonest,

ravely, more bravely, most bravely.

Prepositions. These also are uninflected words, and besides the prepositions, prop-

erly so called, nouns, adjectives, verbs, participles, and adverbs, and even combinations
of words, are employed as prepositions. Almost all the real prepositions admit of being
used to express every variety of relation between the predicate and its objects, and
between a subject and its attributes ; but originally they all expressed the relation of place
alone. The prepositions, properly so called, and other words used for prepositions, are
such as above, about, across, after, against, alone, among

{
at, before, behind, beside,

between, beyond, by, concerning, down, during, from, in, into, of, off, on, over, save,
since, through, till, to, towards, up, upon, with, etc. The following are some of the com-
binations ofwords used as prepositions : Because of, by means of, on account of, in behalf
of, instead of, according to, adjacent to, contrary to, with respect to, etc. Verbs frequently
have prepositions as affixes, to modify their signification ; and sometimes prepositions
are used as adverbial objects in our language, which in other tongues are compounded
with the verb. Thus, he undertook that business willingly ; they have overcome their

enemies; what would I not undergo for you? " they went over to the enemy;" "the
poet passes it over as hastily as he can ;

" " to set forth great things by small ; "1 shall

set out for Loudon to-morrow."
Conjunctions, like adverbs and prepositions^ are indeclinable words. Some words

are used only as conjunctions, and are called conjunctions proper ; others are really pro-
nouns, adverbs, etc. Co-ordinative conjunctions are simply copulative, as, and, also,

besides, moreover, too, not only—but also, both—and, as well as, neither—nor, then,

etc. ; adversative, as, else, either—or, not—but, on the contrary, still, nevertheless, etc.

;

or causative, as, therefore, hence, so. consequently, for, accordingly. Subordinative
conjunctions connect adverbial and subjective accessory sentences with their principal
sentences ; and are such as, that, but that, but whether, if, since, although, unless, so,

when, while, whilst, where, whence, etc. Amongst these indeclinable classes of words
may be found many very interesting examples of ancient forms and inflexions of the

English language, some of which have been lost in all but these instances, and in these

the original signification is no longer preserved. Thus : Possessive cases, else, una-
wares, needs; dative cases, seldom, whilom; neuter objective cases, little, less, well,

nigh, athwart; comparative degrees, after, yonder, over, ere; superlative degrees, erst,

next, almost. Note, that indeclinable words, which are used only as adverbs, preposi-

tions, conjunctions, and interjections, are frequently called particles—and also, that the
direct affirmative, yes, and the direct negative, no, are by some grammarians placed in a
distinct class, as not being properly adverbs.

PREPOSITIONS AND HOW TO USE THEM.

About ) About and around or round often

Around J coincide in meaning.
A chain about his neck, around his

neck ; look about you, around you,
About
Concerning
Respecting
Touching

in-are in many instances
terchangeable.
About is ofAnglo-Saxon

w origin, and in more fre-

quent use. The others are from the French.
A question about, concerning, respect-

ing, touching, justice.

Above ) Above refers to a higher position.

Over J Over carries an idea of exten-
sion above an object from one side of it

beyond the other. The opposite of over
is under* the opposites of above arc be-
low and beneath.
With over the idea of contact of the

upper with the lower body may or may
not exist ; with above the idea of contact
'• excluded.

In some instances above and over ait
Interchangeable ; as, " The heavens above
us, or over us."
He was seen of above five hundred

brethren at once.—x Cor. xv.
In a few hours, above thirty thousand

men left his standard.

—

Macaulay.
Over in this sense is less common in

written discourse, but is allowable. Up-
wards of, more than, are also in good use.

Across) in some expressions coincide in

Over J meaning. We may say, "To
row us over or across the river;" "A
bridge across or over the river."

But over is not limited to length merely,
" To gallopover a field " differs in mean-
ing from "|To gallop across " it.

Across ) "He walked through the

ThroughJ room,"—that is, from outside
to outside. " He walked across the room/
—that is, from side Co lide.
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After 1 are sometimes interchangeable, es-

For | pecially after words denoting a
striving or desire; as, "To thirst after

knowledge or for knowledge.'*
Hence we have: Search after or for;

hunt after or for ; strive after or for ; eager
for or after ; thirst after or for, etc.

Against. See From.
Amid or Amidst ) Amid (the poetic
Among or Amongst J form) and amidst
denote position "in the middle of" or
'* completely surrounded by." They gen-
erally imply quantity; while among and
amongst always imply number, or a col-

lection of distinct objects with which
something is mingled or intermixed.
Amidst snow and rain.

Amid weaknesses; amidst difficulties

and disasters ; amidst many interruptions.

Among these books were several
quartos.
Amid some sylvan scene.

—

Longfellow.
We may say " oranges gleaming amidst

leaves,"—the leaves being considered as
quantity.
Those squalid cabins and uncleared

woods amidst which he was born.—Macaulay.
Around) are interchangeable; but the
Round J shorter form, round, is more

frequently used.
The nation . . . rallied round the sov-

ereign .
—Macaulay.

At ) Both at and by denote nearness. At is

By j distinguished from in by not making
reference to the interior prominent. It is

more specific than by, since it usually im-
plies a customary or particular nearness.
" He stood at the aoor,"—that is

f
fac-

ing it, as is customary in coming in or
gome out.
" He stood by the door,"—that is, near

It, or at the side of it.

Similarly, " Sitting at the table " differs

from " Sitting by the table."

At sometimes approaches by and with
in meaning ; as, I was astonished at or by
the sight; surprised at or by; delighted

at, by, or with ; offended at or with.

Beside f Beside is now used to mean " by
Besides ( the side of;" also, "apart
from " or " out of."

Besides means "in addition to,"
" moreover."
There are other nations in the world ill-

matched, besides the English and Irish.—y. H. Newman.
Between ) Between etymologically means
Among J by twain or two. Among re-

fers to more than two objects.

Hence we should say, The money was
divided among several persons, between
the two claimants.

But ) are used in nearly the same sense.

Except V Except perhaps marks exclu-

3ave J sion more pointedly. Except"

isg is the same as except, but less used.
Save is chiefly found in poetry.

By ) By is used with the immediate or
With ) essential agent ; with includes an

idea of companionship, and hence pre-
cedes an object mediately operative, as
an assistant (e.g., an instrument which an
agent employs).
Whenever a conscious agent is implied,

by must be used ; the instrumentality takes
with.
The field was dug up by the laborer

with his spade.
A reed shaken by the wind.
The weapons with which great battles

have been won.

—

Lewes.
Overcome by the sun ; with his heat.
Struck by a thunderbolt.
Jupiter struck him with a thunderbolt.
By patience and perseverance the work

will be completed.
This implies that patience and perse*

verance were the essential means.
With patience and perseverance, etc.

This is equally correct ; but the with
points out that the means (patience and
perseverance) are useful auxiliaries.

The roads were black with coal dust,
the brick houses dingy with smoke.—George Eliot.

For ] For, during, and through, some*
During V times are interchangeable.
Through ) He stopped there for some

time, or during some time.
We loved each other for thirty years.—Goldsmith,
A contest protracted through three gen-

erations.

—

Macaulay.
From ) From and against sometimes in*

Against/ terchange, as shelter from a
storm, or against a storm.
Hence we have : defend from, or defend

against ; protect from, or protect against
secure from, or secure against, etc.

From \ From with verbs of movement has
Out of J the meaning of away from an

object, and is the opposite of to or to-

wards.
Out of with verbs of movement has the

meaning of forth from certain limits, from
the inside of anything, and is the opposite
of into and in.

Banished from the country, or out of
the country.
My uncle leaped from the coach.
My uncle leaped out of the coach.

From ) Of, in early usage, had the mean.
Of J ing of from. This meaning is

still retained, and hence of is sometime*
interchangeable with from.
He arose of the dead.— Old English.
North of the Tropic of Cancer.
Thank God, you are rid of a knave. •»

Shakespeare.
I'll rid you from the fear ol them.-*

ShaJtes/eare.
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Hence we have : free of, free from

;

secure of, secure from; received of, re-

ceived from ; demand of, demand from ;

clear of, clear from; cleanse of, cieanse

from ; learn of, learn from, etc.

Prom \ Off, being but a variation of of,

Off J sometimes interchanges with
from; as
He fell off his horse.

He fell fiom his horse.

to 1 Of and in sometimes interchange; as,

Of ) Genteel of figure, or in figure

;

easy of address, or in address; low of
stature, or in stature.

Id ) Applied to place.

At j In ihould be used before the names
of countries and cities (especially large

cities) ; as, " He was born in London,
and died in New York."
At should be used before the names of

houses, villages, or small places, and
foreign cities far distant ; as, " Milton
was educated at Christ's College ;

" " We
live at Fisherville; " " He died at Hong
Kong."
At may also be used before the name

of a city regarded as a mere point of
locality.

An English king was crowned at Paris.

—Macaulay.
It soon appeared that the government

was really directed not at Dublin, but in

London.

—

Macaulay.
After the word touch, at is used ; after

arrive, either at or in ; after the verb to

be, at or in ; (also to, when motion is

implied) ; as, " We have been at, or in

(or to), Chicago; " " When were you at,

or in (not to), Plymouth? "

In (not on) is proper before the name
of a street; and at before the number.
See in, on.
The incrediole sums which were col-

lected at the custom-house in Thames
street.

—

Macau/ay.
We should say "in the East," " in the

South," not "at the East," "at the
South."

Id, at, on, applied to time

:

At the hour ; on the day ; in the year.
** On the morning of June 5th." "At nine
o'clock on [or inj the morning of June
5th."

In ) After verbs denoting motion, and
Into j when entrance is to be expressed,
into (not in) should be used ; as

Come into the parlor. Miss.
They walked into ihe park.
They took a walk in the park.
The book was introduced into many

schools.
To denote a change from one form or

ftate to another, into is used.
He is led into the belief ofsuch fables.

The writings were then put into good
thapc

Formerly in was much used where only
into is now proper.
After some verbal notions in or into

may be used almost interchangeably.
But into marks more decidedly motion,
entrance, or change.
We say break, cut, tear, in, into, or to

pieces; divided into two parts; burst into

tears; fell into convulsions, into fever,

into fits, in love.

"Into the bargain" (an idiomatic
phrase).
He whispered in my tax.—Adduon.
His conduct came in question.

In \ In (not on) should be used before the
On J name of a street.

His deserted mansion in Duke street.—
Macaulay.

In or on the dollar, pound, etc.

The English use in, as, " Five pence in
the pound.
The land tax was reduced from four

shillings in the pound to three.—Ma-
caulay.
We say in (not on) a steamboat, the

cars, the train, a horse-car; in a page
(preferable to on a page).
Matter for censure in every page.

—

Ma-
caulay.

If, in spite of this, I presume to inscribe
your name in its first page.

—

y. U. AVtv-
vtan.

In ) Within means " inside of," " in-

Within / side the limits of," and is the
opposite of without. In some instances,
it is interchangeable with in. But within
is the more emphatic word.
Within this lone abode .... were

seated two persons.

—

Bulwer.
In my Father's house are many man-

sions.

—

yohn xiv. 2.

Is Mr. Brown within (or in)?
Within a few hours, or in a few hourt;

within his power, or in his power, etc.

Of- See from and to.
On ) On and upon have run parallel in
Upon/ the same sense from the earliest

time, and are now generally used inter-
changeably. In some cases upon is more
euphonious, and therefore to be preferred

;

but in most cases on is preferable. It
has in great part taken the place of upon.
We say on Thursday, rather than upon
Thursday ; played on the piano, instead
of upon, etc.

Low lispings of the summer rain.

Dropping on the ripened grain,
As once upon the flower.—Longfellow.

On should not be used before the words
"yesterday," "to-morrow," "10-day,"
" this morning," " last night."
The fight yesterday [not on yesterday]

was very obstinate.
But we write preferably, '*On the adtb

of July," etc
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On. See in.

Previous to ) Both these prepositional

Previously to / phrases are in good use
in the sense of before.

The works of its [the French Acad-
emy's] members were to be brought before

it previous to publication.

—

M. Arnold.
A policy . . . his friends had advised

previous to 17x0.

—

% H. Newman.
Previous to this the Anglo-Saxon writers

had done very well without it.

—

Earle's
Philology 0/ the English Tongue.

I have heard of a work of a foreign

officer who took a survey of the European
armies previously to the revolutionary
war.

—

jf. H. Newman.
Through ) With reference to space,
Throughout j throughout is more em-

phatic than through. See for.
The names of Bede and Alcuin were

justly celebrated throughout Europe.—
Macaulay.
Ye shall keep it a feast throughout your

Senerations.

—

Exod. xii. 14.

1 ) Till and until are interchangeable.

Until > "Tarry till Tor until] I come;"
To J till now, until now.

From the beginning of the world to the
time that now is.

To ) To notes movement or direction toward
At j* an object. At, in its original sense,
denotes nearness or presence in connec-,
tion with mere locality. See at (with)
BY.
You were not at the play to-night.

—

Longfellow.
3 have been to Paris with Mrs. Sydney

and Mr. and Mrs. Hibbert.

—

Sydney
Smith.

[Allowable, since the idea ofmovement
is prominent.]

1 have been at (not to) Newtonville. six

months, and in (not to) New York, three
months.
He is at the State House,

We have company to supper at our
house.
The family were at supper when we

arrived.

Something new sets him again at work.
—Addison.

I was set at work
Among my maids.

—

Shakespeare.
He has been at a great deal of trouble.—Goldsmith.

To ) To and of are sometimes used to ex-

Of J press the same, or essentially the
same sense.

He was successor to Mohammed, or of
Mohammed.
Nephew to the king.

—

Shakespeare.
Every man shall be welcome that is a

friend to King George.

—

Addison.
Toward 1 are indistinguishable in mean-
Towards j ing. Toward was in Anglo-
Saxon the accusative form, and towards
the genitive (toweardes). Both forms are
proper; but towards is in more frequent
use.

Under ") Under means lower in posi-

Below tion, with the idea of
Beneath being covered by the
Underneath J upper body. It is the

opposite of over.

Below and beneath refer to a lower po-
sition simply. They mean "in a lower
place," and are the opposites of above.
These words are sometimes inter-

changeable.
Nobody under the moon, below the

moon, or beneath the moon.
Nobody under the table, or beneath the

table.

His legs trembled under him, or beneath
him. [phrase).
"Under my signature" (idiomatic
Figuratively, we say, He is beneath our

notice (not below nor under our notice).

Underneath, etymologically under and
lower, is somewhat stronger than under.

HOW TO CURE STAMMERING.

The chief difficulty with stammerers is to enunciate words or syllables beginning with
consonants. Any violent effort to talk only increases the difficulty; therefore speak
slowly, with an affected ease, in a style resembling chanting; let the words flow rather
than attempt to force or jerk them out. And bear in mind that stammering results most
generally from a want of sufficient breath in the lungs. You should, therefore, before be-
ginning to talk, always take a full breath, at the same time pronouncing partially the let-

ters beginning each word, or place the mouth in the position necessary to do so ; for instance,
take the word " scissors," close the teeth and make the hissing sound necessary to utter

it, which change into sciss, the first syllable ; the other will easily follow. If you will take
a grammar and learn which of the consonants are labials, which dentals, and which
Unguals, and commit them to memory, and when talking have something in your hand to toy
with, much of the nervousness accompanying stuttering and one of the causes of it will

be removed. If you will frequently, when alone, speak aloud the words you experience
most difficulty with when in company or with strangers (when the trouble is greatest), 01

better still, read aloud slowly, and at the end of each stop pause to take a full breath

you will wonctar why you ever stammered, but in endeavoring to talk when others art
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present the tame trouble will recur ; this shows that, in a measure, you lack presence of

mind. It is like the man not used to horses, getting in a wagon and attempting to drive

off without unhitching his team. A careful, patient following of these suggestions will

•Sect a radical cure in nearly every instance.

ELOCUTION.

Elocution means utterance, delivery, or pronunciation. It is a branch of oratory, of
greater power and importance than is generally imagined : so much so, indeed, that elo*

quence takes its name from it.

It was much studied by Quintilian • but, before his day, so greatly was it neglected by
the Roman orators that he remarked that he had met with many men who were famous
for eloquence, but not a single one who understood elocution.

What stress was laid upon elocution by the Greek orators appears from the remarkable
observation of Demosthenes. Being asked what was the first chief thing in oratory, he
replied, enunciation; being asked again what was the second, he answered, enunciation ;

and again what was the third, enunciation ; intimating by these replies that the whole
art, spirit, and power of oratory consisted in this.

In relating this story about Demosthenes, Cicero says, that the repeated answer was
actio (action). This shows us that by enunciatio and actio the Latins meant the same
thing ; and that by each they understood the right and iust management of the voice,

looks, and gesture, in speaking. And hence they, whose business it is to speak publicly
on the stage, are by us called actors.

Cicero, and afterhim Quintilian, divided oratory into five parts, x. Invention : by which
we provide ourselves with suitable and sufficient matter for a discourse, a. Disposition
or arrangement : by which they meant the division of their subject into parts and
sentences, according to the most natural order ; and consequently, the proper distribution

and arrangement of their ideas. 3. Elocution : by which they always meant what we
call diction ; which consists in suiting our words to our ideas, and the style to the sub-
ject. 4. Memory : or the faculty of clearly discerning and remembering our ideas, and
of calling to mind the fittest words by which to express them. 5. Enunciation ; or the
art of managing the voice and gesture in speaking.
By enunciation, then, the ancients understood both elocution and action ; and compre-

hended in it the right management of the voice, looks, and gesture, both in reading and
In speaking.
The great object of a good enunciation is to make the ideas seem to come from

the heart ; they will then not fail to excite the attention and the affections of our
bearers.
We will now discuss the subject of a bad enunciation and show how to avoid it.

The several faults in enunciation are these:
1. When the voice is too loud : a thing very disagreeable to the hearer, and extremely

inconvenient to the speaker.
Disagreeable to the hearer it must ever be, if he be a person of good taste, as he will

alwayslook upon it as the effect either of ignorance or of affectation.

Some will attribute it to your ignorance, and suppose you were never better instructed

since you left school, where children generally acquire a habit of reading in a uniform
elevation of voice, without the slightest regard to emphasis, cadence, or a graceful elo-

cution.

Others will impute it to affectation, or a design to work upon their passions ; this,

aowever, would immediately defeat such design ; for if you would effectually move the
passions, you must carefully conceal your intention of so doing. However affectation

may be thought to become the stage or the bar, it by no means becomes the pulpit,

where everything ought to be solemn, serious, rational, and grave as the subjects there

treated of.

It is erroneous oratory then to seek to persuade or affect by mere vehemence of voice

;

a practice which Quintilian calls—not only clamoring, out furious bellowing: not
vehemence, but down right violence.

An overstrained voice is, moreover, very inconvenient to the speaker, as well as dis-

tasteful to judicious hearers. And the worst feature in it is—that it naturally leads him
Into a peculiar tone.

Every man's voice should fill the place where he speaks; but if it exceed its natural
key, it will be neither sweet, nor soft, nor agreeable, as he will be unable to give every
Word its proper and distinguishing sound.

a. Another fault in enunciation fa when the voice is too low : a thing not so incon.
saoJcnt to the sjpeaker, but as disagreeable to the hearer as the other extreme. To 'be
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{generality of hearers, indeed, a voice too low is much more displeasing than one too
oud : especially to those who have a difficulty in hearing, and those who are best
pleased with a lively and pathetic address, as most persons are. It is always offensive
to an audience to observe anything in a reader or a speaker that looks like indolence or
inattention. The hearer will never be affected whilst he sees the speaker indifferent.
The art of regulating the voice consists in a great measure in dexterously avoiding

these two extremes. You may lake this as a general rule : carefully preserve the key ;

that is, the command of your voice, and at the same time adapt the elevation and strength
of it to the condition and number of the persons you speak to, and the nature of the
place you speak in. It would be altogether as ridiculous in a general, who is addressing
an army, to speak in a low and languid voice, as in a person who reads a chapter in a
family, to speak in a loud and impassioned one.

j. Another fault in enunciation is a thick, rapid, and mumbling voice.
When a person mumbles or clips his words, and hurries on without any anxiety to be

heard distinctly, or to give his words their full sound, or his hearers the full sense o<

them, we may consider it owing to a defect in the organs of speech, or to a too great flut-

ter of the animal spirits : more frequently, however, to a bad habit uncorrected.
Demosthenes, the greatest orator that Greece ever produced, had

?
nevertheless, three

natural impediments in pronunciation, all of which he overcame by invincible labor and
perseverance. One was a weakness of voice which he cured by frequently declaiming
on- the seashore, amidst the noise of the waves. Another was a shortness of breath,
which he corrected by repeating his orations as he walked up a hill. The other fault

was a thick, mumbling way of speaking, of which he broke himself by declaiming with
pebbles in his mouth.

4. Another fault in enunciation is when persons speak too rapidly.
There is scarcely any fault more common than this, especially among those who

imagine that they can read well, and who have no fear of coming to a stand-still by the
unexpected appearance of any hard or unusual word.
The great disadvantage of this manner of enunciation is that the hearer loses more

than the half of what he hears, and would gladly remember, but cannot. A speaker
should always have regard to the memory as well as to the understanding of his hearers.

5. It is also a fault to speak too slowly.
Some persons read in a heavy, droning, sleepy way, and, through mere carelessness,

make pauses at improper places. To any one of the slightest taste, this is most disa-
greeable. Too slow an enunciation is usually met with in persons advanced in years [in

whom it may be excusable], and in those who naturally speak so in ordinary conver-
sation.

6. An irregular or uneven voice is a great fault in reading or in speaking : that is, when
the voice rises and falls by fits and starts, or when it is elevated or depressed unnaturally
or unseasonably, without regard to sense or stops : or when it begins a sentence in a high
tone, and concludes it in a low one, or the reverse 0/ this : or when it begins and con-
cludes in the same key.

7. Another fault in enunciation is a flat, dull, uniform tone of voice, without emphasis
or cadence, or any regard to the sense or subject of what is read ; a habit into which chil-

dren, who have been accustomed to read their lessons byway of task, are very apt to fall,

and retain as they grow up. A just enunciation is a good commentary : no one, there-

fore, ought to read anything in public before he has carefully read it over to himself once
or twice in private.

8. The greatest and most common fault is reading or speaking in a peculiar tone.

No habit is more easily contracted than this ; none more difficult to overcome.
Some have a womanish, squeaking tone ; some a singing or canting tone.

Others affect a high, swelling, theatrical tone ; ambitious of being accounted fine ora-

tors ; they lay too much emphasis on every sentence, and thus transgress the rules of
true oratory.
Others affect an awful and striking tone, attended with solemn grimace, as if they would

move you with every word, whether the weight of the subject bear them out or not. Per-
sons of a gloomy or melancholy cast of mind are most apt to fall into this mistake.
These are the most common faults of a bad enunciation. Our next inquiry is

—

How to
avoid suchfaults.
For this purpose the following rules may be of service

:

1. If you would avoid reading or speaking in too loud or too low a voice, consider
whether your voice be naturally too low or too loud, and correct it accordingly in your or-

dinary conversation : by this means you will be better able to correct it in reading or
in speaking. If it be too low, talk with those who are deaf: it too loud, with those whose
voices areTow. Begin what you have to say with an even, moderate voice, so that you
may have the command of it to raise it or to drop it, as the subject may require.
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a. To cure a thick, hasty, confused, and mumbling voice, accustom yourself, both in

speaking and in reading, to pronounce every word distinctly and clearly. Observe with
what deliberation some read and converse, and how full a sound they give to every word :

imitate such persons.
It appears from the case of Dbmosthbnbs, that this fault in enunciation cannot be curve

without much difficulty, nor will you find his remedy effectual without much pains and
perseverance.

3. To overcome the habit of reading too fast, attend diligently to the sense, weight,
and propriety of every sentence you read, and of every emphatical word in it. This will

not only be an advantage to yourself, but also a double one to your hearers, as it will at

once give them time to do the same, and will excite their attention when they see that
your own is fixed. A solemn pause after a weighty thought is very beautiful and striking.

A well-timed stop gives as much grace to speech as it does to music. Imagine that you
are reading to persons of slow and unready conceptions [powers of understanding] ; and
measure not your hearers' apprehension by your own. Be very deliberate in uttering
your words and sentences, that their sense may not be lost. The ease and advantage
that will arise both to the reader and the hearer, by a free, full and deliberate enunci-
ation, is hardly to be imagined.

4. To cure an uneven, desultory voice, take care that you do not begin your sentences
either in too high or too low a key, as that will necessarily lead you to an unnatural and
improper variation of it. Pay particular attention to the nature and the number of your
stops, and the length of your sentences, and keep your mind intent on the sense, the sub-
ject, and the spirit of your author.
The same directions equally apply for the avoidance of a monotony [uniformity of tone]

in enunciation : for ifyour mind be but attentive to the sense of your subject, you will

naturally manage and modulate your voice according to the nature and importance
of it.

Lastly. To avoid all kinds of unnatural and disagreeable tones, the only rule is to

endeavor to speak with the same ease and freedom as you would do on the same subject

in private conversation. If we are deeply affected with the subject we read or talk of,

the voice will naturally vary according to the passion excited ; but if we vary it unnatu*
rally only to seem affected, or with a design to affect others, it then becomes a peculiar

tone, ana is offensive.

In reading, then, attend to your subject, and deliver it in such a manner as you would
do if you were talking of it. This is the great, the general, and the most important rule

of all ; and, if carefully observed, it will correct almost every fault of a bad enunciation,

and will give you an easy, becoming, and graceful delivery, agreeable to all the rules of

a right elocution.
*• Let the lone and sound of your voice in reading," says Dr. Watts, " be the same as

it is in speaking ; and do not affect to change that natural and easy sound wherewith
you speak, for a strange, new, and awkward tone, as some do when they begin to read ;

which would almost persuade our ears that the speaker and the reader were two different

persons, if our eyes did not tell us the contrary.
*

Let us now inquire what a good enunciation is, and show how to attain it.

A good enunciation in reading is the art of managing and governing the voice so as to

express the full sense and spirit of your author in that just and graceful manner, which
will not only instruct, but also affect the bearers, and will not only raise in them the same
idea that ne intended to convey, but also the same passions that he really felt. This is

the great end of reading to others, and this end can only be attained by a proper and just

enunciation.
Hence we may learn in what a good enunciation in speaking consists ; which is noth-

ing but a natural, easy, and graceful variation of the voice, suitable to the nature and
importance of the sentiments we deliver.

For the attainment of a good enunciation, the observance of the following rules is

necessary :

—

Pay particular attention to your Pauses, Emphasis and Cadence.
1 . To your pauses.
With respect to these, you will in a great measure, in reading, be directed by the stops.

The common stops are these:—The comma [,] ;
semicolon

[; J,
colon [:], full stop

[ . L note of interrogation [ ? ], and note of exclamation or admiration [! ].

These stops serve two purposes: 1. To distinguish the sense of the author, a. To
direct the enunciation of the reader.
Do not take breath (if it can be avoided) till you come to a full stop ; a distinct pause

however, is to be made at every stop, according to its proper duration.
A comma requires us to stop while we may count one to ourselves; a semicolon, two.

% colon, three ; a full stop, four.
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When the sentences are very long, you may take breath at a colon, or semicolon ;
and

sometimes at a comma, but never where there is no stop at all. And that you may be

under no necessity of taking breath before you come to a proper pause, it will be advis-

able to look forward to the close of the sentence, and measure the length of it with your

eye before you begin it, so that, if it be long, you may take in a sufficient supply of b/eath

to carry you to the end of it. .

To get rid of the habit of taking breath too often in reading, accustom yourself to read

long sentences, such, for instance, as the first sixteen lines of Milton's " Paradise Lost.

Alter some weighty and important sentiment it will be proper to make a longer pause

than ordinary ; and especially towards the close or application of a discourse or sermon,

where the subject usually becomes more serious and affecting, these long pauses are very

proper as they at once compose and affect the mind, and pive it time to think. It will

also be of great assistance to the speaker's voice, and will give his enunciation the advan-

tage of variety, which is at all times pleasing to the hearers.

After all that can be said relative to the pauses indicated by the stops, we may observe

that the pauses as well as the variations of the voice, must be chiefly regulated by a care-

ful attention to the sense and the importance of the subject. ...
a. The next thing to be regarded, in reading is the Emphasis, and to see that it be

always laid on the emphatical word.
.

When we pronounce any particular syllable in a word with superior energy, it is called

Accent • when we thus pronounce any particular word in a sentence it is called Emphasis

;

and the' word so pronounced is called the emphatical word. And the emphatical words

(for there are often more than one) in a sentence, arc those which carry a weight or im-
v

• .1 i..„ __ .V-.-.^ ,«n u>l>;«»l. *\%~ *»«e« nf til* rm*t rfoiwMiK • ana these must

" Get place and wealth, if possible, with grace

:

If not, by Any means get wealth and piAce."

Jn these lines the emphatical words are accented, and which they are the sense will

always discover.
m ...

Here it may not be amiss briefly to observe two or three things :—
A. Some sentences are so full and comprehensive, that almost every word is emphati-

cal • for instance, that pathetic expostulation in the prophecy of Ezekiel :—
"Why will ye die?"

In this short sentence every word is emphatical, and, on whichever word you lay the

emphasis, it strikes out a different sense, and opens a new subject of moving expostula-

tion.

B. Some sentences are equivocal, as well as some words, that is, they contain in them

more senses than one ; and which is the sense intended can only be known by observing

on what word the emphasis is laid. For instance, Shall you ride to town to-day 7

This question is capable of being taken in four different senses, according to the different

words on which you lay the emphasis. If it be laid on the word " you," the answer may
be : No ; but I intend to send my servant in my stead. If the emphasis be laid on the

word " ride," the proper answer might be : No ; I intend to walk. If you place the em-

f
basts on the word " town/* it is a different question, and the answer may be : No ; for

design to ride Into the country. And it the emphasis be laid upon the word " to-day,"

the sense is still something different from all these ; and the proper answer may be : No

;

but I shall to-morrow. Of such importance is a right emphasis in order to determine

the proper sense of what we read or speak.

C. We may also observe that the voice must express, as nearly as possible, the very

sense or idea designed to be conveyed by the emphatical word : by a strong, rough, and

violent, or a soft, smooth, and tender sound.
Thus the different passions of the mind are to be expressed by a different sound or

tone of voice. Love, by a soft, smooth, and languishing voice ; anger, by a strong, vehe-

ment, elevated voice ; joy, by a quick, sweet, and clear voice ; sorrow, by a low, flexible,

and interrupted voice ; fear, by a dejected, tremulous, and hesitating voice ; courage has

i full, bold, and loud voice ; and perplexity a grave, steady, and earnest one. In exordi-

ums (openings or beginnings of speeches, discourses, etc.), the voice should be low ; in

narrations, distinct; in reasoning, slow; in persuasion, strong. It should thunder id

anger ; soften in sorrow ; tremble in fear ; and melt in love.

D. The variation of the emphasis must not only distinguish the various passions dc
scribed, but also the several forms and figures of speech in which they are expressed -

for instance :

—

In a prosopopoeia, or personification, we must change the voice as the person intro

faced would.
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N. B.—" Prosopopoeia " is, when an absent or a dead person is introduced speaking

M spoken to ; or when life, speech, action, or feeling, is attributed to an inanimate 01

irrational being ; thus *

—

" Night's candles are burnt out, and jocund day
Stands tiptoe on the misty mountain-top."—Shaktsfitare.

In an antithesis, one contrary must be pronounced louder than the other.

N. B.—"Antithesis " compares things contrary or different, so as to render them more
remarkable by the contrast. It influences words and sentences; thus :

—

" He is gone from painful labor to pleasant rest."

In a climax, the voice should always rise with it.

N. B.—"Climax" or "Gradation ' is a beautiful kind of repetition, in which the ex-
pression ending in the first member ofa sentence begins the second ; that ending the second,
the third ; and so on, till the completion of the sentence. There is much strength ana
beauty in this figure, when the several steps rise naturally, and are closely connected

;

thus:—
" f/here is no enjoyment of property without government ; no government without a

magistrate ; no magistrate without obedience ; and no obedience where every one acts as
he pleases."
In dialogues the voice should alter with the parts.

In repetitions, it should be loudest in the second place.

Words of quality and distinction, or of praise or blame, must be pronounced with a
strong emphasis.
Hence it follows—that no emphasis at all is better than a wrong or a misplaced one, as

the former only perplexes, while the latter always misleads the mind of the hearer.

3. The next thing to be observed is cadence.
This is directly opposite to emphasis. Emphasis is raising the voice, cadence is drop-

ping it ; and, when rightly managed, it is very musical.
Cadence generally takes place at the end of a sentence, unless it close with an em-

phatical word.
The whole of the words within a parenthesis should be pronounced in cadence, with

the exception of cases of interrogation and exclamation ; that is, with a low voice, and
quicker than ordinary. But all apostrophes and prosopopoeias must be pronounced with
emphasis.
N. B.—"Apostrophe" is that figure by which the speaker suddenly breaks through

the chain of his discourse, and, in a feeling manner, addresses the living or the dead, or
even inanimate nature, as if it were endowed with sense and reason ; thus :

—

" Hear, O heavens ! and give ear, O earth ! for the Lord hath spoken."
If you wish to acquire a just enunciation in reading, you must not only take in the full

sense, but also enter into the spirit of your author, as you can never convey the force

and fullness of his ideas to another until you feel them yourself. No one can read with
benefit an author whom he does not perfectly understand and appreciate.

"The great rule." says Bishop Burnet, in his " Pastoral Care," " which the masters

of rhetoric so much press, can never enough be remembered ; that to make a man speak
well and pronounce with a right emphasis, he ought thoroughly to understand all that he
says, be fully persuaded of it, and bring himself to have those affections which he desires

to Infuse into others. He that is inwardly persuaded of the truth of what he says, and
that hath a concern about it in his mind, will pronounce it with a natural vehemence that

is far more lovely than all the strains that art can lead him to. An orator must endeavor
to feel what he says, and then he will speak so as to make others feel it."

This is a very general and important rule, and, as the Bishop savs, can never be suffi-

ciently remembered ; and hence it is that so few are able to read Milton or Young.
Another important rule to be observed in elocution is, Study Nature, that is, study the

most easy and natural way of expressing yourself, both as to the tone of voice and
the manner of speech. This is best learnt by observations on common conversation,
where all is free, natural, and easy, where we are only intent on making ourselves under-
stood, and conveying our ideas in a strong, plain, and lively manner, by the most natural
language, enunciation, and action. And the nearer our enunciation in public comes to

the freedom and case of that which we use in common discourse (provided we keep up
the dignity of the subject, and preserve a propriety of expression), the more just, natural,

and agreeable will it generally be.

Above all things, then, Study Nature ; avoid affectation ; never use art, if you have
not the art to conceal it, for whatever does not appear natural can never be agreeable,
much less persuasive.
Endeavor to keep your mind collected and composed.
Guard against that flutter and timidity of spirit which is the common failing of a first

appearance in public By careful attention this will soon wear off, and the best way to
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*fve the mind a proper degree of assurance and self-command on such occasions is, to
be entire master of your subject, and a thorough conviction that you are delivering to
your audience nothing but what is well worth their hearing, will give you a considerable
degree of courage. Endeavor to be wholly engaged in your subject, as when the mind
is intent upon it and warmed with it, it will soon forget that awful deference that it pre-
viously paid the audience, a deference so apt to confuse and disconcert the mind. Ifthe
aspect of any one of your hearers discompose you, keep your eyes from him, and endea-
vor to show yourself calm and composed.
Show yourself energetic in the expression of your ideas. Cicero justly observes that

there must be a glow in our style, if we would warm our hearers.

In order to attain a correct and graceful enunciation, accustom yourself to hear those
who excel in it. The art of enunciation is better learnt by imitation than by any set of
rules ; to be first acquainted, however, with the rules of it will make the imitation more
easy.
More particularly, frequently exercise yourself in reading aloud, according to the

foregoing rules.

Practice alone can give you the faculty of an elegant enunciation. Like other habits,
it is only to be attained by oft-repeated acts.

Orators, indeed, as well as poets, must be born so, or they will never excel in their
respective arts ; that part of oratory, however, which consists in a becoming and grace-
ful enunciation (provided there be no defect in the organs of speech), may be attained
by rule, imitation, and practice ; and when attained, it will give a beauty to your speech,
a force to your thoughts, and a pleasure to your hearers, that can scarcely be expressed,
things which all wul admire, but cannot imitate, unless they be first prepared for it by
art and by nature.

With regard to action, the great rule is the same as in enunciation, namely^to follow
nature and avoid affectation. The action of the body, and of the several parts of it,

should correspond with the enunciation, as that does with the style, and the style with
the subject. A perfect harmony of all these completes the orator.

With the following remarks, which are highly suggestive, and which the reader cannot
too carefully study, we will draw to a conclusion :

" Nothing but habitual practice will give the musician his neatness of execution, the
painter his force of coloring, and even the poet the happiest choice and arrangement of
his words and thoughts. How, then, can we expect that a luminous and elegant ex-
pression in reading and in speaking can be acquired without a similar attention to
habitual practice ? This is the golden key to every excellence, but can be purchased
only by labor, unremitting labor and perseverance."

—

Walker.
''Sympathy is one of the most powerful principles by which persuasive discourse

works its effect. The speaker endeavors to transfuse into his hearers his own sentiments
and emotions, which he can never succeed in doing, unless he utters them in such a
manner as to convince the hearers that he (really) feels them. The proper expression
of tones, therefore, deserves to be attentively studied by every one who is anxious to be
a successful (and impressive) orator. Form, then, your tones of public speaking upon
the tones of sensible and animated conversation."

—

Blair.
Most men are naturally eloquent on subjects that they understand. They then speak

from the heart.
" Nothing can be more absurd than to imagine that, as soon as one mounts a pulpit,

or rises to address a public assembly, he is instantly to lay aside his natural voice, and to

assume a new and studied tone, and a cadence altogether foreign to his natural manner."—Blair.
" Follow nature, and consider how she teaches you to utter any sentiment or feeling of

your heart."—Blair.
" The capital direction, which ought never to be lost sight of, is to speak always with

the voice of nature."

—

Blair.
" It ought to be a first principle with all public readers and speakers, rather to begin

under the common level of their voice than above it. The attention of an audience s<t

the commencement of a lecture or oration makes the softest accents of the speaker
audible, at the same time that it affords a happy occasion for introducing a variety of
voice, without which every address must soon tire."

—

Walker.
" Writers of blank verse affect to end the line without any pause, or with as small a

pause as possible ; and readers are too apt where they see no pause at the end of the
line, to run the lines together, without attending to such pauses as they would make in

prose, for fear we should suppose they did not know how to read blank verse ; this
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march that the grandeur and the beauty of the verse consist. In reading blank verse,
therefore, care must be taken to steer between the one extreme of ending every line with
a pause ; and the other, of running one line into another more rapidly than if they were
prose."— Walker.
" It is not a small pause at the end of a line in verse which makes it appear poetry to

the ear, so much as that adjustment of the accented syllables, which forms a regular
return of stress, whether the line be long or short."

—

Walker.
"Almost every verse admits of a pause in or near the middle of the line, which is called

the caesura ; this must be carefully observed in reading verse, or much of the distinctness,
and almost all the harmony will be lost."

—

Walker.
" The article the ought never to have a stress, though placed in that part of the verse

where the ear expects an accent

—

• Of all the causes, which conspire to blind
Man's erring judgment, and misguide the mind,

What the weak head with strongest bias rules,

Is pride; the never-failing vice of fools.'—Pop*.

An injudicious reader of verse would be very apt to lay a stress upon the article die in
the third line, but a good reader would infallibly neglect the stress on this word, and
transfer it to the words what and weak."

—

Walker.
" Whatever difficulties we may find in reading prose, they are greatly increased when

the composition is in verse ; and, more particularly, if the verse be rhyme. The regu-
larity ofthe feet, and the sameness of sound in rhyming verse, strongly solicits the voice
to a sameness of tone ; and tone, unless directed by a judicious ear, is apt to degenerate
into a song, and a song of all others the most disagreeable to a person of just taste. If.

therefore, there are few who read prose with propriety, there are still fewer who succeed
in verse: they either want that equable ana harmonious flow of sound, which distin-
guishes it from loose, unmeasured composition, or they have not a sufficient delicacy of
ear to keep the harmonious smoothness of verse from sliding into a whining cant ; nay,
so agreeable is this cant to many readers, that a simple and natural delivery of verse
seems tame and insipid, and much too familiar for the dignity of the language."

—

Walker.
" Not half the pauses (a subject ofthe utmost importance) are found in printing, which

are heard in the pronunciation of a good reader or speaker. If we would read or speak
well, we must pause, upon an average, at every fifth or sixth word. Public reading, or
speaking, requires pausing much oftener than reading and conversing in private; just as
tne parts of a picture, which is to be viewed at a distance, must be more distinctly and
strongly marked than those of an object which are nearer to the eye, and understood at
the first impression."

—

Walker.
"A speaker will affect his audience according to the degree in which he is affected him-

self. There is a congenial sympathy, which darts like electrical spirit from heart to

heart! It will strike others more or less forcibly, according to the impulse it receives
from the speaker. He is the master-spring which puts them all in motion. But how
can that man transfuse the very life of the passions into the soul of others, while he him'
self remains unmoved, or but moderately agitated. No ; he must feel, in the most ex-
quisite degree, every tender, every bold, every animated emotion ! Then, and then only,
will he be able to excite kindred feelings in the hearts of his audience. Many of our
public addresses have a kind of freezing and benumbing influence, which is an antidote to
animation. Their speeches may be compared to a waxen image, which has form, pro-
portion, and ornament, but is destitute of life and motion. But there is an inborn fire of
the soul, the very vitals of eloquence. There is a wide-flaming enthusiasm in the strains
of a masterly speaker, which will force its way into the hearts of all."-—/ferries

\

" There is no article, in which more frequent mistakes arc committed, than in the
important one of emphasis, both with regard to stress and tone. The chief reason of this

general abuse of emphasis seems to be that children are taught to read sentences which
they do not understand ; and, as it is impossible to lay the emphasis aright, without per-
fectly comprehending the meaning of what one reads, they get a habit either of reading
In a monotonous manner, or if they attempt to distinguish one word from the rest, as the
emphasis falls at random, the sense is usually perverted or changed into nonsense. The
way to prevent this is, to put no book into their hands which is not suited to their slen-

der capacities ; and to take care that they never read anything, the meaning of which
they do not fully comprehend."

—

Sheridan.
" In order to acquire the proper management of the emphasis, the great rule, and,

indeed, the only rule possible to be given is, that the speaker study to attain a just con-
ception of the force and spirit of those sentiments which he is to pronounce ; for to lay
the emphasis with exact propriety is a constant exercise ofgood sense and attention it
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is far from being an inconsiderable attainment. It is one of the greatest trials of a tnie
and just taste : and must arise from feeling delicately ourselves, and from judging
accurately of what is fitted to strike the feelings of others. There is as great a difference
between a chapter of the B.ble, or any other piece of plain prose, read by one who places
the several emphases everywhere with taste and judgment, and by one who neglects or
mistakes them, as there is between the same tune played by the most masterly hand, or
by the most bungling performer."
" In all prepared discourses, it would be of great use if they were read over or rehearsed

in private, with this particular view, to search for the proper emphases before they were
pronounced in public ; marking at the same time with a pen the emphatical words in

every sentence, or at least in the most weighty and affecting parts of the discourse, and
fixing them well in the memory. Were this attention more frequently bestowed—were
this part of pronunciation studied with more exactness, and not left to the moment of
delivery, as is commonly done, public speakers would find their care abundantly repaid
by the remarkable effects which it would produce upon their audience."

—

Blair.
" When two words, which have a sameness in part of their formation, are opposed to

each other in sense, a transposition of accent is absolutely necessary on the score of em-
phasis : thus, if 1 pronounce the words justice and injustice as singJe words, I naturally
place the accent on the last syllable but one of both words ; but if I contrast them, and
say, Neither justice nor injustice has nything to do with the present question ; in this

sentence I naturally place the accent on the first syllable of injustice, in order the more
forcibly and clearly to distinguish it from justice. He must in'crease, but I must de'-

crease! This transposition of the accent, which is so evidently dictated by the sense,
extends itself to all words, which have a sameness of termination, though they may not
be directly opposite in sense ; thus, if I wanted more particularly to show that I meant
one requisite of dramatic story rather than another, I should say, In this species of com.
position plausibility is much more essential than probability : and in the pronunciation
of the words * plausibility ' and ' probability,' I should infallibly transpose tlie accent of
both from the third to the first syllables, in order to contrast those parts of the words
which are distinguished from each other by the import of the sentence."— Walker.

*' * Speak the speech, I pray you,' says Shakespeare, ' as I pronounced it to you, trip*

pingly on the tongue : but if you mouth it, as many of your players do, I had as lief the
town-crier had spoke my lines.' By ' trippingly on the tongue/ the poet means th«
bounding from accent to accent ; tripping along from word to word, without resting on
syllables by the way. And by ' mouthing ' is meant, dwelling upon syllables that nave
no accent, and ought, therefore, to be uttered as quickly as is consistent with distinct
articulation ; or prolonging the sounds of the accented syllables beyond their due pro-
portion of time/

—

Sheridan.

MARKS IN PUNCTUATION.

x. The Comma (,) denotes a slight pause, and divides a sentence into its component
parts, a. The Semicolon (;) indicates a longer pause, and also divides compound sen-
tences. 3. The Colon (:) is placed between the chief divisions of a sentence, when these
are but slightly connected. 4. The Period (.) denotes the close of a sentence. 5. The
Dash (—) indicates a sudden change of subject. 6. The Interrogation point (?) is used
when a question is asked. 7. The Exclamation point (!) denotes wonder or astonish-
ment. 8. The Parenthesis ( ) includes something not essential to the sense. 9. Quota-
tion marks (•' ") indicate a verbatim quotation. 10. The Hyphen (-) connects the syl-

lables, or parts of a word. 11. The Caret (a) denotes that some letter, word, or phrase
has been omitted. 12. Brackets [ J

are chiefly used to denote corrections. 13. Ellipsis

(• • *\ ( \ denotes the omission of letters or words. 14. The Index (4^>) points to
something of special significance.

RULES FOR PUNCTUATION.
1. A period is placed after every declarative and imperative sentence, a. All abbre-

viations are followed by a period. 3. A period is placed after numbers in the Roman
notation. 4. A colon is placed between the chief divisions of a sentence, when they are
but sligntly connected, and they are themselves divided by some other mark. 5. A colon
is used after a sentence which announces a distinct quotation. 6. A colon is placed be-
tween clauses when the connection is so slight that any one of them might be a distinct

sentence. 7. A succession of clauses depending on one principal expression, should be
separated by a semicolon. 8. A semicolon is placed after an expression which introduces
particulars. 9. When a clause especially explains the meaning of some other expres-
sion, it 1* separated from that expression by a semicolon, to. A semicolon is used t»
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divide a sentence into sections, when the various parts are not sufficiently indcpenden;
to require a co.on. n. A comma is placed between the particulars mentioned in a suc-

cession of words all in the same construction, la. A comma is placed between each pair

of words, when each pair is in the same construction. 13. A comma is placed before

and one after every parenthetical expression. 14. A comma is used before a quotation
closely connected with the preceding words. 1*. Expressions repeated must be sepa-
rated by a comma. 16. A phrase or clause which explains, in any decree, the meaning
of any other phrase or clause, is separated from it by a comma. 17. All modifying ex-
pressions, unless closely connected with the rest of the sentence, are separated hy a
comma. 18. A comma must be used in sentences which would otherwise be misunder-
stood. 19. A comma is placed where a word is understood, unless the connection is

close, ao. An interrogation point is placed after every sentence, phrase, clause, or word,
which denotes a direct question, ai. An interrogation point enclosed in a parenthesis »
often used to denote doubt, aa. An exclamation point is placed after every exclamatory
sentence, clause, phrase, or word. 33. Where special emphasis is required, several ex-
clamation points may be used. . 34. An exclamation point, enclosed in parenthesis, is

used to denote peculiar surprise. 35. Most interjections take an exclamation point
after them. 26. A sudden turn in a sentence is shown by a dash. 27. An omission of
the middle numbers in a regular series is denoted by a dash. 38. The omission of a word,
or part of a word, is denoted by a dash. 29. A dash is usually placed before the answer
to a question, when they both belong to the same line. 30. A dash is often used instead
of the parenthesis marks. 31. A dash is commonly used before an expression repeated
for special emphasis. 32. A dash follows the sentence which introduces a quotation,
when the quotation commences a new paragraph. 33. A dash is often used to avoid too
many paragraphs. 34. Every quoted passage is enclosed in quotation marks. 35. Quo-
tations consisting of more than one paragraph have the first quotation mark at the begin-
ning of each paragraph, but the second is used only at the end of the last paragraph.
36. When a quoted passage requires special attention, the first quotation mark may be
ased at the commencement of each line. 37. When one quotation includes another, the
latter has but half the first quotation mark before it, and naif the second mark after it.

38. The parenthesis encloses matter not actually connected with the sentence. 39. Brack-
ets are chiefly used to enclose corrections. 40. The hyphen is used to separate the syl-

lables of a word. 41. The apostrophe denotes a contraction. 4a. The caret is used to

show the omission of letters or words. 43. The asterisk, dagger, and similar marks are
used to refer to notes at the foot or side of the page.

MARKS OF ACCENT.
Accent Is stress of voice laid on a certain syllable. When a word is uttered, the syllable

that receives the stress is said to be accented. These marks are used by writers to

denote the proper pronunciation of words. The Acute (a) is represented by a mark over
a letter, or syllable, to show that it must be pronounced with the rising inflection ; as,

European. The Grave (a) must be pronounced with a falling inflection :
" Will you

walk, or ride ?" The Circumflex (4) represents the union of the acute and grave accents
in the same syllable ; as, Montreal. The Macron (°) placed above a letter represents a
full, long vowel sound ; as, hSme. A Breve (a) is placed over a vowel to denote its short

sound ; as, St. Helena. The Diaeresis (H) is placed over the latter of two vowels to show
that they are to be pronounced in separate syllables ; as, cooperate. The Cedilla (c) or
ceri 11a, placed under the letter c, shows that it has the sound of s ; it is used chiefly in

words derived from the French language ; thus, garcon, in which the c is to be pro-

nounced like s. The Tilde (~) is placed over the letter n in Spanish to give it the sound
of yn ; as, sefiior, mifion.

OTHER MARKS.
The Index (4^0 invites special attention.

The Stars (***) or N. B., are used for a similar purpose.

(f)The Brace I . < 1 connects several words with one common

The paragraph {%) begins a new subject.
The Section (}) is used to sub-divide chapters.
Leaders ( ) are used in indexes, leading the eye to the end of the Bne, for th

tompieuon of the 1

RULES POR SPELLING.

Words ending In drop that letter before the termination abb, as in move, movabft*
mless ending in cr orjr, when it b retained, as in change, changeable, etc.
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Wards of one sylabJe ending in a consonant, with a tingle vowel before it, double thai
consonant in derivatives, as, ship, shipping, etc. But if ending in a consonant with
a double vowel before it, they do not double the consonant in derivatives; as troop,

trooper, etc.

Words of more than one syllable, ending in a consonant preceded by a single vowel,
and accented on the last syllable, double that consonant in derivatives ; as commit, com-
mitted ; but except chagrin, chagrined.
All words of one syllable ending in /, with a single vowel before it, have double U at

ihe close ; as mill, sell.

Ail words of one syllable ending in t, with a double vowel before it, have only one I at

die close ; as mail, sail.

The words foretell, distill, instill and fulfill, retain the double / of their primitives.

Derivatives of dull, skill, will, and full, also retain the // when the accent falls on these

words ; as dullness, skillful, willful, fullness.

Words of more than one syllable ending in /have only one / at the close; as delightful

faithful ; unless the accent falls on the last syllable ; as in befall, etc
Words ending in /, double that letter in the termination ly.

Participles ending in ing
%
from verbs ending in#, lose the final #; as have, having,

make, making, etc. ; but verbs ending in tf retain both, as see, seeing. The word dye,
to color, however, must retain the e before ing.

All verbs ending in /r, and nouns ending in mm/, retain the e final of the primitives ; as
brave, bravely; refine, refinement; except words ending in dge; as acknowledge,
acknowledgment.
Nouns ending in y, preceded by a vowel, form their plural by adding r; as money,

moneys ; but xfy is preceded by a consonant, it is changed to iex in the plural ; as bounty,
bounties.

Compound words whose primitives end In j, change they into i; as beauty, beautiful.

THE USE OF CAPITALS.

I. Every entire sentence should begin with a capital, a. Proper names, and adjec-
tives derived from these, should begin with a capital. 3. All appellations of the Deity
should begin with a capital. 4. Official and Honorary Titles begin with a capital. 5.

E"ery line of poetry should begin with a capital. 6. Titles of books and the heads of
their chapters and divisions arc printed in capitals. 7. The pronoun, I, and the exclama-
tion, O, are always capitals. 8. The days of the week, and the months jof the year,
begin with capitals. 9. Every quotation should begin with a capital letter. 10. Names
of religious denominations begin with capitals. 11. In preparing accounts, each item
should begin with a capital. ia. Any word of very special importance may begin with a

FIGURES OF SPEECH.

A figure of speech is a departure from the ordinary form of words, from their regvau
Construction, or from their literal signification.
Departures from the usual form of words are called figures of Etymology.
Departures from the regular construction of words are called figures ofSyntax.
Departures from the literal signification of words are called figures of Rhetoric.

FIGURES OF ETYMOLOGY.
The figures of Etymology are Aphaeresis, Syncope, Apocope, Prosthesis, Paragoge,

Synaeresis, Diaeresis, and Tmesis.
1. Aphaeresis is the taking of a letter or syllable from the beginning of a word; at

'neath for beneath ; 'gainst for against.
"But his courage 'gan fail.

For no arts could avail.
tf

a. Syncope is the elision ofone or more letters from the middle ofa word ; as, lrng'ring
for lingering ; lov'd for loved.

3. Apocope is the elision of one or more letters from the end of a word ; as, thro' fo:

through ; th' for the.

a. Prosthesis is the addition of on* or more letters to the beginning of a word . a%,
beloved for loved ; enchain for chain ; adown for down.

5* Paragoge is the addition of one or more letters In the and ofa word; as. awaken fc"
twake; bounden for bound ; deary for dear.
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6. Synaeresis is the contraction of two syllable* into one ; as, tea* foe ae eat ; alien**
for a-li-en-ate.

N. B.—Alienate in three syllables, as if written ale-ycn-atc.

7. Diaeresis is the separation of two vowels standing together, so as to connect them
with different syllables ; as, cooperate, aerial.

8. Tmesis is the separation of a

w»her word between them • as, " «... ~.vus..*., .....v.. ..« ^ « w., U( .„,

thoughts, which are toward us ;
"—" How high soever " for " Howsoever high.

>n of a compound word into two parts, by introducing an*
other word between them; as, "Thy thoughts, which are to us ward." for ''Thy

us
; "—" How high soever " for '* Howsoever high."

FIGURES OF SYNTAX.
The principal figures of syntax are ellipsis, pleonasm, enallage, and hyperbaton.
1. Ellipsis is the omission of one or more words, which are necessary to complete

the grammatical construction. The following examples will serve to illustrate this

figure:

1. Nouns; as, "St. Peter's " [church] ; "The twelve" [apostlesj.

a. Adjectives ; as, " every day and [every1 hour ;
" "A gentleman and [a] lady."

3. Pronouns; as, '* I am monarch of all (which] I survey;" "He left in the
morning, and [he] returned the same day."

4. Verbs ; as, A To whom the angel " [spoke] ; [Let] " No man eat fruit of thee."

I:

is, " To whom the angel " [spoke] ; [Let] " No m
Adverbs ; as, " He spoke [wiselyj and acted wisely."

ions; as, " He was banished [from] England;" 'Prepositions; as, " He was banished [from] England;" " He lived like [to]

a

pnnce."
7. Conjunctions; as, " I came, [and] I saw, [and] I conquered."
k. Phrases and entire clauses ; as, u I love you for nothing more than [I love you]

for the just esteem you have for all the sons of Adam."

—

Swift.
1. Pleonasm is the use of more words to express ideas than are necessary ; as, " I

know thee who thou art."—N. Test. " What we have seen with our eyes, and heard
with our ears."
The repetition of a conjunction is termed polysyndeton ; as, " We have ships and me*

and money and stores."

3. Enallage is the use of one part of speech for another ; * as,

" Slow rises merit, when by poverty depressed.**
"Sure some disaster has befell. —Cay.

4 Hyperbaton is the transposition of words : as, "All price beyond " for " Beyond
aH price. ** He wanders earth around " for " He wanders around the earth.**

FIGURES OF RHETORIC
fhe principal figures of rhetoric are simile, metaphor, allegory, antithesis, hyperbole.

Irony, metonymy, synecdoche, personification, apostrophe, interrogation, exclamation,
vision, and climax.

1. A simile is a direct and formal comparison ; as, " He shall be like a tree planted bjr

ihe rivers of water."
" As, down in the sunless retreats of the ocean,
Sweet flowrets are springing no mortal can see

;

So, deep in my bosom, the prayer of devotion,
Unheard by the world, rises silent to thee."—JMper*

a. A metaphor b an implied comparison ; as,
M Wild fancies in his moody brain
Gambol'd unbridled and unbound."—/fcg?.

3. An allegory is a continued metaphor. In the following beautiful example, found it

the 80th Psalm, the people of Israel are represented under the symbol of a vine

:

" Thou hast brought a vine out f Egypt : mou hast cast out the heathen, and planter!

it. Thou preparedst room before it, a 'd dids. cause I. to take deep root, and it filled thf

land. The hills were covered with \\\z sL idow of it. and he boughs thereof were like

the goodly cedars. She sent out her boughs unto the sea, and her branches unto the

ri«er. Why hast th then broken down her hedges, so that all they, which pass by the

• Deviations of this kind a.e, In general, to be considered solecisms t otherwise, the rulcf

of grammar would be of no use or authority. There are, however, some changes of tV >

kind, which the grammarian mint not condemn though they do not agree with the

r principles of comtructi :*-
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*ay, do pluck her? The boar out of the wood doth waste it, and the wild beast ot the
field doth devour it."

4. An antithesis is an expression denoting opposition or contrast ; as,

" Contrasted faults through all their manners reign

;

Though poor, luxurious ; though submissive, vain,
Though grave, yet trifling ; zealous, yet untrue

;

And e en in penance, planning sins anew."—Goldsmith.

m The wicked flee when no man pursueih ; but the righteous are bold as a lion.'*

5. An hyperbole is an exaggeration in the use of language, representing objects as
Suiter or less, better or worse, than they really are. Thus, David speaking of

ul and Jonathan, says, " They were swifter than eagles ; they were stronger than
lions."

" The sky shrunk upward with unusual dread.
And trembling Tiber div'd beneath his bed."

—

DrytUn.

6. Irony is a mode of speech expressing a sense contrary to that, which the speaker
or writer intends to convey. The Prophet Elijah employed this figure when he said to

the priests of Baal, " Cry aloud, for he is a God: either he is talking, or he is pursuing,
or he is in a journey, or peradventure he sleepeth, and must be awaked."

7. Metonymy is a figure, by which one thing is put for another ; as , " I have been
reading Milton

;

" that is, his poems or works. " Gray hairs [old age] should be re-

spected." " The sceptre [kingly power] shall not depart from Judah.
8. Synecdoche is a figure, by which the whole is put for a part, or a part for the

whole; as, " Man returneth to dust; " that is, his body. " This roof [house] shall be
his protection."

9. Personification, or Prosopopeia, is a figure, by which we attribute life and actior

to inanimate objects ; or ascribe to irrational animals and objects without life the action
and qualities of rational beings ; as,

" See, Winter comes to rule the varied year.
Sullen and sad, with all his rising train. — Thonuam*

" Vice is a monster of such frightful mien
That, to be hated, needs but to be seen

:

But—seen too oft, familiar with her face,
We first endure—then pity—then embrace."

—

Pop*.

10. Apostrophe is a figure, by which a speaker or writer turns from the party, to Wtaich
his discourse is mainly directed, and addresses himself to some person or thing, present or
absent ; as, " Death is swallowed up in victory. O Death ! where is thy sting1 O Grave

!

where is thy victory ? "—1 Cor. xv. 54, 55.

" O gentle sleep,

Nature's soft nurse, how have 1 frighted thee,

That thou no more wilt weigh my eye-lids down,
And steep my senses in forgetfulness T

"

In modern usage, the term Apostrophe is applied to any address made to an imnimiH
Object, an irrational animal, or an absent person ; as,

" Hail, holy Light, offspring of Heaven, first-born ! "—Milto*.

" Sail on, thou lone, imperial bird,

Of quenchless eye, and tireless wing."

—

Mellcn.

M Alas ! my noble boy t that thou shouldst die 1

Thou, who wert made so beautifully fair

!

That death should settle in thy glorious eye,
And leave his stillness in this clustering halrt

How could he mark thee for the silent tomb I

My proud boy, Absalom !
"

—

Willis.

11. Interrogation is a figure, by which a question is asked for the purpose of express-

ing an assertion more strongly : as, " Do we mean to submit to this measure? Do w*
mean to submit, and consent ^hat we ourselves, our country and its rights, shall be tram
pled on ? I know we do not 4aean to submit. We never will submit. — Wtbstcr.
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**. Exclamation U a figure employed to express some strong emotion ; as,

" O wretched state ! O bosom, black as death 1 "—Skakttpomr*.
" Ah I how unjust to nature and himself,

Is thoughtless, thankless, inconsistent man ! "

—

Young.
"O the depth of the riches both of the wisdom and the knowledge of GOD ! How

nsearchable are His judgments, and His ways past finding out 1

"

13. Vision, or Imagery, is a figure, by which past or future events are represented as
passing before our «yes ; as,

" I see the dagger-crest of Mar 1

I see the Moray's silver star
Wave o'er the cloud of Saxon war,
That up the lake comes winding far

! "

—

Scott.

I*. Climax Is a figure, in which the ideas rise or sink in regular gradation; as,
* Giving all dilig—Ce , add to your faith, virtue ; and to virtue, knowledge ; and to knowl-
edge, temperance ; and to temperance, patience ; and to patience, godliness ; and to god-
liness, brotherly kindness ; and to brotherly kindness, charity."—a Pet. i. 5, 7. *' What
a piece of work is man ! how noble in reason ! how infinite in faculties ! in form and
moving, how express and admirable I in action, how like an angel ! in apprehension, how
like a god ! "—Skakotptart. " What is every year of a wise man's life but a criticism
on the past I Those, whose life is the shortest, live long enough to laugh at one-half of
It : the boy despises the infant, the man the boy, the sage both, and the Christian alL"

ON COMPOSITION.

OBSERVATIONS ON STYLE,
fttyle may be defined to be the particular manner in which we express our ideas by

means of language.
The qualities of a good style are perspicuity and ornament. Perspicuity, however, is

the more important quality of language. It is, indeed, the only quality indispensably

necessary. No merit, either with respect to matter or ornament, can compensate for its

absence. There can, in truth, be no greater fault than that language, which is useful

only so far as it is perspicuous or intelligible, " should need an interpreter." " By perspi-

cuity," says Quintilian, " care is taken, not merely that the reader may clearly under-

stand, but that he cannot possibly misunderstand."

To write with perspicuity, the primary requisite is to possess clear ideas. Perspicuity

ofexpression, then, demands careful attention to two things : 1st, the choice ofsingle words
and phrases ; and ad, the conformable arrangement of these words and phrases in periods

or sentences. Perspicuity in the choice of words and phrases implies purity and propriety.

Their apt arrangement is founded on the rules of syntax, and the natural association of
the ideas.

To write with grammatical purity, three things are essential

:

• 1st. That all the words be of that language which we write and speak, ad. That they
be arranged and constructed according to the rules of syntax in that language • and, 3d.

That the words and phrases be employed to express the precise meaning which good
sage has affixed to them.

ON PROPRIETY.
It is a species of impropriety, producing ambiguity, to employ a word or a phrase sus-

ceptible of different interpretations, or to use the same word or phrase successively in difc

Cerent senses.
" He aimed at nothing less than the crown," may denote either " Nothing was less

aimed at by him than the crown," or, " Nothing inferior to the crown could satisfy him."
" The adjectival word ' no,' " says the Rev. A. J. D. D'Orsey, " is ambiguous. * No

food is more wholesome than potatoes,' may mean, ' It is better to starve than to eat

potatoes/ or, it may mean, ' There is not any kind of food superior to potatoes.* This
may be avoided by varying the phrase."
The following passage is particularly faulty :

*' I know," says Lord Bolingbroke in hia
' Dissertation on Parties,' " that all words, which are signs of complex ideas, furnish

matter of mistake and cavil."—As words, the antecedent has neither the article nor a
demonstrative pronoun to connect it with the subsequent relative, it would seem that the

clans* " which are signs of complex ideas," was merely explicative, and that the subject
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words was to be understood in the utmost latitude. This could not be the writer's mean-
ing, as it would be absurd to affirm of all words that they are signs of complex ideas
His Lordship ought, therefore, to have said either—" I know that all the words, which
are signs of complex Ideas/'—or " I know that all those words, which are signs," etc.

Either of these ways makes the clause, beginning with the relative, serve to limit the im-
port of the antecedent.

Inconsistent words or phrases are highly improper.
" There is no sort of joy," says Dr. Burnet, " more grateful to the mind of man than

that which ariseth from the invention of truth." For invention he ought to have said
discovery.
" I do not remember that I ever spoke three sentences together in my whole life."—

Spectator. Instead of together, the writer should have said successively or in succes-
sion.
" I had like to have gotten one or two broken heads for my impertinence."

—

Swiff*
" Voyage to Brobdignag."
This unavoidably suggests the question—How many heads was he possessed of? Cor-

rected ;
" I was once or twice in danger of getting my head broken,' etc.

" So the pure limpid stream, when foul with stains

Of rushing torrents and descending rains."

—

Addison's " Cato."

A stream may, undoubtedly, be at one time limpid, and at another foul, which is all

that the author meant ; we cannot, however, properly call it a pure limpid stream, when
it is foul with stains.

Vulgarisms are a species of impropriety, that ought to be carefully avoided. A vul-

garian is generally an expression founded on some low allusion, or very familiar image ;

as, higgledy-piggledy, slap-dash, bang-up, transmogrify, bamboozle, topsy turvy, pell-

mell, helter-skelter, hurlyburly, etc., etc., etc.

These may all find a place in burlesque, but ought never to appear in any serious per*

formance.
Technical words or phrases being the dialect of a particular class, and seldom under-

stood by the generality of readers, should not be employed without discretion.
" The machinery of the mind works through a roughness of wheel and a stubbornness

of spring with a jarring and confounding attrition."

" Tack to the larboard, and stand off to sea,

Veer starboard sea and land."

—

Dryden's "jEneid."

What an absurd profusion, in an epic poem too, of terms, which few but seamen un.
derstand I

Obscure and unintelligible expressions are improper.

*' Yet—when that flood in its own depths was drown'd,
It left behind it false and slippery ground."

—

Dryden.

The first of these lines is nonsensical. It informs us of a prodigy never heard of 01

conceived before—a drowned flood ; nay, a flood that was so deep that, after leaving

nothing else to drown, it committed felo-de-se, and drowned itself. The author's mean-
ing, expressed in plain language, was probably no more than this :

" When the water*
ofthe deluge had subsided."
One great source of obscure and unintelligible expressions is the affectation of excel-

lence or fine writing :—
" Personifications, however rich their depictions, and unconstrained their latitude-

analogies, however imposing the objects of parallel, and the media of comparison—car
never expose the consequences of sin to the extent of fact, or the range of demonstra
tion."
" Men must acquire a very peculiar and strong habit of turning their eyes inwards, it

order to explore the interior regions and recesses of the mind, the hollow caverns of deep
thought, the private seats of fancy, and the wastes and wildernesses, as well as the more
fruitful and cultivated tracts of this obscure climate."

—

Characteristics. A most worn
derful way of telling us that it is difficult to trace the operations of the mind

!

Nearly allied to the unintelligible are the marvellous, the puerile, the learned, and the
profound.
The Marvellous :—" Nature in herself is unseemly, and he who copies her servilely

and without artifice will always produce something poor, and of a mean taste. What is

called load in colors and lights, can only proceed from a profound knowledge in the

values of colors, and from an admirable industry, which makes the painted objects appear
ore true, If I may say so, than the real ones. In this sense it may b« asserted that Ul
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Rubens' pieces art it above nature, and nature only a copy ofthat great Blaster's works/*
-De Pile's " Principles of Painting." Here is a strange subversion of most obvious
md hitherto undisputed truths. Not satisfied with affirming the unseemliness of every
production of nature, and the immense superiority of human art, this writer rises to
Assertions, which shock all our notions, and utterly defy the powers of apprehension.
Painting is found to be the original ; or rather, Rubens' pictures are the original, and
mature is the copy.
Specimens of the same kind are sometimes also to be met with in the poets. Witness

Ac famous protestation of an heroic lover in one of Dryden's plays

:

" My wound is great, because it is so small/'

The nonsense of which was properly exposed in an extemporary verse of the DuVe of
Buckingham's, who, on hearing this una, exclaimed in the house,

" Then it would be greater, were it none at all."

The Puerile :—A poetical example of this stamp, in which there is not a
meaning, we have in the following lines of Dryden :

—

" From harmony, from heavenly harmony.
This universal frame began

:

From harmony to harmony
Through all the compass of the notes it ran.
The diapason closing full in man."

The Learned:—
" Nothing is there to come, and nothing past.
But an eternal now does always last/—Cowley.

A now, that lasts t that is, an instant, which continues during successive Instants : an
eternal now, an instant, that is no instavt ; an eternity, that is no eternity.
The Profound :—Of this kind is the following specimen from a iustly celebrated tract

of a justly celebrated pen :
—" It is agreed," says Dean Swift, " that in all governments

there is an absolute and unlimited power, which naturally and originally seems to be
placed in the whole body, wherever the executive part of it lies. This holds in the body
natural ; for wherever we place the beginning of motion, whether from the head or the
heart, or the animal spirits in general, the body moves and acts by a consent of all its

parts."—On the Contests and Dissensions in Athens and Rome.
The first sentence of this passage contains one of the most hackneyed maxims of the

writers on politics ; a maxim, however, of which it will be more difficult than is com-
monly imagined to discover, not the justness, but the sense. The illustration from the

natural body, in the second sentence, is more glaringly nonsensical. What it is, that

constitutes this consent of all the parts of the body, which must be obtained previously

to every motion, is utterly inconceivable. The Whole of the paragraph, however, from
which this quotation is taken, has such a specioosness in it, that even a judicious reader

may not, on the first perusal, be sensible of the defect.

A great source of impropriety is the want of sufficient precision. By precision h is

understood that the words and phrases employed express the writer's meaning, and
nothing more. To attain this quality, particular care must be employed to discriminate

accurately the words and phrases, that are generally considered synonymous ; and in

the description of the same object or circumstances, not to accumulate either these, or
such as include the signification of each other.
Obsolete or affected language, foreign idioms and words, provincial expressions, etc.,

are inconsistent with purity and propriety.
" Prevent us, O Lord, in all our doings "—" Deal not with us, after our sins"—" The

2uick and the dead "—and all such expressions were, no doubt, good English, when the
'iturgy was composed ; but no one would now use the words in the same sense.

Established terms are not to be proscribed, even though their use may involve circum*
stantial impropriety. We may still speak with propriety of sunrise and sunset, though
we know that the sun neither rises nor sets.

Propriety requires careful attention to die use of the different kinds of figures of
speech.

ON PERSPICUITY AND ORNAMENT. CONSTRUCTION OF
SENTENCES.

On Clearness of Arrangement. General Rules.—The **-?«»s and members most
•early related in sense should be placed as near as possible to each other, that their

mutual relation may appear to the greatest advantage

:
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"This work, in it* full extent, being now afflicted with an asthma, and finding tha

power of life gradually declining, he had no longer courage to undertake." Johnson's
•' Life of Savage." This construction would lead us to conclude that it was the work,
and not the poet, that was afflicted with an asthma. 1 he following arrangement will re-

move the ambiguity :
" Being now afflicted with an asthma, and finding thepowers of life

gradually declining, he had no longer courage to undertake this work in its lull extent."

A circumstance ought never to be placed between two capital members ; since, by such
a position, it is doubtful to which it belongs. By placing it between parts of the member,
to which it belongs, ambiguity is avoided, and the capital members are kept distinct

:

" By the articles subsisting between us, on the day of marriage, you agree to pay down
the sum of eighty thousand pounds."

Better thus : " By the articles subsisting between us, you agree to pay down on the

day of marriage the sura of eighty thousand pounds."
Words, expressing things connected in thought, ought generally to be placed con-

tiguous, even though their separation would cause no ambiguity

:

" When the woman has made her own choice, for form's sake, she sends a conge
d'elire to her friends."

Better thus : " When the woman has made her own choice, she sends, for form's

sake, a conge d'elire to her friends."

When different things have an obvious relation to each other with respect to the order

of time, place, cause, and effect, or the like, a corresponding order should be observed in

assigning them their position in the sentence. Better—"Alive and well," than " Wei
and alive."

When the sense admits it, the sooner a circumstance is introduced the better

:

" Whether a choice, altogether unexceptionable, has ever, in any country, been made,
seems doubtful." Better thus : " Whether in any country, a choice," etc.

Circumstances should not follow one another, but should be interspersed among the

principal words, on which they depend, or to which they refer

:

" Virgil, who has cast the whole system of Platonic philosophy, so far as it relates to

the soul of man, into beautiful allegories, in the sixth book of his iEneid, gives us the

punishment," etc. Better thus :
" Virgil, who has cast into beautiful allegories the

whole system of Platonic philosophy, so far as it relates to the soul of man, gives us, in

the sixth book of his iEneid, the punishment," etc.

ON UNITY—RULES.
A sentence should contain one leading proposition. It may embrace several members

or circumstances, provided they are made subservient to one predominating object or
principle.

It is obvious that objects, having no intimate connection, should not be associated in

the same sentence.
During the course of the sentence the scene should be changed as little as possible.

One principal agent should lead the sentence, and one species of construction should
generally prevail in it, an unnecessary mixture of active, passive, and neuter phrase-
ologies being carefully avoided.

Unnecessary parentheses should be avoided, as an indiscreet use of them seldom fails

to be disagreeable.

Sentences should never be extended beyond what seems their natural close. Inatten-
tion to this rule is destructive both of strength and unity.

ON STRENGTH.
The strength of a sentence consists in such a selection and position of the words, and

arrangement of the members, as are the most conducive to the full and explicit expression
of the meaning intended to be conveyed.
Rules—A sentence should be divested of all redundant words or members. The rela-

tion of unnecessary circumstances should be avoided—of such as are either unimportant
in themselves, or already implied.

Particular care is requisite in the use of copulatives, relatives, and all the words
employed either in connection or transition. These have been named the joints and
hinges of language. Its gracefulness and strength, therefore, depend, in a great measure,
on the manner in which they are employed. And the less conspicuous this is, the more
complete will be the union of the various parts, and the more easily will the reader glide
from one word, clause, or member, to another.
The splitting of particles, or separating of a preposition from its regimen, ought to be

avoided ; though to avoid it is not always easy.
The more important words should be placed in that situation, In which they are likely

to make the strongest impression—the first and last words of a sentence are always the
most conspicuous.
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Great animation arises from placing an important word at the beginning, thus :
" Sunk

are thy towers in shapeless ruin all/' When, however, the leading object is, not only to

give weight to the sentiment, but also to sustain the attention, or suspend the curiosity,

important words may advantageously be placed at the close, thus :
" Happy the man,

who, void of cares and strife, in silken or in leathern purse retains a splendid shilling."

The plain and grammatical order of a sentence being that which orresponds to the

usual mode of expression, may be deemed the most consistent with ease and simplicity.

Inversion is a branch of ornament, combining an attention to sound, sense, and effect.

The language, that is addressed solely to the understanding, seldom admits much inver-

sion. It is employed chiefly in works addressed to the passions, emotions, or imagination.
It should not, however, be indulged, but to reach some beauty, or produce some effect,

not attainable by the usual order. Nor should much inversion be employed in a long
sentence, lest the mind become bewildered amidst the profusion and unusual order of the
words.
A sentence should not, in general, be concluded with a word of inconsiderable figure,

or little intrinsic importance ; we should, therefore, generally avoid concluding it with
such particles as of, to, from, by, up, about, etc. But it should be observed that certain

words included in this vague term may, with great propriety, terminate a sentence, when
they are particularly significant.

Carefully avoid long andr and intricate sentences. Errors are frequently committed in the
extent of sentences. Sometimes they are too long; at other times too short and abrupt.
A long period, perfectly clear, and well constructed, is always beautiful and agreeable,
if it be not so prolonged as to exhaust the patience and attention of the reader. It is,

however, extremely difficult to construct such periods : hence, long sentences are often
feeble, ungraceful, and obscure.

Lastly—The strength and beauty of a sentence may be promoted by a judicious use
of the figures, climax, and antithesis ; and of figurative language in general.

HOW TO WRITE ON ALL OCCASIONS.

Begin with good paper, good pens, good ink. In a good copy the letters should be of
elegant form, and constructed on natural principles. Every letter should be as perfest
as possible, that wherever it occurs it may present an unvarying model. The turns and
slopes should be alike, the loops of the same length and width, the proper distances
between the letters carefully observed, and shade duly distributed. Curlicues, flourishes,

and ornamental capitals, may delight an amateur in a show-case ; a thorough business
man detests them in his correspondence. In a lady's writing thev are simply vulgar.

Good paper costs more, but it is indispensable. It should be tolerably thick, with a
smooth surface, moderately glazed ; so that the ink will not show through when dry, and
that there may be no roughness or little hairs for the pen to pick up, and that the pen
may glide alone without jar on the muscles or nerves of the fingers and hand. A white
paper is generally to be preferred to a blue. The pen should be fine-pointed, so that a
good hair-line can be made, and have a good springy nib, that the shades may be cleanly
cut, and that the writing may not be rendered stiff, a result inevitably following the use
of a " hard " pen. They should be'of a uniform character as much as possible—not one
very hard and another very soft. Slight differences cannot be avoided ; those that vary
least are the best, if they are right in other respects. A new pen is often greasy, owing
to a certain process in the manufacture, and will not retain the ink. Dip it and raise it

from the ink slowly, then wipe it ; repeat this two or three times, and the trouble will be
removed. Good ink is a very difficult thing to procure. It should be sufficiently fluid

to flow easily from the pen, dark enough to see at the time what you are writing, and to

judge of hair-strokes and shades. It must not evaporate rapidly from the inkstand, nor
leave a layer ofmud in it ; neither should it mold. Frost should not affect it. Ink should
stain the paper in order to be permanent. Its color when thoroughly dry should be a
deep black, which neither time nor exposure to the sun can change.

LETTERS.

To write letters well is an attainment ofgreat importance. It affords scope for the exer-
cise and display of the highest powers otthe mind, and the finest feelings of the heart.
It is of constant utility in every department of business, and in every endearing relation

of social and domestic life.

Letter-writing is a subject of so varied and extensive a nature, that it can scarcely be
reduced to rule, or taught by precept. But some instruction respecting it may doubtless
fee communicated through the medium of rules ; and the following, together with th*
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observations that accompany them, have been formed, with particular care, for that
purpose.

I. When you write a letter to any person, express the same sentiments, and use the
same language, as you would do if you were conversing with him.

II. Before you begin a letter, especially when it is on any occasion of importance,
weigh well in your own mind the design and purport of it ; and consider very attentively
what sentiments arc most proper for you to express, and your correspondent to read.

III. Let all your sentiments and expressions be consistent with truth and virtue.

Avoid exaggerated and extravagant professions of regard; suppress every unjust or
malignant thought; encourage benevolent affections in your own mind, and in the minds
of those whom you address.

IV. Vary your style ; and adapt it to the subject of your letter, and also to the char-
acter, the station, and other peculiar circumstances, of the person to whom you write.

As the occasion on which letters are written, and the situation, feelings, and acquire-
ments, of those who write them, as well as oi those to whom they are written, are so
various, a great diversity of style necessarily becomes requisite. On important subjects,

it should be strong and solemn ; on lighter subjects, easy and simple ; in exhortation,
earnest; in persuasion, mild; in consolation, tender; in congratulation, lively; in

request, modest ; in commendation, warm; to superiors, respectful; to inferiors, cour-
teous ; to friends and companions, familiar.

V. Scrupulously adhere to the rules of grammar. Select and apply all your words
with a strict regard to their proper signification ; and whenever you have any doubt
respecting the correctness or propriety of them, consult the dictionary in this volume or
some good living authority. Avoid, with particular care, all errors in orthography, in

punctuation, and in the arrangement of words and phrases.
VI. Endeavor, particularly in letters on business, to express your meaning as briefly

as the nature of the subject will admit ; and in such terms as are least likely to be
misunderstood. Avoid unnecessary tautology, explanation, and long or frequent paren-
theses. Place the principal circumstances in the most prominent point of view ; suppress,
or slightly mention, those which are of a trivial nature. Make no quotations in foreign

languages, nor any classical allusions, however apt or beautiful. Before you seal your
letter, always read it over very attentively ; and correct every inaccuracy or error which
you discover in it, that might, in the slightest degree, perplex or mislead your corre-

spondent.
VII. Dashes, underlinings, and interlineations, are much used by unskilful and care-

less writers, merely as substitutes for proper punctuation, and a correct, regular mode of
expression. The frequent recurrence of them greatly defaces a letter, and is equally
inconsistent with neatness of appearance and regularity of composition. All occasion for

interlineations may usually be superseded by a little previous thought and attention.
Dashes are proper only when the sense evidendy requires a greater pause than the com-
mon stops designate. And in a well-constructed sentence, to underline a word is wholly
useless, except on some very particular occasion we wish to attract peculiar attention to
it, or to give it an uncommon degree of importance or emphasis.
VIII. Postscripts have a very awkward appearance; and they generally indicate

thoughtlessness and inattention. To make use of them in order to convey assurances of
respect or affection to the person to whom you write, or to those who are intimately con-
nected with him, is particularly improper : it seems to imply that the sentiments which
you express are so slightly impressed on your mind, that you had almost forgotten them,
or thought them scarcely worth mentioning.

ADDRESSES AND SIGNATURES.
Too much care cannot be taken to have the addresses correct and signatures legible.

These are cardinal points in letter writing, and are too often overlooked. If addresses arc
not correct, it implies ignorance or carelessness, and will often defeat the object of the
letter.

The President of the United States should be addressed, on the envelope, thus

:

To the President

;

Executive Mansion

;

Washington, D. C
At the head of the letter, he should be addressed

:

Mr. President

:

Military and naval officers should be addressed, on the envelope, by their Ml and COff

rect title ; at the head of the letter by the title simply ; as,

GSMBKAL!
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All such official letters should have the full address of the party to whom they an
•rritten, in the lower left-hand corner of the sheet ; *./".,

To General W. T. Sherman, U. S. A.

;

Washington, D. C.

In business letters, the best usage gives the name, title, and the business place or resi-

dence, at the beginning of a letter, thus

:

Buffalo, N. Y., July i, 1878.
Lord & Taylor,

882 Broadway, New York.
Gentlemen :—Inclosed find check for one thousand dollars, which please place to my

credit, on account.
Respectfully yours,

J. B. Johnson.

In social letters, the name of the person addressed should be given, except in the case
of relatives, or intimate friends and acquaintances. The chief title of the person addressed
should be given as a part of the address ; as, Rev., Colonel, etc. In addressing married
ladies, " Mrs." should be prefixed to the name : "Miss" to the name of unmarried
ladies. Men without professional or honorary tides may have " Mr." prefixed to their
names. A lad may be addressed as " Master. Many writers of authority prefix " Rev."
to the names of ministers in every case; a few omit the " Rev." when the title D. D.
follows. Judges, members of Congress, mayors, and other high officers of Government,
have the title of " Hon. ;

" Governors of States and Territories that of " His Excel-
lency."

In what is called the secondary address of a letter, that is, in the general title bestowed
upon the party addressed, there is a wide range for the use of good taste. Familiarity is

to be shunned on the one side, and formality on the other. Care should be exercised to
avoid blunders in addresses, e. g. %

addressing married ladies as " Miss," or any lady as
" Dear Sir." The more common secondary addresses are such as Sir. Dear Sir, My
Dear Sir, Gentlemen, Dear Sirs, Honored Sir, Dear Judge, Dear General, Dear Madam,
etc. Many good writers omit the secondary address when writing to unmarried ladies.

In titles of endearment a wide diversity is permitted by the best writers, *. r. t
" Dear

Friend." "My Dear Friend," "Dear Sue, "My Very Dear Mother," "Dear Miss
Jones, etc., etc. Secondary addresses are placed on toe line next below the name of

the party addressed.
Never seal a letter of introduction.
Signatures should always be full and clear. Ladies writing to strangers should prefix

" Mrs.," or " Miss," to their names, in order to avoid errors.

Abbreviate the names of the States in the following fashion :

Maine, Me.; New Hampshire, N. H.; Vermont. Vt.; Massachusetts, Mass.; Rhode
Island, R. I.; Connecticut.Conn.; New York, N. Y.; New Jersey, N. J.; Pennsylvania,
Penn. or Pa.; Delaware, Del.; Maryland, Md.; Virginia. Va.; North Carolina, N. C;
South Carolina, S. C; Georgia, Ga. or Geo.; Alabama, Ala.; Mississippi, Miss.; Mis-
souri, Mo.; Louisiana, La.; Tennessee, Tenn.; Kentucky, Ky.; Indiana, Ind.; Ohio, O.;
Michigan, Mich.; Illinois, 111.; Wisconsin. Wis.; Arkansas, Ark.; Texas, Tex.; Iowa,
Io.; Florida, Fla.; Oregon, On.; California, Cal.; Minnesota, Minn.; District of Co-
lumbia, D. C.

SAMPLE LETTERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS.

Invitation to a Dinner Party.

Mr. and Mrs. George request the pleasure of Mrs. Putnam's company at dinner on
Thursday, the 19th of December, at six o'clock.
Riversham Park, December 10.

Declining the Same.

Mrs. Putnam regrets extremely that a prior engagement will prevent her having thf

pleasure of dining with Mr. and Mrs. George on the 19th of December.
31, Russell Square, December 11.

Accepting.

Mrs. Pulitzer has much pleasure in accepting Mr. and Mrs. George's invitation to

dinner on the 10th of December.
jet, Russell Square, December 11.
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Invitation to a Dinner Party.

Mt Deaji Miss Sumner :

WU1 you favor us with your company at dinner on Tuesday next ? It will be quite

a family gathering, but Edward and I should not consider it complete without your pres

encc. I will take no denial.
Believe me, Youri sincerely,

Judd Street, June 9. Hannah Dbimar.
J The Same.

Come and dine with us on Thursday next, to meet a few old and valued friends,

whose names I shall not here mention, but I assure you it will give you great pleasure to

see them. Pray let me have a favorable reply, and

The Elms, Hornsey, June 4. Believe me, Yours ever sincerely,

Lucy Gordon.
Invitations to Evening Parties,

Mrs. Ditto requests the pleasure of Mr. Catto's company to-morrow evening, half-past

nine.
Dancing.
Romney Lodge, January 4.

An Invitation to an Evening Party.

Mrs Napwith requests the pleasure of Capuin, Mrs. Frodsham, and family's company

to a small evening party, on Friday, the 18th September, 187-. Eight o'clock.

Music and cards.

4, St. Dominic Place, E. C.

A Very Friendly Invitation.

Ashmead, December 22, 18

—

Dkar Mrs. Hill : ... t-i_j ju~
We purpose having a small party for music and cards next Thursday, and hope

that you, your husband, and the dear girls will join us. If you can favor us with your

company, please ask the young ladies to bring their music, and do not be later than eight

o'clock.
We unite In kindest love to you all.

Believe me, Most affectionately yours,
Susan Hartley

Accepting.
The Grove, December 23d, 18—.

0Y Dear Mrs. Hartley:
m . . .

We shall have much pleasure in accepting your kind invitation for Thursday next

Sdith desires me to give you her love, and to say that she is delighted at the prospect

of a musical evening ; she will bring all your favorite songs, and do her best to sing them.

With our united regards, believe me, yours affectionately,

Jane Hill.

Invitation to a Juvenile Party.

George Street, December 4th.

Dear Mrs. Gibson : , ,

Will you allow your little girls to join a juvenile party at our house, at five o clock,

on the 7th instant? It is Selina's birthday, and I have invited a few of her young fnends

to keep it with her.

I have named an early hour, as I do not like late hours for little folks.

W ith kind regards, believe me, yours sincerely,* Maria Gray.
Answer accepting.

John Street, December 4th.

Dear Mrs. Gray : _ .. , . .

1 feel much pleasure in accepting your kind invitation for my little girls, particu-

larly as you have named an early hour. I have hitherto refused all invitations for them

on account of the late hours of juvenile parties in the present day, which I consider very

injurious to children.
,

With many thanks, believe me, yours very sincerely,
Maria Gibson

Declining. _ , „
John Street, December 4th, 18—

MvTWjaw Mrs. Gray:
. . _ .

t , . , m ,
_

'thanks far your kind Invitation to my little ones. I should not Hesitate to aactsf
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A if they were quite well, but Sarah has a very bad cold and tore throat; and at out

doctor has some fear that she is showing symptoms of measles, I am compelled to de>

I hope Sclina may enjoy her birthday party. Kiss her for me, and wish her many
happy returns of the day. nrr' Ever yours very truly,

Sarah Snobhvrst.

Introducing a Young Lady Seeking Employment.
Poughkeepsie, June i, x88a.

The young lady whom this letter will make known to you is desirous of obtaining

employment in your city, and 1 use our old acquaintanceship as the bridge to your good

offices in her behalf. She has received a very liberal education, and would prove of im-

mense value to a family whose young children need careful and judicious teaching. She

is eende, amiable, and willing. 1 trust you may be able to serve her.

I am, etc., dear Mr. Brown, your sincere friend,

Mr W. F. Brown. Thos. Smith.

Introducing a Gentleman 8eeklng a Position in a Countlng-House.

Albany, June i, 188a.

My Dbar Sir :
. .....

Recognizing your well-merited and extensive influence in the commercial circles in

your city, I oeg to introduce to you W. James, who is desirous of obtaining a clerkship

in a counting-house. He is a gentleman of capacity and ability. His character stands

A i, and he is as industrious as he is energetic. He considers New York a better field

than this place, and prefers to try his chances there to remaining here. He can refer to

me. Trusting that you will lend him a helping hand, I am,
Yours, very truly,

Jambs Field, Esq. Joseph Abbsy.

Introducing a Sitter to a Schoolmate.
Wilkesbarre, June 8, i88a.

Dl
^Thffletter will introduce my sister Kate. 1 do not think that I need say another

word. I love you both. You wul love both of ua. I will write a long letter very soon.
' Yours, as ever,

MissAucbHill. Bkss*

Introducing a Young Married Lady to a Friend in her New Home.
Stanford, Conn., June i, 188a.

MV D
Mrs

E
Le"ds

L
will present this note, and when I tell you that she is a bride, and ta

about to settle in your town, I feel that I have secured her a pleasant mimdthlp, and

that she will find In you an old mew friend in the midst of strangers. I know-that you

will pay her all the attention that lies in your power^ Ae Mike of add lang syne.

Mas. B. A. Jordam.
*

Kima.

Introducing a Daughter about to Make a Visit.

Cleveland, O., June «, i88a.

MtDbar Mrs. Warfikld: . . _
rt,K __».

My daughter Una will present this in person, as her introduction to her moUjefs

old friend, whose kind invitation to spend a few weeks she accepts, con <*"">r'> lh»l

she wiU have a delightful time is amongst the few certainties in this very uncertain Me.

You may find her a little shy and reserved, but under your care she will

^

n/«» ™«°
as much at home as in Euclid avenue, Cleveland. With warmest regards to your hus

band, and lots of love to yourself, I am.
Your sincere fr!end,

Mrs T N. Warmbld. m - e -
Wiiaow.

Introducing a Gentleman to a Lady Friend.

Warrenport, Me., June I, itte.

My Dbar Miss Fullbr : ... _,, .«_•.*_
My friend Mr. Robert T. Fitter, by whom this letter will be F^ra,**""

£

lettk in Dayton. As your hospitality b proverbial, nay 1 hope for a hole slktt of it lot
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the rip«niag of a friend.aim ? And 1 look forward to good reports from both of you as to

ship the seed of which is now town by
Your very sincere friend,

J. T. Bingham.

Ordering a Supply of Goods for a Store in the Country.

Spike, Thompson County, K.y., June i, 188a.

Messrs. File & Paine, New York :

Gentlemen— I hare just opened a large grocery store in this place, and the pros-

pects of success seeI* assured. I should be happy to deal with your firm. 1 can refer

Tou to Roberts & Town, of 270 Broadway, New York. This being our first transaction,

shall be prepared to pay the express co. upon delivery of goods, if you will forward me
your ac. with the usual cash discount by a previous mail.

Enclosed please find order, which I should wish filled as promptly as is consistent with
/our convenience.

Very respectfully,

F. C. Stiknby.

Reply.
Broadway, New Yorlr, 3d June, i88a

Mr. F. C. Stiknet :

Dear Sir—Your favor of the 1st to hand. We shall be pleased to open an account
with you, Messrs. Roberts & Town having spoken very highly of you.
We have this day forwarded to your address the goods according to your invoice, but

being desirous of obtaining your approval of their quality and value, will await your ex-

amination for the enclosed bill, which is subject to 5 per cent, discount for prompt cash.

A post-office order or draft on one of our city banks will suit our convenience equally well

as collection by Dodd's Express.
Hoping to receive further orders, we are.

Yours respectfully,

File & Paine.

Letter Offering the M8. of a Book to a Publisher.

Wilmington, N. C, April a, 188a.

Messrs. Thayer, Merriam & Co.,
Publishers, Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa. :

Gentlemen—I have just written a society novel of the present day, and wish to
have it put upon the market as soon as practicable. Please inform me if you are willing

to publish it, and at what terms.

This is my first novel, but under the name of " Daisy Dean " I have contributed quite

a number of short stories to Frank Leslie's and other popular publications. I may men-
tion that my style is what is termed " breezy ;

" that is, bright and crisp.

Awaiting an early reply, I am, gentlemen,
Very truly yours,

Mrs. J. F. Murray.

Reply.

608 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa., April 4, x88».

Mas. J. F. Murray :

Dear Madam—Having made all our arrangements for publications for die year,
we are compelled to decline the offer of your MS., and trust that you may be successful

elsewhere.
We are, dear madam, your obedient servants,

Thayer, Merriam & Co.,
Per W. F.

Letter Proposing to Sell Goods on Commission.
Drakeville, Young Co., Md., January a8, 188a.

Messrs. Long & Steel :

Gentlemen—I have been in business in this town for over twelve years, and refei

to the National Bank, and to Mr. John Mtskey. ex-Mayor, and a prominent citizen. I

tee agood opening for increasing my sales, and am desirous of a supply of your goods
to sellon commission. If required I will give you full security against any loss.

Should this proposition meet your views, please fill the accompanying order, and give
me the benefit of your most favorable terms.

Respectfully,
Simon Stern.

29
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Reply.
Baltimore, Fcby. a, '8».

Ma. Simon Stern :

Dear Sir—We have to-day forwarded by Dodd's Express the goods ordered per

your letter of the 28th ult. ; the inquiries about you, as suggested by you, having proved
most satisfactory. The commission is 10 per cent. TheTbill of sale accompanies each
package.

Trusting that opening will lead to a long connection of mutual benefit,

We are yours respectfully,

Long & Sti

Requesting the Settlement of an Account.
Milwaukee, Wis., July 30, 1882.

Ma. T. W. Innis:
Dear Sir—As we have a large payment to make at the end of next week, and as

your account remains unsettled, we must beg of you to send us a check for same by Tues-
day next. We are reluctant to press you, but we are pressed ourselves.

Very respectfully.

Stewart & Gro
Requesting Payment of Rent.

E. aoth St., New York, March 97, 188a.

Mr. Gro. Krrfoot :

Dear Sir—I most call your attention to the fact that, although your agreement
for the house rented by you from me stipulates monthly payments in advance, you have
failed to pay for three months and are now in arrears I206.

If you fail to pay the account within six days I shall be reluctantly compelled to place

the matter in the hands of my lawyer for collection.

Very respectfully,

Thos. Jones.

Prom s Lady in the Country Ordering Goods.

Maida Vale, Tewkesbury Co., Mass., Jan. it, ltte.

Messrs. Swan & Edgar,
Washington Street, Boston

:

Gentlemen—Please send me by Dodd's Express the following goods:
1 a yards of green gauze.

24 yards gingham.
2 pair of six-button gloves, lavender color, sice 6#, Dent's make.
6 pocket handkerchiefs, plain white, with broad hem-stitched border.

Also please send pattern of black satin of a good quality, price marked.
The goods must be sent to Warrington by rail, and to Mr. William Snipe, S40 Stft*<

Street, who will pay C. O. D.
Direct as follows

:

Mrs. Chas. Wilson,
Warrington Station,

• Tewkesbury Co., Mass,

Prom a Parmer in Ireland, Proposing to Emigrate.

Ballinkill, Co. Mayo, August 1st, 1889.

To Mr. Jos. Ryan,
Tippins Cove, Burke County, Montana.

Sir—John Carey, of Coolamore, tells me that you could give me all the informa*
tion I want about that part of the county you are now in.

I have been farming about 60 acres for the last fifteen years, and have saved up £500.
1 want to know what sort of a county you are in ; climate, soil, water, and all that,

and what I could get for my £500 ; also, if any inducements are held out to men of my
class. 1 have a wife and seven children—4 boys and 3 girls. The boys, thanks be U
God, are all able to take a hand at farm work.
John Carey will answer for me.

Yeurs obediently,

Jambs Martin.
Reply.

Tippins Cove, Barke Co., Montana.
To Mr. James Martin :

My Dear Fribnb—IfJohn Carey, msy eld friend, advised yeu te emigrate acre he
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did wclL 1 have been here now for five year*;, and no inducement would tempt me to

leave it. For half of your ^500 you can buy as many acres as you wish to farm, and
our little settlement is growing so rapidly that in a short time your land will be worth
double what you pay for it. Come to me straight, and stop with mc, all of you, till your
log hut is built.

The climate here is healthy and invigorating; the soil fine, and a little river of good
water is close by, while the woods give us an the fuel we require. You can come ;«>

within fifty miles of me by rail, but I'll have horses and wagons ai the station to take you
and your family here. Let me hear full details of your starting, and give my warmest
regards to John Carey. I wish he was coming too, with all my heart.

Yours faithfully,

Jos. Ryan.

To the Father of a Young Lady, Asking Her Hand in Marriage.
Washington Avenue, Brooklyn, Mar. 12, '8a.

Sir—1 venture to hope that you will call all your friendly feelings to my assistance,
in considering a proposal I am about to lay before you, in which my happiness is com
pletely concerned.
For a long time past your daughter, Edith, has held a strong hold over my affection;,

and I have reason to believe that I am not indifferent to her. My position is such as to

warrant my belief that 1 could support her in the style of comfort which she so well de-
serves, and which it has been your constant aim to provide for your children. As regards*

my character and disposition, I trust they are sufficiently well known to you to give you
confidence in the prospect of your child's happiness.

I have not, however, ventured on any express declaration of my feelings, without first

consulting you on the subject, as I feel persuaded that the straightforward course i*

always the best, and that a parent's sanction will never be wanting wh«.n the circum-
stances of the case justify its being accorded.
Anxiously awaiting the result of your consideration on this important and interesting

subject,
I remain, sir, your most faithful and obedient servant,

To G. W. Grey. Edward L. Summer.
Favorable.

Meadow Bank, March 13, 1882.

My Drar Edward L. Summer:
I thank ycu very much for the manly and honorable way in which you have ad-

dressed me in reference to my daughter's hand. I have long since perceived that your
intentions to her were of a marked character, and that they appeared to give her much
pleasure. I know no reason whatever to oppose your wishes, and, if I mayJudge from
the manner in which she received the communication from myself, you will find a by no
means unwilling listener.

Dine with us to-morrow at six o'clock, if you are not engaged, and you will then have
an opportunity of pleading your own cause. Meanwhile, believe me, with every confi-

dence in your integrity and good feeling.

Yours most sincerely.

To E. L Summrr, Esq. Geo. W. Grey.
Unfavorable.

Meadow Bank, March 13, 1882.

Dear Sir:
It is always painful to return an unfavorable answer, but such is unfortunately my

task on the present occasion.
My daughter has for a long time been engaged to a gentleman whose character and

position give her no cause to regret the engagement. At the same time she duly appre-
ciates the compliment implied by your preference, and unites with me in the sincere
wish that, as an esteemed friend, you may meet with a companion in every way calcu-
'ated to ensure your happiness.

Believe me, dear sir, your sincere friend.

To E. L. Summer, Esq. Geo. W. Grey.

A Gentleman, after Meeting a Lady at a Party, Asking Permission to Pay
His Addresses.

18 W. 36th St., N. Y., July t7 , 1882
Dear Miss Craycroft :

1 must crave your pardon for the somewhat bold address I am about to make,
trusting that its apparent presumption may be excused by the consideration that my
feelings are deeply enlisted ia its success. The marked attentions paid yeu at Mrs.
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Burke's party could not, 1 Batter myself, have failed to attract your notice, nor have been
wholly disagreeable to yourself. Cherishing this pleasing belief, 1 am encouraged to
crave the pnvilege of being permitted to improve my acquaintance with a lady for whom
1 entertain so high an esteem.
The company in which we met will, 1 trust, be considered a sufficient guarantee ofmy

character and position to warrant me in looking forward to an early renewal of the happy
hours spent in your company. Your kind permission once granted, I shall lose no f.me
in seeking, for my addresses, the sanction of your parents ; but I do not feel at liberty to
take such a step until weM assured that it will be agreeable to your wishes.
May I entreat the favor of an early reply? which, dear Miss Craycroft, will be

anxiously awaited by
Your devoted admirer,

William Northrov.
To a Widow Prom a Widower.

xaoth St., New York, November 19th, i88e.

My Dear Madam:
I am emboldened to lay open to you the present state of my feelings, being so con-

vinced of your good sense and amiable disposition, that 1 feel assured you will deal
candidly with me in your reply.

Like yourself, I have been deprived of the partner of my earlier life, and, as I approach
the middle state of existence, I feel more and more the want of some kindred spirit to

share with me whatever years are reserved to me by Providence. My fortune is such as
to enable me to support a lady in the manner which I feel to be due to your accomplish-
ments and position, and 1 sincerely hope that you will think carefully over my proposal

;

and, if you can make up your mind to share my fortune and affections, I trust tfcat no
efforts will be wanting on my part to en ure you the happiness you so well deserve

1 need scarcely say that an early answer, on a matter so much connected wltn my
future happiness, will be a great favor to.

My dear madam, your devoted friend and admirer.
To Mrs. Fisher. James Daxton.

A Gentleman Asking His Betrothed to Name the Day.
a Allen's Ford, St. Louis, July «, x8S*.

My Own Darling Wife that is To Be:
Let me implore of you to name the day that will make us one—that day which is

to bring us together for all time. You blushed last night when I urged the question, and
put me off with some pretty, but pitiful excuse. For once, darling, let mi dictate and
say Wednesday. Won't you, my precious pet?

Yours,
Will.

A Young Man in Colorado to His Betrothed In New York.

Leadville, December 13, 1883.

Dearest Nell :

You have doubtless received letters from me lately, describing my situation here,
and stating the projects that I had under consideration. In one of those letters, allusion

is made to a speculation in land in the neighborhood of this place, with the remark that,

if it were successful, I should be able to make good my promise, and claim you as the
partner of my joys and sorrows for life. My most sanguine expectations have been more
than realized.

Herewith you will receive a draft on the National Park Bank, in New York, for %500,
of which I pray you to make use in providing such articles as may be necessary to

replenish your wardrobe, in anticipation of our speedy marriage, after my return home.
Pray present your dear mother with my affectionate regards, and say that I can never
forget, now that I have the power, that it is my duty to assist and cherish her declining
years. I also send some few trinkets, made of Leadville gold, which you will please
present on my behalf to your sisters, as tokens of my brotherly regard ; tor such I now
consider my relations toward them.
With my kindest respects to all, and trusting that I may soon be permitted to embrace

my dearest, I remain
Her devoted

Arthur Bradley.
Complaints of a Lady's Coolness.

Cedar St., Philadelphia, March 1.

Dear May:
The change in your behavior toward me—from the kindness of an attached fries*
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to the cool indifference ofa distant acquaintance—indicates but too plainly that, v \ some
means, I have had the misfortune to excite your displeasure ; though now or when I

cannot imagine. Recently, I have several times attempted to seek an explanation, but,
in every instance, my courage failed me at the critical moment, and, as a last resort,

intrusting to my pen the duty which my lips should have performed, I now write to you,
to ask wherein I have offended. Whatever may be your reply, rest assured that my
feelings toward yourself cannot be changed, and that your beloved image will ever be
enshrined in the breast of

Your affectionate friend,

E. Bkrens.

Explaining an Apparent Slight.

Boston, March 8, 1881.

Dearest Maud:
How could you consider me capable of inflicting a slight upon yourself, in whom

are centred all my hopes of happiness? Nothing more than ordinary courtesy was
intended by my attentions to Miss Field. That she was a comparative stranger to the
Harts, induced me to pay her those attentions which have occasioned you so muck
annoyance, but which otherwise 1 would not have considered myself justified in

tendering.
I regret from my soul that anything should have occurred to originate in your mind a

doubt of my sincerity.

Your truly affectionate,

To Miss Maud Towns, H. P. Ross.
No. — N. Fifteenth St., Philadelphia.

On Receiving a Favorable Reply to a Proposal.

Newton, N. Y., March ao, r883.

Darling :

Words cannot express mv rapture on finding your note on my table last night-

How delightful was it to find a letter—and such a letter !—from one whom I may now
hope to hail as the companion of my whole future life ! The weight taken off my mind
by the candid and gentle confession of one whose love seemed too great a happiness to

hope for is beyond description. To-morrow I shall hasten to the presence of her from
whom I hope I may never henceforth be parted ; but 1 could not retire to rest without
making one feeble attempt to express my ecstasy at finding that hopes so flattering have
not been in vain.

Believe me, darling, your devoted and happy
Law.

Complaining of Not Receiving a Letter.

Clifton, January 7, 188a.

Dear Mabel:
Four days have passed without my receiving a letter from you, and I am in

painful anxiety lest illness should be the cause. Pray write quickly, or I shall really feel

inclined to quarrel with you as an idle girl ; nay, I shall absolutely grow jealous, and
fancy that some more favored suitor is undermining the affections of my dear girl.

But I have no fears. I too well know that your innate goodness of heart would pre-

vent your trifling with the feelings of any one; so, hoping you will take this little

scolding in good part, and relieve the offense by a very long letter as speedily as your
dainty fingers can write, believe me,

Dear Mabel, your affectionate,

Jo.

On A Birthday.
New London, June x, t88a.

My Dearest Anna :

How sad it is that I am [hindered from being with you on this dearest of all days
of the year.
Accept, dearest, the enclosed portrait. I feel that its original is too deeply stamped

on your heart to require any effigy to remind you of him. It is, however, the most
appropriate present I could offer to the cause of my happiness on this brightest of all

God grant that every succeeding year may see you increase in all that is charming ia

body and mind, and believe me.
My dearest Anna, your own

Lawn.
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A Complaint.
July 10, ilia.

Diab Lottis:
It is with pain 1 write to yon in aught that can teem nice a strain of reproach, but

I confess that your conduct last night both surprised and vexed roe. You received Mr.
Murphy's attentions in so marked a way that I feel it due to yourself to comment on
your conduct. Believe me, I am in no way given to idle Jealousy ; still less am 1 selfish

or unmanly enough to wish to deprive any girl on whom f have so firmly fixed my affet*

tions of any pleasure to be obtained in good society. But my peace of mind would hi
lost forever, aid I believe that I had lost one atom of your affection.

Pray write, aad assure me that you still preserve your undivided affection for

Your devoted but grieved
Tom.

Congratulating a Friend on His Marriage.

Omaha, August ao, 18—

.

ftfv Dba* Jack :

As you have entered the enviable state of wedlock, and are no longer the merry
bachelor formerly the butt of my crude jests, I must address you in a tone of greater

Savity than has been my custom. My dear friend, I sincerely congratulate you upon
is desirable change ; for in your choice ofa partner you have given evidence of the pos-

session of a sound judgment and much good taste. Ifmy beneficent wishes were the only
requisite to insure your happiness in the married state, you would never have occasion to
regret the step you have recently taken ; for there is no one whom 1 more ardently desire

to see surrounded with all the blessings of this life.

Have the kindness to present my respectful compliments to Mrs. Armitage, and believe
me ever to remain

Your sincere weB-wisher and friend,

Charles BnowKUKk

Congratulating a Gentleman upon Hie Marriage.

Dean J\
fl

Yankton, June l, i88e.

_ have just received the weloome message that informs me of your new happfnese
I hasten to offer you my most sincere congratulaUons and hearty good wishes. May
every year of your married life find you happier than the last, and may Mrs. Clayton find
you as loyal a husband as you have been a friend.
From my inmost heart, dear Jim, 1 say, God Mess yon and your bride with Hi*

choicest blessings.

_ _ Ever your friend,
Jams* Clayton, Esq. Albcrt Leant

Congratulating a Lady upon Her Marriage.

IW Eunor :

* *" Washi°«°n
>
D

« C. Augmt 3. .8*.

Your cards have Just reached me. and I write at once to try to express my heart-
felt pleasure at your happy prospects. It is a great pleasure to your loving friends to be
able to feel so much esteem and affection for the gentleman to whom you have confided
your hfe s happiness, and to hope, as I do, that every year will unite your hearts more
closely.

*

That heaven may bless you both, dear Elinor, Is the earnest prayer of

%« «/».« Your loving
Mrs. w. M. Crowlby. Emily BionLa

Congratulating a Friend on the Birth of a Son.

My Do* Phillip:
Batavia. N. Y., July „ iWs.

What luck
! A son born on die great 4th. May he prove as good, as pure, aad ai

honest a man and patriot as George Washington I What more can I say. old fellow! except
to add that I earnestly trust that Mrs. Berks and George W. are doing well t
__ Yours, always sincerely,
Phillip Berks, Esq. 'fcorro* A. Aoaiin

Congratulating a Friend on the Birth of e THofrhttr.

Pegasus, Westchestei Co , N V .. Aprfl 10, sale.

T ronvrafeulau. von most betruiv on rot» 1
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iron op like*«/* the boys will be tramd pretty lively. I suppose your
husband is two feet taller. Take great care of yourself and the wee little lady. 1 hope
very soon to come round to congratulate you in person.

Your very sincere friend*

Mas. E» F. Hunts*. Jobs Too.
Seeking a Clerkship.

Trey, May 4, i8ta.

GnrrumBif:
Perceiving"by your advertisement in die N. Y. Htraid that you are In want of a

Clerk. 1 beg to inclose testimonials, and venture to hope that from my previous expert
ence in the line of business you pursue, 1 should be of some use in your establishment.

My habits of life are such as to assure regularity in the discharge ofmy duties, and I cai
only assure you that, should you honor me with your confidence, I shall spare no pain
to acquit myself to your satisfaction.

I remain, gentlemen, your obedient servant.
To Msse**. Thomas & Co. Hskst Strsst.

Application for Subscription to a Charity.

Midgeville, Term., October 8, i88t.
Sis [or Madam] :

I take the liberty of inclosing s prospectus ofan institution which is likely to have
S meet beneficial effect upon the poor in our neighborhood. [Here state particulars,]
From your well-known liberality, 1 trust you will excuse this appeal from a stranger in
nsrtncrance of an act of benevolence, ana remain. Sir [or Madam],

Your most obedient servant,
Kats [or Samuel] J. Briomt.

Declining.

y> West 37th St., N. Y., 99th October, x88a.

Ms. J. C. Class regrets exceedingly that the numerous applications for kindred
soposes near home render it impossible for him 1

Ifr. [or Mrs.] 's letter of the 8th October.
near home render it impossible for him to comply with the request contained is

A Friend in the Country Asking s City Friend About Board.

Erie, Pa., August 14, * 8s.

Obas Thomas :

In a tew days I will have occasion to visit New York, and, being a comparative
stranger, 1 wish to be as near the business center as possible, though located in a private
boarding-house, as I have a strong aversion to hotel life. My object in writing is to ask
you to recommend me to some private boarding-house, and to engage rooms in advance
of my arrival, so that I may proceed thither at once on landing from the cars. Leaving
the selection entirely to yourself, and hoping to hear from you soon, 1 remain,

Yours faithfully,

W.Baskss.
Appticstfton for a I^muu

Ssue St., Chicago, July 07, '8a.

Dbas Sis

:

I am temporarily embarrassed through the failure of mjr New York correspondent
10 remit. The sum of fa.000 would relieve my present necessities, but I dislike borrow'
ing money of professional lenders, and would rather solicit the aid of some one of my
numerous friends. My first thought was of yourself; and therefore, my object in writ-

ing is to ask if you can spare me the required sum without in any way interfering with
your business arrangements ? You may rely upon having it returned to you on the 15th
prox., and perhaps before that time. Pray reply at your earliest convenience, and
oblige,

Your obedient servant.

To J. R. DrssTow, Esq. Wm. Peals
Reply In the Affirmative.

Grove St., Cincinnati, Jury 90, *•».

DbasSik:
Your letter of yesterday was doty received, and It gratifies me to be able to say

nSat you can have the »ssn asked for. Inclosed yon will find a check for the amount
which you win return at the daw named, and oblige,

Yours, very sincerely,
loWM FBALS,lSf> J.R. Dsmwob.
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Declining to Lend Money.
Boston, April 8, 188*.

My Dear Sik :

I have always made it a principle in Hie never to borrow or lend money, not eves
when members of my own family have been concerned. As Shakespeare says

:

" Neither a borrower nor a lender be,
For loan oft loses both itself and friend."

I therefore trust you will excuse conduct which may seem harsh and uncourteout
on my part, but which I have ever found to be the safest, and, in the long run, the kindest
course tor all parties.

I remain, my dear sir, yours very faithfully.

To J. Morrsll, Esq. John Coatbs.

Soliciting Renewal of a Promissory Note.

Ark St., Mobile, May 7, *8e.

Gentlemen :

You have in your possession my note for $1,000, payable May 14, which I am sorry

to say I cannot meet at maturity , owing to a combination of circumstances adverse to my
interests, and not anticipated. If you will do me the favor to renew it for ninety days,
with interest added, I do not doubt my ability to redeem it when due. A compliance
with this request will confer an obligation upon, and oblige.

Your obedient servant,

To Messes. Palmer ft Co., 30 William St., N. Y. Jambs "vdd.

To a Firm, with an Installment.

Dean St., San Francisco, Cal., May so, x88a.

Gentlemen :

Inclosed please rind $vx>, in notes of San Francisco banks, which I will thank yon
.ace to my credit, as the first installment upon mv bill, now overdue nearly two

months. The balance will be remitted during the second week in June, if not before that

time. I regret the inconvenience caused you by my delay, which is a result of our system
of long credits, and entirely beyond my power to control.

I remain, gentlemen, your obliged and faithful servant.

Messes. Hill, Clav & Co., George Pratt.
J33 Broadway, New York.

Offering a Loan of Money for Business Purposes.

Elisabeth, N. J., Dec. 15, '8s.

Dear Ernest :

Knowing that you are desirous of starting in business for yourself. I write to say
that it is in ray power to offer you a loan of two thousand dollars ($2,000) without inter*

faring in any way with my own business or expenditures. I trust that you will let me
have a friend's privilege, and accept the money on such terms as will best suit you.
With best wishes for your success, I am your friend,

Eenbst Berkeley, Esq. James Austin.

On the Death of a Husband.
Fordham, N. Y., November 99, 188s.

Mv Dbae Mrs. Maull:
Words fail to convey my feelings of sorrow on receipt of the intelligence of the

death of my old and esteemed friend, your late husband. My own grief at the loss of a
true friend teaches me how crushing must be your affliction. May the Almighty in his

goodness console you in this dark hour of your tribulation.

Believe me always your true and sincere friend,

Joseph Ore.

On the Death of a Wife.
Providence, R. I., November 8, 188s.

My Dear Will:
I know how futile it is to address words, idle words, to you in this moment ol

supreme anguish, with which it has pleased God to visit you, and shall not say more than
that the loss of your pure, good, and beautiful wife is a source of deep sorrow to the
numerous friends who nad r5e privilege of knowing her. and to none more than

Yours, in deep sympathy and affection,

Edward Ha
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On the Death of a Son.
Norwalk, Conn., June 3, itta.

My Dear Katb : .... , 1. . • # ^ '

If God has plucked the bright blossom from your home it is for a purpose none of

us dare divine. He alone can pour balm upon your crushed heart. The holy joy it

yours Of knowing that angel eyes now watch for your coming, and that your beautiful

boy will receive you when " life's dark day is done."

If the tenderest or much loving sympathy could soothe you, dear Kate, learn that you

haveit*om .

Your friend, Anna.
On the Death of a Mother.

Tewkesbury, Mass., November 8, x88s.

Mr Dear Alfred : .

You have lost your mother. There is a very wail in the words. She may nevet

be replaced. The dear good lady has passed away to a better land . cheered by the

knowledge of your love and affectionate tenderness, consoled by the thought that her

teaching, when you were a little boy at her knee, has not been in vain, and that she

leaves behind her for a little while a son who treads the path of rectitude and of honor.

Dear Alfred, ever remember that your darling mother watches you from on high, and

as she was devoted to you in life, so is she devoted to you in death.

God sustain you under this heavy affliction. Your true friend,

John Paints*.

Prom a Young Man to a Friend Soliciting a Situation.

Mohawk, March 28, 188a.

Dear Herbert:
. .

When you left Galveston, you were lcioa enough to promise that should it be ta

your power to forward my interest in any manner *ou would feel a pleasure in so doing.

I am now in want of a position, my former emplow— having sold his business, and his

successor having, as he informs me, a sufficient numb4» of hands for all the work he is

likely to have. If, therefore, you should hear of any situation or employment which

you consider likely to suit me, either in my own business, that of a clerk, or in any other

in which I can make myself useful, your recommendation would greatly oblige, and be

of material service to, Dear Herbert, yours very truly

James Elliot.

Asking Permission to Refer to a Person.

New Haven, Conn., July 7, *8e.

As I have had the honor ofbeing known to you for some years, during which period

I trust my conduct has impressed you favorably, 1 take the liberty of soliciting at your

hand the following favor

:

Messrs Horner, of Beaver street, New York, are in want of a correspondent at Lon-

don, and as I am about to proceed there on some affairs of my own, and shall probably

take up my residence in that capital for some years, I am anxious to secure a post which

appears to me in every way eligible, and accords with my views exactly.

As a matter of course, Messrs. Horner desire testimonials as to my capacity and in-

tegrity, and as you are in a position to speak positively on these points, 1 have written

to ask you whether 1 may so far trespass on your kindness as to mention your name by

way of reference. ... t_ .. •«

Should you kindly grant my request, I need scarcely assure you that my endeavor will

be to prove both to Messrs. Horner and yourself that you have not been mistaken in

your opinion of me, while I shall ever feel grateful for this further instance of the interest

evinced by you in the welfare of
Your truly obliged.

To Mr. Lynford Fox, Walter Blake.
7th Street, Cincinnati, O.

REPLIES TO ADVERTISEMENTS.
In replying to advertisements never omit to mention trv: name of the paper in which

the advertisement appeared, also its date, and a brief allusion to the matter m the adver*

Book-Keeper.

28 Washington St., Boston, Mass., October ao, 288a.

To Messrs. Perry, Jones, & Co.

:

,._....-. ...*-
Gbntlehen—In reply to your advertisement in this day s Tratuert/t for a coe»
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petent book-keeper, I respectfully beg to offer myself as candidate for that position. 1

hare been in the employment of Mr. George Levy, 19 Tremont street, in this city—the
large drygoods store—in the capacity of book-keeper for the last three years, and am
about to leave on the 1st proximo

t as Mr. Levy is about to retire from business.

Mr. Levy has authorized me to refer to him in reference to character and ability. I

can also refer to Messrs. Ross & Rogers, 17 Remsen street, with whom I clerked for a
year and a half.

Hoping to be fortunate enough to suit your requirements,
I am, gentlemen, respectfully,

Jambs Boyd.

General Employment.
Newburg, nth Sept.. '8a.

Sir :—I hasten to reply to your advertisement in the New York Sun of to-day. I

am most desirous of obtaining employment, and would not consider present emolument
so much an object as the prospect of a permanent and respectable situation.

I am a young man (age 21), and single. 1 have receivea a good commercial education,
and am versed in book-keeping and accounts generally. In other respects 1 am willing

to render myself generally useful, and, although I have not hitherto filled a situation, 1

doubt not but that in a short time I shall be able to fulfill any duties assigned to me.
In the event of your doing me the honor to select me for the profTercdemployment, I

could furnish you with satisfactory testimonials as to character, and could, it necessary,

provide guarantees for fidelity.

Trusting that I may have the honor of hearing from you in reply,

I remain, sir, your obedient servant,

To C. R. Ybrkbs, H. C. Boys*.
17 Wand St., N. Y.

Clerk.

09 GroYe St., St. Louis, Mo., November 16, x88a.

Mr. Frbb. Bailby:
Sir : I see by this day's Chronicle that you are in want of a competent clerk,

and I respectfully beg to apply for the position. Owing to the financial difficulties of my
late employers, Messrs. Mott & Lee, with whom I was clerk for eight years, I am out
•f employment. I can refer to either of those gentlemen for a testimonial as to my in*

duatry, good conduct, and ability. I may add that 1 am a teetotaler.

Hoping to receive a favorable reply,

I am, respectfully,

Jambs Frybr.
Cook.

100 West a8th St., New York, March x8, 188a.

Mrs. Hannah Clark :

Rbsfbctbd Madam : Having seen your advertisement for a plain cook in this day's
Herald, 1 respectfully apply for the place.

I can cook plain joints and do all manner of plain cooking, as my present employer,
Mrs. James Claghorn, is willing to testify. As Mrs. Claghorn is going to Europe on the
1st of April, I will be out of place on that day. A line to Mrs. Claghorn will satisfy all

inquiries in regard to my character and capacity.
Respectfully,

Eliza Stewart.
Gorerneaa.

19 Bleeckcr St., Boston, July 27, '8a.

Mrs. C. B. Strbbth :

Madam : In reply to your advertisement in to-day's Courier for a governess to teach
three little girls French, German, and English, I hasten to inform you that I am a gradu~
ate of Vassar, Class '80; that I nave resided one year in Paris and five months in Vi-
enna, sojourning in both capitals for the purpose of completing my knowledge of French
and German.

I have been governess in the family of Mr. Geo. Hill, but owing to the death of my
Hear little pupil, their only daughter, Ada, I have been thrown out of employment.
In addition to my college and academy testimonials. I beg to refer to Mrs. Hill, Holly
Park, Brookline, and to the Rev. Mr. Brooks, St. Matthew's Church.
Hoping to be favored by your selection,

I am, madam, your* respectfully.

.T.
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A Few Lines Accompanying a Wedding Gift.

aoo Fifth Avenue, New York, 15th April.
Kit Cooler sends her best love and best wishes to Elbe Paine, and a little bracelet as

« souvenir of an event that Kit trusts will ever prove as happy and auspicious as she
wishes it to be.

Christening Gift.
Heath House, June 18, '8a.

God-papa sends little Maud a coral, to enable her to cut her teeth, but not the ao
quaintance of

Joseph Lloyd.
Flowers.

15 Madison Avenue, 19 July.
Rosea become Miss Wiggin so much, that Mr. Bingham earnestly hopes to see the

accompanying bunch in Miss Wiggin's corsage this evening at Wallack's.

Mueic.

13 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, a8th November, '8a.

Mr. Arthur Kingsley presents his compliments to Miss Beauchamp, and begs to send
her a few selections from the operas, her singing last night at Mr. Hammit's having re-

minded him of the most celebrated prima donna*.

As far better models for letters on other than ordinary subjects or occasions, the fol-

lowing classics of correspondence are submitted to the careful perusal of the letter writer.

They are actual letters gathered from memoirs and biographies.

Dr. Franklin to Gen. Washington.
Passy, March 5. 1780.

Sir : I have received but lately the letter your excellency did me the honor of writing
to me in recommendation of the Marquis de la Fayette. His modesty detained it long in

his own hands. We became acquainted, however, from the time of his arrival at Pans

;

and his zeal for the honor of our country, his activity in our affairs here, and his firm at-

tachment to our cause, and to you, impressed me with the same regard and esteem for

him that your excellency's letter would have done had it been immediately delivered to

me.
Should peace arrive after another campaign or two, and afford us a little leisure, 1

should be happy to see your excellency in Europe, and to accompany you, if my age and
strength would permit, in visiting some of its ancient and most famous kingdonr s. You
would, on this side the sea, enjoy the great reputation you have acquired, pure and free

from those little shades that the jealousy and envy of a man's countrymen and contempo-
raries are ever endeavorine to cast over living merit. Here you would know, and enjoy,
what posterity will say of Washington : for a thousand leagues have nearly the same effect

as a thousand years. The feeble voice of those grovelling passions cannot extend so far

either in time or distance. At present I enjoy that pleasure for you : as I frequently hear
the old generals of this martial country (who study the maps of America, and mark upon
them a 11 your operations) speak with sincere approbation and great applause of your con*

duct ; and join in giving you the character of one of the greatest captains of the age.

I must soon quit the scene, but you may live to see our country flourish, as it will

amazingly and rapidly after the war is over ; like a field of young Indian corn, which long
fair weather and sunshine had enfeebled and discolored, and which, in that weak state, by
a ihundergust of violent wind, hail, and rain, seemed to be threatened with absolute de-
struction ; yet. the storm being past, it recovers fresh verdure, shoots up with double vigor,

and delights the eye not of its owner only, but of every observing traveller.

The best wishes that can be formed for your health, honor, and happiness, ever attend
yea, from yours, etc. B. Franklin.

Dr. Franklin to David Hartley, Esq., M. P.

Passy. July 5, 1785.
1 cannot quit the coasts of Europe without taking leave of my ever dear friend, Mr.

Hartley. We were long fellow-laborers in the best of all works, the work of peace. 1

leave you still in the field ; but, having finished my day's task, I am going home to go to

bed ! Wish me a good night's rest, as I do you a pleasant evening. Adieu ! And be*

Sere me ever yours most affectionately, B. Franklin.

Dr. Franklin to Mre. Heween.
Passy, lanuaw »7* 1783.

The departure of o*y dearest friend, which I learn from your leatletter, greatly affects
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me. To meet with her once more in this life was one of the principal motives of my pro-

posing to visit England again before my return to America. The last year carried off

my friends Dr. Pnngle and Dr. I'othergill, and Lord Kaimes and Lord Le Despencer

.

this has begun to take away the rest, and strikes the hardest. Thus the ties I had to thai

country, and indeed to the world in general , are loosened one by one, and I shall soon
have no attachment left to make me unwilling to follow.

i intended writing when I sent the eleven books, but lost the time in looking for the
irst. I wrote with that, and hope it came to hand. I therein asked your counsel about
my coming to England : on reflection, I think I can, from my knowledge of your pru-
dence, foresee what it will be ; viz., not to come too soon, lest it should seem bravine and
insulting some who ought to be respected. I shall, therefore, omit that journey until I am
ear going to America, and then just step over to take leave of my friends, and spend a
few days with you. I purpose bringing Ben with me, and perhaps may leave him under
your care.

At length we are in peace. God be praised ! and long, very long, may it continue ! All
wars are follies, very expensive and very mischievous ones. When will mankind be con-
vinced of this, and agree to settle their difference* by arbitration? Were they to do it

even by the cast of a die, it would be better than by fighting and destroying each other.

Spring is coming on, when travelling will be delightful. Can yon not, when your chil-

dren are all at school, make a little party, and take a trip hither? I have now a large

house, delightfully situated, in which I could accommodate you and two or three friends,

and I am but half an hour's drive from Paris.

In looking forward, twenty-five years seem a long period ; but in looking back, how
short ! Could you imagine that it is now full a quarter of a century since we were first

acquainted? It was in 1757. During the greatest part of the time I lived in the same
house with my dear deceased friend, your mother ; of course, you and I saw and con-
versed with each other much and often. It is to all our honors that, in all that time, we
never had among us the smallest misunderstanding. Our friendship has been all clear sun-
shine, without any, the least, clouds in its hemisphere. Let me conclude by saying to

you what I have had too frequent occasion to say to my other remaining old friends, the
fewer we become, the more let us love one another 1 Adieu, etc.

B. Franklin.
Miss H. More to one of her Slaters.

London, 1775.

1 had yesterday the pleasure of dining in Hill street, Berkeley-square, at a certain Mrs.
Montagu's, a name not totally obscure. The party consisted of herself, Mrs. Carter,

Dr. Johnson, Solander and Matty, Mrs. Boscawen, Miss Reynolds, and Sir Joshua
(the idol of every company), some other persons of high rank and less wit, and
your humble servant—a party that would not have disgraced the table of Lelius or of

Atticus. I felt myself a worm, the more a worm for the consequence which was given

me by mixing me with such a society ; but, as I told Mrs. Boscawen, and with great

truth, I had an opportunity of making an experiment of my heart, by which I learned

that I was not envious, for I certainly did not repine at being the meanest person in

company.
Mrs. Montagu received me with the most encouraging kindness ; she is not only the

finest genius, but the finest lady I ever saw ; she lives in the highest style of magnifi-

cence : her apartments and table are in the most splendid taste ; but what baubles are

these when speaking of a Montagu ! Her form (for she has no body) is delicate, even to

fragility ; her countenance the most animated in the world ; the sprightly vivacity of

fifteen, with the judgment and experience of a Nestor. But I fear she is hastening to

decay very fast : her spirits are so active, that they must soon wear out the little frail

receptacle that holds them. Mrs. Carter has in her person a great deal cf what the

Sentlemen mean when they siy such a one is a *' poetical lady/' However, independ-

ently of her great talents and learning, I like her much ; she has affability, kindness, and
goodness ; and I honor her heart even more than her talents. But I do not like one of

them better than Mrs. Boscawen : she is at once polite, learned, judicious, and humble

;

and Mrs. Palk tells me her letters are not thought inferior to Mrs. Montagu's. She re

fretted (so did I) that so many suns could not possibly shine at one time ; but we are to

ave a smaller party, where, from fewer luminaries, there may emanate a clearer,

steadier, and more beneficial light. Dr. Johnson asked me how I liked the new tragedy
of Braganxa. I was afraid to speak before them all, as I knew a diversity of opinion
prevailed among the company. However, as I thought it a less evil to dissent from the

opinion of a fellow-creature than to tell a falsity, 1 ventured to give my sentiments ; and
Was satisfied with Johnson's answering, " You are right, madam."
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Edmund Burke to his Cousin, Garret Nagle, Esq.

March 6, 1768.

Mv Dsas Gakkst:
I received your last, from Ballyduffe, with the most sincere sorrow. Indeed, on

the return of my uncle's complaints, 1 gave up all hope, considering the nature of his dis.

order, and the time of his life. I did not neglect to apply to Doctor Nugent ; but at this

distance, and with no full detail of circumstances and symptoms before him, he would
not venture to prescribe. I make no doubt that he has skilful assistance in his own
neighborhood ; and Doctor Nugent would cheerfully have added to it, but from fear of
attempting anything in a case which he cannot fully be master of. I suppose this letter

will hardly find my dear friend alive. We shall all lose, I believe, one of the very best

men that ever lived—of the clearest integrity, the most genuine principles of religion and
virtue, the most cordial good-nature and benevolence that I ever knew, or, I think, ever

shall know. However, it is a comfort that he lived a long, healthy, unblemished life,

loved and esteemed by all that knew him, and left children behind who will cultivate his

memory, and I trust, follow his example ; for of all the men I have seen in any situation,

I really think he is the person I should wish myself, or any one I greatly loved, the most
to resemble. This I do not say from the impression of my immediate feeling, but from
my best judgment—having seen him at various times of my life, from my infancy to the

last year, having known him very well, and knowing a little (by too long habits) of man-
kind at large. In truth, my dear Garret, I fear I have said this, or something to the

same purpose before ; but I repeat it again, for my mind is full of it.

I wish you would let our friends at Sallylegan know that poor Patrick Nagle is out of

all danger, and recovering fast. He had a sharp struggle for it. They will rejoice in his

recovery. I take him to be a very worthy and valuable young man in all respects.

Here we have nothing new. Politics have taken no turn that is favorable to us, but
just now, I do not feel the more unpleasantly for being, and my friends being, out of all

office. You are, I suppose, full of bustle in your new elections ; 1 am convinced all my
friends will have the good sense to keep themselves from taking any part in struggles, in

the event of which they have no share, and no concern. Adieu, my dear Garret, and
believe me to you, and to all with you at Ballyduffe and Bloomfield, a most sincere and
affectionate friend and kinsman,

Edmund Burks.
How does Ned Nagle go on ? It is time now to think of sending him to sea, and we

are considering the best means for doing it. I suppose you have got Mr. W. Burke's
letter.

Genersl Washington to the President of Congress.

Pluckemin. Jan. 5, 1777.
Sis : I have the honor to inform you, that since the date of my last from Trenton, 1

have removed, with the army under my command, to this place. The difficulty of
crossing the Delaware, on account of the ice, made our passage over tedious, and gave
the enemy an opportunity of drawing in their several cantonments, and assembling their

whole force at Princeton. Their large piquets advanced towards Trenton ; their great
preparations, and some intelligence I had received—added to their knowledge that the first

of January brought on a dissolution of the best part of our army—gave me the strongest

reasons to conclude that an attack upon us was meditating.

Our situation was most critical, and our force small. To remove immediately was
again destroying every dawn of hope which had begun to revive in the breasts of the
Jersey militia ; and to bring those troops which had first crossed the Delaware, and were
lying at Crosswixs' under General Cadwalader, and those under General Mifflin at Bor-
dentown (amounting in the whole to about three thousand six hundred), to Trenton, was
to bring them to an exposed place. One or the other, however, was unavoidable ; the
latter was preferred ; and they were ordered to join us at Trenton, which they did, by a
night march, on the first instant.

On the second, according to my expectation, the enemy began to advance upon us;
and. after some skirmishing, the head of their column reached Trenton about four o'clock,

whilst their rear was as far back as Maidenhead. They attempted to pass Sanpink
Creek, which runs through Trenton, at different places ; but, finding the fords guarded,
halted, and kindled their fires. We were drawn up on the other side of the creek. In
this situation we remained till dark, cannonading the enemy, and receiving the fire of
their field-pieces, which did us but little damage.
Having by this time discovered that the enemy were greatly superior in number, and

that their design was to surround us, I ordered all our baggage to be removed silently to

Burlington soon after dark ; and at twelve o'clock, after renewing our fires, and leaving
guards at the bridge in Trenton, and other passes on the same stream above, c *
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by a roundabout road to Princeton, where I knew they could not have much force left

and might have stores. One thing I was certain of, that it would avoid the appcaranct
of a retreat (which was of course, or to run the hazard of the whole army being cut off),

whilst we might, by a fortunate stroke, withdraw General Howe from Trenton, and give

some reputation to our arms. Happily we succeeded. We found Princeton about sun-
rise, with only three regiments and three troops of light-horse In it, two of which were
on their march to Trenton. These three regiments, especially the two first, made a gal-

lant resistance, and in killed, wounded, and prisoners, must have lost five hundred men;
upwards of one hundred of them were left dead in the field, and, with what I have with
me, and what were taken in the pursuit, and carried across the Delaware, there are near
three hundred prisoners, fourteen of whom are officers, all British.

This piece of good fortune is counterbalanced by the loss of the brave and worthy Gen-
eral Mercer, Colonels Hazlet and Potter, Captain Neale, of the artillery ; Captain Flem-
ing, who commanded the first Virginia regiment, and four or five other valuable officers,

who, with about twenty-five or thirty privates, were slain in the field. Our whole loss

cannot be ascertained, as many who were in pursuit of the enemy (who were chasrd
three or four miles) are not yet come in.

The rear of the enemy's army, lying at Maidenhead (not more than five or six miles
from Princeton), was up with us before our pursuit was over ; but, as I had the precau-
tion to destroy the bridge over Stony Brook (about half a mile from the field of action^,

they were so long retarded there as to give us time to move off in good order for this

place. We took two brass field-pieces, but, for want of horses, could not bring them
away. We also took some blankets, sho«s, and a few other trifling articles, burned the
hay, and destroyed such other things as the shortness of the time would admit of.

My original plan, when I set out from Trenton, was to have pushed on to Brunswick

;

but the harassed state of our troops (many of them having had no rest for two nights

and a day), and the danger of losing the advantage we had gained by aiming at too much,
induced me, by the advice of my officers, to relinquish the attempt ; but, in my judg-
ment, six or eight hundred fresh troops, upon a forced march, would have destroycl all

their stores and magazines—take** (as we have since learned) their military chest, con-
taining seventy thousand pounds—and put an end to the war. The enemy, from the
best intelligence I have been able to get, were so much alarmed at the apprehension of
this, that they marched immediately to Brunswick without halting, except at the bridges
(for I also took up those on Millstone, on the different routes to Brunswick), and got
there before day.
From the best information I have received, General Howe has left no men either at

Trenton or Princeton. The truth "f this 1 am endeavoring to ascertain, that I may
regulate my movements accordingly
The militia are taking spirits, and, I am told, are coming in fast from this State; but

I fear those from Philadelphia will scarcely submit to the hardships of a winter cam-
paign much longer, especially as they very unluckily sent their blankets with their bag-
gage to Burlington. I must do them the justice, however, to add, that they have under-

Sone more fatigue and hardship than I expected militia (especially citizens) would have
one at this inclement season. I am just moving to Mornstown, where I snail endeavor

to put them under the best cover I can ; hitherto we have been without any, and many
Of our poor soldiers quite barefoot, and ill-clad in other respects.

1 have the honor to be, &c,
GEO. WaSHINGTOH

WHAT TO WRITE IN AN ALBUM.

PROSE SELECTIONS.
Nothing great is easily won.
Life is love, and love is eternity.

—

Menken.
Every good action is in some way well repaid.
Speech is the highest species of action.

—

Zackos.
1 did fall into love. I rose into love.

—

Bultutr.
Life outweighs all things if love lies within it.

—

Goethe.
True love, like Greek fire, is inextinguishable.

—

Ik Marvel.
Love depends on the loving, and not on the loved.

—

Bulwer.
Time, which deadens hatred, secretly strengthens love.

—

Richter.
There is even a happir.ess that makes the heart afraid.

—

Hood.
It was not song that taught me love, but it was love that taught me stag.—L. M. L.
After all, the joy of success does not equal that which attends the patient working.

-

4ug*tta Evans.
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Instruction ends In the school-room, but education ends only with life. A child Is git en
10 the universe to educate.

—

Robertson.
Love is the art of hearts in ' heart of arts. Conjunctive looks and interjectional sighs

ire its vocabulary's greater half.

—

Bailey.

A pound of pluck is worth a ton of luck.

—

J. A. Gas-field.
Moderation is the pleasure of the wise.

Fate gives us parents : choice gives us friends.

Memory is the granary of the mind, and of experience.
Let the slandered take comfort : it is only at fruit trees that thieves throw stones.

A woman who pretends to laugh at love is like a child who sings at night when he k
afraid.

The cannon-ball passing through a four-feet bore receives its direction for the whole
range. So the soul in childhood receives its direction for eternity.

Nothing sharpens the arrow of sarcasm so keenly as the courtesy that polishes it. No
reproach is like that we clothe with a smile and present with a bow.— Chesterfield.
Music touches every key of memory, and stirs all the hidden springs of sorrow and of

joy. We love it for what it makes us forget, and for what it makes us remember.

—

Brit-

tat*.
A woman's love is essentially lonely and spiritual in its nature. It is the heathenism

of the heart. She herself has created the glory and beauty with which the idol of net
heart stands invested

—

L. E. L.
Our great dangers are not from without.—J. A. Garfield.

POETICAL SELECTIONS.
Absence.

Love reckons hours for months, and days
for years

;

And every little absence Itan*gc.—Dtyden.

Action.

Away, then I Work with boldness and with
speed.

On greatest actions greatest dangers feed.

Marlow*.
Adversity.

In this wide world, the fondest and the best

Are the most tried, most troubled, and dis-

tressed.—Oa4Ar.

Adieu.

We part;
But this shall be a token thou nast been
A friend to him who pluck'd these lovely

flowers,

And sent them as a tribute to a friend ;

And a remembrance of the few kind hours
Which lightened on the darkness ofmy path.

Percival.
Affection.

Ah, could you look into my heart,
And watch your image there.

You would own the sunny loveliness
Affection makes it wear.

—

Mrs. Osgood.

Beauty.

There's beauty all around our paths.
If but our watchful eyes

Can trace it midst familiar things
And through their lowly guise.

Mrs. Hemans.
Thou art beautiful, young lady,—
But I need not tell you this

;

For few have borne, unconsciously.
The spell of loveliness.— VWiittior.

Charity.

The truly generous is the truly wise

;

And he who loves not others lives unblest.
Homo*

Then gently scan your brother ssan,

Still gender sister woman

;

For though they gang a kennie wrang.
To step aside is human

—

Burns.

Cheerfulness.

A sweet heart-lifting cheerfulness.
Like spring time of the year,
Seemed ever on her steps to wait

Mrs. Hale
Constancy.

I am constant as the northern star,

—

Of whose true, fixed, and resting quality.

There is no fellow in the firmament.

—

Shah

Courtship.

Gentle lady,
When I did first impart my love to you,
I freely told you, all the wealth I had
Ran in my veins—I was a gentleman

:

And then I told you true.—Shakespeare.

Death.
Death's but a path that must be trod,

If man would ever pass to God.

—

Pamell

Eyes.

Her eye (I'm very fond of handsome ever)

Was large and dark, suppressing half \U
fire

Until she spoke ; then, through its soft dis*

Flashed an expression more of pride thof

ire,

And love than cuhm.—Byrom
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Those eyas—among thine elder friends
Perhaps they pass for blue.

No matter—if a man can seet

What more have eyes to do ?

—O. W. Holnut.

The bright black eye, the melting blue—
I cannot choose between the two.
But that b dearest, all the while.
Which wears for us the sweetest smile.

—O. W. Holmtt.

FORTUNE.
Lady, throw back thy raven hair.
Lay thy white brow in the moonlight bare

:

I will look on the stars and look on thee,
And read the page of thy destiny.—Mitt London.

Farewell.
Fare thee well ! Yet think awhile
On one whose bosom bleeds to doubt thee :

Who now would rather trust thy smile.
And die with thee, than live without thee.—Moor*.

Farewell ( There's but one pang in death,
One only—leaving thee I—Mrs. Homant.

Friendship.

A friend is gold : if true, he'll never leave
thee;

Yet both, without a touchstone, may de-
ceive thee.—Randolfk.

Friendship, like love,
Is but a name,
Unless to one you stint the flame.
Who trusts to many rarely finds a friend.

-Gay.
Grief.

Whole years ofjoy glide unperceiv'd away.
While sorrow counts the minutes as they

pass.

—

Havard.

Happiness.

Oh, how bitter a thing it is to look
Into happiness through another man's eyes

!

—Shakotfoart.

All who joy would win,
Must share it—happiness was bora a twin.—Byron,

Heart.
To me she gave her heart—the all

Which tyranny cannot enthrall.

—

Byron.

Inconstancy.

Oh, heaven I Were man
But constant, he were perfect: that one

error
Fills him with faults; makes him run

through all sins

:

Womtancy falls off ere it begins.

—Sh+kosftar*.

Life.

Life is real, life is i~..w,
And the grave is not its goal

,

Dust thou art, to dust returnest,
Was not spoken of the souL

Then let us be up and doing,
With a heart tor any fate

;

Still achieving, still pursuing,
Learn to labor and to wait.—Longftllow.

Love.
Ah, me J—for aught that I could ever read,
Could ever hear by tale or history,
The course of true love never did rut

smooth.—Shakotfeart.

Doubt thou the stars are fire

;

Doubt that the sun doth move

;

Doubt Truth to be a liar ;

But never doubt my love.
—Shakttpoar%

Love is a passion
Which kindles honor into noble acts.—Drydem.

In many ways does the full heart reveal
The presence of the love it would conceal.—Coleridgt.

Memory.
Still o'er these scenes my memory wakes,
And fondly broods with miser care

:

Time but the impression deeper makes,
As streams their channels deeper wear.—Burnt.

Thy picture, in my memory now
Is fair as mora and fresh as May \— Willi*

Praise.

Commend but sparingly whom thou dot!
love;

But less condemn whom thou dost not ap
prove:

Thy friend, like flattery, too much praise
doth wrong

,

And too sharp censure shows an evil

tongue.—Donham.

Purity.

'Tis not the fairest form that holds
The mildest, purest soul within

;

'Tis not the richest plant that folds
The sweetest breath of fragrance in.

—Rufut Daunt.

Be purity of life the test-
Leave to the heart, to heaven, the rest.

—Syrmguo
REimCBRANCB.

There's not an hour
Of day. or dreaming night, but I am wilt
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Snore's not a wind bat whispers of thy

And not a flower that sleeps beneath the
moon,

But in its fragrance tells a tale

Of thee.—Proctor.

There's not a look—a word—of thine,

My soul hath e'er forgot

:

Thou ne er hast bid a ringlet shine.

Her given thy locks one graceful twine.
Which I remember not.—Mfoort.

Sensibility.

The soul of music slumbers in the sheB,
Till wak'd and kindled by the master's

'11;spell;

IfecUcg hearts—touch them but lightly

—pour
A thousand melodies unheard before.—R*g*rs.

Our sensibilities are so acute.
The fear of being silent makes us mute.

HOW TO COPYRIGHT A BOOK.
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Eepaid, addressed " Librarian of Congress, Washington, D. C." This must be doe*
fore publication of the book or other article. A fee of 50 cents, for recording the title

of each book or other article, must be inclosed with the title as above, and 50 cents in
addition (or one dollar in all) tor each certificate of copyright under seal of the Librarian
of Congress, which will be transmitted by return mail. Within ten days after publication
of each book or other article, two complete copies must be sent prepaid, to perfect the
copyright, with the address " Librarian of Congress, Washington, D. C." Without the
deposit of copies above required the copyright is void, and a penalty of $25 is incurred.
No copyright is valid unless notice is given by inserting in every copy published, " En-
tered according to act of Congress, in the year , by , in the office of the
Librarian of Congress, at Washington ; " or, at the option of the person entcriag the
copyright, the words :

" Copyright, 18—, by ." The law imposes a penalty of
f100 upon any person who has not obtained copyright who shall insert the notice
" Entered according to act of Congress " or " Copyright," or words of the same import,
in or upon any book or other article Each copyright secures the exclusive right of
publishing the book or article copy tghted for the term of twenty-eight years. Six
months before the end of that time, the author or designer, or his widow or children, may
secure a renewal for the further term of fourteen years, making forty-two years in all.

Any copyright is assignable in law by any instrument of writing, but such assignment
must be recorded in the office of the Librarian of Congress within sixty days from its

date. The fee for this record and certificate is one dollar. A copy of the record (or
duplicate certificate) of any copyright entry will be furnished, under seal, at the rate of
fifty cents. Copyrights cannot be granted upon Trade-marks, nor upon Labels intended
to be used with any article of manufacture. If protection for such prints or labels is

desired application must be made to the Patent Office, where they are registered at a
fee of$6 for labels and $25 for trade-marks.

POSTAL INFORMATION.

FIRST CLASS MAIL MATTER.
Tills class includes letters, postal cards, and anything sealed or otherwise clost<i

against inspection, or anything containing writing not allowed as an accompaniment t«

printed matter, under class three.
Postage, a cents each ounce or fraction thereof.
On local or drop letters, at free delivery offices, a cents. At offices where no fret

delivery by carrier, 1 cent.

Prepayment by sumps invariably required.
Postal cards, z cent.

Registered letters, 8 cents in addition to the proper postage.
The Post-Office Department or its revenue is not by law liable for the lees ofany regie

tared mail matter.
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466 fCSTAL INFORMATION.

SECOND CLASS.
This class includes all newspapers, periodicals, or matter exclusively in print ana

aularly issued at stated intervals as frequently as four times a year, from a know*
ce of publication or news agency. Postage, i cents a pound or traction thereof, pre-

paid by special stamps. Publications designed primarily for advertising or free circula-

tion, or not having a legitimate list of subscribers, are excluded from the pound rate, ant.

•uv third class rates. Second dans nuttier remaDed i cent for 4 ounces.
THIRD CLASS.

Mail matter of the third class includes books, transient newspapers and periodicals
circulars, and other matter wholly in print, legal and commercial papers filled on* u
writing, proof-sheets, corrected proof-sheets, and manuscript copy accompanying tin

aame.
MS. unaccompanied by proof-sheets, letter rates.

Limit of weight, a pounds each package, except single books—weight not Unused.
Postage, 1 cent for each 2 ounces or fractional part thereof, invariably prepaid be

stamps.
FOURTH CLASS.

Embraces merchandise and all matter not included tn the 1st, sd, or 3d dam, which It

not liable to injure the mail matter. Limit of weight, 4 pounds.
Postage, x cent each ounce or fraction thereof, prepaid.
All packages of matter of the 3d or 4th class must be so wrapped or enveloped that

their contents may be examined by postmasters without destroying the wrappers.
Matter of the 2d, 3d, or 4th class containing any writing, except as here specified, or

except bills am? receipts for periodicals, or printed commercial papers filled out in writ,

mg, as deeds, bills, etc.. will be charged with letter postage; but the sender of any book
may write names or addresses therein, or on the outside, with the word "from" pre-
ceding the same, or may write briefly on any package the number and names of the arti-

cles Inclosed.

POSTAL MONEY ORDERS AND RATES.

Money orders are issued for any amount from one cent to fieo. The tees are as fol-

lows :

For orders not exceeding $5
Over $$ and not exceeding $10
Overfio" " «• $i$
Over $15" " "

f.30
Overfeo" fco

10

so '

Over $40 and not exceeding $50 25 cts.

Overf.50 " •• f6o 30 "

Over $60 " " " fro 35
"

Over £70 " " " $80 40 •'

OverfSo " ** " fjoo 45
••

They are not payable the day of issue. If lost a duplicate will be issued.

Stamps are irredeemable, and will not be exchanged.

The uniform lee for postal notes is three cents. These are payable to anybody at
any post-office which is a money order office.

FREE DELIVERY.
The free delivery of mail-matter at the residences of the people desiring it b required

by law in every city of 50,000 or more population, and may be established at every place
conuining not less than 90,000 inhabitants. The present number of free delivery offices
is ninety.
The franking privilege was abolished July x, 1873, Dut ** following mail-matter may

be sent free by legislative saving-clauses, via.

:

x. All public documents printed by order of Congress, the Congressional Record and
speeches contained therein, franked by members of Congress or the Secretary of the
Senate, or Clerk of the House.

a. Seeds transmitted by the Commissioner of Agriculture, or by any member of Con-
gress, procured from that department.

3. All periodicals sent to subscribers within the county where printed.
4. Letters and packages relating exclusively to the business of the Government of the

United States, mailed only by officers of the same, publications required to be mailed to
the Librarian of Congress by the copyright law, and letters and parcels mailed by the
Smithsonian Institution. All these must be covered by specially printed " penalty

"*

envelopes or labels. v

All communications to Government officers, and to or from members of Congress, a*
required to be prepaid by stamps.
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FOREIGN RATES OF POSTAGE.

The usual rates of postage to all parts of.Europe, Persia, India, Egypt, Turkey, Japan
Cuba, Mexico, Bermudas, Porto Rico, Honduras, Brazil, Chili, Peru, Argentine Con-
federation, Venezuela, Ecuador, and Newfoundland, for letters, is 5 cents per half ounce,

or fraction thereof. In view of many exceptional variations, however, u will be wiser to

consult a Postmaster for exact rates. Prepayment is optional. If not prepaid, how-
ever, a fine is collected on delivery.

One cent additional to the impressed stamp is required on all foreign postal cards.

Newspapers, 2 cents for each four ounces, or fraction thereof. On all other printed

matter, and samples, 1 cent for each two ounces, or fraction thereof, and an additional 1

cent for each package. The least postage, however, on any such package is 5 cents.

All matter, except letters, must be fully prepaid. By a prepayment of 10 cents extra all

mailable packages may be registered.

FOREIGN MONEY ORDER CHARGES.

On Canada and Newfoundland : not over £10, 20 cents ; £10 to $20, 40 cents; £20 tc

£30, 60 cents ; $30 to $40, 80 cents ; £40 to $50, £1.00.

On Great Britain and Ireland : not over $10, 20 cents ; £10 to $20, 40 cents ; $20 to $y>t

60 cents ; $30 to $40, 80 cents ; $40 to £50, $1.00.

On Switzerland and Italy : not over $10, 25 cents ; $jo to $20, 50 cents; $20 to $30, 75
cents ; $30 to $40, $1.00 ; $40 to $50, $1 25.

On Germany, France and Algeria : not over £10, 15 cents ; $10 to £20, 30 cents ; £20
to £30, 45 cents ; $30 to $40, 60 cents : $40 to $50, 75 cents.

All letters, postal cards, printed matter, samples, etc., to the Dominion of Canada,
Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, etc., must be prepaid at the same rates as domestic
postage.
The postage on samples for the above countries is 10 cents for any weight package,

not exceeding 8 ounces, which is the limit mailable.

SUGGESTIONS TO THE PUBLIC CONCERNING THE USE OF THE
MAILS.

Owing to the frequent handling all mail matter necessarily receives it is advisable
always to use good envelopes, as many of the thin ones split open, which excites sus-
picion and blame against entirely innocent officials

Prepayment of one full rate of postage on first-class matter insures its being forwarded,
but it is best to fully prepay, else the receiver of the letter must meet the deficiency. A%
mail, except first-class matter, must be fully prepaid or it will not be forwarded.

Postal cards with anything other than the address written or printed on the address
side, will not be forwarded.
When one full rate of postage has been prepaid on first-class matter, and all other

matter when fully prepaid, may, at the request of the party addressed, be forwarded front
one post office to another. Postmasters can return second, third and fourth-class matter
only upon receipt of postage stamps t* cover remailing. A printed or written request on
such matter, asking postmasters to notify sender of non-delivery, and of amount of post-
age required to return same, is allowable and will be honored

All inquiries relating to lost mail matter of anysort, either domestic or foreign, should
be addressed to the Chief Inspector Post Office Department, Washington. D. C.

Inquiries relating to mail matter supposed to have been sent to the Dead Letter Office,
should be sent to the Third Assistant Postmaster-General.

In all letters of inquiry fullest information must be given, such as name and address cf
sender or writer, date and place of mailing, to whom and to what address the article was
mailed, and a brief description of the contents. Whenever it is known when or why
letter was sent to Dead Letter Offbe this should be stated, as should the number of any
registered matter.
Always write " Transient," or " General Delivery," on matter for persons not located

where you send mail to them.
The following articles are unmailable, viz : Poisons, inflammable and explosive articles,

fatty substances, easy liquefiable substances, insects (except queen beet), live or dead
animals not stuffed, reptiles, confectionery, pastes or confections, fruits or vegetable mat-
ter, and substances exhaling a bad odor, and every postal card upon which, or letter upon
•^envelope of which, obscene, lewd, indecent or lascivious drawings, terms, epithets, or
language may be written or printed, and all matter concerning lotteries, so-called gift

concerts, or other similar enterprises offering prizes, or concerning schemes devised and
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468 POSTAL INFORMATION.

intended to defraud the public, or for the purpose of obtaining money or goods undei
false pretences.
Manuscript for magazines, periodicals, or newspapers, and music, and book manu-

script, are subject to full letter postage, unless they are accompanied by proof-sheets of
such manuscript, or of which proofs such manuscript is a correction or addition, it

which case the rate will be one cent for each two ounces or fraction thereof.

Be sure that there is a post office at the place to which you send your Utters, as matter
not addressed to a post office cannot be forwarded. When directing to cities, always add
the street and number, or post office box, of the person addressed, unless marked
'* Transient," or " General Delivery."
To insure certainty in despatch of mail, give the county in which the post office is, and

•pell out the name of the State in full.

If you will write or print your name and address (and the contents, if a package) in the
upper left-hand corner of your mail matter, it will be returned to you for correction, if

improperly addressed, or insufficiently paid, and if not called for at its destination, it can
be returned to you without going to the dead letter office. If a letter, it will be returned
free.

Register all valuable letters and packages. Registry fee ten cents, which with the
postage must be fully prepaid. The name and address of the sender must be given on
the outside of the envelope or wrapper of all registered articles. Registration does not
make the Department responsible tor lost letters, but it does so mark the progress of a
letter that tampering with it is almost wholly impossible,

HOW TO TARE OUT A PATENT.
No patent wQI be granted If the whole or any part of what is claimed has been patented

Or described is any printed publication in this or a foreign country, or been invented or
discovered in this country.

Prior Invention abroad will not prevent issue of a patent, unless the invention has been
there patented or described in some printed publication.

To prevent a subsequent inventor from obtaining a patent, an invention must have been
reduced to a practical form, either by construction of a model or machine, or drawing,
by which a mechanic could make the same.
Merely conceiving an idea of an invention is not a discovery, and patentable.

Foreign Patents.—The taking out of a patent in a foreign country does not prejudice a
patent previously granted here ; nor does it prevent obtaining a patent here subsequently.
When a patent is granted here it will extend only seventeen years from date of foreign

patent.
Every foreign inventor must have in use, or for sale in the United States, a copy of

their patentable article, within eighteen months from date of patent.

Duration of Patent is seventeen years. Extensions are prohibited on all patents

granted since i86x. Applications for extension must be filed, and requisite fee paid,

ninety days before expiration of the patent.
Granting of Patents.—Patents, on payment of same official fee, are granted to all per-

sons, including women and minors, unless inhabitants of countries which discriminate
against the inhabitants of the United States.

Application for a patent must be made in the name of the inventor, who can alone sig*
the papers ; an attorney for inventor cannot do so.

Heirs of an Inventor can obtain a patent, papers to be signed by executor or adminis-
trator of inventor.

Joint Inventors are entitled to a joint patent.
An inventor can assign his entire right, before a patent is obtained, so as to enable the

assignee to take out a patent in his own name ; bnt the assignment must be first recorded,
and specifications sworn to by the inventor.
Oaths may be taken, in this country, before any one authorised by law to administet

oaths ; in a foreign country before any minister plenipotentiary, charge d'affaires, consul,
commercial agent, or notary public of the country in which oath is taken, being in all

cases properly attested by official seal of such notary.
Stamps.—A stamp of value of fifty cents is required for each power of attorney, each

sheet of an assignment to be stamped five cents, each certificate of a magistrate five

tents.

Drawings to be m duplicate, one on stiff paper, one on tracing cloth, to be so inches,

top to bottom, 15 inches wide ; tracing to nave 1 inch margin on right-hand side, foe

binding.
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HOW TO TAKE OUT A PATENT. 460

Models to be of hard wood, or metal, not more than ia inches in any dbnsnsion ; nam*
of the inventor to be engraved or painted conspicuously on it.

For an improvement, only model of part to be patented is required, to show nature and
operation of invention.

Designs, no models required ; either drawings or photographs, both in duplicate, with
negative of photograph.
New Articles of manufacture, sample of article ; medicines, or medical compounds,

lampie of same, and minute statement of exact proportions and ingredients.

CAVEATS.

The filing of a caveat prevents, during its existence, the issue of a patent, without the
knowledge of the caveator, to any person for a similar device. The caveator is entitled

to receive official notice during one year, for any petition for similar or interfering inven-
tion filed during that time. The caveator, when so notified, must complete his owo
application within three months from the date of notice.

A caveat runs one year ; can be extended by paying £10 a year.
Caveats can only be filed by citiiens of the United States, or aliens who have resided

here one year and declared their intention of becoming citizens.

UNITED STATES PATENT FEES.
On filing each caveat .fi©
On filing each original application for a patent, except for a design _ 15
On issuing each original patent **.*** so
On every appeal from Examiners-in-Chicf. 90
On application for a reissue „ 30
On application for extension 50
Granting an extension 50
Filing each disclaimer „ 10
Certified copies of patents and other papers 10 cents per 100 words
Recording every assignment, agreement, power of attorney, and other papers, of 300

words or under *....$!
If over 300 words and under 1,000 words 2
If over 1,000 words * 3

Drawings, Cost of Making Same :

Patents for designs (354 years).. *.*.* so
Patents for designs (7 years) *.**..*.** 15
Patents for designs (14 years) *.....**........*.**.*„ *.. 30

FOREIGN PATENTS.
Great Britain.—Duration, fourteen years, to first inventor or imn*vtcr : cost, $350, of

which $100 due at time of making application, balance in four months ; three years from
date of patent, a further sum of 450 must be paid : end of seven years, ;£xco additional
For designs to protect shape of article, three years, fioo.
France—Term of patent, fifteen years ; annual fee, $20.
Belgium.- Term of patent, twenty years ; small annual fees.

EXPENSE OF FOREIGN PATENTS, INCLUSIVE OF ALL FEES.
Austria * * M «a«o
Bavaria. 150
Belgium...*.*.......*. m x50
Cuba
France......*.*......

Great Britain***..
India.*

450
150
35o
400
250
150

Portugal**^*^***,.****.***.^****..**....^... „.._.. 350
Prussia.
Russia..,

Saxony.
Spain

SCO
550
2SO

and Norway. * * TT T»*.«*.**. t . 1
.*.**1*7*****T'

*

600
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ASTRONOMY.

Astronomy treats of the heavenly bodies, and tells all about the sun,

the moon, the planets, the stars, etc. As the earth is one of these planets,

it tells all about it also.

Planets.—Some of the stars shine with a clear steady light, and as

they change their position in the heavens they are called planets, mean-
ing wanderers.

Fixed Stars.—Then there are other stars that remain immovable,
although their light is twinkling ; these are called fixed stars.

Milky Way.—Spanning the heavens diagonally is a whitish vapory
belt, like a luminous cloud. It is really a stream of suns, divided into

two branches, and consists of countless multitude of stars whose light

blends. Herschel states that 258,000 stars passed across the field of his

telescope in forty-one minutes.

History.—This is the most ancient of the sciences. The study of the

stars is as old as man himself.

The Chinese boast of their discoveries, and their emperor calls himself
the Son of the Sun. They have the first record of an eclipse in 2128 B. C,
and two of their chief astronomers, Ho and Hi, were put to death for

failing to announce a solar eclipse, 2169 B. c.

The Chaldeans were among the earliest observers. Their priests were
astronomers, and their temples were observatories. When Babylon was
taken by Alexander, 331 B. c, he found that observations had been made
reaching back nineteen centuries, nearly 4000 years ago.

The Greeks and Egyptians were also close observers.

Among more modern astronomers, Copernicus was the first to teach

that the earth revolved around the sun, and that it revolved on its own
axis once in twenty-four hours.

Kepler's Laws.

—

Tycho Brahe was a famous Danish astronomer,

who did a great deal of work, but lacked the ability to apply it, but his

pupil, Kepler, discovered three great laws that bear his name. The first

law is, that "Planets revolve in ellipses^ with the sun at onefocus"
The second law is, that "A line connecting the centre of the earth with

•he centre of the sun passes over equal spaces in equal times."

The third law is, that " The squares of the times of revolution of the

planets about the sun are proportional to the cubes of their mean distances

from the sunP
Galileo was contemporary with Kepler. He discovered the laws of

the pendulum and of falling bodies. Learning that a Dutch watchmaker
had invented an instrument for making distant objects appear near, he
soon had a telescope completed, with which he examined the moon, and
saw her mountains and watched the dense shadows upon her plains. On
January 8th, 1610, he turned his telescope toward Jupiter, and near it saw
three bright stars, and later on a fourth star . . Poor Galileo had the

mortification of having to fight the prejudices of his time.

(47o)
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ASTRONOMY. 471

In 1666 Newton, then a young man 24 years of age, was spending the

summer in the country, on account of the plague. One day sitting in the

orchard, he saw an apple fall from a tree, and reflecting on this, he was
led to discover the famous law of gravitation, which is as follows : " Every

THE MILKY WAY.

particle of matter in the universe attracts every other particle of matter

with a force directly proportional to its quantity of matter, and decreasing

as the square of the distance increases."
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472 ASTRONOMY.

Space.—The blue arch of the sky as it appears to as is termed the

Celestial Sphere.

Only one-half of the heavens is visible at one time. The point directly

over us is called the zenith, while the point directly beneath on the other

side is the nadir. The vanishing point directly in front of us, where the

sky seems to disappear, is the horizon.

The apparent path of the sun through the heavens is called the Ecliptic.

This is the real path that the earth traverses in its course around the sun.

A Belt of the Celestial Sphere 8° on each side of the ecliptic is called

the Zodiac. Certain constellations in the heavens correspond to the

months, which is the time the earth occupies in traversing that portion of

the heavenly sphere.

THE SOLAR SYSTEM.
is mainly comprised within the limits of the Zodiac. It consists of

1. The sun—the centre.

2. The major planets—Vulcan (undetermined), Mercury, Venus, Earth,

Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune.

3. The minor planets, at present 237 in number.

4. The satellites or moons, twenty in number, which revolve around the

different planets.

5. Meteors and shooting-stars.

6. Thirteen comets, which have now been found, by a second return, to

move, like the planets, in elliptic paths.

The Sun, the centre of this system, is at an average distance of 93,000,000
miles from the earth. Since the earth's orbit is elliptical, the sun is nearer

the earth in January by 3,000,000 miles than it is in June. The nearest

point to the sun is called the perihelion. The further point, which corre-

sponds to the summer solstice, is called the aphelion.

To give some idea of the earth's distance from the sun, it would take

an express train travelling at the rate of 30 miles an hour, day and night,

352 years to reach its destination. Or if a sound was made large enough
to reach from the sun to the earth it would take that sound 14 years to

come to us.

The light of the sun is equal to that of 5,563 wax candles held at a dis-

tance of one foot from the eye.

Regarding the heat of the sun Sir John Herschel calculates that if a
solid cylinder of ice, 45 miles in diameter, and 200,000 miles long, were
plunged, end first, into the sun, it would melt in one second of time.

The diameter of the sun is 866,000 miles. The sun appears larger

in summer than it does in winter. Through a telescope, or a smoked
glass, the sun appears to be full of spots. These were noticed as

early as the year 807. Sometimes, but rarely, the sun's disk is clear.

During a period of ten years, observations were made on nearly 2000
days, and on about 400 of these there were no spots on the sun. These
spots change from day to day, and take about 14 days for one spot to

cross the disk of the sun from its eastern to its western side. Sir

John Herschel first advanced the idea that the years of abundant sun.

spots would be also years of plentiful harvests. These spots are supposed
to be depressions in the luminous surface of the sun. A telescope of moder-
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ASTRONOMY. 473

ate power will show the sun to have a mottled appearance like that of an
orange peel.

One theory supposes that the sun is composed of a solid, dark globe,

surrounded by three atmospheres. The first, nearest the black body of

the sun, is a dense cloudy covering. The second, called the photosphere,

consists of an incan-

descent gas, and is the

seat of light and heat.

The third, or outer one,

is transparent, like our
own atmosphere.

The theory now held
is that the sun is a vast

fiery body, surrounded
by an atmosphere of
substances volatilized

by the intense heat.

The different portions

of the sun are thought
to be arranged like

this: (i^ The nucleus,

most likely gaseous.

(2) The photosphere,
a covering several thou-

sand miles thick, con-
stituting the visible

part of the sun. (3)
The chromosphere,
composed of luminous
gas, mostly hydrogen, and the seat of enormous protuberances, tongues of
fire, which dart forth at the rate of 150 miles a second, and to a distance

of 100,000 miles. (4) The corona, an outer covering of faint pearly

light, consisting of streamers reaching out often several thousand miles.

CORONA OF THE SUN.

THE PLANETS.

The planets all move in the same direction around the sun from right

to left, or from east to west. They are opaque, and shine by the light of

the sun, and turn upon their axes the same as the earth.

The question sometimes arises—Are the planets inhabited ? This of
course no one can prove, but judging from the different conditions, similar

to those necessary for life, we have good reason to believe that some of

them are inhabited. The planets are divided into two classes, (i) Those
whose orbits are inside that of the earth, Mercury and Venus. (2) Those
whose orbits are outside that of the earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus
and Neptune.
The planets between the earth and the sun, Venus and Mercury; are

evening stars part of the time, and at others morning stars. The different

planets are also morning and evening stars at different periods. They
are evening stars as follows

:
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Mercury. . . .about 2 months. Jupiter. . . .about 6}4 months.

Venus " 9>£ " Saturn " 6 "

Mars " 13 " Uranus " 6 "

MERCURY
is nearest the sun, and is visible only when the sky is clear, just about sun-

set, near the western horizon. It revolves around the sun at a distance

of about 36,000,000 miles. Mercury's year is about 88 days, and its daily

rotation is about the same as our earth. It is about 3000 miles in diam-
eter. It is one-fifth denser than the earth, and a pound on the earth would
weigh only about 7 oz. on Mercury.

Mercury is so much nearer to the sun than the earth that it would appear

to the inhabitants thereof, if there were any, ten times larger than it

appears to us.

VENUS
comes next. She is about 67,000,000 miles from the sun, and takes about

225 days to turn on her orbit, or about 7)4 months. She is 7600 miles in

diameter, and has no moon.

THE EARTH.
Our own earth is next in order. It revolves around the sun at a dis-

tance of 93,000,000 miles. Its diameter is 7925^ miles. Its circum-

ference is about 25,000 miles. It weighs 6,069,000,000,000,000,000,000
tons.

SOLSTICES.
On the 2 1 st day of June and the 2 1st day of December we have what

is called the summer and winter solstice, which are the longest and
shortest days of the year. At two other times, the 21st of March and the

21st of September, the days and nights are alike. These are called the

Vernal and the Autumnal equinoxes. At this time the earth is said to be
crossing the line.

The earth revolves upon its own axis once in 24 hours, causing day
and night. It takes about 365 days to make a complete rotation around
the sun.

THE SEASONS.
The change of seasons is due to the fact that the earth's axis : that is,

the line running from the North to the South Pole, is not at right-angles

or perpendicular to the path or plane that the earth describes in revolving

around the sun. It is exactly as if the earth were a top spinning on one
end, inclining to either side, so that first one side and then the other is

brought under the influence of the direct rays of the sun. Then again

summer is longer than winter because the sun is not in the centre of the

earth's orbit, but nearer one end than the other, as the earth's orbit is

elliptical.

THE MOON.

The earth has one satellite, the moon. This is at a mean distance of

239,000 miles from the earth. The moon completes her motion around
the earth in 27^ days, but as the earth is constantly moving in its orbit
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around the sun, it takes the moon two days longer to regain the position

it started from, making 29 days in all.

Phases of the Moon.—When the moon is new, forming a delicate

crescent, it is said to be in its first quarter. As it continues in its progress

towards the East, it becomes gibbous (which means more than a half,

and less than the whole of a circle) until the 15th day, when it reaches a

point in the heavens directly opposite the sun, and is then said to be in

opposition, where its entire illumined side is toward us, and is called full

moon. As it decreases in size it passes into the third quarter, until it

THE EARTH AS SEEN FROM THE MOON.

reaches a point in the heavens, where it turns towards us the dark side,

and keeps on decreasing, until it becomes a crescent again.

The Harvest Moon is so called because the moon rises about 50
minutes later each night, although the exact time varies from a half to a
full hour, due to the fact that the moon's path is not always at the same
inclination to the horizon at different seasons of the year.

When the moon passes in front of a star so that the star disappears on
one side and reappears on the other it is called an occupation.
The moon has more than 1000 mountains, some of which exceed
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25,000 feet in height, and the ranges extend for hundreds of miles. It

also has gray plains or seas similar to our prairies. These were formerly

thought to be
sheets of water,

but inasmuch as

they exhibit the

uneven appear-

ance of plains in-

stead of the
curved appear-

ance of the sea

they are now sup-

posed to be the

former.

An Eclipse of
the Sun is due to

the fact that the

moon comes be-

tween the earth

and the sun. The
shadow of the

moon is called

the umbra, and
all within it ex-

perience a total

eclipse, while
those who are

outsidethe deeper

shadow and within the lighter shadow (the penumbra) witness only a par-

tial eclipse.

The Eclipse of the Moon is due to the fact that it is in opposition and
passing through the earth's shadow.
The Tides are caused by a great wave, raised by the moon's attraction,

which follows it in its course around the earth. The sun aids somewhat
in producing this effect, but notwithstanding the fact that the sun is so

much larger, the moon is 400 times nearer the earth, and, therefore, its

influence is greater than that of the sun.
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TELESCOPIC APPEARANCE OP THE MOON.

MARS.

Mars, which is called the " God of War," is the first of the planets

outside of the earth's orbit, and is also the first of the class of superior

planets, Mercury and Venus, completing the order of inferior ones.

Mars appears as a bright red star. It revolves around the sun at a mean
distance of about 141,000,000 miles. Its orbit is flattened, so that at peri-

helion it is 26,000,000 miles nearer to the sun than at its aphelion. Its

average velocity is about 15 miles per second. Its day is 37 minutes
longer than ours. Its year consists of about 687 terrestrial days. When
Mars is in opposition ; that is, when the earth is between it and the sun, it

is about 34,000,000 miles from the earth. Its diameter is nearly 4200
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MARS SEEN FROM THE EARTH.

miles. A stone falling on its surface would fall 6 feet the first second.
Its shape is much like that of the earth. The light and heat that Mars
receives is about one-half of that which we enjoy. Its atmosphere is

like our own, loaded with
clouds. It has two moons.
Its surface is covered with
red spots supposed to be
continents.

One of the differences

between Mars and the

earth is that on the earth

every continent is an isl-

and, whereas on Mars
every sea is a lake. The
red color is thought by
Herschel to be due to

ochre in the soil ; one as-

tronomer suggests that the

color of the plants and
trees is red in place of

green. No mountains
have yet been discovered.

It is thought by many to

be inhabited.

MINOR PLANETS.
Beyond Mars, and this side of Jupiter, there have been discovered 247

small planets, of which Ceres is one. Leverrier has calculated that there

maybe perhaps 150,000 in all. These " pocket planets,'* as Herschel
calls them, are very small indeed ; the largest of them, Vesta, can be seen

at times with the naked eye. Those discovered most recently are so small

that it is hard to tell which is the smallest. It is said that a good walker

could easily walk around one in a day. A man on one of these tiny

spheres could jump 60 feet high, and on falling would sustain no greater

shock than by leaping a yard on the earth. They are supposed to be

fragments of some larger planet that away back in remote antiquity was
shivered to pieces by some terrible catastrophe.

JUPITER.
Nature delights in contrasts, and from these diminutive specks we pass

to the largest planet, Jupiter. It is one of the five planets discovered in

the earliest times. It revolves about the sun at a mean distance of about

483,000,000 miles. Its progress through the heavens is at the rate of

about one year to each sign of the Zodiac, so that its years are about

twelve times the length of ours, comprising about 10,000 days. Its speed

is at the rnte of nearly 500 miles per minute. Its diameter is about 90,000
miles. Its volume is 1400 times that of the earth. If it were at the same
distance from the earth as the moon it would appear to occupy 1000 times

the space of the full moon. The rotation of Jupiter on its axis is at the

rate of 473 miles per minute at the equator, whereas that of the earth is

17 miles. Its seasons are but slightly varied. Summer reigns at the
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equator, while the temperate regions enjoy perpetual spring. The
light it receives from the sun is about one twenty-seventh of what we get.

Jupiter has four moons, named as follows : Io, Europa, Ganymede and
Callisto.

Io revolves around Jupiter at a mean distance of 267,380 miles ; its

diameter is 2352 miles.

Europa revolves around Jupiter at a mean distance of 425,156 miles;

its diameter is 2009 miles.

Ganymede revolves around Jupiter at a mean distance of 678,393 miles

;

its diameter is 3436 miles.

Callisto revolves around Jupiter at a mean distance of 1,192,823 miles;

its diameter is 2929 miles.

It is supposed that Jupiter is enveloped in dense clouds, and that it has

belts or dusky streaks of varying breadth and number lying nearly parallel

to the equator. In 1878 a red spot appeared in the southern hemisphere,

which it was estimated was 200 miles broad and 8000 miles long. This
is still visible, but is much dimmer.

SATURN.
The most remote world known to the ancients was Saturn, which

requires two-and-a-half years to pass through a single sign of the Zodiac.

It has eight moons, besides being surrounded by a system of rings. It

revolves around the Sun at a mean distance of about 886,000,000 miles.

It moves at the rate of 22,000 miles per hour, yet it takes about thirty

years for it to revolve around the sun. It is about 73,000 miles in diameter.
The light and heat which it receives is about one one-hundredth of that

which we get.

Its seasons are

similar to those
of the Earth,
but on a larger

scale. There is

a difference of
fifteen years
l>etween spring

and autumn
equinoxes. For
fifteen years the

Sun shines on
SATURN. the North Pole,

and the same is

experienced by the South Pole. Its atmosphere is very dense. At first,

before its rings were discovered, Saturn was supposed to have a handle
attached to it. It has three rings of unequal breadth surrounding the
equator. The exterior ring is separated from the middle one by a distinct

break, while the interior ring seems to join the middle one. The exterior

ring is of a grayish tint, the middle one is almost more luminous than
Saturn itself. The interior one is dark and has a purplish tinge. The
outer rings are bright, but the inner one is called the dusky ring. The
outer and middle ring are opaque, and cast a shadow upon the planet.
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The inner one is transparent. These rings revolve around Saturn in about

ten-and-a-half hours, in the same direction as the planet. It is now
generally believed that the rings consist of a cloud of liny satellites, too

small to be seen even with a telescope.

It is now generally believed that Saturn, like Jupiter, has no solid crust,

but consists of a mass of molten matter surrounded by vapor which rises

from the heated surface.

Saturn has eight moons, which are as follows

:

Mimas, revolving around Saturn at a mean distance of 120,800 miles;

having a diameter approximating 1000 miles.

Encaladus, revolving at a mean distance of 155,015 miles; diameter
not known.

Tethys, revolving at a mean distance of 191,248 miles; approximate
diameter 500 miles.

Dionc, revolving at a mean distance of 245,876 miles; approximate
diameter 500 miles.

Rhea, revolving at a mean distance of 343,414 miles; approximate
diameter 1200 miles.

Titan, revolving at a mean distance of 796,157 miles; approximate
diameter 3300 miles.

Hyperion, revolving at a mean distance of 1,006,656 miles; approximate
diameter not known.

Japetus, revolving at a mean distance of 2,313,835 miles ; approximate
diameter 1800 miles.

URANUS.

This planet was discovered by Sir William Herschel, March 13, 1781,
and it sometimes bears his name. It is seen with difficulty, owing to its

great distance from our earth. It revolves around the sun at a mean
distance of 1,782,000,000 miles, and its year is equal to eighty-four of

ours. Its diameter is about 33,000 miles. Its density is about equal to

that of water from the Dead Sea. Little is known about its seasons.

The light and heat it receives is about YtfuTS °f tnat wn^cn we receive.

The light it is estimated would be about as great as that afforded by 300
Full Moons. Little is known of the other features of Uranus, except that

it has four Moons, that move contrary to our Moon ; they revolve in the

opposite direction like the hands of a watch.

NEPTUNE.

This is the most distant planet of our system, and is invisible to the

naked eye. It was discovered in the following- manner: For years the

motions of Uranus were contrary to what astronomers had a right to ex-

pect ; finally they came to the conclusion thnt there must be a planet out-

side of its orbit, whose attraction was so great it caused these disturb-

ances. At length two young men, Leverrier, of Paris, and Adams, of

Cambridge, England, set to work, unknown to each other, to find the

place of this new planet. Adams, after two years calculation, submitted

a paper to Prof. Airy, the Royal Astronomer, in 1845. Leverrier, in the

summer of 1846, laid his paper before the Academy of Sciences in Paris.

Prof. Airy, learning of Leverrier's work, was so impressed with the results
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of Adams' calculation that he at once wrote to the astronomer in charge
of the Royal Observatory, to search that quarter of the heavens, and dis-

covered the planet so anxiously sought for. Leverrier, in September of

the same year, wrote to Berlin asking for help in searching for the planet.

Dr. Galle upon receiving this request did as he was asked, and immediately
discovered the same planet.

Neptune revolves around the Sun at a mean distance of about

2,790,000,000 miles. Its year is equal to about 165 terrestrial years. Its mo-
tion is the slowest of any of the planets, it being the most remote from the

Sun. The velocity of the planets decreases from Mercury, which revolves

at the rate of about 105,000 miles per hour, to Neptune, which revolves

at the rate of about 12,000 miles only.

Its diameter is about 37,000 miles. Nothing is known concerning its

seasons.

Measuring the Distance of the Stars.—The distance of the stars is

calculated by ascertaining the angle formed by the rays of light from any
celestial body at the Observatory of Greenwich, England, and at the Cape
of Good Hope, Africa. The distance between these two points is known,
and forms the base of a triangle. Tables are published, containing the

Sines for all angles, and the calculation is comparatively simple, consisting

in figuring out the perpendicular and hypothenuse of the triangle thus

formed.

AEROLITES, SHOOTING STARS AND METEORS.
TJiere are a great number of Shooting Stars and Meteors as well as

Aerolites. These different names have been given them, although the

distinction is not very definite.

Aerolites are the stony or iron masses which fall on the earth.

Meteors are spherical in form and have an appreciable diameter. They
pass over a great extent of country, are visible for some seconds, and
many leave behind them a trail of glowing sparks. Others explode with

a noise like that of artillery ; the pieces either continuing, or falling upon
the earth.

Shooting stars are bright transient spots, which dart suddenly through
the air, leaving a fiery train behind.

At Yale College there is a mass of meteoric iron weighing 1635 lbs.

The Chinese record the falling of an aerolite in the year 616 b. c, that

broke several chariots and killed ten men. A block of stone, equal to a

full wagon load, fell into the Hellespont, 465 B. c. A mass once fell in

South America that was estimated to weigh fifteen tons. When first seen

it was so hot that no one could approach it ; when cool, it was so har<i

that no tool could break it. There have been frequently showers of

falling stars that appeared like celestial fire-works.

Prof. Newton estimates that the number of meteors that traverse the

atmosphere daily, and which are large enough to be seen at night, is

7,500,000; if to these is added those which can be seen through a tele-

scope the number would be increased to 400,000,000. Any clear night,

from five to seven shooting stars may be seen, but they are more abundant
in April, August, October and November, and they are produced by small

bodies revolving like our earth about the sun ; their paths cross the earth's,

and consequently collide. They are so small no shock results,
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COMETS.
These are the most fascinating of the heavenly bodies. They appear

suddenly, have enormous fiery trains, and pass so swiftly, they seem mys-
terious; many
people have a
superstitious

dread of them.

The term
signifies a
hairy body.
It consists
generally of

three parts: I.

the nucleus, a
bright point in

the middle of

the head; II.

the coma
(hair), the

cloud- like
masssurround-
ing the nu-

cleus; and III.

the tail, ex-

tending in a

direction from
the sun; while

others have no
nucleus. Kep-
ler says •• there

are as many comets in the heavens as there are fish in the sea/* Some
comets return, others never do. For instance the comet of 1844 will re-

turn A. D. 101,844.
There b good reason to believe that the earth passed through the tail of

a comet in 1861. Little fear need be entertained of any trouble due from
the earth running against one of them. The great comet of 1811 had a

beard 112,000 miles in diameter; the nucleus was 400 miles, and the tail

112,000,000 miles long; it will return 3000 years hence.

Zodiacal Light.—In March and April, just after sunset, there is a faint

nebulous light of a conical shape flashing upward as high as the Pleiades.

In September and October, at dawn, the same light can be seen in the

eastern horizon. It is sometimes confounded with the Milky Way or

Aurora. It is red at the base, and is perpetual in the tropics. This is the

Zodiacal light, and is supposed to be a nebulous ring, surrounding the earth
inside the moon, like those of Saturn.

THE STARS.
The Solar system extends 2,800,000,000 miles into space, and yet were

we on Neptune, the stars would seem just as far away. We never see the

stars in fact ; we only see the light they emit, precisely as we see the rays

31
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from a light-house, but do not see the lantern. The most powerful telescope

fails to reveal the faintest trace of a disk. At the present lime the nearest

star to the earth is Alpha, in the Constellation of Centaur. It is estimated

to be over 20,000,000,000,000 miles distant; this means that it is not

inside this distance, but how much farther away it may be is unknown.
It takes the light from it 3^ years to reach us.

The fixed stars, so called, are flying through space at an amazing rate ;

for instance, Arcturus, with a speed of 200,000 miles per hour, requires 3
centuries to traverse as much of the starry vault as equals the moon's

CONSTELLATION OF THE GREAT BEAR.

apparent diameter. This will give some idea of heavenly distances. The
fact that stars shine by their own light proves that they are suns like our
own, which is quite a small star, sweeping the heavens at the rate of

150,000,000 miles per year.

Number.—The stars seem to us innumerable, but in fact the entire

number visible is but 6000, while but few people can discern more than

4000.

Magnitude.—The clnssificaiion of the stars is made from their compara-
tive brilliance, as nothing is known of their size. They are arranged in

20 classes or magnitudes. There are about 20 stars of the first magnitude,

65 of the second, 200 of the third, 1100 of the fifth, 3200 of the sixth,

13,000 of the seventh, 40,000 of the eighth, and 142,000 of the ninth. But
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few persons can see stars of less magnitude than the fifth or sixth. The
relative brightness may be due to size, distance, or intrinsic brightness.

Many of the stars were named at an early date, as Sirius and Arcturus.

The chief stars of each constellation are called after the letters of the

Greek alphabet, according to their relative brightness.

DUMB-BELL NEBULA.

Constellations.—From the earliest times the stars have been arranged

in groups, to more readily study them, and took on fanciful names from
their fancied resemblance to natural objects, mythology being largely

drawn upon for this purpose.

The best known constellation is the Great Bear or Dipper. Tne next
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Urea Minor, or Little Bear, or Little Dipper, containing the North Star.

The Bible refers to Orion and the Pleiades.

The signs of the Zodiac are 12 constellations, arranged as follows

:

Aries, the ram, so named because it rose with the sun in the spring.

Then came Taurus, the bull, and Gemini, the Twins. At the summer
solstice the sun appeared to stop, and crab-like go backward, hence Can-
cer, the Crab. When Leo, the Lion, appears, ihe streamlets are dry.

Virgo comes next, when the virgin gleans the summer harvest. When
the days and nights are equal, at the Autumnal Equinox, Libra, the balance,

reigns. When the summer days are gone, the Scorpion arrives in the

heavens. When the hunters are abroad, Sagittarius, the archer, bends his

bow in the sky. At the winter solstice, December 21st, Capricornus, the

goat, climbs the heavenly arch, and finds the sun ascending the sky on hi*

return north. The rainy season, January, has Aquarius, the Water-bearer.

Pisces, the fishes, complete the rouud of the months.

Although all the stars look like a single luminary, the telescope says

that 10,000 of them are double ; 1. ^., the ray of light is the blended emana-
tion of two suns. The North Star consists of two stars 18 away from
each other. The Dog Star (Sirius) has two 7" distant from the other.

Colored Stars.—The stars are different colors. Sirius is white, some
are red, while others are yellow, blue, and green.

The Variable Stars have periodical changes of brilliancy, variously

explained. Some stars suddenly appear with great brilliance, others

gradually fade away, giving rise to what are called New Stars and Lost

Stars.

The Nebulae are faint misty appearances like an illuminated cloud. A
few can be seen with the naked eye, but the telescope makes thousands

visible. It is believed that these are the beginnings of stars, or sun germs.

They are variously shaped, ring-like, spiral, oval. etc. One looks like

a dumb-bell, another like the wings of a bird, and yet another has the

appearance of a crab.

Astronomical study is now occupied in determining the constitution of

the stars, and by the Spectrum Analysis much is being determined that

seems incredible. The rays of light are passed through a prism, and
by refraction compared with those made by metals that are heated to

incandescence.

Time.—The time of day is measured by the interval required by the

earth to rotate on its axis, the time certain stars rise, as well as the sun,

the latter varying more than the former, it being necessary to add one
day every four years to even things up.

Parallax is the difference in direction of an object seen from two dif-

ferent places; for instance, place your finger before you in front of a win-

dow, look at it with the left eye only and it will seem to be at one point

on the window. Look at it now with the right eye only and it will be
located apparently somewhere else on the window. The difference in the

position of your finger as seen from your two eyes separately is its parallax.

Aberration of Light is the apparent change of position of heavenly
bodies due to the refraction of light.
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TIME.

Astronomers make use of several different kinds of time : mean solar time ; true or a^
parent time, and sidereal time.

Solar Time. Solar time is that used for all the ordinary purposes of life, and is meas-
ured by the daily motion of the sun. A solar day is the interval of time between two
successive transits of the sun over the same meridian, and the hour angle of the sun is

called solar time.

This is the most natural and direct measure of time. But the intervals between the
successive returns of the sun to the same meridian are not exactly equal, owing to the

varying motion of the earth round the sun, and to the obliquity of the ecliptic. The inter-

vals between the sun's transits over the meridian being unequal, it is impossible to regu-
late a time-piece so that it shall follow the sun.

To avoid the irregularity which would arise from using the true sun as the measure of
time, a fictitious sun, called a mean sun, is supposed to move in the equator with a uni-

form velocity. This mean sun is supposed to keep, on the average, as near the real sun
as is consistent with perfect uniformity of motion ; it is sometimes in advance of it, and
sometimes behind it, the greatest difference being about 16 minutes.
Mean solar time, which is perfectly equable in its increase, is measured by the motion

of this mean sun.

The clocks in ordinary use, and the chronometers used by navigators, are regulated to

mean solar time. Mean solar time is generally called mean time simply.
True or apparent solar time is measured by the motion of the real sun. The difference

between apparent and mean time is called the equation of time; by means of it we
change apparent to mean time, or the reverse.

Sidereal Time. Sidereal time is measured by the daily motion of the stars ; or, as it

is used by astronomers, by the daily motion of that point in the equator from which the
true right ascensions of the stars are counted. This point is the vernal equinox, and its

hour angle is called sidereal time. Clocks regulated to sidereal time are called sidereal

clocks.

A Sidereal Day is the interval of time between the transit of the vernal equinox ovet
any meridian and its next succeeding return to the same meridian. It is about 3 m. 56 s.

shorter than the mean solar day ; 365# solar days, or a year, being divided into 366^ side-

real days. It is divided into 24 hours. The sidereal hours arc counted from o to 24, com-
mencing with the passage of the vernal equinox over the upper meridian, and ending with
its return to the same meridian. About March 21 of each year, the sidereal clock agrees
with the mean time or ordinary clock, and it gains on it about 3 m. 56 s. per day, so that

at the end of a year it will have gained an entire day, and will again agree with it.

The Civil Day commences at midnight, and comprises twenty-four hours from one
midnight to the next following. The hours are counted from o to 12 from midnight to

noon, after which they are again reckoned from o to 12 from noon to midnight. Thus
the day is divided into two periods of 12 hours each, the first of which is marked a. m.

#

the last is marked p. M.
The Astronomical Day commences at noon on the eivil day of the same date. It

also comprises twenty-four hours ; hut they are reckoned from o to 24 hours, and from the
noon of one day to that of the next following. The astronomical as well as the civil time
may be either apparent or mean, according as it is reckoned from apparent noon or from
mean noon. The civil day begins twelve hours before the astronomical day ; therefore

the first period of the civil day answers to the last part of the preceding astronomical day.
and the fast period of the civil day corresponds to the first part of the same astronomical
day. The rule then for the transformation of civil time into astronomical time is this:

if the civil time is marked a. m. take one from the day and add twelve to the hours, and
the result is the required astronomical time ; if the civil time is marked p. m., take away
the designation p. m. and the astronomical time is obtained without change.
To change astronomical to civil time, we simply write p. m. after it, if it is less than twelvt

hours. If greater than twelve hours, we subtract twelve hours from it, add one to the

days, and write a. m.
If the longitude from Greenwich be expressed in time, and when west add*"* to the

local time, or wh<.n east subtracted from the local time, the result is the correspond 1of

486
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Greenwich time. If the local mean time is used, the result is the Greenwich mean time.
The rule is the same whether we use mean or sidereal time.
For general convenience, the time changing continually during a passage, apparent time

is kept on board ship at sea. This fact must be remembered, if looking out for the
meridian passage of stars to determine latitude.

Lunar Day. The average duration of a lunar day, or the interval that elapses between
two successive transits of the moon over the meridian of the same place, is 24 h. 54 m. :

the average period of the moon's revolution round the earth is 27 d. 7 h. 43 m. it. 5 s ;

while the interval between new moon and new moon is 29 d. 12 h. 44 m. 2.0 s.

At any time of the year, add 12 hours to the time of the sun's setting, and from the sum
subtract the time of rising, for the length of the day. Subtract the time of setting from
12 hours, and to the remainder add the time of rising next morning, for the length of the
night. These rules are equally true for apparent time.

At Berlin and London the longest day has i6J4 hours ; at Stockholm and Upsal, 16% ;

at Hamburg, Danuic, and Stettin, 17, and the shortest 7 ; at St. Petersburg and Tobolsk
the longest has 19, and the shortest 5 hours ; at Bornea, in Finland, the longest day has
21 %, and the shortct 3%. At Wanderbus, in Norway, the day lasts from the 21st of
May to the 2zd of July, without interruption ; and at Spitsbergen the longest day is 3J4
months.
Year. The earth completes her revolution round the sun in 365 d. 6 h. 9 m. 96 s.,

mean solar time, or in 366 d 6 h. 9 m. 9.6 s. reckoned in sidereal time. This is called
the sidereal year. But the year in which mankind in general are most interested, is the
tropical year of 365 d. 5 h. 48 min. 49.7 s.

This year, on which the return of the seasons depends, is the interval between two sue*
cessive arrivals of the sun at the vernal equinox, or first point of Aries, and differs from
the sidereal year by reason of the motion of the equinoctial points, known as the preces-
sion of the equinoxes.
The tropical year is a compound phenomenon, depending chiefly and directly on the

annual revolution of the earth round the sun, but subordinate^ and indirectly on its ro-
tation round its own axis. The Gregorian Calendar, now generally used among civilized
nations, depends upon this tropical year, and may be thus briefly described :

Every year whose number is not divisible by 4 without a remainder consists of 365
days ; every year which is divisible by 4, but is not divisible by 100, of 366 days ; every
year divisible by 100, but not by 400, consists again of 365 ; and every year divisible by
400, consists of 366 days For example

:

1873, not being divisible by 4, consists of 365 days.
1876, being divisible by 4, but not by 100, consists of 366 days.
1800 and 1900..being divisible by 100, but not divisible by 400, consist of 365 days eaek.
aooo, being divisible by 400, consists of 366 days.
The error of the Gregorian Calendar amounts to only 0.944 days in 4,000 years.

MEASUREMENT OF TIME.
60 seconds » minute.

60 minutes » hour.

24 hours x day.

?days „ 1 week,

days » lunar month.
28, 29, 30, or 31 days x calendar month.
12 calendar months 1 year.

365 days i com. year.

366 days 1 leap year.

3651/ days x Julian year.

365 a , 5 h
, 48 m., 49 s 1 <.olar or tropical year.

365 d., 6 h., 9 m.. 12 s x sidereal year.

365 d., 613 m., 49.3 s - 1 anomalistic year.
xo years 1 decade.

10 decades, or 100 yeais 1 century.

EQUIVALENTS.
Yr. Da. Hr. Min. Sec.
• — &*% — 8766 — 625960 — 3«557°oo

1 — 84 — 1440 — 86400
• — 6b — 3600

t — 6b
Scale of units—60, 60, 24, 365%
The tropical (or solar year) ana the stdarau years a** tbe same, and the tropical is ao*
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an anticipated solar mark before the sidereal year is completed. The anomalistic yeai
is an advance of the orbit as part of the solar system in space, and its excess over the
sidereal year is the stellar measure of the annual advance of the whole system ; the mean
velocities are uniform^ and the times as the spaces.
The diurnal revolution of the earth causes the difference in time, etc., illustrated in the

following

LONGITUDE AND TIME-TABLE.

For every hour of time there is a difference of 15 in longitude.
M minute " " " 15' ^
•* second " " " 15" "
M degree of longitude " "

4 m. in time.
M minute " " " 4 sec. *•

" second " " " frux. "
300° — 1 revolution of tke earth, or 1 day.
1440"—

1

1440 -1- 560 — 4 minutes, or 1 degree.

Add difference of time for places east, and subtract it for places west of any given
locality. The greatest circumference of the earth's surface is 24,930 miles. i° of that

circumference is x -360th of that number, or 69^ miles. Hence a geographical or nautical

mile is equal to »' of the earth's greatest circumference, or a trifle more, the 1st mile and
49 rods. The following table exhibits the divisions of the circle as used by geographers,
astronomers, surveyors, navigators, etc.

:

60 seconds (") make 1 minute, marked
60 minutes "

1 degree, "

30 degrees °
1 sign, " sig.

*° de«reet 1 1 nght angle, " ?. a,

4 quadrants or
19 signs M

1 minute,
1 degree,
1 sign

( 1 quadrant.

\ 1 nght angle,

V . J circumference

J
*
t ordrcle.

IUIVALENTS.

36b — si6oo
60 — 1800
1 — 60

c s.

t - is — 360 — tiooo — 1996000
I — 60 — 1800 — 108000

3600
1 - 60

Norm.—A full circle is 360°, K circle is x8o°, % circle is 90 , % circle is 6o°. The
distance around a circle is called its circumference. The distance across its diameter,
and any section of its circumference is called an arc.

Clocks. In the year 1000 a. c. the Arabs used the pendulum as a measure of time.

A second calculated by the movement of a 39-inch pendulum is one with that motion, and
the movement itself is a simple deflection of the combined motions of the earth in its

orbit from east to west, and on its axis from west to east. The origin of clock-work is

involved in great obscurity. Notwithstanding the statements made by many writers
that clocks, korologia, were in use so early as the ninth century, and that they were then
invented by an archdeacon of Verona named Pacificus, there appears to be no clear evi-

dence that they were machines at all resembling those which have been in use for the last

five or six centuries. But it may be inferred from various allusions to korologia, and to

their striking spontaneously, in the twelfth century, that genuine clocks existed then,
though there is no surviving description of any one until the thirteenth century, when it

appears that a horologium was sent by the Sultan of Egypt in 1232 to the Emperor
Frederick II. It resembled a celestial globe, in which the sun, moon, and planetf

moved, being impelled by weights and wheels, so that they pointed out the hours, day
and night, with certainty. A clock was put up in a former clock-tower at Westminster
with some great bells in 1288, out of a fine imposed on a corrupt chief-justice, and the

motto, " Dncite Justitian, Moniti," inscribed upon it. The bells were sold, or rather,

so it is said, gambled away by Henry VIII. In 1292 one is mentioned In Canterbury
Cathedral as costing £30 ; and another at St. Albans, by P. Wallingford, the abbot, in

1326, is said to have been such as there was not in all Europe, showing various astronom-
ical phenomena. A description of one in Dover Castle, with the date 1348 on it. was
published by the late Admiral Smyth, P. A., A. S., in 1851, and the clock itself wae
exhibited going in the Scientific Exh'Mtion in 187&
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THE CALENDAR.

A calendar it a method of distributing time into certain periods adapted to the purposes
of civil life, as hours, days, weeks, months, years, etc.

Europeans, like the ancient Egyptians, commence the civil day at midnight, and
reckon twelve morning hours from midnight to midday, and twelve evening hours from
midday to midnight. Some nations, as the ancient Chaldeans and modern Greeks, chose
sunrise as the beginning of day ; others, like the Italians and Bohemians, supposed it to
commence at sunset.

In the early age of Rome, and even after the foundation of the city, no other divisions

of the day were known than sunrise, sunset, and midday, which was marked by the
arrival of the sun between the rostra and a place called Graecostosis. where ambassadors
from Greece and other countries used to stand. The Greeks divided the natural day and
night into twelve equal parts each, and the hours thus formed were called temporary
hours, from their varying in length according to the seasons of the year.
The week is a period of seven days, having no reference whatever to the celestial

motions ; hence its unalterable uniformity, although it did not enter into the Greek
calendar, and was not introduced at Rome till after the reign of Theodosius, yet it has
been employed from time immemorial in almost all Eastern countries. In the Egyptian
astronomy the order of the planets is Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, the Sun, Venus, Mercury,
and the Moon. The day being divided into twenty-four hours, each hour was consecrated to

a particular planet, namely : one to Saturn, the following to Jupiter, the third to Saturn,
and so on, and the day received the name of the planet which presided over its first hour.
If then the first hour was consecrated to Saturn, the planet would have the eighth, th«r

fifteenth, and twenty-second hour, the twenty-third would fall to Jupiter, the twenty
fourth to Mars, and the twenty-fifth, the first of the second day, would belong to the sun.
In like manner the first of the third day would fall to the moon, the first of the fourth day
to Mars, of the fifth to Mercury, the sixth to Jupiter, and the seventh to Venus. The
cycle being completed, the first of the eighth would return to Saturn, and the others suc-
ceed in the same order. According to Dio Cassius, the Egyptian week commenced with
Saturday. In their flight from Egypt, the Jews from their hatred to their ancient op-
f>ressors, made Saturday the last day of the week. The English names were derived
rom the Saxon. The ancient Saxons had borrowed the week from some Eastern nation,
and substituted the names of their own divinities for those of the gods of Greece. In legis-

lative and judiciary acts the Latin names are still retained.

Saxon.
Sun's Day.
Moon's Day.
Tuisco's Day.
Woden's Day.
Thor's Day.
Friga's Day.
Saturn's Day.

Month and Year. By the Julian Calendar established by Julius Caesar, 46 b. c, the
nonths were reconstructed; the Roman year, which began March 1st, and had but ten
months, being changed to January 1st, and two months added. Thirty-one days were
given to the first, third, fifth, seventh, eighth, tenth, and twelfth months, and thirty days
each to the rest, except February, which on every fourth year received an intercalary
day, made by the sexto Caimans Martins, whence "leap year" came to be called
Bissextile. As the Julian year had 365^ days, its length exceeded the true solar year
by 11 minutes, 14 seconds, so that the equinox in the course of centuries fell back several
days. To correct this error, Pope Gregory XIII., in 1582, reformed the calendar by sup-

Latin. English.
ties Soils, Sunday,
" Lunae, Monday,
" Martis, Tuesday.

Wednesday." Mercurii,
" Jovis,
" Veneris,

Thursday,
Friday,

*• Saturni, Saturday,

pressing ten days, restoring the equinox to March 21st. The Gregorian Calendar was
adopted by Germany in 1700, and by Y
old style, gave place to the new style.

adopted by Germany in 1700, and by English law in 1752, when the Julian Calendar, or

J The festival of Easter, commemorating the resurrection of Christ, used to be observed
,

on the 14th day of the moon, *. /., near the full moon—the same as the Jewish Passover.
. But the Council of Nice, a. d. 325, ordered Easter to be celebrated on the Sunday next

v
succeeding the full moon, that comes on or next after the vernal equinox—March aist;

]
thus making Easter and the related feast and fast days movable holidays.

In common business affairs, 30 days compose a month, and sa weeks a year. The
Lunar Cycle, or Golden Number, is a term of 19 years, after which the changes of the
moon return on the same days of the month. The Solar Cycle is a period or 28 years,
when the days of the week again return to the same days of the .uonth. Owing to Pit

irror in the Julian calendar, it was decreed by the British Government that the day
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following the second of September, 175a. should >c called the fourteenth day of Sep
leather, or that 11 days should be stricken from the calendar; hence, time, previout
to this decree, is called Old Stvie (p. S.), and since, New Style (N. S.) In Russia,
time is still reckoned by the Ola Style, hence their dates are 12 days behind ours
The Christian Era was first invented and introduced at Rome by Dionysius, a monk.

In 597, adopted in France, in 740; in Spain, in 1340; and in Portugal, in 1410. It was
first used in books in 748. The birth of Christ was, however, four years earlier, that is,

in 1887, really 1883 since his birth ; the chronology was not inquired into until the reign
of Justinian. The 46 years of the Julian calendar was the first of our era.

Thi Hegira, or Flight, took place July 16th, 622, and is the Mohammedan era.

Their year is 12 lunar months, or 354 days, 8 hours, 48 minutes; and 11 days being
lost, a year must be allowed every 33, to reconcile their dates with ours. Greek
Olympiads of 4 years began 776 b. c, and were continued until the fifth century.
The era of the Scleucidae 311 b. c, of Alexander 323 b. c.,of the siege of Troy 1200 b. c,
of the founding of Rome 754 b. c., of the battle of Actium 31 b. c, of the Caesars 38 b. C,
of Tyre 125 b. c, of Abraham 2016, of Moses 1582, of Antioch 49, were also used by
various early writers. Early Christians dated from the accession of Diocletian in a. b. 284.
The Vulgate fixes the epoch of Adam at 4004 b. c. The Samaritan Penta*

ceuch makes it 4700; the Talmud, 5344; Hales, 5411; the Greek Church, 5508;
the Septuagint, 5872 ; Pezron, $872 ; Alphonso, King of Castile, 6934 ; the early
Fathers, 5502 and 5592 • 200 other authorities estimate it from 6984 to 3268 b. c.
The controversy is a hopeless one, owing to the prevalent ignorance regarding
the true meaning of the first twelve chapters of Genesis. Rollin, the historian,
traces up the history of several ancient peoples to within one hundred years of the alleged
time of the flood, and is much perplexed to account for the existence of mighty nations
possessing well-organized armies, embracing thousands of fighting men, at that early
period. " The date of the Flood is fixed by Archbishop Usher and the received chro-
nology at 2349 b. c. It is becoming very clear, however, that the date assigned to the
Flood rests upon no sufficient ground ; in fact, upon no ground at all. Usher's chronology
is based upon the genealogical tables of the fifth, tenth, and eleventh chapters of Genesis.
The best and most judicious Biblical scholars are agreed now that these genealogies
afford no data whatever for a true chronology. The Pentateuch has come down to us in
three different foi*ns; the Hebrew, the Septuagint, and the Samaritan. The latter

makes the period 1 f time from the creation of Adam to the Deluge 349 years shorter than
the Hebrew v&t ; Vhile the Septuagint makes it 606 years longer than the Hebrew. The
Hebrew gen-rlop;is were constructed with but one end In view, which was to trace the
descent of pome ( imily or individual from some great ancestor. They make no pretense
of inserting ever/ link in the long chain of descent, or of covering the whole period of
intervening time. In the genealogy ofour Lord, in the first chapter of Matthew. Uzziah
Is given as the son ofJehoram ; a period of seventy years, and the three kisgs, Ahaziah,
Joash, and Amaziah, are thus entirely dropped out of account. A similar hiatus occurs
l Ezra's account of his own descent (Ez. vii. x-5). He drops four of his ancestors giver

in 1 Chron. v. 14, 15. So also Jehu is calhd the son of his grandfather Nimshi, and
Laban the son 01 his grandfather Nahor. With these facts before us, we must conclude
with Poole and Philip Smith, that the Hebrew genealogies cannot be used as data for
computing periods of time before the call of Abraham/'

In India the priests claim a duration of about 2,000 millions of years since the begin*
ning, and allege that Brahma was seventeen millions of years creating. They mention
also those deluges and periodical submersions required by the claims of geology. Sil
William Jones computes the first book of Vedas to be written about 2800 b. c.
Geological Time. Many ingenious calculations have been made to approximate the

date of certain geological events, but these, it must be confessed, are more amusing than
instructive. For example, so many inches of silt are yearly laid down in the delta of
the Mississippi. How many centuries will it have taken to accumulate a thickness of
thirty, sixty, or one hundred feet ? Again, the ledges of Niagara are wasting at the rata
of so many feet per century. How many years must the river have taken to cut its way
back from Queenstown to the present falls? Again, lavas and melted basalts cool,
according to the size of the mass, at the rate of so many degrees in a given time. How
many millions ofyears must have elapsed, supposing an original igneous condition of die
earth, before its crust had attained a slate of solidity? or, further, before its surface had
zooled down to the present mean temperature? For these and similar computations, the
student will at once perceive, we want the necessary uniformity of factor ; and, until «:
en bring elements of calculation as exact as those of astronomy to bear on geological
rhronology, it will be better to regard our "eras'* and "epochs, and "systems" as so
<nany terms, indefinite in their duration tut •umticm fui tl»e magnitude of the operations
unbraced with** their limits
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492 THE MOVABLE FEASTS.

THS MOVABLE FEASTS

For th« Yoan from 187a to 1900 Indualv*.

NOTE.—M. stands for May, J. for June, N. for November, and D. far

December.

"3 9

« O

i ! c

*

m 6
*i
•a 1

s
1

The

Year Lor<

(A cJ5

E
I

'§

1

S3

IB
3

C/3
]

c
>

<

1872 3 Jan. 28
Feb 9

Feb. 14 Mar. 31 M. 9 M. 19 26 D. 1

1873 4 26 Apr. 13 — 22
M. 24

24 N. 30
1874 3 — • 1 18 5 — 14 25 — 29
1875 2 Jan. 24 10 Mar. 28 — 6 — 16 26 — 28
1876 5 Feb. 13 Mar. 1 Apr. 16 — 25 J. 4 24 D. 3
1877 3 Jan. 28 Feb. 14 1 — 10 M. 20 26 — 2

1 1878 5 Feb. 17 Mar. 6 21 — 30 j- 9 23 — 1

1879 4 9 Feb. 26 «3 — 22 — 1 24 N. 30
1880 2 Jan. 25

Feb. 13

11 Mar. 28 — 6 M. 16 26 — 28
1881 5 Mar. 2 Apr. 17 — 26

M. 28
23 — 27

1882 4 5 Feb. 22 9 — 18 25 D. 3
1883 2 Jan. 21 7 Mar. 25 — 3 — 13 27 — 2

1884 4 Feb. 10 27 Apr. 13 — 22
M. 4

24 N. 30
1885 3 1 18 5 — 14 25 — 29
1886 6 21 Mar. 10 25 J. 3 J- 13 22 — 28

1887 4 6 Feb. 23 10 M. 19 M. 29 24 — 27
1888 3 Jan. 29

Feb. 17

15 I — 10 — 20 26 D. 2

1889 5 Mar. 6 21 — 30 J. 9 23 — 1

1890 3 2 Feb. 19 6 — «5 M. 25 25 N. 30
1891 2 Jan 25

Feb. 14

Mar. 29 — 7 — 17 26 — 29
1892 5 Mar. 2 Apr. 17 — 26

M. 21
23 — 27

1893 3 Jan. 29 Feb. 15 2 — 11 26 D. 3
1894 2 21 7 Mar. 25 — 3 — 13 27 — 2

1 1895 4 Feb. 10 27 Apr. 14 — 23
I'

2 24 — 1

1896 3 2 19= ,I

— 14 M. 24 25 N. 29
1897 5 14 Mar. 3 — 27 J. 6 23 - 28!

1898 4 6 Feb. 23 10 — >9 M. 29 24 — 27I

1899 3 Jan. 29
Feb. 11 a

2 — II — 21 26 D. 3
1900 5 "? — 24 I 3 24 — aj
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A KEY TO THE CALENDAR.

Ao Account of the various Saints' Days and Anniversaries

JANUARY.
" When the grass grows in laniveer,

It grows the worse for't all the year.'

January is so named from the Roman Janus, who was the porter of heaven, having
the surname of Patulous, the opener. He was represented with two (aces, one of which
looked back, over the old year : the other forward, to the new. He presided over the be-

ginning or opening of everything, hence the first month of the year was called after him,
when the Roman year was altered by Numa Pompilius (who died 672 s. c.) from ten
months, beginning in March, to twelve months by adding January and February. In his

original character Janus was the god of the sun, and worshipped as such by the Etruscans
and the Romans The temple of Janus (which was really a covered passage or gate at

Rome) was left open in war as a symbol that the god had gone out to assist the Roman
arms, while it was continually shut in the time of peace.

On New Year's day, which was the festival of the god Janus, the Romans gave pres-

ents to one another. Thus ancient was the origin of the modern custom of New Year's
presents and first of January festivities.

' As the day lengthens,
So the cold strengthens."

A warm January is regarded by the farmer with anything but satisfaction.

1. Circumcision.—Instituted to commemorate our Saviour's obedience to the ceremo*
nial law on the eighth day after the Nativity. This feast was one of the latest introduced
into the Calendar, and does not appear to have been observed till toward the end of the
mh century.
The first day of the year is generally observed as a season of rejoicing, not only in the

United States and England, but throughout the world. In Scotland it is a general holi-

day : in France // jour tie tan is celebrated by making presents to both young and old

,

and Paris presents all the appearance of an immense fair.

6. Epiphany, or Manifestation.—On this day the Wise Men of the East, following
the guiding of a star, found the infant Saviour in the manger at Bethlehem, and there of-

fered Him gifts. According to tradition, the Wise Men were three kings— Gaspar, Mel-
chior and Belthazar ; they were later in life baptized by St. Thomas, and spent their days
in preaching the gospel : after death their relics were removed to Cologne, and may to

this day be seen in the noble cathedral there. Following their example, the Queeu of
England, through the Lord Chamberlain, annually on this day presents gold, frankincense
and myrrh at the Chapel Royal, St. James*.
Old Christmas Day.—Until the alteration of the Calendar in the year 175a, the anni-

versary of Christ's birth was held on this day.
Twelfth Day.—This is a high festival with voung people not only in England, but ia

most parts of Europe also ; a cake is prepared for the occasion, and the king is drawn by
lot.

8. St. Lucian.—But little is known of this saint, who is supposed to have been a
native of Syria, and to have suffered martyrdom on the rack in Nicomedia. By others
he is supposed to have been a priest associated with St. Denys in missionary work in

France, and to have suffered martyrdom at Beauvais, a. d. 312.

10. Plough Monday.—The first Monday after the Epiphany is still observed as a day
of conviviality in many parts of Great Britain. In former times the ploughmen kept lights

burning before favorite shrines in order to obtain a blessing on their labors; they also
went from house to house, begging money to "speed the plough" by paying for the
tapers, but money so collected is now too frequently spent in dissipation.

13. St. Hilary, Bishop of Poictiers, was an eminent defender of the truth, in opposition
to the Arians ; for so doing he was banished to Phrygiaby the Emperor Constantius, but
after some years returned to his see, where he died in peace, a. d. 768.

18. St. Prisea, Virgin and Martyr, is said to have been a noble Roman maiden of
about twelve, who, on refusing to sacrifice to the gods, was thrown into the ampitheatre;
tut the lions, recognizing her sanctity, lay down at her feet and refused to touch her , she
was then beheaded, upon which an eagle descended and watched her corpse till it was
buried.

ao. St. Fabian succeeded St. Anterus as bishop of Rome, a. D. 336. He suffered is

•in Deciao )«rsscution, ad so
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This is the eve of St. Agnes, a day celebrated by poets, and dear to maidens who, aikat

wing certain charms, desire to be favored with dreams of their future husbands

:

" They told her how upon St. Agnes' eve.
Young virgins might have visions of delight.

And soft adornings from their loves receive

Upon the honeyed middle of the night.

If ceremonies due they did aright

.

As supperless to bed they must retire,

Nor look behind, nor sideways, but require
Of heaven, with upward eyes, for all that they desire."

21. St. Agnes, having devoted herself to the service of God, refused to become th*
bride of a noble Roman ; she was charged with being a Christian, and endured many
brutal indignities rather than sacrifice to ihc gods. She suffered martyrdom, a. D. 304,
being fir»t thrust into the flames, and afterward beheaded. Shortly afterward, while her
parents were bewailing her death, she appeared to them with a glorified aspect, and a
spotless lamb by her side, and bade them dry their tears, for she was now forever united
to her dear Saviour.

22. St. Vincent, a Spaniard, suffered an amount of refined cruelty such as fell to the
lot of few. He was half roasted on a kind of gridiron covered with sharp spikes, and salt

was sprinkled upon him during the process , when nearly exhausted, he was taken off by
his persecutors to be reserved for another day, but he almost immediately expired, a. d

The state of the weather is now a matter of anxiety to the farmer, and many will

" Remember on St. Vincent's day,
If that the sun his beames display."

25. Conversion of St. Paul.—This was also a favorite day of observation with
weather prophets, some of whom, probably of the monkish order, proposed the following
scheme:

" Clara dies Pauli bona tempora denotet anm," etc.,

which took the following form in English :

" If St. Paul's day be faireand cleare,
It doth bttyde a happy yeare

;

But if perchance it then should raine.
It will make deare alle kinds of grain.
And if ye clouds make dark ye skie,
Then ncate and fowles this year shall dye;
If blustering winds doe blowe aloft,

Then wane shall vex ye realm full oft
"

With few exceptions, other saints are commemorated only when they suffered martyrdom,
but of St. Paul we celebrate both the anniversary of his death and also that of his conver-
sion—the greatest triumph of Christianity up to that time, when Saul the persecutor be-

,
came Paul the apostle. He then devoted all his energies to the propagation of that Gospel
which he had before endeavored to eradicate : his former glory he now accounted shame.
His perils and dangers, his voyages and travels, his writings and the chief events of his
life, arc all known to Bible readers. According to some traditions, he visited Britain,
but of this there is no trustworthy record : there were Chilians in the island at a very
early period, but there are other traditions that St Joseph of Anmathea was the first to
plant the Gospel ; certain it is that from the earliot records St. Paul was the patron saint
of London, whose shield bears his emblem—a sword or dagger—and whose cathedral is
dedicated to him. It is recorded that in company with St Peter he suffered martyrdom
at Rome. After decapitation his head rebounded three times, and a fountain gushed out
from each place touched. In the Church of the Three Fountains, at Rome, fountains
may still be seen.

30. King Charles the Martyr. -Till 1859 a red-letter anniversary in the English
Calendar, with a service appointed for the day. How such a service could have been
retained for nearly two hundred years will probably serve as a subject for discussion by
future antiquaries. The office found many defenders . even the impiety and profanity
of some of the allusions were regarded as the most appropriate that could be selected!
;«nd the whole service was regarded as being almost inspired Upon this subject eves
good Mr. Wheatley says : "How much reason, then, had our state to punish these m
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pious Rebels who murdered the best of Kings only for adhcringto the best of Religions;
and also to set apart a day of Humiliation for Pasting and Prayer, and to draw up a

mournful office, after the example of David I

"

FEBRUARY.
" February fill dike, be it black or be it white

;

• But if it be black, it's the better to like."

February, according to some, derives its name from the Latin februare, signifying to

expiate or purify, as the Romans had a custom of general lustrations and purifications

in the latter part of that month. More generally, February is traced to the Roman
divinity, Februus, afterward identified with the god Pluto, of the lower world. Still

another origin is found in the goddess Februa, supposed to be the same as Juno; and
Dr. Foster says :

'* The evident relation between the Februata Juno and the Furijuata
Vug. Maria is one of the most striking instances of the connection between Pagan and
Christian rites and festivities as to the period of their occurrence."
The festival of the dead (Feraiia) was celebrated by the Romans in the month of

February.
The weather is usually intensely cold and frosty at the commencement of the month,

but frequently toward the middle or end there are some warm days ; trees begin to bud
and plants to sprout, but the return of frost too frequently nips the promised bloom.

x. St. Bride (Bridget or Bngida), although not in the Prayer-Book Calendar, is too
important a personage to be overlooked in a callei'l.r. From her we derive the hon-
ored name of Bride, and cakes are still sacrificed at her shrine. All Christmas decora-
tions of churches, schools and private houses must be removed previous to the morrow,
this being the eve of the

2. Purification.—The presentation of Christ in the Temple, commonly called the
Purification of St. Mary the Virgin. The Reformers, desirous that our Saviour should
attract more attention than His mother, reversed the order of the festival, but the popu-
lar voice never recognized the change ; consequently, the day has always been regarded
as the Feast of the Purification, in commemoration of the Blessed Virgin's appearance in

the Temple to make the accustomed offering of a pair of turtle-doves. The Feast of
Candlemas dates from Anglo-Saxon times, and was celebrated with many candles—our
Saviour being termed "A Light to lighten the Gentiles"—although the Virgin was her-

self regarded as a light : thus John Lydgate addresses her :
" Haile luminary and

benynge lanterne !

"

Candlemas is one of the recognized half-yearly terms in Scotland. Many a farmer
there regards this day with an anxious gaze, and, regardless of the falsehood of the pre-

diction in former years, is elevated or depressed as the weather may be propitious 01

otherwise

:

" If Candlemas Day be fair and bright,

Winter will have another flight

;

But if Candlemas Day be clouds and rain.

Winter is gone, and will not come again.'

3. St. Blaise, Bishop of Sebaste, in Armenia, suffered martyrdom, a d. 316. He
was cruelly tortured, his flesh being dragged off by means of iron combs with curved
teeth, such as are used by wool-combers In consequence of this he has been regarded
as the patron saint of wool-workers, ..ml formerly his day was observed in Bradford,
Leeds and other centres of the manufactures in England as a holiday ; procession* were
formed, and those who took part in them were termed Blazers—hence the term, "As
drunk as Blazers." or blazes

5. St. isgatna.—Of this saint but little is known. She is said to have suffered mar-
tyrdom, A. d. 253. rier flesh was nipped off with pincers, and burning torches were
applied to .ier oody. Her sufferings nave afforded much scope for the ingenuity of
painters.

12. In the Old Durham Kalendar there is an entry, " On this day the birds begin to
sing."

14. St. Valentine, bishop, martyred, a. d 270 " On this day the birds begin to
pair," was another adage applied to this anniversary. Many young persons date their

fairing from this festival, for festival it is, whether it fall in or out of the Lenten season,
n pagan Rome it was customary for youths to draw names in honor of the goddess Feb-

ruata Juno on the nth of February, and when paganism was abolished the honor was
conferred upon St. Valentine.

21. Shrove Tuesday.— In Roman Catholic times it was compulsory upon the people
to confess their sins, and be shriven by the priest on this day. A barbarous custom was
prevalent—that of throwing sticks or stones at cocks ; cock-fighting was also common
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ill prohibited by Act of Parliament. The only custom now remaining is that of eating

ancakes. The earliest day on which Shrove Tuesday can fall in any year is February

|, and latest March 9.

aa. Ash Wednesday.—The first of the forty days of Lent, instituted about the year
130 in reference to the miraculous fasts of Moses, Elias and our Lord. Ashes were
placed on the heads of penitents, and flesh was forbidden to be eaten : eggs, milk and
wine were also at times interdicted. After the Litany the Commination Service is this

day said in church.
34. St. Matthias, one of the seventy-two disciples sent out by our Lord, was, upon

the apostasy of Judas, chosen to be one of the twelve. We have no authentic account
of his life ; by St. Jerome he is said to have preached the Gospel to a nation of cannibals,

and to have died at Sebastopolis ; by others he is said to have been stoned in Judea.

MARCH.
'* Comes in as a Lion and goes out like a Lamb," or
" Comes in as a Lamb and goes out like a Lion."

The month of March was turned from Mars iLai. Martins), the Roman god of war.

This divinity was known as Father Mars, and next to Jupiter, he enjoyed the highest

nonors at Rome, ol which city Jupiter, Mars and Quirinus were the three tutelary

divinities. March was the first month in the early Roman calendar, and the legal year
began with March 25 even in England, until the change from Old Style to New Style in

175a. The custom of reckoning the year according to the old style is still retained in

Russia, and even the financial year of Great Britain is reckoned from the 31st of March.
In historical works, dates are frequently written thus, Feb. \\, 1732, the upper figures

representing old style reckoning, and the lower, new style.

We also see dates between Jan. 1 and March 25 expressed thus, Jan. 30, 1648, mean-
ing that the year was legally 1648 (O. S.), but by modern reckoning, 1649 (N. S.)

1. St. David.—Patron saint of Wales; hence the name Taffy. St. David was born
of a princely family, and was celebrated for his learning and sanctity of life. He was
Bishop of Minevia, since called St. David's, and died, in his eighty-third year, about
a. d. 544. On this day natives of Wales wear leeks in their hats ; it is by their historians

said in commemoration of a victory gained over the Saxons, although there is another
version of the story by no means complimentary to the beauty of the primitive inhabit-

ants of the principality.

1, 3, 4. Ember Days.—On these days young men intended for the ministry in the

English Church are solemnly set apart for their office, and prayers are offered up that

the " bishop may lay hands suddenly upon no man, but faithfully and wisely make choice

of fit persons to serve in the sacred ministry."
2. St. Cedde, or Chad.—An early English bishop who fixed his see in Lichfield. He

died of a pestilence in the year 673.

7. St. Perpetua was thrown into the amphitheatre at Carthage, a. d. 203, and tossed,

but not quite killed, by a wild cow ; eventually she was put to death by the young
gladiators.

12. St. Gregory the Great, consecrated Pope in 590, was regarded with much favor

in England, on account of his having sent St. Augustine for the purpose of Christianizing
it. Although austere, St. Gregory was in every sense an humble, pious, amiable man,
devoted to good works. He gave much attention to the revision of the office books and
to the music of the Church, hence the popular designation of" Gregorian." His death
occurred in 604. Dr. Chambers, in his " Book of Days," traces some connection

between the pious St. Gregory and the Highland clan Gregor, of which Rob Roy was an
active and illustrious member.

17. St. Patrick.—The patron saint of Ireland is claimed by the Scots as a native of
their country. They say that he was born near Dumbarton, and that he founded many
churches in North Britain before sailing from Port Patrick for Ireland. Arrived there,

he energetically set to work converting the heathen and founding churches. In explain-

ing the doctrine of the trinity, he plucked a leaf of trefoil, and showed how three leaves

might be united and yet be but one. The shamrock has therefore been recognized as the

national emblem ever since. The saint is also said to have charmed all reptiles from the

island, so that none can exist there ; and also to have taught the natives the true art of

mixing their liquor—an art which has never since been lost. He died, a. d. 432, at the

good old age of 123, and was buried in the cathedral city of Down. For some pious

reason the Reformers left St. Patrick's name, out of the calendar, but an Order of Knight-
hood was established in his honor by King George III., and there appears but little like-

lihood of the day being forgotten by the saint's adopted countrymen.
18. St. Edward, King and Martyr, was son of King Edgar, and ascended the

throne at the early age of twelve, in 975, but four years afterward was foully murdered
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by order of his stepmother, Elfrida, at Corfe Castle. His body was privately buried ii

uncousecrated ground, but could not rest, and on the aoth of June, 983, it was translated
to Shaftesbury with great pomp.

ai. St. Benedict, or Benet, patron of the Western monks and founder of the Bene-
dictine order, was born in Umbria in 480, and when only fourteen retired to the desert in
order to enjoy a solitary religious life. He founded his first monastery on Mount
Casino, and then drew up a stringent code of rules for the government of the inmates.
He died a. d. 534.

25. The Annunciation commemorates the visit paid by the angel Gabriel to the
Blessed Virgin, when he revealed the purpose of God and told her of the Saviour who
should be born.

APRIL.

" March winds and April showers
Bring forth May flowers."

April, the fourth month ofthe year, was by the Romans dedicated to Aphrodite Venus,
the goddess of all budding beauties, but there is some difficulty in tracing the origin of
the name, some believing the root to be Aphrodite—Aphrilis—Aprilis ; others that it is

derived from the festival Fortuna Virilis, celebrated April 1.

In the French revolutionary calendar, April included most of their new season of Ger-
minal, and the beginning of Floreal.

On the ancient monuments, Aprilis appears as a dancing youth with a rattle in his
hand, thus symbolizing the gay and jocund spirit of spring.

1. All Pools' Day is traced through every country of Europe to the Hindoos. The
" Public Advertiser' for April 13, 1789, contains the following paragraph: " Humorous
Jewish Origin of the Custom of Making Fools on the First of April.—This is said to have
begun from the mistake of Noah in sending the Dove out of the Ark before the water
had abated, on the first day of the month among the Hebrews, which answers to the 1st

of April ; and to perpetuate the memory of this deliverance it was thought proper, who-
ever forgot so remarkable a circumstance, to punish them by sending them upon some
sleeveless errand similar to that ineffectual message upon which the bird was sent by the
Patriarch. The custom appears to be of great antiquity, and to have been derived by
the Romans from some of the Eastern nations."

a. Palm Sunday.—So named in memory of the triumphal entry of our Lord into

Jerusalem a few days before His passion. Branches of willow are now gathered and
placed in many churches.

3. St. Richard, Bishop of Chichester, was born at Droitwich, and educated at Oxford
and Paris : he then traveled to Bologna, and on his return was elected Bishop of Chi-
chester, although King Henry III. had nominated another. Richard was supported by
the Pope, and the king was compelled to give way, and restore the revenue which he
had sequestered. Richard died in the full odor or sanctity in 1353, »na" was canonized
eight years after.

4. St. Ambrose, Bishop of Milan, one of the great early Fathers, was bom at Treves
in 340, and, although he had not then been baptized, was chosen Bishop of Milan. He
was a strenuous opponent of Arianism, and a staunch defender of the rights of the
Church ; on one occasion he went so far as to refuse to admit the Emperor Theodosius to
his cathedral. He is the reputed author of the Te Deum.

6. Maundy Thursday is the day before Good Friday. On this dav Christ washed
the feet of His disciples, and gave them a command to love one another; hence it b
called Dies Mandati—Mandate, or Maundy Thursday. Formerly the church doors
used to stand open for the whole day, signifying that all who would might come in. The
ceremony first commenced in 136a, and for a long time the English kings observed the
custom of washing the feet of a number of poor men equal to the years of their age, and
of giving them shoes, stockings and money. Money and clothing are still given by
deputy, but the feet-washing has long been discontinued.

7. Good Friday.—So named from the good and blessed work performed by Jesus Christ
in submitting to a shameful, ignominious and painful death on the cross for the salvation
•>{ mankind. Next to the first day of the week and Easter, this was the earliest of the
days set apart in commemoration of the chief events in the life of Christ, but when first

celebrated we have no record. By the Roman Catholics and by the Greeks, as well as
by the English Church, it is regarded as a strict fast. It is also a close holiday in all

the government offices in England, but in Scotland it is not observed by Presbyterians.
Hot cross buns are probably a relic of paganism. In London they are eaten for break-
fast on this day, and the superstition that a cross bun preserved from one Good Friday
to another will prevent an attack of whooping-cough has still some belie

82
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9. Baiter Sunday hat always been regarded as the very queen or the highest of all

the Christian festivals. The mournful season of Lent is past, the Saviour has been
crucified and buried, and " now is Christ risen indeed/' " the first fruits of them that

slept." The name is derived from Eostre, a goddess to whom the Saxons and other

Northern nations sacrificed at about this season. The Paascha, or Jewish Passover,
celebrated at this time, lent its name to the Christian Paschal season, but the precise

time for keeping Easter has been a cause of contention between Eastern and Western
Christians. Customs peculiar to the season are dying out in England, but on the Conti-

nent paschal eggs, with colored shells, and toys in the shape of gigantic eggs, are given

amongst all classes.

16. Low Sunday is so called because it was the custom to celebrate the Sunday
next after Easter as a feast of the same kind, but somewhat lower in degree

10. St. Alphege was stoned to death on the spot where a church is built and dedicated

to his memory at Greenwich. He was an Englishman of noble family, and was ap-
pointed Archbishop of Canterbury in 1006. In 101 a the Danes invaded and ravaged
Canterbury, took the good archbi>hop prisoner, and after seven months' imprisonment,
finding that he would not pay the heavy ransom which was demanded, they took away
his life.

23. St. George.—The history of this redoubtable warrior-saint will not bear too close

an examination. He is the patron saint of England, and has ever been held in great

honor; his deeds are fully recorded in the " Veritable History of the Seven Champions
•f Christendom."
The Church of Rome commemorates one who should have been the patron saint of

England instead of St. George—St. Joseph of Arimathea. The " Episcopal Almanac"
for 1674 thus describes *' the British Apostle :

" " St. Joseph of Arimathea, who enter-

tained the body of Christ into his tomb and his doctrine into his heart, was a ruler

amongst the Jews, who for his faith so hated him that, as reported, he wa> banished his

country, and came over into Britain in the time of King Arviragus, with eleven others,

his associates, where they found such entertainment that, though the king himself would
not be persuaded from his idolatry by their preaching, yet he allowed them twelve hides

of ground in a desolate island full of fens and brambles, called the Ynis-Witrin—since,

by translation, Glastonbury. Here they built a small church, made of rods wattled or
interwoven, living there many years, devoutly serving God by watching, praying, fast-

ing and preaching ; having high meditations under a low roof, and large hearts betwixt
narrow walls. Many were converted by them to the Chtistian faith, which doctrine was
so rooted in their hearts that it was in great force when Austin the Monk first came over
into England. St. Joseph is said to have died and been buried there, as is witnessed by
divers learned authors. Other "learned authors " also have described the dry-thorn
walking-staff of St. Joseph, how he struck it into the ground, how it grew, and how it

still blossoms every year at Christmas.
25. St. Mark, one of the four Evangelists, is supposed to be the same as John Mark,

mentioned Acts xii., xv. He was a disciple of St Peter, and founded a church at
Alexandria, where, unable to look on quietly while the heathens where worshiping Serapb
he denounced their idolatry, and so incensed them that he was immediately seized,

bound with cords and dragged through the streets till he died, a. d. 68. St. Mark is the

patron saint of Venice, and is usually depicted with a winged lion by his side.

There is a superstition in some parts of the country that if persons sit in the church
porch from eleven o'clock at night, on St. Mark's Eve, till one o'clock in the morning,
they will see the ghosts of such of their neighbors as will die during the next year. In

order to see the ghosts it is necessary to watch three years successively, and some-
times they who watch will see their own, and thus be warned of their impending fate.

MAY.
" Hail, bounteous May ! that dost inspire

Mirth and youth and fond desire

.

Woods and groves arc of thy dressing .

Hill and dale both boast thy blessing."

May (Lat. Mains) was consecrated to Apollo among the Romans, and is derived front

Maia, a feminine divinity worshiped at Rome, to whom sacrifices were offeree* on the
first of May. Seme philologists, however, hold that Mains is a contraction of Magtns,
derived from the Sanskrit root mag or mah. to grow
The custom of observing May-day, or the first of May, with floral and festive cere-

monies, is older than the Middle Ages, and is probably the lineal descendant of the
Roman FUralia or festival in honor of Flora, celebrated from April 28 to May 2.

In England the custom of going out a-Maying is mentioned in Chaucer and Shake-
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•peare. Before sunrise young people went to the groves to gather flowers and branchee
of foliage to adorn the village May-pole, around which the dancing was kept up. A
queen of the May, the most beautifufgirl in the village, was elected lor crowning.

i. St. Philip and St. James.—The St. lames commemorated this day is the one
who was cousin, and has been called the brother, of our Lord ; to distinguish him from
the other lames, he is styled the Less, possibly because he was the smaller, or the

Jounger. He was remarkable for his simplicity and piety, and gained great influence in

eru>alem, of which city he was the first bishop. This so enraged the Jews that they
urled him from a pinnacle of the temple. He was not killed by the (all, but was able to

get upon his knees, and in this posture was killed by clubs and stones. Of St. Philip

but little is known beyond what is stated of him in the New Testament. Tradition
•ays that he was married, had several daughters, and that he preached the Gospel in

Phrygia.
j. Invention of the Cross.—The day is in commemoration of the Empress Helen

finding the true cross She undertook a journey to (he Holy Land in the year 326 for

the purpose. On arriving at Jerusalem, she commenced digging at the spot where it

was supposed to be buried, and at some depth discovered three crosses. A dead body
was applied to them, and it came to life the moment it touched the cross on which our
Lord had been crucified, the others being the crosses of the two thieves. The empress
built a church on the spot, and carried with her to Rome a large portion of the true
cross.

14. Rogation Sunday.—So called from rogart, to beseech. The three rogation days
are the Monday, Tuoday, and Wednesday before Holy Thursday. No special service
has been provided for them, but one of the Homilies is enjoined to be read.

15. Quarter-day in Scotland.—In that country the term Whit Sunday is so fixed
that it may fall on any day in the week.

18. Ascension Day.—Holy Thursday, in commemoration of the day Christ "as-
cended into heaven, led captivity captive, and opened the Kingdom of Heaven to all

believers." It is celebrated forty days after Easter. Members of the High Church
party have endeavored to get this day set apart as a general holiday, in the same manner
as the days of the Birth, Passion, and Resurrection, but their efforts have not been
attended with any large amount of success. On this day the parochial bounds are beaten
by the charity children, who are attended by the beadle and other officials. Formerly i

was the custom to flog or bump some of the children at the bounds, in order that those
localities might be impressed on their memories.

10. St. Dunstan was born in the Isle of Avalon, and early assumed the monastic habit
with all its austerities ; he built a cell near the Abbey of Glastonbury, and employed him-
self in goldsmith's work. The great enemy of souls, foreseeing his future greatness, tried

in various ways to seduce St. Dunstan, who on one occasion seized the fiend by the nose
with a pair of red-hot tongs. At the age of at he restored Glastonbury Abbey, then in

ruins and became abbot. He was banished by Edwy, but recalled by Edgar, and made
Archbishop ol Canterbury, in which office he died, a. d. 088.

26. St. Augustine.—When Pope Gregory determined to send a mission to England,
he selected St. Augustine, then prior of a Roman monastery, to head the forty monks
Apparently, neither St. Augustine nor St. Gregory was aware that England had been,
more or less, a Christian country, although at that time in a retrograde condition. St.

Alignstine landed in Kent in 596, and converted King Ethelbert, whose wife, Bertha, was
a French Christian princess, and had brought over her own chaplain. St. Augustine in-

troduced and insisted upon the observance of the Roman ritual, and was strenuously op-
posed by the native bishops. He was consecrated Archbishop of Canterbury in 597, and
died in 004.

27. Venerable Bede was born at farrow. He was regarded as a prodigy of learning,
and was much esteemed for his saintly life, but does not appear to have conformed in all

things to the established usages of the Church of Rome. He died 735. One of the
monks commenced an epitaph, but was puzzled to find the proper epithet to fit in witk
the words he had written

—

" Hac sunt in fossa.

Bed* ossa."

While thinking about it he fell asleep, and when he awoke he found that an angel had
filled up the blank with the word " Venerabilis

"

a8. Whit Sunday commemorates the descent of the Holy Ghost upon the apostles
immediately after the Ascension. It derives its name from the Saxon word Witte, or wis-
dom, which the Holy Spirit imparted. It is also called Pentecost, a Jewish term for the
feast which fell fifty days after Easter. Monday and Tuesday are also holydays, a feet
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of which people in general are willing to avail themselves. The weather at this time is

mostly fine, and working men and women are but too glad to get away for a few hours
from their close homes.

29. Restoration of King Charles II.—Royal Oak Day. in memory of Charles II.

having sought safety by hiding in the thick branches of an oak. Oak-apples used to be
worn on this day, which was also a red-letter day in the calendar, having been set apart
as a day of public thanksgiving for " that signal and wonderful deliverance vouchsafed to

our then most gracious sovereign Kin* Charles the Second, and all the Royal Family,
and in them to this whole Church and State, and all orders and degrees of men in both,
from the unnatural Rebellion, Usurpation and Tyranny of ungodly and cruel men.and
from the sad confusion and ruin thereupon ensuing.** But like the service for King
Charles' execution, it was set aside in 1859.

JUNE.

June, the month of roses, has been commonly traced to Juno, worshipped at Rome at

the queen of heaven. The connection is found in the (act that the month of June (said to

have been called originally Junonius,) was considered the most favorable period for mar-
rying; and Juno was the great protector of the feminine sex, and believed especially to

preside over marriage. Another origin is found by some in the Latin Juniores, the young
men, to whom Romulus is said to have assignee! it ; and still another In jungo, to ioin

(as in marriage).
The Anglo-Saxons called June " midsummer month."
Although poets in all ages have sung the praises of May, June is, in reality, the most

Eleasant month of the year. The day reaches its full length ; flowers appear in their richest

loom : birds are in song ; earth, air and water teem with life, and all nature is gay and
joyous.

z. St. Nicomede, who is said to have been a disciple of St. Peter, was discovered to be
a Christian by giving burial to Felicula, a maiden who had been martyred in the Domitian
persecution. He was scourged to death by means of a whip heavily laden with lead, a. d.

90.

4. Trinity Sunday.—On this day the Church commemorates the mystery of the Holy
Trinity. It will be noticed that while the life and death of Christ form the subject of
many commemorations, of the Holy Spirit there is but one, and of the Father none. All
the remaining Sundays of the ecclesiastical year are in the English Church named after

the Holy Trinity, while in the Church of Rome they are named after Pentecost.

5. St. Boniface, the apostle of Germany, was born in Devonshire about the year 680.

He had a strongdesire to spread abroad a knowledge of the Gospel, and having obtained
the sanction of Pope Gregory II., he proceeded on a mission to Germany, and was made
first Archbishop of Mayence in 745. He appears to have labored in Bavaria and on and
about the Rhine; and in the year 755, having previously resigned his bishopric in order
that he might carry on his missionary work without impediment. He suffered martyrdom
•t Utrecht with fifty-two of his companions.

8. Corpus Christi is not in the Anglican calendar, but is a high day in that of Rome.
It was instituted in honor of the doctrine of transubstantiation by Pope Urban IV., about
tfie year 1263, and confirmed by the Council of Vienne in 1311.

11. St. Barnabas.—One of the most active of the disciples was Joses, surnamed Bar*
nabas, the Son of Consolation. He is said to have been one of those who having posses*
•ions soid them, and laid down the price at the apostles' feet. He for some time labored
with St. Paul ; but after a while disputes arose and he pursued his own course, choosing
Cyprus for the field of his labors. He was stoned to death at Salamis, and was buried
with a copy of St. Matthew's Gospel on his breast. This was the longest day, old style;

*--jnce the saying,
" Bamaby bright, Baraaby bright,
Longest day and the shortest night."

17. St. Alban. the first English martyr : suffered in 303. He was converted to Chris-
tianity by Amphibalus, a priest of Caerleon, who, flying from persecution, was hospitably
entertained by St. Alban at Verulam. Being closely pursued, he made his escape in his

host's clothes. This, being discovered, exposed St. Alban to the fury of the pagans

;

and, on his refusing to sacrifice to their gods, he was first miserably tortured, and then
put to death on the spot where the town of St. Albans now stands.

24. St. John the Baptist.—Unlike most other saints in the calendar, whose death 1

alcne are commemorated, the Church celebrates the birthday of St. John, for the reason,

says an old writer, that even before his birth he was canonized. He was son of Zacha-
nas, a priest, and Elizabeth, the cousin of Mary. Like his prototype, Ehjah, he was a
recluse, and also a preacher of righteousness.
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20. St. Peter, brother of St. Andrew and son of Tonas, was a fisherman who left all

to follow Christ. He appears to have been one of the most zealous and attached of all

the disciples, and although frequently rebuked, was one of those most honored by the
friendship of his Master. He was married, ana is said to have had a daughter, Petro-
nilla. St. Paul, having founded a church at Rome, of which Linus was the first bishop,
went there again accompanied by St. Peter, and as a Roman citizen suffered death by
decapitation, a. d. 65. St. Peter, regarded as a Jewish slave, was crucified, but, at his
own request, with his head downward, not conceiving himself worthy of suffering in the
Mime manner as his Master.

JULY.
•' Now comes July, and with his fervid noon
Unsinews labor. The swinkt mower sleeps

;

The weary maid rakes feebly ; the warm swain
Pitches his load reluctant ; the faint steer,

Lashing his sides, draws sulkily along
The slow encumbered wain in mid-day heat."

This month, originally named Quintilis, or fifth, derives its name from Julius Caesar,
who was born on the 12th of the month, originally called Quintilis, it having been the
fifth month in the original Latin year, which began with March. The change of name
was proposed by Mark Antony, and easily carried in the days of the great Julius.
This is the month of " Dog-days," usually reckoned as beginning on the 3d of July

and ending about the nth of August. These days were so called from the star Sirius,

or the dog star, in the constellation of Cam's Major, to which the extreme heat of mid-
summer was superstitiously attributed. During these oppressively hot days it was also
supposed that clogs are more likely to run mad than at other seasons.

2. Visitation of the Blessed Virgin Mary.—This festival was instituted by Pope
Urban VI. in commemoration of the journey which the Virgin Mary took to the hill

country of Judea, in order to visit her cousin Elizabeth, mother of John the Baptist.
The feast was instituted in 1369, and confirmed at the Council of Basle in 1431, " in ordei
that the Blessed Virgin, bring honored with this solemnity, might by her intercession
reconcile her Son, who is now angry for the sins of men, and that she might grant peace
and amity among the faithful."

4. Translation of St. Martin's relics from their humble resting-place to the noble
cathedral at Tours, a. d. 473.

15. St. Swithin's Day.—" If on St. Swithin's day it prove fair, a temperate winter
will follow ; but if rainy, stormy, or windy, then the contrary." So says the author of
the " Shepherd's Kalendar." That it should rain for forty days after a wet St. Swithin
appears to have been an article of popular belief, even in Anglo-Saxon times. The legend
of the day is that the saint, who died in 868, desired to be buried in the open church-
yard, not in the chapel of the minster, as was usual with bishops ; this desire was com-
plied with : but on his being canonized, the monks, thinking it disgraceful for the saint

to lie in the open cemetery, determined to remove his body into the choir. This was
attempted with solemn procession on the 15th July; it rained, however, so violently for

forty days together that the design was abandoned. The monks, finding it vain to

contend with one who had the elements so entirely under his control, like discreet and
prudent men let him have his own way ; he, to show his opinion of their conduct, and to

A-arn others against interfering with the wishes of the dead, still continues the forty days'
rain. Unfortunately for the truth of the legend, the saint's relics were in 071 translated
by St. Athelwold to a shrine, and in 1004 retranslated to Winchester Cathedral by Bishop
Walkelin.

20. St. Margaret was one of the most popular saints in England, no fewer than 238
English churches being dedicated to her. She was the daughter of a pagan priest at
Antioch, but was educated as a Christian. She refused to marry a Roman governor,
and in consequence was exposed to the most dreadful tortures, and at last beheaded, a. d.

278.
22. St. Mary Magdalene is believed to have been the sinner to whom much had

been forgiven and the saint who loved much. She was the most constant of all oar
Lord's followers

:

" Not she with traitorous kiss her Master stung,
Not she denied Him with unfaithful tongue ;

She, when apostles fled, could danger brave.
Last at His cross and earliest at his grave."

After the Ascension she is said to have lived for some time in Judea, and then to have
wtired to Ephesus. where she resided with the Virgin Mary. Painters have represent**
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her as a lovely woman in a large number of repentant attitudes, some of them being only
such as unrepentant " Magdalene* " could be induced to assume.

25. St. James, sumamed the Great, apostle and martyr. He was originally a fisher*

man, brother of St. John ; he is the patron saint of Spain, where, after the death of his

Master, he is said to have preached the Gospel. On his return to Jerusalem he received
the crown of martyrdom, being beheaded by order of Herod the Great, A. d. 43. He
was the first martyred of all the apostles, and is regarded as the patron of pilgrims.

26. St. Anne, mother of the Virgin Mary, was daughter of Matthew the prie»i and
Mary his wife ; she married loachim, and after twenty years was made happy by the
birth of a daughter, who has been called " blessed " by all generations.

AUGUST.

August, like July, owes its name to the Roman Caesais, the Emperor Augustus having
followed in the footsteps of his illustrious predecessor by appropriating a month to him-
self. Formerly called Sextilis. or the sixth month, when Julius Caesar changed the
calendar it still continued Sextilis and had thirty days, while February had twenty-nine,
and in leap year thirty days. To gratify the vanity of Augustus, one day was taken
by the obsequious Senate from February and added to August, so as to make his month
equal in extent and dignity to July.

In this month Caesar Augustus took possession of his first consulate, reduced Egypt,
and put an end to civil war.

1. Lammas Day should rather have been Loafmass, of which Saxon name it is a
corruption. On this day the ancient Britons celebrated the gift of Ceres by offering a
loaf made of new corn ; this custom was adopted by the early Christians, and the first

fruits were presented at the altar. In the Salisbury Missal the day is called Benedictus
novorum fructuum.

6. Transfiguration.—This festival, instituted by the Greek Christians in 700, was in-

troduced into the Roman Calendar in 1455 : it commemorates the Transfiguration of
Christ in the presence of the three disciples on Mount Tabor.

7. Name of Jesus.—This day, says Wheatley, " was formerly dedicated to the
memory of Afra, a courtesan of Crete, who, being converted to Christianity by
Narcissus, Bishop of Jerusalem, suffered martyrdom. How it came afterward to be
dedicated to the name ofjesus, I cannot find."

10. St. Lawrence suffered martyrdom in 258. He was a Spaniard, and was treasurer
to Pope Sixtus II. After the martyrdom of his master he was called upon to give up the
keys of his charge ; refusing to do so, he was grilled over a slow fire : the saint appears
rather to have liked the process, for altera while " he, in triumph, bade his executioners
tum him over, for that the side downward was broiled enough." His countrymen say
that it was not so much on account of religion that he bore his sufferings with such forti-

tude as from the innate nobility of his soul: he felt that he was a Spaniard ! The symbol
of St. Lawrence—a gridiron— is to be found used as a vane on some of the churches
dedicated to his memory.

14. St. Bartholomew is supposed to be the apostle called Nathanael. his surname
being Tolmai—thus, Bar-Tolmai, the son of Tolmai. He preached the Gospel in

Armenia and India, and suffered martyrdom in the former country by being flayed alive ;

hence he is always represented with a butcher'* or currier's flaying-knifc. At Croyland
Abbey a curious custom existed of presenting flaying-knives to all visitors on this" day.
This is the anniversary of the fearful massacre of Protestants at Paris in 157a. St.

Bartholomew displaces St. Swithin, for—

"All the tears St. Swithin can cry
St. Bartlemy's mantle wipes dry."

28. St. Augustine, Bishop of Hippo, one of the great doctors of the Christian
Church. His writings are read with reverence at the present day alike by members of
the Greek. Roman and Protestant communions. He was an African, and was converted
from heathenism by St. Ambrose at Milan. On his return he was chosen Bishop of
Hippo, in Africa, and died, at the age of seventy-seven, in 430. St. Monica, his mother,
should have had a place in the Anglican Calendar; her conduct deserves the admiration
of all Christian mothers.

29. St. John the Baptist Beheaded.—The birth of St. John is celebrated June 94.

The Anglo-Saxons, with more fruitfulness than elegance, say that the daughter of
Herodias "tomblyde" to please Herod, and so far succeeded that he promised to givs
anything she liked to ask. Her choice was the head of the Baptist, in revenge for hit
paving reproved or spoken in public of her improper conduct.
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SEPTEMBER.
September is to called from the Latin sefitem, seven, because It was the seventh month

of the Roman year, which began with M..rch, until the change of the calendar under the
second King of Rome. Though September became then the ninth month, and October,
November and December, the 10th, nth, and lath, respectively, instead of the 8th, 9th
and 10th, the ancient designations are still retained, in spite of their total inaccuracy ;

an instance of conservatism enduring through ages, and still perpetuated.
September is the month of harvest through large areas of the globe, and in Switzerland

it is still called Herbttmenai (harvest month).
Harvest moon is the full moon nearest the autumnal equinox (Sept. 21), so called be-

cause it enables farmers to prolong the day's work during the autumnal harvest. In
England and northern Europe the harvest moon rises near sunset several evenings suc-
cessively ; but this phenomenon is less marked in the United States because of our
lower latitude. The recurrence of what was called an equinoctial storm at or about the
time the sun crosses the equator, has ceased to be (if in fact it ever was) a thing to be
depended on.

1. St. Giles, the patron of cripples, was a native of Athens. He visited France in

the year 715, where he lived a hermit's life for some time. A monastery was built on
the site of his hermitage. Of this he became abbot, and died in 72c.

7. St. Enurchus, while on a mission at Orleans, was selected as bishop, the attention
of the people being directed to him by a dove alighting on his head. He converted
seven thousand infidels in three days, and foretold the time of his own death.

8. Nativity of the Blessed Virgin Mary.—This day was set apart in the year 695,
in consequence of a concert of angels being held in the air.

14. Holy Cross Day.—When the Emperor Heraclius had recovered the wood of the
Holy Cross from the sacrilegious hands of Chosroes, King of Persia, he, on his return to

Jerusalem, determined to convey it to Mount Calvary. Attired in his imperial robes, he
in vain essayed to move the venerated relic from the ground. A voice from heaven ex-
plained the mystery. Christ himself had entered Jerusalem lowly and meek, riding
upon an ass, while the emperor, in all his pomp, had endeavored to defile the cross. He
thereupon disrobed himself, and accomplished the removal without difficulty.

17. at. Lambert was Bishop of Utrecht in the time of King Pepin I., but for reprov-
ing the king's grandson for irregularities he was murdered at the instigation of an
abandoned woman, a. d. 704.

at. St. Matthew, Apostle and Evangelist, was a Jew, the son of Alpheus. His
Hebrew name was Levi. He was an officer employed to collect the hateful Roman
Siblic taxes, hence the name publican. Too frequently the publicans were harsh and
shonest : consequently, to be a publican was to be hated by the people generally. Our

Lord saw him siting at the receipt of custom, and said, " Follow me." This was suffi-

cient. After th« Ascension, Matthew preached the Gospel in Judea, and afterward in

Parthia and Ethiopia. He wrote his Gospel in Hebrew, and this is said to have been
translated into Greek by one of the other disciples.

36. St. Cyprian, Archbishop of Carthage, his native city. He appears to have been
an earnest, devout believer in the Christian faith, and was one of the staunchest up-
holders of the rights and dignities of the episcopal office. Many of his writings are
extant, and he was fortunate in having a deacon who acted as his biographer. He was
beheaded, A. d. 258, in the persecution under Decius.

39. St. Michael and All Angels.—This is the only day set apart in commemoration
of the angels. The theme offers great scope to the imagination of a poetic preacher, in-

asmuch as Scripture is all but silent respectii g the hierarchy of heaven. St. Dionysius,
Milton, Fletcher and many other writers have described the different orders, and the
MSS. of the Middle Ages will supply every variety of sketches and finished drawings,
some of which might pass for actual portraits. Louis XL, in 14^9, dubbed St. Michael
a knight.

30. St. Jerome, one of the most learned and most voluminous of the early Fathers,
studied divinity under Gregory Naiianxen and Epiphanius, and also studied Hebrew in

Bethlehem. He collected and translated the books of the Bible into Latin, in the version
known as th* Vulgate, and appears to have passed a busy literary life, which, at an ad-
vanced age, he ended in peace, a. d. 420.

OCTOBER.

"A good October and a good blast.

To blow the hog acorn and mast.

October Q «t. «rt#, eight) was the eighth month of the Roman calendar, betas Mi
m. This has given rise to the following quatrain :
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M October has its name from octo , eight

;

Though 'tis the truth, perhaps 'tis well to state.

Such sixes and such sevens the months were knocked to,

That ten became translated into octo."

The splendor of October in the country, when the air is crisp and full of electric

energy, and the green forests change to the gorgeous and many-colored hues of autumn,
has been celebrated by many writers.

The days begin to draw in apace. We have tea by candlelight, and fires are frequently
not only pleasant but necessary. Young men resume their studies, and home again be-
comes homely.

i. St. Remlgius was chosen Archbishop of Rheims when but twenty-two years of

age. The French king Clovis, a pagan, had married Clotilda, a Christian, and at his

wife's request had invoked the aid of the God of Christians in a battle which he won.
He thereupon sought baptism at the hands of St. Remigius. who afterward performed
the ceremony of coronation. On this occasion the holy oil was brought in a cruse, or

ampulla, by a dove. This cruse was made use of in France at the coronation of princes

down to that of Charles X., in 1825. St. Remigius died, at the age of ninety-five, a. d.

6. St. Faith, a remarkably beautiful maiden, was born at Agen, in Aquitaine. R*.
fusing to sacrifice to Diana, she was forced to undergo the most dreadful torments, being
first beaten with twigs and then half roasted over a slow fire, after which she was be.

headed, a. d. 390.

9. St. Denys, the patron saint of France, is usually represented carrying his head in

his hand, the tradition being that it was cut off on Montmartre, upon which he took it up
and carried it two miles, when, being tired, he sat down to rest. Both his body and his head
were afterward enshrined at St. Denis, near Paris, of which city he was bishop at the time
of his martyrdom, in 272. St. Denys, or Dionysius, the Areopagite, who was converted
at Athens, by St. Paul, is named in the calendar : of him little is known, but he is said to

have suffered matryrdom in 96. St. Denys of France Is supposed to have been intended
by the compilers of the English Prayer-Book, and the addition of " Areop." is thought
to be an error.

13. Translation of King Edward the Confessor.—This king ranks with Alfred as
a lawgiver, or rather law collector, the Code Edward being at the time of the Norman
conquest what the Code Napoleon has been in later times ; it still forms the basis of the
English Common Law. He succeeded to the crown in 1043, and received the title of con-
fessor from the Pope, in gratitude for settling Rome scot or Peter pence. He rebuilt the
church at Westminster, and was buried before the high altar, whence his remains were
translated by St. Thomas a Becket of Canterbury in 1163 to a rich shrine and a festival

appointed. When Henry III. replaced the minster in 1269 by the present edifice, he re-

translated the saint's remains. Edward was the first royal personage who " touched
"

for the king's evil ; Queen Anne was the last.

17. St. Etheldreda, " twice a widow and always a virgin," was daughter of Anna,
King of the East Angles. She fled from her second husband first to Coldingham, a
priory under the superintendence of St. Ebba. and then to Ely, where she built an abbey,
where she was celebrated as St. Audry. A fair was held there annually, and a flimsy
kind of lace made in the neighborhood was much in demand. This gave rise to the
designation " tawdry."

x8. St. Luke, Evangelist, is supposed to be " the beloved physician" mentioned by
St. Paul. In other respects Scripture is silent about St. Luke. Tradition, however,
says that he was one of the seventy ; that he preached the Gospel in Egypt and Greece

;

that he was an artist and took portraits of the Virgin Mary and of Christ. He lived to

the age of eighty-four, and was then hanged upon an olive tree. The only things about
St. Luke of which we are tolerably certain are that he wrote the Gospel which goes by
his name, and also the " Acts of the Apostles."

25. St. Crispin, and his brother Crispian, were born at Rome, whence they traveled

to France, spreading the Gospel as they went, and like honest men earning their living by
their hand-labor—shoemaking. They were enabled to sell shoes at a very low price, as

their leather cost nothing ; it was supplied by angels direct from heaven. The governoi
of Soissons, hearing that they were Christians, had them beheaded. Their bodies were
thrown into the sea, but were washed ashore at Romney Marsh, in Kent, England. St.

Crispin is the patron of cordwainers, by many ofwhom he is commemorated every Mon-
day. On this day, in the year 1415, was fought the celebrated battle of Ag<ncourt be-

tween the English and the French, who outnumbered the former in the proportion of sii.

to one. King Henry is represented as saying to his soldiers

;

" He that shall live this day, and see old age,
Will yearly on the vigil feast his neighbors,
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And say ' To-morrow is St. Crispian.'
Then will he strip his sleeve and 'show his scars,

And say, ' These wounds I had on St. Crispian's day.'

"

98. St. Simon and St. Jude, apostles, are generally represented together—Simoa
urith a saw in his hand, emblematical of the death he underwent, being sawn asunder,
and Jude with a carpenter's square, or with a boat. Nothing certain is known of either.

Wet weather was commonly expected on this day. A waiting-woman in an old play
says of something sure to be found out, " 'Tis as certain as that it will rain on Simon and
Jude's day."

NOVEMBER.
November (Lat. ncvem, nine,) is now the txth month, instead of the ninth, as before

the change of the Roman calendar.
Though frequently cold and blustering, November is redeemed almost every year,

throughout a large region of the United States, by the delightful weather known as
Indian summer, when for days or weeks the sun pours its rays mildly through a hare,
and the soft and genial air invites us abroad to enjoy, as it were, a second edition of sum-
mer before winter closes in.

November is also notable in the northern parts of the United States for its time-honored
festival of Thanksgiving, which originated with the Pilgrim fathers at Plymouth. For-
merly celebrated on different Thursdays, as fixed by proclamation by the various State
governors, Thanksgiving has now come to be generally observed on the last Thursday in

November, as announced by Presidential proclamation.
1. All Saints.—In this festival the Church honors all the saints not otherwise com-

memorated, the reason given being, " because we cannot particularly commemorate
every one of those saints in whom God's graces have been eminent, for that would be too
heavy a burden ; and because, in those particular feasts which we do celebrate, we may
justly be thought to have omitted some of our duty through infirmity or negligence ;

therefore Holy Church appoints this day in commemoration of the saints in general."
The festival was instituted in 610, when the Pantheon at Rome was consecrated as a
Christian church.

2. All Souls is in the calendar of the Church of Rome, but not in that of the English.

On this day they commemorate the faithful departed this life, and special prayer is made
for those souls which are undergoing in an intermediate state a purgatorial cleansing from
Gin by means of punishment. Many members of the Church of England hold the doc-
trine in a modified form. The passing bell is a relic of the olden times :

•* When thou dost hear a bell or knell,

Then think upon thy Passing Bell

;

When the bell begins to toll,

• Lord, have mercy on the soul
!

'
"

A pleasing custom connected with All Souls' day, prevalent on the Continent, is likely

to become a more frequent practice here, now that cemeteries are superseding the old

churchyards—namely, that of placing wreaths of flowers or immortelles on the graves
of the departed.

6. St. Leonard, the patron saint of prisoners, was born at Le Mans, in France, and
became a pupil of St. Remigius. According to some, he was made Bishop of Limosin

;

according to others, he would receive no higher dignity than that of deacon. He ob-
tained a favor from the newly-converted king, Clovis, that all the prisoners he saw should
be set free ; thereupon he visited all the prisons, and as soon as he heard of any prisoner
claimed his freedom. Perhaps this general jail delivery may not have proved an un-
mitigated blessing.

11. St. Martin, Bishop of Tours, is one of the best known of the French saints, from
the picture in which he is represented as dividing his cloak with the beggar. He died in

397. St. Martin is more frequently invoked than most people are aware, the vulgar
expression, " My eye and Betty Martin," being a corruption of Mihi beat* Martini.

13. St. Britius succeeded St. Martin in the bishopric of Tours. He is remarkable for

having been cleared by a miracle from a charge of immorality. A child thirty days old,

after having been duly admonished, declared in the presence of many witnesses that St.

Britius was not his father ! Upon this the people charged him with sorcery, and he was
driven from his see, but after seven years' absence he regained it.

15. St. Machutus was Bishop of St. Malo, in France. He appears to have led a
restless life, and is said to have performed many miracles.

17 St. Hugh, Bishop of Lincoln, also was a Frenchman, but rendered his name
famous in England by rebuilding Lincoln Cathedral, A. d. iaoo. He died in London,
but was taken to Lincoln ami borne to his grave on the shoulders of King John o^
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England and King William of Scotland, assisted by a host of nobles, three archbishops,
fourteen bishops, one hundred abbots and an innumerable company of commo*- people,

A story is told of St. Hugh that on his visit to Godstow he saw a hearse in the midst of

the choir with lights burning lound it, and was informed that it was that of Fair Rosa*
mond, who had obtained of King Henry many favors for the nunnery. Whereupon he
ordered her corpse to be removed from a place "much too good for her," and buried in

the churchyard.
20. St. Edmund was King of the East Angles, and had the misfortune to be taken

prisoner by the Dane&
(
who used their utmost endeavors to induce him to renounce his

religion. Finding their efforts fruitless, they first scourged him, then bound him to a
tree and shot at him until his body was completely full of arrows; finally, they struck

off his head and threw it into a wood hard by. The Saxons sought for it, but probably
would not have discovered it had it not called out, " Here ! here !

" On reaching the

head, they found that it was being guarded by a wolf. His body was buried at St.

Edmundsbury, or Bury St. Edmunds, A. D. 870, and in 903 translated to a shrine in the

abbey which had been erected there.

22. St. Cecilia's day used to be a popular anniversary in England. Dryden, Pope
and others wrote odes in honor of it. The sainr, the patroness of music, is usually
represented with a musical instrument of some >iind. She was a Roman lady ; im-
mediately after her marriage she converted her tvtsband, his brother and a friend, who
in consequence were all subsequently put to deatr in 230.

23. St. Clement, the third Bishop of Rome, '/as martyred in the year too by being
cast into the sea with an anchor fastened to b'/». He is the author of an epistle which
in the early ages of the Church was publicly /md, and was regarded as almost equal in

authority to those of St. Paul.

25. St. Catherine is known by her wheel She was born at Alexandria, and early in

life displayed a passion for polite literature. On her conversion she spared no pains in

publishing the truths of Christianity, and r*«nly rebuked the pagans for their idolatry.

Naturally this gave much oftence, and shr was condemned to suffer death by being torn

to pieces by wheels having hooked spike*.. Tradition says that her would-be torturers

were disturbed by a direct interposition from heaven ; and, being foiled in this, they
were content to behead her outside the .ity.

30. St. Andrew, apostle, patron nint of Scotland, was first a disciple of St John
the Baptist, and appears to have been the first to follow Christ : for this reason it is sup-

posed that the place of honor has ben given to him in the Anglican Prayer-Book, where
he comes first of all those comTe^iorated. But little is known of him, although he is

believed to have suffered martyrdom at Patra, in Greece, a. d. 70, by being crucified on
a cross in the form of an X.

DECEMBER.
December, altho'igh the tvrtfth month, retains its old Roman name of the tenth. It

Is the dullest and dreariest 0/ the twelve. In November we feel, and console ourselves

by thinking, that there is, or may be, worse weather to come ; in January, we think that

the worst is over: yet ev?n in December there are some bright spots. In this month
wc have Christmas, with rJl its mirth ; and during the few short, bright, crisp days that

every December brings forth, the healthy pedestrian enjoys an amount of exhilaration

which he is a stranger to in warmer days, and on his return he will exclaim, " Fine
bracing Weather!" There is, unfortunately, a reverse to this. The "fine bracing
weather" can only be enjoyed by those who are well clad, well shod, warmly housed
and are well cared for when they return. The poor, who are without these comforts,
find themselves cramped and pinched and miserable ; but to them December is not with-

out some joy, for it is a season of almsgiving ; the wealthy open their purses to their

poorer brethren, and the more inclement the season, the more liberal are their gifts.

3. Advent Sunday.—The Christian year now commences. There are four Sundays
in Advent. These are intended as preparations for the commemoration of the advent
of Christ. On the first Sunday we pray to be enabled to cast away the works of dark-
ness ; on the second, return thanks for the first means of grace, the Holy Scripture ; on
the third, for the ministry ; and on the fourth, pray for the more direct interposition of
God's great might. There are always four Sundays in Advent, the first being that
nearest St. Andrew's day, either before or after, as the case may be.

6. St. Nicholas is the patron saint of Russia ; also of New York. In the last-named

Slace the inhabitant* have dedicated one of the largest hotels in the world to the memory
fgood St. Nicholas The saint was a native of Asia Minor. Even as a babe he evi-

denced his piety by refusing his natural maternal nourishment on Fridays and other ap-

pointed fasts. He is the patron of the young, who, in some parts of the world, expert turn

to visit them on his d*y and bring them presents. St. Nicholas is commonly reprcseaMri
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with a tub containing three naked children, in memory of one of hi* miracles perform**
in a time of great scarcity, when a certain man, being short of provisions, seized >om«
little children, cut them up, salted their limbs and served them up to his guests. He sci

a dish before St. Nicholas, who, at once perceiving what it contained, went to the tub
where the limbs were in salt, offered up some prayers, and restored the children alive and
whole. He performed many other good and pious works, and died Bishop of Myra,
a. d. ja6.

8. Conception of the Blessed Virgin Mary.—•• This day," Dr. Forster says, " is

a solemn festival, held by the Church in commemoration of the miraculous conception of
the Immaculate, Ho y and Blessed Virgin Mother of God ; and is, as Butler assure; us,

the joyful dawning of the bright day of mer;y, refulgent in the birth of our Lord Jesus
Christ." The festival was instituted by St. Anselm in 1070.

13. St. Lucy, martyred 30s She was bom at Syracuse, and having determined to
devote herself to a religious life, she declined the addresses of a young nobleman who de-
clared that her brilliant eyes haunted him nig. t and day. She thereupon cut out her eyes
and sent them to him She also gave the whole of her fortune to the poor. In order to
reward her for the sacrifice, God gave her a fresh pair of eyes more beautiful than before.
Her suitor, enraged at his repulse and at the loss of his expected fortune, denounced her
to the heathen judge, who ordered her to be put to death.

at. St. Thomas, apostle and martyr.—The Gospel narrative of Thomas, sumamed
Didymus, relates that ne was hard of belief; he would see and judge for himself, and he
believed. After the Ascension he appears to have gone to India, and to have preached
the Gospel to the Parthians, Mcdes and Persians, and was martyred at Melapore, on the
Coromandel coast, being first stoned and then run through with a spear.

25. Christmas Day.—This is the greatest holyday in the year, in every sense. On
this day we celebrate the birth of the Saviour, and even those who care little about religion

make the day and season a time of rejoicing. Even before breakfast English people are
saluted with

—

" God bless you, merry gentlemen.
Let nothing you dismay

;

Remember Christ our Saviour
Was born on Christmas Day."

A custom which was inaugurated by the angels :

" While shepherds watched their flocks by night,
All seated on the ground."

s6. St. Stephen, the first martyr.—Of St. Stephen nothing is known except that he
was chosen one of the first deacons, that he was devout and eloquent, and that he was
the first martyr, having been stoned to death by the fanatical Jews, some of whom, as St.

Paul says, thought that by so acting they did God se.vice. Being a day of rest, our
forefathers turned it to account by making it a practice to bleed their horses as recom-
mended by good old Thomas Tusscr

:

" Ere Christmas be passed let horse to let blood,

For many a purpose it doth them much good

:

The day of St. Stephen old fathers did use

;

If that do mislike thee, some other day chuse."

Bishop Hall says, " On St. Stephen's day blessings are implored upon pastures."

97. St. John, apostle, evangelist and martyr.—St. John, the beloved disciple, was one
of Zebedee's children, and brother to St. Tames the Great. He was the youngest of the
twelve, and to his charge was committed the mother of Jesus at the foot of the Cross. It

is supposed that he remained in Judea as long as she lived, and then preached in variouf
part>. of the world. In his old age he was sent to Rome by Domitian, and there, before

the gate Porta Latina, was put into a caldron of boiling oil, from which he not only
suffered no injury, but acquired a more juvenile appearance. He had previously had a

cup of poison offered him, but before putting his lips to it, the poison, in the form of a
snake, escaped from the cup. He w.is banished to the Isle of Patmos, where he wrote
the Book of Revelation. After Domitian's death he returned to Ephesus, where he
wrote his Gospel. At this time a report got abroad that he would not die, but would
await the second coming of Christ. Bat on reaching the age of 100 he fell asleep.

38 Holy Innocents.—Childermas Day. in commemoration of the children slain by
order of the impious Herod. It has been well observed that the Church commemorates
three kinds of martyrs, each being exemplified in the three days past: 1. Those who.
like St. Stephen, are martyrs both in the will and the deed : this is the highest kind of
martyrdom, s. These who, like St. John, are martyrs in will, but not in Weed. a. Thee*
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»
who are martyrs in deed, but not In will, as were those innocent babes commemorated
this day.

31. St. Silvester, Bishop of Rome, died 335. He succeeded Miltiades in the Papacy,
a. d. 314* and was the first to introduce palls, corporals, unctions, mitres, etc. Mas)
miracles are recorded of him.

TIDES.

The surface of the ocean rises and falls twice in a lunar day, about 94 h. 53 m. of meat
time.
On the coast the tides appear as alternate elevations and depressions of the sea, am?

also as horizontal movements of the water, alternately flowing and ebbing ; and the word
tide is commonly used to designate both phases of the phenomenon.

In hydrography the term tide signifies only the vertical movement of the water, and the

words rise and fall are used with reference to the same motion. Stand is the term used to

denote the interval of time at high or low water, during which no vertical motion is per
teptible. The range of the tide is the height from low water to high water.

The horizontal movement of the water is known as the tidal current, and the terms

flood and ebb are used to indicate the general direction of the current. Slack is the word
used to designate the interval of time during which no horizontal motion is perceptible.

The tides do not always rise to the same neigh t, but every fortnight, after the new and
full moon, they become much higher than they were in the alternate weeks, or after the

first and last quarters of the moon.
These high tides are called Spring Tides, and the low ones Neap Tides.
The close relation which the times of high water bear to the times of the moon's meridian

passage, shows that the moon's influence in raising the tides is much greater than that

of the sun.
While the whole attraction of the sun upon the earth far exceeds that of the moon, yet,

owing to the greater proximity of the latter, the difference between its attraction at the
centre of the earth and at the nearest or most remote point of its surface (which difference

produces the tides) is about two and a half times as great as the difference of the sun's
attraction at the same points. Though each of these bodies may be supposed to cause
'.wo tidal waves, the tides must be re/arded as the result of their combined action.

At the time of full and change of the moon, the combined effect produces the spring
tides, and high water is then higher and low water lower than at mean tides. When the
moon is in perigee, or nearest the earth, the rise and fall is sensibly increased.

When the moon is in quadrature, or 90 from the sun, the attraction of the two bodies
upon the waters act in opposition, and the neap tides are produced.
Very small tides will take place about the time of the earth's perihelion passage, if the

moon is in apogee and also in quadrature.
During the fust and third quarters of the lunar month the solar wave lies to the west

of the lunar wave, and the combined tide wave will be to the westward of that, due to

the moon alone; and this causes an acceleration of the time of high water commonly
called priming. In the second and fourth quarters the sun's influence acts to retard the
lunar wave, and causes what is known as lagging of the tides

The interval of time which elapses from the time of the moon's transit over the meri-
dian of a place to that of high water next following at the same meridian, is called the
Iuni-tidal interval.

It is found in general that any particular tide is not due to the moon's ttansit immedi-
ately preceding, Dut to a transit which has occurred some time before, and which is said
therefore to correspond to it. The interval between the transit of the moon, at which a
tide originates, and the appearance of a tide itself, is called the retard or age of the tide.

The Diurnal Inequality is a regular change, considerable in amount, and almost uni-
versal in prevalence. This change depends principally upon the moon's being north of
south of the equator: its maximum is consequent on, but not always simultaneous with,
the moon's greatest declination, and the period of its vanishing corresponds in like man-
ner with the moon's passing the equator.

If the declination of the moon is of the same name as the latitude of the place, the
greater of the daily tides occurs next after the upper transit of the moon : but if the lati-

tude and declination have contrary names, the higher tide of the day follows the lower
culmination of the moon. The diurnal inequality sometimes affects the time* of higr*

water as much as two hours, that of low water about forty minutes : at the same time
variation of a foot may be observed in the height of high water, ami of three feet in tha»

of low water. Such effects are too treat to be neglected, either in the prediction of r'dar

er the reduction of soundings.
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The directions of strong winds, as well as the varying pressure of the atmosphere, co»
siderably affect both the times and the heights of high water.

HOW THE TIDES ARE PRODUCED BY THE SUN AND MOON.

Each of these bodies excites, by its attraction upon the waters of the sea, two gigantic

waves, which flow in the same direction round the world as the attracting bodies them-
selves apparently do. The two waves of the moon, on account of her greater nearness,

are about three and one-half times as large as those excited by the sun. One of these

waves has its crest on the quarter of the earth's surface which is turned toward the moon,
the other is at the opposite side. Both these quarters possess the flow of the tide, while

the regions which lie between have the ebb. Although in the open sea the height of the

tide amounts to only about three feet, and even in certain narrow channels, where the

water is squeezed together, rises to thirty feet, the might of the phenomenon is neverthe-

less manifest from the calculation of Bessel, according to which a quarter of the earth

covered by the sea possesses during the flow of the tide about 35,000 cubic miles of water
more than during the ebb, and that, therefore, such a mass of water must in six and one*

quarter hours flow from one quarter of the earth to the other.

THE WEATHER. •

CLOUDS.

Cirrus cloud consists of streaks, wisps, and fibres, vulgarly called "mare's tails."

which may increase in any or all directions. Of all clouds it has the least density, toe
greatest elevation, and the greatest variety of extent and direction, or figure.

It remains for a short time when found in the lower parts of the atmosphere and near
other clouds, and longest when alone in the sky and at a great height. When streaks of
cirrus run quite across the sky in the direction in which a light wind happens to blow,
the wind will probably soon blow hard, but remain steady. When the nne threads or

the cirrus appear blown or brushed backward at one end, as if by a wind prevailing in

these elevated regions, the wind on the surface will ultimately veer round to that point.

Cumulus, a cloud in dense convex heaps in rounded forms definitely terminated
above ; the lower surface remains roughly horizontal.

When of moderate height and size, of well-defined curved outline, and appearing only
during the heat of the day, they indicate a continuance of fair weather. But when they
increase with great rapidity, sink down to the lower parts of the atmosphere, and do not
disappear toward evening, rain may be expected.

Stratus is a continuous extended sheet of cloud, increasing from below upward. It Ir

the lowest sot of cloud. It generally forms about sunset, grows denser during the night,

and disappears about sunrise.

Cirro-Cumulus is composed of well-defined, small, rounded masses, lying near each
Other, and quite separated by intervals of sky. It is commonly known as a " mackerel
%ky :

" it occurs frequently in summer, and is attendant on warm and dry weather.
Cirro-stratus.—This cloud partakes partly of the characteristics of the cirrus and

stratus. «n distinguishing it, attention must be paid, not so much to the form, which is

very variable, but to the structure, which is dense in the middle and thin toward the
edges. It is a precursor of storms, and from its greater or less abundance and perma-
nence, it gives some indication of the time when the storm may be expected.
Cumulo-Stratus.—This cloud is formed by the cirro-stratus blending with the enmu

lus, either among its piled-up heaps, or spreading underneath its base as a horizontal
layer of vapor.
Cumulo-Cirro-Stratus or Nimbus.—This is the rain-cloud. At a considerable

height a sheet of cirro-stratus cloud is spread out, under which cumulus clouds drift from
windward ; these, rapidly increasing, unite at all points, forming one continuous mass,
from which rain falls.

Scud.—When a rain cloud is seen approaching at a distance, cirri appear to shoot out
from its top in all directions, and it has been observed that the more copious the minfaiL
the greater is the number of the cirri thrown out from the cloud.

Rainbows.—"A rainbow in the morning

—

Sailors take warning •

A rainbow at night

Is the sailor's delight.'*

Morning rainbows indicate the advance of rain-cloud from the west wtten it is dear ."*
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the east • and th«Mo< mI» at the time of day when the temperature should be rising, m
regarded as a prognostic of a change to wet, stormy weather.
On the contrary, the conditions under which a rainbow can appear in the evening are :

ihe passing of the rain-cloud »o the east, and a clearing up in the west at the time of day
when the temperature has b^gun to fall, thus indicating a change from wet to dry
weather

" The evt ting gray and the morning red,

Put on j.mr hat, or you'll wet your head."

This does not refer to a high red dawn, which may be regarded as a prognostic of
settled weather. But if clouds bu red and lowering later in the morning, it may be
accepted a« a sign of rain.

THE BAROMETER—WHAT IT IS.

The barometer, feeling the pressure of the air, shows at once when that pressure is

changing. If "he pressure at one place on the earth's surface be greater than at another,
the air has a tendency to move from the place where the pressure is greater, toward that

where it is less, and thus wind is caused
A change of weather comes almost al rays with a change of wind, and the extent of

this change of weather depends on the fact of the new wind being warmer or colder,

damper or drier, than that.which has been blowing. Any conclusions drawn from its

movements must be checked by observations of temperature, moisture of the air, present
direction and force of wind, and state of the sky, before any correct opinion can be
formed as to what may be expected. In general, whenever the level of the mercury con-
tinues steady, settled weather may be expected ; but when it is unsteady, a change must
be looked for, and perhaps a gale.

A su Jden rise of the barometer is very nearly as bad a sign as a sudden fall, because it

shows thtt atmosphei ical equilibrium is unsteady. In an ordinary gale the wind often

blows hardest when the barometer is just beginning to rise, directly after having been
very low. Besides these rules for the instrument, there is a rule about the way in which
the wind changes which is very important. It is well known to every sailor, and is con*
taiued in the following couplet

:

" When the wind shifts against the sun,
Tru.st it not, for back it will run."

The wind usually shifts with the sun, /. e., from left to right, in the. Northern
Hemisphere. A change in th.s direction is called veering.
Thus an east wind shifts to west through south-cast ; south, south-west : and a west

wind shifts to east through nortn-west, north, and north-east.

If the wind shifts the opposite way, viz., from west to south-west, south, and south-
cast, the change is called backing, and it seldom occurs, unless when the weather is

unsettled.

However, slight changes of wind do not follow this rule exactly . for instance, the wind
often shifts from south-west to south and back again.

In the Southern Hemisphere the motion with the sun is, of course, from right to left,

and, therefore, the above rules will necessarily be teversed.

THE THERMOMETER.
As the barometer shows weight and pressure of the air, so the thermometer shows heat

and cold, or temperature.
The result of many observations show that in Jie Northern Hemisphere the thermom-

eter rises with east, south-east, and south winds ; with a south-west wind it ceases to rise

and begins to fall ; it falls with west, south-west, &jid south winds ; and with a north-east
wind it ceases to fall and begins to rise.

And in the Southern Hemisphere the thermometer rises with east, north-east, and
north winds ; with a north-west wind it ceases to rise and begins to fall : it falls with
west, south-west, and south winds ; and with a south-east wind it ceases to fall and
begins to rise.

Besides the use of the thermometer, in conjunction with the barometer, in foretelling

the changes of weather by its aid, information may frequently be derived for sailors whec
passing from one ocean current to another ; it also may give warning of the vicinity oft

ice.

SUMMER HEAT.
The following figures show the extreme summer he it in the various countries of the

world Bengal and the African desert, 150 deg. Fahrenheit. Senegal anc Cuadaloupt*
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»3© deg. Persia, 125 deg- Calcutta and Central America, 120 deg. Afghanistan anv
the Arabian deserts, no deg. Cape of Good Hope and Utah, 105 deg. Greece. 104 deg.
Arabia, 103 deg. Montreal, 103 deg. New York, 102 deg. Spain, India, China, and
Jamaica, 100 deg. Sierra Leone, 94 deg. France, Denmark, St. Petersburg, Shanghai,

. the Burman Empire, Buenos Ayres. and the Sandwich Islands, 90 deg. Great Britain,

Siam, and Peru, 85 deg. Portugal, Pekin, and Natal, 80 deg. Siberia, 77 deg. Australia
and Scotland, 75 deg. Italy, Venezuela, and Madeira, 73 deg. Prussia and New Zea-
land, 70 deg. Switzerland and Hungary, 66 deg. Bavaria, Sweden, Tasmania, and
Moscow, 65 deg. Patagonia and the Falkland Isles, 55 deg. Iceland, 45 deg. Nov?
Zembla, 34 deg.

WEATHER WISDOM.
A rosy sky at sunset, whether clear or cloudy, indicates fine weather ; an Indian-red

tint at sunset foreshadows rain. A red sky in the morning, bad weather, or much wind
—perhaps rain. A gray sky in the morning, fine weather ; a high dawn, wind ; a low
dawn, fair weather.

Soft-looking or delicate clouds foretell fine weather, with moderate or light breezes ;

hard-edged, oily-looking clouds, wind. A dark, gloomy, blue sky is windy ; but a light

bright blue sky indicates fine weather. Generally, the softer clouds look the less wind
(but perhaps more rain) may be expected : and the harder, more "greasy," rolled, tufted,

or rugged, the stronger the coming wind will prove. Also a bright yellow sky at sunset
presages wind : a pale yellow, wet : and a greenish, sickly-looking color, wind and rain

Thus, by the prevalence of red, yellow, or other tints, the coming weather may be fore-

told very nearly; indeed, if aided by instruments, almost exactly. Small, inky-looking
clouds foretell rain ; light scud-clouds, driving across heavy masses, show wind and rain

;

but if alone, may indicate wind only.
High upper clouds crossing the sun, moon, or stars in a direction different from thai

of the lower clouds, or the wind then felt below, portend a change of wind towards their

direction. After fine clear weather, the first signs in the sky of a coming change are
usually light streaks, curls, wisps, or mottled patches of white, distant clouds, which
increase, and are followed by an overcasting of murky vapor that grows into cloudiness.

This appearance, more or less oily or watery, as wind or rain will prevail, is an infallible

sign.

Usually, the higher or more distant such clouds seem to be, the more gradual but
general tne coming change of weather will prove.

Light, delicate, quiet tints or colors, with soft undefined forms of clouds, indicate and
accompany fine weather; but gaudy or unusual hues, with hard, definitely-outlined

clouds, foretell rain, and probably strong wind.
Misty clouds forming or hanging on heights, show wind and rain coming, if they

remain, increase, or descend ; if they rise or disperse, the weather will improve, or be-
come fine.

When sea-birds fly out early, or far to seaward, moderate wind and fair weather may
be expected ; when they hang about the land, or over it, sometimes flyirg inland, expect
a strong wind with stormy weather As many creatures besides birds are affected by the

approach of ram or wind, such indication should not be slighted by any observer who
wishes to foresee weather, or compare its variations. There are other signs of a coming
change in the weather known less generally than may be desirable, and therefore worth
notice; such as when birds of long night—rooks, swallows, or others—hang about home,
and fly up and down or low, rain or wind may be expected. Also when animals seek
sheltered places instead of spreading over their usual range : when pigs carry straws to

their styes : when smoke from chimneys does not ascend readily (or straight upwards
during calm), an unfavorable change is probable.
Dew is an indication of fine weather ; so is fog. Neither of these two formations occur

under an overcast sky, or when there is much wind. Occasionally one sees fog rolled

away, as it were, by wind, but seldom or never actually formed while it is blowing.
Remarkable clearness of atmosphere near the horizon ; distant objects, such as hills,

unusually visible, or raised (by refraction) ; and what is termed " a good hearing day,'

may be me> lioned among signs of wet, if not wind, to be expected. More than usual

twinkling of the stars, indistinctness, or apparent multiplication of the moon's horns,

halos, " wind-dogs," and the rainbow, are more or less significant of increasing wind
if not approaching rain, with or without wind.

FORCE OF THE WINDS.
Wind moving 1 mile per hour travels 88 feet per minute, 1.47 feet per second, and ha»

s force of .005 pounds per cquare foot ; hardly perceptible.

Wind moving 2 or 3 miles per hour travels 176 to 264 feet per minute, a.93 to 4.4 fat*

par secaud. and has a force •* .020 to .044 pounds per square toot : just perceptible.
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Wind moving 4 or 5 miles per hour travels 352 to 440 fe * per minute, 5 87 to 7.33 feet

per second, and has a force of .079 to 0.123 pound*, per square foot ; gentle breeze.

Wind moving 1 or 15 miles per hour travels 880 to 1,320 feet per minute, 14.67 to 22

feet per second, and h.»s a force of 0.492 to 1.107 pounds per square foot ; pleasant breeze.

Wind moving 20 or 25 miles per hour travels 1,760 to 2,200 feet per minute, 29.3 to 36.6

feet per second, and has a force of 1.970 to 3.067 pounds per square foot ; brisk gale.

Wind moving 30 or 35 miles per hour travels 2,640 to 3.080 feet per minute, 44.0 to 51.3
feet per second, and has a force of 4.429 to 6.027 pounds per square foot ; high wind.

Wind moving 40 or 45 miles per hour travels 3.520 to 3,060 feet per minute, 58.6 to 66.0

feet per second, and has a force of 7,870 109.900 pounds per square foot; very high
wind.
Wind moving 50 miles per hour travels 4,400 feet per minute, 73.3 feet per second, and

has a force of 12.304 pounds per square foot ; storm.
Wind moving 60 or 70 miles per hour travels 5,280 to 6,160 feet per minute, 88.0 to 102.7

feet per second, and has a force of 17.733 to 24.153 pounds per square foot; great storm.

Wind moving 80 or 100 miles per hour travels 7,040 to 8,800 feet per minute, 117.3 *°

146.6 feet per second, and has a force of 31,490 to 49,200 pounds per square foot ; hurri-

cane.
A TABLE FOR FORETELLING THE WEATHER.

The following is Dr. Adam Clarke's famous table for foretelling the kind of weather
throughout all the Lunations for each year forever. If correct, it will be an invaluable

friend to the farmer, and, indeed, to persons of almost every occupation. Try it.

Table.—The table and the accompanying remarks are the result of many years' actual
observation, the whole being constructed on a due consideration of the attraction of the
sun and moon, in the several positions respecting the earth, and will, by a simple inspec-

tion, show the observer what kind of weather will most probably follow the entrance of
the moon into any of its quarters, and that so near the truth as to be seldom or never
found to fail.

If the-New Moon, the First Quarter, the

Full Moon, or the Last Quarter, happens In Summer.

Between midnight and 2 in the morning, ' Fair,

4. i

" 4 and 6,
" 6 and 8,
'* 8 and 10,

" 10 and ia, "
it 12 o'clock, at noon, and at a, P. M
Between 2 and 4, afternoon,

" 4 and 6, *'

" 6 and 8, "

" 8 and 10,
"

" 10 and midnight,
" i2 and 2, a. m.

Cold, with showers,
Rain,
Wind and rain,

Changeable,

, Frequent showers,
Very rainy,
Changeable,
Fair,

Fair, if wind N. W.

Rainy, ifwind S.W.

Fair,

In Winter.

Hard frost, unless the
wind be S. or W.

Cold and stormy.
Rain.
Stormy.
Cold rain, if the wind be
W. Snow if E.

Cold and high wind.
Snow or rain.

Fair and mild.
Fair.

Fair and frosty, if wind
N. or N. E.

Rain or snow, ifS.orS.W

Fair and frosty.

Observation* — 1. The nearer the time of the Moon's change, First Quarter, Full, and
Last Quarter, are to midnight, the fairer will the weather be during the seven days fol-

lowing. 2. The space for this calculation occupies from to at night till 2 next morning.
3. The nearer to mid-day or noon the phases of the moon happen, the more foul or wet
weather may be expected during the next seven days. 4. The space for this calculation
occupies from 10 in the forenoon to a in the afternoon. These observations refer princi-

pally to the Summer, though they affect Spring and Autumn nearly in the same ratio. 5.

The Moon's change, First Quarter, Full, and Last Quarter, happening during six of the
afternoon hours, i. *., from 4 to 10, may be followed by fair weather ; out this is mostly
dependent on the wind, as noted in the table. 6. Though the weather, from a variety of
irregular causes, is more uncertain in the latter part of autumn, the whole winter, and the
beginning of spring, yet. in the main, the above observations will apply to those periods
also. 7. To prognosticate correctly, especially in those cases where the wind is com
-erned. the observer should be within sight of a good vane, where the four cardinal points
of the Seavens are correctly placed. Within this pre<

*

coivod in depending on the table:

» precaution, he will scarcely ever be do
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THE UNITED STATES
A COMPREHENSIVE COMPEND OP THE HISTORY OP

AMERICA, PROM ITS DISCOVERY TO
THE PRESENT.

1492. Aug. 3, Columbus sails from Spain on voyage of discovery.

Oct. 12, Columbus discovers San Salvador, one of the Bahama
Islands.

1494. Jamaica discovered by Columbus.

1497. Newfoundland and Labrador discovered by Cabots.

1498. Aug. I, Columbus discovers South American Continent

1499. South America visited by Americus Vespucius.

1 5 10. Isthmus of Darien settled by Ojeda, a companion of Columbus.

15 1 2. April 2, Florida discovered by Juan Ponce de Leon.

15 13. Sept. 26, Pacific Ocean discovered by Vasco Nunez de Balboa.

1 5 17. Yucatan explored by Cordova.

1518. Mexico visited by Grijalva.

15 19. March 13, Cortez lands at Tabasco, in Mexico.
1520. De Ayllon discovers Carolina.

1522. Bermudas discovered by Juan Bermudez.
1524. Verrazani, a Florentine, sent by French, lands in North Carolina,

and explores coast to Newfoundland.
1528. Florida explored by Nordaez with 300 men ; but four survive.

1534. Cartier enters Gulf of St. Lawrence.

1537. California discovered by Cortez.

1539. Ferdinand De Soto heads an expedition to conquer Florida.

1540. Coronado explores the Rio Grande.

154 1. De Soto discovers the Mississippi.

1542. De Soto died ; buried in the Mississippi.

Cabrillo explores Pacific coast as far 44 North.

1562. Coligny attempts to found a French colony in Florida.

1564. French under Laudonniere build Fort Carolina on St. John River.

Florida, and garrison killed by Spanish under Melendez.

1565. St. Augustine founded by Spaniards under Melendez.

Spanish garrison at St. Augustine massacred by secret expe-

dition under DeGourges, a French soldier of fortune.

1576. Martin Frobisher, an Englishman, discovers strait bearing his name.

1579. Sir Francis Drake sails around the Cape of Good Hope.
1582. Espego explores valley Rio Grande; names it New Mexico.

1583. Sir Humphrey Gilbert takes possession of Newfoundland in name
of England.

1584. Sir Walter Raleigh sends two vessels to Virginia.

1585. Roanoke Island settled by English, who starved to death.

1587. John White and 117 men settle on Roanoke, and all perish.

1602. May 15, Cape Cod discovered and named by Bartholomew Gos-

nold, an Englishman.
1603. Coast of Maine visited by Martin Pring.

33 (5U)
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1605. Port Royal, Acadia (Nova Scotia), settled by French under De
Monts.

1607. Jamestown, Va., settled and governed by council of seven.

John Smith captured by Indians ; saved by Pocahontas.

1608. July 3, Quebec founded by Champlain. [Pilgrims.

Puritans go to Holland and Leyden, and elsewhere ; hence called

1609. Lord Delaware appointed Governor of Virginia.

Hudson River discovered by Henry Hudson.
Champlain enters New York State to assist Huron Indians.

1610. Delaware Bay named in honor of Lord de la War, who visited the

bay at that time, and died on vessel at its mouth.
161 1. Lake Champlain discovered by Champlain.

161 2. New charter granted Virginia.

1 61 3. Pocahontas weds John Rolfe. [at Fort Orange (Albany).

16 1 4. New York settled by Dutch on Manhattan Island (New York), and
161 5. Tobacco first cultivated in Virginia.

1619. First Colonial Assembly at Jamestown.
1620. Slaves first introduced into Virginia by the Dutch.

Mayflower arrives Cape Cod harbor, in Dec
Dec. 21, Pilgrims land on Plymouth Rock.
John Carver, first Governor Mass.

162 1. May 12, first marriage at Plymouth.
Treaty made with Massasoit.

1622. Indian massacre at Jamestown.
1623. Maine and New Hampshire settled by the English.

New Jersey settled by Swedes and Dutch. [Albany.
Dutch build Fort Nassau on Delaware, and Fort Orange near

1625. Manhattan Island settled by Dutch.
1627. Leading Massachusett colonists pay $9000 for their territory.

Delaware settled by Swedes and Finns.

1628. Salem, Mass., settled by John Endicott.

1629. Charleston founded by Massachusetts Bay Colony.
Mason becomes sole proprietor of colonies in Maine.

1632. Charles I. grants Md. to Lord Baltimore. [Mary's.

1634. March 27, Leonard Calvert, brother of Lord Baltimore, founds St.

1635. Roger Williams banished from Massachusetts.

Connecticut settled by English at Saybrook.

1636. Beginning Pequod war.

Providence settled by Roger Williams.
Hartford settled.

1637. Mr. Hutchinson banished from Massachusetts.

Harvard College founded.

1638. New Haven, Conn., founded by Eaton and Davenport.
Settlement of Swedes on Delaware, near Wilmington.

1639. First printing press set up at Cambridge by Richard Day.
Island of Aquidneck purchased from Indians and called the Island

of Rhodes.
1640. Montreal founded.

1641. Maine puts herself under protection of Massachusetts.

1643. Indian war with settlers on Manhattan.
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1643. Charter granted Providence and Island of Rhodes, and called R. I.

Tinicum Island, below Philadelphia, settled by Swedes.

1644. Second attack of Indians upon Jamestown, followed by Indian war.

Wm. Clayborne, from Va., a rival claimant to Md., compels Gov.
Calvert to flee.

1646. Calvert returns and drives Clayborne out of Md.
1647. R. I. passed celebrated act granting freedom to religious faith and

worship of all sects.

Stuyvesant became Governor of Manhattan Island.

1648. First execution for witchcraft; New London settlers securimg

religious freedom.

1649. Toleration act passed by Lord Baltimore.

1650. Harvard College chartered.

165 1. N. C. settled at mouth of Chowan river.

1652. Clayborne reappears in Md. as Commissioner from Parliament and
forces Governor Stone to resign, the province passing under
royal control.

1655. Stuyvesant takes possession of Swedish settlements in N. Y.
1660. Lord Baltimore regains control of Md., which continued till 1691,

when State became a royal province till 17 15, when the Lords
Baltimore were restored their rights.

1660-63. Navigation act passed by which colonial products were shipped

to England alone in English vessels, and colonists were com-
pelled to buy in English markets and have purchases carried in

English ships.

1663. Carolina granted to Lord Clarendon by Charles II. [till 1842.

New charter granted R. I. by Charles II., which continued in force

Settlement at Albemarle, on Chowan River, N. C.

1664. N. J. settled at Elizabethtown.

New Amsterdam seized by England and called New York.

1665. June 12, New York City incorporated.

Clarendon Colony settles near Wilmington, N. C.

1668. French Jesuit missionaries founded St. Mary's, Mich.

1670. Old Charleston founded, and settlement called Carteret Colony.

1672. Charleston, S. C, founded; first copyright granted by Mass.

1673. Virginia granted to Lords Arlington and Culpepper.

Dutch regain New York; 15 months later transferred to English.

Father Marquette, French missionary, discovers Mississippi River in

June, and stopped at present site of Chicago. [Mass.

1675. June 24, commencement of King Philip's war; attaclfron Swanzty,

1676. Another Indian war in Va. when authorities refuse settlers arms

;

people rebel, led by Mason, and Jamestown burnt; Governor
Berkeley hangs 27 rebels.

Death of King Philip ends Indian war in Massachusetts.

1677. Culpepper secures entire control of Va.
1680. N. H. at the request of Mason made a royal province.

Present city of Charleston founded.
168 1. Grant of lands to Wm. Penn.

Quakers under Wm. Penn settle at New Castle, on the Delaware.
1682. La Salle descends the Mississippi to the Gulf and names Louisiana.
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1682. N. J. sold to Wm. Penn and other Quakers.

1683. City of Philadelphia laid out. [royal province.

1684. Culpepper surrenders patent of Va. to the Crown, making it a

1686. La Salle brings French emigrants for Louisiana ; misses destina-

tion; lands in Texas; expected aid from France fails; starts

north with ten companions for Canada; murdered en route

;

colony perishes.

1687. Connecticut's charter hidden in famous oak. [ford.

First printing-press established in Philadelphia by William Brad-

1689. First French colonial war.

1690. First newspaper published in Boston ; stopped after first issue.

Acadia (Nova Scotia) taken by English colonists, plundered and
inhabitants carried away. [executed.

169 1. English Governor Lcisher, of N. Y., and son-in-law, Milbourne,

1692. Beginning Salem witchcraft persecutions.

1693. First printing-press started in New York by William Bradford.

1697. End of King William's war.

1699. Kidd, the pirate, apprehended in Boston.

1 701. Yale College founded at Saybrook.

1702. Wm. Penn and Quakers surrender N. J. to crown. [colonists.

Second colonial (Queen Anne's war) between English and French

1703. Culture of silk introduced into Carolinas; duty of £4 laid on im-

ported negroes into Mass. [Bartholomew Green.

1704. First newspaper (Bos/on News Letter) published at Boston by
1706. Combined Spanish and French attempt to capture Charleston.

1709. First printing-press in Conn, set up at New London by Thomas
Short.

1710. First colonial post-office at New York.

17 12. Free schools founded in Charlestown, Mass.

1713. End of Queen Anne's war by treaty Utrecht.

17 14. First schooner built at Cape Ann.
1717. New Orleans founded by French.

1719. First Presbyterian Church founded in New York.

1 72 1. Inoculation for smallpox introduced into New York.

1725. First newspaper in New York (New York Gazette) published by
William Bradford.

1 729. Carolina becomes a royal province and divides into N. and S. C.

owing to expenses incurred by the Indian war.

1732. Tobacco made a legal tender in Md. at id. per pound and corn at

zod. per bushel.

February 22, George Washington born.

James Oglethorpe secures grant of land now comprising State of Ga.

1733. Georgia settled by Oglethorpe at Savannah.

1738. College founded at IVinceton, N. J.

1741. Suppression of negro plot to burn New York.

1742. Faneuil Hall, Boston, erected by Peter Faneuil.

1744. Beginning third colonial (King George's) war.

1748. War ended by treaty of Aix La Chapelle.

1749. Six hundred thousand acres of land west of the Allegheny Moun-
tains granted the Ohio Company.
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1750. First theatrical performance in Boston.

1752. French drive away traders settling in Ohio grant.

1753. French build fort at Presque Isle, near present city of Erie, Pa.,

also two south, one at Waterford (La Boeuf ) and the other at

French Creek, called Fort Venango.
Governor Dinwiddie, of Va., sends George Washington, who was

21 years of age, to commander of Forts La Boeuf and Venango
with message requesting their surrender, but was refused.

1754. Ohio Company begin fort at junction of Allegheny and Mononga-
hela rivers ; are driven away by French, who completed fort and
called it Fort Duquesne.

May 28, Colonel Fry with 600 Virginia militia meet French at

Great Meadows and defeat them ; Colonel Fry killed and suc-

ceeded by Washington, second in command, who builds astockade

and calls it Fort Necessity, about 50 miles from Fort Duquesne.
Columbia College, New York, founded.

Beginning of the old French war.

July 2, Washington attacked by 1500 French and Indians under De
Villiere ; successful defense ; Virginians march out with honors

of war.

Colonial Congress at Albany.

1755. Braddock arrives from Eng. as commander-in-chief.

Conquest of Acadia by the English. [by French.

July 9, Braddock ambuscaded on way to Fort Duquesne abandoned
Sept. 8, The French defeated near Lake George.

1756. Great Britain declares war against France.

Oswego captured by the French.

1757. Fort William Henry captured by the French. [Fort Pitt.

Fort Duquesne occupied by Washington, and name changed to

1758. July 8, Abercrombie's defeat at Ticonderoga.

July 27, Louisburg captured by Amherst.

Aug. 27, Fort Frontenac captured by the English. [July.

1759. Niagara, Ticonderoga, and Crown Point taken by the English in

July 31, Battle of Montmorenci. [slain.

Sept. 13, Battle of the Plains of Abraham : Wolfe and Montcalm
Sept. 1 8, Quebec surrenders to the English.

1760. April 28, Attempt to retake Quebec by the French.

Sept. 8, Montreal surrendered to the English.

1763. Feb. 10, Treaty of Paris ends the French and Indian War.

1764. April 21, Louisiana ordered to be given up to Spain.

1765. March 8, Stamp Act passed.

Oct. 7, First Colonial Congress at New York.

1766. March 18, Stamp Act repealed.

1767. June 29, New tax bill passed.

1768. Oct. 1, British troops arrive at Boston.

1769. Dartmouth College incorporated.

1770. March 5, Boston massacre.

May, Repeal of duties excepting tea.

1773. Dec. 16, Destruction of 342 chests of tea in Boston harbor.

1774. March 31, " Boston Port Bill " passed.
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1774. Sept 5, The second Colonial Congress met at Philadelphia.

1775. Several ships of the line and ten thousand troops ordered to

America.
April 19, Battle of Lexington.

Congress votes to raise an army of twenty thousand men.
May 10, Ticonderoga captured by Ethan Allen.

May 12, Crown Point captured by Colonel Warner.
June 15, George Washington appointed commander-in-chief of the

American army.

June 17, Battle of Bunker's HilL

July 12, Washington takes command of the army at Cambridge
Nov. 13, Montreal captured by Montgomery.
Dec. 31, Attack on Quebec—Montgomery killed.

1776. Tan. I, Norfolk, Virginia, burned by Lord Dunmore.
March 17, The British evacuated Boston.

April, Washington removes his army to New York. [Moultrie.

{une 28, Repulse of the British at Charleston. Attack on Fort

uly 4, Declaration of Independence.
Aug. 27, Battle of Long Island : the British victorious.

Sept 15, Washington abandons New York city; the British take

possession.

Oct. 28, Battle of White Plains.

Nov. 16, Fort Washington captured.

Nov. 20, Fort Lee occupied by the British.

Nov., Dec, Washington's retreat through New Jersey.

Dec. 25, Battle of Trenton.

Dec. 30, Commissioners sent to France.

1777. Jan. 3, Battle of Princeton.

April, Tryon's expedition to Connecticut.

. May 23, Sag Harbor, Long Island, captured by Colonel Meigs

July 5, Ticonderoga captured by the British.

July 7, Battle of Hubbardton, Vermont.

July 29, Fort Edward abandoned.

July 31, Lafayette arrives from France with troops and supplies;

Congress gives him a major-general's commission.

Aug. 6, Battle of Oriskany, near Fort Schuyler.

Aug. 16, Battle of Bennington.

Aug. 25, A British fleet arrives in Chesapeake Bay.
Sept. 11, Battle of Brandywine.
Sept. 19, Battle of Saratoga, " Bern is's Heights."

Sept. 26, Philadelphia captured by the British.

Oct. 4, Battle of Germantown.
Oct. 6, Forts Clinton and Montgomery captured.

Oct. 7, Battle of Saratoga, " Stillwater."

Oct. 17, Surrender of the British army under Burgoyne.

1778 June 18, The British evacuate Philadelphia.

June 28, Battle of Monmouth.
July 3, Massacre of Wyoming.
July 11, Arrival of a French fleet under Count d'Estaing.

Aug. 29, Battle of Quaker Hill, Rhode Island.
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1778. Dec. 29, The British capture Savannah, Georgia.

1779. Jan. 9, Sunbury, Ga., captured by the British.

Feb. 14, Battle of Kettle Creek.

March 3, Battle of Brier Creek.

July 15, Capture of Stony Point by General Wayne.
Oct. 9, Battle of Chemung, " Newton "—Sullivan's expedition.

Aug. 29, Paul Jones's victory.

Sept. 23, Attack on Savannah—the Americans repulsed. [ton.

1780. May 12, Surrender of Gen. Lincoln and American army at Charles-

May 29, Battle of Waxhaw Creek.

}une 23, Battle of Springfield, N. J.

uly 10, Second French fleet arrives at Newport.
Aug. 6, Battle of Hanging Rock.
Aug. 16, Battle of Sanders's Creek—the first battle of Camden.
Aug. 18, Battle of Fishing Creek.

Sept. 23, Treason of Gen. Arnold and arrest of Major Andre.
Oct. 7, Battle of King's Mountain.

1 781. Jan. I, Mutiny of the Pennsylvania line.

Bank of North America established.

Jan. and Feb., Greene's famous retreat

Articles of Confederation ratified.

Jan.
5, Public buildings burned in Richmond by Arnold.

an. 17, Battle of Cowpens.
an. 20, Mutiny of the New Jersey troops,

larch 15, Battle of Guilford Court-house.

April 25, Battle of Hobkirk's Hill—second battle of Camden.
Sept 6, New London burned by Arnold.

Sept. 8, Battle of Eutaw Springs.

Oct. 19, Surrender of Cornwaliis and 7000 troops at Yorktown.
1782. April, Cessation of hostilities.

April 17, Holland acknowledges our independence.

Nov. 30, Preliminaries of peace between the U. S. and Great
Britain signed at Paris.

1783. Independence of the U. S. acknowledged by Sweden, Feb. 5 ; by
Denmark, Feb. 25 ; by Spain, March 24 ; and by Russia in July.

April 11, Peace proclaimed by Congress; April 19, announced to

the army by Washington.
Nov. 25, New York evacuated by the British.

Dec. 23, Washington resigns his commission.

1786. Shay's insurrection in Massachusetts.

1787. Sept. 17, The Constitution adopted by the Convention.

1788. The Constitution adopted by eleven States.

1789. April 30, George Washington inaugurated President.

March 4, First Congress meets at New York. [national debt.

1790. Jan. 22, Secretary Hamilton proposes his plan for the payment of the

Oct. 17, General Harmar defeated by the Indians.

1 791. Feb. 18, Vermont admitted into the Union.
Nov. 4, St. Clair defeated by the Indians.

1792. May II, Discovery of the Columbia River by Captain Gray.

June I, Kentucky admitted into the Union.
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1793. George Washington re-elected President; death of John Hancock.
Invention of the cotton-gin.

Difficulties with the French ambassador Genet.

1794. Aug. 20, Battle of Maumee.
Whiskey insurrection in Pennsylvania.

I795- June» J*y's treaty ratified.

1796. June, Tennessee admitted into the Union.

1797. March 4, John Adams inaugurated President

1798. Trouble with France.

July, Washington commander-in-chief.

1799. Dec. 14, Death of Washington, at Mount Vernon.
1800. Seat of government removed to the city of Washington.

Sept. 30, Treaty of peace with France.

1801. March 4, Thomas Jefferson inaugurated President

June 10, War declared against Tripoli.

1802. Nov. 29, Ohio admitted into the Union.

1803. April 30, Purchase of Louisiana from the French.
Commodore Preble sent against Tripoli.

1804. Feb. 3, Lieutenant Decatur destroys the frigate Philadelphia.

July II, Alexander Hamilton killed bw Aaron Burr in a duel.

1805. April 27, Derne captured by General Eaton.

June 3, Treaty of peace with Tripoli.

1806. May, Blockade of the French coast declared by the British.

Nov., Blockade of the British Islands declared by Napoleon.

1807. Trial of Aaron Burr for treason.

June 22, The Chesapeake fired into by the Leopard.
Nov. II, British "Orders in Council" prohibiting trade with

France and her allies. [land and her colonies.

Dec. 17, Napoleon's " Milan Decree 11 prohibiting trade with Eng-
Dec. 22, Embargo on American ships.

Sept. 14, Fulton's first steamboat, the Clermont, on the Hudson.
1808. Ian. I, The slave trade abolished.

1809. March 1, Embargo Act repealed.

March 1, Commerce with Great Britain and France prohibited.

March 4, James Madison inaugurated President.

181 1. May 16, Engagement between the United States frigate President

and the Little Belt.

Nov. 7, Battle of Tippecanoe.
1812. April 14, Louisiana admitted into the Union.

June 19, War declared against England.

July 12, General Hull invades Canada.

July 17, Surrender of Mackinaw.
Aug. 16, Surrender of Detroit.

Aug. 19, The Constitution captures the Guerriere.

Oct. 13, Battle of Queenstown.
Oct. 18, The sloop-of-war Wasp captures the brig Frolic.

Oct. 25, The frigate United States captures the Macedonian.
Dec. 29, The Constitution captures the Java.

1813. Jan. 22, Battle of Frenchtown.
Feb. 24, The Hornet captures the Peacock.
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1813. April 27, Capture of York (now Toronto), Canada.
May I, Siege of Fort Meigs.

May 27, Battle of Fort George.
May 29, Attack on Sackett's Harbor.

June I, The Chesapeake captured by the Shannon.
Aug. 12, Battle of Sandusky. [tured the Boxer.
Aug. 14, The Argus captured by the Pelican; the Enterprise cap-

Sept. 10, Commodore Perry's victory on Lake Erie.

Oct. 5, Battle of the Thames.
Nov. 11, Battle of Chrysler's Farm.

1814. March 27, The Creek war ended ; battle of Horse-shoe Bend.
{uly 3, Fort Erie captured by the Americans,
uly 25, Battle of Lundy's Lane.
Aug. 15, Battle of Fort Erie.

Aug. 24, Battle of Bladensburg. [capitol.

Aug. 25, The British occupy the city of Washington, and burn the

Sept. 11, Battle of Plattsburg, and MacDonough's victory on Lake
Champlain.

Sept 12, Battle of North Point
Sept. 13, Bombardment of Fort McHenry.
Dec 14, Battle of Lake Borgne, and Hartford Convention.
Dec. 23, Battle near New Orleans.

Dec. 24, Treaty of peace.

1815. Jan. 8, Battle of New Orleans.

Jan. 15, The frigate President captured.

March 28, The Essex captured by two British vessels.

March, War declared with Algiers.

June, Treaty of peace with Algiers.

1816. Dec. II, Indiana admitted into the Union.

181 7. March 4, James Monroe inaugurated President.

Dec. 10, Mississippi admitted into the Union.
1818. May 24, Pensacola, Florida, captured by General Jackson.

Dec 3, Illinois admitted into the Union.
18

1
9. First steamship sailed for Europe.

Dec 14, Alabama admitted into the Union.

1820. March 3, Missouri Compromise Act passed.

March 15, Maine admitted into the Union.
Oct. 20, Florida purchased of Spain.

182 1. Gas first used for lighting streets in the United States at Baltimore.

Aug. 10, Missouri admitted into the Union.

1824. Aug. 15, Visit of Lafayette to the United States.

1825. March 4, John Quincy Adams inaugurated President.

1826. July 4, Ex-Presidents Adams and Jefferson died.

1829. March 4, Andrew Jackson inaugurated President.

May 2, Hail falls in Tuscaloosa, Ala., to the depth of twelve Inches.

1832. Black Hawk war.

1833. March 4, Andrew Jackson inaugurated President for a second term.

May 16, Santa Anna inaugurated President of Mexico.

1835. Dec. 16, Great fire in New York. [Seminoles.

Dec 28, Seminole war in .Florida begun ; Dade's massacre by
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1836. June 15, Arkansas admitted into the Union.

1837. Jan. 26, Michigan admitted into the Union.
March 4, Martin Van Buren inaugurated President

Dec. 25, Battle of Okechobee. Seminoles routed by Taylor.

1841. March 4, William Henry Harrison inaugurated President; April 4,

death of General Harrison ; April 6, John Tyler succeeds to the

executive.

1843. The " Dorr Rebellion " in Rhode Island.

1845. March I, Resolution of Congress annexing Texas.

March 3, Acts of Congress admitting Florida and Iowa.
March 4, James Knox Polk inaugurated President

June 8, Death of Andrew Jackson.

1846. The northwestern boundary fixed at 49°.

Jan. 13, General Taylor ordered to the Rio Grande.
April 26, Captain Thornton's party captured by Mexicans.
May 8, Battle of Palo Alto.

May 9, Battle of Resaca de la Palma.
May 13, Proclamation of war existing with Mexico.
May 18, Matamoras captured.

Sept. 24, Monterey captured.

Oct. 25, Tobasco in Mexico bombarded by Commodore Perry.

Dec. 25, Battle of Bracito.

1847. Feb. 23, Battle of Buena Vista.

March 27, Capture of Vera Cruz.

April 18, Battle of Cerro Gordo.
Aug. 20, Battle of Contreras.

Sept. 8, Capture of Molino del Rey.
Sept. 13, Capture of Chapultepec.

Sept. 14, The American army enters the City of Mexico.
1848. Feb. 2, Treaty of peace with Mexico.

Feb. Gold discovered in California.

Feb. 23, John Quincy Adams expires in the capitol at Washington.
May 29, Wisconsin admitted into the Union.

1849. March 4, Inauguration of Zachary Taylor as President.

March 15, The cholera breaks out in New York.

1850. July 9, Death of President Taylor at Washington.

July 10, Millard Fillmore takes the oath of office as President.

Sept. 9, California admitted into the Union.
Sept. 18, Fugitive slave bill passed.

1852. June 29, Henry Clay died at Washington.
Oct. 24, Daniel Webster died at Marshfield.

1853. March 4, Franklin Pierce inaugurated President

July 14, Crystal Palace at New York opened.

1854. March, Commodore Perry's treaty with Japan.
1856. May 22, Charles Sumner, senator from Massachusetts, violently

assaulted in the Senate Chamber at Washington, by Preston S.

Brooks, representative from South Carolina.

1857. March 4, James Buchanan inaugurated President.

1858. May II, Minnesota admitted into the Union.
Aug. C, news of the successful laying of the Atlantic telegraph

cable is received throughout the country with great demonstration
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of joy. The cable was placed in mid-ocean July 29; the
Agamemnon reached Valencia, August 4, and the Niagara
Trinity Bay, August 5.

1859. Feb. 14, Oregon admitted into the Union.
Oct. 6, John Brown's seizure of Harper's Ferry; he is taken and
hung Dec. 2.

i860. Jan. 9, Steamer Star of the West fired into by the Secessionists at

Charleston.

May 18, Lincoln nominated by Republican convention at Chicago.
Nov. 6, A. Lincoln elected President.

Dec. 20, South Carolina seceded from the Union.
1861. Jan. 29, Kansas admitted as a State.

Feb. 4, Seceders' convention at Montgomery, Ala. ; they call them-
selves " Confederate States of America," and adopt a constitu-

tion.

Feb. 14, Jeff. Davis made President of the Confederates; they raise

troops and arm for war.

April 14, Fort Sumter surrenders after two days' bombardment by
the Confederates.

April 17, Virginia joins the Confederacy.
April 18, Harper's Ferry Arsenal captured by Virginia militia.

April 19, Massachusetts troops attacked in Baltimore.

April 21, Norfolk Nary-yard abandoned,
"une 3, Battle of Phillippi, Virginia.

une 10, Union troops repulsed at Big Bethel, Virginia,

une 17, Battle of Booneville, Missouri.

uly 5, Battle of Carthage, Missouri.

'uly 11, Battle of Rich Mountain, Virginia.

uly 14, Battle of Carricksford, Virginia.

uly 20, Confederate capital changed to Richmond.
uly 21, First battle of Bull Run, Virginia.

Aug. 10, Battle of Wilson's Creek, Missouri.

Aug. 29, Capture of forts at Hatteras Inlet, North Carolina.

Sept. 10, Battle at Carnifex Landing, Gauley River, Va.
Sept. 14, Confederate repulse at Cheat Mountain, Va.
Sept. 20, Capture of Lexington, Missouri.

Oct. 21, Union disaster at Ball's Bluff, Virginia. [South Carolina.

Nov. 7, Battle of Belmont, Missouri, and capture of Port Royal,

Nov. 8, Seizure of Mason and Slidell on board the Trent.

1862. Jan. 9, Engagement at the Big Sandy River, Kentucky.

Jan. 19, Confederates beaten at Mill Spring, Kentucky.
Feb. 6, Capture of Fort Henry, Tennessee.
Feb. 8, Capture of Roanoke Island, North Carolina.

Feb. 15, General Grant takes Fort Donelson with over 13,000
prisoners, after four days of tremendous fighting.

Feb. 22, Jeff. Davis inaugurated rebel President for six years.

Union expedition against Florida and Georgia dispatched.

March 7-3, Battle of Pea Ridge, Arkansas.

March 8, The Ram Virginia sinks the Cumberland and Congress.

March 9, Engagement between the Monitor and Merrimac at

Hampton Roads.
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March 14, Capture of Newbern, North Carolina.

March 23, Battle of Winchester, Virginia.

April 6-7, Battle Shiloh, Pittsburg Landing, Tennessee.
April 7, Capture of Island No. 10, Mississippi River.

April 11, Capture of Fort Pulaski, Georgia.

April 24, Farragut passes Forts Jackson and St. Philip, Miss. River.

April 25, Capture of New Orleans.

April 2<, Capture of Fort Macon and Beaufort, South Carolina.

April 28, Surrender of Forts Jackson and St Philip.

May 4, Yorktown, Virginia, taken.

May 5, Battle of Williamsburg, Virginia.

May 10, Norfolk, Virginia, occupied by Union troops.

May, Banks' retreat down the Shenandoah Valley.

May 23, Battle of Front Royal, Virginia.

May 30, Corinth, Mississippi, taken.

May 31, Battle of Fair Oaks, or Seven Pines; McClellan's ad-

vance defeated severely by the rebels.

Tune 3, Lee assumes command of the Confederates in Virginia.

June 4, Capture of Fort Pillow, Tennessee.

June 6, Great naval battle in the river before Memphis ; rebel fleet

nearly annihilated ; Memphis surrendered on the same day to

Commodore Davis. [James.
}une 25 to July I, Seven days1

battles from the Chickahominy to the

uly 1, Battle of Malvern Hill, last of the Seven Days' battles;

rebels repulsed with great loss, and the position on the James
maintained. Total Union losses in seven days, 15,244.

July 1, President Lincoln calls for 600,000 volunteers.

Aug. 9, Battle of Cedar Mountain, Virginia.

Aug. 29-30, General Pope defeated at Bull Run after very heavy
fighting, and falls back.

Aug. 30, Battle of Richmond, Kentucky.
Sept 5, Invasion of Maryland by Lee.
Sept 14, Battle of South Mountain, Maryland.
Sept. 15, Capture of Harper's Ferry by Jackson.

Sept 16-17, Battle of Antietam; rebels defeated, losing 25,000.

Sept 19, Battle of Iuka, Mississippi.

Sept. 22, Emancipation Proclamation announced for Jan. I, 1863.

Oct 4, Battle of Corinth, Mississippi.

Oct. 8, Battle of Perryville, Kentucky.
Dec. 13, Battle of Fredericksburg, Virginia.

Dec. 29, Battle of Chickasaw Bayou, Vicksburg, Mississippi.

Dec. 31, Battle of Murfreesboro', Tennessee, first day.

1863. Jan. 1, The definite Emancipation Proclamation issued.

Jan. 2, Battle of Murfreesboro', second day.

Jan. 11, Arkansas Post captured by Union troops.

April 7, Attack on Fort Sumter repulsed.

May I, Battle of Port Gibson, Mississippi. [both sides.

May 2, 3, Battle of Cbancellorsville, indecisive, but great losses on
May 14, Confederates defeated at Jackson, Mississippi.

May 16, Battle of Champion Hill, Mississippi

May 17, Battle of Big Black River, Mississippi.
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ilnne,

General Grant besieges Vicksburg.

June, Lee's second invasion of Maryland.

June 20, West Virginia admitted as a State,

une 27, The Confederate Morgan starts on his raid, [southward,

uly 1~3> Battle of Gettysburg; Lee defeated, and retreats at once

July 4, Unconditional surrender of Vicksburg and 31,000 men to

Gen. Grant.

July 8, Port Hudson surrendered.

July 13-18, Draft riots in New York city, several negroes tortured

and hung by mob, and much burning and robbing; 1,300 rioters

killed, and riots put down.
July 27, Morgan captured near New Lisbon, Ohio.
Aug. 21, 22, Lawrence, Kansas, burned by Quantrell.

Sept. 6, Fort Wagner evacuated by the Confederates.

Sept. 19, 20, Battle of Chickamauga, Georgia.

Oct. 17, President Lincoln calls for 300,000 more men.
Nov. 25, Battle of Lookout Mountain, Georgia.

Nov. 26, Battle of Missionary Ridge, Georgia.

Nov. 29, Longstreet repulsed at Knoxville, Kentucky.
1864. Feb. 20, Battle of Olustee, Florida.

Feb., Sherman's expedition to Meridian, Mississippi.

March 17, Gen. Grant assumes supreme command of all the armies

of the United States.

March 24, Forrest's raid, captures Union City.

April 9, Battle of Pleasant Hill, Louisiana.

April 12, Forrest's raid, Tennessee; Fort Pillow massacre.

May 4, The Army of the Potomac crosses the Rapidan.
May 5, 6, The tremendous battle of the Wilderness, resulting in

Lee's retiring.

May 7, Sherman begins his march toward Atlanta, Georgia.

May 7, Butler defeated at Bermuda Hundred, Virginia.

May 7-12, Battle near Spottsylvania Court-house, Virginia.

May and June, Sheridan's expedition north of Richmond.
June 1-3, Battle of Cold Harbor, Virginia.

June 5, Battle of Piedmont, Virginia.

June 7, Mr. Lincoln renominated at Baltimore.

June 15, The Potomac Army crosses the James River, [per cent.

June 16, Gold about this time at its highest in New York, viz., 284
June 18-21, Petersburg assaulted.

Tune 19, Destruction of the Alabama by the Kearsarge.

July 5, Early invades Maryland.

July 9, Battle of Monocacy, Maryland.
July 20-22-29, Battles before Atlanta.

July 30, Chambersburg, Pennsylvania, burned.

July 30, Union repulse and mine explosion at Petersburg, Virginia.

Aug. 5, Admiral Farragut's splendid victory, in forcing his way
into Mobile Harbor.

Aug. 8-23, Fort Gaines and Fort Morgan taken.

Aug. 18, Weldon Railroad seized by the Unionists.

May to Sept., Battles on Sherman's route to Atlanta.

Sept 2, Atlanta captured by Sherman.
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1864. Sept. 19, Battle of Winchester, Virginia.

Sept 22, Battle of Fisher's Hill, Virginia.

Oct. 19, Battle of Cedar Creek, Virginia.

Oct. 31, Nevada admitted into the Union. [commission.

Nov. 8, Lincoln and Johnson elected; Gen. McClellan resigns his

Nov. 14, Sherman's march from Atlanta to the sea begun.
Nov. 30, Battle of Franklin, Tennessee.
Dec. 13, Fort McAllister, near Savannah, captured.

Dec. 15 and 16, Battle of Nashville, Tennessee.

Dec. 21, Savannah captured by Sherman.
Dec. 24, First bombardment of Fort Fisher, North Carolina.

1865. Jan. 15, Capture of Fort Fisher.

Feb. 17, Capture of Columbia, South Carolina.

Feb. 17, Charleston, South Carolina, evacuated by the Confederates.

Feb. 22, Wilmington, North Carolina, captured.

Feb. 27, Sheridan's expedition up the Shenandoah Valley, Virginia.

March 12, Fayetteville, North Carolina, occupied.

March 21, Battle of Goldsboro', North Carolina.

April I, Battle of Five Forks, Virginia.

April 2, Grant attacks heavily along his whole line ; Lee decisively

defeated, Petersburg and Richmond evacuated at night, and
Davis flees. [Grant.

April 9, Lee surrenders remains of his army, being 26,115 men, to

April 13, Raleigh, North Carolina, entered by Sherman.
April 14, Booth assassinates President Lincoln, and his confederate,

Payne, tries to kill Mr. Seward; Mr. Lincoln dies at 7.22 next

morning.
April 15, Andrew Johnson inaugurated.
April 25, Booth discovered in a barn in Virginia, and refusing to

surrender, is shot, and dies in four hours.

April 26, Johnston's surrender to Sherman. [Georgia.

May 10, Jeff. Davis captured in female disguise at Irwinsville,

July 7, The assassins Harold, Payne, Atzeroth and Mrs. Surratt

hung at Washington ; Arnold, Mudd, Spangler and McLaugh-
lin imprisoned for life.

May 26, Surrender of the last Confederate force in the Southwest.
Dec 18, The Secretary of State, Mr. Seward, officially declares

slavery abolished throughout the United States, twenty-seven

States having ratified the Constitutional Amendment.
1866. Anril, Civil Rights Bill.

July 4, Extensive conflagration in Portland, Maine ; one-third of the

city burnt, and property amounting to f10,000,000.
July 27, Laying of the Atlantic cable successfully completed.

1867. Sept. 8, Amnesty declared.

March I, Nebraska admitted into the Union.
April 9, Treaty with Russia for die purchase of Alaska ratified.

1868. Tan. 24, Impeachment of President Johnson. [Vice-President.

Nov. 3, Gen. Grant was elected President, and Schuyler Colfax

1869. March 4, Gen. Grant inaugurated.

May 10, Pacific Railroad complete.

187 1. Oct. 8, Commenced and continued for several days, in Chicago,
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IH.» one of the greatest conflagrations of modern times, is which
more than 250 persons lost their lives, and destroyed property to

the enormous amount of £196,000,000.

1873. Sept. 14, Settlement of the "Alabama Question."

Oct., Settlement of the Northwestern boundary.

Oct., War with Modoc Indians breaks out.

Nov., Grant re-elected President.

1873. Sept. 18, Financial panic begins.

June I, War with the Modocs ended.

1876. June 25, Sioux War; massacre of General Custer's force.

May 10-Nov. 10, Centennial anniversary of American independence.
Aug. I, Colorado admitted.

1877. March 4, Rutherford B. Hayes inaugurated President

United States troops at the South withdrawn.

July, In the summer a railroad strike was inaugurated by the work-
men on the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad.

July 9, Riot at Pittsburgh ; over 100 lives were lost.

1878. Feb. 21, The "Brand Silver Bill" passed.

During the summer the yellow fever broke out in New Orleans.

Fishery award settled by the Treaty of Washington.

1879. Dec. 17, The Resumption of Specie Payments.
Indian difficulty.

1880. Treaty with China.

1881. March 4, James A. Garfield inaugurated President.

May, The Star Route frauds.

July 2, President Garfield shot by Chas. J. Guiteau at Washington.
Sept. 19, President Garfield died at Elberon, N. J.
Sept. 20, Chester A. Arthur inaugurated President.

1882. In the spring a disastrous flood in the Mississippi Valley.

1883. A Civil Service Bill was passed.

1884. A temporary seat of government at Sitka, Alaska, was established.

1885. March 4, Inauguration of Grover Cleveland.

July 23, Gen. Grant died.

1886. Strikes and labor disturbance in Pennsylvania.

Aug. 31, Earthquake shocks at Charleston, S. C, and continuing

at intervals for months.
Nov. 20, Ex-President Chester A. Arthur died.

1888. Aug. 5, Gen. Phil. H. Sheridan died.

1889. March 4, Benjamin H. Harrison inaugurated President.

June I, Great flood at Johnstown, Pa. ; 2,295 lives lost.

Oct. 2, International Congress assembled at Washington, D. C.

Nov. 3, North and South Dakota admitted into the Union.

Nov. 8, Montana admitted into the Union.
Nov. II, Washington admitted into the Union.
Dec. 6, Jefferson Davis, ex-President of the Confederacy, died.

1890. Dec. 14, First battle of the Sioux Indian War fought
7891. Feb. 4, Gen. W. T. Sherman died.

April 7, P. T. Barnuni, the great showman, died.

Nov. 3, Election of William McKinley, Jr., Governor of Ohio
Election of Roswell P. Flower, Governor of New York.

Election of William E. Russell, Governor of Massachusetts.
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1892. Jan. 25, Chile withdrew the offensive note by Minister Matta to the

United States, and apologized for the Valparaiso riots.

Jan. 31, Charles H. Spurgeon, the pulpit orator, died (age 58).

March I, The United States Supreme Court affirmed the constitu-

tionality of the McKinley Tariff act.

March 26, Extradition treaty between France and the United States

was signed at Paris.

March 29, The Senate ratified the Bearing Sea arbitration treaty

without opposition.

April 12, The United States Government paid $25,000 indemnity to

the families of the Italian subjects lynched at New Orleans.

May 12, Bridge across the Mississippi River at Memphiswas opened
with ceremonies.

May 18, A flood at Sioux City, la., caused great damage.
May 27, A cyclone destroyed two towns in Kansas; 31 persons were

killed.

June 28, The battleship Texas was launched at Norfolk, Va.

July 6, A conflict between strikers at Homestead, Pa., and Pinkerton

men resulted in ten killed and many wounded.

July 9, Governor Pattison of Pennsylvania ordered the State troops

to Homestead to preserve order.

July 11, There were bloody riots between union and non-union
miners at Coeur d'Alene mines, Idaho.

July II, Cyrus W. Field, died (age 73), financier, founder of the

Atlantic Cable enterprise, New York city.

July 13, The Stewart Free Coinage Bill was defeated in the House
of Representatives by 154 to 136.

July 23, H. C. Frick, manager of the Carnegie Steel Works, at

Homestead, Pa., was shot by Berkman, an anarchist

July 31, The Christopher Columbus celebration began at Cadiz, Spain.

Aug. 4, Lieutenant Peary, Arctic explorer, and party arrived on their

return, at McCormack harbor.

Aug. 5, Congress appropriated $2,500,000 to be coined into memorial
half dollars, in aid of the World's Columbia Fair at Chicago.

Aug. 12, Switchmen's strike began at Buffalo, N. Y., Governor
Flower ordered the State troops there. The Strike was a failure,

declared off Aug. 24.

Aug. 15-30, Riotous miners at Coal Creek, Tcnn., had conflicts with
the Tennessee troops.

Aug. 20, President Harrison issued a proclamation retaliatory upon
Canada, by establishing tolls on Sault Ste. Marie Canal.

Sept. I, To shut out the cholera, the United States Government
proclaimed 20 days' quarantine for all Enropean vessels.

Sept. 13, A death from cholera occured in New York. The city was
declared free of cholera after September 19.

Oct. 5, The Dalton gang of robbers was nearly exterminated in a

battle at Coffeyville, Kan.
Oct. 6, Tennyson died. He was buried in Westminster Abbey, Oc-

tober 12.
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1892. Oct. 10, Columbian celebrations at Huelva, Spain.

Oct. 9-15, The discovery of America by Columbus was commemo-
rated by a series of celebrations in New York, the military pageam
occurring October 1 2.

Oct. 17, The United States Supreme Court decided that the Michigan
plan of choosing presidential electors by congressional districts

was constitutional.

Oct. 20-23, There were magnificent ceremonies dedicatory of the

Columbian World's Fair at Chicago. In Brooklyn, N. Y., there

was extensive ceremonies.

Oct. 25, Mrs. Harrison, wife of the President, died at the White
House.

Oct. 28, A great fire at Milwaukee burned over 26 acres. Loss,

15,000,000.

Nov. 20, Amalgamated association declared the strike at Homestead
at an end.

Dec 2, Jay Gould,[died (age 56), millionaire, railroad magnate, New
York City.

1893. J* * 27» James Gillespie Blaine died at Washington (age 63),
Feb. 20, General P. G. T. Beauregard died.

Feb. 28, A naval bill, including the appropriation of $300,000 for

the Columbian Naval Review, passed the Senate.

Mar. 4, Grover Cleveland was inaugurated President of the United
States, and Adlai Stevenson took the oath as Vice-Presideut.

Mar. 9, The Hawaiian Annexntion Treaty was returned to the State

Department.

Mar. 10, Fire at Boston causes a loss of nearly $5,000,000.
Mar. 22, Justice Adams, of the Rochester, New York Supreme

Court, hands down an important decision, concerning the right of

Labor Unions to interfere in the employment of non-union men.
Mar. 25, A very large number of women register in Kansas for the

municipal election.

Mar. 26, The Government of Spain officially tenders to the United
States as a gift the reproduced flag-ship of Columbus, the " Santa

Maria."

Apr. 4, Behring Sea Court of Arbitration opens in Paris.

Apr. 7, J. C. Carter, counsel for the United States, closes his argu-

ment in the Behring Sea case, denying the right of England to

introduce new evidence.

Apr. 8, Idaho's Industrial Exhibit burned on the way to the World's

Fair.

Apr. 10, 5,000 tradesmen strike at the World's Fair grounds.

Apr. 13, End of the American Protectory in Hawaii. United States

forces withdraw, and the flag hauled down by an order of Com-
sioner Blount.

Apr. 27, Grand International Naval Review at New York, in cele-

bration of the Columbian Discoveries.

May I, The World's Fair formally opened by President Grover

Cleveland.
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THE EXTRADITION TREATY WITH GREAT BRITAIN.

The Convention supplementary to the tenth article of the Treaty of

1842 between Great Britain and the United States was concluded at

Washington, July 12, 1889, and ratifications were exchanged at London,
March II, 1890. The treaty went into effect April 4, following. By the

terms of the supplementary convention the provisions of the tenth article

of the original treaty are made applicable to the following additional

crimes:

1. Manslaughter, when voluntary.

2. Counterfeiting or altering money ; uttering or bringing into circula-

tion counterfeit or altered money.

3. Embezzlement; larceny; receiving any money, valuable security,

or other property, knowing the same to have been embezzled, stolen, or

fraudulently obtained.

4. Fraud by a bailee, banker, agent, factor, trustee, or director, or

member or officer of any company, made criminal by the laws of both
countries.

5. Perjury or subornation of perjury.

6. Rape, abduction, child-stealing, kidnapping.

7. Burglary, housebreaking, or shopbreaking.

8. Piracy by the law of nations.

9. Revolt or conspiracy to revolt by two or more persons on board a
ship on the high seas against the authority of the master ; wrongfully sink-

ing or destroying a vessel at sea or attempting to do so ; assaults on board
a ship on the high seas with intent to do grievous bodily harm.

10. Crimes and offences against the laws of both countries for the sup-

pression of slavery and slave-trading.

Extradition is also to take place for participation in any of the crimes

mentioned in this convention or in the aforesaid tenth article, provided
such participation be punishable by the laws of both countries.

The convention further provides that a fugitive criminal shall not be
surrendered if the offence in respect ofwhich his surrender is demanded be
one of a political character, or if he proves that the requisition for his

surrender has in fact been made with a view to try or punish him for an
offence of a political character. No person surrendered under the conven-
tion shall be triable or tried, or be punished for any political crime or

offence, or for any act connected therewith, committed previous to his

extradition ; nor shall he be triable or be tried for any crime or offence,

committed prior to his extradition, other than the offence for which he
was surrendered, until he shall have had an opportunity of returning to the
country from which he was surrendered.

STATISTICS OF THE LATE CIVIL WAR.

MEN FURNISHED THE U. S. ARMY DURING THE WAR.
The aggregate quotas charged against the several States, under all calls made
by the President of the United States, from the 15th day of April, 1861, was 9,759,04}

The terms of service varied from three months to three yean.
The actual number of men put into service of the United States in the army,
navy, and marine corps was « -^ ~.»..~~~...~ ~**fi&i9U
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ttfhlch would have oecn obtained in full if recruiting and drafting had not bean otecn*
Hnued.
This number does not embrace the "emergency men" put into service during the

tumnaer of 1863, by the Sutes of New York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania, not those
furnished by the States of Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois during the " Morgan -aid."

amounting in all to over 120,000 men, who served periods of about two or three weeks

NUMBER OF TROOPS FURNISHED BY STATES.

Aggregate.

Maine .............................................. 71,745
New Hampshire.... ............. 34,605
Vermont ...;> « 35,256
Massachusetts «. 151,785
Rhode Island ~ - 33.7"
Connecticut 5>,>7o

New York ~ 455,568
New Jersey « 79,5»*
Pennsylvania 360,336
Delaware 13,(5*
Maryland 49,73°
West Virginia 30*003
District of Columbia 16,879
Ohio .. .. .. 3"7,«33
Indiana - »95.»47
Illinois..... 358,917
Michigan 90,110
Wisconsin 06,118
Minnesota M 15,034
Iowa.. M •» 75,86o
Missouri «. 108,773
Kentucky ....- „ 78,540

Reduced to

3 yrs. standard.

56,595
30,827
*9»o5a

»5'4
3»o^8o

J£tf
*l•07,558

10,303

40/90
•7.653
t 1,506

•39*976
I5»,*83

'£&
78^85
10/
»,io
86,19a

iBIom

•,653,06a 3,129,041

VUMBER Of TROOPS FURNISHED UNDER DIFFFRENT CALL*

Call April 15th, 1861, for 75,000 men M

Call May 3d, July aad and 25th, 1861, for 500,-

000 men

Call July ad. 1863, for 500,000 men
Call Aug. 4th, 186-, for 300,000 men
Proclamation June 15th, 1863, for militia

Calls Oct. 15th, 1863, and Feb. 1st, 1864. for

500,000 men
'.!all March 14, 1864, for 300,000 men
Militia mustered into service in spring of 1864

CoQ July x8th, 1864, for 500,000 men.~......

Call Dec. 19th. »&6*. tot 900.000 men. ..-

Term of en-
Number. listment.

9*,a35 3 mos.
*,*75
9,056

6 mos.
x year.

I657.853

a years.

3 years.

419627 3 years
86,860 9 mos.
16,361 6 mos.

374.807
284,031

3 years

3 years.

83,61? 100 days.

'49.356 I &2VTS
•34,798 3 year*.

7* 4 yean.
i5«,io5 1 year.

48,065

• years.

3 years.

I 3" a years.

Total . ..2,688,503

34
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COLORED TROOPS ENLISTED DURING THE WAR.
Maine ~ ~ 104 ' Mississippi ~ 17*869
New Hampshire » 125 ' Louisiana... 24,05a

Vermont 120 Arkansas..... ..... 5,526
Rhode Island ». 1,837 Tennessee.... 20,131
Massachusetts 3,966 I Kentucky 23,703
Connecticut 1,764 Michigan 1,387
New York - 4,125 |

Ohio - 5,09*

New Jersey 1,185
j

Indiana 1,59;
Pennsylvania 8,612

j
Illinois 1,811

Delaware 954 1 Missouri 8,344
Maryland - 8,718 , Minnesota „ 104
District of Columbia 3,269 I

Iowa — . 440
Virginia 5*723 Wisconsin 155
North Carolina 5.035 Kansas 2,080
West Virgiria 196 Texas 47
South Carolina 5*462 ' Colorado Territory 95
Georgia 3,486 I At large 733
Florida 1,044 Not accounted for .. 5,083i,°44

4,969Alabama 4,969 • Officers 7,122

Total 186,017

On the 15th of July, 1865, the date on which the last organisation of colored troops was
mustered in, there were in the service of the United States 12c regiments of infantry, 12

of heavy artillery, xo companies of light artillery, and 7 regiments of cavalry—in all as

follows:

Infantry - 98,938
Heavy Artillery M 15,662
Light Artillery 1,3x1

Cavalry ~ 7,245

Total ......... 123,156

This was the largest number of colored troops in service at one time during the war

MORTALITY OF THE WAR IN THE UNION APMY.
Killed or died Died of Aggre-

States. of Wounds. Disease. gate.

Maine 2,871 5,544 8,4x5

New Hampshire x,66x 2,530 4,191
Vermont 1,902 2,998 4,900
Massachusetts 6,029 7»9°4 «3»933
Rhode Island 476 1,073 1,549
Connecticut « 1,962 3,309 5,211
New York 14,445 »7»4©7 31,852
New Jersey 1,694 2,966 4*660
Pennsylvania 10,284 11,090 21,374
Delaware 3x0 2x4 524
Maryland 718 863 1,581
District of Columbia - 55 244 299
Ohio n,237 14,398 25*635
Indiana ...» .. 5,817 13,392 19,309
Illinois - 8,908 IO >934 28,842
Michigan M - 3,027 8,490 12,426
Wisconsin 3,818 6,986 10,804
Minnesota... - 608 1,676 2,284
Iowa. - 3,444 8,642 i«,o8o
Kansas M 1,220 3,194 3*420
California 92 299 39s
West Virginia - 1,2x3 1,8x2 3,025

£«?**y ~ 1,884 5,245 7.129
JP^otiri.^. « 2,365 7,346 9,711
Tennessoa. ~~. .. 2,222 s,xo3 4.4W^tntsiippi — ,1 ,~..~~.. M. — 69 6a
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Killed or died Died of Aggre-
States. of Wounds. Disease. gale.

Alabama M 65 290 353
Florida 169 102 S71
Texas 33 278 311
Norih Carolina 54 349 303
Louisiana 922 769 991
Arkansas 384 545 9«9
Nevada 10 225 835
Oregon 67 667 734
Colorado 108 207 313
Indian Territory .... 374 4x6 790
Washington Territory 29 107 136
Dakota Territory — 10 10
Nebraska Territory ~ 14 123 in
New Mexico Territory 23 160 183
U. S. V. (Penitent Rebels) 14 352 366
Hancock's Corps Veterans 9 406 415
Mississippi Marine Brigade 248 185 433
Veteran Reserve Corps 114 1,280 1,394
Regular Army 3,047 '#832 4*870
Colored Troops 3,997 36,301 39,358

Total 90,089 184,331 280,420

The Mortality in Different Arms of the Service.

Arms Kilted. Died of Diseaxe.
of Service. Off. Men. OffT Men. Total

Regulars.
Cavalry 23 284 18 470 703
Artillery 32 308 12 472 824
Infantry 102 1,298 53 1,807 3»*6o

Total 157 1,890 83 2,749 4.879

VoLUWTRERS
Cavalry 552 10,834 331 24,702 36,389
Artillery 126 2,565 90 8,725 11,535
Infantry 4.246 72,732 1,718 119,623 109,3x9

Tout 4,894 86,151 2,148 153,050 157,243

Colored Troops.
Cavalry 4 151 1 88j 1/519
Artillery 4 67 16 3,508 3,505
Iniantry 162 2,629 73 21,820 24,684

Total 170 2,827 9° 36,211 * 29,298
Cavalry.

Regulars 23 284 18 470 705
Volunteers ~ 522 10,834 331 34,702 36,389
Colored 4 >3> » 883 1,019

Total 549 11,349 350 26,055 38,203

Artillery.
Regulars 32 308 12 472 824
Volunteers 126 2,585 90 8,725 u,S33
Colored 4 67 16 3,508 3,595

Total 162 2,060 127 12,705 15,954

IWFANTRY.
Regulars 102 1,298 52 1,807 3'*^°
Volunteers „.. 4,246 72,732 1,718 119,623 198,319
Colored — 162 2,629 73 31,820 24,684

Total.........—. 4.510 76/59 1.844 «43.35© 3s6^6a
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Grand Totals.

Whole number of deaths in Regular Army 4,879
Whole number of deaths in Volunteers ~ 246,243
Whole number of deaths in Colored Troops 99>*98

Total 280,420

Whole number of deaths in Cavalry 38,103
Whole number of deaths in Artillery i5«9S4
Whole number of deaths in Infantry M 226,263

Total.. 280,420

A very noteworthy feature of the above tables is the extraordinary mortality among
the colored troops from disease it exhibits. While but 2,997 died in action and of
wounds, the enormously large number of 26,301 died of disease. Among the white
troops, the proportion of deaths in action and from wounds to the deaths from disease, is

about as one to two : among the colored troops as one to eight. Of the colored men en-
listed in the army during the war, nearly one out of evety seven died of disease. The
general proportion among white troops is one to fifteen.

Proportion per Thousand Contributed to the Total of Deaths in Action
and Prom Wounds by Each State.

Maine 44.37 New York 35.68
New Hampshire 4? ,3 7 New Jersey 25.21
Vermont - 58.22 Pennsylvania 3»-75
Massachusetts 47.76 Delaware 25 63
Rhode Island 22.34 Minnesota 35.33
Maryland 1704 Iowa -. 45.44
Ohio 3655 Kansas 61.01
Indiana 30.01 California M ia.34
Illinois 34-80 West Virginia MM. 37.90
Michigan 44-82 , Kentucky M 25.10
Wisconsin 42.01 , Missouri „.. 21.74
Connecticut 35.48 .

Proportion per*Thousand of Deaths Prom Disesse in the Several States.

Maine 85.67 I
Connecticut 61.64

New Hampshire 76.30
j
New York 43.00

Vermont 91.81

Massachusetts - 62.62

Rhode Island 5°-37
Maryland 20.48

Ohio 46.83
Indiana 69.28
Illinois 77.88
Michigan 97*o<

Wisconsin 76.86

Minnesota 69.83

New Jersey 44.13
Pennsylvania. 34.24
Delaware „ 17.57
Iowa ...114.02
Kansas 61.01
California 40.11
West Virginia 37-9P
Kentucky 35«io
Missouri m ti.74

Proportion of Deaths Prom all Causes In the Troops of Each State.

Maine 1 in 7
New Hampshire 1 in 7
Vermont 1 in 6
Massachusetts 1 in 9
Rhode Island ~ 1 in 11

Connecticut. t in 10
New York M 1 in 12
New Jersey.....«» t in 12

Pennsylvama.....M.....MM.. ~ 1 in 12
Delaware^. 1 in 20
Maryland _—.—•••.«•»._. 1 in 26
Ohio...... MM..M..M .M..MM.M .MM.M.MM s in 9

Indiana 1 in 8
Illinois 1 in 7
Michigan 1 in I
Wisconsin 1 in 7
Minnesota z in 8
Iowa 1 in 5 (nearly 6)
Kansas 1 in 5
California 1 in so
West Virginia 1 in 9
Kentucky 1 in 19
Missouri ..« 1 in •
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Proportions In Each Branch of Service.

Killed or died of wounds. Died of disease.

Regulars 30.55 43.97
Volunteers 35- 10 59-

w

Colored Troops - i6.ii 141.39

The foregoing statistical statements comprise only officers and men who died in die
service, andliot the tens of thousands who were discharged for disability contracted to

the service, from the effect of which they subsequently died .*i prirate life.

COMMUTATION-MONEY PAID IN DIFFERENT STATES.

Maine....- $610,300 1 Maryland 41,131,90c
New Hampshire 386,500 Dist. Columbia 06,90c

Vermont....... 593,400) Kentucky 997'53o
Massachusetts 1,610,400 ,

Ohio - 1,976,887—
- - - - " Illinois - 15*900

Indiana *35»5oo
Michigan 6x4,700
Wisconsin 1,533,600
Iowa. 33,500
Minnesota ~ 3x6,800

Rhode Island M 1,300
Connecticut - 447,300
New York 5.4-5.799
New Jersey 1,365,700
Pennsylvania. -..8,634,300
"* *

«« - 416,100Delaware.

Total ......„......................_.«•..........« ....$36,366,3x6

This sum was collected by the Provost-Marshal's Bureau at an expense of less than
seven-tenths of one per cent., and without the loss of a dollar through neglect, accident,
fraud, or otherwise. It has been disposed of as follows :

—

Disbursed on account of enrolment, draft, substitutes, etc $16,976,211
Balance in United States Treasury M. M M 9,390,105

BOUNTY PAID DURING THE WAR.
1.156,868 men at f100 each „ 41x5,686,800

10,606 men atfsooeach M. 3,i3i,3co

396,709 men at £300 each „, „ M 119,0x3,700

158*509 men ** U°° e»ch..HH.—««...«.«.«».« „«„ 63,403,800

*.7**.soo 1300,333,500

Number of enlisted men who recehred no bounties, 738,379.

THE DISCHARGE OF TROOPS.
Troops mustered out to August 7, 1865 640,806

Z I c "' ". 719 '338

•• « Oct. X5» " ~ « 785,305* « Nov. X5. " .. 800.963

AGGREGATE FEDERAL FORCE, MARCH 1, x865 .

Available force present for duty ~ M 600,951
On detached service in the different military departments «3»,53»
In field hospitals or unfit for duty ~. 35*6*8
In general hospitals or on sick leave at home ~ M3>4>9
Absent on furlough or as prisoners of war ~ 31,605
Absent without leave ............. M 19,683

Grand Aggregate.M.MMM«MM.M.M.MM..M...MMMM .965,561

DISTRIBUTION OF THE AVAILABLE FEDERAL FORCE, MARCH 1, 186$

Array of the Potomac .«.„....._._ ..103,373
Head-quarters Mil. Div. Mississippi....~~. M it
Department of the Cumberland M M M « - 63,6*6

" " Tennessee .~. M M 45*649
Left Wing, Army of Georgia. 31*044
Cavalry corps, Mil. Divis. Mississippi ............... s7,axo
H*ao-qtiarters " West Mississippi...... „ ^www.^ 34
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Reserve Brigades, Mil. Divis. West Mississippi....^™..^.................. 13,94!
Department of the Gulf.....M....M.MM..«MM.MM..M.M...MM«...MMMM.......mM, 35,035

•• M Arkuisu...H...w...»...»»HNmWHM.H.H....,WM...«.H. 34,509
** " Mississippi MM..M«.M .MM...MMM.»..MM..MM..MW.... 94,151

16th Army Corps .... «....«..^.. ...-«...«-........ 14*395
Head-quarters Mil. Div. Missouri .. •MM...MaM......M..MM M is
Department of the Missouri .~. ^....^.«.«.«.. M 18,557«• •* N. W .............a. 45
Head-quarters Middle Mil. Divis.......... _...„»—.........•_..........„. I

Cavalry force, •• "
.... ......w....«..w .......... ia,t

Sth Army Corps....MMM.....M.Ma ............. 6,©rs
iddle Department.

Department of Washington, ....... 36,056
West Virginia ..................... w 15,517
Pennsylvania ~ ... ........ 8ao

'• the East „ .-. _ 7,469
* •• Virginia „ 45,986
•* " North Carolina ........ MM....~~... ,M.....M.^. 34.945

•• the South .... .~~..... ^. „ 11,5x0
" Kentucky -.....*.„........ ........... ^. 10,655

Northern Department ~~ _.«....«................. „^» u.999
Department of the Pacific ~~ ..............~~........~~....._~.....« 7/304

" " New Mexico — ~«~... .................... ........... 9,501

Grand Total... _.... ................~~....~......~«....~...-_....603,598

CONFEDERATE FORCES SURRENDERED TO THE UNITED STATES
AT THE CLOSE OF THE WAR.

Army of Northern Virginia, Gen. R. E. Lee...M.M..MM.M.M.MSM.M.M.».M. 97,805
'• Tennessee, Gen. J. E. Johnston ..........»......«.....«_.__...„... 31,343
** Missouri, Gen. Jeff Thompson.... MM.M.M.MM.M....M.M. 7,978
** Alabama. Lieutenant-Gen. Dick Taylor.....« ...w.. ....... 42,293m Trans-Mississippi. Gen. E. Kirby Smith.„~. ....- 17,686

Paroled in Department of Virginia- _ M 9,079
" at Cumberland, Maryland, and other stations.... „ «.. 9,377M In Alabama and Florida by Gen. McCook..._. m..M.... 6,498
" in the Department of Washington M 3,390
" in Virginia, Terinessec.Gcorgia, Alabama, Louisiana and Texas 13,999

Surrendered at NashviMe and Chattanooga.MMMMMMMM.M.M.M.M.M.MM..H. 5,099

Totals.M.mM.MM.....MM.M...M....MMM..MM.MMM...MMMM.M.M.M.MMMM.M.i74^93
Confederate prisoners in Federal custody at the dote of the warM.M.MMM 98,80s

Total........ ,,,. ^^..^. ~. ~«...~—973,095

THE AMERICAN POLITICAL 8Y8TBM.

The Federal Constitution creates a government of limited powers, but of unlimitea

authority within its province. For instance, the President of the United States cannot
appoint any State officer, nor issue a command to him—not even ajustice of the peace ot

a constable in a township ; but he may draft or compel half a million of citizens into the

army in case of war. Congress may declare war, and levy taxes to carry it on ; it may
declare who are citisens, how much gold shall go to a dollar, and how many pounds of

wheat to a bushel ; but it cannot enact or repeal a city charter, nor interfere In the acts

of even a township's trustees.

The Federal Government has absolute command and power over every arisen and his

property, for certain purposes and in certain relations ; and this is necessary to give it

efficiency. But it is absolutely without power over the citisens in other relations, and
this is necessary to secure our liberties, and to give elasticity to our political system

.

which means to make change possible without revolution.
The people of the United States are a nation; the Federal Government is a national

government in the truest and largest sense of the word ; and the Constitution empowers
It to do all that any nation can require of its government, and to act in the most dire*
mA decisive manner upon the Individual t^-
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The Federal Government has the exclusive charge of our intercourse, as a nation, with
other nations ; and it alone can make treaties. If you travel abroad, your citizenship is

declared by a Federal passport ; your rights are defended by tne fcedera. Government;
you are known as a citizen, not of New Jersey or California, but of the United States

;

the flag of your country is the Federal flag ; and foreign governments have not even any
official knowledge of the existence of our States.

The Federal Government has the exclusive authority to make treaties, to declare war
and peace, to raise armies and maintain a navy ; and though the militia in time of peace
are trained by the States, it must be according to rules adopted by the Federal Congress.
It has the entire charge of the common defense against attack from other nations, and
has the power to defend its own existence against rebellion, and make its own laws obeyed
by all the citisens—all State constitutions and laws to the contrary notwithstanding—as
was shown in the late war. It is empowered to raise revenue by internal as well as ex-

ternal taxes, and. if necessary, to borrow money for these and many other purposes. Its

tax-collectors and other officers proceed directly against the individual citizen, and in its

own courts. It has the exclusive authority to establish and maintain post-offices, to

coin money and punish counterfeiters ; to fix weights and measures, to regulate com-
merce, to take cognizance of offenses committed at sea, in the territories, and against the

laws of nations ; to enact bankrupt-laws, to declare who shall be citizens, and to grant pat-

ents and copyrights. In all these matters the State governments have absolutely no author-

ity ; and all laws enacted by Congress, for these and other purposes recited in the Constitu-

tion, are the supreme law of the land, and as such entitled to faithful obedience, even though
a State constitution or laws should command to the contrary. For, an act of Congress, a
decision of the United States Supreme Court, or a command of the Presiaent when this

is in accordance with an act of Congress, is above any or all State laws and constitutions.

The Slates are so completely prohibited from interfering with the Federal Government in

its own field, as this is prescribed in the Constitution, that they cannot even tax Federal
bonds ; and the Federal power is so supreme, within its limits, that it may punish even
so small an offense as the obstruction of one of its mail wagons.
When a citizen disobeys a Federal law he is directly dealt with—arrested, tried, and

Eunished—by Federal officers and courts ; but when a State adopts an unconstitutional
iw, the citizen called on to obey it appeals to the Federal Supreme Court, and its decis-

ion on the question is final. Thus the President does not act directly against States as he
may against citizens ; and this is an important distinction.

A State government has the exclusive authority to maintain peace and order within its

limits, to punish crimes, except those committed against the United States or against the
Jaws of nations ; to appoint tne police and maintain the prisons ; to regulate the tenure

of lands and the rules of inheritance. It has charge of education and the public health ;

it creates and regulates all corporations, such as railroad and insurance companies, within
ks limits ; it declares who of its citizens shall vote ; it may regulate the sale of liquors

and poisons, and abolish nuisances. In all these matters, and others of the same kind,

the State has jurisdiction and power, to the exclusion of the Federal Government ; and
the Governor, the State Courts, and the State Legislature have abundant power to perform
all their duties. Though the Federal Government has the right and power to punish re-

sistance to or violation of its own laws anywhere within the national limits, it has no
right to. interfere in case of a riot or insurrection against the State authorities, until these,

in a formal and prescribed manner, call on it for aid.

Within the State there are a number of political sub-divisions : the county, township,
and school-district, and the city and ward ; all these are created and may be changed by
the State Legislature, and to each a part of the work of government is assigned by the

State constitution and in accordance with custom, which varies somewhat in different

States. A city ward is the equivalent of a township ; but cities are with us governed by
a charter granted by the State Legislature, while county governments are usually pre-
scribed in a State constitution. There is no reason for this difference ; and the practice

of granting special charters to cities has been the cause of much ignorant and mischiev-
ous legislation, and of widespread corruption. A city government needs to be some-
what differently constituted from that of a county ; but there is no reason why all the

cities of a State should not exist under a single charter, carefully drawn.
The tables that follow give a summary view of the different political subdivisions rec-

ognized in our system, with their duties and officers. We proceed, step by step, from
the smallest political division, where the people act directly upon measures which most
immediately concern their daily lives, to the largest, to which general powers only are
intrusted, having reference solely to the welfare and security of the whole nation. By
this division of powers and duties, government is made less cumbrous, and is therefore

Kkely to be more efficient and economical ; and that as the power of a subdivision becomes
more formidable, it is less intimately brought in contact with the people—thus the State
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53ft THE AMERICAN POLITICAL SYSTEM.

government does not concern itself with roads, and the Federal Government has no
charge of schools or the police ; and thus the people are accustomed as much as possible to

act directly upon their local and private interests, leaving only matters of more extended

interest to the charge of the more distant and necessarily representative governments, as

the State and the Federal authorities.

Summary View of the Different Political Subdivision! Recognised in out
System, with their Duties and Officers.

Name of Division.

School District.

Township.

County.

Stats.

Fkbbhal.

Has charge of

The free or public school.

Local peace, small offenses in

justice's court : roads, pounds,
local nuisances, paupers,
taxes.

Officers.

School Trustees.

Trustees, justice of the peace,
constable, clerk, road-master,
assessor, and collector of
taxes.

Main or county roads and
bridges ; nuisances, public
health, general j>olice, crimes. Judge, prosecuting attorney,

clerk, public administrator.and general offenses, county
court, clerk for public records,
administration of wills, super-
intendence of schools and of
paupers, collection of taxes
for State and county, jail,

poor-house.

General peace and order; the
enactment and enforcement of
all laws applicable to the whole
State, and under which all lo-

cal bodies act, and to which
they are subject (the State
laws are the supreme law of
the State, all county or town-
ship laws to the contrary not-

withstanding), militia drills,

corporations, right of suffrage.

War and peace, foreign rela-

tions, public lands. Indians,
army and navy, lignt-houses,
customs' duties, coinage,
weights and measures, post
offices.

sheriff, superintendent of
schools, coroner, treasurer, su
pervisors
surveyor.

commissioners

Governor, secretary of state,

treasurer, attorney-general, su-
perintendent of education, cir-

cuit courts and courts ofappeal,
public works, Legislature.

President, secretaries of state,

treasury, interior, postmaster-
general and attorney-general,
postmasters, revenue collectors

of different kinds, and a multi-

tude of other officers and clerks

CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES.

PREAMBLE.
We, the people of the United States, in order to form a more perfect union, establish

uic tranquillity, provide for the common defense, promote tne general
welfare, and secure the blessings of liberty to ourselves and our posterity, do ordain and
justice, insure domesti
welfare, and secure thv. v.w»...». «. ..».,. w ww*,*^* «(>u

establish this Constitution for the United States of America.
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ARTICLE I.-LEGISLATIVE DEPARTMENT.
Section I.—Congress in General.

AH legislative power* herein granted shall be vested in a Congress of the United Stales,
which snail consist of a Senate and House of Representatives.

Section II.—House of Representatives.

Clause i. The House of Representatives shall be composed of members chosen every
second year by the people of tne several Slates ; and tne electors in each State shall
have the qualifications requisite for electors of the most numerous branch of the State
Legislature.

Clause 2. No person shall be a representative who shall not have attained to the age
of twenty-five years, and been seven years a citizen of the United States, and who shall

notj when elected, be an inhabitant of that State in which he shall be chosen.
Clause 3. Representatives and direct taxes shall be apportioned among the several

States which may be imluded within this union, according to their respective numbers,
which shall be determined by adding to the whole number of free persons, including
those bound to service for a term of years, and excluding Indians not taxed, three-fifths
of all other persons. The actual enumeration shall be made within three years after the
first meeting of the Congress of the United States, and within every subsequent term of
ten years, in such manner as they shall by law direct. The number of representatives
shall not exceed one for every thirty thousand, but each State shall have at least one
representative; and until such enumeration shall be made, the State of New Hampshire
shall be entitled to choose three, Massachusetts eight, Rhode Island and Providence
Plint tions one, Connecticut five, New York six, New Jersey four, Pennsylvania eight,
Delaware one, Maryland six, Virginia ten, North Carolina five, South Carolina five,

and Georgia three.

Clause a. When vacancies happen in the representation from any State, the execu-
tive authority thereof shall issue writs of election to fill such vacancies.
Clause 5. The House of Representatives shall choose their speaker and other officers

and shall have the sole power of impeachment.

Section III.—Senate.

Clause i. The Senate of the United States shall be composed of two Senators from
each State, chosen by the Legislature thereof for six years, and each Senator shall have
one vote.

Clause 2. Immediately after they shall be assembled in consequence of the first elec-
tion, they shall be divided, as equally as may be, into three classes. The seats of the
Senators of the first-ebss shall be vacated at the expiration of the second year, of the
second-class at the expiration of the fourth year, and of the third-class at the expiration
of the sixth year, so that one-third may be chosen every second year ; and if vacancies
happen, by resignation or otherwise, during the recess of the Legislature of any State,
the executive thereof may make temporary appointments until the next meeting of the
Legislature, which shall then fill such vacancies.
Clause 3. No person shall be a Senator who shall not have attained to the age of

thirty years, and been nine years a citizen of the United States, and who shall not, when
elected, be an inhabitant of that State for which he shall be chosen.
Clause 4. The Vice-President of the United States shall be President of the Senate,

but shall have no vote, unless they be equally divided.
Clause 5. The Senate shall choose their other officers, and also a President fro

t-mfore, in the absence of the Vice-President, or when he shall exercise the office of
President of the United States.

Clause 6. The Senate shall have the sole power to try all impeachments. When sit-

ting for that purpose they shall be on oath or affirmation. When the President of the
United States is tried, the chief-justice shall preside ; and no person shall be convicted
without the concurrence of two-thirds of the members present.
Clause 7. Judgment in case of impeachment shall not extend farther than to removal

from office, and disqualification to hold and enjoy any office of honor, trust, or profit
under the United States ; but the party convicted shall, nevertheless, be liable and subject
to indictment, trial, judgment, and punishment according to law.

Section IV.—Both Houses.

Clause 1. The times, places, and manner of holding elections for Senators and Rcpre-
tentatives shall be prescribed in each State by the Legislature thereof; but the Congress
may at any time, by law, make or alter such regulations, except as to the place of choos-
ing Senators.
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Clause a. The Congress shall assemble at least once in every year, and such meeting
ihall be on the first Monday in December, unless they shall by law appoint a different

day.
Section V.—The Houses separately.

Clause x. Each house shall be the judge of the election?, returns, and qualifications

of its own members, and a majority of each shall constitute a quorum to do business : but
a smaller number may adjourn from day to day, and may be authorized to compel the
attendance of absent members, in such manner and under such penalties as each house
may provide.
Clause 2. Each house may determine the rules of its proceedings, punish its members

for disorderly behavior, and, with the concurrence of two-thirds, expel a member.
Clause 3. Each house shall keep a journal of its proceedings, and from time to time

publish the same, excepting such parts as may in their judgment require secrecy; and
the yeas and nays of the members of either house, on any question, shall, at the desire

of one-fifth of those present, be entered on the journal.

Clause 4. Neither house during the session of Congress shall, without the consent of
the other, adjourn for more than three days, nor to any other place than that in which
the two houses shall be sitting.

Section VI.—Disabilities of Members.
Clause i. The senators and representatives shall receive a compensation fur their

services, to be ascertained by law, and paid out of the treasury of the United States.

They shall in all cases, except treason, felony, and breach of the peace, be privileged

from arrest during their attendance at the session of their respective houses, and in going
to or returning from the same ; and for any speech or debate in cither house, they sbafi

not be questioned in any other place.

Clause 2. No senator or representative shall, during the time for which he was elected,

be appointed to any civil office under the authority of the- United States, which shall have
been created, or the emoluments whereof shall have been increased, during such time;
and no person holding any office under the United States shall be a member of either

house during his continuance in office.

Section VII.—Mode of Passing Laws.
Clause i. All bills for raising revenue shall originate in the House of Representatives;

but the Senate may propose or concur with amendments, as on other bills.

Clause a. Every bill which shall have passed the House of Representatives and the
Senate shall, before it become a law, be presented to the President of the United States ;

if he approve, he shall sign it ; but if not, he shall return it, with his objections, to that

house in which it shall have originated, who shall « nter the objections at large on their

journal, and proceed to reconsider it. If, after such reconsideration, two-thirds of that

house shall agree to pass the bill, it shall be sent, together with the objections, 10 the

other house, by which it shall likewise be reconsidered, and if approved by two-thirds
of that house, it shall become a law. But in all such cases the votes of both nouses shall

be determined by yeas and nays, and the names of the persons voting for and against the
bill shall be entered on the journal of each house respectively. If any bill shall not be
returned by the President within ten days (Sundays excepted) after it shall have
been presented to him, the same shall be a law in like manner as if he had signed it,

unless the Congress by their adjournment prevent its return, in which case it shall not
be a law.
Clause 3. Every order, resolution, or vote to which the concurrence of the Senate and

House of Representatives maybe necessary (except on a question of adjournment), shall

be presented to the President of the United States ; and before the same shall take effect,

shall be approved by him, or, being disapproved by him, shall be repassed by two-thirds
of the Senate and House of Representatives, according to the rules and limitations pre-
scribed in the case of a bili.

Section VIII.—Powers Granted to Congress.
The Congress shall have power

—

Clause x. To lay and collect taxes, duties, imposts, and excises, to pay the debts and
firovide for the common defense and general welfare of the United States ; but all duties
mposts, and excises shall be uniform throughout the United States ;

Clause a. To borrow money on the credit of the United States ;

Clause 3. To regulate commerce with foreign nations, and among the several States
and with the Indian tribes ;

Clause a. To establish a uniform rule of naturalisation, and uniform laws on the sub
feci of bankruptcies, throughout the United State*

;
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Clause 5. To coin money, regulate the value thereof and of foreign coin, and fix ttV
standard of weights and measures ;

Clause 6. To provide for the punishment of counterfeiting the securities and current
coin of the United States ;

Clause 7. To establish post-offices and post-roads

;

Clausk 8. To promote the progress of science and useful arts, by securing for limited
times to authors and inventors the exclusive right to their respective writings and dis
coveries

;

Clause 9. To constitute tribunals inferior to the Supreme Cout

:

Clause 10. To define and punish felonies committed on the high seas, and offense*
against the law of nations

;

Clause is. To declare war, grant letters of marque and reprisal, and make rules con
cerning captures on land and water

;

Clause is. To raise and support armies ; but no appropriate of money to that us*

shall be for a longer term than two years ;

Clause 13. To provide and maintain a navy

;

Clause 14. To make rules for the government and regulation of die land and naval
forces;

Clause 15. To provide for calling forth the militia to execut* the laws of the Union,
suppress insurrections, and repel invasions

;

Clause 16. To provide for organizing, arming, and disciplining the militia, and for
governing such part of them as may be employed in the service of die United States,

reserving to the states respectively the appointment of the officers and the authority 01

training the militia according to the discipline prescribed by Congress

;

Clause 17. To exercise exclusive legislation, in all cases whatsoever, over such district

(not exceeding ten miles square) as may, by cession of particular States and the acceptance
of Congress, become the seat of government of the United States, and to exercise like

authority over all places purchased, by the consent of the Legislature of the State in

which the same shall be, for the erection of forts, magazines, arsenals, dock-yards, and
other needful buildings ; and,
Clause 18. To make all laws which shall be necessaiy and proper for carrying into

execution the foregoing powers, and all other powers vested by this Constitution in she
government of the United States, or in any department or officer thereof.

Section IX.—Powers Denied to the United States.

Clause s. The migration or importation of such persons as any of the States aow
existing shall think proper to admit, shall not be prohibited by the Congress prior so tbr
year one thousand eight hundred and eight ; but a tax or duty may be imposed on suet
importation, not exceeding ten dollars for each person.
Clause a. The privilege of the writ of habeas corpus shall not be suspended unless

when, in case of rebellion or invasion, the public safety may require it.

Clause 3. No bill of attainder, or ex-post-facto law, shall be passed.
Clause 4. No capitation or other direct tax shall be laid, unless in proportion to th#

census or enumeration herein before directed to be taken.
Clause 5. No tax or duty shall be laid on articles exported from any State.

Clause 6. No preference shall be given by any regulation of commerce or revenue
to the ports of one State over those of another ; nor shall vessels bound to or from one
State be obliged to enter, dear, or pay duties in another.
Clause 7. No money shall be drawn from the treasury but in consequence of appro-

priations made by law ; and a regular statement and account of the receipts and expen-
ditures of all public money shall be published from time to time.
Clause 8. No title of nobility shall be granted by the United States ; and no person

holding any office of profit or trust under them shall, without the consent ef the Congress,
accept of any present, emolument, office, or title of any kind whatever, from any Icing

prince, or foreign State.

8ectk>n X.—Powers Denied to the States.

Clause i. No Stale shall enter into any treaty, alliance, or confederation ; grant let.

ters of marque and reprisal ; coin money ; emit bills of credit ; make anything but gold
and silver coin a tender in payment of debts ; pass any bill of attainder, ex-post-facto law,
or law impairing the obligation of contracts ; or grant any title of nobility.

Clause a. No State shall, without the consent of the Congress, lay any impost* of

duties on imports or exports, except what may be absolutely necessary for executing its

inspection laws ; and the net produce of all duties and imposts laid by any State on im-

1 shall be for the use of the treasury of the United States ; and aii »uck
t to the revision and control of the Congress.e?j
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Clause 3. No State shall , without the consent of Congress, lay any duty of tonnage,
keep troops or ships of war in time of peace, enter into any agreement or compact with
another State or with a foreign power, or engage in war, unless actually invaded, or in

such imminent danger as will not admit of delays.

ARTICLE II.-EXECUT1VE DEPARTMENT.
Section I.—President and Vice-President

Clause i. The executive power shall be vested in a President of the United States of
America. He shall hold his office during the term of four years, and, together with the
Vice-President, chosen for the same term, be elected as follows

:

Clause 2. Each State shall appoint, in such manner as the Legislature thereof may
direct, a number of electors, equal to the- whole number of senators and representatives

to which the State may be entitled in the Congress ; but no senator or representative,

or person holding an office of trust or profit under the United States, shall be appointed
in elector.

[Clause 3. The electors shall meet in their respective States, and vote by ballot for two
persons, of whom one at least shall not be an inhabitant of the same State with them-
selves. And they shall make a list of all the persons voted for, and of the number of votes
for each ; which list they shall sign and certify, and transmit, sealed, to the seat of the
government of the United States directed to the President of the Senate. The President
of the Senate shall, in the presence of the Senate and House of Representatives, open all

the certificates, and the votes shall then be counted. The person having the greatest

number of votes shall be the President, if such number be a majority of the whole number
of electors appointed ; and if there be more than one who have such majority, and have
an equal number of votes, then the House of Representatives shall immediately choose
by ballot one of them for President; and if no person have a majority, then, from the
five highest on the list, the said House shall in like manner choose the President. But
in choosing the President, the votes shall be taken by States, the representation from each
State having one vote ; a quorum for this purpose shall consist of a member or members
from two-thirds of the States, and a majority of all the States shall be necessary to a
choice. In every case, after the choice of the President, the person having the greatest
number of votes of the electors shall be the Vice-President. But if there should remain
two or more who have equal votes, the Senate shall choose from them by ballot the Vice-
President.*]

Clause 4. The Congress may determine the time of choosing the electors, and the day
on which they shall give their votes, which day shall be the same throughout the United
States.

Clause 5. No person except a natural-born citizen, or a citizen of the United States at

the time of the adoption of this Constitution, shall be eligible to the office of President;

neither shall any person be eligible to that office who shall not have attained to the age
of thirty-five years, and been fourteen years a resident within the United States.

Clause 6 In case of the removal of the President from office, or of his death, resigna-

tion, or inability to discharge the powers and duties of the said office, the same shall de-

volve on the Vice-President; and the Congress may by law provide for the case of
removal, death, resignation, or inability, both of the President and Vice-President, de-

claring what officer shall then act as President : and such officer shall act accordingly,

until the disability be removed or a President shall be elected.

Clause 7. The President shall, at stated times, receive for his services a compensation,
which shall neither be increased nor diminished during the period for which he shall have
been elected, and he shall not receive within that period any other emolument from the

United States, or any of them.
Clause 8. Before he enter on the execution of his office, he shall take the following

oath or affirmation

:

" I do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I will faithfully execute the office of President

of the United States, and will, to the best of my ability, preserve, protect, and defend
the Constitution of the United States/'

Section II.—Powers of the President.

Clause x. The President shall be commander-in-chief of the army and navy of the

United States and of the militia of the several Mates, when called into the actual service

of the United States ; he may require the opinion in writing of the principal officer ir

each of the executive departments, upon any subject relating to the duties of their respec

live offices ; and he shall have power to grant reprieves and pardons for offenses against

the United States, except in cases of impeachment.

* Altered by the lath Amendment See peg* 41*,
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Clause 2. He shall have power, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, to

make treaties, provided two-thirds ofthe Senators present concur; and he shall nomi-
nate, and by and with the advice and consent of the Senate shall appoint ambassadors,
other public ministers and consuls, judges of the Supreme Court, and ail other officers of
the United States, whose appointments are not herein otherwise provided for. and which
*hall be established by law ; but the Congress may by law vest the appointment of such
inferior officers as they think proper in the President alone, in the courts of law, or in the
heads of departments.
Clause 3. The President shall have power to All up all vacancies that may happen

during the recess of the Senate, by granting commissions, which shall expire at the end
of their next session.

Section III.—Duties of the President.

He shall, from time to time, give to the Congress information of the state of the Union,
and recommend to their consideration such measures as he shall judge necessary and
expedient; he may, on extraordinary occasions, convene both houses, or cither of them;
and in case of disagreement between them, with respect to the time of adjournment, he
may adjourn them to such a time as he shall think proper , he shall receive ambassadors
ana other public ministers ; he shall take care that the laws be faithfully executed, and
shall commission all the officers of the United States.

Section IV.—Impeachment of the President.

The President, Vice-President, and all civil officers of the United States, shall be
removed from office on impeachment for and conviction of treason, bribery, or other
high crimes and misdemeanors.

ARTICLE 1II.-JUDICIAL DEPARTMENT.
Section I.—United States Courts.

The judicial power of the United States shall be vested in one Supreme Court, and in

such inferior courts as Congress may from time to time ordain and establish. The
mdges, both of the supreme and inferior courts, shall hold their offices during good
behavior; and shall, at stated times, receive for their services a compensation, which
shall not be diminished during their continuance in office. q-

Section I:.—Jurisdiction of the United States Courts.

Clause i. The judicial power shall extend to all cases in law and equity arising under
this Constitution, the laws ot the United States, and treaties made, or which shall be
made, under their authority ; to all cases affecting ambassadors, other public ministers,
•nd consuls* to all cases of admiralty and maritime jurisdiction ; to controversies to
which the United States shall be a party : to controversies between two or more States

;

between a State and citizens of another State ; between citizens of different States

;

between citizens of the same State claiming lands under grants of different States ; and
between a State, or the citizens thereof, and foreign States, citizens, or subjects.*

Clause 2. In all cases affecting ambassadors, or other public ministers and consuls,
and those in which a State shall be party, the Supreme Court shall have original juris-

diction. In all the other cases before mentioned, the Supreme Court shall have appellate
jurisdiction, both as to law and fact, with such exceptions, and under such regulations
as the Congress shall make.
Clause 3. The trial of all crimes, except in cases of impeachment, shall be by jury

,

and such trial shall be held in the State where the said crimes shall have been committed

;

but when not committed within any State, the trial shall be at such place or places ai

the Congress may by law have directed.

Section III.—Treason.

Clause i. Treason against the United States shall consist only in levying war against
them, or in adhering to their enemies, giving them aid and comfort. No person shall
be convicted of treason unless on the testimony of two witnesses to the same overt act,
or on confession in open court.

Clause a. The Congress shall have power to declare the punishment of treason ; but
no attainder of treason shall work corruption of blood, or forfeiture, except during the
ife of the person attainted.

ARTICLE IV.

Section I.—State Records.

Knit faith and credit shall be given in each State to the public acts, records, and judP-

* Altered by the xxth Amendment. See page 424
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cial proceedings of every other State. And the Congress may, by general laws, prescribe

the manner in which such acts, records, and proceedings shall be proved, ana the effect

tnereoi.
Section II.—Privileges of Citizens, etc.

Clause x. The citizens of each State shall be entitled to all privileges and immunities
of citizens in the several States.

Clause a. A person charged in any State with treason, felony, or other crime, who
shall flee from justice and be found in another State, shall, on demand of the executive
authority of the State from which he fled, be delivered up, to be removed to the State

having jurisdiction of the crime.

Clause 3. No person held to service or labor in one State, under the laws thereof,

escaping into another, shall, in consequence of any law or regulation therein, be dis-

chargedfrom such service or labor, but shall be delivered up on claim of the party to

whom such service or labor may be due.

Section III.—New States and Territories.

Clause i. New States may be admitted by the Congress into this Union ; but no new
State shall be formed or erected within the jurisdiction of any other State ; nor any J- ate

be formed by the junction of two or more States, or parts of States, without the consent

of the Legislatures of the States concerned, as well as of the Congress.
Clause 2. The Congress shall have power to dispose of, and make all needful rules

and regulations respecting the territory or other property belonging to the United State*

;

and nothing in this Constitution shall be so construed as to prejudice any claims of the

United States or ofany particular State.

Section IV.—Guarantee to the States.

The United States shall guarantee to every State in this Union a republican form ot

government, and shall protect each of them against invasion ; and, on application of the
Legislature, or of the executive (when the Legislature cannot be convened), against
domestic violence.

ARTICLE V.—POWER OF AMENDMENT.
The Congress, whenevertwo-thirds of both houses shall deem it necessary, shall pro-

pose amendments to this Constitution, or, on the application of the Legislatures of two-
thirds of the several States, shall call a convention for proposing amendments, which, in

either case, shall be valid to ali intents and purposes, as part of this Constitution, when
ratified by the Legislatures of three-fourths of the several States, or by conventions in

three-fourths thereof, as the one or the other moue of ratification may be proposed by
Congress ; provided, that no amendment which may be made prior to the year one thou-

sand eight hundred and eight shall in any manner affect the first and fourth clauses in

the ninth section of the first article ; and that no State, without its consent, shall be
deprived of its equal suffrage in the Senate.

ARTICLE VI.—PUBLIC DEBT, SUPREMACY OF THE CONSTITUTION,
OATH OF OFFICE, RELIGIOUS TEST.

Clause i . All debts contracted and engagements entered into before the adoption of
this Constitution, shall be as valid against the United States under this Constitution as

under the Confederation.
Clause a. This Constitution, and the laws of the United States which shall be made

in pursuance thereof, and all treaties made, or which shall be made, under the authority
of the United States, shall be the supreme law of the land ; and the judges in every State
shall be bound thereby, anything in the Constitution or laws of any State to the contrary
notwithstanding.
Clause 3. The senators and representatives before mentioned, and the members of

the several State Legislatures, and all executive and judicial officers, both of the United
States and of the several States, shall be bound by oath or affirmation to support this

Constitution ; but no religious test shall ever be required as a qualification to any office

or public trust under the United States.

ARTICLE VII.-RATIFICATION OF THE CONSTITUTION.
The ratification of the conventions of nine States shall be sufficient for the establish-

ment of this Constitution between the States so ratifying the same.

Done in convention, by the unanimous consent of the States present, the seventeenth
day of September, in the year of our Lord one thousand seven hundred and eighty*
seven, ana of the independence of the United States of America the twelfth. In wit-

ness whereof, we have nereunto subscribed our names.
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Ghorge Washington, President and Deputyfrom Virginia.

New Hampshire.—John Langdon,
Nicholas Oilman.
Massachusetts. —Nathaniel Gorham,

Rufus King.
Connecticut.—Wm. Samuel Johnson,

Roger Sherman.
New York.—Alexander Hamilton.
NewJersey.—William Livingston, Wil-

liam Patterson, David Brearley, Jonathan
Dayton.
Pennsylvania.— Bcn'amin Franklin,

Robert Morris, Thomas Fitzsimons, James
Wilson, Thomas Mifflin, George Clymer,
Jared Ingersoll, Gouverneur Morris.

Delaware.—George Read, JohnDickh>
son, Jacob Broom, Gunning Bedford, Jr*
Richard Bassett.

Maryland.—James M'Henry, Daniel
Carroll, Daniel of St. Tho. Jenifer.

Virginia.—John Blair, Jas. Madison.

Jr-

North Carolina.—Wm. Blount, Hugh
Williamson, Richard Dobbs Spaight.
South Carolina.—John Rutledge,

Charles Cotesworth Pinckney, Pierce But
ler.

Georgia.—William Few, Abraham
Baldwin.

Attest, William Jackson, Secretary

AMENDMENTS TO THE CONSTITUTION.

ARTICLE I.-FREEDOM
-

OF RELIGION, Etc.

Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the

free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press, or the righ'

of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the government for a redress O
grievances

ARTICLE II.—RIGHT TO BEAR ARMS.
A well-regulated militia being necessary to the security ofa free State, the right of the

people to keep and bear arms shall not be infringed.

ARTICLE III.-QUARTERING SOLDIERS ON CITIZENS.
No soldier shall, in time of peace, be quartered in any house without the consent ofd>

owner ; nor in time of war, but in a manner to be prescribed by law.

ARTICLE IV.—SEARCH WARRANTS.
The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects.

against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated ; and no warrants shall
issue but upon probable cause, supported by oath or affirmation, and particularly describ-
ing the place to be searched, and the persons or things to be seized.

ARTICLE V.-TRIAL FOR CRIME, ETC.
No person shall be held to answer for a capital or otherwise infamous crime, unless on

a presentment or indictment of a grand jury, except in cases arising in the land or naval
forces, or in the militia when in active service in time of war or public danger : nor shall

any person be subject for the same offense to be twice put in jeopardy of life or limb;
nor snail be compelled, in any criminal case, to be a witness against himself; nor be de-
prived of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law ; nor shall private prop*
erty be taken for public use without just compensation.

ARTICLE VI.—RIGHTS OF ACCUSED PERSONS.
In all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the right to a speedy and public

trial, by an impartial jury of the State and district wnerein the crime shall have been
committed, which district shall have been previously ascertained by law. and to be
Informed of the nature and cause of the accusation ; to be confronted with the witnesses
against him ; to have compulsory process for obtaining witnesses in his favor; and to
have the assistance of counsel for his defense.

ARTICLE VII.—SUITS AT COMMON LAW.
In suits at common law, where the value in controversy shall exceed twenty dollars,

the right of trial by jury shall be preserved ; and no fact tried by a jury shall be other-
wise re-examined in any court of the United States than according to the rules of the
common law.

ARTICLE VIII.—EXCESSIVE BAIL.
Excessive bail shall not be required, nor excessive fines imposed, nor cruel and unusual

punishment inflicted.
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ARTICLE IX.

The enumeration in the Constitution of certain right* shall not be <

or disparage others retained by the people.

ARTICLE X.
The powers not granted to the United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by k

•o the States, are reserved to the States respectively *r to the people.

ARTICLE XI.

The judicial power of the United States shall not be construed to extend to any suit

b law or equity commenced or prosecuted against one of the United States by citizens

»f another State, or by citizens or subjects of any foreign State.

ARTICLE XII.-MODE OF CHOOSING THE PRESIDENT AND VICE
PRESIDENT.

Clause i. The electors shall meet in their respective States, and vote by ballot for

President and Vice-President, one of whom, at least, shall not be an inhabitant of Jie
same State with themselves ; they shall name in their ballots the person voted for as
President, and in distinct ballots the person voted for as Vice-President ; and they shall

make distinct lists of all persons voted for as President, and of all persons voted for as
Vice-President, and of the number of votes for each, which list they shall sign and
certify, and transmit, sealed, to the seat of government of the United States, directed to
the President of the Senate ; the President of the Senate shall, in the presence of the
Senate and House of Representatives, open all the certificates, and the votes shall then
be counted ; the person having the greatest number of votes for President shall be the
President, if such number be a majority of the whole number of electors appointed ; and
if no person have such majority, then from the persons having the highest numbers, not
exceeding three, on the list of those voted for as President, the House of Representatives
•hall choose immediately by ballot the President. But in choosing the President, the
voles shall be taken by States, the representation from each State having one vote ; a
Suorum for this purpose shall consist of a member or members from two-thirds of the
tates, and a majority of all the States shall be necessary to a choice. And if the

House of Representatives shall not choose a President, whenever the right of choice
shall devolve upon them, before the fourth day of March next following, then the Vice-
President shall act as President, as in the case of the death or other constitutional dis-

ability of the President.
Clause a. The person having the greatest number of votes as Vice-President shall be

the Vice-president, if such number be a majority of the whole number of electors ap-
pointed, and if no person have a majority, then from the two highest numbers on the list

the Senate shall choose the Vice-President ; a quorum for the purpose shall consist of
two-thirds of the whole number of senators, and a majority of the whole number shall

be necessary to a choice.
Clausb 3. But no person constitutionally ineligible to the office of President shall be

eligible to that of Vice-President of the United States.

ARTICLE XIII.

Clausb 1. Neither slavery nor involuntary servitude, except as a punishment for

crime whereof the party shall have been duly convicted, shall exist within the United
States, or any place subject to their jurisdiction.
Clause 2. Congress shall have power to enforce this article by appropriate legislation.

ARTICLE XIV.
Clause i. All persons born or naturalized in the Unittd States, and subject to the

iurisdiction thereof, are citizens of the United States and of the State wherein iney reside.

Io State shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge the privileges or immunities
of citizens of the United States; nor shall any State deprive any person of life, liberty,

or property, without due process of law, nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction
the equal protection of the laws.
Clause a. Representatives shall be apportioned among the several States according to

their respective numbers, counting the whole number of persons in each State, excluding
Indians not taxed. But when the right to vote at any election for the choice of Electors
for President and Vice-President of the United States, Representatives in Congress, the
executive and judicial officers of a State, or the members of the Legislature thereof, is

denied to any of the male members of such State, being twenty-one yeais of age, and
dtiaens of the United States, or in any way abridged, except for participation in rebellion

EjT other crime, the basis of representation therein shall be reduced in the proportion
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which the number of such male citizens shall bear to the whole number of male citizens

twenty-one years of age in such State.

Clause 3. No person shall be a Senator or Representative in Congress, or Elector of
President and Vice-President, or hold any office, civil or military, under the United
States, or under any State, who, having previously taken an oath, as a member of Con-
gress, or as an officer of the United States, or as a member of any State Legislature, or

as an executive or judicial officer of any State, to support the Constitution of the United
States, shall have engaged in insurrection or rebellion against the same, or given aid or

comfort to the enemies thereof. But Congress may, by a vote of two- thirds of each
house, remove such disability.

Clause 4. The validity of the public debt of the United States, authorized by law,

including debts incurred for the payment of pensions and bounties for services in sup-
pressing insurrection or rebellion, shall not be questioned. But neither the United States

nor any State shall assume or pay any debt or obligation incurred in aid of insurrection

or rebellion against the United States, or any claim for the loss or emancipation of any
•lave ; but all such debts, obligations, and claims shall be held illegal and void.

Clausb 5. The Congress shall have power to enforce by appropriate legislation the
provisions of this article.

ARTICLE XV.
Clause i. The right of the citizens of the United States to vote shall not be denied or

abridged by the United States or any State on account of race, color, or previous condi-
tion of servitude.

Clause a. The Congress shall have power to enforce by appropriate legislation the
provisions of this article.

THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT.
The Federal Government consists of three branches—legislative, judicial and execu-

tive—organized in 1-89 under the Constitution, and has its seat at the national capital.

Washington, D. C.

'

THE LEGISLATIVE DEPARTMENT,
or Congress, is compos tl of two houses, the Senate and House of Representatives, fh«
Salary of members is $= ,000 per annum, with allowance of 20 cents per mile each way to

and from their place of residence, each session.

The Senate consists of two members from each State, elected by its Legislature for

six years, one-third of the number retiring every other year, on the 4th of March. One
nundred and twenty-five dollars per annum is allowed each Senator for stationery and
newspapers. The Vice-President is President of the Senate, and receives $8,000 per
annum.
The House of Representatives is composed of members elected for two years, by

the people of each State, who are entitled to representation according to their popula-
tion. The House chooses its own Speaker.
Officers of the Senate are the President of the Senate, a Chaplain, a Secretary of

the Senate, a Chief Clerk, a Principal Legislative Clerk, Sergeant at Arms, a Postmas-
ter, a Superintendent of Folding-Room, Superintendent of Document Room, and Official

Reporters who, though not officers, make up the full working staff.

Officers of the House are the Speaker of the House, a Chaplain, a Clerk of the
House, a Chief Clerk, a Sergeant at Arms, a Postmaster, a Doorkeeper, a Superintend-
ent of Folding Room, a Superintendent of Upper Document Room, a Superintendent of

Lower Document Room, a Librarian, two Stenographers, and the five Official Reporters
of Debates.
Officers of Congress are the Public Printer and the Librarian of Congress. The

latter's most important work is the copyright work of the Government.

UNITED STATES CONSULAR SERVICE.
The following table includes all consuls, consuls-general, and commercial agents of the

United States, the amount of whose compensation reaches $1,000 or upwards, annually.
By the act ofJune 1st, 1874, the salaried consulates are divided into seven classes, besides
other subdivisions, with specific fixed salaries for each, as follows :

Five consulates at. $6,000 Twenty consulates at %3fi°°
Three " at 5,000 Nineteen " at 2,500
One consulate at 4,500 Thirty-five " at. 3,000

Five consulates at 4.000 Fifty-nine " at. i,5<x>

Eight " at 1,500 Twenty-five •• at ~ x*e«»

34
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Apportionment of Representatives in Congress, and Ratio of Representatives

by the Constitution and at each Census.

REPRESENTATIVES TO WHICH EACH STATE WAS ENTITLED BY

States.

B .

P m u
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•*•

6
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rn
is f>

00

6 .m
B

00

6 . 6 .

**-00

8 . S
.

in

I
a * 3 ^

US
H Si

31

3^

31
g-fi

3S 33

3".H
21

5
S •aa •oS 2S •si sa sa •sa |a fa« w m ^ 00 Ov

Ratio of
Rep. 33,000 33,000 35,000 40,000 47JOO 70,680 93.4»3 127,381 131.425 151^" 175.9

Alabama ... ... 3 5 7 7 6 8 8
1Arkansas 1 2 3 4 5

California.... ... a 3 4 6
Colorado *i X

Connecticut. 7 7 7 6 4 4 4 4 4
Delaware.... i 1 2 j X 1 X 1 X X

Florida ... 1 1 2 2
Georgia.......

"«
4

"0
7 9

*8
8 7 9 XO IX

Idaho ...

Illinois X 3 7 9 14 9 20 22
Indiana ... 3 7 xo XX 11 *3 "3 13
Iowa ... ... 3 6 9 XI II
Kansas.. ... t 3 7 8
Kentucky.... 2 6 10 sa x3 10 xo 9 10 11 XX
Louisiana.... 3

i
8

4
t
6

5 6 6 6
Maine
Maryland....

*8
9 9

7

9 I
5

5 I t t
Massachu's

.

M '7 20 1J X2 10 xi to XX 12 x 3
Michigan 3 4 6 9 XI 12
Minnesota.... ... 2 2

I
5

Mississippi.. X a 4 5 5 7
Missouri...... ... X a 5 7 9 «3 14 15
Montana ... ...

Nebraska.... ... H X 3
Nevada ... *x X 1

New Hamp. 4 5 6 "0
5 4 3 3 3 2

New Jersey.
New York-
North Car...

N. Dakota....

5 6 6 6 6 5 5 5 7 7
so
IO

17
12

37
»3

34
»3

40
13

34
9

3
I

3*

7 1 34

9
34

Ohio "0
14 19 21 21 19 ao 21 21

Oregon ... *i X 1 1
Pennsylva.,.. *3 18 a3 26 28 24 «5 24 27 28 3<>

Rhode Il'nd 9 a 2 2 2 2 2 s 2 a
South Car 6 8 9 9 7 6 4 5 7
S. Dakota... ...

Tennessee.... 3
"0

9 *3 XX xo 1 xo 10 xo
Texas ... 3 4 6 XI 13
Vermont a 4

*6
5 5 4 3 3 3 2

Virginia 19 22 83 22 21 H 13 IX 9 xo 10
Washington. ...

West Virg'a ... ... ... "j 4
Wisconsin.... ... ... 3

"8
9 10

Wyoming.... ... ...

Whole No... 105 141 i8z 213 240 223 234 243 293 1 3«5 356

•These States admitted subsequently to the apportionment.
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The librarian of Congress receives a salary of $4,000 ; a assistants, cadi, $2,500; aac
IS clerks, ranging from $1,200 to $1,400 per annum.
The Libraiy o? Congress occupies the entire western projection of the central Capitol

building. The library is recruited by regular appropriations made by Congress, which
average about in,000 per annum ; also by additions received by copyright, and from the
Smithsonian Institution. The library of the Smithsonian Institution has been deposited
in the Library of Congress, where it is secured against loss by fire. The collection of
copyright books was removed from the Patent Office in 1870. and all copyrights issued in

the United States are now recorded in the books depositee in the office of the Librarian
of Congress. The present number of volumes is over 400,000, besides about 150,000
pamphlets. The range of subjects is universal, no department of literature or science
being unrepresented. The public are privileged to use the books in the library, while
members of Congress and about thirty official members of the government only can take
away books. The library is open every day (Sunday excepted) during the session of
Congress, from 9 a. m. to the hour of adjournment. In the recess of Congress it is open
between the hours of 9 a. m. and 4 p. m , except Saturdays, when the hour of closing is

3 P.M.

THE JUDICIAL DEPARTMENT
Consists of the Supreme Court, District Circuit Courts, and Court of Claims.
The Supreme Court has a Chief Justice at $10,500, and 8 associates at £10,000 pet

annum. It meets the first Monday in December.
There are 9 United States District Circuit Courts, presided over by a Circuit Judge

at $6,000 per annum.
The Court of Claims is held at Washington, D. C, and is composed ofa Chief Jus-

tice and 4 associates at $4,500 per annum.

THE EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT
Executes the laws, and consists of the President, aided by the heads of departments
with their under-officials. Attached to this branch of the government are the Depart-
ments of State, Treasury, War, Navy, Post-Office, Justice, and Interior. The seven
officir Is who head these departments constitute the cabinet, a name given to the body of
men whom the President appoints as his executive officers and advisers.

Presidents of the United States. Elected.

Elected. Bom. Died.
General Washington first Presidents 1789 and 1793 Feb. 22, 1732 Dec. 14, 1799
John Adams 1797 Oct. 19, 1735 July 4, 1826
Thomas Jefferson 1801 and 1805 April 2, 1743 July 4, 1826
James Madison 1809 and 1813 Mar. 16,1751 June 28,1836
James^Monroe

;
.. 1817 and 1821 April 28, 1758 July 4, 1831

Gen
[ohn Quincy Adams ~ 1825 July 11,1767 Feb. 23,1848
eneral Andrew Jackson 1829 and 1833 Mar. 15,1767 June 8,1845

Martin Van Buren 1 1837 Dec. 5, 1782 July 24, 186s
General William Henry Harrison 1841 Feb. 9, 1773 April 4, 1841

John Tyler (elected as Vice-President) 1841 Mar. 29,1790 Jan. 17,1862
James Knox Polk 1845 Nov. 2, 1795 June 15, 1849
General Zachary Taylor 1849 Nov. 24, 1784 July 9, 1850
Millard Fillmore (elected as Vice-President).. 1850 Ian. 7, 1800 March 8, 1874
General Franklin Pierce 1853 Nov. 23, 1804 Oct. 8, i860

James Buchanan 1857 April 23, 1791 June 1, 1868

Am\Z—J*—±.AM and ,865}
**• »• «*» APril "• «««

Andrew Johnson (elected as Vice-President) 1865 Dec. 29, 1808 July 30 187$
General Ulysses S. Grant 1869 and 1873 April 29, 1822 July 23, 1885
Rutherford B. Hayes 1877 Oct. 4, 1822

James A. Garfield assassinated 1881 Nov. 19, 1831 Sept. 19, 1881

Chester A. Arthur elected as Vice-President... 1881 Oct. 5,1830 Nov. 20, i 886
Stephen Grover Cleveland 1885 Mar. 18, 1837
Benjamin H. Harrison 1888 Aug. 20, 1833
Stephen Grover Cleveland 1893 Mar. 18,1837

The President receives a salary of $50,000 per annum, and is authorized to appoint and
employ in his official household a private secretary at $3,500 per annum ; an assistant

secretary at $2,500, who must be a short-hand writer ; two executive clerks, each, $2,300

;

a steward at $2,000 ; and a messenger at $1 ,200 per annum.
The following are the heads of the departments, with their annual salaries

:
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Secretary op State, $8,000. Assistant Secretary, $4,500. Second Assistant Secr»
Wiry, $3,500.
Envoys Extraordinary and Ministers Plenipotentiary :

Great Britain, $17,500. Russia, $17,500. France, $17,500. Germany, $17,500. Spain,

$12,000. Austria, $12,000. Italy, $12,000. China, $12,000. Mexico, $12 jooo. Brazil,

$12,000. Japan, $12,000. Chili, $10,000 Peru, $10,000. Central America, $10,000.
Sbcrbtary op the Treasury, $8,000. Two Assistant Secretaries, each, $4,500. Chief

Clerk, $2,700. First and Stcond Comptroller, $5,000.

Sub-Treasuries.—Sub-Treasuries of the United States are located at Baltimore, Bos-
ton, Chicago, Cincinnati, New York, New Orleans, Philadelphia, St. Louis, and San
Francisco. They each employ an assistant treasurer at $4,100; cashier, $2,500; clerks

and book-keepers at from $1,200 to $1,800, messengers at $840, watchmen, $720, and de-

tectives (at the more important points) at from $»,4oo to $i,8co. These sub-treasuries

employ both males and females. The Assistant Treasurer is appointed by the Secretary
witn the approval of the President, and this chief officer recommends all subordinates.

U. S. Mints.—There are United States Mints at Carson City, Nevada; Denver,
Colorado; New Orleans, Philadelphia, and San Francisco. The Superintendents get

from $3,000 to $4,500, according to location. They are appointed by the President, and
recommend all subordinates to the Secretary of the Treasury. These several mints em-
ploy about 1,000 persons in all, many of them skilled.

U. S. Assay Offices.—There are Assay Offices at Boise City, Idaho ; Charlotte, N.
C. : Helena, Montana, and New York City. At Boise City, the assayer in charge gets

$2,000 a year; one clerk, $1,000; one workman. At Charlotte, the assayer in charge
gets $1,500; one clerk, $1,000; one laborer, $16 a month. At Helena, the assayer gets

$2,500; melter, $2,000; chief clerk, $1,200, and nine other assistants from $2.50 to $1.25
a day. At New York, the Superintendent gets from $4,000 to $5,000 ; the assayer, $3,000 ;

melter and refiner, $3,000: chief clerk, $2,500; weigh clerk, $2,000, and 56 other em-
ployees from $3 per day to $2,150 a year.

The Customs Service.—The Customs Service includes all officers Jand employees
under the direction of Collectors of the Ports, Appraisers, Surveyors of Ports, etc. They
employ nearly 4,000 officers throughout the country. The President appoints all the
heads, and these recommend minor officers to the Secretary of the Treasury. Appoint-
ments are not confined to either the Slates or cities in which the Custom House is located.

The pay varies somewhat at each port, New York being the highest.

Secretary op the Interior, $8,000. Assistant Secretary of the Interior, $3,500
Chief Clerk and Superintendent, $2,750. Assistant Attorney General, $5,000; Commis-
sioner of Land Office, $4,000. Commissioner of Pensions, $5,000. Two Deputy Com-
missioners of Pensions, each, $3,600. Commissioner of Patent Office, $4,500. Assistant

Commissioner of Patent Office, $3,000. Three Examiners-in-chief, $3,000. Commissioner
of Indian Office, $4,000. Commissioner of Bureau of Education, $3,000. Director if

Geological Survey, $6,000. Superintendent of Census, $5,000.

Secretary op War, $8,000. Adjutant General, $5,500. Inspector General, $5.50.

.

Judge Advocate General, $5,500. Quartermaster General, $5,5°°- Chief of Engineer's

Bureau, $5,500. Surgeon General, $5,500. Paymaster General, $5,500. Commissary
of Subsistence, $5,500. Chief Signal Officer, $5,500. Chief of Ordnance, $5,500.

The Army of the United States.

The Army of the United States on the 6th of November, 1882, consisted of the VU»
tng force* in officers and men

;

Officers. Enlisted
men.

Ten Cavalry regiments. 431 6,383
Five Artillery regiments 280 *»4P3
Twenty-five Infantry regiments 877 '0,767
Engineer battalion, recruiting parties, ordnance depart*

ment, hospital service, Indian scouts, West Point,
Signal detachment ana general service 574 3 381

Total 2,162 33*°24

The maximum military force allowed under existing laws is 7,155 commissioned officer*

and 25,000 enlisted men. The Report of the General of the Army exhibits the sctua'

inimher in service as 2,162 officers and 23,024 enlisted men, November 6, i88t. The
following table exhibits the number in each rank of the army r
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Commissioned Oftoers.—Colonels, 66; lieutenant-colonels. 85; major*, 949; cap-
tains, 607: adjutants, 40; regimental quartermasters, 40 ; first lieutenants, 570; second
lieutenants, 448; chaplains, 38; store-keepers, 15; total, a,i6a.

The Enlisted Men embrace 33 sergeant-majors, 40 quartermaster sergeants, 637
musicians, 106 trumpeters, 10 saddler sergeants, 114 ordnance sergeants, 148 hospital
stewards, 148 commissary sergeants, 435 first sergeants, 3,163 sergeants, 1,637 corporals,

sc8 farriers, 63 artificers, 103 saddlers, 57 wagoners, and 17,533 privates: total, 23,034.
Besides these, there are employed in the Signal Corps, 495 non-commissioned officers and
privates ; Military Academy, 7 professors, 145 cadets, 304 enlisted men ; total, 356.

Pay of Officers in Active Service. Pay of Retired Officers.

3kadb ok Rank]
Yearly Pay. Yearly Pay.

First

5
years

After

5
years.

After
10

years.

After

'5
years.

After
30

years.

First

5
years.

After

5
years.

After
10

years.

After

15
years.

AfW
•0

years.

*»3.5oo
11,000
7,5oo
5,5oo
3,5oo

3,000
3,500
3,OOO
1,800

1,800

1,800
I,6oO

1,500
1,500

1,400
1,500

IO/.C.

*3.85o
3,300
3,750
3,300

1,980
«,98o

1,080

1,760

1,650
1,650

*,540
1,650

30/.f.

$4,200
3,600
3,000
2,400
a,160
3,160

3,160
1,030

1,800
1,800

1,680
1,800

30/. c.

**4.5oo
3#90o
3,25o
3,600

2,340
2,340

2,340
3,080

1*50
i,95o

z,8ao
i,95o

4o/.f.

•4,500
•4,000

3.500
3,800
2,520
2,520

2,520
2,240

3,100
3,100

1,960

$5,635"

4,«5
2,635
2,350

i,87S
1,500
i,35o

1.SOO

1,125
1,135

1,050

1,350

Lieut.-General
Major-Generai.. ...

Brigadier-General.

ZZZ ........

$3,887 *1 -**° *1.3TS $3,375
3,000
2,635
3,IOO

1,890

Lieut.-Colonel 2,475
3,063

1,650
i»4»5

1,320

x,237

1,237

1,485

2,700
2,250
1,800
i,6ao

1^40

i,35o
i,35o

1,360

2,925

2,437
1^50
i,755

1,560

1,462
1,46a

1,365
i,755

Captain, mounted.
Capt. not mount'd.
Regimental Adj't..

Regimental Quar-

tst Lieut., mount'd
1st Lieutenant, not

I.680

1.57J
i,575

i,47«

1,890

sd Lieut. , mount'd
ad Lieutenant, not
mounted

Monthly Payment of Enlisted Men of the United States Army.—First Enlitt-
mtnt.—Company.—Private—Artillery, Cavalry, and Infantry, $13.00 per month. Pri-

vate, ?d class—Engineers and Ordnance, $13-00 per month. Musician—Engineers,
Artillery, and Infantry, $13.00 per month. Trumpeter—Cavalry, $13.00 per month.
Wagoner—Artillery, Cavalry, and Infantry, $14.00 per month. Artificer—Artillery and
Infantry, $15.00 per month. Corporal—Artillery, Cavalry, and Infantry, $15.00 per
month. Blacksmith and Farrier—Cavalry, $1 5.00 per month. Saddler—Cavalry

, $1 5.00

per month. Quartermaster Sergeant, $17.00 per month. Sergeant—Artillery, Cavalry,
and Infantry, $17.00 per month. Private, 1st class—Engineers and Ordnance, $30.00 per
month. Corporal—Engineers and Ordnance, $30.00 per month. First Sergeant—Artil-
lery, Cavalry, and Infantry, $33.00 per month. Saddler—Sergeant—Cavalry, $33.00 per
month. Sergeant—Engineers and Ordnance, $34.00 per month.
Regimtnt.—Chief Trumpeter—Cavalry, jtai.00 per month. Principal Musician

—

Artillery and Infantry, $22.00 per month. Chief Musician—Artillery, Cavalry, and In-
fantry, $60.00 per month. Sergeant Major—Artillery, Cavalry, and Infantry, $33.00 per
month. Quartermaster Sergeant—Artillery, Cavalry, and Infantry, $33x0 per month.
Sergeant Major and Quartermaster Sergeant—Engineers, $36.00 per month. Veteri-
nary Surgeon—Senior, $100.00 per month. Veterinary Surgeon—Junior, $75.00 per
month.
Port.—Hospital Matron, $10.00 per month. Hospital Steward—1st class, $30.00 per

month. Hospital Steward—3d class, $33.00 per month. Hospital Steward—3d class,

$30.00 per month. Ordnance Sergeant, $34.00 per month. Commissary Sergeant, $34.00
per month.
N. B.—The pay of enlisted men, excepting the wagoner, artificer, quartermaster

sergeant, chief musician, veterinary surgeons, and hospital matron, during first enlist-

ment increases $1 per annum after the second year. First re-enlistment pay is increased

$2, and $1 for second, third, and fourth re-enlistment, and is uniform in each.

• The maximum pay of colonels is limited to $4,500, and of lieutenant-colonels to $4,ooo>
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8appers and Miners, and Pontooniera.—Sergeant, $34°° Pcr monta. Corporal,
$20.00 per month. Private—ist class, $17.00 per month. Private—ad class, $13.00 per
month. Musician, $13.00 per month.
United States Military Academy at West Point.—The United States Military

Academy at West Point was founded by act of March 16, x8oa, constituting the corps of
engineers of the army, a military academy with fifty students or cadets, who were to re-

ceive instructions under the senior engineer officer as superintendent. Later acts estab-

lished professorships of mathematics, engineering, philosophy, etc., and made the
academy a military body, subject to the rules and articles of war. One cadet is assigned
to each congressional district and territory in the Union, to be named by the representa-
tive in Congress for the time being, and ten appointments at large, specially conferred by
the President of the United States. The number of students is thus limited to 3x9. The
course of instruction requires four years, and is largely mathematical and professional.

The discipline is very strict, even more so than in the army, and the enforcement ofpen-
alties for offences is inflexible rather than severe. The whole number of graduates from
1802 to 1877 was about 2,700, of whom 1,200 are deceased and about 1,500 living. Of
chose surviving, 800 are still in the army, and about 700 out of service.

Appointees to the military academy must be between 17 and 22 years of age, at least

five feet in height, and free from infirmity, and able to pass a careful examination in

various branches of knowledge. Each cadet admitted must bind himself to serve the
United States eight years from the time of admission to the academy. The pay of cadets,
formerly 50 dollars per month and rations, was fixed at $540 per year, with no allowance
for rations, by the act of 1876. For information concerning admission write your repre-
sentative in Congress.
Postmaster-General, $8,000. First, Second, and Third Assistant Postmaster Gen-

erals, each $3,500.
The First Assistant Postmaster-General has charge of the appointment of postmastes,

the establishment of post offices, and all questions of postal law.
The Second Assistant Postmaster-General has charge of all mall routes, and matters

pertaining to them.
The Taird Assistant Postmaster-General has charge of the Dead Letter Office, and

the sale of postage stamps and postal cards.
The General Superintendent of the Railway Mail Service has charge of the distribution

and dispatch of mails, admission of matter to the mails, and appointment* to the Rail-
way Mail Service.
The Superintendent of the Money Order Office has charge of all business relating to

money orders.
The Superintendent of Foreign Mails has charge of foreign mails.
The Chief Post Office Inspector has charge of matters relating to lost mail matter.
Secretary op the Navy, $8,000. Judge Advocate Gencral.l4.500. Pay Inspector,

$3,000. Superintendent of Naval Observatory, $5,000. Signal Officer, $3,500.
Pay of the Navy of the United States.— Officers.—Admiral, per year. $13,000 on

sea. vice Admiral, per year, $9,000 on sea, $8,000 on shore, $6,ooo on orders. Rear
Admirals, per year, $6,000 on sea, $5,000 on shore, $4,000 on orders. Commodores, per
year, $5,oco on sea, $4,000 on shore, $3«ooc on orders. Captains, per year, $4,500 on sea,

$3,500 on shore, $2,800 on orders. Commanders, per year, $3,500 on sea, $3,000 on
shore, $2,300 on orders. Lieutenant-Commanders—First four years of commission, per
year, $2,800 on sea, $2,400 on shore, $2,000 on orders. Lieutenant-Commanders—alter
tour years, per year, $3,000 on sea, $2,600 on shore, $2,200 on orders. Lieutenants—first

five years of commission, per year, $2,400 on sea, $2,000 on shore, $1,600 on orders.
Lieutenants—after five years, per year, $2,600 on sea, $2,200 on shore, $1,800 on orders.
Masters—first five years of commission, per year, $1,400 on sea, $1,200 on shore, $1,000
on orders. Masters—after five years, per year, $1 ,800 on sea, $1 ,500 on shore, $1 ,200 on
orders. Ensigns—first five years of commission, per year, $1,200 on sea, $1,000 on shore,
$800 on orders. Ensigns, after five years, per year, $1 ,400 on sea, $1 ,200 on shore, $1 ,000
on orders. Midshipmen, per year, $1,000 on sea, $800 on shore, $600 on orders. Fleet
Surgeons—Medical and Pay Directors, per year, $4,400 on sea. Medical and Pay In-
spectors and Chief Engineers, per year, $4,400 on sea. Surgeons—first five years of
commission, per year, $2,800 on sea, $2,400 on shore, $2,000 on orders. Surgeons-
second five years of commission, per year, $5,200 on sea, $2,800 on shore, $2,400 on
orders. Surgeons—third five years of commission, per year, $3,500 on sea, $3,200 on
shore, $2,600 on orders. Surgeons—fourth five years of commission, per year, $3,700 on
sea, $3,600 on shore, $2,800 on orders. Surgeons—after twenty years, per year, $4,200
on sea, $4,000 on shore, $3,000 on orders. Past Assistant Surgeons—first five years of
commission, per yeas, $2,coo on sea, $1,800 on shore, $1,500 on orders. Past Assistant
Burgeons—after five years, per year, $2,200 on sea, $2,000 on shore, $'.700 ac orders.
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Assistant Surgeons—first five years of commission, per year, #1,700 on sea, $1,400 00
shore, $1,000 on orders. Assistant Surgeons—after five years, per year, $1,900 on sea,

$1 ,600 on shore, $1,200 on orders. Paymaster—same as Surgeons. Past Assistant Pay*
masters—same as P. A. Surgeons. Assistant Paymasters—first five years of com-
mission, per year, $1,700 on sea, $1,400 on shore, $1,000 on orders. Assistant Pay-
masters—after five years, per year, $i,£oo on sea, $1,600 on shore, $1,300 on orders.
Chaplains—first five years of commission, per year, $3,500 on sea, $3,000 on shore,
$1,600 on orders. Chaplains—after five years, per year, $3,800 on sea, $3,300 on shore,
$1,900 on orders. Professors of Mathematics—first five years of commission, per year.

$3,400 on sea, $3,400 on shore, $1,500 on orders. Professors of Mathematics—secona
five years of commission, per year. $3,700 on sea, $2,700 on shore, $1,800 on orders.
Professors of Mathematics—third five years of commission, per year. $3,000 on sea,

$3,000 on shore, $3,100 on orders. Professors of Mathematics—after fifteen years, per
year, $3,500 on sea. $3,500 on shore, $3,600 on orders. Boatswains, Gunners, and Car-
penters, per year, $1,200 on sea, $900 on shore, $700 on orders. Chief Engineers, same
as Surgeons. Passed Assistant Engineers, same as P. A. Surgeons. Boatswain's and
Gunner's Mate, each per month, $38.50. Carpenter's Mate, per month, $31 .50. Masters
at Arms, first and second rate, per month, $61. 50. Masters at Arms, third rate, per month,
$56.50. Masters at Arms, fourth rate, per month, $51.50. Ship's Corporals, per
month, $23.50. Coxswains, Quartermasters, and Quarter Gunners, per month, $36.50.
Captains of Forecastle, Tops, Afterguard, and Hold, per month, $26.50. Musicians,
Master of Band, per month, $51.50. Musicians, first class, per month, $36.50. Mu-
sicians, second class, per month, $31.50. Seamen, per month, $31.50. Seamen,
ordinary, per month, $17.50. Landsmen, per month, $15.50. Firemen, first class, per
month, $31.50. Firemen, second class, per month, $20.50. Coal Heavers, per month,

Marine Corps.—Brigadier General, per annum, $5,500. Assistant Quartermaster,
Captain's Rank, per annum, $3,000. Colonel, per annum, $3,500. Lieutenant-Colonel,
per annum, $3,000. Major, per annum, $3,500. Captain, per annum, $1,800. First
Lieutenant and Aide-de-Camp, per annum, $1,750. First Lieutenant, per annum, $1,500.
Second Lieutenant, per annum, $1,400.
United States Naval Academy at Annapolis.—The United States Naval Acad-

emy was opened October 10, 1845 ; its foundation is attributed to Hon. George Bancroft,
Secretary under President Polk. The course of instruction, designed to train midship-
men for the navy, at first occupied five years, of which three were passed at sea. The
course of instruction was made seven years in 1850, four years in 1851, and six years,
March 3, 1873, where it now remains, under the direct care and supervision of the Navy
Department. Every member or delegate in the House of Representatives has the ap-
pointment of one cadet midshipman, the District of Columbia one, and ten are ap-
pointed at large by the President. The number of appointments which can be made is

limited by law to twenty-five each vcar, named by the Secretary of the Navy after com-
petitive examinations, the cadets being from fourteen to eighteen years of age. The
successful candidates become students of the academy, and receive $500 per annum.
Besides the cadet-midshipmen, twenty-five cadet-engineers may be appointed each year,
from sixteen to twenty years of age, on competitive examination involving a higher
standard of knowledge. The course for cadet-engineers is four years at the academy,
and two years additional at sea. All cadets who graduate are appointed assistant
engineers as fast as vacancies occur in the navy. The course of stuoy is strict, including
mathematics, steam-engineering, physics, mechanics, seamanship, ordnance, history,
laws, etc.

Attorney General, $8,000. Solicitor General, $7,000 Two Assistant Attorney!
General, each $5,000.
Commissioner op Agriculture, $3,000.

Area and Value of Farms in the United States.—The census of 1880 gives to
the farms of the United States an acreage of 539,309,170 acres, and a value of
$10,197,090,770 ; an average value per acre of $10. This certainly is an interesting_show-
ing for the farmers. The greatest acreage in fanning lands is in th<ng for the farmers. The greatest acreage in Canning lands is in the State of Texas,
where 36,303,^54 acres are under farm cultivation. The smallest acreage is in the Dis-
trict ofColumbia, where but 18,146 acres are devoted to farming purposes. The greatest
value is placed upon the farms of Ohio, which are put down as worth $1,137,497,353,
while but $815,895 is the value of all the farms of the State of Wyoming. Next to Texa*
Illinois has the greatest number of acres in farms, namely, 33,403,343. Next to the Dis*
trict of Columbia in small figures comes Wyoming, with only 1*4,433 acres devoted t»
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TABLE OK THE STATES AND TERRITORIES.

The Thirteen Original States.

.Jew Hampshire,
Massachusetts...
Rhode Island....

Connecticut
New York
New Jersey.
Pennsylvania....
Delaware
Maryland
Virginia
North Carolina..

South Carolina..

Georgia

|
Ratified the Con-

stitution.

Area of the Original State

June 21, i\

Feb. 6, 1788.

May 29, 1790
"Jan. 9, 171

July 26, 1788,

Dec. 18, 1787
Dec. 12, 1787.
Dec. 7, 1787.
April 28, 1788.

Tune 25, 1788.

Nov. 21, 17&
May 23, 178!

Jan. 2, 1788.

In Square
Miles.

9,305

1,250

4.990
49»»7o
7.8i5

45.215
2,050
12,210
4a,45<>

52,250

30.570

59.475

In Acres.

5^55^oo
5, 21,600
800,000

31 '468,800

5,001,600
a8.937.6oo

1,312,000

7,814,400
27,168/100

33,44c ,000

10,564,800
38,064,000

ADMISSION OF STATES INTO THE UNION.

States
Admitted.

Act Organizing Terri-
tory.

Kentucky 'Out of Virginia
Vermont Out of N. H. & N. Y
Tennessee Out of N. Carolina. ...

Ohio < irdinance 1787 ,

Louisiana March 3. 1805
Indiana May 7,180c

,

Mississippi April 7, 1798
Illinois Feb. 3, 1809
Alabama March 3, 1817
Maine . Out of Massachusetts.
Missouri June 4, 18:2
Arkansas March 2, 1819
Michigan Jan. 11, 1805
Florida March 30, 1822
Iowa IJunc 12, 1838
Texas Annexed
Wisconsin April 20, 1836
California From Mexico
Minnesota March 3, 1849
Oregon Aug. 14, 1848..

Kansas..
West Virginia
Nevada
Nebraska.

Act Admit-
ting State.

Feb. 4,

Feb. j 8,

June i,

April 30,
April 8,

Dec. 11,

Dec. io,

Dec. 3j

Dec. 14.

Mar.
Mar

J79'

1791

1796
1802
1S13

Admission
took Effect.

Area of Admitted
States and Terri-

tories.

In
S]u..rc

\lites

iunc 15, 1836 Jim 15

an. 26, 1837 Tju 26
lar. 3, 1845 Mar. 3

Aug.
May 30 1854

of ViOut ( rginia,.

Colorado
North Dakota.
South Dakota.,
Montana
Washington . .

.

Idaho
Wyoming

March 2, 1861 Mar
May 30, 1854 'Feb.

15

•0,

i

3
1

,

3.

y.

4.

M.
in. 29,
»ec. 31

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Sept.
May
Feb,

Feb. 28, t86i Mar. 3

Nov. 3,
Nov. ;,

Nov. 8,

Nov. 11,

U
!
y *

uly ii,

iune 1

far. 4
June 1

Nov. 29
Apr. 30

1816 Dec ii

1817 Dec. 10

1818 Dec. 3

1819 Dec. 14
1820 Mar. 15

1821 Auc
1836

'837
1845 —
1845 Dec. «L,

1845 Dec. 29,
1847 May 29,
1850 Sept. 9,

1858 May 11,

1859 Feb. 14,
1861 'Jan. 29,
1K62 June 19,

1864 Oct. 31,
1867: Mar. 1,

1875 1 Aug. 1,

1889
1889
1889
1889

1890
1890

1792 40,400
179* 9.56s

42,050
41,060

48,720
36.350
46,810
56,650
52,250
33.040
69.4*5

1796
1802
1812
1816

1817
1818

1819
1820
1821

1836

1837
1845
1846

In Acres.

53.850
58.915
58,680

- 5ty°*S
1845 265,780
1848 56,0401
1850 158,360
1858 83,365
1859 96,030
:86i 82,080
1863' 24,780
1864 110,700
1867 76,855
1876 103,925]

74,550

74.550
1146,080

! 69,180

I
84,800!

I 97.890I
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STATE AND TERRITORIAL GOVERNMENTS.

States and
Thxuutobibs.

Alaska Territory...

Arizona Territory.
Arkansas
California-
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware -
Dist. of Columbia.
Florida. ~
Georgia. M
Idaho
Illinois

Indiana
Indian Territory..

Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana ,

Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts ....

Michigan
Minnesota ,

Mississippi
Missouri ......

Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire.
New Jersey
New Mexico Tcr.
New York ....

North Carolina....,

North Dakota......

Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon ..............

Pennsylvania ,

Rhode Island.
South Carolina
South Dakota.......
Tennessee
Texas ....

Utah Territory.....

Vermont. .......... ...

Virginia
Washington.
West Virginia,
Wisconsin ....«

Wyoming »..,

Capitals.

*3,ooo

3,000
a,600
3.5oo
6,000
5,000
4,000
2,000

Montgomery..
Sitka
Tucson
Little Rock....
Sacramento...,
Denver
Hartford
Dover
Washington...
Tallahassee...
Atlanta
Boise City
Springfield
Indianapolis ..

Tahlequah
Des Moines...
Topeka
Frankfort
Baton Rouge.
Augusta
Annapolis
Boston
Lansing
St. Paul........

Jackson
Jefferson City
Helena.
Lincoln
Carson City...
Concord
Trenton
Santa Fe
Albany
Raleigh
Bismarck.
Columbus
iGulhrie.

ISalem
Harrisburg I 10,000
Newport and Providence 3,000
Columbia.

]
3,500

Pierre 1 a.soo
Nashville

j
4,000'

Austin .'.
I 4,000

Salt Lake City I 3,500'

3»5oo

3»«»
3,000
6,000
5,ooo
x,ooo

3,600
.. 3,000

5,000
4,000
3,000

4,500
0,000

4,000
5,000
4,000
5,000
5,000
3,500
5,000
3,OOO
IO.OOO

3,6oO
10,000
3»°oo

1%
3,600,

*i5oo

Montpdier..
Richmond..
Olympia
Charleston..
Madison..

«.5oo

5,000
4,000
3,700

Cheyenne 3,500

Time of Election in each
State.

1st Monday, Aug.

Tues. aft. 1st Mon. Nov.
1st Monday, Sept.
Tues. aft. 1st Mon. Nov.

Tues. aft. xst Mon. Nov.
1st Wednesday, Oct.
Tues. aft. xst Mon. Nov.

1st Monday, Aug.
Tues. aft. xst Mon. Nov.

** «4

xst Monday, Aug.
Tues. aft. 3d Mon. April
sd Monday, Sept.
Tues. aft. 1st Mon. Nov.

xst Monday, April,
Tues. aft. xst Mon. Nov.

ad Tuesday, Oct.
xst Tuesday, Nov.
xst Monday, June.
Tues. aft. xst Mon. Nov.
xst Wednesday, April,
Tues. aft. xst Mon. Nov.

1st Monday, Aug.
xst Tuesday, Sept.
Tues. aft. xst Mon. Nov.

LEGAL HOLIDAYS IN THE UNITED STATES.

New Year's Day. January xst is a legal holiday in all the States except Arkansas,
Delaware, Georgia, Kentucky, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode Island,
and North and South Carolina.
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Washington's Birthday. February aad is a legal holiday In all the States but
Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Maine, Missouri, North
Carolina, Ohio, Oregon, Tennessee, and Texas.
Independence Day. July 4th is a legal holiday in all the States and Territories.
Christmas Day. December 35th is a legal holiday in all the States and Territories.
Decoration Day. May 30th is a legal holiday in Colorado, Connecticut, Maine.

Michigan, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, and
Vermont.
Good Friday. This is a legal holiday in Florida, Louisiana, Minnesota, and Penn-

sylvania.
Thanksgiving, or Fast Days. Thanksgiving Day and Public Fast Days, appointed

by the President of the United States, are legal holidays in such States as may, by proc-
lamation of their Governors, set them apart for religious observance.
Election Days. Days for General Elections, State or National, are legal holidays

in California, Maine, Missouri. N. T., N. Y., Oregon, South Carolina, and Wisconsin.
Labor Day. September 4U1. In Louisiana Nov. 35th.

Local Legal Holidays. January 8th, Anniversary of the Battle of New Orleans

;

February 13th, Anniversary of the birth of Abraham Lincoln; and March 4th, Firemen's
Anniversary, are legal holidays in Louisiana.
Shrove Tuesday is a legal holiday in Louisiana and in the cities of Mobile, Mont-

gomery, and Selma, Alabama.
Memorial Day (April 36th) is a legal holiday in Georgia.
March sd, Anniversary of the Independence of Texas, and April sist, Anniversary

of the Battle of San Jacinto, are legal holidays in Texas.

UNITED STATES BONDS.

Government bonds are quoted and dealt in at the Stock Exchange, but the principal
transactions take place in the offices of the large dealers, with whom parties desiring to

invest in or dispose of bonds may transact their business either in person or through a
broker. The dealers are ordinarily prepared to buy and sell either large or small amounts
at the current quotations. This mode of dealing greatly facilitates transactions in gov-
ernment bonds, and adds to their desirability and convenience for investment ; as it

enables the investor to purchase the bonds for immediate delivery, or to convert them
into money at once, ana also to ascertain, before he buys or sells, just what price he
must pay or will receive, instead of taking the chances of an order to buy or sell at the
market prices, or at a fixed limit at the Stock Exchange. The difference between the
prices at which the dealer is prepared to buy or sell the more active bonds, on a steady
market, is usually one-eighth of one per cent., with occasionally wider variations.

All the different issues of government bonds now outstanding are in registered form,
except the Fours and Four-and-a-halfs, which are both coupon and registered. Coupon
bonds, at times, sell higher than registered bonds of the same issue; the difference in

price in their favor occurring, for the most part, when United States bonds are in demand
in European markets, and for the reason that registered bonds are not taken for the Eng-
lish and German markets, except to a very limited extent. When bonds are not being
sent abroad, and the demand is for home investment exclusively, the price of the regis-

tered bonds approximates more nearly or becomes equal to, or a little higher than, that

of the coupon bonds. Registered bonds rarely sell more than one-eighth of one per
cent, higher than coupon bonds, for the reason that the latter can always be converted
into the former at the bare cost of forwarding them to the Treasury Department for that

purpose. The Currency Sixes derive their name from the fact that the interest on them
is made payable in " United States Treasury notes or any other money or currency which
the United States have, or shall declare lawful money and a legal tender."

All the other issues of bonds derive the names by which they are known from the rates

of interest which they bear, or which they bore when originally issued. All the issues

of United States bonds now outstanding, except the Currency Sixes, are payable in coin,

either by the express terms of the Acts under which they are issued, or by the pledge of

the faith of the United States in the " Public Credit Act" of March x8, 1869.
The Currency Sixes having fixed periods to run of from thirteen to seventeen years,

with no option on the part of the government to call them in before maturity, are, for

this reason, desirable for long investment for Savings Banks, estates, trust funds and
tanking purposes. They mature in 1895-99.
The Three-and-a-half-per-cent. bonds, continued from Fives and Sixes of 1881, some*

times called " Continued Fives " and " Continued Sixes," are now being called in from time
to time, and will all be paid off from the surplus revenue by November, 1883.
The Three per-eent. bonds ase bonds taken in exchange for three-and-a-halfper cents.
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under the Act of Inly ia, i88t . These three per cents, cannot be called In until after all othei
bonds redeemable at the pleasure of the government, and bearing a higher rate of interest,

hare been redeemed. The first call for 115,000,000 of these bonds has already been made
by the Secretary of the Treasury and there is no telling when they will all be redeemed
by the Government.
The Four-and-a-half-per-cents run till 1891 ; but the Four-per-cents, having twenty-five

years to run (1007), must be considered as the most desirable for permanent invest-

ment of any of the issues now outstanding, and should have the attention of in-

vestors.

Coupon bonds, being payable to bearer, pass by delivery without assignment, and are
therefore more convenient for sale and delivery than registered bonds, which must be
assigned by the party in whose name they are registered. The interest coupons being
also payable to the bearer upon presentation at any Sub-Treasury of the United States,
the holder of coupon bonds may collect his interest without the necessity of personal
identification.

Coupon bonds may be converted into registered bonds of the same issue, at the
Treasury Department in Washington, but there is no provision of law for converting
registered bonds into coupon bonds. Coupon bonds forwarded to the Treasury Depart
ment for conversion into registered bonds should be addressed to " The Secretary of the
Treasury, Washington, D. C. :

" except in case they are forwarded by a National Bank,
or for account of a National Bank, to secure deposits or circulation ; in which case, if

they are to secure deposits, they should be sent to ' The Treasurer of the U. S. ; " or, if

they are to secure circulation, to " The Comptroller of the Currency."
Registered bonds are issued without interest coupons, and are filled up in the name of

the registered owner, payable to him or his assigns. They are registered on the books
of the Treasury Department in the name of the party to whom they are filled up, and
are not available to any other person until properly assigned or transferred by the regis-
tered owner.

If registered bonds are lost or stolen, payment may be stopped by notifying the
Treasury Department at Washington. For this reason, registered bonds afford greater
security in case of loss, theft or destruction than coupon bonds, and are therefore prefer-
able for long or permanent investment, and for investors who have not the proper facili-

ties for the safe-keeping of coupon bonds.
Registered bonds are transferable on the books of the Treasury Department at Wash-

ington, when forwarded there with a proper assignment filled up and executed ;n accord-
ance with a form printed on the back of the bonds. When a transfer is made, the old
bond is cancelled and a new one issued in the name of the party to whom it has been
transferred. As the interest on registered bonds, as it becomes due, is sent by check to
the owner, at his post-office address, this address should be given with each order. An
executor, administrator, trustee, guardian, or attorney cannot assign bonds to himself,
unless he is specially authorized to do so by a court possessing jurisdiction of die matter.
Registered bonds forwarded to the Treasury Department for transfer should be addressed
to " The Register of the Treasury, Washington, D. C," except in case they are for
warded by a National Bank or for account of a National Bank, to secure deposits of

circulation.

Rates of Interest and Denominations.—The interest on the different issues of
government bonds now in circulation is payable as follows, viz.

:

Currency Sixes 6 per cent., semi-annually, January 1 and Tuly x.

Continued Fives & Sixes of .88X..3 " quarterly,
| Aug^tTinYNov^x.''

Four-and-a-half-per-cts 4% " « fch ^une..'

Four-p^-cent, 4
« -

{J^^^^
The only coupon bonds are in the Four and the Four-and-a-half-per-cent loans. They

are in denominations of $50, $100. $500, and $1 ,000.

There are registered Donas of all issues. They are in denominations af $50, $100,
ftsoo, $1,000, $5,000 and $10,000, except that of the Currency Sixes there are none of a
pss denomination than $1,000. There are no $5,000 of Registered Threes.
Of the funded loans, viz., the Five-per-centa (continued at \% per cent.), the Four-

and-a-half-per-cents, and the Four-per-cents, there are, in addition to the a'i above, regis*

r . , „. . . v y advisable to
tare bbade registered in higher denomination* than $10,000, as they will not brine as

tered bonds of the denomination of $20,000 and If0,000. It is not generally advisable to
e boatta registered in higher denominations th
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food a price in the market in case of sale. The highest denomination which is a good
delivery at the New York Stock Exchange is $t3,000.
Bonds concerning which the government has exercised its option of redemption, and

given notice that they will cease to bear interest after a certain date, are designated
as " called bonds."

TAXATION.

There are property taxes and personal taxes.
A property tax is one assessed upon property, personal and real ; a personal or "poll**

tax is assessed upon the person. Property tax is computed at a rate per cent, upon the
valuation of the property : poll-tax is a specific sum upon all persons not exempt by law,
and is levied regardless of property or tax-rate.

To determine the rate per cent. : From the whole amount of tax to be raised in the

fiven town or district, deduct the whole amount of poll-tax. Divide this remaining sum
y the whole amount of the valuation of the town or district, and the quotient will be the

tax-rate on $1. This tax-rate multiplied by the number of dollars of valuation on any
person's property, and this, with the poll-tax added, will be the whole tax to be collected

from him.
In the calculation of taxes for a large number of persons, a table is formed, giving the

tax on$i,$a, etc., to $9, then on $10, $20, etc., to £90, then on ftioo, etc., by which the
labor is greatly facilitated. If the rate on $1 be 15 mills, the following table would be
correct, and would greatly aid the assessors.

Prop. Tax. Prop. Tax. Prop. Tax. Prop. Tax. Prop. Tax.

* .015 *io •«5 $100 $1 50 $1,000 *«5 £10,000 I150
s .030 20 .30 200 3 00 2,000 30 20,000 300

3
4

•045
.060

30
40

- -45
.60

300
400 I

50
6 00

3,000
4.000 £

30,000
40,000 &

1
.075 50 •75 500 7 5o 5,000 75 50,000 750
.090 60 .90 600 9 00 6,000 9° 60,000 900

I
.105

£
1.05 £ 10 50

11£0,000
105 70,000

80,000
1,050

.120 x.20 12 00 tao 1,200

9 «35 90 i-35 900 13 50 9,000 «35 90,000 «.35©

Any sum may be computed readily by means of this table. If, for
•rty under consideration be valued at £67,392, proceed as follows

:

$60,000 incur tax $ 900.
7,000 " " 105.

300 " " 4.50

$1 ,010.88 Total.

example, the pros?

WEIGHT AND FINENESS OP U. S. COIN8.
Gold.

Coin. Weight.
Weight
of pure
metal.

Coin. Weight.
Weigh,
of pure
metal.

Dollar.
O*.
05375
•134375
.16x25

Gr.
95.8

645
77-4

Gr.
23.22

Cat

Half Eagle.
Eagle

Oi.
.26875

•5373
1.075

Gr.

516

Gr.

Quarter Eagle....

Three Dollars.... 3SDouble Eagle

Silver.

Dime .1.080375
j

38.58
|

34.722
20 Cents .'6075 77.16 69.444
Quarter Dollar-. |.20093751 96.45 | 86.805

Half Dollar „| .401875; 192.9 I 173.61
Trade Dollar .875 420 378
[Silver Dollar

| .859375' 412.5 J 371.95
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Copper.

Coin. Wght

One Cent „..

Two Cents

Copper.

Per cent.

95
95

Tin and
Zinc.

Per cent.

5
5

Coin.

Three Cents..
Five Cents....

W'ght

Gr.

77.16;

Copper.

Percent.

75

75

Tin and
Zinc.

Per cent.

25
25

Tolerance. Gold Dollar to Half Eagle, .25 grains; Eagles, .5 grains. Silver, 1.5
grains for all denominations. Copper, 1 to 3 cents. 2 grains ; 5 cents, 3 grains.

Legal tender. Gold, unlimited!. Silver. For dollars of 412.5 grains, unlimited : for

subdivisions of dollar, $10. (Trade dollars [420 grains
J are not legal tender.) Copper or

•ems, 25 cents.

Note.—Weight of dollar up to 1837 was 4x6 grains ; thence to 1873, 4x2.5 grains.
Weight of $1000 @ 412.5 gr. — 850.375 ox.

UNITED STATES SPECIE.

The Director of the Mint estimates the gold and silver currency in the United Statoi
co be as follows

:

iune 30, 1879.—Gold, $286,490,608 ; Silver, $112 050,985 ; Total, $398,541,683.
Tovember i, 1879.—Gold, $355,681,532; Silver, $126,009,537; Total, $481,691,069.
November!, 1880.—Gold, $444,0x2,030; Silver, $158,271,327; Total, $602,283,357.
November 1, 1881 —Gold, $469,000,000; Silver, $ 81,000,000: Total, $650,000,000.
November 1, 188a.—Gold, $567,105,456; Silver, $210,324,335 ; Total, $777,429,791
November 1, 1883.—Gold, $606, 196,51 5; Silver, $240,399,234 ; Total, $846,595,749
November 1, 1884.—Gold, $610,500,000; Silver, $262,000,000; Total, $872,500,000

UNITED STATES NATIONAL DEBT, 1791—1892.

*J9« $75,463,476.52
*79a 77.227,924 66
*793 80,352,634.04
, 794 78,427,404.77
»795 80,747.58739
I796 83,762,172.07
'797 82,064,479.33
1798- 79,228,529.12
»799 78,408,669.77
l8oo 82,976,294.35
1801 83,038,050.80
1802 86,712,632.25
1803 77,054,686.30
1804 86,427,120.88
1805 82,3x2,150.50
1806 „ 75,723,270.66
1807 „ 69,218,398.64
lf* ~ - 65,196,317.97
1809 57,023,192.09
xf»o - - 53,*73»»i7-52
i8xi„ 48,005,587.76

'J
12- 45.209,737.90

x8*3 55,962,827.57
1814 81,487,846.24
**** 99.833.660.15

J16 "7.334,933-74
"i 7 123,491,965.16
1818 103,466,633.81
'819. „ 95,529,648 28
1820^ 91,015.566.15
1821... 89,987,427.66
>8aa...« « .«.^. 93,546,676.98
1823 .................. 90,875,877.28
,8*4~ ~~~. 00,260,777.77
ttef. -_~—... 83,788.430.71

1826 81,054
l8*7 73.987:
1828 67,475
1829 58.421,
'830 48,565
,83» 39."3
1832 24,322
1833 7,001
1834 4,760,
1835 37,
1836 336,
1837- 3.3o8
'838" 10,434,

>839 3.573-
1840 5,250,
1841 13.594
1842 20,601

,

«843~ 32,742
'844 23,461,

«845 15,925.
1846- i5.55o,

1847 38,826,
1848.. a 47.°44i
X849 63,061,
1850 63,452,
1851 68,304,
1852..*. 66,199,
l853 59803.
"854 42.242,
«855 35.586,
"856 31.972.
*857 28,699.
'858 44.9"!

«J59 58,496,
i860. 64,842,

.059-99

.357.20

,043 88

.413-67
,406.50

191.67
.235.18

,698.83
,082.08

.51305

.95783
,124.07
221.14
,343.8a

.875-54

,480.71
,226.28

,922.00

,652.50

.30301
,202.97

.534-77
,862.23

,858.69

773 55
,796.0a

.341 -7«

,117.70

,222.42

,858.56

831.85
881.03
,837.81

287.88
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«86x —

.

*9°»58o,873.7a
i86a......M M M 534,176,412.13
1863 .„ — i,xi9,77a,X38.63
1864 1,815,7*4,370.57
1865 „. 2,680,647,869.74
1866 „ 2,773,236,173.69
1867 2.678,126,103.87
1868 2,61 1,687,851.19
1869..... 2,588,452,213.94
1870 2,480,672,427.81
x87« 2,353,211,332.32
1872 2,253,251,328.78
1873 2,234,482.993.20
1874 2,251,690,468.43
,875 2,232,284,531.95
"76 2,180,395,067.15

*J77
-» 12,205,301,392.10

X078 .. 2,256,205,893.53

**7? -.«.- 3,345,495,073.04
1880 .. 2,120,4x5,370.63
1881 2,060,0x3,569.58
X
J?2

- 1,018,312,994.03
18S3 1,884,171,728.07
1884 1 ,830,528,023.57
'885 1,863,964,873*4
1886 .. 1,775,063,013.78
'887 1,657,602,502.63
1888 1,693,858,984.58
1889 „ 1,619,052,922.23
»8oo .. 1,553,140.304.73
,89» *.545£9*>59« 6"
,892 ~ ',503,612,455,63

DISTRIBUTION OP THE CURRENCY GP THE UNITED STATES.

I

Nov. 1881. Nov. x, 1882. Nov. 1 , 1883.
j

Nov. x, 1884.

Gold.

In the Treasury, less certificates..

In State banks, including certifi-

cates

Dollar*.

167,781,909
In the National banks, including r -

certificates / j

io7»2«,"°9

Total gold

Silver.

In the Treasury, standard silver \

dollars J
In the Treasury, bullion

In the Treasury, fractional coin...

In national banks

*9i9°i»49x

Dollars.

« 48,435,473

94,127,324

17,892,500

Dollars. Dollars.

»57,353,70o 134,670,790

97,570,057

18,255,300

294.905,509 260,455,297 273,»79,"7

Total silver

Paper Currency.

In the Treasury, less certificates..

In the national banks, including)
certificates )

In State banks i ncl'ding certificates

In saving banks

66,576,378

3,424,575
25,984.687
7,112,567

92,4«4*77

4,0x2,503

26.749,482

8,234,739

« 7,185,407

25,928,757

277.7*4.954

"6,036,450 143,936,735

4,936,365 4,646,497
26,712,4241 39,346,757
10,247,926 0,092,557

103,098,207 131,411,701' 157,933,165' 185,0x2,536

22,774,830

77,630,917

27,391,317
11,-/82,243

26,224,248 30,996,217

92,549.767 103,316,809

27,086,482 28,259,069

M,724,978 12,998,594

Total currency..

Grand totals

139.579.307 160,580,475

537.583,083 552,447,473

175,570,682

606,683,964

26,358,827

114,507,113

32,659,605

14,079,452

187,504.997

650,302,487

If the amounts of gold and silver coin and of currency in the Treasury and the banks
be deducted from the aggregate amount in the country, the remainder will be, approxi-
mately, the amounts in the hands of the people which, November 1, 1882, was as follows

:

Current money, Nov. 1, 1882.—Gold, $306,650,150. Silver, $80,912,634. Paper Cur.
rency. Notes, $548,828,288. Total, $936,391,081.

Brief History of the Standard Silver Dollar.

Authorized to be coined, Act of April 2, 1702. Weight, 416 grains, standard silver;

fineness, 892.4 : equivalent to 371# grains of fine silver, with 44^ grains alloy of pure

Weight changed, Act of January 18, 1837, to 412*4 grains, and fineness changed to eoe,
preserving the same amount of pure silver—371# grains, with i-xo alloy.

Coinage discontinued, Act of February 12, 1873.
Total amount coined, from 1702 to 1873, $8,045,838.
Coinage revived, two million dollars per month required to be coined, and U
il-tendcr for all debts^public and private. Act of February 28, 1878.
•Ul amount coined, February s8, 1878, to November 1, 1882, $138,320^80%
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RAILROAD FACTS.

The cost of railroads in the United States has been nine billion dollars.

One million persons are employed by the railroads of the United
States.

The cost of a high-class eight-wheel passenger locomotive is about

^8,500.
The cost of a palace sleeping car is $15,000, or if €t vestibuled," $17,000.
The average cost of constructing a mile of railroad in the United States

at the present time is about $30,000.
The average daily earning of an American locomotive is about $100.
The " consolidation " locomotive weighs 50 tons, and is able to draw

on a level over 2,400 tons.

The longest mileage operated by a single system is that of the Union
Pacific— 10,928 miles.

The line of railroad which extends farthest east and west is the Canadian
Pacific, running from Quebec to the Pacific Ocean.
There are 60 miles of snow-sheds on the Central Pacific Railroad.
The highest railroad in the United States is the Colorado Midland, at

Ae Continental Divide— 1
1 ,530 feet above sea level.

The longest American railroad tunnel is the Hoosac Tunnel on the
Fitchburg Railroad—four and three quarter miles. (The St. Gothard
Tunnel in Europe is over nine miles in length.)

There are 208,749 railroad bridges in the United States, spanning 3,213
miles.

The longest railroad bridge span in the United States is the Canti-

lever span in the Poughkeepsie bridge over the Hudson River—548
feet.

The highest railroad bridge in the United States is the Kinzua viaduct

on the Erie road—305 feet high.

The Manhattan Elevated Railroad, of New York, carried the largest

number of passengers of any American road last year—500,000 per day,

or 188,203,877 yearly.

A steel rail lasts, with average wear, about eighteen years.

RAILROAD SPEED.
The fastest time made by an American train is claimed to be 69 miles

in 53 minutes, on the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad, January
23, 1890, the train being the special which brought Nellie Bly from La
Junta to Chicago, on her way to New York, while on her journey around
the world for the New York World. This speed was an average of 78.1

miles per hour.

The Jarrett and Palmer special theatrical train, Jersey City to San
Francisco, June, 1886, made the fastest time between the two oceans

—

3 days, 7 hours, 39 minutes, and 16 seconds.

The fastest regular trains in the United States are believed to be those

between Washington and Baltimore, on the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad,

40 miles in 45 minutes, a speed of 53.33 miles an hour. The run from
Washington to New York, 225.3 miles, is made in 5 hours. Deducting
12 minutes for the Jersey City ferry and 10 minutes for the Canton ferry,

tht rate of speed is 48.6 miles per hour.
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560 THE CLIMATES OF THE UNITED STATES.

THE CLIMATES OP THE UNITED STATES.

State or
Territory.

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona ,

Arkansas..
California

Colorado
Connecticut
Dakota ,

Delaware
Dist. Columbia.
Florida.
Georgia ,

Idaho
Illinois

Indiana
IndianTerritory
Iowa.. ,

Kansas ,

Kentucky
Louisiana ,

Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts..,
Michigan
Minnesota

Place of
Observation.

Mobile
Sitka
Tucson
Little Rock
San Francisco....

Denver.
Hartford..

Fort Randall
Wilmington
Washington
Jacksonville
Atlanta
Fort Boise
Springfield ..

Indianapolis
Fort Gibson
Des Moines
Leavenworth
Louisville

New Orleans......

Augusta
Baltimore
Boston
Detroit.
St. Paul

Mean
annual
temper-
ature.

66°

%
48°

55°

%
5«°
6o°

State or
Territory.

I Mississippi
I Missouri .....

Montana
I

Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico

—

New York
North Carolina-
Ohio
Oregon
Pennsylvania....
Rhode Island....

South Carolina..

Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington T..
West Virginia..-

Wisconsin
Wyoming...

Place of

Observation.

Jackson
St. Louis
Helena
Omaha
C'pWinfd Scott
Concord ...

Trenton
Santa Fe
Albany
Raleigh
Columbus
Portland
Harrisburg
Providence
Columbia
Nashville.
Austin .....

Salt Lake City...

Montpelier
Richmond
Steilacoom
Romney
Madison
Fort Bridger......

Mean
annual
temper.
ature.

64°

«£
49°
5o°

46
£

5»°
48°

K
53o
53o

48°
6a°

K
4£

£

YOUR DUTY AS A CITIZEN.

If you have political rights of which, even by your own will, you cannot divest your*
self, and which are therefore properly called inalienable, so you have political duties
which also you cannot justly neglect or lay aside.

It is your duty as an American citizen to obey the laws, even ifthey are, in your belief,

unjust or unwise. It is your right to expose the folly or injustice of a law, to demand its

repeal, and to try to get a majority to repeal it. But while it remains a law, you are to

>bey it.

It is your duty, if you are of age and a man, to vote at all elections, and to inform your-
self beforehand what measures and men you ought as a good citizen to support.

It is your duty to insist upon the prompt execution of the laws ; to be ready, even at
much personal inconvenience, to aid in their enforcement, if you are called upon by
proper officers ; and to resent with indignation every sign of lawlessness and violence,
and require its vigorous suppression.

It is your duty—if you are a voter—to serve, when called on, as a grand or petit juror

;

and this at even great inconvenience.
It is your duty, if you are a man, to serve in the militia, if the law commands it : and

every American voter ought to have a sufficient knowledge ofthe manual and use ofarms to
enable him to act efficiently ifcalled out as a part of ihefosst comitatus to put down a riot.

It is your duty to act generally with some political party, and to exert your influence
upon its leaders to induce the nomination of capable and honest men for office. And it is

your duty, if your party nominates a bad man, to vote against him, and thus keep the
public and general good before your eyes, and set an example of true public spirit

before your fellows.

It is your duty to watch the conduct of public officers, to see that they perform their
duties and observe their constitutional limitations : and if they do not, then it is youi
duty to help to expose them, and at the elections to punish them. For it is only by suck
vigilance that a nation can preserve its liberties unimpaired.
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These are your political duties, which you cannot neglect or abjure without disgraci

to yourself and harm to the country.

WHO VOTE AND WHY.
Women, minors, paupers, and insane persons have in general no vote hi the United

States.

In some countries the electoral franchise, as the right to vote is called, is still furthei
limited to persons who can read and write, or to persons possessing a specified amount
of property, or paying a certain annual rent for the premises they occupy.

Property qualifications originally obtained in a number of our States, but they have
gradually been abolished.
An educational qualification is proposed in some States, and will probably be adopted

in many within the next few years. Where public or free schools are made accessible to
the whole population, there would be no injustice in requiring that only those shall vote
who can both read and write.

Minors, or persons under age, and paupers are not allowed to vote because they are
dependent : and it is presumable that they would vote under coercion, and not according
to their independent judgment. Moreover, a person incapable of managing his private
business ought not to have a voice or influence in public affairs. It is probable that
women have been denied the vole for the same reason—because the greater part of them
are in a dependent condition ; and the law has taken no note of exceptions in their

case.

Under our system the States have the exclusive power of declaring, each for itself,

which of the citizens shall vote ; being prohibited only from excluding persons on
account of race, color, or previous condition of slavery. They cannot, however, give
the franchise indiscriminately, for the Federal Government has the exclusive authority u<

declare who shall be citizens. But any State may adopt an educational or property fran
chise or condition, only making it equally applicable to all its citizens. The advisability

of enacting an educational qualification for voters is now discussed in several States, ami
by many thoughtful persons, and will probably be generally adopted in time.

HOW TO CONDUCT A PUBLIC MEETING.

No business whatever can be well conducted, nor can any society or assembly prosper,

unless there is decorum, self-restraint, and such respect shown to the object of the meet
ing and to the persons assembled as will lend dignity and even a little solemnity to the

proceedings. No matter how unimportant the object of a public meeting may be, if you
are one oT Us members, it is your duty to enter quietly and with uncovered head ; to sit

in your seat attentively listening to the proceedings ; to address yourself, if you speak,

to the presiding officer only ; to refrain from all trifling or disorderly conduct ; and thus

to assert the dienity of the body and preserve its decorum while it is in session.

Presiding Officer.—The first business of a meeting is to choose a presiding officer.

In large and formal assemblies, as political conventions, it is usual to begin with the

selection of a temporary chairman. This is because in such assemblies the office of

chairman or president is often so important that several persons desire it, and it is neces-

sary to establish order, so as to enable the assembly to choose that one whom a majority
prefers. The temporary chairman calls the meeting to order ; and when quiet is obtained
declares nominations in order, whereupon the candidates for chairman or president and
secretary are nominated and elected. Or it may happen that the temporary chairman
appoints, at the desire of the assembly, a committee to report a list of officers.

Where a public body comes together without previous organization, there has usually

been some preliminary understanding among those who called it together as to the person
to be chosen presiding officer: andin such a case one of these rises in the meeting and
nominates the person thus agreed on, and puts the nomination to vote. If the meeting
chooses it may vote him down; and in such case, naturally, another person would then
be proposed. Usually, however, there is no such disagreement on the first organization.

In any case, the meeting is not organized and prepared for business until a presiding
officer, and properly also a secretary, are chosen.
Where the body has already officers, the chairman or president takes the chair punc-

tually at the hour previously appointed, and calls the meeting to order.
In permanent bodies, the next proceeding in order is to call the roll of members. The

object of this is to ascertain in a formal manner that a quorum is present.
A Quorum.—A quorum is the number of persons required by the rules of the assem-

bly or society for the proper transaction of business. Usually this is one more than halt

the total number of members ; but the number may be fixed by a special rule. No busi*
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*»ess can be properly transacted without a quorum, except the calling of the roll, and tht
necessary proceedings for summoning absent members. This is to prevent a minority
from taking advantage of the absence of the majority to adopt measures and transact
business which would not have the consent of the majority. If at any time during the
session a quorum is not present, any member may call the attention of the chairman to

that fact, whereupon all business stops.

Business.—The assembly being organized and the officers in their places, it is the
duty of the chairman or president to state the business before it. If the body has met is

pursuance of any law or previous resolution, it may be proper to read that. If several

matters of business are to come up, he announces first that which is first in order ; and
thus the body goes regularly to its work.
Order.—It is the duty of the presiding officer to maintain order. To this end he, and

not the House, is addressed by the speakers ; to him all motions, resolutions, and bills

are submitted ; no member may speak unless he is first recognized by the president ; if

several rise at once to address him, it is his part to recognize one, whereupon the others

sit down : and where, as constantly happens, members do not understand the order of
business before the meeting, or its condition at any moment, he must be ready to ex-
plain, to decide upon the propriety of motions, and generally to conduct the meeting. It

is of great importance that the presiding officer should be treated with respect : that his

decisions should be promptly and clearly made ; and that they should be readily acqui-

esced in. If a member doubts the correctness of a chairman's decision, he may say so,

and appeal to the House to support him ; and the House may, at its discretion, overrule

such a decision. But this ought seldom to be done, and will rarely happen if the chair-

man is competent.
Committees.—In legislative bodies, where a part of the business is referred to com-

mittees to be considered and elaborated, such committees are either selected by the pre*

siding officer—as in the Federal House of Representatives—or elected by the House
itself—as in the United States Senate. The reference of business to the committees is

that they may consider the proposed measure, and report upon it to the whole assembly,
which may then concur with the committee or reject its report.

Order of Business.—The order of business is regulated by the meeting, which may
set a certain day and hour for the consideration of a specified motion ; may declare a
regular order for the introduction of business ; and may otherwise regulate this matter.

Motions.—When the member of an assembly wishes to make a motion or introduce a
matter of business, he rises, and calls out, " Mr. Speaker "—or whatever the title of the
presiding officer may be ; if he is recognized, he has then the floor, and states his prop-
osition. He may be required to reduce this to writing ; and if it is an important matter
he has probably taken the precaution to do this beforehand, so that it may be recorded
without error. Any motion, to be entertained, must be seconded, which is an immediate
proof to the assembly that more than one of its members favors it. A motion made and
seconded, and announced by the presiding officer, is thereupon the property of the meet-
ing, and cannot be withdrawn without its consent; this, however, is almost always
given.

A fundamental rule is that a motion voted down cannot be repeated until some other
business has intervened.
Thus the motion to atfy'onrtt, which is said to be always in order—because an assembly

ought always to have it in its power to dissolve its session—cannot, if it is voted down,
be made again until some other motion has been made or business transacted. This is

to prevent an irritating waste of time.

It is another fundamental rule that no one can interrupt a speaker with a motion,
even one to adjourn. The person who has the floor is entitled to complete his remarks,
or to occupy the whole time allowed him by the meeting, and interruptions are out of
order. If he gives permission to another to interrupt nim he thereby resigns his owa
right to the floor ; though he may give way for a brief interruption, by general consent,
and resume afterward.
Next in the order of precedence, after the motion to adjourn, is the motion to lay on tko

table : which is substantially to adjourn the business in hand, in order that something
else may be taken up.

Neither of these motions is debatable ; because the assembly ought to have a right

without delay, and at any time, to dissolve, or to turn to another subject.

A successful motion to lay on the table is generally equivalent to a rejection of the
measure. This cannot come up again out of its regular turn, except by a motion to

take it up, or to reconsider the motion to lay on the table ; and the pressure of business
before a meeting usually makes its members reluctant to go back to measures once dis-

posed of or put out of the way. A motion to take a bill or other matter from the table if

debatable.
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Third in the order of precedence, among Parliamentary motions, is " the previous
question." This is of the same nature as the two preceding; its object is to get done
with business; and, like the other two, it is not debatable, because the assembly ought
to be able at any time to make known that it is ready to vote upon the question before it.

When a member calls for " the previous question," and the call is seconded, the presid-

ing officer is bound to put it. It takes this shape :
" Shall the main question be now

put? " If the majority vote '* aye," that shows that they have made up their minds, and
wish no further debate.

If the assembly, by supporting the previous question, demands the main question, then
the presiding officer takes in their proper turn, beginning with the last offered, the sev-
eral amendments to the question, if there are any, and finally brings to vote the question
fcself.

Where it is pretty certain that a public assembly or meeting is ready and desirous to
vote, a cry of " Question ! question

! " calls the attention of the presiding officer to that
fact ; and if he perceives that the meeting really wishes to vote, he usually, before recog-
nizing the next speaker, asks, " Is the meeting ready to vote on the proposition?" and
the answering cries tell him what is the wish of the members. In such a case there is

ho need for the " previous question " formally put.

The three motions above described are not debatable, because, if they were, the assem-
bly would be helplessly in the hands of a few of its members, who could, by interminable
debates, keep it in session, or prevent it from acting on bills or measures before it.

A motion to adjourn is not subject even to an amendment to adjourn to a named day
or hour ; because, as an amendment, this would open debate. Where it is desired to

substitute for an adjournment without date one to a fixed date, it is usual to make a
request that the first motion be withdrawn, whereupon the other is made.

It is well to remember also that a motion to take a recess is different from one to ad-
journ. A recess only interrupts, and does not close the session ; and when after the
recess the assembly comes together, it proceeds to business at once without opening
formalities, such as reading the journal or calling the roll. On the journal the date of
the session remains unaltered, even though the recess should carry it over to anothei
civil day. But a recess cannot carry the meeting past the regular hour of its next day's
assembling.
The business before a meeting is in the shape either of a bill or a resolution. In either

case it is subject to the following motions—besides those before mentioned—and in the
order in which they are named

:

To postpone to a fixed day or hour ; whereupon the meeting agrees to consider it at

that time ; and when the time arrives the presiding officer's duty is to suspend other

business, and lay that before the House.
Or to commit—which means to refer it to a committee for consideration, which com

mittee is expected to report upon it to the meeting, at its own convenience, or upon the

order of the meeting.
Or to amend : If the member who introduced the bill or resolution accepts, the amend

ment, it is at once incorporated in his bill ; if he rejects it, it becomes a separate part of

the question, and the meeting votes upon it before it does on the bill. It is possible to

amend an amendment (but not to amend that again) ; but it ought to be avoided, and the

friends of a measure can agree privately beforehand upon amendments.
Or, finally, to postpone it indefinitely. In a legislative assembly the motion to lay on

the table is practically equivalent to this, and is so used; and in the House of Represent-
atives, when a bill has been passed, in order to prevent an opponent from moving a recon-

sideration—which would bring it again before the House—it' is customary for the mover
of the bill himself to move that the vote by which it was just passed be reconsidered,
and to move to lay that motion on the table.

COMMITTEES.
Committees are composed of selected members of the assembly ; and they are either

appointed or elected, and for a special object. They may be permanent, or temporary
and special. Their meetings, unless otherwise ordered, are private, so far as the public
is concerned ; but it is held that any member of the assembly of which they are a part
may attend their meetings. The first person named on the committee is usually its chair-

man ; and if a member moves the appointment of a committee, it is customary to name
him as one of its members, and to make him its chairman, unless reasons exist against
that. The committee reports by its chairman, and the conclusions of the majority form
the report. The minority of the committee have no right to make a report ; hut this is

usually allowed, because they could bring their views before the meeting and the publis

in other ways. Where the assembly is divided on a measure, members of both sides

should be appointed in equal numbers, giving the chairman to the majority ; and thus
giving an extra vote in the committee to that side.
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Legislatures and other permanent bodies sometimes resolve the whole assembly into •
committee, called the " Committee of the Whole." It is done on motion by a member,
and for the consideration, usually, of a particular subject. When the House of Repre-
sentatives goes into Committee of the Whole, the Speaker or presiding officer leaves the
chair, calling a member to take his place. The presiding officer may take the floor in

the committee, and take part in the debate. The Committee of the Whole cannot con-
clude any business, and cannot adjourn. When it has completed the discussion of a bill,

or is ready to cease for that time, a member moves "that the committee do now rise/

whereupon the Speaker resumes his place, and his substitute in the committee reports to

him briefly but formally what the committee has done, thus officially informing him of

the stage at which the business was left. If the bill under consideration is ready for a
vote, and that fact is reported, the Speaker may then bring it to a vote without further
delay. If the House while in Committee of the Whole desires to adjourn, it rises ; but
only after the chairman has reported progress to the Speaker is a motion to adjourn in

order. While in committee, there is no need to use the previous question to stop debate,
as the majority need only vote that the committee rise, when the debate stands adjourned,
and the reconstituted House takes up other business. The object of going into Com-
mittee of the Whole is to be easily rid of those rules which otherwise limit debate, and to
make discussion freer. In Committee of the Whole there is no limit to debate.
Debates. When a bill or resolution is introduced, if the assembly is willing it may

then be discussed, and in the debate the mover has the right to address the meeting first.

In debate the friends and opponents of the question should have the floor alternately, and
it is usual for the mover to close the debate. No one is expected to speak more than once
on the same question or bill.

In debate the speakers should confine themselves rigorously to the question ; and if any
one wanders away in his remarks to other matters, he may properly be called to order by
the presiding officer on the request of a member. All personalities should be avoided ;

and to assist in this, it is a rule that no member shall, in debate, be called or spoken of by
his name. In legislative bodies this rule is very rigidly adhered to ; and in the British
House of Commons, when the Speaker calls a member to order, and has difficulty in

procuring order, by an old tradition, h'u last resort is a threat to " call the gentleman by
name." As this threat has always been effective, it is not known what would be the
result if it were actually carried into effect.

In recognizing those who wish to speak during a debate, the presiding officer exercises
a certain liberty of choice ; but he must take care to be fair to both sides. If the debate
is important, and comes up after notice, members often privately inform the presiding
officer that they desire to speak ; and he then makes a fist of their names, and may
properly arrange them in the order of their abilities if he wishes ; taking care, however,
that both sides are fairly represented. He then recognizes among those who rise to obtain
the floor those on his list, and may give private notice to each beforehand when his turn
is at hand.
The assembly may limit debaters to a specified time, giving each five or ten minutes,

or half an hour ; and it may. by unanimous consent, extend the time of any speaker who
has not completed his remarks, and whom it wishes to hear. But such a favor must be
by unanimous consent.
Voting. When the measure comes to a vote the presiding officer should clearly state

it, and he then adds, " Those who are in favor of this will vote Aye, the contrary. No."
And he should be very particular to put the question so that every member may under-
stand the bearing or effect of his vote upon the question.
Those only may vote who are within the proper limits of the meeting when their names

are called. If, for instance, a part only of the hall is reserved for the meeting, and the
remainder for an audience, a member standing without the barriers of separation has no
right to vote.

The Great Principle. Remember that one of the main and most important
objects of a deliberative assembly is to debate. It is not a merit, but a fault, in such
an assembly to hastily adopt a number of measures prepared beforehand by a com-
mittee or caucus ; it is far better, more conducive to a proper understanding of the
business in hand, and to the public welfare in the case of conventions and other public
meetings, that the measures proposed should be discussed, even if apparently time
should be thus lost. And never forget that measures are never gained by anger or insuits.

The coolness of the most dignified assemblies is exactly that state of temper necessary to

the most rapid dispatch of business. Anger means loss of time and loss of the cause in

question. In speaking try and always speak distinctly. If you have the floor rightfully,
do not allow yourself to be crowded out by disorder. Never desert a meeting until the
final adjournment is carried. Sometimes valuable measures have been lost in this way
Watch faithfully, patiently, wisely
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PARLIAMENTARY PRACTICE CONDENSED.
Trace each motion to its respective references in the explanation below, and you maste*

at a glance the intricacies of Parliamentary usages, comprising some three hundred points

of order.

Motion to adjourn
Motion to determine time to which to adjourn
Motion to amend
Motion to amend an amendment
Motion to amend the rules

Motion to appeal from Speaker's decision re indecorum
Motion to appeal from Speaker's decision generally

Call to order.

Motion to close debate on question
Motion to commit
Motion to extend limits of debate on question
Leave to continue speaking after indecorum
Motion that do lie on the table ,

Motion to limit debate on question
Objection to consideration of question
Motion for the orders of the day
Motion to postpone to a definite time
Motion to postpone indefinitely

Motion for previous question
Questions touching priority of business
Questions of privilege

Reading papers
Motion to reconsider a debatable question
Motion to reconsider an undebatable question
Motion to refer a question
Motion that committee do not rise

Question whether subject shall be discussed
Motion to make subject a special order
To substitute in the nature of an amendment
Motion to suspend the rules

Motion to take from the table

To take up question out of its proper order
Motion to withdraw a motion
Questions of precedence of questions 5 6 7 8 o xo la

Forms in which questions may be put 13 14 15 x6 17 18 19

EXPLANATION.
I

.

Question undebatable ; sometimes remarks tacitly allowed.

9. Undebatable if another question is before the assembly.

3. Debatable question.

4. Limited debate only on propriety of postponement.
a. Does not allow reference to main question.

b. Opens the main question to debate.
*. Cannot be amended.
f. May be amended.
A Can be reconsidered.

B. Cannot be reconsidered.

C. An affirmative vote on this question cannot be reconsidered.
b. Requires two-third vote unless special rules have been enacted.
a. Simple majority suffices to determine the question.

II. Motion must be seconded.
HI. Does not require to be seconded.
x. Not in order when another has the floor.

y. Always in order though another may have the floor.

s. May be moved and entered on the record when another has the floor, but the bus"*-

ness then before the assembly may not be put aside. The motion must be made by obi
who voted with the prevailing side, and on the same day the original vote was taker.

i
Fixing the time to which an adjournment may be made ; ranks first.

To adjourn without limitation : second.
7. Motion for the Orders of the Day ; third.

a • B a II x
afAallx
afAallx
a*A«IIx
afAJIIx
af Aally
a*AaIIy
a»AaIIIy
af AMIx
bf AaHx
afAallx
a*A«IIx
a'Callx
afAMIx
a* A b Illy
a*AaIIIy
afAallx
b*AaIIx
a*A*IIx
afAallx
afAallx
a*AaIIx
b»BaII z

a*BalI s

bf Aallx
a'Ballx
a»AMIIy
af AMIx
afAallx
a • B b II x
a*CaIIx
a*A4IIx
a*AaIIx
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8. Motion that. do lie on the table ; fourth.

9. Motion for the previous question ; fifth.

10. Motion to postpone definitely ; sixth.
19. Motion to commit ; seventh.

13. Motion to amend ; eighth.

14. Motion to postpone indefinitely ; ninth.

15. On motion to strike out words, " 9}iall the words stand part ofthe motion ? " unless
a majority sustains the words they are struck out.

16. Oh motion tor the previous question the form to be observed is, " Shall the main
question be now put ?

'* This, if carried, ends debate.
17. On an appeal from the Chair's decision, "Shall the decision be sustained as the

ruling of the house ? " The chair is generally sustained.
18. On motion for Orders of the Day, " Will the house now proceed to the Orders of the

Day ? " This, if carried, supersedes intervening motions.

(
19. When an objection is raised to considering question, " Shall the question be con-

sidered? " objection may be made by any member before debate has commenced, but not
•ubsequently.

POLITICAL~PARTIES.

To all intents and purposes there are but two political parties in the

United States—Democrats and Republicans. The Independents, Labor
Reformers, Prohibitionists, Greenbackers, and others who now and then
come to the front, are generally offshoots of the Democratic and Repub-
lican parties, made up of men who cannot follow the tenets of the parties

from which they separate. The destinies of the country have been con-
trolled by either Democrats or Republicans for many, many years, and
they probably will continue Id be so controlled.

The Democratic Party by that name was christened during the ninth
Congress, which assembled on the second of December, 1805, when the

Republicans dropped their name and accepted that of " Democrats.'* In
all their earlier strifes they had bqflh charged by their opponents with
desiring to run to the extremes of the Democratic or " mob rule," and fear

of too general a belief in the truth of the charge led them to denials and re-

jection of a name which the father of their party had ever shown a fondness

for. The earlier dangers which had threatened their organization, and the

recollection of defeats suffered in their attempts to establish a government
anti-federal and confederate in composition, had been greatly modified by
later sucoesses, and with a characteristic cuteness peculiar to Americans
they accepted an epithet and sought to turn it to the best account. In
this they imitated the patriots who accepted the epithets in the British

satirical song of " Yankee Doodle," and called themselves Yankees.
From the ninth Congress the Jeffersonian Republicans called themselves
Democrats, and the word Republican passed into disuse until later on in the

history of our political parties, the opponents of the Democracy accepted
it as a name which well filled the meaning of their attitude in the politics

of the country.

The Democratic National Convention met at Chicago, Ills., June 21,

1892, William L. Wilson, of West Virginia, chairman. Grover Cleve-

land, of New York, was nominated for President and Adlai E. Steven-

son, of Illinois, for Vice-President. The platform contained the follow-

ing planks

:

1

.

The representatives of the Democratic party reaffirm their allegiance

to the principles formulated by Jefferson.

2. We warn the people that the policy of Federal control of elections

to which the Republican party is committed is fraught with danger.

3. We reiterate, that government necessity is the only justification for
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taxation, and demand a revision of the tariff law. We denounce the

McKinley bill, and promise its repeal.

4. Trade interchange based on reciprocal advantages is a democratic

doctrine ; but we denounce sham reciprocity.

5. We recognize in trusts and combines a result of prohibitive taxes

preventing free competition, and demand the enforcement of laws con-

trolling them.

6. The Republican party has given away the public land till a few rail-

' roads and aliens own more of it than all the farms in the country. The
last Democratic administration reclaimed from two corporations and syn-

dicates nearly 100,000,000 acres. We pledge ourselves to continue this

policy.

7. We hold to the use of gold and silver as standard money, and to the

coinage of both without discrimination against either metal or charge for

mintage.

8. We recommend the repeal of the tax on State Bank issues.

9. Public office is a public trust, and we demand the enforcement of

laws regulating the civil service.

10. The Democratic party is the only one which has given the country a
consistent and vigorous foreign policy. We favor a navy for national

defence.

11. We condemn the Russian Government for oppressing its Lutheran
and Jewish subjects. We sympathize with those struggling for Home
Rule and local self-government in Ireland.

12. We approve all legislation to prevent this country from being made
a dumping-ground for European criminals and paupers.

13. We favor just and liberal pensions to Union soldiers, their widows
and dependents.

14. The Federal government should care for and improve the Missis-

sippi river and other great waterways.

15. The early construction and protection against foreign control of

the Nicaragua canal is of great importance.

16. Congress should make necessary financial provision for the World's
Fair to maintain the national honor and public faith.

17. We recommend liberal appropriations for the public schools.

18. We approve the early admission to statehood of all territories hav-

ing the necessary population and resources.

19. We favor legislationsto protect the lives and limbs of railway em-
ployees.

The Republican Party, which has controlled the country from the

breaking out of the war until March, 1885, derived its name practically from

its expressed desire to preserve the Republic in opposition to the doctrine

and results of secession.

The first National Convention of the New Republican party met at

Philadelphia, June 18, 1856, and nominated John C. Fremont for Presi-

dent, and William L. Dayton for Vice-President. Since the previous

Presidential election, a new party consisting of the disaffected former ad-

herents of the other parties—Native and Independent Democrats, Abo-
litionists, and Whigs opposed to Slavery—had sprung into existence, and
was called by its adherents and friends the Republican party.

This convention of delegates assembled in pursuance of a call ad«

dressed to the people of the United States, without regard to past political
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differences or divisions, who were opposed to the repeal of the Missouri
Compromise : To the policy of President Pierce's administration : To the

extension of slavery into free territory : In favor of the admission of Kan-
sas as a free State : Of restoring the action of the Federal Government to

the principles of Washington and Jefferson

.

It adopted a platform, consisting of a set of resolutions, the principal

one of which was : " That we deny the authority of Congress, of a terri-

torial legislature, of any individual, or association of individuals, to give

legal existence to slavery in any territory of the United States, while the *

present Constitution shall be maintained."
The last convention was held in Minneapolis, Minn., June 7, 1892.

William McKinley, of Ohio, was chairman. Benjamin Harrison, of In-

diana, was nominated for President and Whitelaw Reid, of New York,
for Vice-President. The platform is as follows

:

The representatives of the Republicans of the United States, assem-

bled in general convention, make the following declaration of principles :

We reaffirm the American doctrine of protection. We believe all arti-

cles that we cannot manufacture should be free of duty. We point to

the success of the policy of reciprocity.

The American people favor bi-metalism, and we demand the use of
the j;old dollar as standard money.
Ve demand that every citizen shall be allowed to cast one free ballot

in all public elections.

We denounce the outrages perpetrated for political reasons in certain

Southern States.

We favor the extension of foreign commerce.
We approve the Monroe doctrine.

We favor laws restricting criminal, pauper and contract emigration.

We favor laws protecting railroad employees.

We sympathize with the cause of Home Rule in Ireland, and protest

against the persecution of Jews in Russia.

We approve all agencies which contribute to the education of children,

but are opposed to union of Church and State.

We are opposed to combinations of capital and trusts.

We approve the extending the free delivery of mails to towns and
rural communities.

We commend civil service reform.

The construction and control of the Nicaragua canal is of the highest

importance.

We favor the admission of the remaining territories at the earliest date

practicable.

We favor the cession of arid lands to States in which they lie.

Congress should aid the World's Exposition so as to insure the dis-

charging of its expenses and obligations.

We sympathize with all efforts to lessen and prevent intemperance.

We pledge a watchful care of all just claims for pensions.

The Greenback Party.—This party, with a view to ease the rigors of

the monetary panic of 1873, advocated an unlimited issue of greenbacks^

or an " issue based upon the resources of the country." So vigorously did

discontented leaders of both parties press this idea, that they soon suc-

ceeded in demoralizing the Democratic minority—which was by this time

such % plain minority, and so greatly in need of new issues to make the
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people forget the war, that it is not surprising they yielded, at least par-

tially, to new theories and alliances. Some resisted, and comparatively
few of the Democrats of the Middle States yielded, but in part of New
England, the great West, and nearly all of the South, it was for several

years quite difficult to draw a line between Greenbackers and Democrats.
In 1884 the party nominated as its candidate for President, B. F. But-

ler, who was also the candidate of the various labor organizations. Their
platform may be briefly summarized as follows : Increased wages and priv-

ileges for the laboring classes. " That the right to make and issue money
is a sovereign power All money, whether metallic or paper, should

be issued and its volume controlled by the government, and not by or

through banking corporations, .... and should be a full legal tender for

all debts, public and private."

The Prohibition Party, organized Sept. 1, 1869, at Chicago, 111., in

response to a call issued by a number of the most prominent Temperance
advocates in the U. S., who believed " that the traffic in intoxicating

beverages is a dishonor to Christian civilization " ..." an enemy to the

home and the community "... That to the State it is equally an enemy,
imposing the larger part of taxation, filling prisons and poorhouses ; corrupt-

ing politics, legislation and the execution of the laws, diminishing health,

industry and productive power in manufacture and art, " as shown by

legislative inquiry, judicial investigation, and the official reports of all

penal, reformatory or dependent institutions." Their cardinal principle is

opposition to all forms of license law (high or low) as applied to the

liquor traffic, believing that by such laws the traffic is legalized and the

State made particeps criminis.

Up to 1804 this party could not be considered as much of a factor in

the politics of the nation, but since that time it has steadily made progress,

and while it has not (with the exception of a few local officers) succeeded

in electing any of its candidates, yet by steadily maintaining its organiza-

tion and refusing fusion with other parties, it has forced action on this

question in almost every State of the Union, although in many cases of a
compromise nature. There is now full legal Prohibition in Maine, Iowa,

Kansas, North Dakota, South Dnkota, and partial prohibition in Vermont
and New Hampshire. Since 1880 Prohibitory amendments to the con-

stitution have been submitted to the people in nineteen States, the aggregate

vote in favor being 1,676,603 against 1,960,994, with 894,193 not voting

at all on the question. The candidates of the party for President and
Vice-Ftesident, with their vote, are as follows

:

President. Vice-President. Vote.

Jas. Black, Pa John Russell, Mass 5,607

G. C. Smith, Kentucky. .G. T. Stewart, Ohio 9,737
Neal Dow, Maine H. A. Thompson, Ohio 9,678

John P. St. John, Kan. . .Wm. Daniel, Md 150,626

Clinton B. Fisk, N. J John A. Brooks, Mo 249,945

The party is now organized in every State and Territory, and has at the

present time many prominent persons among its active workers, and sym-

pathy from many who, while not voting for its candidates, are in favor

of its principles.
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THE FARMERS' ALLIANCE PLATFORM.
la. We demand the abolition of National banks.

b. We demand that the government shall establish sub-treasuries or de-

positories in the several States, which shall loan money direct to the peo-

ple at a low rate of interest, not to exceed two per cent, per annum, on
non-perishable farm products, and also upon real estate, with proper limi-

tations upon the quantity of land and amount of money.
c. We demand that the amount of the circulating medium be speedily

increased to not less than $50 per capita.

2. That we demand that Congress shall pass such laws as will effect-

ually prevent the dealing in futures of all agricultural and mechanical
productions ; providing a stringent system of procedure in trials that will

secure the prompt conviction, and imposing such penalties as shall secure

the most perfect compliance with the law.

3. We condemn the silver bill recently passed by Congress, and de-

mand in lieu thereof the free and unlimited coinage of silver.

4. We demand the passage of laws prohibiting alien ownership of

land, and that Congress take prompt action to devise some plan to obtain

all lands now owned by aliens and foreign syndicates ; and that all lands

now held by railroads and other corporations in excess of such as is actu-

ally used and needed by them be reclaimed by the government, and held

for actual settlers only.

5. Believing in the doctrine of equal rights to all and special privileges

to none, we demand

—

a. That our national legislation shall be so framed in the future as not

to build up one industry at the expense of another.

b. We further demand a removal of the existing heavy tariff tax from
the necessities of life, that the poor of our land must have.

c. We further demand a just and equitable system of graduated tax on
incomes,

d. We believe that the money of the country should be kept as much
as possible in the hands of the people, and hence we demand that all

national and State revenues shall be limited to the necessary expenses of

the government economically and honestly administered.

6. We demand the most rigid, honest, and just State and national gov-

ernmental control and supervision of the means of public communication
and transportation, and if this control and supervision does not remove
the abuse now existing, we demand the government ownership of such
means of communication and transportation.

7. We demand th.it the Congress of the United States submit an
amendment to the Constitution providing for the election of United States

Senators by direct vote of the people of each State.

THE SINGLE TAX PLATFORM.
Platform Adopted at the Conference of the Single Tax

National League of the United States, at Cooper Union,
New York, September 3, 1890.

At the meeting of the Single Tax National League of the United
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States, held at Cooper Union, New York, September 3, 1890, Henry
George, as Chairman of the Committee on Platform and Address, reported

the following, which was adopted

:

We assert as our fundamental principle the self-evident truth enun-

ciated in the Declaration of American Independence, that all men are

created equal and are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable

rights.

We hold that all men are equally entitled to the use and enjoyment of

what God has created and of what is gained by the general growth and
improvement of the community of which they are a part. Therefore, no
one should be permitted to hold natural opportunities without a fair return

to all for any special privilege thus accorded to him, and that that value

which the growth and improvement of the community attaches to land

should be taken for the use of the community ; that each is entitled to all

that his labor produces ; therefore, no tax should be levied on the products

of labor.

To carry out these principles, we are in favor of raising all public

revenues for national, State, county and municipal purposes by a single

tax upon land values, irrespective of improvements, and all the obligations

of all forms of direct and indirect taxation.

Since in all our States we now levy some tax on the value of land, the

single tax can be instituted by the simple and easy way of abolishing, one
after another, all other taxes now levied and commensurately increasing

the tax on land values until we draw upon that one source for all expenses

of government, the revenue being divided between local governments,

State governments, and the general government, as the revenue from direct

tax is now divided between the local and State governments, or by a direct

assessment being made by the general government upon the States and paid

by them from revenues collected in this manner.
The single tax would :

1st. Take the weight of taxation off the agricultural districts when land
has little or no value irrespective of improvements and put it on towns
and cities where bare land rises to a value of millions of dollars per

acre.

2d. Dispense with a multiplicity of taxes and a horde of tax-gatherers,

simplify government and greatly reduce its cost.

3d. Do away with the fraud, corruption and gross inequality inseparable

from our present methods of taxation, which allow the rich to escape

while they grind the poor.

4th. Give us with all the world as perfect freedom of trade as now
exists between the States of our Union, thus enabling our people to share

through free exchanges in all the advantages which nature has given to

other countries, or which the peculiar skill of other peoples has enabled
them to attain. It would destroy the trusts, monopolies and corruptions,

which are the outgrowths of the tariff.

5th. It would, on the other hand, by taking for public use that value

which attaches to land by reason of the growth and improvement of the

community, make the holding of land unprofitable to the mere owner and
profitable only to the user. It would thus make it impossible for specu-

lators and monopolists to hold natural opportunities unused or only half
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used, and would throw open to labor the illimitable field of employment
which the earth offers to man. It would thus solve the labor problem, do
away with involuntary poverty, raise wages in all occupations to the full

earnings of labor, make overproduction impossible until all human wants
are satisfied, render, labor-saving inventions a blessing to all, and cause

such an enormous production and such an equitable distribution of wealth
as would give to all comfort, leisure and participation in the advantages
of an advancing civilization.

With respect to monopolies other than monopoly of land, we hold that

when free competition becomes impossible, as in telegraphs, railroads,

water and gas supplies, etc., such business becomes a proper social function

which should be controlled and managed by and for the whole people
concerned through their proper government, local, State or national, as

may be.

THE ORGANIZED LABOR MOVEMENT IN THE
UNITED STATES.

Progress of the Movement.

The first strike in this country occurred in the city of New York in 1803,
when a number of sailors struck for an advance in wages. The tailors in

1806 established the first trades-union. The first local union of printers

was organized in 1 83 1. The ten-hours' movement began as early as 1832
among the shipwrights and caulkers in New England and was a failure

Two years later a convention of mechanics met at Utica, N. Y., and pro.

tested against convict labor.

President Van Buren had the distinction of giving success to the ten-

hours' movement, when he established the system in the government navy-

yards in 1840, and President Johnson signed the first eight-hours' law, for

the benefit of government laborers in 1868.

The first Industrial Congress convened at New York, October 12, 1845.
The first . National Labor Congress met at Baltimore, August 20, 1866.

The Knights of Labor were organized at Philadelphia in 1869.

The labor movement from 1870 to the present time has been a con-

tinuous growth in the number of trades-unions and increase in their

membership, attended by strikes, lockouts and settlements by arbitra-

tion, the agitation for labor legislation and efforts at political party organi-

zation. Congress created a National Bureau of Labor in 1884, and
this was erected into an independent department of the government in

1888.

Most of the trades-unions organizations in the United States were
represented at a convention held at Columbus, O., in December, 1886,
when a national organization was formed, a constitution adopted
and the title taken of The American Federation of Labor. This body
and the Order of Knights of Labor of America (which is a secret

order) are the two principal national labor organizations of the United
States.
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Eight-Hour Laws.

California.—Eight hours of labor constitute a day's work, unless it is

otherwise expressly stipulated by the parties to a contract.

A stipulation that eight-hours' labor constitute a day's work must be
made a part of all contracts to which the State or any municipal cor-

poration therein is a party.

But in the case of drivers, conductors and gripmen of street-cars for the

carriage of passengers, a day's work consists of twelve hours. It is a
misdemeanor for any person having a minor child under his control, either

as a ward or apprentice, to require such child to labor more than eight

hours in any one day, except in vinicultural or horticultural pursuits, or in

domestic or household occupations.

Connecticut.—Eight hours of labor constitute a lawful day's work,
unless otherwise agreed.

Illinois.—Eight hours are a legal day's work in all mechanical employ-
ments, except on farms, and when otherwise agreed ; does not apply to

service by the day, week or month, or prevent contracts for longer hours.

New Mexico.—Eight hours of labor actually performed upon a mining
claim constitute a day's work, the value of the same being fixed at four

dollars.

New York.—Eight hours constitute a day's work for mechanics, work-
ingmen and laborers, except in farm or domestic labor, but overwork for

extra pay is permitted. The law applies to those employed by the State

or municipality, or by persons contracting for State work.
Pennsylvania.—Eight hours, between rising and setting of sun, con-

stitute a day's work in the absence of an agreement for longer time. The
law does not apply to farm labor or to service by the year, month, etc.

Wisconsin.—In ail engagements to labor in any manufacturing or

mechanical business, where there is no express contract to the contrary, a
day's work shall consist of eight hours ; but the law does not apply to con-

tracts for labor by the week, month or year.

In all manufactories, workshops or other places used for mechanical or

manufacturing purposes, the time of labor of children under the age of

eighteen, and of women employed therein, shall ftot exceed eight hours

in one day.

Anti-Boycotting and Anti-Blacklisting Laws.

The States having laws prohibiting boycotting are Illinois and Wis-
consin.

The States having laws prohibiting blacklisting are Georgia, Illinois,

Iowa, Pennsylvania and Wisconsin.

The following States have laws which may be construed as prohibiting

both boycotting and blacklisting: Dakota, Iowa, Kansas, Maine,
Michigan, Minnesota, Montana, Nevada, New York, Tennessee and
Utah Territory.

In New York it is a misdemeanor for any employer to exact an agree-

ment, either written or verbal, from an employe not to join or become a
member of any labor organization, as a condition of securing or continuing
in employment.
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THE AUSTRALIAN BALLOT SYSTEM.
What is termed the Australian Ballot System, the professed purposes

of which are to secure the secrecy of the ballot and prevent the intimida-

tion or corrupting of the voter, was practically introduced into the United
States in 1858 by its adoption by law in the State of Massachusetts and
the city of Louisville, Ky. The principle of this system was embodied in

the so-called Saxton bill, which passed the New York Legislature in the

sessions of 1888 and 1889, and was vetoed both times by Governor Hill

on the ground of its unconstitutionality, in that it would embarrass, hinder

and impede voters in exercising the suffrage, and would, for one class

of voters, the blind and illiterate, destroy the secrecy of the ballot by
compelling an avowal of their votes as a condition of exercising the right.

At the instance of Governor Hill, a reformed ballot bill, or modification

of the Saxton bill, was introduced into the Legislature in the session of

1889, but was not passed ; but another bill, a compromise of the Hill and
Saxton plans, met with success in 1890.

In 1889, following the example of Massachusetts, the Legislatures of

Indiana, Montana, Rhode Island, Wisconsin, Tennessee, Minnesota,
Missouri, Michigan, and Connecticut, in the order given, passed laws
adopting the new system of voting. Most of the laws passed adhere
closely to the Massachusetts form. The Connecticut form varied from it

more than the others. In 1890 laws which are more or less modifications

of the Australian system were adopted by the Legislatures of Washington,
New Yortc, Maryland, New Jersey, and Vermont.
A marked feature of the ballot practice in New South Wales is that the

names of all the candidates being on one ticket, the names of persons for

whom the voter does not wish to vote must be crossed off, a blue lead-

pencil being provided for the purpose by the authorities, while there are

clearly printed on the ticket, in red ink, directions as to how many candi-

dates must be voted for. If more than the limit are voted for the ballot

is informal.

ADVANTAGES CLAIMED FOR THE SYSTEM.

The Rhode Island Ballot Reform Association, while advocating the

adoption of the Australian system, issued a statement of the advantages
which it claimed for the system, and they were presented thus

:

1. A secret ballot, cast as proposed in this plan, interposes the most
effectual preventive of the bribery of the voter ever devised.

2. A secret ballot secures the voter against the coercion or undue solicita-

tion of others, and enables the most dependent elector to vote as his con-

science dictates, in perfect freedom.

3. Excuse for assessments of candidates is taken away. A poor man
is placed on an equality with the rich man as a candidate. Money will

be less of a factor in politics.

4. The voter will be " alone with his country, his conscience, and his

God," and elections will be more than ever the intelligent and conscien-

tious registering of the popular will.

5. This method of ballot reform has been much discussed in the United
States for several years, and has received general favor, being recognized,

after careful scrutiny, as a practical and salutary measure.
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Declaration of Intention.—The alien must declare upon oath before

a circuit or district court of the United States, or district or •supreme

court of the Territories, or a court of record of any of the States having

common law jurisdiction, and a seal and clerk, two years at least prior to

his admission, that it is, bonafide, his intention to become a citizen of the

United States, and to renounce forever all allegiance and fidelity to any
foreign prince or State, and particularly to the one of which he may be at

the time a citizen or subject.

Oath on Application for Admission.—He must, at the time of his

application to be admitted, declare on oath, before some one of the courts

above specified, " that he will support the Constitution of the United

States, and that he absolutely and entirely renounces and abjures all alle-

giance and fidelity to every foreign prince, potentate, State or sovereignty,

and particularly, by name, to the prince, potentate, State or sovereignty of

which he was before a citizen or subject," which proceedings must be
recorded by the clerk of the court.

Conditions for Citizenship.—If it shall appear to the satisfaction ofthe

court to which the alien has applied that he has resided continuously

within the United States for at least five years, and within the State or

Territory where such court is at the time held one year at least ; and
that during that time " he has behaved as a man of good moral
character, attached to the principles of the Constitution of the United

States, and well disposed to the good order and happiness of the same,"
he will be admitted to citizenship.

Titles of Nobility.—If the applicant has borne any hereditary[title or

order of nobility, he must make an express renunciation of the same at

the time of his application.

Soldiers.—Any alien of the age of twenty-one years and upward, who
has been in the armies of the United States and has been honorably dis-

charged therefrom, may become a citizen on his petition, without any pre-

vious declaration of intention, provided that he has resided in the United
States at least one year previous to his application, and is of good moral
character. (It is judicially decided that residence of one year in a par-

ticular State is not requisite.)

Minors.—Any alien under the age of twenty-one years who has resided
in the United States three years next preceding his arriving at that age,

and who has continued to reside therein to the time he may make applica-

tion to be admitted a citizen thereof, may, after he arrives at the age of
twenty-one years, and after he has resided five years within the United
States, including the three years of his minority, be admitted a citizen

;

but he must make a declaration on oath and prove to the satisfaction of
the court that for two years next preceding it has been bis bonafide inten-

tion to become a citizen.

Children of Naturalized Citizen*.—The children of persons who
have been duly naturalized, being under the age of twenty-one years at

the time of the naturalization of their parents, shall, if dwelling in the

United States, be considered as citizens thereof.

(576)
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Citizens' Children who are Born Abroad.—The children of persons

who now are or have been citizens of the United States are, though born
out of the limits and jurisdiction of the United States, considered as

citizens thereof.

Chinese.—The naturalization of Chinamen is expressly prohibited by
Section 14, Chapter 126, Laws of 1882.

Protection Abroad to Naturalized Citizens.—Section 2000 of the

Revised Statutes of the United States declares that •' all naturalized

citizens of the United States while in foreign countries are entitled to and
shall receive from this Government the same protection of persons and
property which is accorded to native-born citizens."

The Right of Suffrage.—The right to vote comes from the State, and
is a State gift. Naturalization is a Federal right, and is a gift of the Union,
not of any one State. In nearly one-half the Union aliens (who have
declared intentions) vote and have the right to vote equally with natural-

ized or native-born citizens. In the other half only actual citizens may
vote. (See Table of Qualifications for Voting in each State, on another

page.) The Federal naturalization laws apply to the whole Union alike,

and provide that no alien male may be naturalized until after five years'

residence. Even after five years' residence and due naturalization he is

not entitled to vote unless the laws of the State confer the privilege upon
him, and he may vote in one State (Minnesota) four months after landing,

if he has immediately declared his intention, under United States law, to

become a citizen.

REQUIREMENTS REGARDING THE REGISTRATION
OF VOTERS.

The registration of voters is required in the States of Alabama, Califor-

nia, Colorado, Connecticut, Florida, Idaho, Louisiana, Maine, Maryland,
Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Montana, Mississippi, Nevada, New
Hampshire, New Jersey, North Carolina, Pennsylvania, South Carolina,

Vermont, Virginia, and Wyoming.
In Georgia registration is required in most counties by local law, and

in South Dakota in a few counties.

In Kansas registration is required in cities of the first and second class,

in Nebraska in cities of and over 2500 inhabitants, in North Dakota in

cities of over 3000 inhabitants, and in Ohio in cities of not less than 9000
inhabitants.

In Illinois registration is required for cities and general elections in die

State.

In Missouri it is required in cities of 100,000 inhabitants, and in Wis-
consin in cities having 3000 inhabitants and over.

In New York it is required in all cities and in all incorporated villages

of over 7000 inhabitants.

In Rhode Island non-taxpayers are required to register yearly before

December 31.

The registration of voters is not required in the States ot Delaware,
Indiana, Kentucky, Oregon, and Tennessee. It is prohibited in Arkansas,

Texas, and West Virginia by constitutional provision.
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UNITED STATES CIVR, SERVICE RULES.

The purpose of the Civil Service act, as declared in its title, is " to

regulate and improve the civil service of the United States." It provides
for the appointment of three Commissioners, a Chief Examiner, a Secre-

tary, and other employes, and makes it the duty of the Commission to aid

the President as he may request in preparing suitable rules for carrying

the act into effect ; to make regulations for and control the examinations
provided for, and supervise and control the records of the same ; and to

make investigations and report upon all matters touching the enforcement
and effect of the rules and regulations. The address of the Commission
is Washington, D. C.

The service classified under the act, and to which it and the rules

apply, embraces the Executive Departments at Washington, the Depart-
ment of Labor and the Civil Service Commission, the customs districts in

each of which there are fifty or more employees, eleven in number, the

post-offices in each of which there are fifty or more employees, now forty-

six, and the Railway Mail Service, including altogether about thirty-two

thousand places.

The Classified Department Service embraces all places in the depart-

ments at Washington, excepting messengers, laborers, workmen; and
watchmen (not including any person designated as a skilled laborer or
workman), and no person so employed can, without examination under
the rules, be assigned to clerical duty, and also excepting those appointed
by the President, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate. The
Classified Customs Service embraces the customs districts where the

officials are as many as fifty, including the places giving $900 a year, and
all those giving a larger salary where the appointee is not subject to con-
firmation by the Senate. The Classified Postal Service embraces the post-

offices where the officials are as many as fifty, including all places above
the grade of a laborer.

For places in the Classified Service, where technical additional qualifi-

cations are needed, special examinations are held. In the Departmental
Service they are held for the State Department, the Pension, Patent and
Signal Offices, Geological and Coast Surveys, and other offices.

Applications.—Applicants for examination must be citizens of the

United States of the proper age. No person habitually using intoxicating

liquors can be appointed. No discrimination is made on account of sex,

color, or political or religious opinions. The limitations of age are : For
the Departmental Service, not under twenty years ; in the Customs Ser*

vice, not under twenty-one years, except clerks or messengers, who must
not be under twenty years ; in the Postal Service, not under eighteen years,

except messengers, stampers, and other junior assistants, who must not be
under sixteen or over forty-five years, and carriers, who must not be under
twenty-one or over forty : and in the Railway Mail Service not under
eighteen or over thirty-five years. The age limitations do not apply to

any person honorably discharged from the military or naval service of the

United States by reason of disability resulting from wounds or sickness

incurred in the line of duty. Such persons are preferred under { 1754,
R. S.
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584 CIVIL SERVICE.

Every one seeking to be examined must first file an application blank.

The blank for the Departmental or Railway Mail Service should be
requested directly of the Civil Service Commission, at Washington. The
blank for the Customs or Postal Service must be requested in writing by
the persons desiring examination of the Customs or Postal Board of

Examiners at the office where service is sought. These papers should be
returned to the officers from whom they emanated.
Examinations.—The applicants to enter the services designated are

examined as to their relative capacity and fitness. The clerk examination
is used only in the Customs and Departmental Services for clerkships of

5l,ooo and upward, requiring no peculiar information or skill. It is

limited to the following subjects: First, orthography, penmanship, and
copying; second, arithmetic—fundamental rules, fractions, and percentage;

third, interest, discount, and elements of book-keeping and of accounts;

fourth, elements of the English language, letter-writing, and the proper

construction of sentences; fifth, elements of the geography, history, and
government of the United States. For places in which a lower degree of

education suffices, as for employees in post-offices and those below the

grade of clerks in custom houses and in the departments at Washington,
the Commission limits the examination to less than these five subjects,

omitting the third and parts of the fourth and fifth subjects ; and this is

known as the copyist examination. No one is certified for appointment
whose standing upon a just grading in the clerk or copyist examination is

less than 70 per centum of complete proficiency, except that applicants

claiming military or naval preference under § 1754, R. S., need obtain

but sixty-five.

The law also prescribes competitive examinations to test the fitness of
persons in the service, for promotion therein.

Persons passing an examination are graded and registered. The Com-
mission gives a certificate to the person stating whether he passed or failed

to pass.

Appointments.—When there is a vacancy to be filled the appointing

officer applies to the Commission or proper examining board, and it

reports to him the names of the three persons graded highest on the proper

register of those in his branch of the service and remaining eligible, and
from the said three a selection must be made.

Every appointment is made for a probationary period of six months, at

the end of which time, if the conduct and capacity of the person appointed
have been found satisfactory, the appointment is made absolute.

Exceptions from Examinations.—The following are excepted from
examination for appointment : Confidential clerks of heads of departments
or offices, cashiers of collectors and postmasters, superintendents of
money-order divisions in post-offices, custodians of money for whose
fidelity another officer is under bond, disbursing officers who give bonds,
persons in the secret service, deputy collectors and superintendents and
chiefs of divisions or bureaus, and a few others.

Intending applicants for admission to the Civil Service of the State of

New York should address the Secretary of the New York Civil Service

Commission, Albany, for information as to the eligibility, positions open
to competition, and application blanks.
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MARRIAGE LAWS.

Licenses.

Con-

as

sent.

Prohibited
Degrees.

Void Marriages.
Voidable Mar-

riages. s
Age to

entitle to

(')•

2g
1

U

« g
i

"3 i
s £ S £

Ala 17 14 Ancestors, de- Prohibited degrees. Yes " x8
sccndants, bro- or while with negro (/)
thers, sisters, blood.
uncles, aunts,
nephews, niec-

es, step-rela-

tives.

Arizona. 18 16 Ancestors, de-
scendants, bro-

Prohibited degrees,
bigamous : White

Yes 18 16

(r*
thers, sisters, with negro or Mon-
uncles, aunts, golian.

nephews, niec-

es,first cousins.

Ark...... 17 »4 Same as Arizona. Prohibited degrees,
bigamous : Under

Insane, physical
incapacity,con-

Yes ax 18

age of consent,
white with negro

sent obtained
by fraud orforce

blood. (i).

Cal 18 15 Ancestors, de- Prohibited degrees,
bigamous : White

Underage ofcon -

sent, if no co-
Yes ax x8

scendants, bro-
thers, sisters, with negro blood. habitation
uncles, aunts, since attaining
nephews, niec- such age, in-
es. sane or idiot,

physical in-

Col 14
<«>
14

xa

13

Same as Cal

Same as Ala

Same as California...

capacity.

Yes

Yes

ax x8

Conn.... Prohibited degrees...

Dak.(i).
<4
18 15 Same as Arizona,

but including
all cousins.

Prohibited degrees
and bigamous.

Same as Califor-

nia.
18 18

Del & 19 Same as Ala Same as California... Insane or idiot- Yes ax 18

D.ofC.

14

12

xa

T-

YesFlorida^ " Within the Le- Bigamous, and white
with negro blood.(•) vitical de-

Georgia. *7 »4

grees."
" Within the Le- Prohibited degrees, Yes
v i t i c a 1 de- bigamous : Insane

when married, phy-grees," and
t
step-relatives. sically incompe-

tent, white with
negro blood, force
orfraud.

Idaho ... 18 x6 Same as Cal Same as California... Same as Arkan-
sas, and big-

18 16

amous.
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586 MARRIAGE LAWS.

MARRIAGE LAW8—0»/&nm£

Agbof Lickmsss,

Con-
sent.e£ 1 ...

< K Age to
entitle to'*8 Prohibited

Degrees.
Void Marriages.

Voidable Mar-
riages. 3. (')•

S3 1
t«H 2

•a
*» i J

Illinois.. "7 M Same as Arizona. Prohibited degrees,
and insane when

Yes 18

married.
Indiana. 18 16 Same as Arizona. 8ame as California,

and also insane
when married.

Underage ofcon-
sent,and either
insane or idiot.

Yes ax 18

Iowa..... 16 14 Same as Ala Same as Dakota Same as Indiana. Yes ax 18
Kansas.. »5 X2 Same as Arizona. Prohibited degrees... Same as Indiana. Yes ...M.

Ky »4 za Same as Ala Prohibited degrees,
bigamous : Under
age of consent, in-

sane whenmarried,
physically incom-

Under ageofcon-
sent, if no co-
habitation
since attaining
age, consent
obtained by

Yes ax as

petent, white with
negro blood. fraud or force.

La *4 X9 Same as Cai. Bigamous Consent obtained
by fraud or
force, if no co-
habitation be-
fore suit.

Yes tx as

Maine.,..

a
IS Same as Ala Prohibited degrees,

bigamous : Insane
when married, im-
prisonment for life.

Yes ax 18

Md »4 IS

(c)

xa

Same as Ala. Same as California... "« Yes «
as

s6

Mass Same as Ala Prohibited degrees,
bigamous : Under

Yes

age ofconsent with-
out cohabitation,
insane when mar-
ried.

Mich

—

18 16 Same as Ala Same as Massachu-
setts, and also im-
prisonment for life,

and force or fraud.

Same as Califor-

nia.

Yea

Mlnn~... 18 >5 Same as Cal Prohibited degrees,
bigamous and
under age of con-

Underage ofcon-
sent, if no co-

Yea at si

habitation
sent. since attaining

such age, in-

sane orIdiot.
-

Miss.

»5

xa

xa

Same as Ala

Same as Califor-

nia.

Same as California... Yes

Yes

at

sx

s8

Mo Same as California... s#

Mont(/) 18 x6 IS; as Ari- Same as Dakota Yes as *
zona.

s
v

Neb...... 18 16 Same as Califor- Same as Indiana Same as Minne- Yes at $nia. sota.

J; a£.
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MARRIAGE LAWS. 587

MARRIAGE LAWS—Continued.

Age or
Con-

Prohibited
Degrees.

Void Marriages.
Voidable Mar-

riages.

LlCKNSKS.

Age to
entitle to

Nevada.

N. H....

N.J......

N. M....

N. Y-...

a
18

N. C.

Ohio.-..
Oregon.

P<

R.1

S.C..

8

Same as Arizona.

Same as Ala*
bama, and also

first cousins.
Same as Cal...

degree „

bigamous : white
with negro blood,
Indian or Mon-
golian.

Same as Dakota.

Same as Minn.. Yes

Yes

16

«4

Same as Cal..

Ancestors, de-
scendants, bro-
thers ana sis-

ters.

Same at Cal... .,

Bigamous and physi-

cally incompetent.
Prohibited degrees
and underage.

Prohibited d<

bigamous, ai

pruonmcnt for life.

Prohibited degrees,
bigamous : Under
age of consent, in-

sane when married,
physically incom-
petent, white with
negro or Indian
and negro with

Same as Califor-

nia, and under
age of consent,
but only when
contracted
without con-
sent of par-

ent.

Same as Arizona. Same as California.

Same asArizona. Bigamous : White
with negro, Indian
or Mongolian.

Same as Ala Same as Dakota.

Same as Minn.,

Same as Ala..

to
Same as Ala..

Same as Ala..

Same as Ala..

Prohibited degrees,

bigamous, and in-

sane when mar-
ried.

Bigamous : Insane
when married,
white with negro
or Indian blood.

Bigamous,white with
negro blood.

age of

, physically in-

white

Yes

Yes

Yes

Consent obtained
by fraud. 01

force, if mar-
riage not con-

summated.
Yes

Under
sent,

Physical incapa'hystc

<*y.

with negro.
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MARRIAGE LAWS—CWi/isW.

Agbof LlCXNMS.
Con-
sent.

!l Age to
entitle to

n
Prohibited
Degrees.

Void Marriages.
Voidable Mar-

riages.
s

(')•

gS

i 1

1
3

r
*H

1s £ s-
SB £

Utah 14 13 Same as Cai Bigamous, mixed Yes ai 18

Vt. „

*4

za Same as Ala
blood.

Same as Dakota Same as Cai Yes •1 z8

Va la Same as Ala Bigamous : Under Prohibited de- Yes ai at
age ofconsent with- grees, insane

or idiot, phys-out cohabitation,
insane when mar- ical incapa-
ried, physically in- city.

competent, white
with negro.

Wash... 14 za Same as Ala- Same as Minn... Yes az xS
</)• <•) bama, and

also first cous-
ins.

W. Va. 14 za Same as Ala.. ... Prohibited de- Yes ai ax
(•) grees : Under

age of consent,
Insane, physi-
cal incapacity,
white with
negro, for-

mer spouse
living.

Wb 18 *5 Same as Cal...... Prohibited degrees,
bigamous : Insane
wh e n married,
imprisonment for

life.

Prohibited degrees,
bigamous : Insane
when married/orce

Same as Minn... ai 18

Wy 18 16 Same asArizona. Same as Indiana, Yes ax a
and under age
of consent,

or fraud. force and fraud,
if parties have
not cohabited
since.

(«) As a common law; no statutory mentioned, (b) Consent of parents required.

(c) Consent of parents required by females under sixteen. (</) A marriage without a

license Is nevertheless valid ; the person solemnizing it is punished. (*) Without parental

consent. (/*) Parties under ai years must give $aoo bonds that no lawful impediment

exists, (g) Unless parents consent to leas, but not under age of consent. (A) Forced mar-

riage is punishable by death to the male participant. (*) Under the laws of Dakota

Territory. The Dakotan States had not yet passed laws on the subject, (j) Under ter-

ritorial laws.
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MARRIAGE LAWS-a»A»«^.

Marriage is a civil contract between a man over 14 and a woman over

12 joined on the one side, and the State on the other. To make it valid,

it must have the consent both of the State and of the persons. It has,

necessarily, the consent of the State, for that is given in advance to every-

body not idiots or of near kin, of the ages mentioned—14 and 12. The
consent of the parties is taken for granted, unless proof to the contrary is

shown. // never needs the consent of theparent. But the contract—valid

while it lasts—if challenged, may be terminated by the State formally

withdrawing its consent, if the consent of either of the parties to enter into

such a contract with it, having been temporarily entrusted to the parent,

cannot be given or obtained by them. It is their own consent that is

lacking, not the parent's. No rule or regulation of State law concerning
marriage applies to a civil contract, which any two citizens may freely

enter into with the State at any time and under any circumstances. All
rules and regulations affect the personal conduct of the parties during cer-

emonies outside of the contract. No possible violation of any State law,

rule, or regulation concerning marriage can, of itself, make void a con-

tract once entered into between a State and two citizens, and no punish-

ment inflicted for such violation of the law can affectthe validity of the

marriage. These are questions between the State and single individuals.

The State cannot punish one person for a crime committed by another.

Marriage is a double, not a single contract: I. A private contract be-

tween the two persons ; 2. A public contract between the State and the

two persons joined. With the private contract between the two persons

the State cannot interfere. They may make any changes or modifications

they like at any time ; this is none of its business. But no private con-
tract they may enter into, and no modification of the private contract they
entered into, can affect their joint public contract with the State ; and no
public contract (which is the marriage) once made between two persons
and the State can be changed, altered, or amended by them without the

consent of the State through its courts ; nor can it be changed, altered, or

amended by the State without the consent of at least one of the parties to

the marriage. No marriage is illegal until so declared by a court ; and no
person can be legally freed from a marriage contract except by a court or
ty death or conviction for felony. Ceremonies* and sacraments are parts

of the private contract between the persons, and all rules and regulations

concerning licenses, banns, age, and the like are a part of them ; but they

form no part of the public contract between the parties and the State,

which is the only marriage the law recognizes, although the public con-

tract must be made a part of the ceremony. No sacrament or ceremony
alone can marry a man and woman. It is their contract with the State

which alone marries them. In other words, the mutual consent of the

parties, if legally marriageable, to be married, constitutes marriage in the

eyes of the Taw, though the statutory requirements as to licenses, banns,

ceremonies, and age are not complied with by them. The neglect to

comply may be punishable, but it does not, usually invalidate the

marriage.
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DIVORCE LAWS.

Previous Residence Required.—Dakota, ninety days ; Arizona, Cal-

ifornia, Indiana, Idaho, Nebraska, Nevada, New Mexico, Texas, and
Wyoming, six months; Alabama, Arkansas, Colorado, Illinois, Towa,
Kansas, Kentucky, Maine, Mississippi, Minnesota, Missouri, Montana,
New Hampshire, Ohio, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Utah (both

parties as husband and wife), West Virginia, Washington, and Wisconsin,

one year; District of Columbia, Florida, Maryland, Michigan, North
Carolina, Tennessee, and Vermont, two years ; Connecticut and Massa-

chusetts (if, when married, both parties were residents; otherwise five

years), three years.

Causes for Divorce.—The violation of the marriage vow is cause for

absolute divorce in all the States and Territories, excepting South Caro-

lina, which has no divorce laws.

Physical inability is a cause in all the States except Arizona, California,

Connecticut, Dakota, Idaho, Iowa, Louisiana, New Mexico, New York,

South Carolina, Texas, and Vermont. In most of these States it renders

marriage voidable*

Wilful desertion, six months, in Arizona.
Wilful desertion, one year, in Arkansas, California, Colorado, Dakota,

Florida, Idaho, Kansas, Kentucky, Missouri, Montana, Nevada, Oregon,
Utah, Wisconsin, Washington, and Wyoming.

Wilful desertion, two years, in Alabama, Dist. of Col., Illinois, Indiana,

Iowa, Michigan, Mississippi, Nebraska, Pennsylvania, and Tennessee.
Wilful desertion, three years, in Connecticut, Delaware, Georgia, Maine,

Maryland, Massachusetts, Minnesota, New Hampshire, New Jersey, Ohio,
Texas, Vermont, and West Virginia.

Wilful desertion, five years, in Kentucky, Virginia, Wisconsin, and
Rhode Island, though the court may in the latter State decree a divorce

for a shorter period.

Habitual drunkenness in all the States and Territories except Maryland,
New Jersey, New Mexico, New York, North Carolina, Pennsylvania,

South Carolina, Texas, Vermont, Virginia, and West Virginia ; opium
habit in Massachusetts.

" Imprisonment for felony," or " conviction of felony " in all the States

and Territories (with limitations), except Florida, Maine, Maryland, New
Jersey, New Mexico, New York, Utah, and South Carolina.

" Cruel and abusive treatment," " intolerable cruelty," " extreme cru-

elty," " repeated cruelty," or " inhuman treatment," in all the States and
Territories except Maryland, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina,

South Carolina, Virginia, and West Virginia.

Failure by the husband to provide : six months in Arizona ; one year in

California, Colorado, Dakota, Idaho, Nevada, and Wyoming ; two years

in Indiana, no time specified in Massachusetts, Michigan, Maine, Nebraska,
New Mexico, Rhode Island, New Hampshire, Tennessee, Vermont, Wash-
ington, and Wisconsin ; wilful neglect for three years in Delaware.

Fraud and fraudulent contract in Connecticut, Georgia, Kansas, Ken-
tucky, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Washington.
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DIVORCE LAWS. 591

Absence without being heard from : three years in New Hampshire

;

seven years in Connecticut and Vermont. When reasonably presumed
dead by the court in Rhode Island.

" Ungovernable temper," in Kentucky ; " habitual indulgence in vio-

lent and ungovernable temper," in Florida ; " cruel treatment, outrages

or excesses as to render their living together insupportable," in Arkansas,

Kentucky, Louisiana, Missouri, Tennessee, and Texas; " indignities as

render life burdensome," in Missouri, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Tennessee,

Washington, and Wyoming. Attempt to murder the other party, in Illi-

nois and Tennessee.
Other causes in different States are as follows : " Husband notoriously,

immoral before marriage, unknown to wife," in West Virginia; " Immo-
rality of wife before marriage," in Alabama, Georgia, Kansas, Kentucky,

Iowa, Maryland, Missouri, North Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia, West
Virginia, Wyoming, and Mississippi ; " fugitive from justice," in Vir-

ginia ;
" gross misbehavior or wickedness," in Rhode Island ; " any gross

neglect of duty," in Kansas and Ohio; "attempt on life," in Illinois;

" refusal of wife to remove into the State," in Tennessee ;
" mental inca-

pacity at time of marriage," in Georgia; "three years with any religious

society that believes the marriage relation unlawful," in Massachusetts

;

" joining any religious sect that believes marriage unlawful, and refusing

to cohabit six months," in New Hampshire ; twelve months in California,

Dakota, and North Carolina; "insane since marriage," in Arkansas;
" insanity for five years," in Wisconsin, and for ten years in Washington

;

" vagrancy of the husband," in Missouri and Wyoming.
In Georgia an absolute divorce is granted only after the concurrent ver-

dict of two juries, at different terms of the court. In New York absolute

divorce is granted for but one cause, adultery. In South Carolina there

are no divorce laws. In Washington divorce is granted at discretion of

court, and practically so in Wisconsin. All causes above named are for

full divorce. Collusion, connivance or excusing of infidelity, vitiates

action for divorce.

Remarriage.—There are no restrictions upon remarriage by divorced
persons in Arizona, Connecticut, Kentucky, Maine, and Illinois. Either
party may remarry, but defendant (or either party, in Kansas and Minne-
sota) must wait two years in Massachusetts ; three years in Vermont ; six

months in Kansas ; five years in Missouri ; the time allowed for appeal in

Nebraska, Oregon, and Washington. The decree of the court may re-

strain the guilty party from remarrying in Alabama, Georgia, Maryland,
Mississippi, and Virginia. Parties cannot remarry, except by permission

of the court, in Maine. In Dakota and New York the plaintiff may re-

marry, but the defendant, divorced for violation of the marriage vow,
cannot do so during the plaintiffs lifetime, unless the decree be modified
or proof that five years have elapsed and that complainant has married
again and defendant's conduct has been uniformly good. Any violation

of this is punished as bigamy, even though the other party has been mar-
ried. In Delaware, Pennsylvania, and Tennessee, no wife or husband
divorced for violation of the marriage vow can marry the particeps criminis

during the life of the former husband or wife, nor in Louisiana at any time

;

such marriage in Louisiana renders the person divorced guilty of bigamy,
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REIGNING FAMILIES OP THE PRINCIPAL EUROPEAN
COUNTRIES.

AUSTRIA-HUNGARY.
Francis Joseph I., the Emperor of Austria and King of Hungary,

was born August 18, 1830, and was proclaimed Emperor of Austria after

the abdication of his uncle, Ferdinand I., on December 2, 1848. He
was crowned King of Hungary June 8, 1867. He married, in 1854,
Elizabeth, a daughter of Duke Maximilian of Bavaria. They have had
issue:

1. Archduchess Gisela, born 1856; married to Leopold, son of the

regent Luitpold of Bavaria. Issue, two daughters and two sons.

2. Archduke Rudolph, late heir-apparent, born 1858; died by suicide

1889. He married, 1881, Stephanie, daughter of the present King of

the Belgians, and had issue one daughter, the Archduchess Elizabeth,

born 1883.

3. Archduchess Marie, born 1868.

On the death of the Crown Prince, in 1889, tnc right °f succession to

the throne passed to the Emperor's eldest brother, the Archduke Charles
Louis, who was born 1833 : married, 1862 (second marriage), the Princess

Annunciata, daughter of King Ferdinand II. of Naples, and had issue

the Archduke Francis, born 1863, and another son and a daughter. By
a third marriage he has two sons and two daughters.

The Emperor has a second brother, the Archduke Louis Victor, born

1842, and is unmarried.
There are upward of twenty-five other archdukes and archduchesses of

Austria, cousins of the Emperor and collateral relatives of the reigning

house and members of the formerly reigning branch of Tuscany and
Modena. The family is descended from Count Rudolph of Hapsburg,
who was elected Emperor of Germany in 1276.

BAVARIA.
Otho, King of Bavaria, was born April 27, 1848, and succeeded his

brother, Ludwig II., June 13, 1886, when that mad monarch committed
suicide by drowning himself in the Starnberg Lake. Otho is also crazy,

and the kingdom is governed by Prince Luitpold, his uncle, as regent.

The latter is also the heir apparent to the throne; was born in 1821

;

married, 1844, the Austrian Archduchess Augusta of Tuscany, who is

dead, and has four children

:

1. Prince Louis, born 1845; married the Austrian Archduchess Maria
Theresa, and has six daughters and four sons, the eldest of the latter

being Prince Rupert, born 1869.

2. Prince Leopold, bom 1846; married to the Austrian Archduchess
Gisela. There are two daughters and two sons. 3. Princess Theresa,
born 1850, unmarried. 4. Prince Arnulf, married, and has a son.

King Otho has five cousins who bear princely titles, children of his

dead brother Adalbert.

The royal house of Bavaria comes from the Counts of Wittelsbach of

the twelfth century, one of whose descendants was elevated to the rank
of Elector, and a later one made king by Napoleon I.
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BELGIUM.
Leopold II., King of the Belgians, was born April 9, 1835, and was a

son of Leopold I., Prince ofSaxe-Coburg-Gotha (uncle of Queen Victoria),

who was elected King of the Belgians in 1831, and Princess Louise,

daughter of King Louis Philippe of France. The present King, who
ascended the throne in 1865, was married in 1853 to tne Austrian Arch-
duchess Marie-Henriette, and has the following children :

1. Princess Louise, born 1858; married to Prince Philippe of Saxe-
Coburg-Gotha.

2. Princess Stephanie, born 1864; married, 1881, to the late Crown
Prince Rudolph of Austria, and has one daughter.

3. Princess Clementine, born 1872.

The heir presumptive is Prince Philippe, Count of Flanders, the King's
brother, born in 1837 ; married to the Hohenzollern Princess Marie, and
has two sons and two daughters.

The sister of the King is the hapless ex-Empress Carlotta of Mexico,
widow of Maximilian. She was born in 1840; widowed in 1867; has

no children, and is now insane.

DENMARK.
Christian IX., King of Denmark, born April 8, 1818, was Duke of

Schleswig-Holstein-Sonderburg-Glucksburg, and succeeded to the throne

of Denmark by virtue of treaty and the law of the Danish succession on
the death of his kinsman, Frederick VII., in 1863. He married the

Princess Louise of Hesse-Cassel, and has had the following offspring

:

1. Prince Royal Frederick, born 1843; married to the Princess

Louise of Sweden in 1869, and has two daughters and five sons, the

eldest of the latter being Prince Christian, bom in 1870.

2. The Princess of Wales (Alexandra), born 1844; married the Prince

of Wales, 1863.

3. The King of the Greeks (George I.), born 1845 ; married to the

Grand Duchess Olga of Russia, and has two daughters and five sons, the

eldest of the latter being Prince Constantine.

4. The Empress of Russia (Dagmar), born 1847; married the present

Czar in 1866.

5. The Duchess of Cumberland (Thyra), born 1853; married the pres-

ent Duke of Cumberland (English title), son of the ex-King of Hanover,
in 1878, and has three sons and three daughters. She became insane in

1887.

6. Prince Waldemar, born 1858; married, 1885, the Princess Marie of
Orleans, daughter of the Duke of Chartres, and has three sons. He was
elected reigning Prince of Bulgaria in 1886, but declined.

NETHERLANDS.
Wilhelmina, Queen of the Netherlands, born August 31, 1880,

daughter of the late King William III. and Emma, daughter of Prince

George Victor of Waldeck. She is Regent during the minority of the

Queen, whose father died November 23, 1890.

The late King's living sister is the Princess Sophia, married to the

hereditary Prince of Saxe-Weimar. She has a son, Prince Charles, bora
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1844, who stands in the line of succession to the Dutch throne, and two
daughters. This family, known as the House of Orange, is descended
from the Princes of Orange, the stadtholders of the Dutch Republic.

GERMANY.
William II., German Emperor and King of Prussia, was born January

27, 1859; succeeded his father, the Emperor Frederick III., June 15,

1888. He married the Princess Victoria of Schleswig-Holstein-Augusten-

burg {born 1858), and has had issue :

I. Frederick William, Crown Prince, born 1882; 2. William, born

1883; 3. Adalbert, born 1884; 4. August, born 1887; 5. Oscar, born

1888.

The Emperor's brother is Prince Henry, born 1862, and married, 1888,

to his cousin, Princess Irene of Hesse, daughter of the late Princess Alice

of England, and he has four sisters, all the children of the late Emperor
Frederick and the Princess Victoria of England (Dowager Empress) who
survives. The eldest of these sisters, Charlotte, is married to the Heredi-

tary Prince of Saxe-Meiningen ; the second, Victoria, is unmarried; the

third, Sophia, married, in 1889, the Crown Prince of Greece, and the

fourth, Margaret, is unmarried. The Emperor has an aunt, the Princess

Louise, born 1838 ; married to the present Grand Duke of Baden, and has
issue two sons and a daughter.

The Emperor has several second cousins, descendants of the brothers

and sisters of Emperor William I. His grandmother, the Dowager
Empress Augusta, widow of William I., died January 8, 1890. The
reigning family is descended from Frederick of Hohenzollern, a German
count, in 980, and Frederick William, the Elector of Brandenburg, 1640-
88, whose son became King of Prussia.

ITALY.

Humbert I., King of Italy, was born March 14, 1844, an(* was the

eldest son of Victor Emmanuel, the first King of United Italy. He suc-

ceeded his father in 1878. He married, in 1868, his cousin Margherita,

daughter of Ferdinand, Duke of Genoa, and they have had issue one child

only:
1. Victor Emmanuel, Prince of Naples, heir apparent, born 1869.

The following are the sisters and brothers of the King

:

1. Princess Clotilde, born 1843; married, 1859, to Prince Napoleon
Jerome Bonaparte, the head of the Bonaparte family, and has issue two
sons and a daughter, Letitia.

2. Prince Amadeus, Duke of Aosta and ex-king of Spain ; born 1845

;

married first in 1867, and had issue three sons; married, second, 1888, his

niece, Princess Letitia, daughter of Prince Napoleon Bonaparte and the

Princess Clotilde. By this second marriage he has a son, born in 1889.

3. Princess Pia, born 1847, and married, 1862, to the late King Louis
of Portugal, and has two sons.

The King's aunt by marriage, the Princess Elizabeth, widow of the

Duke of Genoa, has a son and a daughter, the latter being King Hum-
bert's wife. The family is descended from the Counts of Savoy, who
flourished in the eleventh century.
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PORTUGAL.
Charles I., King of Portugal, born September 28, 1863, son of the late

King Louis and his spouse, the Princess Pia, daughter of King Victor

Emmanuel of Italy. He succeeded to the throne October 19, 1889. He
married, 1886, the Princess Amelie of Orleans, daughter of the Count of

Paris, and has two sons, the eldest being Prince Louis Philippe, born
1887.

The King has a brother, Prince Alphonso, Duke of Oporto, born 1865,
and unmarried; an aunt married to the Prince of Hohenzollern-Sigmar-

ingen, and an uncle, Prince Augustus, born 1847, and unmarried.
The reigning family belongs to the house of Braganza, whose founder

was an illegitimate son of King John I. (1400) of the old line of Portu-

guese kings.

RUSSIA.
Alexander III., Emperor of Russia, was born March 10, 1845, and

succeeded his father, Alexander II. (who died by assassination), March
13, 188 1. He married, in 1866, the Princess Dagmar, daughter of the

present King of Denmark and sister of the present Princess of Wales and
the present King of Greece. They have issue three sons and two daugh-
ters, the eldest son and the heir apparent being the Grand Duke Nicholas,

born in 1868. The brothers and sisters of the Emperor are

:

1. Grand Duke Vladimir, born 1847; married, and has three sons and
a daughter.

2. Grand Duke Alexis, born 1850.

3. Grand Duchess Marie, born 1853 ; married to the Duke of Edin-

burgh, and has one son and four daughters. 4. Grand Duke Sergius,

born 1857 ; married, 1884, to the Princess Elizabeth of Hesse, daughter

of Princess Alice of England. 5. Grand Duke Paul, born i860; mar-
ried, 1889, to the Princess Alexandra of Greece.

The Emperor has three uncles—the Grand Dukes Constantine, Nicho-
las, and Michael—all of whom are married and have offspring, and an
aunt, the Grand Duchess Olga, wife of the present King of Wilrtemberg.

The Russian reigning family is descended from Michael Romanoff, elected

Czar in 16x3.

SPAIN.
Alphonso XIII., King of Spain, born May 17, 1886, nearly six months

after the death of his father, Alphonso XII. His mother, Maria Chris-

tina, an Austrian Princess, is the Queen Regent during his minority. He
has two sisters, the Infanta Maria-de-las- Mercedes, born 1880, and the

Infanta Maria Theresa, born 1882.

The King's aunts are the- Infantas Isabella, widow of the Count de
Girgenti ; Maria, wife of Prince Louis of Bavaria, and Eulalia, wife of
Prince Antonio of Orleans.

The King's grandmother is ex-Queen Isabella, born in 1830, crowned
1833, abdicated 1870.

The King's grand-aunt, the Infanta Louisa, wife of the Duke of Mont-
pensier (son of King Louis Philippe of France), is the mother of a son

and daughter, both married.

A second cousin of the King is Don Carlos, born in 1848, and a pre-
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tender to the Spanish throne, who is married and has four daughters and
a son, Prince Jaime, born in 1870.

The Spanish reigning family are Bourbons, descendants of King Louis
XIV. of France.

SWEDEN AND NORWAY.
Oscar II., King of Sweden and Norway, born January 21, 1829; son

of Oscar I. and grandson of Marshal Bernadotte. He married, 1857, the

Princess Sophia of Nassau, and has had four sons, the eldest of whom is

the Prince Royal Gustavus, born 1858; married, 1881, to the Princess

Victoria of Baden, and has two sons and a daughter. The King has a

niece, Louise, married to the eldest son of the King of Denmark.
The royal family comes from Napoleon's marshal, Bernadotte, a French-

man, who was elected heir apparent to the crown of Sweden and Norway
in 1810.

GREECE.
George I., King of the Greeks, born December 24, 1845, elected King

in 1863. He is the son of the present King of Denmark, Christian IX.,

and brother of the Princess of Wales and the Empress of Russia. He
married, 1867, the Grand Duchess Olga, eldest daughter of the Grand
Duke Constantine of Russia, uncle to the present Emperor. They have
had seven children, five sons and two daughteis. The eldest son is:

Prince Constantine, born 1868; married, 1889, the Princess Sophia,

sister of the present Emperor of Germany.
The King's eldest daughter, Alexandra, married, in 1889, the Grand
uke Paul, brother of the present Emperor of Russia.

THE FRENCH PRETENDERS.

BONAPARTIST.
Of the Emperor Napoleon I. and his brothers Joseph and Louis, male

issue is now extinct. The Emperor's brothers Lucien and Jerome are

represented by the following living descendants, and they constitute the

present Imperialist house of France :

Prince Napoleon Bonaparte, son of Jerome, the youngest brother of

Napoleon I., is the head of the family. He was born September 9, 1822;
married, in 1859, the Princess Clotilde, daughter of King Victor Emmanuel
of Italy. The issue of this marriage are :

x. Prince Napoleon Victor, born 1862.

2. Prince Napoleon Louis, born 1864. He was lately an officer in the

Italian army.

3. Princess Letitia, born in 1866; married, 1888, her uncle, Prince

Amadeus, Duke of Aosta, of Italy, and has issue, a son.

The living sister of Prince Napoleon is the Princess Mathilde, born

1820; married, 1840, Prince DemidofT of Russia; now a widow without

children.

Prince Lucien Bonaparte, who is the Cardinal Bonaparte, is the repre-

sentative of the eldest son of Napoleon's brother Lucien and the head of

that branch of the imperial family. He was born 1828 ; created Cardinal,

1868. He has four sisters, married respectively to the Marquis of Rooca
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givoine, Count Primoli, Count de Campello, and Prince Gabrelli, and one
brother, Prince Napoleon, born 1839, married, and has a daughter mar-
ried to Prince Ruspoli.

Prince Louis Lucien Bonaparte, born 181 3, is the only living uncle of

the Cardinal Bonaparte. He has no children.

Prince Roland Bonaparte is the only living male cousin of the Cardinal.

He is a son of the late Prince Pierre Napoleon Bonaparte ; was born 1858;
married, 1880, the daughter of Blanc, the proprietor of the Monte Carlo

gambling-hell. His wife died in 1882, leaving him a daughter and a

fortune. He has one sister, Jeanne, born 1861, and married to the Mar-
quis de Villeneuve.

Ex-Empress Eugenie, widow of the late Emperor Napoleon III., was a
daughter of Count Cyprien de Montijo, a Spanish grandee, and was born

May 5, 1826. She married 1853. Became a widow 1873. Her only
son, Prince Louis Napoleon, was killed in Zululand in 1879.
The Bonapartist faction is divided between the " Jeromists," or adher-

ents of Prince Napoleon, who affect to accept the republic for the present,

while aiming at what they call a " Consular Republic," and the " Victor-

ists," who favor the imperial pretensions of Prince Victor, the eldest son
of Prince Napoleon.

BOURBON—ORLEANIST.
The Count of Paris, Louis Philippe, is the eldest son of the late Duke

of Orleans, who was the eldest son of King Louis Philippe. He was
born August 24, 1838; married, 1864, his cousin, Princess Marie of

Montpensier. The issue of the marriage are four daughters and two sons,

the eldest of the latter being Robert, Duke of Orleans, heir apparent,

born 1869. The eldest daughter, Princess Amelie, born 1865, is married

to the present King of Portugal.

The only brother of the Count of Paris is the Duke of Chartres, born

1840, and married to a daughter of the Prince of Joinville. The issue

are two daughters and two sons, the eldest son being Prince Henry, born

1867, and the eldest daughter, Princess Marie, being married to Prince

Waldemarof Denmark.
The uncles of the Count of Paris are as follows

:

1. Louis, Duke of Nemours, born 1814. He is the father of two
daughters and two sons, the eldest son being the Count of Eu, born 1842,
married to a daughter of Pedro II., of Brazil, and the second son being

the Duke of Alencon, born 1844, and married to a Bavarian princess.

2. Francis, Prince of Joinville, born 1818, married to a daughter of

Pedro I., of Brazil, and has one daughter and one son, the Duke of
Penthievre, born 1S45.

3. Henry, Duke of Aumale, born 1822, childless.

4. Anthony, Duke of Montpensier, born 1824; married, 1832, a sister

of Queen Isabella of Spain, and has a daughter and a son, the latter being

Prince Anthony, born 1866, who married, 1888, his cousin, the Infanta

Eulalie of Spain.

By the death of the Count of Chambord, in 1883, the elder line of the

Bourbons of France became extinct, and the right of succession merged
in the Count of Paris, representative of the younger, or Orleans line.
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QUEEN VICTORIA'S FAMILY.
Queen Victoria was born May 24, 1819; succeeded her uncle, King

William IV., June 20, 1837 ; married, February io, 1840, Prince Albert

of Coburg and Gotha, who died in 1861. Their children were:
1. The Dowager Empress of Germany (Victoria), born 1840; married,

1858, Frederick William, afterward Emperor Frederick III. of Germany.
Issue, four sons (the eldest being the present Emperor) and four daugh-

ters, and nine grandchildren.

2. The Prince of Wales (Albert Edward), born 1841 ; married, »€63,

the Princess Alexandra of Denmark. Issue, Prince Albert Victor, born

1864; Prince George, born 1865; Princess Louise, born 1867; married,

1889, the Duke of Fife; Princess Victoria, born 1868; Princess Maud,
born 1869, and Prince Alexander, born 1871, died the same year.

3. The Grand Duchess of Hesse (Alice), born 1843, died 1878; mar-

ried, 1862, Louis IV., Grand Duke of Hesse. Issue, two sons and five

daughters, the eldest daughter, Victoria, married Prince Louis of Batten-

berg, 1884, and has two daughters; the second daughter, Elizabeth, is

married to the Grand Duke Serge of Russia; the third daughter,

Irene, tc Prince Henry of Prussia, and has a son.

4. The Duke of Edinburgh (Alfred), born 1844; married, 1874, the

Grand Duchess Marie of Russia. Issue, one son and four daughters.

5. Princess Christian (Helena), born 1846; married, 1866, Prince

Christian of Schleswig-Holstein. Issue, three sons and two daughters.

6. Princess Louise, born 1848; married, 1871, the Marquis of Lome,
eldest son of the Duke of Argyll. No issue.

7. The Duke of Connaught (Arthur), born 1850; married, 1879, the

Princess Louise of Prussia. Issue, one son and two daughters.

8. The Duke of Albany (Leopold), born 1853, died 1884; married,

1882, the Princess Helen of Waldeck. Issue, one son and one daughter.

9. Princess Beatrice, born 1857; married, 1885, Prince Henry of Bat-

tenberg. Issue, two sons and one daughter.

Queen Victoria has had, so far, fifty-nine children, grandchildren, and
great-grandchildren, of whom fifty-one are living and eight are dead.

THE WORLD'S DECISIVE BATTLES.
490 b. c, Marathon—Greeks defeat Persians. 480 b. c, Thermopylae—Greeks

defeat Persians. 362 b. c., Manttnea—Thebans defeat Spartans. 331 b. c, Arbela
—Greeks defeat Persians. 26a b. c, Cannae—Hannibal defeats Romans. 168 b. c,
Pydna—Romans defeat Macedonians. 49 b. c, Pharsalia—Caesar defeats Pompey.
42 b. c, Philippi—Brutus and Cassius defeated by Octavius. 451 a. d., Huns, under
Attila, defeated by Romans and Visigoths. 1066 a. d., Hastings—Harold defeated
by William the Conqueror. 1346 a. d., Cressy—English defeat French. 1429 a. o.,

Orleans—Joan of Arc defeats English. 1453 A - D., Constantinople taken by Turks.
1638 a. d., Leipsic—Gustavus Adolphus defeats allied armies. 163a a. d., Lutzen

—

End of Thirty Years* War. 1683 a. d., Austrians defeat Turks. 1700 a. d., Narva
—Charles XII. defeats Peter the Great. 1704 a. d , Blenheim—English, under Marl-
borough, defeat French and Allies. 1709 a. d., Pultowa—Peter the Great defeats
Charles XII. of Sweden. 1757 a. d. Leuthen—Frederick the Great defeated by Aus-
trians. 1759 a. d., Kunersdorf—Russians and Austrians defeated by Frederick the
Great. 1760 a. d., Torgau—Prussians defeat Austrians and Allies. 1777 a. d.,

Saratoga—General Gates defeats English. 1800 a. dm Marengo—Napoleon defeats
Austrians. 1805 a. d.

;
Austerlitz—Napoleon defeats Austrians. 1806 a. d., Jena

—

Napoleon defeats Prussians. 1806 a. d., Auerstadt—French, under Davout, defeat
Prussians. 1815 A. d., Waterloo—English, under Wellington, defeat Napoleon.
1854 a. d. , Bnhklava—English, French and Turks defeat Russians. 1870 a. d., Grave-
otte—Germans defeat French. 1877 a. d., Plevna—Turkey and Allies defeat Russians.
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ITS LAWS AND FORMS.

COMMERCIAL LAW IN DAILY USE.
** Value received'* is usually written in a note, and should be, but it Is not i

It not written it is presumed by the law or may be supplied by proof.

The maker of an "accommodation " bill or note (one for which he had received no con
lideration), having lent his name or credit for the benefit of the holder, is not bound io

the person accommodated, but is bound to all other parties, precisely as if there was a
good consideration.
No consideration is sufficient in law if it be illegal in its nature.

Checks or drafts must be presented for payment without unreasonable delay.

If a note is lost or stolen it does not release the maker ; he must pay it if the consider*
Ion for which it was given and the amount can be proven.
Notes bear interest only when so stated.

A note made on Sunday is void, also one dated ahead of its issue. It maybe dated
back at pleasure.
A note obtained by fraud or from a person in a state of intoxication cannot be col*

A note by a minor is void in some States, and in others it is voidable on judicial decision.

Joint payees of a bill or note, who are not partners, must all join in an indorsement.
One may make a note payable to his own order, and indorse it in blank. He must

write his name across the face or back the same as any other indorser.

After the death of a holder of a bill or note, his executor or administrator may transfer

jt by his indorsement.
The husband who acquires a right to a bill or note which was given to the wife, either

before or after marriage, may indorse it.

If the letter containing a protest of non-payment be put into the post-office, any miscar-
riage does not affect the party giving notice.

Notes of protest may be sent either to the place of business or residence of the party
notified.

The holder of a note may give notice of protest either to all the previous indorsers. or
only to one of them ; in case of the latter, he must select the last indorser, and the last

must give notice to the last before him, and so on. Each indorser must send notice the
same day or day following. Neither Sunday nor legal holiday is to be counted in reckon-
ing the time in which notice is to be given.

If two or more persons as parties are jointly liable on a note or bill, due notice to one
of them in sufficient.

An indorser may prevent his own liability to be sued by writing " without recourse,"
or similar words.
The loss of a note is not sufficient excuse for not giving notice of protest.

An indorsee has a right of action against all whose names were on the bill when he re-

ceived it.

"Acceptance" applies to bills and not to notes. It is an engagement on the part of
the person on whom the bill is drawn to pay it according to its tenor. The usual way
is to write across the face of the bill the word " accepted, giving date of acceptance.
The finder of negotiable paper, as of all other property, must make reasonable efforts

to find the owner before he is entitled to appropriate it to his own purposes. If the findet
conceal it, he is liable to the charge of larceny or theft.

Contracts made on Sunday cannot be enforced.
A contract made with a minor, or a lunatic, is void.
An oral agreement must be proved by evidence. A written agreement proves itself.

All claims which do not rest upon a seal or judgment must oe sued within six years
from the time when they arise.

Part payment of debt which has passed the time of statutory limitation, revives the
whole debt, and the claim holds good for another period of six years from the date of
payment ofsuch partial payment.
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The acta of ooe partner bted the rest.

Principals are responsible for the acts of their agents.

Each individual in a partnership is responsible for the whole amoa
firm, except in cases ofa special partnership. The word " limited/

a firm-name, indicates that a limitation of responsibility for each —

~

Ignorance of the law excuses no one.
An agreement without consideration ofvalue is void.

t of the debts of the

in connection with

INSOLVENCY.

The general bankrupt law of the United States having been repealed, all proceeding!
of that character are regulated by the laws of the severalStates. These vary materially

in their details, though the genera) results are not very divergent. The following tabic

shows the general facts in the matter of insolvent laws, though in some States there

are no specific laws, the common law or assignments prevailing and determining the

decisions.

State.

Alabama...
Arizona ....

Arkansas ..

California-

Colorado
Connecticut
Dakota
Delaware
District of Columbia..
Florida
Georgia
Illinois

Indiana.
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana

Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts

.

Michigan....
Minnesota...
Mississippi..

Missouri
Montana...

.

Nebraska...

VevaAi

New Hampshire .
New Jersey.-^.-.

No.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
No.
No.
No.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.

Yes.
Yls.
Yes

Yes.
Yes.
No.
Yes.
No.
Yes.

Yes.

Yea.
Yea.

No.
Yes.
Yes.
No.

Yes.
No.
No.
No.
?

Yes.
Yes.
No.

In part.

In part.

No"'.

In Part.

No.
No.
No.

No.
No.
Yes.
No.
Yes.

In panto
empl'y's.

No.

How is the debtor discharged?

Only so far as creditors c
By consent of creditors.

Only so far as creditors cc
Insolvency proceedings discharge
wholly, except for non-resident
creditors, or for contracta made
out of the State.

Unanimous consent of creditors.
On payment of 70 per cent.
Unanimous consent of creditota.

No discharge provided for.

Unanimous consent of

By insolvency proceedin,
Unanimous consent of o
By consent of majority of c

itors.

By insolvency proceedings.
By surrender of all property.
On payment of 50 per cent., off

unanimous consent of credl"~"
By insolvency proceedings.
Unanimous consent of <

—

Jtu-

No.
No.

Only so far as creditors consent.
Only on release by creditors.

On full payment, or unanimous
1 consent.
Unanimous consent of creditors,

or total surrender of property,
and this only on claims in the
State.

'Unanimous consent of creditors.

I

By insolvency proceedings, so flat

only as claims are filecL
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How b the debtor discharged?

North Carolina

Ohio
Oregon
Pennsylvania....
Rhode Island....

Soulh Carolina..

Tennessee..
Texas
Utah
Vermont....

Virginia
Washington Territory..
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

Yes. No.
Yes. No.
Yes. No.
No. No.
No. No.

No. No.
Yes. No.
No. No.
Yes.

|
No.

No. : Yes
Yes. Yes.
No.

i

Yes.
Yes. ! No.
No. No.

Unanimous consent of creditors.
From some obligations by the
" two-thirds act." Entire dis-

charge by consent.
No discharge, but protection from

arrest, or entire surrender.
Unanimous consent of creditors.
Payment or release.

Unanimous consent of creditors.
Payment in full.

By acceptance of a diridend by
the creditor.

Release or payment.
So far as creditors consent.
Unanimous consent of creditors.
The payment of 30 per cent , or
by consent.

Payment in full.

By insolvent proceedings.
Unanimous consent of creditors.
By insolvency proceedings.
By acceptance of a dividend by
the creditor.

NOTES, BILLS OF EXCHANGE, ETC.

Promissory Notes.—These are promises in writing to pay a specified sum named
therein, on sight, or demand, or at a time therein specified, to a person named, to his

order, heirs, or assigns, or to the bearer, as the case may be preferred. He who promises
the payment is the maker, or drawer of the note. He to whom it is payable is the /aye*.
He who indorse* it is the indorser. He to whom the indorser. by that indorsement,
transfers his interest, is the indorsee. He in whose possession the note is when due is

the holder.
In addition to hints on notes and forms given elsewhere, the following essential

points of law must be remembered ; (1) A promissory note must be ir writing. (2)

Its promise to pay must be distinctly expressed, and without qualification. (3) Its-alb

for payment in money only. (4) The sum to be paid is definitely stated, both in figures

and in words. Should these not agree, the words will rule the figures, (t) If no lime
of payment is fixed, the note is payable on demand. If the note is not dated, its date is

assumed to be the day when its existence was first established. (6) If made payable to

t fictitious person, it is payable to the bearer. See various forms of Notes on pagef

184, 489 ana 490.
Accommodation Notes.—When the maker of a note receives no consideration for

which he promises the payment in the note, but makes it simply to lend his credit to the
payee, so that said payee may raise money on the maker's name, then it is an accommo-
dation note. He who is so accommodated cannot recover the money promised by the
maker. If, however, the note be indorsed over to a third party '* for value received,"
then the maker is holden to the third party, even though the nature of the note wa?
known by said third party when he received the note.

Invalid Notes.—The following notes are invalid, namely : All which lack consider-
ation, which must be some benefit to the party who makes the note, or some act, labor,
forbearance, etc., on the part of the payee. Also, all notes founded on fraud, or on un-
due advantage taken of a party, or for illegal considerations, as bribery, wagers, etc.

Also, all notes in which material alterations appear. Also, notes dated on Sundays,
legal holidays, and on dates yet future when the note is issued.

Negotiable Notes.—The following notes are negotiable, namely : All those payahj-:
to a person, or order ; to a person, or bearer ; to a person, or his assigns, aad «© tfars

•ashier of any incorporated company or Institucion, or to his order as cashier.
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indorsements have force as follows :—A note drawn to a certain person, or bearer,
needs no indorsement, though for the sake of tracing it readily, indorsement is usually
asked.—A general indorsement is made by simply writing the payee's name on the back
of the note. In this form he remains open to all the consequences if the maker of the
note fail to pay it.—A special indorsement directs payment to a particular person,
by writing above the signature the words " Pay to A. B., or order." In this case respon-
sibility falls on this indorser. only when those before him on the note fail to pay. If the
indorser proposes to avoid all responsibility as such, he must add the words " without re-

course/* in a general indorsement : and " at his risk," to a special, 01 " without recourse
upon me." No indorsement can pass the property included in a note, unless the in-

dorser has legal claim to that property. Indorsers become security that the maker of
the note shall pay the money due thereon. If the holder is guilty of neglect, or in any
way compromises with the holder in respect to the claim, the indorsers are discharged
from all further responsibility. No compromise can be made with antecedent indorsers

to the injury of those subsequently on the paper. Demand for payment when due, and
proper diligence in enforcing it, must precede charge upon the indorsers.

Due Days on Notes.—Usually three days of grace are allowed on all notes and
drafts, except those " on demand. These days are beyond the day when the note be-
comes due by its limitation, and they make no allowance for Sundays or holidays. ££-,
if a note fall due July ist, its days of grace terminate July 4th. This being a legal holi-

day the note becomes due on the day previous, July 3d ; but if this be Sunday, July ad
will be the due-day of the note.

When notes are payable so many months after date, calendar months are understood,
or their nearest approach. E. g. t a two-months' note dated December 31st, falls due
February 28th, or 29th, if it be leap-year. When days are specified in the note they are
counted exactly in determining the due-day.
Demanding Payment on Notes.—Demand for payment on a note must be made

on the very day it is due, and in accordance with the specifications of the note. If pay-
able at a particular place, make it there. If at no particular place, make it on the maker
personally at his business place in business hours, or at his home in reasonable hours.
If payable by a firm, demand may be made on either of its members. If given by
several persons jointly, demand must be made upon all. If payable at a bank, the
holder must be there up to the usual hour of closing, and no further demand on the
maker is necessary in that case in order that the indorsers may be held. The better way
in demanding payment is to throw the note into some bank for collection. The fee

charged is small, but the work is well done, and much trouble is saved.
Lost Notes.—If the holder of a note has lost or mislaid it, or if it has been destroyed,

he must still make a formal demand for its payment when due ; but he must at the same
time be prepared 'to indemnify the party paying the same, in case trouble arise in the
future. Public notice, warning against the negotiation ofsuch a note, is a wise proceed-
ing, and in some States it is essential.

Enforcing Payment on Notes.—In case ofnonpayment ofa note, it should be placed
at once in the hands of a Notary Public, who formally demands payment and, if not
received, at once protests the note, and notifies all the indorsers of the fact. In most of
the States the certificate of such an officer is prima facie evidence of the facts in the
case as there stated. If through his neglect any loss occurs, he is responsible.

When the maker and indorser of a note both reside in the same city, notice of pro-
test is given to the indorser personally, not later than the first business day following the
presentation and dishonoring of the note. If they reside in different places, notice of
dishonor must be sent by next day's mail, properly directed. It is sufficient for the
notary public who protests the note to notify the indorser last on the note, but custom
generally includes all indorsers in the first notice. But each indorser must assure him-
self that his antecedent is duly notified of the protest, and each indorser is allowed one
day's time for this proceeding. When an indorser's residence is not known, a longer
time, of reasonable length, may be allowed for service of notice. If a residence cannot
be found, the holder is excused from serving notice.

Proceedings may be had against the maker and the indorsers in separate suits at the
same time. Any indorser may pay the note and will then be subrogated to the rights of
the holder against the maker and other indorsers.

A dishonored or overdue note, if taken by a party in payment of any claims, must be
taken subject to all its liabilities to deductions or losses.

Frauds in Notes.—If the signature of a payee or indorser be forged and payment be
made thereon, or if one, fraudulently claiming to be the party to whom a note is specially

indorsed, collect the money, the maker is not discharged from his obligation by reason
of said payment. If a note be paid before it is due, and if it afterwards come into the
•ends of a bonafidt holder for value, he can recover its value at maturity.
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HOW TO CONDUCT A SUCCESSFUL BUSINESS.

That short credit and small profits form the golden rule for success in trade may be

teen from the following table exhibiting the amounts realized for $100 at various percent*

ages during various periods

:

Ain't at Am't at Am't at Am'tat
3 pr. ct. 5 pr. ct. 8 pr. ct. 10 pr ct.

If turned over every 3 months, £326.30 £703.99 £2,173.45 £4,535.92
" '• " 6 '* 180.61 265.33 466.09 673.75
" " " 8 " 155.79 307.89 3>7-2i 4»7-73
'* " " 12 " 134.39 162.88 315.89 259.37
*' " " 3 years, 215-93 137.62 146.93 161.05
" *' " 5 '" I06.OO XIO.25 H6.64 X2I.OO

THE BENEFIT OF SAVINGS BANKS,

Showing some interesting results from small weekly savings.

At the
end of

£1 a week, £10 a month, • £5 a week, £50 a month,
with interest, with interest. with interest. with interest.

amounts to amounts to amounts to amounts to

1 year. * 53.16 £122.70
353.84

$365.84 #613.56
2 years. *°9-53 54785

84705
1,364.47

3 " 169.32 390.90 1,955.01

4 " 232.77 537-39 1,164.49 2,687.61

300.06 693.79 1,501.25 3,464.82

6 '• 371-49 85767 1,858.53 4,389.34

9 "

447-24 1,032.57 3,237.56 5,164. IX

537.61
612.87

1,218.12
1,4x5.01

2,639.66
3,066.24

6,092.16

7,076.73
10 " 7033a 1,623.87 3.5i8.8j 8,121.24

14,37906
22,789.05

15 " i,345-3o

»,97367
2,875.17 6,230 25

20 " 4.556.76 9,874.19

HOW TO FIND THE SELLING PRICE OF GOODS AND ASCERTAIN
THE PERCENTAGE OF PROFIT OR LOSS.

In marking goods for sale, merchants usually take some equal part of 100 ; for instance,

sugar at 12 J^, which is x/% of 100, or 8 pounds tor £1 ; calico at x6% cents, % of xoo, or 4
yards for £1. The following table will be found useful

:

12 J4 is 1-8 part of xoo. 8% is 1-12 part of 100

25 is x-4 part of 100. xt% is 2-12 or 1-6 of xoo.

37J4 is 3HJ part of 100. 33K is 4-12 or 1-3 of 100.

50 is 4-8 or 1-3 of 100. 66% is 8-12 or 2-3 of 10c.

63J4 is 5-8 part of 100. 83$ is 10-12 or 5-6 of loo.

75 is 6-8 or 3-4 part of xoo. 125 is 1-8 part of 1,000.

8754 is 7-8 part of 100. 250 is 2-8 or 1-4 of 1 ,oco.

6j£ is 1-16 part of 100. 375 is 3-8 part of 1 ,000.

18% is 3-16 part of 100 625 is 5-8 part of 1,000.

3XJ4 is 5-16 part of xoo. 875 is 7-8 part of 1,000.

In marking the price of all goods bought by the dozen, the following table will be umAi) -

To make 20 per cent, remove the point one place to the left.

8v
60 "

So *

44 "
40 :
37 z

and add 1-2 itseli
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606 BUSINESS.

To make 33 per cent, remove the point one place to the left,

and add x-xo itaoH
«• 30 « " ' « " x-ia "
'• »8 ** " " " " i-xs **

I. ^ M U U f« •/ x-ao U
U a5 tt « M • ** ,_2^ ««

xatf " " " " subtract 1-16 "
*-" -- « « •# «« x-36 "

« « 1-96 «

If I buy a doz. shirts for $28.00, what shall I retail them for to make 90 per cent f Ant

ExpExplanation.—Remove the point one place to the left, and add J{ itself.

Where goods are not purchased by the dozen, this rule can be used by simply multi-

plying the price of a single article—pound, yard, quart, or bushel—by 12, and pro-
ceeding as above.

RULES FOR COMPUTING PERCENTAGES. PROFITS. ETC
To Find the Gain or Loss when the Cost and RatePer Cent. areGiven.—Rule.

Multiply the cost by the rate per cent, and point off two places to the right as cents.

Example.—Bought flour for £500.00, and sold it at an advance of 12 per cent. How
much did I gain? 500 multiplied by 12 per cent, equals $60.
To Find the Rate Per Cent, when the Coat and Selling Price are Known.—

Rule. Find the difference between the cost and selling price, the difference will be the

Sin or loss ; then annex two ciphers to the gain or loss so found and divide by the cost,

e result will be the rate per cent Example.—Sold a drove of cattle for £10,000, which
cost me £8,500. What per cent, did I gain ? An*.—$\i. ,000—8,500 equals #1,500 ; 150,-
000 divided by 8,500 equals 17 11-17 PCT cent -

To Determine the Coat when the Selling Price and the Rate Per Cent, of
the Gain or Loaa are Given.—Rule. Annex two ciphers to the selling price and
divide by #1.00 increased by the rate per cent, of gain or loss. Example.—A cargo of
coffee was sold for $25,000, realizing a gain of 23 per cent. What was the cost ? Ant.—
1 plus 25 equals 1.25. 2500.00 divided by #1.25 equals 20,000.

To Find the Cost when the Loaa or Gain and the Rate Per Cent, are Given.—Rule. Annex two ciphers to the gain or loss and divide by the rate per cent. Exam-
tie.—A lot of ice was sold at a profit of £3,000, the percentage of the profit being .15.

What was the cost? Am*.—3000 divided by 15, equals $2,000.

To Find the Rate when the Coat and Gain or Loss are Given.—Rule. Annex
two ciphers to the gain or loss and divide by the cost. Example.—A wine merchant
sold a lot of wine which cost him $650, and gained $130. What was the gain per cent. ?

An*.—13000.00 divided by 650 equals 20 per cent.

INTEREST.
The courts generally award interest, computed at the legal rate, from the time when

a payment should have been made. Interest upon a judgment dates from the time the
judgment is rendered.
A creditor may charge interest on his claim from the time it becomes due. When

time is not specified for payment, interest may be charged from the time when payment
is demanded, or when a statement of the account is rendered. Interest may not be
charged on a running account until a balance is struck and a statement rendered.
Compound interest is seldom recoverable by law, even where it is expressly agreed to

But when interest has accrued, and is payable, it may be added to the principal by
mutual agreement, and simple interest be charged thereon and be collected. Compound
interest, when paid, is not recoverable, even though the courts would not have enforced
its payment originally.

Guardians, executors, administrators and trustees of any kind, may be charged interest
upon trust funds in their hands, if they fail to invest them after a reasonable time.

In computing interest it is usual to cast cents of principal out of the account. If they
be less than fifty they are omitted. If more than fifty they are usually reckoned as a
dollar. Cents of principal do not earn cents of interest very quickly. At six per cent,
interest, ninety cents of principal do not earn one cent until their sixty-seventh day.
For convenience of computation, the year is usually reckoned at 360 days only. Rules

and interest tables are usually constructed upon this plan. For greater exactness, how-
ever, they are sometimes worked out on the basis of the full year.
Three days of grace are usually allowed on notes, but interest is computed for these

days. The " grace " applies simply to the delayed maturing of the note, not to the free
«*e of the money.
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INTEREST RULES.
For finding the interest on any principal for any number of days. The answer in each

case being in cents, separate the two right-hand figures of answer to express in dollars

and cents

:

Four per cent.—Multiply the principal by the number of days to run; separate
right-hand figure from product, and divide by 9.

Five per cent.—Multiply by number of days, and divide by 72.

Six per cent.—Multip y by number of days, separate right-hand figure, and divide by 6.

Eight per cent.—Multiply by number of days., and divide by 45.

Nine per cent.—Multiply by number of days, separate right-hand figure, and divide

by 4.

Ten per cent.—Multiply by number of davs, and divide by 36.

Twelve per cent.—Multiply by number ofdays, separate right-hand figure, and divide

Fifteen per cent.—Multiply by number of days, and divide by 24.

Eighteen per cent.—Multiply by number of days, separate right-hand figure, and divide

>y a.

Twenty per cent.—Multiply by number of days, and divide by 18.

Twenty-four per cent.—Multiply by number of days, and divide by 15.

INTEREST TABLE.—SIX PER CENT.

Time. *' $> *3 u *5 $6 $7 $8 39 *«° $100 #1,000

1 Day.-... O 2 *7

a
" O 3 33

3
" O 1 5 50

4
" © 1

I S7
5

" O 1 83

6 " O X t 10 1 00

1 :
O 1 1 12 x 17
O 1 1 13 1 33

9
" O 1 2 X5 x 50

10 "
1 1 2 2

;z

1 $
11 "

* X 1 2 2 x 83
xa "

I I 2 2 20 2 CO

13
"

I I 2 2 2 22 2 17

14
"

1 I 2 2 2 23 3 33

3 =
X X 2 2 2 3 35 2 50
I I 2 2 2 2 3 2

2 67

\i ::

I I 2 2 2 3 3 2 83
1 2 2 2 2 3 3 30 3 OO

i9 - I 2 a 2 3 3 3 32 3 «7

ao ««
1 I 2 a 2 3 3 3 33 3 33

ax «' I 2 2 2 3 3 4 35 3 50

aa '• 1 2 2 3 3 3 4 37 3 67
83 •• I 2 2 3 3 3 4 38 3»3
a4 ° I 2 2 3 3 4 4 40 4 «>

u :
I 2 3 3 3 4 4 42 4 '7
I 2 3 3 3 4 4 43 4 33

3
" I a 2 3 3 4 4 5 45 4 50

I 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 47 *P
20 «

t a 2 3 3 4 4 5 48 483
1 Month. a 2 3 3 4 4 5 5 50 5 <»

a "
3 4

\
6 7 8 9 10 x 00 xo 00

3
"

5 6 9 XI 12 «4 15 1 50 15 00

4 " 6 8 10 xa »4 16 18 20 2 00 20 00

i :
8 10 «3 "5 18 20 23 25 2 50 25 CO

6 9 12 *5 18 21 24 37 30 3 00 30 00

7 "
I

XX

\l

18 ax
11

28 3l 35 3 5o 35 «>

8 - 12 20 *4 32 36 40 4 00 40 CO

9"
"

9 M 18 «3 1 27 32 36 4» 45 4 50 45 00

iS «•

1
10 »5 ao 35 30 35 40 45 50 5 00 50 00

tl •• XI

\l
32 28

J.
39 44 50

8 J
50
00 00 ocxYtt*. 6 xa «4 *> 4» 48 54
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AT SEVEN PER CENT.

i day. 15 days.

$ $c. $ c
I 00 ooy4
a 00 ooJ4

3 00 00K
4 00 01

5 00 oi#
6 00 01K

I
00 02
00 "g

9 00
xo
20 3
30 00 Yi °9
40 00K 12

50 01 »5
IOO 02

3200 04
300 06 87J4
400 08 1. 17
500 to 1.46
IOOO *9% 2 02

5.832000

It3000 8.75
400O 78 11.67
50OO 97 1458

IOOOO 1.94 29.17

3 mos. 6 mot. »mo&.

$ c. $ c. * c

SB
03M 07
07 14

05K x°54 21

s & 28

35
21 4a

"K 24M 49
»4 28 ri5«
I7M

3iH fc
35 70

35„ 70 1.40

5«# «.°5 2. IO

70 1.40 2.8o
87« » 75 3.50

»-75 3-5o 7.OO

3-5o 7.00 I4.OO

5-25 10.50 2I.OO
7.00

8.75

14.00 28.OO

17.50 35.OO

17.50 35oo 7O.OO

35.00 70.00 I4O.OO

5250 105.00 2IO.OO
70.00 140.00 280.OO

8750 175.00 350.00

175.00 350.00 700.00

AT TEN PER CENT.

TIME. $1 - • $8 ,. fco $y> $100 £1000

4 Days. , 1 1 4 5 11 1. 11

8 " X 2 2 8 11 22 2.22

12 " X 2 3 3 12 16 33 333
16 " X 2 4 4 l6 22 44 4-44

20 *' X X 3 4 6 24 28 56 5-56

24 " X X 3 5
I

28 33 67 6.67

7-7*28 " X 2 4 6 32 39
g1 Month. I 2 4 7 8 32 42 8-33

2 " 2 3 8 13 17 68 83 1.67 16.67

3 3 5 12 20 25 x.oo 1 25 2.50 25.00

4 " 3
I

17 27 33 X
}1

165 3-33 33-33
41.675 4 21 33 42 1.68 2.08 4.17

6 ; IO 25 40 50 2.00 2.50 5.00 50.00

x Year. ,0 20 SO 80 x.00 4.00 5.0. 10.00 100.00

HOW COMPOUND INTEREST GROWS.
If $1 be invested and its interest compounded annually for too years, the result will bt

:.s follows :

at 1 percent £2.75
j

at 8 per cent , $2,203.00

at 2 per cent $7 25 at 9 per cent $5.5*3 °°
at 3 percent $«9 25 ' at 10 percent $13,809.00

at 4 per cent $5050 at 13 per cent $84,675.00
at 5 percent $13150 I

at 15 per cent ...$1,174,405.00

at 6 per cent $340.00
|
at 18 percent $15,145,000.00

»t 7 percent $868.00 ;
at 24 per cent $2,551,799,404.00
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COMPOUND INTEREST.

One dollar, invested at compound interest, will increase in the numbers of years aevei*
lily designated below, and at the rates given, to the sums there specified.

Years of
invest, of$i .00.

Becomes

at

3 per cent.
at

1 4 per cent.

at

5 per cent.
at

6 per cent.

at

7 percent.

1

\:U
1.04 1.05 1.06 1.07

a x.08 X.IO 1.12 1.14

3 1.09 1.12 1.15
J:3

1.22

4 i.xa 1. 16 1.21 1.31

i
»»5 1.21 1.27 »33 1.40
1. 19 X.26 1-34 1.41 *•£

I
x.22 1.31 1.40 1.50 1.60

1.26 1.36 »-47
lit
i.ip

9
10

t.30

»-34

1.42

I.48 !:£

To find the amount for any other sum, multiply the amount for the given number ol

years by the number of dollars in the principal.

INTEREST AND PARTIAL PAYMENTS.
When a debt bears interest, but is reduced from time to time by partial payments, th«.

method usually employed in the interest account is this : Compute interest from the time
it began to the time when a payment, or payments made, shall equal or exceed the

interest then due. Add this sum to the principal, and credit the amount of payment
The balance becomes the principal, upon which future interest is reckoned.

A TABLE OF DAILY SAVINGS AT COMPOUND INTEREST.

Per Year.

.... * 'o

Centsper Day.

&
55?

11 40.

2754 100.

55 aoo-

1.10 400.

'•37 5«>.

In Ten Years. Fifty Years.

$ 130 $ 2,000
260 5»8oo

520 11,600

1,300 a?'000
2,600 50,000

5,200 116,000

6,500 i45f°°o

TIME IN WHICH A SUM WILL DOUBLE,

Rate per cent. Simple Interest. Compound Interest.

2 50 years. 35 years 1 day.
I

28 " 26 days.
1 23 - 164 ''

2 1-2

3

40

3
' 4 months.

3 x-a ' 208 days.
1

20 " 54 "

4 25
'

17 " 246 "

4 M 22 * 81 days. 15 " »73 "

i
20
16 ' 8 months.

1 H 75 "
" " 327 "

I
14 " 140 days.

1 10 " 89 **

12 1-2 years.

i

\" iZ9 11 years 40 days.

BO 10 " \ 7 « Xoo ••

39
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TO FIND THE NUMBER OF DAYS IN COMPUTING INTEREST.

Prom any Day in One Month to any Subsequent Date.

January 365
;

February 334
March 1 306

J»n. (Feb. | March. April. May. June,

April.

May
June
July
August
September.
October....
November

[

61

December I 31

275 I
306

59
28

365

334
304
273
'43
213
l8l

151
120

9°

90
59
3i

365
335
304
274
243
212
182

'5'

120

89
61

30
365

334
3^4
273
242
212
181

>5i

*5»
120

6i

31

365

335
304
273
243
212
182

July.
I

Aug. Sept. iOct.

I
212

J

243
212

122 153 184 1

V 122 153
6l 92 123
^O 61 92

3<>5 31 62

334 365 31

303 334 365
273 304 335
242 273 304
212 243 274

3<H 1334
273 \y>3
245

I
275

214 244
184 214

153 I
183

»«*3
I »53

9> I 122

V61

335 1 365
32;

Example.—To find the number of days from the 10th of May to the 10th of October
following : Find May in the first column, and then in a line with that under October i*

153 days. If from the 10th of May to the 25th of October, it would be 15 days more, or

168 days; but if from the 10th of May to the 1st of October, it would be 10 days less, 01

143 days. In leap year, when the last day of February is included between the t*o
dates, a day must be added to the number obtained from the uble.

EXEMPTIONS FROM FORCED SALES.

Showing Property Exempt from Attachment, or Lev> and Sale on Execution.
According to the Laws of Different States.

Alabama.—Home worth fa,000 and personal property to the value of £1,000.
Arizona.—Homestead not exceeding $5,000. Household furniture, etc., $600. Toots,

stock in trade, $600. Ten sheep or goats, two cows, etc. Provision and fuel for six
months.
Arkansas.—Home worth $2,500. May have eighty acres in country and one-quarter

acre in town of unlimited value. Personalty : Unmarried men, £200 ; married, fcoo.
California.—Home worth #3,000, if declaration of homestead is properly filed in the

Recorder's office of the county where situated, by a husband or wife, or other head of a
family, except in the following cases : 1st, Where the judgment was obtained before the
declaration of the homestead. 2d, On judgments for liens of mechanics, laborers or
vendors of the land. 3d, On debts secured by mortgage on the land, executed by hus-
band and wife, or an unmarried claimant. 4th, On debts secured by mortgage on the
land before the declaration of the homestead. The other exemptions are necessary
household, table, and kitchen furniture, including one sewing-machine and piano, in use,
or belonging to a woman ; provisions sufficient for one month ; farming utensil" or im-
plements of husbandry ; also two oxen, or horses, or mules, with harness ; one wagon
and food for said cattle for one month , all seed grain, or vegetables, actually provided
for planting or sowing within the ensuing six months, not exceeding $100 in value ; tools
of a mechanic necessary to his trade; instruments and libraries of a professional man
necessary to his profession; the cabin or dwelling of a miner not exceeding #500 in
value, together with all his tools, implements or appliances necessary for mining opera-
tions, not exceeding #500 in value, and two horses or cattle, with food for same for one
month, when used for mining purposes ; two horses or other cattle, with harness, and
hack, carriage or cart, with which a man earns his living ; and the horse, vehicle and
harness, of a physician or minister of the gospel, with food for one month ; four cows,
with their sucking calves, and four hogs with their sucking pigs ; poultry to the value of

£50 ; earnings of debtor for services rendered within thirty days before levy, necessary
for the use of his family residing in the State, supported by his labor ; shares in a home-
stead corporation not exceeding $1 ,000 in value, when the holder does not own a home*
stead.

Colorado.—Home worth $2,000. Tools , etc. , £200. Working animals, faoo. House*
sold furniture, $100, and fuel for six months. Library of professional man, #300.
Cor necticut.—No home exempted The following personal property is exempt
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Necessary apparel, bedding, and household furniture ; implements of trade ; one cow and
ten sheep, value not to exceed $150; specified amounts of family stores; one sewing-

machine in use, pew in church, and a library to the value of $500 ; one boat used in fish-

ing to the value of $200.

Dakota.—Home of 16b acres, or one acre and house In city or village. Personal prop-

erty, #1,500, or instead thereof the debtor may select specific household articles, utensils,

furniture, farming implements, tools of mechanic, library, etc. Partnerships may claim

$1,500, but there is not a several exemption to each partner.

Delaware.—No homestead exemption. General personalty exemption of $275 ia

New Castle county, #200 in Kent county, and none whatever in Sussex county.

District of Columbia.—No home exempted. Personal property of the following

value, except for servant's or laborer's wages due, arc exempted. Wearing appareL
household furniture to the value of $300 ; fuel and provfc'on for three months ; mechanics
tools or implements of trade to value of £200, with stock to same amount ; library and
instruments of professional man to value of $300 ; a farmer's team and other utensils to

value of $100 ; family pictures and library to value of $400.

Florida.—Homestead in country of one hundred and sixty acres; in a city or town
one-half an acre of ground with residence and personal property to the value of $1,000.

Georgia.—Real or personal property to the value of $1,600. Debtor may waive all

but $300.

Idaho.—Home worth $5,000. Also necessary household furniture, farming imple-

ments, tools of trade, or library of professional man.
Illinois.—Lot ofground and buildings thereon occupied as a residence by the debtor,

being a householder and having a family, to the value of $1,000. Exemption continues

after the de:fth of the householder for the benefit of widow and family, some one of them
occupying the homestead until youngest child shall become twenty-one years of age,
and until death of widow. No release or waiver ofexemption is valid, unless in writing

and subscribed by such householder and wife (it* he have one) and acknowledged as

conveyances of real estate are required to be acknowledged. The following articles

of personal property owned by the debtor are exempt from execution, writ of attach-

ment, and distress for rent ; the necessary wearing apparel, Bibles, school-books, and
family pictures, of every person; $100 w^rth of other 'property to be selected by the
debtor ; [and in addition, when the debtor h the head of a family and resides with the
same, $400 worth of other property, also to be selectee

1
, by the debtor: Provided, such

selection shall not be made from money, salary or wages due the debtor.] Wages of a
laborer who is head of a family cannot be garuishced exc- _:. :hc sum due him be in

excess of $50.
Indiana.—Real or personal property, or both, to the amount of $600 to resident

householder. If debt was contracted prior to May 31, 1879, only $300.
Iowa.—Farm of forty acres, or house and lot in city, provided the same is used for a

home, and to value of $500. All wearing apparel kept for actual use and suitable to the
condition of the party, trunks and other receptacles to hold the same ; one musket or
rifle ; the proper tools, instruments, or books, of any farmer, mechanic, surveyor, clergy-
man, lawyer, physician, teacher, or professor ; the horse or the team, consisting of not
more than two horses or mules, or two yoke of cattle, and the wagon or other vehicle,
with the proper harness or tackle, by use of which any physician, public officer, farmer,
teamster or other laborer habitually earns his living; private library, pictures, and
paintings. If the debtor is the head of a family there is further exempt : One cow,
calf, horse, fifty sheep and the wool therefrom, five hogs and ail pigs under six months ;

the necessary food for animals exempt for sixty days ; all flax raised by the defendant
and the manufactures therefrom ; bed and bedding necessary, all cloth manufactured by
the defendant not exceeding 100 yards in quantity ; household and kitchen furniture to
value of $200; all spinning-wheels and looms, and other instruments of domestic labor
kept for actual use ; the necessary provisions and fuel for family use for six months.
The word family does not include strangers or boarders ; the earnings of such debtor
for personal services, or those of his family at any time within ninety days next preced--

ing the levy. None of the foregoing exemptions are for the benefit of a single man not
the head of a family, or of a non-resident, nor of those who have started to leave the
State, but their property is liable to execution, with the exception in the two former
cases of ordinary wearing apparel and trunks ; and in the latter case of such wearing
apparel and property as the defendant may select, not to exceed $75. to be selected by
the debtor and appraised ; but any person coming to the State with, the intention of
remaining m a resident. If debtor be a printer, type, tools, etc, to the value oi

#1.200,
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Kansas.—Home of 160 acres of farm land, or house and one acre in city or town,
provided it is used as a residence by the family of the owner, together with all the im-
provements. The value is not limited, but may be worth a million dollars. No per-

sonal property is exempt for the wages of a servant, mechanic, laborer, or clerk. The
following personal property b exempt to heads of families : Library, pictures, and
musical instruments used by the family ; all wearing apparel, beds and bedding used by
the family ; one cooking stove and appendages, and all cooking utensils, together with
all other stoves and appendages necessary for use of family ; one sewing-machine, spin-

ning-wheel, and all other household furniture, not exceeding in value $500; two cows,
ten nogs, one yoke of oxen, and one horse or mule, or in lieu of one yoke of oxen and
•ne horse or mule, a span of horses or mules, and twenty sheep and their wool ; neces-

sary food for the support of the stock for one year ; one wagon, two plows, draw, anc
other farming utensils not exceeding in value £300 ; food for the family for one year ; the

tools and implements of any mechanic, miner, or other person, kept for the purpose of
carrying on his business, and in addition thereto stock in trade not exceeding $400 in

value ; library, implements, and office furniture of any professional man.

Kentucky.—Home not exceeding in value £1,000, and the following personal prop-
erty : Wearing apparel, and the usual household and kitchen furniture, to the value of

£100 ; one wont beast or yoke of oxen, two cows and calves, and five sheep ; one sewing-
machine.

Louisiana.—Real estate, city or country, not to exceed $2,000 in value, to head of
family, besides certain furniture, stock, etc., specified by law. No exemption if wife

has separate property worth over $2,000.

Ifsine.—Home worth $500 ; necessary apparel, and bed and bedding for every two
members of the family ; one cooking stove, all stoves used for warming buildings, and
other necessary furniture to value of£50 ; one sewing-machine ; all tools necessary for

the debtor's occupation ; library not exceeding »n value £150; one cow. one heifer, ten
sheep and the wool and lambs from same, two swine, one pair of working cattle, or in

lieu thereof one pair mules, or two horses, not exceeding in value £300 ; all produce of
farms until harvested ; corn and grain for use of family, not exceeding thirty bushels ; all

potatoes raised or purchased for family use ; one barrel of flour, and enough hay to win-
ter all exempted stock ; all flax raised on one-half acre for use ; lumber to the amount of
£10; twelve cords of firewood, five tons of anthracite coal, fifty bushels of bituminous
coal, and all charcoal for use in family ; one church pew ; one horse sled to value of $20

:

one harness worth $20 for each horse or mule ; one cart or truck wagon, one harrow, one
plow, one yoke, two chains, and one mowing machine ; for fishermen, one boat not ex-
ceeding two tons burden.

Maryland.—No home exempted. The personal property exempted is that which is

actually necessary for the sustenance of the family, the took or implements that are
necessary to earn a livelihood, and wearing apparel to value of £too.

Massachusetts.—Home worth $800, to a man having a family and occupying the
same as a home. The necessary wearing apparel, bed and bedding ; stove to value of
£20; sewing-machine in actual use, and other household furniture necessary for use of
family to the value of £300 ; library to the value of £50 ; one cow, six sheep, one swine,
and two tons ofhay ; implements, tools, and fixtures necessary to the carrying on of his

trade or business, to the ralueof £100 ; material and stock designed and procured by him,
and necessary for carrying on his trade or business, to value of £100 ; necessary provi-

sions for family to the value of $50 ; the boat, fishing tackle, and nets of fishermen,
actually used in their business, to value of £100; uniform and arms of a soldier required
by law.

Mississippi.—Home not exceeding 160 acres of land to the head ofa family, being a
housekeeper ; or in town or dty real estate to the value of £2,000 ; personal property to
extent of £250.

Missouri.—Homestead to married men of 160 acres of land, to value of £1,500. in
country or small towns. In cities of 40,000 inhabitants and over, in value £3,000. Per-
sonal property to the value of not less than £500, to the heads of families, besides wear-
ing apparel, tooU, etc.

Michigan.—Homestead in country not exceeding forty acres, or in city or town not
exceeding one lot, occupied as a residence, and not exceeding in value $1,500 ; household
furniture to value of £250 ; stock in trade, a team, or other things necessary to carry on a
particular business, to value of £250 ; library to value of £150 ; to a householder, ten sheep,
two cows, five swine, and some minor things.

Minnesota.—Home of eighty acres of farm land, or house and lot In dty or towa.
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same used as a homestead. In personal property the pictures, library and musical in-

struments ; wearing apparel, beds and bedding used by family ; stoves and appendages,
cooking utensils and other household furniture used by family, and not exceeding in value

£500 ; three cows, two swine, one yoke of oxen and a horse, or instead of oxen and a
horse, a span of horses or mules, twenty sheep and the wool from the same, either in raw
material or manufactured; the necessary food for exempted stock for one year; one
wagon, cart, or dray ; one sleigh, two plows, one drag, and other farming utensils, in-
cluding tackle for teams, not exceeding in value $300 ; necessary provisions and fuel for
debtor and family for one year ; the tools and instruments of any one, used and kept for
she purpose of carrying on his trade, and, in addition thereto, stock in trade, not exceed-
ing in value £400 ; library and implements of any professional man ; one sewing-machine
and earnings of minor children. No articles of personal property are exempt from execu-
tion for the purchase money thereof. All articles to be chosen Dy debtor or representa-
tive. If debtor is a printer, type, presses, etc., $3,000.
Montana.—Homestead in county of 160 acres, or if in city or town one-quarter acre,

aot to exceed in value £3,500. The lien of a mechanic, laborer, or mortgage lawfully
obtained upon the same, is not affected by such exemption. Personal property in addi-
tion, to the value of $100.
Nebraska.—Homestead of 160 acres offarm land, dwelling house and appurtenances,

to be selected by the owner, or at his option, two contiguous lots within an incorporated
city or town, or twenty contiguous acres of land within the limits of an incorporated city
or town, when not laid off into streets, blocks, or lots, and when owned and occupied by
the owner, being a resident and the head of a family, to the value ot £a,ooo. When not
owning houses or land the head of a family is exempt in personal property to the value
of£500. Other personal property is exempt, and is enumerated by statute.

Nevada.—Household furniture, farming utensils. $200; dwelling of a miner, £500

;

mechanic's tools, professional libraries, £500 ; two horses, two oxen, two mules, two
cows, food and fuel, etc.

New Hampshire.—Homestead to the value of £500 ; necessary apparel, bedding,
household furniture to the value of £100; library to the value of £900 ; one cow, one hog,
one pig, and pork of same when slaughtered ; tools of occupation to the value of £100;
six sheep and their fleece ; one cooking stove and its furniture ; provisions and fuel to

the amount of £50 ; one sewing-machine ; beasts of the plow, not exceeding one yoke of

pxen, or a horse, and of hay four tons.

New Jersey.—Home worth £1,000, when occupied by owner as a residence, being a
householder and having a family. Personal property to the value of £200. owned by a
resident head of family, appraised by three persons appointed by the sheriff. Widow or
aoministrator may claim exemption of£300.
New York.—Homestead to the value of£1,000 when owned and occupied by debtor,

being a householder and having a family, if designated and recorded in clerk's office. In
addition to the household articles usually enumerated as exempt, and the tools of a me-
chanic to value of las, there are exempted necessary household furniture and working
tools ; team, and food for same for a period of ninety days ; professional instruments,

furniture, and library, owned by any person being a householder or having a family for

which he provides, to the value of £250; one sewing-machine. Such exemptions do not
apply to any execution issued on a demand for purchase money of any article herein
enumerated by law ; nor to any judgment rendered for a claim accruing for work and
labor performed in a family as a domestic ; nor to any judgment obtained in any court
in the city of New York for work, labor, or services done or performed by any female
employee, when such amount does not exceed the sum of £15, exclusive of costs.

New Mexico.—Home to the value of £1,000 in farm, if head of a family and resides

on same 1 wearing apparel, beds and bedding necessary for use of family, and firewood
sufficient for thirty days, when intended to be used as such ; library and family and
religious pictures ; provisions to the amount of £20; kitchen furniture to value of £10,
both to be selected by debtor ; tools and implements necessary to carry on his trade or
business, whether agricultural or mechanical, to be selected by him and not to exceed in

value £20 ; real estate when sold must first be appraised by two freeholders of the vicin-

ity, and must bring two-thirds of the appraised value.

North Carolina.—Homestead to the value of £1.000 when used as such, and to be
selected by the owner; or instead, one lot and houses thereon in a city or town, owned
and occupied by any resident of the State. Personal property to the value of £500.
Ohio.—Family homestead not exceeding £1 ,000 in value; wearing apparel, beds and

bedding necessary for the use of family ; stove, pipe, and fuel sufficient for sixty days to
value of £50. It debtor owns no homestead, ne is entitled to exemption on personal
property to value of £500, in addition to above.
Oregon.—No homestead ; books, pictures, and musical instruments to the value of
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J75 ; wearing apparel to $tco in value, and if a householder, $50 worth of wearing ap-
parel for each member ofthe family ; tools, implements, team, vehicle, harness, library,
or apparatus, when necessary in his occupation or profession, to the value of $400 ; if a
householder, ten sheep with one year's fleece, two cows, five swine, household goods,
furniture, and utensils, to value of $300. No article of property is exempt from execution
issued upon judgment for purchase price.

Pennsylvania.—Property, either real or personal, to $300 in value; besides wear-
ing apparel, bibles, school-books, and the sewing machine of a seamstress. The exemp-
tion may be waived in contract or note.

Rhode Island.—Home not exempted. Household furniture and stores of a house-
keeper to the value of $300 ; wearing apparel necessary for the use of family ; one cow,
one hog, and tools or implements necessary for debtor s profession, to the value of $200,
and books to the value of $300.
South Carolina.—Homestead to the value of £1,000. Household furniture, beds,

bedding, family library, arms, carts, wagons, farming implements, tools, cattle, work
animals, swine, goats, and sheep to the aggregate value of$500 ; wearing apparel neces-

sary.

Tennessee.—Homestead to the value of $1,000, and personal property to the value
of $500.
Texas.—Homestead in country, 200 acres, including crops thereon : in city, $5,000 in

value at the time of designation, without reference to value of improvements. Person-
alty, household furniture, all implements of fanning, tools and books of trade or pro-
fession, five cows and their calves, two yoke of oxen, two hones, one wagon, one car-
riage or buggy, twenty hogs, twenty sheep, and aM current wages for personal ser-

vices.

Utah.—Home worth $1,000 to head of family, same to be selected by him, and per-
sonal property to the value of £250 or more, according to value of articles exempt by
statute ; each member of the family is allowed $250 aside from the homestead. No
property shall be exempt from sale on a judgment received from its price, on a me-
chanic's lien, or a mortgage thereon.
Vermont.—Homestead to the value of $500 and products ; suitable wearing apparel,

bedding, tools, arms, and articles of furniture as may be necessary for upholding life ;

one sewing machine, one cow, the best swine or the meat of one swine ; ten sheep and
one year's product of said sheep, in wool, yarn, or cloth: forage sufficient for keeping
exempted cattle through one winter ; ten cords of firewood, twenty bushels of potatoes

:

military arms required by law; all growing crops, ten bushels of grain, one barrel of flour,
three swarms of Dees, and hives, together with their produce in honey ; two hundred
pounds of sugar, and all lettered gravestones; all books used in a family; one pew in

church ; live poultry to the value of $to
; professional books and instruments ofphysicians,

clergymen, and attorneys-at-Iaw, to value of $200 ; one yoke of oxen, or steers, or two
horses, as the owner may choose, kept and used for team-work, to the value of $200,with
sufficient food for same through winter; these exemptions apply to contracts made
since December, 1866.

Virginia.—To the head of a family real or personal property to the value of $2,000.
*ooks, $100. Wearing apparel, furniture, etc., not to exceed $100 in value.
West Virginia.—Homestead to the val ue of $1 ,000, where the property c

is devised or granted by debtor, being a husband or parent, and resident in the State

;

and when he, previous to contracting the debt or liability, has placed a declaration of his

intention to keep the property as a homestead on the land records of the county in which
the real estate is situate. Also personal property to value of $200; also tools, etc.,

as at common law.
Washington Territory.—Homestead to the value of $1,000 and personal property.
Wisconsin.—Farm of forty acres, used for agricultural purposes, and the house and

appurtenances, to be selected by owner, and not included in any village, town or city : or
instead, one-fourth acre of land in a village, town or city, with dwelling-house thereon,
when owned and occupied by a resident of the State. Family library and pictures

;

wearing apparel of debtor and family ; all stoves, cooking utensils, and household
furniture to value of $200 ; two cows, ten swine, one yoke of oxen and one horse,
or a span of horses or mules ; ten sheep and the wool from same, either raw or man-
ufactured; necessary food for exempted stock for one year's support; one wagon, cart
or dray, one sleigh, one plow, one drag, and other farming utensib, including
tackle for teams, to value of $50; provisions and fuel for one year; tools and imple-
ments, or stock in trade of a mechanic or miner, or other person, to value of $200;
library or implements of any professional man to the value of $200 ; if printer, presses
and printing material, $1,500: all moneys from insurance of exempt property; earn-
ings of all persons for sixty days next preceding the issuing of any process ; all
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tewing machines kept for use ; any articles presented by Congress or the member*
thereof.

Wyoming.—Home worth $1,500, and personal property. A homestead consisting

of a house and lot in a village or city, or land not exceeding x6o acres, the value not in

either case exceeding $1 ,500, is allowed to a householder occupying the same. Also the
following property of a householder, being the head of a family, is exempt: Wearing
apparel, family Bibles, pictures, school-books, cemetery lots, bedding, furniture, pro-
visions, and such other articles as the debtor may select, not exceeding in value $500.
Tools, team, or stock in trade of a mechanic, miner, or other person, kept and used foi

the purpose of carrying on his business or trade, not exceeding $300, are exempt. Li*

brary, instruments, and implements of any professional man, worth not more than $300.
The person claiming exemption must be a bonafid* resident of the territory.

SPECIAL LAWS OF ONTARIO, CANADA.
Exemptions from Forced Sale.—The bed, bedding, and bedsteads in ordinary use

by the debtor and his family. The necessary and ordinary wearing apparel. One stove
and pipes. 1 crane and its appendages, 1 pair of andirons, 1 set of cooking utensils, 1 pair
tongs, shovl, 1 table. chairs, 6 knives, 6 forks, 6 plates, 6 teacups, 6 saucers, 1 sugar*
basin, x ilk-ju,^, tea-pot, 6 spoons, 15 hives of bees, all spinning-wheels and weaving-
looms in domes' 1 : use, xo volumes of books, 1 saw, 1 gun, 6 traps, and such fishing-nets

and sein. a- are i.i common use. All necessary fuel, meat, fish, flour, and vegeta-
bles actu~ y provided for family use, not more than sufficient for the ordinary consump-
t" of the debtor and his family for 30 days, and not exceeding in value the sum of 140.
One cj , 4 sheep, 2 hogs, and food thereof tor 30 days. The tools and implements, 01
chattels ordinarily used in the debtor's occupation to the value of $60.

exemptions from Forced Sales.—On Free Grants and Homesteads in the Posses-
sion of Actual Settlers, in the Algoma and Nippissing Districts, and certain lands he
tween the River Ottawa and the Georgian Bay, are exempt from seizure, while in personal
property, beds, bedsteads, bedding, and wearing apparel of the debtor and his family,
household furniture, provisions, farm stock, tools, and implements, to the value of $60,
are exempt from seizure.

Mechanics' Lien.—Mechanics, laborers, and material men haVe a lien on buildings
and on the land on which said buildings are situate, for work or materials furnished for

erecting or repairing same. Lien can be secured by filing a statement of the claim in the
registrar's office within 30 days after the completion of the work. It will cease to hold
good after the expiration oi 90 days.
The Collection of Debts.—Defendant is liable to arrest on affidavit by the plaintiff

that he is a concealed debtor, or is about to abscond from the province with the design
and intent to defraud him out of his just debt.

SPECIAL LAWS OF NEW BRUNSWICK.
Exemptions from Forced Sale.—There is no homestead law in this province. Thr

rearing apparel, bedding, kitchen utensils, and tools of his trade or calling, to the value
of $100, of any debtor, are exempt from levy or sale under execution.

Mechanics' Lien.—No house or other property in the province can be held liable for

debts due parties for furnishing materials for constructing or repairing same.
Collection of Debts.—A person not having privilege may be arrested and held to

bail or committed to prison on mesne process, in any cause of action within the jurisdic-

tion of the Supreme or any County Court, if an affidavit be first made by the plaintiff or
his agent of the plaintiff's cause of action, and that the amount thereof not being less

than $20 is justly due to the plaintiff, and that such arrest is not made for the purpose of
vexing or harassing the debtor. When the cause of action is not a debt certain a judge's
order must be obtained.
Members of the legislature, judges, and witnesses attending trial, are exempt from

arrest, and in actions brought in justices' Civil Courts. Females also are exempt from
arrest.

SPECIAL LAWS OF QUEBEC.
Exemptions from Forced Sale.—Personal property exempt from forced sale being

nsed and owned by the debtor : Bed, bedding, and bedstead ; necessary apparel for him-
self and family ; set of table and stove furniture ; all spinning-wheels and weaver's looms
in use in the family ; x axe, 1 gun, 1 saw, 6 traps, fish-nets in common use, and 10 vol*

times ofbooks ; fuel and food for 30 days, worth $20 ; 1 cow, 4 sheep, 2 hogs, with neces-
sary food for 30 days : tools and instruments used in his trade to the value of $70 : ij
hives of bees, and wages and salaries not yet due ; besides certain other properties grants!
by the courts.
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SPECIAL LAWS OF NOVA SCOTIA.
Exemption* from Forced Sale.—There is no homestead exemption law in this

Province. Nothing is exempt from forced sale except personal property to the amount
of $40.
Mechanics' Lien.—No law exists to enforce a mechanics* lien in the Province. Cred-

itor to secure himself on property must get a bill of sale on chattels, etc., and have it
recorded in County Registrar's office.

The Collection of Debts.—Defendant is liable to arrest under execution if the amount
is $1 or upwards ; and on affidavit by plaintiff that defendant is a concealed debtor, or is
about to abscond from the Province with the intent and design to defraud him out of his
just debt, capias may issue and arrest ensue for sums of j|4 and upward.
Writ and attachment may issue under the Absconding Debtor's Act against defendant's

property for sums of $20 and upwards. A book account is outlawed in 6 years ; a bond
in 6 years ; a note in 6 years, and a judgment in 4 years. Jurisdiction of a justice of the
peace is limited to $20 ; two justices may render judgment for $80. The largest judg-
ment attainable in the County Court is $500 ; the amount of judgment obtainable in the
Superior Court is unlimited. Money cannot be seized under execution. Judgments bind
defendant's real and personal estate as soon as obtained.
The husband's property is liable for debts contracted by his wife previous to marriage,

>nd as to his wife s estate acquired previous to marriage, the husband has full control
except over entailed property.

BUSINESS AND LEGAL FORMS.

Negotiable Note,

dred Dollars, for value received.

*°° _. , _ . . Montreal, Jan. t,i8—.
^TJiree months after date, I promise to pay Oliver Cromwell, or order, Four Hun

., „ ,, . , ,

.

. John Howard.
Note—For an interest-bearing note, add " with interest " after " value received."

Joint Note.
*****&• v A a .... St. John, N.B.Jan. 4,18-.

Six months after date we jointly, but not severally, promise to pay Thomas Brae*,
or order. Four Hundred and ThirtyV& Dollars, for value received, with interest.

iOHN Spencbr,

^ >avid Thomson.
Note Payable at a Bank.

*l
'°°°n^ . r *

New York, Jan. 11,18-.
rhree months after date, I promise to pay to the order of Hiram Brown, the sum

of One Thousand Dollars, value received, at Park National Bank, New York.
Pbter Pringle.

Note Payable by Instalments.

$to° _ , Toronto, Feb. 10, 18—.
For value received, I promise to pay to John Fleming, or order, One Hundred Dol-

lars, in the way and manner following, to wit : Fifty Dollars in three months from date,
and Fifty Dollars in four months, with interest on the several sums as they become due.

Alex. Armstrong.
Note not Negotiable.

fooo Syracuse, N. Y., July 15, 18—

.

Three months after date, for value received, I promise to pay Thomas Bonner Five
Hundred Dollars.

_ William T. Bell.
Note on Demand.

*3°o Hamilton, March 14, 18—.
On demand I promise to pay John Rose, or order, Three Hundred Dollars, value

received, with interest.

William Wallack.
Note Payable in Merchandise.

$7°° Frcdericton, N. B., June 1, 18—.
For value received, on or before the first day of November next, I promise to pay

to A. Gibson, or order. Seven Hundred Dollars in good mcjchantable spruce logs, at his
•aw-mill near tais city, at the market value on the maturity of this note.

John Strbamdrivrr.
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Due Bill. for Money.
London, Ont., Tune 20, 18—

.

$i4<yffc due to John Baxter, or order, on demand, One Hundred and Forty {£,
Dollars, value received.

J. B. Perkins.
Due Bill Payable in Goods.

faoo Chicago, 111., July 14. 18—.
Due on demand, to R. Wyllie, Two Hundred Dollars, in merchandise from out

store.
T. M. Hunter & Co.

Check on a Bank.
No. 16. New York, July ao, 18—

.

Ninth National Bank.

Pay to Bradford & Parker, or order, Three Thousand flft Dollars.

$3,000 G. Burnham.
Form of a Bank Draft.

$6,300 Bank op the Metropolis. No. 197.
New York, Aug. 5, 18—.

Pay to the order T. M. Banker Six Thousand and Three Hundred Dollars.
Duplicate unpaid.

To Eliot Nat. Bank, Boston. G. A. Copbland, Cashier.
Sight Draft.

$600 New York, Aug. 10, 18—.
At sight, pay to the order of R. Pitman & Co., Six Hundred Dollars, value re-

ceived, and charge the same to our account.
To Jambs Allison, Chicago. George Root & Co.

Time Draft.

$200 Rochester, N. Y., Aug. 11, 18—.
Thirty days after date, pay to the order of John Hall, Two Hundred and Fifty

Dollars, value received, and charge to our account.
T. Banning & Co.

Protest Notice.

Please to take notice, that a Promissory Note for Two Thousand Dollars, made
by Robert Brown, May 12. 1877, and endorsed by you, having been duly presented and
payment thereofdemanded, which was refused, is therefore protested for non-payment,
and that the holders look to you for payment, interest, costs, and damages.
To U. Look out. I. L. Kbtchum,

Notary Public.
Receipt for Money on Account.

Received, New York, March 23, 1878, of Thomas Paywell, Seventy-five Dollars
an account.

#75 R. Thankpul.

Receipt in Full.

Frcdericton, N. B.. March 12, 18—.
Received of John Murray, One Hundred Dollars, in full of all demands to date.

$100 Henry Blackburn.

Receipt for Money Advanced on a Contract.

#1.000 Woodstock, Ont., May x, 18—

.

Received of A. Campbell, One Thousand Dollars in advance, on a contract tc
build for him a frame house on Dundas street. R. Tuenbull.

Receipt for a Note.
$400 New York, June 2, 18—.

Received of Hiram Edson, his note for Four Hundred Dollars at three months, is

full of account. Thomas Harrison.

Order for Money.
Baltimore, June «- 18—

.

Mb. Robert Hill :

Please pay Thomas Jamison, or bearer, Fifty Dollars on my account.
David Hillmam.
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Order for Merchandise.
Mr. R. T Bonner:

Please deliver to the bearer, Joseph Fallen, such goods as he may desire from yout
store to the amount of Sixty-five Dollars, and charge the same to my account.

John Gardiner.

Letter of Credit.

Toronto, Oct. 5, 18—.
Gbntlhmkn -.—Allow me to introduce to your firm the bearer. Mr. J. S. Harper:

should he make a selection from your stock to the amount of One Thousand Dollars, I

will be answerable for that sum in case of his non-payment.
Yours truly,

To Lord & Taylor, New York. Rufus Barlow.

This agreement witnesseth, that Robert Smith doth hereby let unio Elwood
Brown the premises situate No. 3608 Otis street, in the dty of Philadelphia, for the
term of one month from the sixth day ofJanuary, a. d. 1882, at a monthly rent of Sixteen
Dollars, lawful money, payable in monthly instalments, in advance. The first payment
to be made on the sixth day of January, a. d. 1882. The said lessee hereby agrees to

occupy the premises only as a private dwelling, and not to underlet the same, or any part
thereof, or assign this lease, without the previous written consent of the lessor. The said

lessee further agrees to pay the rent punctually on the day it falls due and payable, and
during the term to keep, and at the end thereof, or other sooner determination of this

lease, peaceably deliver up the premises in as good order and repair as the same now
are, reasonable wear and tear and damage by accidental fire excepted. And the said
lessee, for himself, his executors and administrators, hereby covenants and agrees to pay
all bills rendered for gas consumed in said premises during the continuance of this lease,

and after that time until he or they have procured the flow of the same to be stopped
by the proper authorities. The said lessee further agrees that all goods on the said
premises, and for thirty days after removal, shall be liable to distress for rent, and
hereby waives the benefit of all exemption laws in relation thereto, and also from a
levy and sale under a writ of execution issued upon any judgment obtained against
him for the recovery of said rent or any part thereof or for any gas bill left unpaid,
or for damages for the non-fulfilment of any of the covenants herein contained ; it

being hereby mutually agreed, that if the said lessee shall continue in the occupancy
of the said premises after the expiration of the said term, this lease shall continue
upon the same terms and conditions as are herein contained, for a further period of
one month, and so on from month to month until terminated by either party hereto

S'ving to the other thirty days' notice for the removal previous to the expiration of the
en current term. Also, that if the said rent shall at any time be in arrear and unpaid,

or if the said lessee shall underlet or otherwise use the said premises than as above ex-
pressed, or shall fail to remove therefrom at the expiration of this lease, as herein above
provided, or shall not well and truly perform and fulfil all and every the covenants and
agreements herein contained on his part to be performed and kept, then this lease shall,

at the option of the said lessor, cease and absolutely determine, and any attorney may
immediately thereafter, as attorney for the said lessee, at the sole request of the said
lessor, sign an agreement for entering in any competent court, an amicable action anrf

judgment in ejectment (without any stay of execution or appeal) against the said lessee

and all persons claiming under him for the recovery by the said lessor of possession of tht
hereby demised premises, without any liability on the part of the said attorney, for which
this shall be a sufficient warrant ; and the said lessee hereby releases to the said lessor

all errors and defects whatsoever in entering such action or judgment, or in any proceed-
ing thereon, or concerning the same ; and hereby agrees that no writ of error or objection
or exception shall be made or taken thereto. No such determination of this lease, nor
taking or recovering possession of the premises, shall deprive the said lessor of any
action against the said lessee for the rent or for damages. All covenants and agreements
herein contained, or agreed to be kept and performed by cither of the said parties hereto,
shall extend to their heirs, executors, administrators, and assigns ofsuch party.

In witness whereof, the said parties to these presents have hereunto set their hands
and seals this sixth day of January, Anno Domini one thousand eight hundred and
Tignty-two (1882).

Robert Smith, II. s.1

Healed and delivered in presence of us,) Ellwood Brown, [l. a.J
Daniel C.Jones, >
Henry A. Miller. I
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Notice to Quit.
fa A. B. Palmer : February 28, 1878.

Si* :—Please observe that the term of one year, for which the house and bud,
situated at 47 Pearl street and now occupied by you, were rented to you, expires on the
first day of June, 1878, and as I desire to repossess said premises, you are hereby re-

quested and required to vacate the same Yours truly,

T. H. Carter.
Tenant's Notice of Leaving.

Dear Sir :—The premises I now occupy as your tenant, at No. 56 Main street, I
•hall vacate on the first day of May, 1878. You will please take notice accordingly.

Dated this 31st day of January, 1878.

To John Lawrence. Esq. William Gilbert.
Deed.

This indenture, made the first day of June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty (1880), between Henry Drinkhouse, of the city of Philadelphia,
in the State of Pennsylvania, bookkeeper, and Mary E., his wife, of the one part, ana
Charles S. Tomkins, of the said city and State, blacksmith, of the other part, witnesseth,
that the said Henry Drinkhouse, for and in consideration of the sum of one thousand six
hundred dollars, lawful money of the United States ofAmerica, unto him well and truly
paid by the said Charles S. Tomkins, at and before the sealing and delivery of these
presents, the receipt whereof is hereby acknowledged, hath granted, bargained, sold,
aliened, enfeoffed, released, and confirmed, and by these presents doth grant, bargain,
sell, alien, enfeoff, release, and confirm unto the said Charles S. Tomkins, his heirs ana
assigns [here describe the land], together with all and singular the buildings, improve-
ments, streets, alleys, ways, waters, water-courses, rights, liberties, privileges, heredita-
ments, and appurtenances whatsoever thereunto belonging or in any wise appertaining,
and the reversions and remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and aU the estate,

right, title, interest, property, claim, and demand whatsoever of them, the said Henry
Drinkhouse, and Mary E., his wife, in law, equity, or otherwise howsoever, of, in, and
to the same and every part thereof, to have and to hold the said hereditaments and
premises hereby granted, or mentioned and intended so to be, with the appurtenances,
unto the said Charles S. Tomkins, his heirs and assigns, to and for the only proper use
and behoof of the said Charles S. Tomkins, his heirs and assigns forever, and the said
Henry Drinkhouse, for himself, his heirs, executors and administrators, doth by these
presents covenant, grant, and agree to and with the said Charles S. Tomkins, his heirs

and assigns, that he, the said Henry Drinkhouse, and his heirs, all and singular the
hereditaments and premises herein above described and granted, or mentioned and in-

tended so to be, with the appurtenances, unto the said Charles S. Tomkins, his heirs and
assigns, against him the said Henry Drinkhouse and his heirs, and against all and every
other person or persons whomsoever lawfully claiming or to claim the same or any part
\hereof, by, from, or under him, them, or any of them, shall and will warrant and forever
defend.

In witness whereof, the said parties to these presents have hereunto interchange-
ably set their hands and seals. Dated the day and year first above written.

Henry Drinkhouse, [l. s.1

Sealed and delivered in the presence ofus,} Mary E. Drinkhouse, [l. s.J
William H. Donal, >
Jambs B. Jones. )

Received, the day of the date of die above indenture, of the above-named Charles
S. Tomkins, the sum of one thousand six hundred dollars, being the full consideration
money above mentioned. Henry Drinkhouse.

Acknowledgment of Deed.
Philadelphia County, Pa. :

On the first day of June, Anno Domini 1880, before me, the subscriber, a notary
public for the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, residing in the city of Philadelphia, per*
sonally appeared the above-named Henry Drinkhouse, and Mary E. , his wife, and iq

due form of law acknowledged the above indenture to be their and each of their act and
deed, and desired the same might be recorded as such ; and the said Mary E., being of
full age, and separate and apart from her said husband, by me thereon privately exam-
ined, and the full contents of the above deed being by me first made known unto her, did
thereupon declare and say that she did voluntarily and of her own free will and accord,
sign, seal, and as her act and deed deliver the above written indenture, deed, or con-
veyance, without any coercion or compulsion of her said husband. Witness my hand
and notarial seal, the day and year aforesaid.

William D. Goodwin, Notary Pr.*:ic
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Mortgage.
This Indenture, made the first day of June, in the year of our Lord one thousand

eight hundred and seventy-six (1876), between Thomas Nfurray, of the city of Pittsburg,
in the State of Pennsylvania, iron-founder, of the one part, and James Erickson, of the
said city and State, merchant. Whereas the said Thomas Murray, in and by a certain
obligation or writing obligatory under his hand and seal duly executed, bearing even
date herewith, stands bound unto the said Tames Erickson in the sum of ten thousand
dollars, lawful money of the United States of America, conditioned that the said Thomas
Murray shall and do well and truly pay or cause to be paid unto the said Tames Erick-
son, his executors, administrators or assigns, the just sum of five thousand dollars, lawful
money aforesaid, in five years from the date thereof, together with interest thereon payable
in equal half-yearly payments at the rate of five per cent, perannum, and in addition to said
interest all taxes which may be assessed by or under the laws of this Commonwealth upon
die said principal sum or upon the said interest when and as often as the same shall be
payable, ana also all taxes and water rates laid, levied or assessed upon the real estate

described in this mortgage, when and as the same shall become due and payable, and
exhibit proper receipts for the same to the said James Erickson whenever thereunto re-

quired; and also from time to time and at all times, until payment of the said principal

sum be made as aforesaid, keep the buildings erected upon the lot of ground hereinafter

mentioned and described insured for the benefit of the said James Erickson in the sum
of three thousand dollars, in such reliable insurance company or companies as he may
approve. And the further condition of the said obligation is such that if at any time de-
fault shall be made in the payment of interest as aforesaid for the space of thirty days
after any half-yearly payment thereof shall fall due, or in the payment ofany tax on said

principal sum or interest for the space of thirty days after notice of its assessment shall

be left upon the said mortgaged premises, or if a breach of any other of the foregoing
covenants be made by the said Thomas Murray, then and in such case the whole prin-

cipal debt shall at the option of the said James Erickson, his executors, administrators,
or assigns, become due, and payment of the same with the interest and taxes thereon may
be enforced and recovered at once, anything therein contained to the contrary thereof in

any wise notwithstanding, as in and by the said recited obligation and the condition
thereof relation being thereunto had may more fully and at Urge appear. Now this

indenture witnesseth, that the said Thomas Murray, as well for and in consideration of
the said debt or sum of five thousand dollars, and for the better securing the payment of
the same with interest and taxes as aforesaid unto the said James Erickson, his execu-
tors, administrators, or assigns, in discharge of the said recited obligation, as for and in

consideration of the further sum of one dollar, lawful money aforesaid, unto him in hand
well and truly paid by the said James Erickson, at or before sealing and delivery hereof,
the receipt whereof is hereby acknowledged, hath granted, bargained and sold, released
and confirmed, and by these presents doth grant, bargain and sell, release and confirm
unto the said James Erickson, his heirs and assigns, all that certain lot [here describe
property] ; together with all and singular the buildings, improvement, ways, waters,
water-courses, rights, liberties, privileges, hereditaments and appurtenances whatsoever,
unto the hereby granted premises belonging or in any wise appertaining, and the rever-
sions and remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof, to have and to hold the said lot or
piece of ground, with the buildings thereon erected, above described hereditaments and
premises hereby granted or mentioned and intended so to be, with the appurtenances,
unto the said James Erickson, his heirs and assigns, to and for the only proper use and
behoof of the said Tames Erickson, his heirs and assigns forever. And the said Thomas
Murray, for himself, his heirs and assigns, doth hereby covenant, promise and agree to

and with the said James Erickson, his executors, administrators and assigns, that ithe, the
said Thomas Murray, his heirs or assigns, shall neglect or refuse to keep up the aforesaid
insurance, it shall be lawful for the said James Erickson, his executors, administrators
or assigns, to insure the said buildings in a sum sufficient to secure payment of the said
principal debt in case of fire, and shall recover the costs and expenses of such insurance
in any suit upon this mortgage ; provided always, nevertheless, that if the said Thomas
Murray, his heirs, executors, administrators or assigns, do and shall well and truly pay
or cause to be paid unto the said James Erickson, his executors, administrators or assigns
the said principal sum of five thousand dollars, lawful money aforesaid, on the day and
time hereinbefore mentioned and appointed for the payment of the same, together with
interest and taxes, and costs and charges of insurance as aforesaid, and without any de-
duction, defalcation, or abatement to be made ofanvthing for or in respect of any taxes,
charges, or assessments whatsoever, then and from thenceforth as well this present inden-
ture, and the estate hereby granted as the said above recited obligation, shall cease,
determine and become void, anything hereinbefore contained to the contrary thereof in
any wise notwithstanding ; and provided also that it shall and may be lawful for thft
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said James Erickson. his executors, administrators or assigns, when and as soon as the
said principal sum shall in any event become due and payable as aforesaid, to sue out
forthwith a writ or writs of scirtfacias upon this indenture of mortgage, and to proceed
thereon to judgment and execution for the recovery of said principal sum and all interest
and taxes due thereon, and the costs and expenses of insurance as aforesaid, together
with an attorney's commission of five per cent, on the said principal sum, besides cost*
of suit without stay, any law or usage to the contrary thereof" in any wise notwithstand-
ing.

In witness whereof, the said parties have hereunto set their hands and seals.

Dated the day and year first above written.

Thomas Murray, (l. a.]

Sealed and delivered in presence ofus,)
Edward Shustrr, >
John Williams. )

Partnership Agreement.

This agreement made this first day of January, 1878, between Thomas Murray, of
Toronto, York county, Province of Ontario, Dominion ofCanada, of the first part, and
John Campbell, of the same place, of the second part : witnesseth : That the said parties

agree to associate themselves as co-partners, for a period of seven years from this date,

in the business of buying and selling groceries and such other goods and commodities as
belong in that line ofbusiness : the name and style of the firm to be " Murray and Camp-
bell." For the purpose of conducting the business of the above-named partnership, the
said Murray has at the date of this agreement invested four thousand dollars as capital
stock, and the said Campbell has paid in the like sum of four thousand dollars, botli of
which amounts are to be expended and used in common, for the mutual advantage of the
parties hereto, in the management of their business. It is further agreed by both parties

hereto, that they will not, while associated as co-partners, follow any avocation or trade
to their own private advantage ; but will, throughout the entire period of co-partnership,
put forth their utmost and best efforts for their mutual advantage, and the increase of the
capital stock.

That the details of the business may be thoroughly understood by each other, it is

agreed that during the aforesaid period, accurate and full book accounts shall be kept, in

which each partner shall record, or cause to be entered and recorded, full mention of all

moneys received and expended, as well as every article purchased and sold belonging to.

or in anywise appertaining to said partnership ; the gains, profits, expenditures, and
losses being equally divided between them.

It is further agreed that once every year, or oftener, should either party desire, a full,

just, and accurate exhibit shall be made to each other, or to their executors, adminis-
trators, or assigns, of the losses, receipts, profits, and increase made by reason of, or
arising from, such co-partnership. And alter such exhibit is made, the surplus profit,

If such there be, resulting from the business, shall be divided between said partners, share
and share alike. Either of said parties shall be allowed to draw a sum, first year, not
exceeding nine hundred dollars per annum, from the capital stock of the firm, in monthly
instalments of seventy-five dollars each, which amount may be varied, more or less, by
subsequent agreement. And further, should either partner desire, or should death of
either of the parties, or other reasons, make it necessary, they, the said co-partners, will

each to the other, or, in case of death of either, the surviving partner to the executors or
administrators of the party deceased, make a full, accurate, and final account of the
condition of the partnership as aforesaid, and will fairly and accurately adjust the same.
And, also, upon taking an inventory of the said capital stock, with increase and profit

thereon, which shall appear or is found to be remaining, all such remainder shall be
equally apportioned and divided between them, the said co-partners, their executors or
administrators, share and share alike.

It is alio agreed that in case of a misunderstanding arising with the partners aforesaid,

which cannot be settled between themselves, such difference of opinion shall be settled

by arbitrators upon the following conditions, viz. : Each party to choose one arbitrator,

which two thus elected shall choose a third ; the three thus chosen to determine the
merits ofthe case, and adjust the basis of a settlement.

In witness whereof the parties aforesaid hereunto set their hands and seals the day and
year first above written.
Signed in the presence of

)
Thomas Murray, [l. s. I

John Stewart, > John Campbell, [l. s.]

Gborgs Smith, }
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Form of Note for Indiana,

faoo Richmond, Ind., April i, »8—

*

On demand, for value received. I promise to pay Charles Marsh, or order, twe
hundred dollars, with interest, payable without any relief whatever from valuation or
appraisement. Robert Main.

Power of Attorney.
Know all men by these presents, that I, Robert Grant, of Brooklyn, in the county of

Kings, and State of New York, merchant, have made, constituted, and appointed, and
by these presents do make, constitute, and appoint, Thomas Bannerman, of the city of
Hamilton, in the county of Wentworth, and province of Ontario, a true and lawful

attorney for me, and in my name, place, and stead, and in my behalf, to (here insert the
duties to be performed), hereby giving and granting unto my said attorney full power
and authority in the premises to use all lawful means in my name and for my sole benefit,

for the purposes aforesaid. And generally to do and perform all and every act and thing
whatsoever, requisite and necessary to be done in and about the premises, as fully to all

intents and purposes as 1 might or could do if personally present, with full power of sub-
stitution or revocation, hereby ratifying and confirming all that my said attorney, or his

substitute, shall lawfully do, or cause to be done, by virtue hereof.

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and seal this first day of May, one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-eight.

Robert Grant, (l. s.J
Signed and sealed in presence of )

David Scott. J
Note.— In cases where the attorney is empowered to sell land and grant deeds, the

power of attorney must be placed on record in the county register's office.

Assignment of Mortgage.

Know. all men by these presents, that I, William West, of Dorset, county of Benning-
ton, State of Vermont, agent, of the first part, for and in consideration of the sum of five

thousand dollars, lawful money of the United States, to me in hand paid by John
Howard, of the same place, farmer, of the second part, at or before the ensealing anc
delivery of these presents, the receipt whereof is hereby acknowledged, have granted,

bargained, sold, assigned, transferred, and set over, and by these presents do grant, bar-

gain, sell, assign, transfer, and set over, unto the said party of the second part, his heirs

and assigns, a certain indenture of mortgage, bearing date the tenth day of April, one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-eight, made by John Hunter, and Margaret, his

wife, and recorded in the office of the Register of the county of Bennington, State of
Vermont, in Liber 36, of mortgages, p. 50, together with the bond or obligation thereto

belonging, and the money due, and to become due thereon, with the interest, to have and
to hold the same unto the said party of the second part, his heirs, administrators and
assigns forever, subject only to the proviso in the said indenture of mortgage mentioned.
And I do hereby make, constitute, and appoint the said party of the second part, my true

and lawful attorney irrevocable, in my name or otherwise, but at his own proper costs

and charges, to have, use, and take, all lawful ways and means for the recovery of the

said money, and interest, and, in case of payment, to discharge the same as fully as 1

might or could do if these presents were not made.
In witness whereof, 1 have hereunto set my liand and seal, the first day of May, one

thousand eight hundred and seventy-eight.
William West, [l. s.1

In presence of
]Duncan Forbss, >

John Rkid. )

Note.—Deeds, mortgages, and assignments of mortgages should be put on record in

the register's office without delay after being executed. The foregoing forms (as well as
the following) are suitable for either the United States or Canada.

Form of Judgment-Note.
For value received I promise to pay to Henry Jordan, of Lockport, or order, foot

hundred dollars, with interest, on the first day of June next; and 1 hereby nominate,
constitute, and appoint, any attorney-at-law of this State, my true and lawful attorney,

irrevocable, for me and in my name to appear in any court of record of this State, at any
time after the above promissory note becomes due. and to waive all process and servic*

thereof, and to confess judgment in favor of the holder hereof for the sum that may b*
due and owing hereon, with interest and costs, waiving all errors, etc., with stay of

1 uniilthe first day of April next.
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Witness my hand and seal at Lockport, N. Y., this first day of December, in the ytal
one thousand: eight hundred and seventy•seven.
S gned, sealed, and delivered in presence of )

iosBPH Inmam, V Thomas Webstb*, [l.s.)

LOBERT K.HRR, j
N0U.—The above note enables the holder, in several States, to enter up judgmen

thereon without suit, if not paid when due.

On Agreements.
All agreements should be executed in duplicate so that each party may hold a copy.

If erasers or interlineations are made in agreements, contracts, deeds, mortgages, etc.,

the fact should be stated on the paper that they were so done before the parties signed
it. Amounts and dates should always be written out and not expressed in figures.

Fraud vitiates every contract into which it enters.

Form of Civil Marriage.

In conformity to an orderly and long established custom the ceremony of marriage is

usually performed either by a clergyman or civil magistrate ; the latter may be a justice
of the peace, a justice of the supreme court, a judge of an inferior court, the mayor of a
city, or a police justice, as the law of rhe land may empower and authorize them to sol-

emnize marriage. In Canada and some of the States, a license to marry must first be pro*
cured of the city, town, or comity clerk, or other agent appointed for that purpose, auly
authorizing the clergyman or magistrate to marry the affianced parties. Marriage is a
civil contract, and may be entered into by parties capable of consenting thereto, ft can-
not be entered into by idiots or lunatics. When brought about by force or fraud, it is alsc

void. Marriage is likewise prohibited between near relations. The parties must be of
the age of consent, which is generally fourteen in males, and twelve in females. No par-
ticular ceremonies are enjoined by the common law to the valid celebration of the mar-
riage rite, but the following form is in common use by magistrates in the United States :

Form op Marriage.

(The man and woman standing, the justice will say to the man :)

" Will you have this woman to be your wedded wife, to live together after God's ordi-

nance in the holy estate of Matrimony, to love her, comfort her, honor and keep her, in

sickness and in health, and forsaking all others, keep thee only unto her, so long as you
both shall live?"

(Next, addressing the woman, the justice will say :)
44 Will you have this man to be your wedded husband, to live together after God's

ordinance, in the holy estate of matrimony, to love, honor, and keep him, in sickness and
in health, and forsaking all others, keep thee only to him so long as you both shall live?

"

(Each party responding in the affirmative, the justice will then direct them to join

hands and say :)
" By the act ofjoining hands you take upon yourselves the relation of husband and wife,

and solemnly promise and engage, in the presence of these witnesses, to love, honor, com-
fort, and cherish each other as such, so long as you both shall live ; therefore, in accord-
ance with the laws of the State of , I do hereby pronounce you husband and
wife."

Form of Marriage Certificate.

MARRIAGE CERTIFICATE.
State of Michigan, Wayne County.

This certifies

That John Goodfellow, of Chicago, in the State of Illinois, and Sarah Lovejoy . of Detroit
Wayne County, State of Michigan, were, at the house of John Spliceweli, in the said cit>

and county, by me joined together in

HOLY MATRIMONY,
On the tenth day of January, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred an*
tighty-fc.ir.

*o the presence of Gamaliel Bangtbxt,
Timothy Courtwbll, Pastor of the First <— Church.
Thomas Hopbgood. Detroit.
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624 BUSINESS AND LEGAL FORMS.

WILLS^ ~~~

All persons of sufficient age, possessed of sound mind, excepting married women in
certain States, are entitled to dispose of their property by will. A minor may be an»
pointed executor, but letters of administration will be granted to persons of full age until

the minor arrives at majority.
No exact form of words is necessary in order to make a will good at law ; though much

care should be exercised to state the provisions of the will so plainly that its language may
not be misunderstood. The person making the will is termed the testator ; if a female, a
testatrix.

A will is of no force or effect until the death of the testator, and can be cancelled or
modified at any date by the maker. The last will made annuls the force of all preceding
wills.

The law regards marriage and offspring resulting, as aprima facie evidence of revo-
cation ofa will made prior to such marriage, unless the wife and children ate provided
for by the husband in some other way, in which case the will remains in full force.

To convey real estate by will, it must be done in accordance with the law of the State
where such land is located ; but personal property is conveyed in harmony with the law
that obtains at the place of the testator's residence.

There are two kinds of wills, namely, written or verbal, or nuncupative. The latter,or

spoken wills, depending upon proof of persons hearing the same, generally relate to
personal property only, and are not recognized in all the States unless mi»de within ten
days previous to the death. Verbal or unwritten wills are usually unsafe, and even when
well authenticated, often make expensive litigation ; hence the necessity of having the
wishes of the testator fully and clearly defineain a written will.

A will made by an unmarried woman is legally revoked by marriage ; but she can take
such legal steps in the settlement of her property, before marriage, as will empower her
to dispose of the same as she may choose after marriage.
No husband can make a will that will deprive the wife of her right of dower in the

property ; but the husband can will the wife a certain amount in lieu of her dower, stating
it to be in lieu thereof! Such bequests, however, will not exclude her from her dower,
provided she prefers it to the bequest made in the will. Unless the husband states dis-

tinctly that the bequest is in lieu of the dower, she is entitled to both.
Property bequeathed must pay debts and encumbrances upon die same before its dis-

tribution can be made to the legatees of the estate.

Though property may be willed to a corporation, the corporation cannot accept such
gift unless provision is made for so doing in its charter. A will may be revoked by mar
riage, a codicil, destruction of the will, disposing of the property devised in a will, or
by the execution of another will.

The person making a will may appoint his executors, but no person can serve as such
executor if he or she Dean alien at the time of proving of the wiU ; if he be under twenty-
one years of age, a convict, a drunkard, a lunatic, or an imbecile. No person appointed
as an executor is obliged to serve, but may renounce his appointment by legal written
notice, signed before two witnesses, which notice must be recorded by the officer before
whom the will is proved.

In case a married woman possesses property, and dies without a will, her husband is

entitled to administer upon such property in preference to any one else, provided he be
ofsound mind.
Any devise of property made to a subscribing witness is invalid, although the integrity

of the will in other respects is not affected.

In all wills the testator's full name should be made at the end ofsuch. Ifhe he unable
to write, he may have his hand guided in making a mark against the same. If he pos-
sesses a sound mind, and is conscious at the time of the import of this action, such mark
renders the will valid.

Witnesses should always write their respective places of residence after their names,
their signatures being written in the presence of each other, and in the presence of the
testator.

It should be stated, also, that these names are signed at the request of, and in the
presence of the testator, and in the presence ofeach other.

Form of a Will.

I, William Davis, of the City of Wilmington, being of sound and disposing mind and
memory, do hereby make and publish this as and for my last will and testament, hereby
revoking and making void every and all other will or wills by me at any time heretofore
made. And first, I direct my executors hereinafter named to pay all my just debts.
funeral expenses and the expense incident to the administration of my estate as soon m
reasonably may be after my decease.
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Item. I- give, devise, and bequeath to my beloved wife Margaret the sum of ten thou-

sand dollars, together with my dwelling-house. No. 56 Temple street, with the lot on
/rhich it is erected, and all the furniture and plate therein contained, to hold the same to

her, her heirs, executors, administrators, and assigns absolutely forever. I furthergive and
bequeath to my said wife Margaret an annuity of one thousand dollars to be paid to

her in quarter annual payments during her life. And for the purpose of paying said
annaity, I direct my executors to retain the sum of twenty thousand dollars, to be in-

vested in good and Lawful securities according to the terms of this, my will, and to col-

lect and receive the income therefrom, and pay the same over to my said wife in the
manner aforesaid as an annuity for her maintenance and support.

Item. I give and bequeath to each of my daughters, Ellen and Jane, the sum of five

thousand dollars.

Item. I give and bequeath my gold watch and chain to my son Andrew Davis.
Item. ALT the rest, residue and remainder of my estate, real, personal and mixed, I

give, devise and bequeath to my four children, Andrew, Thomas, Ellen and Jane, their

heirs, executors, administrators and assigns forever.

Item. I do hereby nominate my said wife Margaret and my son Andrew to be the
executors of this my last will and testament. And do hereby nominate my said wife,
Margaret, to be guardian ofmy minor children. In witness whereof. I have hereunto set

my hand and seal this tenth day of June, a. d. 1880. William Davis.

Signed, sealed, published, and declared by William Davis, the above-named testator,

as and for his last will and testament, in the presence of us who at his request, in his
presence, and in the presence of each other, have hereunto subscribed our names as

Robert A. Browk.
Gbo. L. Johwson.
RiCMAMfc Groves.

Form of a Codicil.

Be it known unto all men by these presents, I. the said Wm. Davis, of the City of

Wilmington, gentleman, have made and declared my last will and testament, bearing
date the day of , one thousand eight hundred and ; I, the said Wm.
Davis, by this present codicil, do ratify and confirm my said last will and testament, and
do give and bequeath unto my dear brother, Edward Davis, the sum of three thousand
dollars, lawful money of the United States, to be paid to the said Edward Davis, by my
executor, out of my estate, within three months from the time of my decease ; and my
will and meaning is, that this codicil be adjudged to be part of my late will and testa-

ment ; and that all things therein mentioned, and contained, to be fully and amply per-
formed in every respect, as if the same were so delivered and set down in my said last

will and testament.
Witness my hand, this day of , one thousand eight hundred and .

William Davie,
Signed, sealed, published, pronounced, and

declared, by the said Wm. Davis, as a
codicil to his last will and testament, in the
presence of us. the subscribers. H. W.

E. M.
Y. X.

BOOK-KEEPING SIMPLIFIED.

In Book-Keeping, the thing received is Dr. (Debtor), the thing delivered is Cr. (CredL
tor) ; what you owe is Cr., what owes you is Dr. The whole system of Book-Keeping
rests upon chaiges and credits ; when you sell to your neighbor, it is a charge against
him, and you must charge him with it on the debit side of the account ; when you receive
anything from him, it is a credit, and you must credit him with it on the credit side of
the account.
The word To, in keeping^ accounts, denotes that the debtor owes for what has been

sold to him, and the word By, is an indication that the debtor has made a payment hy
which he has paid a part or the whole of the debt charged to him.
There are two methods of book-keeping, Single and Double Entry. The former k

40
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626 BOOKKEEPING SIMPLIFIED.

generally used by persons engaged in ordinary business, as it is more simple and suffi-

ciently correct for such purposes. It requires but three books—the Day-cook, Ledger,
and Cash-Book ; to these may be added a Bill-Book, in which all notes, received or

given, are recorded, showing when drawn, by whom, in whose favor, length of time,
when due, amount of note, and any explanatory remarks required ; also, a Sales-Book,
in which orders for goods or the details of sales are entered, and a Receipt-Book, where
receipts can be permanently kept.

DAY-BOOK.
The Day-Book should contain statements of every business transaction, which gives

rise to persons owing us or to our owing them, properly arranged under the head of

debtor or creditor. The accounts should be entered in this book at the time they were
created, or in the order in which they occurred in business.

The book should be commenced by stating the name of the owner and his residence.

The day, month, and year, should then be written, and repeated at the head of each
page corresponding with the date of the first transaction on the page ; the subsequent
dates on the page may stand above the transaction to which they belong. In making an
entry the name of the person with whom we deal is written, with Dr. or Cr. at the right

of the name, to show whether he becomes debtor or creditor by the transaction. Then
a statement should follow of the business done, specifying the articles bought or sold, and
the price of each. The total amount should be added up and entered in the dollar and
cent columns. The person with whom you deal is debtor for whatever he receives of

you, and creditor for whatever you receive cf him, is the rule for determining how an

entry must be made. The entries in the Day-Book are transferred to the Ledger, where
all the transactions relating to an individual are recorded on a page devoted to his

account. The figure at the left of an entry in the Day-Book indicates the page of the

Ledger to which it has been carried.

If a mistake is made in an account, it should not be corrected by altering the original

entry, but a new entry made debiting or crediting the amount of the error, thus, " John
Smith, Cr. by [or Dr. to] error in account of Oct. 6, $1.50." This will enable a person
to swear before a court that his book contains his original entries without an alteration.

LEDGER.
The Ledger is employed for collecting the scattered accounts of the Day-Book. The

accounts which relate to the same individual are brought together on one page, snowing
all the debits and credits, thus enabling the owner to tell at a glance the state of his

account with any person. The Dr. accounts are placed on the left hand of the page, and
the Cr. on the right. The Ledger may be ruled according to the example on page 496.
Every Ledger should have an index, in which all the names it contains arc alphabetically
arranged, with the page of the Ledger on which the account can be found.
Posting Accounts.—Transferring accounts from the Day-Book to the Ledger is

called posting. Commence with the first name in the Day-Book, which in our example
is M. Marshal ; begin by writing his name in a fair hand at the top of the page, with his

residence, if different from your own, placing Dr. on the left, and Cr. on the right of the
name. As he is debtor to us we commence at the left hand, writing in the first column
the year, month, and day, in the second the page of the Day-Book on which the original

entry can be found, in the third the name of the article, or if several articles are recorded
under one date, they may be entered with the general designation of sundries or mer-
chandise, and in the fourth column the total amount of the transaction. Against the
account in the Day-Book mark the page of the Ledger to which it has been posted ; a
mark can also be made to show that it has been transferred to the Ledger. Now take
the second transaction in the Day-Book, and if it is another name take a new page in

the Ledger, and proceed in the same manner as the first. In this way all the entries in

the Day-Book are posted to each person's account, every week or month, as opportunity
may occur. By subtracting one side from the other the balance which is due will be
found. The specimen page represents three pages of a Ledger, to correspond with three
persons who have transactions in the Day-Book.
Balance Sheet.—This may be made to accomplish a double purpose, as it will ex-

hibit the state of the owner's accounts by determining the amounts owing him and what
he may owe. and also prove that the accounts have been correctly posted and added
The method is as follows : rule a sheet of paper similar to ledger page, for debtor and
creditor ; add up all the items of credit on a page of the Day-Book, and enter the amount
on the sheet, than add the debits in the same manner, and proceed in this way for what-
ever time it is wished the proof should cover, add up the two columns and subtract one
total from the other, and the difference will be the balance of the Day-Book. Turn to

the Ledger and obtain the balance of each person's account, and place it under its proper
head ; add these up, and the difference will be the Ledger balance. If the two balancei
igroa, it proves the entries have been correctly posted*
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DAY-BOOK.

Robbxt Bakxk, St. John, N. B., Octobkh a, 1877.

X a

X 3

x»

X 1

X 3

X 1

X 3

X »

X3

X 3

X'

X 1

M. Marshall Dr.

To 8 yds. of muslin, at 9 cts. a yd 0.7s
To 4 yds. of cloth, at $3 a yd ia.00
To 1 scythe 1.10

James Brown Dr.

To t pr. of shoes. 1.40
To 1 lb. of tea

By

David Moore

t yoke of oxen...

Cr.

James Brown Dr.

To 14 lbs. nails, at 6 cts 0.84
To 5 galls, molasses, at 3a cts 1.60
To 1a lbs. cheese, at 10 cts i. ;

Cr.
By 8 lbs. wool, at 36 cts

M. Marshall Cr.

By 1 load of hay 6,

By 1a lbs. butter, at 9 cts ;.. 1.08

David Moore

To Cash

Dr.

M. Marshall Dr.

To 1 stove 14.00!

To 8yds. cloth, at $3 24.00
To 1 horse 42

David Moore Dr.

To 1 set of harness 20.00
To i wagon 64.00

5

James Brown Dr.

To a8 lbs sugar, at 8 cts a.24
To i barrel of flour 7.00
To 3 brooms, at 14 cts ,„ M .42

David Moore Cr.

By ao bushels corn, at 62 cts ia.40
By Cash 30.00
By order on Peter Wilkins ax.oo

7
David Moore

To check to balance account..

Dr.

James Brown

By Cash to balance account..

Cr.

M.Marshall

By his note at 3 months from da*«>

Cr.

**3

80

84

66

"37

73»
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828 BOOK-KEEPING SIMPLIFIED.

D«>

LEDGER.
M. Marshall.

*77.)
tela i"44 To Sundries..

" Sundries..

To Balance..

93

»877.

Oct. 3 By hay and butter..
" noteat 3mos~...
" Baianc* ....~.„.

7*
7Soo

74

93K

Dr. Jambs Brown. Cr.

1877.
Oct. 3
" 3
" 5

To Sundries.
" Sundries.
" Sundries.

1877.

a is Oct. 3 X

3 64 " xo X

9 66

»5 45

By wool
" cash™.

15

Dr. David Moors. C*.

«»77
Oct. 3w

4
" 7

To cash
" harness & wagon...
" check to balance..

1877.

50 00 Oct. 9 X

84 00 " 5 X

44 40

40178

By oxen
sundries •

11500
6340

1*

Dr.

CASH-BOOK.

Cash. Cr.

X877.

Oct. 9

'1 5

" 5

To cash on hand..... X50
30
91

X06

00
00
00

75

1877.
Oct. 9

::
3

«:

I
- 9

Paid rent of store, 6 mo*-.. 75
50
4
i

X30

00

4«
" expenses in store

By balance (eatA <m hand)

.

IJ

307! 75 $3P7 rt

Ott. 9" xo
To Balance (cash on hand).
Received of J. Brown......

T
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A complete balance-sheet should be made out once or twice a year, when an inventory

of stock on hand is taken and added to the debtor balances of accounts, and the original

capital it added to the credit balances (or balances we owe), these compared will give the

amount of profit or loss. It will be remembered that this sheet is an account between
ourselves and our books.

All the accounts in the Ledger ought to be balanced twice a year. To do this add up
each column and find the difference, and make an entry of this balance on the side that

is smallest (this should be made with red ink to distinguish it from other entries) ; both
aides now being equal, draw a line under them to show the fact. Now place the balance
•n the opposite side, so that it will exhibit the true state of the account (See M. Mar*
shall's account of the Ledger page.)

CASH-BOOK.
The Cash-Book records the payment and receipt of cash. Cash Is made debtor to the

cash on hand and cash received, and credited with what is paid out. At the close of

each day or week, the cash on hand is counted, and the amount entered on the credit side.

This should make the debits and credits equal ; the amount of cash on hand is then
entered on the debtor side. If money is paid to or received from a person who has an
account with us it is also entered in the Day-Book ; the total receipts and expenditures
are carried to the Day-Book as often as the Cash-Book is balanced.

DOUBLE-ENTRY BOOK-KEEPING.
Double-entry book-keeping is used by parties carrying on an extensive complicated

business, where the simpler method would be insufficient to keep accurate account of the
innumerable details that are of daily and hourly occurrence. It differs from single entry
in that every entry is posted twice, i. e., for every charge you have a credit and vice

versa. Say you sell a bill of goods to John Smith, he would be charged and merchan-
dise credited, because your account of goods on hand is reduced that much. Should you
buy anything from John Smith, you would credit John Smith and charge merchandise,
your stock being increased to the extent of your purchase.

Similarly you charge cash with all sums received and credit the parties paying, and
credit cash with all sums expended and charge the parties paid.

Very many houses keep what is called a journal, into which all transactions are trans-

ferred from die day, cash, invoice, and bill-books, but most modern and practical book-

keepers dispense with such a book, posting directly from the first three books, entries

from the bill-book being made in the day-Book. The following is a description of the

necessary books and how they are kept.

DAY-BOOK.
In this you enter all sales and transactions where cash is not received or paid. It has

three double columns for dollars and cents. Instead of journalizing every entry, you
simply charge all parries not having paid for goods at the time of tale, entering the parties'

nana, address, and terms of sale, and all the item, with the price, and extending in the
anal column the total amount. At the end of the month you foot up the sum efthc di#-

anent chaigcs and eredit merchandise, this entry equalising the various sum* charged hi
the various accounts of those purchasing ; thus the douAU entry.

It may be that the people to whom you sell may give you notes or acceptances (see

page 469), which must oe properly entered, at the time they are given, in the day-book,
thus:

Bills Receivable to

John Smith.
Received from latter his note, dated July 37,

'83, @ 3 mos., due Oct. 27130, in full set-

tlement of acc't. «°7 43

This sum you will enter in the second column, because if carried out into the final col-

umn it would be included in the amount credited to merchandise, and your books not
balance. This is a double entry, similar to entries that formerly were made in journal.
Every transaction was transferred from day and cash-books and journalized in this way,
but by this simplified method much unnecessary work is dispensed with and inaccuracies
avoided. In the above entry bills receivable is charged andJohn Smith credited.

It may be you will give your note for some purchase, in which event you would charge
the person to whom you gave it and credit bills payable (see pp. 300-503), making the
following entry in the daybook, under proper date:
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680 BOOK-KEEPING SIMPLIFIED.

Uriah Hbbp to

Bills Payable.
Gave former my note, dated Aug. x6, '83,@
60 days, due Oct 15I18, in settlement of
acc't to zst inst. 573 95

Entering the amount in second column for reason given in previous case. Uriah Heep
being charged in his account and bills payable credited in the ledger. Should you at any
time pay interest for any over-due account, or add it to any note given in settlement, or

be paid or charge any person settling any account, against them you would enter the

matter as follows

:

Interest to

John Jokes.
yo days over time on latter** acc't, $300&6jL

John Jones to
Interest.

60 days over time on former's acc't, £500@ 6jL

Entering the sums in the second column, as previously explained, the final column
being reserved for footing up of all sums to be credited to merchandise account for goods
told. Where parties claim tor defect, shortage, or damaged goods, or return part of or en-

tire purchase, you would make an entry as follows

:

Merchandise to

John Tones.
Goods sold latter June x6, '8a, see p. 40 (or
page on which charge was entered), day-
book, overcharged as follows. Reciting
items and entering total in ad column.

If there are frequent occurrences of this sort, you can use the back part of your day-
book for all credits for allowances or goods returned, and charge merchandise with the
sum total, and save frequent postings to the latter account, as would be the case if every
entry was made as above, in front part of book. To avoid your reserving more space
in back of book than would perhaps be necessary, you would start on the last page,
and when tilled take the page preceding, and so work backward.

CASH-BOOK.

In the cash-book you need at least three columns on each side, thus

:

Dm. Cash.* Mdse. Bflb Sod-
Rec dries.

Henry White,
Note due 4, 37, '82.

Charles Johnson,
xo pounds of nails.

Thomas King,
Balance acc't.

3*5

• Left-hand page of cash-book.
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Cash Cs.f Mdsc. Bills Sim-
Pay, dries.

Hkxky Whits,
Note due 4, 97, *8a.

Charlbs Johnson,
10 pounds of nails.

Thomas Kino,
Balance acc't.

3354-

So as to avoid posting a large number of amounts that may be entered daily to any one
account, like merchandise expense or such, by keeping them separate till such time as

you balance your cash-book, when they would be extended into the final column, and the

entire sum posted. In the cash-book you enter directly all sums as they are received or

paid, entering all sums paid you on the left-hand or debtor side, and all amounts you pay
out on the right-hand page or credit side. All cash sales would go in the merchandise
•ohimn. All amounts paid out for goods purchased you would in like manner enter in

the merchandise column, on the credit side, should such purchase be of frequent occur-
rence, otherwise you would extend it into the final column, where you enter only such
sums or transactions as occur occasionally. When you have balanced your cash-book,
you post to the debtor side of cash account in your ledger the footing or total receipts

for the month ; this will equal the sum of your postings to the credit side of the accounts
represented by parties having paid you, the entry being double. Also you would post in

credit side of cash account the total footing of right-hand side of your cash-book, being
the payments for the same period, the parties paid having been charged foramounts
posted to their debit, and equalling the Sooting—the two sides of your ledger thus far

being equal.

In connection with the cash you keep a check-book, which is a book given you by the
bank with whom you have your account, regularly printed and ruled, in which you keep
your account with them. On the stub you enter the number, date, name of person in

whose favor check is issued, purpose for which it is given, ana amount. The check is

then filled out like form given below. On the back of the stub you enter the various sums
deposited and deduct the amount of checks paid out, the difference shows the sum you have
in bank to your credit at any given time. You charge inyour cash-book the various parties

to whom you give your checks, marking stub entered C. B. , p. — , (whatever it may be.)

In balancing cash you count the cash in bank as so much cash on hand, it being kept in

bank as a matter of convenience rather than in your fire-proof.

A check is a written order on a bank, issued by a person having funds on deposit there,

and directing said bank to pay, on presentation, a stated sum from those funds to bearer,

or to a party designated, or his order. A check is negotiable by delivery if to bearer, or

by indorsement. Checks must be presented without unreasonable delay, for, though the

drawer's funds continue sufficient to meet it if presented, yet a failure or suspension of
the bank subjects the holder to all the loss by delay or non-payment. The bank is under
no obligation to pay a check unless funds to meet it in full are on hand.
A memorandum check is one given as a mere memorandum or due bill, with the under-

standing that it is not to be presented at the bank for payment, but to be held as evidence
of a debt due. If they come into the hands of a third party for a valuable consideration,

however, they have the force of ordinary checks.

FORM OP CHECK AND STUB OF CHUCK-BOOK.

Stub No. 963.

Jan. 15, 1883.

John Thompson,
BUI Dec. 3, 6, 9, '8s.

BACK OP STUB.

Deposited Jan. 10, '83.

Check No. 96a.

Deposited Jan. 15.

No. 963. Phila..jan. 15,1883.
First National Bank

Pay tb the order of John Thompson Eight
Hundred and Seventy-two ^Jv Dollars.

f&7t~6s Ichabod Ckamb.

» Right-hand pag» of
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INVOICE-BOOK.
In this book you tour all purchases not paid for at the time, and entered in the

merchandise column, credit side of Cash-Book. The bills are placed on a file after hav-
ing been compared with goods received and checked off (V) tn left-hand margin, and
extensions examined and found to be correct. Statements will be received from the
different parties with whom you deal, which you will check off by bills in your posses-
sion ; thus, you will know whether their charges correspond to bills received with goods,
and if they should have you charged more or less, notify them at once. After you have
received all your bills or invoices, place each party's together, according to their date,
and paste one under the other in Invoice-Book, so that you have right after the other
each purchase, then add together and extend into the final column the sum of purchase
for the month from each party and post to their credit. When bills have been thus
treated, foot up the sum, and post total to the debit of merchandise account in the
Ledger ; thus the entry will be double, and both sides of Ledger be equal. Now it may
be that among the various purchases of the month will be sundry items not properly
merchandise

—

i. #., articles which are not sold again, or on which a profit is made, but
used for purposes of your business, and which are properly an expense, or add to your
fixture account. You would there, after you have made all your postings, go through
your invoices carefully and select such items, and make the following entry after all your
invoices have been footed and amount posted Sundries Dr. to Merchandise, charging such
accounts as have been increased, and crediting merchandise with the sum. This amount
you would not extend in the final column, as this is reserved for only such sums as are
to be charged to merchandise, the opposite entry being the credit to the sundry parties

of whom vou have bought.
BILL-BOOK.

This book Is divided into two parts : one-half the book is used for " bills receivable."
all paper, i. #., notes, drafts, and acceptances due you, and the other half for "bills

payable, notes, drafts, or acceptances you have given other parties, and which you
owe. The pages are ruled to show from whom the " paper" has been received, or to

whom it has been given, when the date paper was made ; when due ; in whose favor it

has been drawn, or to whom payable ; where payable ; the amount, and a column for

remarks. Into this book you enter all such bills as may come into your possession, etc.

—oryou yourself pay out for whose payment you are liable—these are transferred to

the Day-Book, and posted in the manner already described.

THE LEDGER
Has already been described.

The following will serve toshow how a trial balance is taken off, as well as if it covered
adoeenpages.

BRIEF FORM OF TRIAL BALANCE.

Dm. Trial Balance, September 1st, 1883. C*

i ICash. 3»ooo 8 Ichabod Crane.
M. S. Shapleigh,
John Wright,
Samuel Sneyd,
Arbuthnot & Co.

6.7B3 9%
a Merchandise, 4.376 4a 13

1 2
4*

4
7

Expense,
Insurance,

4
298

73
»

15 Freight, 8^ 47 18 ^ *
37 Thomas Garrigues, 3

3
43 30 R. S. Gurdle, 40

34 j|
Tones, Hoar & Co.,

76 1 Craig, Finley & Co.,
35 *5 Custer, Harris & Co.

,

16
9S

U
so »7 Smith, Jones & Co., 4*

65
!

Potter Bros. & Co., a6 ^^^
43 Riegel, Scott & Co., 946 75 ^-\

8,93a 50 8,0** 9>

Trial Balance.—The first of each month after your books have been all footed up,
* * ..«....* » 'ger, each account

renter in it such.-.,.-_.-_ Dr. side beinji

entered in the left-hand side of your trial balance, and the differences in the credit side

of your accounts on the right side of said sheet. The sum of these balances will be
equal if *ou have correctly footed up your Ledger, and entered amounts correctly in

sliest Vyetir books should not balance, £#., both sides or footings of yc*ir trial balaaee
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b« equal, you must go over your Ledger again and see If* you hat* add»d it up correctly,
and subtracted the differences between the two sides rightly ; it may be your mistake will

be here. If not, you will then examine all the footings of your Day, Cash, and Invoict
Books, and if error does not appear there, there is no help for it, but to examine yout
postings till you find your mistake, as that is what your trial is expressly designed for.

It may be your apparent blunder is but a few dollars or cents, and vet this sum be the
net diHerenee of several errors of large amount * each inaccuracy you discover brings you
nearer the truth and a balance.

OPENING BOOKS.

In opening a set of books, after making a statement of your assets and liabilities on the
first page of your Day-Book, you enter on the Dr. side of your Cash-Book the various
sums invested, for which you have the cash, either bank bills, coin, checks, cashiers'
drafts, or sight drafts from other parties, or amounts deposited in bank, crediting your-
self, or whoever may have paid in the money. In the Day-Book you will make the
following entry

:

New York, August 9th, 1883.

This day, I, Ichabod Cranb, commence a
wholesale and retail Dry Goods (or what-
ever it may be) business, with the follow-

ing assets and liabilities

:

Assets.

Cash in bank,
Charles Black's check,
Wm. Brown's sight-draft on Boston,

Stock, as per inventory bought of Henry
White,

Fixtures, as per inventory, etc.,

Real Estate—Building occupied as store.

Liabilities.

Mortgage on building, held by Jonas
Thompson,© 5 years from Aug. 7,

Note given Harry White, @ 1 year from
Aug. 7, '83,

3,000
1,000
1,500

2,500
500

1,500

1,000

1,500

10,000

3>5°o

This statement will show the exact condition when you start your business. Now to

transfer this to your Ledger, you would make the following double entries—having credited
yourself on the Dr. side of Cash-Book with the sundry amounts you hold in hand and
have in bank.

Sundries Dr. to Ichabod Crake,
Merchandise as per inventory.

Fixtures " "

Ichabod Crane to Sundries,
Mortgage account—mortgage given
Jonas Thompson for 5 years, from
Aug. 7, 1883, at 7 per cent.

Bills Payable. Note given Harry White
at s year, from Aug. 7, 1883, for

s,5oo
50c

1,000

x,5oo

3,000

*»5o©

The above amounts you would enter in the second cofomn of Day-Book, sad 1
«i their proper socoansi In the Ledger.
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For the better undemanding of how to make tha proper entry in Cash-Book, i

the following form

:

Dm. Cash.

.883.
Aug. 9 Ichasod Crane. Amount invested.

In bank.
Chas. Black's check,
Wm. Brown's sight-draft on Boston,

3/x»
i f000
1,500

CLOSING BOOKS.

Whenever you desire to know how your business is going, whether every six months
or annually, you must " close your books." To do this, you must take an "account of

stock," or an " inventory " of all the goods you have in store, which is a list at their

cost price. And after you have taken off your trial-balance, this sum you enter on the

credit side of merchandise column, thus : as you started with goods valued at $3,500, and
have purchased others amounting to £40,000 in the course of the year, and have sold

$50/100, and have $1 5,000 still on hand, your gross profits are as follows

:

MntCMANDlSB.

1883.

Aug. 9
Sept. 31
Dec. 3z

z To I. Crane,
'* Invoices,

74 " Profit and loss.

To Balance.

3,500
40/
33,500

65,000

15,000

1883.
Dec. 31

By Day-Book,
" Cash-Book,
" Balance as per

inventory,

30,0001
20,000

j

65,000

This sum you carry into profit and loss account (on Cr. side), in which accounts you
also enter the balances ofyour expense accounts, interest, w;iges, insurance, freight,

and similar items of outlay, for which you are not reimbursed. The net difference between
the footing of both sides of your profit and loss account shows your netprofits, which you
should carry into your personal account, which you make creditor for the profits and
debtor for your losses. After you have carried the various expense accounts to profit and
loss, and transferred the latter to your personal account, you then take off a balance-
sheet, showing the actual balances owed by you and due you by others ; such accounts
as are equal on both sides you foot up in ink, and rule up like the following

:

Da. Fskguson Bxos. & Co. c*.

1883.
1

I

1883.
!

June 6 45! To Cash. ! 450 May 4 349 By Invoices, **7 43
July 15 M "

87 50 June 9
July xo

313 9«4 *7
Sept. 9 372 "

i
a,450 60 374 " ** 1,483 95

!
/

»9

Dec. 31

300

Z98

" Day-Book,error
87

9$

f ^r ™^*~ ^m

198

/ 4,988 10 / •Jtt sa

fan. 1 To Balance, «*4 95
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Chas. Enbu Johnson & Co.

1883. 1883. ,

Jan. 5 a7 To Mdce., 965 42) Mar. zo 48 By B. R., 2,184 6
1

10

It

260 4S 12 «93 " Cash, *»*45 28
Feb. 7

««
56* 49 s

za 67 387 27 ^r
*f'ch 9 84 ««

596 3 ^r
3* 7*7

!

54« 93

9* /
! *3.3»9 *3.3*9 9*

In your merchandise account the anvvunt of inventory is the balance you carry down
on the debit side—profit and loss account balances. Your personal account snows a
balance on the credit side of the net amount left after deducting the various sums drawn
by and charged against you in the course of the year, and this account shows your net
worth. Some houses keep a personal account, where they enter all sums they draw for

their personal use, and a capital account, where they enter all charges and credits, in

reference to their investment and actual worth, keeping the two separate.
It will be understood that all entries where amounts are to be transferred from one

account to another, must be entered in your day-book properly, in the manner described,
pages 497-8, as double entries and postings made in the regular way.
A Draft-Book is kept in a similar way to the check-book, /. *., you have a stub on

which you enter the number, date, on whom drawn, in whose favor, for what purpose,
the time, when due, where payable, and amount. Regular forms are printed, and can
be had of any stationer or blank-book dealer. Drafts are made for amounts due, or on
parties who have authorized or instructed you to draw—form given on page 485.
A Note-Book is also kept similarly to above, except that a note is a piece of paper

for whose payment you are responsible, as it is your " promise to pay." These books
are also kept " ready for use " by stationers—form of note given on page 484.

PARTNERSHIPS.

This title covers the association of two or more persons under a copartnership name,
for the purpose of transacting business for their mutual profit, with certain agreements
regarding the investment of capital and the division of gains or losses between them.

Partners are the persons associated together in business. Capital or stock is the cash
or property invested. Resources of a firm or copartnership is the property owned by
them, including money and claims due from others. Liabilities are the debts owed by
the firm or claims against the copartnership. Net capital is the excess of resources over
the liabilities. Net insolvency is the excess of liabilities over the resources. Net gain
is the excess of gains over the losses and expenses, and is shown by taking the difference
between the net capital at commencing business from that shown at closing the books,
which is termed present worth. Net loss is the excess of losses over the gains or
profits

DIVISION OF GAINS OR LOSSES.
Adjusted between parties according to capital invested.

In the adjustment of gains or losses between copartners on the basis of capital in-

vested, we have three methods, 1. e,. Percentage, Fractions, and Proportion, each pro-

ducing in the aggregate the same result.

FIRST METHOD—BY PBKCBNTAGB.

Rulb I.—Ascertain the per cent, of gain or loss (on capital invested) by dividing the
aet gain or loss by the net capital. For each partner's share of gain or loss, multiply his

aet investment by the percentage thus obtained.*

SBCOND METHOD—BY FRACTIONS.

Notb.—As there will be as many fractional parts in the adjustment as there are part*

vers, we produce the following

:

Rule II.—Take the net investment of each partner for the numerator of a fraction,

*Bach partner's share of gain or loss added together equals the total gain or loss-
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636 PARTNERSHIPS.

and the net capital for its denominator ; and for each partner's share take his respective
fractional part of the entire gain or loss.*

THIRD METHOD—OR PROPORTION.
Notb.—This method we consider the most simple and practical, and advise its use in

preference to either of the above methods, except in simple cases of adjustment, when the
division can be shown by small fractions, thus, % -f%+% =the total interest of partners.
Kulb HI.—State by proportion, as the total capital is to each partner's investment

k> is the net gain or loss to each partner's respective share of same.*

Properform ofproportional statement.

Total capital ) . ( Each partner's ) . . f Net gain ) . f Each partner's
of partners. j * ( share. J

• •
( or loss, j • ( gain or loss.

Working.—Multiply each partner's share by the net gain or loss, divide that product
by the total capital, and the quotient will be each partner's respective share of gain or loss.

Example.

E. Burne, W. H. Devon, and J. K. Hopper are copartners, the gains or losses arising

from business to be divided between them in proportion to average investment. The
investments are as follows : Mr. B. %5,5°° : Mr. D. $6,750 ; Mr. H. $3,250. Upon closing

the books the net gain is found to be $3,850—what is each partner s respective sharr ?

Ans. Mr. B. $1,366.13; Mr. D. $1,676.61 ; Mr. H. $807.26.

Solution.

B. in«,«m«m,5 5~, Toulanloun, i

jg in,««nc„«. 5,yg> Jn« -tol

H. - ££[ ,5'°°° lH. «
3:0oj 1 3.8SO.

]
5,500 X 3.850 = 21,175,000 -f- 15,500 *« 1,366.13 B's share.

6,750 X 3»85o =* 25,987,500 -*- 15,500 = 1,676.61 D's •«

3»250 X 3»850 = 1,251,200 -r- 15,500 = 807.26 H'» *'

Total gain $3,850.00—or Proof.

DIVISION OF GAINS OR LOSSES
Between partners, according to investment, when the capital is furnished at different dates.

Rule —Multiply each partner's investment by the time employed. The product thus
obtained equals the average investment for the average time, and the sum of the products
the total average capital for the average time.

Notk.—After ascertaining the average capital and investment by the above rule, to

secure each partner's respective share ofthe gain or loss, proceed according to either rule

on pages 503, 504.
EXAMPLE.

A and B are partners, gains or losses to be divided according to average investment.

A puts in Jan. 1 45*000 I
B puts in Jan. 1 42,000

" " reb. 1 1,000 " " Apr. 1 3,o°o
" " Sep. x 2,000

I

" " July 1 1,000

January i.one year from date of first investment, the books are closed, and the net
gain ascertained to be $9,720—what is each partner's share? Ans. A's $1,580; B's

$1,140.
Process 0/ Solution.

Invest- Time, Average Average
ment. mos. Capital. Time.

A invested Jan. z to Jan. z 5,000 X " >» 60,000 — z mo.
" " Feb. z " " x,ooo X " — xx,ooo — 1 "
" " Sep. z " " 2,000 X 4 — 8,000 — z "

A's average investment for the average time 79,ooo — z
'

B invested Jan. z to Jan. 1 2,000 X 12 — 24,000 — 1
**'

" " Apr. 1 " " 3,000 X 9 — 27,000 — 1
"

" " July 1
' " 1,0 o X 6— 6,000 — x

"

A and B's average investment—Total capital for average time 136,000 — 1

* Each partner's share of fain or loss added together equals the total gain or loss.
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Statementper Rule, page 504.

Total average Each partner's Total Each partner's

capital. aver, capital, gain, share of gain.

136,000 79 ,000 : : 2,720 — 1,58c—A's
136,000 57iOoc : : 2,730 — 1,140—B'»

Working.

79,000X3,720—214,880,000+136,000—$1,580 A's share.

57,000X2,720—X55,040,ooo-*-i36,ooo— 1,140 B's "

Total gain, $2,720 ProoC

SHORT-HAND FOR EVERYBODY.

In the language of Dr. Johnson, " the usefulness of short-hand writing is not confined
to any particular science or profession, but is universal." Indeed, it is not necessary to
speak of its advantages, as all arc ready to admit them.

In all existing ordinary systems of short-hand a long and constant practice is necessary
to enable one to report a speech or sermon, whereas in the following system a little prac-
tice is aii that is necessary. This system will prove valuable to lecturers and ministers
who may wish to read their lectures or sermons, as the manuscript will be as legible as if

written in long-hand. Compositors, also, can readily set up from this kind of snort-hand
copy without the danger of mistaking one character for another, which often happens
even where they understand fully the stenographic or phonographic art. We recommend
a comparison of the systems to show the advantages of this, especially to such as have
not time to devote to the study of stenography or phonography.

RULES.
1. In writing, all the vowels are to be omitted, except where they begin a word, or

where they form a syllable at the end of a word, or where they occur in an accented syl-

able.

2. Where a Hiphthong occurs at the end of a word, one of the vowels may be written.

Example : sbdu. subdue.
3. Where double letters occur one may be omitted. Example : cmncmt, commence-

ment ; ntrly, naturally ; aplctn, application ; fltry, flattery.

4. All the consonants may be written separately, and stand for words which begin with
them.

5. The adverbial termination, j, ly t ty, and ity, belonging to substantives, and also the
ue, belonging to verbs, may be omitted. Example : grnd, grandly; pr/n, profanity :

gnrl, generalize ; eql, equalize.

6. Generally one or two syllables, as the case may be, can be dropped before the termi-
nation tion. Example : cntmtn, contamination ; enctntu, concatenation.

7. Some words can be left out altogether, as the connection will show what to supply.
8. All silent letters may be omitted.

Both vowels and consonants may be written separately, and stand for words, thus

:

VOWELS.
a, an, and, as, at, all. e, end, ever. 1, it, if, in, is. 0, o£ on, over, or, oh, own

«, us, unto, under, up.

CONSONANTS.
B, Bible, b, be, by, been, but. c, can, come, could, d, do, did, does, done, f, far,

from, fall, full. G, God. g, good, go, give, get. H. Heaven. A, he, him, how, had
have, k, know, knew, known. L, Lord. /, love, let, live, m, man, may, me, my.
many, more, n . no, not, never. p, power, person, people, q, quick, queer, quaint,
queen, r, rest, rise, run, right. S, Scripture, s, see, so, saw, seen, such, send. /, to,

time, too, try. v, vain, void, virtue, vast, w, was, were, want, well, wit, would, x, ox-
ample, expect, except, extra, y, you, your, year, young, yet. x. zeal, zest.

ABBREVIATIONS.
act. account, accent, action, ad/, adjourn, adjudge, adjutant, adjust, bee became,

(Woome, beckon, because, br. brother, bring, brought, col. call, called, calculate, cm,
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church, change, charge, cond. condemn, condemnation, condign, conduct, cons, con*

strue, construct, constrain, conscience, cont. context, contemn, continue, contract, con-

trive, cl. cierk, clergyman, ct. circuit, cut, cent. dan. danger, dea. deacon, deaf,

death dec. December, decorous, decorum, deg. degree, degenerate. Dr. doctor*

debtor. d*p. deputy, deplore, deprive, ed. editor, edition, end. endless, endue, en-

dow, endure, ent. entire, enter, entomb, fr. French, Francis, father, fruit, further, fig.
figure, for. fortune, gen. genesis, general, generation, genuine, genial, genius, genus.

gent, gentle, gentleman, gentile, hand, handsome, handing, im. immortal, imminent.
imp. improve, imply, implicit, implicate, impoverish, impetuous, important^ impervious.

ind. index, indicate, independent, indecorous, indelicate, indefinite, j'an. janitor, Jan-
uary, jud. judge, judgment, judicial. Jus. just, justice, kt. knight, kept. kg. king,

kingdom, lam. lament, lamentation. Id. lady, land. lang. language, languish, ling.

lirguistic. Ion. long, London, longitude, men. mention, mental, met. metaphysics,

metamorphose, metonomy. med. medical, medicine, meditate, mor. mortal, mortify.

not. natural, nation, nature, native, neg. negative, negation, neglect, negro, no. num-
ber, obt. obedient, obituary, obi. oblige, oblivion, obloquy, op. oppose, opposition,

opportunity, operate, ot. out, ought, per. perhaps, persecute, perdition, perform, per-

forate, perjure, pres. president, preside, prestige, prescription, ph. philosophy,

philosopher, philology, philanthropy, proh. problem, probity
?
probate, rec. reckon,

recount, recall, recollect, recur, recover, rep. repute, reputation, represent, republic.

res . respect, respire, respond, respite, reg. regular, regularity, regulate, regr. register.

serv. servant, service, sev. several, sever, severe, scru. scrutiny, scrupulous, sh.

shall, show, should, sup. support, supplant, supply, suppose, sus. sustain, suspect.

st. saint, sent. temp, temple, temporary, temptation, th. that, thought, them, thing,

there, thus. und. under, understand, understood, undertake, up. uphold, upon. un.

union, unite, van. vanity, vane, vanguard, vin. vineyard, vinegar, voh. who, which,
what, when, wherever, wor. worth, worthy, worthless, wors. worship, writ, writ-

ing, written.

It will be seen that these abbreviations may be multitiplied, and they will apply to aH
the forms a word may take. Thus, for example, imp., improve, improving, improvingly,
improvement. The names of persons, countries, arts, and sciences, may be abbreviated.

RULES FOR REPORTING,
i. As soon as practicable after the speaker has finished, read over the sketch you have

taken, and fill up where it is necessary.

2. When a speaker makes quotations from the Scriptures, or elsewhere, simply note
the place where they may be found, and write them out afterward.

3. Fix well in the mind the rules, and the words for which the consonants and vowels
stand, before beginning to write. By attention to this, in a very short time you will be
master of the system, and practice will soon enable you to write with ease and rapidity.

SPECIMEN.
O m frnds, 1 1 Issn wh h tght u o frtrnl aftn i h dth b rptd i t prsv sine o th stny lps. I

h o hit strng lang 1 1 vc o o frs bid cry tuft grnd, a up th scrd dy a o th imrtl hi 1 i prclm
a trc t sctru alntn a prty strf, a t mdvl ch prclmd t trc o G. Wh els t elmts o dscrd m
prvl, 1 1 blls snk dwn a t strm b hshd Ik yn pled wvs a t ft o Bnkr HI. Hr 1 t kndly fines

oomrvit bsms o th sns asrd th sh mlc dmstc o frgn e invd us—i Ivng chmpns sh fl, th

mntl chk w assm t glw o ptrtsm, th mrbl swrd wld sp fr its scbrd, a t brv ofcrs wh fl o
Bnkr HI g u thr shtd rgts 1 1 dfns o t Un.
" Oh my friends, let the lesson which he taught us of fraternal affection in his death, be

repeated in the persuasive silence of these stony lips. In his own heart-stirring language,
let the voice of our fathers' blood cry to us from the ground, and upon this sacred day,
and on this immortal hill, let it proclaim a truce to sectional alienation and party strife,

is the mediaeval Church proclaimed the truce of God. Wherever else the elements of
discord may prevail, let the billows sink down and the storm be hushed, like yon placid
waves, at the foot of Bunker Hill. Here let the kindly feelings of our fathers revive in
the bosoms of their sons, assured that should malice, domestic or foreign, ever invade us
—if living champions should fail, that monumental cheek would assume the glow of
patriotism, that marble sword would leap from its scabbard, and the brave officers who
fell on Bunker Hill give up their sheeted regiments to the defense of the Union."

—

gveretfs Speech eU the Dedication 0/ Warren's Statue.

HOW TO GET A PASSPORT.
Send $5 to the Secretary of State, Washington, D. C. A blank will be sent you and

on filling it out, certifying to it before a Notary or Justice of the Peace and forwarding k
la the Secsatary of State, a Passport will be issued.
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HOW TO TELEGRAPH.

MORSE'S ALPHABET, NUMERALS AND PAUSES.
A -— O - - i Period
B P a
C - - - Q - -— - Comma
D R. -- 3

.

E - S - - - 4 Semicolon

F • — - T —

—

G
" "

. u — 5 ~"~" """~——

'

Interrogation

H V 6-
W
X 1'

k-:-
Exclamation

Parenthesis

Y ® "
L Italics

N —— - ft - - - - o—

—

Paragraph— —
HINTS TO LEARNERS.

The characters of the American Morse Alphabet are formed of three elementary sig-
nals—
The dot, whose duration is the unit of length in this alphabet

;

The short dash, which is equal to three dots ; and
The long dash, which is equal to six dots.
The above are separated by variable intervals or spaces, four in number

:

xst—The ordinary space between the elements of a letter, equal to one dot.
ad—The space employed in the spaced letters, equal to two dots.
3d—The space between the letters of a word, equal to three dots.
4th—The space between two words, equal to six dots.
The dot signifies a point or a current of infinitely short duration, and involves time,

which varies according to circumstances, the length of the dot increasing with the length
of the circuit.

In long submarine lines the dot has to be made longer than the dash itself on short
open airlines, and the same thing occurs in working through repeaters.

In commencing to lean telegraphing, the beginner should acquire the habit of making
short, firm dashes, instead of light, quick dots.

Practice thus

:

1st Principle.—Dots close together

:

I S H P •

sd Principle.—Dashes close together

:

_M_ __3_ f

3d Principle.—Lone dots

:

E

4th Principle.—Long dashes

:

T L or dpker.

5th Principle.—A dot followed by a dash

:

A

6th Principle.—A dash followed by a dot t

N

To send messages, place the first two fingers upon the top of the button of the key.
yith the thumb partly beneath it, the wrist being entirely free from the table ; the motion
seing made by the hand and wrist, the thumb and fingers being employed merely to grasp
the key. The motion up and down must be free and firm. Tapping on the key must be
strenuously avoided.
The downward movement of the key produces dots and dashes ; the upward move-

ment, spaces.
The beginner should first pract*^ »*»• »«» nrindpk, making dots at regular intervals, of

definite and uniform dimensions.
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ad Principle.—Make dashes, tint at the rate of one per second, and slowly increase to

three, the space between the dashes to be as short as possible.

3d Principle.—Letter E, formed by a quick, but firm, downward movement 01 the key.
4th Principle.—The usual tendency is to make T too lone and L too short. The same

character is used for L and the cipher, or o ; occurring by itself, or among letters, it is

translated as L ; when found among figures it becomes o.

5th Principle.—The Letter A may be timed by the pronunciation of the word again,
strongly accenting the second syllable.

6th Principle.—The dash followed by a dot ; usually the student separates the practice.

The lever of the Morse instrument makes a sound at each movement, the downward
motion producing the heavier one, or that representing dots and dashes; i. *., the heavy
stroke indicates the commencement of a dot or dash, and the lighter one its cessation.

A dot makes as much noise as a dash, the only difference being in the length of time be
tween the two sounds.

TECHNICAL TERMS.
Lin*.—The wire or wires connecting one station with another.
Circuit.—The wires, instruments, etc., through which the circuit passes from one pok

of the battery to the other.

Metallic Circuit.—A circuit in which a return wire is used in place of the earth.

Local Circuit.—One which includes only the apparatus in an office, and closed by a relay
Local.—The battery of a local circuit.

Loop.—A wire going out and returning to the same point, as to a branch office, an*

forming part of a main circuit.

Binding Screws or Terminals.—Screws attached to instruments holding the connect
ing wires.

To Cross Connect Wires.—To interchange them at an intermediate station.

To Put Wires Straight.—To restore the usual arrangement of wires and instrument
To Ground a Wire, or Put on Ground.—To make a connection between the In; »

wire and the earth.

To Open a Wire.—To disconnect it so that no current can pass.
Reversed Batteries.—Two batteries in the same circuit, with like poles towards eac*

other.

To Reverse a Battery.—To place its opposite pole to the line ; or, in other words,
interchange the ground and line wires at the poles of the battery.

Escape.—The leakage of current from the line to the ground, caused by defective

insulation and contact with partial conductors.
Cross.—A metallic connection between two wires, arising from their coming in con-

tact with each other, or from other causes.

POPULAR AND ELECTORAL VOTE FOR PRESIDENT, x88o.

Garfield received 4,449,053, Hancock 4.443.035, Weaver 307,306 ; scattering, 12,576.

Garfield's plurality, 537 .001 ; Hancock's plurality, 529,983. Total popular vote 9,204,428.
Electoral vote, Garfield 2x4; Hancock 155; total, 369. Percent.: Garfield, 48.26:
Hancock, 48.2*; ; Weaver, 3.33 ; scattering, .13. Numerous variations in the Presidential

vote are found in the different tables published. One principal source of discrepancy is in

taking the vote for different electors, of either party, as representing the vote forPresident.
As the votes for Electors vary greatly, some tables take the highest vote cast for any one
Elector ; others , the highest cast for any Elector-at-large ; and others still, the average vote
cast for all the Electors of each party. In Louisiana, two Republican Electoral tickets

were voted for : the regular Republican, and the Beattie, or Grant Republican. The
latter received about 9,740 votes, not returned in the first table published. In Maine, the
Hancock Electoral ticket was styled " Fusion," containing three Democratic and four
Greenback Electors. Besides, a " Straight," Greenback Electoral ticket was voted for,

with Weaver's name at the head. In Texas, three counties made no return of votes for

President. If these cast as many votes for Electors as for Governor, it would have increased
Hancock's vote 5.820, Garfield s 1,746, and Weaver's 593. Two Democratic Electoral

tickets were voted for in Virginia, the Regular or Debt-paying Hancock Ticket, and the
Re-adjuster, or Mahone Hancock Ticket Of the scattering votes, 10,305 were cast for

Neal Dow, " Prohibition " candidate for President, and 707 votes for John W. Phelps,
"American " or Anti-Secret Society candidate. The Electoral vote of Georgia was cast
irregularly, on the second Wednesday of December, instead of the first Wednesday, as
required by Act of Congress. In the count of the Electoral vote, February 9, 1881, Con-
gress declared Hancock to have received 155 votes, if Georgia were counted, and 144
votes, If not counted ; that in either oase, Garfield had received a majority of the 1

and was duly elected.
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ETIQUETTE
THE SOCIAL LAWS, ETC.

Thb formalities of refined society were at first established for the purpose of facilita*

lag the intercourse of persons of the same standing, and increasing the happiness of alt

to whom they apply. They are now kept up, both to assist the convenience of inter-

course and to prevent too great familiarity. They are like the hyphen-marks of gram-
mar, which unite without confusing.
There is a certain manner distinctive and appropriate to different occasions. This is

highly important, and should be understood by every well-bred man and woman.
Goodness of heart, learning, accomplishments, however brilliant and varied, are not

in themselves sufficient. A knowledge and graceful practice of good breeding must be
added to make you an agreeable as well as a useful member of society. Self-respect, and
respect for others is indicated by the manner and deportment of man and woman. And
let it be a cardinal rule never to enter society without the assured feeling that you are in

the humor to make yourself agreeable. If you are not you will be misunderstood and
have injustice done you.
When your prejudices or opinions annoy, pain or embarrass others, it is good breeding

to give way, and so temper manner and language as to remove all embarrassment. This
consideration for the feelings of others will never fail to bring its reward. Never assume
a patronizing air to those of inferior position. If anything, unbend a trifle. Let your
manner be sincere, natural and polite. A true lady will be natural and easy in her man-
ners, and will put every one at ease, whatever their station in life.

The surest signs of high-breeding in men are kindness, mercifulness and gentleness

;

qualities which indicate fineness of structure in the body and mind, rendering it capable
of the most delicate sympathies.
The manner should always be gentle and chivalrous towards women. A certain dignity

should be preserved, yet a gentleman must be pliant, frank, confident and manly.
When addressing an elderly person speak gently, lower your voice to a degree of kind-
ness and respect that is unmistakable.
Neither be too familiar, or too obsequious : either is very vulgar.
Be polite to your own and other people's servants. Haughtiness toward them will

not increase their respect for you. Be dignified and yet polite ; do not forget the usual
courtesy on receiving anything that you may have requested; this may be dona without
giving room for the slightest liberty.

CARDS.
Care should be taken and taste exercised in the selection and design of cards, as the

recipients generally judge the character of those whose name the tiny bit of pasteboard
bears, by its texture and appropriateness.
Colored or tinted cards should never be used : bevel-edged, gilt, or any fancy design

are in very bad taste, particularly for visiting. Visiting cards should be perfectly plain.

Engraved cards arc now used exclusively, the engravingpure and rich.

Married ladies should use a size of card between that of a Mr. and Mrs. and Miss card.
This is not strictly observed, though it is considered a good thing to do.
The initials belonging to an honorary rank are never engraved or written on visiting

cards ; but professional or military titles, written or engraved in full, precede the sur-
name.
Th- title " Honorable" is never used on a visiting card, but the prefix " Mr." invaria

bly should be. The reason for this prefix is that the card is really an introduction, and
in an introduction it is always used.
The prefix " Miss" must always be placed on a single lady's card; not to do so is

incorrect and vulgar.
The address on a lady's card is usually put in the lower right-hand corner, or if pre-

ferred, directly under the name ; the former is in better taste. The receiving day—if any
—is engraved in the lower left-hand corner.
The address on a gentleman's card is usually engraved in the lower left-hand corner

If a gentleman is a member of a club, it is proper to place the name of his club in tfap

lower right-hano corner of his card.
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A written card is passable, but not correct.
Mothers' and daughters' names are often engraved on the same card, the name of the

daughter being directly under that of her mother. The prefix " Miss " should never be
omitted.
A gentleman's visiting card is smaller than a lady's.

A married lady should always use the Christian name of her husband on her card.
The eldest daughter should have on her card the prefix " Miss " before the family

name, while the other daughters should have their Christian name before the family name,
the prefix '* Miss " before the Christian name.

CALLS.
Only intimate friends can call before one o'clock.

From three to four o'clock is the ceremonious hour of calling; from four to five, the
semi-ceremonious ; from five to six, the friendly and without ceremony.
On arriving in town, or at a watering place, or at her country house where she is a

resident, a lady should at once leave her cards on her acquaintances and friends, to sig-

nify that she is at home.
Cards may be sent by post immediately on your return after an extended absence.

Sending cards by post in many cases is strictly etiquette. That " all visiting cards must
be left in person," is now obsolete.

In making formal calls married ladies should always leave their husbands' cards with
their own. If a lady leaves a separate card of her own for a lady whose husband is

living, two of her husband's cards should be left also—one for the lady and one for her

husband.
When a gentleman is not admitted the first time he calls, he leaves one card for the

married lady of the house, and one for her husband.
After any invitation or entertainment a gentleman must either call or leave a card.

A married man is not expected to call unless he prefers to do so. His wife will send in

his card with her own, during the week following the entertainment.

A lady can only leave cards for a lady ; a gentleman leaves cards for both husband and
wife.

If guests are stopping in the house, cards must be left for them ; also in calling upon
guests where the host and hostess are unknown to you, you must inquire if the ladies are

at home ; not being admitted, you will leave cards for the host and hostess, as well as for

the guests. This courtesy should never be omitted ; it is one of the first principles of
good breeding, and an immutable law of etiquette.

After an interchange of cards, the acquaintance drops unless followed by an invitation

upon one side or the other But one card should be sent in when calling, no matter how
many members of the family you wish to see. If a guest is stopping with a friend, the
same rule is observed, but one card is sent in.

Cards should always be returned within a week. Not to do so is very discourteous.
Bachelors are expected to call or leave cards on their friends. Where ladies do not

have a reception day, gentlemen should call in the evening; this custom is very popular,
and is far preferable to the morning call, while it is always enjoyed by both the ladies and
gentlemen.

If a business man cannot command the hours of the day for his first call, he will not
call earlier or later than half-past eight or nine o'clock in the evening.
Cards of congratulation must be left in person by both gentlemen and ladies.

A call must not be returned by a card only, or a card by a call.

A young lady may, if the acquaintance warrants it, receive a gentleman without the
presence of her mother. Cards to inquire after friends during their illness must be Wt
in person.
One month after a birth, calls of congratulation are made by friends.

Upon the death of an acquaintance, a card is left in person. This card is a delicai

recognition and expression of sympathy, and demands no acknowledgment.

INTRODUCTIONS.
When introducing one to another, speak the name of each distinctly. If either do not

catch the name, it is better to ask at once. Say, " I beg pardon, I did not hear the
name."
The gentleman must always be introduced to the lady.

At a morning visit, introductions to strangers are a matter of form, but it is better taste

to recognize any strangers whom you have met in this way, on all occasions by a polite

bow. This courtesy rests entirely with the lady, as a gentleman cannot, no matter how
much he desires to continue the acquaintance, salute the lady.

If you are walking in the street, or are at a place of amusement with a friend, and
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aeet another friend, do not introduce them unless you have a previous knowledge that

an acquaintance would be mutually agreeable.

An introduction to a gentleman at a ball or company does not warrant his saluting you
or claiming your acquaintance. The lady may decide to continue the acquaintance ot

not, as she pleases. If she desires to continue it, she must not fail to recognize the gen-

tleman the first opportunity offered afterward.

It is courteous to say when introduced, " I am happy to make your acquaintance," or
" it gives me pleasure to have the honor of your acquaintance, ' if the person is your
superior.

At a party a lady is privileged to address any lady she may meet then without an in-

troduction ; the general introduction as you enter the room is sufficient.

A gentleman may address either lady or gentleman.

A gentleman should leave a letter of introduction on a lady the day before he intends

calling. Unless he receives a reply he cannot make the proposed call.

The lady should send an immediate reply to the enclosed address, appointing an hour
for the following day.
As soon as convenient wait upon a person that has presented a letter of introduction

and show them such attention as the letter requires.

The superior should as a rule salute the inferior.

Either a lady or a gentleman may bow first ; whichever happens to see the other fir-t.

This is strict etiquette.

Always bow in return to a salute. It is a great breach of politeness not to do so.

Never cut a person. A polite cold bow will wound more deeply than any other evi-

dence that you might give, that you desire to avoid them socially.

The single lady is introduced to the married lady. The single gentleman to the mar-
ried gentleman.
A gentleman must bring his hat and cane in the drawing-room. He must hold them

gracefully in his left hand, leaving the right hand free to shake hands with the hostess

should she offer to do so.

A gentleman must never put his hat on in the presence of ladies. At morning calls h<

puts his hat on in the hall, but should any ladies be present, he will instantly remove it ;

or should he be the last visitor, he will not forget to hold his hat in his hand until he has
reached the pavement.

In the halls of hotels or public buildings, gentlemen should remove their hats in the

presence of ladies, holding them in theirhand until they have passed.

If several visitors are present when a gentleman is announced, he will make his way
to the hostess, who may receive him rising or sitting ; the gentleman will not await for

an invitation to sit down, but will at once find a chair and fall into an easy conversation,

the other visitors joining. The last comer receives a little more attention when he first

enters, but the hostess will soon endeavor to equalize the conversation, that each may
receive due attention.

Should a lady visitor take her leave while a gentleman is present, he will cross the

room and open the drawing-room door for her to pass out, whether he is acquainted or

not.

A well-bred person always receives visitors at any time they may call or whoever they
may be.

A morning call should not be of longer duration than fifteen minutes. It is usual to

rise and take leave on the entrance of fresh arrivals unless they are mutual friends.

The hostess should rise upon the entrance of gentlemen and advance a step or two,
offering her hand to each ; this is more courteous and kind than to offer the hand sitting.

She must always rise to receive ladies.

Mere acquaintances should not kiss when they meet. This is a symbol of deep
affection and should only be exchanged between very dear friends. Cultured people do
not practice kissing, other than their relations and dearest friends, and to do so is vulgar,

and a sure sign of low-breeding.

CONVERSATION.
Conversation is an art which can be cultivated to a very satisfactory degree. It is not

so much what we say as the manner in which we say things which gives them their

charm. Use choice expressions at all times and be careful to speak grammatically. Be
as choice in your language when at home as when visiting, it will then become a habit
and you need not apprehend a mistake.

Parents should speak properly to their children from the earliest infancy. Talk to
them in language which tney can understand, but let it be pure and refined.

The art of listening is not so common as many other accomplishments. To be a'

good listener is a delicate flattery to the person talking, and will not fail to recommend
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Gentlemen always assume an increased softness of tone when addressing ladles, as
.latter how mild their ordinary address may be. The is a sure sign of high-breeding
*nd culture.

No person should attempt to put forth their own ideas and expect the company to see
and adopt them. It is presumptuous to imagine that a company can be entertained by
one person's particular views.
Cultivated persons never lose temper in conversation, neither do they give expression

ordinarily to surprise or astonishment. It is better to appear to give assent than to
dispute.

Always look at persons when addressing them.
To speak in a language not understood by the company, or to whisper, or to speak

in so low a tone as to indicate that your words are only for those around you or at your
side, is vulgar and the height of ignorance.
Let your conversation be general, taking care to address each one occasionally.
Do not rush into familiarity or relapse into a settled apathy that will dampen the

atmosphere around you. Be calm. Have confidence without vain pride; ease without
insolence ; and dignity without stiffness.

Never converse on any subject with which you are not acquainted ; neither introduce
a subject of which you have only a superficial knowledge. When you find yourself in

the midst of a subject to which you are not equal, listen, and if appealed to, frankly
admit your ignorance. Never say, " yes, yes/ to anything of which you know noth-
ing ; it is simply a development of your ignorance.
Should you be <Should you be engaged in conversation when a new comer is announced, either drop

the subject, or politely explain the matter about which you were conversing, before con-
ttnuing.

Never introduce your favorite or peculiar pursuit; It is tiresome to most companies,
and presents a weakness of mind or limited information. Wit and puns are often exces-
sively fatiguing ; and if indulged in too far, will tire your hearers.
To have but one or two subjects to talk upon is very ill-bred. Never attempt to dis-

play your own knowledge so as to make the ignorance of others more glaring.
We should be careful how we defend our friends, should we hear them attacked in a

miscellaneous society. Should the remarks be addressed to us personally, we should
reply with the utmost dignity and discretion. Our manner should show our disapproval.
The quieter we are the better we serve both our friends and ourselves, as this mode of
defence is usually the most severely felt.

DRESS.
Always be as well dressed as your circumstances will admit. Have your ciothes fit

you well, and if possible, be of the best quality. Simplicity and harmony are two
essentials. It is not the great number of costumes that constitutes the well-dressed
woman, it is more the harmony and fitness of the costume for the occasion.
Observe the habits of the best society and adopt the manner and taste of the circle in

which you move with a view to elevate your taste.

Neatness is a distinguished trait in both sexes : a matter of great thought and con-
sideration. This is the first great principle, and therefore essential above all things in

connection with the toilet.

DINNER.
Invitations are issued in the united names of the host and hostess. The duties of dis-

pensing hospitalities fall upon the host, while on all other occasions, this devolves upon
the hostess.

A reply must be sent to a dinner Invitation at once. Always direct to the lady of the
house. Be punctual to the hour appointed ; to keep the dinner waiting on your account
is ill-bred.

The host leads the conversation as much as possible, and it is his duty to make it

general.

It is usual for the host to escort the lady of the highest social position down to dinner.
The host leads the way, while the hostess comes last with the gentleman of the highest
social position.

The lady whom the host takes down seats herself on his right hand.
The gentleman leading in the hostess will sit at her right.

If there is no person present to whom especial favor or precedence should be given, the
eldest lady, or the greatest stranger, is offered the arm of the host.
The host will remain standing until all the guests have taken their seats.

Always take soup; if you do not desire to eat it, toy with it until the second course h
brought in.
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Do not offer anything tent from the host or hostess to you to any one else, and whan
helped, proceed at once to arrange your napkin and fall into the important business of
the moment without waiting until others are serred.
Never remove your knife and fork from your plate when you send it away for any-

thing. When you have finished place them both together on one side of your plate.
The host or hostess must never reprove servants in the presence of company.

Should they have the misfortune to meet with an accident while the dinner is on, no
notice whatever should be taken of the occurrence.
At small dinners, where the guests are unacquainted, the hostess should introduce the

persons of highest social position, or those whom she feels will affiliate, to each other.
At large dinner-parties it is unusual to do so.

An equal number of ladies and gentlemen should be invited. The host will inform
each gentleman shortly after his arrival which lady he is to take down, and introduce
them to each other.

From half-past ten to eleven o'clock is the usual time for dinner guests to take their
departure.
Wine should be drunk sparingly. Should any one present disapprove of it altogether,

he or she should not express their condemnation.
When the dinner is concluded the hostess bows to the lady on the right ofthe host, rises,

and all rise at the same time. The gentlemen either stand until the ladies leave the
apartment or they conduct them to the drawing-room, which is the most courteous. The
gentlemen remain to smoke, or withdraw with the host to the smoking-room to do so.
They should only remain a short time.

TEA.
A lady or gentleman must never refuse a cup of tea. A lady will stand her empty cup

on any table near at hand, but should a gentleman be near he will take the cup from her.
Never take a second cup of tea.

The semi-ceremonious tea requires a short costume of any quiet color.

BALLS.
Ladies and gentlemen in mourning do not attend balls. Ladies in deep mourning attend

Unceremonious dinner parties in black silk and crape.
Invitations to balls are given in the lady's name.
Ball invitations should be sent out three weeks previous to the evening on which the

entertainment is to be given. "Dancing" is printed on the usual "At Home" card.
The words " Small " or " Early" are either engraved or written on the invitation card,
when a small dance only is given.
The hostess receives her guests either at the head of the staircase or at the door of the

ball room. She will shake hands with each in the order of their arrival.

The hostess will endeavor to provide partners for those who are strangers to the gen-
eral company.
A lady may remove her gloves or not. whenpartaking of supper.
Guests do not bid their hostess good-Dye. They quietly withdraw.

WEDDINGS.
Every person invited to a wedding makes the bride a present. It may be sent at any

time before the wedding, after the engagement is announced.
Wedding invitations should be issued two weeks before the day appointed.

Presents from the bridegroom's friends must be sent to the bride with the card of the

dDnor.
If the courtesy of sending you an invitation to a wedding has been extended, do not

allow it to go unnoticed. Your card enclosed in an envelope sent by mail is sufficient.

If a reception is to be given at the bride's parents' enclosed with the invitation should
be an " At Home " card to those whose presence is desired.

When the wedding takes place in a church, ushers' cards should be used.

NEW YEAR'S CALLS.

The hostess receives the same as at a dinner party ; she offers her hand to each comer.

Gentlemen who do not wish the fatigue of calling on New Year's day, inclose their

cards in envelopes and send them by post.

It is etiquette for gentlemen to dnve from door to door and leave their card in person

;

the upper right corner should be turned down in this case. Gentlemen who leave cards

on New Year's day may observe the same rule as for formal visiting. One card for the

•out and hostess, and one for the other members of the family.
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MOURNING.
Mourning is worn six months for brother or sister. Parents wear mourning far the*

children as long as they fed bo disposed.
A widow should wear mourning two years. She will not enter society for twelve

months.
Returning cards of thanks after a death for visits of condolence implies that the be-

veaved are prepared to receive visitors. It is a matter of feeling as to how soon it is done.

MUSIC.
If asked to sing do not affect to refuse, but accede at once.
Let your position at the piano be graceful. Endeavor to adapt your music to the taste

of your listeners.

Never converse while singing or playing is going on.
Do not occupy too much time at the piano, no matter how fine a performer you may

Ve, unless pressed to remain ; others may wish to perform also.

FRENCH TERMS USED IN SOCIETY.
R. S. V. P. Repondez, s'il vous plait; answer, if you please.

P. P. C. Pour prendre conge ; to take leave.

Costume de rigucur ; full dress in character.
Fete champetre ; a rural entertainment.
Bal masque : masquerade ball.

En Ville (E. V.) ; in the town or city.

Soiree dansante; dancing party.

OFFICIAL ETIQUETTE.
The President of the United States may be addressed in writing as the " President of

the United States," or " His Excellency, the President of the United States."
Members of the cabinet are addressed in writing as
" The Honorable, the Secretary of State."
" The Honorable, the Secretary of the Treasury."
" The Honorable, the Secretary of the Navy."

. " The Honorable, the Secretary of War."
" The Honorable, the Secretary of the Interior."

"The Honorable, the Postmaster-General."
Cabinet officers are addressed as " Mr. Secretary." The ChiefJustice as '• Mr. Chief

Justice," and the Vice-President as " Mr. Vice-President."
Senators are addressed as " Mr. Senator ;

" Members of the House of Representatives
as the " Honorable Mr. " when introduced, but simply " Mr." when spoken to.

The Attorney General is addressed in writing as " The Honorable Attorney General,"
but when spoken to " Mr." is simply the prefix used.
An invitation ofa social character from the President of the United States must be con-

sidered, by courtesy, as both an honor and command.
In such cases no offence is taken if all other engagements, no matter how binding, are

waived to accept the invitation of the President.
Should sickness prevent an acceptance of the President's invitatiou, a note of regret

explaining non-acceptance should be sent, similar to that required for all dinner regrets.

Never abbreviate words or titles in sending a ceremonious note. Should the official

title be very long, give a portion of the prefix entire, and add " etc.," " etc."
The President holds the highest position in the land. He has precedence over all. To

whom the second place in social precedence belongs is a matter of discussion. The Vice-
President and Chief Justice both claim the position, and with equal good reason. The
official duties of the Chief Justice are of such a nature that the second place, it is consid-
ered by many, should be given to him. He holds his office for life, and in him is vested
great power and great dignity of position.

The other Justices of the Supreme Court hold their positions for life. They take pre-

cedence, usually, over Cabinet Ministers and Senators.

The geologists say the earth is at least 21,000,000 years old ; that is, it is that long

since the soil first formed ; it is also estimated that man first appeared 100,000years ago.

It is computed that it required 6,700,000 years for the primordial formations ; 6,400,000 for

the primary age ; 2,300,000 for the secondary, and 460,000 for the tertiary period.
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ON AND ABOUT THE FARM.
HOW TO OBTAIN A FARM FROM THE UNITED

STATES GOVERNMENT.

THE UNITED STATES PUBLIC LAND SYSTEM.

The public lands of the United States which are still undisposed of and open ta

ftttlement lie in nineteeen States and eight Territories. In each case, except
1

Ohio,
Indiana, Illinois, the Indian Territory, ana Alaska, land offices are established, in charge
of an officer known as Register of the Land Office, where the records of all surveyed
binds are kept, and all applications concerning lands in each district are filed and in*

quiries answered. The public lands are divided into two great classes. The one class
have a dollar and a quarter an acre designated as the minimum price, and the other two
dollars and a half an acre Titles to these lands may be acquired by private entry or
location under the homestead, pre-emption and timber-culture laws; or, as to some
classes, by purchase for cash, in the (case of lands which may be purchased at private
sale, or such as have not been reserved under any law. Such tracts are sold on appli-
cation to the Land Register, who issues a certificate of purchase, the Receiver giving a
receipt for the money paid, subject to the issue of a patent, or complete title, if the
proceedings are found regular, by the Commissioner of the General Land Office at
Washington.

Entries under land warrants (given mostly for military services under acts of Con-
gress) have fallen off very largely by the absorption of such warrants, there having been
no military bounty land warrants provided for on account of services in the late civil

war.
Entries under the pre-emption law are restricted to heads of families, or citizens over

twenty-one, who may settle upon any quarter-section (or 160 acres) and have the right of
prior claim to purchase on complying with certain regulations.

The homestead laws give the right to one hundred and sixty acres of a dollar and a
quarter lands, or to eighty acres of two dollar and a half lands, to any citizen or appli-
cant for citizenship over twenty-one who will actually settle upon and cultivate the land.
This privilege extends only to surveyed lands, and the title is perfected by the issue of a
patent after five years of actual settlement. The only charges in the case of homestead
entries are fees and commissions, varying from a minimum of $7 to a maximum of $22
for the whole tract entered, according to the size, value or place of record.

Another large class of free entries of public lands is that provided for under the timber-
culture acts of 1873-78. The purpose of these laws is to promote the growth of forest

trees on the public lands. They give the right to any settler who has cultivated for two
years as much as five acres in trees, to an eighty acre homestead, or if ten acres, to a
homestead of one hundred and sixty acres, and a free patent for his land is given him at

the end of three years instead of five. The limitation of the homestead Taws to one
hundred and sixty acres for each settler is extended in the case of timber-culture so as to
grant as many quarter sections of one hundred and sixty acres each as have been im-
proved by the culture for ten years of forty acres of timber thereon; but the quarter
sections must not lie immediately contiguous. The following is the complete list of
United States land offices

:

Alabama : Huntsville. Montgomery.
Arkansas : Little Rock, Camden, Harrison, Dardanelle.
Arizona Territory : Prescott, Florence.
California : San Francisco, Marysville, Humboldt, Stockton, Visalia, Sacramento, Lot

Vngeles, Shasta, Susanville, Bodie.
Colorado : Denver City, Fair Play, Central City, Pueblo, Del Norte, Lake City.
Dakota Territory : Sioux Falls, Springfield, Fargo, Yankton, Bismarck, Deadwood.
Florida: Gainesville.

Idaho Territory : Boise City, Lewbton.
Iowa : Fon Des Moines.
Kansas: Topeka, Salina, Independence, Wichita, Kirwin, Concordia, Larnea. Hap

iJoMisisna '. New Orleans, Monroe, Natchltochea.
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Michigan: Detroit, East Saginaw, Reed Gty. Marquette.
Minnesota: Taylor's Falls, Saint Cloud, Duluth, Fergus Falls, WoctMpgtoo, Nov

Ulm, Benson, Detroit, Redwood Falls.

Mississippi: Jackson.
Missouri : Boonvillc, Ironton, Springfield.

Montana Territory : Helena, Boseman.
Nebraska: Norfolk, Beatrice, Lincoln, Niobrara, Grand Island, North Ptttte

EJoomington.
Nevada : Carson City, Eureka.
New Mexico Territory : Santa Fe, La Mesilla.

Oregon : Oregon City, Roseburg, Le Grand, Lakeview, The Dalles.

Utah Territory : Salt Lake City.

Washington Territory : Olympia, Vancouver, Walla Walla, Colfax.
Wisconsin : Menasha, Falls of St. Croix, Wausau, La Crosse, Bayfield, Eau Claire
Wyoming Territory : Cheyenne, Evanston.

WHAT TO DO ON THE FARM BACH MONTH OF
THE YEAR.

The following instructions are especially suited to our Northern latitudes.
Blight variations will be necessary in the South, owing to the early seasons
of that section.

JANUARY WORK.
There is little particular work for January in cold latitudes, except that which has been

left over from December, or which is general work for all winter. When the ground is

open, Late fall and early spring work of a colder latitude appropriately occupy the
*

'
j the >

'

farmer more or less during the winter months.
Guard against dan '

A Work Shop,
j

Guard against damage by water, during thaws, about buildings and in the field.

A Work Shop, provided with the most important carpenters', painters', and metal-
workers' tools, is what every farmer should have. Let it contain a bench with vise.

nails, screws, a hammer, hatchet and drawing knife, saws, planes, chisels, center bits

and stock, and other carpenters' tools. Paints, pots and brushes, of two or three sixes ;

varnish pot and glue pot ; a steel-jawed vise, assortments of files, cold chisels, monkey,
wrench and other wrenches, an anvil, or a hard-wood block, which will do for one

;

strong pincers, a set of round, square-jawed and cutting pliers, and a soldering iron

;

sheets of tin, wires, rivets, etc. ; besides a good stock of boards and timber of various
kinds. Add to this a few simple articles of the harness-makers' kit. such as awb, wax,
thread, rivets, with "set" punches, and leather. Thus provided, many a profitable

day's work may be done.
Buildings.—On mild days open and air thoroughly, especially the cellars. Look to

the protection of roofs, water pipes, etc., against frost.

Stock.—Keep no more than can be kept well. Horses, with enough to eat, will beat
exposure much better than cows and young cattle. Give good shelter to all ; if possible,

warm, but well-ventilated stables, which are a great economy of food. Let no stock run
down ia flesh ;

" spring poor" cattle are a burning disgrace. It will be weeks before

poor oxen will be able to do a good day's work in the spring. Milk cows, especially

young ones, to within five or six weeks of calving, and feed well. Grain or oilcake pays
its cost twice over; once in fat or milk, and once in the better quality of the manure.
Feed sheep grain, in small, but regular quantities, and see that each gets its share ;

give
all kinds range of a good dry yard, and warm sheds for nights and wet weather. Salt
and water are essentials to the well-being of all kinds of domestic animals, summer and
winter. Fattening stock should be fed and watered regularly, keep very clean, in warn-

stables, well ventilated, and abundantly littered ; give exercise and air on mild days.
Ground* and cooked food, except for sheep, perhaps, is a great economy.
Corn, Small Grains, Straw or Hay, may be still on hand for sale. If sold, yon

owe the land a debt which you must repay
(
or be poorer, for it is a draft on your

capital. Watch the markets, calculate probabilities, and sell when a (air price is offered ;

sut get the full market price as near as you can. Never sell hay or straw or grain with-
put conscientiously returning an equivalent in the purchase of corn-fodder, oilcake, ot
grain for feeding, or bones for manure.
Permanent Improvements.—It is a good time to plan for building or alteration of.

ouiidings, and for such work as reclaiming swamps, clearing off stumps. Boring r
n~

old fences and the accumulated rubbish of neglected parts of the farm.
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The winter is often open enough to do muck labor in the swamps in getting out muck
and similar work, and that which has been weathered enough may be hauled to the
barn, or to places where you mean to make compost heaps.

Ice.—The time for gathering the store of ice in cold latitudes may pass quickly.
Early in the month, prepare the house ; dear out the old stock, if low ; see that the
drain and air trap work well, that the flooring is level, and the bed at the bottom is

shaken up and dried. Cut the ice in blocks to pack evenly in the house ; if it is a small
one, pack in the coldest weather, when the ice is very cold and dry.

FEBRUARY WORK.
Buildings.—Guard against damage by water, as advised for last month ; clear snow

from flat roofs, in case of heavy falls ; free eave-trough? and spouts from ice ; air cellars,

etc., on warm days, and tack fast any loose plank or clapboard.

In the Shop (see January work).—Prepare tools for spring work. Make bird boxes
for the orchard ; add a branding iron, or marking plate and brush, to the stock of tools,

and mark barrels, boxes, and baskets, used for marketing produce. Make and paint
bee-hives, and prepare surplus boxes and frames, and perhaps also frames and sashes for

starting early vegetables.

In the Wood Lot, there may be a good deal of work done—Fencing stuff gotten out;
bean-poles and pea-brush prepared : timber for sheds or hay barracks, and many such
things, besides providing a supply of fire-wood for next winter.

Animals.—Change the diet of all animals occasionally. Horses, that are scurfy, and
whose hair is full of dirt, which the comb only makes worse, usually need roots. Carrots,
in small quantities, with a handful of ginger and one of wood-ashes, daily, are as good as
any " condition powder." Charcoal dust, mixed with roots, or meal, is excellent for all

kinds of stock. Make the roots last, you will need them for milch-cows that come in

early, and for sows, before farrowing. Cows whose calves you mean to raise should be
dried off earlier than those kept for milk, and whose calves go for veal. Take early
calves from the dam at birth, and bring them up by hand. Milk is worth too much to be
given to calves, when gruel will do. Steves.—Bullocks and dry cows should be in warm,
sunny yards, some hours daily, and stalled at night ; litter well ; feed freely, that they
may fatten rapidly. Give all animals sunshine in their stalls, or sheds. Keep young
stock warm and growing. If the supply of hay is short, look out in time and buy corn-
fodder and good, bright straw, which, with a little oil cake, roots, or grain, will do well
enough.
Swine.—Keep hogs at work in the manure. Sows, near farrowing, should be put alone

;

kept quiet ; fed raw roots (potatoes or beets are best), and the pens abundantly littered ;

do not let them get too fat, and feed r.o animal food.

Sheep.—Provide dry and sheltered yards and sheds. Hemlock, or other evergreen
boughs, fed occasionally, are gratefully received.

Poultry, in warm quarters, and well fed, wiH begin to lay freely. Collect eggs daily,

and set several clutches of the eggs of the choicest fowls for early chicks, which, if of
pure breeds, and well cared for, may be prize takers at the fall shows.
Maple Sugar.—The price will stimulate a large production. Make all ready early

—

sap-spouts, pails, tubs, moulds. Sorghum evaporators are preferred.

Hired Men.—Look out early for really superior hands ; these make their engagements
first. Later in the season, immigrants are picked up, and set to work almost as fast as

they arrive. Pay good wages, and have reliable men.
Potatoes for Seed should be secured early, and kept in the coolest part of the cellar

;

examine others, rub off the sprouts, and separate decayed ones.

Roots.—Sort orer, and save the soundest, feeding out at once those which are wilted,

or beginning to decay. Decaying cabbages, turnips, or ruta bagas, will impart their fell

flavor to milk, and should not be fed to milch-cows.
Seeds.—Send for catalogues, and test early the quality of all seeds.

MARCH WORK.
The weather will regulate out-of-door employments. Mature plans for farm work

—

what crops to raise, where to plant them, and! exactly what to do as soon as the weather
permits of labor in the field.

In the Shop, put the final touches to tools and implements of tillage, which need
repairs. Wash and oil harrows, and carriage tops ; paint implements or vehicles, which
are not to be subjected to immediate use.

Buildings may be repaired and painted Inside or out. During thawing weather,

though the wind may blow, the dust will not fly much, and chinks and sun cracks being

closed, the paint will form a good smooth coat. As soon as settled spring weather comes,
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cellar* should be cleaned out and while-washed, sinks and drains opened and cleaned,
foundations examined and repaired if moved by the frost.

Roads, Draining, etc.—March is the month to make and repair farm roads, lay cul-

verts of wood or stone, and chance the grade of paths, yards, etc., while the ground is

loose from the coming out of the frost. Dig underground cisterns also, or wells. Pre-

pare channels for surface water ; and if they will wash into gullies, protect them or spread
the streams over the surface. Guard against washing in gram-fields or fall plowed ground.
The location of springs may be seen by the thawing of snow in spots in the fields, and the

places which most need undcrdraining are easily determined. Much underdraining may
be done while the land is still too wet to plow ; and much damage by plowing wet soil.

Field Work.—Set fences, reset those moved by frost, and repair them wherever they
need it. Dip posts in gas tar, and roll in sand before setting. Pick up stones loosened
by the frost ; blast and haul off or bury heavy ones out of the way of the plow. Delay
plowing until the ground is dry, but no longer.

Crops.—Sow clover on a light snow, or on frost-cracked ground on a still morning.
Clear dead furrows and water furrows in winter grain, and sow guano, plaster, ashes, etc ,

if needed on grain or grass. Roll the same, if moved by frost.

8tock.—Increase tnc feed and exercise of farm horses, and groom well, to prepare
them for hard spring work. Keep all horses, but especially mares with foal, sharp shod
for fear of slipping on ice patches. Turn unused horses loose an hour or two daily, one
at a time, lest in play they kick each other. Groom oxen and cows, and feed well, to

prepare the oxen for work. Do not tax them too heavily at first; if unused during
winter their necks and feet will be tender. Increase the amount of meal fed to fattening
animals, that they may ripen up the faster as soon as they get grass. Throw sods every
few days to the hogs and poultry, if confined ; if possible, let the latter run. Keep sows
with young pigs warmly housed, and protect all young stock from severe weather, rain

or wind. Separate breeding ewes and all feeble sheep from the others, and give extra
grain, or roots. Give early iambs especial care. Provide abundant water and salt for all

animals, and watch the health of all, removing those that are in any way ailing, to com-
fortable but isolated quarters.

Garden Work.— Every farmer needs a good garden—a garden, a hot-bed ; for this a
sash or two (window sashes will do tolerably), set in a frame of plank, inclined to the
sun, set upon a compact mass of manure (either in a shallow pit or in a heap much
broader than the frame), covered with a bed of mellow soil within the frame. Do this in

time for it to settle, and get over its first active heating and be levelled off before it is

sown. Dig over and prepare seed beds in the open ground as early as possible.

APRIL WORK.
Like as in March, work in this month depends much upon the season. Winter may

linger long and spring come suddenly, and thus work will crowd ; the importance of
being prepared before-hand is most obvious. In plowing, deepen the soil a little ; turn
sod over flat ; move the soil only when dry enough to crumble ; prepare the ground thor-

oughly for crops both by manure and tillage.

Working Stock.—It should be the farmer's pride to have his teams of oxen and
horses come out ready for spring work in good condition. Horses in shedding their coats
arc subject to a severe draft upon the vitafpowers, and need extra feed and carding, and
the same is in a less degree true of oxen. Yokes and bows should fit, or be made to, and
harness be made to suit each horse. Give animals regular hours of work, long " noons,**
and feed regularly and uniformly.
Fattening Animals.—There should be a good supply of meal on hand before travel-

ing becomes very bad, and the teams are rteeded constantly for farm work. Both beeves
and sheep will consume grain very profitably at this season ; they should not be allowed
to fall off in flesh in the least before being turned to grass.
Cows near calving should be subject to only the gentlest treatment, regular feeding,

and carding. Litter freely ; give roomy stalls ; a good sunning daily, and some roots
if possible. Encourage milk secretion in new milch heifers by milking thrice a day. and
feeding succulent food or mashes, as a substitute, if quantity of milk is especially desir-
able. Garget is a common trouble in spring. Cows take cold and their bags cake, be-
come swollen and very sore, and often the mflk of one or more teats is lost. Watch the
first symptoms, wash the bag with a sponge and hot water ; if very painful, bathe in
spirits of arnica, half water and grease with lard.

Sheep.—Give ewes at yeaning time warm sheds and sunny yards, and be ever on die
lookout for chilled or feeble lambs ; wrap such in warm sheepskins, give a few spoon-
fuls of warm milk-punch, and lay them near the kitchen fire. If far gone, give a warm
bath, with brisk but gentle rubbing until dry, warming by the fire or with hot bri*** *

those apparently nearly dead will usually revive and do well.
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Hon.—Secure alljAc voting pigs which will be needed for manure makers or for pork.
Avoid feeding sows rich feed tor ten days or a fortnight after farrowing.
Summer uraina, etc.—Barley; get good seed, sow on old corn land as soon as the

ground may be worked well, and roll.—Oats ; winnow repeatedly for heavy seed, sow
early as the soil is fit. drilling in a# to 3 bushels.—Wheat ; select by the fan mill the
heaviest kernels ; soak, skimming off the foul seeds, in strong brine, in which is

sulphate of copper, and roll in dry slaked lime ; sow as soon as the soil is warm in land
enriched with fine manure in autumn, or with the very finest thoroughly worked in, at
this season. It is far better to drill in wheat, usually, than to sow broadcast.—Spring
Rye needs a belter soil than winter sown ; sow early.—Flax ; sow on very mellow good
soil when it is warm and light, i# to 3 bushels per acre—for seed or for fine fibre, x Ji is

a good medium ; bush in lightly.—Peas ; sow early in drills, plowed in, or broadcast,
with oats.

Potatoes.—Plant large seed cut to two eyes, as early as the ground is warm and dry.
Garden Work.—It is early enough for most farmers to start hot-beds and to make

their gardens in April, though preparations should have been made in the autumn. Sow
in the hot-bed, early in the month, seeds of lettuce, radish, cabbage and cauliflower, and
later those of tomato, pepper and egg plant. In open ground sow spinach, lettuce, rad-

ishes, onions, carrots and peas ; plant good early sorts of potatoes, and onion sets.

MAY WORK.
Good weather often finds the farmer not quite ready to make the best use of it, and

this leads to over-exertion, worry of mind, and perhaps sickness, which puts everything
back. To avoid this, he should take time to plan and arrange work for every man and
for himself. Some men cannot oversee and plan work for others, but must do it all them-
selves, with a little help from their hired men. They never prosper except in a very
small way. The fanner should oversee a great deal, though he work but little, and yet
not let his men see that he watches or distrusts them. They will work better, take more
interest and be more cheerful.

In-door Work in abundance may be found in sharpening and fitting up the hand and
horse hoes for immediate use, and in looking after the harvesting tools soon to come in

play, putting teeth into hand and horse rakes, overhauling the mower and reaper, rigging
the horse pitch fork, etc. Besides, painting both in-door and out is well done in damp,
cool weather when the surface is dry.

In the Garden there is much to be done, which should not be neglected for any field

work, for no work on the farm pays so well. Early in the month sow second crop of
peas, string beans, and the vegetables advised last month, if not done already. Later,
when the ground is warm, sow parsnips, cucumbers, melons and squashes. Set out early
cabbages and cauliflowers, tomatoes ana egg plants.

Field Work.—Look well to all fences before turning stock to pasture. Mowing land
and grain fields may receive top-dressing of " hand-manures," sowed broadcast, or of
liquid manure, and pastures may be manured in any way. Turn no stock upon them
until the grass has a good start. Sow oats early or not at all. For corn have ground
well prepared, but do not plant until the ground is warm, or it will need re-planting.

Plant potatoes early. Peas, carrots, mangels and sugar beets may be sowed as early as
the ground can be prepared. We commend all, especially peas, a crop requiring little

labor, paying well, and off the ground in time to prepare well for wheat. Beans and par-
snips mast not be put in until the ground is warm. The latter keep the ground all the
year, but require no storage and are available for milch cows as soon as the frost is out.

Tobacco—Prepare the field by manuring, plowing, and harrowing repeatedly to kill

weeds. Water the seed-bed with liquid manure, and keep weeded. Cabbages.—Sow in

warm bed for main crop, Flat Dutch and Drumhead.
Animala.—Feed and care for working animals, in a measure, in proportion to the

labor exacted. Do not let cows fall off in milk before they get grass in full supply. It'

soiling be practiced to any extent, diminish roots or grain only a Tittle until they are used
to the green feed. Give beeves an hour or two of pasturage daily at first, otherwise they
will scour and fall off. Calves and early lambs designed for the butcher should be care-

fully but liberally fed. Ewes will be yeaning. Mares may be foaling, and many cows
just coming in—all such should have the care of reliable men. Give them sunshine, clean
stables and yards, some green feed, and exercise a few hours daily in the pasture is per-

haps better than anything else. Young mares may play and hurt themselves if left too

free. Sheep.—-Shear early without washing. Put up sheds in distant pastures for pro-

tection of sheep, especially if shorn, from cold rains and storms. It is best to fold all

sheep at night, within an enclosure which dogs cannot enter.

Manure.—Have hogs enough to work ovar all the weeds, sods, bogs, and refuse litter

of the fisrm, and wherever corn is worth 50 cts. per bushel, save every shovelful of hog
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manure. The estimate is a safe one that one cart load of hog manure It worth tw%
bushels of con.

JUNE WORK.
The days are long, and the former's work, early and late, is in the field. There is

little work to be done in-doors, except on rainy days, when the barn, lofts and barracks
should be cleared of dirt and hay-seed, floors and scaffolds repaired and made ready for

the expected crops of hay and grain. Prevent water from flowing in and out of barn-
yards, except as needed to pump over and moisten manure. See that no manure or wet
litter, or soil comes in contact with any wood-work, and that timbers do not get wet from
leaky roofs or sides. Wood, exposed to moisture, rots very fast, especially in warm
weather.
In the Pield.—Finish planting Corn and Sorghum. Sow corn in drills for fodder :

sorghum is also excellent for horses and swine, superior to corn. Drop white beans or
pumpkins where corn has failed. Beets and Mangel-wurtzel may be sown on well-pre-

pared ground early. Rutabagas ; sow very thin about the middle of the month, bow
Millet about the same time (12 quarts per acre) for fodder. Buckwheat for green manure,
and Rye or Oats for cutting for hay, before the weather is very dry. Cabbage plants, for

foil sales, should be set out before the end of the month, and Tobacco plants before the
35th.

Haying.—Save labor, using the best implements. Cut with the mower, when the
dew is off; stir constantly with a good Hay Tedder ; rake up at 3 to 4 o' clock, and get
in at once, or cock up before 5, and house the next day.
Hoeing and Weeding may afford constant employment to men and teams during

most of the month, when the ground is dry. Stirring wet soil is not only a detriment,
but loss of time. Kill weeds in the seed-leaf state, if possible, and leave the ground mel-
low, not only for the sake of the crops, but to let other weeds start, and thus clear the
land of them. Thorough work in June will tell all the rest of the season, and for years
to come. Till deep before the roots of the plants occupy the soil, but more shallow after-

wards. Towards the close of the hoeing season, the effect of running a subsoil plow
deeply between the rows of corn, or between alternate rows of root crops, is very bene-
ficial.

Thinning is as important as hoeing for all kinds of roots. Leave the plants of beets,

mangels, or rutabagas, with some reference to the distance the rows are apart, and the

strength of the soil, 8 to 12 inches apart ; carrots and parsnips, 5 or 6 inches ; onions, 2

to 4 inches.

Animals.—Give working oxen grain, and long rest at noon, and they will bear the

hot weather almost as well as horses. See that stock at pasture have abundant feed, a
constant supply of water, and access to salt. Animals turned upon clover often become
" hoven," bloat and die; accustom them to it gradually with great caution. Yarding
cows at night for the sake of their manure usually pays. Provide shelter for sheep after

shearing. After a few weeks the ticks will all be found on lambs, which should be dipped
into tobacco water, or some other sheep-dipping composition. Cows must be well fed to

be profitable as milkers, and if the pastures are over-stocked now, they will foil early,
and green fodder crops must be relied upon to carry the stock through the summer. Sow
corn to save the pastures. Calves should be early taught to eat grass ; even those that
suck may easily be taught to drink, and so fed wheat flour, oat-meal, bran, and corn-
meal in small quantities, which will help much to fatten them.
Sow late peas late in the month, in order to get seed free from bugs. Cut or pull weeds

wherever seen. Let none blossom, even going through grain crops, when it can be done
without doing considerable damage to the crop.

JULY WORK.
Buildings.—If roofs are to be mended or renewed, or if any repairs are to be made,

it is best to do it while they are empty. Nails, in hay or straw, are injurious and often
fatal to cattle, as well as to hay-cutters.
Pastures.—Take care not to overstock ; see that water for the stock does not foil. A

uniform, light dusting of gypsum often produces an excellent effect.

Soiling.—When cows are not regularly soiled, it is well, as soon as the pastures begin
to get dry or short, togive a liberal food of corn, cut and wilted, every evening at the
barn, and m racks. The increased flow of milk will be very marked. Corn is the reli-

ance for soiling this month, and for the rest of the season, and it may be sown with profit
up to the aoth at least. Millet, Hungarian Grass, Oats, and Sorghum, may be sowed for
soiling and for hay.
Buckwheat.—Sow any time this month, but best before the 20th, to avoid risk frost

early frosts in autumn.
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Turnip*—May be sown also any time during July. The 25th is the rule overextea.
sivc districts—following the old rhyme. The flat strap-leaf varieties may be sown later,

and the long and tankard-shaped ones, as a class, require earlier sowing. Swedish tur-

nips or rutabagas sown in July, even quite late, mature sufficiently for the table, and
are not so coarse as those sown in Tune.
Hay.—Cut before overripe, and cure by thorough tedding, by a machine if possible,

rakjng up when hot and allowing it to finish curing in the windrow and cock, opening
and shaking it up the next day if the weather will permit.
Clover.—If cut early and the roots are vigorous and cover the ground, top-dress with

gypsum or other fine manure or compost, and prepare for a crop of seed.
Grain.—As fast as grains approach ripening, while in the dough, cut, bind, and put

up in well-made stooks, through which the air can circulate. Oats that are badly lodged,
or that begin to ripen unevenly, may well be mown and cured as hay for feeding un-
threshed.
Tobacco.—Reset where needed, and keep this up until no vacant hills are left. Hoe

and weed frequently and with great care, looking out for the worm and for eggs of the
great Hawk-moth or Sphynx.
Butter.—Exercise great care in making and packing for winter use or sale. If the

dairy is cool and the food of the cows is good, the butter will be equal to that made last

month, but it needs a litde more salt if made in hot weather.
Weeds—Are fast ripening seed this month, and it requires the utmost diligence to

keep them down. Especially cut them up or pull them in grass land and in potatoes and
all hoed crops, and mow them off frequently in the fence-rows.
Cabbages.—In the garden set choice kinds of Savoys, etc., for table use. In the

field prepare the ground by a liberal dressing of dry-slacked lime, and set out Flat Dutch
or other good market sorts, "grouting " or puddling the holes if the ground and weather
are dry.

Root Crops.—Hoe carefully, weed thoroughly, and thin out freely,—feeding the
gleanings to cows or swine. Few realize how much thinning will increase the crop.
Manure.—Keep the hog-yards well supplied with weeds, sods, and all corruptible

rubbish. Apply fine muck composts on newly-mown grass-land.
Bogs—May be ditched in time of drouths, if not at other times ; and the surface of

bogs may be cut over and burned. Cattle also may be used with chains and levers to
pull out roots of alders, and small trees if they can find good footing.

AUGUST WORK.
In the Field.—The labors of the hay and harvest field may be continued more or less

during this month, though many farmers will have all hay and grain harvested. As a
rule, put all under cover that is possible. If stacking is necessary, rig a large pair of
shears for a horse-fork, or provide for the use of horse-power in unloading in some other
way, and make long, narrow stacks. These may be protected by a temporary roofing
of boards sloping toward the prevailing storms. Glean stubble-fields with the horse-rake,
unless turkeys or other poultry can be profitably turned upon them, and then burn to kUl
weeds and seeds.

Oats.—Cut before they get over-ripe ; the straw is worth much more for feeding, and
the grain is not lighter ; if lodged or very short, mow early and cure as hay.
Buckwheat.—May be sown up to the first of the month, or a little later, north of lat

itude 41 , and southward of that up to the 15th, with good expectation of a crop. There
is risk from early frosts, but if they hold off, the crop will be all the better for the delay.
Turnips of quick-growing varieties (the Purple-Top Strap-leaf being probably the best)

may be sown during the early part of the month, either in drills or broadcast, one pound
to the acre. Sown late, they make a good green manure crop for late plowing under, or
afford considerable fodder to cattle and sheep.
Winter Qrain.—Land may be prepared for Wheat or Rye by manuring and plowing.

Plowing and harrowing in the heat of summer, if the soil is in the best state, are produc-
tive of most salutary effects on the heavier class of soils.

Manuring Grass Land.—There is probably no time of the year when top-dressings
produce nearly so good effect upon grass as iust after haying. The roots revive from the
discouragement caused by the scythe and hot sun, and the result is very satisfactory.
Grass seed may be sown at the same time on spots where good grasses are failing, and it

is useful to go over the field with a brush harroWto work in the manure and the seed with it.

Potatoes.—Dig when ripe ; dry, and keep dry. The dry rot is much preferable to the
wet rot, and dryness checks the extension of both.
Butter and Cheese.—It is a great art to make good butter and cheese. In the heat

of summer, where there are cows enough kept, it is often best to make cheese rather than
butter, and frequently more profitable.
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Animals.—See that water abounds !n the pastures, or that animals haw It regnlariy
supplied. A wind-mill or a water-ram will often sare much labor in pumping ; salt reg-

ularly. Help out short pasturage with green fodder, or eren hay, or sell the surplus
stock. By no means keep stock naif fed. Sheep.—Put yearlings and ewes with lambs
unfit to wean by themselves. Separate other ewes and lambs, and " apron " or remove
the rams from the flock. Hones.—Let them stand in dark, cool, wdl-ventuated stables

when not in use by day, and turn them into the pasture at night ; they will keep in good
order and be free from botts. Swine.—Feed peas unthreshed, and get them in order for

early fattening.

Poultry.—Give them the range of the stubble-fields, grease the roosts, and the fowls
under the wings and on their necks to destroy lice. Fatten forward chickens if there is a
market for them.
Weeds.—Cut and burn those that may have seeded ; add others to the compost heap

or give to the hogs. It is often well to sow buckwheat to plow in, simply to kill weeds,
for this plant is reckoned one of the best for the purpose.

SEPTEMBER WORK.
The labors of September are exceedingly varied. Almost every variety of field work

may need to be done—plowing, sowing, harvesting. We may suffer from drouth, and
very likely from heavy rains. The heat is often intense, and early frosts may cut off crops
before they are matured. Hence we should be vigilant, and prepared for all the changes
that may come in our varying climate.

In the Field.—Finish preparation of land for Wheat, and sow seed selected by re-

peated winnowings, pickled and dried in lime, if possible by the aoth, or a little earlier.

If the ground is not prepared in time, leave it for spring sowing. Rye is often desirable
Ibr long straw, if for nothing else ; sow an acre or more on good land toward the last of
this or the beginning of next month. Grass may be profitably sown alone ; but on land
subject to heaving by frost, it is Well to sow with it a few oats as a mulch, or protection
during winter. Beans.—Pull as soon as the pods appear matured, and spread in lofts, or
on unused floors, to cure.

Corn.—Cut up at the ground as soon as it glazes
f
and set in secure stooks, bound at

top. Where corn is coarse-stalked topping is admissible, but fodder is lost.

Root Crops.—Beets, Mangels, Rutabagas, and Carrots are making their best growth
this month, and should be thoroughly clear of weeds, and the ground between the rows
kept open. Thin out with an unsparing hand, using the thinnings for cow fodder.

Potatoes.—Dig when the tops die, and keep in cool, dry cellars, or store in pits.

Weeds.—Burn all that have matured seed, or even blossomed. Biennial weeds may
bow be seen as plants with masses of close leaves lying as flat upon the ground as possible,
varying in site from the diameter ofa teacup to that of a half-bushel measure. Cut them
up with spades and hoes, or pull them. Thistles, dandelions, mulleins, and wild teazles

are examples.
Pastures.—If pasturage is short do not feed down the aftermath, before it is well

own, at any rate ; if possible rely upon green crops, sowed corn in particular. Top-
readings of pasture grounds prove the best at this season.
Fodder. —If it will be necessary to purchase fodder, do so in early autumn. Many

farmers are glad to sell straw at threshing time at a very low price, or will almost give it

away. Corn stalks may also be bought very low, and, if well cured, are worth nearly as
much as good hay—that is, if cut up, soaked:, and properly prepared for feeding. Stacks.
—Securely top-oft as soon as well settled.

Draining.—This month is one of the most favorable of the year, if labor can be had,
for draining wet grounds, swamps, etc.

Animals.—Do not leave Horses in the field by day to be tormented by flies and cov-
ered with bott's eggs, but put in cool stables. Cows that come in this fall should be kept
on good pasturage, but not allowed to get too fat. Swine.—Feed soft corn, or that which
is broken down, or old corn if on hand, ground and cooked ; feed regularly, giving a
few handfuls of fine charcoal, as a regulator, about twice a week. Sheep.—Separate
Mutton Sheep, give good pasturage, and perhaps a little grain. The markets are often

favorable for purchasing for fattening.

Granaries and Corn-houses.—-Clean thoroughly and repair. Stop rat holes. If the
weevil is suspected, scald out with hot soap-suds or lime and lye, so as to penetrate the
cracks, or better, leave the granary perfectly empty for one year.
Linseed Cake.—Buy or contract for a supply of linseed cake and meal ; it pays in fat*

leninO, in the milk, and in the manure.
Pr oltry.—Give free range, that they may destroy insects and feed well besides.
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OCTOBER WORK.
The former's leisure days are not many, but he should make sure of some, both fcf

himself and his hands to attend the Fairs. Every farm might send something, and it

gives great pleasure to be a contributor, even if no prize be taken.
Buildings,—Put in thorough repair for winter. Repair foundations ; see that none

of the sills rest upon the ground, and clean out accumulations of manure or Htter under
them. Put eave troughs on shed and building, and keep all water out of the barn yard,
except that which rains in.

Cistern*—May profitably be dug and cemented, and thus a supply of water may b«
had in the stables or wherever most convenient. Cover both cisterns and pipes with at
least two feet of earth.

Fences.—Keep all in good repair, especially those surrounding grain-fields, which
now are tempting to breachy cattle.

Corn.—Cut up and put in stooks, if not already done, and as soon as ripe, husk,
selecting ears for seed. Take medium-sized ones, of perfect shape, close rowed, well
tipped-out and uniform, from stalks producing two or more ears, which are perfectly
ripe. Bind the stalks in small bundles for curing.

Sorghum.—Seoure before injured by hard frosts. Slight frosts do no harm, but stop
growth and are a warning ; stripped and well stored they will keep some time.
Pumpkins.—Gather m open sheds or protected heaps before hard frosts ; feed to cows

after removing the seeds—the green ones first. The seeds are diuretic, and are said to

check the milk secretion, but do no harm to other stock.

Muck.—Lay in a good stock of swamp muck for composting with manure. If fine,

it may be used by itself as a top-dressing for grass.

Implements.—Clean thoroughly all implements not needed again this season; coat
the steel and iron parts with boiled linseed oil, and put away.
Fattening Animals.—Feed Beeves, Swine and Poultry liberally with soft corn,

cooked grain, or linseed meal, this month ; they gain very last in cool weather ; keep
sheep at pasture as long as they gain well.

Breeding Sows.—Select such as are wanted for furnishing a supply of pigs for next
spring, andHceep them in good growing order, but not fat.

Sheep.—The rams may be put with the ewes for early market lambs. Select good
long wool or Southdown rams, for the lambs of such will reward best the care which
early lambs demand. It is not best to rear many February lambs.
Plowing.—Plow heavy soils, and those which cannot be plowed early in the spring,

especially those which are very weedy or wet, so as to expose them to the action of frost

during winter. Lay sod land over flat ; the destruction of weeds and insects is more
thorough. Land, not in grass, may be ploughed rough, or in ridges back and forth,

laying two furrows together.

Timber.—Cut timber for frames, fence-posts, rails, and stakes. If cut and dressed or
split out at this season, it will season without cracking, and last much longer than if cut
in winter, spring, or summer.
Manure.—The barnyards and manure pits should be thoroughly cleared out, and the

manure either applied to the land and plowed under for soring crops, or laid up with
muck in compost neaps, making alternate layers of muck ana manure.
Weeds.—Cut in wet weather, and bring into heaps for burning when so wet that the

seed will not shell out. It does more harm than gooa to move dry weeds.

NOVEMBER WORK
Preparation for Winter.—Take time at once to consider what things are most

important to be done before winter sets in, for, the weather, though often open and
pleasant, may suddenly change, bringing all fall work to a sudden stop with great destruc-

tion to exposed crops, and bring winter with discomfort to man and beast.

Root Crops.—It not already gathered in our latitude, they should be left no longer.

Carrots will bear freezing in the ground less than any. Gather them first
(
and take to

the barn or house-cellar ; Mangels and Sugar Beets next, they may be kept in pits or th«

cellar. White Turnips and Rutabagas bear most frost, but hard freezing is injurious to

them. Protect in pits, well covered with straw and earth to turn water. If work
presses, the roots may be dug and laid in long heaps as compactly as possible, and cov-
ered with five or six inches of earth, and when more leisure comes, the pits may be made
systematically; but do not fail to provide ventilation; best using drain tiles, loosely

filled with straw.

Cabbages—Will bear hard frosts, but must not be left exposed to freezing and thaw-
ing, if severe weather comes on and the ground freezes in crusts. Pull them, set them
dose, cither in a trench er on the surface, and cover the heads with five or six inches of
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soil, making it a foot deep before the ground freezes • but delay this until as late in the
season as possible, leaving most of the roots exposed. This is a good practice south of
New York ; but in colder latitudes they should be in dry trenches, covered with straw,
and with a foot of soil and ventilated like root pits.

Horses.—Give good ventilation to stables. Groom horses thoroughly every day, and
give use or exercise in the open air. Avoid much blanketing, but rub down well and
blanket when warm, and be sure the fetlock joints are rubbed dry.

Beeves—Should be pushed forward now in cool weather, with full feeds of roots, meal,
and oilcake, with care not to overfeed. Keep salt before them and water regularly ; if

possible, steam the food and give variety.

Cows.—Feed roots, with oilmeal or cornmeal, to increase both the milk and butter.

Watch symptoms of sickness, and remove any cow that is ailing to a distance from all

others. The prevalence of abortion renders this precaution especially necessary ; in no
case allow sick animals with healthy ones.

Young Stock—Should be kept in comfortable quarters and well fed, so that their

growth shall receive no check.
Sheep—Should come in from the pastures in good condition ; if not, begin at once to

bring them up with corn and oilcake in small quantities. The ewe's period of gestation
is about 15a days. It takes about one month to serve a flock. Turn the ram with breed-
ing ewes, according to the time when you wish lambs to come.
Hogs—Should be gaining in weight very fast; cook everything fed to them, and

slaughter when the market favors.

Poultry.—Keep fattening poultry quiet as possible, and feed ground and scalded con
or other grain, with the addition of suet or lard scraps. In warm quarters, spring pul-

lets will begin to lay, and such are best to keep over winter.
Plowing.—Do a* much as possible in order to save labor in spring.
Winter Grain.—Top-dress with fine compost, and plow surface drains.
Manure.—The manure of fattening animals is worth much more than that ofgrowing

or working stock, or of milch-cows. Give plenty of litter and absorbents, and take the
best care of it to prevent heating, and permit only slow fermentation, which will go on
without loss of anything of manurial value.

DECEMBER WORK.

Protection Against Frost.—Bank up earth against cellar walls ; put an additional

covering upon the root pits ; wind exposed pipes with straw and sacking, and inclose

penstocks in headless barrels stuffed with litter.

Live Stock.—Give personal attention to all ; see that they are fed, watered, and
salted regularly. Sheep and young cattle may have a good deal of range, but must
always be able to retire to warm, dry sheds. Have sunshine in all stables ; see that

working oxen and horses are well caulked when the first ice comes. An animal, bruised

or lamed by a fall, is a sorry sight, and may be an expense for weeks or months. Hogs
gain less rapidly in very cold weather, though if they are in warm pens, it may pay to

keep them for higher prices.

Ice.—Secure the first thick clear ice, it keeps much better than that which has ex-

perienced freezing and thawing a few times, though the latter may be thicker. Pack on
a thick bed of straw or chaff, taking care that the drainage is good and that no air can
enter by the drain.

In the Wood-lot there is plenty of work, getting out fencing stuff, and cutting fire

wood for a year hence. It is a good time to clean the woods of dead and " down stuff,"

and this may add considerably to the stock of fuel.

Fodder.—Let none, not a cornstalk, be fed upon the bare ground—make racks of

some kind. It is poor policy to feed cattle in the yards, in any way. Stalks cut up,

sprinkled with warm water, a little meal or bran, and a small quantity of salt, will be
eaten with as great a relish by almost all stock, but especially cows and oxen, as good
upland hay, and will go as far, ton for ton.

Manure.—When there is good sledding, there is a great temptation to haul manure.
It should not be done unless thoroughly mixed with muck or earth, or unless it can be
composted in the field. Otherwise three-fourths is wasted.

Muck and Peat.—After the ice stiffens the swamps so that teams can go upon them,
men and teams may be employed in getting muck out. and in hauling that which has
sufficiently dried ; for it does not pay to haul water, which constitutes a urge percentage
of fresh muck. Left exposed to the frosts of one winter, it usually becomes fine and soft

enough for use without composting upon grass land, or when organic matter is needed in

die soil, and most excellent for composts.
Water.—Secure if possible flowing water in the stock yards, Wing it in wood, cement
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or iron pipes from the hill or tome brook, or well on higher ground. Cisterns may be

made by digging round pits, and cementing directly upon the earth if it is stiff enough to

remain in position until the mortar sets. Such a cistern should be jug-shaped or dome*
shaped, and the top not less than fourteen inches below the surface, if teams are likely to

be driven over them.
Finish up the Year by balancing accounts and taking an account of stock. Piovide

literary pabulum for the coming year. This is the time to subscribe for agricultural and
other papers. A good time also to form farmers' clubs, circulating libraries, etc. Make
a searching survey of the departing year, and plan for improvement in the future by
avoiding errors of the past.

Vermin.—Rats and mice come in from the fields when the first heavysnow falls, and
a favorable opportunity should be taken early to exterminate them. The phosphorus
paste is reliable for rats. Arsenic is best for mice. Poultry must be kept away from
where rats can run, to vomit after eating.

FERTILI2ERS AND MANURES.

While soils are permitted to remain in their natural state, or if denuded of their original
foliage and used only for pasture, little or no change is perceptible either in their charac-
ter or productive powers. A slight change is however gradually wrought in their texture
and capacity for production, which is fully revealed in the lapse of centuries. The
elevated mountain s side, and ths steep declivities of hills, support a vegetation of more
or less luxuriance ; and a portion of this, together with the broken twigs, and even the
wasting matter of fallen trees, are carried down by the rains and become a rich addition
to the lower soils on which they ultimately rest. Besides the vegetable matter thus
annually removed from one spot and accumulated upon another, many of the fertilizing

salts, which the action of the roots, or exposure to the atmosphere has rendered soluble,

and the fine particles of earth which the alternations of heat and frost, of rain and
drought, have reduced to dust, are also washed out of the higher soils and deposited on
the plains and valleys below.
These soils being well stored with the food of plants, and frequently to a great depth,

will bear large successive crops for a loner period ; and they have, in many instances,
been treated by their first occupants as if they were inexhaustible. Of this description
were the James river and other alluvial lands in Virginia, some of which were continued
m uninterrupted crops of corn and tobacco for more than a century without the addition
of manures. But they have long since become exhausted, and the more careful planters
are now endeavoring to resuscitate those worn out lands, which ought never to have
become impoverished. Manures then, in some form, must be considered as absolutely
essential to sustaining soils subjected to tillage.

In their broadest sense, manures embrace every material, which, if added to the soil,

tends to its fertilization. They are appropriately divided into organic and inorganic;
the first embracing animal and vegetable substances, which have an appreciable quantity
of nitrogen; the last comprehending only such as are purely mineral or earthy, and
which in general contain no nitrogen. These characteristics are sometimes partially

blended, but they are sufficiently distinct for classification.

All fertile soils must have not less than fifteen, and more probaby sixteen, different

simple or elementary substances, in various combinations with each other. All of the
ordinary cultivated plants contain potash, soda, lime, magnesia, alumina, silica, oxide of
iron, oxide of manganese, sulphuric acid, phosphoric acid, chorine, and frequently
iodine ; each of which, excepting the two last, are in combination with oxygen. In
addition to these, they also have carbon, oxygen, nitrogen and hydrogen. Other sub-
stances or ultimate principles may possibly exist in plants, which analysis may hereafter
d*-tect, but hitherto they have eluded the closest Investigation.

It is therefore obvious that such principles as all fertile soils furnish to vegetables, must
be contained in manures.

Profitable farming requires that manures embodying all these elements should be
added in sufficient quantities to the soil to develop fully and rapidly such crops as are
sought from it. It becomes, then, a matter of the highest consequence to the farmer to
understand, not only what substances may be useful as manures, but also how to apply
them in the best manner to his crops so far as they can be made profitable.

Ashes.—If any organic matter, whether animal or vegetable, be burnt, an incom-
bustible substance remains behind, called the ash, or ashes. This varies in different

plants from less than x to over ia per cent, of their whole weight. It also varies with the

different soils upon which they are found, with the different parts of the suae plant, six)

42
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in the different stages of its maturity. Thus plants which grow oa peaty, or low, wel
soils, give a less proportion of ashes, than those which mature upon soils that are dry or
rich in the silicates and salts. The bark, leaves and twigs, give much more ashes than
the trunks of trees and stems of plants : and in their early growth they yield a larger

proportion than after they have attained maturity.

The following table, constructed from reliable sources, will show the relative quantity

of ashes found in some of the more important objects of cultivation :

ai

s<
a
o r

•Wheat—Grain 2.25
" Straw 0.20

Barley—Grain. „
" Straw 1.80

Oats—Grain
j

1.50
Straw

I
8.70

Rye—Grain 5.32
" Straw 0.32

Field) Bean 4.15
Bean f Straw 16.56
Field) Pea 8.10

Pea J Straw 2.35
Potato—Roots 4.028

" Tops 8.19

Turnips—Roots 2.386
" Leaves 3.23

Carrots 3-533
Parsnips 2.079
Rye Grass

|

8.81

Red Clover I 9-95
White Clover 3105
Lucern

j

1 3-4°
Sainfoin 1 20. 57

2.40
0.29
2.90
0.48
1.32
0.02

t
0.1

1

8.16

0.50

7-39

a-334

1.048
2.22

.922

.702

3-94
5-9

6.15

4-37

c.96 0.90
2.40 0.32
1.06.1.80

5-54 'o.76

0.8610.67

1.52 0.22

1.22,0.44
1.78I0.12

1.651.58
6 24 2.09
0.58

27.30
.331

12.97

.752
6.20

%
7-34

27.80

23.48
48.31

21.95

36
3.42

•324
1.70

-254

'I
9

.384

.270

0.90

3-33

305
3.48

.26

0.90
0.25

146

0.00
0.24
0.25

034
0.10
0.20
0.60
.050

.036

03
•039
.024

4.00
28

c.50

037
11.82 .59

38 56 1. 18
»

(

o-35
l i<>-79S:l,

1.64 0.23
22.97 1.70
1.26 0.89
2.20 0.34
4.100.53
9-9° 3-37

54o

0.40 0.10

1.70:0.3©
2. 100.19
1.60.0.70

0.70J0.10
0.1 2 10.05

0.46J0.09
0.51I0.17

2.92 [0.41
2.26 0.80

2.52

270

3*
1.28

•»37 .

1.62 .192

0.31 27.72j3.53
0.14 3-6I4-47
1.90 14.73 3.53
o-3o

1

3-3<>j4-04
0.66 1 5.0013. 41

1.90

2.40
.401

l V5
.514
.100

0.25

6.57
5.05

1307
9.16

0.38
0.04
.160

.50

.070

0.06
3.6a
2.1

1

3-x8

«57

trace

trace

0.14
0.40
0.0a
0.4a

0.07
O.TO
o.ao
.03a

.oa

.03a

»7
•033
.005

0.63
0.30

0.34

6.05

0.07

35. tS

»3-49
5»-4»
«S.8o
57-40
10.40
a7

:

9
3o

3t.11

84.64

?&
6T303
18.09
6.619
4.180

ss.86
74.7«
91.3a

9>S3
Q9S7

The farmer will perceive from this table the great value of ashes to his crops. The
quantity seems small in comparison with the total weight of the vegetables

;
yet small as

it is, the aggregate of a few years will so far exhaust the soil of one or more of the prin-
ciples necessary to sustain a luxuriant vegetation, that it will cease to yield remunerating
returns. The annual exhaustion of Halts from large crops of grain, roots, and grass is

from x8o to more than 250 lbs. in every acre of soil. The ashes of vegetables consist of
such elements as are always required for their perfect maturity, and it is evident they
must furnish one of the best manures which can be supplied for thenr growth. They are

* In the foregoing table the grain, beans, peas, straw, and hay ai c estimated after they
have been dried in the air ; the roots as they are taken from the feld. The clovers and
grass lose from 55 to 75 per cent, of their entire weight when fuM of sap, lessening, of
course, as they approach to the state of ripening their seed. The potato loses in drying,

69 per cent, of water; the turnip, 91 ; carrot. 87; the turnip U f, 86; the carrot leaf,

parsnip and parsnip leaf, each. 81, and the cabbage, 93.
There is much variation in the different specimens of the above Jubsunces subjected to

examination, according to the peculiar variety, the different cir» -umstances, and various
stages of their growth. The oat is the most variable of the grai as, one specimen some-
times containing three times the quantity of ash afforded by ethers. The roots, also,

sometimes vary as three to one in their quantity of ash. As the grain and most of thf

<>ther crops approach to maturity, the quantity of some of the principles constituting th.

ash diminish, as of potash and soda, their presence being no longer necessary m the sa|
>o aid the formation of the various products of the plants.

t Included in Potash.
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to the earthy parts of vegetables what milk is to the animal system, or barn-yard manures
are to the entire crop ; they contain every element, and generally in the right proportions,
for insuring a full and rapid growth.
Ashes then may be pronounced the best of the saline manures. They are also among the

most economical ; as from our free use of fuel, they are largely produced by almost every
household. Good husbandry dictates that not a pound of ashes should be wasted, but all

should be saved and applied to the land ; and where they can be procured at a reasonable
price, they should be purchased for manure. Leached ashes, though less valuable, con-
tain all the elements of the unleached, having been deprived only ofa part of their potash
and soda. They may be drilled into the soil with roots and grain, sown broadcast on
meadows or pastures, or mixed with the muck heap. They improve all soils not already
saturated with the principles which they contain.

The quantity of ashes that should be applied to the acre must depend on the soil and
crops cultivated. Potatoes, turnips, and all roots—clover, lucern, peas, beans, and the
grasses, are great exhausters of the salts, and they are consequently much benefited by
ashes. They are used with decided advantage for the above crops in connection with
bone dust ; and for clover, peas and roots their effects are much enhanced when mixed
with gypsum. Light soils should have a smaller, and rich lands or clays a heavier dress-
ing. Trom twelve to fifteen bushels per acre for the former, and thirty for the latter, is

not too much ; or if they are leached, the quantity may be increased one-half, as they act
with less energy. Repeated dressings of ashes, like those of lime and gypsum, without a
corresponding addition of vegetable or barn-yard manures, will eventually exhaust tillage

lands.

Lime.—Lime is the product of limestone, marble, marl, or chalk after it has been
burned, or subjected to an intense heat. In either of the foregoing forms it is a carbon^
ate, and contains from 43 to 46 per cent, of its weight of carbonic acid, which is expelled
by calcination. After the acid has been driven off, the lime is in its quick or caustic
state, and in that condition its affinity for moisture and carbonic acid is great, and it

greedily combines with both on exposure to water, the earth, or even to the atmosphere,
passing again into a carbonate and hydrate. It is in these latter conditions that it is ap-
plied to soils and muck heaps. If reduced to powder (the condition in which chalks and
marls exist), limestone acts with much less efficiency than if burnt.
Lime, next to ashes, either as a carbonate or sulphate, has been instrumental in the

improvement of our soils beyond any other saline manures. Like ashes, too, its appli-

cation is beneficial to every soil not already sufficiently charged with it. It makes heavy
land lighter, and light land heavier ; it gives adhesiveness to creeping sands or leachy gravel,
and comparative openness and porosity to tenacious clays ; and it has a permanently
beneficial effect where generally used, in disinfecting the atmosphere of any noxious
vapors existing in it. It does not conaense and retain the organic matters brought into

contact with it by the air and rains, but it has the better effect of converting the insoluble

matters in the soil into available food for plants. In its influence in drying the land, and
accelerating the growth of plants, the use of lime is equivalent to an increase of temper-
ature ; and the farmer sometimes experiences, in effect, the same benefit from it as if his
land were removed a degree or two to the south.

It maybe carried on to the ground immediately after burning, and placed in small
heaps. There it may be left to slack by rains and: the air, or it is better to reduce it at
once with water if accessible, and then spread it preparatory to plowing. A good
practice is to place it in large piles and cover it thickly with earth, which gradually re-

duces it to powder. It may then be carried where it is wanted, and spread from the
cart. It is still better, when small quantities only arc wanted, to add it to the compost
after it has been thoroughly air-slacked, avoiding fermentation as far as practicable after it

has been added, as its avidity for acids expels the ammonia, which is the most valuable
of the volatile ingredients of the muck heap. A thick coating of earth over the whole will

arrest and retain much of the gas that would otherwise escaoe.
Fresh burnt lime does not act on the crops during the first year, and it may be pre-

pared for action as well by mixing it with three or four times its bulk of earth, as by
spreading it directly upon the ground.
The amount to be used depends entirely on the soil. Some fertile lands contain over

30 per cent, in their natural state. Eight hundred bushels of lime per acre have been
applied at one time to heavy clays and such soils as were full of vegetable mold, with
decided benefit to the land. In the United States, the average for a first dressing is

from fifty to one hundred and twenty bushels per acre : which may be renewed every
four or six years, at the rate of twenty to forty bushels. If an overdose has been applied!,

time, or the addition of putrescent or green manures are the only correctives.

To give lime its fullest effect, it should be kept as near the surface as possible : and
lor this reason itb well to spread it after plowing, taking care to harrow it well in. Allot
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it then to remain in grass as long as possible. Its weight and minuteness give k a
tendency to sink, and after a few years' cultivation, a large proportion of it will be found
to have got beyond the depth of its most efficient action. This circumstance gives an
additional value to the system of under-draining and subsoil-plowing, which enable

the atmosphere and roots to follow it, thus prolonging its effect and greatly augment-
ing the benefit to crops. It should be spread upon the ground immediately after taking

off the last crop, so as to allow all the time that is possible for its action before the next
planting.

Maria.—Marls are composed of carbonate of lime, mixed with clay, sand, or loam,
and frequently with sulphate and phosphate of lime. They are a usfful application to

land in consequence of the lime they yield, and when containing the phosphate in addi-

tion, their value is largely increased. The quantity that may be advantageously used is

even more variable than that of pure lime, inasmuch as the quality varies with every
bed in which it is found. They are adapted to the improvement of all soils, unless such
as are already sufficiently filled with lime, and they are more generally useful to meadows
than the pure carbonate. Their benefits will be greatly enchanced if the clay marl be
used on light or sandy soils, and sandy marls on clay and heavy lands. From 20 to 400
cart loads of marl per acre have been applied, according to its quality and the character

of the land to be benefited. Circumstance must alone determine the proper quantity to

be used. Marl should be carried out and exposed in small heaps before spreading on
the land. Exposure to the sun, and especially to the frosts of winter, is necessary to

prepare it for use.

Gypsum, Plaster of Paris, or Sulphate of Lime.—-This is a combination of
lime with sulphuric acid and water, in the proportion of 38 of lime, 40 of acid, and 18

of water. It is frequently found in connection with carbonate of lime, clay, etc. The
use of gypsum has been attended with great benefit in most parts of the United States,

and by many of the most experienced farmers is justly considered as indispensable to

good farming. Like all saline, and indeed like all other manures, it acts beneficially

only on soils which are free from standing water, or which may be saturated with it. It

is felt most on sandy, loamy, and generally on clay soils, requiring more for the latter,

and for all such as- contain a large proportion of vegetable matter. From two pecks on
sandy, to fifteen bushels on clay soil, have been applied per acre ; but from two to four
bushels is the usual quantity.
The crops on which it produces the greatest effect are the red and white clover,

lucern and sainfoin, and the leguminous punts, peas, beans, etc. On natural meadows
and the cereal grains, it has no perceptible influence.

It should be sown broadcast as soon as the leaves have expanded in the spring. It

takes four hundred and sixty times its weight of water to dissolve it, which shows the
necessity of applying it while the early rains are abundant, and the increased effect of
sowing it on the leaves requires that its application should be deferred till they have be-
come partially developed. For corn, potatoes, turnips, etc., it is usually put in with the
seed, or sprinkled upon them after the first hoeing.
Bones.—About 33 per cent, of fresh bone consists of animal matter (oil. gelatine,

etc.) from 53 to 56 per cent, of phosphate of lime, and the remainder is principally car-
bonate of lime, soda and magnesia. There is no part of the bone that is not useful to
vegetation ; it is especially so to the various kinds of grain, to potatoes, turnips, the
clovers, peas and beans. The bones should be crushed or ground, and then drilled in
with the seed, or scattered broadcast, at the rate of twenty-five bushels per acre. They
may be repeated in less quantities every four or five years, or till the soil ceases to be
improved by them, when they should be withheld till additional cropping shall have so
far exhausted them as to justify a further supply.

Salt, or Chloride of Sodium, is variously obtained, as fossil or rock salt ; from
boiling or evaporation of salt springs ; and from the waters of the ocean. In a pure
state it consists of 60 of chlorine and 40 ofsodium in every xoo parts. Sodium, chemically
combined with oxygen, forms soda ; and salt furnishes two of the important constituents
in the ash ofevery vegetable. Its advantage to vegetation is to be inferred from a knowl-
edge of its composition, which is fully sustained by experience. As a manure, salt was
extensively used by the ancients, and has ever since been employed by intelligent agricul-
turists. On some soils it yields no apparent benefit. Such as are near the sea-coast, and
occasionally receive deposits from the salt spray, which is often carried far inland by the
ocean storms, or such that contain chlorine and soda in any other forms, are not affected
by it. But in other situations, when used at the rate of three to sixteen bushels per acre,
the crops of grains, roots or grasses have been increased from ao to 50 per cent. It may
be applied in minute portions in the hill, or scattered broadcast, or mixed with the muck
heap. Its great affinity for water has the effect, like that of gypsum, of attracting dews
and atmospheric vapor to the growing vegetation, by which it is supplied with motstui*
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In a period of drought, much beyond what is conveyed to such as are destitute of these

manures. Salt is also useful in destroying slugs, worms, and larvse.

Old Lime Plaster, from Walla of Buildings, etc.—This is a true silicate of lime,

being formed mostly of siliceous sand and lime, chemically combined. For meadows,
andTor most other crops, especially on days and loams, this is worth twice its weight in

hay ; as it will produce a large growth of grass for years in succession, without other
manure. This effect is due not only to the lime and sand, but to the nitric acid which
they have abstracted from the atmosphere, and which they continue alternately (while in

combination) to absorb from the air and give out to the growing plant.

Quano is derived exclusively from the animal creation, but from its existence in a
highly condensed state, and in combination with large proportions of the salts, and hav-
ing by its accumulation through thousands of years, lost the distinguishing characteristics

of recent animal matter, it may almost be considered as a fossil, and is properly enough
classed under the head of inorganic manures. It is the remains of the dung, feathers,
eggs, food, and carcasses of innumerable flocks of marine birds, which have made some
ofthc islands in the Pacific and Atlantic oceans places of resort for rearing their young
through unknown ages. It is found in the Pacific, near the coast of Peru, between lati-

tude 1

3

and 21 south, where the rain never falls ; and in some places it has accumulated
to the enormous height of sixty and eighty feet.

Different specimens vary greatly as to quality. The average analysis is

:

Organic matter containing nitrogen, including urate of ammonia, and capable
of affording from 8 to 17 per cent, of ammonia by slow change in the soil... 50

Water, xx. Phosphate or lime, 35 36
Ammonia, phosphate of magnesia, phosphate of ammonia and oxalate of
ammonia, containing from 4 to o per cent. -of ammonia 13

Siliceous matter from the crops ofbirds »... - 1

100
The above analysis shows a strongly concentrated manure, and it is certain it is much

above the medium, as the sand alone is sometimes 15 or 20 per cent. It is applied to
roots, grain, and other cultivated crops, and as a top-dressing for grass ; but it has thus
tar proved of most value to the former. Before using it as a top-dressing, it is mixed
with twice its bulk of fine earth, ashes, plaster, or charcoal-dust. The proper quantity
is from 200 to 400 pounds per acre, sown broadcast and harrowed in, or supplied in two
dressings; the first soon after the plants appear, but not in contact with them ; the last,

ten or fourteen days after, and immediately before moist or wet weather. The crops on
poor soils are much improved, while those on rich lands have, in some cases, been injured
by it. For hot-houses and many minor purposes, it is a desirable manure, and in solution
it is very convenient as an occasional dressing. It is thus prepared by dissolving four
pounds in twelve gallons of water, twenty-four hours before using. On account of its

volatile character, it should be closely covered till wanted.
Barn-yard Manure.—The first consideration in the management of manures is to

secure them against all waste. The bulk, solubility, and peculiar tendency to fermenta-
tion of barn-yard manure, renders it a matter of no little study so to arrange it as to
preserve all its good qualities and apply it undiminished to the soil. A part of the drop-
pings of the cattle are necessarily left in the pastures, or about the stacks where they are
fed ; though it is better, for various reasons, that they should never receive their food
from the stack. The manure thus left in the fields should be beaten up and scattered
with light, long-handled mallets, immediately after the grass starts in the spring, and
again before the rains commence in the autumn. With these exceptions, and the slight
waste which may occur in driving cattle to and from the pasture, all the manure should
be dropped either in the stables or yards. These should be so arranged that cattle may
pass from one directly into the other; and the yard should, if possible, be furnished with
wells, cisterns, or running water. There is twice the value of manure wasted annually
on some farms in sending the cattle abroad to water, that would be required to provide it

for them in the yard for fifty years.
The premises where the manute is dropped should be kept as dry as possible ; and the

eaves should project several feet beyond the side of the building, so as to protect the
manure thrown out fif the stables from the wash of rains. The barns and all the sheds
should have eave-troughs to carry off the water, which, if saved in a sufficiently capa-
cious cistern, would furnish a supply for the cattle. The form of the yard ought to be
dishing towards the centre, and if on sandy or gravelly soil, it should be puddled or
covered with clay, to prevent the leaking and escape of the liquid manure. The floors
of the stables may be so made, as to permit the urine to fall on a properly prepared bed
of turf under them, where it would be retained till removed; or U should oe led off by
troughs into the yard, or to a nock-heap.
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It is better to feed the straw and coarse fodder, which can always be advantageously
done by cutting and mixing it with meal or bran. When it is not thus consumed, it may
first be used as litter for the cattle, and as it becomes saturated with the droppings, it

should be thrown into the yard. If the cattle are fed under sheds, the whole surface

ought to be covered with such straw, refuse forage, etc., as can be collected ; and if there

is a deficiency of these, peat, or any turf, well filled with the roots of grass, and espe-

cially the rich wash from the roadside may be substituted. The manure may be allowed
to accumulate through the winter, unless it be more convenient to carry it on to the fields.

When the warm weather approaches, a close attention to the manure is necessary. The
escape of the frost permits circulation of the air through it, and the increasing heat of the

sun promotes its decomposition.
Long and Short Manure.—The question has been often mooted as to the compara*

tive advantages of long and short manure (the fermented and unfermented.) This must
depend on the use for which they are designed. If intended for the garden beds, or for

loose, light soils, or as a top-dressing for meadows, or any crops, or if needed to kill any
noxious seeds incorporated with the heap, it should be fermented ; if for hoed crops in

day or loamy soils, it should be used in as fresh condition as possible. Loose soils are

still further loosened for a time by long manure, and much of its volatile part b lost

before it is reduced to mold, while adhesive and compact soils are improved by the coarse

vegetables which tend to their separation ; and all the gases which are set free in fer-

mentation are combined and firmly held in the soil.

Decomposition of Manures.—Three conditions are essential to produce rapid

decomposition in manure : air, moisture, and a temperature above 65 , and these, except
in frosty weather, are generally present in the heap. The gradual chemical changes
going on in all manures, but most actively in the excrements of the horse and sheep,

where they have sufficient air and moisture, induce an elevation which keeps them always
above the low temperature of the surrounding air. If the manure be trodden compactly
and saturated with water, the air cannot circulate, and if its temperature be likewise kept
down, it will be preserved a long time unchanged.
The fermentation of manure should go forward when thoroughly blended with all the

vegetable and liquid fertilizers about the premises, including urine, brine, soap-suds,
ashes, gypsum, and coal-dust ; the last three substances combining with the ammonia as

it is formed. Over all these should be placed a good coating of turf, peat, or fine mold,
which will absorb any gases that escape the gypsum, etc. Old mortar or effete lime may
also be added for the formation of nitric acid. It draws this not only from the materials
in the heap, but largely also from the nitrogen of the air, it having been ascertained in

the manufacture of saltpetre (nitrate of potash), that the amount of nitrogen in the salt

is greatly increased above that in the manure used. The absorption of nitre by lime in

a course of years is found to be large, as is seen by the practice of the Chinese farmers,
who, to secure it, will gratuitously remove the old plaster on walls, and replace it with
new. If required to hasten decay, and especially if there be intractable vegetables, as

broom and other cornstalks, or such as have seeds that ought to be destroyed, they may
be well moistened, and thrown together in layers three or four inches thiclc, and on each
may be strewn a liberal coating of fresh unsucked lime reduced to powder. This pro-
motes decomposition, and when it is far enough advanced, the whole may be sparingly
added to the general mass, as the lime will by that time have become mild. These coarse
materials, when remote from the cattle-yard, may be at once burned, and the ashes
added to the soil, or they may be buried in furrows, where the ground will not be dis-

turbed till they are entirely rotted.

When thoroughly decomposed, the manure-heap will have lost half its original weight,
most of which has escaped as water and carbonic acid. It may then be carted on to the

ground, and at once be incorporated with it ; or if intended for a top-dressing, it should
be scattered over it immediately before or during wet weather. For the protection of the
manure, it would be well to cover it with a roof and convey off all the water from the
eaves. This will prevent any waste of the soluble matter, and promote the escape of
moisture by the free circulation of air, which to the extent of this evaporation, will lessen
the labor of hauling.
Tanks for holding Liquid Manure have long been in use. They should be con-

venient to the stalls and yards, and tight drains should convey into them every particle

of the urine and drainage from the manure. In compact clay they may be made by sim-
ply excavating the earth, and the sides can be kept from falling in by a rough wall, or by
planks supported in an upright position by a framework ofjoist. But in all cases the cis-

terns should be closely covered to prevent the escape of the ammonia, which is developed
•rhile fermenting. In porous soils it is necessary to construct them with stone or bnck
laid in water-lime or cement.
When partially filled, fermentation wiD soon take place In the tank, and especially ftr
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warm weather ; gypsum or charcoal should then be thrown in to absorb the ammonia.
A few days after decomposition commences, it should be pumped into casks and carried

on to the land. If intended for watering plants, it must be diluted sufficiendy t > prevent
injury to them. The quantity will depend on tne strength of the liquid, and the time it

is applied, much less water being necessary to dilute it in a wet than in a dry time. By
fermenting in die open air and undiluted, it has been found that in six weeks cow's urine

will lose nearly one-half of its solid matter or salts, and six-sevenths of its ammonia

;

while that which had been mixed with an equal quantity of water lost only one-eighteenth

of the former and one-ninth of the latter. The stables and troughs leading to the tank
should be frequently washed down and sprinkled with gypsum. This last will absorb
much of the ammonia which would otherwise escape. Some loss of the volatile matter
must be expected, and the sooner it is used after proper fermentation, or ripeness, as it is

termed, the greater will be the economy.
Liquid Manure Applied to the Muck-Heap.—As a general rule, it is more economi-

cal and a great saving of labor to keep the urine above ground and mix it at once with
the manure ; but in this case vegetable or earthy absorbents must be adequately sup-
plied ; and in addition, the heap ought frequently to be sprinkled with gypsum or char-

coal. Rich turf, the wash of the roadside, tan-bark or sawdust, and all refuse vegetables

may be used for this purpose, and so placed that the liquid can run on to them, or be
deposited where it can be poured over it. The same protection of a rough open shed
should be given to this as to the other heaps, to facilitate evaporation and prevent drench-
ing from rains. When fully saturated with the urinary salts

f
and all is properly decom-

posed, it may be carried out for use, or closely covered with earth till wanted. The
decomposition is in a great measure arresr^d by covering with compact earth, thoroughly
trodden together ; this prevents the access of air, which is essential to its progress.

Mineral Constituents Absorbed or Removed from an Acre of Soil by Several

Crops. {Johnscm.)

Wheat,
25 bushels.

Potassa
Soda
Lime
Magnesia
Oxide of Iron......

Phosphoric Acid-
Sulphuric Acid....

Chlorine
Silica

Alumina

Total.,

Lbs.
29.6

3-

12.9

xo.o

3.6

90.6
10.6

2.

xi8.z

Barley,

40 bushels.

Lbs.

»7-5
5-a

»7-

9.3
2.1

»5.8

2.7
16.

129.5

»4

213.

Turnips,
20 tons.

Lbs.

4K
29.9
19.7

2478

Hay,
1.5 tons.

Lbs.
38a
12.

44-5

':l

X5.1

9.2
4-i

78.2

909.

Poppy -...56 to 63 I

Yield of Oil from Several Seeds.

PerCt.
Castor

Cress 56 to 5$
I
Sunflower..

PerCt.
•.25

••15

PerCt
Hemp ~ 14 to 35
Linseed 11 to 33

Twenty Dollars* Worth of Manure for Almost Nothing.—If you have any dead
animal—say, for instance, the body of a horse—do not suffer it to pollute the atmos-
phere by drawing it away to the woods or any other out-of-the-way place, but remove
it a short distance only from your premises, and put down four or five loads of muck or

sods, place the carcass thereon, and sprinkle it over with quick-lime, and cover over im-
mediately with sods or mould sufficient to make, with what had been previously added,
so good wagon-loads ; and you will have within twelve months a pile of manure worth
$20 for any crop you choose to put it upon. Use a proportionate quantity of mould for

smaller animals, but never less than twenty good wagon-loads for a horse ; and, if any
dogs manifest too great a regard for the enclosed carcass, shoot them on the spot.

Artificial Manure.—The composition o* Dr. Jeannel's artificial manure for pet
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plants, as detailed to the Central Horticultural Society of France, is as follows :—Nitrate
of ammonia, 400 grammes (a gramme —is grains) ; phosphate of ammonia, 300grammes

;

nitrate of potash, 350 grammes ; hydrochlorate of ammonia, 50 grammes ; sulphate of
lime, 60 grammes ; and sulphate of iron, 40 grammes. One gramme, or 15 grains, of
ihi* mixture is dissolved in a litre of water, and used once or twice a week.
Compound for Reviving Exhausted Orchards.—Sulphate of potash. 30 lbs. ; sul-

phate of magnesia, 15 lbs. ; salt, 35 Ihs. ; plaster of Paris, 15 lbs. ; chloride of magnesia,

5 lbs. All to be well powdered and mingled with barn manure, and then dug in around
the roots at the rate of 20 lbs. to a tree. This compound is assumed to restore those ele-

ments to the soil of which it has been exhausted during many years of fruit-bearing, and
the secret nas been sold to hundreds at extortionate prices.

THE HORSE AND MULE.

THE POINTS OF A GOOD HORSE.
A good horse possesses the following properties : A large, black, smooth, dry, round,

and hollow hoof; short and straight pasterns ; straight and flat legs ; round, lean, ana
bony knees ; a long, high-reared neck, great towards the breast, which should likewise

be large and round • long, sharp, and upright ears ; a large and lean forehead ; large, full,

and buck eyes, with the brows well filled, and shooting upwards ; slender, lean, wide,
and open jaws ; a long mouth ; a large and lean head ; a thin mane ; withers sharp and
pointed ; the back short, even, and double-chined ; the sides and ribs deep, large, and
bearing out, and close shut at the knuckle bone; the belly long and capacious, but hid

under the ribs ; the flank full, but yet gaunt ; the rump round, plain, and broad, with a
large space betwixt the buttocks ; the thighs long and large, with well-fashioned bones,
and those well covered with flesh ; the hams dry and straight ; the truncheon small, long,

and well set ; the tail long, not too thick, and falling to the ground ; the yard (and stones,

if a stallion) small ; and he should be well risen before.

In the choice of a horse that is intended for the road, or, as it is commonly expressed,
" for a hack," let the purchaser take care to get one of the best shape that he can for the

money he intends laying out ; in particular, let him see that his head is lean, his eyes
large and prominent, and his neck well raised ; let his chine likewise rise pretty well, and
take care that his joints are strong, his pasterns short, straight, and not apt to hend wheo
he is going ; his hoofs should be likewise examined—if they are sound, tough, and hol-

low, there is but little danger but that he will stand the road well, as far as respects his

feet. Lastly, his temper and disposition should be considered; and, though there is

scarcely one thing in which people's opinions vary so much, it will generally be found
that moderation in respect to spirit, etc., is much the best—a runaway and dull jade
being equally uncomfortable. One that will do his work freely, and without too mud*
whipping or spurring, and at the same time manifesting no eagerness to go on when
there is no occasion, is quite the best for this purpose, and should, if possible, always be
made choice of.

HOW TO TRAIN A COLT.
Training colts should begin as soon as practicable. A day old is not too young, and

they are never too old. The first object of the trainer is to impress them with a belief in

the infallibility of his power over them ; that, in the exercise of his power, he is their

friend, ever ready to acknowledge and reward good deeds, and only punishing for dis-

obedience. To this end he should never place them, until satisfied of their being
thoroughly trained, in any place where he cannot, if necessary, compel obedience.
When he understands how to hold them, he must do so, and should not only do it. but
in a waj to make them feel his power and dread disobedience. As soon as this is done,
and they obey him. he should show them, by kind words and actions, the pleasure they
give and his regard for them, and thus gain their confidence and attachment. My mode
is very simple. It was taught me many years since by a trooper who had served under
the First Napoleon. Take a cord about twenty feet long, made of the best material, and
as small (at least for half its length), as it can be and have sufficient strength ; the sixe

ofa common bed-cord will do very well. In the end of this small cord make a knot, and
just far enough from the knot to pass around the colt's neck, make a "half-hitch" or
tie. Pass the knotted end around the neck as near the head as you can, and through
the half-hitch ; close it up so that it fits snugly to the throat. This is nothing more than
the common mode of fastening a rope halter around the neck, and fitting it closely to the

head and throat. Take the other end of the rope and draw it through the neck-tie, put-
ting It on the head side

{
and drawing it through until you form a loop about the length

of the colt's jaws. This loop you put into his mouth, and tighten gsntly, so that he can*
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not get it out. Having thus fastened this rope, and with the long part firmly in your
hand (it is well to have this part of the rope larger, as it holds easier, or it may be
knotted, and to have also an old-fashioned lash whip of good length), it is best to take a
step forward, and, as you do so, say " come on, sir, ' or " follow me," which, of course,
the colt will not do, but will make an effort to escape. Give a little rope ; then bracing
with a firm hold, bring him to a sudden stop. A colt will sddom try this more than two
or three times. As soon as he gives up and stands still, say again " come here, sir," and
gently pull the rope; in nine cases out of ten, under a skillful trainer, he will come to
you. Meet him with gentle words and actions; give a little sugar, or a few gr.. ins of
feed, from the hand, then again step off, saying as before, " come on. sir." Ir he does
not start promptly, gently pull the rope, which is always kept in hand ready for use ; he
will soon obey and follow. After this, tiain him to go around you at the distance of the
rope, to go directly from you, to come to you, to start and stop, and to go back at your
bidding, all of which, with a little patience and judicious management, he will soon do.
Colts should be trained to come at the word while holding and snaking over their heads
the dreaded whip. Fearing the pull on the rope more than the whip, if they are bidden
to come, and a little pull given to the rope, they will do so, and thus learn not to dread
the whip except when disobedient. They may now be turned loose in a small enclosure,
from the centre of which they can be reached with the whip, and there trained to obey
the word. This is not, however, very important, as for all ordinary purposes they may
be equally well trained without it. Let them be bitted in the usual manner of bitting
colts, but not too severely. In cases of disobedience, use the whip, but with great
moderation, always accompanying it with reproving words, and in a stern voice, and as
soon as they submit, meet them with kind words, pat them and give sugar.
Having taught them these things, commence with the saddle and harness. If the colt

is of a timid or wild or vicious disposition, or there is the least fear of kicking, tie up one
fore-foot ;.indeed, it is a safe plan always to do this. For this purpose the trainer should
have a pliable strap of good leather, about an inch and a half wide, and three feet long,
with a good strong buckle on one end, and a sufficient number of holes, not too far apart,
in the other. Taking up the foot, pass the strap around the outside of the leg above and
near the knee, and on the inside, cross it and buckle snugly around the uplifted part.
The foot being strapped up, and the rope in hand, take the saddle and harness, let him
see them and smell them to his heart's content ; then gently put them on his back ; take
off; put on ; repeat until he shows no fear; throw them on ; drag them over his hips,

and down his heels, through his legs ; continue this until he regards them not. Let down
his foot ; repeat the putting on and taking off of the harness, using good and kind words,
and you will get him so that should the harness break, it will not alarm him, and there
will be no danger of a runaway, or of the wagon being kicked to pieces. Accustom the
colts, when the foot is up, to chains and sticks being on their back and around their legs.

If they have never been ridden, let some one get on and off until all fear of the same is

gone. Having taught a colt these lessons, take a pair of lines and drive him until he
answers readily to the rein ; then put beside him a well-broken, quick-stepping horse, and
put on the check reins, drive them until they answer and obey alike; then hitch to a
light spring wagon, and drive off four or five miles, as you may without difficulty. Your
colt is now well trained, and a safe driver in light double harness, and after a little use

may be harnessed single without fear, and by not overloading, until trained to the draft,

will work well.

HOW TO SHOE A HORSE.

There are very few blacksmiths that ever once think what a complicated piece of ma-
chinery the foot of a horse is, and by one careless blow they frequently stop the working
of this machine. The majority of smiths, as soon as they pick up a horse's foot, go to

work paring the heel, from the fact that it is the most convenient part of the foot, and
thereby destroy the heel and braces of the foot, causing, in many instances, contracted

heels. The heels of a horse should be well kept up and the toe down. By lowering the

heels you throw the entire weight of your horse upon the back tendon of the legs, and
thereby produce lameness from overtaxing a very important set of tendons. By keeping

up the heel you throw the weight upon the wall of the foot. In this position you prevent

stumbling, clicking, etc. Next, the shoer commences to pare away the sole, thins it down
until he can feel it spring with his thumb. Ask him why he does this, and he gives you
no reason, except from custom. Next come the bars or braces of the foot; they are

smoothed down. Next, in his ruinous course, come the frogs of the feet ; they are sub-
I^.^.a.^1 *—. «.!._ ___._. *». .**!•».«> ***±A «iMikA»li!nM r\m rare All *lt«b i«ilffiniv ninnff «k*\*1 *m#t#**l«_
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placed in the foot by nature to expand the*wall o'f the foot, and as soon as you commence
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to cut it, the oily substance commences to leak out. it dries up, becomes hard, losing Its

oily substance, makes the wall hard and dry, inducing it to crack. The nerves of the
feet are very sensitive, and smiths should be very careful not to prick the foot, as it

requires quite a time to relieve them. The foot is a very complicated piece of machinery,
and if you keep a horse well shod and his foot in good condition, you can then generally
manage the balance. The' feet suffer from being kept too dry. Horses that stand on
board floors should have their feet wet every day, or there should be a vat five inches
deep, five feet long, and three wide, filled with water and clay, in which each horse can
stand for one hour per week, unless his feet are feverish, then he should be kept in it an
hour per day, or until the fever subsides. Another source of injury to horses' feet is the
habit of patronizing cheap blacksmiths. All horse-shoers should be well-skilled veterinary
surgeons, or there should be a skillful surgeon attached to every shop. Another source
of poor shoeing and injury is the loss of elasticity of the frog, refusing to perform its

Draper functions ; the heel contracts, the foot rolls, and you have a sore horse for ten or
twelve months, for it requires this long to relieve a horse's suffering from being badly
shod.
Under the circumstances, the first thing that touches the road or -the floor of the stall,

should be the frog, and the wall of the foot should be kept cut so as not to prevent it from
touching at every step ; and no man that owns a horse should ever allow a blacksmith to
cut the soles, bars, or frogs of his horse's feet. Nature has adapted the frogs to all

description of roads, climates, and weather, without being pared. So many horses have
been ruined by this process of paring, that there are now several establishments in this

country that manufacture India rubber pads, thinking thereby to supply the wasted frog
and the elasticity of the natural foot. The frog is insensible to pressure, and you may
place the whole weight of your horse on the frog and he will suffer no inconvenience

;

besides, this is the only reliable way to cure contracted feet ; by throwing the weight upon
the frog, you force them up between the walls ; it acts as a wedge, and soon relieves the
contracted feet. Smiths should never have their shoes hot when fitting them, as the ap-
plication of hot iron extracts the oily substance from the hoof. The amount of CTuel
punishment inflicted on horses by cross-grained blacksmiths, is another source of poor
shoeing. As soon as the horse does not stand, the smith gets angry and commences
whipping and jerking the animal, which only adds terror to it, so that he soon refuses to

S>
to the shop if he can avoid it ; it is natural for horses to dislike to be shod, because

e hammering shocks the nervous system, until they are accustomed to it. He should
be taught to stand, and his feet well handled at home, before he is ever brought to the
shop by the owner. The wall of the foot should never be rasped above the nail holes,

and as little below the clenches as possible ; all the rasping ana filing but tends to thin
and weaken the wall by cutting the fibres of the foot. The nails should be counter-sunk
into the shoe, so that there will be no chance for the clenches to rise. No horse inter-

feres with the heel or toe ; it is always the side of the foot. The habit of turning the
inside of the shoe under causes a number of horses to interfere, that would not if they
were shod straight in the inside. Spread the heels as wide as possible ; set the outside a
little under ; keep the toes full. For clicking horses, raise the heels high, cut the toes

short. For speedy cuts, place your toe corks a quarter of an inch to the inside of the
centre of your shoe ; keep the heels wide apart. For corns, put on a shoe with a prong,
for the main rim, so as to cover the entire frog, pare the wall lower than the frog, so as

his entire weight will be thrown on the frog. Have the inner cork not quite so sharp a>
the outer one, so that if he steps upon the other foot it will not cut it ; make the shoes as

light as possible consistent with good service, as they are ordinarily made just about one-
third too heavy.

HORSES IN THE UNITED STATES.

The first horses brought into any part of the territory at present embraced In tha
United States, were landed in Florida, by Cabeca de Veca, in 1527, forty-two in numbe*
—all of which perished or were otherwise killed. The next importation was also brought
to Florida, by De Soto, in 1539. In 1608 the French introduced the horse into Canada.
In 1609 the English landed at Jamestown, in Virginia, having seven horses with them.
In 1639 Francis Higginson imported horses and other domestic animals into the colony
of Massachusetts Bay. In 1625 the Dutch Company imported horses into New York,
In 1750 the French of Illinois were in possession of a considerable number of horses.

SPEED OF THE HORSE.
Table showing the distance a horse goes each second per various rates of speedy fcoa

t.so to 4 minutes, inclusive

:

3.20 gait. 371 feet per second.
a.* " . UU " "
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1.30 gait. „„ 35* feet per

••35 " 34*
\\

a-40 33
a.45 " 3»
a-s° ;;

31
a.55

3.00 " 29;

3«° " *l%
3«o
330 ;; a5<

3-5o " 23
4.00 *' aa *"

ORIGIN OF MULES IN THE UNITED STATES.
Upon Washington's first retirement, in 1783, he became convinced of the defective

aature of the working animals employed in the agriculture of the Southern States, and
let about remedying the evil by the introduction of mules instead of horses, the mule
being found to live longer, be less liable to disease, require less food, and in every respect
to be more serviceable and economical than the horse, in the agricultural labor of the
Southern States. Up to the year 1775, scarcely any mules were to be found in the Amer-
ican confederation ; a few had been imported from the West Indies, but they were of
diminutive size and of little value. So soon as the views on this subject of the illustrious

fanner of Mount Vernon were thrown abroad, he received a present from the king of
Spain of a jack and two jennies, selected from the royal stud at Madrid. The jack,
called the "Royal Gift," was sixteen hands, of a gray color, heavily made, ofa sluggish
disposition.

At the same time the Marquis de la Fayette sent out a jack and jennies from the island
of Malta. This jack, called the " Knight of Malta," was a superb animal, black color,
with the form of a stag and the ferocity of a tiger. Washington availed himself of the
best qualities of the two jacks by crossing the breeds, and hence obtained a favorite jack,
called " Compound," which animal united the size and strength of the " Gift " with the
courage and activity of the " Knight." The jack arrived at Mount Vernon, if we mis-
take not, early in 1788. The general bred some very superior mules from his coach-
mares, sending them from Philadelphia for the purpose. In a few years the estate of
Mount Vernon became stocked with mules of superior order, rising to the height of six-

teen hands, and of great power and usefulness, one wagon-team of four mules selling at
the sale of the general's effects for eight hundred dollars.

In no portion of Washington's various labors and improvements in agriculture was
he so particularly entitled to be hailed as a public benefactor, as in the introduction of
mules in farming labor, those animals being at this time almost exclusively used foi

farming purposes in the Southern States.

THE STABLE DOCTOR.

FOR HEAVES.
No. 1. One teaspoonnil of lobelia, given in the feed, once a day, for a week, and then

once or twice a week, will stop them for a time.
No. a. Balsam copaiba, 1 ounce, spirits of turpentine, a ounces, balsam fir, z ounce,

cider vinegar, 16 ounces ; mix, and give a tablespoonful once a day.
No. 3. Saltpetre, z ounce, indigo, % ounce, rain water, four pints ; mix, and give a

pint twice a day.
No. 4. Liquorice, elecampane, wild turnip, fenugreek, skunk-cabbage, lobelia, cayenne,

and ginger, equal parts of each ; mix, and give a tablespoonful once or twice a day ; if

the horse refuses to eat it in feed, make it into a ball and give.

CONTRACTED HOOF OR SORE FEET.
No. z. Take equal parte of soft fat, yellow wax, linseed oil, Venice turpentine, and

Norway tar ; first melt the wax, then add the others, mixing thoroughly. Apply to the
sdge ofthe hair once a day.
No. a. Benzine, z ounce, salts of nitre, 1 ounce, alcohol. 3 ounces, aqua ammonia. 1

ounce*, Venice turpentine, 8 ounces. Mix; apply to the edge of the hair, and all ovei
the hoof, once a day, for ten days, then twice a week for a short time.

No. 3. Rosin, 4 ounces, lard. 8 ounces ; heat them over a slow fire, the* take off antf
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add powdered verdigris, i ounce, and stir well to prevent its running over ; when partly

tool add a ounces spirits of turpentine. Apply to the hoofabout one inch down from the

hair

HORSE LINIMENTS.
No. z. Oil spike, oil origanum, oil hemlock, oil wormwood, aqua ammonia, camphot

Eim.of each 3 ounces ; olive oil, 4 ounces, alcohol, one quart. Mix. This is an excel-

nt liniment for man or beast.

No. 3. Oil origanum, oil amber, sweet oil, of each one ounce; oil spike, aqua
ammonia, and oil of turpentine, of each two ounces. Mix.
No. 3. Linseed oil, 8 ounces, turpentine, 8 ounces, oil origanum, 4 ounces. Mix welL

This is excellent for sprains and bruises, and is good as a general liniment.

No. 4. Oil spike, 1 ounce, oil origanum, 1 ounces, alcohol, 16 ounces. Good for lame*

ness resulting from almost any cause.

No. 5. Take equal parts of alcohol, chloroform, aqua ammonia, Jamaica rum and
water, and mix.

FOR SCRATCHES AND GREASE HEEL.
No. 1. Balsam fir, 4 ounces, lard, 4 ounces. Stir, with a gentle heat, until thoroughly

mixed. Wash the sores well with castile soap and apply.

No. 3. Sugar of lead, 3 ounces, borax, 1 ounce, sweet oil, 6 ounces; mix, and apply
twice daily, after washing with castile soap, and drying.

No. 3. Tincture of myrrh, a ounces, glycerine, 4 ounces, tincture of arnica, 3 ounces
Mix thoroughly and apply two or three times a day, after cleansing, as above, with
castile soap.
No. 4. Take % ounce of powdered verdigris and one pint of rum, or proof spirits

Mix, and apply once or twice a day. This works nicelv for grease heel or mud fever.

No. 5. Take of oxide of zinc, 1 drachm, lard, 1 ounce, powdered gum benzoin, er

ins, camphorated spirits, one drachm. Mix thoroughly and rub on twice a wee. .

not wash after the first application.

CUTS, WOUNDS AND SORES.
Take of lard 4 ounces, beeswax, 4 ounces, rosin, 3 ounces, carbolic acid, }( ounce.

Mix the first three and melt, then add the carbolic acid, stirring until cool. This is

excellent for man, as well as beast.

WOUND BALSAM.
For Horaes or Human Flesh.—Gum benzoin, in powder, 6 ounces ; balsam of

tolu, in powder, 3 ounces ; gum storax, a ounces ; frankincense, in powder, a ounces

;

gum myrrh, in powder, 3 ounces ; Socotorine aloes, in powder
f
3 ounces ; alcohol, 1

gallon. Mix them all together and put them in a digester, and give them a gentle heat
tor three or four days, then strain.

SWEENEY.
Spanish flies, camphor gum, and cayenne, of each 1 ounce, alcohol, 10 ounces, spirit*

turpentine, 6 ounces, oil origanum, a ounces. Mix.

RING BONE AND SPAVINS.
To Cure.—Egyptiacum and wine vinegar, of each a ounces * water of pure ammonia,

spirits of turpentine, and oil of origanum, of each 1 ounce ; euphorbium and cantharides,
of each % ounce ; glass made fine and sifted through gauze. 1 drachm ; put them in a
bottle, and when used let them be well shaken. This is to be rubbed upon the bone
enlargement, with the hand or spatula, for half an hour each morning, for six or seven
mornings in succession. Let the horse be so tied that he cannot get his mouth to the

Elace for 3 or 4 hours, otherwise he will blister his mouth and blemish the part. Then
:t him run until the scab comes off of itself without scraping, which injures the roots of

the hair. Then repeat as before, and follow up for 3 or 4 times blistering, and all bone
enlargements will be reabsorbed, if not of more than a year or two's standing.

It is also good for callous sinews, and strains of long standing, spavins, big-head, etc.,

but if there are ring-bones of so long standing that this does not cause their cure, you
will proceed as follows :

Bone-Spavins—French Paste—$300 Recipe.—Corrosive sublimate, quicksilver,
and iodine, ofeach 1 ounce ; with lard sufficient to form a paste.
Directum*.—Rub the quicksilver and iodine together, then adding the sublimate,

and finally the lard, rubbing thoroughly.
Shave off the hair the size of the bone enlargement ; then grease all around it, but not

where the hair is shaved off; this prevents the action of the medicine, only upon thm
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spavin ; now rub in as much of the paste as will lie on a three-cent-piece only, each
morning for four mornings only ; in from seven to eight days the whole spavin wiD come
out ; then wash out the wounds with suds, soaking well, for an hour or two, which re-

moves the poisonous effects of the medicine and facilitates the healing, which will be done
by any of the healing salves ; but I would prefer the green ointment to any other in this

case.

CORDIAL BALLS.
No. i. Anise, powdered, % ounce, ginger, i drachm, gentian, i drachm, fenugreek, a

drachms; mix.
No. a. Caraway and ginger, each a drachms, anise, gentian and fenugreek, each f

ounce; mix.
No. 3. Camphor, 1 drachm, anise, 3 drachms, tincture of opium, x ounce, powdered

extract of liquorice, 3 drachms, flaxseed meal, 1 ounce ; mix.

ASTRINGENT AND CORDIAL.
No. 1. Opium, X3 grains, camphor, % drachm, catechu, 1 drachm; mix.
No. 2. Opium, xo grains, camphor, 1 drachm, ginger, a drachms, castile soap, t

drachms, anise, 3 drachms, liquorice, 2 drachms ; mix.

ALTERATIVE AND LAXATIVE BALLS.
No. 1. Linseed meal, 1 ounce, aloes, % ounce, castile soap, ji ounce ; mix.
No. a. Ginger, 1 drachm, castile soap, 2 drachms, Barbadoes aloes pulverized, 4

drachms, flaxseed meal, 1 ounce.

TONIC BALL.
Ginger, 2 drachms, gentian, 1 drachm, Peruvian bark, "% ounce, fenugreek, Jf ounce,

mix, and form a ball.

DIURETICS.
Take of balsam copaiba, 2 ounces, sweet spirits of nitre, 3 ounces, spirits of turpentine,

a ounces, oil ofjuniper, 2 ounces, tincture of camphor, 2 ounces ; mix ; shake the bottle

before pouring the medicine ; dose for adult horse, two tablespoonfuls, in a pint of milk,
repeated every four to six hours, if necessary. This is a reliable preparation for kidney
difficulties.

COUGH MIXTURES.
No. 1. Oil of tar, given as directed for treatment of heaves, is one ofthe best remedies

for nearly all coughs.
No. 2. Take of alcohol, # pint, balsam of fir, 2 ounces ; mix well, and add all the tar

it will cut. Shake well before using. Dose from one to two teaspoonfuls two or three
times a day.

NASAL GLEET.
No. x. Copperas, 2 ounces, pulverized gentian, 3 ounces, elecampane, x ounce, linseed

meal, 3 ounces ; mix, and give from 14 to 1 tablespoonful, twice a day.
No. 2. Aloes, 6 ounces, pulverized! nux vomica, 3 drachms, flaxseed meal, 4 ounces

;

make into eight powders and give one or two each day.

CRACKED HEELS.
Tar, 8 ounces, beeswax, 1 ounce, rosin, 1 ounce, alum, x ounce, tallow, 1 ounce,

sulphate of iron. 1 ounce, carbolic acid, x drachm ; mix, and boil over a slow fire. Skim
off the filth, ana add 2 ounces of the scrapings ofsweet elder.

THRUSH.
No. x. Wash the feet well with castile soap and water, and sprinkle a small quantity

of pulverized blue vitriol in the cleft and then fill up all the cavities with cotton and press
it in so as to keep out all dirt, and repeat as often as necessary until the cure is com-
plete.

No. a. Blue vitriol and copperas, of each one ounce, burnt alum, 2 ounces, white
vitriol, W ounce; mix.

WATER FARCY.
No. 1. Saltpetre, a ounces, copperas, a ounces, jringer, 1 ounce, fenugreek, a ounces,

anise, % ounce, gentian, 1 ounce ; mix and divide into eight powders; give two or three
each day.
No. 2. Gentian, 1 ounce, ginger, % ounce, anise, 1 ounce, elecampane. 2 ounces, blue

vitriol, x ounce, flaxseed meal, a ounces, saltpetre, 2 ounces; mix, and divide into eight
powders. Moderate daily exereise and rubbing the limbs are useful.
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HEALING PREPARATIONS.

Pulverized camphor, x drachm, prepared chalk, 6 drachms, burnt alum, 4 drachm*}
mix. Sprinkle over the sore.

Tincture of opium, 1 ounce, tannin, 1 drachm ; mix and shake well before using.

Excellent for galls of collar, saddle, or in fact for any purpose requiring a healing as-

tringent.

For Unhealthy Ulcer*.—Nitric acid, 1 ounce, blue vitriol, 3 ounces, soft water, i»

ounces.
Healing Mixture.—Cosmoline, 5 ounces, carbolic acid, 1 drachm ; mix. This is one

of the very best of mixtures for any sore, especially for such cases as are inclined not M»

heal readily
TO CURE MANGE.

Oil tar, x ounce, lac sulphur, 1% ounce, whale oil, a ounces ; mix. Rub a little on Uk
Jtin wherever the disease appears, and continue, daily, tor a week, and then wash off

with castile soap and warm water.

SORE LIPS.

The lips become sore frequently at the angles of the mouth, from bruising with the bit.

They can be cured by applying the following mixture

:

Tincture of myrrh, a ounces, tincture of aloes, x ounce, and tincture of opium, }£
ounce; mix, and apply three or four times a day.

FOR SORE MOUTH AND UPS.
Borax, x ounce, tannin, % ounce, glycerine, 8 ounces ; mix, and apply, two or three

times'a day, with a swab.

FOR SPRAINS, ETC
Hog's lard and spirits of turpentine ; mix, and place in the hot sunshine for four or

five days. Apply four or five times a week.

EYEWATER.
White vitriol and saltpetre, of each 1 scruple, pure soft water, 8 ounces ; mix. This

should be applied to the inflamed lids three or four times a day, and if the inflammation
does not lessen in one or two days it may be injected directly into the eye.
The writer has used this for his own eyes, reduced half with water and dropped

directly into the eye, which would cause the eye to smart considerably for about five

minutes, when he would bathe the eye with cold water for a few minutes, and, by repeat-
ing this three or four times a day, it has given the very best of satisfaction.

It does nicely many times to just close the eye and bathe the outside freely.

FOR COLIC.
Take of gum myrrh, x ounce, gum camphor, x ounce, powdered gum guaiac, x ounce,

cayenne, 1 ounce, sassafras bark, powdered, 1 ounce, spirits turpentine, x ounce, oil ori-

ganum, }£ ounce, oil hemlock, & ounce, pulverized opium, % ounce, strongest alcohol,
a quarts ; mix all together and shake often for eight or ten days and filter or strain through
flannel. Dose from 1 to 3 tablespoonfuls, according to the severity of the case ; give in

% pint of milk.
We never have known the above remedy to fail of giving relief when given for colic, in

torses. In many cases where it has been used it has given immediate relief, even though
mrious other remedies had tailed of giving any relief:

It makes one of the very best of pain killers for family use, and we advise all to keep
t on hand.

FOR REMOVING ENLARGEMENTS, ETC.

Oil spike, 1 ounce, camphor, 1 ounce, oil origanum, 3 ounces, oil amber, 1 ounce,
spirits turpentine, a ounces. Rub on the mixture thoroughly, two or three times a
#cek.

QUARTER CRACK.

The best way to cure quarter crack is to open the heel on that side between bar and
frog, cutting down pretty well (not sufficient to cause bleeding), until the quarter will

^ive freely ; then put on a shoe that will expand the heel. It is also necessary in this

case that the inner heel should be open or spread, as the hoof is simply too small for the

foot ; if this U properly done the point is directly reached. Some recommend, in addi-

tion to this, burning with a hot iron a crease across at the upper edge of hoof. If thi*
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is done properly the hoof will not split any more. The hoof may now be more rapidly
grown if desired. Opening the foot and the shoe is the point of success.

QUITTOR.
Corrosive sublimate, # ounce, muriatic acid, 20 drops, soft water, 2 ounces; mix the

last two and shake well, then add the first.

Inject a little with a glass syringe one or two times, being careful to inject to the
bottom. Warm poultices, used for several days, generally work well.

HIDEBOUND.
To recruit a hidebound horse, give nitrate potassa (or saltpetre) 4 ounces, crude anti-

mony 1 ounce, sulphur 3 ounces. Nitrate of potassa and antimony should be finely
pulverized, then add the sulphur, and mix the whole well together. Dose, a tablespoon-
nil of this mixture in a bran mash daily.

TO GROW HAIR.
Mix sweet oil, x pint, sulphur, 3 ounces. Shake well, and rub well into the dock

twice a week.
FOR WORMS.

Calomel, 1 drachm, tartar emetic, % drachm, linseed meal, x ounce, fenugreek, x

ounce. Mix and give in feed at night, and repeat the dose for two or three times, and
follow with 1% pints of raw linseed oil, about 6 hours after the last powder has been
given.

GREASE HEAL.

Chloride of zinc, 1% drachms, water, 10 ounces, glycerine, 8 ounces ; mix. If there is

much discharge, apply a poultice for several hours, followed by application of the above,
after cleansing well with soft water and castile soap. The following powders should be
given at the same time in the feed, every night for a week ©r two. Bicarbonate of soda,
x ounce, arsenic, 1 drachm, iodide of iron, J4 ounce, fenugreek, 2 ounces, ginger, a
ounces, elecampane, x ounce ; mix thoroughly and divide into 12 powders.

FOR DISTEMPER.

Hops, 2 ounces, carbolic acid, 30 drops, boiling water, 2 gallons. Mix the hops and
carbolic acid with the boiling water and compel the animal to inhale the steam for 15 or
so minutes at a time, and repeat three times a day. Apply a strong mustard paste to

the throat, and place a warm poultice over the paste. Feed warm mashes and boiled

vegetables : keep the stable comfortably warm and the air pure. Give the following

powders once a day: powdered Peruvian bark, 2 ounces, powdered gentian, x ounce,
powdered copperas, 1 ounce; mix, and divide into 8 powders.

FOR RINGWORM.
Apply mercurial ointment three or four times a week.

FOR BRITTLE AND CONTRACTED HOOFS.

Take of castor oil, Barbadoes tar and soft-soap, equal parts of each ; melt all together

and stir while cooling, and apply a little to the hoof three or four times a week.

ARABIAN CONDITION POWDERS.
Ground ginger, 1 lb, sulphuret of antimony, 1 ft>. powdered sulphur, 1 ft), saltpetre, x ft).

Mix all together, and administer in a mash, in such quantities as may be required. The
best condition powder in existence.

LINIMENTS FOR HORSES.
No. 1. Olive oil, 2 ounces, aqua ammonia, t ounce, mix ; and add 2 ounces oil origanum,

2 ounces spirits of turpentine, % ounce oil of wormwood, strongest alcohol, x pint. This
liniment is excellent for any lameness, also good for spavins, ringbones, curbs, etc., if

used when they make their first appearance.
No. 2. Oil of spike, 1 ounce, oil of origanum, 4 ounces, aqua ammonia, 2 ounces,

tincture of cayenne pepper, 4 ounces, beef's Kail, 1 gill, camphor gum, x ounce, alcohol,

x pint ; mix ; used tor the same purposes as No. 1.

No. 3. Best vinegar, x quart, saltpetre, pulverized, 4 ounces, wormwood, 4 ounces;
mix, and steep in a dish well covered ; strain and press the herbs ; valuable for bruise*
fwellings and sprains.
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SADDLE AND HARNESS GALLS, BRUISES, ETU.
No. x. Tincture of opium, a ounces, tannin, a drachms ; mix, and apply twice a day.
No. a. Take white lead and linseed oil, and mix as for paint, and apply two or thro

a day ; this is good for scratches, or any wounds on a horse.

EYEWATER FOR HORSES.
No. I. Sugar of lead, i drachm, tincture of opium, a drachms, soft water, t pint; xnim,

and wash the eye two or three times a day. Or,
No. a. Alcohol, i tablespoonful, extract of lead, i teaspoonful, rain water, % pint.

FOUNDER.
No. i. Vinegar, 3 pints, cayenne pepper, % drachm, tincture of aconite root. 15 drops

;

nix, and boil down to 1 quart ; when cool, give it as a drench ; blanket the horse well

;

after the horse has perspired for an hour or more, give 1 quart of raw linseed oil ; this

oreatment will be found good for horses foundered by eating too much grain.
No. a. Some recommend for horses foundered on grain, to bleed about 1 gallon, then

10 drench the horse with 1 quart of raw linseed oil ; after this to rub the fore legs well,
and for a long time, with very warm water, having a little tincture of opium mixed with it.

As the horse will not recover from loss of blood for a long time it w usually better to
adopt the treatment given in No x.

ANODYNE DRENCHES.
No. x. Tincture of opium, 1 ounce, starch gruel, 1 quart ; mix.
No. 2. Sweet spirits of nitre, 1 ounce, tincture of opium, 1 ounce, essence of pepper*

aint, 5i ounce, water, x pint ; mix.
No. 3. Tincture of opium, 1 ounce, spirits of camphor, J£ ounce, anise, % ounce, sul-

phuric ether, x ounce, water, 1 pint; mix.

DIABETES.
Sugar of lead so grains, alum, 30 grains, catechu, 1 drachm, tincture of opium, %

•unce, water, 1 y^Jt; mix. •

FARCY AND GLANDERS.
No. 1. IodrJa Of potassium, j% drachm, copperas, $4 drachm, ginger, 1 drachm,

%enttan, a drachms, powdered gum arabic and syrup to form a ball.

No. 2. Calomel, % drachm, turpentine, % ounce, blue vitriol, 1 drachm, gum arabic
K\d syrup to form a ball.

No. 3. % ounce sulphite of soda, 5 grains Spanish flies, powdered ; mix, and give at
Sight in cut feed for several weeks ; give at the same time every morning and noon, 3
drachms powdered gentian, 2 drachms powdered blue vitriol ; give the medicines for a
*ong tim»; feed well. This is the best treatment that can be given for this disease.

FEVER BALLS.
No. x Saltpetre, 1% drachms, tartar emetic, % drachm, flaxseed meal, t ounce, cam-

phor, # drachm, ginger, a drachms ; mix, and form into a ball ; repeat three or four
times a day if necessary.
No. 2. Tincture of aconite, 10 drops, tartar emetic, }( drachm, saltpetre, x drachm,

S'nger, a drachms, linseed meal, 1 ounce ; mix, and form into a ball ; repeat three of
ur times a day if necessary.

DIURETIC AND TONIC BALLS.
Copperas, i}£ drachm, ginger, 1 drachm, gentian, x drachm, saltpetre, 3 drachm*

rosin, % ounce, flaxseed meal, 1 ounce; mix, and form into a ball.

DIURETIC BALLS.
No. x. Saltpetre, 3 drachms, rosin, 4 drachms, castile soap, a drachms, fenogreek, |

drachms, flaxseed meal, x ounce ; mix, and form into a ball.

No. a. Oil of juniper, \i drachm, rosin and saltpetre, each, a drachms, camphor, %
drachm, castile soap, x ounce, flaxseed meal, x ounce ; mix, and form into a ball,

THE EPIZOOTIC.
The early symptoms of the disease are a light, hacking cough, with a general dulness,

and an indisposition to move ; cold legs, with a watery discharge from the nostrils. At
first, the nasal membrane is pale, but, as the disease advances, becomes highly colored,
tud the mucous discharge changes to a greenish yellow color, and the pulse becomes moaf
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ttpld. As soon as the symptoms appear, the animal should be kept warm in the stable,
ky blanketing. The following prescriptions are recommended :

No. i. Linseed oil, x% ounces, turpentine, \ XA ounces, liquor ammonia fort., i ounce
Mix all together, and apply to the throat.

No. 2. Nitrate potash, 1% ounces, tartarized antimony, i}£ ounces, digitalis. iU
ftunces. Pulverize all together, and give one night and laorning. If not very bad, the
digitalis may be omitted.
The disease consists of an inflammation of the mucous membrane lining the throat,

which gradually extends from the epiglottis downwards till it reaches the lungs, when it

assumes a decidedly dangerous character. The following will arrest the disease at once.
If taken in time

:

Boil a handful of smart-weed till all the strength is obtained, and pour the liquid boil-

ing hot over the usual mess of oats, and, when all is cold, feed them to the horse. Re-
peat till all symptoms disappear. Cure certain. Ground ginger mixed with the oats has
also proved effectual.

DOMESTIC ANIMALS.

The principal domestic animals reared for economical purposes in the United States
are horned, or neat cattle, the horse, the mule, sheep and swine. A few asses are bred,
but for no dther object than to keep up the supply of jacks, for propagating mules. We
have, also, goats, rabbits, and the house domestics.
The purpose for which animals are required is first of consequence to be determined,

before selecting such as may be necessary either for breeding or use. Throughout the
northeastern States, cows for tSe dairy, oxen for the yoke, and beef for the butcher are
wanted. In much of the West and South beef alone is the principal object, while the
products of the dairy, until recently, have been considered of less importance as com*
modify for distant markets, and the work of the oxen is seldom relied on except for

occasional drudgery. Sheep may be wanted almost exclusively for the fleece, or for
the fleece and heavy mutton, or, in the neighborhood of markets, for large, early lambs.
The pastures and winter food, climate and other conditions, present additional circum-
stances, which should be well considered before determining on the particular breed,
either of cattle or sheep, that will best promote the interest of the farmer. The kind ot
work for which the horse may be wanted, whether as a roadster, for the saddle, as a
heavy team horse, or the horse of all work, must be first decided, before selecting the
form or character of the animal. The range of pig excellence is more circumscribed, as
it is only necessary to breed such as will yield the greatest amount of valuable carcass,
within the shortest time, and with the least expense.
Principles of Breeding.—All breeding is founded on the principle that like begets

like. This is, however, liable to some exceptions, and is much more generally true when
breeding down than when breeding up. If two animals which can never be exactly
similar in all respects are requisite to the perpetuation of the species, it necessarily
results that the orogeny must differ in a more or less degree from each parent. Wits
wild animals and such of the domestic as are allowed to propagate without the interfer-

ence of art, and whose habits, treatment, and food are nearly similar to their natural
condition, the change through successive generations is scarcely perceptible. We may
lay down as the rules for this art

:

xst. That the animals selected for breed should unite in themselves all the good quali*
ties we wish to perpetuate in the offspring.

ad. These qualities, technically called points, should be inbred in the animals as far as
practicable, by a long line of descent from parents similarly constituted.

3d. All the conditions of soil, situation, climate, treatment, and food, should be favor-
able to the object sought.

4th. Perfect health, and sound constitution in the breeding animals, and freedom from
blemish, either inherent or chronic.

5th. As a general rule, the female should be relatively larger than the male. This
gives ample room for the perfect development of the foetus, easy parturition, and a large
supply oi milk for the offspring, at a period in its existence when food has a greater influ-

ence in perfecting character and form than at any subsequent time.
6th, Exceptions to this rule may be made, when greater size is required than can be

obtai icd from the female, and especially when more vigor and hardiness of constitution

are desirable. For this purpose, strong masculine development m the sire is proper,
and, if otherwise unattainable, something of coarseness may be admitted, as this may be
afterwards corrected ; but nothii g will atone for want of constitution and strength.

7th. Pairing should be with a strict reference to correcting the imperfections of no*
Mimal by a corresponding excellence in the other
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8th. Breeding in-and-in, or propagating from animals nearly allied, may be tolerated
under certain circumstances. When the animal possesses much stamina and peculiai
merit, which it is desired to perpetuate in the breed, it may be done either in the ascend
ing or descending line, as in breeding the son to the parent, or the parent to his own
progeny. This has been practised with decided advantage, and in some cases has even
been continued successively as low as the sixth generation.

9th. Yet, with inexperienced breeders, it is usually better to avoid close relationship, by
the selection of equally meritorious stock-getters of the same breed from other sources,
unless the breeder be a perfect master of the art of close breeding. It requires the soundest
judgment and long experience to long follow in-and-in breeding with entire success.

10th. Wholesome, nutritious food, at all times sufficient to Keep the animals steadily
advancing, should be provided, but they should never be allowed to get fat. Of the two
evils, starving is preferable to surfeit. Careful treatment and the absence of disease must
be always fully considered.

11th. Animals should never be allowed to breed either too early or too late in life,

rhese periods cannot be arbitrarily laid down, but must depend on their time of maturity,
the longevity of the breed, and the stamina of the individual.

12th. No violent cross or mixing of distinct breeds should ever be admitted for the
purpose of perpetuation, as of cattle of diverse sizes ; horses of unlike characters ; the
menno and long-wools, or even the long or short and the middle-woolled sheep. For
carcass and constitution, the last-named crosses are unexceptionable ; and it is a practice
common in this country, and well enough, where the whole produce is early destined for
the shambles.' But when the progeny are designed for breeders, the practice tends to a
total uncertainty in fixed character and quality.

CATTLE.

Native Cattle.—This is a favorite term with Americans, and comprehends everything
in the country excepting such as are of a pure and distinct breed, ft embraces some of
the best, some of the worst, and some of almost every variety, shape, color, and character
of the bovine race. The designation has no further meaning than that they are indige-
nous to the soil, and do not belong to any well-defined or distinct variety.
Devout.—This beautiful race is of medium size, red in color, symmetrical in shape,

and of great beauty in appearance, combining almost every good quality demanded in the
bovine race. .They have been kept and cultivated for many centuries in the south-
western counties of England—more in Devonshire than elsewhere—and much improved
in form and early ripeness within the last century. They are favorites as working oxen.
They are fine in the bone, round and long in the carcass, wide in the hips, short in the

kg, straight and broad in the back, fine in the head and neck, deep in the chest and
brisket, prominent in the eye, high and spreading in the horn, and yellow in the muzzle
—taken altogether, of most graceful and blood-like appearance. They are naturally
excellent milkers, giving a medium quantity, and of remarkably good quality, yielding
the richest butter.

Herefords.—This is another valuable breed, of great antiquity in some of the western
counties of England, bordering on Wales, of which Herefordshire is the chief, and from
which the cattle take their name. Their size is large, their color red, with white or
mottled faces, sometimes white backs and bellies, and occasionally a deep roan of red and
white intermixed on their bodies. In general shape they are much like the Devons, a
fourth larger in size, somewhat coarser in the bone, and hardly so refined and graceful in
the outline. Their horns are high and spreading. So far as tried in America, as a beef
animal they mature early, as at three to four years they are well grown for fattening.
As a working ox no beast can be better, being large, strong, readily matched, docile, and
of great strength—taken altogether the best of working cattle.

Ayrshires.—This is perhaps the most popular breed of milk cows now in Scotland,
taking their name from the county of Ayr, where they were first originated and bred,
and obtained their celebrity. In size they are medium, compared with our native cat lie ';

in color, dark red, or brown and white, occasionally inclining to roan, sometimes
flecked, or spotted, the red and white variously intermingling. Their shape is usually
good, being squarely built, short in the leg, broader behind than before, as all good
milkers should be, straight in the back, wide across the hips, finely shaped udder with
the milk marks well developed, and bounteous milkers. Tneir heads are small, the
horns short and well set, the eye bright, the nose either dark or yellow, but the d.;rk
usually prevailing—altogether a satisfactory dairy cow.
Galloway, Angus^ or Aberdeena of Scodand, have been recently introduced into

the United States. 1 hey are a beef animal chiefly, the cows having little reputation in

Iheir native land as milkers. They are of medium sun only, mostly black in color.
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although occasionally red, dun, or black and red brindled, compact in shape, and horn-
less. They arc hardy, easy keepers, early matured, and of excellent quality for flesh.

They thrive well on rough soils and in a severe climate, and may, in good grazing locali-

ties, achieve decided success. Some of their partial breeders and advocates contend that

they are good milkers, but such is not their usual reputation. For common labor uses
they have proved good working-oxen.
Short-horns.—-This is the most universally popular foreign breed in our country

Their large size, full development, and excellent general qualities have made them uni-

versal favorites on all good soils where abundant grasses prevail. They have great size,

great length, breadth, and depth of carcass, small in bone, fine in symmetry, attractive

in color, which is red, and white, wholly, or of those colors in patches, or agreeably
intermingling through all degrees and shades of roan. They are fine in the head, clean
in the neck, with yellow noses, bright eyes, small, short, curved horns, and of elegant,

imposing contour. They mature early, at three to four years old, and make a quick and
profitable return of their food in either milk, or beef, for either of which purposes they
may be profitably bred and used, as selections are made, or these qualities are required.

As working oxen exclusively, we do not recommend them, as they are heavier and
slower in movement than some of the other breeds, or even our native cattle.

Jerseys and Guernseys.—These two varieties, in their oricin, are a cognate breed.
*ach taking its name from one of the Channel Islands of Great Britain, near the coast of
Normandy, in France, from which country their ancestry, centuries ago, crossed over to
those islands. Jersey, being the larger territory, contains many more cattle than the
other, and from it much larger importations to the United States have been drawn. The
Jerseys are small in size, unique in form and color, with distinct characteristics, all tend-
ing to dairy qualities. Lean and angular in anatomy, they carry little flesh compared
with other breeds, but their milk, although less in quantity, is richer in cream and color

of butter than cows of other breeds. In such reputation they have become favorites

with many who are select in their choice of butter, which sells at an increased price over
that of the common dairies. The average weight of the cows may run to eight or nine
hundred pounds, and their yield of milk from twelve to eighteen of more pounds per day.
The Guernseys are full twenty per cent, larger in size than the Jerseys, of nearly the

same anatomical shape and similarity of color, both being chiefly fawn, or light yellow,
mingled more or less with white, squirrel gray, or smoky brown, and occasionally
plashed with streaks of brown. The Guernseys in their greater weight usually yield
more milk and butter than the others, and carry more flesh. Their lacteal qualities are
their great merit, and on these their popularity is sustained.
Holsteins.—This valuable dairy breed has lately been introduced from Holland into

several of our different States. They are of large size, black and white in color, and in
shape somewhat resemble the Short-horns. They have evidently been bred in their own
original blood, for a long lime, perhaps for centuries, in their native homes, the dairy
districts of North Holland, ana been carefully improved with a view to develop their

lacteal qualities. Their trial as dairy cows has been remarkably successful, showing the
prominent points of great yielders of milk for consumable purposes. They are numer-
ously propagated for the dairy. They are rather coarse in bone and symmetry, large
feeders, but compensating therefor in the supplies of milk they give. Their lacteal prop-
erties arc well developed, showing their adaptability for dairy purposes.
Raising Calves by Hand.—At the noted agricultural college of Hohenheim, Ger-

many, probably the best-conducted institution of the kind in the world, they raise calves
entirely by hand, and the daily allowance of food is as follows :

MILK. OATMBAL. FINE HAY
lbs. lbs. lbs

istweek 12 o o
2d " 16 o o
3rd " 20 o o
4th " 22 o o
5th, 6th. and 7th weeks 22 % %
8th week 21 % fc
9th " 20 x x

10th " 16 .

nth " 12 ,

12th " 8 .

13th " 4 3 , 10

In the ninth week the milk b first mixed with water, and a little fine oatmeal is stirreo

in. ^Themeal is afterwardsjmixed with the dry fodder.
wmtmr animal* wezm, . ,

\ equivalent.

1

After three months the milk is withheld, and then the young animals receive dally, till

(wo and one-half years old, from twenty to twenty-two pounds of hay or its <
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But the calve* never after receive, even in smnmer. any dry food till they are nistt

months old. The average feeding is so divided that the younger portion receives less,

the older more, till two and one-halfyears, when they begin to receive the regular rations

«f the older cattle, including the gram fodder as indicated above. The growth with this

treatment is such that these animals (not Short-horns) attain the following weights at
various ages

:

HBIFEKS. BULLS.
Average weight of calves at three months 233 lbs 353 lbs.

" " " " six months 351 " 47a *•

" " " " twelve months 640 " 750
M

" ** " " two years 1184 *' 1300 **

Daily increase of calves » 1.5 " 1.8 M
" " in second year 1.4 " ....~........«... 1.5

M

SILOS AND ENSILAGE.

Ensilage is a new system of preserving green fodder for cattle during the winter
months—a system that manifestly is of great benefit to cattle. It is accomplished by
taking green fodder—say corn—cutting it up in fine pieces and preserving it from all con-
tact with air until wanted to feed. The chopped fodder is called ensilage, and it is pre-
served in a building called a silo. A practical silo can be made by excavating to a depth
of six feet, and adding a top of six feet in height. The bottom and the sides, to the
height of nine feet, should be built of stone and plastered smooth. The bottom should
be cemented like a cistem. Cement may be substituted for plaster on the walls if the

Sound b particularly damp, as all moisture must be excluded. The silo should be eight
et wide and twelve feet long. A silo of this size will contain 864 cubit feet of ensilage,

or about twenty tons of feed. The frame portion of the building above the walls must be
made of matched and surfaced boards, and well put together. Such a silo can be best
filled with fodder corn. The corn should be cut when the ears are in about that state
best adapted for " roasting cars." It should be run through a fodder cutter and cut into
pieces about half an inch long. As it is passed into the silo boys or men trample it down
into the closest space. When filled to the top, a thick layer of builders' felt is placed in

the ensilage. This in turn is covered with six inches of straw. On the straw planks
fitted to fill the space arc laid, and then weighted with stone ; about 100 pounds to the
square foot. Thus prepared the ensilage will remain sweet and unfermented during the
entire winter. The cost of such a silo is about fifty dollars.

When opened to feed the cattle the top two inches will be found to be spoiled. Below
this it can be cut into with a hay knife, and used as needed. The boards and pressure
should be renewed every evening, and the felt-boards and stones should be placed upon
the silo while it is being filled after each day's work.

Cattle will not like the food at first, but will soon relish it, and eat it with extreme
avidity. Stock, if cows, so fed—say thirty pounds twice a day for each animal—having,
of course, their ordinary grain feed, will give one-third more of milk and butter than with
dry feed. In fattening cattle ensilage will save about ten pounds of corn in making the
same amount of beef.

To Cook Food for Cattle.— To Cook Hay.—Qui it, wet it well, put it in an upright
tank or cask, with a false bottom and tight cover, press it down firmly, and pass the
steam in under the false cover. To Cook Com.—Soak as many barrels, half full, as you
wish to cook, from 15 to 24 hours ; turn on steam and cook until done, and the barrels

will be full. To Make Mush.—Fill as many barrels half full of water as you wish to
make barrels of mush ; bring the water nearly to a boil by passing the steam to the bot-
tom ; stir into each barrel from 1^ to 1^ bushels of meal until well mixed ; then cook
antil done, when the barrels should be full. To Cook Vegetables.—Fill the barrels full,

and, If no other cover is at hand, chop the top fine with a shovel ; then cover them up
with meal or provender and cook until done ; have holes in the bottom of the barrels to
carry off condensed steam.

Nutritious Properties of different Vegetables and Oil-Cake, compared with
each other in Quantities.

Oil-cake 1.

Peas and Beans 1.5

Rice 1.6

Wheat, grain 2.5
'* flour 2.

Oats 2.5

Rye. s
;5

Bran, wheat 2.7s and 3.

Corn 3.

Barley 3.

Pea straw ~ 3.

Clover hay .. 4.

Hay 5-

Potatoes..ye s.5 Potatoes .. . 14. li

4Um*trmtwn.—% lb. of oil-cake is equal to 18 lbs. of cabbage.

Old Potatoes.... 20.

Carrots 17.J
Cabbages 18.

Wheat straw rt .... 26.

Barley *' 26.

Oat " 97.;
Turnips..................... jo.
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THE DAIRY.

From what has been said on the various characteristics of the different breeds of cattle.

ooa

medium size ; muzzle fine and nostril* flexible and expanded ; face long, slender and
dishing ; cheeks thin ; eyes full, mild and prominent ; horns delicate and waxy, and they
may be either branching, lopped, crumpled, or absent ; long, thin, lively ear, rather
thinly haired on the inside ; neck thin and small at its junction with the head ; deep
chest, but not too heavy before ; back level and broad ; well ribbed ; belly large ; low
flank; wide thighs, but thin ; short legs, and standing well apart ; large milking veins

;

loose, capacious udder, rather square in form, coming well out behind ; good teats

;

loose, mellow skin, of a yellow shade; and a fine, thick coat of glossy hair ; and she
must be of good disposition, and free from tricks. Yet, with all the skill of a well-prac-
tised taste in the selection of animals, the dairyman will frequently find his theories and
results at sad variance. One may sometimes select a fine animal, with every appear*
ance of good milking qualities, which is but a medium cow at the pail ; and another, that
hardly seems worthy of notice, and which sets at defiance many established milking
points and all preconceived notions of symmetry, may yet prove a good milker. A cow
that runs to flesh while in milk is generally an indifferent animal for the dairy. Per-
fection in a cow consists in converting all she eats into milk while yielding it, and when
dry, in turning all she consumes into valuable meat.
Management of Dairy Cows.—A cow may have her first calf when between two

and three years of age, according to her size and developments. After calving, if in
cold weather, or not at pasture, she should be fed twice a day a pail full of warm water,
with two or three quarts of light meal or bran in it, in addition to a moderate supply of
her common food for two or three days. Avoid fat in a breeding cow. Too hign feed-
ing is the cause of milk fever, caked bag, garget, and a host of evils ; and too poor feed
is almost equally objectionable. The average time of a cow with young is from forty to
forty-one weeks ; but they sometimes go only thirty-four, and occasionally overrun forty-

four. A dry, unoccupied stall or yard is best for her to calve in ; and if there is any
serious delay or difficulty in the operation, she may be assisted by pbcing the foetus in

the right position, and gently pulling it with every throe of the dam. After the calf has
drawn all he wants at morning and evening, the bag should be thoroughly and quickly
emptied of all the milk. If strong and vigorous, the calf is the best doctor for garget or
caked bag. He may be allowed to suck the cow or not, at the option of the owner

;

there are reasons for and against the practice, as will be seen under the head of raising

calves, and each person must determine in his own case, on which side the balance
lies.

Milking.—This is an important operation, and on its proper performance depends
much of the success of the dairyman. The work should be done in a stable if it can be,

the cows tied, or stanchioned as in their winter feeding, thus keeping them orderly and
not exposed to storms, as when milked in a yard. A cow regularly, gently, yet quickly
and thoroughly milked, will give much more than if neglected. The same milkers
should milk the same cows daily if possible. They get used to each other, and both
milker and cows are the better for it. If a herd of cows be separated into two divisions,

each yielding the same quantity of milk, and one is given to a good milker, and the other
to a shiftless or lazy one, the latter will speedily reduce his milk much below the quan-
tity obtained by the former ; and if the milkers then exchange cows, they will be found
to change quantity, too ; those before affording the least soon giving the most. An in-

different milker ought never to be tolerated in a herd ;
good ones are cheaper at double

the price. It is best to milk at intervals of about twelve nours, which may be done when
pastures are convenient, or cows are soiled or fed in the yard. But as this is not often

the case, they should be milked early in the morning and turned into pasture, to fill

themselves before the sun is oppressive ; and if they arc to be kept up at night, let

them browse in the pasture as long as possible before they are brought to the yard or
stable.

The Constituents of Milk are butter, which varies from 3 to 6 per cent. ; casein or
cheese, usually 4 to 5, but sometimes varying from q to i< per cent, (the last excessive
quantity yielded only by the first milk after calving) ; milk sugar, 4 to 6; salts or saline

matter, o.a to 0.6 : and water, 80 to 89.

Crtam.—If milk be immediately set away in shallow vessels, after being taken from
the cow, the cream rises to the surface, and carries with it most of the butter contained
In the milk, and along with it much of its casein. Hence the great nutritive properties
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of butter-milk, which retain* the casein in very large proportions, much of it being r%
jected by the butter in Its separation from the cream. A temperature below 34° wir^
prevent the cream from rising in any considerable quantity, and preserve the milk un-
altered for some weeks. Coagulating the milk from any cause will equally prevent the
separation of the cream. The elevation of temperature within certain limits hastens
the separation. Thus, at 50 , the cream will mostly have risen in 36 houn» ; at 55 , in

34 ; at 68°, in 18 or 20, and at 77 , in 10 or i? hours. Heating the milk near the boiling
point, and then setting it away and allowing it to remain undisturbed, will soon cause
the cream to rise. In the celebrated Orange dairy, near Baltimore. Md., this system
was practised, by which, not only most of the cream was secured for butter, but in con-
sequence of its rapid separation, the skimmed milk was sent to market apparently fresh *

and the scalding imparted to it an agreeable flavor and apparent richness, which it did
not really possess. We do not advise this practice wh«re the sale of fresh milk is aa
object.

Butter.

—

Sour Cream.—Cream, for the purpose of churning, is usually allowed to

become sour. It ought to be at least one day old, but may with advantage be kept sev-

eral days in cool weather—if it be previously well freed from milk and be frequently
stirred to keep it from curdling. This sour cream is put into the churn and worked in the
usual way till the butler separates This is collected into lumps, well beaten and squeezed
free from the milk, and in some dairies is washed with pure cold water as long as the
water is rendered milky. In other localities the butter is not washed, but, after being
well beaten, is carefully freed from the remaining milk by repeated squeezing and drying
with a clean cloth. Both methods, no doubt, have their advantages. In the same cir-

cumstances the washed butter may be more easily preserved in the fresh state, while the
unwashed butter will probably possess a higher flavor

Sweet Cream may be put into the churn and the butter be obtained, but in most cases'!

t

requires more labor and longer time, without, in the opinion of good judges, affording in

general a finer quality of butter. In all cases the cream becomes sour during the agita-
tion and before the butter begins distinctly to form.
Sourness ofthe Cream.—For the production of the best butter, it is necessary that the

cream should be sufficiently sour before it is put into the churn. Butter made from sweet
cream is neither good in quality nor large in quantity, and longer time is required in

churning. It is an unprofitable method.
Churning the Milk, with the cream upon it, when soured to thickening, is much prac-

tised by many excellent butter makers. We do not know of any particular difference in

the Quality of the butter produced from it, than when the cream alone is churned.
The alleged advantages 0/churning the entire milk may be thus stated : The proper

temperature can be readily obtained both in winter and summer. A hundred gallons of
entire milk will give in summer five per cent, more butter than the cream from the same
quantity of milk will give. Butter of the best quality can be obtained, without difficulty,

both in winter and summer. No special attention to circumstances or change of method
is at any time required. The churning in winter and summer is alike simple and easy.
The butter is not only of the best quality while fresh, but is also best for long keeping,
when properly cured or salted.

Quickness in Churning.—The more quickly milk or crecm is churned, the paler, the
softer, and the less rich the butter. The churning ou^ht a.ways to l>e regular ; slower in

warm weather that the butter may not be soft and white, and quicker in winter that the
proper temperature may be kept up.

Over- Churning.—When the process of churning is continued after the full separation
of the butter, it loses its fine yellowish, waxy appearance, and becomes soft and light'

colored. The weight of the butter, however, is said to be considerably increased.
Temperature ofthe Milk or Cream.—Much also depends upon the temperature of th«

milk or cream when the churning is commenced. Cream, when put into the churn, should
never be wanner than 55 Fahrenheit. It rises during the churning from 4 to io° above
its original temperature. When the whole milk is churned, the temperature should be
raised to 65°, which is best don*; by pouring in hot water into the churn while the milk is

kept in motion. In winter, either of these temperatures may be easily attained. In cold
weather it is often necessary to add hot water to the cream to raise it even to 55°. Bui
in summer, and especially in hot weather, it is difficult, even in cool and well-ordered
dairies (without the use of ice), to keep the cream down to this comparatively low tem-
perature. Hence, if the cream be then churned, a second-rate butter, at best, is all that

can be obtained.
Cleanliness is peculiarly necessary to the manufacture of good butter. Cream is re-

markable for the tapidity ndth which it absorbs and becomes tainted by any unpleasant
odors. It is very necessary that the air of the dairy should be sweet, that it should be
c/ten renewed, and thai i; should be open in no direction from which bad odors ca»
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Creameries.—The manufacture of butter, both in large private dairies and associated
creameries, has of late years assumed a phase and importance unknown previous to the
large foreign demand for that article from the United States. Much of the butter made
in many of the smaller private dairies was inferior in quality, as unhappily it still con-
tinues, and was of course in limited demand as either a consumable or salable commodity.
Large associated creameries, as well as those owned by private individuals, are now es-

tablished and prosecuted in many of our States, and successfully managed by the use of
improved implements and machinery. They make uniform qualities of butter, retaining
its flavor for several months, and bearing transportation abroad at remunerative prices.
The processes of making are various. The milk, as soon as drawn from the cows, is

strained into deep cans, in which, by aid of cold water and ice, either or both, the cream
rises rapidly and in better condition than in the shallow pans heretofore in almost uni-
versal use. Steam or animal power is applied to churning the cream ; the buttor is well
worked, salted, and packed in tubs or stone jars.

Many large private dairies arc managed essentially by the same process as the associ-
ated creameries, and in their exclusive supplies of milk from their own cow6 may furnish
a higher average in quality over them. The dairy-house and appurtenances should be
separated from contiguous buildings. Stone or brick with hollow walls is the best mate-
rial for construction, with cement floors, perfect drainage, and an adjoining wooden ice-

house. Or, if of wocd, they should be doubly covered, to be cool in summer and tem-
perate in winter. The interior should be amply furnished-with all needful appliances to
aid the work in the best manner, and an experienced, skillful hand to perform the labors.

Amount of Buttsr and Cheese Obtainable from Milk.—too lbs. of milk contain
about 3 lbs. of pure butter and about 7.8 lbs. of cheese; and average about 3.5 lbs. of
common butter and about 1 1.7 lbs. of common cheese, ico lbs. of skim milk yield about
13.5 lbs. of skim-milk cheese.
To Keep Milk Sweet, and to Sweeten Sour Milk.—Put into the milk a small

quantity of carbonate of magnesia.
A general remark or two may be made on all the processes ofgood butter-making : Only

the purest of salt, either foreign or domestic, should be used. A slate-stone platform, on
which to lay the butter for working, and a flat lever of hard wood for pressing it is the
best implement, rather than any rolling process, which might make the butter " salvy."
If pressing the butter into fancy cakes or pats for a ready market be necessary, let it be
done in a machine for the purpose, with a selected stamp on the upper surface, and packed
in convenient boxes for transportation.

To Preserve Butter any Length of Time.—First, work out all the buttermilk

.

second, use rock-salt ; third, pack in air-tight jars or cans ; fourth, keep in a cool place,

and you will have nice butter for years, if desired to keep long. A short recipe, but it

make* V>ng butter.

SHEEP, SWINE AND POULTRY.

SHEEP.

Strictly speaking, there are no sheep indigenous to North America, excepting the

Ovis Montana, or Rocky Mountain sheep. Before the introduction of the improved
European breeds, during the present century, our sheep consisted generally of a hardy,

long-legged, coarse, open-fleeced animal, which yielded, according to attention and feed,

from one and a half to four pounds of indifferent wool. Although indifferently formed
in comparison with the best breeds of the present day, being thin in the breast and back,

light quartered, and slow in coming to maturity, they yet possessed some good qualities.

They were prolific, and made excellent nurses. Our original stock were principally de-

rivea from England, where their counterparts may be s«en at (he present day, in the

refuse breeds of that country. When these sheep were well selected and properly bred,

there was rapid and satisfactory improvements, and from such flocks, mixed with some
of the more recently improved varieties, have sprung many valuable animals.

The Merino.—This is undoubtedly among the most ancient races of sheep extant.

The prominent peculiarities of the Merino are the abundance and fineness of its fleece,

the tenacity with which it is held, its crimped or spiral form, its felting properties, and
the excessive quantity of yolk, giving to it that softness which distinguishes it from all

others. Their large horns are common to several other varieties. Their hoofs are some-
times singularly long, reaching six or eight inches, when allowed to grow. The horns,

hoofs, and wool scarcely differ in their chemical constituents, and the peculiar develop-

ment of the two former is justly considered as an additional evidence of their wool-bearing
properties. The yolk, in most of the sheep, form*, with the dust which adheres to it, a

1 crust on the exterior, and, together with the compactness of the fleece, it offers
prope
firm '
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considerable resistance to the open hand oa being pressed, giving the impression <l
rigidity. This outer covering repels the rain, the snow, and the wind, like a coat of mail,

thus fitting the Merino to endure exposure better than any other sheep. On opening the

crust, the wool is found of a brilliant, golden hue, sparkling with yolk, and hrtnly held

together in masses, hardly distinguishable from the cocoon of the silk-worm. The wool
closely covers every part of the body, and frequently the entire legs and head, excepting

a part of the face.

Another peculiarity of the Merino is its longevity. They attain a great age when
properly managed, and, in healthy localities, sometimes breed til! a dozen years of age.

The Merino may be described, generally, as a small-boned, closely-made, medium-sire- 4
,

theep, varying from sixty pounds of live weight for a small ewe, to 140 pounds for good-
sized wethers and rams, in ordinary condition. They are light in the shoulders and
chest, and are, altogether, more deficient in form than the best mutton sheep. This
apparent difference is materially lessened when both are denuded of their fleece, as the

longer pile of the latter covers defects which would manifest themselves under the closer

covering of the Merino. The quality of their flesh, although tolerable, is much inferior

to that of the so-called " mutton" breeds.

For breeding the ram should be large, stout, and well made, carrying his weight as

compactly as possible. The nose should be convex ; the face covered with a soft, velvety

hair, where not covered with wool; the eye lively and prominent; the veins near the

lachrymal glands of a clear red ; the horns rough ; short neck ; pendant dewlap not

objectionable; full chest ; bioad shoulders; broad, level back ; large quarters ; tail large

and well set up ; good legs and sound hoofs, with a firm, easy, regular gait : the head
carried high, with a look of boldness and decision, without in any degree approaching to

wildness or ferocity. The ewe should possess these characteristics generally, with such
modifications as are suited to the sex. Great care should be taken to breed from such as

are most perfect in all the essential points of constitution, form, and size, and weight,
uniformity, and fineness of fleece. The closest observation is requisite to select the best

in all respects.

The South-Down.—This.valuable sheep has been known and bred for a long time
on the chalky downs of England, where it has always maintained the character of a
hardy animal, yielding a medium quality of wool, and furnishing mutton of a superior

flavor. The best have the head small and hornless ; the face dark brown or gray ; the

lips thin ; and the space between the nose and the eyes narrow ; the under-iaw, or chap,
fine and thin ; the ears wide apart, and the forehead, and the whole space between, well

covered with wool, as a defence against the fly ; the eye full and bright; the neck of a
medium length, thin towards the head, but enlarging towards the shoulders, where it

should be broad and high, and straight in its whole course above and below ; the breast
should be wide, deep, and projecting forwards between the fore-legs, indicating a good
constitution, and a disposition to thrive. Corresponding with this, the shoulders should
be on a level with the back, and not too wide above ; they should bow outward from the

top to the breast, indicating a springing rib beneath, and leaving room for it : the ribs

coming out horizontally from the spine, and extending far backward, and the last rib

projecting more than the others ; the back flat from the shoulders to the setting on of the

tail; the loin broad and flat; the rump long and broad, and the tail set high up, and
nearly on a level with the spine ; the hips wide ; the space between them and the last

rib on either side as narrow as possible, and the ribs, generally, presenting a circular

form like a barrel ; the belly as straight as the back ; the legs medium in length,
tionate with the body ; the fore-legs straight from the breast to the foot ; not bending
inward at the knee, and standing far apart both before and behind ; the hocks having a
direction rather outward, and the twist, or the meeting of the thighs behind, being par-
ticularly full and well let down ; the bones fine, yet having no appearance of weakness,
and.of a dark color; the belly well defended with wool, and the wool coming down before
and behind to the knee, and to the hock ; the wool close, curled and fine, and free from
spiry projecting fibres.

The Cotswold.—The Cotswold and Lincoln possess a rather more desirable robust-
ness, approaching in some few specimens almost to coarseness, as compared with the
finest Leicesters. It is contended that the Cotswolds are more hardy in constitution than
the more refined Leicesters, but they have now become so intermingled in their various

crosses, that few except experts can detect the difference between many individual sheep
of one variety or the other; yet the improved Leicesters were undoubtedly resorted to,

on one side, for a nucleus to their refinement. They attain as large a size and yield as

great an amount of wool, of about che same value. These breeds scarcely differ more
from each other than do flocks of a similar variety which have been separately bred for

several generations. They are prolific, and when well fed the ewes will frequently pro*

duce tw« lambs at a birth, for which they provide liberally from their udder Ml ide UmH
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fbr weaning. The weight of their fleece, In all these varieties, varies from six to twelvs
pounds clean wool per Head.
Winter Management and Food.—Sheep should he brought into winter quarters

soon after the severe frosts occur, as these diminish the feed and materially impail
Its nutritious qualities. They ought also to be removed from the grass lands before

they become permanently softened by the rains, as they will injuriously affect

their comfort and health; and it is equally objectionable from their poaching the
sod. If the number be large when brought to the yards, they must be carefully

divided into flocks of one hundred or less, according to the size of the yards and sheds.
The young and feeble must be separated from the others, and the ailing ones placed by
themselves, and, that no one may suffer from the others, all should be classed as uniformly
as possible, as to strength. The yards must be dry, well supplied with a trough of fresh

water, ana with comfortable sheds to which they can retire when they choose. In
snowy winters, if water be not handy, snow will supply its place quite well.

Shelters in northern climates are indispensable to profitable sheep-raising, and in

every latitude north of the Gulf of Mexico, they would be advantageous. There is

policy as well as humanity in the practice. An animal eats much less when thus pro-
tected; he is more thrifty, less liable to disease, and his manure is richer and more
abundant. The feeding may be done in the open yard in clear weather, and under cover
in severe storms. The shelters for sheep are variously constructed, to suit the tas'e or
circumstances of the flock-master. Sheep barns built upon a side hill will afford under-
ground floors, surrounded by three sides of wall and open to the south, with sliding or
swinging doors to guard against storms, and sufficient storage for the fodder may be
made by scaffolds ; or they may be constructed with twelve or fifteen-feet posts, on level

ground, allowing them to occupy the lower part, with the fodder stored above. In all

cases, however, thorough ventilation should be provided, for, of the two evils ofexposure
to cold or too great privation of air, the former is to be preferred. Sheep cannot long
endure close confinement without injury. In all ordinary weather, a shed, closely boarded
on three sides, with a close roof, is sufficient protection, especially if the open side is

shielded from bleak winds, or leads into a well-enclosed yard. If the apartment above
is used for storage, the floors should be made tight, that no hay, chaff or dust can fall

upon the fleece.

Racks and Mangers are indispensable to economical feeding. If the hay is fed on
the ground, the leaves and seeds, the most valuable part of the fodder, are almost wholly
lost, and when wet, the sheep, in their restlessness while feeding, will tread much of it

into the mud. To make an economical box or rack, take six light pieces of scantling,
say three inches square, one for each comer, and one for the centre of each side.
Boards of pine or hemlock, twelve or fifteen feet long and twelve or fourteen inches
wide, may then be nailed on to the bottom of the posts for the sides, which are separated
by similar boards at the ends, two and one-half feet long. Boards twelve inches wide,
raised above the lower ones by a space of nine to twelve inches, are nailed on the sides
and ends, which completes the rack. The edges of the opening should be made per-
fectly smooth, to prevent chafing the wool. The largest dimensions above given are
suitable for the larger breeds, and the smallest of Merinos, and still smaller are proper
for their lambs. These should be set on dry ground, or under the sheds, and they can
easily be removed whenever necessary. Some prefer the racks made with slats, or
smooth, upright sticks, in the form of the usual horse rack. There is no objection to

this, but it should always be accompanied by a board trough affixed to the bottom, to
catch the fine hay which falls in feeding. These may be attached to the side of a build-

ing, or used double. A small lamb requires fifteen inches of space, and a large sheep
two feet, for quiet, comfortable feeding, and at least this amount of room should be pro-
vided around the racks for every sheep.
Troughs may be variously constructed. The most economical are made with two

boards of any convenient length, ten to twelve inches wide. Nail the lower side of one
upon the edge of the other, fastening both into a two or three-inch plank, fifteen inches
long and a foot wide, notched in its upper edge in the form required.
Pood.—There is no better food for sheep than good upland hay, composed ofthe clovers

and nearly all the cultivated grasses. Bean and pea straw are valuable, and especially
the former, which, if properly cured, they prefer to the best hay ; and it is well adapted
to the production of wool. All the other straws furnish a good food, and sheep will

thrive on them without hay, when fed with roots or grain. Roots ought to be given them
occasionally for a change, and especially to the ewes after lambing, if this occur before
putting them on to fresh pasture. They keep the stomach properly distended, the
appetite and general health good, and they render their winter forage nearly equal to their

summer feed? Much grain is not suited to store sheep. It is too rich, ana should be
liven sparingly, except to th» lambs, the old ewes or feeble sheep, or to restore the ram*
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after hard service. For the above purposes, oats are the best ; and if any other grain.
beans or peas are given, it should be in small quantities. When there is a deficiency of
hay and roots, grain may be used with straw. But the flock ought to be so fed as to
receive the same amount of nourishment throughout every part of the year. The even-
ness and value of the fleece depends much upon this, when the amount of nutrition

is great, the wool-secreting organs are distended, and the fibre becomes enlarged ; when
limited, they necessarily contract, and the fibre is small. This produces a want of true-

ness, which the experienced wool stapler readily detects, and does not fail to estimate
against the value of the fleece. Sheep ought to have a full supply of salt, and if acces-
sible, sulphur, ashes, tar and clay would frequently be nibbled by them when their

stomach required either. Pine or hemlock boughs are a good substitute for tar, and
afford a most healthful change in the winter food of sheep. Entire cleanliness and dry-
ness are also essential to the health of the flock. The smaller sizes of sheep may be well

sustained on two and a half pounds of hay, but larger sheep will consume from three and
a half to four, or even five pounds per day. Sheep, like all other animals, when ex-
posed to cold, will consume much more than if well protected, or than during a warmer
season.
The Care of the Ewes with Young is an important consideration, as the lamb

is sometimes the only profit yielded by the flock, for when fodder is high or wool low,

the fleece will barely pay for the food and attention. Pregnant ewes require the same
food as at all other times, but caution is necessary to prevent injury or abortion, which
is often the result of excessive fat, feebleness, or disease. The first may be remedied by
spare diet, and both the last by restored health and generous food. Sudden fright, as
from dogs or strange objects, long or severe journeys, great exertions, unwholesome
food, blows in the region of the foetus, and some other causes, produce abortion.

The Summer Management of sheep is very simple. A good pasture in which there

is an abundance of short, nutritious grass, and plenty of pure water, should be furnished.

A shed, open on one side, should be provided for shelter from the noonday sun and storms.

with the ewes, but keep them in separate pasture, or, if unruly, at the barn. If permitted
to remain with the ewes, lambs are liable to be dropped from late in the winter or early
in the spring, until the sheep are turned out to grass, a source of great annoyance to the
owner, as well as a cause of considerable loss, as they must be sold in small lots, while
ihe trouble of feedine and weaning is increased very materially.

Shearing.—The sheep should be brought out upon a clean floor, or a platform slightly

raised from the floor, all tags or portions of wool covered with manure cut off, and feet

cleaned to prevent soiling the fleece. The sheep should then be set on its rump, and the
wool shorn from its neck and fore-shoulders, then laid upon one side and the upper side

sheared, then turned, and the wool taken from the other side. Take great care not to

cut the skin or teats. The shearer should be quiet and gentle, and keep the sheep in

these uncomfortable positions just as short a time as possible. The labor of shearers has
been greatly reduced by the introduction of a sheep-shearing machine, with which one
man can shear ten sheep per hour, cutting the fleece evenly and closely. If wounds are
made, a mixture of tar and grease ought to be applied. After shearing,, such horns and
hoofs as are likely to be troublesome, should be sawed and pared. The branding or
marking is essential to distinguish them from other flocks, and this is done by clipping a
cut of some shape, or punching a hole or holes through one or both ears, or painting on
the shoulder, side, or rump. A brush or marking iron is used for this latter purpose,
with paint made of red lead or lamp black, to which a litde spirits of turpentine is first

added, and then diluted with linseed or lard oil. If the weather be cool, and especially
if severe storms occur after washing or shearing, the flock should be housed. If sultry,
they should have a cool, shady retreat, where they will be shielded from the flies and
heat. Blisters and permanent injury to the skin and fleece are frequently the result of
such exposure. Shade trees in their pastures contribute much to the comfort of sheep,
when exposed to a blazing sun. A close examination of the skin should be made at
shearing, for the detection of disease or vermin.
To Patten Sheep.—Sheep will fatten readily on good clover-hay alone, if the hay

has been cut in full bloom, so as to retain all its juices Defore they are turned into woody
fibre, and of a good green color. A sheep of say 120 lbs., live-weight, will consume si
lbs. of clover-hay per week, and inciease in weight a lbs. Allowing that it would ordi-
narily take 14 lbs. to keep it in good stationary condition, an expenditure of 7 lbs. of hay
extra will produce 1% lbs. of mutton, worth in the spring 10 cents—perhaps more—so
0xat the hay is literally realizing to the farmer at the rate of $30 or more to the ton. No
ftther stock, we think, will give a return for the trouble of fattening like this. To fatteo
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sheep more rapidly.the daily addition of a small quantity of oats to their feed will pro*
duce good effects. Keep their quarters dry, well ventilated, and abundantly littered with
clean straw, with freedom of access to good water, and an occasional taste of salt. The
health of sheep during the grazing season will be promoted by giving the sheep tar at the
rate of a gill a day for every 20 sheep ; and, if given pine boughs once or twice a week,
they will create appetite, prevent disease, and increase their health. The best sheep to

keep, both for wool and mutton, is the American Merino.
To Protect Sheep from the Gad Ply.—In August and September this fly lays its

eggs in the nostrils of sheep, where they are hatched, and the worms crawl into the head,
and very frequently eat through the brain. In this way many sheep are destroyed. As
a protection, smirch their noses with tar. Lay some tar in a trough or on a board, and
strew fine salt on it. The sheep will finish the operation. The tar will protect them, and
what they eat will promote their health.

Positive Cure for Poot Rot in Sheep.—This is caused by exposure to bad weather
r

more especially to wet pasturage, etc. When lame, pass them through a trough con-
taining a warm solution of arsenic, of nearly the following strength : 4 ozs. arsenic, 4 ozs,

of soda ash or potash, x gal. of water. Boil till dissolved ; keep it about three inches
1 to cover the too * " '

* ......
>ng, and just wide

Mr. Culley's Red Salve, to Cure the Rot in Sheep.—Mix 4 ozs. of the best

deep, so as to cover the foot as the sheep walk through ; the trough should be about 20
feet long, and just wide enough to admit one sheep walking after the other.

honey, 2 ozs. of burnt alum, reduced to powder, and % a pound of Armenian bole, with
as much train or fish oil as will convert these ingredients into the consistence of a salve.

The honey must first be gradually dissolved, when the Armenian bole must be stirred in;
afterwards the alum and train oil are to be added.
To Improve the Wool of Sheep, by Smearing.—Immediately after the sheep are

shorn, soak the roots of the wool that remains all over with oil, or butter, and brimstone;
and, three or four days afterwards, wash them with salt and water.
To Mark Sheep Without Injury to the Wool.—To 30 spoonfuls of linseed oH

add a os. of litharge, z oz. of lampblack ; boil all together, and mark the sheep there-
with.

SWINE.

There are but two objects In keeping swine—for breeding, and for slaughter—and their

management is consequently simple. Those designed for breeding should be kept in

crowing condition, on light food, and have every advantage for exercise. Such as are

destined exclusively for Kittening ought to be steadily kept to the object. It is the usual

practice, with extensive pork raisers, in this country, to let spring pigs run at large for

the first fifteen months, with such food as is convenient, and if fed at all, it is only to keep
them in moderate growth till the second autumn. They are thenput up to fatten, and in

the course of sixty or ninety days are fed off and slaughtered. During this brief period

they gain from fifty to one hundred per cent, more of dressed weight than in the fifteen

or eighteen months preceding ; nor even then do theyyield a greater average weight than

is often attained by choice, thrifty pigs, which have been well fed from weaning to the

age of eight or ten months.
It is most economical to provide the swine with a fine clover pasture to run in during

the spring and summer, and they ought also to have access to the orchard, to pick up all

the unripe and superfluous fruit that falls. They should also have the wash of the house
and the dairy, to which add meal, and sour in large tubs or barrels. Not less than one-

third, and perhaps more, of the whole grain fed to swine, is saved by grinding and cook
ing, or souring. Yet care must be observed that the souring be not carried so far as 14

injure the food by putrefaction. A mixture of meal and water, with the addition of
yeast, or such remains of a former fermentation as adhere to the side or bottom of the

vessel, and exposure to a temperature between 68° and 77 will produce immediate fer-

mentation. In this process there are five stages : the saccharine, by which the starch

and gum are converted into sugar; the vinous, which changes the sugar into alcohol

;

the mucilaginous, sometimes taking the place ofthe vinous and which occurs when the sugar

solution or fermenting principle is weak, producing a slimy, glutinous product; the

acetic, forming vinegar; and the putrefactive, which destroys all the nutritive principles

and converts them into a poison. The precise point in fermentation when the food be-

comes most profitable for feeding has not yet been satisfactorily determined; but that il

should stop short of the putrefactive, and probably the acetic, is certain.

The roots for fattening animals ought to be washed, and steamed or boiled, and when
got intended to be fermented, the meal ought always to be scalded with the hot roots.

6uch a quantity of salt as will not scour may be added to every preparation for swine.
Potatoes are the best roots for swine ; then parsnips, orange or red carrots, white or BeL
^an sugar beets, rnangold-wuroel* in the order mentioned. The nutritive properties of
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turnips are diffused through so large a bulk, that we doubt if they can ever be fed to fit

tening swine with advantage ; and they will barely sustain life when fed to them uncooked
There is a great loss in feeding roots to fatten swine without cooking. The animsl
machine is an expensive one to keep in motion, and it should be the object of the fannei
to put his food in the most available condition, for its immediate conversion into fat and
muscle. Swine ought to be kept perfectly dry and clean, and provided with a warm
shelter, to which they can retire at pleasure. This will greatly hasten the fattening and
economize the food. A hog ought to have three apartments, one each for sleeping, eat-

ing, and evacuations, of which the last ought to occupy the lowest, and the first the
highest level, so that nothing shall be drained, and as little carried into the first two as
possible. They must be regularly fed three times a day, and if there is a surplus, it

must be removed at once. It they are closely confined in pens, give them as much char,
coal twice a week as they will eat. This corrects any tendency to disorders of the
stomach. Rotten wood is an imperfect substitute for charcoal. Greaves, scraps aixi

cracklings, as they are variously called, the residuum of rough lard or tallow after ex-
pressing the fat, are a good change and an economical food. Some animal food, although
not essential, is always acceptable to swine. When about to finish them off, many feed
for a few weeks on hard corn. This is proper when slops or indifferent food have bees
given, and meal cannot be conveniently procured ; but when fattened on sound roots and
meal, it is a wasteful practice, as the animal thus falls behind his accustomed growth. It

is better to give him an occasional feed of the raw grain, for a change, and to sharpen his
appetite.

rattening Power of Poods, Production of Pork, Beef, etc.—Carefully con-
ducted experiments prove that i bushel of corn, weighing 56 lbs., will produce ioJ4 lbs.

of pork. Throwing off % to come at the net weight, gives 8 2-5 lbs. of pork as the pro-
ceeds of 1 bushel of corn, or 1 lb. of pork as the product of t% lbs. of corn, x lb. of
pork is made by 3 4-5 lbs. of cooked corn meal. Experiments made by C. M. Clay, of

Kentucky, showed that 1 bushel of dry corn made 5 lbs. 10 ozs. of pork ; of boiled corn,
ia lbs. 7 ozs., and boiled meal, 16 to 18 lbs. The following table shows the relation
which the price of corn bears to that of pork on the assumption that it requires t% lbs.

of corn to produce x lb. of pork.

Table showing the Price of Pork per Pound at Different Prices per Bushel
for Corn*

Corn per bushel
Cents.

15 «
17 ..

«5
3°
33
35

Pork per pound.
Cents.

..1.50

..x.78

, a .96

357
3.93

........4.00

Corn per busheL
nts.

*&
Gross and Net Weight and Price of Hogs.—A short and simple method for find
- the net weight or price of hogs, when the gross weight is given, and vice versa,
fote—It is generally assumed that the gross weight of hogs, diminished by one-fifth

or 20 per cent, of itself, gives the net weight, and the net weight, increased by one-fourth
or 35 per cent, of itself, equals the gross weight.

To find the net weight, or gross price : Multiply the given number by .8 (tenths).

.8
—

—

sos.e
To find the gross weight, or net price : Divide the given number by .8 (tenths)

Exmm/le.—A hog weighing 348 lbs. net, weighs 435 lbs. gross; and pork atJ
*'$&<*

fe^gross. is equal/to $4.35 net.
^ ^
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POULTRY.
Choice varieties of fowls add a pleasant feature to the farm premises. They engage

tfie attention and sympathy of the juvenile farmers, and the time bestowed in the poultry

yard keeps them from mischief, is an agreeable and salutary relief for toil and study, and
elicits the taste, the judgment, and the kindlier feelings of humanity, which are to be
matured in the future accomplished breeder. When properly managed, poultry are a
source of considerable profit, yielding more for the food they consume than any other
stock, although their value is not often considered.

Hens, or Barn-door Fowls, are the most numerous and profitable, and the most
generally useful of the feathered tribe. The hen is peculiarly an egg-producing bird.

She has the same predisposition for laying that the cow has for secreting milk. Some
breeds are better adapted for this object than others, but in all that have ever come within
our notice, the proper food and circumstances are alone wanting to produce a reasonable
quantity of eggs. The egg consists of three distinct parts : the shell, the white, and the

yolk. A good-sized egg will weigh x.ooo grains, of which about 107 are shell, 604 are
white, and 289 are yolk. Of the shell, 97 per cent, is carbonate of lime, 1 per cent, phos-
phate of lime and magnesia, and a per cent, albumen. The white consists of 12 pet

cent, of albumen, a. 7 of mucus, 0.3 of salts, and 85 of water. The yolk has about 17.*
per cent, of albumen, 28.6 of yellow oil, 54 of water, with a trace of sulphur and phos-
phorus. The above are the constituents of eggs, which have been formed when the bird

nas free access to the various articles which constitute her natural food. But they vary
with circumstances. When full fed and denied all access to lime, she will form an egg
without the shell, and deliver it enclosed in the membrane or sack which always sur-

rounds the white, when covered by the shell. When scantily fed, they will frequently

lay ; but from a deficiency of nutriment, the egg will be meagre and watery, and possess
but a small portion of the nutritious qualities peculiar to them. To produce the largest

number of good eggs several conditions are important, and they must especially have
an abundance of the right kind of food. This is the most readily obtained; in part from
animal food. In warm weather, when they have a free range, they can generally supply
their wants in the abundance of insects, earth worms, and other animal matters within
their reach. The large proportion of albumen contained in their eggs, requires that much
of their food should be highly nitrogenized, and when they cannot procure this in animal
matter, it must be given in grains containing it.

If to the usual qualities of hens, a breed of peculiar elegance, of graceful forms, and
beautiful plumage, be added, together with entire adaptation to the economical purposes
required, good layers, and good carcass, we have a combination of utility, luxury, and
taste in this bird, which should commend them as general favorites. Thev can every-
where be kept with advantage, except in dense cities. A hen that costs a few shillings,

if provided with a suitable range, will consume fifty to eighty cents' worth of food, and
produce from 100 to 200 eggs per annum, worth two or three times the cost of feed and
attention.
The food of hens may consist of different kinds of grain, either broken, ground, or

cooked ; roots, and especially boiled potatoes, are nutritious and economical ; green
herbage, as clover and many of the grains, chickweed, lettuce, cabbage, etc., will supply
them with much of their food, if fresh and tender. Though not absolutely essential to

them, yet nothing contributes so much to their laying, as unsalted, animal food. This
is a natural aliment, as is shown by the avidity with which they pounce on every fly,

insect, or earth-worm which comes within their reach. It would not of course pay to

supply them with valuable meat, but the blood and offal of the slaughter-houses, refuse

meat of all kinds, and especially the scraps or cracklings to be had at the inciters' shops,
after soaking for a few hours in warm water, is one of the best and most economical kinds
of food. Such, with boiled meal, is a very fattening food. Grain is at all times best for
them when ground and cooked, as they will lay more, fatten quicker, and cat much less

when it is fed to them in this state ; and it may be thus used unground, with the same
advantage to the fowls, as if first crushed, as their digestive organs are certain to extract
the whole nutriment. All grain is food for them, including millet, rice, the oleaginous
seeds, as the sunflower, flax, hemp, etc. It is always better to afford them a variety of
grain, where they can procure them at their option, and select as their appetite craves.
They are also fond of milk, and indeed scarcely any edible escapes their notice. They

carefufly pick up most of the waste garbage around the premises, and glean much of theii

subsistence from what would otherwise become offensive, and by their destruction of
innumerable insects and worms, they render great assistance to the gardener. Of course
their ever busy propensity for scratching is indiscriminately indulged just after the seeds
have been planted, and while the plants are young, which renders it necessary that they
be confined in some close yard for a time ; yet this should be as capacious as possible,
tin if food, if cooked, is better when given to them warm, not hot; and no ssore fed At
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« time than they will pick up clean. Besides their food, hens ougnt to be at i

abundantly supplied with clean water, egg or pounded oyster shells, old mortar or slacked
lime. If not allowed to run at large, where they can help themselves, they must also be
furnished with gravel to assist their digestion ; and a box or bed of ashes, sand and dust,
is equally essential to roll in, for the purpose of ridding themselves of vermin.
The hen-house may be constructed in various ways to suit the wishes of the owner,

and when tastefully built, it is an ornament to the premises. It should be perfectly dry
throughout, properly lighted by glass windows in the roof, if possible, and capable of
being made tight and warm in winter, yet afford all the ventilation desirable at any
season. In this arrange the nests in boxes on the sides, in such a manner as to humor
the instinct of the hen for concealment when she resorts to them. When desirable to set

the hen, these nests may be so placed as to shut out the others, yet open into another
yard or beyond the enclosure, so that they can take an occasional stroll and help them-
selves to food, etc. This prevents other hens laying in their nests while sitting, and may
be easily managed, by havine tht ir boxes hung on the wall of the building, with a mov-
able door made to open on either side at pleasure. Hens will lay without a nest-egg, but
when broken up, they ramble off and form new nests, if they are not confined. jThey
will lay if kept from the cock, but it is doubtful if they will thus yield as many eggs.
Hens disposed to sit at improper times should be dismissed from the common yard, so
as to be out of reach of the nests, and plentifully fed till weaned from this inclination.

The chickens require to be kept warm and dry for the first few days after hatching,
and they may be ted with hard-boiled eggs, crumbs of bread or pudding, and milk or
water, and allowed to scratch in the graveTin front of the hen, which should be confined
in a coop for the first three or four weeks, after which they may be turned loose, when
they will thrive on anything the older ones eat. Many use them for the table when they
are but a few weeks old ; but they are much less valuable for this purpose, till they have
attained to near or quite full maturity. The white-legs are preferred by some, from the
whiteness and apparent delicacy of the meat ; but the yellow and dark-legged are good.
The color of the feathers does not seem to affect the quality of the flesh or their character
for laying. If we consider the principle of the absorption and retention of heat, we
should assume the white coat to be best, as it is coolest in summer when exposed to the
sun, and warmest in winter. Yet some of the white breeds are delicate and do not bear
rough usage or exposure.
The Sex of Eggs.—Mr. Genin lately addressed the Academy des Sciences, France,

on the subject of the sex of eggs. He affirms that he is now able, after having studied
the subject for upwards of three years, to state with assurance that the eggs containing
the germ of males have wrinkles on their smaller ends, while female eggs are smooth at
the extremities.

To Increase the Laying.—Cayenne pepper, pulverized, at the rate of one teaspoonrul
each alternate day to one dozen fowls.

Gape) or Pip is generally owing to drinking unwholesome or dirty water. Remove
the white blister on the tip of the tongue, and wash with sharp vinegar, diluted with
warm water; or compel the bird to swallow a large lump of fresh butter, mixed with
Scotch snuff. It has been removed by opening the mouth and forcing a pigeon feather,
with a tuft of the feather left on the end, the other being stripped off, down the windpipe,
and gently turning it as withdrawn, to be repeated the following day if necessary. This
detaches large numbers of slender red worms, collected in the larynx of the throat, which
impede respiration and swallowing. A little spirits of turpentine mixed with the food is

a preventive ; as are also clean, whitewashed premises, and good food. Feed for a few
days with light food, soaked bran, and cabbage or lettuce chopped fine. Roup, catarrh.
or swelled head, is shown by feverish symptoms, swollen eyelids (frequently terminating
in blindness), rattling in the throat, and temporary strangulation. These are accom-
panied by a highly offensive watery discharge from the mouth and nostriis, loss of appe-
tite, and much thirst. They should be placed near the fire; their head bathed in warm
Castile soapsuds, or milk and water. Stimulating food, as flour or barley-meal, mustarV
and grated ginger, mixed and forced down the throat, Boswell says, has been effectual in
their speedy restoration. This, like many other diseases, is contagious, and when it

appears, the bird should be at once separated from the flock. Flux is cured by the yolk
of an egg boiled hard, and boiled barley soaked in wine or cider. Costiveness is removed
by giving bran and water with a little honey ; or give a small dose of castor oil. Vermin
are destroyed by giving them clean sand and ashes to roll in, adding a little quicklime if

necessary. Crude kerosene oil is perhaps the best remedy for lice. Swabbed along the
roosts and laying boxes, or on the under feathers of the fowl, it has proved destructive to

these vermin. Carbolic acid, or " heavy oil" (a distillation from gas-tar). Is also an
effectual remedy for vermin, applied in the same manner. Entire cleanliness is necessary
for the avoidance of this and other diseases ; a perfectly dry range is also essential ; oof
should there be too many together, as this is a fruitful source of disease.
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HOW TO GET RICH.

THE POOR MAN'S ROAD TO WEALTH.
There are two ways to gttt rich—the right way and the wrong way ; the easy way and

" •
*** *

*
' And of c

*

the impossible way ; the common way and the rare way. And of course the wrong and
Impossible way is the common way.
To be rich is to have all the money you want. And the common way of trying to get

rich is to try to get enough money for one's wants. The difficulty in this way is that the
wants always grow faster than the money pile. You want to be rich enough to hire a
horse and buggy : when you begin to hire, you want to own a horse ; when you drive
your own horse, you want to own a span ; when you have a span, you want to own a
pony for the children.

When a man buys railroads as other men buy horses, he may be in straitened circum-
stances, though he has fifty millions in U. S. bonds. The more money a man has, the
poorerhe is, u he has not learned to moderate his desires as well as to accumulate his sup-
plies.

The only way to be rich is to keep one's desires within his income. If one wants what
five cents can buy, and he has ten cents, he is wealthy. A bright dime to a street Arab is

greater wealth than a thousand dollars to a merchant prince.

The right way to be rich is never to want what you cannot buy, then you always have
as much money as you want. This is the easy way. No man can regulate the contents
of his purse ; every man can regulate the quality of his desires. Capital is not within
every man's attainment ; contentment is. He is wealthy who has learned two arts

:

first, how to be contented with what he can get ; second, how to use what he has.
It is always easy to have plenty of money : spend less than you earn. It is always easy

to have all the money you want : wane less than you have.
No easier way exists to better your circumstances, to become a rich man, than by join-

ing a Building Association. It is the poor man's road to wealth*

BUILDING A880CIATIONS.
What They Aro and What Thay Daw

MOW TO ORGANIZE A BUILDING ASSOCIATION.

Building Associations were regulated in Great Britain by an act of Parliament passed
0h 1836. Previous to 1836, these associations existed in many different forms and for

many purposes for a great number of years. They are supposed to have originated in the
south of Scotland, thence extended into the manufacturing districts of England, then
into Wales, and were afterwards established in London and soon became general through'
out Great Britain. These societies were introduced into this country about fifty years
ago.

Building Associations, or more properly speaking, Mutual Savings Fund and Loan
Associations, are corporations authorized by law for the accumulation of deposits of
money and the investment thereof by loan to their own stockholders. No matter how
these associations differ in detail management, they recognize the fact that they possess
two distinct sets of members : one that earnestly desires to be placed in a position to be-
come owners of homes of their own, and the other that seeks nothing more than a safe

and convenient mode of investing small savings at a fair rate of interest. This is true co»

operation, and one set is essential to the other. Take either of the above elements away
and the system is destroyed. The general plan is briefly as follows

:

Shares.—A share of stock so called is the accumulation of one dollar per month until

a final value of faoo is reached, by adding together the monthly deposits and gains.
Shareholders or members.—All who join a building society are required to con*

tribute one or more dollars per month, according to their saving ability.

Dues.—In building society language these monthly deposits are called dues. Monthly
teceipts.—The monthly receipts are loaned to members only in sums of $too or its multi-
ple, Borrower*-—Those who borrow are required to furnish satisfactory real estate
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security, and for each <aoo dollars borrowed they are required to pay one dollar per
month interest besides the other dollar which is paid towards the future share of stock,

which is to become worth fooo. The Settlement.—When the monthly deposit becomes a
share of stock, namely, tg°o, it cancels the borrower's indebtedness.

The Partnership.—The gains are divided so that all the money invested by all the
members receives a like per cent, per annum, for the average time of investment.
Withdrawals.—The members may withdraw their deposits after thirty days' notice,

and receive all they have paid in with their proportion of the gains added.
Lending the Money.—The aggregate monthly receipts are loaned out to the highest

bidder amongst the members.
The Bid.—The bid is in the form of a premium or bonus for the priority of right to

the loan, and this premium when paid monthly at so many cents a share is a profit, and
with all other gains is divided amongst all the members, including the bidder.

The Interest.—The borrower as shown above pays six per cent, interest, Vn States

where that is the legal rate, on the loan in monthly instalments, together with the dues on
his shares which are appropriated in extinguishment of the principal of the lean. Every
month this bidding programme is repeated, although the amount loaned and the premium
bid may vary according to the rule of supply and demand.
The Profits.—The profits are made up not only of the premium bid for the loan of

money, but of the monthly compounding of the interest, the fines on delinquent members
and the rebates on the snares of withdrawing members, or by paying withdrawn shares

Vess profit in cash than the actual paper value of the stock.

The Plans.—The plans are numerous, the most simple ofwhich is "the $aoo plan."
where $200 is loaned on each share, Interest, $1 per share, Dues, $1 per share, per month,
and so many cents per month per share that is bid as a premium.
Issuing Stock in Series.—Not many years ago all building societies were " termi-

nating," that is, they issued one series of stock and all the shares reached maturity at the
same time, and the life of the society was ended. Most of the present societies issue

stock in series, that is, some admit new members every month, some every six months
and some every year. These new members do not pay back dues, but their contributions

of ii per share begin at the time they are admitted. One series therefore reaches maturity
before another, and as long as new series are admitted the society is " perpetual." The
perpetual or " series " society is an extension of the original scheme ; and while very con-
venient to borrowers and investors, is by no means perfect, and requires considerable
business ingenuity and expediency and careful management to steer clear of stumbling
blocks.

Of necessity the limits of this article require most arbitrary treatment, for the subject
could not be exhausted in a thousand pages. We feel obliged to bring the paper to a close,

after showing the cost of loans, giving the rule in detail for dividing the gains, and throw-
ing out a word of caution to would-be investors.

Cost of Loans.—Small homes can be secured through building societies at a very small
cost, as money can be freely obtained (in old communities) without paying a premium
(or it. £1,200 on six shares can be obtained for the following monthly charges :

Dues $6.00
Interest 6.00

Total ti».oo

A house costing $1,200 will surely rent for $14 per month, and by buying the
Souse with the association's money, everything is to be gained and nothing lost, as it

costs no more than rent. It will take at least eleven years for the shares to mature,
at which time, however, the house will be clear of debt. Should the purchaser feel

like cancelling the bargain, say at the end of five years, he of course must sell the
house, but the purchaser must pay him all the dues it the new purchaser intends taking
his place in the association. In this case, he would receive in cash about $400. pro-
viding he obtained for the house as much as it originally cost him. If he sold the house
to an outside party for $1,200 at the time mentioned, he would be obliged to pay the
association $800 out of the Sx,aoo to cancel his debt. On small houses there can
be no risk in making the trial, but care should be taken not to purchase a house that

costs per month more than is now being paid for rent. If one's circumstances will permit
his doing so, he is the gainer, because it he did not purchase a house all these years he
would be paying out rent for which he would have no return, whereas by paying a little

more than ordinary rent he has his house clear.
Dividing Profits.—The only safe rule for dividing profits was devised by the

" Building Association and Home Journal." This treats the series as business partners,
and divides the gains to the series by the ordinary partnership rule given in the erichine*
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tics. By it every dollar invested, no matter what the series, receives the same rate of
profit for the time it is invested as that given to every other dollar. The figures used
under the following rule are from an actual society :

Rule.—Each series investment to be multiplied by the average time invested, the
results to be added together for a sum of results, each result to be multiplied by the total

net earnings of the association, the product divided by the sum of results, the quotient in

each case showing each series' share of the net earnings. Divide each series' share of

the net earnings by the number of shares in that series, and the result will be the net
gain per share.

Series
Investments.

Series. Shares. Paid in,

I x,oco X $xi.oo =3 $xx,ooe.oo
% 250 V 8.00 a 2,000.00

3 250 X 5-°° " 1,250.00

We have above each series' investment. The first has invested $1 1,000; the second.

£2,000, and the third, $1,25 . We are now to find the average time that the funds of
each series has been invested, aad the rule is :

Rule.—Add one to the number of months and divide by two. The first series, then,
is eleven months old, and has paid $1 per month; then xi-j-x«=T2+2=6 months'
average time.

The second, 8+1=9+2=4% months; and the third, 5+i=6+2=»3 months. The
average time is, therefore, 6 months for the first series ; 4J4 months for the second series,

and 3 months for the third series.

We are now to multiply each series' investment by the average time invested

:

Quotients
Average Sum of each series Gain per
time. Results. Net gain. Product. Results. gain. Shares share.

X 6 «= $66,000 00X $781.80 « $515,988,000,000+ $78,750.00= #655.22+1,000=65 cents.

X 4/^=» 9,000.00 X 781.80= 70,362,000,000-* 78,750.00= 89.34+ 350=35 cents

X3 = 3»75o-°°X 781.80=- 29,327,500,000+ 78,750.00« 37.24+ 250— 14 cento.

Sum of ^ « „
Results,

*78,75o.oo

RECAPITULATION.

t,ooo X 65c. — $650.00
«5° X 35C — 87.50

IT
2? ^ X4C' " 35-°°

Undivided 9.30

Agreeing with net gain $781.80

A Word of Caution.—These societies, if intelligently and honestly managed, afford

good security to investors. The principles upon which they are conducted afford about
as much security as can be obtained from rules and regulations. But carelessness, ignor-

ance, or dishonesty on the part of the officers, may result in losses to stockholders, and
the latter should Iook after their own interests in this as in every other form of co-oper-

ative business.
One man only is necessary to begin the organization of a Building and Loan Associa-

tion, but he must possess business energy and an unsullied reputation. Such a man can
readily gather about him a dozen or more friends, who, if they approve the scheme, will

unite with him in applying for a charter.
The one man must not wait for the dozen to start—he must take the initiative himself.

Of the friends he gathers about him, all should be men of unquestioned integrity, and it

would be advantageous to have among the number a conveyancer or lawyer and a book,
keeper. Their bank accounts need not be large ; if each can save five dollars a month
they have all the capital required for making a beginning.
When the co-operation of a dozen or more men has been assured, the leader in the

movement should call a meeting of those whom he has found willing to subscribe for a
definite number of shares of stock. The meeting having been organized by the election

of a temporary chairman and secretary, and those present having pledged themselves to

subscribe for a definite number of shares of stock, each signing a simple agreement to

that effect, a President, Vice-President, Secretary, Treasurer and Board ol Directors

should be elected from the members who have thus subscribed. The society is now per-

manently organized ; the President should take the chair, and the Secretary immediately
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proceed to the collection of the dues on the shares subscribed, giving receipts for the
same and turning over the amount collected to the Treasurer, taking the Utter officer's

receipt therefor.

The election of permanent officers is sometimes postponed until a second meeting, to
5ivc a larger number of subscribers an opportunity to vote, and be voted for. The Presi-
ent should be a fairly representative man capable ofcommanding respect, and the Vice-

President should have the same qualifications.

The Secretary should be a book-keeper or a man conversant with accounts. Ifhe should
be an incompetent accountant he will, unless a man ofconsiderable experience in Building
Societies, so involve the accounts that none but experts will be able to disentangle them.
The importance of having the accounts kept accurately will be seen when the reader

reflects that some members of the firm may be drawing out their accounts each month,
and may through mistakes obtain too much or too Tittle from the general fund. The
Treasurer should also be familiar with accounts, although his accounts are chiefly per-

sonal between himself and the Secretary. He should be a responsible man, able to give
security in a sum of from $a,oco to #5,000 for the faithful performance of his duties. The
Solicitor (who is appointed by the Board of Directors, and is sometimes a member of that

board) must be a lawyer and conveyancer. The Board of Directors will include the
above-mentioned officers, and from nine to twelve others.

There should be appointed a committee on property. It will be the duty of the mem-
bers of that committee to examine real estate, offered as security for loans, and if the cau-
tion of a capitalist, and the knowledge of a builder can be combined on that committee
with the representative judgment of a man in active business of another kind, there will

be few mistakes made by the property committee in its recommendations to the Board
of Directors. Another important committee is the Finance Committee, the members of
which are the Secretary's deputies, being empowered to receipt for money in the name
of the society.

At the first meeting the society should pass a resolution instructing the Solicitor to

obtain a charter and appoint a committee to draft By-Laws for the government of the
society. Or by-laws previously prepared by one or more of the original members may
be presented and adopted at the first meeting.
The first meeting having adjourned to meet at a definite time, and having arranged to

rent a hall, or other suitable place for all future meetings of the society, the Solicitor must
proceed in the interim to obtain a charter. For this purpose he addresses a petition to

the Governor, stating the number of shares subscribed by each member, the names of the
officers, etc.

The society having obtained its charter is now prepared to transact business under the

law of the State and agreeably to its own by-laws. In the meantime each director of the

new society has been canvassing among his friends for subscribers, and has probably
obtained one or more additions to the original membership, so that at its first meeting
there are perhaps one hundred members, subscribing to 1,000 shares of stock—many for

only one or two shares, some for five, ten, or fifteen shares, and a few for forty or fifty

shares each. It is desirable that at least 500 shares of stock should be subscribed
(although a smaller number would require several monthly payments of dues to make up
a sum of money worth borrowing, and because the expenses of management do not

increase in proportion to an increase in the number of shares). At the first meeting of the

society for the payment of dues, the Secretary and the Finance Committee (previously

appointed by the President) should be on hand at an early hour to receive and receipt for

dues paid Small pass-books, when ruled for the purpose, make convenient receipt books,

and should be provided by the management at the first meeting. One or two of these

officers write receipts in the books for the money paid, calling out at the time the number
and name of the shareholder paying his dues, and the amount of his payments. These
payments are immediately entered by the Secretary, and one of the members of the Board
of Finance in duplicate or similar cash books.
The members having paid their dues take their receipt books, and either leave the

room or stay to attend the meeting held immediately after the collection of dues. The
Secretary having read the minutes of preliminary meetings, and of all meetings of the

Board of Directors, the President is informed that a certain amount of money has bees
collected and is in the treasury.

The President, announcing this to the society, invites bids of premium which would-be
borrowers are willing to pav for the priority of loan, explaining to the members that for

each share of stock they hold they may borrow two huudred dollars, and that they may bor-

row on more shares of stock than they hold by taking additional shares and paying the

dues thereon. One member has perhaps an opportunity to buy a house, but has scarcely

made up his mind to buy it, when the chance of getting the money to do so on easy terms

presents itself to his mind, and he bids five cents per share premium. Another hast
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, but is in pressing need of money for some business purpose : he bids six cents ; and
SO the bidding goes on until ten cents is reached, when the first bidder abandons the field.

But his place is taken by one who has had time to " figure up " the possible purchase of
the house he lives in for payments not much greater than those he is now making m the
shape of rent. He carries the bidding to fifteen cents ; and then stops. Another bidder
appears and confidently offers seventeen cents. He must have the money for a mort-
gage on his house. Here is a society that offers him the money in any amount he may
desire. Spurred on by his necessity and seeing clearly the advantages of borrowing from
the society, he bids, and is finally awarded the loan, being the highest bidder. The pre-

mium he has agreed to pay may be as high as 33 cents per share, and he requires a thou-
sand dollars to pay off the mortgage ; but being a stockholder he receives a part of the
bonus he pays in the value added to his shares annually by the earnings of the society.

He announces the amount that he desires to borrow, and the President, stating that there
is no more money to lend, adjourns the meeting. In the meantime, the Secretary and
the members of the Board of Finance have counted up the amounts entered on their

books as having been paid, and finding that the totals agree with the cash on hand,
say a thousand dollars, the Secretary hands the money to the Treasurer, and he takes
his receipt therefor. The property committee is now instructed to visit the premises
offered as security for the loan just made, and to report at a meeting of the Board of
Directors to be held within a few days.
The meeting of the Board of Directors to pass upon loans may be held at the residence

of the Secretary or other officer. The loan record having been prepared, and the prop-
erty committee having prepared its report, the Board of Directors decide to accept 01

reject the security offered.

A statement of this action is made by the Secretary on the loan record, and if it is

favorable, the Solicitor is instructed to secure the papers, examine the title to the prop-
erty and prepare the necessary mortgages. The order for the payment of the money is

then drawn, and the mortgage held by the society as security, and having been entered

of record, the borrower having transferred to the society his snares of stock as collateral

security for the loan, the order is given to the borrower and paid by the Treasurer.

FIRE INSURANCE.—Every man of ordinary financial standing should insure

against losses by fire, to at least two-thirds the value of his property. Before insuring

make careful inquiries as to solvency of the company you propose insuring in.

If there are no regular insurance agents near, obtain the address of a reliable one in

your nearest city, and write him for particulars and standing of the several companies he
represents. You may rely upon his judgment, if known as a trustworthy agent.

Should you desire to make improvements or repairs of buildings which are insured, or
which contain property covered by insurance, it is advisable to notify the company, and
get their permission so to do.

This is not absolutely necessary, but may save trouble and vexatious lawsuits in case
of fire during repairs.

Goods that are described In a policy, as in a certain building, cannot be removed to

another, except by consent of the company, without destroying the insurance.

Bear in mind that all premiums must be paid promptly when due. Policies have no
value after premiums have been demanded and have not been paid.

When a loss occurs, notify the company as promptly as possible—it should be done
within ten days—at the same time presenting such proof as may be required by them.

LIFE INSURANCE.—No person having others dependent upon him for support,
and to whom his death would cause suffering, should neglect having his life insured.

There are many classes of life insurance companies, nearly all of which may be consid-
ered reliable when well managed. A very popular method of insurance at present it

by the organization of societies making assessments upon members whenever a death
occurs. This is perhaps the least expeasive of the various plans on the start, but as it

is of comparatively recent origin it is impossible to form any estimate as to the future, in

point of cheapness. Perhaps the most popular form of life insurance, and one in which
the greatest safety is felt, is that known as the " Mutual," in which the assured partici-

pates in a part of the profits. This plan will be found more expensive perhaps at time
insurance is taken out, but premiums are reduced yearly when companies are well man-
aged, and some of the older organirations have members whose entire premiums are paid
by dividends. Amount of insurance will be governed by the ability of the insured ; f

rr cent, of his Income should be devoted to this provision for his family in case of death
division of insurance between the different companies is advised, as it renders greater

MOUTH* 10 the insured
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LARGEST CITIES OF THE WORLD.

Cms.

London... ~.......~m

Paris ^.....^.^
New York (municp.)...

Canton ~~...~«~
Vienna ....~..~......~~m

Berlin- _„...__
Tokio, Japan ..~...»~~.

Chicago..-
Philadelphia......^....-

St. Petersburg
Constantinople...~~«....
Calcutta .........~~
Brooklyn (municp.) -...

Glasgow—
Bombay .- ~ ....

Moscow ........»••••••. ....

Buenos Ayres-
LiverpooL
Manchester.
Peking. China
Madrid «..

Brussels .........~» ....

Naples
St. Louis.......

Warsaw w ..

Boston
Baltimore
Osaka, Japan
Birmingham-
Buda-Pesth
Melbourne (est.437,785)

Madras
Lyons
Amsterdam-
Marseilles
Cairo
Leeds

Census Popula-
Year. tion.

1801
1886

4.231 ,43*

2,344,55©
1890 «.7i<>,7«5

est. 1,600,000
1889
1885
1887

«,350.000
x,3»5»»87

",165,048
1890
1890
1888

1,098,576
«,044,894
978.309
873.5651885

1881 87**504
1890 853,945
1801
1881

79».7»8

773.>96
1884
1889 $&
1891 51 7.951
1891 505,343
est- 500/100
1887 472,228
lK* 4*9,3*7
1881 463,17a

'X
460,357
454.898

1890 446,507
1890
1887

435.15X

432,005
1891
1886

4»9,i7'

422,557
1888 410,000
1881 405,848
1886 401,930
1889 399.424
1884 376,143
1889 368,108
1891 367,506

Cmas.

Rio de Janeiro
Shanghai
Hyderabad, India
Mexico...-.
Sheffield

Hamburg.. ..,

Prague - ~
Breslau ..,

San Francisco
Cincinnati
Milan
Copenhagen ,

Lucknow M
Rome M ,

Barcelona ,

Odessa.
Kioto, Japan. ,

Munich ~
Cleveland.
Edinburgh...............*

Dublin
Buffalo ..

Seoul, Corea -...

Lisbon - -.

Dresden
New Orleans........ «...

Bordeaux
Pittsburgh ,

Santiago, Chili ...

Stockholm
Turin
Washington
Bucharest
Sydney (est., 357.856).
Antwerp -

Teheran, Persia
Alexandria ...............

Census
Year.

1885
est.

1881

1890
1891
1885
1889
1885
1890
1890
x88i

1887
1881

1881

1887
1887
1887
1886

1890

"a?1891

1890
est.

1878
1886
1890
1886
1890
1885
1888
x88i

1890
1876
1881

1889
est.

z88a

Popula-
tion.

357.33*
355,000
354,69a

324,333
324,243
305,690
304,000
298.893
297.990
296.309
295,543
*86,900

284,779
273,268
272.481
270,643
264.559
361,981
**x*S4f
s6x,a6i

254,709
254,457

«46/>86

241.995
240,58s

238,473
236,4"
234,990
230,185
229,796
221,805
220,427
215,779
310,000

208,755

ANSWERS TO HOUSEKEEPERS' PUZZLES.

A solution of pearlash in water, thrown upon a fiie, extinguishes it instantly: the

Eroportion is a quarter of a pound dissolved in some hot water, and then poured into a
ticket of common water.

Fire Kindlers.—To make very nice fire kindlers, take resin, any quantity, and melt
it, putting in for each pound being* used, from a to 3 ozs. of tallow, and when all is hoc,
stir in pine saw-dust to make very thick ; and, while yet hot, spread it out about 1 inch thick,

upon boards which have fine saw-dust sprinkled upon them, to prevent it from sticking.

When cold, break up into lumps about x inch square.

Knives should never be c ipped into hot water, as it injures the handles. The blade

When cold it will be securely fastened.

All sorts of vessels and utensils may be purified from long-retained smells of every kind,
in the easiest and most perfect manner, oy rinsing them out well with charcoal powder,
sftcr the grosser impurities have been scoured off with sand and potash.
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ANSWERS \0 HOUSEKEEPERS' PUZZLES. 693

Scald your wooden ware often, and keep your tin ware dry.
To Remove Glass Stoppers.—When the stopper of a glass decanter is too tight, a

cloth wet with hot water ana applied to the neck will cause the glass to expand, and the
stopper may be removed. In ajphial the warmth of the finger may be sufficient.

How to Sharpen Edged Tools.—The simplest method of sharpening a razor is to
put it for half an hour in water, to which has been added one-twentieth of its weight of
muriatic or sulphuric acid, then lightly wipe it off, and after a few hours set it on a hone.
The acid here supplies the place ofa whetstone, by corroding the whole surface uniformly,
so that nothing further but a smooth polish is necessary. The process never injures
good blades, while the badly hardened ones are frequently improved by it, although the
cause of such improvement remains unexplained. The mode of sharpening here in-

dicated would be found especially advantageous for sickles and scythes.
To Remove Rust from Knives, Porks, Razors, etc., cover with sweet oil, well

nibbed on, and let it remain for forty-eight hours, then rub with unslacked Ume, pow-
dered very fine, until the rust disappears.
To Prevent Rust on Iron or Steel, take one pint of fat oil varnish, mixed with five

Eints of highly rectified spirits of turpentine, and rub with a sponge. This varnish may
e applied to bright stoves, and even to mathematical instruments, without hurting their

delicate polish, and they will never contract any spots of rust.

To Prevent a Lamp from Smoking, soak the wick in vinegar, and dry it well
before you use it.

Marble Cement.—Take plaster of Paris and soak it in a saturated solution of alum,
then bake the two in an oven, the same as gypsum is baked, to make it plaster of Paris,
after which they are ground to powder. It is then used as wanted ; being mixed with
water, like plaster, and applied. It sets into a very hard composition, capable of taking
a very high polish. It may be mixed with various coloring minerals, to produce a cement
of any color capable of imitating marble.
To Take Bruises out of Furniture.—Wet the part with warm water; double a

piece of brown paper five or six times, soak it and lay it on the place ; apply on that a
hot flat-iron till the moisture is evaporated. If the bruise be not gone, repeat the process.

After two or three applications the dent or bruise will be raised level with the surface.

To Clean Mirrors, Looking-Glasses, etc.—Take a soft sponge, wash it well in

clean water, and squeeze it as dry as possible ; dip it into some spirits of wine and rub

over the glass ; then have some powder-blue tied up in a rag, dust it over your glass, and
rub it lightly and quickly with a soft cloth ; afterward finish with a silk handkerchief.

To Clean and Tighten Cane-seat Chairs.—Turn up the chair-bottom, and with

hot water and a sponge wash the cane-work, so that it may be thoroughly soaked.

Should it be dirty, use a little soap. Let it dry in the air, and it will be as tight and firm

as when new, provided the cane be not broken.

To Remove Stains in Tables.—Wash the surface with stale beer or vinegar ; the

stains will then be removed by rubbing them with a rag dipped in spirits of salts. To
repolish, proceed as you would do with new work. If the work be not stained, wash the

surface with clean spirits of turpentine, and repolish it with furniture-oil.

To Cement Broken China, etc.—Beat the whites of eggs well to a froth ; let them
settle ; add soft, grated or sliced cheese and quick-lime ; beat them well together, and
apply a little to the broken edges. This cement will endure both fire and water.

Another good receipt, and which is nearly colorless, is the following : Dissolve half an
ounce ofgum acacia in a wineglass of boiling water; add plaster of Paris sufficient to

form a thick paste, and apply it with a brush to the parts required to be cemented
together.

A Strong White Paste.—Dissolve a# ozs. of gum arabic in a quarts of water, and
stir it into x pound of wheat flour until the whole becomes of a pasty consistency. It is

then to be heated, and i# oz. each of sugar of lead and alum dissolved in a little water
added thereto, and the composition well stirred until it shows signs of boiling, when it

must be removed from the fire. Add while hot 6 drops of carbolic acid. This is a very

tenacious and durable paste, and may be used on almost any substance.

To Clean Paper-Hangings, take small pieces of stale bread, about two days old,

commence at the top of the room, and with the crust wipe lightly downward about half

» yard at each stroke, till the upper part of the hangings is completely cleaned all

around, and so continue until the whole is gone over. This operation, if carefully per-

formed, will frequently make old paper look almost equal to new. Great caution must
be used not to rub the paper hard, nor to attempt cleaning it the cross or horizontal way.
The dirty part of the bread must each time be cut away, and the pieces renewed as often

as at all necessary.
To Extract Grease from Papered Walls.—Dip a piece of flannel inspirits ofwins

rob die greasy spots gently once or twice, and the grease will disappear.
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To Make a Permanent Whitewash.—Make the whitewash in the ordinary man-
ner, then place it over a fire and bring it to a boil. Then stir in to each gallon a table-

spoonful of powdered alum, a half pint of good flour paste, and a half pound of glu*

dissolved in water, while it is boiling. This wash, it is said, nearly equals paint, and thr
expense is trifling.

To Clean and Brighten Brussels Carpets.—Take a fresh beef-gall, break it into a

•lean pan ; pour one-half into a very clean bucket, and nearly fill it with lukewarm water

:

take a clean, coarse cloth, and having brushed the carpet well, rub it hard with the cloth

thoroughly wet with gall water ; do a small piece at a time, have ready a dry coarse cloth,

and rub the carpet dry ; so proceed until the whole carpet is cleaned. A few drops of
carbonate of ammonia, in a small quantity of warm rain-water, will change, if carefully

applied, discolored spots upon carpets, and indeed all spots, whether produced by acids
or alkalies. If one has the misfortune to have a carpet injured by whitewash, this will

immediately restore it.

Stains.—Medicine stains may be removed from silver spoons by rubbing them with a
rag dipped in sulphuric acid, and washing it off with soap suds. Stains may be removed
from the hands by washing them in a small quantity of oil of vitriol and cold water,
without soap.
Marble May be Cleaned by mixing up a quantity of the strongest soap-lees with

a
lick-lime, to the consistency of milk, and laying it on the marble for twenty-tour hours
ean it afterwards with soap and water.

To Clean Mdtals, mix half a pint of refined neats' foot oil and half a gill of spirits

of turpentine, and scrape a little rotten stone, wet a woolen rag therewith, and rub the
metal well. Wipe it off with a soft cloth, and polish with a dry leather.

Brass ornaments may be cleaned by washing with roche alum boiled to a strong lye,

he proportion of an ounce to a pint ; when dry, it must be rubbed with a fine tripoli.

To Secure Woolens, Furs, etc., from Moths.—Carefully shake and brush woolens
early in the spring so as to be certain that no moth eggs are in them ; then sew them up
in cotton or linen wrappers through which the moths cannot eat, putting a piece of cam-
phor gum, tied up in a bit of muslin, into each bundle, or into the chests and closets
where the articles are to lie. Furs should not be hung out in the sun in the spring before
being put away for the season. The moth miller will be likely to visit them when thus
exposed. They should be put in a close box with a piece of camphor, and the box tied
up in a pillow-case or bag. Persian insect powder will also keep the moth flies away.
How to Take Ink Out of Boards.—Strong muriatic acid or spirits of salts, applied

with a piece of cloth ; afterwards well washed with water.
How to Take Writing Ink Out of Paper.—Solution of muriate of tin, twe

drams ; water, four drams. To be applied with a camel's hair brush. After the writing
has disappeared, the paper should be passed through water and dried.

To Clean Silver.—Silver door and bell plates are most expeditiously cleaned with a
weak solution of ammonia and water, say one teaspoonful of ammonia to one tea-cup of
water, applied with a wet rag ; it is equally useful in cleaning other silver plate and gold
jewelry.
To Clean Qold Ornaments.—Make a lather of soap and water, and wash the

articles ; then lay them in dry powdered magnesia. When dry, rub them with a piece
of flannel, or if imbossed use a brush. Or the articles may be washed in soap-suds, and
while wet put them in a bag with some clean fresh bran or saw-dust ; shake them, ana
they will look almost like new.
To Clean Paint, smear it over with whiting mixed to the consistency of conunos

paste in warm water. Rub the surface to be cleaned briskly, and wash off with pure,
cold water. Grease spots will in this way be almost instantly removed, as well as othet
filth, and the paint will retain its brilliancy and beauty unimpaired.
Rei * -* ** - •»— - — «—..- -

•

sash <

such s

iron i

part from the wood without any trouble.'

To Restore Scorched Linen, take two onions, peel and slice them, and extract the
juice by squeezing or pounding. Then cut up half an ounce of white soap and two
ounces of fuller's earth ; mix with them the onion juice and half a pint of vinegar. Bol
this composition well, and spread it, when cool, over the scorched part of the linen,
leaving it to dry thereon. Afterward wash out the linen.

To Remove Grease from Clothing.—Take and mix equal parts ofether, ammonia
and alcohol, and rub into the grease spot, and allow it to evaporate ; the garment having
been well shaken and brushedoefore the liquid is applied with a sponge.
Laundry Secrets.—A spaanful of o«-«aU to a gallon of water will set the oaten «*
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boost any goods soaked in It previous to washing. A tea-cup of lye in a pail of water
will improve the color of black goods. Nankin should lie in lye before being washed;
it sets the color. A strong tea of common hay will preserve the color of French linens.
Vinegar in the rinsing water for pink or green calicoes will brighten them. Soda
answers the same end for both purple and blue. To bleach cotton cloth, take one large
spoonful of sal-soda, one pound of chloride of lime, for thirty yards ; dissolve in clean
soft water, rinse the cloth thoroughly in cold soft water in order that the cloth may not
rot. The above amount of cloth, with the bleaching compound, may be whitened in from
ten to fifteen minutes.
Wnahing Fluid—Saving Half the Wach-Board Labor.—Sal-soda, one pound;

stone lime, one-half pound ; water, five quarts ; boil a short time, ciirring occasionally;
then iet it settle and pour off the clear fluid into a stone jug and cork Cor use ; soak your
white clothes over night, in simple water ; wring out, and soap wristbands, collars, and
dirty or stained places ; have your boiler half filled with water, and when at scalding
beat, put in one common tea-cup of the fluid, stir and put in your clothes, and boil for
half an hour ; then rub lightly through one suds only, rinsing well in the bluing water,
as uoual, and all is complete.
Liquid Bluing—For Clothes.—Most of the bluing sold is poor stuff, leaving specks

in the clothes. To avoid this: Take best Prussian-blue, pulverized, one ounce;
oxalic acid, also pulverized, one-half ounce ; soft water, one quart. Mix. The acid
dissolves the blue and holds it evenly in the water, so that specking will never take
place. One or two tablespoons of it is sufficient for a tub of water according to the size
of the tub.

How to Take Marking Ink out of Linen.—A saturated solution of cyantiret of
potassium, applied with a camel's hair brush. After the marking ink disappears, the
linen should be well washed in cold water.
To Take Ink Stains Out of a Colored Table Cover.—Dissolve a teaspoonful of

oxalid acid in a tea-cup of hot water ; rub the stained part well with the solution. &nk
may also be taken out of a carpet by a little acid rubbed on with a flannel, and afterwards
washed off with cold water; then rub on some hartshorn.
Fruit Stains in Linen.—To remove, rub the part on each side with yellow soap,

then tic up a piece of pearl-ash in the cloth, and soak well in hot water, or boil ; after-

wards expose the stained part to the sun and air until removed.

TO DESTROY VERMIN AND INSECTS.
Rat Poison.—A tasteless, odorless and infallible rat poison is made as follows : Mix

carbonate of barytes, two ounces, with grease, one pound. It produces great thirst, con-
sequently water must be set by it, for death takes place immediately after drinking, not
giving them time to go back to their holes. Be sure no other animal can get at it, except
rats and mice ; f-r it is a most deadly poison.

Roaches devour greedily flour paste, and die while eating it, if into half a pint of it,

while hot, a dime's worth of phosphorus is stirred with a stick.

Persian Insect Powder (Pyrethrum Roseum) is an unfailing bed-bug poison. It

is not poisonous, but none the less, is sure death to all insects. It is blown with an insect

gun into all cracKS, crevices and places where bugs can find an entrance. This has been
tried and found to be efficacious in hundreds of instances.

COOKING AND KEEPING HOUSE.

MAXIMS FOR"HOUSEKEEPERS.
i. Always endeavor to get a personal character of a servsftt, when hiring, from her

former mistress ; you are thus more likely to ascertain the exact truth than from a written

character. Four questions are necessary to be put on these occasions—as to honesty

C
briery, cleanliness, and temper. Should the answers not be fully satisfactory, you had
tter not engage the servant.

a. Always treat your servants with kindness, recollecting that they have feelings to be
hurt as well as every one else. Never allow too much familiarity ; endeavor to let them
have every reasonable indulgence, and contrive that they shall have the opportunity of

attending a place of worship some time during Sunday if they choose to do so.

3. It is frequently inconvenient to have a stated day as a holiday, but when a servant

wishes to go out shopping or to visit her friends, if it is possible, let her go, but make it

a rule that no servant shall leave the house, even for a quarter of an hour, without per-

4. No visitor should be allowed In the kitchen without leave being first obtained. Th«
Mistress shook! W satisfied of the respectability of afl persons admitted into her bouse
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696 COOKING AND KEEPING HOUSE.

Many robberies take place by means ofgiddy servant gtrb admitting people ofwhom dssy
know little or nothing into tneir mistresses' houses.

5. Servants' wages should be paid regularly. It is a good plan to keep a book in which
the amount to be paid to each, monthly, is entered below her name, and payments made
should be noted and signed by the servant.

6. When hiring a servant, be most particular in explaining her duties, and the allow,

ances (if any) you make to her ; also cause her fully to understand the rules ot the noose
with respect to hours, the meals, and the duties of the other servants, etc.

7. Orders should be given to the cook directly after breakfast for the daily meals, and
all servants should at this time ask for what they require. If there are many in the
family, the cook has much to do and to think of. In this case it is a good plan to write
out a bill of (are for every day's dinner, just the same as for a special dinner-party.

8. Servants ought never to be allowed to conceal breakages. It should be made aa
imperative rule to mention them, however trifling, at once to the mistress.

9. Sheets should not be worn till they are in holes, but should be turned, s ;des to the
middle, when they are becoming thin, by which means they will last much longer than
if not turned.

10. Every housekeeper should have a box containing a few common carpenter's tools,

such as a hammer, awl, screw-driver, two pairs of pincers, a pair of pliers, ditto of gat
pliers, a glue-pot, small saw, file, and chisel, or one of those recently invented hammers
that are a perfect multum in /arve, being hammer and claw, pincers, awl, and screw*
driver in one ; she should also keep a store of large and small nails, screws, hooks, curtate

rings and hooks, tacks, etc. ; these things are always being needed, and many little jobs
can be done without the aid of a carpenter if you have the materials at hand.

iz. Some member of the family should be deputed to see, the last thing at night, that

the house is properly fastened up, the gas turned off, the fires secure, and all lights put
out.

12. Always adopt a regular system in your work, and endeavor to arrange it so thai

the particular portion for each day shall be planned before one o'clock, if possible.

13. It is the duty of the chambermaid to collect the dirty clothes for the wash (general*
on Monday mornings), and sort each article in heaps ready to count over when the mis-
tress comes to put them down in the washing-book. When they come from the wash.
they should be counted again to see that they are right. They should then be aired, and
each person's things taken to his or her room.

14. Never neglect to keep all pails, etc., used for emptying slops, perfectly sweet and
clean ; they should be scalded every day, and have some disinfecting fluid put into them
once a week, and this should also be poured down all traps connected with a bath-room,
etc.

15. The chambermaid should knock at all bedroom doors before attempting to enter.

16. When breakfast is ready, the chambermaid should go to the bedrooms, open wide
the windows, and strip the clothes from the beds ; they should not be made until an hour,
at least, after they have been exposed to the air.

17. Beds should be made with clean hands ; a clean apron should also be put on.
18. Brooms and dusters should not be used when dirty. A supply should be provided

for all purposes, and each should be kept for its special use.
19. Gas should be lighted, the house shut up, and beds turned down as soon as it be*

comes dusk.
ao. Never clean a drawing-room or dining-room without folding up the table-covers,

etc., and cover over the furniture with sheets, fold the curtains, having shaken them wee
first, then strew tea-leaves over the carpet and brush it well.

az. When visitors come to stay in the house, their trunks should be at once taken to
their rooms, and the straps unfastened. The chambermaid should see that there are
soap, towels, and matches in the rooms.

aa. Visitors should not be kept standing in the hall or vestibule, but should be shows
into a room at once.
This rule is to be observed when the master or mistress is at home ; when they are out,

if strangers call, it is not advisable to leave them in a room by themselves.
93. If strangers call for parcels, nothing should be given to them without previous h>

struction. The same if parceh or messages are brought for which payment is demanded.
94. Letters, newspapers, and small parcels should be handed on a waiter,
aj. Doors should be shut by the handle. Nothing is more untidy than :

on tne paint of a door.

MAXIMS FOR A COOK,
t. Keep your kitehen and itafiimiture, aa well as your cookery
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a. Let your own dress and appearance be scrupulously neat and clean, as well a* suit*

able for your work ; finery k particularly out of place in the kitchen.

?l Never give away food without the express permission of your mistress ; vm meat

n danger of being spoiled from being kept too long, and it is not needed for table, most

mistresses will readily give permission to give it to some poor person, but it should not be

given unknown to them. ... , ,.

4. Always ascertain the peculiar tastes of the tamily—whether they prefer meat well or

under-done, dishes highly seasoned or plain—and endeavor to meet their wishes, rather

than your own <dea of what is the correct thing to be done.

5. Endeavor to avoid waste either in food or coal ; some cooks will make a rich soup

or savory stew out of fragments that a wasteful one rejects as useless.

6. Should your mistress understand cookery, your best way will be to follow exactly

her instructions. .....
7. Never undertake to do anything unless you are sure you can do it well ; better try

tome other dish in which you know you can succeed.

8. Never trust any part cf your duty to another without seeing that it is done in a

proper manner ; you are the accountable party, not your assistant, and upon you will fall

the censure if there is a failure. * .. . , ^ .. v 1 ,

9. Remember that there is a great deal in the appearance of a dish ; let each dish look

well on the table, and, above all, the dishes must be hot ; nothing is more unpleasant than

hike-warm meat or soup, while fish is utterly destroyed by being allowed to become cool.

10. Be punctual in having the dinner exactly at the moment for which it has been

ordered ; a good cook has her dinner not only ready at the moment, but it is cooked, as

the saying is, "to a turn." .*.... j j- vi j
11. Cooks often have the reputation of being both cross and disagreeable; endeavor to

avoid obtaining this character ; make yourself useful to your employers, and pleasant

tod agreeable to your fellow-servanta.

THE HOUSEWIFE'S TABLE.

WEIGHT AND MEASURE.

Wheat Flour, x pound is -.... 1 quart.

Indian Meal, 1 pound 2 ounces are. x "
Butter, when soft, x pound is J "
LoafSugar, broken, x pound is 1

*'

White Sugar, powdered, 1 pound
x ounce are *

Best Brown Sugar, 1 pound 2

ounces are

Flour,

xo eggs are.. xlb.

Flour, 4 pecks are 1 bush.

LIQUIDS, BTC.
Four large tablespoonfuls are...-.}4 gill.

Two gills are % pint.

Two pints are 1 quart.

Four quarts are x gallon.

A common-sized tumbler holds...# pint.

A common-sized wine-glass holds.% gill.

A tea-cup holds x gill.

A large wine-glass hold* a ounces.

A ublespoonful is lA ounce.quarts are 1 peck.

TIME REQUIRED FOR DIGESTION OF DIFFERENT ARTICLES OF FOOD.
H. M.

Carrots, boiled 3 15

Cartilage, boiled 4 *5

Cheese, old and strong 3 30

H. M.

Apples, sweet and mellow x 50

sour and mellow a

sour and hard 2 50

Barley, boiled a

Beans, boiled a 3°

Beans and Green Corn, boiled - 3 45

Beef, roasted rare ~ 3
roasted dry 3 3°
Steak, broiled 3
boiled a 45
boiled, with mustard, et. 3 30
tendon, boiled - 5 3°
tendon, fried 4
old salted, boiled 4 *5

Beets, boiled 3 45
Bread, Corn, baked 3 *5

Wheat, baked, frc-h 3 3©

Butter, melted ~ 3 3°
Cabbage, crude a 30

. erode, vinegar a

erode, vinegar, bofledt..... 4
J

Chickens, fricasseed ~ a 45
Custard, baked - a 45

Ducks, roasted
{ 4 30

Dumpling*. Apple, boiled.... -~. 3
Eggs, boiled hard 3 30

boiled soft « —• 3
fried 3 3»
uncooked - a

whipped, raw x 3*
Fish, Cod or Flounder, fried - 3 30

Cod, cured, boiled a
Salmon, salted and boiled -. 4
Trout, boiled or fried .... x 30

Fowls, boiled or roasted 4
Goose, roasted 3
Gelatine, boiled — a 30
Heart, Animal, fried 4
Lamb, boiled.* ...~. M *••«•. a JT
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Liver, Beef's, boiled \ 2

Meat and Vegetables, hashed 2 30

Milk, boiled or fresh
{ a 15

Mutton, roasted.. 3 15
broiled or boiled 3

Oysters, raw .. 2 55
roasted 3 15
stewed 3 30

Parsnips, boiled a 30
Pigs, Sucking, roasted 2 30

Feet, soured, boiled x 00
Pork, fat and lean, roasted 5 15

recently salted, boiled 4 30
" " fried 4 15
" " broiled 3 15
" " raw 3

Potatoes, boiled 3 30
baked 3 20
roasted 2 30

Rice, boiled —•••••«••. 1

Sago, boiled 1 45
Sausage, Pork, broiled 3 20
Soup, Barley » s 30

Beef and Vegetables M 4
Chicken 3
Mutton or Oyster.. ..w 3 30

Sponge-cake, baked 2 3*
Suet, Beef, boiled M » 5 3*

Mutton, boiled 4 30
Tapioca, boiled 9
Tripe, soured x

boiled -. 2 25
Turnips, boiled .. 3 30
Veal, roasted 4

fried 4 50
Brains, boiled ~ 1 45

Venison Steak, broiled 1 35

ON THE CHOICE OF ARTICLES OF DIET.

To Choose Beef.—Good ox beef has an open grain, and yields easily to the pressure

of the finger; it is smooth and juicy, of a rich carnation-color in the lean, and the fat it

of a fine cream-color ; rich without being oily, firm without being hard. It is small in

the bone, and full in the. flesh.

Mutton.—In choosing mutton select that which is of a rich red color, close in the
grain and of silky texture, juicy and lively in appearance, and whitish in the fat, but not
shiny and tallowy. The flesh should pinch tender, and rise again when dented.
Lamb.—Observe the neck vein in the fore-quarter

f
which should be of an azure-blue to

denote quality and sweetness. The flesh should be light-colored and juicy, the fat white
and rich, the bones thin and small. Lamb should be dressed while perfectly fresh, or die

flavor will be destroyed.

Venison.—Pass a kn^fe along the bones of the haunches and shoulders; if it smell
sweet, the meat is new and good ; if tainted, the fleshy parts of the sides will look dis-

colored, and the darker in proportion to its staleness. The clefts of the hoofs of young
venison are close and smooth.
Veal.—The lean of good, well-fed veal, is white, smooth, and juicy; the fat is white,

firm and abundant. The flesh of a bull-calf is firmer and of a deeper color than that of a
cow-calf, and the fat is harder ; they are equally good for eating, if young and well-fed.

It is easy to tell whether veal be newly killed, or stale, by its general appearance, as the

color changes quickly, particularly under the kidney and the flaps of the breast. The
flesh of stale-killed veal feels moist and clammy, the joints flabby and pliable, and it

has a faint, musty smell.

Pork.—If young and well-fed, the lean is easily broken between the fingers, and the

skin indented if nipped with the nail ; the fat is white and waxy, and the rind thin and
clean. Stale-killed pork is easily detected by the skin looking dark on the top and
clammy between the creases of the legs and shoulders, and by its strong, tainted smell.

Pork is in season from August till March.
Ham and Bacon.—Run a knife along the bone of a ham ; if it come out clean, and

have a savory flavor, the ham is good ; if smeared and dull, it is spoiled either by taint

or is reasty. Hocks and gammons of bacon may be proved in the same way. Good
bacon is red in the lean, and the fat is white, firm, and pulpy ; the rind is fine and thin.

If it be sheathed with yellow, it is reasty and unfit for use.

Poultry.—In selecting poultry choose those that are full-grown, but not old. When
young and fresh-killed, the eyes are full and bright, the joints neither stiff nor flabby:

the skin thin and tender, so that it maybe easily torn with a pin; the breast-bone is

f>liable, yielding easily to pressure. Fowls, if young, have a hard, close vent, and the

egs and comb are smooth. A goose, if young, has but few hairs, a yellow bill, and is

limber-footed. Ducks, when fat, are hard and thick on the belly ; if young and good,
they are limber-footed.

Eggs.—Put your tongue to the larger end ; if it feel warm, the egg is fresh; or put
the egg into a pan of cold water; if perfectly fresh, it will sink immediately, and so in

proportion to its freshness ; a rotten egg will float on the top of the water.
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700 COOKING AND KEEPING HOUSE.

Butter.—The only way to try butter is by the smell and taste : never trust to its ex*
tenia! appearance. Do not buy that which is speckled with pinky spots, nor that which
has a milky appearance ; such butter has not been well washed from the butter-milk, and
will quickly turn sour or lose its flavor.

Pish.—The best are thick and firm. When fresh, they have stiff fins, bright scales,

red gills, and eyes full and bright. Freshness is best indicated by the smell. In propor-
tion to the time they have been out of the water they are soft and flabby, the fins pliable,

the scales dim, the gills dark, and the eyes sunken. Cod, turbot, etc., should be firm,
white, clear, and transparent. Salmon, mackerel, herrings, etc., are chosen by their

brightness and brilliancy of color. Shell-fish, such, as lobsters and crabs, can only be
chosen by their smell, and by opening them at the joint to discover whether or not they
are well-filled, for they sometimes feel heavy through being charged with water. If a
lobster be fresh, the tail will be stiff, and spring back sharply if pulled up. A cock lob-

ster may be known by the narrowness of the back part of nis tail and the stiffness of the
two uppermost fins within it, while those of the hen are soft, and the back of her tail is

broader.
To Keep Butter During Hot Weather.—A simple mode of keeping butter in warm

weather is to invert a large earthen crock, or a flower-pot, if need be (varying with
the size of the vessel containing the butter), over the dish or firkin in which the butter is

held. The porousness of the earthenware will keep the butter cool, and all the more so
if the pot be wrapped in a wet cloth, with a little water in the dish with the butter. Not
the porosity of the earthenware, but the rapid absorption of heat by external evapora
tion causes the butter to become hard.
To Restore Rancid Butter.—Use i pt. water to each lb. of butter, previously add.

ing aogrs. chloride of lime to each pt. of water; wash well the butter in this mixture

;

afterward re-wash in cold water and salt ; or melt the butter in a water bath with animal
charcoal, coarsely powdered, and previously well sifted, to free it from dust ; skim, re-

move, and strain through flannel ; then salt.

To Preserve Eggs for Winter Use.—For every three gallons of water, put in x pt. of
fresh slacked lime, and common salt, % pt. ; mix well, and let the barrel be about half
full of this fluid ; then with a dish let down your fresh eggs into it, tipping the dish after
it fills with water, so they roll out without cracking the shell, for if the shell is cracked
the egg will spoil.

SOUPS AND BROTHS.

The chief art in making good soup lies in the judicious blending of the different flavors,
so that nothing shall predominate.
The scum should be taken off before the soup boils, or it will not be clear. All the fat

is to be taken off. Simmer very softly. If soup be suffered to boil quickly, the goodness
of the meat can never be extracted.

Put the meat into cold water; let it be long on the fire before it comes to a boil; allow
about two tablespoonfuls of salt to a gallon of soup, if it have many vegetables ; less if

the vegetables be few. From a pint and a half to a quart of water to every pound of
meat will make good soup. If the water waste, and more is to be added, use boiling
water. Cold or lukewarm water will spoil the soup. Keep the saucepan in which your
soup is boiling closely covered, or the strength will fly off with the steam.
Soup will be as good the second day as the first if heated to the boiling-point. It

should never be left in the saucepan, but should be turned into a dish or shallow pan, and
set aside to get cold. Never cover it up, as that will cause it to turn sour very quickly.

Before heating a second time remove all the fat from the top. If this be melted in the
flavor of the soup will certainly be spoiled. Thickened soups require nearly double the
seasoning used for thin soups or broth. Brown soup is made chiefly of beef ; white soup
of veal.

To Make Stock.—Bone a leg or shin of beef of ten pounds' weight, saw the bone in
three, and take out the marrow. Put the bone into a saucepan with six quarts of water,
and set it on to boil. Put the marrow into another saucepan with themeat, cut up small,
and a pound of lean ham or bacon ; turn it well about till it is tried a nice brown, then
add the liquor from the bones, cover up the pot , and simmer for four or five hours. Strain
it through a hair-sieve, and set it by till cold ; the fat may then be taken off, and it will
be ready for any soup that may be required. This forms the foundation of gravy, ox-
tail, vegetable, and other soups.
Mock Turtle Soup.—Take a calf's head, the skin having been scalded and the hair

scraped off clean, wash it thoroughly ; take out the brains and boil them separately till

done enough. Put the head into a pot with more water than will cover it. Skim it fre-

quently till it boils, and let it boil for an hour, but very gently. Take it out, and when
cool cut the meat into pieces of about an inch square, Scrape and cut the tongue in th*
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same manner. Lay all these pieces aside, then put into the water in which the headwm
boiled about three or four pounds of leg of beef and a knuckle of veal—the meat cut small
and the bones broken. Add four or five onions, a carrot and turnip . sliced, a small bunch
of sweet herbs, and some whole black and Jamaica pepper. Boil all together slowly for
four or five hours, then strain it and let it cool, when take off the fat. Now melt a lump
of butter in a Mewpan. put to it two handfuls of flour, and let it brown, stirring it all the
time. Add a little of the soup, a sprig or two of sweet basil, and a few sprigs of parsley.
Boil this for a quarter of an hour, strain it through a sieve, put it, with the pieces of
meat, into the soup, with the brains pounded, and boil all together for an hour. Add
half a tcacupful of ketchup, the juice of a lemon, cayenne pepper, and salt, to taste, also
four glasses of sherry, and when dished in a tureen, put in two dozen of force-meat balls,

and the same quantity of egg-balls, which are made as follows :

Egg Balls.—Boil four orfive eggs till they are quite hard. Take out the yolks and
beat them in a mortar, with salt and cayenne pepper. Make this into a paste with the
white of an egg. Roll the paste into balls the size of small marbles. Roll them in a
little flour andfry them in butter, taking care they do not break.
Forced-meat Balls.—Cut half a pound of veal and half a pound of suet, fine, and

beat them in a mortar. Have a few sweet herbs shred fine ; dried mace beaten fine

;

a small nutmeg grated ; a little lemon-peel cut very fine ; a little pepper and salt, and the
yolks of two eggs ; mix all these well together, then roll them in little round balls ; roll

them in flour and fry them brown. If for white sauce, put them in a little boiling water*
and boil them for a few minutes, but do not fry them.

Ox-tail Soup.—Make a quantity of brown soup with shin of beef; take two or three
tails and cut them in pieces at the joints ; put them into the soup and stew them till

tender, but not till the meat leaves the bones. Add a little ketchup, and serve it with the
pieces of tail in the soup.
Vegetable Soup.—Take the liquor in which any meat has been boiled ; cut into it

two onions, two turnips, a large carrot, a head of celery, and a little parsley ; add also
a bunch of sweet herbs ; boil all together for a couple of hours ; then take out the sweet
herbs and rub the vegetables through a sieve ; have ready some chopped parsley, and
boil all up again. Season with pepper and salt. Thicken, if required, with barley, rice,

or sago. This soup may be made better by cutting into it a pound or two of lean beef.

Mutton Broth.—This is an excellent broth for invalids, being of a very mild nature
and particularly efficacious to those whose stomachs have been rendered tender by n.uch
medicine. The best parts of mutton for making broth are either the scrag end of the
*~.eck or the chump end of the loinj which should be put into a clean saucepan with cold
water in the proportion of a quart of water to every pound of meat. Throw in a little

salt, and skim it well as it comes to a boil ; then set it aside that it may simmer very
gently ; slice in an onion and two turnips ; let it stew for two hours, and just before you
take it up, chop up a few sprigs of parsley very fine, and put into the broth, first taking
out the mutton. Toast some bread in thin slices, ana cut it in small squares into a basin

;

pour the broth over it, and serve the meat in a dish. The turnips may be strained dry
and served plain, or mashed up with a little butter, pepper, and salt. Some prefer to

thicken the broth with pearl barley. If for a sick person, omit the herbs and vegetables.

Beef Tea.—Take a pound of lean beef, cut it small, and put it, with a quart of cold

water, into a saucepan ; add a litde salt and two or three allspice. Put it on a slow fir*

and skim it carefully as it comes to a boil. Let it simmer gently for an hour, then strain

it through a hair sieve. Some persons cut in a small onion, but that is scarcely fit for

invalids.

Beef Broth.—Take a leg of beef, cut It in pieces: put it into a gallon of «rater k

skim it ; put in two or three blades of mace, some parsley, and a crust of bread ; boil it

till the beef and sinews are tender. Toast bread and cut into dice ; put it in a dish ; lay
in the beef, and pour on the broth.

Pea Soup.—This soup should be made with liquor in which any kind of meat has
been boiled, but the liquor of salt pork gives it a more savory flavor. It can be made
with water alone, if you have no pot-liquor ; but in that case it is better to get a few bones
(which you can from a butcher for about four or six cents), as they will add
greatly to the flavor and nourishing qualities of the soup. Wash one quart of peas per-

fectly clean, put them into a pot with the bones and three carrots sliced thin, and simmer
gently for about an hour; then add four onions cut in thin slices, a head of celery, a few
sweet herbs, and a few sprigs of parsley chopped very fine, and let the whole stew gently

for three hours longer, taking care to stir it now and then, as the peas are apt to burn.
Press the whole through the colander with a spoon, season it with pepper and salt to

jour palate, put it over the fire again to have it quite hot, and serve it up with some thin

toasted bread, and some dried mint rubbed fine.

It should be observed, that split peas will not soften in salt nquer; therefore, if tou
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make your soup of salt pork or salt beef liquor, it will be necessary to boil the peas by
themselves in a small quantity of soft water until they are melted ; the vegetables mean-
time will be cooking in the liquor, and the peas, when sufficiently done, must he added.
Green peas make an excellent soup in summer. The peas are boiled to a pulp and then
rubbed through a sieve, afterwards flavored with pepper and salt.

Clam Chowder.—Put in a pot some small slices of fat salt pork, enough to line the
bottom of it ; on that a layer of potatoes, cut in small pieces ; on the potatoes a layer of
chopped onions ; on the onions a layer of tomatoes in slices, or canned tomatoes ; on
these a layer of clams, whole or chopped (they are generally chopped), then a layer of

crackers. Season with salt and pepper, and other spices if desired. Then repeat this

process, layer after layer, in above order, seasoning each, until the pot is nearly full.

When the whole is in, cover with water, set on a slow fire, and when nearly done, stir

gently, finish cooking, and serve. When done, if found too thin, boil a little longer ; if

found too thick, add a little water, give one boll, and serve. Fish-chowder is made ex-

actly as clam-chowder, using fish instead of clams.

A Genuine Pepper Pot.—This soup, which is of West Indian origin, should be made
in an earthtn pet, which always remains by the side of the fire, where the contents sim-
mer, but do not boil. These should consist of an equal admixture of fish, flesh, fowl,

and vegetables, seasoned with chilli, or Cayenne pepper and salt, the only attention it

requires being occasional skimming, and the addition of a little water when it gets too

dry. As it should at all times be simmering by the fire, a good meal is always ready for

any guest that may chance to come uninvited.

STEWS, HASHES, AND SAVORY DISHES.
Hashing meat is a method of re-cooking dressed meat. The meat ought never to be

suffered to boil, or it will become hard and tasteless. The gravy should be made first ;

the flour, and all the ingredients added to flavor it, should be properly cooked ; the meat
should then be put in, and just heated through. Stews are made of uncooked meat, and
require very little water, delicate and savory seasoning, and thorough, though slow
eooking. so as to render the meat soft and tender. The butter which is added to make a
stew rich should be melted, not oiled, nor in too great quantity ; all the fat of the meat
should be skimmed clean off, and the flour for thickening should be added gradually, in

order to avoid lumps, which, when once formed, can only be dissolved by rubbing
through a hair sieve. The seasoning depends on the judgment and taste of the cook.
AH the flavors should be made to blend in harmony : neither the pepper, salt, spice,

herbs, nor any of the vegetables, should be suffered to predominate. Stews may be
thickened with flour, rice, arrowroot, or barley.
For Browning and Thickening Gravy or Soup.—Take a lump of butter the

site of an egg, put it into a stewpan with a tablespoonful of sugar, and stir them together
till they become of a dark brown, then dredge in sufficient flour to thicken it.

To Make Brown Gravy.—Cut the meat into pieces, season it with pepper and salt,

and put it in a saucepan with a lump of butter ; fry it quite brown, taking care that it does
not stick to the pot ; pour boiling water to it, a pint to each pound ; let it simmer three
hours, skimming it clean, then let it stand and settle ; strain and set it aside for use.
Thicken it as required.

To Make Gravy for a Hash of Cold Meat.—Cut a small onion into quarters or
slices and fry it in a saucepan with a lump of butter ; add sufficient quantity of water,
pepper, and salt, and a spoonful of ketchup ; let it boil till the onion is tender, strain the
gravy and thicken it with flour; let it boil a little longer, then add the meat, which is to
be heated quite through, but not to be suffered to boil.

Curries and Curry Powder.—Chickens, rabbits, and veal are most suitable for
curry. Boil the meat till tender, then separate the joints, put the meat into a stewpan
with a lump of butter and a litde of the liquor in which it was boiled, and stew it for
twenty minutes longer ; then to four pounds of meat take a tablespoonful of curry powder,
a teacupful of boiled rice, a tablespoonful of flour and one of melted butter, a teacupful
of the liquor and half a teaspoonful of salt ; mix them, and stew the meat in the liquor
for ten minutes, when it will dc ready to serve. Boiled rice is served as an accompani-
ment.
To Haah Cold Meat.—Cut the meat in thin slices off the bones, and lay it on a dish;

sprinkle on some pepper and salt ; put the bones into a pot with a little water ; slice in a
iraall onion, and let them stew to make gravy ; take out the bones, aud thicken the gravy
with a little flour ; add also a spoonful of ketcup, boil it up, and then lay in your meat,
shake all up, and let it get hot through. Pour it into a dish on some thin sippets of
bread.
Minced Veal.—Cut the meat from the bones, and, having minced it very fine with a

*mall piece ni kmon peel and a sprig or two of parsley, grate over it a little nutmeg,
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and sprinkle on some pepper and salt ; now put the bones Into a saucepan with a small
onion split in four, a sprig of savory, and one of marjoram ; stew them to make gravy.
When done, strain it off, and thicken it with a little flour and butter, give it a boil up,
then turn in your mince, shake all well together, and let it get thoroughly hot, but do nof
suffer it to boil ; pour it over some thin toasted bread. Fry thin rashers of bacon, and
lay them round the dish.

Atamode Beef.—Take a piece of clod or sticking of beef and cut it in small pieces,
then put a lump of dripping into your pot with a good-sited onion cut thin ; when quits
hot, roll the pieces of beef in flour and lay them in, stirring it well about ; when nicely
browned all over, add boiling water, in the proportion of a quart to every pound of meat

;

this must be added by degrees, and the whole kept stirring well together all the time

;

then put in a few allspice, two bay-leaves, some black pepper, and a little salt ; cover it

up close, and set it by the side of the fire, so that it may stew very gently till the meat
becomes quite tender, which it will in about three hours, when it will be ready to servs
Up.
Stewed Brisket of Beef.—Put a piece of brisket of beef, say of four pounds'

weight, into a saucepan with a good lump of dripping or butter ; brown it well all over,
then pour in as much water as will nearly cover the meat, and, closing the lid tight, stew
it gendy for three hours, taking care that the meat does not burn to the pot, which may
be prevented by putting a small plate beneath it. Boil a carrot, two turnips, and a few
very small onions in another saucepan, just before you intend to serve up the dinner

;

take a cupful of the liquor and mix in it two good tablespoonfuls of flour, some pepper
and salt, and a little ketcup ; turn this, with the onions and the carrot, and the turnips
cut in small squares, into the pot with the meat, and, shaking it well up, boil all together
for a few minutes, when it will be ready. Should the beef be fat, the gravy will require
skimming, which must be done before you add the thickening.
Savory Stewed Steak.—Take some slices of beef, pepper and salt them well, slice

up a couple of onions thin, and lav a piece or two of the fat of the steak at the bottom
of a clean saucepan, then some of the onion, and on that some more steak, and so on
alternately till you have put all in ; shake and turn it about frequently to keep it from
burning ; it will presently be nice and brown ; let it stew in its own gravy till the meat
becomes tender, then take off all the fat from the top, mix some flour in two tablespoon,
nils of water, with a little ketcup or pickled walnut liquor, and pour it gradually into the
stew; stir it about well, and just eive it a boil up ; serve it quite hot.

Stewed Knuckle of Veal.—Let the saucepan be perfectly clean ; wash the knuckle
well; place four wooden skewers at the bottom of the pot, to prevent the meat burning;
lay in your veal with two or three blades of mace, an onion, a little whole pepper, a
sprig of thyme, and some salt, with two quarts of water ; cover it close, and lot it sim-
mer gently for two hours ; when done enough, lay it in a dish, and strain the broth over
it. The shoulder is very good stuffed and stewed.
Stewed Rabbits.—Clean the rabbits thoroughly, cut them up, and scald them for a

short time ; put some sliced onions and a bit of dripping into your pot, and fry the rab-

bits with them till slightly browned ; dredge in a little flour, then add hot water sufficient

to make gravy, pepper and salt, and a Rtde ketchup. Stew them very gently for an
hour.

Irish Stew.— Put two pounds of breast of mutton into a pot, with a pint and a half
of water and a pinch of salt ; let it stew gently for an hour; then take off all the fat;

take out the meat and cut it into small pieces ; have ready four pounds of potatoes,

pared and cut in halves ; three or four good-sized onions, peeled and sliced ; and pepper
and salt, mixed in a cup. When you have taken the fat off the broth as closely as pos-

sible, put in a layer of potatoes ; then sprinkle two or three pieces of meat with the

pepper and salt, and lay them on the potatoes, then a layer of the sliced onions, then
another layer of potatoes, one of mutton, then one of onions, and so on till the whole is

in. Cover close, and let it stew very gently for another hour, shaking it frequendy, that

it may not burn.
To Dress Lamb's Head and Pluck.—Wash the head thoroughly clean, and re-

move the brains ; put the head, with the heart and part of the liver, into a saucepan, and
cover it with water. Put in also a small onion, peeled, and a little salt; skim it often as

it comes to the boil, and let it boil very gently for an hour and a quarter; take them
out. and lay the head flat on a dish ; put it before the fire to brown ;

put the brains,

which have been thoroughly washed and picked, into the liquor, to boil, while you
mince, very small, the heart and liver; then take out the brains and mince them also:

dredge over them a tablespoonful of flour, and add a little chopped parsley, pepper and
salt ; put this back into the saucepan with as much of the broth as will make it a good
thick sauce ; boil it up two or three times, and pour it over the head. A few thin slisss

ejf bacon, fried and laid round the dish, is a great improvement.
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Haricot Mutton.—Make a good gravy by boiling the rough bits and trimmings,
seasoning it with pepper and salt and a little ketchup. Strain, and add carrots, parsnips,

onions, and celery, previously boiled tender; slice them in ; then pepper and salt your
mutton ; broil it brown ; put it into the gravy along with the vegetables ; and stew all

together for about ten minutes or a quarter of an hour. Garnish with small pickles.

Bubble and Squeak.—Cut cold boiled beef in slices about a third of an inch thick.

Fry them till heated through, and of a light brown ; keep them hot before the fire.

Have ready chopped some cold boiled cabbage ; fry this in the pan, stirring it well about,
and season it with pepper and a very little salt. Put the cabbage into a dish, and lay

the meat around it.

TO DRESS VEGETABLES.

Pick and wash greens thoroughly ; pick them close, for an outside leaf will deteriorate

a dishful ; split the stems of cabbages across twice. They should be washed in a pan, as
particles of sand or dust hang round wooden vessels ; do not pour 01 pump the water on
them, but plunge them in; throw into the water a good handful of salt, as that win
draw out worms or other insects, which you cannot see without pulling the vegetables

to pieces. All greens should be boiled by themselves, in plenty of water, with a good
lump of salt ; the water should boil when they are put in, and be kept boiling : they
should be well done, or they are unwholesome; a very little bit of soda put into the

water mellows the greens and preserves their color. No directions can be given as to the
time vegetables take for boiling ; much depends on size and age. To ascertain when
they are done, pass a fork through the stem ; if soft, they are done ; they begin to sink
when nearly boiled enough. Greens should be perfectly strained immediately they are
done.
To Dress Potatoes.—In general it will be found best to pare them before boiling

;

they should also be as nearly o? a size as possible, or the small ones will break before the

large ones are done ; they should be put into cold water scarcely enough to cover them,
with a good lump of salt; they should boil slowly, and when they begin to crack the
water should be poured off; then set the saucepan over the fire with the lid off, till they
are quite dry ana mealy. On serving, cover them with a clean napkin.
To Boil Green Peas.—Peas should be boiled as soon as shelled. Put them into

boiling water with a little salt ; no soda, as that will break them. The time they win
take depends on their a$e ; in general about twenty minutes is enough. When done,
strain them through a sieve and pour them into a vegetable-dish over a good lump of
butter. A few sprigs of green mint should be boiled and served up with the peas.
To Boil Beans.—After shelling, put them into boiling water with a handful of salt;

they will be cooked in about half an hour ; when the skins feel tender they are done
enough ; strain them, and serve them with parsley and butter.

Haricot Beans.—These are a very agreeable vegetable, and will be found a good
substitute for potatoes when the^ latter are scarce and dear. They may be dressed in

several ways. As they are the dried seeds of the French bean, they require soaking for

several hours before they are fit to cook. Put them into cold water with salt in it, and
let them simmer for three or four hours. As soon as they begin to crack, pour off the
water and stand them on the hob to dry. They are eaten with the gravy of the meat
like potatoes, unless preferred with melted butter.

To Boil Turnips.—Pare your turnips pretty thick, split them and boil them in plenty
of water, with salt in it, for about half an hour; try them with a fork ; if tender, they
are done ; strain and serve them with a little melted butter in a boat, or mash them up
with a little butter, pepper, and salt. They should be boiled by themselves.
To Boil Carrots.—Scrape and wash them, then split them in two, if very large, into

four, and cut them across ; they require long boiling to make them soft. Parsnips are
dressed in the same manner. When cold they are very nice cut in slices and fried.

To Boil Cabbages.—Cut off the stalk, and strip off the outer leaves, quarter, and
wash them in plenty of water, and leave them to soak, top downwards, with a little salt

in the water, tor an hour or two. Put them into plenty of boiling water, with a good
handful of salt and a bit of soda, and boil them till the stalk feels tender. Cabbages re-

autre boiling from twenty to forty minutes according to their age and size. Drain them
irough a colander. Greens may be pressed between two plates.

To Dress Cauliflowers.—Having picked it into small pieces, which is absolutely
necessary in order to remove the slugs with which this vegetable abounds, wash it

thoroughly in several waters, and let it lay to soak for full an nour before you dress it.

Put it into a saucepan of boiling water with a lump of salt, and when tender it will be
done ; let it drain in a colander, and serve it up with melted butter. Some persons may
prefer to see them brought to table whole ; but they must then take the chance of being
helped, along with the cauliflower, to some unsightly insect, which would be sufficient tt
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disgust the least delicate stomach ; besides, if properly boiled, and laid carefully In the
dish, the pretty appearance of the vegetable is by no means destroyed by it having been
divided.

To Dress Spinach.—It must be carefully picked, the yellow leaves removed, and the
ends of the stalks cut off. It requires to be washed in four or five waters, as it is apt to
be gritty. When quite clean lay it in a colander to drain. Put it into a saucepan of
boiling water, with a large tablespoonful of salt. When it has boiled a few minutes strain
the water off, and fill up again with boiling water, adding salt as above. Keep it boiling
till quite tender, pressing it down frequently, that it may be done all alike. It will be
done enough in about ten minutes or a quarter of an hour. When done, squeeze it

between two plates till thoroughly dry, lay it on a dish, and cut it quite through in small
squares.
Asparagus.—Cut the heads about four or five inches long ; scrape them and throw

them into cold water ; tie them in bundles ; put them into boiling water with plenty of
salt in it ; let them come quickly to a boil—they will take from a quarter of an hour to
twenty minutes. When tender take them up with a slice ; drain them well ; remove the
string, and lay the asparagus in a dish, heads inwards, on slices of toast previously
dipped in the liquor. Serve with melted butter. Seakale is dressed in the same
manner.
Beets.—They must not be scraped or cut, as they would then lose their color and

sweetness. Salt the water, and bou them for an hour, in summer, and in the winter for
three hours. It makes a fine pickle if cut Into slices when cold, and put into vinegar.
Onions.—Select the white kind, peel them, and put them into boiling milk, with a

little salt, and let them boil from half an hour to three-quarters. Drain them through a
colander, and serve them with melted butter.

Tomatoes.—Pour scalding water over them to loosen the skins ; thus let them remain
for five minutes; then peel and put them into a stewpan, with a little salt and butter;
stew them for half an hour; then pour them on buttered toast. Tomatoes are best
cooked slowly.
To Dress Mushrooms.—Cut off the lower part of the stem, peel, and put them into

m saucepan, with just enough water to keep them from burning: put in a little salt, and
shake tnem occasionally. When tender, flavor them with butter, pepper and salt ; add
wine and spice if agreeable. Serve on buttered toast.

To Cook Rice.—Pick, and wash it in cold water. To a pint of rice put three quarts
of boiling water, and a teaspoonful of salt. Let it boil just seventeen minutes from the
time it fairly comes to a boil ; then pour off all the water, and set* it over a moderate fire

with the saucepan uncovered ; let it steam fifteen minutes. Accuracy with regard to
time is very important.
Artichokes.—Boil them till tender, let them drain, and serve them with melted butter.

They must be well washed and soaked before cooking.
Jerusalem Artichokes.—Scrape and wash them clean, and put them into boiling

water with salt in it ; large ones will require boiling for two hours. When done, take
them up and butter them.

ROASTING MEAT.

In roasting meat it is necessary to have a good clear fire, in size according to your
joint, to keep the joint constantly in motion, so that it may not scorch, but be cooked
equally in every part, and to baste it frequently with its own dripping. When two-
thirds done sprinkle it with salt. A screen should be placed round the fire to keep in the.

heat.

To Roast Beef.—Do not wash meat before putting it down to roast, as that will pre-
vent its browning. Wipe it with a clean cloth, and hang it before the fire, which must
act on all parts as uniformly as possible. The fire should be clear, free from all smoky
coals in front, and of a strength according to what you have to roast. Do not place the
meat too near at first, or you will have it browned on the outside before it is warm within.
It is usual to allow a quarter of an hour to every pound of meat ; but much of course will

depend on the strength of the fire, and something also on the stateness or freshness of the
meat. Fresh meat requires more time to cook than that which is stale. When about
half done sprinkle it with salt. A well-roasted joint should have a nice, rich brown tinge
all over ; and, in order to obtain this, attention to the fire, and careful, frequent basting,
is indispensable, as well as judgment to remove it when it is sufficiently cooked. As it

approaches the proper time the steam will be drawn towards the fire. When your joint
is done lay it in a clean hot dish, pour off all the fat, and pour the nice brown gravy at
the bottom of the dripping-pan over the meat, but no hot water, or you will infallibly

spoil the flavor of both gravy and meat. Good meat will furnish sufficient gravy whea
cut. Garnish with scraped horseradish.

45
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To Roast Mutton.—Mutton requires more cooking than beef, the latter being by
many preferred somewhat underdone. A shoulder of mutton particularly, if it be not
sufficiently roasted, has a strong, woolly flavor ; the fat tastes rancid, and is apt to spoil

the appetite of a delicate stomach ; if, on the contrary, it be nicely roasted brown, with-
out being burned, and well basted, it is a delicious dish. Like beef, it must not be placed
too near the Are at first, but must be suffered to become gradually hot through, and kept
constantly turned. When you think it is about half done, sprinkle a good bit of salt all

over it, which is the general rule for all roasted meat. When it is done, pour away the
whole of the fat, and what little gravy remains at the bottom of the dish may be served
up with the mutton. If it be good meat, the gravy will follow the knife as it is cut.

Serve it up with onion-sauce.

A leg of mutton is roasted in the same manner, except that, being a much leaner joint,
and the fat of a milder nature, it does not require so much cooking. The same may be
said of the loin and the best end of the neck, care being taken to cut off the fat sufficiently

dose before roasting.

To Roast Venison.—Venison is roasted in the same way as mutton, only it requires

more time. Cover it with buttered paper and paste before you set it down to roast

;

otherwise, it being such a dry sort of meat, and the little fat there is being so easily

melted, the fire will draw out all the juices, aud it will prove dry and tasteless. Baste it

constantly, and serve it with a good gravy and currant jelly.

To Roast Lamb.—Lamb requires to be well roasted, as, if not sufficiently done, it

will fail to acquire that delicate taste so peculiar to it. It is commonly dressed in quarters.

Lamb .should be well iointed, or chopped by the butcher, as it is such a delicate sort of

meat that it becomes altogether disfigured if the carver is compelled to hack and pull it

in pieces. In roasting, baste with its own dripping, and, after pouring off all the fat,

serve it up in a hot dish with the gravy that remains after the fat Is poured off. In serving

up a fore-quarter, the cook should divide the shoulder neatly from the ribs, and, after

squeezing the juice of half a lemon on the ribs, cover the shoulder closely over again. It

is usual to send up with lamb mint-sauce in a tureen.

To Roast Veal.—All pans of veal are good roasted, excepting the scrag end of die

neck, which is commonly used for stewing or making pies. Roast veal is much im-
proved by a stuffing composed of chopped suet and parsley, lemon peel, a little thyme,
savory, marjoram, a little grated nutmeg and bread-crumbs, seasoned with pepper and
salt, all mixed together with an egg. The bones should be carefully taken out, and the

stuffing put in their place ; then cover your veal with buttered paper to prevent it burn-

ing, and set it down before a strong clear fire, not too close at first, as it requires more
dressing than beef or mutton, it being extremely unwholesome if underdone. When
nearly enough roasted, take off the paper and let it brown ; sprinkle it with salt, and
baste it well either with its own dripping, or, if there be not enough, with lamb-dripping
or butter. Pour melted butter over it before sending it to the table. Garnish with lemon
cut in quarters or sliced.

To Roast Pork.—Pork should at all times be perfectly well done, and therefore re*

quires a longer time to roast than any other meat. Pork is much more savory when
stuffed with chopped sage and onions and bread-crumbs, seasoned with pepper and salt.

The outer rind should be neatly scored, to enable the carver to cut slices more easily.

Before setting it down to roast, rub the skin with salad-oil to prevent its blistering, and
baste it frequently. Serve it with apple-sauce in a tureen or boat. The onions should
be boiled a little before being chopped for the stuffing.

To Roast Sucking Pig.—When the pig is properly prepared and cleaned by the

butcher, cut off the feet, and make a stuffing of chopped sage, crumbs of bread, butter,

pepper, and salt, according to your taste and judgment, but let the bread be the principal

ingredient ; fill the inside of the pig with the stuffing, and sew up the slit. Baste with

butter. It will require from two to three hours* roasting, according to size. The skin

should be nicely browned and crisp. Before sending it to table, split it down the back
from head to tail, and lay it, with the skin side uppermost, flat in the dish. The head is

cut off and a half* laid at each end. Take out the brains, and having previously boiled

the liver, chop it up with the brains, and mix them together with veafor beef gravy in ?

small tureen. Apple-sauce, as for pork.

BOILING MEAT.
Meat should be boiled in a vessel large enough to contain it easily, so that it may hav|

:rfcct freedom and sufficient water, otherwise it will be hard and discolored ; but too

.urge a pot will leave unnecessary space, which ought to be avoided. Before putting

your joint into the pot, put in a plate turned upside-down, so that the water may get to

every part, and the meat may not stick to the bottom. All kinds of meat should be put

into cold soft water ; and with fresh meat throw in a little salt to raise the scum. The

E
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water should not be suffered to come to a boil too quickly, and just before it boil* the
scum should be removed, and for a few minutes afterwards ; for if the scum be suffered to

boil down, it will render the meat black. When it is skimmed quite clean, cover the pot
and set it aside, so that it may only simmer, taking great care, however, that it never
ceases to do so. Should the water waste in the boiling, it will be necessary to add more,
so as to keep the meat covered ; in this case boiling water must be used. If the meat be
boiled in a cloth, it will be whiter, but the liquor will be spoiled. It is usual to allow a
quarter of an hour to every pound of meat, reckoning from the time the water begins to

boil ; but this is by no means an infallible rule, as some parts of meat require much more
cooking than others. A piece of brisket of beef, for instance, requires much more time
for cooking than a piece of the round of the same weight ; and you would surely spoil the
best end of the neck of mutton by boiling it the same length of time as the breast. The
cook must use her own judgment on these matters. When meat is perfectly fresh it re-

quires more time for cooking than when stale or long killed. Good meat invariably
swells in boiling. If corned meat be too salt, you may pour off the water after it has
boiled a few minutes, and replace it with fresh.

To Boil a Salted Round of Beef.—Rinse it in a pan of cold water, cut out the bone,
roll it round firmly, and bind it fast with a broad tape; put it into the pot and cover the
lid close ; keep it gently simmering, taking care to skim before it comes to a boil ; allow
a quarter of an hour to each pound of beef. The vegetables served with salt beef are
carrots and greens, and sometimes turnips are added. When you dish it up, pour over
the meat a very little of the liquor in which it has been boiled. Do not, if you can avoid
it, boil any vegetables with the meat.
To Boil an Aitch-bone of Beef.—Follow the directions given for the round, only

that a large one will take less time in proportion ; for instance, one weighing twenty
pounds will be done in rather less than four hours.
To Boil a Piece of Brisket of Beef or Thin Flank.—These arc boiled in the same

way as the round, only that they require much longer boiling, being of so close a texture,
and the fat of such a peculiar nature, that, if not sufficiently cooked, the meat wUI be
hard and spongy, and will taste extremely disagreeable ; so much so, that Dersons who
have oncepartaken of those parts under-boiled will feel very unwilling to eat of them again.
A piece of brisket or thin flank of beef, weighing eight pounds, will take four hours' boil-

ing. To know if it be boiled enough, you may insert a fork through the meat a little

way, and if it feel soft, then it is done. Peas-pudding is go»d with boiled beef. Brisket
of beef, if to be eaten cold, should be laid on a board, and a heavy weight should be set

on it, to press out all the loose fat ; it then cuts smooth and solid.

To Boil a Leg of Mutton.—If your pot be not long enough to let the leg lie straight,

you may cut the tendon at the joint and bend round the shank. Do not put in too much
water, as the liquor will make good broth. Throw a little salt into the water when you
put in the mutton, as that willmake the scum rise, which must be taken off clean. Let
it boil slowly and equally. A good-sized leg of mutton, say of eight pounds, will be done
sufficiently in two hours. Do not boil turnips or any other vegetable with the meat, as
they will flavor it, and prevent its keeping so well when cold. Dish it with a very little

of the liquor, as, if the meat be good, and not too much boiled, it will yield sufficient

gravy when cut. Mashed turnips form the appropriate vegetable to this dish, with caper-
sauce.
Neck of. Mutton is dressed the same as the leg. The breast requires more boiling,

and will take half an hour to the pound. Serve with parsley and butter.

To Boil a Leg of Lamb.—A leg of lamb is a delicate dish when nicely boiled. If

whiteness is desirable, wrap in a clean cloth ; only the liquor will then be spoiled foi

broth. Boil one of five pounds gently for about an hour and a half. When you dish it

cut the loin into chops, fry them, and lay round it. Sauce, plain melted butter, or
parsley and butter.

To Boil a Leg of Veal.—Take out the bone, and fill the space with a stuffing made
of bread-crumbs, minced salt pork, suet chopped fine, parsley, sweet herbs, pepper and
salt; sew up the opening, or draw the flap over it, and skewer it down. Put it into a
lone pot, and cover it with cold water with a tablespoonful of salt; skim it well, and let

it simmer slowly till done enough, which may be ascertained by passing a fork into it.

Serve with parsley and butter, or oyster-sauce. The liquor will make excellent soup or
broth with the addition of vegetables.

To Boil a Knuckle of Veal.—Break, or rather saw the knuckle into pieces ; wash,
and put it into plenty of water, with a little salt ; let it boil gently for two or three hours,
according to the size; it requires to be well boiled, in order to soften the sinews, which,
when sufficiently done, are most delicious ; you must keep it well skimmed, as the liquor
is excellent for broth or soup. It is eaten with boiled ham, bacon, or pickled pork, whea
dishad, pour over it some good parsley and butter.
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To Boil a Churap of Veal.—Wrap the joint in a cloth in order to have it white and
delicate ; put it into a pot with a little salt, and cover it with water ; let it simmer gently
for about an hour and a half after it comes to a boil. When done, fry some thin rashes
of ham or bacon, lay them round it on the dish, and serve it up with oyster-sauce.
To Boil a Calfs Head.—Wash and cleanse the head thoroughly ; take out the brains

and soak them in cold water, and pick them quite clean. Boil the head slowly for an
hour and a half; then put the brains into a small saucepan, and boil them in half a pint
of the liquor for half an hour. Then take up the head in a dish, mash the brains and
season them with pepper and salt ; turn them back into the little saucepan, add a few
bread-crumbs, a lump of butter rolled in flour, and a glass of wine ; shake all well to-

gether, just give it a boil, and serve it for sauce, either poured over the head, or separately
in a boat. The liquor will make excellent soup the next day.
To Boil a Sheep's Head.—Soak and wash the head well in cold water, taking care

to remove all the splinters of the bones, and to clean the brains thoroughly of all the skin
and blood. Put it into a saucepan, cover it with lukewarm water and a good spoonful
of salt ; let it boil very gently, skimming it well from time to time. When it has boiled
about an hour, take off all the fat • and having cut up a good-sized onion, two turnips, a
carrot, a small head of celery, and a sprig or two of parsley, put them into the broth with
a little thyme and a crust of bread toasted brown ; cover up the saucepan, and let the
broth simmer gently for an hour and a half, when the head will be done. Serve it up with
the brains chopped up in melted butter, poured over it, and turnips in another dish. Serve
the broth, which will be excellent, in a tureen.

To Boil Pickled Pork.—Having washed and scraped it, put it into boiling water with
the skin side uppermost. If it be thin, a piece of four pounds will be done in less than
an hour ; a leg of eight pounds will take three hours. Pork should be done enough ; but
if boiled too fast or too long, it will become jelly. Keep the pot well skimmed, and send
it to table with peas-pudding and greens.
To Boil Bacon and Beans.—These must be boiled separately, otherwise the bacon

will spoil the color of the beans. Soak the bacon for an hour or two in cold water, trim
and scrape it as clean as possible, and put it into enough cold water to cover it ; set it

over a slow fire, so that it will be half an hour before it comes to a boil ; then skim it and
let it boil gently till done. Two or three pounds will require an hour and a half after it

boils ; the hock or gammon, being thick, will require more time. When done enough,
strip off the rind ; and your beans in the meantime having been boiled and strained, put
them into a deep dish, lay the bacon upon them, and send them to table, with parsley
and butter in a boat.

To Boil a Ham.—If the ham has been long cured, soak it in cold water for from
twelve to twenty hours. Scrape it and put it into a large vessel to boil with plenty of
cold water, and let it simmer gently from three to four or five hours, according to the
size. A ham of twenty pounds will require four hours and a half. Skim the pot fre-

quently, to remove the grease as it rises. When done, strip off the rind, and strew bread
raspings over the top side ; then set it before the fire, or in the oven, to dry and brown.
Some persons prefer to bake a ham ; it is then necessary, after soaking and scraping, to
inclose it in a paste of flour and water before sending it to the oven.
To Boil a Tongue.—Soak it all night before using, and be careful to wash out the

salt, which is put into various crevices to preserve it. Boil it in plenty of water from two
hours and a half to three hours. Remove the skin before sending it to table, and garnish
with parsley. •

To Boil Tripe.—Wash it clean and put it on to boil in plenty of water with four or six
moderately sized onions. When the onions are quite soft the tripe will be boiled enough.
Serve it with the onions in a hash-dish with a little of the liquor in which it has been
boiled, and plain melted butter in a boat.

FRYING.
In frying much depends on the pan being in good condition and perfectly clean. If h

be thin, it soon becomes so hot that it either scorches the meat or sets the fat alight ; and
if it be not clean to a nicety, it discolors the meat and gives it a bad flavor. It should
never be cleansed with anything but fat ; washing it with water makes it rusty. After
frying fish, turn the pan over the fire for a minute or two ; this will destroy the smell and
taste of the fish. The fire should be clear and brisk, not blazing, but strong. Lard or
dripping is best to use for frying in. To know if the fat be the right heat, throw in a bit

of bread, which should fry a light brown. Shake the pan constantly while frying, w
prevent the meat sticking or burning. Drain the fat off your fish or meat by laying them
on a wire sieve.

To Fry Sausages.—Sausages require to be dressed very slowly. Before you put
them into the pan prick them in several places with a fine fork, to prevent them bursting]
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put a lump of dripping into a clean frying-pan, and at soon as it is melted, but before |
becomes not, put in the sausages ; shake the pan frequently, so that they may not stick „•

let them get hot very gradually, and brown them nicely all over. When done lay them
on a hot dish before the fire.

To Fry Liver and Bacon.—Wash the liver, but do not soak it ; dry it, and cut it in

slices rather thin ; then scrape your bacon, cut off the rind, and slice it very thin ; make
your pan hot, and fry the bacon quickly, and not too much ; it will yield sufficient fat in
which to fry the liver ; lay the bacon in a hot dish before the fire, and fry the liver, which
also should not be too much done, or it will be dry. When the liver is done enough lay
H over the bacon, and pour into the pan half a cupful of flour and water with a little

pepper, but no salt ; stir it well about, and strain wnatever fat or gravy may be in the
disn, under the liver and bacon, into the pan, let it boil up, then pour it over the meat,
or garnish with sliced lemon.
To Pry Beefsteaks and Onions.—Cut the steaks about three-quarters of an inch

thick ; put a good lump of dripping or lard into your pan, and when it is hot lay in the
steaks ; turn them frequently, so that they may not burn ; let them be nicely browned all

over, and, when cooked, lay them in a hot dish before the fire ; meantime, nave in readi-
ness a plateful of onions, sliced very thin, and sprinkled with pepper and salt ; put them
into the pan, and lay a dish over them to keep in the steam ; turn them about, and let

them be cooked thoroughly. They will require a long time ; they should be soft and
brown ; when done pour them over the steaks and serve up hot.
To Fry Veal Cutlets.—Veal cutlets should be fried either in veal dripping or butter.

Cut them half an inch thick, beat up an egg, and with a whisk lay it over the cutlet on
each side ; after which dip it in bread-crumbs and lay it in the pan. Dress cutlets slowly
and thoroughly, of a light brown. For gravy, take half a cupful of water thickened
with flour, a lump of butter, a little pepper and salt, a pinch of sweet herbs rubbed fine,

and a little lemon-juice ; mix all together and put into the pan ; boil it up and pour it over
the cutlets. It is usual to fry bacon or ham with veal cutlets, and to serve them in a sep-
arate dish. Lamb chops are fried in the same way.
To Fry Pork Chops.—Cut them rather thin, and cook them thoroughly. They are

more savory ifdipped in yolk of egg and strewed over with sage and onion finely chopped
and mixed with bread-crumbs previous to frying.

To Pry Bacon and Eggs.—Cut the bacon in thin rashers and fry it as before
directed ; when done lay it in a hot dish before the fire. Break the eggs in separate cups
and place them gently in the pan ; keep them in a round flat shape. \Vhen the white is

set take them out of the pan with a slice, and place an egg on each rasher.

To Fry Tripe.—Wash the tripe, and dry it well in a cloth. Cut it in lone pieces about
three inches wide. Make a thick batter of egg, flour, milk, a little minced onion, and a
little salt. Dip the tripe into the batter and fry it in lard or good dripping, of which
there must be sufficient in the pan almost to cover the tripe. Fry it of a light brown, and
garnish with fried parsley.

BROILING.

For broiling, the fire should be brisk and perfectly clear ; a good strong cinder fire is

best. Set the gridiron over for a minute or two to get hot, then wipe it quite clean with a

clean damp cloth—do not use paper ; then rub a bit of hard dripping or suet over the

bars, to prevent the meat sticking to them. Put the lean of the meat on the back part of

the gridiron, and the fat in the front ; pepper your meat before you lay it on, but do not

salt it, as that draws out the gravy. Turn the meat once or twice, but do not insert t

fork for that purpose. Do not beat the meat before broiling ; it will not make tougk
meat tender, and it expels the juices. Broiled meat should be cooked quickly, and served

quite hot ; on taking it off the gridiron, lay it on a hot dish, sprinkle it with salt, and lay

a good lump of butter over it. Some persons like ketchup or walnut-liquor with broiled

meat ; others like the dish rubbed with a shallot.

To Broil Beefsteaks.—Beefsteaks, when properly broiled, form a dish which is gen-

erally liked. The gridiron should be thoroughly clean, not only on the tops of the bars,

but on the sides also. Cut the steaks about three-quarters ofan inch thick ; dust them with

pepper before laying them on the gridiron ; they ought not to be turned too frequently ;

indeed, some persons turn them only once; this, however, depends greatly on the taste

of those who are to partake of them ; because, while some persons prefer them in a half-raw
state, others like them well done. Rub a hot dish with a shallot, place the steaks when
cooked in the dish, and rub them over with a lump of butter, sprinkle them with salt, and
serve them up hot. They should be eaten immediately; every moment they stand they
become deteriorated in proportion. Either oyster sauce or mushroom sauce may be used
irhen any is required.

To Broil Mutton Chops.—Mutton chops should not be broiled on too fierce a fir*
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stherwise the fat will cause the fire to flare, and the chops will be smoked and blackened.
Pepper them the same as beefsteaks ; but, unlike those, mutton chops require constant
turning. They should not be overdone. When done enough lay them in a hot dish «nd
sprinkle with salt ; they require no butter, the chops being sufficiently fat.

To Broil Ham.—Cut the ham about the third of an inch thick, and broil it very
quickly over a brisk fire ; lay it on a hot dish, pepper it, and put on it a good lump of

butter.

To Broil Pork Chops.—These should not be cut quite so thick as mutton chops, and
require more dressing ; turn them frequently, and make them a nice light brown. When
dished, sprinkle upon them a little sage powdered very fine.

To Broil Kidneys.—Split them through lengthways, and run.an iron skewer through
them to keep them flat ; pepper them, and broil them over a clear fire. They should be
lightly done. Serve them on a very hot dish, sprinkle them with salt, and put a bit of
butter on each.
To Boil Eggs.—The best way is to put them into cold water, and when they have

boiled up once or twice, if fresh, they will be done. Some persons prefer putting them
into boiling water ; they should then boil three minutes after they come to a boil.

To Poach Eggs.—Have a saucepan of water boiling, crack your eggs into separate

cups, and put them, one at the time, into the water, taking a little into the cup before you
turn the egg in; when the white has hardened around the yolk, which it will in a minute
or two, take them out with a slice. They are delicious laid on rashers of fried bacon or
ham.
A Delicate Omelette.—Beat six eggs, the yolks and whites separately ; melt a bit

of butter in a teacupful of warm milk, to which add gradually a tablespoonful of flour,

a tablespoonful of salt, and a little pepper; then mix in the yolks of the eggs, and lastly

the whites, beaten to a stiff froth. Bake immediately in a flat pan. Some ham cut fine

and added is a great improvement ; some persons like sweet herbs ; others prefer some
finely shred onion.

Eggs and Spinach.—This forms a pretty dish for supper. Having boiled and pre-
pared »mc spinach, poach some eggs, trim, and lay them on the spinach.

SAUCES.
As sauces spoil by standing long after they are made, they should be prepared last, and

be served hot.

Malted Butter.—Put a tablespoonful of flour into a clean saucepan, mix it carefully

with a little water at a time, till you have about a cupful ; now cut into it, in small pieces,

four ounces of butter, shake it rapidly round till well mixed, then place it on the fire,

watch it constantly, and keep shaking and turning it round till it boils ; it is then ready.

Be careful to turn it always one way, or the butter will oil. Should this happen, you
may recover it in some measure by putting into it a little cold water and pouring it back-
wards and forwards several times. For fish, some salt should be added, and a little

pepper.
Onion Sauce.—Peel the onions and boil them in plenty of water till they are perfectly

soft ; then strain them from the water and chop them very fine, season them with pepper '

and salt, and stir them into melted butter. Some persons add a little milk, which makes
the sauce both rich and white.

Egg Sauce.—Boil the eggs till they arc quite hard. Peel and chop them fine, season
with pepper and salt, and stir them into melted butter.

Bread Sauce.—Crumble some stale bread very fine, set it on the fire in a saucepan,
with as much sweet milk as will make it thick, put in a slice of onion, and stir it till the
bread is soaked and the sauce is quite smooth. Season with pepper and salt.

MuBhroom Sauce.—Pick out the stems, skin them, and the mushrooms also. Cut
them up small, and wash them : put them into a saucepan, cover them with water, and
let them stew gently till they are soft, when they will yield a fine, rich gravy ; then stir

in a lump of butter kneaded into some flour to thicken it, and season with pepper and
salt.

Mint Sauce.—Pick off the leaves of fresh green mint ; wash them, then chop very
fine, mix up some vinegar and sugar, and stir in the mint.
Oyster Sauce.—Simmer the oysters in their own liquor till they are plump : strain

off the liquor through a sieve, wash the oysters clean, and beard them ; put them into a
saucepan, and pour the liquor over them, taking care that you do not pour in any of the

sediment ; add a blade of mace, a quarter of a lemon, a spoonful of anchovy-liquor, and a
bit of horseradish ; boil it up gently, then take out the horseradish, the mace, and the

lemon, the juice of which mustbe squeezed into the sauce. Now add some thick melted
sutter, toss it together, and boil it up.

Anchovy Sauce, for Fish.—Take a little good gravy, an anchovy, a quarter of t
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pound of butter rolled in flour, and stir all together till it boils. You may add a littU

lemon-juice, ketchup, red wine, or walnut liquor, according to your taste. Some add
cream.
LobBter Sauce.—Take a fine hen lobster; when boiled, take out all the spawn and

bruise it in a mortar very fine, with a little butter; take all the meat out of the tail and
claws, cut it in small square pieces, and put it aside. Put into a saucepan a spoonful
of anchovy-liquor, a spoonful of ketchup, a blade of mace, a bit of horseradish, half a
lemon, a gill of gravy, a little butter rolled in flour, just enough to thicken it, and half a
pound of butter nicely melted. Boil it gently up for six or seven minutes ; then take out the
horseradish, mace, and lemon, squeezing the juice of the latter into the sauce

; just sim-
mer it up ; then put in your lobster and spawn, and allow it to get hot through.
Shrimp Sauce.—Take half a pint of shrimps, pick and lay them aside ; put the pick-

ings into a little water, stew it a short time, then strain off the liquor, with which make
your melted butter; put in your shrimps, add a spoonful of anchovy-liquor and a tittle

lemon-juice, and let it simmer all together for a few minutes.
A Good Common Sauce for FiBh.—Plain butter melted thick, with a spoonful of

walnut-pickle or mushroom-ketchup.
Sweet Sauce.—Plain melted butter, sweetened with sugar to your taste.

Caudle Sauce for Plum Pudding.—Make melted butter, and stir into it a glass of
sherry, half a glass of brandy or rum, a little sugar, grated lemon-peel and nutmeg.
Shake the saucepan round, but do not let it boil after you have added the spirits.

Apple Sauce.—Pare your apples, Cut them in quarters and core them, put them into
a saucepan with a very little water, let them boil till perfectly soft, then strain the liquoi
off, and mash the apples with a spoon ; add two or three cloves, or a little bit of cinna-
mon, a bit of butter, a little grated lemon-peel, and sugar to your taste ; mix all together,
and set the saucepan on the hob for a few minutes.
Celery Sauce for Fowls and Game.—Take a large bunch of celery, wash and pare

it clean, cut it in small thin pieces, and boil it gently in a little water till tender ; then add
some beaten mace, nutmeg, pepper, and salt, thickened with a piece of butter rolled in

flour, then boil it up, and pour it into a dish. You may make it with cream, thus : boil
celery as before directed, and add mace, nutmeg, a piece of butter the size of a walnut,
rolled in flour, and half a pint of cream ; boil all together.

ParBley and Butter.—Pick and wash a handful of parsley, tie it up, and throw it into

boiling water for a minute or two; then cut away the stalks and chop the parsley very
small ; make melted butter, and stir in the parsley.

Wine Sauce for Mutton or Venison.—Take a sufficient quantity of the liquor in

which the meat was boiled, put in pepper, salt, current-jelly, and wine to your taste;

boil all up, and thicken it with scorched flour mixed with a little water.

Mushroom Sauce for Boiled Fowls.—Stir half a pint of cream and a quarter of a
pound of butter together one way, till it becomes thick ; then add a spoonful of mushroom-
pickle, pickled mushrooms, or fresh. Garnish with lemon.
Caper Sauce.—Chop capers, and stir them into melted butter, adding some of the

vinegar.

TO DRESS POULTRY AND GAME.
To Roast Fowls.—Pick and draw them ; be careful not to break the gall-bag in

drawing, as, if the gall be spilled, it will render any part which it touches bitter ; a fowl
should be so cleanly drawn as to require no washing, but merely to be wiped out with a
clean dry cloth. Singe them ; then press down the breast-bone. Break the legs by the

middle of the first joint, draw out the sinews, and cut off the parts at the break. Put
the gizzard in one pinion and the liver in the other, and turn the points on the back

; put
a skewer in the first joint of the pinion and bring the middle of the leg close to it ; put the
skewer through the middle of the leg and through the body, and the same on the other
side ; put another skewer through the small of the leg and the sidesman, and another
through the other side. Cut the head off close to the body, leaving sufficient skin to tie

on the back. Suspend it neck downwards. Baste with butter for some time after putting

to the fire. They will require from half an hour to an hour according to the size. When
fowls are large they are very good stuffed like turkey. Serve roast fowls with melted
butter or gravy-sauce. Before you send them to table, remove all skewers and strings

which may have been used in trussing. Fowls and all other feathered animals are served
with the breast upwards.
To Roast a Turkey.—Having picked, drawn, and singed the turkey, truss it according

10 previous directions for trussing fowls. Stuff the breast with rich veal stuffing, adding

a nttle sausage-meat ; sew up the neck. Cover the breast with buttered paper, to pre-

serve it from scorching, and roast it to a fine brown. Baste it well with butter ; and a
Mule while before it is done remove the paper and allow the brcut to brown. A good-
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sized turkey will require roasting from an hour and a half to two hours, iou must havt
plenty of good gravy in the dish, and garnish with lemon. Serve with bread-sauce.
To Roast a Goose.—Having picked, drawn, and singed the goose, cut off the head

and neck, leaving sufficient skin to tie over the neck-bone. Take off the legs and wings
at the first joint. Stuff with chopped sage and onion, and a few bread-crumbs seasoned
with pepper and salt. Cut off the end of the vent, and make a slit sufficiently large to

admit the rump through, in order to keep the stuffing in. Tie the skin of the neck
securely, to prevent the gravy from running out, and tie a strine round the goose over
tlie wines, and another over the legs. Paper the breast for a short time. Rub a few
pieces of butter in the shoulders and back, to baste with ; but, as it is naturally greasy, it

will soon yield sufficient fat for that purpose. It will require full two hours' roasting.

It should be well done. Serve it with plenty of gravy and apple-sauce. The liver, giz-

zard, head, neck, feet, and pinions of the goose form what is termed the giblets, and
make an excellent pie, or savory stew, thus :

Stewed Giblets.—Having scalded and picked them, cut them in pieces, wash them
clean, and put them into a saucepan with a piece of scrag of veal, cover them with water,
and let them boil up ; then take off the scum quite clean, and add three onions, two tur-

nips, one carrot, and a little thyme and parsley ; stew them till they are tender, and
strain them through a sieve ; wash the giblets clean from the herbs, etc. Now take a
piece of butter the size of a walnut, put it into a saucepan with a large spoonful of flour,

and stir it about till it is well mixed and smooth ; then put in the broth and giblets, stew
them for a quarter of an hour, season with salt and a little pepper, and just before you
serve them up, chop a handful of green parsley, and put it in. Give it a boil up and serve
them in a tureen.

To Roast Ducks.—Pick, draw, and singe them. Cut off the head ; dip the feet in
boiling water to remove the yellow skin ; truss them plump, turning the feet flat upon
the back. Stuff the same as goose, and serve with gravy and apple-sauce. An hour
will roast a duck. Green peas usually accompany roast duck.
To RoaBt Pigeons.—Pick, draw, and truss them, keeping on the feet. Chop the

liver with some parsley, add crumbs of bread, pepper, salt, and a little butter ; put this

stuffing inside. Slit one of the legs, and slip the other through it ; skewer, and roast
them for half an hour ; baste them well with butter. Serve with brown gravy in a boat,
and bread-sauce.
To Roast Pheasants.—Pick, singe, and draw them, the same as fowls. Truss them

by twisting the head round one of the wings, and turning both wings on the back. Fix
the legs down straight, the same as a roast fowl ; the feet are to be left on. Paper them
all over the breast, and roast them to a fine brown. Just before they are done, remove
the paper and brown the breast : flour and baste them with a little butter, and let them
have a fine white froth. They will be done in three-quarters ofan hour. Take them up
and pour good gravy into the dish. Serve with bread-sauce.
To Roast Partridges.—Pick, draw, singe, and clean them the same as fowls. Make

a slit in the neck and draw out the craw ; twist the neck round the wing, and bring the
head round to the side of the breast. The legs and wings are trussed the same as fowls,
only the feet are left on and crossed over one another. Put them down to a dear fire,

ana baste well with butter. When about half done, dust a little flour over them ; let

them be nicely browned. They will require to roast from twenty minutes to half an hour
each. Serve on toasted bread dipped in the gravy, with gravy and bread-sauce.
Grouse and Partridges should be dressed ana served in the same manner, only the

head should be trussed under the wing.
To RoaBt Snipes or Woodcocks.—These are not drawn. Spit them on a small

bird-spit, flour and baste them with a piece of butter, lay a slice of bread toasted brown
in the dish, and set it under the snipes for the trail to drop on. When they are done
enough, take them up and lay them on a toast. Have ready, for two snipes, a quarter
of a pint of good gravy and butter ; pour it into a dish, and set it over a chafing-dish for

a few minutes. Garnish with lemon.
To Roast a Rabbit.—Having drawn and skinned it, wash it in warm water, dry it,

truss it, and stuff it as follows : beef suet chopped fine ; a few bread crumbs ; a little

thyme, marjoram, and savory ; a little grated lemon-peel, pepper, and salt, mixed to-

gether with an egg ; put it into the belly of the rabbit and sew it up. Suspend it before
a good fire, and do not put it too close at first ; baste it well with butter or veal dripping,
and dredge it two or three times with flour. When it is sufficiently roasted place the
rabbit in a hot dish ; put a little water into a saucepan, a lump of butter rolled in flour,

and pour the gravy in from the dripping-pan ; give it a boil up, and pour it over the
rabbit.

To Boil a Turkey.—A boiled turkey is a most delicate and excellent dish, and re*

|uiies to be dsesssd with extreme care. Clean the turkey from feathers and stumps, an*
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Binge off the hairs, taking care not to blacken the skin. Draw and wipe it inside with a
clean dry cloth ; cut off the legs at the first joint ; draw out the sinews ; then pull down
the skin and push the legs inside ; cut the head off close to the body, leaving the skin
long, and draw out the craw. Make a good veal stuffing and put it into the breast, leav-
ing sufficient room for the stuffing to swell ; then draw the skin of the breast over the
opening and sew it neatly across the back, so that when the turkey is brought to table no
sewing will appear. Place the gizzard in one wing and the liver in the other ; turn the
wings on the back and fix them to the sides with a skewer ; wrap it in a cloth dredged
with flour, and put it into a pot of warm water, in sufficient quantity to keep the turkey
always covered. Skim it while boiling. A small, young turkey will not take more than
an hour and a half to boil it ; a large one, about two hours and a half. When done place
it in a hot dish, and pour a little sauce over the breast. Send up oyster-sauce, or
parsley and butter, in a tureen. Some cooks make the stuffing of chopped bread and
butter, oysters, cream, and the yolks of eggs.

To Boil a Fowl.—A fowl is prepared lor boiling just the same as a turkey, only omit
the stuffing. It may be boiled without a cloth ; the liquor will then be good. A small
fowl will require from half an hour to three-quarters, a large one from an hour to an houi
and a half. Sauce, parsley and butter.

To Boil Pigeons.—Boil them by themselves for a quarter of an hour ; then boil a
handsome square piece of bacon, and lay it in the middle of the dish ; stew spinach to
lay round, and put the pigeons on the spinach. Garnish with slices of bacon, and send
up melted butter in a boat.

TO DRESS FISH.
Fish must be put into cold or boiling water according to its firmness of flesh ; for in-

stance, turbot, salmon, mackerel, etc., should be put into cold water; while plaice,

whitings, haddocks, and such soft-fleshed as well as crimped fish, should be put into

boiling water. The reason is obvious : by putting flaccid and watery fish into the water
cold, it is rendered still more soft and watery ; but the boiling water sets it and renders
it firmer ; on the other hand, the cold water penetrates and softens the fish that is of a
firmer texture, and makes it eat more tender and delicate. Keep the water skimmed
while the fish is boiling. Fish is cooked enough when it leaves the bone easily. Be sure
to wash and clean your fish well, never trusting to the fishmonger. In frying fish, having
washed it, dry it thoroughly in a clean cloth, then flour it well, or whisk it over with egg,

and dip it into bread-crumbs before frying it. Be sure your pan is very clean, and thai

your fat (of which there should be enough to cover the fish) boils before you put the fish

in. Fry fish quickly, of a fine light brown. Some like fish fried in batter—as good a
batter as any is a little ale and flour beaten up just as you are ready for it—then dip the

fish in before frying it. Put plenty of salt in the water in which you boil fish, and a stick

of horseradish, excepting mackerel, with which you boil salt, mint, parsley, and fennel.

To Boil Salmon.—Clean out and scale the fish, and rinse it in water. Then put on
a good roomy fish-kettle with plenty of water and a good handful of salt ; put in your
fish, let it boil very gently, keeping it skimmed. The time it will take depends greatly

on the thickness of the fish. It is usual to reckon ten minutes to the pound. To ascer-

tain if it be boiled enough, raise one end from the water, and if a knife pass easily betwixt

the fish and the bone, it is sufficiently done. When it is ready, lift the drainer out of the

water and set it across the kettle, that the water may drip from the fish. Serve it on a

dish with a fish-plate : lay a napkin under the fish. Garnish with green parsley and
lobster, or shrimp sauce.
To Boll Cod.—Wash and clean it well, boil it the same as directed for turbot. Serve

it on a napkin. Garnish with parsley and horseradish scraped. Oyster-sauce.

To Dress a Cod's Head and Shoulders.—Clean a cod's head and shoulders in one
piece, and by it in salt all night. Before you dress it, bind it firmly together with tape.

Put it into a fish-kettle with plenty of cold water, a handful of salt, and a stick of horse-
radish. Let it boil slowly for about three-quarters of an hour, then let the water drain

from it across the top of the kettle. Place it on a hot dish, back upwards, and draw
away the tapes very carefully. Brush it over with beaten egg and strew over it bread-

crumbs, pepper, and salt ; then stick pieces of butter thickly over the top. Set it before

the fire, which should be clear and brisk, to brown. Make a rich oyster-sauce with gravy
well seasoned with Cayenne pepper, salt, and ketchup, and pour it into the dish, around
but not over the fish.

To Stew Cod.—Cut it in slices an inch thick, lay them in a large stewpan ; season
with nutmeg beaten, pepper and salt, a bundle of sweet-herbs, an onion, half a pint of
wine, and a quarter of a pint of water; cover close, and let it simmer softly for five or

six minutes; then squeeze in the juice of a lemon, put in a few oysters, and the liquor
* d, with a blade or two of mace ; cover it close and let it stew softly, shaking the
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pan often. When it is done enough, take out the sweet-herbs and onion, and dish it up;
pour the sauce over it, and garnish with lemon.
To Boil Shell-fish.—Lobsters and craw-fish must be put alive in boiling water.

When the joints come off easily they are done enough. Crabs must be first killed, and
then put into boiling water.

To Fry Haddocks.—These are most excellent fish when properly dressed. Take
good-sized haddocks ; wash and clean them well ; let them lie all night in salt. When
you are going to dress them, wash and wipe them dry ; cut off the Head, tail and fins

;

skin them carefully, so as not to tear the flesh, which is extremely tender ; cut the flesh

from the bone and divide each side in two pieces ; dredge them with flour, d>p them in

egg and bread crumbs, and fry them in hot lard or dripping sufficient to cover them. Do
not suffer the fat to scorch the fish. Brown both sides ; and when done^ place them for
a few minutes on a drainer, before the fire. Garnish with parsley. Send up oyster-
sauce, or plain melted butter, in a boat.

To Broil Haddocks.—Scale, gut and wash them clean. Do not rip open the bellies,

but take out the guts with the gills ; dry them in a clean cloth ; and if there be any roe
or liver, take it out, wash and dry it, and put it in again ; flour them well, and have a
elear, brisk fire. Clean your gridiron and let it get hot ; then lay on your fish ; turn them
two or three times at first to keep them from sticking ; then let one side be done enough,
and turn it on the other. When done, lay them in a dish, and serve them with plain

melted butter or anchovy-sauce. They are nice eating if salted a day or two before you
dress them, and hung up to dry, orplain-boiled, with egg-sauce.

To Cook Dried Haddock.—Take a fryingpan or saucepan, and fill it with suf-

ficient water to cover the haddock, and directly the water boils, place the fish in it for

two or three minutes, according to its size. The haddock should then be skinned, but-
tered and placed before the fire for a few minutes, when it is ready to serve.

Baked Fish.—Cod, gurnet and shad are good for baking. Stuff them with a season-
ing made of bread-crumbs, butter, salt, pepper and (if agreeable) parsley and spices.

Put the fish in a baking-dish, with a cupful of water and a lump of butter. Bake from
three-quarters of an hour to an hour.
To Broil Mackerel.—Cut off the heads, but do not rip them open : gut and wash

them clean, and dry them ; pull out the roe at the neck end, boil it, then bruise it with a
spoon ; beat up the yolk of an egg with a little nutmeg, a little chopped lemon-peel, a
little thyme, some boiled parsley chopped fine, a little pepper and salt, and a few Dread-
crumbs ; mix these together with the mashed roe, and fill the mackerel ; flour it, and
broil it nicely. Send it up with a little ketchup or walnut-pickle, in plain melted butter.
Mackerel, if boiled, should be put into cold water with plenty of salt. When cold they
are nice soused in vinegar.

To Dress Flat-fish.—In dressing all sorts of flat-fish take great care, if you boil
them, to have them done enough, but do not let them break. Put plenty of salt in the
«rater, also horseradish ; let the fish be well drained, and cut off the fins when cleaning
•hem. When to be fried, let them be well dried in a cloth; egg and bread-crumb
them, and fry them of a lieht brown ; use plenty of fat ; and, when done, drain the fish

on a clean coarse cloth. If to be fried without egg and bread-crumbs, proceed as for
sausages.
To Broil Herrings.—Scale and gut them ; cut off the heads ; wash them clean, and

dry them in a cloth ; flour and broil them ; mash the heads ; boil them in small beer or
ale, with a little whole pepper and an onion ; let it boil for a quarter of an hour ; strain it

;

then thicken it with butler and flour and a good deal of mustard. Lay the herrings on
a dish and pour the sauce into a boat.
To Fry Herrings.—Gut and wash them clean, and dry them in a cloth ; fry them

brown ; have ready some onions sliced thin ; fry them of a light brown, with the her-
rings ; lay the herrings in a dish, and the onions round, with butter and mustard in a
cup. Dress them on a quick fire.

To Stew Eels.—Clean them thoroughly, which will take plenty of water, time and
trouble ; cut them in pieces of about three inches in length ; put them into a saucepan
with barely sufficient water to cover them, a blade or two of mace, and a crust of bread

:

let them stew gently till the flesh will strip easily from' the bone ; then put in a lump of
butter rolled in flour, some parsley chopped fine, and a little pepper ana salt ; let it roil

up once or twice, and serve them not in a tureen with toasted sippets.
To Broil Eels.—Take a large eel ; skin and make it clean ; then open the belly, and

cut it into four pieces. Then take the tail-end, strip off the flesh, and beat it in a mortar

;

season with a little beaten mace, grated nutmeg, pepper and salt, chopped parsley,
thyme, lemon-peel, and bread-crumbs ; roll it in a piece of butler ; then mix it agate
with the yolk of an egg : roll it up, and fill the pieces of belly with it ; now cut the skin

of the eel, wrap it round the pieces, and sew them up ; broil them well • have butter and
an anchovy for sauce, with the juice of a lemon.
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To Boil Soles.—-Take three quarts of spring water and a handful of salt. When h
boils put in the soles, and let them boil gently for ten minutes. Dish them up in a clean
napkin, with anchovy or shrimp sauce.

To Fry Solea.—Scrape, but do not skin them ; wash them and wipe them dry ; dip
them in beaten egg, and then strew them over with bread-crumbs ; have a pan of fat,

and be sure it boils before you put in the soles. Fry them of a light brown and turn
them but once. Lay them on a napkin for the fat to drain off, and serve them on a fish,

plate, with plain melted butter in a boat.

To Stew Mussels.—Wash them very clean from the sand, in two or three waters,
put them into a saucepan, cover them close, and let them stew till all the shells open

;

then take them out, pick them out of the shells, and pick out the bit of weed which is

usually sticking under the tongue. When you have picked them all clean put them into

a clean saucepan, and to a quart of mussels strain half a pint of the liquor through a
sieve ; then put in a blade or two of mace, and a piece of butter, the size of a walnut,
rolled in flour. Let them stew ; then toast some bread, cut it in three-cornered pieces,

and lay it round the dish. Pour in the mussels, and send them to the table hot.
To Scollop OyBtera.—Rub some bread-crumbs in a clean cloth; fill your scollop-

shells with oysters and the bread-crumbs alternately. Set them before a good fire to

brown, add a little pepper and salt, baste them well with butter, and keep turning them,
that they may be brown all over alike.

Oysters Broiled on the Shell.—Select as many dozen as you have guests. They
should be large, and the shells of good shape. Clean them with a stiff brush, and open,
saving the juice. Throw the oysters into boiling water, and let them remain a minute
or two, according to the size. Take out, and lay at once on one-half of the shell, and
place on a gridiron over a brisk fire. As soon as the oyster begins to broil in the shell,

season with butter, pepper, and a drop of lemon juice. Serve hot on the shell.

To Dress Salt Fish.—Soak it for some hours, to take out the salt, changing the
water frequently. Put it into cold water. It will take from ten to twenty minutes after

it boils, according to the thickness of the fish. Serve it with boiled parsnips, and egg-
tauce in a boat.

PIES AND PUDDINGS.
In boiling puddings mind that the cloth be perfectly clean. Dip it in hot water, and

dredge it well with flour. If a bread-pudding, tie it loose; if a batter-pudding, tie it

nearly close; apple and gooseberry puddings, etc., should be tied quite close. When
you make a batter-pudding first mix the flour well with milk, and stir in the other in-

gredients by degrees ; you will then have it smooth, without lumps. The best way,
however, for a plain batter-pudding, is to strain it through a coarse hair-sieve, that it

may have neither lumps nor the Headings of the eggs ; and for all other puddings strain

the eggs when they are beaten up. Be sure the water boils when you put your pudding
in, and that it keeps boiling all the time, and that you keep it always covered with

water ; you should also move it about two or three times at first, or it may stick to the

pot ; dip the pudding into cold water immediately you take it out, which prevents it

sticking. If you boil your pudding in a dish or basin, butter the inside before putting

the pudding in ; the same should be done to the dish for a baked pudding or pie. The
quality of pie-crust depends much on the baking. If the oven be too hot, the paste,

besides being burned, will fall ; if too slack, it will be soddened, and consequently heavy.

Paste should be made on a cold, smooth substance, such as marble or slate, with a light,

cool hand. It should be made quickly ; much handling makes it heavy. Great nicety

is required in wetting the paste ; too little moisture rendering it dry ana crumbly, while

too much makes it tough and heavy ; and in either case the paste cannot be easily

worked. Practice alone can produce perfection in this art. Before commencing to

make paste for pies or puddings it is necessary to place near at hand everything likely to

Be wanted, to inspect all the utensils, to prepare all the ingredients, and, though last, not

least, to wash the hands and nails perfectly clean ; for the hands are the best tools to

make paste with. Always use good sweet butter, dripping, or lard for pie or pudding crust.

Some persons entertain the mistaken notion that butter which cannot be eaten on bread

will do very well for paste ; on the contrary, the baking or boiling of rancid fat increases

the bad flavor. It is a good plan to wash the butter in clean spring-water before using

It. Make two or three holes with a fork in the cover of your pics, that the steam may
escape.
Puff-PaBte.—Rub a quarter of a pound of butter into half a quartern of flour very

fine; make it up into a light paste, using as little cold water as you can work it up with;

then roll it out about a quarter of an inch thick, put a layer of butter all over, sprinkle

on a little flour, double it up and roll it out again ; double and roll it out thus four or five

times, using another half-pound of butter; then it will be fit for any pies or tarts that

require puff-paste.
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Crust for Raised Pies.—Boil a quarter of a pound of lard in half a pint of water.

This will bind two pounds of flour, on which it must be poured boiling. When well

mixed, knead it on the paste-board with your hands till it becomes stiff like dough.
Cut off a piece first to form the cover, and model the rest like a dbh or basin, to hold

the meat. When you put on the cover, wet the edges and press them tightly together.

Rhubarb. Gooseberry, Plum, and Currant Pie.—Make a good crust; lay a little

round the sides of the dish ; throw some sugar on the bottom, and put in a little cup to

suck in the juice ; lay in the fruit, and put some more sugar at top ; then put in a very
little water ; wet the top of the crust that goes round inside the dish ; put on the cover,

and pinch the edges together. Cut the rhubarb into lengths of two inches, but do not

skin it ; only trim it at top and bottom.
Apple Pie.—Make a puff-paste crust ; lay some round the sides of the dish

; pare and
auarter the apples, and take out the cores ; lay a row of apples thick at the bottom of
le dish, with half the sugar you intend for the pie, a little minced lemon-peel, a little

of the juice, and two or three cloves, or a little cinnamon ; then the rest of the apples

and sugar ; squeeze in a little more lemon-juice, and have ready the peels and cores of

the apples boiled with some sugar in very little water and strained ; pour the liquor into

the pie, and put on the upper crust." It should be baked very pale. Put no cup in the

dish when you make apple-pie. The flavor of a quince will greatly improve it.

Open Tarts.—Line your dishes with thin, light paste, fill in with preserved fruits or

jam, and lay strips of paste across in squares or diamonds. A short time will bake
them.
Mince Pies.—Take equal weights of tender roast beef, suet, currants, raisins, and

apples which have been previously pared and cored, with half their weight of soft sugar,

one ounce of powdered cinnamon, an equal quantity of candied orange and lemon pec!

and citron, a little salt, and twelve bitter almonds bunched and grated. Chop the meat
and the suet separately ; wash and pick, the currants, stone the raisins and chop them
with the peel ; and having minced all the ingredients very fine, mix them together, add-
ing a nutmeg grated and the juice of a lemon. A glass or two of wine or spirit greatly
improves it. Line your dish or patty-pans with puff-paste ; fill with the mince, cover
and pinch the edges together. Bake half an hour. Many persons make the mince with-
out meat.
Christmas Pudding.—Cover the bottom of a baking-dish with very thin slices of

stale bread and butter, with the crust cut off; strew it over thickly with mincemeat, then
put another layer of bread and butter, cover this again with mincemeat, and so on till

your dish is full ;
pour a good thick custard over all, and bake it for an hour, or an hour

and a half, according to the size.

Pigeon Pie.—Make a puff-paste crust ; cover the dish ; let the pigeons be very nicely

picked and cleaned ; season them with pepper and salt, and put a good piece of fresh

butter with pepper and sak in their bellies ; lay them in the dish, the necks, gizzards,

livers, pinions and hearts, place between, with the yoke of a hard-boiled egg and a beef-

steak in the middle ; put in as much water as will almost fill the dish, lav on the top
crust and bake it well. It is a great improvement to stuff the pigeons with force-meat,

very highly seasoned, and to lay forcemeat-balls round inside the dish.

Meat and Potato Pie.—Mash some potatoes with pepper and salt and milk, and
line a baking-dish with the same ; lay on slices of cola meat of any kind, with salt,

pepper, butter, and ketchup ; lay on more potatoes, then more meat, then another layer

of potatoes on the top. Bake it till it is quite hot through.
Giblet Pie.—Take two sets of giblets nicely cleaned, put all but the livers into a

saucepan, with two quarts of water, twenty corns of whole pepper, three blades of mace,
a large onion, and a bunch of sweet-herbs ; cover close, and stew them till they are
tender ; then have a good crust ready, cover the dish, lay a fine rumpsteak at the bottom,
seasoned with pepper and salt ; lay in the giblets with the livers, and strain the liquor in

which they were stewed ; season it with pepper and salt and pour it into the pie ; put on
the top crust, and bake it an hour and a naif.

Eel Pie.—Make a good crust; clean, gut, and wash the eels well, cut them in pieces

as for stewing ; season them with pepper and salt and a little beaten mace, according to

your taste. Line the sides of your dish with crust, fill in the eels, and put as much
water as the dish will hold, with a tablespoonful of ketchup ; put on the cover and bake
k well.

Directions for Cleansing Dried CurrantB and other Fruit.—Put them into warm,
not hot water ; rub them thoroughly, take them out of the water into a sieve, leaving the

sediment behind in the pan. Set the sieve in a pan of water, rub the currants well about
in the sieve, changing the water till all the dirt is removed ; let them drain, then dry
them in a clean cloth and pick out all the refuse and stones ; after which spread them
•a a large dish, and let them stand in the sun, or at a good distance from the fire, to dry
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and swell. Pack them in a jar for use. Red and black currants should be held by the
stalks, and dipped into a basin of water to remove the dust, then stripped into a dish ;

cherries should be stalked and wiped ; gooseberries should be picked and washed ; straw-
berries, raspberries, etc., do not require to be washed, but merely to have the stalks
taken off; raisins should be stoned and chopped ; apples require to be cored and sliced.

Cherry, Gooseberry, or Currant and Raspberry Pudding.—Make a good crust,

and line a pudding-basin, previously buttered, with it ; pick your fruit and nil the basin

;

put in a very little water and some sugar, wet the edge of the paste all round, then cover
the top with a crust, and pinch the edges together : tie a cloth tightly over, and boil the
pudding for an hour and a half, or two hours, according to its size. When you take it

out of the pot dip the basin into cold water, then turn the pudding out on to a dish.

Boiled Apple Pudding.—Make a good paste, roll it out half an inch thick, but quite
thin round the edge ; pare and core apples sufficient to fill the crust ; close it up, tie it up
tight in a cloth, and boil it from two to three hours, according to the size. When it is

done, turn it into a dish, cut a piece of crust out of the top, put in a good lump of butter,
and as much sugar as will sweeten it to your taste, a little grated lemon-peel, and one
drop of oil of cinnamon ; stir it well in the pudding, lay on the crust, and send it to table
hot.

Rich Baked Apple Pudding.—Pare twelve large apples, take out the cores, and put
them into a saucepan with four or five spoonfuls of water ; boil them till they are soft and
thick ; beat them well, and stir in a pound of loaf-sugar, the juice of three lemons, the

peel of two lemons cut thin, and beat fine in a mortar, two drops of oil of cinnamon, and
the yolks of eight eggs beaten up ; mix all together ; put it in a puff paste, to bake it

:

when it is nearly done, throw over it a little grated loaf-sugar.

Apple Dumplings.—Make a good paste; pare some Targe apples, cut them in quar-
ters, take out the cores, and in place of them pu*. in a clove and a piece of lemon-peel cut
very thin ; take a piece of crust enough for on« apple, roll it round, put the quarters
together, and roll the crust round it with a little flour in your hand. Have a pot of water
boiling, take a clean cloth, dip it into the water, shake flour oyer it, and tie each dump-
ling by itself, put them in, and keep the water boiling all the time ; if the apples be not
large, half an hour will boil them. When they are done enough take them up, lay
them on a dish, throw fine sugar over them, and send them to table with fresh melted
butter in a boat and fine-beaten sugar in a saucer.

Plain Suet Pudding.—Chop a quarter of a pound of suet very fine, and mix it with
half a pound of flour, a few bread-crumbs, and a little salt ; when well mixed together
make it into a paste with a little water, not too stiff; dip your cloth into hot water, flour

it, and tie up the pudding tight ; put it into a saucepan of boiling water, and let it boil for

an hour and a half. This is made richer by adding a couple of eggs, and using milk
instead of water.
Currant Dumplings.—Pick and wash a pound of currants, dry them, and lay them

on a plate before the fire. Chop a pound of suet very small, and put it into eight spoon-
fuls of flour, with two teaspoonfuls of salt, and three of ginger ; now add the currants,

and mix all well together; then beat up four eggs with a pint of milk; add this by
degrees to the other ingredients, and make it into a light paste ; roll it up into balls as
large as a turkey's egg, with a little flour ; flatten them a little and put them into boiling

water ; move them gently, that they may not stick together. Half an hour will boil

them.
Yorkshire Pudding.—Mix up a quart of milk, four eggs, and a little salt, into a

thick batter with flour, as for pancakes. Have a good piece of meat roasting at the fire

;

put a lump of dripping into a stewpan, and set it on the fire ; when the fat boils pour in

the pudding; let it bake till nearly done, then take away the dripping-pan and set the
stewpan under the meat, that the gravy and dripping may drop on the pudding, and the
heat of the fire may reach it and make it brown. When the meat is done, drain the
fat from the pudding, slide it as dry as possible into a dish, and serve it up with the
meat.
Currant BoUter Pudding.—Make a good paste, and roll it out very thin ; have

ready some currants, well picked and washed, which strew pretty thickly all over the
paste, roll it up, scald and flour your cloth, and roll the pudding in it ; after which tie

the cloth tightly at each end, put it into boiling water, and let it boil for an hour and a
half or two hours. Jelly, jam, or mincemeat is very good spread over the paste, instead
of currants.

Plum Pudding.—Take halfa pound of flour, a pound of stale bread-crumbs, a pound
of beef suet chopped fine, a pound of currants well picked, washed, and dried, a pound
of raisins stoned and chopped, three-quarters of a pound of soft sugar, a quarter of a
pound of candied orange and lemon peel, an ounce of powdered cinnamon, halfan ounce
of ground ginger, a nutmeg grated, twelve bitter almonds blanched and grated, and a
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little salt ; mix these well together ; then beat up seven eggs, strain them through a sieve,

and add a little sweet milk a required. Stir this well into the other ingredients ; make it

thick, but not too stiff. Just before you are going to boil it, stir into it a glass of rum or
brandy, scald a cloth, flour it, and lay it in a basin ; pour in your pudding ; then have
ready another cloth, also scalded and floured, which lay over the top, tie it round tightly,

and put it in boiling water, of which there should be an abundance, as well as plenty of
room. Keep it boiling for six or seven hours. When it is done take \ out of the pot,
let it stand a few minutes to cool, or dip it into cold water; then turn it out into a dish,

and serve it with caudle-sauce. A plain pudding may be made by using less fruit ana
•pices.

Bread Pudding.—Crumble down stale bread in a dish ; boil sufficient milk, which
pour on to the bread. Cover it up for a quarter of an hour, that the bread may swell

;

then beat it up to a fine pulp, stirring in a lump of butter. Now beat up three or (bur
eggs, ground cinnamon, ginger, grated lemon-peel, and sugar to taste * half a pound of
raisins stoned and chopped ; half a pound of currants picked and washed ; with a little

salt. Mix this among the bread ; make it of the consistence of thick batter. Butter the
dish, pour it in, and bake it for half an hour.

Bread and Butter Pudding.—Cut some slices of thin bread and butter, and have
ready some currants picked and washed. Butter a dish, and lay slices of the bread and
butter on the bottom of it ; then strew some currants over them, then lay another row of
bread and butter, then some more currants, until the dish be full. Then beat up four

eggs, add a pint of new milk, a little ground cinnamon, nutmeg, grated lemon-peel, four

or five bitter almonds blanched and crushed, and sugar to your taste ; also a very little

salt. Mix all these together, and pour them over the bread and butter. Bake it half an
hour.
CuBtard Pudding.—Beat up six eggs, add a quart of new milk, a little lemon-peel

shred fine, five or six bitter almonds blanched and grated or crushed, with sugar to your
taste ; mix all together ; then have ready your dish, covered with a good puff paste, into

which pour the custard • grate over it halt a nutmeg, and bake it ; or put it into a basin
without paste, tie a doth over it, and boil it. If boiled, serve it with melted butter.

Boiled Rice Pudding.—Pick and wash your rice, put it into a clean saucepan with
plenty of water, but without a cloth ; let it boil till the grains are swelled and sou, which
they will be in about twenty minutes after it boils ; then strain off the water, and set the
saucepan on the hob, that the rice may be perfectly dry ; put it into a buttered mould
or basin to set ; then turn it out, and pour sweet-sauce over it.

Baked Rice Pudding.—Boil a quarter of a pound of rice in a quart of new milk, and
stir it that it may not burn ; when it begins to thicken take it off, let it stand till cool,

then stir in a lump of butter, sugar to your palate, and some grated nutmeg ; butter the
dish, pour it in, and bake it. Raisins, currants, or sliced apples may bestirred in if liked.

Rich Rice Pudding.—Pick and wash a quarter of a pound of rice ; put it on in cold
water, and let it boil for five minutes, then strain the water off and put the rice on again
in as much new milk as it will require to boil it quite soft, with a good pinch of salt ; stir

it frequently to prevent it burning ; when done, put it in a large basin to cool. Beat up
six eggs, a pint of milk, and sugar to your taste ; it should be rather too sweet when you
make it, as the sweetness goes off in the baking ; add also five or six bitter almonds
blanched and crushed, with plenty of lemon-peel chopped very fine ; mix all well to*

gether, then stir it into the rice, taking care to mix it thoroughly, so that there be no
lumps. Butter your dish, and pour in the mixture ; and then shred about two ounces of
beet suet as finely as possible all over the top ; grate over that half a nutmeg, and bake
it half an hour in a moderate oven.
Tapioca Pudding.—Take six tablespoonfuls of tapioca, and soak it in milk for some

hours before you intend to use it ; when you are going to make your pudding, put the
tapioca into a quart of milk, place it on the fire, and, as soon as it boils, sweeten it to
your taste and let It simmer for a quarter of an hour ; be very careful that it does not
burn to the pot. Pour it into a basin, and stir into it a little fresh butter and three eggn
beaten ; butter your dish, pour it in, and bake it for an hour. If you wish it boiled, yoa
must add another egg, ana boil it for an hour and a half. Sago-pudding may be made
the same way.
YeaBt Dumplinga.—Make a light dough, as for bread, with flour, water, salt, and

yeast ; cover it with a cloth, and set it before the fire for half an hour; then have a sauce*
pan of boiling water, make the dough into round balls, the size of a hen's egg, and put
them in. Ten minutes will boil them ; be sure to keep the water boiling all the time, or
they will sink and be heavy. When they are done enough, which they will be in rather

less than ten minutes, take them out wish a slice, put them into a hot dish, and sew*
Rp melted butter and sugar in a boat.

Lemon Pudding.—Take the yolks of six eggs well beaten, with a quarter ofa J
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of sugar ; take a quarter of a pound of butter melted in at little water at possible ; be care-
ful not to oil it ; keep stirring it till cold ; then mix all together with the juice of two
lemons, and the peel grated in. Cover your dish with a thin puff-paste, pour in the
mixture, and bake it for half an hour.
Snow-balls.—Swell rice in milk ; strain it, and lay it round some apples, previously

jared and cored ; put a bit of cinnamon, lemon-peel, and a clove in each, then tie them
In a cloth, and boil them well ; they are eaten with melted butter and sugar.
Batter Pudding.—Beat up six eggs, take a quart of milk, six spoonfuls of flour,

eight bitter almonds blanched and grated, a teaspoonful of salt, and one ofground ginger

;

mix all together, butter your basin, and pour it in ; tic a cloth over it and boil it an hour
and a quarter. When it is done, turn it into a dish and pour melted butter and sugar
over it.

Batter Pudding Without Eggs.—Use a quart of milk, mix six spoonfuls of flour
with a little of the milk first, add the rest by degrees, with a teaspoonful of salt, two of
beaten ginger, and two of the tincture of saffron ; mix all together quite smooth and
boil it for an hour either in a buttered cloth or basin.
Curate Pudding.—Beat up two eggs with their weight in flour, in good fresh butter

and in pounded sugar ; add two drops of essence of lemon; when well mixed pour it into
four tea-cups, previously well buttered, and bake in a moderately quick oven. To be
served with wine-sauce in a boat, not poured over the puddings. This dish is fit for any
table; it is quickly and easily made, and if not eaten as pudding with sauce, is exceed-
ingly good as cake when cold.

Cabinet Pudding.—Over six sponge-cakes pour sufficient sherry to soak them thor-
oughly ; meanwhile beat up six new-laid eggs with a quart of new milk, sweetening with
pounded loaf sugar. Put your cakes into the custard without beating them together,
and turn the whole into a mould or basin, previously well buttered; tie a paper over the
top, and steam the pudding for an hour. For sauce, beat up the yolks of eggs and sherry

;

heat them over the fire, not allowing them to boil, but keep whisking them all the time.
Pour this over the pudding.
Pancakes.—Beat up three eggs and a quart of milk ; make it up into a batter with

flour, a little salt, a spoonful of ground ginger, and a little grated lemon-peel ; let it be of
a fine thickness and perfectly smooth. Clean your frying-pan thoroughly, and put into
it a good lump of dripping or butter ; when it is hot pour in a cupful of batter, and let it

run all over of an equal thickness ; shake the pan frequently, that the batter may not
•tick, and when you think it is done on one side toss it over : if you cannot, turn it with
a slice ; and when both sides are of a nice light brown, lay it on a dish before the fire

;

strew sugar over it, and so do the rest. They should be eaten directly, or they will be-
come heavy.
Fruit Fritters.—Make a batter of flour, milk, and eggs, of whatever richness you

desire ; stir into it either raspberries, currants, or any other fruit. Fry in hot lard, the
same as pancakes.
Apple Fritters.—Make a batter as above, only thicker ; pare apples ; cut them in

quarters, and core them ; then take up a quarter of apple, with some batter, and fry them
on both sides, in hot fat, the same as pancakes.
Hasty Pudding.—Boil a quart of milk with four bay-leaves ; beat up the yolks of two

eggs and a little salt ; stir in the milk ; then take out the bay-leaves, and with a wooden
spoon in one hand, with the other sprinkle in flour, and keep stirring it till it is of a good
thickness. Let it boil, and keep it stirring ; then pour it into the dish, and stick pieces
of butter here and there.

Strawberry Shortcake.—Rub into a pint and a half of prepared flour one teacup of
butter ; beat one egg very light ; add milk to make a soft dough ; divide in three parts,
roll out lightly, lay one portion on a pie plate or tin, sprinkle a little flour on the top

;

then add the second cake, a little flour on the top of that, and cover with the third.

Bake quickly, but not too brown. Let the berries stand with sugar sprinkled over them
till the cake is baked, then pull the thin portions of the cake apart ; spread half of the
berries over the bottom cake, adding more sugar and a little butter, lay the second over
them, and put on the remainder of the berries, with more sugar and butter, placing the
top cake Over all. Put it in the oven for a few minutes to heat through, and send to the

PASTRY, CONFECTIONERY, BREAD, ETC.

Bread.—Put a peck of good flour into a pan or trough, and mix with it three pints of
warm water and half a pint of good yeast ; stir it well with the* hands till it becomes
tough ; leave it to rise ; then add another two quarts of warm water and a quarter of a
dound of salt; knead it well, and cover a cloth over it ; then begin to heat the oven ; by
the time it is hot enough the dough will be ready to put in. Make up the dough into
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loaves of three pounds each ; clean out the oven, and set in the bread ; close the oven-
door, and keep it shut till the bread is done, which will be in about two hours. Some
persons mix boiled potatoes mashed with the flour : they make the bread lighter.

French Bread.—Mix the yolks of twelve eggs and the whites of eight, beaten and
strained, a peck of line flour, and a quart of goodyeast (but not bitter), with as much
warm milk as will make the whole iuto a thin, light dough ; stir it well, but do not knead
it. Put the dough into dishes, and set it to rise ; then turn it into a quick oven ; when
done rasp the loaves. French rolls are made by rubbing into every pound of flour at
ounce of tnitter, one egg beaten, a little yeast, and sufficient milk to make a dough mod.
erately stiff; beat it up, but do not knead it. bet it rise, and bake in rolls on tins ; when
baked, rasp them.
Fine Rolls.—Warm a bit of butter in half a pint of milk ; add to it two spoonfuls of

small-beer yeast and some salt ; with these ingredients mix two pounds of flour ; let it

rise an hour, and knead it well ; form the rolls, and bake them in a quick oven for twenty
minutes.
Southern Corn Bread.—Take one pint of corn meal, pour half pint of boiling water

over it, then add a little salt, and with cold water reduce it to the consistency ofmuffin
batter ; place in a cool, dry cellar for twenty-four hours to lighten, for if kept in a warm
place, it will sour. Then beat three eggs, melt a piece of butter the size of a walnut,
then lard the size of an egg, a cup of sweet cream, then a tablespoonful of flour ; grease
the pan thoroughly, bake a half hour. White corn is far preferable to yellow, and in the
South is expressly cultivated for table use, and ground by water, not by steam power, as

the latter mode destroys the sweetness and vitality of the grain. The same batter may
be used in rings, which will give you corn muffins, or on the griddle, which are the genu-
ine corn cookies.

Virginia Corn Pone.—Quadruple the quantities above. The material difference is in

the baking, as the pone requires a longer time, and then must stand, after baking, eight

to ten hours in the oven (moderately warm). Wood embers and a Dutch oven are
requisites to a perfect Virginia pone.
Tea Cakes.—These are prepared the same as bread, substituting for the water warm

milk, with a little butter melted in it, and sugar ; let it rise ; knead it into thin cakes,
which bake on an iron plate over the fire.

To Make Plum Cake.—Take half a quartern of dough, put it into a pan, and mix
well into it half a pound of butter, half a pound of sugar, one pound of currants, a little

mixed spice, a few caraway seeds, some candied orange and lemon peel shred fine, 9
few bitter almonds blanched and crushed, and two eggs ; knead these ingredients well
together ; butter your tin ; pour in the cake and bake it.

Pound Cake.—Take of flour, butter, and powdered sugar, of each one pound, eight
yolks and four whites of eggs, and a few caraway seeds : first beat up the butter to a
cream—keep beating it one way—then gradually beat in the eggs, sugar, and flour. Bak«
it in a warm oven for an hour and a quarter. Cover the sides and bottom of the tin with
buttered paper.
Ginger Nuts.—Six pounds of flour, a pound and a quarter of butter rubbed into a

pound and three-quarters of sugar ; a quart of treacle, four ounces of ginger, a nutmeg,
and a little cinnamon. Make the dough stiff, and then knead it hard for some time. Cut
them into cakes, and bake. They will keep good a long while in a closely covered stone
jar.

Gingerbread.—Use three pounds of treacle, four beaten eggs, a pound ofbrown sugar,
two ounces of finely powdered: ginger ; and of cloves, mace, and nutmeg, a quarter of an
ounce each ; of fine coriander and caraway seeds, one ounce each ; and four pounds of
butter melted. Mix the whole together, and add as much flour as will knead it into a
very stiff paste ; roll it out, cut it into what form you choose, and bake it in a moderate
oven.
Cornstarch Blancmange.—Take a quart of sweet milk, put about three parts of it

into a saucepan, sweeten it with white sugar, and set it on the fire. Mix three tablespoonfuls
of cornstarch with the rest of the milk, using a little at a time, so as to have it completely
smooth and well mixed. When the milk in the saucepan boils pour in the cornstarch,
stirring it quickly, to prevent it being lumpy ; it will thicken immediately. Let it boil for

two or three minutes. Wet a mould with cold milk, and pour in the cornstarch, after

stirring in two or three drops of oil of lemons. Let it stand till cold, then turn it out on
a glass or china dish.

Gooseberry Fool.—Pick a quart of full-grown unripe gooseberries, and put them into

a saucepan with a little water. Cover them up and let them simmer very softly. When
they are tender, but not so much done as to burst, take them off, strain the water torn
them, and turn them into a dish. Now bruise them to a fine pulp, and sweeten the*
«rkh sugar to your taste. Let them stand till cool, and then add new milk or c
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Gooseberry Jam.—To every pound of red rough gooseberries add a pound of sugar;
bruise the gooseberries in a mortar, and boil them well. When cold put the jam in

pots.

Blackberry Jam.—Allow three-quarters of a pound of brown sugar to a pound of
fruit. Boil the fruit half an hour ; then add the sugar, and boil all together for ten
minutes.
Raspberry and Strawberry Jam.—Allow a pound of sugar to each pound of fruit

;

press them with a spoon in an earthen dish, add the sugar, and boil all together for

fifteen minutes.
Calf 'a-foot Jelly.—Boil two calves' feet in half a gallon of water till it is reduced to a

quart ; strain it, let it stand till cold, skim off the fat, and take the jelly up clean; what-
ever sediment remains at the bottom, leave it. Put the jelly into a saucepan with a pint

of mountain wine, half a pound of loaf sugar, and the juice of four lemons ; then beat up
six whites of eggs with a whisk, put them into a saucepan, and stir all together till it

boils. When ithas boiled a few minutes have ready a large flannel bag and pour it in.

It will run through quickly, therefore pour it in repeatedly till it runs clear; then have
ready a large basin, with the lemon-peels cut into it as thin as possible ; let the jelly run
into it, and the peels will impart to it both a rich amber color and a fine flavor. Fill the
glasses with a clean silver spoon.
Red Currant Jelly.—Pick the currants from the stalks and put them into stone jars

.

set them in a cool oven till they are soft ; then strain them off, and to every pint of juice

add one pound of loaf sugar pounded. Boil the syrup about twenty minutes, skimming
it all the time ; pour it into the pots boiling hot, as it will set the sooner. Lay brandied
paper on the top.

Black Currant Jelly may be made in the same way ; only common brown sugar may
be used.
Apple Jelly.—Take two dozen of large golden pippins or golden russets, pare them,

and put in as much water as will cover them ; let them boil as fast as possible till the
apples are reduced to a pulp ; strain them through a jelly-bag, and to every pint of jelly

put one pound of fine sugar; boil it over a quick fire for a quarter ofan hour, add lemon-
juice to your taste, keep it boiling, and skim it. Try a little on a plate ; when it jellies,

or sets, it is boiled enough.
RhubarbJam.—Peel the stalks, and cut them up about an inch long; put them into

a broad tin or copper pan with sufficient water to let them float. Let it boil till reduced

to a pulp, keeping it well stirred from the bottom. Pass the pulp through a colander 01

coarse sieve, and to each pint add from three-quarters of a pound to a pound of sugar,

either loaf or moist ; put it back into the pan and boil it for another half-hour, still keep-

ing it stirred. Try now, by dropping a little on a plate, if it is done enough ; it should

be of the consistence of jelly; if it spreads, boil it a little longer, till stiff beneath the

finger. Pour it into pots or jars, and, when cold, cover and tie it down like other pre-

serves.

Orange Marmalade.—Cut and squeeze Seville oranges according to the quantity

you desire to make ; then take out the pulp, leaving the rind very thin, which shred

quite fine, and boil till tender. Then boil the pulp quite soft and rub it through a

hair-sieve; now mix the juice, pulp, and chips together; and to every pound add one
pint of clarified sugar. Boil the sugar till it snaps, then add the other ingredients. Let

them boil ten minutes, and put them into pots.

Ice Cream.—Fresh cream, % gal. ; rich milk, % gal. ; white sugar, i lb. ; some do
use as much as * lbs. of sugar to the gallon, yet it leaves an unpleasant astringency in the

throat after eating the cream ; but please yourselves. Dissolve the sugar in the mixture,

flavor with extract to suit your taste, or take the peel from a fresh lemon and steep one-

half of it in as little water as you can, and add this—it makes the lemon flavor bettei

than the extract—and no flavor will so universally please as the lemon ; keep the same
proportion for any amount desired. The juice of strawberries or raspberries gives a
beautiful color and flavor to ice cream ; or about # oz. of essence or extracts to a gallon,

or to suit the taste. Have your ice well broken ; i qt. salt to a bucket of ice.

How to Keep Eggs Fresh.—The great secret in keeping eggs consists in entirely

excluding the air from the interior. The lining next to the shell is, when in its natural
stage, impervious to air, and the albumen is calculated to sustain it, but dampness and
heat will cause decay, and if the egg is allowed to lie in one position, especially upon
one side, the yolk sinks through the albumen and settles upon the lining, and not pos-
sessing proper qualities for preserving the skin in a healthy condition, it dries, and air

penetrates and begins the work of destruction. Where eggs are set upon their small
ends, the yolk is much less liable to reach the lining of the shell. Where eggs are
eked in a barrel, keg or bucket, it is a good plan to turn the whole quantity on to a

t aide once In a while.
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722 COOKING AND KEEPING HOUSE.

COOKING AND KEEPING HOUSE.
The Virtues of Turpentine.—After a housekeeper fully realizes the worth of tur-

pentine in the household, she is never willing to be without a supply of it. It gives
quick relief to burns, it is an excellent application for corns, it is good for rheumatism
and sore throats, and it is the quickest remedy for convulsions and fits. Then it is a
sure preventive against moths : by just dropping a little In the bottom of drawers, chests
and cupboards, it will render the garments secure from injury during the summer. Ik

will keep ants and other bugs from closets and store-rooms by putting a few drops in the
corners and upon the shelves ; it is a sure destruction to bed-bugs, and will effectually

drive them away from their hauo's if thoroughly applied to all the joints of the bed-
stead in the spring cleaning-tinte, and it injures neither furniture nor .clothing. A
spoonful of It added to a pail of warm water is excellent for cleaning paints. A little

in the suds on washing days lightens the laundry labor.

To Toughen Lamp Chimneys and Glassware.—Immerse the article in a pot
filled with cold water, to which some common salt has been added. Boil the water well,
then cool slowly. Glass treated in this way will resist any sudden change of temperature.
To Remove Psint from Wlndowglaes.—Rub it well with hot sharp vinegar.
To Clean Stovepipe.—A piece of zinc put on the live coals in the stove will clean

out the stovepipe.
To Brighten Carpets.—Carpets after the dust has been beaten out may be bright-

ened by scattering cornmeal mixed with salt, and then sweeping it off. Mix salt and
meal in equal proportions. Carpets should be thoroughly beaten on the wrong side,

after which spots may be removed by the use of ox-gall or amnv?nia and water.

HOW TO CARVE.

Soups.—Soups take precedence at the table, and are not inaptly called " the vestibule

of dinner." Where they are clear, or the thickening held in solution, as in " Cressi"
soup** the principal care should be not to serve out too much nor too little—not to fill the
plate too full, nor to send it away with scarcely enough to cover its nakedness. Where
clear soups have vegetables introduced, as " Julienne," or those denoting their vegetable

enrichment, as asparagus, green pea, celery, etc., a little judgment is required to serve

out the liquids and solids in due proportion to the number of guests, ana according to

the season of the year.

The same rule will apply to fish-soups, such as water-souchy, and to game-soups, as
hare or partridge-soup, as well as to all brown soups, which have meat and forced-meat
balls to be served up with the liquid, as ox-tail, mock-turtle, mullagalawny, etc., and to

white soups, where macaroni, vermicelli, or the breast of chickens are component parts.

In distributing turtle-soup, no practised hand will send green fat without first asking the

question whether it is objectionable. It is too great a delicacy to risk the loss of the

smallest portion, and without the most adroit management, it is almost sure to run
short before all the guests are served.

Fish.—A few general rules will apply to all kinds of fish. The person who serves it

should always remember that the thickest part is usually the choicest, and therefore a
careful distributor, before he commences operations, will measure with his eye both the

number to be served and the size of the fish. All boiled flat fish, if not too small, may
be apportioned after the manner of turbot, and all boiled fish of similar shape and dimen-
sions to mackerel, in the same way as that would be served. Fried fish, if not already

separated when brought to tabic, is to be cut up in broad slices, the head and tail being
left on the dish.

Poultry requires more careful carving than anything else brought to table. As a
general rule the white meat is considered the greater delicacy. A fowl roasted may be
removed from the dish to the carver's plate ; and as fowb are generally served in couples,

this does not disarrange the economy of the table. The fork should be placed in the

centre of the breast, and the knife be carried down along the side. Then, insertingyour

knife under the leg, cut downwards as far as the tail, and separate the ligature near that

point, when, jerking the leg back, the parts will give way. Next separate the wing with
the edge of the knife, and carry it through to the other side, when the wing is easily de-

tached. Separate the other wing and leg in the same way. The merry-thought or wish •

bone is easily removed by inserting the knife under it and bending it back. Then re-

move the neck-bones by putting the fork through them, and wrenching them carefully

away so as not to break them. The breast must next be separated by cutting right

through the ribs. Then turn the fowl back upwards on your plate and cut it up. By
some the side-bones and the liver wing are considered dainties, whilst others prefer the

mesry-thought and neck-bones. The prime parts, however, of a fowl, either roast Sf
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, are generally considered the wings and breast, and where ladies are at table k £l

customary to apportion these joints to them.
Turkey may be served in the same way as a chicken, excepting that, as the breast If

the most delicate part, and affords many good slices, these should be cut lengthways,
and, with thin portions of the stuffing, be handed round first. Where the bird is large
the whole of the breast may be served in such slices, and these a judicious carver will

eke out with slices from the inner part of the thigh, sending to ladies, of course, only the
former, but to male guests one of each. It must be borne in mind that the turkey is a
dullard, and though it has a breast-bone, it never had a merrythought. Where sausages
or forced-meat balls are placed on the dish they must be served to every guest.

A Goose.—The first slices should be cut down to the breast-bone, and be helped round
as long as they last. Under the apron, which must be cut open, will be found the stuffing,

a part of which should be served with each helping. If more be required the carver must
next proceed to take off a leg and wing, by inserting his fork through the small end of
the former, pressing it closely to the body, entering his knife, and jerking the leg smartly
back, when the joint will separate, and it may then be readily cut off. The wing is easily

taken off. Place the fork in the small end of the pinion, and pressing it close to the body,
separate the joint with the knife, and cut off the wing. The fleshy part of the wing ana
the thigh are the most favorite pieces after the breast. The one should be separated from
the pinion and the other from the drumstick. The neck and side-bones should also be
served previous to the back or the drumsticks. These latter, with " the mitre," or lower
part of the back, are generally reserved for " devilling."

A Green Goose should be cut up like a duck, but only about a couple of slices taken
from the breast before it is served round in separate joints, the remainder of the breast
counting for one. It is customary entirely to dissect the bird before helping any one.

A Duck may be carved much in the same way as a goose. The slices from the breast

are cut, then the leg is removed by cutting, and the wing by performing a similar op-
eration. Ducklings are carved in the same way as pigeons.
Pigeons are usually carved into four pieces, and then dividing each piece in half.

Many persons cut them through the middle lengthways, and serve naif the bird to each
guest. Half a pigeon is not considered too much to be placed on a plate at once.

BEEF.
foints are always the great staple of dinner, and therefore no one should be ignorant

_. the proper mode of carving them. The carver should always remember that hot
joints are intended to be eaten hot, and that to cut the slices neither too thick nor too

thin is the best way of helping all roast and boiled meats.

Aitch-bone, Heuck-bone, or H. Bone of Beef—for the derivation of the name is

lost in the remotest antiquity—is the most favorite joint of salt beef. In all boiled meats
the outer slice should be cut off, because the outside, by boiling, becomes hard and dry.

In this particular case it is doubly necessary that a thick slice should be taken off from
the top, for the salting has hardened it no less than the boiling. Then help handsome,
smooth, thin slices, giving with each plate a little of the marrowy fat, and a little of the

solid fat. Some recommend the slices to be a trifle thicker, and to taper off. No fluid

should be placed in the dish, as the gravy that flows from the meat is all that is required.

A Round of Beef is carved in the same way as the edge-bone, and the slices must be
cut as thin as possible, after having removed a very thick outside slice to another dish.

A Brisket of Beef is cut down to the bone the long way, in thin slices, as the piece is

fat and gristly, and all fat meat requires care not to serve the fat in too solid a mass.
A Sirloin of Beef is said to be " a knightly joint." There are two ways of carving It.

That which is the more ancient is still the most prevalent, and that is to serve it in long
slices, which of itself apportions the fat to the lean. The other way is to begin in the

middle and cut it across. In either case, a piece of the soft marrowy fat should accom-

Eany the slice, along with a sufficiency of gravy, which a generous joint will supply to the

tst. The browned outside should be offered, but not sent without asking. Many prefer

the under side. In that case the joint must be turned over, and cross slices cut.

Ribs of Beef are carved in the same way as the sirloin, under its first and earlier

method, care being taken to commence always at the thinnest part of the meat. When
the ribs are boned and the meat rolled like a fillet of veal, they are cut up like that joint

MUTTON OR LAMB.
A Leg of Mutton has its most juicy part in about the middle or thick of the thigh.

The shank should lie to the carver's left hand if boiled, to his right if roasted. The first

•ut should be made through the noix or kernel, called the pope's eye. The fat lies in two
flpamluui. FVost each of these a nice slice Bhould be cut, and, with the gravy from tf»

J\
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tneat, helped round with each portion. Some persons serve the outer side uppermost, m
in the roasted leg.

A Shoulder of Mutton, which Quin delighted in hot, and George III., or " Fannef
George," luxuriated in cold, has many nice cuts. The fat should be cut in straight slices,

and near to it some epicure s slices may be found, as all that part of the animal which is

near the back-bone is prized as such. The under side is best cold ; but if served hot, the
oyster pieces to its right, and the hillock produce the prime slices, which must be cut
horizontally.

A Saddle of Mutton, which is always a favorite joint, consists of two loins. Make
an incision in either side, stopping just short of the back-bone, and cut lengthwise.
Then cut up one side before you begin upon the other, and let the slices be of moderate
thickness, serving with each a thin slice of fat, cut lengthways from the outer edge of the
lower sides. Having finished one side, pursue a similar line of operations with the other.
Help to each guest some of the gravy out of the meat. The under part is seldom served
hot, yet it contains some very delicate eating.

A Loin of Mutton should always be jointed either by the butcher or cook before it is

sent to table. The carver merely separates the meat into chops, beginning at the narrow
end, and serves them round.
A Fore-quarter of Lamb requires a careful carver to do it justice. Sometimes he

will have first to separate the shoulder from the ribs. To do this it will be necessary to
insert the fork towards the knuckle, and to cut with the knife held nearly horizontally,

and then to raise the fork, cutting through the meat of the flap, so as not to leave the ribs

too bare. In a well-regulated family, however, all this trouble is spared the carver—the
cook having seen to the separation beforehand—and he has only to lift the shoulder with
the fork, and to place it on a separate dish. He must then separate the brisket from the
ribs (if not already done), by cutting straight across. To a novice this is no easy matter;
but practice soon makes perfect. The more solid meat lies to the right, and the brisket
is to be served in squares. A portion of each is usually placed on the plate. Where that

f

practice does not prevail tht choice is ribs, brisket, or shoulder ; the latter being carved
ike a shoulder of mutton.
Leg of Lamb and Loin of Lamb are carved exactly as mutton, but the fat beicf

more delicate, it is handed round with a more liberal hand.

PORK.
A Roast Pig.—To eat this with a proper zest, a copy of Elia's Essays should be at

the carver's right hand : for without it he will forget half the dainties which Charles the
inimitable has pointed out as nestling about the ribs and neck, and ears and jaw of the
little favorite. It is usually cut up before it is sent to table, and the cook should be told

to divide the head. The carver must then remove the brains, and mix them with the
gravy and stuffing. The pig is cut asunder from the shoulder to the tail, right down the
centre of the back, and subdivided into squares. Help each, with its proper adjunct of
gravy and stuffing, with a liberal hand ; for to help roast pig niggardly was deemed a
gross insult by Dr. Parr, and others may have the like notion. The ribs are still esteemed
by some the best eating, though by others the neck is preferred. The car and jaw are
considered delicacies ; but the fact is, the whole is good eating, and the carver has only
to see that it is served as hot as possible.

A Leg of Pork should be cut across. If boiled, the slices are served thinner than
when roasted. In the latter case the carver is somewhat regulated by the incisions made
in the skin before roasting, and which are known as " crackling " to all lovers of the dish.

Having made the incisions, the cuts are made right and left alternately. The seasoning
will be found under the skin ; but many persons send the seasoning in the dish.

A Loin of Pork is carved as a loin of mutton, placing one chop upon each plate.

A Hand of Pork may be carved by cutting slices across, as in a shoulder of mutton,
and also from off the blade-bone.

VEAL.
A Fillet of Veal is cut in the same way as a round of beef; but as the browned out*

side is considered a choice part, it should be ascertained whether outside or inside be
preferred. The horizontal slices should be delicately cut, and to every one a portion of
the stuffing should be served, with a little of the fat.

A Loin of Veal may be cut up either into single chops, dividing the meat into hand-
some slices, and serving the bone with one, or, if the joint chosen be the chump end, in

long slices. The smallest end contains the more solid meat. The fat and the kidney are

underneath. The latter is considered the epicure's portion, and should not be forgotten.

A Knuckle of Veal, " Whether you buy it or steal," is not a dish to be despised and
reserved only for the sick-room. As a veal soup it is in great favor in Scotland, and
feough not popular as a joint, there are not wanting those with whom it is a j
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favorite. It requires a little practice to carve a knuckle of veal neatly, and with i

tion to one's self. It must be cut across. The fat is considered a delicacy.

A Breast of Veal consists of gristles and ribs, and it is necessary to separate them.
Then divide the ribs. The sweetbread should be served round with each plate. The
choice is gristles or ribs.

A Gigot, or Gigett of Veal is either cut in horizontal slices, or as a leg of mutton,
beginning near to the broad end.
A Shoulder of Veal is served like a shoulder of mutton. Neither the gigot nor

shoulder is much prized unless the veal be small, when they are delicate eating.

A Calf's Head, Divided.—In serving this favorite dish, take care to press the knife
Co the bone in cutting slices. The root of the tongue should be served round to those
that like it. There is some delicate meat under the jaw-bone. The brains and tongue
are placed on a separate dish, but care should be taken to serve some to each guest. Do
this also with the palate, seated under the bead, which should be therefore cut up in

mall pieces before you begin to help round. The eye, which some fancy, should be
divided.

GAME
Requires more attention than poultry ; because, being In the first place less plentiful, a
skilful carver must make the most of what is placed before him ; ana in the second place,
as the cold birds come in well at the breakfast and the lunch-table, it is often as weQ not
to cut off more than is required for the immediate occasion.
A Haunch of Venison is cut just like a haunch of mutton. The fat, which is highW

prized, will be found chiefly on the left side. Recollect that, unless venison be fat, tt »
out mocking the appetite of your guests to place it before them, and that everybody likes

venison fat. The alderman's walk, the primest part of the joint, is in the side where the
fat abounds.
A Hare or Rabbit is usually sent to table on her haunches. If the hare be large, a

couple of long slices may first be taken from either side. If so, the legs must next be
taken off, and then separate the shoulders. The back is now to be cut through in three
or four pieces, going right through the spine. The legs should be divided into two.
Divide also the head by inserting the point of the knife at the top, and cut it through in

the direction of the nose. Some persons first separate the upper from the under jaw.
The ears should be cut off close to the roots. The head, brains, and ears, are by some
persons considered dainty morsels. It is becoming the fashion to have hares boned before

roasting, which saves the carver an immensity of trouble. No old hare should be
roasted, unless previously boned ; let it be jugged ; this is the best way of serving it, for

It requires great experience to carve an old hare. It is customary in some localities to

cut up the whole before any is served. The sniffing, to be sent with every plate, will be
found inside.

A Rabbit Roasted is served in the same way as a hare ; but, being of less dimensions,

the back is cut in fewer pieces. The head is not sent unless it is asked for. It is always
a wild rabbit that is roasted. It is either stuffed as a hare, or, when young, merely
served with its own liver sauce.

A Rabbit Boiled may be cut up in the same way as its roasted brother. The middle
piece of the back is the epicure s choice. Coarse-fleshed rabbits are best boiled or

curried. The remains of either roast or boiled rabbits or game may be formed into

quenelles, or forced-meat rissoles—a favorite side dish.

A Partridge is carved partly like a duck and partly like a fowl. The breast should
se cut up in slices, fixing first the fork in its centre. Then take off the legs and the

wings, being careful to hit the exact point between the wing and the neckbone. Next
remove the merrythought, and the neckbones, sidebones, etc., as directed to be done
with a roast fowl. Split open the head, as many consider the brains a luxury.

Grouse are carvea like partridges • and woodcocks, snipes, quails, and other similar

birds, either in the same way when there is a scarcity at the table, or if plentiful, they

are merely cut in halves. Upon this point the carver must exercise his own discretion.

Ham and Tongue are concomitants to so many of the good things brought to the

Jbstive board, that they may well claim a word from us.

A Ham should be cut deliciously thin, not foolishly so. The most prevalent way it

to begin cutting your slices near the small end. and proceed towards the thick end. That
contains all the prime cuts. The knuckle is best dried and grated. A baked ham eats

shorter than a boiled one. and the slices may be cut much thinner.

A Tongue is best in the thickest part, and therefore the proper way is to ait it nearly

through at the middle. Then serve it in thin slices, right and left, helping fat to those

who ask for it from the under side. A stewed tongue makes a savory dish, and is gener-

ally served in Its own sauce, with saali mushrooms or onions. The slices are cut frost

fee roet to the tip, lengthways.
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8IQN8 U8ED BY PHY8ICIANS IN WRITING RECIPBa

t> demotes a poond.
8, an ounce.

2, a drachm.
ft, a scrapie.
rr., a grain.

K, recipe.

ana. a. a. t of each alike.

Cock^ a spoonful.

P. jE.. equal quantities.

ss, , half of anything.
ii*., one and a half of anything.

f. #., sufficient quantity.

f . //., much as you please.

<?.,apint.
M., ooth part of a fluid drachm.
t., one of anything.

if.f
two of anything.

ty. t three of anything.
&., four of anything,
jr., ten of anything.
x%j., twelve of an'-*

f. t prefixed to d
drachm, or ounce.

ft.,
a drop.

rv. v., a cupful.

S if*, to S i/. t a wineglassfuL
/. S **., a tablespoonrul.
/*• * '(/•» a dessertspoonful.

f. ft i. , a teaspoontul.
Purillas, as much as can be held

the thumb and finger.

TERM8 U8ED TO EXPRESS THE PROPERTIES OF
MEDICINES.

Absorbents are medicines which destroy acidities In die stomach and bowels, such m
magnesia, prepared chalk, etc.

Alteratives are medicines which restore health to the constitution, without producing
any sensible effect, such as sarsaparilla, sulphur, etc.

Analeptics are medicines that restore the strength which has been lost by sickness,
such as gentian, bark. etc.

Anodynes are medicines which relieve pain, and they are divided into three kinds,
paregorics, hypnotics, narcotics (see these terms) ; camphor is anodyne as well as nar-

cotic.

Antacids destroy acidity, such as lime, magnesia, soda.
Antalkalibs are medicines given to neutralize alkalies in the system, such as citrfc,

nitric, or sulphuric acids, etc.

Anthelmintics are medicines used to expel and destroy worms from the stomach and
intestines, such as turpentine, cowhage, male fern, etc.

Anttbilious are medicines which are useful in bilious affections, such as calomel, etc
Antirhumatics are medicines used for the cure of rheumatism, such as colchicine,

iodide of potash, etc.

Antiscorbutics are used against scurvy, as citric acid.
Antispasmodics are medicines which possess the power of overcoming spasms of the

muscles, or allaying severe pain from any cause unconnected with inflammation, such as
valerian, ammonia, etc.

Aperients move the bowels gently, as dandelion root, etc.

Astringents are medicines which contract the fibres of the body, diminish <

discharges, and act indirectly as tonics, such as oak bark, galls, etc.

Attenuants are to thin the blood, as ammoniated iron. etc.

Balsamics are medicines of a soothing kind, as Tolu, Peruvian balsam, etc.

Carminatives are medicines which allay pain in the stomach and bowels, and t
flatulence, as anise seed water.
Cathartics are strong purgative medicines, as jalap, etc
Cordials are wanning medicines, as aromatic confection.

Corroborants are medicines and food which increase tht strength, tndk m i

gentian, sago, etc
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Demulcents correct acrimony, diminish irritation, and soften parts by covering thdr
surfaces with a mild and viscid matter, such as linseed tea, etc.

Dbobstrubnts are medicines which remove obstructions, such as iodide ofpotash, etc.

Diaphoretics produce perspiration, such as tartrate of antimony, etc.

Digestives are remedies applied to ulcers or wounds to promote the formation of
natter, such as resin ointments, warm poultices, etc.

Discutibnts possess the power of repelling or resolving tumors, such as galbanum, etc.

Diuretics act upon the kidneys and bladder, and increase the flow of urine, such as
litre, squills, etc.

Drastics are violent purgatives, such as gamboge, etc.

Emetics produce vomiting, or the discharge of the contents of the stomach, as mus-
tard, tartar emetic, blood-root, etc.

Emollients are remedies used externally to soften the parts they are applied to, such
as spermaceti, palm oil, etc.

Escharotics are medicines which corrode or destroy the vitality of the part to which
they are applied, as lunar caustic.

Expectorants are medicines which increase expectoration, or discharges from the
bronchial tubes, as ipecacuanha.
Febrifuges are used in fevers, as antimonial wines, etc.

Hydragogues are medicines which have the effect of removing the fluid of dropsy by
producing water evacuation, such as gamboge, calomel, etc.

Hypnotics relieve pain by producing sleep, as hops, etc.

Laxatives are medicines which cause the bowels to act rather more than natural, such
as manna, etc.

Narcotics are medicines which cause sleep or stupor, and allay pain, such as opium,
etc
NvTRiBNTS are remedies that nourish the body, as sago, etc.

Paregorics are medicines that actually assuage pain, such as compound tincture of

Camphor, etc.

Purgatives are medicines that promote the evacuation of the bowels, such as senna,

etc.

Refrigerants are medicines which suppress an unusual heat of the body, such as

wood-sorrel, tamarind, etc.

Rubefacients are medicines which cause redness of the skin, such as mustard, etc.

Sedatives are medicines which depress the nervous energy, and destroy sensation, so

as to compose, as foxglove, etc.

SiALAGOGUBS are medicines which promote the flow of saliva or spittle, such as salt,

Calomel, etc.

Soporifics induce sleep, such as hops, etc.

Stimulants are remedies which increase the action of the heart and arteries, or the

•nergy of the part to which they are applied, such as sassafras, which is an internal stim-

dant, and savin, which is an external stimulant
Stomachics restore the tone of the stomach, as gentian.

Styptics are medicines which constrict the surface of a part and prevent the effusion

ofblood, such as kino, etc.

Sudorifics promote profuse perspiration or sweating, such as ipecacuanha, etc.

Tonics give general strength to the constitution, restore the natural energies, and im-
prove the tone of the system, such as chamomile, etc.

Vesicants are used to blister, as strong liquid ammonia.

For an adult (a person 40 years), the dose of common medicines is allowed about
1 drachm, 60 grains.

Those at ao years, % " 40 *'

13 " K - 30 "
m

7 " M " ao "

, 3

Those at a years, J4 drachm, 7 to 8 grains.
" 1 " x-xa ** 5 "

A teacup is considered equal to 4 fluid ozs.

A wineglass " " a

A tablespoon " " #
A teaspoon " " 1 drachm.

For babes, under 1 year, the dose should go down by months, at about the same rate

Cs by years lor those over a year.
For persons 60 years inverse the above gradation.

The above rules hold good in all medicines, except castor oil, the proportion of which
Cannot be reduced so much, and opium, and its various preparations, which must be re-

duced, generally, in a little greater proportion.

The 8ick-Room.—If you are so fortunate as to have a choice of rooms, do not put
^bcr patient Into one which Is dark and gloomy, but let it be light and cheerful, and
Crfah a fireplace if possible. If the illness be fever, something wrong with the eyes or
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brain, or other sickness requiring quiet, a back room away from the family will answei
best; the patient will not care to look at anything or to speak much, and quiet is neces-
sary. But if he be suffering from an accident, let him be near the rest of the family
where you can speak to him. This will help to keep him contented and cheerful, and it

will save time in waiting upon him. Avoid a room which is exposed to disagreeable
effluvia from any source.

Never have the window so fastened that you cannot open it, especially from the top.
Be careful not to have much furniture in the room, particularly if the disease be infectious.

Bear in mind that woollen articles hold smells much longer than cotton or linen, therefore
do not have woollen curtains. It is better to have no curtains at all, but if the room
looks bare and cheerless use light muslin, or something which will easily wash.
Have no woollen-covered sofa or chairs ; cane-bottomed or plain wood are preferable,

and a clean boarded floor, kept sweet by scrubbing, is infinitely better without any carpet,
excepting, perhaps, a narrow strip for you to walk upon just to prevent noise. In case
of accident, the bed may be placed where the patient feels most comfortable, only it

should be where there is a good light to see and dress the wound ; but in fever and small-
pox let it be between the door and the fireplace. The reason for this is that as the fire

cannot burn without air there must be a draught to feed it, and as this becomes heated
and rushes up the chimney, it is replaced by a fresh supply drawn in through the door
and window. In this way the chimney acts as a ventilating shaft, carrying away the
impurities of the room, and so helps to prevent the disease spreading. It is clear,

therefore, that if a person stands between the bed and the fireplace, he must get the air

after it has been contaminated by passing over the patient ; whereas, on the other side-
that is, between the bed and the door—he breathes the air pure. If from the form of the
room the bed cannot be placed in this position, let there always be sufficient space left

between the window and the bed to stand in.

If the room has not been used for some time, do not put the patient into it until you
have lit the fire and seen if the chimney draws well. A smoky chimney may often be
cured by holding a lighted newspaper a little way up the flue. This warms the air and
causes it to ascend.
As to the bed itself. The best is a hair mattress, but unless you are obliged, do not

use one made of feathers.
It is a disadvantage to have the bed too wide. If the patient be lying in the middle

and needs help, the nurse is obliged to lift either kneeling on the bed or at arm's length,
a position which takes away all her strength and causes a very painful strain on the
muscles. If you are obliged to use a wide bed, a good plan is to make a division down
the middle with a board a few inches high covered with the under bedclothes. This not
only prevents the invalid slipping away from you but answers the purpose in some degree
of two beds.
When you want to change the bedclothes, and the patient cannot get up, proceed in

this way : roll up the clothes to be changed tightly to the middle, lengthwise, not across
the bed ; put on the clean things with half the width rolled up close to the other roll, lift

the patient on to the newly made part, slip off the clothes he has just been lifted from,
and unroll the clean ones.

If you have time before you put the patient to bed scour the floor right well, and wash
it with hot water, with a few cents' worth of chloride of lime mixed with, it, or if you can-
not get this, use a good-sized piece of quicklime, and rub well into the cracks and corners.
Do not be anxious to remove the whole ofthe lime. Leave a little sticking in the crevices
and pores of the wood, it will prevent insects, give a clean, sweet smell to the place, and
help to keep away infection. Now dry it thoroughly, and the room is ready.
Nurses and Nursing.—It is a great error to suppose that only women can nurse. There

are men who have been quite as gentle in their touch, quite as thoughtful about little

wants, and far more considerate than almost any woman. A man's strength is a great
advantage. It is a dreadful feeling for a patient not to have perfect confidence in the
power of the person assisting ; the dread of being let fall may give a fright which it will

take days to recover from. Now there are five qualifications which are required in a
nurse—Sobriety. Cleanliness, Firmness, Gentleness, and Patience.

Sobriety.—All on this point necessary to say is, if unfortunately you cannot resist

temptation, do not come near the sick-room.
Cleanliness.—Be always very clean, and kfieo the room sweet. A very little thing

will spoil the appetite of a person already sick. Never let anything offensive, any dress-
ings from a wound or burn, remain in the room. Let every vessel be emptied as soon as
'% is done with, well washed out, and let in the open air. Change the air frequentlyby
opening the window ; remember, bad air will poison a person as surely as bad rood. The
poison of fever is dangerous or not according as you weaken it with fresh air—4ust as yoc
make spirit weaker by adding water. Do not leave frod in a room if the patient cannot
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cat it. Do not let the drinking water stand long without being changed, as it absorbs
whatever gases there are in the room ; so that when the patient drinks it you are actu-
ally putting back into his stomach the poison which had been thrown out through the
skin.
Firmness.—Remember firmness is not rudeness. You cannot expect a suffering

patient to know as well what is best for him as those whose brains are clear. Therefore,
if a certain thing is best to be done, do it ; do it kindly, but do it.

Gentleness.-—Whatever you have to do for the patient, be gendc. In cases of rheuma-
tism or broken limbs you must change the clothes, however painful the process ; do it

gently, and cause no needless suffering. With care all jerks and knocks may be
avoided.

Patience.—Never forget the difference between yourself and the oerson under your
care. Did you never yourself feel irritable and restless even when you were well? Have
there not been some days when you had been so easily put out, so cross that you have
been almost ashamed of yourselfT How, then, must it be with the person taken suddenly
from an active life and compelled to lie still in one position, or with one whose whole
body is racked with pain ?

Accidents.—General Rules, x. The first thing to be done in all cases is to send for a
physician. While the messenger is gone, endeavor to make the patient as comfortable as
possible, and save him from all exertion, remembering that he needs all his strength, a.

If there be any severe bleeding, stanch the blood by means of compresses applied to the
veins or arteries, as the case may be. 3. If the patient be insensible, place him on the
ground or floor, ly'

'* J * '* "
* ....... ......

raised. Remove 1

tightly upon the u,va, >.»», » a.uw».^». +. *»s « iuivinnr^spiuiMc wc uitc wuu
cold water, and then wipe it dry. Some cold water may be given to drink, if the power of
swallowing be present, out do not pour stimulants down the throat, unless there be clear

evidence that they are needed. 5. Do not move the patient, unless to get him to a place
of shelter, and when he has reached it, make him lie down and seek quiet. 6. Allow no
useless talking, either to the patient, or in his presence. 7. Cause the bystanders to
move back and leave a clear space of at least ten feet in every direction around the
patient.

Stimulants should be avoided, except in cases urgently demanding their administration,
but they are agents ofmuch value in the treatment of that condition of collapse and faintness

which very commonly occurs after some physical injuries. The symptoms may be briefly

sketched : the face is pale and bedewed with cold Or clammy perspiration ; the surface of
the body generally cold ; the pulse flickering, perhaps hardly perceptible : the patient
complains of the feeling of faintness, and may nave nausea, or even natural sickness; the
breathing is sighing and irregular, and for a time there may be actual insensibility. Now
under such conditions there can be no question as to the propriety of inducing reaction by
the administration of stimulants. Coffee given hot and strong, and in small quantities, is

a safe and useful remedy.
Spirituous liquors are more potent in their effects, and the good effect is produced more

speedily. Brandy is the best spirit, given in more or less diluted form ; failing this, rum
or wine may be given. If the spirits can be obtained only from some low grog shop,
then whiskey is to be preferred to brandy or wine, as being less liable to adulteration.

In administering these articles the best practical rule is to give a small quantity at first

and watch the effect; if the surface becomes warmer, the Dreathing deeper and more
regular, and the pulse at the wrist more perceptible, then there can be no question as to

the advantage of giving even a little more ; but if these signs of improvement are wanting
—if there be increase of insensibility, and deepening of color about the face, with access
of heat of skin—withhold alcohol entirely ; it will but add to the mischief.

Rules to be Followed by the Bystanders in Case of Injury by Machinery , etc. , where
Surgical Assistance cannot be Obtained.—If the patient is not bleeding, do not bind the
limb tight, but cover the bruised part lightly with rags. If bleeding results, do not try f
stop it Dy binding up the wound, but find the artery by its beating, and place a firm and
smooth wad made of cloth or rags rolled up, or any round smooth article of proper size,

wrapped up and place over the artery, tie a handkerchief around the limb and tighten
up ; put a stick through under the handkerchief, giving it just enough of twist to stop the
bleeding, then enter one end of the stick under the handkerchief to secure the bind. When
the leg is bleeding below the knee, apply the pad over the artery at the back of the thigh,
and secure in front.

The artery in the thigh runs along the inner side of the muscle in front near the bone*
A little above the knee, it passes to the back of the bone. In injuries at or above the knee,
apply the compress high up on the Inner aide of the thigh, with the knot on »**e outer aidt
•the thigh.
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The artery in the arm runs down the inner side of the large muscle in front, quite close

to the bone ; low down it gets further forward towards the bend of the elbow. It is most
easily found and compressed a little above the middle.

Examine the limb from time to time, and relax the compression if it becomes very cold
or purple, but tighten the handkerchief again in case of bleeding.

To transport an injured person, make a soft bed for the injured part, of straw, folded
coverlets, etc., laid on a board, with side-pieces of board nailed on, when this can be
done. If possible let the patient be laid on a door, shutter, settee, or other firm support
comfortably covered, and carry him steadily, taking care if there are two or more
carriers not to keep step.

Apoplexy.—A sudden suspension of the mental and physical powers. Remove the
patient to a cool, well-ventilated room ; place htm in a reclining or sitting posture, with the
head and shoulders slightly raised. Loosen all the tight parts of the sufferer's dress, es-

pecially anything passing around the neck. Pour cold water over the head, and keep it

cool by means of powdered ice in a bladder or oil-skin bag. Apply mustard plasters to

the soles of the feet and the calves of the legs. If the patient be of a full habit, a dozen
leeches may be applied behind the ears and on the temples. If food has been taken re-

cently, an emetic of mustard and water may be given ; and in order to promote the action
of the bowels, a drop of croton-oil should be placed on the tongue, and repeated every two
or three hours, till the end is accomplished. In persons of spare habit, a small quantity
of stimulant, as wine or brandy, or a teaspoonful of sal-volatile in water, may be given
every twenty minutes or half hour. Bleeding should only be resorted to in the last

extremity, where there is great danger, and the arrival of the medical man is delayed.
Persons of an apoplectic temperament should live moderately, eat plain and unstimulating
food, and avoid wine, spirits, beer, etc. Exercise and fresh air are also of the highest
importance.
Bruises.—First cleanse them ; then, until pain is relieved, apply clothes wet with coW

water, to which laudanum may be added. After the pain has subsided, warm water
dressings will hasten the removal of the discoloration, swelling and soreness.

Burns and Scalds.—Dust the parts with bicarbonate of soda, or wet with water in

which as much of the soda has been placed as can be dissolved. When the bums are so
severe that the skin is broken and blisters are raised, open the blisters at one side and
swathe the parts with soft linen anointed with simple cerate or saturated with sweet oiL

castor oil or equal parts of linseed oil and lime water. Burns from acids should be well

washed with water. Burns from caustic alkalies should be well washed with vinegar
and water.
Choking.—If possible remove the offending substance at once with the fingers, or

with blunt scissors used as forceps, or a loop of small wire bent like a hair pin. It may
be possible to dislodge it by blowing strongly in the ear, or by causing the patient te

vomit by tickling the throat. In a child these efforts may be aided by nolding it up by
the legs.

Cholera Morbus.—Give thirty drops of laudanum or two or three teaspoonfuls of
paregoric to an adult, or proportionate doses for children. Also apply over the stomach
a mustard plaster or cloths wrung out of hot water and turpentine, and frequently
chanecd.

Colic—May be treated as above, with the addition of an emetic or purgative, or both,
if due to undigested food.

Convulsions in Children.—When these are brought on by indigestion, place the
child in a warm bath immediately, give warm water, or a lobelia emetic, rub the skin
briskly, etc., to get up an action. In brain disease the warm water is equally useful. la
fact, unless the fit is constitutional, the warm bath will relieve the patient by drawing the
blood to the surface.

Cramps.—A cold application to the bare feet, such as Iron, water, rock, earth or ice,

when it can be had, is an excellent remedy for cramp. If the patient be seized in the
upper part of the body, apply the remedy to the hands.
Croup attacks children at night, and is distinguished by a peculiar resonant, barking

sound. Hoarseness is one of the earliest symptoms. Apply hot water to the throat for
fifteen or twenty minutes with a sponge or soft cloth, and give powdered alum mixed in

syrup, in half-teaspoonful doses, repeated every twenty minutes until vomiting takes
place. Keep the child warm, so that sweating may be induced, and strive to allay its

excitement or fear.

Diarrhosa.—In sudden attacks of diarrhoea, a large cup of strong, hot tea, with
sugar and milk, will frequently bring the system to a healthy state.

Drowning—Instructions for Those Swimming to Their Retuf.—When you ap-
proach a drowning person in the water, assure him with a loud and arm voice that heIs
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Before jumping in, divest yourself, as far and as quickly as possible, of all clothes-
tear them off if necessary ; but, if there is no time, loose, at all events, the foot of youi
drawers if they are tied, as if you do not do so they fill with water and drag you.
On swimming to any person in the sea, if they are struggling, do not seize them then,

but keep off for a few seconds till they get quiet, for it is sheer madness to take hold of
them when they are struggling in the water ; if you do, you run a great risk.

Then get close to them and take fast hold of the hair of the head, turn them as quickly
as possible on their back, give them a sudden pull, and this will cause them to float;

then throw yourself on your back also and swim for the shore, both hands having hold
of their hair, you on your back and they also on theirs, and of course their back to your
stomach. In this way you will get sooner and safer ashore than by any other means,
and you can easily thus swim with two or three persons ; the writer has even, as an
experiment, done it with four, and gone with them forty or fifty yards in the sea. One
great advantage of this method is that it enables you to keep your head up, and also to

hold the person's head up you are trying to save. It is of primary importance that you
take fast hold of the hair, and throw both the person and yourself on your backs. After
many experiments it is usually found preferable to all other methods. You can in

this manner float nearly as long as you please, or until a boat or other help can be
obtained.

It is believed there is no ?uch thing as a death-grasp, at least it is very unusual to wit-

ness it. As soon as drowning persons begin to get feeble and to lose recollection, they
gradually slacken their hold until they quit it altogether. No apprehension need there-

fore be felt on that head when attempting to rescue a drowning person.
After a person has sunk to the bottom, if the water be smooth, the exact position

irhere the body lies may be known by the air-bubbles which will occasionally rise to the
surface, allowance being of course made for the motion of the water if in a tide-way or
it ream, which will carry the nubbles out of the perpendicular course in rising to the
mrfacc. A body may be often regained from the bottom before too late for recovery, by
diving for it in the direction indicated by these bubbles.

On rescuing a person by diving to the bottom, the hair of the head should be seized by
one hand only, and the other used in conjunction with the feet in raising yourself ana
drowning person to the surface.

If in the sea, it may sometimes be a great error to try and get to land. If there be a
strong " outsetting " tide and you are swimming, either by yourself or having hold of a
person who cannot swim, then get on your back and float till help comes.

These instructions apply alike to all circumstances, whether the roughest sea or
smooth water.

Treatment ofthe Apparently Drowned.—Send immediately for a physician. Arouse
the patient. Unless in danger of freezing, do not move the patient but instantly expose
the (ace to a current of fresh air, wipe dry the mouth ana nostrils, rip the clothing,

so as to expose the chest and waist, and give two or three quick smarting slaps

on the stomach and chest with the open hand. If the patient does not revive, proceed
thus:

To Draw off Water, etc., from the Stomach and Chest.—If the jaws are clinched,

icparate them, and keep the mouth open by placing between the teeth a cork, or small
oit of wood; turn the patient on the face, a large bundle of tightly rolled clothing being

S
laced beneath the stomach, and press heavily over it for half a minute, or so long as
uids flow freely from the mouth.
To Produce Breathing.—Clear the mouth and throat of mucus by introducing into

the throat the corner of a handkerchief wrapped closely around the fore finger ; turn the
patient on the back, the roll of clothing being so placea as to raise the pit of the stomach
Above the level of any other poition of the oody. If there be another person present,

let him. with a piece of dry cloth, hold the tip of the tongue out of one corner of th
mouth (this prevents the tongue from pulling back and obstructing the wind-pipe), and
with the other hand grasp both wrists, and keep the arms forcibly stretched back above
the head, thereby increasing the prominence of the ribs, which tends to enlarge the

chest. The two last named positions are not. however, essential to success. Kneel
beside or astride the patient's hips, and with the balls of the thumbs resting on either

side of the pit of the stomach, let the fingers fall into the grooves between the short ribs,

so as to afford the best grasp of the waist. Now, using your knees as a pivot, throw all

your weight forward on your hands, and at the same time squeeze the waist between
them, as if you wished to force everything in the chest upward out of the mouth

;

deepen the pressure while you can count slowly one, two, three ; then suddenly let go with
a final push, which springs you back on your first kneeling position. Remain erect on
your knees while you can count one, two, three ; then repeat the same motions as before, at

ftnrte gradually increased from four or five to fifteen times in a minute and continue
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thus this bellows movement, with the same regularity that is observable in the natural
motions of breathing which you are imitating. If natural breathing be not restored
after a trial of the bellows movement for three or four minutes, then, without interrupt-
ing the artificial respiration, turn the patient a second time on the stomach, as directed pre-
viously, rolling the body in the opposite direction from that in which it was first turned,
for the purpose of freeing the air passages from any remaining water. Continue th«
artificial respiration from one to four hours, or until the patient breathes ; and for a while
after the appearance of returning life, carefully aid the first short gasps until deepened
nto full breaths. Continue the drying and rubbing, which should have been unceas
rgly practised from the beginning, taking care not to interfere with the means employei

to produce breathing. Thus, the limbs of the patient should be rubbed, always ir

an upward direction toward the body, with firm grasping pressure and energy, using
the bare hands, dry flannels or handkerchiefs, and continuing the friction under the
blankets or over the dry clothing. The warmth of the body can also be promoted by
the application of hot flannels to the stomach and arm-pits, bottles or bladders of hot
water, heated bricks, stones, etc., to the limbs and soles ot the feet.

After Treatment.—Externally : As soon as breathing is established, let the patient
be stripped of all wet clothing, wrapped in blankets only, put to bed comfortably warm,
but with a free circulation of fresh air, and left to perfect rest. Internally : Give a little

brandy and hot water, or other stimulant at hand, every ten or fifteen minutes during the
first hour, and as often thereafter as may seem expedient. Later manifestations : After
reaction is fully established there is great danger of congestion of the lungs, and if per*

feet rest is not maintained for at least forty-eight hours, it sometimes occurs that the
patient is seized with great difficulty of breathing, and death is liable to follow unless im-
mediate relief is afforded. In such cases apply a large mustard plaster over the breast.

If the patient gasps for breath before the mustard plaster takes affect, assist the breathing
by carefully repeating the artificial respiration. ^
Hints to Bathers.—Avoid bathing within two hours after a meal. Avoid bathing

when exhausted by fatigue or any other cause. Avoid bathing when the body is cooling
after perspiration ; but bathe when the body is warm, provided no time is lost in getting
into the water. Avoid chilling the body by sitting or standing naked on the banks or in

boats after having been in the water. Avoid remaining too long in the water—leave the
water immediately there is the slightest feeling of chilliness. Avoid bathing altogether
in the open air, if after having been a short time in the water there is a sense of chilliness,

with numbness of the hands and feet. The vigorous and strong may bathe early in the

morning on an empty stomach ; the young and those who are weak had better bathe
three hours after a meal. The best time for such is from two to three hours after break-
fast.

Ail that is necessary to keep a person from drowning in deep water is to keep the water
out of the lungs. Suppose yourself a bottle—your nose is the mouth of the bottle, and
must be kept out of the water ; if it goes under, do not breathe at all till it comes out

;

keep legs, arms, all under but your nose ; do that, and you cannot sink in any depth
of water. All you need do to secure this is to clasp your hands behind your back, point
your nose upward toward the heavens, and keep perfectly still. Your nose will never go
under water unless you raise your chin, hand, knee, or foot above it.

Earache.—If a living insect is in the ear, turn the head to the opposite side and fill

the ear with tepid water, oil or glycerine, and it will soon come to the surface. A bright
light thrown into the ear will, also, often succeed in bringing it out. Any body that will

not swell when moistened with water may probably be removed by syringing the ear
thoroughly, with the face held downward. None but the very gentlest probing of the ear
should be attempted by any one but a physician. Earaches may often be relieved by
using hot drinks, and a hot hop poultice over the affected ear.

Epileptic Fits.—These are known by pallor of face at first, a peculiar cry, loss of
consciousness, then flushing of face and violent convulsions, with foaming at the mouth,
rolling of the eyes and biting of the lips and tongue. In a fit of this kind place the

patient on the back, with little or no elevation of the head, control his movements only so
far as to prevent injury, place a folded towel between the teeth, if possible, to prevent the
biting of the tongue. When the convulsion is over let the patient rest in some quiet
place, having previously taken a slight stimulant if very much exhausted by the violence

or length of the fit.

Eye.—Dirt in the eye may be washed out by squeezing from a sponge a small stream
of tepid water. To wash lime from the eye use the tepid water moderately acidulated

with vinegar or lemon-juice. Cinders and other small particles may be removed gener*

ally by touching them with a soft silk or linen handkerchief twisted to a point, or by
using a loop ofhuman hair. Metallic particles can be removed often best by the us* flff
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To expose the eye more fully, the upper lid may be easily averted by lifting it by tht
lashes and pressing from above by a slender pencil or stick.

Painting.—When persons have fainted lay them down with the head as low as possf-

ble, loosen the clothing, keep back any crowding that would interfere with plenty of
fresh air; sprinkle water over the face, apply hartshorn to the nose, and if too long in

recovering consciousness place heated cloths or plates over th.2 stomach.
To Save a Person on Pire.—Seize a blanket from a bed, or a cloak, or a carpet, or

any woolen material. Hold the corners as far apart as you can, stretch them out higher
than your head, and rush boldly on the person, throwing the fabric around the upper
part of the body. This instantly smothers the fire, and saves the face. The next instant

throw the unfortunate person on the floor. This is an additional safety to the face and
breast, and any remnant of flame can be put out more leisurely. The next instant im-
merse the burnt patt in cold water, and all pain will cease with the rapidity of magic.
Next get some common flour, remove from the water, and cover the burned parts with an
inch thickness of flour ; if possible put the patient in bed, and do all that you can to

soothe until the physician arrives. Let the flour remain until it falls off itself, when a
new skin will be found, and unless the bums are deep, no other application will be
needed.
Fish-Hooks.—When a fish-hook has entered any part of the body, cut off the line,

file off the flattened end and pass the hook on through the flesh like you would a needle

in sewing.
Fractures.—Broken bones are easily recognized by the grating of the ends on each

other, by the unusual bending of the limb, and by the pain caused by motion at this

point. A fracture is called compound when the end of the bone protrudes through the

skin. Whenever such protrusion is seen, the part should be cleansed and at once covered
with adhesive plaster or a piece of linen saturated with white of egg. All fractures

should be attended to by a surgeon ; consequently the dressings suggested here are only
temporary, and intended to protect the parts from further injury.

In fracture of the arm above the elbow, bandage the upper arm to the side of the

chest, and place the hand in a sling. In fracture of the arm below the elbow, bend
the arm at the elbow at a right angle, place the thumb uppermost, and bandage it

between two padded splints, reaching from elbow to ends of the fingers, one being placed

on the back of the arm and the other on the front, and place the hand in a sling. In

fracture of the leg below the knee, extend the leg beside the sound one, giving it the same
position, place a pillow beneath from the knee down, fold the sides of the pillow over the

leg, and secure it in that position by bandages. In fracture of the thigh-bone, place the

patient on the back in bed, relax the muscles of the leg by drawing the feet up toward

the body sufficiently, bind splints to the outer and inner side of the broken thigh, then

bind both legs together, and turn patient on the side with the iniured limb uppermost.

In fracture of the knee-cap, bind the whole limb to a splint on the back of it, being care-

ful to place a sufficiently large pad beneath the bend of the knee. In fracture of the col-

lar-bone, place the patient on his back on a hard bed without any pillow. In frac-

ture of the lower jaw, close the mouth and bandage so as to keep the two rows of teeth

together. In fractures of the skull, lay the patient down and apply cold, wet cloths to

the head. In other fractures, place the patient in the most comfortable position possible,

keep him quiet and apply cold water to prevent swelling.

For splints, pasteboard, leather, shingles or pieces ofcigar-box may be used.

Frostbite.—In frostbites use gentle friction in a warm room, using enough cold water

or snow to prevent too rapid reaction and consequent pain in the affected part. If very

severe, call a physician, as gangrene may follow.

To Restore those who have been Frosen.—These require a mode of treatment

entirely different ; for by warmth they would be destroyed altogether. Nothing further

is to be done than to immerse them in snow up to the head ; or to place them in a bath of

the coldest water that can be procured without being frozen. Then life will return of

itself; and as soon as any signs of it appear, give the patients a little warm tea or wine,

and put them to bed.
Hemorrhages.—In hemorrhage from an artery the blood is bright red, and spurts or

jets out from a cut To stop it, make compression between the wound and the heart.

In venous hemorrhage the blood is dark in color, and flows in a steady stream. To
stop it, make compression on the side of the wound away from the heart. Hemorrhage
from die lungs is bright red and frothy, while that from the stomach is of dark color.

To make thorough compression of a blood-vessel, knot a large handkerchief in the mid-

dle, place the knot over the line of the vessel, tie the ends firmly around the limb, thrust

» short stick beneath, and twist by turning the stick like you turn an auger.

Hemorrhagefrom the note may be stopped generally by snuffing up the nose salt and
VSftor, alum ana water, or vinegar, or by applying ice between the shoti shoulders* or at the
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734 WHAT TO DO TILL THE DOCTOR COMES.

back of the neck, or by putting bits of lint into the nostril*, and raising the arms over the
head. Keep head raised. In hemorrhage from the lungs, place the patient in a sitting

posture in bed, giving leaspoonful doses of salt and vinegar every fifteen minutes, and
applying ice or cold water to the chest, unless the patient is too weak to bear it. In hero*

orrhage from the stomach, broken ice may be swallowed with teaspoonful doses of vin-

egar. In hemorrhage from the bowels, use ice water injections and ice over the abdomen.
Injuries to the Brain.—Blows or falls upon the head are liable to injure the brain in

two ways. Concussion of the brain is recognized by the sickness, faintness, pallor, de-

pression, and confusion of the patient, and is best treated by placing the patient on his

Back in a quiet, cool place, loosening the clothing and applying heat to the body and
limbs if they be clammy or cold. Compression of the brain is due to fracture of the skull,

generally a portion being depressed. The symptoms and treatment about the same as
apoplexy.
Ivy Poisoning or Poiaon Oak.—Treated by the application of cloths saturated with

sugar-of-lead water, or with a solution of bicarbonate of soda in water. Hot water ap-
plications will give instant relief.

Nausea and Vomiting.—First cleanse the stomach by giving large draughts ofwarm
water, and then give small pieces of ice, a tablespoonful of lime water, or a half teaspoon-
ful of aromatic spirits of ammonia, or a small quantity of magnesia or baking soda, and,
if necessary, place a mustard plaster over the pit of the stomach.
Nervous Attacks, or Shivering Fits, are treated by hot drinks, heat to the surface

of the body, mustard or turpentine over the stomach, and a dose of Hoffman's anodynt
or tincture of valerian, if at hand.
Nose.—Children are apt to shove up their noses small bodies of different sorts, which

may cause serious trouble unless soon removed. Their removal may often be effected by
vigorously blowing the nose or by repeated sneezing, produced by snuff, or by tickling

the nose with a feather. If these fail, a hairpin or button-hook may be carefully tried.

Poisons and their Antidotes.—When poisonous substances have been taken ints

the stomach, the first move is to cause their ejection by vomiting, or neutralization by
proper antidotes. Our first step, however, should always be to get rid of as much of the

poison as possible by vomiting—riddance is always preferable to neutralization—but that
which remains must be rendered inert by proper antidotes.

Vomiting should be produced by the simplest means when they are sufficient, such as
tickling the throat with the finger or with a feather, or by drinking lukewarm water, salt

and water, or mustard and water, but when these means are insufficient we should at

once resort to one of those emetics which is most powerful and speedy in its operations,
as tartar emetic, sulphate of copper, or sulphate of zinc.
When vomiting has been excited, it should be continued by copious draughts of warm

water
(
or by tickling the throat with the finger or a feather, until the poisonous substances

are rejected. In cases when vomiting cannot be produced, the stomach pump must be
used by skilled hands, especially in arsenical or narcotic poisons.
When as much of the poison as possible has been gotten rid of by vomiting, the follow-

ing antidotes will be found the most simple and reliable : acids are neutralized by alkalies,

such as very thick soap suds of soap and mUk, chalk, soda, lime water, magnesia, or
saleratus. In cases of poisoning from sulphuric acid, do not use soap suds or lime water;
for nitric or oxalic acid use magnesia and lime ; and forprussic acid use dilute ammonia
and electricity.

Alkalies are neutralized by acids, the vegetable acids, vinegar, or oils in large quanti-
ties.

Opium and other narcotics are neutralized by strong coffee and frequent doses of aqua
ammonia, following and during frequent powerful emetics, and for the spasms of strych-
nia, use chloroform, or ether and electricity. Motion and heat must be maintained in

poisonings of this character.
Arsenic is probably the most difficult poison to antidote successfully ofany we have to

contend with ; hydrated peroxid of iron, in tablespoonful doses every ten minutes until

relief is obtained, is relied upon by the profession oftcner than any other treatment. This
preparation, as well as any others named under poisons, can be procured at any druggist's.

When poisoned by bismuth, copper, and their compounds, mercury, tin, Mine and their

salts, and creosote, use albumen in some form, as the white of eggs, sweet milk, strong
coffee, and mucilaginous drinks.
For lead and its salts, use epsom salts, glauber salts, dilute sulphuric acid, or eves

lemonade, in mild cases.
For Iodine, use starch, wheat flour, or arrowroot beaten up in warm water.
For gases, use dilute ammonia, electricity, and friction.

In poisoning from animals but little or no benefit is derived from vomiting,M 91
stand at one* resort to antidotes, sod often to the actual cautery.
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WHAT TO DO TILL THE DOCTOR COMES. 735

For the bite of a mad dog the actual cautery should instantly be applied to the wound,
and large doses of zinc, or riuriate of iron, given for several days.
For serpents' stings apply the actual cautery immediately, and give sufficient whisky

or brandy to produce intoxication.

For insect poison apply iodine, or hartshorn and oil to the part, and give stimulants
for a dayor two.
Sore Throat.—Gargle with alum water or alum in sage tea, and drink often and freely

of flaxseed tea.

Flaxseed tea should be made by pouring a pint of boiling water on one or two table-

spoonfuls of whole flaxseed and stirring it up tor a few minutes. The flaxseed should
not be boiled, as that would bring out the oil, which is too heavy for the stomach. It is

only the mucilage from the outside of the seeds that is useful. Chlorate of potash, an
ounce, in a pint of hot water, makes a very good gargle for a simple or ulcerated sore
throat. It is nearly tasteless, and being not at all offensive to take, is well adapted for
children. A stronger gargle is : take of very strong sage tea, half a pint ; strained honey,
common salt, and strong vinegar, of each two tablespoonfuls ; one teaspoonful ofpulver-
ized cayenne pepper; steeping the cayenne with the sage, strain, mix, and bottle for use,
gargling from four to a dozen times daily, according to the severity of the case. To
smoke dried mullein leaves in an ordinary but new clay pipe has been found very bene-
ficial where there is a tickling in the throat, or hacking cough, or other irritation.

Splinters.—Wood splinters, if not too brittle, may generally be extracted by tweezers
or forceps, by seizing the end and pulling steadily and carefully in the direction opposite
that in which they entered. Nature will soon make them easier of extraction by the
formation of matter ardund them. To get hold of a splinter under the nail, cut out a V-
shaped portion of the nail above it. and then the end can be seized. Splinters of glass,
unless readily extracted, should be left to the skill of the surgeon. When a splinter in the
eye cannot be extracted, bathe in cold water and bandage loosely, so as to keep the eye
as quiet as possible till the surgeon arrives.

Sprains.—Treat sprains by rest, elevation of the limb, cold, moist applications at first,

and afterward either cold or warm, whichever gives the greater degree of comfort. A
splint or bandage is sometimes useful.

Suffocation.—Treat by quick removal to the open air, loosen the garments and apply
friction and artificial respiration, if necessary. To escape injury by the heavier gases,
as carbonic acid gas, the gases of mines, wells, etc., strive to keep the head above them.
To escape through smoke, cover the head with some article of clothing, and seek the
outlet with the head as near the floor as possible.

Sunstroke.—Treat this-by removing the clothing, applying ice to the head and arm-
pits until the high temperature is lowered and consciousness returns, when it should be

'

discontinued until a rising temperature again calls for it. A cold bath of iced water may
be very beneficial.

Thirst is a fever of the palate, which may be somewhat relieved by other means than
drinking fluids. The mouth is kept moist, and thirst is mitigated by exciting the saliva

to flow. This may be done by chewing something, as a leaf, or by keeping in the mouth
a bullet or a pebble. A spoonful of fat or butter will act on the irritated membranes of
the mouth and throat. Life" may be prolonged without drinking by keeping the clothes

and skin constantly wet, even if the water be salt. Care must be taken on giving water
to persons nearly dead from thirst. Give a little at a time, and keep the whole body wet.

Toothache.—When due to a hollow tooth, cleanse the cavity with a little dry cotton
on a probe or large needle, and then pack into the cavity a wad of cotton which has been
dipped in creosote, oil of cloves, or ether. When there is no cavity, try bathing the face

and gums with some of the various anodynes.
Water.—In all localities where the quality of the water is suspicious, condensed water

should, if possible, be used for drinking and cooking purposes. When this is not feasi-

ble, the water should be carefully filtered and boiled. Two barrels, one inside the other,
having a space of four or six inches clear all round between them, filled with layers of
sand, gravel, and charcoal, form an excellent filter. The inside one, without a bottom,
rests on three stones placed in layers of sand, charcoal, and coarse gravel ; the water,
flowing or being poured into the space between the two barrels, and having thus to force

its way through the substances into the inner barrel, becomes purified. The water should
be drawn off by means of a pipe, running through the outer into the inner barrel. Ani-
mal charcoal is the best. When, after a time, it ceases to act, it should be removed and
well dried. It can then be used again with advantage. It is impossible to use too much
of it. The popular French plan of purifying turbid water {alumage eU Cean) simply
consists i the addition of a small quantity of alum. It clears the water very rapidjy,
*""* ""—*" converts the lime carbonate into sulphate, which remains in sok ^

—
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McKINLETS ALPHABET.

Old and New Rates of Duty.

Old rate McKlnley rate.

alumlnlum
Add, sulphuric
Altars lor churches, stone
Arctic shoes

Cotton bagging

Grain bags
Balae.

Bale rope
Balls. India rubber
Balmoral skiris

Barley
Barley malt
Barrels, of American manufacture re-
turned as snooks

Paakets, willow
Bay mm
Peans. edible
Bedspreads. . . ,

Beer In bottles.
Beer-mugs, earthen
Bella, chimes of
Beltings, for paper and printing ma-
chines. .... ...,..,

Bicycles
Bindings, cotton
Bindings, flax
Rinalngs, wool

Blank books
Blank for press copying.
Blankets, value not orer 80c per lb. . .

.

Blankets, value 80c. and not over 40c .

.

Blankets, value 40c. and not over 60c. .

.

Blankets, value 00c and not over 80c .

.

20 per cent
40c per 1b. and *5
percent

lHcperlb.

40 per cent
16c per sq. yd. and
80 per cent ...

86 per cent
26 do
40c per lb. and 86
percent

10c per bu.
80c do .

Free
80 per cent .

.

SL00 per gal.
per cent .

.

26 do
86c per gal..
66 percent...
86 do

20c per lb. and
per cent.

86 per cent
86 do
40 do ........
80c per lb. and 60
peroent

,

80 per cent
20 per oent
10c per lb. and 86
per oent

18c per lb. and 86
peroent

18c per lb. and 86
per cent

84c. per lb. and 86
per oent

16o. per lb.

X c. per lb.
4 * per cent.

4©«c per lb, and
60 per cent.

1 10 and l 8-lOc
per lb.

8c per lb.

28c per sq. yd. and
40 percent.

60 per oent.
80 do

per lb. and%
80c per bushel.
46c do

86 per cent.
40 do
11.60 per gallon.
40c per bushel.
80 per cent.
40c. per irallon.
eo per o»i
46 do

60c per lb. and 60
percent.

46 per cent.
do
do

60c per lb. and 00
per cent.

86 per oent.
8c per lb. ft 16 p.c

88c per lb. and 40
per cent.

88MO. per lb. and
40 per cent.

44c per lb. and 60
per oent.

44c. per lc and 60
percent.

The average rate of duty on goods imported into England, Scot-

land, Ireland and Wales is about s}4 per cent.; into France, t>Y% per

cent.; into Germany, 6 per cent.; into Russia, 18 per cent.
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73« McKinley's Alphabet

MeElaley rate.

Blankets, Talne over 80c par lb

Boblnet, cotton
Booking!

Bone manufactures
Bonnets of silk
Boot laoee. cotton
Boot laces, leather.
Boots and shoes, India rubber.

.

Boots and shoes, wool

Bottles
Boxes, Japanned ware
Boxes, shell
Braces (suspenders)
Braids, cotton
braids, hair
Braids, silk for hats
Brass, musical lustrumonto ....
Breast-nlna
Brick, nre
Brldle-blta.
Bristol board
Bronze powder
Brooms
Brushes
Buries, glass.
Buckles, metal
Building stone, rough
Building stone, dressed
Buttons, pearl

Buttons, sleere and oollar, gUt.
Buttons, wool, hair, etc

Cabbages. ,

Cabinet furniture ,

Camel's hair
Came .'s-hair pencils
Candles, wax
Canvaa, floor cloth ,

Canran for sails ,

Caps, cotton.
,

Caps, fur
Caps, linen
Caps, leather
Caps, woollen

Card clothing, wire
Cards, blank
Carpets, treble Ingrain

Carpets, two-ply
,

Carpets, tapestry rrussels •

86c per lb. and 40
per cant..

85 percent

.

15c per aq. yd. ireq.yd
roent.

80 percent
80 <lo
86 do
80 do
26 do ........
40c per lb. and 86
per cent

sac par lb. and 60

00 per oent.

22c per sq. yd. and
40 per c

—

"

00 do
40 do
86 do
80 do

, per lb...
per cent.
<lo
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
ao
do
do
do
do

do
per ton.,
percent

.

do

*•&%?

!&,'

per lb, an<?

rib.

40
40
40 __
00c. per lb.*00pux
60 per eons.
46 do
60 do
$1.25 per ton.

26 do
80& per lb. and 60
per oent

10 per cent
SO do
Free
80 per oent
SO do
40 do
80 do
80 do
80 do
40 do
80 do
40c per lb. and 86

per oent

45c per *q. ft...
16 per oent

,

12c per sq. yd. a
80 per oent. .

.

8c per sq. yd and
80 per oent...

20c per sq. yd. and
SO per oent....

86 do _
18c per lb.
40 per cans.
40^o
60 do
60 do
lie per cable ft.
40 per cent.
2WoTper Uno and
26 peroent.

60 per o

—

lb. i

a do
40 do
S6 do
50 dO
60 do
50 do
86 do
60 do
86 do

40Ue. per lb. and

52°* *•*•*"•
86 percent*

10c per an. yd. and
40 per cent.

14c per sq. yd. and
40 per cent*

40
per sq. yd. i

percent.

The average rate of duty on goods imported into Austria is 5 per

cent.; into Italy, 11 per cent.; Spain, 24 percent.; Portugal, 26 pet
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McKinley's Alphabet. 739

Old rate. MoKinley rate.

Carpet*. Aubusson and Axmlnster . .

.

Carpets, Brussels

Carpets, Wilton

Carpets. Yelret

Cement, Portland
Cedar posts
Cherry Juice
Ohromo-llthographs
Cigars and cigarettes

Cloaks, woollen

Cloaks, cotton
Cloaks, linen
Cloaks, silk
Clocks
Clock keys
Clothing, ready-made, cotton
Cjotnlng, ready-made, linen
Clothing, ready-made, silk
Clothing, ready-made, woollen

Cluny lace
Cod-UYcroll
Cod-lines, hemp
Collars and cuffs, cotton

Collars and cuffs, linen

Collars and cuffs, silk
Compasses
Copylng-paoer

Cords and tassels, cotton
Cords and tassels, linen.
Cords and tassels, silk
Cords and tassels, wool

Cork carpeting
Cotton embroideries
Cotton trimmings ;

Cotton gallooons and gimps
Cotton gioTes
Cotton goring
Cotton handkerchiefs
Cotton hosiery valued at more than 6oc
and not more than fK per dozen pairs.

Cotton hosiery. 12 to 94 per dosen

Cotton hosiery, more than 94 per dosen

.

46c. persq. yd. and
80 per cent. .

.

30c. persq. yd. and
80 per cent . .

.

46c. persq. yd. and
SO percent...

26c per sq. yd. and
80 percent...

20 per cent ,

Free
20 per cent
26 do
$2.60 per lb. and 25
per cent

46a per lb. and 40
per cent

36 per cent
40 do
60 do
80 do
80 do
36 do
40 do
60 do
40c per lb. and 86
per cent

80 per cent
25 do
86 do
86 do

40 do

60 do
86 do
26 do

85 do
40 do
60 do
80c. per lb. and 60
percent

26 per cent
40 do
40 do
85 do
86 do
36 do
40 do

40 do

40 do

40 do

60c. rer sq. yd. and
40 per cent.

44o. per sq. yd. and
40 per cent.

00c per sq. yd. and
40 per cent.

40c persq. yd. and
40 per cent.

8c. per 100 lbs.
20 per cent.
12.50 per gallon.
36 per cent.

94. 60 per lb. and 26
percent.

40Uc per lb. and
60 per cent.

60 per cent.
66 do
GO do
45 do
46 do
tO do
66 do
60 do

49*0. per lb. and
oo per cent.

60 oo
16c. per gallon.
2!«o. per lb.
16c per doe. and 8*
per cent.

30c. perdos. and 40
per cent.

60 per cent.
45 do
8c. per lb. and 16

per cent.
60 per cent.
60 do
60 do

60c per lb. and 60
percent.

40 ter cent.
60 do
60 do
40 do
60 do
40 do
50 do

50c. per dos. and 30
per cent.

75o. per dos. and 40
percent.

fl per dos. and 40
percent.

cent.; Holland, I per cent,; Belgium, \% per cent.; Denmark, q
per cent.; Sweden and Norway, 12 percent.
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Cotton shirts and drawers

.

Cotton Insert lugs
Cotton plushes, velvets* etc.

Cotton plashes, bleached

.

Cotton plushes, dyed. ....

Cotton Swiss muslin
Cotton webblug
Cotton chenille table covers,
Cotton curtains
Cra>h, linen
Crinoline cloth
Cutlery, pocket knives, etc.. valued at
not more than 50 cents per dozen .

.

Cutlery, 50c. to $2 per dozen
Cutlery, $1.50 to $3 per dozen
Cutlery, more than ?3 per dozen. . .

.

Cutlery, razors, less than ** per dozen.
Cutlery, razors, more than t4 per dozen
Cutlery, table -knives,not more than 11

per dozen
Cutlery, table-knives, f1 to 12 per dozen
Cutlery, table knives, f-i to *3 per dozen
ratler*'. table knives, *3 to *8 per dozen
Cutlery, table- knives, more than 18 pr.dz
Degra-, for finishing leather
Demijohns
Dried apples
Desiccated vegetables *.*.**!*"

Dextrine
Dollies, linen
Downs, dressed

,

Dress goods, value not exceeding ioc
per square yard

Dress goods, above 16c

Old rate.

Dress goods, all weighing over 4 oz. per
square yard

Dress ornaments, beads. .

.

Dress ornaments, cotton..
Dress ornaments, worsted.

Drillings, linen

Druggets .

Drums
Durhesse lace, cotton
Duchesse lace, linen
Duck, linen
Embroideries, linen
Eggs . . .

Enamel for watches
Enamelled brick
Enamel, If more than one color

.

Encau-tic tiles
Envelopes, paper
Extracts, dyewood
Extracts, hemlock

40 per cent

.

40 do
35 do

35 do

35 do

do
do
do
do
do
do

McKl nley rate.

60 per rent .

50 do
60 <Jo
60 do
60 do
60 do

35 do
35 do .

35 do .

35 do .

36 do .

10 OO
lc per lb . .

.

Free
80 per cent,
lc. per ib. .

,

35 per cent .

IYea.

6o. per sq, yd. and
:*5 ner cent

7c. per sq. yd, and
40 Der cent

and36c. per Ib,

40 per cent
50 per cent
60 do
30c. ror lb. and 60
per cent

35 per cent

Me. per sq. yd. and
SOp.-r cent

SO per cent.
40 do
30 do
36 do
30 do .

Free
25 per cent.
25 do
26 do .,

35 do .

25 do
10 do
20 do

3.26 per doz. an.i
40 per cent.

60 per cent.
10c persq. yd. and
20 per cent.

12a persq. yd. and
20 per cent,

14c. per Bq. yd. and
20 per cent.

60 per cent.
40 do
60 do
60 do
60 do
8c. per sq. yd.

12c. pr.dz. &60p.c
60c. pr. <\z. &50DX.
|1 pr. doz. & 60 p. c
*2 pr. doz & 50 p.c.
SI it. doz. ft.wp.c
$1.75 pr.dz. ft 30 pc,

10c. pr.dz. ft SO p.c.
35o. pr.dz. &gu p.c.
40o. pr.dz. ft 30 p.c.
tl per doz. & 30 p.c
*2 per doz. & 30 p.c
He. per lb.
1>4C. per lb.
2c per lb.
45 per cent.
1 Ho. per lb.
50 per cent.
50 per cent.

7c. per sq. yd. and
40 per cent.

8c. per sq. yd. ana
60 per cent.

44c per lb .ft 60 p.c
60 per cent.
60 do

60c, t er lb , ft 00 p c
50 per cent.

22c. per sq. yd. aud
40 per cent.

3*> percent.
00 do
60 do
50 do
00 do
6c. per dozen,
45 per cent.
45 do
60 do
45 do
25c. per thousand.
Tv- per pound.
He do

The average rate of duty on goods imported into the. United

States is 28 per cent.; into Canada, 15 per cent.

*

H Australia, 13 per

cent. ; Brazil, 44 per cent. ; Argentine Republic, 37 per cent.
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Old rate. McKinley rate.

Extract*.
Extracts, Indigo
Extracts, logwood
Extracts malt, in bottles
>xtraets, meat
Eye-glasses. ...-.,

Kyes, artificial.
Fans, palm leal, with handles
Fashion plate, lithographed .

.

*elt, carpeting

Felt.
ram

Figs
Filberts, uieuea ,

Firearms, doable-barrelled, breech load
Ing. value not over f6

Firearms, value »fl to 1UJ
Firearms, value over $12
Firearms, single-barrelled
Fish, fresh
Fishing-lines
Flannels, value not over 80c. per lb

Flannels, value 80c to 40c

Flannels, value 40a to60o ,

Flax, hackled
Flax, carpeting
Fleams
Flowers, bunched and wired
Flutes
Fruits, preserved In their own Juice ....
Fruits, apples
Fruits, oranges and lemons

Fruits, raisins
Fruits, plums and prunes
Furmanufactures
Galloons, bead
Galloons, linen
Galloons, wool

Gelatine, value 7a per lb
Gems, set as jewelry
Qlll-netttng, seines, etc., of twine not

higher than 90

Gill-netting finer than 90.

Gm erodes
Gimps, cotton
Gimps, wool, mohair, otc

Gimps, linen.
Glassware, plain.

20 percent
10 do
10 do
20 cents per gallon
Super cent
45 do
20 do
Free
26 per cent
40 do

4c. per

80 do
40c perpouno and
86 per cent...

2c. per lb.
8a do .

3ft per cent
86 do
86 do
85 do
Free
40 per cent
10c per lb. and 86
* percent

12c. per lb. and 86
per oent

18c per lb. and 86
per oent

140 per ton
40 per oent
86 do
Free
25 per oent
20 do
Fret ••%!: ....,..,
25a per box

2c per lb
lc do
80 per oent
60 per oent
40 do
80c per lb. and 60
per oent

80 per oent

.

26 do

26 do

26 do

86 do
60 do
80c per lb. and 60
per cent ,

40peroert.
40 do

J*c do
40o per gallon.
85c per pound.
00 per oent
00 do
80 do
86 do
lie per sq. yd. anci
40 per cent.

66 per cent.

40Hc per pound
and 60 per cent.

2Wcperlb.
60. do

tLSOeacb A35p. c.
84 each and 86 p.o.
86 each and 86 p. o
tl each and 86 p. o.
Kcperlb.
46 per cent.

10Mcperlb.and80
per oent.

22a per lb. and 86
per oent.

88c. per lb. and 86
percent.

80. per lb.

60 per cent,
46 do
60 do
46 per wot.
80 do
260. per bush. ^
18c per box and 80
percent.

2ttc per lb.
2c do
86 per cent.
60 per cent.
00 do

00c per lb. and 60
per cent.

3 Ho. per lb.
60 per cent.

16a per lb. and 35
percent.
20c per lb. and 46
percent.

46 per cent.
60 do

00c per lb. and 00
per cent.

60 per oent.
60 do

In 1814 there were ^40 banks suspended in England.

In 1825 the failures in Manchester amounted to 2 millions.
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Glassware, oat, decorated, etc
Glass, lamp chimneys
Glass, polished cylinder and crown not
over 10x16

Glass, polished plate, not over lOxlA.

.

Glass, slivered, not over 10x16
Glass, decorated

Glass, Bohemian
Glass, disks for optical instruments.
Glass, shades
Glare, tubes for thermometers
Glauber's salt
Glazier's diamonds, etc
Gloves, kid, men's, plain

Old rate.

40 per cent

.

40 do

214c. persq. foot..
8o. do do .

4c do do .

Gloves, embroidered

Gloves, lined

Gloves pique or prick seam

Gloves, pique lined

Gloves, pique lined and embroidered.

.

Gloves, ladies' and children's plain. . .

.

Gloves, ladles' lined

Gloves, ladles' embrolderea

Gloves, lined and embroidered

Gloves, suedes and smaschen, erobrol'd

Gloves, suedes, lined ,

Gloves, suodes, lined and embroidered.

Glucose
Glue, value not over ?c per lb
Glue. 7c. to 30c. per lb
Glue, over 80c. per lb
Goat-skin robes for carriages
Goblets
Gold leaf
Oran It*;, rough

,

Granite, dressed ,

Grease, n. o. p ,

Guitar strings, metal
Guitar strings, silk
Guitars
Gun barrels, except shotgun
Gypsum, ground
Gypsum, calcined
GyDsum. in blocks, rough
Gypsum, dressed
Hair of hogs curled for mattresses
Hair ot goat, alpaca, etc.—Class I

Hair of goat, alpaca, etc.—Class II...
Hair of goat, alpaca, etc.—Class III..
Hair bonnets and hoods

Hair manufactures n. o.p

45 per oent

.

46 do
46 do
46 do
20 do

60 per oent.

60 do

60 do

60 do

60 do

60 do

60 do

60 do

60 do

60 do

60 do

60 do

60 do

20 do
390 do
80 do
20 do
80 do
40 ao
fl.60 per pkg.
81 per ton....
20 per oent. .

.

lo do
26 do
26 do
26 do
10 do
20 do
20 do
20 do
20 do
Free
10c. per lb
10c do
2Hc do
80 per cent...,

80 do

MoKmley rate.

00 per cant.
00 di

fl per doc and 60

SL80 V — .

60 per cent.
92.60 per don, and
60 par cant.

01.60 per dos. and
60 percent.

02 60 per dos. and
60 peront*

SO per don. and 60
per oent.

11.76 per doe*, not
leas than 60 p.c

02.76 per doe., not
leM than 60 P.O.

02.26 per dos., bos
lens than 60 P.O.

00.26 per aosu, not
lens than 60 p.c

60c. per do*, and 60

01 per dos. sad 60
per oent.

01.60 per dos. and
60 per pent,

fie per lb.
lUaperlb.
26per cent.
80 do
86 do
00 do

iicpercuD:eft.
40 per oar'
20^o
46 do
60 do
46 do
46 do
•1 per ton.
ti.76 pe* too.
lie. per cubicilofL
401
16 do
lie. per In.
lfto. <to
St per cent,
40$4c per lb.
00 per oent.

88o. per lb. ma
peroent.

In i83J the failures in Calcutta amounted to 15 millions.

In 1838
M Wild-cat" crisis in the United States ; all banks closed.
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Hah? braids and ornaments

Hamburgedgings
Haraee
Hams
Handkerchiefs, linen
Handkerchiefs, hemmed and embrol*

Handkerchiefs, silk ,

Harmonica*
Harm.
Hartsh*
Hats, fur
Hate, felt
Hats, silk
Hay
Head-nets, wool or hair.

silk.

Hemp, hackled ,

Hemp eordage. untarred.
Hemp eordage. tarred
Hemp hydraulic hose
Hemp sail duck.
Hemp yarns, value tSo. or lea's per lb*

!

Hemp yarns, over 18c. oer lb
Herrings, fresh
Herrings, in cans
Hogs
Hollands, brown.
Hollands, brown, after Jan. 1, 18*4.
Hoops, iron or steel for baling purposes.
Hops .TIT. . . .]777T.
Horses
Horses, value over f160
Hydrometers as philosophical lnstru-

Hygrometers as philosophical ' InVtrd'

Imitation jewelry
India hemp, heckled
India-rubber manufactures.
India-rubber voloanlsed
India-rubber wearing apparel

India-rubber pouches for tobacco.
Instruments, musical, metal
Instruments, philosophical, metal
Iron or steel anvils
Iron screws % inch or less In length
Iron tinned plates
Italian cloths, value not exoeedlog lftc
per square yard

Italian cloths, above I6e.

Italian cloths, all weighing over 4 oe.
per squareyard

SO per cent

.

40 do
85 do
So. per lb...
85 per oent.

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

*2 per ten
80c. per lb. and 50
per oent

86 per oent

126 per ton
85 per oent
85 do
86 do
80 do
86 do
86 do
Free
25 per cent
20 do
80 do .....

86 do
8c per lb...
20 per cent.
20 do

MoKJnler rate.

86 do

86 do
26 do

f
25 per ton.
5 per oent.

.

26 do
26 do

25 do
26 do
86 do
So. per lb.
12o. do .

lo. do .

6c per sq. yd. and
86 per oent

7c>.ner sq. yd. and
40 per oent

85c per lb. an,2 40
per oent

60c. per lb. and 60
per oent.

00 percent.
46 do
5c per lb.
56 per oent.

60 do
60 do
46 do
45 do
25 do
66 do
65 do
60 do
$4 per ton.

60c per lb. and 60
per cent.

8c. per os. and 60
per cent.

660 per ton.
Sfcc per lb.
8c do
20c do
60 ner oent.
6c per lb.
46 per cent.
We. per lb,
: per oent.
$1.50 per head.
85 per oent.
50 do
1 3-lOc per lb.
15c per ib.

ISO per head.
80 per cent.

46 do

46 do
60 do
#60 per ton.
80 per oent.
86 do
60c per lb. and 60

per cent.
70 per oent.
46 do
46 do
2He per lb.
J 40. do.
2 2-lOcdo.

7cper sq. yd . and
5 per oent.

persq. yd
per oent.

Scpersq. yd. and

44c per lb. and 60
per oent.

In 1839 Bank of England saved by Bank of France. 93 coir-

panics failed in France for 6 millions.
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iTory buttons
ITory manufactures, n. o. p
Ivory, Imitation of
Ivory, Imitation of, manufactures.

Japanese leather paper
Jars, glased ,

Jewelry
Jewsharps
Jute, burlaps
Jute, ootton bagging

Jute, other bagging

Jute, all manufactures, n. o. p., value
not over 6c. per lb

Jute, all manufactures, n. o. p.. over
6c. per lb

Jute velours
Kettles, coated, glased, or tinned. . .

.

Keys, for watches.
Kotre-blades, not handled, vaiue not
more than $1 per dozen

Knife-blades, not handled, value not
more than $1 to $8 per dozen.

Knife-blades, not handled, value not
more than 88 to 18 per dozen.

Knife-blades, not bandied, value not
more than 83 to f8 per dozen

Knife-blades, not handled. value
more than 88 per dozen.

Knives, carving

Knit goods, wearing apparel, value not
over 80c per lb.

Knit goods, wearing apparel, value 80c.
and not over 40c

Kelt goods, wearing apparel, value 40c.
and not over 6oo

Knit goods, wealing apparel, value 00c.
and not over 80o

Knit goods, wearing apparel, valne over
80c per lb

Knit goods, silk
Knobs gia»s
Knobs, p.ated or gilt.

Old rate.

26 percent..
80 do
20 do
80 do

86 do
66 ao
86 do
86 do
80 do
Utfcperlb.

40 per cent

.

86 do
86 do
l*c per lb.
46 per cent

.

36 do

85 do

86 do

86 do

86 do

86 per cent.

83c per lb. and 40
per cent

8*ic. per lb. and
per cent

44c per lb. and 60

44c. per lb. and 60
per cent.

44c per lb. and 60
per oent

60 do
46 do
86 ao

XoKlnley rate.

60 per cent.
40 do
00c per cent.
60c per lb. and 86
percent.

46 do
00 do
CO do
46 do
14*o. per lb.
1 tt-i0 and 1 8-10 per

lb.
8c per lb.

8c do

40 per cent.
45 do
So. per lb.
60 per cent.

10c. per do*, and 80
per cent.

86c per doz. and 80
per cent.

40c per doz. and 80
percent.

81 per doz. and 80
percent.

88 per doz. and 30
per oent.

81 to 86 per doz.
and 80 per cent.

4U»c per lb. and
00 per oent.

40ttc per lb. and
GOperoeni per oent.

ic. per lb.
> per oent.

ic per lb.

) per cent.

49Kc. per lb. and
0Oj

4914c per lb. and

4914c per lb. and
00 percent

00 *do
00 do
46 do

1844. Bank of England reformed. State loans issued to mer-

chants. 1847. Failures in England amounted to 20 millions.
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Old rata, McKlnley rat*.

Knocker*, plated or gilt.

Labels, blank paper. ....
Labels, metal-plated.
Labels, rubber
Labels, vulcanised
Laee curtains, cotton
Lace curtains, linen....
Laoff curtains, silk
Lace curtains, wool

. cotton •

. linen
Laces, worsted, etc

.

Laoee. tidies, of thread
Ladles, Britannia gilt
Lasting*, value not orer 80c per lb.

Lasting*, orer 80c.

Latches, gilt or plated
Lara tips for gas-burners, decorated.
Lawns, linen .

Lead, type 1

Lead, silver ore (on lead contained
therein)

Leather manufactures n. o. p .

Limes, pickled
Leasee
Licorice Juloe
Lime
Linen manufactures n. o. p. (after Jan.

1,1804)
Linen, embroidered or tamboured
Linen, wearing apparel
Linen thread
Linen yarn
Linoleum, raJue above 86c per sq. yd.

.

ofl
Lint, cotton
Lithographs
Uthographio crayons.
Live plants for nurserU
Lumber, cedar.
Macaroni.
Magic lanterns, gi~ "-, chloridMagnet
Mahoiriany.Mi
Malt
Mantillas, silk.
Mantillas, wool,

leof.
sawed.

Matches, friction, boxed

.

Matches, all other
Mats of grass.
Mats, cocoa and rattan.

.

Mattta*,.Jute.

86 per cent
16 do
86 do ...
26 do
26 do
40 do
80 do
60 do
36c. per lb. and 40
per cent

40 percent ,

80 do
85c per lb. and 40
per cent

SO per cent
86 do
85c. per lb. and 86
per cent

86c. per lb. and 40
percent

86 per cent
66 do
85 per cent
20 do

Free
90 per cent
80 do

86 do
46 do
8c per lb
10 per cent

86 per cent
80 tlo

40 do
40 do
86 do
40 per cent

80e. per bu
86c per gal
86 per oent
86 do
80 do
Free
Free
Free
46 per oent
80 do
Free
80c perbu
60 per oent
46c per lb. ft 40 p.c

86 per cent.
85 per oent

.

80 do
80 do
80 do

46 per oent.
86 do
46
80
86
60
80
00

do
do
do
do
do
do

4914c per lb. an 1

00 per cent.
00 per cent.
80 do

(50c. per lb. and 00
per oent.

©Op-roent.
46 do

00a per lb. and 00
per oent.

00c per lb. and 00
per cent.

46 per cent.
00 do
6* per cent,
life per lb.

lKc do
35 percent.
18o. per box and St
per cent.

46 per oent.
«0 tlo

6Mc per lb.
0c per 100 lbs.

60 per cent.
00 ao
66 do
46 do
46 do
16o. persq. yd. A 80
per cent.

80c per bushel.
S8o. per gallon.
40 per cent.
36 clo
85 do
80 do
80 do
8c per lb.
00 per oent.
85 do
15 do
46c per bushel.
00per cent.

40H°- Per lD* and
00 per cent.

10c per gross.
lcperM.
30 per cent.
8c per square foot,
Oc per squareyard.

1857. In United States 7,200 houses failed for 111 millions.

1866. London, Overend-Gurney crisis; failures exceeded 100

millions. 1869, Black Friday in New York, September 24th.
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Old rate. McKlnley rate.

20 per oent 12c. rer sq. yard.
45 do 0U percent*
45 do 60 do
30 do M do
40 do 60 do
25 do 45 do
10 per cent.
20 do

25 per cent.
25 do

25 do 46 do
10 do 5c. per gallon.

Sc. per lb.20 do
Free fta

Free 20 per
Free 35 do
20 percent 36 do
Free io do
30 per cent 86 do
35 do 40 do
35 do 45 do
20 do 25 do
45 do 60 do
10 do 60 do

25 do 40 do
ao do 36 do
20 do f'iO per bead.
io do *fc. per lb.
30 do 4" per cent.
25 do 45 do
a5 do 45 do
35 do 45 do
10 do 2c. per lb.

Free 60 per cent.
80 per cent. .. 60 do
60 do 60 do
35 do ;"."«•. per lb. and 60

percent.
35c. per lb. ana 40

per oent 49V4.C. per lb. and
60 per cent.

2-5 per cent 30 percent.
45 do 60 do
20 do ........ SI. 26 per ton.
Free. 2c. per lb.

lc. doHe. per lb
45 per oent ........ 60 percent.

40 do 16o. per sq. yd. and
30 per cent.

26 do 36c. per gal.
Free 32c. do
26 percent........ He. do
io do .... 40c. per bu.
45 do 60 per cent.
25 do .... 4 P

* do
10 do &o do
25 do 30 do
30 do 40 do
20 do 2"» do
40 do 45 do
36 do 60 do
16 do r» do
26 do do. rer lb. and 16

per cent.
25 do 40 per cent.

Matting, cocoa and rattan
Mathematical Instrument*, glass
Microscopes <

Measuring tapes, leather
Measuring tapes. linen
Meiodeons
Melons
Memorandum books ,

Metalophones
Milk, fresh
Milk, condensed
Milk, suKar of
Millet seed
Mica
Mica, ground
Mica, waste
Models In papier macho"
Mops, cotton
Mopstlcks, wood and iron ,

Mortars, of stone
Mosalo materials.
Moss, dyed
Mo i her of pearl manufactures, other
than pearl buttons.

Muffs, fur
Mules —
Muriate of ammonia
Mushrooms prepared
Musical Instruments, metal.
Music boxes
Mustard, French
Mutton, dressed
Necklaces, amber
Neckties, cottou
Necktie*, silk
Neckties, cotton and rubber.

Neckties, wool ,

Nipple shields, rubber
Nipple shields, part glass
Nitre cake, sulphate of soda.
Noodles (dough for soup)
Oat meal
Object glasses
Oil cloths for floors, value over 26c. per
square yard

Oil, olive
Oil, poppy
oil. whale and seal
Onions
Opera- glasses
Organs
Orris root, tooth powder
Osier, for basketmakers
Osier, manufactures
Oxide of Iron
Packthread
Paddings, flax, jute, or hemp
Paper manufactures n. o. p ,

Paper, copying

Paper, envelopes, lined

There are at present published in the world about 40,000 news-

papers, distributed among the various nations as follows : United
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Old rate. MoKlnlej rate.

Paper, direr.

Papier macho* manufactures
Parasols, silk
Parasols, all other
Platter of Paris, ground
Plaster of Paris, ca oined
Pasteboard
Paste, anchovy as sauce
Paste, as jewelry
Paste, tomato
Pearl barley
Patterns, cotton ,

Paving stones, hewn.
Paring tiles
Pearl jewelry
Pearl jewelry. Imitation.
Peas
Pees, split...
Pebbles, glass
Pencil eases, gilt
Pencils, slate
Pepper, oayenne, unground
Persian berries, extract
Persian berries, carmine
Phosphorus
Photograph albums
Photograph slides
Pianofortes
Piano-covers »

Plokles
Pin.cushions, ootton
Pipes of day, oommon
Plants n. o. p
Plate paper
Plush, ootton, unbleached

Plush, ootton, bleached

Plush, cotton, colored

Plush, 76 per cent, silk

Plush, wool or hair

Poppy seeds.
Porcelain cylinders
Poroelaln glass
Post-horns
Potatoes
Poultry, dressed
Powder puffs
Prepared chalk
Pulp, wood, for paper-makers' use.
ground.

Pulp, chemical, unbleached

Pulp, chemical, bleached

Pumpkins
Quicksilver
Quillings, cotton

26 per o nt

80 do
60 do
40 do
20 do
20 do
16 do
86 do
26 do

Sdoc. per lb
per cent

10 do
80 do
26 do
26 do
20 do
20 do
46 do
86 do
80 do
Free
10 peroent
20 do
JOc. per lb
80 per cent ,

46 <lo
26 do
860. per lb. and 86
per cent

85 per oent
36 do
«5 do ,

Free
26 per cent ,

40 do ,

40 do

40 do

60 do

86c. per lb. and 85
per cent.

28c. ber bush
66 per oent
46 do
26 do
J5c per bush....
10 per cent
80 do
20 do

10 do

10 do ,

10 do

10 do
10 do ,

85 do

8c. per lb. and 15
per cent.

85 per cent.
66 do
46 do
81 per ton.
tUTOperton.
86 per cent.
46 do
60 do
46 do
2c per lb.
40 per cent.
20 do
26 do
60 do
50 do
40c. per bush.
60c do
60 per cent.
45 do
4c per gross.
2Mo. per lb.
tgc. per lb.
1 6 per oent.
20o. per ib.

86 per cent.
60 do
46 do

44o. per lb. and 60
per cent.

46 percent.
40 do
Ific. pergro^s.
20 per cent.
85 per oent.
10c. per sq. yd. and
20 per oent.

12c p«»r sq. yd. and
20 per cent.

14c per sq yd. and
20j>er oent.

88.60 per lb. and 16
per cent.

4014c. rer lb. and
00 percent.

80c. ner bush.
60 peroent.
A0 do
45 do
26c per bush.
6c per lb.
40per oent.
lc per lb.

12.60 per ton dry

16 per ton. dry
weight.

f7 per ion, dry
weight.

26 per cent.
10c per lb.
00 per oent.

States, 15,000; Germany, 5,500; Great Britain, 5,000; France,

4,092; Japan, 2,000; Italy, 1,400; Austria-Hungary, 1,200; Asia,
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Quinines, ootton
Quilts, ootton
Quilts, ootton and down,
Riddle, for polishing lenses ,

Ha* pulp, in sheets ,

Railroad ties, oedar
Rasor oases, leather ,

Hasor oases, papier raaebe. ,

Red preolpltate
,

Reps, worsted, etc ,

Retorts
Ribbons for trimming hats and bonnets
exclusively

Rings as jewelry
Kings for saddlery
Robes, buffalo, made up e
Roman cement In bbls
Roman cemeut la bulk
Hoofing tiles, plsln
Roofing tiles, ornamented
Rope, bale, of hem d
Rope, bale, of cotton
Rosewood, sawed
Rugs, Berlin

Rugs, Oriental

Russia sheetings of flax or hemp
Middles
Saddle girths

Saddlers' tools
Sage
Sail duck
Salmon, dried or smoked
Salmon, preserved
Salmon twine,value not over 13c. per lb.

Balmon twine, value over iso
Salt cake, sulphate of soda
>"alt sacking, value not over 6c per lb .

.

Sandstone, rough
Sauces, n. a p
Scarfs, cotton
scarfs, linen
Scarfs, silk
Scarfs, wool, etc

Scissors
Sealskin sacques
Seeds, oil, other than flaxseed
Shawls, wool, worsted, eic, value not
over 30c. per lb

Shawls, wool, worsted, etc. , value 30c.
and not over 40o

Shawls, wool, worsted, etc.. value 40c,
and not over 60c

Old rate.

35 per cent
36 do .. ..
86 do ,

SO do
16 do
Kree
80 per cent
80 do
80 do
36©. per lb. and 40
per cent.

80 per cent.

20 ao
26 do
36 do
80 do
20 do
20 do
20 do
20 do
36 do
86 do
Free.
46c. per sq. yd. I
80 per cen t . .

.

40 per cent

36 do
36 do
86 do

36 do
10 do
30 do
Kcperlb
26 per cent
40 do
40 do
20 do
40 do
81 per ton
86 per cent
86 do
40 do
60 do .

40c. per lb. and 86
percent

36 per cent . .

.

30 do
Ha per bush.

38*40. per lb. and
40 per cent...

44o. per lb. and 60
percent......

XoKlnlayrata.

40 per os
40^o
60 do
fi.60*_ ._
85 per cent.80^

88 do

44c. per lb.
per cent,

88 €'

: to

50 per cent.
60 <lo
46 do
88 do
So. per 100 lbs.
7c do
86 per cent.
46^o
60 do
40 do
16 do

00c per sq. yd. and
40 percent

00c. persq. y<L and
40 per cent.

60 per cent.
46 <io
00c per lb. and 60
percent.

46 percent.
Jo. per lb.
60 per cant,
leper lb,
30 percent.
6c. per lb.
46 percent.
81.86 per too.
8c per lb. _
lie. per cubic ft.

46 per cent.
60 do
66 do
60 do

40Kc per V
6u per cent

46 per cent.
86 do

330. per lb. and 40 ^.^
percent 4914c. per lb, and

00 r
" "

>Mc per lb. and
do per oenu

40Wjc par
oopereaa> per cent.

exclusive of Japan, i.ooo ; Spain, 850 ; Russia, 800 ; Australia, 700

;

Greece, 600 ; Switzerland, 450 ; Holland, 300 ; Belgium, 300 ; all
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Shawls, wool, wonted, etc, value 60c.
end not over 80o

Shawls, wool, wonted, etc., value over
800. per U>

Sheen, for cloth
Sheen, hone
Sheathing, peper, for lining boxes.'

me year old
en then one jeer.

Shell boxes.
Shell combs. .....................

.

Shell clippings
Shell manufactures, n. o. p
Shell, partially manufactured
Shirt bosoms or fronts, linen.
Shirt bosoms, embroidered.
Shirts, tn whole or part linen
Shoe-binding, ootton
Shoe-binding, linen
Shoe-binding, wool, wonted, etc!

Old rote.

Shoe-leoes, cotton..
Shoe-laces, leather.
Shoe-laces, linen . .

.

Shoe-laces, wonted.

felt.,

Shoes, India robber
Shoes, silk
Shot-bags and belts, leather
Shrubs, Known as nursery stock .

Silk, spun In skeins
Silk laces, embroideries, handkerchiefs,
and all wearing apparel

811k, part rubber
Skeletons, papier meohe
Slates, porcelain, plain
8melllng salts
Soap, oastUe
Soda, bichromate
Spangles, plated
Spar manufactures
8pectacle eases, leather
Spelter, in blocks
Soermecetl oil
Spirits^...

Statuary, AJabastefl !!!!!!!.'!!! 1

1

'.'.!!.'

!

Steel Ingots, slabs, etc, value7c to 10c

Steel Ingots,* 'slabs, ' etc ,' vsiue" 10c *
to

18c. per lb ,

Steel bigots, slabs, etc, value lSo. to
loo. per lb

44c per lb., ana 60
per cent

44c per lb. and GO
percent

86 per cent
86 do
10 do
20 do
20 do
36 do
26 do
26 do
26 do
26 do
26 do
40 do
80 do
40 do
86 do
40 do
80c per lb. and 60
percent

86 per cent
80^o
40 do
80c per lb. and 60
percent

40c. per lb. and 86
per cent

26 per cent
60 &o
£0 percent
Kree
86 percent

80 do

60 do
60 do
80 do
66 do
20 do
20 do
25 do
86 do
10 do
80 do
lKc per lb
26 percent
82 per proof gal. .

.

46 per cent
10 do

2fco, per lb

8*0- do

8Kc do

MoKlnley rate

40Uc per lb.
ooperoenu

40Mc per lb. and
00per cent.

46 percent.
46 do
26 do
$1.60 per head.
76 cents per heed,
60 per cent,
40 do
40 do
40 do
40 do
40 do
66 do
00 do
66 do
40 do
60 do

60c per lb. and 00

40i
36 do
60 do

00c per lb. and 00
percent.

40Uc per lb. and
60 per cent.

80 per cent.
60 <lo
86 percent.
20 do
10c per sq. yd. and
86 per cent*

85 percent.

00 do
00 do
86 do
00 do
Ufa per lb.
lfcc. <lo
8o. do
46 per of
26 do
86 do
lfcc do
8o. per gal
82. 60 per proof gal.

1 per cent.
26 <k>

2.8c per lb.

Sfcc do

4.2c do

others not enumerated, 1,000. About one-half of the entire num-
ber are printed in the English language.
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Old rata. Meffmley rate.

Steel ingots, slabs, etc, value above 10c.
par lb

Stereoscopes.
Stereoscopic views, glass.
Straw
8traw manufactures, n. o. p
• traw palp for paper-makers.
Stud*, as Jewelry
Sulphate of ammonia
Sulphate of baryta, raw
Sulphate of baryta, manufactured
Sulphate of lima, ground
fc-nlphate of lima, calcined
Sumac ground
huspenders, cotton
Suspenders, rubber and fibre.

Suspenders, silk
8u»penders, wonted

Table-cloths, linen
Table-tope, soagllola or composition ....

Taggers' iron
Talc, ground
Tambourines. .

Tank blooks, not glaaed
Tank blocks, glased.....
Tapes, ootion
Tapes, leather
Tapes, linen
Teapots, britannla
Teazles.
Teeth, porcelain....
Telegraph-poles, cedar
TelesooDes
Tennis-balls, rubber
Thermometers
Thread, cotton, value from 26c. to 40a
per lb

Thread, 40c. to 60c per lb
Thread. 60c to 60c per lb
Thread.flax or linen, value not over 13c.
per lb

Tnread. over 18c per lb
Thread, gold, silver, and other metals.
Thread, hemo
Tin, ore or metal (after July l, 1893)
Tin-plates (after July 1, 1891)
Tissue-paper .

Tobacco, cigar-wrappers, not stemmed.
Tobacco, If stemmed
Tobacco, all other leaf, if stemmed ....
Tobacco, unmanufactured, not stemmed
Tomatoes
Toothbrushes
Torchon lace, real
Torchon lace, imitation
Tortoise-shell, manufactured
Toy p, of ohlnaware
Tots of chlnaware, decorated

,

Travelling cases ,

Trays, gilt or plated ware
Trays, papier- roacbG ,

SUcparlb
46 percent
46 do
Free.
80 par cent
10 do
26 do
20 do
10 do
86.60 par ton . .

,

20 pereent ,

20 do
8-10c per lb...,
86 per cant ,

80 do

60 par cent
80c par b. ana 60
percent ,

8^ per cent ,

86 do ,

80 do
10 do
26 do ,

20 do
20 do ,

86 do ,

80 do ,

40 do
86 do
Free
2 > per cent ,

Free ,

46 per cent ,

26 do
46 do

16c per lb.
20c <lo

25c do

40 do
40 do
26 do
86 do
Free
lc. per lb
26 per cent ,

76c per lb
f1 do
40c do
80 per cent ,

10 do
80 do ,

80 do ,

40 do
26 do ,

36 do
86 do
80 do
86 do
30 uo

To-porlfc.
eoperesn
60 do

doc per lb. and 60
pereent.

60 par cent.
60 <lo
lo.tol4-l0cperlb.
20 pereent.
45^o
81.26 per ton.
46 parcent.
*0<lo
86 do
60 do
46 do
8ft do
66 do
20 do
60 do
80 do
60 do

18c nar Ib+
28c do
28c do

6c per lb.
46 percent.
80 do
46 do
4c per lb.
2 810c Deri
8c par lb.
par earns.

S.TOdO
60c dO
85c . do
26peroent»
40 do
60 do
60 do
40 do
66 do
60 do
86 do
46 do
86 do

1234. The Mediterranean was frozen so that it could be trav-

elled over with carts.
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Tree*, nursery stock
Trlmml •gs, leatner
Trlmmlngt, ooUon
Trimmings, linen
Trimmings lnoe
Trimmings, metal
Trimmings, wool, worsted, etc

Truffles
Trumpets
Towfcfs, linen damask
Towels, linen embroidered.
Tubes, glass
Tubes, ivory
Tubes, rubber
Tabes, wrought Iron or steel other than

boiler
Tubing of Jute, varaenot oVer*6cper

lb
Turkey rugs

TuMnegue metal

Twist, jute, relue not orer 60. per lb. .

.

Twist. ]use, value over 60. per lb
Tyrtan dye
Umbrellas, silk or alpaca.
Umbrellas, other materials
Umbrella sticks, plain
Umbrella sticks, earvtd
Umbrella rlbsTframes, etc
Valenoleunes lace .

.

Vegetables, natural, n.'a p .' .'

.'

VegetablotDreiMtred or preserTed
Vegetable Ivory buttons
Vegetable Ivory, manufacture, n. o. p.

.

Veaum. cloth. . ; .

.

Veils, crape
Veils. Victoria
Velvets, cotton, see plus*.
Velvets, silk.

Veneers of oabtnet wood, unmanu-
„faotured .V?T

SaSSfe.?'?!?: •:

Vermilion V.'.

Vettttgs, lmen
Jlolms
Violin bows
Wadding, cotton
Wadding, paper.

S^l?^^:::::::::::::::::::
Waste, wool
Watch-chains, except hair
Water-colors, for artists
Water-proof doth, value over 26c. per
square yard ,

Wax flowers
Webbing, ootton.

Old rate. MoKlnley rate,

Free 20 per oent.
86 clo30 percent

40 do 80 do
40 do 00 do
40 do 80 do
26 do 46 do
80o. per lb. and 60
per cent 00c per lb. and 60

percent.
80 per oent 46 per cent.
26 do 46 <io
80 do 60 do
86 do 60 do
40 do 80 do
80 do 40 do
26 do 80 do

234*0. per lb 2l*cperlb.

40 per oent 2c do.
40 do 00c per sq. yd. and

40 per oent.
lUc. per lb
80 per cent

lftio. per lb.
40MC per lcaad 00

86 do ^ per oent.
2o. per lb.

86 do
10 do

40 per oent.
20 do

60 do 66 do
40 do 46 do
80 do 86 do
80 do 60 do
40 do 46 do
40 do 00 do
10 do 25 do
80 do 46 do
26 do 60 do
80 do 40 do
86 do 40 do
86 do 40 do
86 do 60 do

60 do 18.60 per lb. and 16
1.0., but not less
than 60 p. c.

Free
Free

20 per oent.
26 do

Free 2c per lb.
26 per oent 12c per lb.
86 do 60 per oent.
26 do 86 do
26 do 86 do
86 do 40 do
16 do 26 do
80 do 86 do
20 do 80. per lb.
10c. per pound 80c do
2*4 per oent 60 per oent.
26 do 80 do

40 do 16c ner sq. yd. and
80 per cent.

20 do 60 per cent.
86 per cent 40 percent.

1420. The Bosphorus was frozen.

1468. Wine was frozen and sold in blocks at Antwerp.
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Old rate. MoKInley rata.

Webbing for saddle girth*

.

Wheat.
Wheat flour
Wblpgut manufactures.
Whips, raw hide end leather ,

Whlus. wood and flax
,

Wicks and wleklng, cotton
Willow for batketmakers

,

Willow split foronopers
,

Willow hats and bonnets.
,

Willow manufacture* n. o, p k

Wines, champagne. In K pint bottles or

30 a per lb. and 60
per cent

20o. per bush . .

.

20 per cent
90 do

do
do
do
do
do
do
do

Wines, champagne, H pint and not over
1 pln»

Wlnea. champagne, l pint and not over
1 quart

Wines, champagne, over 1 quart ....

91.75 per do* .

I8 60 do

Wines, all sparkling, as champagne.
Woods, cabinet, sawed

,

Wool, clothing
Wool, combing

,

Wool, carpet

.

Wool, noils, tops, etc
Wool, sorted after shearing
Wool or worsted yarns, value sot over

30c. per lb

$7 do ......
37 per don.and $2, £5
par gal

Free
10c. per lb.

.

10c per lb..
2Wo. per lb.
lOc. per lb..

Wool or worsted yarns, over 80c and
not over 40o

Wool or worsted yarns, over 40o

Woollen and worsted cloths, same as
shawls.

Woollen manufactures n. o. p., value
not over 30c. per lb.

,

Woollen manufactures, value 80c and
not over 40c

Woollen manufactures, value 40c. and
not over 60o

Woollen manufactures, value 60c. and
not over 80c

Woollen manufactures, value over 80c.

10c. per lb. and 35
percent

19c per lb. and 35
per cent

8c per lb. and 35
per cent

loo. per lb. and 36
percent

12c per lb. and 8 >

per cent

18c per lb. and 36
percent

24c per lb. and 35
per cent

35c per lb. and 40
percent.......

60c. per lb. and 00
percent.

25c. per bo.
26 per cent.
25 do
85 do
60 do
40 do
80 do
40 do
40 do
40 do

32perdos.

94 do

98 do

Wand*?.50 per gal.

15 per cent
Ho per lb,
12c. do
32 per cent
30c oerlb.
Double

2714c per lb. and
86 per cent

33c per lb. and 36
percent

88J4c per lb. and
40 per oent.

83c per lb. and 40
percent

3814c. per lb. and
40 per cent

44c per lb. and 50
percent.

44c. per lb. and 60
percent.

44c per lb. and 60
per oent

1658. Swedish artillery crossed the Sound between Sweden and

Norway.

1789. At Frankfort, thermometer marked 23 below zero ; and

at Basle 36 below zero, Farenheit.

1809. Mercury frozen at Moscow, 48 below zero.

1829. January 25th, at Jatoutsk, Siberia, 73 below zero ; this

was the greatest cold ever recorded.
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The Union arch of the Washington Aqueduct is the largest in the world, being
220 feet ; 20 feet in excess of the Chester arch across the Dee in England, 68 feet longer
than that of the London Bridge ; 92 feet longer than that at Neuilhr on the Seine, and
zoo feet longer than that of Waterloo Bridge. The height of the Washington arch is 100
feet.

In 1775 there were only twenty-seven newspapers published in the United States. Ten
years later, 1785, there were seven published, in the English language, in Philadelphia
alone, of which one was a daily. The oldest newspaper published in Philadelphia at
the time of the Federal convention was the Pennsylvania Gazette, established by Samuel
Keimer. in 1728. The second newspaper in point of age was the Pennsylvania Journal,
established in 1742 by William Bradford, whose uncle, Andrew Bradford, established the
first newspaper in Pennsylvania, the American Weekly Mercury, in 1719. Next in age
but first in importance was the Pennsylvania Packet , established by John Dunlap, in

1771. In 1784 it became a dally, being the first daily newspaper printed on this continent.
The largest locomotive ever constructed prior to 1880 was that made at the Baldwin

Locomotive Works during the early part of 1879. It was turned out ready for use April
xoth of that year, and was named Uncle Dick. Uncle Dick weighed 130,000 pounds ;

was sixty feet from the headlight to the rear end of the tender. He is now at work on
the Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe road. During the year 1883 the same works that con-
structed Uncle Dick turned out several locomotives for the Northern Pacific railroad, each
weighing 180,000 pounds. During the same year as if to overshadow the Baldwin works
the Central Pacific company caused to be built at their shops in Sacramento, Cal., what
are really the largest locomotives in the world. They have eight driving-wheels each,
the cylinders are 19 inches in diameter, and the stroke three feet. These engines weigh
with the tender, as Uncle Dick's weight was given, almost 190,000 pounds. The Bald-
win Works, in 1889, completed for the Northern Pacific an engine weighing, with tender,
225,000 pounds.

*• Liberty,' * Bartholdi's statue, presented to the United States by the French people
in 1885, is the largest statue ever built. Its conception is due to the great French sculp-
tor whose name it bears. It is said to be a likeness of his mother. Eight years of time
were consumed in the construction of this gigantic brazen image. Its weight is 440,000
pounds, of which 146,000 pounds are copper, the remainder iron and steel. The major
part of the iron and steel was used in constructing the skeleton framework for the inside.

The mammoth electric light held in the hand of the giantess is 305 feet above tide-

water. The height of the figure is 152^ feet, the pedestal 91 feet, and the foundation
52 feet and 10 inches. Forty persons can find standing-room within the mighty head,
which is 14^ feet in diameter. A six foot man standing on the lower lip could hardly
reach the eyes. The index finger is eight feet in length and the nose 3^ feet. The
Colossus of Rhodes was a pigmy compared with this latter day wonder.
The largest stone bridge on the face of the earth is that finished in May, 1885, at

Lagange, China. Chinese engineers had sole control of its construction. It crosses an
arm of the China Sea, is nearly six miles in length, is composed entirely of stone, and
has 300 arches, each 70 feet high. It is the most colossal structure ever reared by man.
yet we sneer at the " heathen Chinese." The largest truss iron bridge in the world
crosses the Firth of Tay, Scotland. It is 18,612 feet in length, and composed of eighty-
five spans. The longest wooden bridge in the world is that crossing Lake Pontchartrain,
near New Orleans, La. It is a trestle-work twenty-one miles in length, built of cypress
piles which have been saturated with creosote oil to preserve them. The highest bridge
in the United| States is over Kinzua Creek, near Bradford, Pa. It was built in 1882,
has a total span of 2051 feet and is 301 feet above the creek bed.
The Qreat Pyramid of Cheops is the largest structure of any kind ever erected by

the hand of man. Its original dimensions at the base were 764 feet square, and its

perpendicular height in the highest point 488 feet ; it covers four acres, one rood, and
twenty-two perches of ground, and has been estimated by an eminent English architect
to have cost not less than ^30,000,000, which in United States currency would be about
$145,200,000. Internal evidence proves that the great pyramid was Degun about the
year 2170 b. c, about the time of the birth of Abraham. It is estimated that about
5,000,000 tons of hewn stone were used in its construction, and the evidence points to
the fact that these stones were brought a distance of about 700 miles from quarries in

Arabia.

THE CLEARING HOUSE—WHAT IT IS.

The Clearing House is an association of national banks in every large city, formed for
the purpose of facilitating the banking business. It operates in this way: In Phila-
delphia, for instance, thirty national banks compose the Clearing House. The banks re-
ceive checks for collection from each ether, amounting to between $7,000,000 to
£12.000,000 daily. To collect this sum and exchange the checks, it would require a great
deal of time and running about, as is readily appreciated. The Gearing House saves all

this. In a large room, centrally located, each bank that has membership in the Clearing

( )
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764 THE CLEARING H0OBB-WHAT IT M.

House ha* a dak. Those desks join each other in a huge ©vat At half-past eight,

promptly every morning, two clerks from each bank appear. They bring with them in

sealed envelopes the checks for each bank represented in the Clearing House, the checks
having been previously sorted. The envelopes from all the other banks directed to the
First National Rank, for example, are given to the messenger of the First National Bank,
and are receipted for by him. Similarly he distributes the envelopes he has brought.
The amount ne receives from each bank is entered on a tally-sheet, together with the
amount he brings for other banks. The difference is what he owes to the Clearing
House, or wnat die Clearing House owes hlra.

Thus, fr the First National Bank brings to the Clearing House checks against other
banks amounting to $700,000, and receives cheeks against itself amounting to £600,000,
the First National is owed by the Clearing House the difference, $100,000.

If the First National brings to the Clearing House checks drawn against other banks
amounting to $700,000, and receives checks against itself for $800,000, the Fust National
owes to the Clearing House the difference. $100,000.
These differences are settled thus : If the Clearing House owes a bank, the money is

paid to the bank messenger by means of a Clearing House certificate—issued by the
Government, and obtainable for its face in gold from the Clearing House manager—the
exact value of which, in gold, is at all times on deposit. If a bank owes the Clearing
House, the money is paid to the Clearing House manager by means of die Clearing
House certificates, previously obtained by payment of their face value in gold. It is

obvious thai what the Clearing House owes—every day—is exactly balanced by what is

owed the Clearing House.
The differences, that is, what is owed the Clearing House, are settled before 13 m. each

day. If a bank fails to do so, the governing committee is promptly notified, and that
bank is declared insolvent and ruled out of the Clearing House. To protect the business,
however, each bank has on deposit each day at the Clearing House, sufficient gokJ to
cover any possible balance against that bank that day. All odd amounts under thousand*
are settled by bank due bills on the one side, and by Clearing House checks on the other.
Mistakes are impossible^ under this method, and not one dollar of actual cash is used

in the Clearing House. Transactions between two banks amounting sometimes to hun-
dreds of thousands of dollars can be settled by the payment say, of one cent. 1 he a hole
work is done in half an hour for thirty banks, safely, swiftly, surely. Each bank is

numbered. Any mistakes or protested checks are settled by the two banks directly

interested. Messengers arriving late at the Gearing House are fined one dollar for each
offence.

A second session of the Philadelphia Clearing House Is held at xi.30 a. m., for the
exchange of such checks as arrive in the morning mails. In New York and other
American cities but one session is held daily, at 10.30 or xi A. U. The Clearing House
Is one of the most useful institutions of the country.

STOCK EXCHANGES AND THEIR OPERATION.
All the exchanges of the country operate in very similar ways. The stock exchanges

heve two daily sessions of the board, at to a. m. and 1.30 p. m. At such times the ores'

Went, after calling the members to order, proceeds to cafi the stocks that are ** listed,'
'—

that is, those admitted to the list by the governing committee. Alphabetically, and as

each stock is called, the brokers—or members of the board—call out their offers to buy
and sell. If a sale is made the price, number of shares, and buyers' and sellers* names
are recorded by the secretary of the exchange. In sales made in the ordinary way the

stocks are delivered by 2.1c p. m. the day following. If for cash, they are delivered the

same day before 2.15, at which hour all stock transactions are wound up. The price of
seats in the stock exchange is very high : in New York, $30,000 ; in Philadelphia, £io,ooc.

The membership is limited. There is a beneficial side to the corporation, as each mem-
ber is taxed at the cLath of another for the benefit of the deceased member's widow or

children. The stock exchanges are chartered institutions. The produce, coal, oil,

mining and other exchanges are all modelled and operated similarly to the stock ex*

changes. _______

COMMERCIAL STANDING OP MERCHANTS.

Farmers who sell their produce to city merchants, and desire to learn something about
lh« responsibility of those with whom they propose to deal, can always ascenain the

aaflMsstma. standing of merchants by applying at the bank where the fanner keeps hir
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feccount. The bank will make the Inquiry through its city correspondent. Or if he
keeps no bank account he can write any city firm or business house with whom he is ac-

Suamted, and they can learn the reliability of any one about whom he may wish to know
irough the several commercial agencies.

THE AGE OF ELECTRICITY,

Formerly the energy, push and pluck of the age found popular expression in the nick-

name " The Age of Steam," which it was supposed would last out the nineteenth cen-
tury. It is no longer applicable. We are just entering the early years of the Age of
Electricity. Within the past five years the most marvellous things have been accom-
blished by this strange and as yet little understood force. It wHl not be many more be-
fore electricity will supplant steam in the economy of the world.
The Telephone.—The telephone, which is yet by no means a perfected instrument,

occupies an important place in the business of the country. Eventually people will be
enabled by its use to converse between San Francisco and New York, or other distance.

It operates by means of waves of sound. The voice in speaking starts into existence
waves of sound that are large or small, many or few, quick or slow, according to the
words or tones of the speaker. Such waves of sound are transmitted by means of elec-

tricity over wires. They are received upon a diaphragm made of thin metal, against
whicn the sound-waves of the voice strike, and the vibrations of this diaphragm are re-

peated by a similar diaphragm at the other end of the line. The vibrations of this sec-

ond diaphragm start into existence similar sound-waves to those spoken at the transmit-

ting end, and in this manner the sounds and tones of the speaker are reproduced to the
ear of the listener.

The Electric Light.—Electric lights, which are everywhere taking the place of gas
for lighting public buildings, are of two kinds,—arc lights and the incandescent lights.

The former are used in the open air, the latter inside of buildings. The arc lights are
much the strongest, and are produced by the combustion of carbon—the active principle

of coal—the combustion being produced by a current of electricity passed through the
carbon. Two points of carbon are kept just apart by means of clock-work, which ad-
vances them as fast as they are consumed, and the electrical current passing from one to

the other, consumes them. The light in an incandescent lamp is produced by passing an
electric current through a piece of platinum, or carbonized cane-fibre, from which aliarr

is excluded. The exclusion of the air practically prevents combustion, and allows the

platinum or carbonized fibre to become incandescent and emit light. The electrical cur-

rent, to produce these lights, must of necessity be strong, and is furnished by dynamo
machines, which accumulate electricity by the rapid whirling of large magnets. The
dynamos are operated by steam engines, and the electrical current is passed through
wires which are wrapped in rubber, tar, cotton, and other materials which insulate and
protect the current.

PORCELAIN AND POTTERY DECORATION.
The many varieties of ware upon which at different periods the potter's skill has been

exercised are broadly divided into two classes—pottery and porcelain. All the early pro-
ductions of the factories of Europe were varieties of earthenware or pottery. Porcelain
was obtained only from the East, and especially from the country which has given to tht
vrare its familiar name—China. For earthenware a great variety of clays has at different

times been employed, but true "china" or porcelain always consists mainly of a fine

white earth called by the Chinese " kaolin," and obtained in this country chiefly from
Cornwall and Devon under the name " China-clay." Earthenware is always opaque
china transparent in proportion to the fineness of its quality.

Manufactured ware of all kinds in its unglazed state is termed " biscuit.*'

Glazes vary in their composition, according to the nature of the body to which they
are to be applied.
The glaze is applied as an opaque creamy fluid, and becomes glassy and transparent

when subjected to the action of neat—technically, " fired "—in the glost, or glazing oven.
Occasionally it is laid on with a flat brush, but almost always the biscuit articles are
dipped in the fluid glaze, by which process, skilfully managed, they are very rapidly and
uniformly covered.
The colors used in pottery decorations are chiefly metallic oxides, and for enamel

painting ars combined with substances termed fluxes, which unite them with the glaze.

Painting is of two kinds, known as " under-glaze," and "enamel" or "over glaze."
Vnder-glane painting Is executed on the biscuit with odors specially prepared and known
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as " refractory." The colored design is covered with glaze, and fired in an oven raised

to great heat. Designs executed by this method are incorporated with the surface, and
can perish only with the ware itself: but much uncertainty attends the process, and a
great source of difficulty is the different appearance of colors when applied and after up
aergoing the action of the glaze and fire. Dark blue, for instance, s, when applied, *
light violet, or even a dirty brown. Crimson is in its first state a pale pink, and other
colors show differences of the same kind.
For enamel painting many colors are available which would not endure the heat, ant

are employed to vitrify the glaze. For this process the colors are fluxed, and the flux,

dissolving under moderate heat, unites the colors more or less intimately with the glaze

upon which the painting has been executed. If the glaze is very hard, the painting

generally has a dry look, and is readily seen to be only superficial ; but, by the use of a
soft glaze, much of the appearance of under-glaze work can be obtained without its ob-

jections. The colors must, however, be well " fired in."

A general tint is imparted to an object by applying colored glazes to biscuit ware, or by
covering glazed ware with color in powder. The part to be colored is brushed over with

a mixture of turpentine and oils, and the powdered color is dusted on with cotton-wool,
adhering with sufficient firmness to admit of any superfluous particles being lightly

brushed off. This method is termed " bossing," and the application of a body of uni-

form color is known as " grounding," or ** ground-laying."
When it is desired to leave on a colored ground a white space, for subsequent decora-

tion by painting or gilding, such a space is first covered with a mixture, generally of rose

pink with sugar and water. Color is then " bossed " on, and fixed by firing. Washing in

warm water soon removes color from those parts that have been protected, or, as it is tech-

nically termed. " stencilled." For gilding, the gold is prepared with quick-silver and
flux, and has the appearance of black dust. It is mixed with oil and turpentine, as colors

are, and laid on with a camel-hair pencil. After being fired the gold recovers its proper
tint, and appears as " dead gold. Brilliancy is imparted, when required, by burnish'

ing.

Patterns upon ware for general use are, when intricate, almost always printed. Im-
pressions from engraved copper plates are taken upon specially prepared paper and
divided into sections. The paper bearing the pattern is pressed on the surface of the
biscuit ware and rubbed with a boss, or pad of wash-leather, till the colored design ad-
heres. The absorbent ground retains it, when the paper is afterwards gently rubbed off

by means of a soft wet sponge.

MATERIALS.
Under-glaze Colors.—AH that are really necessary are pink, dark blue, light blue,

dark green, light green, deep yellow, violet, dark brown, light brown, black. Light
green must be used pure ; it is very vivid, and, therefore, only agreeable in small quanti*
ties, or in its paler tints. All the other colors may be intermixed for composite hues.
Pink is a powerful color. If applied thickly it becomes a deep crimson after firing,

and the thinnest wash will impart a pink tint. As it is subject to less waste than other
colors under the action of the fire, it is often added to give stability to dark composite
hues. Thus, for outlines, a good mixture is dark brown with a little pink and dark yellow.
Orange is obtained by striking pink, moderately thick over deep yellow. The result

is a better color than can be produced by mixing. For purple, mix dark blue and pink.
For composite greens, russets, and olives, yellow, black and light brown are mixed in

varying proportions with dark green. Only sober greens can be obtained by mixture.
Such coloring as is seen in enamel paintings is unattainable with under-glaze colors.

Enamel Colors.—Of these a great number are prepared that are very seldom ofuse. Tht
list here given includes all that are necessary for subjects of any kind :—Red, Coral Red,
Carmine, Rose, Deep Blue, Light Blue, Yellow, Orange, Dark Brown, Light Brown,
Purple Brown, Light Green, Dark Green, Purple, Turquoise. Black, White Enamel.
Of these neither red nor coral red must be mixed with other colors ; and, as they an

subject to some change, their use should be deferred, if possible, till the painting hat
reached such a stage as to require only a final firing.

Carmine and rose. These are varieties of the same pigment, and are used as test

colors. In the process of firing they pass through various conditions of tint till they be*

come a fine crimson or clear rose, when the action of the fire must be at once checked
If over-fired they pass to a dull purple, and are spoilt beyond remedy. If not fired

enough (technical, " short-fired ") their hue is dull red, and may be brought to the propel
tint by renewed firing. It is ordinarily considered that when rose color has been suffi-

ciently fired all other colors used in the painting are properly burnt in. The develop'
lent of the carmine or rose tint, therefore, serves as a test ay which to regulate ths
sction of heat on the painting.
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As the other colors do not change—though they lose substance, and, consequently,

depth of lint—they are often subjected to great heat (technically, they are said to be very
" hard-fired " or " full-fired "), so as to unite them thoroughly with the glaze. It is often

advantageous, when carmine and rose are used pure and in any quantity, to apply them
when the piece is to be fired for the last time.

Dark green combined with yellow gives such useful hues that it is not necessary to use
the light green for mixed tints. It is of value pure, having its own peculiar character.

Purple brown, also, should not be mixed with other colors. For composite tints, rose

color, dark brown, and others suffice.

Clear red orange is best obtained by passing carmine over orange. The hue obtained
by mixing is very different.

White enamel may be mixed with any of the colors, except the two reds and purple
brown. The best course, however, is to apply the enamel first and pass other colors over
it. When white enamel has been fixed by firing, reds and all other colors may be passed
over it.

Bruahea.—The best are the red sable ; but, as these are very expensive, they may be
•sed only for outlines, delicate work, and finishing touches. For general purposes, good
camel-hair brushes in quills will suffice.

Vehicle*.—Mixtures of honey, glycerine, etc., have been tried; but refined turpen-
tine and the preparation termed fat-oil are considered by professional painters on pottery
indispensable for work upon the glaze. For under-giaze, or biscuit painting, the colors
may be mixed with gum-water or water color McGuup. A drop of oil of spike, cloves,

or aniseed, added to color mixed with turpentine and fat-oil. prevents it from drying too
quickly. For those who find the difficulties of work on the porous biscuit too great, a
" dressing " has been provided which, brushed thinly over the surface, renders it much
Jess absorbent.
A table-easel, adapted for flat and hollow pieces, is very useful, and a rest of some

kind is indispensable to preserve the hand or sleeve from contact with the painting. Both
easels and rests can be had, similar to those approved by the experience of professional
painters.

It will be found convenient to have two palette-knives, one more tapering and narrow
at the point than the other. The colors are so finely ground that they wUl require only
nibbing down to smoothness by means of the broad palette-knife.

Palette*.—The palette in general use comprises a number of wells to hold prepared
color, a flat space upon which small quantities of tint can be mixed, and slants for oil and
turpentine. Some rim-tiles, or other earthenware slabs, are required. Those who pre-

fer to do so will mix each color with oil and turpentine when it is wanted ; but a great
deal of time and trouble will be ultimatelysaved by rubbing down, at the first, a sufficient

Suantity of each color to fill the wells. The one difficulty is, that the right proportion of

it-oil and turpentine must be added, or the contents of the wells will soon become unfit

for use. The safest course is to put upon a glazed tile a little fat-oil, then add color with
the palette-knife, so as to form a stiff paste. Let the color and oil be well worked
together until the oil will take up no more. Turpentine must be then added, so as to

bring the pasty color to a state resembling sirup or refined treacle. It is then fit to be
transferred to the wells, and, if kept covered, wul remain fit for use for a long time. The
contents of the wells must be examined from time to time, and. if necessary, mixed up
again with turpentine. For this purpose an ivory knitting-needle is well suited, as it is

easily cleaned.
Other requisites are—a tin brush washer for turpentine (which should stand, when in

use, in a plate or saucer), tracing and transfer paper, charcoal, hard black lead pencils, a
pair of dividers, plenty of soft rag free from lint, a tracing point, gilt or bone pens, gum
water and India ink.

PAINTING IN UNDER-GLAZE COLORS.
For work upon unglazed ware {bixqui, or biscuit) the pigments may be used either

with water and some medium to fix them, or with fat-oil and turpentine, like enamel
colors. Each method has its advantages. In the first case they flow readily from the
brush, and may be used like ordinary water colors. When dry upon the palette a little

water soon softens them ; and, if " dressed " with suitable preparation, the surface of the

biscuit is not unlike drawing paper. The difficulties are : (i) the colors dry " dead "—
that is, without any gloss, and, consequently, are quite unlike what they become after

glazing and firing ; (a) they are apt to run, and, when floated on, settle unequally. A
mottled appearance results, more color having been deposited on one part than another

;

(7) it is not easy to lay on a sufficient body of color to produce tints of full depth, with
allowance for waste produced by the action of fire. With practice, however, all thess

abstacles are overcome, and complete work may be executed with one firing only. Some
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Sinter* begin with water color and finish with oil. The second painting will not distant
e first ; and afterwork in enamel color upon the glaxe is unnecessary, unless to repair

very slight defects.

It the painting ts executed entirely in color mixed with oil and turpentine the touches
are more precise, a greater body of pigment is deposited, and the glossy nature of the

medium gives the colors something of the hue and transparency they will have after

feeing fired.

It must be remembered that the depth of tints after firing depends on the quantity of
the color deposited. A painting executed in colors used with water has a dead surface.

The different tints appear nearly uniform in depth or force, but the pigment is much
thicker upon some parts than on others. Experience is therefore necessary to decide how
thickly the pigment must be applied to produce colors in varying degrees of strength.

Pink and dark blue excepted, all other colors should, as a rule, be applied so thickly
as to conceal the surface of the ware. Pink applied thus thickly will become, when fired,

a fine crimson. For pink tints, and especially in flesh painting, it can scarcely be used
too delicately. The thinnest possible layer of color will suffice. Under-glaxe colors may
be mixed at pleasure to produce any variety of compound tints.

A practiced draughtsman frequently sketches his subject directly on the biscuit, using
either charcoal or common water colors. Those who have less experience will find it

preferable to make a design on paper and draw the outlines firmly and clearly. An exact
tracing from these can be transferred to the biscuit with ordinary red or blue transfer

paper. Very light pressure with the tracing point will convey a sufficiently clear impres-
sion ; and it is generally advisable to remove some of the coloring matter from the trans-

fer paper by laying it face downwards on a sheet of rather rough paper and rubbing the
back with some smooth implement, such as an ivory knife-handle. Slight corrections

may be made in the transferred design with a very hard lead pencil, and rubbing out or
cleaning effected with stale bread. Some of the powder colors must be rubbed down with
gum and water or water color McGuilp, using enough water to make it flow easily from
the pen or brush.
The outlines may be drawn with a medium-pointed bone or gilt pen, or with a small

brush. If a pen is used it must be filled with color from a brush and the color stirred

frequently. Beginners generally apply too thickly.

For painting, the brush must be fully charged, and the colors, if possible, should be
run or floated on, or laid with broad rapid touches. It is desirable to paint light parts
with one wash of thin color, and dark parts with one wash of thick color, instead of try-

ing to gain depth by several washes one over the other. Still, colors may be added by
small broad touches lightly applied, and the glaze will cause them to flow partially to-

gether. A certain amount of irregularity in the depth of the tints, and a blotty look, is

not objectionable, and always preferable to a dotted, feeble effect, produced by hatching
or stippling.

Under-guute paintings, before they are glazed, undergo a process termed " hardening
on." They are subjected to moderate heat, which expels all the oil and turpentine and
attaches the color to the ware. This is necessary, because the oil would repel the glaze
which is mixed with water. It is important to observe that if under-giaze colors are
used with oil and turpentine it is not of much consequence how much turpentine is added,
so long as the colors can be effectively worked. If, however, too much fat-oil is used,
and the color when dry looks very glossy, thickly applied color will almost certainly be
spoilt by the boiling of the oil in the hardening kiln. It will have a blistered, lumpy
look, and can scarcely be repaired, the only remedy being to chip it off, and, having
rubbed down remaining roughness with pumice-stone, touch on some enamel color and
fire the painting again. Thin color is most easily laid on the biscuit if mixed with a good
deal of fat-oil, as it will not sink so quickly into the porous surface, and effects of the
fire need not be feared. To regulate the quality of the mixed color for different portions
of the work, the brush is dipped in the fat-oil or turpentine contained In the slants of the
palette.

PAINTING IN ENAMEL COLORS.

The extreme smoothness of the surface is the principal source of difficulty in work
upon the glaze, but will soon cease to embamus if attention is paid to the preparation
of the color. Before any attempt to paint, some experimental touches should be made
on a piece of glazed ware. If the color is in a proper state each touch will be smooth
and definite in form. The brush will take hold, so to speak, it"the surface. If the brush
siios and thecolor spreads irregularly, too much turpentine has been used, and the remedy
is the addition of more color and a little fat-oil. If, on the other hand, the color clogs
the brush, and is stiff and lumpy, it requires thinning with turpentine. The vehicle most
fee made to carry as much coloring matter as possible; theresVre it must be noticed, to
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into touches, whether the oil is in excess and Its yellowish color observable, in which case
more pigment must be added, thoroughly mixed and thinned with turpentine only.

A thick body of color, containing too much oil, will probably be injured by boiling in

the kiln. A thin layer of color cannot be spread evenly if mixed with too much turpen*
tine. If the well-palettes are used, the palette-knife used to convey colors from the wells

to the tiles must be scrupulously clean ; and, when turpentine and oil are added to color,

it is best done, not by pouring from the bottles, but by means of the palette-knife, taking
the spirit from the brush-washer and the oil from the slant in the palette.

To draw the first outlines of a design on glazed ware a rather dry brush and India ink

are generally used. If required, a tracing can be made and the outlines pricked with a
needle, so as to mark out the forms by a close succession of fine holes. The glazed sur-

face having been covered with some adhesive substance, such as honey or oil and turpen-

tine (applied as thinly as possible), the tracing must be held steadily upon it, or fixed

with waters. Powdered charcoal, brushed lightly over the back with a soft leather stump
or the fingers, will pass through the holes and mark out the design on the ware in toler-

ably clear dotted lines ; these must be at once gone over with colors. Perforated tracings

are chiefly useful for patterns, such as borders on which the same forms are several times
repeated. A tracing of one section of the design suffices, and does not wear out, as it

would if the tracing-point was passed many times over the lines. For pictorial designs

the best course is, perhaps, to use a tracing to transfer the principal forms, and sketch in

details or slight alterations with India ink. Colors for outlines may be kept separate on
a small palette, and used with glycerine or some water color medium. The color mixed
with oil and turpentine, afterwards used for painting, will not disturb the outlines drawn
with pigment thus prepared. Honey and glycerine, treacle, gum-water, and other
vehicles, have been used for this purpose; The mixture must not be too thin, lest the

fine lines should not have substance enough to allow for waste in firing.

Pale flat tints may be produced most easily by " bossing " or dabbing on the color

;

and when the picture has been fired a repetition of the process will give any degree of
strength desired. Cross-hatching and minute-stippling arc laborious, and produce a poor
effect. As far as possible the work should be carried on by broad touches, WJd with a
fully-charged flattened brush.
Brushes of different sizes are necessary, and whether for large or fine touches should

be charged, not by dipping, but by drawing them, flattened, through the color. To pre-

pare the brushes for use dtp them in turpentine and draw them through a little oil in the

slant, so as to soften and unite the hair up to the quill. If a brush becomes hard, dip it

in turpentine and hold It near a flame—warmth will soon soften it.

Small portions of superfluous color are easily removed from the painting with the

brush-stick, which should be cut to a flat shape at the end. Thin color, when dry, can
be at once softened by breathing on it ; and slight corrections, such as cleaning up the

edges of any patch of color, will be most readily and neatly done if the color is first

allowed to dry, then slightly softened by the breath.

After use the brushes must be thoroughly cleansed with turpentine : and, if not in-

tended to be used for some days, may be laid in a little oil or washed with soap and
water.
The colors on the palette or painting must be kept free from dust or grit of any kind,

for, in spite of the destroying power of the fire, even a hair will draw up the colors in

the kiln and cause an annoying disfigurement.
All colors will lose some of their strength when fired ; the tints must, therefore, be

used darker than they are to appear finally. Color can, however, be added repeatedly,
and the painting fired as often ; but it is desirable, both on the grounds of risk and ex-
pense, not to rely on more than two or three firings. It is scarcely possible to finish an
enamel painting with one firing.

DIAMONDS AND OTHER PRECIOUS STONES.

THEIR VALUE AND HOW TO CHOOSE THEM.
Precious stones are disseminated about the globe in profusion ; they occur alike amid

the torrid deserts of Africa and the icy steppes of Siberia ; under the burning sun of In-

dia and Ceylon, and amidst the glaciers of Switzerland ; in the beds of the mighty rivers

of South America ; in Germany, Spain, and even in our own land ; generally in the midst
of some substance or deposit differing entirely from them. The tropical countries, how-
ever, are far more prolific In this respect than the other parts of the globe : it would seem
m it the countries where the sun shines with most splendor produce gems in greater

^matUm; and perhaps the volcanic changes to which they are subject may have some*
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tiling to do with the matter. They are found most generally in the older formations,
such as granite, gneiss, etc., in the beds of rivers, where they have been brought by tor-
rents, generally accompanied by the precious metals; and often various kinds ofgems are
found together.

The minerals which are the component parts of gems are plentiful throughout the
globe ; we can obtain magnesia, glucina, ahimina, metallic oxides in profusion, and we
can separate the gems themselves into their component parts ; but not all the researches
of learned chemists, not all the accumulated science of the nineteenth century, have suc-
ceeded in wrestingthe secret from nature, or of producing them of any size or value by
artificial means. The material of the diamond, tor instance, " carbon, is found almost
everywhere—in the bread we eat, in the coal and wood we burn ; uncrystallized, it is

brittle and opaque, but when crystallized, is the hardest known substance, pure as the
limpid stream, ana shining with the greatest brilliancy when cut and polished ; whilst
the amorphous variety, carbonate, although of precisely the same composition, and of
nearly equal specific gravity, is black and lustreless, and is degraded to the purpose of
cutting and polishing other gems. Again, the emerald is composed of identically the
same substances as the beryl, minus the required coloring matter ; yet the emerald com-
mands a large price, and the beryl is comparatively valueless. The amethyst and rock-
crystal are exactly the same substance, except that one is white and the other colored ;

the amethyst, when of fine quality, has considerable value, rock-crystal very little. The
oriental topaz and the ruby are the same stones, but of different color, yet the value of
the ruby surpasses that of the topaz a hundredfold. In fact, precious stones must not
only have the desired color, but the exact hue and shade in demand, to obtain the ex-
treme value. No matter how brilliant the ruby, or how free from defects and flaws, it

must have the precise pigeon's blood-red to make it the gem which surpasses the diamond
in value.

Almost all gems conceal their true beauties in a natural state. The diamond in the

rough is most unattractive, and would be thrown away by a casual observer as a worth-
Jess pebble ; its perfections are hidden under a hard crust, which can only be removed by
its own powder. The deep velvety hue of the sapphire, the glowing brilliant red of the

ruby, the soft clear green of the emerald, and the delicate strata of the onyx, alike only
display themselves in their true character after the lapidary has exhausted his skill in

cutting them into facets and polishing them ; and on the perfection of this operation de-
pends in a great measure the beauty of the gem. Many pure and perfect jewels have
been irretrievably spoilt by unskilful hands.

THE PROPERTIES AND CHARACTERISTICS OF PRECIOUS STONES.
Hardness.—By the term hardness must not be understood the ordinary acceptation

of the word, " difficulty of breakage," but the scientific definition, namely, the resistance
one body oners to the mechanical pressure of another, or, in other words, liability or
non-liability to scratch. As glass and quartz, or rock-crystal, are easily procured, and
most precious stones are of equal or superior hardness, the gems are described as scratch-
ing, or being scratched by them.
This experiment can be tried upon cut stones, but it must be remembered that then the

mineral is not in its normal state, and presents different surfaces to those offered by na-
ture in the rough crystals, and, in some instances, one part of a stone, from some ex-
traneous cause—such as flaws or imperfect crystallization—is softer than the other.

In direct proportion to the hardness of a crystallized mineral is its susceptibility of re-

ceiving and retaining a good polish, which is the principal cause of the superior bril-

liancy and beauty ofjewels over all other natural ornaments worn as decorations. It is

this hardness, also, that preserves gems from the effects of time.
Lustre.—By lustre is meant the peculiar kind of brilliancy which precious stones pos-

sess, and which is called by various names, corresponding to the appearances presented.
The various kinds of lustre have been classed by mineralogists under the following

heads : Adamantine, possessing the brilliancy of the diamond ; Vitreous, resembling
the surface of glass ; Kesinous, shining as if rubbed with an oily substance ; Pearly, ex-
hibiting the peculiar lustre of a pearl ; Silky, having a fibrous reflection similar to silk.

Other substances have a lustre called metallic, but it is not named here, as it is not pos-
sessed by any precious stone. It must be remembered that in classifying the various
kinds of lustre by these names, the nomenclature is only general, and must be taken at

describing as approximately as possible the peculiar appearance of each kind.
Color.—Although gems differ from each other in color, still this forms a very imperfect-

test of their identity with any particular class. Gems differing from each other in hard-
ness, specific gravity, etc., have frequently the same color. The ruby, the spinelle, and
the garnet are often met with of exactly similar tints. On this qualification, as much as
on any other, depends the commercial value of a precious stone ; and none of the other
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characteristics, such as form, briHiancy, or purity, an of any avail if the color be not of
the required hue.
The coloring matter in gems is generally found to arise from the presence of various

metallic oxides, otherwise they would be like rock-crystal. Sometimes the color which
tinges the whole mass is found to arise from a small speck of coloring matter, which is

only apparent when held in a particular manner against the light, and which is turned
to account by the lapidary, who diffuses the color by means of repeated internal reflec-

tion throughout the whole mass. The color of a gem frequently changes its commercial
name. The red sapphire is a ruby ; the yellow a topaz ; the white emerald is a beryl

;

die green chrysolite is called a peridot ; and quartz changes its name and value as the
colors which tint it differ. In some gems the color, by reflected or by transmitted light,

differs ; that is to say, they show a different color when looked through or looked at.

The opal and tourmaline are instances of this fact.

Optical Qualities.—Precious stones are eminently endowed with several of those
physical properties which belong to that extensive class denominated optical. Of these,
the most important to the subject, and which at the same time serve in many cases as
tests of individuality, are single and double refraction and polarization of light.

Specific Gravity.—By specific gravitv is meant the proportion the weight of any
body bears to an equal volume of water ; that is to say, supposing four substances whose
volume was so exactly equal as to fill exactly the same mould, and that each had differ-

ent weight in the balance, then these different weights, considered in relation to a com-
mon term of comparison

f
would signify the specific gravity of the various sub-

stances. But as the bodies of which the specific gravity is required must have
different volumes, the way to ascertain the specific gravity of any body is to weigh first

m air and then in water, and to divide the weight in air by the difference between the
weight in air and the weight in water. The ascertainment of the specific gravity is a
matter of great necessity for the proper comprehension of gems. It affords in many
instances a test of the greatest value, and prevents the possibility (when the specific
gravity differs] of one gem being substituted for another ; such as jargoon and white
sapphire for diamond, which occasionally happens by fraud or error ; also, in the case
of stones which are cut and polished, it is a valuable assistance in determining the family
to which they belong, without the possibility of the slightest injury to the gems.
Diaphaneity.—Most gems are transparent to a greater or less degree ; that is to say,

they possess the power of transmitting light. The following terms are made use of to
distinguish the various degrees

:

Transparent, when objects can be seen distinctly through It. Stmitransparsnt,
when the outlines of objects seen through it are indistinct. Translucent, when only
light is transmitted, and objects are invisible. Semitrans/ncsnt, when translucent at the
edges only. Ofaont, where no light is transmitted.

Fusibility.—Tne ease or difficulty experienced in fusing gems forms another distin-

guishing characteristic, and also affords a mode of ascertaining their composition and
coloring matter. Most precious stones are infusible or fusible with great difficulty by
means of fluxes, such as borax or soda.
The diamond is infusible although combustible. The ruby, sapphire, and all corun-

dums, are fusible with borax, but with great difficulty. The emerald, zircon, spinel,

etc., likewise.

Some gems are affected by acids. The opal is affected by potash; the turquoise,
garnet, chrysolite, and tourmaline by acids. Some are unassailable by any chemical
substance, particularly die diamond, the corundums, and spineL

THE DIAMOND.
The diamond is the glorious gem which surpasses all others In hardness and brilliancy.

Its specific gravity is about 3.5, its cleavage very perfect, its refraction simple ; it is

transparent and translucent, combustible, infusible, and unassailable by acids, and is

composed of pure crystallized carbon. It frequently becomes phosphorescent on expo-
sure to light ; the smaller stones by a much shorter exposure than the larger. It is found
both in regular crystalline forms and in an amorphous state. The crystals are principally
octahedrons or dodecahedrons, the planes ofwhich have frequently the peculiarity ofbeing
cither concave or convex ; sometimes they are worn by attrition or other causes into
heterogeneous forms, being nearly round balls, occasionally transparent, or covered with
a thick crust It is found of all colors—white, yellow, orange, red, pink, brown, green,
blue, black, and opalescent.
The diamond cuts glass with great facility, but not every stone can be used for that

purpose. It is required to find one whose angles are naturally acute. These stones are
called •' glaziers'. Although most gems will scratch glass, it is only the diamond wkiab
is capable of cutting it.
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The above cut show* the proper sites of well proportioned brilliants of the weights
indicated. The black fines underneath each stone show the relative th ickness each
should have, and tfce round dots the proper site of the culet.
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NAMBS OP DIFFXEBWT PORM3 INTO WHICH DIAMONDS Alt* COT.

Side View of Side View of Dia- Side View of Double-
Rough Diamond. mond Partially Cut. Cut Diamond.

The wood-cut annexed shows, first, a side view of a diamond in its natural state ; next,
,\ hen its upper and lower facets, which are called respectively the table and the culet,

are made, the broadest part or edge of the stone being the girdle. The space from the

upper part or table to the girdle is called the bezil or bizil ; that from the girdle to the

lower part, the pavilion. The facets on the bezil touching the table and forming
triangles, are called star-facets ; those touching the girdle are called skill-facets ; and the

lozenge-shaped facets touching both table and girdle, are formed by the meeting of the
star and skill-facets. The triangular facets touching the girdle of the under part are the
under skill- facets ; the culet is square or octagonal.

Value of Diamonds.—Diamonds follow the same laws which govern the value of
every other commodity—those of supply and demand—and as the production of these

gems has diminished, and the number of wearers greatly increased, the price has gone on
augmenting, and no doubt will continue to augment, unless some unforeseen occurrence,

such as the discovery of a new diamond mine, or other source of large production,
takes place.

It is, therefore, a matter of infinite difficulty to fix a price which shall be a reliable one
both to buyer and seller, and the prices given in the table accompanying this article

are the market prices of the present day. subject, however, to the same changes as other

articles, although from the scarcity of the rough material, and increasing demand, they
seem likely still further to rise. For a diamond to be worth the price fixed against it

in the table, it must possess the following qualifications

:

i. It must be perfectly free from the faintest tinge of color of any sort ; from any flaws,

specks, marks, or fissures in any part ; must be bright and lively, and free from what is

technically called " milk " or " salt," which are semi-opaque imperfections in the body
of the stone. In order to ascertain this, it is sufficient to breathe on the stone, when any
defect or color will be apparent. It is necessary to look at a stone on all sides, as a defect

may exist which is not visible in looking at the table.

a. The stone must be well proportioned and properly cut, and be of the size shown in
the annexed plate. The culet must be one-sixth of the sice of the table, from the table
to the girdle must be one-third

{
and from the girdle to the culet two-thirds of the whole

thickness of the stone. The size of the table should be four-ninths of the extreme size

of the stone ; any diamond having its substance otherwise divided is badly proportioned,
and therefore worth less than a properly proportioned stone.
The value of stones above five carats is not attempted to be given, as it is impossible

to fix it with any accuracy, this depending entirely on the demand for any particular
size, and the supply in the market. With regard to very large stones, their price is

always a matter of negotiation, independent of any market rates, and in a great measure
depending on the necessity of the seller, and the desire of the buyer.
The terms, first water, second water, etc., mean only first and second quality.

Diamonds when perfect should be clear as a drop of purest water ; and they are described
as second or third water when more or less clear, until decidedly yellow or brown, when
they are termed colored.

TABLE SHOWING VALUE OF BRILLIANTS UP TO FIVE CARATS.
The prices given below are those of perfectly white and pure brilliants, free from defects

or flaws, of the proportions shown, and liable to variation with the changes of the
market.

Value in 1883.

1

Value in 1883.

* brilliant weighing f ofa carat $30 1 A brilliant weighing 1* of a carat t\ 54
* " 50

J
* «

1
J •• M a*j

.._ 110 •
*•

if * ._•«. sjf
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Value in 1883.
A brilliant weighing a carat*............ $400

* -*
;:

«o
550

" ..... 600

3, ;;
- -. 700

H « ::::::::z £

Value In 1883.
A brilliant weighing 3] carats $950

" " 4 " ............ x,ioo
- " 4*

M - x,«oo
«• " 4} " - 1.500

" 4! " - 1.700
- « 5 " 1*00

WEIGHT BY WHICH DIAMONDS AND PRECIOUS STONES ARE
CALCULATED.

(Applied to the weighing of diamonds.)

16 parts ....— z grain. I z carat ....— 3} grains Troy (nearly)

4 grains — 1 carat. 1 1514 carats — x ounce Troy.

PRECIOUS STONES ARRANGED ACCORDING TO THEIR COLORS.
White.—Diamond ; Beryl; Sapphire; Rock-crystal; Spinel; Tourmaline; h

Topaz; Quartz. 2?/m*.—biamond ; Sapphire; Spinel; Topaz; Tourmaline; Beryl.
Red.—Diamond ; Ruby ; Spinel ; Jacinth ; Garnet ; Tourmaline. Yellow.—Diamond ;

Topaz ; Chrysolite or Olivine ; Spinel ; Beryl ; Garnet ; Jacinth ; Tourmaline ; Sapphire

;

Chrysoberyl; Quartz. Green.—Diamond; Emerald. Peridot or Olivine; Sapphire;
Chrysoberyl ; Spinel ; Aquamarine ; Tourmaline ; Chrysolite (called also Olivine) ;

Topaz ; Garnet ; Jar^oon. Pink.—Diamond ; Spinel ; Ruby ; Chrysoberyl : Beryl

;

Topaz. Brown.—Diamond ; Chrysoberyl ; Garnet ; Jacinth ; Tourmaline ; Quartz.
Black.—Diamond; Sapphire; Spinel; Garnet; Tourmaline; Quartz. Violet.—
Amethyst; Sapphire; Ruby; Garnet; Spinel. Opalescent.—Diamond; Sapphire;
Opal; Cat's-eye; Quartz; Ruby; Moonstone. Orange or Reddish-yellow.—Dia-
mond; Chrysoberyl; Garnet or Cinnamon-stone; Topaz; Jacinth; Ruby; Tourma-
line ; Rubicelle (or Spinel).

THE BIBLE.

ENGLISH TRANSLATIONS OF THE SCRIPTURES.
WicklirTe'a Bible.—This was the first translation made into the English language.

It was translated by John WicklifFe, about the year 1384, but never printed, though there
are manuscript copies of it in several public libraries.

Tyndale's Bible.—The translation of William Tyndale, assisted by Miles Coverdale.
was the first printed Bible in the English language. The New Testament was published
in 1536. It was revised and republished in 1530. In 1532, Tyndale and his associates
finished the whole Bible, except the Apocrypha, and printed it abroad.
Matthews* Bible.—While Tyndale was preparing a second edition of the Bible, he

was taken and burned for heresy in Flanders. On his death, Coverdale and John Rogers
revised it, and added a translation of the Apocrypha. It was dedicated to Henry VIII.,
in 1537, and was printed at Hamburg, under the borrowed name of Thomas Matthews,
whence it was called Matthews' Bible.

Cranmer's Bible.—This was the first Bible printed by authority in England, and
publicly set up in the churches. It was Tyndale's version, revised uy Coverdale, and
examined by Cranmer. who added a preface to it, whence it was called Cranmer's Bible.

It was printed by Grafton, in large folio, in 1539. After being adopted, suppressed, and
restored under successive reigns, a new edition was brought out in 156a.
The Geneva Bible.—In 1557 the whole Bible in quarto was printed at Geneva by

Rowland Harte. The translators were Bishop Coverdale, Anthony Gilby, William
Whittingham, Christopher Woodman, Thomas Sampson, and Thomas Cole—to whom
some add John Knox, John Bodleigh, and John Pullain, all zealous Calvinists, both in

doctrine and discipline. But the chiefand most learned of them were the first three. Of
this translation there were about thirty editions, mostly printed by the King's and
Queen's printers, from 1560 to 1616. In this version, the first distinction in verses was
made.
To some editions of the Geneva Bible is subjoined Beza's translation of the new text

into English by L. Tomson. who was under-secretary to Sir Francis Walsingham. But,
though he pretends to translate from Beza, he has seldom varied a word from the Geneva
translatioa. Dr. Geddes gives honorable testimony to the last Geneva version, as he
does not hesitate to declare that he thinks it in general better than that of the King James
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The typographical appearance of this work is quite a cariosity. Like most of the old
books, it is well printed, and is ornamented with the pen. The head and foot rules, as
well as the division of the columns, are made with the pen in red ink. The title-page

is quite profusely ornamented with red lines. This translation of the Bible is known
as " the breeches Bible," from the following rendering of Genesis iii. 7 :

" Then the eyes of them both were opened, and they knew that they were naked ; and
they sewed fig-tree leaves together, and made themselves breech**"
A peculiarity in this Bible is the substitution of the letter v for u, and, vice versa, m

for v. The name Eve is printed Heuah (Hevah); Cain is printed Kain; Abel, Habel;
Enoch, Henock; Isaac, fshak ; Hebrew, Ebrew, etc. The translations of many of the
passages differ materially from our received version.

The Bishops' Bible.—Archbishop Parker engaged bishops and other learned men to

bring out a new translation. They did so in 1560, in large folio. It made what was
afterwards called the great English Bible, and commonly the Bishops' Bible. In 1389 it

was published in octavo, in small, but fine, black letter. In it the chapters were divided
into verses, but without any breaks for them.
Matthew Parker's Bible.—The Bishops' Bible underwent some corrections, and

was printed In large folio in 1573, and called Matthew Parker's Bible. The version was
used in the churches for forty years.

The Douay Bible.—The New Testament was brought out by the Roman Catholics
in 158a, and called the Rhenish New Testament. It was condemned by the Queen of
England, and copies were seized by her authority and destroyed. In 1609 and 1610 the
Old Testament was added, and the whole published at Douay, hence called the Douay
Bible. It is this version that Is now in use by the Roman Catholic Church
King lames' Bible.—The version now in use by Protestant Churches was brought

jut by King tames' authority in 161 1. Fifty-four learned men were employed to acconu
plish the work of revising it. From death or other cause, seven of them failed to enter
upon it. The remaining forty-seven were ranged under six divisions, and had different

portions of the Bible assigned to those divisions. They commenced their task in 1607.
After some three or four years of diligent labor the whole was completed. This version
was generally adopted, and the other translations fell into disuse.

The Old and New Testaments.
Books in the Old Testa-
ment « 39

Chapters 939
Verses ...- 23,214
Words —. 592,439
Letters......_....... 3,728,100

Books in the New Testa-
ment «. 27

Chapters 26b
Vc«es ..7,959
Words 181,253
Letters 838,380

Total Books in Old and
New Testaments 66

Chapters 1,189
Verses 31.173
Words 773,6§2
Letters 3,566,480

APOCRYPHA.

Chapters „„...„....„ 183 | Verses M 6,081 | Words .... 152,185

The middle chapter and the least in the Bible is Psalm cxvii. ; the middle verse is the
eighth of Psalm cxviii. ; the middle line is in 2d Chronicles, 4th chapter. 16th verse ; the
word and occurs in the Old Testament 35.543 times; the same in the New Testament.
10,68j times ; the word TeAtvaA occurs 6,855 times.
Old Testament.—The middle book is Proverbs ; the middle chapter is Job xxix.

;

the middle verse is in 2d Chronicles, 20th chapter, between the 17th ana 18th verses ; the
least verse is in 1st Chronicles, 1st chapter, and 25th verse.
New Testament.—The middle book is the 2d epistle to Thessalonians ; the middle

chapter is between the 13th and 14th of Romans ; the middle verse is the 17th chapter of
Acts, and 17th verse ; the least verse is the nth chapter of John, verse 35 ; the aist verse
of the 7th chapter of Ezra has all the letters of the alphabet in it ; the 19th chapter of
the ad book of Kings, and the 37th of Isaiah, are alike.

Distinctions in the Gospels.—The point of view of the first gospel is mainly Israel,

itic ; of the second. Gentile ; of the third, universal ; of the fourth, Christian. The
general aspect, and, so to speak, physiognomy of the first, mainly, is oriental; of the
second, Roman; of the third, Greek, of the fourth, spiritual. The style of the first is

stately and rhythmical; of the second, terse and precise ; of the third, calm and copious;
of the fourth, artless and colloquial. The striking characteristic of the first is symmetry

;

ef the second, compression ; of the third, order ; of the fourth, system. The thought
and language of the first are both Hebraistic; of the third, both Hellenistic; while in

the second, thought is often accidental though the language is Hebraistic; and in the
fourth, the language is Hellenistic, but the thought Hebraistic.

Tl^aubjsct letter m the fimgs«ps4 is narrathre; in the stood, mesaoits ; in tfe
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third, nistory ; In the fourth, draaiatic portraiture. In the first we often have the record
of events in their accomplishment; in the second, events in detail; in the third, events
in their connection ; in the fourth, events in relation to the teaching springing from them.
Thus in the first we often meet with the notice of impressions ; in the second, of facts

;

in the third, of motives ; in the fourth, of words spoken. And, lastly, the record of the
first is mainly collective, and often antithetical ; of the second, graphic and circumstan-
tial ; of the third, didactic and reflective ; of the fourth, selective and supplemental.

In respect to their portraiture of our Lord, the first presents him to us mainly as the
Messiah ; the seconcL mainly as the God-man ; the third, as the Redeemer ; the fourth,
as the only begotten Son of God.
Books Mentioned in the Bible now Lost or Unknown.—The Prophecy of

Enoch. (See Epistle to Jude, 14.) The Book of the Wars of the Lord. (Sec Numbers
xxi. 14.) The Prophetical Gospel of Eve, which relates to the Amours of the Sons of
God with the Daughters of Men. (Sec Origen cont. Celsum, Tertul., etc.) The Book
of lasher. (See Joshua x. 13 ; and a Samuel i. x8.) The Book of Iddo the Seer. (See
2 Chronicles ix. 29, and xii. 15.) The Book of Nathan the Prophet. (See as above.)
The Prophecies of Ahijah, the Shilonite. (Sec as above.) The acts of Rehoboam, in
Book of Shemaiah. (See 2 Chronicles xii. 15.) The Book of Jehu the Son of Hanani.
(See 2 Chronicles xx. 34.) The Five Books of Solomon, treating on the nature of trees,
beasts, fowl, serpents, and fishes. (See t Kings iv. 33.) The 151st Psalm.
The Word •• Selah."—The translators of the Bible have left the Hebrew word Se-

lah, which occurs so often in the Psalms, as they found it. It is a matter in regard to
which the most learned have by no means been of one mind. The Targums. and most
of the Jewish commentators, give to the word the meaning of eternallyforever. Rabbi
Kimchi regards it as a sign to elevate the voice. The authors of the Scptuagint transla-
tion appear to have considered it a musical or rhythmical note. Herder inclines to the
opinion that it indicates a change of tone, which is expressed either by increase of force,
or by a transition into another time and mode. Matheson thinks it is a musical note,
equivalent, perhaps, to the word repeat. According to Luther and others, it means si-
lence. Gesentus explains it to mean " Let the instruments play and the singers stop."
Wocher regards it as equivalent to surtum corda—up, my soul ! Sommer, after exam-
ining all the seventy-four passages in which the word occurs, recognizes in every case
" an actual appeal or summons to Jehovah." They are calls for aid, and prayers to be
heard, expressed either with entire directness, or if not in the imperative, Hear, Jeho-
vah ! or Awake, Jehovah ! and the like, still, earnest addresses to God that he would re-

member and hear, etc. The word itself he considers indicative of a blast of trumpets by
the priests, Selah being an abridged expression for Higgaion Selah—Higgaion indicating
the sound of the stringed instruments, and Selah a vigorous blast of trumpets.

POPULAR QUOTATIONS FALSELY ATTRIBUTED TO
THE BIBLE.

"God tempers the wind to the shorn lamb." From Sterne's "Sentimental Journey
to Italy." Compare Isaiah xxvii. 8. In a collection of proverbs published in 1504, we
find, "Die* mesure U vent d la brebit tondue," and Herbert has in his " Jacula Pru-
dentum," " To a close-shorn sheep God gives wind by measure."
" In the midst of life we are in death." From the Burial Service ; and this, originally,

from a hymn of Luther.
" Bread and wine which the Lord hath commanded to be received." From the

English Catechism.
"Not to be wise above what is written." Not in Scripture.
" That the Spirit would go from heart to heart as oil from vessel to vessel." Not la

Scripture.
" The merciful man is merciful to his beast." The Scripture form b, "A righteous

man regardeth the life of his beast."—Prov. xii. 10.

"A nation shall be born in a day." In Isaiah it reads, "Shall a nation be born at
Once?"—Ixvi. 8.

"As Iron sharpeneth iron, so doth a man the countenance of his friend." " Iron
sharpeneth iron; so a man sharpeneth the countenance of his friend."— Prov.
xxvii 17.
" That he who runs may read." " That he may run that readeth."—Hab. II. ».
" Owe no man any thing but love." " Owe no man any thing, but Co love on*

another."—Rom. xiii. 8.
" Prone to sin as the sparks fy upward." " Bora uato trouble, as the sfsaaa %

spward. '—Job v. f.
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M Exalted to heaven in point of privilege." Not in the Bible.
Eve was not Adam's helpmate, but merely a help meet for him ; nor was Absalom's

long hair, of which he was so proud, the instrument of his destruction ; his head, and
not the hair upon it, having been caught in the boughs of the tree, (a Samuel
sviii. 9.)
" Money is the root of evil." Paul said, x Timothy vi. to, " The love of money is

the root of all evil."
" In the sweat of thy face shah thou eat bread," Gen. iii. 19. Commonly quoted

" brow."
" Cleanliness akin to godliness." Not in the Bible.

Our Lord's hearing the doctors in the Temple, and asking them questions, b frequently
sailed his disputing with the doctors.

THE NAME OP GOD.

It is singular that the name of God should be spelled with four letters in almost every
known language. It is in Latin, Deus; Greek, Zeus; Hebrew, Adon; Syrian, Adad;
Arabian, Alia ; Persian, Syra ; Tartarian, Idga ; Egyptian. Aumn, or Zeut ; East In-

dian, Esgi, or Zenl ; Japanese, Zain ; Turkish, Addi ; Scandinavian, Odin ; Wallachian,
Zenc; Croatian, Doga ; Dalmatian, Rogt ; Tyrrhenian, Ehcr; Etrurian, Chur; Mar*
garian, Oese : Swedish, Gud; Irish, Dich ; German, Gott; French, Dieu; Spanish,
Dios ; Peruvian, Loan.
The name God in the Anglo-Saxon language means good, and this signification affords

singular testimony of the Anglo-Saxon conception of the essence of the Divine Being.
He is goodness itself, and the Author of all goodness. Yet the idea of denoting the
Deity by a term equivalent to abstract and absolute perfection, striking as it may appear,
is perhaps less remarkable than the fact that the word Man, used to designate a human
being, formerly signified wickedness ; showing how well aware were its originators that
our fallen nature had become identified with sin.

The word Elohim, as an appellation of Deity, appears to have been in use before
the Hebrews had attained a national existence. That Jehovah is specifically the God
of the Hebrews is clear, from the fact that the heathen deities never receive this name

;

they are always spoken of as Elohim. Both the pronunciation and the etymological
denvation of the word Jehovah are matters of critical controversy. The Jews of later

periods from religious awe abstained from pronouncing it, and wnenever it occurred in

reading, substituted the word Adonai (my Lord) ; and it is now generally believed that
the subuncar vowel signs attached to the Hebrew tetragrammaion Jhvh belong to the
substituted word. Many believe Jahveh to be the original pronunciation. The Hebrew
root or the word is believed to be the verb havan ornayah, to be ; hence its meaning
throughout the Scriptures, " the Being," or " the Everlasting."

THE DIMENSIONS OP HEAVEN.

And he measured the city with the reed, twelve thousand furlongs. The length, and
the breadth, and the height of it are equal.—Rev. xxi. 16.

Twelve thousand furlonps, 7,930,000 feet, which being cubed, 496,793,088,000,000,000,000
cubic feet. Half of this we will reserve for the Throne of God and the Court of Heaven,
and half the balance for streets, leaving a remainder of 124,198,273,000,000,000,000 cubic
feet. Divide this by 4,096, the cubical feet in a room sixteen feet square, and there will

be 30,321,843,750,000,000 rooms. We will now suppose the world always did and always
will contain 990,000,000 inhabitants, and that a generation lasts for 33% years, making in

all 2,970,000,000 every century, and that the world will stand 100,000 years, or 1,000 centu-
ries, making in all 2,070,000,000,000 inhabitants. Then suppose there were one hundred
worlds equal to this in number of inhabitants and duration of years, making a total of
297,000,000,000,000 persons, and there would be more than a hundred rooms sixteen feejt

square for each person.

THE COST OF SOLOMON'S TEMPLE.

According to the computation of Villalpandus, the talents of gold, silver, and brass,

need la the construction of the Temple, amounted to $34,399,112,500. The Jewels am
reckoned ta have exceeded this sum ; but, far the sake of an estimate, let their value be
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708 THE COST OF SOLOMON'S TEMPLE.

set down at the same amount. The vessels of gold (vasa aurta) consecrated to the use
of the Temple are reckoned by Josephus at 140,000 talents, which, according to Capcl's
reduction, are equal to $2,726,481,015. The vessels of silver {vasa argentea) are com-
puted at 1,340,000 talents, or $3,446,720,000. The silk vestments of the priests cost

$50,000 ; the purple vestments of the singers, $10,000,000. The trumpets amounted to

$1,000,000 ; other musical instruments to $200,000. To these expenses must be added
those of the other materials, the timber ana stone, and of the labor employed upon them,
the labor being divided thus : there were 10,000 men engaged at Lebanon tn hewing
timber (sihricida) ; there were 70,000 bearers of burdens (vectores) ; 20,000 hewers of
stone {lapicidince) ; and 3.300 overseers {episcopi) ; all of whom were employed for seven
years, and upon whom, besides their wages and diet, Solomon bestowed $33,660,885
\donum Solomonis). If the daily food and wages of each man be estimated at $t.\i% t the

sum total will be $469,385,440. The costly stone and the timber in the rough may be set

down as at least equal to one-third of the gold, or about $12,726,480,000. The several

estimates wUl then amount to $77,521,965,636.

HOW TO HUNT FOR MINERALS.

PROSPECTING FOR PRECIOUS METALS AS PRACTICED IN THE
WEST.

The majority of the prospectors or men who make the finding of mines the profession

or business of their lives are those who have learnt what they know of mining and ores

in the mines themselves. There are valuable properties in the shape of ledges carrying
metal, waiting for the men who can find them, and everything necessary to give a title to

them is the discovery and compliance with certain simple forms. This done the pros*

pector owns the ledge. When the prospector is ready to begin his actual work, the first

thing that he must do is to purchase an outfit. This must be adapted to the life he is

going to lead and must be complete, or he will suffer severely for the lack of articles he
should have procured. A good outfit for the prospector should consist of two pairs of

heavy blankets, eight pounds in weight each. A buffalo robe or, better yet. a blanket'

lined rubber poncho for sleeping on. A suit of strong gray woolen clothes, a pair

of brown jean trousers, a change of woolen underclothing, woolen socks, a pair of heavy
boots, a soft felt hat, three or four large handkerchiefs, a pair of buckskin gauntlets, and
such toilet articles as he desires to take. These should all go into a strong canvas bag
made with strings to tic up the open end. It will do no harm if this bag be made water-

proof. He should have a breech-loading or magazine rifle of some kind, or a shot-gun.

Around his waist he should wear a strong sash, and to it have attached his holster and
his knife sheath ; carry in the former a Colt's revolver, of heavy size, and in the latter a
heavy hunting knife. His ammunition should if possible fit the rifle as well as the revol-

ver. If he be a smoker, he will carry his tobacco and pipe. For transportation a good
mustang, as free from tricks and bad habits as he can get it, should be bought. Mustangs
are better than mules for mountain work because they have better backs for the saddle

and larger areas of hoof, the latter being an important point when there is much traveling

to do over sandy deserts. They are quite as sure-footed and will live on the same forage.

He should buy a Mexican saddle fitted with rings, straps or thongs, to tie on his pack,
saddle bags, catinas. water canteen, etc. Speaking of this last, it should be large and be
covered with thick felt. If it has a cork for a stopper, this should always be secured by
a cord to the neck of the canteen that it may not be lost. One of the stirrups, preferably
the left, should be fitted with a leather tube in which the barrel of the rifle may be placed,

and there should be a strap fastened to the horn of the saddle, with which you can secure

the stock by wrapping it round once and then putting the end of the strap over the horn.

This tube and strap is the best method of carrying the gun or rifle yet discovered, as it

is easy to cast the weapon loose and it does not pound itself to pieces against the saddle.

The bridle should be made with a whip at the end of the reins, and the long stake rope
should be either attached to a halter worn by the animal or knotted in such a manner that

it will not slip around the neck. While traveling the rope is coiled up and tied to a thong
on the right of the saddle in front. If a staking pin be a part of the outfit the thong
must be passed through the ring at the top and a small piece of leather sewn on the sad-

dle flaps for the pin to go through, in such a way as to prevent its jogging up and down.
The holster should have a hole cut in the end, through which a small cord or a thong like

a leather shoe lace should be passed and tied around the leg. Properly put
hurt the rider, while its usefulness as preventing the hammering of the leg by
volver will be found to be very great. For the work of prospecting, a " pony* \

porting pan mad* of iron should be carried. The pan serves tor washing <
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a dish for bathing in. A frying pan eight inches in diameter, made of wrought iron ; a
coffee pot, tin cup, fork and spoon ; a good supply of matches in a tin case the shape of
a bottle, with a good cork in it, or what is better still, a wide-mouthed glass stoppered bot-

tle in a tin box ; a pocket compass—and let it be a good one—and a spy-glass or pair of
field glasses. For provisions the prospector takes with him bacon, flour, beans, tea, pep-
per and salt and a box of yeast powders. These should all be packed in bags, which go
into a canvas sack somewhat of the shape of that in which the blankets and clothes are
put. While the list as given above contains all that is absolutely necessary, Chilli pep-
pers and strong red onions should be added to it whenever it is practicable. The formei
in hot climates are almost a necessity, while the latter will at all times improve the fare to

a very great and pleasurable degree. Should the prospector run short of water he will,

if he places a piece of raw onion in his mouth, find that the torture of thirst is at once
destroyed and that the swelling of the lips and tongue from the lack of water is prevented.

The prospector should carry some quinine with him and some pills to act upon the bowels,
as well as a remedy for dysentery.
Having collected his outfit he will proceed to pack his animal • placing upon the mus-

tang's back the blanket—a folded blanket is far better than a saddle cloth, as it can be
washed and hung up to dry—which has been carefully folded without wrinkles, he puts
on the saddle and pinches it securely.
The work of the prospector in his search after mines is peculiar. As far as the mine

itself is concerned, he starts out on his hunt without any very definite idea of where he
is going to find it. He concludes that a given range of hills are " likely looking/' and he
proceeds to prospect them. The chances that he fails in his search or that he succeeds
are about even. The only indications from which he can reason at all are of the slightest

possible character. If he knows that there are what are called recent placers on some
river, he may conclude that somewhere along that river there are free gold-bearing ledges,
but beyond this he has little to guide him.

Placers.—The work of prospecting divides into the three kinds of mines prospected
for : placer, pocket and ledge. The outfit of a man who prospects for placer mines is of

course selected with a view to the kind of work to be done. Placer mines, or " diggings,"

as they are more familiarly styled, are places where the gold, having been torn from the
ledges by the process of denudation, generally carried on oy means of water, and swept
down by the floods, has finally found a resting-place. Gold being very much heavier
than the quartz or other rock associated with it soon sinks to the bottom of the water.
If the stream be very violent it will, especially if it be in small pieces, be carried along
until it comes to some place where there is an eddy or a pool, in which the water lingers

for a time. Here it will sink at once and rest upon the bottom. The water still moving
has power enough to carry the clay and the lighter pebbles along with it, leaving the gold
and larger stones behind.
On whatever scale the work has been done the subsequent action upon the gold and the

rock are the same. It is always swept down by the water until it finds a resting-place,

while the small pebbles and the clay are carried away. These places are called " placers ;

"

whether large, as in the case of the gravel mines ot California, or small, they are always
the same.
Having found a likely place, the prospector, taking his pick, loosens the soil and shovels

it out. He knows that somewhere beneath the surface of the ground and the centre of
the earth is what is called the " bed rock ;

" that is. the stratum of rock or clay below
which the old river did not die and above which it deposited the gold. This may be
anywhere from five feet to two nundred, but as a rule it is not anything like the latter dis-

tance down. Reaching the bed rock in time, his first work is tne looking for large nug-
gets. Should he find pieces of the yellow metal large enough to be picked out with his

fingers, he at once concludes that his claim is enormously valuable. This, however, is

rarely the case, for as a general rule he must resort to the pan to separate the gold from
the gravel. " Panning/' as it is called, is the simplest of all operations to look at, and
while not difficult to learn, is yet one in which there is a certain knack which takes time
to acquire. The prospector knows by looking at it the kind of dirt likely to contain gold,
and he rejects what he finds on top of his shaft without the slightest hesitation. But
when he begins to get down below and to find a kind of clayey sand having in it more or
less black sand, he separates that carefully from the gravel and fills the pan. Taking it

to the side of the stream, if stream there be in the neighborhood, he first picks it all over
carefully to separate the pebbles. This is often done in a quicker way by filling the pan
with water and then using the fingers as a kind of sieve, allowing the finer stun to pass
between them as they are shaken to and fro in the water. Having got the pebbles out, the
prospector stirs the masses of clay with his fingers until the water is fully charged with
it. and then, after allowing that water to settle for a moment, he pours it carefully away.
He repeats this operation until the clay is all dissolved and washed out of the mass in the

49
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pan. This as a rule reduces the amount of stuff in the pan to no slight extent. Then
the real work of separating the gold begins. Filling the pan with water and taking it in

both hands, generally resting the elbows on the knees as he sits on some convenient stone,

the prospector gives a peculiar circling motion to the water. It is done in such a way
that each time the little wave comes around the pan a small amount of the sand will be
swept over the edge. If he has a partner, and prospectors after placers rarely travel

alone, this partner pours in more water. A constant repetition of the process results in

gradually reducing the bulk of stuff in die pan until, when he pours the water off after a
scientific twist which spreads all the stuff left over the bottom in a thin layer, he can see

specks of gold shining in the sunlight, and he knows beyond a peradventure that he has
found a placer which is valuable. Having found their placer, his partner and himself
proceed to locate it legally by complying with the regulations of the mining district in

which it is situated, or doing what is required by the United States law.

Pockets.—A " pocket " is the technical name for a small or large deposit of nuggets
of gold. They are of two kinds, those found in old or present water-courses, and those
on hill-sides. They arc generally holes in the rocks at the foot of some waterfall into

which large nuggets have fallen. The search after them is the same as that after the

Elacer mines. Hill pockets, or mountain pockets as they are sometimes called, are

oles upon a hill-side in which sold has accumulated. The hunt for them, however,
forms the occupation of a class ofmen called " pocket hunters," and is carried on in this

way : The prospector starts out armed with his pick, shovel, and pan. He has abso-

lutely nothing to guide him in his choice of ground to be tried, and one place being as

good as another, his route may be traced by the little holes out of which ne has taken
a panful of dirt to wash. We will suppose that, after a more or less prolonged search, he
finds in one pan of dirt a few specks of color. If this be at the base of a hill, and he
generally tries the dirt in these places, he proceeds to wash dirt taken from holes ten feet

apart in a line horizontal to the spot he first found the color. He may find gold in sev-

eral of these places, but he prosecutes his search until he establishes two points beyond
which he does not find the gold in the dirt.

Between these two points is the base line of an imaginary triangle, the apex of which is,

he hopes, the wished-for pocket. The theory upon which the pocket miner works is

simple in the extreme. He reasons that the gold in the pocket being slowly distributed

in the form of float or fine gold by the action of denudation and as slowly washed down
hill by the rain, gradually widens out as it moves, covering a larger or smaller, a con-
stantly increasing area. Having a base line for this imaginary triangle of, let us sup-
pose, one hundred feet in length, he strikes a line twenty feet up, and this he proceeds to

test by washing pans of dirt taken every few feet across it until he has established two
points as before, beyond which he fails to find the gold on either side. This gives him a
second line, which may be called a sector of his triangle. If this second line is shorter
than the first, and if it corrresponds to the first—that is, if a line bisecting the first and
second would run up the hill, the prospector assumes at once that there is pocket. But
should the second line be longer than the first, there being no natural configuration of
the surface of the ground to account for this, as, for example, gullies or ridges, the pros-
pector finds himself at a loss. Assuming, however, that he finds everything all right in

the second line, he takes a third still higher up. The first and the second together will

give him very close instructions as to the length of the third line and where to locate it.

The first being one hundred feet and the second forty, he aims to make the third about
ten. Having done so, he begins his search for the pocket itself, and when he finds it, as
he almost surely would under such a combination of circumstances, he may find that it

is what is called a " washed pocket," or one in which denudation has dispersed all the
gold ; or, on the other hand, he may find that it is an exceedingly valuable deposit.
Large sums of money have been taken out of pockets discovered in this manner.
Ledges.—The third class and highest development of the genus prospector is that

the members of it search for and discover ledges containing the precious metals. He
has nothing to guide him in his search beyond the fact that he believes that there may
be locations in the district into which he is going. To a certain extent his search might
be called an indefinite one, from the fact that the ledges may be discovered in one place
as well as another, and, therefore, all places are alike at first. The greatest assistance
given to the prospector comes from the " float." A ledge of rock " cropping out
appearing above the surface of the ground at the top of the hill, gradually crumbles by
the action of water and air upon it. This action, scientifically considered, is a form of
denudation ordinarily called, by both scientists aud miners, " weathering." As the
pieces of the vein fall off or become loosened, they, aided bythe rain, move away from
the ledge, and as a matter of course always roll down hill. These pieces are called " flat

rock,' and the name is applied to them irrespective of the mineral contained in them.
There may be " barren " float or " country" float, just as there are " barren" ledges at
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" country " rock. The prospector never passes one of these accumulations of float at
the foot of a hill or on the side of the mountain without taking the precaution of break-
ing and examining a number of stones.

_
In fact the prospector is always breaking stones

;

now a spur or point of some ledge projecting from the earth, and now a loose pebble
which he finds lying on the surface of the ground. We will suppose that he finds in a
piece of float he has just broken in two the wished-for ore. The next thing the pros-
pector has to do is to " trace the float," or find out where it came from. In this he has
one almost invariable rule to guide him. Wherever it was that the float started from, it

did not come up hill. If he breaks a number of pieces of float and finds that they all

contain the same ore, and if he sees by looking up the hill-side that the stones are pretty
regularly scattered over it below a line 'about halfway up. he may conclude at once that
the ledge is there. If he finds the stones are all over the hill-side as far up as he can see,
he concludes that the ledge crops out on top. He can tell by examination whether the
float has been there for a very long time or if it be comparatively recent.
In either case he simply walks to where the ledge u and proceeds to " locate" it.

But it may be that the prospector finds his pieces offloat in a water-course, either ancient
or present, or at the mouth of a canon. In such a case the work to be done by him is

much more complex and difficult, and involves the expenditure of a greater or less length
of time. The search for the ledge after finding the float may take a month or a year.
In fact instances are not wanting in the history of mining in the West where men nave
spent five and six years hunting for a ledge where the float was particularly rich. Should
the float be discovered in the bed of a water-course or at the mouth of a canon, up that
water-course or canon the prospector goes. He is particularly careful to examine all

loose stones found on the way, because he reasons that where one piece of float exists

it is probably not alone, and the discovery of other pieces will always prove two very
important points, namely, that he is on the right track, and that the piece of float found
by him at first was not a " stranger." The greater number of pieces of float found, the
nearer the prospector reasons he is to the mine. At length there comes a point beyond
which he cannot find any. He then begins the search after the ledge on each side of the
water-course or canon, and this search is conducted in the same way that he works when
hunting for one of whose existence he has received no intimation from the discovery of
float. He walks over the ground breaking off" and examining a piece of any spur or
ledge of rock he may see. sometimes, but rarely, he may remove the surface soil with
his pick and shovel in order to find what kind of mineral is in the bed rock. Working
in this way and in a direction at right angles to the "strike" or longitudinal line of the
strata, he examines everything in sight until he either gives up the search in disgust or

finds the ledge. It may be said here that the former is a rare termination to the trip, for

prospectors are of all men the most patient and unwearying in the prosecution of their

work.
Having found the ledge either by walking up a hill to where it is or by tracing float

and examining the district for a time extending over months, the work of location be-
gins. This may be properly divided into three parts : An examination of the ledge to

ascertain its value, compliance with the necessary forms to secure possession, and the
securing of facilities for working. To take these in their order, the prospector secures
from as many points as he may small pieces of ore or ledge matter. These he selects

from the most promising points laid bare by weathering or by his efforts with the pick.

Placing them between two flat stones he pulverizes them to the sire of peas. He then
mixes them thoroughly, and

f
spreading them out. selects half. These he pulverizes

more finely, and mixing again, again takes a half or third. He continues this work
until he has got about ten ounces of what he considers a fair average sample of all the
rock chosen at first. Pulverizing this yet more finely, in fact as fine as he can get it, he
washes it in a pan or horn spoon—" horns " it as the miners say—in order to find the
color if there be free gold in it. If it contains sulphurcts, he roasts it in his iron spoon
over the fire. As free silver is seldom found except in the form of wire in the clay seams,
it is recognized at once by its appearance. Whatever method be taken to assure himself
of the value of the ledge, the prospector always depends to a considerable extent upon
the appearance of the ores. He is familiar with the look of chlorides, sulphurcts, or car-

bonates, and an examination of the ledge will determine for him by the eye the propor-
tion existing between these and the barren " gang " or rock surrounding the ore. Val-
uable ore being always mixed with gang vein matter or barren rock—these all mean the
same thing when used in this sense—the proportion existing in the ledge between the ore
and the gang is a very important point to ascertain. The prospector measures the
thickness of the ledge and traces it as far as he can find the cropping?. He also exam-
ines the " walls " or ledges lying on each side of it, and endeavors to find a ledge or
ledges parallel to it at a short distance away. He then " locates" the mine, using the
word in a strict sense ; that is, he proceeds to comply with the directions of tha law in
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order to make it his property. He measures off a parallelogram fifteen hundred foot

lone by six hundred feet wide, and builds piles of stones at each comer. In one or mors
of these he places a notice of nis location. When he returns to the nearest recorder's

office he files a copy of the notice of location and a description of the claim, and he then
has complied with all that is necessary to make that claim nis property. Certain amounts
of work must be done each year in order to hold it, but these arc prescribed and set forth

in the Mining Law and the decisions of the Land Office. The prospector may also claim

a mill-site within easy distance of his ledge, as well as a water-right if he can find one.

The mill-site must not exceed five acres in extent, and must be upon non-mineral ground.
As the possession of a mill-site and the water-right increases the value of the property

greatly, they are almost always taken up or located when it is practicable. The pros-

pector then lias found his mine, and by that act, together with compliance with certain

formalities which are very simple, has become its owner.

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.

Avoirdupois Weight.

Used inCommercial Transactions generally,

and in weighing Metals, except Cold and
Silver.

16 drams. — x ounce.
16 ounces « x pound.

14 pounds = 1 stone.

25 pounds «= 1 quarter.

4 quarters = x hundred-weight.
20 hundred-w't....= 1 ton.

100 pounds.- «= x quintal.

196 pounds =a x barrel flour.

200 pounds = x barrel beef or pork.
380 pounds = x barrel salt.

x lb. avoirdupois^ 7,000 grains Troy.

144 lbs. " - 175 pounds Troy.

At the custom-house, and in some com-
mercial transactions, 38 pounds are equal

to 1 quarter; 112 pounds are equal to 1

cwt. ; and 2,340 pounds are equal to 1 ton.

Trot Weight.

Used in weighing Gold, Silver, Jewelry,
etc.

14 grains ai pennyw't, marked pwt.
20 pennyw'ts...= 1 ounce " or.

240 pennyw'ts...=» 13 ors. = x lb." lb.

1 pound Troy^3 5,760 grains.

Long Measure.

This Measure is used in measuring Lines
or Distances when Length only is con-
sidered.

3 barleycorns = x inch.

12 lines = x inch.

12 inches =3 1 foot.

3 feet = 1 yard.

*X fe".or S* yards..- {^r
$•.•*"*•

40 nxis... ....... «= x furlong.

{320
rods=» 1 ,760

teet - 1 statute

mile.

X* statute miles «
{m8e*

)g^aphiCa,

3A statute miles = 1 league.
60 geographical miles* 1 degree.

«M>»«~-i- _..- te-'nT
*>**«* -testx
3 inches =* x palm.
4 inches -*=» 1 hand.

9 inches. - «..— 1 span.

xUfccu = J 1 cu
x
bit (Scrip-

6 feet....... = 1 fathom.

Square Mrasurr.

This Measure is used in measuring Sur-
faces, as Land, the Floors and Sides of
Buildings, etc.

144 sq. inches.-.— x sq. foot.

9 sq. feet. = x sq. yard.

*„k «,. r«t. {yj «* p«*. -

3°# *Q yards = x sq. rod.

40 sq. rods = 1 rood.

ixob

sq. rods - 4,840
sq. yds. 3-43,560 sq.

fcet«=i acre,

x sq. mile or x sq.

section.

1 township, 6 miles

square.

SURVEYORS* MRAStrRJL

Used in the measure of Distances and the
Area of Surfaces.

7.02 inches ^ 1 link.

25 links = 1 rod or pole.

100 links = 4rods=i chain
80 chains — 1 mile.

330 rods = 1 mile.

625 square links = x square rod.

16 square rods = 1 square chaia
xo square chains. « — 1 square acre-
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Solid or Cubic Measure.

Used in measuring Solid Bodies and Spaces
having Length, Breadth, and Thickness,
or Depth; as Timber, Stone, Wood,
Ships, etc.

1738 cubic inches. *» 1 cubic foot.

27 cubic feet = 1 cubic yard.
16 cubic feet....= 1 cord foot of wood.

•ISf£}-"-"—•
96% cubic feet....xa 1 perch.

40 cubic feet-...= 1 ton, U. S. shipping.
42 cubic feet = 1 ton, British shipping.

40 ft. ofround
|

timber, or 50 ft. >= ton or load,
of hewn timber)

Cloth Measure.

Used by Dealers in Cloth, Carpets, Rib-
bons, etc.

•z\i inches = 1 nail.

inches = 4 itails=i quarter.

27 inches *» 3 qrs. =1 ell Flemish.
36 inches = 4 qrs. =1 yard.

45 inches s 5 qrs. =31 ell English.

54 inches.. = 6 qrs. =1 ell French.

APOTHECARIES* WbJGHT.
Used in compounding Medicines. Drugs
and Medicines are bought and sold by
Avoirdupois Weight.

90 grains = x scruple marked 9
3 scruples = 1 dram " 5
8 drams -.- 1 ounce " S

12 ounces = 1 pound " fb

9, a scruple ; Bss, half a scruple ; 9i, one
scruple; 9iss, one scruple and a half; 9ij,

two scruples, etc. So of 5, a dram, and I,

an ounce.

Alb or Bbbr Measure.

Applicable to the measuring of Ale and
Beer.

3 pints 1= x quart....= -jo% cubic ins

a quarts = 1 gallon...= 383 cubic ins.

30 quarts «= 9 gallons..— 1 firkin.

3 firkins — 18 gallons-= 1 kilderkin.

3 kilderkins— 36 gallons— x barrel.

3 kilderkins— 54 gallons— x hogshead.
a kilderkins— 73 gallons— 1 puncheon.
kilderkins— xo8 galls. — 1 butt.

TABLE OF FOREIGN WEIGHTS AND MEASURES
REDUCED TO THB STANDARD OF THB UNITED STATES.

(The two right hand figures are the hundredth parts of a whole number.)

France.

Metre 328 feet.

Decimetre (i-ioth metre) 3.94 inches.

Velt 2.00 galls.

Hectolitre 36.4a galls.

Decalitre 2.64 galls.

Litre a. 11 pints.

Kilolitre ~ 35.33 feet.

Hectolitre 2.84 bush.
Decalitre 9.08 quarts.

Millier a.205 lbs.

Quintal roo.54 lbs.

nme 3.21 lbs.

Amsterdam.
too lbs. x centner
Last of grain
Ahm of wine
Amsterdam foot

Antwerp foot

Rhincland foot

Amsterdam ell

Ell of the Hague
Ell of the Brabant

X08.93 lbs.

.... 85.25 bush.
41.00 galls.

0.93 loot.

0.94 foot.

1.03 foot.

..... 2.26 feet.

.... 2.28 feet.

3.30 feet.

Netherlands.
EU 3.38 feet.

Mudde of Zak 3.84 bush.
Vat hectolitre 36.42 galls.

Kan litre M s.n pints.

Pond kilogramme... —_• 3.21 lbs.

Hamburg.

Last of grain 89.64 bush.
Ahm of wine 38.25 galls.

Hamburg foot 0.96 toot.

Ell x.93 foot.

Prussia.

100 lbs. of 2 Cologne marks
each X03.XX lbs.

Quintal, 110 lbs 113.4s lbs.

Sheffelof grain 1.56 bush.
Eimar of wine ~ 18.14 galls.

EU of cloth 2.19 feet.

Foot - ~ x.03 foot.

Denmark.

soo lbs. x centner 1x0.38 lbs.

Barrel or toende of corn 3.95 bush.
Viertel of wine 3.04 galk.
Copenhagen or Rhineland

foot. « ~ 1.03 foot.

Sweden.

xoo lbs. or 5 lispunds... lyfi 1°»-

Kan of corn M 7.42 bush.
Last 75 00 bush.
Cann of wine 69.09 galls,

Ell of cloth x.95 toot,
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loo lbs. of 3a laths each...

Chertwert of grain .....

Vcdro of wine
Peteraburgh foot

Moscow toot

Pood......~.~....~~~........

Spain.

Quintal, or 4 arrobas......

Arroba...........................

Arroba of wine.......

Fanega ofgraixu.

Portugal.

100 IU

—

W..M
22 lbs. (1 arroba)...-.-

4 arrobas of 22 lbs. (1 quin-

tal)

Alquiere «. «
Mojo of grain »«
Last of salt. ».»•

Almude of wine...«.......«...,

SlCILT.

Cantaro groso «.

Cantaro sottile

too lbs ~

Salma grossa of grain

Salma gencrale
Salma of wine ........

Naplbs.
Cantaro groso M~........

CanUro picolo

Cairo of grain ~
Carro of wine ~..

ROMS.
Rubbio of grain ~~
Barih of wine...—.—~.

. 90.96 lbs.

, 5.95 bush.

3.25 galls.

1.18 foot.

1.10 foot.

J&ooUis.

. 101.4a I*.

. as^lbs.
4.43 galls.

1.60 bush.

101.10 lbs.

22.20 lbs.

89.05 lbs.

4.75 bush.
33.03 bush.
70.00 bush.

4.37 galls.

193.50 lbs.

175.00 lbs.

70.00 lbs.

9.77 bush.
7.85 bush.

03.06 galls.

196.50 lbs.

106.00 lbs.

53.34 bush.
364.00 galls.

8.36 bush.
15.31 galls.

Genoa.
xoo lbs. or peso groso~......~.

100 lbs. or peso sottile......_. 69.89

1

Mina of grain 3.43 t

Mezsarola of wine ........ 39.2s galls.

Florbmcs and Leghorn.

mo lbs. or x cantaro..... 7486 lbs.

Moggio of grain...MM.M..M.... 16.59 buslt

BarUe of wuie...MMM„.M.M..M 11.04 galk.

Vskicb.

too lbs. peso groso __-.._
xoo lbs. peso sottile ~...

Moggio of grain «. ...

Axxifora of wine......*....—

~

Trieste.

100 lbs.............

Stajo of grain
Orna or euner of wine.....—
Ell of woolens _
EU of silk.

105.18 lbs.

64.04 lbs.

9.08 bush
, 137.00 galls.

123.60 lbs.

a.34 bush
14.94 galls.

3.33 feet.

3.10 feet.

Malta.
100 lbs. t cantar..

Salma of grain....

F01

Smyrna.

goo lbs. (x quintal) ............

Quillot of grain .«..

Quillot of wine........

China.

Tafl...MMM ~
x6 tails x catty ..

too catties x picul......

17450 lbs.

8.33 bush
0.85 foot.

139.48 lbs.

I.85 lbs.

1.46 bush.

13.50 galls.

X.3301.
1.33 lb.

133.25 lbs.

THE METRIC SYSTEM
Of WEIGHTS AND MEASURES, AS ESTABLISHED BY ACT OF CONGRESS,

Measures of Length.

Metres.
..IO/XOMyriametre ...

Kilometre.

»

1,0001

Hectometre xoo
Decametre- xo
Metre *

Decimetre.
Centimetre.
Millimetre..

.x 1

.ox '

.001

1

6.3x37 miles.

(0.63x37 mile, or
*
\ 3,380 ft. 10 in.

328 ft., x in.

393-7 »n.

39-37 jn.

•3937").
•0.3937 In.

'0.039410.

Measuebs op Capacity.

No.
Names. Litres. Cubic Moss,

Kilolitre or Stere... 1,000 1 cu. met*
Hectolitre........... 100 .1 cu. met.
Decalitre...M~....M. 10 10 cu. decim.
Litre ........~....~. 1 1 cu. dedm.
Decilitre 1 .icu. decim.
Centilitre...... joi 10 cu. centim.

WWe* — joox 1 <

Measures op Capacity.

Liquid 0}

No. Wine
Names. Litres. Dry Meas. Measure

Ikere!!!!.?l}
i '°°° i-y* «• yd - ^-^ **•

Hecolitre... xoo abu., 3. 35 pits. 36.4x731.
Decalitre... xo 9.08 qts. 2.6417 gt.

Litre x 0.908 qts.
#

1.056701.
Decilitre... .1 6.1023 cu. in. 0.845 gill.

Centilitre.. .01 0.6102 cu. in. 0.338 fl.a

Millilitre... .cox 0.061 cu. in. 0.37 fl.d.

Wrights.

No. of Avolrdupoif
Names. Grams. Weight.

MUUer or Tonneau...1,000,000— 2204.6 lbs,

Quintal......„«. 100,000— 230.46 lbs.

Myriagram..»M..MMM 10,000— 22.046 In.
Kilogram or Kub~~- i^ooo— 3.0046 lbs

Hectogram too— 3.5s/' •*>

Decagram M>MMMM.... so—0.3527 os,
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Gram*.
Decigram ••

Centigram.
Milligram...

«— iS'439 gr.
.1 — 1.543« gr.M —0.1543 gr.
•ooi— 0,0154 gr.

Mrasurrs or Surpacr.
Hectare.~io,ooo sq. metres =» 9.471 acres.
ArBmWM. 100 sq. metres « 1x9.6 sq. yds
Centare~. 1 sq. metre — 1550 sq. in.

Tub Mstoic Systsm or Weights and Measures Comparrd with thit English.

Metres into

yards.

Kilometres
to miles and

yards.

Litres into gal-

Ions andquarts.

Hectolitres into
bushels and

quarts.

Kilogrammes
intocwts.,

qrs., lbs.,and

Hectares into

acres, roods,
and poles.

ounces.

1 1.090
• 9.187

t 1094 1 0.880 I R.75* 100 9 X 9 x 35
R 1 437 • 1.761

9.641

9 3.5°9 900
t

s 4 3 3'

3 3.981 3 I iSai

S
"»2
3 1989

7 4 615
8 4 1709

3 3 I 0.954 300 3 7 3 99

4 ^li 4 3.391 4 I 3.005
1 5750

400 8 4 9 3 93

i US
8 8.749

9 9843
10 10.036
so si.873
30 39.809

i

I

I 0.409
1

I

500 XX 5 12 x 17

i

s

1.98a
9.163

9 O.507
9 3.258
9 6.OIO

600700800
«3
15

6

I

M 3 «
17 x 8

1 3-°43 »7 19 3 3
99 O 389 5 1043

10 6 376
9 1 3993 9 3 0.761 900 »9 9
10 9 0.804 10 3 3-5"

6
7.02J

to 2.536

10 99 XO 94 9 34
ao 19 753
30 18 1199

ao
30 t 9.419

RO
30

90 1

30 9
16

xo
to

30
47 * "8

74 91

40 43-745 40 94 1505 40 8 3-915 4P 13 6048
17 x.560
so 5.072
R4 0.585

97 4097

40 3 4 40 98 3 «5
50 54.68a
60 65.618

50 31 19a
60 37 498
70 43 874
80 49 1951

50
60

11

«3 0.893 2 50 3

60 1

96
90 £ 123 9 9

X4» 1 3
70 76.554
80 87.491
90 98.427

£ «5

17
1.697

9-43* e
70 I X

80 1 9
14
8 e

«79 3 37
197 a 38

90 « 1627
100 6a 943
200 124 489
300186 730

90 *9 3935 90 30 7.609 90 1 3 9 90 222 I M
100 100.363
soo 918.737

100
200

99

8
0.039
0.077

100
200 68 6.942

100 1 3
200 3 3

94
20

100
200

947 O l8

494 4 37
300 398.090 300 0.X16 300 103 1.36a 300 5 3 »7 300 7tl

' ,s

500 500.00X
400 948 973 400 88 0.155 400 >37 4483 400 7 3 «3 400 988 1 31

500 310 1217 500 1x0 0.193 500 X71 7.604 500 9 3 XO 500 1233 a 11

Dry Mrasurr.

_..._ to all Articles not liquid,
ought and Sold by Measure, sucn as
*, Salt, Coal, etc

9 pints .«*— 1 quart..-— 67J cubic inches.

4 quarts.—- 1 gallon—— 96B| cubic inches,
8 quarts.— 9 gallons..— 1 peck.

4 pecks..-— 1 bushel.
8 bushels.— x quarter.

36 bushels.— x chaldron.
An even and struck} mmm^ ^_ _

l tll ri

Winchester (or U. S.) — ffijji
a"ID

bushel .................
xncnes.

The English or imperial) _ 9218.199 cubic
struck bushel....~„.~

'""
Inches.

, imperii bo*d }- 'fflgJJ*
&

{imperial bushels — 1 Eng. sack,
imperial bushels or 8*4 X t Eng. quar*
U. S. bushels (nearly)/™ ter.

I English quartersMMMM.M.« 1 Eng. lead.

TOMXAGR,
1 register ton..^ 100 cubic fees.— «_ i

,u *-,&rt!*"m'

49 cubic feet.

350 cubic feet..—— 1

1 British shipping v»n,
{1

British

32.719 in

33-75 U.
imperial bu.

v
or

. bushels

AroTHRCARiRs' Mrasurr.

60 minims (**)..........

8 fluid drachma^...*

16 fluid

8

mm x fluid drachm
"" marked/^.
_ 1 fluid ounce,
"" marked/5.

marked 0.

1 gallon,
"" marked c

Mrasurr or Circular Motion.

Used in Measuring Latitude, Longitude,
etc.

60 seconds *r 60* ......— 1 minute.
6b minutes or 6o/—MM...M— 1 degree or *°.

30 degrees......^*..——».w..— 1 sign.

,.*»_ }-
I

S£&3T
.. .ig». or 360 <fcgr«,J _ 'CigJ

"
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Pan* amd Boon.
14 sheets.. — t QuIl'C ia units.,

144 units.,

xa gross,

so units.

NtfMB8*B»

i dozen.
,..— 12 dozen —it
,«— 144 dozen— 1 great grow

K>)4 quires .— x token.

ao quires — 1 ream.
a reams — 1 bundle. ao units. ......— x score.

10 reams — 1 bale.

The ratio of the circumference of a circle to its diameter is 3.1416 nearly — 3} nearly.

The circumference of a circle —. diameter X 3.1416.

The area of a circle — the square of the diameter X *7854.

SOLIDS.

Substances.

Metals.

3rass f copper 84
" tin 16
" copper 67
" zinc 33

Gold, aa carats, 1 .

Copper, cast 8.788

Iron. •• «..~. 7.207
Lead, " «... xi.352

Silver, pure, cast xo.474

Steel.plates 7.806
Tin, Cornish, pure-. 7.391

Zinc, cast ...«......~« 6.861

Spec W ght Wght
Grmv. cu.In. cu. ft.

8.83* -3»94 55a.

7.8ao .a8a8 488.75

ne. 17.486 .6335 1092.875

•3'79
.2607

549»5
450.437

Woods [dry].

f .845 5»8ia

.4106 709.5
•37»8 654625
.3833 487-875
.a637 455687
.3482 428.812

Cu.ft.
in ton.

42-4X4

Cu.IL

,600 37.5

•567 35.437
.56X 35.06a 63.886

Crav.
Woods (dry].

Chestnut, sweet....— .6x0

{ :S£
Hemlock................. .368
Maple .............. .750
Oak, white.............. .860
Pine, yellow.^. 461
Poplar ... .383
Spruce .500
Walnut, black 500

Stones, Earths, etc.

Brick-work in mor-f 1.600

WVfat Co. ft.

cu. ft. in ton.

38 "5 58.754
35.6*5

4'-937

46.875

38.81s 66.348

•3-937 ^
31.25 71.68

3i.as 7X.68

tar.,

mor- f 1.1

-(»«,000 135.
Granite, Quincy ...... 3.653 165.75
.. .. —

167.875Marble, common..... 3.686
Salt, " 3.130 133.135
Sand, " .—. 1.67a X04.375
Steam....MH.H....MM» .036747

IMCHSS.
Elephant........ 23 X 28
Columbia 23 X 34
Atlas - .. 26 X 33
Double Elephant 27 X 40
Antiquarian 31 X 53
Card-Board 22 X »
Colored Medium Cover-Papers..... ao V *S
Glazed and Plated Cover-Papers- ao X «4

Ash..._™
Birch ,m

Cedar...........

SIZES OF FLAT WRITING PAPERS, CARD-BOARD, ETC.
INCHES.

Letter ....._.

Flat Cap
Crown ........

Demy
Folio Post.
Medium,
Royal ...

Imperial.

SIZES OF BOOKS.
The various sizes of ordinary printed books are usually designated by the

folds ia a sheet of paper 19 X 34 inches, as follows

:

When folded in a leaves, it b called Folio size.
" " 4 * u *• Quarto or 410.
- ^ 8 m - " Octavo or 8vo.

" «• Duodecimo or xamo.
" " Sixteenmo or x6mo.

When other sizes of paper are used, as in blank books, diaries, etc., the n
seating the size of paper is prefixed to that designating the number of folds, a:

Crown Quarto, Demy, Folio, etc. ____

COUNTERFEIT MONEY.
Rules for Detecting.—Examine the form and features of all human figures on the

notes. If the forms are graceful, and features -distinct, examine the drapery—see if the
folds lie natural ; and the hair of the head should be observed, and see if the fine strands
can be seen. Examine the lettering, the title of the bank, or the round handwriting on
the lace of the note. On all genuine bills, the work is done with great skill and perfect-

est, and there has never been a counterfeit but was defective ia the lettering. Be careful

ia
16

Capevo.,
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COUNTERFEIT MONEY. 777

to observe the imprint, or engraver's name, the great perfection of the different company
names, in the evenness and shape of the fine tetters. Counterfeiters never get the imprint
perfect. The shading in the background of the vignette, or over or around the letters

forming the name of the bank, on a good bill is even and perfect, on a counterfeit is

irregular and imperfect. Examine well the figures on the other parts of the note, con-
taining the denomination, also the letters. Examine well the die work around the figures

which stand for the denomination, to see if it is of the same character as that which
forms the ornamental work surrounding it. Never take a bill that is deficient in any of
the above points, and if your impression is bad when you first see it, you had better be
careful how you become convinced to change your mind—whether your opinion is not
altered as you become confused in looking into the texture of the workmanship of the
bill. Examine the name of the State, name of the bank, and name of the town, where it

is located. If it has been altered from a broken bank, the defects can plainly be seen.

HOW TO CHANGE YOUR NAME.

Any person has the right to change his name as he may see fit, without receiving
authority to do so, either from the courts or the Legislature, and without formality or
notice of any kind. At the same time there are two methods of changing names that are
expressly provided by law, and that may be resorted to at the option of persons desiring
to take such a step ; one being by an order of the county court, or, in this city, of the
Court of Common Pleas, granted upon affidavits setting forth the reason for which the
change is desired, and the other by act of the Legislature, usually passed in response to
a petition from the person interested. The proceeding by order ofcourt is the simpler
and more expeditious, and is much more frequently resorted to.

STANDARD TIME—24 O'CLOCK.

In an effort to obviate the inconveniences caused by differing standards of time, the
railroad officials of the country are about to adopt a system of time that shall be uniform
everywhere. This will be called " Standard Time," and will involve the use of xa
o'clock to 24 o'clock, and the abolishing of "A. M." and " P. M."
The General Principles Governing the Plan Proposed.—That the same stand-

ard should govern as many railroads as possible.

That the standard should not extend over so large an area of territory as to cause
standard time to differ by more than about thirty minutes from local time.
That each standard should vary from the adjacent standards by the most readily calcu-

lated difference, that of an even hour.
That changes from one standard to another should be made at well-known points of

departure.
That these changes should be made at the termini of roads, where changes now

occur, except on the trans-continental lines and in a few other unavoidable cases, where
they can be made at the ends of divisions.

That the 75th meridian west from Greenwich, being almost precisely the central
meridian for the system of roads now using standards based upon the time of eastern
cities, and the 90th meridian being equally central for the roads now running by the
time of western cities, the time of those meridians should be adopted for the territory
which includes nearly 90 per cent, of the whole railway system.
The hour meridians east and west of those above named are equally well adapted as

central meridians for the roads in the sections of country adjacent thereto.
That by the adoption of this system all necessity for translating railroad time into

local time will be avoided.
All railroads now using Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Toronto, Ham-

ilton, Washington, Portland, Providence, New London, Montreal, Albany, Richmond or
Charleston time, will then be governed by the 75th Meridian, or Eastern time (four
minutes slower than New York).

All roads now using Columbus, Savannah, Atlanta, Cincinnati, Louisville, Indianap-
olis. Chicago, Jefferson City, St. Paul, Kansas City, Macon, Rome, Nashville, Selma,
Mobile, St. Louis, Yicksburg, Dubuque, Minneapolis, St. Joseph, Galveston, Houston
or Omaha time, will then be run by the 90th Meridian time, to be called Central Time,
which will be one hour slower than Eastern time (nine minutes slower than Chicago
time).

West of this last section the roads will be run by 105th and laoth Meridians' tteses

respectively^ two and three hours slower than Eastern time.
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778 STANDARD TIME-aa O'CLOCK

With the adoption of Standard Time the hours will be run from t o'clock (1 A. M.) to

84 o'clock (ia midnight). This will bring 13 o'clock at noon, and 6 r. m. at 18 o'clock.

This will prevent any confusion in the printing of time tables, and tend to lender trav-

eling a much more simple operation than it is now.

SOMETHING ABOUT DRESSMAKING.

Before commencing to cut there are several things to be noticed about the goods.
Goods which have an up and down in the pattern should be kept right side up. Heavy

flannels and coat cloths have the fold on the wrong side ; all other materials have it upon
die right side.

Plaids should match. Especial care should be taken in the backs and fronts of the
basques. In small plaids or checks less care can be taken. If the ruffles are straight,

have the same plaid all round the skirt. Velvets and short-pile plushes are cut against
the nap. A long plush looks better with the nap running down.

Silks and satins can be cut any way, unless brocaded; then cut according to

pattern.

To cut a plain short skirt, which will do for the foundation for any kind of trimming,
take four lengths of ordinarily wide goods—twenty inches is an average width of the
required length ; fold one of these in the centre, and cut a gore four inches wide at the

top ; this is the front width. Take two more lengths from the back edge of each of
these, take a similar gore as the one taken from the front, unless the skirt will be too
narrow. In that case add the gores taken from the front breadth to the back edge of the
side widths. Sew the straight edges of the sides to the gored edges of the front width.
The remaining breadth is for the back : in case this should not be wide enough, add a
straight piece of the required width to the back. For facing silk, velvet and doth, tack a
piece of wigging about four inches wide round the inside of the skirt ; catch this to the
foundation without turning the edge. Have the facing of alpaca and cut to fit the skirt.

Sew this around the bottom, so that when turned the seams will be next the lining, and
hem round the top edge. Run the braid on the right side, turn over and hem down on
the wrong.
For tucked skirts cut off three or four lengths as required for fullness, making allowance

in length for tucks and hem. Stitch the widths together as far as will be needed for the

hem and tucks. After It is tucked, gore the front and sides as in an ordinary skirt.

For basques, polonaises, etc., buy two yards of good silesia, cut it by a good paper
aacque pattern. Take it to a dressmaker who can fit well. Have it fitted and basted;
have the sleeves to fit perfectly and comfortably, and have them basted in. From this

silesia pattern can be cut any tight-fitting garment, and any loose one if the darts are not
lost and the under-arm seams left wide enough to allow for the fullness over the hips neces*

sary in a loose garment. There are two fronts with two darts in each side, two under-
arm pieces, two side forms, and two backs. For stout persons four under-arm pieces wiH
make a better fit, as then the backs and side forms need not be altered. Keep the waist
line by putting a piece of tape around the waist and carefully marking where it comes in

the centre of the back and under the arm. This mark should lie on the cross threads of
the goods in cutting. Take one-half of the silesia basque apart, cut the basting threads,

do not pull them, as the material is always liable to stretch. Leave the other naif with
the sleeve in, to refer to. Cut the fronts first, baste them together on to the silesia, sew
through the marks where the darts are, so that they may be exactly alike. Fold the

fronts through the marks made by pinning them together. This line is the exact place
for the buttons. Have this line half inch back from selvedge for button fly. On the
button-hole side fold the hem a quarter inch nearer the selvedge ; this will leave an edge be-
yond the button-holes. If there are plaits in the skirt of the basque lay the pattern on the
goods so that centre back seam lies five inches from fold ofgoods, and the next form piece
goes to the selvedge. Leave the whole width of goods up to a point three inches below
waist line, where the pattern must be followed exactly. Before stitching baste the basque
carefully together, make the button-holes, sew on the buttons and stitch up the darts and

try on. If too small in the waist or across the bust enlarge from the under-arm piece:

do not touch the darts. Clip most of the seams at the waist line to give a spring to the

basque. Press all seams in cloth and woollen goods heavily, in silks and satins very
lightly, and in velvet and plushes not at all.

The darts and under-arm seams are cut open and boned. The bones should be from
seven to ten inches long, and a litde more than half their length above the waist line. Sew
casings of silesia on to the opened seams for the whale bones. The neatest way to finish

basque seams is so turn both the edges of the material and of the lining in and overseas
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SOMETHING ABOUT DRESSMAKIKO 779

then. In cloths bind the seams with ribbon or bias silk or satin. In making the sleeve*
sew with silk, face ihem with a straight piece, turn up the edge the width of a seam,
hem on top und bottom a straight piece about an inch and a half wide, then trim before
tewing the sleeve in.

These directions do for polonaises, ulsters, and wrappeis, with an additional word about
the length ; these are often 'cut basque length in front, with straight seams, or sloped down
in front and the skirt stitched on in a plain seam.
The coats and ulsters should be made a little larger, especially the sleeves, as a tight

sleeve does not look well in an outside wrap. Under waists should have as few seams as
possible. If one does a great deal of work it would be an advantage to have a good model
on the tailor plan of measurements.

MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION.
FATE OF THE APOSTLES.

St. Matthew is supposed to have suffered martyrdom, or was put to death by the
?word, at the city of Ethiopia. St. Mark was dragged through the streets of Alexandria,
in Egypt, till he expired. St. Luke was hanged upon an olive-tree in Greece. St. John
was put into a caldron of boiling oil at Rome, and escaped death. He afterwards died »
natural death at Ephesus, in Asia. St. James the Great was beheaded at Jerusalem.
St. James the Less was thrown from a pinnacle or wing of the temple, and then beaten to
death with a fuller's club. St. Philip was hanged up against a pillar at Hierapolis, a city

of Phrygia. St. Bartholomew was flayed alive by the command of a barbarous king.
St. Andrew was bound to a cross, whence he preached to the people till he expired. St.

Thomas was run through the body by a lance, near Malibar, in the East Indies,

AMERICAN WONDERS.
The greatest cataract in the world is the Falls of Niagara, where the water from the

great upper lakes forms a river of three-quarters of a mile in width, and then being sud-
denly contracted, plunges over the rocks in two columns, to the depth of one hundred and
seventy feet each. The greatest cave in the world is the Mammoth Cave in Kentucky,
where any one can make a voyage on the waters of a subterranean river, and catch fish

without eyes. The greatest river in the world is the Mississippi, four thousand one hun-
dred miles long. The largest valley in the world is the Valley of the Mississippi. It

contains Ave hundred thousand square miles, and is one of the most fertile and profitable
regions of the globe. The greatestXity Park in the world is in Philadelphia. It con-
tains over 2,900 acres. The greatest grain port in the world is Chicago. The largest lake
in the world is Lake Superior, which is truly an inland sea, being four hundred and thirty

miles long, and one thousand feet deep. The longest railroad in the world is the Pacific
Railroad, over 3,000 miles in length. The greatest natural bridge in the world is the
Natural Bridge over Cedar Creek, in Virginia. It extends across a chasm eighty feet in
width and two hundred and fifty feet in depth, at the bottom of which the creek flows.

The greatest mass of solid iron in the world is the Iron Mountain of Missouri. It is three
hundred and fifty feet high, and two miles in circuit. The best specimen of Grecian
architecture in the world is the Girard College for Orphans, Phila. The largest aqueduct
in the world is the Croton Aqueduct in New York. Its length is forty miles and a half,

and it cost twelve and a half millions of dollars. The largest deposits of anthracite coal
in the woria are in Pennsylvania, the mines of which supply the market with millions
of tons annually, and appear to be inexhaustible.

LIMIT OF PERPETUAL SNOW, AND GROWTH OF TREES.
On the Andes, in lat. 2 deg., the limit of perpetual snow is 14,760 ft. In Mexico, lat.

19 deg., the limit is 13,800 ft. : on the peak ofTeneriffe, 11.454 ft. ; on Mount Etna, 9,000
ft. ; on Caucasus, 9,900 ft. ; on the Pyrenees, 8,400 ft. ; in Lapland, 3,100 ft. ; in Iceland,
2,890 ft. The walnut ceases to grow at an elevation of 3,600 ft. ; the yellow pine at 6,200
ft. ; the ash at 4,800 ft. ; and the fir at 6,700 ft. The loftiest inhabited spot on the globe
is the Port House of Ancomarca. on the Andes, in Peru, 16,000 feet above the level of
the sea. The fourteenth peak of the Himalayas, in Asia, 25,695 feet high, it the loftiest

mountain in the world.

THE LONGEST BRIDGE IN THE WORLD
It In China. Its roadway is 70 feet wide and 70 feet high. There arc 300 arches, and
each of the pillars, which are 75 feet apart, bears a pedestal on which is the figure of a
Hon 91 feet long* and made out of one block of marble-
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780 MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION.

NEWS.
Vhe word news is commonly supposed to be derived from the adjective new. It i|

ssevted, however, that its origin is traceable to a custom an former times of placing oa
he newspapers of the day the initial letters of the cardinal points of the compass,
thus:

V
I

these letters were intended to Indicate that the paper contained intelligence from the
four quarters of the globe, but they finally came to assume the form of the word news,
from which the term newspaper is derived.

THE EARLIEST NEWSPAPERS.
The oldest regular newspaper published in England was established by Nathaniel But-

ter, in 1662. The oldest paper in France was commenced by Theophrastus Renaudot, in

163a, during the reign of Louis XIII. It was called the Gazette de Franc*. The first

Dutch newspaper, which is still continued under the name of the HaarUm Courant, is

dated January 8, 1656. It was then called De Weeckelyche Courante van Eurefa, and
contained two small folio pages of news. The first Russian newspaper was published in

1703. Peter the Great not only took part personally in its editorial composition, but in

correcting proofs, as appears from sheets still in existence in which are marks and alter-

ations in his own hand. There are two complete copies of the first year's edition of this

paper in the Imperial Library at St. Petersburg.
The first newspaper established in North America was the Boston Newt-Letter, com-

menced April 24, 1704. It was half a sheet of paper, twelve inches by eight, two col-

umns on a page. B. Green was the printer. It survived till 1776—seventy-two years.

It advocated the policy of the British Government at the commencement of the Revolu-
tion.

^

THE VALUE OF METALS.
Following are the names of those metals valued at over £1,000 an avoirdupois pound,

the figures given representing the value per pound :

Vanadium—A white metal discovered in 1830, £10,000. Rubidium—An alkaline
metal, so called from exhibiting dark red lines in the spectrum analysis, $9,070. Zircon'
ium—A metal obtained from the mineral zircon and hyacinth in the form of a black pow-
der, $7,300. Lithium—An alkaline metal, the lightest metal known, $7,000. Gluctnum*_ » 5_ .•_./._ r : .LLi._. j__ ... ^alcium—The

sh col

_ .£4.080.
in 1828, is of a grayish-black color, and its lustre perfectly metallic. £4,089. Erbium—
A metal found associated with yttrium. £3,400. Cerium—A metal of high specific gravity,
2 grayish-white color, and a lamellar texture, £3,400. Didjmium—A metal found asso-
ciated with cerium, £3,200. Ruthenium—Ofa gray color, very hard and brittle ; ex-
tracted from the ores of platinum, £2,400. Rhodium—Of a white color and metallic
lustre, and extremely hard and brittle. It requires the strongest heat that can be pro-
duced by a wind furnace for its fusion, £2,300. Niobium—Previously named columbium,
first discovered in an ore found at New London, Conn., £2.300. Barium—The metallic
base of baryta, £1,800. Palladium—A metal discovered in 1803, and found in very
small grains, of a steel-gray color and fibrous structure, £1,400. Osmium—A brittle gray
colored metal, found with platinum, £1 ,300. Iridium—Found native as an alloy with
osmium in lead-gray scales, and is the heaviest of known substances, £1,090.

DEATH OF ENGLISH KINGS.
William the Conqueror died from enormous fat, from drink, and from the violence of

his passions. William Rufus died the death of the poor stags which he hunted. Henry
I. died of gluttony. Henry II. died of a broken heart, occasioned by the bad conduct
of his children. Richard Coeur de Lion, like the animal from which his heart was named,
died by an arrow from an archer. John died, nobody knows how ; but it is said from
chagrin, which we suppose is another term for a dose of hellebore. Henry III. is said to

have " died a natural death." Edward I. is likewise said to have died of a " natural sick-

ness"—a sickness which it would puzzle all the College of Physicians to denominate.
Edward II. was most barbarously and indecently murdered by ruffians employed by his

own mother and her paramour. Edward III. died of dotage, and Richard II. of starve*

-A metal in the form of a grayish-black powder, £5,400. Calcium—The metallic base
of lime, £4.500. Strontium—A malleable metal of a yellowish color, £4,200. Terbium
—Obtained from the mineral gadolinte, found in Sweden, £4,080. Yttrium Discovered
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very reverse of George IV. Henry IV. is said to have died of " fits caused by
uneasiness ;" and uneasiness in palaces in those times was a very common complaint.
Henry V. is said te have died of " a painful affliction, prematurely." This is a courtly

term for getting rid of a king. Henry VI. died in prison, by means known then only to his

jailer, and known now only to Heaven. Edward V. was strangled in the Tower by his

uncle, Richard III. Richard III. was killed in battle. Henry VII. wasted away, as a
miser ought to. Henry VIII. died of carbuncles, fat, and fury. Edward VI. died of a
decline. Queen Mary is said to have died of a broken heart. Old Queen Bess is said to

ave died of melancholy, from having sacrificed Essex to his enemies. James I. died of

drinking and the effects of vice. Charles I. died on the scaffold. Charles II. died sud-
denly—It is said, of apoplexy. William III. died from consumptive habits of body, and

the stumbling of his horse. Queen Anne died from dropsy. George I. died ofng <

chl
orge I.

gell. c

rom I ^ _

drunkenness, whicH his physicians politely called an apoplectic fit.' Gtorgell. died of a
rupture of the heart, which the periodicals of that day termed a visitation of God.
George III. died as he had lived—-a madman. Throughout life he was at least a con-
sklent monarch. George IV. died of gluttony and drunkenness. William IV. died
amidst the sympathies of his subjects.

CAPACITY OF NOTED CHURCHES, THEATRES, OPERA HOUSES,
HALLS, ETC

St. Peter's, Rome 54,000
Milan Cathedral 37,ooo
St. Paul's, Rome.. 33,000
St. Paul's, London 25,600
St. Petronio, Bologna 24.400
Florence Cathedral 34,3°°
Antwerp Cathedral 34.000
St. Sophia's, Constantinople 33,000
St. John's, Lateran 22,900
Notre Dame, Paris 21,000
Cathedral, Pisa 13.000
St. Stephen's, Vienna 13,400
St. Dominic's, Bologna 13,000
St. Peter's, Bologna 11,400
Cathedral, Vienna 11,000
Gilmore's Garden, New York 8,443
St. Mark's, Venice 7.500
Stadt Theatre, New York 3»ooo
Boston Theatre, Boston 9'97*
Academy of Music, Philadelphia.... 3,865
Covent Garden, London 3,684
Music Hall, Boston 2,585
Carlo Felice, Genoa 3,560
Academy of Music, New York 3,526

Alexander, St. Petersburg
Opera House, Munich
San Carlos. Naples
Adelphi Theatre, Chicago
St. Charles Theatre, New Orleans..
Imperial, St. Petersburg
La Scala, Milan
Academy of Paris
Grand Opera Hall, New Orleans.....

Grand Ohpera House, New York....-
Booth's Theatre, "

Opera House, Detroit.
McVicar Theatre, Chicago
Grand Opera House, "
Ford's Opera House, Baltimore
National Theatre, Washington
De Bar's Opera House, St. Louis...

California Theatre, San Francisco..
Euclid Av. Op. House, Cleveland...
Opera House, Berlin
Opera House, Albany »
Hoolcy's Theatre, Chicago
Coulter Opera House, Aurora, 111...

Opera House, Montreal

3.33*
3,307
3,340
3,338
9,178
3,i6o

3,113

»i°92
3,053
1,883
1,807
»#79o

1,786
1,786

1,720

»»709
1,696
1,651
1,65a

1.636

1,404

«.373
1,004

938

HEIGHT OF MONUMENTS, TOWERS AND STRUCTURES.

FBST.
Washington Monument, Washington,
D. C c55

Pyramid of Cheops Egypt 543
Antwerp Cathedral, Belgium 476
Strasburg Cathedral, France 474
Tower of Utrecht, Holland 464
St. Stephen's Steeple, Vienna 460
Pyramid of Ccphenes, Egypt 456

j

St. Martin's Church, Bavaria 456
St. Peter's, Rome 448
Salisbury Spire, England 410
St. Paul s, London, England 404
St. Peter's, at Hambro 395
Cathedral at Florence, Italy 384
Cremona Cathedral, Italy 37a
Sevitte Cathedral, Spain... .«~~ 360

PSBT.
Pyramid of Sakkarah, Egypt 356
Notre Dame Cathedral, Munich 348
Dome of the Invalids, Paris 347
Magdeburg Cathedral 337
St. Mark's Church, Veaice 328
Assinelli Tower, Bologna 314
Trinity Church, New York 283
Column at Delhi, India. 262
Porcelain Tower, China.. 24a
Canterbury Tower, England- 235
Notre Dame Cathedral, Paris 23a
Bunker Hill Monument aco
Leaning Tower, Pisa, Italy , toe
Monument, London 20a
Monument, Place Vendome, Paris 151
Trajam's Pillar, Rome ~...a _.. 151
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AREA OF OCEANS, SEAS AND NOTED LAKES, ETC.
Pacific, 71 million square miles. Atlantic, 35 million square miles. Indian, 28 million

square miles. Antarctic, %% million square miles. Arctic, 4% million square miles.
Estimated Length op Seas, etc.—Mediterranean Sea, 2,000 miles; Caribbean

Sea, 1,800 miles ; China Sea, 1,700 miles ; Red Sea, 1,400 miles ; Japan Sea, 1,000 miles

;

Black Sea, 930 miles ; Caspian Sea, 640 miles ; Baltic Sea, 600 miles ; Ochotsk Sea, ooo
miles ; White Sea, 450 miles ; Aral Sea, 250 miles ; Hudson's Bay, 1,200 miles ; Baffin's

Bay, 600 miles ; Chesapeake Bay, 250 miles.

LAKES.

Length Width
Miles. Miles.

Superior 380 120
Baikal 360 .... 35
Michigan 330 60
Great Slave...... 300 45
Huron 250 ..... 90
Winnipeg 240 ..... 40

Length Width
Miles. Miles.

Lakes.Lakes.

Erie 270 .... 50
Ontario 180 .... 40
Arthabaska 200 .... 20
Maracaybo 150 .... 6b
Ladoga 125 .... 75
Great Bear 150 ..... 40

Many of the above lakes are very deep, and it is owing to this cause that they never
freeze.

HEIGHT OF THE PRINCIPAL MOUNTAINS OF THE WORLD.

Length Width
Miles. Miles.

Nicaragua 220 40
ChampTain 123 .... 12

L. ofthe Woods 70 .... 25
Geneva 50 .... 10

Constance 45 .... xo

Cayuga 36 .... 4

feet.
ALtna, a volcano in Sicily. 10,900
Antisana, a farm-house, Republic of
Ecuador M,3°o

Ararat, resting-place of Noah's Ark,
Armenia I2»7°°

Ben Nevis, highest in Great Britain,

Scotland 4,400
Black Mountains, the highest of the
Blue Ridge, N. C 6,500

Blanc (Mount), Switzerland 15,900
Brown Mountain, highest of the
Rocky Mountains, N. A 16,000

Chimborazo, Republic of Ecuador.. 21,400
Cotopaxi, the highest volcano,
Ecuador 18,900

Dhawalaghiri, one of the Himalaya
Mountains, Asia * 35,500

Geesh, highest in Africa 15,100
Hecla, a volcano in Iceland. 5,500
Himalaya, the highest in the world,
Thibet 29,000

Jungfrau, Alps, Switzerland 13.700

3,ooo

Lebanon, Syria 10,000
Olympus, Greece 6,600
Ophir, Sumatra. East Indies..., 13,800
Parnassus, the home of the Muses,
Greece 6,000

Perdu (Mount), highest of the Pyre-
nees, France 11,300

Popocatapetl, highest in Mexico x 7,700
Roa (Mount), highest in Oceanica,
Hawaii 17,500

Sinai (Mount), Arabia. 8,200
Sorata, highest in America, Bolivia. 25,400
St. Bernard, Switzerland 8,000
St. Elias, highest in North America,

Russian Possessions 17,900
Stromboli, volcano in the Mediter-
ranean Sea

Teneriffe (Peak of), one of the
Canary Isles 12,000

Vesuvius, volcano, near Naples 3.900
Washington (Mount), highest of White
Mountains, N. H 6,293

GREAT DIVISIONS OF THE WORLD, WITH AREA AND POPULATION.
Area. Population.

Europe 3,830,357 square miles 312 million.

Asia 16,4x5,758 " 765 "
Africa ",556,650

" x88 «

N. and S. America 16,014,058
" 87 "

Australia 4,388,025
•« 4 "

It is estimated that this aggregate of humanity speak 3,064 languages, and profess to

believe in 1,000 various forms of religion.

Of this vast multitude, 33,333,333 are estimated to pass into eternity every year, 91,954
every day, 3,730 every hour, 60 every minute, and x every second.
An estimate of the earth's population, classified according to race and religion, is as

follows:
Races.

Whites 550,000,000
Mongolians 550,000,000
Blacks 173,000,000
Copper-Colored 12,000,000

Religions.
Pagans 676,000,000
Christians 320,000,000
Mohammedans 140,000,000

Jews 14,000,000

The Christians are classified as follows : Church of Rome, 170,000,000; Protestants,

90,000,000 ; Greek and East Church, 60,000,000.
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THE LIFE OF COLUMBUS.

Christopher Columbus, the eldest son of Dominico Colombo and Suzanna
Fontanarossa, was born at Genoa, in 1435 or '43°- Of his childhood little is
known. In 1449 he was sent to the University of Pavia, where he devoted his
time to the Mathematical and Natural Sciences, and Nautical Astronomy.
Shortly after leaving Pavia, probably in 1453, ne made nk choice of voca-
tion, and became a sailor. No record exists of his first year's apprentice-
ship, though he soon became known as a brave seaman, and had been to
every port and country in Europe. He was for some time in the service
of the Ren6 of Provence, for whom he seized a Venitian Galley with
great bravery and audacity.

He sailed with Colombo el Mozo, a bold sea captain and privateeer; and
a sea fight under this command brought him ashore in Portugal. Here
he married Felipa Munnis Perestrello, daughter of a captain in the service of
Prince Henry the Navigator, Governor of Porto Santo, an island off Madeira.
Columbus visited the island, and, pursuing his studies here, first conceived
the idea of reaching Asia by sailing westward, which led to the discovery
of Ameriea. In 1474 he expounded his views to Paolo Toscanelli, and
received the heartiest encouragement The concurrence of some state or
sovereign was necessary to the success of his design. He therefore applied
to the Senate of Genoa, but without success. Rejected, he turned to King
John II of Portugal, who had already an open field for discovery along the
African coast Here, too, he failed to receive the necessary support, though
the King had confidence in his scheme. Columbus now sent his brother
Bartholomew to King Henry VII, of England, with letters communicating
his ideas. He himself turned to Sprin in 1484, taking with him Diago,
his only son. Here he proposed his plans to Medina Sidonia and Medina
Celi. The latter gave him great encouragement, and, through his influence,
he was summoned to the court of Cordova by Queen Isabella. It was an
ill moment for the navigator's fortune. Castile and Leon were in the thick
of that struggle which resulted in the final defeat of the Moors, and neither
Ferdinand nor Isabella would listen to his project. He was under the care
of Alonzo de Quintanilla at the court, whom he converted into an enthusi-
astic supporter of his theory. He followed the court to Salamanca, where
he met the grand Cardinal Pedro Gonzales de Mendoza, through whom he
got an audience of the king.

In 1487 a Junta of astronomers and cosmographers was summoned to
confer with him. Columbus argued his point, but was overwhelmed with
Biblical texts, with quotations from the great divines, with theological
objections, and in a short time the Junta was adjourned, leaving him with-
out a hope of further hearing. In 1489 Columbus, still faithful to his cause,
having followed the court from place to place, was present at the siege of
Malaga. In I490 the Junta declared his project vain and impractical, and
advised their highnesses to have nothing to do with it. This was confirmed
with some reservation at Seville. Columbus was now in despair. He
betook himself to Huelva intending to take ship to France, halting however
at Palos. At the monastery of La Rabida he met Juan Perez de Marchena,
who had been the Queen's confessor. This divine sent word to the Queen,
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and through his influence Columbus was again summoned to court, just in

time to witness the surrender of Granada. Columbus believed in his mis-

sion and stood out for high terms. These were rejected, and in January,

1492, he set out for France a second time. A messenger was sent imme-
diately after him, the Queen having, through Luis de Sautangel, deter-

mined on the expedition. He was overtaken at the Bridge of Pines. He
returned to Santa Fe on the 17th of April, and an agreement between
their majesties and himself was signed and sealed. The town of Palos
was ordered to find him two ships, and these were placed at his disposal.

But no crews could be got together, and had not Juan Perez interested

Alonzo Pinzon and Vincente Yanez Pinzon in the cause, Columbus would
again have been delayed. At last however men, ships and stores were
ready. The expedition consisted of the "Santa Maria," a decked ship

with a crew of fifty men, commanded by Columbus, and of two caravels,

the " Pinta," with thirty men, under Martin Pinzon, and the u Nina," with
twenty-four men, under his brother Vincente Yanez. The adventurers

numbering 120 souls, on Friday, August 3, 1492, set sail for the Canary
Islands. Three days after, the Pinta lost her rudder, and was forced to put
in at Teneriffe, August 9th, to refit On September 6th they weighed
anchor once more, and with all haste, Columbus having heard that three

Portuguese caravels were on the lookout for him. On September 13th, the

variations of the magnetic needle were for the first time observed. On the

1 6th they arrived at those vast plains of seaweed called the Sargasso Sea.

On the 17th the crew showed signs of uneasiness, but Columbus managed
to quiet them. On the 18th they saw many birds and a low lying ridge of

clouds and they thought land was in sight. On the 20th they saw two
pelicans and were sure land must be near; but again being disappointed

they became unruly, and Columbus had much trouble in again restoring

order. On the 25th Alonzo Pinzon raised the cry of land, but it proved to

be a false alarm. On October 7th the commander of the " Nina" made
the same mistake. On the nth the "Pinta" fished up a cane, a log, a
stick wrought with iron, and a board, and the " Nina" sighted a stake
covered with dog-roses; with these signs they all breathed freer and were
glad. That night Columbus perceived and pointed out alight ahead, and
on Friday 12th, at 2 A. M., a sailor aboard the " Nina " sighted what proved
to be the New World. It was the Island of Guanahani. On the same
morning Columbus landed, gave thanks to God, named the Island San
Salvador, and took formal possession for their majesties of Castile and Leon.

This, the first voyage, resulted in the discovery of St. Maria del Concep-
cion, Exuma, Isabella, Cuba. Bahia, the Cuban Archipelago, St. Catalina

and Haiti. Off Haiti the "Santa Maria" went aground; no lives were
lost, but the ship had to be abandoned. Columbus built a fort of the mate-
rial of the stranded hulk, called it La Navidad, left forty-three Europeans
in charge, and on January 16, 1493, set sa^ for Spain in the " Nina" alone,

having lost sight of Martin Pinzon and the " Pinta." They met however
four days afterward, and continued their journey until again separated by a
severe storm. On February 18th he reached the Island of Santa Maria in

the Azores, and continuing his journey dropped anchor off Lisbon on the

4th of March.
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The King of Portugal received the Admiral with the highest honors.

On the 13th the " Nina" put off for the Tagus, and two days afterward,

Friday, March 15th, dropped anchor off Palo*. Columbus proceeded in

person to the Court at Barcelona, and entered the city in agrand procession,

was received by their majesties in full Court, apd, seated in their presence,

related the story of his wanderings. The title of Don was conferred on
himself and his brothers; he rode at the king's bridal, and was served and
saluted as a Grandee of Spain. On the 3d and 4th of May Pope Alex-
ander the VI. granted Bulls confirming to the Crowns of Castile and Leon
all the lands discovered or to be discovered beyond a certain line of demar-
cation, and a new expedition was got in readiness with all possible dispatch

to secure and extend the discoveries already made. After several delays

the new fleet weighed anchor on the 25th of September and steered west-

ward. It consisted of three great carracks and fourteen caravels, having
on board about 1500 men, including twelve missionaries. On the 13th of
October the ships which had put in at the Canaries left Ferro, and as early

Sunday, November 3d, after a single storm, sighted land to the westward,
which was named Dominica. Northward from this new found Island.

Maria Galante and Guadaloupe were discovered and named; and on the

northwest course to LaNavidad,thoseof Mont Serrat, Antigua, San Martin
and Santa Cruz were sighted, and the island now called Porto Rico was
hurriedly explored and named San Juan. On the 22d of November
Columbus came in sight of Hispaniola; sailing eastward to LaNavidad,
he found the fort burned and the colony dispersed. Coasting on forty miles

eastward of Cape Haytien, he founded the city and settlement of Isabella.

After thoroughly organizing the new colony, and giving it a sort of govern-

ment, Columbus again put to sea, following the southern shore of Cuba for

some days, he steered southward and discovered the Islands of Jamaica,
which he named Santiago. After coasting westward for many days he
became convinced that he had discovered continuous land. After cruising

in the Carribean Sea for more than thirty days, he returned on the 29th of

September and dropped anchor off Isabella. The colony was in a sad
plight There was considerable trouble owing to the gold craze, the colo-

nists were impatient, proud, ignorant and mutinous.

It was more than Columbus could do to restore order. The news of
this state of things was carried to the Spanish Court, and the tide of favor

seemed to have turned against him. In October, 1495, Juan Aguado
arrived at Isabella with appointed commission from their Catholic Majesties

to inquire into the circumstances. Much contest and recrimination fol-

lowed. Colnmbus found that there was no time to be lost in returning

home. He appointed his brother Bartholomew " adelantado " of the Island

and on March 10th, 1496, he left Hispaniola in the "Nina." Reaching
Cadiz on the Ilth of January, 1496, the Admiral landed in great dejection,

wearing the costume of a Franciscan, reassured, however, by the reception

of his sovereigns, he asked at once for eight ships. Two to be sent to the

colony with supplies, and six to be put under his orders for new discoveries.

The request was not immediately granted, as the Spanish exchequer was
not then well supplied ; but principally owing to the intervention of the

Queen, an agreement was come to, similar to that of May, 1492, which

50
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was now confirmed. It was not till the 30th of May, 1498, that he and his
ships set sail. From San Lucar he steered for Gomera in the Canaries, and
thence dispatched three of his ships to San Domingo, next proceeded to
the Cape Verde Islands. From whence he set sail on the 4th of July. On
the 31st of the same month, being greatly in need of water, and fearing
that no land lay to the westward, as they had hoped, Columbus turned his

ships to the north. Alonzo Perez, a mariner of Huelva, saw land about
fifteen leagues on the southwest It was crowned with three hill-tops and
named by the Admiral Trinidad, which name it yet bears. On Wednesday,
August I, he beheld for the first time the mainland of South America, the
continent which he had sought for so long. For many days he coasted the
continent, nor was it until he had looked on and considered the immense
volume of fresh water poured out through the embouchure of the river,

now called the Orinoco, that he concluded that the so-called Archipelago
must be indeed a great continent Unfortunately at this time he was not

in the best of health, his ships were in bad condition, and he was anxious

to inspect the infant colony, from whence he had been absent so long, and
so after touching at and naming the Islands of Margaretta, he bore away to

the northwest, and on August 30th, 1498, he dropped anchor once more off

Isabella. He found that things had not prospered well in his absence ; by
the vigor and activity of his brother the whole island had been reduced
under Spanish sway, but at the expense of the colonists ; under the leader-

ship of a certain Roldan, a bold, unprincipled adventurer, they had risen

in revolt and Columbus had to compromise matters in order to restore peace.

Five ship loads of Indians had been deported to Spain, some little time

before, and on the arrival of these living cargoes at Seviile, the queen, the

staunch and steady friend of Columbus, was moved with compassion and
indignation. No one, she declared, had authorized him to dispose of her

vassals in any such manner, and proclamations at Seville, Granada and
other chief places, ordered the instant liberation and return of the Indians.

In addition to this the ex-colonists had become incensed against Columbus
and his brothers. They paraded their grievances in the very Court-yards

of the Alhambra, to surround the King when he came forth with complaints

and reclamations; to insult the discoverer's young sons with shouts

and jeers, and it was not surprising that Ferdinand, whose support for

Columbus had never been very hearty, should at this time determine to

suspend him. Accordingly, in March, 1499, Francisco de Bobadilla was
ordered to ascertain what persons had raised: themselves against justice in

the island of Hispaniola, and to proceed against them according to law.

On May 21st the government of the island was conferred on him, and he

was accredited with an order that all arms and fortresses should be handed

over to him. On May 26th he received a letter for delivery to Columbus,

stating that the bearer would speak certain things to him, on the part of

their highnesses, praying him to give faith and credence, and to act accord-

ingly. Bobadilla left Spain in July, 1500, and landed in Hispaniola in

October. Columbus meanwhile had restored tranquillity in his government

With Roldan's help he had beaten off an attempt on the island by the

adventurer Ojeda, his old lieutenant. The Indians were being collected in

to villages and Christianized. Gold mining was profitably pursued, and
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in three years he calculated the royal revenues might be raised to an
average of 60,000,000 reals. The arrival of Bobadilla, however, speedily

changed this state of affairs into a greater and more pitiable confusion than

the island had ever before witnessed, On landing he took possession of

the Admiral's house, and summoned him and his brother before him.

Accusations of severity and injustice and venality were poured down on
their heads, and Columbus anticipated nothing less than a shameful death.

Bobadilla put all three in irons and he shipped them off to Spain. Alonzo

de Villejo, captain of the caravel in which the illustrious prisoners sailed,

still retained the proper sense of the honor and respect due to Columbus,

and would have removed the fetters, but to this Columbus would not con-

sent. He would wear them, he said, until their highnesses, by whose
orders they had been affixed, should order their removal, and he would
keep them afterward as relics and memorials of the reward of his services.

He did so, and requested that when he died they be buried with him. A
letter of indignation from Columbus to Donna Juana de la Torre, the

governess of the infante Don Juan, arrived at Court before the 'despatch

of Bobadilla. Itwas read to the Queen, and its tidings were confirmed by
communications from Alonzo de Villejo and the alcaide of Cadiz.

There was a great movement of indignation, the tide of popular and royal

feelings turned once more in favor of Columbus, who received a large

sum to defray his expenses, and when he appeared at Court, on the

17th of December, he was no longer in irons and disgrace but richly appa-

relled and surrounded by friends. The Queen is said to have been moved
to tears on the narration of his story, and he was promised compensation

for his losses and satisfaction for his wrongs.
A new Governor, Nicolas de Ovando, was appointed in Bobadilla's

place. He left San Lucar on the 18th of February, 1502, with a fleet of

thirty ships. Bobadilla was to be impeached and sent home. The Admi-
ral's property was to be restored, and a fresh start was to be made in the

conduct of colonial affairs. Thus ended Columbus's history as viceroy and
governor of the New Indies, which he had presented to the country of his

adoption. His hour of rest, however, had not yet come. Ever anxious
to serve their Catholic Highnesses, particularly the Queen, he had deter-

mined to find a strait through which he might penetrate westward to

Portuguese Asia. On the 9th of May, 1502, with four caravels and 150
men, he weighed anchor from Cadiz, and sailed on his fourth and last

great voyage. He first betook himself to the relief of the Portuguese fort

of Arzilla, which had been besieged by the Moors, but the siege had been
raised voluntarily before he arrived, and he again put to sea. On the 13th
of June, he discovered the island of Martinique. Columbus had received
positive instructions from his sovereign on no account to touch at Hispaniola,
but his largest caravel was greatly in need of repairs, and he had no choice
but to abandon her or disobey orders. He preferred the latter alternative,
and sent a boat ashore to Ovando, asking for a new ship and for permission
to enter the harbor to weather a hurricane. But his request was refused,
and he coasted the island, casting anchor under lee of the land. Here
he weathered the storm, which drove the other caravels out to sea, and
annihilated the homeward bound fleet, the richest that had, till then, been
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sent from Hispaniola. Ralden and Bobadilla perished with others of the
Admiral's enemies; and Fernando: who accompanied his father on this

voyage, wrote long years afterwards, "I am satisfied it was the hand of God,
for had they arrived in Spain, they had never been punished as their crimes
deserved, but rather been favored and preferred." After recruiting his

flotilla at Azua, Columbus put in at Jacquimo, and refitted his four vessels;

and on the 14th of July, 1502, he steered for Jamaica. The first land
sighted was the Islet of Guanaja. About forty miles east of the coast of
Honduras. Here he got news from an old Indianof a rich and vast coun-
try lying to the eastward. He intended to plant a colony on the river

Veragua, which was afterwards to give his descendants a title of nobility.

He had hardly put about when he was caught in a storm which lasted eight

days, and severely strained his worm-eaten ships, and finally on the

Epiphany blew him intoan embouchure which he named Bethlehem. Gold
was very plentiful in this place, and herehe determined to found his settle-

ment By the end of March, 1503, a number of huts had been run up and
in these the Adelantado with eighty men was to remain while Columbus
returned to Spain for men and supplies. Quarrels however arose among
the natives, and the "Adelantado" made an attempt to seize on the person

of the cacique, but failed, and before Columbus could leave the coast, he
had to abandon a second caravel, and to relinquish the enterprise. Steer-

ing eastward, he left a second caravel at Porto Bello, and on the 31st of

May he steered northward for Cuba, where he obtained supplies from the

natives. From Cuba he bore up for Jamaica, and there in the harbor of
Santa Gloria, now called St. Anne's Bay, he ran his ships aground in a
small inlet still called Don Christopher's Cove. The expedition was
received with the greatest kindness by the natives, and here Columbus
remained upward of two years awaiting the return of his lieutenant Diego
Mendez, whom he had despatched to Ovando for assistance during his

critical sojourn. Here the Admiral suffered much from disease, and from

the lawlessness of his followers,whose misconduct had alienated the natives

and provoked them to withhold their accustomed supplies. Fortunately,

however, Columbus was an astronomer, and knew that there would be an
eclipse of the moon just at that time. He told the natives that they must
give him the supplies, or hewould takeaway the light that they worshipped.

This they did not believe, until the actual fact was displayed before them,

when they fell on their knees before Columbus and begged him to give

back the light, promising everything of their supplies that they could give

him. Two vessels having at last arrived for their relief from Mendez and
Ovando, Columbus set sail for Spain, and after a tempestuous voyage,

landed once more at Seville, on the 7th of September, 1504. As he was
too ill to go to court, his son Diego was sent thither in his place to look

after his interests and transact his business. Letter after letter followed the

young man from Seville, one by the hands of Amerigo Vespucci. In May
1 505, he was removed to the court at Segovia. The last documentary note

in a final codicil to the will of 1498 was made at Valladolid on the 19th of

May, 1506. The head of the house was to sign himself •'The Admiral,"

one tenth of the annual income was to be set aside yearly for distribution

among the poor relations of the house. Among other legacies is one of
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one-half a mark of silver to a Jew who used to live at the gate of the Jury

in Lisbon. The codicil was written and signed by the Admiral's own hand.

Next day, May 20th, 1 506, he died and was buried at Valladolid, but his

remains were soon after transferred to the Carthusian Monastery of Los
Cuevas, Seville, where also the second Admiral was buried. In 1536 the

bodies of both were taken to Hispaniola (San Domingo), and interred in

the Cathedral. In 1795 or 96, on the cession of that Island to the French
the bodies were re-exhumed, and were transferred in great state and solem-

nity to the Cathedral of Havana, where they yet remain.

ACT OF CONGRESS CREATING THE WORLD'S
COLUMBIAN COMMISSION.

An act to provide for celebrating the Four hundredth anniversary of the

discovery ofAmerica by Christopher Columbus by holding an interna-

tional exhibition ofarts, industries, manufactures, and the products oj

the soil, mine, and sea, in the City of Chicago, in the State of Illinois.

Whereas, It is fit and appropriate that the four-hundredth anniversary

of the discovery of America be commemorated by an exhibition of the

resources of the United States of America, their development, and of the

progress of civilization in the New World ; and,

Whereas, Such an exhibition should be of a national and international

character, so that not only the people of our Union and this Continent, but

those of all nations as well, can participate, and should therefore have the

sanction of the Congress of the United States ; therefore,

Be it enacted by the Sennte and House of Representatives of the United
States ofAmerica in Congress assembled, That an exhibition of arts, indus-

tries, manufactures, and products of the soil, mine, and sea shall be inaugur-

ated in the year eighteen hundred and ninety-two, in the City of Chicago,

in the State of Illinois, as hereinafter provided.

Sec. 2. That a commission, to consist of two Commissioners from each
State and Territory of the United States and from the District of Columbia,

and eight Commission ers-at-Large, is hereby constituted to be designated as

the World's Columbian Commission.

Sec. 3. That said Commissioners, two from each State and Territory,

shall be appointed within thirty days from the passage of this act by the

President of the United States, on the nomination of the Governors of the

States and Territories, respectively, and by the President, eight Commis

-

sioners-at-Large and two from the District of Columbia ; and in the same
manner and within the same time there shall be appointed two alternate

Commissioners from each State and Territory of the United States and the

District of Columbia and eight alternate Coramissioners-at-Large, who shall

assume and perform the duties of such Commissioner or Commissioners as

may be unable to attend the meetings of the said Commission ; and in such
nominations and appointments each of the two leading political parties shall

be equally represented. Vacancies in the Commission nominated by the
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Governors of the several States and Territories, respectively, and also
vacancies in the Commission-at-Large and from the District of Columbia
may be filled in the same manner and under the same conditions as pro-

vided herein for their original appointment.

Sec. 4. That the Secretary of State of the United States shall, immedi-
ately after the passage of this act, notify the Governors of the several States

and Territories, respectively, thereof, and request such nominations to be
made. The Commissioners so appointed shall be called together by the
Secretary of State of the United States in the City of Chicago, by notice to

the Commissioners, as soon as convenient after the appointment of said

Commissioners, and within thirty days thereafter. The said Commissioners,
at said first meeting, shall organize by the election of such officers and the

appointment of such Committees as they may deem expedient, and for this

purpose the Commissioners present at said meeting shall constitute a
quorum.

Sec. 5. That said Commission be empowered in its discretion to accept

for the purposes of the World's Columbian Exposition such site as may be
selected and offered and such plans and specifications of buildings to be
erected for such purpose at the expense of and tendered by the corporation

organized under the laws of the State of Illinois, known as M The World's
Exposition of eighteen hnndred and ninety-two : " Provided^ That said

site so tendered and the buildings proposed to be erected thereon shall be
deemed by said Commission adequate to the purposes of said Exposition.

Andprovided, That said Commission shall be satisfied that the said corpor-

ation has an actual bona fide and valid subscription to its capital stock

which will secure the payment of at least five millions of dollars, of which
not less than five hundred thousand dollars shall have been paid in, and
that the further sum of five million dollars, making in all ten million dol-

lars, will be provided by said corporation in ample time for its needful use
during the prosecution of the work for the complete preparation for said

Exposition.

Sec. 6. That the said Commission shall allot spate for exhibitors, pre-

pare a classification of exhibits, determine the plan and scope of the Ex-
position, and shall appoint all judges and examiners for the Exposition,

award all premiums, if any, and generally have charge of all intercourse

with the exhibitors and the representatives of foreign nations. And said

commission is authorized and required to appoint a Board of Lady Mana-
gers of such number and to perform such duties as may be prescribed by
said Commission. Said Board may appoint one or more members of all

committees authorized to award prizes for exhibits which may be produced

in whole or in part by female labor.

Sec 7. That after the plans for said Exposition shall be prepared by

said corporation and approved by said Commission, the rules ana regula-

tions of said corporation governing rates for entrance and admission fees,

or otherwise affecting the rights, privileges, or interests of the exhibitors or

of the public, shall be fixed or established by said corporation, subject,

however, to such modification, if any, as may be imposed by a majority of

said Commissioners.
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Sec. 8. That the President is hereby empoweied and directed to hold

a naval review in New York Harbor, in April, eighteen hundred and
ninety-three, and to extend to foreign nations an invitation to send ships of

war to join the United States Navy in rendezvous at Hampton Roads and

proceed thence to said review.

Sec. 9. That said Commission shall provide for the dedication of the

buildings of the World's Columbian Exposition in the said City of Chicago

on the twelfth day of October, eighteen hundred and ninety-two, with

appropriate ceremonies, and said Exposition shall be open to visitors not

later than the first day of May, eighteen hundred and ninety three, and
shall be closed at such time as the Commission may determine, but not

later than the thirtieth day of October thereafter.

Sec. IO* That whenever the President of the United States shall be

notified by the Commission that provision has been made for grounds and

buildings for the uses herein provided for, and there has also been filed

with him by the said corporation, known as " The World's Exposition of

eighteen hundred and ninety-two," satisfactory proof that a sum not less

than ten million dollars, to be used and expended for the purposes of the

Exposition herein authorized, has in fact been raised or provided for by
subscription or other legally binding means, he shall be authorized, through

the Department of State, to make proclamation of the same, setting forth

the time at which the Exposition will open and close, and the place at

which it will be held; and he shall communicate to the diplomatic repre-

sentatives of foreign nations copies of the same, together with such regula-

tions as may be adopted by the Commission, for publication in their respec-

tive countries, and he shall, in behalf of the Government and people, invite

foreign nations to take part in the said Exposition and appoint representa-

tives thereto.

Sec. ix. That all articles which shall be imported from foreign coun-

tries for the sole purpose of exhibition at said Exposition, upon which there

shall be a tariff or customs duty, shall be admitted free of payment of duty,

customs fees, or charges under such regulations as the Secretary of the

Treasury shall prescribe; but it shall be lawful at any time during die exhi-

bition to sell for delivery at the close of the Exposition any goods or prop-

erty imported for and actually on exhibition in the Exposition buildings or

on its grounds, subject to such regulations for the security of the revenue
and for the collection of the import duties as the Secretary of the Treasury
shall prescribe: Provided^ That all such articles when sold or withdrawn
for consumption in the United States shall be subject to the duty, if any,

imposed upon such articles by the revenue laws in force at the date of

importation, and all penalties prescribed by law shall be applied and
enforced against such articles, and against the persons who may be guilty

of any illegal sale or withdrawal.

Sec. 12. That the sum of twenty thousand dollars, or as much thereof

as may be necessary, be, and the same is hereby appropriated, out of any
moneys in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, for the remainder of
the present fiscal year and for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, eighteen
hundred and ninety-one, to be expended under the direction of the Secre-
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Ury of the Treasury for purposes connected with the admission of foreign

goods to said Exhibition.

Sec. 13. That it shall be the duty of the Commission to make reports

from time to time, to the President of the United States of the progress of

the work, and in a final report, present a full exhibit of the results of the
Exposition.

Sec. 14. That the Commission hereby authorized shall exist no longer
than until the first day of January, eighteen hundred and ninety-eight

Sec. 15. That the United States shall not in any manner, nor under
any Circumstances, be liable for any of the acts, doings, proceedings, or

representations of the said corporation organized under the laws of the

State of Illinois, its officers, agents, servants, or employees, or any of them,
or for the service, salaries, labor or wages of said officers, agents, servants,

or employes, or any of them, or for any subscriptions to the capital stock, or
for any certificates of stock, bonds, mortgages, or obligations of any kind
issued by said corporation, or for any debts, liabilities, or expenses of any
kind whatever attending such corporation or accruing by reason of the

Sec. 16. That there shall be exhibited at said Exposition, by the

Government of the United States, from its Executive Departments, the

Smithsonian Institution, the United States Fish Commission, and the Na-
tional Museum, such articles and materials as illustrate the function and
administrative faculty of the Government in time of peace, and its resources

as a war power, tending to demonstrate the nature of our institutions and
their adaptation to the wants of the people ; and to secure a complete and
harmonious arrangement of such a Government exhibit, a Board shall be
created to be charged with the selection, preparation, arrangement, safe-

keeping, and exhibition of such articles and materials as the heads of the
several departments and the Directors of the Smithsonian-Institution and
.National Museum may respectively decide shall be embraced in said Gov.
eminent exhibit. The President may also designate additional articles for

exhibition. Such Board as shall be composed of one person to be named
by the head of each Executive Department, and one by the Directors of
the Smithsonian Institution and National Museum, and one by the Fish

Commission, such selections to be approved by the President of the United
States. The President shall name the Chairman of said Board, and the

Board itself shall select such other officers as it may deem necessary.

That the Secretary of the Treasury is hereby authorized and directed to

place on exhibition, upon such grounds as shall be allotted for the purpose,

one of the life-saving stations authorized to be constructed on the coast of

the United States by existing law, and to cause the same to be fully equipped

with all apparatus, furniture and appliances now in use in all life-saving

stations in the United States, said building and apparatus to be removed at

the close of the Exhibition and re-erected at the place now authorized by
law.

Sec. 17. That the Secretary of the Treasury shall cause a suitable

building or buildings to be erected on the site selected for the World's

Columbian Exposition for the Government exhibits, as provided in this act.
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and he is hereby authorized and directed to contract therefor, in the same
manner and under the same regulations as for other public buildings of the
United States; but the contracts for said building or buildings shall not
exceed the sum of four hundred thousand dollars, and for the remainder of
the fiscal year and for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, eighteen hun-
dred and ninety-two, there is hereby appropriated for said building or
buildings, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,

the sum of one hundred thousand dollars. The Secretary of the Treasury
shall refuse the said building or buildings to be constructed, as far as pos-

sible, of iron, steel, and glass, or of such other material as may be taken
out and sold to the best advantage; and he is authorized and required to

dispose of such building or buildings, or the material composing the same,
at the close of the Exposition, giving preference to the City of Chicago, or

to the said World's Exposition of eighteen hundred and ninety-two, to pur-

chase the same at an appraised value to be ascertained in such manner as

he may determine.

Sec 1 8. That for the purpose of paying the expenses of transportation,

care, and custody of exhibits by the Government and the maintenance of
the building or buildings hereinbefore provided for, and the safe return

of articles belonging to the said Government exhibit, and for the expenses
of the Commission created by this act, and other contingent expenses,

to be approved by the Secretary of the Treasury, upon itemized accounts
and vouchers, there is hereby appropriated for the remainder of the fiscal

year and for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and
ninety-one, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,

the sum oftwo hundred thousand dollars, or so much thereof as may be
necessary i Provided^ That the United States shall not be liable,on account

of the erection of buildings, expenses of the Commission or any of its officers

or employees, or on account of any expenses incident to or growing out of

said Exposition, for a sum exceeding in the aggregate one million five

hundred thousand dollars.

Sec 19. That [the Commissioners and alternate Commissioners
appointed under this act shall not be entitled to any compensation for their

services out ofthe Treasury of the United States, except their actual ex-

penses for transportation and the sum of six dollars per day for subsistence

for each day they are necessarily absent from their homes on the business

of said Commission. The officers of said Commission shall receive such
compensation as may be fixed by said Commission, subject to the approval

of the Secretary of the Treasury, which shall be paid out of the sums appro-

priated by Congress in aid of such Exposition.

Sec 20. That nothing in this act shall be so construed as to create any
liability of the United States, direct or indirect, for any debt or obligation

incurred, nor for any claim for aid or pecuniary assistance from Congress

or the Treasury of the United States in support or liquidation of any debts

or obligations created by said Commission in excess of appropriations made
by Congress therefor.

Sec 21. That nothing in this act shall be so construed as to override

or interfere with the laws of any State, and all contracts made in any State

for the purposes of the Exhibition shall be subject to the laws thereof.
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Sec. 22. That no member of said Commission, whether an officer or

otherwise, shall be personally liable for any debt or obligation which may
be created or incurred by the said Commission.

Approved, April 25, 1890.

STATISTICS ABOUT WORLD'S FAIRS.

The Paris Exposition of 1889 occupied 96 acres of ground and overshad-

owed all World's Fairs that had ever taken place, having been visited by
25,000,000 people.

The Centennial Exposition, held in Philadelphia in 1876, was visited by

10,001,466 people. The total number of exhibitors was 30,300.

The World's Columbian Exposition now held at Chicago, occupies 974
acres of ground, or nearly ten times as much ground as was covered by the

great Paris Exposition in 1889. The exposition embraces two large parks

known as Washington and Jackson and a road connection known as the

Midway Pleasance.

At the Paris Exposition of 1889 the number of acres under roof was 62
while at Chicago the main buildings alone require 103 acres or more than
half as much again as the amount of space under cover at Paris.

The first noteworthy World's Fair ever held took place in London in

185 1. It was visited by about 6,000,000 persons, and there were about

17,000 exhibitors. The United States at tnis exposition had 499 exhibi-

tors, which was considered a creditable showing in view of the state of

America's industries at that time.

The second great World's Fair took place in Paris in 1855. It had
5,162,000 visitors or nearly a million less than London's fair four years

before. There were more exhibitors at this Paris Exposition than at the

London Fair, however, the number amounting to nearly 24,000.

The third World's Fair was held in London in 1862. The number of

exhibits far exceeded those of the two previous fairs, there being 78,896,

but the number of visitors was not much greater than the number at the

first World's Exposition in 1851, there being only 6,211,103.

The fourth World's Exposition was held in Paris in 1867. Here the

French took a great stride m the matter of the number of visitors. The
number of exhibitors while large was less than the number at the last Lon-
don Exposition, being a little over 50,000. But the number of visitors was
nearly 16,000,000.

The fifth World's Fair in the list of noteworthy events of the kind, was
held in Paris in 1868. Nearly £11,000,000 was spent in the preparations

It was attended by 16,158,719 visitors.

The sixth World's Fair was held in Vienna in 1873. The number of

visitors was 7,254,687, or less than half as many as attended the Paris Ex-

position six years before and about 3,000,000 less than attended the Cen-

tennial Exposition in Philadelphia in 1876. The buildings and general

preparations for the Vienna Exposition cost 12,000,000, a much larger sum
than had been expended on any previous fair.
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The seventh World's Exposition was the Centennial of American Inde-
pendence, held in Philadelphia in 1876. As stated, there were 10,001,466
admissions and 30,500 exhibits. The estimated value of the articles dis-

played was $70,000,000.
The eighth and last great World's Fair was held in Paris in 1889, and,

as has been stated, stands unexcelled in the record of World's expositions.

It had 25,000,000 visitors, although the ground it covered was about one
tenth of the area occupied by the Chicago Exposition.

It will be seen that while there have been eight great World's
Fairs, Paris has had four of them, London two, Vienna one and Philadel-

phia one.

An idea of the immensity of the buildings at Chicago may be gained
when it is stated that the manufacturing and liberal art exhibits are con-
tained in a building 1,850 feet long, over one third of a mile, and 780 feet

wide, or more than one seventh of a mile in width.

All the countries of the old world have shown a zeal and interest in the

matter of participation that foreshadows wonderful results. Japan appro
priated half a million dollars to secure a proper representation, besides

sending a special commissioner to Chicago with the offer to erect a building

to cost one million dollars which she will present to the city after the Ex-
position is over as a permanent testimonial of her regard for this nation.

Germany appropriated over a million dollars to insure a proper represen-

tation of her products and industries and England, France, Austria and
Italy are not behind.

COST AND DIMENSIONS OF BUILDINGS.

The Administration Building, 250 ft. sq., cost $ 650,000
" Government Building, 350 x 420 " 400,000
" Manufactures and Liberal Arts Building, 788x1688 " 1,500,000
" Agricultural Building, 500x800 " 1,000,000
" Machinery Hall, 500 x 850 " 450,000
" " '• with Annex and Power House, " 1,000,000
" Electrical Building 351 x 767 " 650,000
" Fisheries Building, 200x1100 " 500,000
" Horticultural Building, 286 x 1000 " 450,000
" Art Palace, 320 x 500 " 600,000
" Mines and Mining Building 350 x 700 " 300,000
" Women's Building, ......,, ,200x400 " 150,000
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